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°F
µg/m3

degrees Fahrenheit
micrograms per cubic meter

AB
ABAG
AC
ADA
ADAM
ADP
ADRP
ADT
AERMOD
AF
AFV
AGO Zone
AHS
AIA
AICUZ
ALUC
ALUCP
AMAP
AMSL
AOU
APCD
APE
APZ
AQIA
AQMP
ARB
ARFVTP
ASBS
ASF
ASPA
ASPEN
AST
ATCM
ATDM
ATP
ATRNA
AVL

Assembly Bill
Association of Bay Area Governments
Asphalt Cement
Americans with Disabilities Act
Aerometric Data Analysis and Management
Airport Development Plan
Archaeological Data Recovery Program
average daily traffic
approved air dispersion model
acre-foot/acre-feet
alternative fuel vehicle
Agricultural Overlay Zone
Automated Highway System
Airport Influence Area
Air Installation Compatible Use Zone
Airport Land Use Commission
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan
Airport Multimodal Accessibility Plan
above mean sea level
American Ornithologist Union
Air Pollution Control District
Areas of Potential Effects
Accident Potential Zone
Air Quality Impact Analysis
Air Quality Management Plan
Air Resources Board
Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program
Area of Special Biological Significance
age sensitivity factor
Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act
Aspen Environmental Group
aboveground storage tank
air toxic control measure
Active Traffic and Demand Management
Active Transportation Program
Agua Tibia Research Natural Area
Automated Vehicle Location

B.P.
BAAQMD
BACT
BAU
BECC

before present
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
best available control technology
business-as-usual
Border Environment Cooperation Commission
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BGEPA
BIA
BLM
BMO
BMP
BNSF
BOD
BOE
BPMT
BRT
Btu
BWD

Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Bureau of Land Management
Biological Mitigation Ordinance
best management practice
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railway
biochemical oxygen demand
California State Bureau of Equalization
bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled
bus rapid transit
British thermal unit
Borrego Water District

C&D
CA DPR
CAA
CAAA
CAAQS
CADC
CADD
CAFE
CAL FIRE
Cal NAGPRA
Cal OES
Cal/EPA
CalARP
CalEMA
Caltrans
CAO
CAP
CAPCOA
CAPRA
CAS
CBC
CBI
CBO
CCA
CCAA
CCAR
CCC
CCD
CCI
CCR
CCS
CCT
CDC
CDE
CDF
CDFW

construction and demolition
California Department of Parks and Recreation
Clean Air Act
Clean Air Act Amendments
California Ambient Air Quality Standards
California Department of Conservation
computer-aided design and drafting
Corporate Average Fuel Economy
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
California Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
California Office of Emergency Services
California Environmental Protection Agency
California Accidental Release Prevention Program
California Emergency Management Agency
California Department of Transportation
Cleanup and Abatement Order
Climate Action Plan
California Air Pollution Control Officers’ Association
Commission for the Accreditation of Park and Recreation Agencies
Climate Action Strategy
California Building Code
Conservation Biology Institute
Community Based Organization
California Coastal Act
California Clean Air Act
California Climate Action Registry
California Coastal Commission
Coastal Consistency Determination
Construction Cost Index
California Code of Regulations
carbon capture and sequestration
California Coastal Trail
California Department of Conservation
California Department of Education
California Department of Forestry
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
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CDO
CDOT
CDP
CDP
CEC
CEPA
CEQ
CEQA
CERCLA
CERF
CESA
CFC
CFC
CFCP
CFD
CFGC
CFLA
CFR
CGS
CH4
CHHSL/Chisels
CHP
CHRIS
CHSRA
CIP
CIWMB
CIWMP
CLUP
cm
CMA
CMAQ
CMIA
CMP
CNDDB
CNEL
CNG
CNPS
CNRA
CO
CO2
CO2e
COG
CONAPO
COP
COPD
CPI
CPUC
CRHR
CRPR

Cease and Desist Order
Colorado Department of Transportation
Coastal Development Permit
Coastal Development Permit
California Education Code
California Environmental Protection Agency
Council on Environmental Quality
California Environmental Quality Act
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
California Environmental Rights Foundation
California Endangered Species Act
California Fire Code
chlorofluorocarbon
California Farmland Conservancy Program
community facilities district
California Fish and Game Code
California Forest Legacy Act
Code of Federal Regulations
California Geologic Survey
methane
California Human Health Screening Levels
California Highway Patrol
California Historical Resources Information System
California High-Speed Rail Authority
Capital Improvement Plan
California Integrated Waste Management Board
Countywide Integrated Waste Management Plan
Comprehensive Land Use Plan
centimeter
Congestion Management Agency
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program
Corridor Mobility Improvement Account
Congestion Management Program
California Natural Diversity Database
community noise equivalent level
compressed natural gas
California Native Plant Society
California Natural Resources Agency
carbon monoxide
carbon dioxide
carbon dioxide equivalent
Council of Governments
Consejo Nacional de Poblacion
certificate of participation
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
Consumer Price Index
California Public Utilities Commission
California Register of Historical Resources
California Rare Plant Ranks
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CRWQCB
CSA
CSE
CSL
CSLC
CSP
CSSC
CT
CTC
CTP
CTPA
CUPA
CVO
CWA
CWD
CWP
CWPP
cy
CZMA

California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region
County Service Area
Center for Sustainable Energy
California State Library
California State Lands Commission
California State Parks
California Seismic Safety Commission
census tract
California Transportation Commission
California Transportation Plan
California Timberland Productivity Act
Certified Unified Program Agency
Commercial Vehicle Operations
Clean Water Act
Cuyamaca Water District
California Water Plan
Community Wildfire Protection Plan
cubic yards
Coastal Zone Management Act

DAA
dB
dBA
DEFM
DEH
DEH-HIRT
diesel PM
DMA
DMG
DNL
DOC
DOD
DOE
DOT
DPLU
DPR
DTSC
du/acre
DWR

California Disaster Assistance Act
decibel
A-weighted decibel
Demographic and Economic Forecasting Model
Department of Environmental Health
DEH Hazardous Incident Response Team
diesel particulate matter
Disaster Mitigation Act
Division of Mines and Geology
day/night average sound level
California Department of Conservation
Department of Defense
U.S. Department of Energy
Department of Transportation
Department of Planning and Land Use
Department of Parks and Recreation
Department of Toxic Substances Control
dwelling units per acre
Department of Water

EA
EAP
EDD
EFH
EG
EGPR
EHRA
EHS
EIA

Environmental Assessment
Early Action Program
Employment Development Department
essential fish habitat
electric generation
Environmental Goals and Policy Report
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act
Extremely Hazardous Substances
U.S. Energy Information Administration
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EIR
EIS
EISA
EMA
EMFAC
EMP
EO
EPAct
EPCRA
EPIC
ESA
ESL
EV
EVSE

Environmental Impact Report
Environmental Impact Statement
Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007
Cal Emergency Management Agency
Emission Factors
Environmental Mitigation Program
Executive Order
Energy Policy Act of 1992
Emergency Planning Community Right-to-Know Act
University of San Diego, School of Law’s Energy Policy Initiative Center
Environmental Site Assessment
Environmentally Sensitive Land
Electric Vehicle
electric vehicle supply equipment

FAA
FAO
FAR
FBO
FCEV
FEMA
FESA
FHWA
FICON
FIRM
FMCSA
FMMP
FMP
FONSI
FPD
FPPA
FRA
FRAP
FRPP
FSP
FSZ
FTA
FUDS
FY

Federal Aviation Administration
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
Federal Aviation Regulations
Fixed-Base Operation
fuel-cell electric vehicle
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Endangered Species Act
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Interagency Committee on Noise
Flood Insurance Rate Map
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
Floodplain Management Plan
Finding of No Significant Impact
Fire Protection District
Farmland Protection Policy Act
Federal Rail Administration
Fire and Resource Assessment Program
Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program
Freeway Service Patrol
Farmland Security Zone
Federal Transit Administration
Formerly Used Defense Sites
fiscal year

GBN
GBV
GC
GCC
GCS
GHG
GIS
GMP
GP

groundborne noise
groundborne vibration
Government Code
global climate change
Government Code Section
greenhouse gas
Geographic Information System
Groundwater Management Plan
general purpose
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GPCD
gpd
GPS
GRH
GVWR
GWh
GWP

gallons per capita per day
gallons per day
Global Positioning System
Guaranteed Ride Home
gross vehicle weight rating
gigawatt hour
global warming potential

HA
HAP
HCD
HCM
HCP
HDPE
HEARTH
HFC
HIRT
HLIT
HLP
HMBP
HMD
HMGP
HMP
HMP
HMTA
HOT
HOV
hp
HSA
HSC/H&SC
HSR
HSRA
HST
HSWA
HU
HUD
HVAC
Hz

hydrologic area
hazardous air pollutant
Department of Housing and Community Development
Highway Capacity Manual
Habitat Conservation Plan
high-density polyethylene
Helping Expedite and Advance Responsible Tribal Homeownership
hydrofluorocarbon
Hazardous Incident Response Team
Habitat Loss and Incidental Take
Habitat Loss Permit
Hazardous Materials Business Plan
Hazardous Materials Division
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
Habitat Management Plan
Hydromodification Management Plan
Hazardous Material Transportation Act
high-occupancy toll
high-occupancy vehicle
horsepower
hydrologic subareas
Health and Safety Code
High-Speed Rail
High-Speed Rail Authority
High Speed Rail Train
Solid Waste Amendments
hydrologic unit
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
hertz

I
I-5
I-805
IBC
IBWC
IC
ICAPCD
ICM
IEPR
IFC

Interstate
Interstate 5
Interstate 805
International Building Code
International Boundary and Water Commission
Information Center
Imperial County Air Pollution Control District
Integrated Corridor Management
Integrated Energy Policy Report
International Fire Code
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IID
IMDA
IMPLAN
in/sec
INRMP
IOU
IPCC
IRIS
IRP
IRWM
IRWMP
ISO
ISTEA
ITS
IWMA
IWMP
IWRP

Imperial Irrigation District
Indian Mineral Developmental Act
City of Tijuana Metropolitan Planning Institute
inches per second
Integrated Natural Resource Management Plan
Investor-Owned Utility
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Integrated Risk Information System
Interregional Partnership
Integrated Regional Water Management
Integrated Regional Water Management Plan
International Organization for Standardization
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
Intelligent Transportation Systems
Integrated Waste Management Agency
Integrated Waste Management Plan
Integrated Water Resources Plan

JARC
JPA
JPA
JUA
JURMP
JWC

Jobs Access Reverse Commute
joint powers agreement
Joint Powers Authority
Joint Use Agreement
Jurisdictional Urban Runoff Management Plan
Joint Working Committee

KSU
kWh

Kansas State University
kilowatt hour

LAFCO
lb
LCFS
LCP
LDA
Ldn
LEA
LEED
Leq
LESA
LEV
LF
LFPZ
LHP
LID
LNG
LOS
LOSSAN
LPG
LQG
LRT

Local Agency Formation Commission
pound
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
Local Coastal Program
Light Duty Auto
day-night average sound level
Local Enforcement Agency
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
equivalent noise level
land evaluation and site assessment
Low-Emission Vehicle
linear feet
Levee Flood Protection Zone
Landslide Hazard Program
Low Impact Development
liquefied natural gas
level of service
Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis Obispo
liquefied petroleum gas
large-quantity generator
Light Rail Transit
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LTPP
LUFT
LUP
LUST

long-term procurement plan
leaking underground fuel tank
Land Use Plan
leaking underground storage tank

MACT
MAGLEV
MAP-21
MBTA
MCAS
MCB
MCL
MCRD
mcy
MEIR
mg/L
mgd
MHCP
MHHW
MHPA
MLD
MLLW
mm
MMBtu
MMPA
MMRP
MMT
MMTh
MND
MOU
mph
MPO
MPRSA
MRCD
MRF
MRZ
MS4
MSAT
MSCP
MSDS
msl
MSWLF
MT
MTS
MW
MWD
MWDOC
MWh
MWWD

maximum available control technology
Magnetic Levitation
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act
Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Marine Corps Air Station
Marine Corps Base
maximum contaminant level
Marine Corps Recruit Depot
million cubic yards
maximally exposed individual receptor
milligrams per liter
million gallons per day
Multiple Habitat Conservation Program
mean higher high water level
Multi-Habitat Planning Area
Most Likely Descendant
mean lower low water level
millimeter
million Btu
Marine Mammal Protection Act
mitigation monitoring and reporting program
millions of metric tons
million therm
Mitigated Negative Declaration
Memorandum of Understanding
miles per hour
Metropolitan Planning Organization
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act
Marine Corps Recruit Depot
material recovery facility
Mineral Resource Zone
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
Mobile Source Air Toxic
Multiple Species Conservation Program
Material Safety Data Sheet
mean sea level
municipal solid waste landfill
metric ton
Metropolitan Transit System
megawatt
Metropolitan Water District
Municipal Water District of Orange County
megawatt hour
Metropolitan Wastewater Department
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N2O
NAAQS
NAC
NAFTA
NAGPRA
NAHASDA
NAHC
NAS
NATA
NBC
NCCP
NCTD
NDAA
NDFE
NEPA
NERR
NESHAP
NFIP
NHD
NHPA
NHTSA
NIMS
NMFS
NNL
NO
NO2
NO3
NOA
NOAA
NOC
NOI
NOLF
NOP
NOSC
NOX
NPDES
NPDWR
NPPA
NPS
NRC
NRCS
NRHP
NSB
NSDWR
NSF
NTS
NTSA
NTU

nitrous oxide
national ambient air quality standards
Noise Abatement Criteria
North American Free Trade Agreement
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
Native American Housing Assistance and Self Determination Act of 1996
Native American Heritage Commission
Naval Air Station
National Air Toxics Assessment
Naval Base Coronado
Natural Community Conservation Plan
North County Transit District
Natural Disaster Assistance Act
Non-Disposal Facility Element
National Environmental Policy Act
National Estuarine Research Reserve
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutant
National Flood Insurance Program
National Hydrography Dataset
National Historic Preservation Act
National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration
National Incident Management System
National Marine Fisheries Service
National Natural Landmarks
nitrogen oxide
nitrogen dioxide
nitrogen trioxide
Notice of Availability
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Notice of Completion
Notice of Intent
Naval Outlying Landing Field
Notice of Preparation
Naval Ocean Surveillance Center
oxides of nitrogen
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
National Primary Drinking Water Regulation
Native Plant Protection Act
National Park Services
National Research Council
Natural Resource Conservation Service
National Register of Historic Places
National Scenic Byway
National Secondary Drinking Water Regulation
National Science Foundation
National Trails System
National Trails System Act
nephelometric turbidity unit
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NWI
NWR

National Wetlands Inventory
National Wildlife Refuge

O3
OAL
OCTA
OEHHA
OES
OGV
OHMS
OHMVR
OHP
OMB
OMWD
OPR
OSHA
OS-RM
OSSA
OWTS

ozone
Office of Administrative Law
Orange County Transportation Authority
Office of Health Hazard Assessment
Office of Emergency Services
ocean-going vessel
Office of Hazardous Materials Safety
Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation
Office of Historic Preservation
Office of Management and Budget
Olivenhain Municipal Water District
Office of Planning and Research
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
Open Space – Resource Management
Open Space Subvention Act
Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems

PAH
pb
PCB
PCC
PCW
PDDG
PDP
PECAS
PEIR
PEV
PFC
PIP
PIR
PM
PM10

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
lead
polychlorinated biphenyls
Portland Concrete Cement
Project Clean Water
Preliminary Discussion Draft Guidelines
Priority Development Project
Production, Exchange, Consumption, and Allocation System
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report
plug-in electric vehicle
perfluorocarbon
public involvement program
Pacific Imperial Railroad, Inc.
particulate matter
respirable particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of
10 micrometers or less
fine particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of
2.5 micrometers or less
port of entry
Unified Port of San Diego
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
Public Protection Classifications
parts per million
Public Participation Plan
parts per thousand
parts per volume
Public Resources Code
Preliminary Remediation Goal
Project Study Report

PM2.5
POE
Port
Porter-Cologne
PPCTM
ppm
PPP
ppt
PPV
PRC
PRG
PSR
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PTC
PUC

Positive Train Control
Public Utilities Code

QAQPS

Quality Planning and Standards

RAQS
RAS
RASP
RCA
RCP
RCRA
RCRIS
RDC
RDDMWD
REL
RES
REVI
RFC
RHNA
RHNP
RMP
ROG
RONA
ROW
ROWD
RPO
RQ
RRF
RSL
RTAC
RTIP
RTMS
RTP
RTPA
RTR
RUWMP
RWQCB

Regional Air Quality Strategy
Regional Arterial System
Regional Aviation Strategic Plan
Resource Conservation Area
Regional Comprehensive Plan
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System
receiving and distribution center
Rincon del Diablo Municipal Water District
Reference Exposure Level
Regional Energy Strategy
Regional Electric Vehicle Infrastructure
Reference Concentration
Regional Housing Needs Assessment
Regional Housing Need Plan
Resource Management Plan
reactive organic gas
Record of Non-Applicability
right-of-way
Report of Waste Discharge
Resource Protection Ordinance
Reportable Quantity
Resource Recovery Facility
Regional Screening Level
Regional Targets Advisory Committee
Regional Transportation Improvement Plan
Regional Transit Management System
Regional Transportation Plan
Regional Transportation Planning Agency
Risk and Technology Review
Regional Urban Water Management Plan
Regional Water Quality Control Board

SAA
SAFETEA-LU
SAHOPE

State Aeronautics Act
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act
Secretaría de Asentamientos Humanos y Obras Públicas del Estado: State of Baja
California Secretary of Public Works and Human Settlements
Site Assessment and Mitigation
San Diego Association of Governments
Sampling and Analysis Plan
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act
Senate Bill
South Bay International Wastewater Treatment Plant
Southern California Association of Governments

SAM
SANDAG
SAP
SARA
SB
SBIWTP
SCAG
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SCAQMD
SCEA
SCEDC
SCIC
SCS
SCW
SD&AE
SD&IV
SDAB
SDAPCD
SDBJ
SDCFA
SDCRAA
SDCWA
SDG&E
SDIA
SDIV
SDNR
SDRP
SDRWQCB
SDSD
SDSU
SDTC
SDUPD
SDUT
SDWA
SEMS
SF6
SFHA
SFP
SHMA
SHMP
SHOPP
SHPO
SIDUE
SIP
SJVAPCD
SLIC
SMARA
SMGB
SO2
SoCal Gas
SONGS
SOV
SOX
SPCC
SPD
SPOT
SQG

South Coast Air Quality Management District
Sustainable Communities Environmental Assessment
Southern California Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC)
South Coastal Information Center
Sustainable Communities Strategy
South Coast Wildlands
San Diego & Arizona Eastern
San Diego & Imperial Valley Railroad
San Diego Air Basin
San Diego Air Pollution Control District
San Diego Business Journal
San Diego County Fire Authority
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority
San Diego County Water Authority
San Diego Gas and Electric
San Diego International Airport
San Diego and Imperial Valley
San Diego Northern Railroad
San Dieguito River Park
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Diego County Sheriff’s Department
San Diego State University
San Diego Transit Corporation
San Diego Unified Port District
San Diego Union Tribune
Safe Drinking Water Act
Standardized Emergency Management System
sulfur hexafluoride
Special Flood Hazard Area
School Facilities Program
Seismic Hazards Mapping Act
State Hazard Mitigation Plan
State Highway Operation and Protection Program
State Historic Preservation Officer
Secretaría de Infraestructura y Desarrollo Urbano del Estado de Baja California
State Implementation Plan
San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District
Spills-Leaks-Investigations-Cleanups
Surface Mining and Reclamation Act
State Mining and Geology Board
sulfur dioxide
Southern California Gas Company
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
single-occupancy vehicle
oxides of sulfur
Spill Prevention Control and Counter-Measures Plan
South Pacific Division
Spatial Portfolio Optimization Tool
small-quantity generator
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SR
SRA
SSO
STIP
STP
SUSMP
SWCS
SWG
SWIS
SWMP
SWP
SWPL
SWPPP
SWRCB
SWS

State Route
State Responsibility Area
sanitary sewer overflow
State Transportation Improvement Program
Surface Transportation Program
Standard Urban Runoff Mitigation Plan
Soil and Water Conservation Society
Stakeholders Working Group
Solid Waste Inventory System
Stormwater Management Plan
State Water Project
Southwest Power Link
Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
State Water Resources Control Board
Soil and Water Conservation Society

TAC
TAF
T-BACT
TCM
TCRP
TDA
TDM
TDS
TEA-21
THI
TMA
TMDL
TNC
TOC
TPP
TPSNR
TPZ
TransNet
TRI
TRU
TSM
TSS

toxic air contaminant
thousand acre feet
Toxics-Best Available Control Technology
transportation control measure
Transportation Congestion Relief Program
Transportation Development Act
Transportation Demand Management
total dissolved solids
Transportation Efficiency Act for the 21st Century
total hazard index
Transportation Management Area
total maximum daily load
The Nature Conservancy
total organic carbon
Transit Priority Project
Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve
Timberland Production Zone
transportation network
Toxics Release Inventory
Transportation Refrigeration Unit
Transportation System Management
total suspended solid

UATS
UBC
UC
UCD-ITS
UDC
UMich
UNFCCC
Uniform Act
UP
URBEMIS

Urban Area Transit Strategy
Uniform Building Code
University of California
University of California Davis-ITS
Unified Disaster Council
University of Michigan
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
Federal Uniform Relocation and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act
Union Pacific Railroad
Urban Emissions Model
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USACE
USC
USD
USDA
USDOT
USEPA
USFS
USFWS
USGS
USMP
UST
UTC
UWMP
UXO

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
United States Code
University of San Diego
United States Department of Agriculture
United States Department of Transportation
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Geological Survey
Urban Water Management Plan
underground storage tank
University Town Center
urban water management plan
unexploded ordnance

v/c ratio
VA
VAP
VdB
VDEC
VMT
VOC

volume to capacity ratio
Department of Veterans Affairs
Voluntary Assistance Program
vibration decibel
Verified Diesel Emissions Control Strategy
vehicle miles traveled
volatile organic compound

WDR
WPCF
WQO
WRAP
WRCC
WRF
WRI
WRP
WSA
WUI
WWTP

Waste Discharge Requirement
Water Pollution Control Facility
water quality objective
Western Regional Air Partnership
Western Regional Climate Center
Water Reclamation/Recycling Facility
World Resources Institute
Water Reclamation Plant
Water Supply Assessment
Wildland-Urban Interface
Wastewater Treatment Plant

YMWD

Yuima Municipal Water District

ZEV
ZNE

zero-emission vehicle
zero net energy
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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the San Diego Association of Governments’ (SANDAG) FinalDraft Environmental Impact Report
(EIR) for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (the proposed Plan). It has been prepared in accordance
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public Resources Code [PRC] Section 21000 et
seq.), and the Guidelines for Implementation of CEQA (CEQA Guidelines) (14 California Code of
Regulations Sections 15000 et seq.). The proposed Plan is an update of the Regional Comprehensive
Plan for the San Diego Region (RCP) and the 2050 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy (2050 RTP/SCS), combined into one document.
This Draft EIR analyzes the significant environmental impacts of the proposed Plan, mitigation measures
to avoid or reduce these impacts, and alternatives to the proposed Plan. It was prepared to disclose this
information to decision makers, members of the public and public agencies, so that informed decisions
can be made about the proposed Plan. CEQA requires that decision makers make informed decisions on
a project, considering the information presented in the EIR, along with social, economic, and other
factors.
Theis Draft EIR wasis available for a 55-day public review period, from May 21 to July 15, 2015. Following
the public review period, SANDAG will prepared written responses to significant environmental
concerns raised in the comments on the Draft EIR. The Final EIR will include revisions to the Draft EIR,
comments received on the Draft EIR either verbatim or in summary, and SANDAG’s responses to
significant environmental concerns raised in the public comments (Appendix K-1).

ES.1 SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED PLAN
The proposed Plan includes a blueprint for a regional transportation system, serving existing and
projected residents and workers within the San Diego region (Figure 2.0-1) that further enhances quality
of life and offers more mobility options for people and goods. The proposed Plan looks approximately 35
years ahead, accommodating more than 925,000 new residents, nearly half a million new jobs, and over
300,000 new homes. SANDAG developed the following basic project objectives for this EIR:
1. Focus population and employment growth in existing urbanized areas to protect sensitive
habitat and natural resource areas.
2. Provide transportation investments that support compact land development patterns.
3. Meet greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions targets for passenger cars and light-duty trucks.
4. Provide transportation investments and land use patterns that promote public health and
safety.
5. Use TransNet revenue as matching funds to maximize funding from non-TransNet sources.
6. Provide access to jobs and key destinations for all communities.
7. Make transportation investments that reduce travel times for all trips.
8. Enhance the efficiency of the transportation network through the deployment of new
technologies.
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The proposed Plan’s sustainable communities strategy (SCS) envisions most of the forecasted new jobs
and homes to be situated in sustainable communities, conducive to transit, walking, and bicycling. To
achieve this, future growth would be more compact in nature, focused in the western portion of the
region and along major transit and transportation corridors. This more compact development pattern
would create more active mixed-use communities, while allowing for the protection of more open space
land in the eastern portion of the region.
Under Senate Bill (SB) 375, the regional transportation plan must include an SCS consisting of land use,
housing, and transportation strategies that, if implemented, would allow the region to meet its regional
targets for GHG emissions reductions from passenger vehicle use established by the California Air
Resources Board (ARB). The purpose of an SCS is to align regional transportation, housing, and land use
planning to attain the regional GHG reduction target.
Building on the current (2012) transportation system with funding anticipated over the next 35 years,
the proposed Plan outlines projects for rail and bus services, highways, local streets, bicycling, and
walking, as well as systems and demand management. The result would be an integrated, multimodal
transportation system by mid-century. The proposed Plan’s SCS shows how the region would exceed the
SB 375 GHG emissions reductions targets for passenger vehicles established by ARB for 2020 and 2035
by using land in a way that makes development more compact, conserving open space and investing in a
transportation network that reduces vehicle miles traveled and gives residents alternative
transportation options.
Although SB 375 sets GHG reduction targets for only the years 2020 and 2035, the proposed Plan also
includes a longer 2050 time horizon. This was done because a major local transportation funding
program (the TransNet Extension Ordinance and Expenditure Plan) extends to almost 2050.

ES.2 PROJECT LOCATION
The project boundary of the proposed Plan includes the entire San Diego region, which is composed of
more than 4,200 square miles (see Figure 2.0-1). The region’s borders are both political and geological. To
the north, the region is bordered by Orange and Riverside counties, although largely separated from
Orange County by Marine Corps Base Camp Pendleton. To the south of the region is the U.S. border with
Mexico. The Pacific Ocean forms a natural border to the west, and the region shares a border with Imperial
County to the east. The majority of urban development lies in the western portion of the San Diego region
along the coast. The communities located inland in the eastern portion of the region have focused on
maintaining a rural character. Over half of the total land area in the region is not available for public
development, including public lands, dedicated parks and open space, lands constrained for environmental
reasons, and military use. The San Diego region is supported by an existing network of freeways,
expressways, regional arterials, transit corridors, regional bus and rail transit corridors, bikeways,
commercial and general aviation facilities, seaport facilities, and ports of entry at the United States/Mexico
border. The project location and environmental setting are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

ES.3 AREAS OF CONTROVERSY
CEQA Guidelines Section 15123(b)(2) requires that an EIR contain a discussion of areas of controversy
known to the lead agency, including issues raised by agencies and the public. Several areas of
controversy were identified during the EIR scoping process, and through public input on the proposed
Plan outside of the Notice of Preparation (NOP) process.
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These areas of concern were brought forth through letters and presented at SANDAG board meetings.
These issues are addressed throughout the EIR. In no particular order, areas of controversy known to
SANDAG include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The analysis of alternatives in the EIR. Specifically, can alternatives be included that:
o Substantially reduce total vehicle miles traveled, air pollutant emissions, and GHG
emissions
o Accelerate smart growth in areas with existing high density and existing or planned
transit service
o Advance transit and active transportation (walking and biking) investments to the first
10-15 years of the Plan
o Include implementation of transit and active transportation projects from the
unconstrained revenue scenario (i.e., for which funding is not identified in the proposed
Plan)
o Fund transit before highways, delaying or eliminating highway investments
o Convert existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes
o Greatly expand transportation demand management(TDM) strategies
The proposed Plan’s allocation of funding of transit and active transportation relative to highways
Comparison of future GHG emissions resulting from implementation of the proposed Plan to
statewide GHG reduction targets identified in Assembly Bill 32 and Executive Order S-3-05
Air quality impacts, especially emissions of particulate matter, and health risks from particulate
and toxic air contaminant emissions
The identification of mitigation measures to avoid or substantially lessen GHG emissions and air
quality impacts.
Equitable distribution of impacts and benefits to all communities on the basis of factors such as
race/ethnicity, income, and existing exposure to pollution.
Modeling techniques and assumptions, and their availability to members of the public

ES.4 ISSUES TO BE RESOLVED
CEQA Guidelines Section 15123(b)(3) requires that an EIR contain a discussion of issues to be resolved.
Issues to be resolved in this EIR include choosing among alternatives to the proposed Plan, and deciding
whether and how to mitigate the proposed Plan’s significant environmental impacts. Additionally, if it
adopts the proposed Plan, the SANDAG Board of Directors must decide whether specific social,
economic, or other benefits of the proposed Plan outweigh its significant unavoidable environmental
impacts; if so, the Board of Directors must adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations.

ES.5 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Table ES-1 provides a summary of environmental impacts, mitigation measures to avoid or reduce
significant impacts, and significance of the impact after mitigation is applied, for 2020, 2035, and 2050.
This summary is based on the impact analyses provided in Sections 4.1 through 4.16. A detailed analysis
of cumulative impacts is provided in Chapter 5. Section 4.17 provides a summary analysis of 2025 and
2030 for each environmental resource area. Chapter 5 identifies probable future projects, as well as
regional planning documents and other growth projections, and analyzes the cumulative environmental
impacts for each environmental resource area when combined with the proposed Plan. Impacts of
proposed Plan alternatives are compared in relation to proposed Plan impacts in Chapter 6; the major
components of the alternatives are summarized in Table ES-2.
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Table ES-1
Summary of Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures
Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

4.1 Aesthetics and Visual Resources
AES-1 Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
AES-2 Substantially damage scenic resources, including but
not limited to, trees, rocks, outcroppings, and historic bridges
within a State scenic highway.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AES-3 Substantially degrade the character of an area,
including adding a visual element of urban character to an
existing rural or open space area or by creating substantial
new sources of light or glare that would adversely affect day
or nighttime views.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic
Vistas.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

AES-2A Reduce Impacts to scenic
resources within a state scenic
highway.
AES-2B Reduce Impacts to local scenic
resources and public viewsheds.
AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic
Vistas.
AES-3A Reduce impacts to visual
character.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic
Vistas.
AES-2A Reduce Impacts to scenic
resources within a state scenic
highway.
AES-2B Reduce Impacts to local scenic
resources and public viewsheds.

4.2 Agricultural and Forestry Resources
AG-1 Convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
AG-2 Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use or a
Williamson Act contract.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
FR-1 Convert or result in the loss of “Forest Land” as defined
in the California Forest Legacy Act of 2007 (PRC Section
12220(g)).

Mitigation Measures
AG-1A Preserve Existing Agricultural
Lands.
AG-1B Reduce Transportation Network
Improvement and Development
Conflicts with Agricultural Operations.
FR-1A Reduce Impacts to Forest Lands

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
Significant and Significant and Significant and
unavoidable
unavoidable
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.3 Air Quality
AQ-1 Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
applicable Air Quality Attainment Plans.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
AQ-2 Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure.
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
Emissions.
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4G Implement Measures to
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.
AQ-2A: Implement Construction Best
Management Practices for Fugitive
Dust.
AQ-4A: Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B: Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C: Reduce diesel particulate
emissions from on-road vehicles used
in construction.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
AQ-3 Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of
emissions of any criteria pollutant for which the project
region is in nonattainment under applicable NAAQS or
CAAQS.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AQ-2A: Implement Construction Best
Management Practices for Fugitive
Dust.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

AQ-4A: Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B: Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C: Reduce diesel particulate
emissions from on-road vehicles used
in construction.
GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure.
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
Emissions.
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4G Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
AQ-4 Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure.
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
Emissions.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4G Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.
AQ-4A: Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C Reduce diesel particulate
emissions from on-road vehicles used
in construction.
AQ-2A Implement Construction Best
Management Practices for Fugitive
Dust.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
AQ-5 Expose a substantial number of people to objectionable
odors.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

4.4 Biological Resources
BIO-1 Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in
local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the CDFW
or USFWS; or have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act or on resources regulated by CDFW under Section
1600 et seq. of the CFGC.
Significant Impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

BIO 1A Implement Design and
Avoidance Measures for Vegetation
and Regulated Waters.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

BIO 1B Provide Compensatory
Mitigation.
BIO 1C Prepare a Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan.
BIO 1D Implement Best Management
Practices to Avoid Indirect Impacts.

BIO-2 Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or
indirectly, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive,
or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS, or species that meet
the criteria for endangered, rare, or threatened in CEQA
Guidelines §15380.

BIO-2A Implement Design and
Avoidance Measures for Special Status
Species.

Significant Impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

BIO-2C Provide Compensatory
Mitigation for Special Status Wildlife
Species.

BIO-2B Provide Compensatory
Mitigation for Special Status Plant
Species.

BIO 1A Implement Design and
Avoidance Measures for Vegetation
and Regulated Waters.
BIO 1B Provide Compensatory
Mitigation.
BIO 1C Prepare a Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan.
BIO 1D Implement Best Management
Practices to Avoid Indirect Impacts.
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Mitigation Measures
BIO 3A Facilitate Wildlife Movement.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
Significant and Significant and Significant and
unavoidable
unavoidable
unavoidable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

CULT-1 Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource.

CULT–1A Develop Project-Level
Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

CULT–1B Implement Monitoring and
Data Recovery Programs.

CULT-2 Disturb any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries, in violation of existing laws
and regulations protecting human remains.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

PALEO -1A Identify Potential for
Unique Paleontological Resources or
Unique Geologic Features.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
BIO-3 Interfere substantially with the movement of any
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.
Significant Impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
BIO-4 Conflict with the provisions of an adopted HCP, NCCP,
or other conservation plan, or with any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological resources.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
PALEO-1 Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

PALEO-1B Avoid or Reduce Impacts to
Unique Paleontological Resources or
Unique Geologic Features.

4.6 Energy
EN-1 Result in an increase in overall per capita energy
consumption relative to baseline conditions, or otherwise
use energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary
manner.

Not applicable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
EN-2 Result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels and
decreased reliance on renewable energy sources.

Mitigation Measures
Not applicable

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

EN-3A Mitigate Impacts of New or
Expanded Energy Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050
EN-3 Require or result in the construction of new energy
facilities or the expansion of such facilities to adequately
meet projected demands, the construction of which could
cause a significant environmental effect.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050

EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.

4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
GEO-1 Expose people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death
involving:
Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the
most recent Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map
issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault;
Strong seismic ground shaking; Seismic-related ground
failure, including liquefaction; and Seismically-induced
landslides.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
GEO-2 Locate projects on a geologic unit or soil that is
expansive or unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or
collapse.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
GEO-3 Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
GEO-4 Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use
of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal systems
where sewers are not available for the disposal of waste
water, potentially causing adverse groundwater impacts.

Mitigation Measures
Not applicable

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

MR-1A Conserve Aggregate and
Mineral Resources.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions (SANDAG).

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
MR-1 Result in the loss of availability of known aggregate
and mineral resources that would be of value to the region
and the residents of the state, or result in the loss of
availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery
site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, or other
land use plan.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
GHG-1 Directly or indirectly result in an increase in GHG
emissions compared to existing conditions (2012).
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
GHG-2 Conflict with AB 32, SANDAG Climate Action Strategy,
or Local Climate Action Plans.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
GHG-3 Conflict with SB 375 GHG Reduction Targets.
Less than significant impact in 2020 and 2035. No SB 375
emission reduction target exists for 2050, therefore the
impact was not analyzed
GHG-4 Be inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the
Executive Order B-30-15 and S-3-05 goals of reducing
California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels
by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.
Significant impact in 2035 and 2050. Impact not applicable to
2020, however AB 32 emission reductions are analyzed under
impact GHG-2.

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions
(SANDAG).
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Infrastructure (SANDAG).

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
Emissions (SANDAG).
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions
(SANDAG).
GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects (SANDAG).
GHG-4G Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects (Other
Transportation Project Sponsors).
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects (Local
Governments).
AQ-4A Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from on-road vehicles.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
WS-1A Implement Water Conservation
Measures.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
HAZ-1 Create a significant hazard by generating hazardous
emissions or handling hazardous materials during preconstruction, demolition, and/or construction activities.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

HAZ-5A Reduce Wildfire Risk.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
HAZ-2 Create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine use, handling, transport, or
disposal of hazardous materials.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
HAZ-3 Result in an air traffic hazard for people residing or
working within an airport land use plan or within 2 miles of a
public or private airport, airstrip, or helipad, or result in a
change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in
traffic levels or a change in location which results in
substantial safety risks.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
HAZ-4 Impede implementation of an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan or result in
inadequate emergency access.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
HAZ-5 Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving wildland fires, including where
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands.

HAZ-5B Ensure Emergency Response
Services.

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality
HWQ-1 Substantially degrade water quality in violation of
any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements.

Not applicable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
HWQ-2 Substantially reduce groundwater quantity or
quality.

Mitigation Measures
Not applicable

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

LU-1A Provide Access and Connections.

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

LU-2A Reduce Conflicts with Land Use
Plans.

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
HWQ-3 Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of an
area such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
HWQ-4 Expose people, structures, or facilities to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding, including
within 100-year flood hazard areas and flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
HWQ-5 Expose people or structures to a significant risk of
inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.11 Land Use
LU-1 Physically divide an established community.
Significant impact in 2035 and 2050. Less than significant
impact in 2020.
LU-2 Conflict with the land use portion of adopted local
general plans or other applicable land use plans, including
specific plans and community plans adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
Significant impact in 2035 and 2050. Less than significant
impact in 2020

POP-2A Design Projects to Reduce
Displacement.

4.12 Noise and Vibration
N-1 Expose persons to or generation of noise levels in excess
of standards established in local general plans or noise
ordinances, or applicable standards of other agencies.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Mitigation Measures
N-1A Implement Construction Noise
Reduction Measures.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
Significant and Significant and Significant and
unavoidable
unavoidable
unavoidable

N-1B Implement Operational Noise
Reduction Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

N-4 Expose persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels.

N-4A Implement Construction
Vibration Reduction Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

N-4B Implement Vibration-reducing
Measures for Rail Operations.

N-5 Expose people residing or working near airports, private
airstrips, or helipads to excessive noise levels.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

No feasible mitigation measures
available.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

POP-2A Design Projects to Reduce
Displacement.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
N-2 Cause a substantial temporary or periodic increase in
ambient noise levels.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
N-3 Cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.13 Population and Housing
POP-1 Induce substantial increases in population, either
directly (for example, by proposing new homes or
businesses), or indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure).
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
POP-2 Displace substantial numbers of people or housing
units, which would necessitate the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

4.14 Public Services and Utilities
PS-1 Result in the substantial physical deterioration of public
facilities or cause substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of or need for new or physically
altered (i.e. expanded) public facilities, in order to maintain
adequate fire and police protection, emergency services,
schools, libraries, and recreation facilities.

PS-1A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Public Service
Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

U-1A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Wastewater
Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

U-2A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Storm Water
Drainage Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

U-3 Require or result in the construction of new solid waste
disposal facilities or the expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects.

U-3A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Solid Waste
Facilities.

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2035 and 2050. Less than significant
impact in 2020.

U-3C Implement Green Building
Measures.
Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
U-1 Result in the expansion or construction of wastewater
collection and treatment facilities to adequately meet
projected capacity needs, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
U-2 Require or result in the construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or the expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental
impacts.

WS-1A Implement Water Conservation
Measures.

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

U-3B Reduce Construction Waste.

4.15 Transportation
T-1 Increase average daily vehicle miles traveled per capita or
total vehicle miles traveled.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.
T-2 Induce substantial vehicle travel.

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not Applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

WS-1A Implement Water Conservation
Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
T-3 Decrease the performance of public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
T-4 Result in substantially higher rate of systemwide
accidents, collisions, injuries, or fatalities (by mode).
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
T-5 Result in the loss of parking supply that causes significant
adverse environmental impacts.
Less than significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.16 Water Supply
WS-1 Increase demands on existing water supplies such that
they would be inadequate to serve future demands, and new
or expanded water supplies or entitlements would be
needed.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
WS-2 Require or result in the construction of new water
treatment or distribution facilities or the expansion of
existing facilities to adequately meet forecast demand or
capacity needs, the construction of which could cause a
significant environmental effect.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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ES.6 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED PLAN
Chapter 6 in this EIR analyzes eight alternatives to the proposed Plan in detail. The analysis determines
which alternatives are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening the significant environmental
effects of the proposed Plan to a less-than-significant level. Chapter 6 also explains why other
alternatives were considered but rejected from detailed consideration. The eight alternatives analyzed
in detail are listed below and summarized in Table ES-2:
Alternative 1: No Project Alternative
Alternative 2: SCS Land Use/Advanced Revenue Constrained Transit + Revenue Constrained
Highway (SCS + Trans Alt 2)
Alternative 3: SCS Land Use /Advanced Revenue Constrained Transit + Delayed Revenue
Constrained Highway (SCS + Trans Alt 3)
Alternative 4: Intensified Smart Growth Land Use/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit +
Modified Managed Lanes (SG Intensification + Trans Alt 4)
Alternative 5A: SCS Land Use /Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit + Highway General
Purpose Lane Conversion (SCS + Trans Alt 5A)
Alternative 5B: Multiple Dense Cores Land Use/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit +
Highway General Purpose Lane Conversion (Multi Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A)
Alternative 5C: Multiple Dense Cores Land Use/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit +
Highway General Purpose Lane Conversion + New Transit and Parking Policies (Multi Dense
Cores + Trans Alt 5C)
Alternative 5D: Multiple Dense Cores Land Use/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit +
Highway General Purpose Lane Conversion + New Transit and Parking Policies + New Driving Fee
(Multi Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D)
These alternatives respond to public suggestions for alternatives that reduce vehicle miles traveled, air
pollutant emissions, and GHG emission, and include a number of specific components suggested by the
public. The alternatives were developed based on public input from the NOP scoping period and during
the development of the proposed Plan. Therefore, there is a large focus on avoiding or lessening GHG
emissions and air quality impacts by reducing total vehicle miles traveled.
Alternative 5D is considered the environmentally superior alternative. While it would not reduce any of
the proposed Plan’s significant impacts to less than significant levels, it would have reduced
environmental impacts compared to the proposed Plan impacts for the following resource topics:
aesthetics and visual resources; agricultural and forestry resources; air quality; biological resources;
cultural and paleontological resources; energy; geology, soils and mineral resources; greenhouse gas
emissions; hazards and hazardous materials; public services and utilities; transportation; and water
supply. Among the alternatives considered in detail, Alternative 5D would achieve the greatest
reductions in total VMT, GHG emissions, and air pollutant emissions. Even though Alternative 5D would
result in the greatest reduction in VMT compared to the proposed Plan among the alternatives analyzed,
VMT in 2050 would still exceed VMT in 2012, creating a significant environmental impact (Impact T-1).
To be implemented, this alternative would require a major State road pricing policy change, and major
changes in land use policies, parking policies, and transit funding.
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The results indicate that total reductions in VMT below the 2012 level are not feasible in light of the
forecasted increase of nearly one million people in the region by 2050. Implementing an alternative that
reduces VMT to below 2012 levels would require additional measures to reduce total VMT beyond those
in Alternative 5D: even more compact development than a multiple dense cores scenario, further
substantial increases in the cost of driving, and further substantial transit service improvements,
additional measures like these may ultimately be needed to reduce VMT, but currently are considered
infeasible for several reasons, including the further changes needed in legislation and policy; lack of
availability and allowable uses of funding for the transit service improvements; severe economic and
social impacts to residents and businesses caused by substantial increases in driving costs; and lack of
authority of SANDAG or local governments to implement these types of measures. In addition,
population growth is the main cause of increases in total VMT, and SANDAG has no authority to control
population growth in the region.
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Table ES-2
Summary of Action Alternatives Considered in the EIR
Alternative
2
3

1
2
3
4
5

1

2

A. Transit
All revenue constrained by
2025
All revenue constrained by
2025

B. Active

3

All projects by 2025
All projects by 2025

Assumptions
4
C. Managed Lanes
If support Rapid, same as column A. If not,
same as column D.
If support Rapid, same as column A. If not,
same as column D.
If support Rapid, same as column A. If not,
same as column D.
Reduce scope of MLs:
Eliminate proposed increases to 4ML where
2ML already exist,
Reduce proposed increases to 4ML to 2ML
Eliminate.
Convert existing general purpose lanes to
managed lanes to operate proposed Rapid
routes.

4

All revenue constrained
and unconstrained by
2025

All projects by 2025

5A

All revenue constrained
and unconstrained by
2025

All projects by 2025

5B
5C
5D

Same as Alternative 5A
Same as Alternative 5A + New Transit and Parking Policies
Same as Alternative 5A + New Transit and Parking Policies + Increased Auto Operating Cost

5

D. Highway

E. Land Use

No change

SCS Land Use

Delay all to 2050

SCS Land Use

Eliminate

Smart Growth Area
Intensification

Eliminate

SCS Land Use
Dense Cores
Dense Cores
Dense Cores

Each action alternative makes the following assumptions: Advance Urban Core bus route 10-minute all-day frequency improvements to 2025 (2035 under proposed Plan).
New toll lanes remain the same as the proposed Plan. Removal of tolls on SR 125 remains the same as the proposed Plan.
Transit = COASTER, SPRINTER, Trolley, Rapid, Streetcar, San Marcos Shuttle, Airport Express, Intermodal, and Other (vehicles, system rehabilitation, regulatory compliance,
park-and-ride).
Active = Regional Bike Network Project List.
Managed Lanes (ML) = managed lanes and managed lane connectors.
Highway = general purpose lanes, operational improvements, freeway connectors.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared by the San Diego Association of
Governments (SANDAG) in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) (Public
Resources Code [PRC] Section 21000 et seq.), and the CEQA Guidelines for Implementation of CEQA
(CEQA Guidelines) (14 California Code of Regulations, Sections 15000 et seq.). This EIR evaluates
environmental impacts that would occur if San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (“the proposed Plan”)
was adopted and implemented.
The proposed Plan is an update of the Regional Comprehensive Plan for the San Diego Region (RCP) and
the 2050 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (2050 RTP/SCS), combined
into one document. The RCP and its EIR were completed in 2004. The 2050 RTP/SCS was adopted, and
its Final EIR was certified, in 2011.
SANDAG is a regional planning agency and “Metropolitan Planning Organization” (MPO) composed of 18
cities and the county government within the San Diego region. SANDAG must prepare a Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) every 4 years (Government Code Section 65080 et seq.; 23 United States Code
[USC] Section 134). The RTP includes a sustainable communities strategy (SCS) consisting of land use,
housing, and transportation strategies that, if implemented, would allow the region to meet its regional
targets for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reductions from passenger vehicle use established by the
California Air Resources Board (ARB) (Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008, SB
375, Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008).
The RCP integrates land uses, transportation systems, infrastructure needs, and public investment
strategies within a regional framework intended to preserve and improve quality of life, maximize
mobility and transportation choices, and conserve and protect natural resources. It seeks to promote
sustainability, economic prosperity, and outstanding quality of life in the San Diego region. California law
(AB 361, Chapter 508, Statutes of 2003) governs the contents and process for the RCP.

1.1

PURPOSE OF THIS EIR

The purpose of an EIR, under the provisions of CEQA, is “to identify the significant effects on the
environment of a project, to identify alternatives to the project, and to indicate the manner in which
those significant effects can be mitigated or avoided” (PRC Section 21002.1[a]). This EIR provides an
analysis of the significant environmental effects of the proposed Plan, mitigation measures to avoid or
reduce these impacts, and alternatives to the proposed Plan. This EIR was prepared to disclose this
information to decision makers, members of the public, and public agencies, so that informed decisions
can be made about the proposed Plan.
This EIR does not recommend to decision makers whether the proposed Plan should be approved. CEQA
requires that decision makers make informed decisions on a project, considering the information
presented in the EIR. CEQA allows for the proposed Plan to be approved even if there are significant and
unavoidable environmental impacts. This can occur if decision makers find that social, economic, or
other benefits outweigh the unavoidable significant impacts. In such a case, a “statement of overriding
considerations” would be adopted, stating the specific reasons for approving the project, based on
information contained in the EIR and other information in the record (CEQA Guidelines Section 15093).
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1.2

SCOPE OF THIS EIR

This EIR for the proposed Plan is a Program EIR, which CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(a) defines as an
EIR that may be prepared on a series of actions that can be characterized as one large project and are
related (1) geographically; (2) as logical parts in the chain of contemplated actions; (3) in connection
with the issuance of rules, regulations, plans, or other general criteria to govern the conduct of a
continuing program; or (4) as individual activities carried out under the same authorizing statutory or
regulatory authority and having generally similar environmental impacts that can be mitigated in similar
ways.
A Program EIR can provide a comprehensive environmental review for a program of related projects,
such as the proposed Plan, that are to be developed over a long period of time. This allows lead agencies
to consider program-wide alternatives and cumulative impacts consistently, and avoids unnecessary
repetition of analysis in subsequent project-specific reviews (see CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(b)).
The degree of specificity in an EIR corresponds to the degree of specificity of the underlying activity
being evaluated (CEQA Guidelines Section 15146). This EIR analyzes impacts of the proposed Plan at the
same level of detail as the proposed Plan. This EIR provides a foundation for second-tier CEQA
documents for subsequent projects, but does not analyze the project-specific impacts of individual
projects. Project-specific and site-specific details of subsequent transportation and land use projects will
vary widely. When a first-tier Program EIR is prepared, “leaving project-specific details to subsequent
EIRs when specific projects are considered” is a proper approach to CEQA tiering (In re Bay Delta [2008]
43 Cal. 4th 1143, 1174).
Mitigation measures listed in the EIR are subject to the same rules of specificity and level of detail as the
impact analysis. With a Program EIR, detailed project-specific mitigation measures are properly deferred
to future project-specific CEQA review (see, e.g., Koster v. County of San Joaquin (1996) 47 Cal. App. 4th
29 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15168(b)(4)).
The project-specific impacts and mitigation measures for individual projects will be addressed in future
environmental reviews, carried out by the appropriate lead agency in accordance with state and federal
law. For a description of the intended uses of this EIR, refer to Section 2.0.7. For a detailed discussion of
the content and approach to the analysis in this EIR, please see Chapter 4. The following 16 resource
areas are analyzed in this EIR.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.3

Aesthetics and Visual Resources
Agricultural and Forestry Resources
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Energy
Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emission

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use
Noise and Vibration
Population and Housing
Public Services and Utilities
Transportation
Water Supply

ORGANIZATION OF THIS EIR

This EIR begins with an Executive Summary, which is a condensed version of the EIR identifying the
proposed Plan’s significant impacts, mitigation measures and alternatives that would reduce or avoid
those impacts, known areas of controversy, and issues to be resolved, how to mitigate significant
impacts. Chapter 1 is this Introduction.
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1.0 Introduction
Chapter 2, the Project Description, describes the varied aspects of the proposed Plan in sufficient detail
to support the impact analysis. The general physical characteristics of the natural and built
environments of the San Diego region are described in Chapter 3, Environmental Setting. Chapter 4
provides the impact analysis, beginning with a detailed explanation of the approach for the analysis in
Section 4.0, and followed by analysis for 16 different resource areas in Sections 4.1 through 4.16. Each
resource area section describes existing conditions (which serve as the baseline for impact analysis),
regulatory setting, significance criteria, impact analysis, and mitigation measures (where significant
impacts are identified). Section 4.17 summarizes the impacts of the proposed Plan in 2025 and 2030.
Chapter 5 contains the cumulative impacts analysis. The alternatives to the proposed Plan are discussed
and evaluated in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 includes other considerations required by CEQA, including growth
inducement, a maximum theoretical build-out scenario, and significant irreversible impacts. Chapter 8 is
a list of references, and Chapter 9 provides the list of preparers of the environmental document.
Appendices include the Notice of Preparation (NOP) and written comments received during the NOP
period and scoping meeting (Appendix A), and technical documents (Appendices B through J) that
provide supporting data and information for this EIR. Appendix K contains comments received on the
Draft EIR, and responses to those comments. The aAppendices A-J are combined and bound together in
a document separate from this EIR. Due to its size, Appendix K is bound separately.
In compliance with PRC Section 21081.6, a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) will
be prepared as a separate document that will be considered after certification of the Final EIR, when the
SANDAG Board considers whether to adopt the proposed Plan.

1.4

LEAD AND RESPONSIBLE AGENCIES

A lead agency is the public agency that has the principal responsibility for carrying out or approving a
project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15367). Responsible agencies are other public agencies that propose
to carry out or approve a project for which a lead agency is preparing an EIR, including all other agencies
that have discretionary approval for a project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15381).
In the case of the proposed Plan and this EIR, SANDAG serves as the lead agency because it is required
by federal and state law to prepare and adopt the proposed Plan. No responsible agencies for this EIR
have been identified.

1.5

PUBLIC REVIEW AND PARTICIPATION PROCESS

Consistent with CEQA, SANDAG contacted affected agencies, organizations, and individuals who may
have an interest in the proposed Plan and EIR. This consultation assisted in defining the scope of this EIR,
the scope of which is described in Section 1.2.

Notice of Preparation
SANDAG initiated the EIR scoping process on December 14, 2012, through the circulation of a NOP.
Receipt of the NOP by the State Clearinghouse (Clearinghouse) at the California Office of Planning and
Research on December 14, 2012, initiated a 60-day comment period that ended February 15, 2013.
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1.0 Introduction
The NOP provided formal notification to all federal, state, and local agencies involved with funding, and
to other interested organizations and members of the public, that an EIR will be prepared for the
proposed Plan. The NOP was intended to encourage interagency communication concerning the
proposed Plan and provide sufficient background information so that agencies, organizations, and
individuals could respond to SANDAG with specific comments and questions on the scope and content
of this EIR. Appendix A summarizes the issues raised in the NOP comments and identifies the EIR
section(s) that address that issue, or provides another response to the issue raised as appropriate. The
NOP is provided in full in Appendix A-1. The written comments are provided in full in Appendix A-2.

Public Scoping
Consistent with CEQA (PRC Section 21083.9), SANDAG noticed and held a public scoping meeting on
January 10, 2013, at the SANDAG Office. The purpose was to receive perspective and input from
agencies, organizations, and individuals on the scope and content of the environmental information to
be addressed in the EIR.

Comments on the Draft EIR
The Draft EIR for the proposed Plan wasis available for a 55-day public review period, longer than the
45-day minimum required by CEQA. The SANDAG Board of Directors authorized the Draft EIR for release
at its April 24, 2015 meeting, and it was released to the public on May 21, 2015. The public review
period will ended July 15, 2015. SANDAG published a Notice of Availability (NOA) for the Draft EIR in
local newspapers on May 21, 2015 and mailed the NOA to an extensive distribution list. SANDAG also
filed a Notice of Completion (NOC) with the State Clearinghouse to indicate the availability of the Draft
EIR for public review and comment on May 21, 2015. In accordance with CEQA Guidelines Section
15204, reviewers shouldwere asked to “focus on the sufficiency of the document in identifying and
analyzing the possible impacts on the environment and ways in which the significant effects of the
project might be avoided or mitigated.”
The DraftFinal EIR and all appendices are available for review online at www.sdforward.com and at
SANDAG offices located at 401 B Street, Suite 800, San Diego, California 92101. Copies of the Draft EIR
have beenwere distributed to the agencies, organizations, and individuals that provided written
comments on the NOP, the SANDAG Board of Directors, SANDAG member agencies, public libraries
throughout the region, and other interested parties and stakeholders.
Agencies, organizations, and individuals wereare invited to provide written comments on the Draft EIR
during the public review period from May 21 to July 15, 2015. Comments should were asked to be
submitted in writing to:
Andrew Martin, Associate Planner
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101
Email: ama@sandag.org
Fax: 619-699-1905
Following the public review period, SANDAG will prepared written responses to significant
environmental concerns raised in comments on the Draft EIR. The Final EIR may includes revisions to the
Draft EIR, comments received on the Draft EIR either verbatim or in summary, and SANDAG responses
to significant environmental concerns raised in the public comments. Appendix K contains comments
received on the Draft EIR, and responses to those comments. Certification of the Final EIR and adoption
of the proposed Plan are anticipated to be considered by the SANDAG Board of Directors in Fall 2015on
October 9, 2015.
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2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project evaluated in this EIR is San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (“the proposed Plan”)
(SANDAG 2015). The proposed Plan is the combination and update of the Regional Comprehensive Plan
for the San Diego Region (RCP) and the Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
(RTP/SCS) into one plan. The proposed Plan is an update to the 2050 RTP/SCS adopted in 2011. The
project location is the San Diego region, shown in Figure 2.0-1. The San Diego region is coterminous with
San Diego County. Due to the large number of tables and figures within this section, all tables and
figures are consolidated and provided at the end of this section.
Changes to Project Description between the Draft EIR and Final EIR
Please see below for a summary of the changes made to this chapter between the Draft and Final EIR.
Transit Project Changes
The following transit project changes were incorporated into the Final Plan and EIR Chapter 2.0 in
response to public comments on the Draft Plan.
•

The Draft Plan included Rapid route 905 from Iris Trolley Station to Otay Mesa East Port of Entry.
The Final Plan extends this route to also serve Imperial Beach. (Table 2.0-6)

•

The Draft Plan included Rapid route 640 between San Ysidro, Downtown San Diego, and Kearny
Mesa via I-5 and SR 163. The Final Plan adds two new stations to this route between San Ysidro
and Downtown San Diego at H and 24th streets. (Table 2.0-6)

•

The Draft Plan includes two new managed lanes along SR 94 between I-805 and Downtown San
Diego to accommodate several Rapid routes (225, 90, 235). The Final Plan adds a new transit
station in the vicinity of 28th Street to accommodate the Rapid routes. The Draft Plan did not
include a transit station in the vicinity of 28th Street. (Table 2.0-6)

Arterial Project Changes
The following arterial project changes were incorporated into the Final Plan and EIR Chapter 2.0 in
response to public comments on the Draft Plan.
•

Minor improvements to an existing regional arterial (Ashwood Street) in the County of San
Diego (e.g., new traffic signal, new turn lanes) have been added (2020 phase) (Table 2.0-13).
This project was not included in the Draft Plan.

•

The Draft Plan included the County of San Diego regional arterial improvement (Dye Rd
extension) in the 2020 phase. The Final Plan delays this project to the 2035 phase (Table 2.0-13),

•

The Draft Plan included Phase III of the City of San Diego’s proposed improvements to the Palm
Avenue Bridge over I-805 in the 2020 phase. The Final Plan delays these improvements to the
2035 phase (Table 2.0-13).
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Regional Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Strategy
The SANDAG Board of Directors accepted the Regional TOD Strategy for inclusion as Appendix U.4 to the
Final Plan at its September 25, 2015, meeting. The Regional TOD Strategy helps implement the Plan by
recommending eight key early actions and 13 strategies that can help the region create TOD projects
and districts in association with the existing and future public transit network. These TOD projects and
districts reduce GHG emissions; increase transit ridership, walking, and biking; and provide a greater mix
of housing and employment opportunities for all of the region’s residents. A description of the Regional
TOD Strategy has been added to pages 2-22 to 2-24 of this chapter.
Minor Clarifications
The following minor points of clarification were added to the Final Plan and EIR Chapter 2.0 to clarify
components of the Draft Plan in response to public comments.
•
•

•
•
•

2.1

Airport Express bus route 242 from Otay Mesa to Lindbergh Field has been added (2020 phase).
(Table 2.0-6). It was included in the Draft Plan and inadvertently omitted from Table 2.0-6 in the
Draft EIR.
The San Diego International Airport Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) project was included in the
Draft Plan and Draft EIR (Table 2.0-6). This ITC project includes various improvements, including
I-5 Direct Connector Ramps. These specific components of the project were not called out in
Table 2.0-6 in the Draft EIR, but have been added to the Final EIR.
Frequency enhancements for the Trolley Green and Orange lines were included in the Draft Plan
and inadvertently omitted from Draft EIR Table 2.0-6. These enhancements have been added to
the Final EIR.
Description of the existing ferry service between Downtown Dan Diego and Coronado has been
added to the Final Plan and Chapter 2.0 for informational purposes (page 2-17). The Plan does
not propose any changes to the ferry service.
Text has been added on page 2-18 to categorize the various Plan components related to active
transportation under the description “Active Transportation Implementation Strategy.” The
components themselves are the same as described in the Draft Plan and Draft EIR.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

SANDAG adopted the 2050 RTP/SCS in October of 2011. In late 2011 and early 2012, SANDAG asked
various stakeholders for input on a planned update of the RCP, including but not limited to elected
officials, planning directors, community-based organizations, and members of the public. Based in part
on this input, the SANDAG Board of Directors directed staff in May 2012 to merge the update of the RCP
with the next 4-year update of the RTP/SCS to create one clearly defined, overarching regional planning
document for the region. The resulting document is the proposed Plan evaluated in this EIR.

LEGISLATION INFLUENCING DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROPOSED PLAN
In addition to extensive public involvement, development of the proposed Plan was guided by the
following federal and state laws.
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Federal Requirements
MAP-21 (P.L. 112–141), was signed into law by President Obama on July 6, 2012. Funding surface
transportation programs at over $105 billion for fiscal years (FYs) 2013 and 2014, MAP-21 is the first
long-term transportation authorization enacted since 2005.
Under MAP-21, the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) requires that metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs), such as SANDAG, prepare long-range transportation plans and update them every
4 years if they are in areas designated as “nonattainment” or “maintenance” for federal air quality
standards. Key federal requirements state that long-range transportation plans must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing a long-term (20-year) visioning framework;
Monitor existing conditions;
Forecast future population and employment growth;
Assess projected land uses in the region and identify major growth corridors;
Identify alternatives and needs and analyze, through detailed planning studies, various
transportation improvements;
Develop alternative capital and operating strategies for people and goods;
Estimate the impact of the transportation system on air quality within the region; and
Develop a financial plan that covers operating costs, maintenance of the system, system
preservation costs, and new capital investments.

Federal statutory requirements for RTPs are implemented through Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) regulations (23 CFR 134). Federal regulations generally describe an RTP in general as “an
identification of transportation facilities (including major roadways, transit, multimodal and intermodal
facilities, nonmotorized transportation facilities, and intermodal connectors) that should function as an
integrated metropolitan transportation system, giving emphasis to those facilities that serve important
national and regional transportation functions.” (23 CFR 134(i)(2).)
Also, an RTP’s transportation network improvements must be “revenue constrained” (23 CFR
450.322(b)(11). RTPs legally may include only those projects based on reasonable revenue projections.
California Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines
Government Code Section 65080 et seq. sets forth state requirements for RTPs. Section 65080 states
that the RTP shall contain three distinct elements:
•
•
•

A Policy Element that reflects the mobility goals, policies and objectives of the region;
An Action Element that identifies programs and actions to implement the RTP; and
A Financial Element that summarizes the cost of implementing the projects in the RTP in a
financially constrained environment.

The California Transportation Commission (CTC) has adopted RTP Guidelines (CTC 2010) to implement
state statutory requirements for RTPs. The 2010 Guidelines reflect revisions to address the planning
requirements of Senate Bill (SB) 375 (see below) and other planning practices. These updates include
guidance on the development of the sustainable communities strategy as part of the transportation
planning process for inclusion in regional transportation plans. Further, the CTC RTP Guidelines sets
forth a uniform transportation planning framework throughout the state that identifies federal and
state requirements for the development of RTPs.
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California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006
The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill [AB] 32, Chapter 488, Statutes of
2006), widely known as AB 32, requires the California Air Resources Board (ARB) to develop and enforce
regulations for reporting, verifying, and reducing statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 1990
levels by 2020. The law requires ARB to adopt rules and regulations in an open public process to achieve
the maximum technologically feasible and cost-effective GHG reductions.
AB 32 requires that ARB develop a Climate Change Scoping Plan (Scoping Plan) consisting of the main
strategies California will implement to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. It must
be updated every 5 years. ARB approved the First Update to the Scoping Plan in 2014 (ARB 2014). The
Update defines ARB’s climate change priorities for the next 5 years. It identifies six key focus areas
composing the major areas of California’s economy and recommendations for developing additional
requirements to meet the 2050 goals expressed in Executive Orders S-3-05 and B-16-2012. While the
Update discusses setting a mid-term target between 2020 and 2050, it does not set any numeric post2020 targets, nor does it develop a specific plan or specific actions showing how the state would meet
the 2050 goals or any as-yet-undefined post-2020 targets.

Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008
To help implement AB 32, the California Legislature passed the Sustainable Communities and Climate
Protection Act of 2008 (SB 375, Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008) -- one of several steps the state has taken
to implement AB 32. SB 375 required ARB to set regional targets for reducing GHG emissions from
passenger vehicle use. In 2010, ARB established targets for 2020 and 2035 for each region in California
governed by an MPO. SANDAG is the MPO for the San Diego region. SANDAG’s target, mandated by the
state, is to reduce regional emissions of GHGs from cars and light trucks by 7 percent, per capita, by
2020, compared with a 2005 baseline (ARB 2011). By 2035, a 13 percent reduction is required. The
Sustainable Communities Act does not require ARB to establish post-2035 targets.
To achieve the targets, SANDAG and other MPOs are required to develop a Sustainable Communities
Strategy (SCS) as an element of the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). The SCS is required by
Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B) to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Identify the general location of uses, residential densities, and building intensities within the
region;
Identify areas within the region sufficient to house all the population of the region, including all
economic segments of the population;
Identify areas within the region sufficient to house an eight-year projection of the regional
housing need for the region;
Identify a transportation network to serve the transportation needs of the region;
Gather and consider the best practically available scientific information regarding resource areas
and farmland in the region;
Consider specified state housing goals;
Set forth a forecasted development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the
transportation network, and other transportation measures and policies, will reduce the
greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles and light trucks, to achieve, if there is a feasible
way to do so, the greenhouse gas emission reduction targets approved by ARB;
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viii.

Allow the regional transportation plan to comply with federal Clean Air Act requirements related
to air quality conformity.

Under SB 375, nothing in an SCS shall be interpreted as superseding the exercise of the land use
authority of cities and counties within the region. Chapter 2 of the proposed Plan includes the SCS for
the San Diego region. Appendix C of the proposed Plan documents the proposed Plan’s compliance with
SCS requirements, and provides SCS-related background information.

Regional Comprehensive Plan for the San Diego Region
California law (AB 361, Chapter 508, Statutes of 2003) governs the contents and process for updates of
the RCP for the San Diego region. The RCP shall be based on local general and regional plans and
integrate land uses, transportation systems, infrastructure needs, and public investment strategies,
within a regional framework, in cooperation with member agencies in the public. The RCP shall be
updated as necessary and consistent with the RTP.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM FOR THE PROPOSED PLAN
To support the development of the proposed Plan, SANDAG implemented a comprehensive public
outreach and involvement program. Early in the planning process, SANDAG developed a Public
Involvement Plan (PIP) to guide the public outreach program (SANDAG 2013). The PIP identifies public
engagement techniques to involve the public and collect input for the proposed Plan, including public
workshops, social media, visualizations, and other means. It describes how to connect with hard to
reach communities such as tribal nations and low-income and minority populations. The PIP is described
in detail in Appendix F of the proposed Plan.

2.2

VISION, GOALS, AND POLICY OBJECTIVES OF THE PROPOSED PLAN

Crafted during the extensive public involvement process, the proposed Plan’s vision is to “Provide
innovative mobility choices and planning to support a sustainable and healthy region, a vibrant
economy, and an outstanding quality of life for all.” The proposed Plan establishes three broad goals to
achieve the vision:
•
•
•

Healthy Environment & Communities
Innovative Mobility & Planning
Vibrant Economy

The proposed Plan identifies six general categories of policy objectives and, within each, specific policy
objectives. The policy objective categories are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitat and Open Space Preservation
Regional Economic Prosperity
Environmental Stewardship
Mobility Choices
Partnerships/Collaboration
Healthy and Complete Communities
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Performance measures are used to help assess the performance of the proposed Plan. The performance
measures are informed by the Board of Directors’ vision and goals, which provide the overall policy
framework for the proposed Plan. These goals build upon the core values from previous RTPs and the
RCP and include new elements such as public health.
On March 28, 2014, the Board of Directors approved the performance measures to be used to analyze
the proposed Plan. The proposed Plan performance measures are included as Appendix N to the
proposed Plan and build upon the measures used in the 2050 RTP/SCS and include updated metrics to
evaluate goods movement, multi-modal mobility, social equity, public health, air quality, and the
relationship between land use and transportation (SANDAG 2015).

PROPOSED PLAN DEVELOPMENT
The foundation of the proposed Plan is the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, which identifies future
growth in population, housing units, and jobs for the San Diego region from 2012 to 2050. The forecast
is based on the most recent planning assumptions, considering local general plans and other factors, as
required by SB 375 (Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B)). Appendix J of the proposed Plan
provides further details on growth forecast development.
After the SANDAG Board of Directors accepted the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast for planning
purposes in October 2013, SANDAG staff initiated development of alternative regional transportation
network scenarios based upon an unconstrained revenue projection in a way that meets the vision,
goals, policy objectives, and legal requirements.
At its August 15, 2014, meeting, the Board of Directors discussed two draft Revenue Constrained1
Transportation Scenarios and reviewed the results of the performance measure and social equity
analyses. Input on draft Scenarios 1 and 2 also was received from the public at two outreach workshops,
SANDAG working groups, stakeholders, and the network of Community Based Organizations (CBOs). The
main themes of the two draft scenarios presented on August 1, 2014, to the Transportation and
Regional Planning Committees were as follows:
•

Scenario 1 emphasized strengthening existing transit corridors with “Express” services along the
existing Blue and Orange Trolley Lines and early operational efficiency improvements of the
SPRINTER. The proposed approach for the Managed Lanes2 network was the phasing of two
Managed Lanes along the Interstate 5 (I-5) and Interstate 805 (I-805) corridors by 2025.

•

Scenario 2 emphasized the creation of a system of Rapid3 services. Complementing the network of
10-minute all-day (by 2035) high-frequency local bus services in key urban corridors included in both
scenarios, the Rapid system would provide fast, limited stop service for passengers making longer
distance trips within these corridors and facilitate access to rail and other services.

1
2
3

RTP-listed projects must be fully funded, i.e., revenue constrained, except illustrative projects, which can be unconstrained.
Managed Lanes support carpooling, vanpooling, and Rapid services. Managed Lanes also can accommodate fee-paying
®
patrons (similar to the FasTrak system, in which fees support transit services along the Interstate 15 corridor).
Rapid transit services refer to both bus rapid transit (BRT) that operates on Managed Lanes and Rapid bus that provides
higher-speed alternatives to local bus services in high-volume arterial corridors and utilizes a range of lower-capital cost
signal priority treatments, transit-only lanes, and limited station stops to achieve faster travel times.
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As with Scenario 1, this scenario provided for new Trolley services in the more densely populated
areas, but unlike Scenario 1, it would implement limited stop express bus services instead of
“Express” Trolley service along the Blue and Orange Trolley Lines for passengers making longer
distance trips. For Managed Lanes, Scenario 2 proposed the initial development of all four Managed
Lanes projects for segments of I-5 and I-805 at one time, with those investments phased by 2035.
Both Scenarios 1 and 2 proposed the same Active Transportation and Emerging Technologies Program
and Transportation Systems Management (TSM) Program. The Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) Program proposed the same elements for both scenarios, with slight variations in the level of
investment for the new elements of the program for each scenario.
At its August 15, 2014, meeting, the Board of Directors directed staff to develop a “blended” scenario
for presentation at the September 12, 2014, Board meeting. The Transportation and Regional Planning
Committees discussed the Blended Scenario at their September 5, 2014, meeting. The Blended Scenario,
which is described in detail in Section 2.5 Project Characteristics, forms the basis for the transportation
network improvements and programs included in the proposed Plan.

2.3

CONTENT AND ORGANIZATION OF THE PROPOSED PLAN

The proposed Plan consists of five chapters and a series of appendices with supporting information. The
major contents of each chapter are summarized below.

2.4

•

Chapter 1—Our Region, Our Future: A vision of healthy and thriving communities—presents
background information on the proposed Plan; the Plan’s guiding vision, goals, and policies; and
an overview of the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast

•

Chapter 2—A Strategy for Sustainability: Smart Growth and environmental protection through
transportation choices—includes the basic components of the SCS required by SB 375; a
discussion of how the proposed Plan incorporates the Regional Housing Needs Assessment
(RHNA); a description of the planned transportation system; and a discussion of how the
proposed Plan reduces air pollutant emissions and GHG emissions

•

Chapter 3—Financing Our Future: How we’ll pay for the Regional Plan—discusses major local,
state, and federal revenue sources, as well as the transportation system investment plan

•

Chapter 4—Benefits of the Plan: Fostering economic vitality—describes how the proposed Plan
promotes both economic vitality and social equity, and presents an economic analysis of the
Plan

•

Chapter 5—Ensuring Performance: Implementing the Plan and monitoring our progress—
describes a series of near-term and continuing actions to implement the proposed Plan, and a
system for monitoring the Plan’s success.

EIR PROJECT OBJECTIVES

SANDAG developed the following basic project objectives for this EIR.
1. Focus population and employment growth in existing urbanized areas to protect sensitive
habitat and natural resource areas.
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2. Provide transportation investments that support compact land development patterns.
3. Meet GHG emissions targets for passenger cars and light-duty trucks.
4. Provide transportation investments and land use patterns that promote public health and
safety.
5. Use TransNet revenue as matching funds to maximize funding from non-TransNet sources.
6. Provide access to jobs and key destinations for all communities.
7. Make transportation investments that reduce travel times for all trips.
8. Enhance the efficiency of the transportation network through the deployment of new
technologies.

2.5

PROJECT
TECHNICAL,
CHARACTERISTICS

ECONOMIC,

AND

ENVIRONEMNTAL

Sustainability Emphasis
The proposed Plan includes many features designed to promote sustainability and reduce GHG
emissions, to be consistent with the intent and goals of SB 375. These features are embodied in the EIR
project objectives, and include:
•

Emphasis on investments in transit, Managed Lanes, active transportation, TDM and TSM that
reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT), energy consumption, GHG emissions, and air pollutant
emissions.

•

Deemphasis of traditional highway investments

•

An SCS, based on the regional growth forecast, that exceeds SANDAG’s SB 375 GHG reduction
targets.

The proposed Plan is a balanced approach that provides many choices for people to get to work, school,
or play. The proposed Plan does not represent “business as usual” investments in primarily highway
expansion, and includes more investment in transit and active transportation than any previous RTP.
Transit expenditures make up approximately 50 percent of the expenditures in the proposed Plan. There
are five new light rail transit lines, complete double-tracking of the Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis
Obispo (LOSSAN) and SPRINTER rail corridors, new express bus services, and increased frequencies for
all transit modes. The proposed Plan also fully funds Active Transportation, TSM, and TDM programs.
The SCS land use pattern demonstrates that the San Diego region is planning for compact, higher density
development located near transit and within the already urbanized areas of the region as envisioned by
SB 375. Much of the San Diego region will remain undeveloped in the future because of the designated
park, open space, national forest, and habitat lands. More than 80 percent of new housing will be
attached multifamily. The land use pattern accommodates 79 percent of all housing and 86 percent of
all jobs within the portion of the region covered by the Urban Area Transit Strategy (UATS), where the
greatest investments in public transit are focused. Meanwhile, the proposed Plan will maintain more
than 55 percent of the region's land area as open space and parkland.
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Meeting GHG Reduction Targets
In accordance with SB 375, the proposed Plan must include an SCS that demonstrates that the San Diego
region will reduce GHG emissions4 from automobiles and light-duty trucks to achieve, if there is a
feasible way to do so, the GHG emission reduction targets approved by ARB. Targets are expressed as
percent change in per capita GHG emissions relative to 2005. Consistent with the targets established by
ARB, the targets for the San Diego region are a 7 percent per capita reduction in passenger vehicle GHG
emissions by 2020 and a 13 percent per capita reduction by 2035. The proposed Plan would exceed the
GHG emission reduction targets for 2020 and 2035 established by ARB, as shown in Table 2.0-1. While
ARB does not set targets beyond 2035, SANDAG has provided data in Section 4.8 of this EIR utilizing the
same methodology to show continued GHG reductions beyond 2035.
The estimated per capita GHG reductions shown above take into account investments in some emerging
technology and demand management programs to complement the benefits derived from a multimodal transportation system. These technology and programmatic elements include telework and
employer programs, vanpool incentives, traveler information systems, and car sharing. TSM programs
are not quantified in the reductions although, as described in the Emerging Technologies and
Transportation Systems and Demand Management section, such efficiencies can result in decreases in
both fuel consumption and overall air pollutant emissions.
SANDAG is working with its partner MPOs in California and with ARB to identify further strategies to
reduce GHG emissions such as substantially expanded zero emission vehicle programs, particularly in
the later years of the proposed Plan that do not have SB 375 targets (2036 to 2050).

Planning Tools and Grant Programs
While some of the projects in the proposed Plan will be implemented through funding that SANDAG will
receive from the federal, state, and local sources, SANDAG also provides planning tools and funding
incentives to implement the plan. The Smart Growth Toolbox contains a set of tools to help the region
realize the vision for a sustainable future. Other tools developed by SANDAG include the Smart Growth
Concept Map; smart growth design guidelines; smart growth visual simulations; guidelines for
integrating TDM into the planning process; parking management tools; guidelines for planning and
designing for pedestrians; a smart growth photo library; Regional Complete Streets Policy; Regional
Transit Oriented Development Strategy (adoption anticipated in May 2015; and competitive grant
programs that provide incentive funds for planning and capital projects in smart growth areas and for
Active Transportation projects. Further, the TransNet Environmental Mitigation program provides
incentive funds to protect, preserve, and restore native habitats as offsets to disturbance caused by
regional and local transportation projects was well as additional funding for management and
monitoring of existing preserved areas. Descriptions of these tools and programs are available on the
SANDAG website.

4

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is used to estimate GHG emissions.
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REGIONAL GROWTH FORECAST
Development of the Regional Growth Forecast
SANDAG staff and representatives and elected officials from each of the San Diego region’s 19
jurisdictions as well as stakeholders worked together to develop an updated long-range growth forecast
for the San Diego region and its neighborhoods. The Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast serves as the
foundation for the proposed Plan’s SCS. The forecast is based on the most recent planning assumptions,
considering local general plans and other factors, as required by SB 375 (Government Code Section
65080(b)(2)(B)). Appendix J of the proposed Plan provides further details on growth forecast
development.
The SANDAG forecast is completed in two steps. The first is the development of a regional forecast of
population, housing, and jobs. The regional forecast establishes the framework for the next step, the
subregional forecast. The regional forecast is developed by SANDAG, with input from expert
demographers, economists, developers, local planning directors, and natural resource managers. These
experts review economic and demographic assumptions about fertility, migration, inflation, and other
indicators. In addition to the traditional expert panel review conducted by the agency, SANDAG also
reviewed the forecast with key stakeholders across the region, including transportation, land use, and
economic development advocates.
SANDAG uses its Demographic and Economic Forecasting Model (DEFM) to develop the regional
forecast. DEFM uses a standard demographic (i.e., cohort-survival) economic modeling technique to
estimate future growth. The DEFM results feed the subregional allocation models to develop city- and
community-level forecasts. The Series 13 subregional forecast employs a tool called the Production,
Exchange, Consumption, and Allocation System (PECAS). This model offers several enhancements
beyond the subregional forecasting models used in prior forecasts by introducing economic conditions
and return on investment calculations into the projections of development, redevelopment, and infill.
PECAS, in addition to new data sources, continues to rely upon the land use plans, policies, and zoning
ordinances of the 18 cities, the County of San Diego, and other land use authorities.
For the development of the subregional forecast, SANDAG staff worked with each jurisdiction to collect
and verify detailed land use inputs down to the parcel level. The final forecast was accepted for planning
purposes at the October 25, 2013, Board of Directors meeting.
As shown in Table 2.0-2, SANDAG projects the region’s population will grow by more than 925,000
people by 2050. This forecast is consistent with previous expectations, although future growth rates
have been reduced due to increased domestic migration out of the region. The growth in population will
drive job growth and housing demand within the region, adding about 460,000 jobs and nearly 328,000
housing units by 2050. Figures 2.0-2 through 2.0-4 illustrate forecasted population, housing and
employment densities for 2020. Figures 2.0-5 through 2.0-7 illustrate forecasted population, housing
and employment densities for 2035. Figures 2.0-8 through 2.0-10 show forecasted population, housing
and employment densities for 2050.
Much of the region’s growth will be driven by natural increase, total births minus deaths. Longer life
expectancies will contribute to the aging population seen in the outer years of the forecast, while the
trends of increased deaths (as a result of the older population) and net out-migration will factor into the
slower growth rates anticipated in the future. By 2050, it is expected that nearly 20 percent of the
population will be age 65 and over, compared with just 12 percent today.
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The race and ethnic composition of the region is forecasted to change by 2050. The 2010 census shows
that San Diego is a majority-minority region, meaning no single race or ethnic group makes up more
than 50 percent of the total population. In 2012, the two dominant race and ethnic groups were nonHispanic whites and Hispanics, accounting for 48 percent and 32 percent of the region’s total
population, respectively. By 2050, however, it is expected that Hispanics will account for more than 46
percent of the total population while the non-Hispanic white population will decline to approximately 30
percent. The Asian population is expected to increase to more than 15 percent, up from 11 percent in
2012. Non-Hispanic blacks, two or more races, and “other” groups each comprise less than 5 percent of
the total population today and are expected to remain relatively unchanged out to 2050.

Regional Housing Needs Assessment
SANDAG is required by state law (Government Code Section 65584[a]) to complete an RHNA, in
consultation with the California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD), in order to
determine the region’s housing needs in four income categories—very low, low, moderate, and above
moderate. SB 375 requires the RHNA to be integrated with the SCS.
The adopted RHNA for the San Diego region, which is component of the proposed Plan’s SCS, covers the
8-year period from January 1, 2013 through December 31, 2020. The RHNA allocates housing needs in
the four income categories for each of the cities and San Diego County to use in their housing element.
The cities and County are required to update their housing elements to include RHNA allocations every 8
years; updates can be required every 4 years if updated housing elements are not adopted by certain
timelines.

More Sustainable Local Plans
The Series 13 Forecast represents a continuing trend in the San Diego region to provide more housing
and job opportunities in existing urbanized areas. Since 1999, more than three-quarters of the 19
jurisdictions have made, or are in the process of making, significant updates to their general plans. In
1999, SANDAG projected 21 percent of future housing growth would occur in the unincorporated areas
of San Diego County under the adopted local general plans at the time. Today, SANDAG expects 17
percent of housing growth to occur in the unincorporated areas and much of that is focused in existing
villages such as Lakeside, Valley Center, Ramona, and Alpine. As a result of these updates, SANDAG has
identified sufficient housing opportunities in the adopted general plans for the first time in nearly two
decades.
The forecasted growth also reflects more sustainable general plans from the local jurisdictions. At the
turn of the century, about 90 percent of vacant residential land in the cities was planned for singlefamily use. The Series 13 Forecast shows 84 percent of housing growth by 2050 being multifamily. Local
and regional conservation programs also continue to protect more of the region’s sensitive lands.
Currently, over 50 percent of the region is preserved as open space, parks, or habitat, and SANDAG
forecasts that an additional 20,000 acres will be preserved by 2050.
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General Intensification of Existing Uses
As a result of changing local plans, SANDAG forecasts a general intensification of existing land uses
within urban communities and along key transportation corridors. For example, National City’s general
plan update (City of National City 2012) results in opportunities for more than 10,000 additional
multifamily units near the Blue Line Trolley and the planned Trolley line connecting San Ysidro and
University Towne Centre (UTC) via National City (City of National City 2012). San Marcos has drafted
specific plans for the San Marcos Creek (City of San Marcos 2007) and University districts (City of San
Marcos 2012), adding mixed-use developments near California State University, San Marcos and the
SPRINTER rail corridor. Finally, over half of the growth in new housing will occur within the City of San
Diego. Downtown San Diego will continue to accommodate substantial growth over the next few
decades, and the growth also is projected to occur in areas of Barrio Logan, Golden Hill, and Uptown
communities.
In terms of jobs, SANDAG expects the existing employment centers to continue to thrive. The
UTC/Sorrento Valley/Torrey Mesa employment cluster will continue to be the largest job center in the
region. SANDAG expects downtown San Diego to add another 30,000 jobs by 2050. The Otay Mesa
border area will become a much larger job center, growing from approximately 15,000 jobs today to
more than 45,000 by 2050. Finally, Chula Vista will add nearly 50,000 new jobs as the Chula Vista
Bayfront, downtown investments, and new planned communities in eastern Chula Vista come online.

SUMMARY OF REGIONAL GROWTH AND LAND USE CHANGE, 2012–2050
Population
From 2012 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people from 3,143,429 to
4,068,759, an increase of 29 percent. Table 2.0-3 shows existing population in 2012 and forecasted
population growth for 2020, 2035, and 2050 for the region and by jurisdiction.

Housing
From 2012 to 2050, the number of housing units in the region is forecasted to increase by 326,117, from
1,165,818 to 1,491,935, an increase of 28 percent. Table 2.0-4 shows existing housing units in 2012 and
forecasted housing units for 2020, 2035, and 2050 for the region and by jurisdiction. This table does not
include civilian (e.g., dormitories) or military (e.g., barracks) group quarters.

Jobs
From 2012 to 2050, the number of jobs in the region is forecasted to increase by 460,492, from
1,346,969 to 1,807,461, an increase of 34 percent. Table 2.0-5 shows existing jobs in 2012 and
forecasted jobs for 2020, 2035, and 2050 for the region and by jurisdiction.
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SUMMARY OF REGIONAL GROWTH AND LAND USE CHANGE BY PHASE
2012 to 2020
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866
housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent). The 2020 regional land use pattern is shown in
Figure 2.0-11. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2020 is in the
City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 77 percent of new housing units and 69
percent of new jobs, respectively, by 2020.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Pacific Highlands Ranch, Black
Mountain Ranch, University City, Navajo, and Mission Valley. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University
City, and Otay Mesa.
In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz,
Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases
are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North County Metro, Fallbrook, and Ramona.

2021 to 2035
From 2021 to 2035, regional population is forecasted to increase by 417,985 people (12 percent),
145,099 housing units (12 percent), and 145,814 jobs (10 percent). The 2035 regional land use pattern is
shown in Figure 2.0-12.
Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2021 and 2035 is in
the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of new housing units and 66
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo,
and Uptown. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown,
Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa.
In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, Otay, Fallbrook, Spring
Valley, San Dieguito, and Ramona. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the
communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North County Metro, Otay, and Fallbrook.

2036 to 2050
From 2036 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 215,061 people (6 percent), 97,152
housing units (7 percent), and 141,467 jobs (8 percent). The 2050 regional land use pattern is shown in
Figure 2.0-13.
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Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036 and 2050 is in
the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new housing units and 77
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include the City Heights and Eastern Area of Mid-City, Greater North Park,
Uptown, Linda Vista, Clairemont Mesa, and Downtown. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Otay Mesa, and University City.
In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, and Spring Valley. The
highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Otay, Lakeside, and North
County Metro.

New and Expanded Infrastructure to Support Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The growth and land use changes forecasted in the proposed Plan would be implemented through local
plans and individual development projects. In addition, the growth and land use changes would require
expanded or new local infrastructure that would be necessary to support new development; local
general plans in the San Diego region have variously stated policies, implemented through land use
regulations and project approvals, that, in general, require adequate local infrastructure be provided to
serve new development. Expanded or new infrastructure that would be built to support the regional
growth/land use changes forecasted by the proposed Plan is considered part of the project description
for purposes of this EIR. The infrastructure includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improvements to local streets and roads (e.g., vehicle lanes, bicycle projects, pedestrian
facilities) included in the circulation elements of local general plans
Centralized and distributed electrical generation facilities such as fossil fuel- and renewable
energy-powered utility scale power plants (e.g., natural gas, solar, wind, geothermal) and
rooftop solar photovoltaic systems and associated transmission and distribution infrastructure
Storm water facilities
Hospitals
Educational facilities
Recreational and community facilities
Landfills/recycling centers
Water and sewer projects, including treatment, collection, and distribution facilities
Governmental and civic facilities
Military facilities

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK IMPROVEMENTS AND PROGRAMS
The transportation network improvements in the proposed Plan include transit, Managed Lanes,
highways, toll lanes, regional arterials, and active transportation improvements. The proposed Plan also
includes programs related to emerging technologies for TSM and TDM.
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TransNet Half-Cent Local Sales Tax
Development of the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and programs was
influenced by the TransNet program. The County-wide transportation sales tax, TransNet, was first
approved in 1987 and expired in 2008; however, in November 2004 San Diego County voters approved
an extension of TransNet to 2048. TransNet implemented major transit and highway projects as well as
funded improvements to local streets and roads and bike and pedestrian facilities.
The TransNet extension includes some added features over the initial program. It supports an innovative
$850 million environmental mitigation program to offset biological impacts of future transportation
improvements while at the same time reducing overall costs and accelerating project delivery. The
extension also provides for a $280 million smart growth incentive fund. In addition, another $280 million
is slated for bicycle paths and facilities, pedestrian improvements, neighborhood safety projects, and the
Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program. These funds are leveraged to access other funding sources.

Urban Area Transit Strategy
The proposed Plan’s transit investments were guided by the UATS. The UATS used market research,
along with local land use plans, to identify the most effective places to concentrate transit
improvements. Figure 2.0-14 geographically illustrates the areas where the proposed Plan focuses
regional transit investments that serve major activity centers, residential areas, and places of
employment.

Transit System
The proposed Plan’s network for public transit is strengthened by reinforcing and upgrading existing
transit services in key urban corridors, and by pursuing new transit projects in the most urbanized areas
of the San Diego region with a broad combination of transit modes. Transit capital and operations
account for nearly 50 percent of total investment in the proposed Plan (approximately $84 billion over
the life of the Plan). This includes all capital projects, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) support
services, specialized transportation funds, and cost assumptions for High Speed Rail. Of the Plan’s
approximately $5 billion in active transportation investments, approximately $1.8 billion is identified for
Safe Routes to Transit.
Managed Lanes and Managed Lane connector improvements represent approximately 15 percent of the
total investment in the Plan (approximately $31 billion over the life of the Plan). Though not represented
in the total transit costs, investments in Managed Lanes are integral to the regional transit network as
they support travel lanes for Rapid bus service.
Figures 2.0-15 through 2.0-17 illustrate the phased transit networks for the proposed Plan for years
2020, 2035, and 2050. Figure 2.0-23 shows California InterCity Commuter Rail Stations in the San Diego
region. These improvements are also summarized in Table 2.0-6. As shown, the proposed Plan includes a
web of Rapid routes that, together with increased frequencies on local bus services and SPRINTER and
Trolley projects, strengthens transit options in key urban travel corridors and overall system
connectivity.
The following is a summary of the major transit projects included in the proposed Plan:
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•

Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis Obispo (LOSSAN) Rail Corridor: The proposed Plan doubles the
amount of Amtrak and COASTER service with more track capacity and improved stations. These
enhancements will also benefit shipping because the LOSSAN corridor is the San Diego region’s
main freight rail corridor.

•

Trolley/SPRINTER/Rapid service: These routes serve as the pillar of the regional transit system.
The Trolley and SPRINTER operate on rail lines. Rapid services refer to both bus rapid transit
(BRT) that operates on Managed Lanes and Rapid bus that provides higher-speed alternatives to
local bus services in high-volume arterial corridors and utilizes a range of lower-capital cost
signal priority treatments, short segments of transit-only lanes, and limited station stops to
achieve faster travel times. Planned improvements include:
o

SPRINTER double-tracking, which will enable higher frequency service, and the
extension of service from Escondido south to Westfield North County.

o

A New Trolley Line from San Ysidro to Carmel Valley, along the I-805/I-15 corridors via
Chula Vista, National City, Southeastern San Diego, Mid-City, Mission Valley, Kearny
Mesa, University City, and Sorrento Valley.

o

A New Trolley Line from Pacific Beach to El Cajon Transit Center, via Clairemont, Kearny
Mesa, Mission Valley, and San Diego State University (SDSU)

o

A New Trolley Line from Downtown San Diego to SDSU, along the Park Boulevard and El
Cajon Boulevard corridors via Balboa Park, North Park, and City Heights.

o

A New Trolley Line from University City to Sorrento Valley, which will include a
connection to the COASTER.

o

New Rapid service from Otay Mesa to Downtown San Diego, along the SR 125/East
Palomar/I-805 corridors via Otay Ranch, eastern Chula Vista, and National City

o

New Rapid service from San Ysidro to Downtown, along the I-5 corridor and providing
limited-stop express service.

o

New Rapid services for commuters: This will offer peak period service to key regional job
centers along the Managed Lanes of key freeway corridors, including South Bay to
Kearny Mesa/University City/Sorrento Mesa via the I-805 corridor; East County to
Kearny Mesa/University City/Sorrento Mesa via the SR 52 and I-805 corridors; East
County to Downtown San Diego via the SR 94 corridor; South Bay/Mid-City to Palomar
Airport Road corridor via the I-805/I-5 corridors; and Downtown San Diego to Kearny
Mesa along the SR 163 corridor.

o

New Rapid services on arterials: This will operate on arterial roadways and provide
limited-stop, high-speed service along several key corridors throughout the region,
supplementing existing local bus services. These new arterial services would benefit
from a variety of measures designed to give public transit priority along busy roadways
(e.g., signal priority treatments, transit-only lanes). The frequency of Rapid service will
be at least every 10 minutes all day except for one route (Route 103, which is 15-minute
all day frequency).
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o

New Airport Services: This will include premium bus transit from select stations along
the I-5 and I-15 corridors directly to San Diego International Airport (SDIA), as well as
the cross-border facility with access to Tijuana International Airport.

•

Local Bus Services: Local bus services remain the backbone of the regional transit system. Most
routes within the UATS boundary will see service frequencies increased to 10 minutes all day,
creating a network of convenient local bus service for short-distance trips and access to rail and
Rapid services.

•

Streetcars/Shuttles: Streetcars and shuttles are a great way to serve short distance trips and, in
many ways, can help strengthen community character and generate economic activity.
Streetcars are rail vehicles that operate in auto travel lanes and offer short-distance rides within
neighborhoods. They also offer connections to regional transit lines. The proposed Plan includes
streetcars that would operate in several neighborhoods in and around downtown San Diego,
connect North Park with Downtown, and link La Jolla with Mission Beach via Pacific Beach. A
shuttle in downtown San Marcos also is included. Most funding for streetcars and shuttles is
assumed to come from nontransit sources, such as local agencies and business improvement
districts.

•

Ferry: Another available transportation option is the San Diego-Coronado Ferry. This ferry
service offers people more travel choices and vital connections to key job and activity centers.
The San Diego-Coronado Ferry offers two routes that serve Coronado from San Diego, with
departures from Broadway Pier every hour and from the San Diego Convention Center every
thirty minutes. A fifteen-minute ride delivers passengers to Coronado Ferry Landing, a
waterfront marketplace just north of the bridge. Tickets cost $4.75 each way, and children
under three ride for free. Passengers are allowed to bring their bicycles for no extra charge.
Meanwhile, people who take the ferry during weekday morning commute hours, 5:15 am to
8:35 am, ride free and are given a return ticket to use in the afternoon.

•

Seniors and People with Disabilities: The proposed Plan reserves 5 percent of transit operations
funds for specialized services for the San Diego region’s growing number of seniors as well as
people with disabilities. A portion of these reserved funds will be dedicated toward making rail
vehicles and buses low-floor accessible, and therefore easier to board. However, these
improvements will not be enough for many people. Therefore, the plan includes ADA services. In
addition, a coordinated system of other services will be provided by social service agencies to
provide seniors and people with disabilities with “door-to-door” assistance.

•

Rail Grade Separations: The proposed Plan identifies several new places throughout the region
where rail grade separations will occur. By 2050, nine rail grade separations are proposed along
the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors. An additional 11 rail/grade separations on the Orange and
Blue Line Trolley lines, are planned by 2050.

Managed Lanes
The proposed Plan’s highway system serves multiple purposes and different types of travel, ranging
from buses and other transit vehicles, automobiles, freight, and bicycles. Of the Plan’s capital
investment in the highway system, over 70 percent is for new Managed Lanes that support carpooling,
vanpooling, and Rapid services (approximately 15 percent of total investment in the Plan, or about $31
billion over the life of the Plan). Managed Lanes include the following:
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•

Express Lanes: These are lanes in the middle of the highway that serve buses, carpools,
vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean air vehicles for no cost. People driving alone can travel
on these lanes for a fee (similar to the FasTrak® system, in which fees support transit services
along the I-15 corridor).

•

Carpool Lanes: These lanes, also known as High Occupancy Vehicle or HOV lanes, have a limited
number of access points along the highway. They are similar to Express Lanes, but solo drivers
are precluded from using them. Each vehicle that travels onto an HOV lane must carry a
minimum of two people at all times.

•

Transit-Only Lanes: These lanes are open only to transit vehicles. They accommodate both
regional and local bus services.

The Managed Lanes included in the proposed Plan are located in transit supportive areas. The Managed
Lane improvements are focused on making carpooling/vanpooling and transit more time competitive
with driving alone by providing Managed Lanes facilities that ensure these alternatives have fast and
reliable travel that bypass main lane congestion. An important strategy of the proposed Plan is to
continue to guide the development of the freeway system into a fully interconnected network of
Managed Lanes that supports not only carpools, vanpools, and fee-paying solo drivers, but also the
extensive network of Rapid services planned for full build-out with the plan.5 The proposed Plan includes
funding for four new Managed Lanes on segments of I-5, I-15, and I-805, and funding for two new
Managed Lanes on portions of SR 52, SR 54, SR 78, SR 94, and SR 125. The proposed Plan also includes
Managed Lane connectors where major facilities intersect.
Figures 2.0-18 through 2.0-20 illustrate the Managed Lanes networks for the proposed Plan for years
2020, 2035, and 2050. Managed Lane improvements are summarized in Table 2.0-7. Managed Lane
connectors are shown in Table 2.0-8.

Highway General Purpose Lanes, Operational Improvements, and Freeway Connectors
Highway improvements (including general purpose lanes, freeway connectors, and operational
improvements) complement and complete the existing highway network. Planned highway
improvements will maintain and preserve the existing highway system, improving the efficiency of the
regional transportation system. These highway improvements account for 6 percent of the proposed
Plan’s investments (approximately $11 billion over the life of the Plan). Highway improvements for 2020,
2035, and 2050 are shown in Figures 2.0-18 through 2.0-20 and Tables 2.0-9 and 2.0-10 along with the
Freeway Connectors.

Toll Lanes
The proposed Plan includes four Toll Lane projects to be incorporated into the highway network by
2050. The toll lanes would be integrated into the network at strategic points in time when the demand
for travel would pay for the new lanes. Toll lanes are financed differently than other projects and would
offset the total infrastructure cost of the investment. Toll lanes are shown in Figures 2.0-18 through 2.020 and Table 2.0-11.
5

A definition of Rapid bus is included in Appendix K of the Plan.
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Active Transportation Program
The Regional Plan’s Active Transportation Implementation Strategy includes projects that comprise the
Active Transportation Network, which are found in the Regional Bike Plan, as well as Safe Routes to
Transit projects and bike and pedestrian improvements in and around highway and freeway
interchanges. The Strategy also includes various educational programs and data collection efforts. The
Strategy will provide safer access for pedestrians, particularly the most vulnerable roadway users such
as school children, seniors, and people with disabilities. The Active Transportation Implementation
StrategyProgram for the proposed Plan includes approximately $5 billion in investments over the life of
the Plan that will benefit a wide range of the region’s residents, not just those who choose to travel by
bike (Table 2.0-12). Investments are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional Bike Network = $1.71.4 billion
Safe Routes to Transit = $1.61.8 billion
Local Bike Projects = $1.21.3 billion
Local Pedestrians, Safety, and Traffic Calming Projects = $287310 million
Regional Bicycle and Pedestrian Programs = $4952 million
Safe Routes to School = $122132 million

The majority of the projects and programs described below will provide safer access for pedestrians,
particularly vulnerable roadway users such as schoolchildren, seniors, and disabled pedestrians. The
active transportation elements of the proposed Plan to be implemented by 2050 include:
•

Full build-out of the Regional Bicycle Plan network projects, including pedestrian enhancements
The Regional Bicycle Plan network projects include completion of the Regional Bicycle Plan Early
Action Program (EAP) projects approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors in 2013 as well as
completion of the remaining projects identified in the San Diego Regional Bicycle Plan. Regional
Bicycle Plan EAP projects anticipated for completion by 2020 are included in the 2020 phase.
The remaining EAP projects anticipated for completion prior to 2035 are included in the 2035
phase. San Diego Regional Bicycle Plan projects that are not included in the EAP are listed in the
2050 phase. Most Regional Bicycle Plan projects will include improvements that will enhance
access and safety for pedestrians, such as improvements to shorten crossing distances at
intersections. The Regional Bike Network is shown in Figure 2.0-21.

•

“Safe Routes to Transit” bicycle and pedestrian access improvements at all new transit stations
and at stations that will undergo improvements
For the transit projects included in the proposed Plan, transit station area improvements are
included to enhance access and safety for people who walk or bike to the transit stop or station,
or in station areas.

•

Local bicycle projects
Local bicycle projects include projects implemented by local jurisdictions, such as those
identified in their bicycle master plans.
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•

Local pedestrian, safety, and traffic calming projects
Local pedestrian, safety, and traffic calming projects include projects implemented by local
jurisdictions, such as those identified in pedestrian master plans, community plans, and area
specific plans.

•

Regional bicycle and pedestrian programs
Regional bicycle and pedestrian programs include programs to support investments in bicycle
and pedestrian infrastructure, such as safety education and outreach, and data collection and
modeling.

•

Implementation of the San Diego Regional Safe Routes to School Strategic Plan
In 2010, the SANDAG Board of Directors approved the San Diego Regional Safe Routes to School
Strategic Plan to support local communities in establishing new Safe Routes to School programs
as well as sustaining and enhancing existing efforts. Regional efforts to implement this strategy
are funded as part of the Active Transportation Program.

Regional Arterials
The local streets and arterials that connect the communities within San Diego are typically used for
shorter trips, while the region’s highways link homes with major centers for jobs, education, shopping,
and recreation. Highway and regional arterial improvements in the proposed Plan are coordinated to
support and complement the expanded transit system. The proposed Plan assumes additional arterial
improvements, in addition to projects that improve the arterial network. These include coordinating
traffic signals, systems that detect traffic, measures that give public transit priority on the network, and
management systems that optimize the arterial network and integrate arterial operations with other
modes.
The proposed Plan also recognizes that the smooth flow of traffic on local streets and arterials is needed
to improve mobility on highways and regional arterial networks. This is especially true where public
transit and other alternatives are not as feasible as they are in the region’s urban areas. Regional
facilities and services connect to larger transportation systems beyond the San Diego region’s
boundaries (freeways and rail networks in other parts of the state and nation), as well as to local
systems of streets, roads, and transit services in our communities. Regional arterials are listed in Table
2.0-13 and shown in Figure 2.0-22.
The proposed Plan identifies approximately $27 billion in local streets and roads funding based on the
State Controller’s annual reports for local street and road expenditures. Of this funding, approximately
$4.6 billion is from the TransNet local streets and roads program.

Passenger Aviation and Ground Access
The proposed Plan also aims to improve airport access for cars, shuttles, trucks, and other surface
transportation. The goal is to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of existing and planned aviation
facilities by using the entire transportation infrastructure available.
Each year, more than 18 million air passengers use SDIA. The San Diego County Airport System includes
12 public use airports in the San Diego region as well as four military airports/airfields., along with
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Tijuana International Airport is located directly south of the U.S.-Mexico border (Figure 2.0-23). SDIA,
McClellan-Palomar, and Tijuana International accommodate commercial, general aviation, and
corporate services. Airports accommodating only general aviation and corporate services are Brown
Field Municipal, Gillespie Field, Montgomery Field, and Ramona. The remaining airports accommodate
general aviation only, and include Oceanside Airport, Fallbrook Community Airpark, Borrego Valley
Airport, Ocotillo Airport, Agua Caliente Airport, and Jacumba Airport. Military airports include MCB
Camp Pendleton, Marine Corps Air Station Miramar, Naval Air Station North Island, and Naval Outlying
I.B. The proposed Plan includes strategies to improve ground access to airports based on the aviation
demand forecast developed by the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority. These include certain
adjacent freeway, roadway, and public transportation improvements discussed above.

Border/Ports of Entry
The San Diego region shares a common international border with the municipalities of Tijuana and
Tecate in the State of Baja California, Mexico. There are three land border ports of entry (POEs) that
connect Mexico with the San Diego region: San Ysidro (Puerta México), Otay Mesa (Mesa de Otay), and
Tecate (Tecate). To accommodate the dynamic border transportation system, the proposed Plan
includes several roadway and highway improvements and a transit center project to improve land
border crossing infrastructure.

Goods Movement
The proposed Plan addresses goods movement. The movement of goods in the San Diego region
involves intermodal systems of air cargo, border crossings, maritime, pipeline, rail, and
roadways/truckways. Situated between major production, trade, and population centers, the San Diego
region possesses a wide array of transportation and infrastructure assets. Transportation systems
include assets, such as interstate highways and state highways, a Class I railroad, a short line railroad,
airport cargo systems, the Port of San Diego, and the Otay Mesa and Tecate commercial border
crossings. The proposed Plan includes no additional improvements related to goods movement beyond
those already identified in the phased improvements described above. Only self-financed projects
and/or roadway and railway projects with dual passenger and freight benefits are included since those
are funded through those specific sources (i.e., transit or highway capital dollars) since there is no
funding explicitly for Goods Movement projects included in the Plan.

Emerging Technologies and Transportation Systems and Demand Management
Emerging Technologies are captured in the TSM and TDM programs. Total investment over the life of
the proposed Plan is approximately $2.8 billion. Appendix E of the proposed Plan includes detailed
descriptions of the individual program elements.
Proposed TSM investments in the proposed Plan have been developed to maintain the greatest mobility
benefits through the application of innovative technologies that maximize network efficiencies. Such
efficiencies can result in decreases in fuel consumption, GHG emissions, and air pollutant emissions. In
particular, TSM investments such as the Multimodal Integration and Performance-Based Management,
Arterial Management, or Vehicle Automation are focused on how to best use data or information such
as speeds, vehicle locations, and fuel consumption to mitigate and reduce congestion. Implementation
of these initiatives would result in more reliable travel options that would reduce unnecessary trips and
reductions in vehicle idling and unnecessary accelerations and decelerations, as well as reductions in
frequency of accidents. TSM investments are expected to promote greater multi-modal system
efficiencies that support mode and trip changes over time, which can ultimately lower GHG emissions.
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TSM core programs include transit, freeway, and arterial management systems as well as traveler
information and electronic payment systems. New program elements discussed in the proposed Plan
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle technologies, including automation
Multi-modal management and Regional Communications Network
Smart parking
Universal transportation account
Traveler information program
Arterial management
Freeway management
Transit management system
Advanced transportation technology program
Transit infrastructure electrification

TDM refers to programs and strategies that manage and reduce traffic congestion by encouraging the
use of transportation alternatives, including active transportation. TDM can also result in decreases in
fuel consumption, GHG emissions, and air pollutant emissions. SANDAG coordinates several programs
that are increasing the number of commuters who carpool, vanpool, use transit, bike, walk, and
telework. The TDM Core Program for the proposed Plan includes the Regional Vanpool Program,
Employer Services and Outreach, Commuter Services and Bike Program, and Program Administration.
Three new TDM elements in addition to the other TDM elements included in previous plans aim to
maximize transit and highway investments through 2050:
•

Mobility hubs – places of connectivity, where different modes of transportation—walking,
biking, ridesharing, and transit—come together seamlessly to connect people to their jobs,
school, shopping, errands, recreation, and back home. Access to transit is a key ingredient of a
mobility hub. Mobility hubs promote options like carsharing, bikesharing, and neighborhood
electric vehicles—for short trips within the neighborhood or to connect to the transit station for
longer trips outside the area.

•

Active traffic and demand management – builds on Integrated Corridor Management (ICM) to
dynamically monitor, control, and influence travel demand, traffic demand, and traffic flow of
key highway corridors. Active Traffic and Demand Management (ATDM) facilitates the use of
transportation alternatives through various approaches, including dynamic ridesharing, dynamic
speed limits, dynamically priced parking, and predictive traveler information to improve overall
highway efficiency and to maximize investment in ICM. ATDM seeks to improve throughput and
traveler safety on key Managed Lanes corridors. Proposed Plan ATDM investments are phased in
conjunction with Managed Lanes improvements.

•

Shared mobility services – reduces the need to own and drive a private automobile by offering
people on-demand access to convenient and affordable transportation options for any type of
trip. These options include carsharing, bikesharing, real-time ridesharing, transportation
network companies (e.g., Uber, Lyft, Sidecar), neighborhood electric vehicles, scootershare, and
shuttle or jitney services. Shared mobility services—like traditional forms of public transit,
carpooling, vanpooling, biking and walking—give people convenient alternatives to driving
alone.
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Regional Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Strategy
The Regional TOD Strategy has been included as Appendix U.4 to the Final Plan. It helps implement the
Plan by recommending eight key early actions and 13 strategies that can help the region create TOD
projects and districts in association with the existing and future public transit network. These TOD
projects and districts reduce GHG emissions; increase transit ridership, walking, and biking; and provide
a greater mix of housing and employment opportunities for all of the region’s residents. The 8 key early
actions and 13 recommended strategies are summarized below.
Key Early Actions
1. Develop a TOD readiness tool to evaluate the readiness of TOD sites and districts to help identify
what actions need to be taken to facilitate development in these areas. (SANDAG, local jurisdictions,
transit agencies, developers)
2. Identify and pursue grant funding for one or more transit corridors to coordinate land uses,
infrastructure financing, and environmental review through individual or dis-contiguous specific
plans. (SANDAG, local jurisdictions, transit agencies)
3. Consider focusing Capital Improvement Program funds and other funds (local, state, and federal;
grants/loans; TransNet Local Street and Road funds) in transit oriented districts. (local jurisdictions)
1. Support the Affordable Housing Sustainable Communities cap-and-trade applications by identifying
transportation-related infrastructure projects that can be paired with applications. (SANDAG, local
jurisdictions, transit agencies)
2. Evaluate development and infrastructure projects for consistency with Designing for Smart Growth:
Creating Great Places in the San Diego Region using the Smart Growth Scorecard. (local jurisdictions)
3. Seek funding to develop an outreach and information program that could include videos, social
media, internet tools, traditional public meetings, and other platforms to showcase the benefits of
transit oriented districts, highlighting places near transit, testimonials of users of transit, people who
live and work in transit oriented districts, and major employers located in transit oriented districts.
(SANDAG, local jurisdictions, transit agencies)
4. Monitor the pooled investment fund for TOD affordable housing being developed by Civic San Diego
and the San Diego Housing Commission to determine the potential for creation of a similar fund(s)
for use by other jurisdictions. (SANDAG)
5. Undertake a review of the TransNet Smart Growth Incentive Program and Active Transportation
Grant Program to evaluate program alignment with TOD readiness criteria, and undertake an
analysis of the completed grant projects to determine how well they are meeting grant program
objectives. (SANDAG, local jurisdictions, transit agencies)
Summary of Recommended Strategies
1. Support core areas within transit oriented districts with a compact and highly interconnected
diversity of land uses and activities consistent with the land use targets identified in the SANDAG
Smart Growth Concept Map.
2. Coordinate TODs strategically along single corridors or interconnected networks of transit lines to
better connect people to jobs by taking into account the characteristics of stations and surrounding
land uses along a corridor.
3. Promote and extend walking and biking facilities within transit oriented districts to bridge the firstlast mile gap by placing a funding priority on supportive walking and biking infrastructure, amenities,
and connections within the core of transit oriented districts.
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4. Provide more shared vehicular connections and manage parking within transit oriented districts to
connect transit stations to job centers and homes where walking or biking distances are impractical.
5. Engage a broad range of stakeholders in the planning and design of transit oriented districts and
support methods for public involvement.
6. Create clear rules that provide a predictable development process and focus on removing regulatory
barriers.
7. Streamline California Environmental Quality Act guidelines and processes to facilitate development
projects in transit oriented districts.
8. Update transportation impact analysis methodologies to provide refined travel forecasting for infill
projects in transit oriented districts.
9. Focus infrastructure and community facilities to support the success of transit oriented districts.
10. Encourage more public-private partnerships and explore emerging tools for financing development
projects to help fill gaps in project financing.
11. Direct affordable housing resources to transit oriented districts to maximize the household benefits
of locating affordable and workforce housing in proximity to transit.
12. Promote new ways to highlight market readiness and development feasibility of TODs by sharing
information, showcasing successful case studies, highlighting emerging opportunities, and
identifying trends over time.
13. Develop an online, interactive tool to evaluate the TOD readiness of sites and districts that can be
used by SANDAG, local jurisdictions, transit agencies, developers, community groups, and others.

SUMMARY OF TRANSPORTATION NETWORK IMPROVEMENTS AND PROGRAMS BY PHASE
Network Improvements
2012 to 2020
From 2012 to 2020, major transportation network improvements and programs would include doubletracking at certain locations on the LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER frequencies, completion
of the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City, the South Bay Rapid Bus from the
Otay Mesa ITC to Downtown San Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Imperial BeachIris to the Otay Mesa
POE, increases in local bus service frequencies, express bus routes to SDIA and Tijuana International
Airport, a San Marcos shuttle, and construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I-805 and I-8.
Additional major transportation network improvements would include new Managed Lanes along I-5
from Manchester Avenue to SR 78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52, new toll lanes on SR 11
to the Otay Mesa POE, new general purpose lanes along a portion of SR 76, and a new freeway
connector at SR 11 and SR 905.
By 2020, there also would be over 50 improvements to local arterial streets at locations throughout the
region, including widenings and extensions of existing roadways, new or replaced bridges, and a road
realignment. Approximately 24 regional active transportation projects would be constructed by 2020.
Several of the active transportation projects are in the City of San Diego, but also in other jurisdictions in
coastal and inland north county and in coastal south county.
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2021 to 2035
By 2035, major transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified for
2020) would include double-tracking at additional locations, new stations, and a grade separation along
the LOSSAN rail corridor; additional increases in COASTER frequencies including an extension of service
to Camp Pendleton and to the Gaslamp District of Downtown San Diego; double-tracking of the
SPRINTER corridor from Oceanside to Escondido; SPRINTER frequency enhancements and rail grade
separations; frequency enhancements and rail grade separations for the Trolley Blue and Orange Lines;
an extension of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon including a
connection with the COASTER; an extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission
Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista via Highland and 4th avenues;
substantial increases in Rapid bus service; additional increases in local bus service; three new streetcars;
and Intermodal Transit Centers at SDIA and San Ysidro (Phase I).
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2035 would include additional Managed
Lanes along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, as well as portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR
78, SR 94, and I-805. General purpose lanes would be added along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and portions
of SR 52 and SR 67. Six Managed Lane connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 15, I-15, and
I-805, and five freeway connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 94, and SR 11/SR 905.
By 2035, there would be two additional improvements to local arterial streets and approximately 50
additional regional active transportation projects in locations throughout the region.

2036 to 2050
By 2050, major transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified by
2020 and 2035) would include completion of double-tracking on the LOSSAN rail corridor, as well as the
Del Mar Tunnel and grade separations; an extension of the SPRINTER to Westfield North County; the
SPRINTER Express; Blue Line Trolley rail grade separations; transition of the Mid-City Rapid Bus from
SDSU to Downtown San Diego to Trolley; Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to
Kearny Mesa, Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center, and Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley; substantial
increases in Rapid bus services; a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla; and Phase II of the San Ysidro
ITC.
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2050 include additional Managed Lanes
along portions of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125; new general purpose lanes
along portions of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125; and highway operational
improvements along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76. There would be new Managed Lane connectors
along I-15 and I-805 at SR 52, and one new freeway connector at I-15 and SR 56. New toll lanes would be
added along I-5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange County border and along I-15 from SR 78 to
the Riverside County border Tolls would be removed from SR 125. There also would be nearly 60
additional regional active transportation projects.

2.6

INTENDED USES OF THE EIR

The basic purposes of CEQA are to inform government decision makers and the public about potential
environmental impacts of projects, identify ways the impacts can be reduced or avoided, prevent
significant unavoidable environmental damage through alternatives and mitigation, and disclose to the
public the reason that decision makers approved a project that may result in environmental impacts,
and what those potential impacts may be.
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The lead agency is required to consider the information in the EIR, along with any other relevant
information, in making its decisions on the project approval. SANDAG is the lead agency for the
proposed Plan and EIR.
Subsequent activities consistent with the proposed Plan will be examined in light of this EIR to
determine whether additional environmental documentation, if any, such as a negative declaration,
supplemental or subsequent EIR, or addendum, must be prepared. Where subsequent activities are
within the scope of the Program EIR, and SANDAG, as the lead agency, finds no new effects would occur
or no new mitigation measures would be required pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15162, the
subsequent project would be considered to be within the scope of the Program EIR and no further
environmental documentation would be required.

Agencies Expected to Use the EIR
Lead agencies implementing second-tier land use or transportation projects can use this EIR as a firsttier EIR to focus project-specific CEQA documents on project-specific analyses. These include but are not
limited to cities, the County of San Diego, Caltrans, and transit agencies.
In addition, CEQA provides serval opportunities for further CEQA streamlining for infill projects
consistent with the SCS. These include opportunities provided by:
• SB 375 (Public Resources Code Section 21155 et seq.)
• SB 226 of 2011 (Public Resources Code Section 15183.3 et seq.)
• SB 743 of 2013 (Public Resources Code Sections 21099 et seq. and Section21155.4

List of Permits or Other Approvals Required to Implement the Plan
Pursuant to 176(c) of the federal Clean Air Act (42 USC §7506(c)), SANDAG and USDOT, in consultation
with USEPA, must make a determination that the RTP and the RTIP conform to the SIP for air quality. See
Appendix D of proposed Plan for the conformity analysis.

Environmental Review and Consultation Requirements
Preparation of the proposed Plan met both federal and SB 375 consultation requirements. See proposed
Plan Appendices F, G, and I for documentation.
Federal consultation requirements (23 CFR Part 450.316) include (1) a process involving the MPO, state
and local air quality planning agencies, state and local transportation agencies, USEPA and USDOT; and
(2) a proactive public involvement process that provides opportunity for public review and comment by,
at a minimum, providing reasonable public access to technical and policy information considered by the
agency.
SB 375 (Government Code Section 65080) requires consultation with stakeholders, including affordable
housing advocates, transportation advocates, neighborhood and community groups, environmental
advocates, homebuilder representatives, broad-based business organization, landowners, commercial
property interests, homeowners associations, congestion management agencies, transportation
agencies, local agency formation commission, and members of city councils and boards of supervisors.
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Table 2.0-1
Proposed Plan Estimated SB 375 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Reductions for Cars and Light Trucks
Target Year
ARB Target
Proposed Plan
2020
7%
1518%
2035
13%
2124%
Source: SANDAG 2015.
Note: The revised emissions and percentages in this table have been
decreased by 2% per ARB requirement that EMFAC2014 model results
be revised with 2% percent adjustment factor.

Table 2.0-2
Series 13 San Diego Regional Growth Forecast
Year
Population
Housing Units
2012
3,143,429
1,165,818
2020
3,435,713
1,249,401
2035
3,853,698
1,396,038
2050
4,068,759
1,493,739
2012-2050
925,330
327,921
Percent change
29%
28%
2012–2050

Jobs
1,450,913
1,624,124
1,769,938
1,911,405
460,492
32%

Source: SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014.

Table 2.0-3
Existing and Forecasted Population Growth by Jurisdiction

Jurisdictions
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego (City)
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Unincorporated
Region

2012
107,674
249,382
23,187
4,194
100,562
60,346
146,057
26,609
58,296
25,603
58,967
169,319
48,382
1,321,315
85,560
54,643
13,000
95,034
495,299
3,143,429

2020
116,340
284,522
23,874
4,090
108,824
64,188
167,907
25,686
60,562
26,777
65,989
176,363
51,535
1,447,045
98,730
59,687
14,305
98,400
540,889
3,435,713

2035
120,312
327,143
24,378
4,136
131,480
65,578
170,633
25,892
78,412
31,327
80,787
178,929
52,795
1,634,157
107,566
63,981
14,494
128,755
612,943
3,853,698

Increase (2012-2050)
2050
Population
Percent
119,996
12,322
11.4%
335,602
86,220
34.6%
24,234
1,047
4.5%
4,019
-175
-4.2%
131,465
30,903
30.7%
66,116
5,770
9.6%
169,910
23,853
16.3%
26,216
-393
-1.5%
78,862
20,566
35.3%
31,336
5,733
22.4%
141,289
82,322
139.6%
177,861
8,542
5.0%
52,802
4,420
9.1%
1,769,618
448,303
33.9%
110,616
25,056
29.3%
63,546
8,903
16.3%
14,391
1,391
10.7%
128,535
33,501
35.3%
622,345
127,046
25.7%
4,068,759
925,330
29.4%

Source: SANDAG, Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014
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Table 2.0-4
Existing and Forecasted Housing Units by Jurisdiction

Jurisdictions
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Unincorporated
Region

2012
45,171
79,255
9,596
2,637
35,934
25,586
48,333
9,863
25,840
8,813
16,720
65,469
16,545
518,137
28,539
20,124
6,521
30,860
171,875
1,165,818

2020
47,590
88,215
9,666
2,644
38,355
26,814
54,508
9,373
26,097
9,014
18,582
66,793
17,297
558,635
32,425
21,499
7,036
31,371
183,487
1,249,401

2035
48,877
100,466
9,774
2,644
45,995
27,185
54,918
9,344
33,390
10,525
22,929
67,021
17,498
632,404
35,405
22,796
7,041
40,376
207,450
1,396,038

2050
49,196
104,414
9,768
2,606
46,400
27,620
55,105
9,603
33,756
10,628
41,251
67,250
17,644
698,218
36,926
22,861
7,046
40,663
212,784
1,493,739

Increase (2012-2050)
Housing Units Percent
4,025
8.9%
25,159
31.7%
172
1.8%
-31
-1.2%
10,466
29.1%
2,034
7.9%
6,772
14.0%
-260
-2.6%
7,916
30.6%
1,815
20.6%
24,531
146.7%
1,781
2.7%
1,099
6.6%
180,081
34.8%
8,387
29.4%
2,737
13.6%
525
8.1%
9,803
31.8%
40,909
23.8%
327,921
28.1%

Source: SANDAG, Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014
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Table 2.0-5
Existing and Forecasted Jobs Growth by Jurisdiction

Jurisdictions
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Unincorporated
Region

2012
66,279
65,340
29,116
4,521
38,393
26,165
48,844
3,665
25,233
6,774
27,373
41,980
30,851
780,252
37,608
14,519
7,568
35,840
160,592
1,450,913

2020
72,084
81,643
29,247
4,541
48,572
26,993
55,902
4,912
29,982
8,454
32,498
46,418
33,162
866,408
48,567
17,616
7,708
41,333
168,084
1,624,124

2035
77,313
99,298
29,401
4,541
52,380
29,259
58,297
5,355
38,541
8,992
39,508
47,483
36,229
935,813
60,232
24,163
7,770
44,443
170,920
1,769,938

2050
85,882
110,515
29,616
5,225
52,445
29,485
62,311
5,697
38,541
9,266
43,381
52,053
36,856
1,030,011
67,670
24,163
8,226
48,238
171,824
1,911,405

Increase (2012-2050)
Jobs
Percent
19,603
29.6%
45,175
69.1%
500
1.7%
704
15.6%
14,052
36.6%
3,320
12.7%
13,467
27.6%
2,032
55.4%
13,308
52.7%
2,492
36.8%
16,008
58.5%
10,073
24.0%
6,005
19.5%
249,759
32.0%
30,062
79.9%
9,644
66.4%
658
8.7%
12,398
34.6%
11,232
7.0%
460,492
31.7%

Source: SANDAG, Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014
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Table 2.0-6
Phased Transit Services – Proposed Plan
Phase
Year
2020

Service
COASTER

Route
398

2020
2020

Trolley
Rapid

510
225

2020

Rapid

905

2020

Local Bus*

Multiple

2020

Express Bus

20

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

Express Bus
Shuttle
Shuttle
Airport Express
Airport Express
Airport Express
Airport Express
Transit Lanes

2020

Other

110
448
449
242
243
244
245
SR 15
from
I-805 to
I-8
--

Description
Double-tracking (Oceanside Through Track,
Sorrento Valley Double Track, San Elijo
Lagoon Double Track, Elvira to Morena
Double Track, Poinsettia Station
Improvements, San Onofre to Pulgas
Double Track Phase I, Batiquitos Lagoon
Double Track, San Diego River Bridge, Los
Penasquitos Lagoon Bridges) (20-minute
peak frequencies and 120-minute off-peak
frequencies)
Mid-Coast Trolley Extension
South Bay Rapid (Otay Mesa to Downtown)
and Otay Mesa ITC (formerly Route 628)
Extension of Iris to Otay Mesa Port of Entry
(POE) with new service to Otay Mesa East
POE and Imperial Beach
15-minute all-day frequencies in key
corridors (33 local bus routes); increased
peak frequencies/off-peak
frequencies/new service (31 local bus
routes)
Rancho Bernardo Transit Station to
Downtown San Diego
Downtown San Diego to Mira Mesa
San Marcos Shuttle
San Marcos- Business/San Marcos-College
Otay Mesa to Lindbergh Field
Otay Mesa to Escondido
Escondido to Lindbergh Field
Carlsbad to Lindbergh Field
Addition of two Transit Lanes for routes
235, 280/290, 653, and Airport Express
Route to the cross-border facility in Otay
Mesa.
Other Improvements (vehicles, transit
system rehabilitation, maintenance
facilities, ITS, regulatory compliance, Park
& Ride, and transit center expansions)
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Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
36-45/180
20
120

7.5/15
NA

7.5/15
15

15
30

NA

10

10

15-30/15-30

30

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

15/3
0
30
15
15
30
30
30
30
NA

NA
15
15
30
30
30
30
NA

NA

NA

NA
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Phase
Year
2035

Service
COASTER

Route
398

2035

SPRINTER

399

2035

SPRINTER

399

2035

Trolley

510

2035

Trolley

520

2035

Trolley

561

2035

Trolley

562

Description
COASTER double-tracking (Eastbrook to
Shell Double Track (San Luis River Bridge),
Carlsbad Village Double Track, San Dieguito
Double Track (Includes Del Mar Platform),
Sorrento To Miramar Phase II, San Onofre
to Pulgas Double Track Phase II, Moonlight
to Swami Double Track, Oceanside Parking,
Solana Beach Parking by 2025; Del Mar
Bluffs Stabilization – 4, Encinitas Pedestrian
Crossings, Carlsbad Village Parking,
Carlsbad Poinsettia Parking, Encinitas
Station Parking, Leucadia Blvd Grade
Separation, Convention Center
Station/Gaslamp Quarter and Track
Upgrades, Santa Fe Depot Parking, Quiet
Zones, CP Songs Second Track Extension,
Camp Pendleton Station, Stuart Mesa
Maintenance Facility Capacity
Enhancement, Sorrento Valley Station
Parking by 2030); (20-minute peak
frequencies and 60-minute off-peak
frequencies, stations/platforms at
Convention Center/Gaslamp Quarter and
Del Mar Fairgrounds, and extension to
Camp Pendleton)
SPRINTER efficiency improvements (20minute frequencies by 2025)
Double-tracking Oceanside to Escondido
for10-minute frequencies and six rail grade
separations at El Camino Real, Melrose Dr,
Vista Village Drive/Main St, North Dr, Civic
Center, Auto Parkway and Mission Ave
(2030)
Phase I - Blue Line Frequency
Enhancements and rail grade separations,
at 28th St, 32nd St, E St, H St, Palomar St,
and Blue/Orange Track Connection at
12th/Imperial
Orange Line Frequency Enhancements and
four rail grade separations at Euclid Ave,
Broadway/Lemon Grove Ave, Allison
Ave/University Ave, Severin Dr
UTC to COASTER Connection (extension of
Route 510)
Phase I - San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via
Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San
Diego, National City/Chula Vista via
Highland Ave/4th Ave
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Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
36-45/180
20
60

30/30

20

20

30/30

10

10

7.5/15

7.5

7.5

15/15

7.5

15

NA

7.5

7.5

NA

7.5

10
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Phase
Year
2035

Service
Rapid

Route
237

2035

Rapid

709

2035

Rapid

2

2035

Rapid

10

2035

Rapid

11

2035

Rapid

30

2035

Rapid

41

2035

Rapid

90

2035
2035

Rapid
Rapid

120
473

2035

Rapid

550

2035

Rapid

635

2035

Rapid

638

2035

Rapid

640A

2035

Rapid

640B

2035

Rapid

688

2035

Rapid

689

2035

Rapid

690

2035

Rapid

709

2035

Rapid

910

2035

Local Bus*

Multiple

2035

Express Bus

20

Description
UC San Diego to Rancho Bernardo Transit
Station
H St. Trolley to Millenia via H St. Corridor,
Southwestern College
North Park to Downtown San Diego via
30th Street, Golden Hill
La Mesa to Ocean Beach via Mid-City,
Hillcrest, Old Town
Spring Valley to SDSU via Southeast San
Diego, Downtown, Hillcrest, Mid-City
Old Town to Sorrento Mesa via Pacific
Beach, La Jolla, UTC
Fashion Valley to UTC/UC San Diego via
Linda Vista and Clairemont
El Cajon Transit Center to San Diego
International Airport ITC via SR 94, City
College (peak only)
Kearny Mesa to Downtown
Phase I - Solana Beach to UTC/UC San
Diego via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities,
Carmel Valley
SDSU to Palomar Station via East San
Diego, Southeast San Diego, National City
Eastlake to Palomar Trolley via Main Street
Corridor
Iris Trolley to Otay Mesa via Otay, Airway
Dr, SR 905 Corridor
Route 640A: I-5 - San Ysidro to Old Town
Transit Center via City College, Chula Vista
and National City
Route 640B: I-5 Iris Trolley/Palomar to
Kearny Mesa via City College
San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via I-805/I15/SR-52 Corridors (Peak Only)
Otay Mesa Port of Entry (POE) to UTC/
Torrey Pines via Otay Ranch/Millennia,
I-805 Corridor (Peak Only)
Mid-City to Sorrento Mesa via I-805
Corridor (Peak Only)
H St Trolley to Millennia via H St Corridor,
Southwestern College
Coronado to Downtown via Coronado
Bridge
10-minute all-day frequencies in key
corridors (43 local bus routes); increased
peak frequencies/off-peak frequencies/
new service (38 local bus routes)
Kearny Mesa to Centre City
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Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
NA
10
NA
NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

15

NA

15-30/15-30
NA

10
10

10
10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

15

NA

10

15

NA

15

NA

NA

15

NA

NA

15

NA

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

15-30/15-30

10

10
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Phase
Year
2035
2035
2035
2035

Service
Express Bus
Express Bus
Express Bus
Streetcar

Route
50
110
220
553

2035

Streetcar

554

2035

Streetcar

555

2035

Shuttle

448

2035

Shuttle

449

2035

Intermodal
Transit Center

-

2035

-

2035

Intermodal
Transit Center
SR 163 Direct
Access Ramps
(DARs)

2035

Other

-

2050

COASTER

398

2050
2050

SPRINTER
SPRINTER

588
399

2050

Trolley

510

2050
2050
2050

Trolley
Trolley
Trolley

520
530
560

2050
2050

Trolley
Trolley

562
563

2050
2050

Trolley
Rapid

563
103

Description
University City to Centre City
Mira Mesa to Centre City
Escondido to Mira Mesa
Downtown San Diego: Little Italy to East
Village
Hillcrest/Balboa Park/Downtown San Diego
Loop
30th St to Downtown San Diego via North
Park/Golden Hill
San Marcos-Barham/Disc to San MarcosCollege
San Marcos- Business/ In to San MarcosCollege
San Diego International Airport Intermodal
Transit Center (ITC) and I-5 Direct
Connector Ramps
Phase I - San Ysidro Intermodal Transit
Center (ITC)
Kearny Mesa to Downtown via SR 163.
Stations at Sharp/Children's Hospital,
University Ave. and Fashion Valley Transit
Center
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit
system rehabilitation, maintenance
facilities, ITS, regulatory compliance, park
& ride, and transit center expansions)
COASTER double-tracking (Los Penasquitos
Lagoon Double Track completes doubletracking; includes Del Mar Tunnel) and 2
grade separations
SPRINTER Express
Branch Extension to Westfield North
County
Phase II - Blue Line rail grade separations at
Taylor St and Ash St
Orange Line Frequency Enhancements
Green Line Frequency Enhancements
SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/MidCity (transition of Mid-City Rapid to
Trolley)
Phase II-Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Phase I - Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny
Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center
Phase II - Balboa to Kearny Mesa
Solana Beach to Sabre Springs Rapid
station via Carmel Valley
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Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
15-30/60
15
30
NA
15
NA
NA
30
30
NA
10
10
NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

36-45/180

20

60

NA
30/30

10
10

15
10

7.5/15

7.5

7.5

15/15
15/15
NA

7.5
7.5
7.5

7.5
7.5
7.5

NA
NA

7.5
7.5

10
10

NA
NA

7.5
15

10
15
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Phase
Year
2050

Service
Rapid

Route
235

2050

Rapid

440

2050
2050

Rapid
Rapid

471
473

2050

Rapid

474

2050

Rapid

477

2050

Rapid

636

2050

Rapid

637

2050

Rapid

650

2050

Rapid

653

2050
2050

Rapid
Rapid

870
890

2050
2050

Streetcar
Intermodal
Transit Center
Other

565
-

2050

-

Description
Temecula (peak only) Extension of
Escondido to Downtown Rapid (formerly
Route 610)
Carlsbad to Escondido Transit Center via
Palomar Airport Rd
Downtown Escondido to East Escondido
Phase II - Oceanside to Solana Beach via
Hwy 101 Coastal Communities
Oceanside to Vista via Mission Ave/Santa
Fe Rd Corridor
Camp Pendleton to Carlsbad Village via
College Blvd, Plaza Camino Real
SDSU to Spring Valley via East San Diego,
Lemon Grove, Skyline
North Park to 32nd Street Trolley via
Golden Hill
Chula Vista to Palomar Airport Rd Business
Park via I-805/I-5 (peak only)
Mid-City to Palomar Airport Rd via Kearny
Mesa/I-805/I-5
El Cajon to UTC via Santee, SR 52, I-805
El Cajon to Sorrento Mesa via SR 52,
Kearny Mesa
Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach
Phase II - San Ysidro Intermodal Transit
Center
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit
system rehabilitation, maintenance
facilities, ITS, regulatory compliance, Park
& Ride, transit center expansions)

Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
NA
10
10
NA

10

10

NA
NA

10
10

10
10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

10

10

NA

15

NA

NA

15

NA

NA
NA

10
10

NA
NA

NA
NA

10
NA

10
NA

NA

NA

NA

Source: SANDAG 2015.
* A complete list of local bus routes is included in Appendix I of this EIR.
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Table 2.0-7
Phased Managed Lanes – Proposed Plan
Phase Year

Freeway

From

To

Existing

Improvements

2020

I-805

SR 52

Carroll Canyon Rd

8F

8F+2ML

2020

I-5

Manchester Ave

SR 78

8F

8F+2ML

2035

I-5

SR 905

54

8F

8F+2ML

2035

I-5

SR 54

SR 15

8F

10F+2ML

2035

I-5

La Jolla Village Dr

I-5/I-805 Merge

8F/14F

8F/14F+2ML

2035

I-5

I-5/I-805 Merge

SR 56

8F/14F+2ML

8F/14F+4ML

2035

I-5

SR 56

Manchester Ave

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

2035

I-5

Manchester Ave

SR 78

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

2035

I-5

SR 78

Vandegrift Blvd

8F

8F+2ML

2035

SR 15

SR 94

I-805

6F

6F+2ML

2035

I-15

I-8

SR 163

8F

8F+2ML

2035

SR 78

I-5

College Blvd

6F

6F+2ML

2035

SR 78

College Blvd

Twin Oaks

6F

6F+2ML

2035

SR 78

Twin Oaks

I-15

6F

6F+2ML

2035

SR 94

I-5

I-805

8F

8F+2ML

2035

I-805

SR 905

Palomar St

8F

8F+2ML

2035

I-805

SR 54

SR 94

8F +2ML

8F+4ML

2035

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F

8F+2ML

2035

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F

8F+2ML

2035

I-805

SR 52

Carroll Canyon Rd

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

2050

I-5

I-8

La Jolla Village Dr

8F/10F

8F/10F+2ML

2050

I-5

SR 78

Vandegrift Blvd

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

2050

SR 15

I-5

SR 94

6F

8F+2ML

2050

I-15

Viaduct

8F

8F+2ML

2050

SR 52

I-805

I-15

6F

6F+2ML

2050

SR 52

I-15

SR-125

4F/6F

4F/6F+2ML(MB)

2050

SR 54

I-5

SR 125

6F

6F+2ML

2050

SR 94

I-805

SR 125

8F

8F+2ML

2050

SR 125

SR 54

SR 94

6F

6F+2ML

2050

SR 125

SR 94

I-8

8F

10F+2ML

2050

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

2050

I-805

SR-15

SR 163

8F/10F

8F/10F+4ML

2050

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

Source: SANDAG 2015.
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Table 2.0-8
Managed Lane Connectors – Proposed Plan
Phase Year
2020

2035

2050

Intersecting
Freeway

Freeway

Movement

NA

NA

NA

I-5

SR 78

South to East & West to North, North to East
& West to South

I-5

I-805

North to North & South to South

I-15

SR 78

East to South & North to West

SR 15

SR 94

South to West & East to North

SR 15

I-805

North to North & South to South

I-805

SR 94

North to West & East to South

I-15

SR 52

West to North & South to East

I-805

SR 52

West to North & South to East

Source: SANDAG 2015.

Table 2.0-9
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and Operational Improvements – Proposed Plan
Phase Year

Freeway

From

To

Existing

Improvements

2020

SR 76

Mission

I-15

2C

4C

2035

SR 52

Mast Blvd

SR 125

4F

6F

2035

SR 67

Mapleview

Gold Bar Ln

2C

4C

2050

SR 15

I-5

SR 94

6F

8F

2050

I-5

I-15

I-8

8F

8F+Operational

2050

I-8

I-5

SR 125

8F/10F

8F/10F+Operational

nd

2050

I-8

SR 125

2 St

6F/8F

6F/8F+Operational

2050

SR 76

I-15

Couser Canyon

2C/4C

4C/6C+Operational

2050

I-8

2 St

Los Coches

4F/6F

6F

2050

SR 52

I-5

I-805

4F

6F

2050

SR 56

I-5

I-15

4F

6F

2050

SR 67

Gold Bar Ln

Dye Rd

2C/4C

4C

2050

SR 94

SR 125

Avocado Blvd

4F

6F

2050

SR 94

Avocado Blvd

Jamacha

4C

6C

2050

SR 94

Jamacha

Steele Canyon Rd

2C/4C

4C

2050

SR 125

SR 905

San Miguel Rd

4T

8F

2050

SR 125

San Miguel Rd

SR 54

4T

8F

2050

SR 125

SR 94

I-8

8F

10F

nd

Source: SANDAG 2015.
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Table 2.0-10
Freeway Connectors – Proposed Plan
Phase
Year
2020
2035
2035
2035
2035
2050

Freeway
SR 11/SR 905
I-5
I-5
SR 94
SR 11/SR 905
I-15

Intersecting
Freeway
SR 125
SR 56
SR 78
SR 125
SR 125
SR 56

Movement
EB SR 905 and WB SR 11 to NB SR 125, NB SR 905 to NB SR 125
West to North & South to East
South to East & West to South
West to North & South to East
SB 125 to WB SR 905, SB SR 125 to EB SR 11, SB SR 125 to SB SR 905
North to West

Source: SANDAG 2015.

Table 2.0-11
Phased Toll Lanes – Proposed Plan
Phase Year
2020

From
SR 125

Mexico

Existing
--

Improvements
4T + POE

2035

Freeway
SR 11/Otay Mesa East
Port of Entry (POE)
n/a

To

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2050
2050

I-5
I-15

Vandegrift Blvd
SR 78

Orange County
Riverside County

8F
8F

8F+4T
8F+4T

Source: SANDAG 2015.
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Table 2.0-12
Phased Active Transportation Projects – Proposed Plan
Phase Year
2020

Jurisdiction(s)
San Diego

Project Title
Uptown – Fashion Valley to Downtown San Diego

2020

San Diego

Uptown – Old Town to Hillcrest

2020

San Diego

Uptown – Hillcrest to Balboa Park

2020

San Diego

North Park – Mid-City – Hillcrest to Kensington

2020

San Diego

2020

San Diego

North Park – Mid-City – Hillcrest to City Heights
(Hillcrest–El Cajon Corridor)
North Park – Mid-City – City Heights

2020

San Diego

2020

San Diego

2020
2020
2020

San Diego
San Diego
Chula Vista/
Imperial Beach
Encinitas
Encinitas

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

San Marcos, Vista,
Co. of San Diego
Oceanside

North Park – Mid-City – Hillcrest to City Heights
(City Heights – Old Town Corridor)
North Park – Mid-City – City Heights to Rolando
San Diego River Trail – Qualcomm Stadium
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Rose Creek
Bayshore Bikeway – Main St. to Palomar
Coastal Rail Trail Encinitas – Chesterfield to G
Coastal Rail Trail Encinitas – Chesterfield to Solana
Beach
Inland Rail Trail (combination of four projects)

Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway

Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside – Wisconsin to
Oceanside Blvd.
Plaza Bonita Bike Path
Bayshore Bikeway – National City Marina to 32nd St

Class I Bikeway

Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway

2020
2020

National City
San Diego/
National City
San Diego
San Diego

2020

San Diego

I-15 Mid-City – Adams Ave. to Camino Del Rio S
Pershing and El Prado – North Park to Downtown
San Diego
Pershing and El Prado – Cross-Park

2020

2020

Imperial Beach/
San Diego
Imperial Beach/
San Diego
San Diego

San Ysidro to Imperial Beach – Bayshore Bikeway
Connection (Border Access)
San Ysidro to Imperial Beach – Bayshore Bikeway
Connection (Imperial Beach Connector)
Terrace Dr/Central Ave. – Adams to Wightman

2020
2020

San Diego
Encinitas

San Diego River Trail – I 805 to Fenton
Coastal Rail Trail Encinitas – Leucadia to G St

2020

Project Description
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
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Class I Bikeway

Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
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Phase Year
2020
2020
2035
2035

Jurisdiction(s)
Imperial Beach/
San Diego
Various
San Diego
Santee

2035

San Diego

2035

San Diego

2035

San Diego

2035
2035
2035

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego

2035

San Diego

2035

Encinitas

2035

San Diego

2035

San Diego

2035

Santee

2035
2035

San Diego
San Diego

2035
2035

San Diego
Lemon Grove/
San Diego
San Diego

Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – UTC
City Heights /Encanto/Lemon Grove

Rolando to Grossmont/La Mesa

2035
2035

La Mesa/El Cajon/
San Diego
Lemon Grove/
La Mesa
San Diego
San Diego

2035

San Diego

2035

San Diego

2035
2035
2035

6

Project Title
San Ysidro to Imperial Beach – Bayshore Bikeway
Connection
6
Other Active Transportation Programs and Projects
Bayshore Bikeway – Barrio Logan
San Diego River Trail – Father Junipero Serra Trail to
Santee
Downtown to Southeast connections – East Village
Downtown to Southeast connections – Downtown
San Diego to Encanto
Downtown to Southeast connections – Downtown
San Diego to Golden Hill
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – UTC
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Rose Canyon
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Pac Hwy (W.
Washington Street to Laurel Street)
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Pac Hwy (Laurel Street
to Santa Fe Depot)
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Encinitas Chesterfield
to Solana Beach
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Pac Hwy (Taylor Street
to W. Washington Street)
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego– Pac Hwy (Fiesta Island
Road to Taylor Street)
San Diego River Trail – Father Junipero Serra Trail to
Santee (construction phase)
Bayshore Bikeway – Barrio Logan
Downtown to Southeast connections

City Heights/Fairmount Corridor

La Mesa/Lemon Grove/El Cajon connections
Coastal Rail Trail – Rose Canyon
San Diego River Trail – Qualcomm Stadium to Ward
Rd
San Diego River Trail – Rancho Mission Road to
Camino Del Rio North
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Rose Creek Mission
Bay Connection

Project Description
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Various
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway

Includes Safe Routes to Transit projects at new station areas, local bike projects, local pedestrian/safety/traffic calming,
regional bicycle and pedestrian programs and Regional Safe Routes to School implementation.
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Phase Year
2035

Jurisdiction(s)
Carlsbad

2035

Carlsbad

2035
2035

Encinitas
Del Mar

2035

Del Mar/
San Diego
San Diego

2035
2035
2035

Project Title
Coastal Rail Trail Carlsbad – Reach 4 Cannon to
Palomar Airport Rd.
Coastal Rail Trail Carlsbad – Reach 5 Palomar
Airport Road to Poinsettia Station
Coastal Rail Trail Encinitas – Carlsbad to Leucadia
Coastal Rail Trail Del Mar
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Del Mar to Sorrento
via Carmel Valley
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Carmel Valley to
Roselle via Sorrento
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Roselle Canyon
Chula Vista National City connections

2035

San Diego
Chula Vista/
National City
San Diego

2035

San Diego

Ocean Beach to Mission Bay

2035

San Diego

2035

Santee

2035
2035
2035
2035

San Diego
Oceanside
El Cajon/ La
Mesa/
Santee
San Diego

San Diego River Trail – Bridge connection (Sefton
Field to Mission Valley YMCA)
San Diego River Trail – Mast Park to Lakeside
baseball park
I-8 Flyover – Camino del Rio S to Camino del Rio N
Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside – Broadway to Eaton
El Cajon – Santee connections

2035
2035

Oceanside
Carlsbad

2035

San Diego

San Diego River Trail – Father Junipero Serra Trail to
West Hills Parkway
Inland Rail Trail Oceanside
Coastal Rail Trail Carlsbad – Reach 3 Tamarack to
Cannon
Clairemont Drive (Mission Bay to Burgener)

2035

San Diego

Harbor Drive (Downtown to Ocean Beach)

2035

San Diego

Mira Mesa Bike Boulevard

2035
2035

National City
Oceanside

2035

San Diego

2035
2035
2050
2050

Coronado
Various
Oceanside,
Unincorporated
San Marcos

Sweetwater River Bikeway Ramps
Coastal Rail Trail Oceanside – Alta Loma Marsh
bridge
Coastal Rail Trail San Diego – Mission Bay
(Clairemont to Tecolote)
Bayshore Bikeway Coronado – Golf course adjacent
Other Active Transportation Programs and Projects
San Luis Rey River Trail

2050

Escondido

Pacific Beach to Mission Beach

Encinitas–San Marcos Corridor – Double Peak Dr. to
San Marcos Blvd.
Escondido Creek Bikeway – Quince St. to Broadway
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Project Description
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
High-Priority Urban
Bikeway*
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Various
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
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Phase Year
2050

Jurisdiction(s)
Escondido

2050

Escondido

2050

Escondido

2050
2050
2050

Carlsbad,
Encinitas
Escondido
San Diego

2050
2050

San Diego
San Diego

2050

San Diego

2050
2050
2050
2050

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego

2050
2050

Unincorporated
Chula Vista,
Unincorporated
Chula Vista,
San Diego
San Diego,
Unincorporated
Oceanside

2050
2050
2050
2050

Project Title
Escondido Creek Bikeway – Escondido Creek to
Washington Ave.
Escondido Creek Bikeway – 9th Ave. to Escondido
Creek
Escondido Creek Bikeway – El Norte Pkwy to
northern bikeway terminus
Encinitas to San Marcos Corridor – Leucadia Blvd. to
El Camino Real
I-15 Bikeway – Via Rancho Pkwy. to Lost Oak Ln.
I-15 Bikeway – Rancho Bernardo Community Park to
Lake Hodges Bridge
I-15 Bikeway – Camino del Norte to Aguamiel Rd.
I-15 Bikeway – Poway Rd. interchange to Carmel
Mountain Rd.
SR-56 Bikeway – Azuaga St. to Rancho Penasquitos
Blvd.
I-15 Bikeway – Murphy Canyon Rd. to Affinity Ct.
SR-56 Bikeway – El Camino Real to Caminito Pointe
SR-52 Bikeway – I-5 to Santo Rd.
SR-52 Bikeway – SR-52/Mast Dr. to San Diego River
Trail
I-8 Corridor – San Diego River Trail to Riverside Dr.
I-805 Connector – Bonita Rd. to Floyd Ave.

Project Description
Class I Bikeway

SR-125 Connector – Bonita Rd. to US-Mexico Border

Class I Bikeway

SR-905 Connector – E. Beyer Blvd. to US-Mexico
Border
El Camino Real Bike Lanes – Douglas Dr. to Mesa Dr.

Class I Bikeway

Vista Way Connector from Arcadia

2050

Vista,
Unincorporated
Escondido

2050

Carlsbad

2050

Carlsbad

2050

Encinitas

2050

Encinitas

2050

San Diego

El Camino Real Bike Lanes – Marron Rd. to SR-78 off
ramp
Carlsbad to San Marcos Corridor – Paseo del Norte
to Avenida Encinas
Encinitas to San Marcos Corridor – Kristen Ct. to
Ecke Ranch Rd.
Encinitas to San Marcos Corridor – Encinitas Blvd./I5 Interchange
Mira Mesa Corridor – Reagan Rd. to Parkdale Ave.

2050

San Diego

Mira Mesa Corridor – Scranton Rd. to I-805

2050

San Diego

2050

San Diego

Mira Mesa Corridor – Sorrento Valley Rd. to
Sorrento Valley Blvd.
Mid-County Bikeway – I-5/Via de la Valle
Interchange

I-15 Bikeway – W. Country Club Ln. to Nutmeg St.
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Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway
Class I Bikeway

Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Class I Bikeway
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
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Phase Year
2050
2050

Jurisdiction(s)
San Diego,
Unincorporated
Encinitas

Project Title
Mid-County Bikeway – Rancho Santa Fe segment

2050

Encinitas

2050

San Diego

2050

San Diego

2050

Santee

2050

Santee, El Cajon

El Camino Real Bike Lanes – Manchester Ave. to
Tennis Club Dr.
Mid-County Bikeway – Manchester Ave./I-5
Interchange to San Elijo Ave.
Central Coast Corridor – Van Nuys St. to San Rafael
Pl.
Clairemont – Centre-City Corridor – Coastal Rail
Trail to Genesee Ave.
SR-125 Corridor– Mission Gorge Rd. to Glen Vista
Way
SR-125 Corridor – Prospect Ave. to Weld Blvd.

2050

Unincorporated

I-8 Corridor – Lakeside Ave. to SR-67

2050

Unincorporated

I-8 Corridor – Willows Rd. to SR-79

2050

El Cajon

2050

El Cajon

2050

Unincorporated

2050

Unincorporated

2050

Unincorporated

E. County Northern Loop – N. Marshall Ave. to El
Cajon Blvd.
E. County Northern Loop – Washington Ave. to
Dewitt Ct.
E. County Northern Loop – SR-94 onramp to Del Rio
Rd.
E. County Southern Loop – Pointe Pkwy. to Omega
St.
SR-125 Corridor – SR-94 to S of Avocado St.

2050
2050

La Mesa,
Unincorporated
Chula Vista

2050

Encinitas

2050

San Diego

2050

El Cajon

2050

Unincorporated

2050

San Diego

2050

San Diego

2050

San Diego

2050

San Diego

2050

San Diego

Centre City – La Mesa Corridor – Gateside Rd. to
Campo Rd.
Bay to Ranch Bikeway – River Ash Dr. to Paseo
Ranchero
Mid-County Bikeway – San Elijo Ave. to 101
Terminus
Central Coast Corridor – Van Nuys St.
E. County Northern Loop – El Cajon Blvd. to
Washington Ave.
E. County Northern Loop – Calavo Dr. to
Sweetwater Springs Blvd.
Central Coast Corridor – Torrey Pines Rd. to Nautilus
St.
Central Coast Corridor – Via Del Norte to Van Nuys
St.
Kearny Mesa to Beaches Corridor – Ingraham St.
from Garnet Ave. to Pacific Beach Dr.
Kearny Mesa to Beaches Corridor – Clairemont Dr.
to Genesee Ave.
Kearny Mesa to Beaches Corridor – Genesee Ave. to
Linda Vista Dr.
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Project Description
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Enhanced Class II Bike
Lane
Cycletrack
Enhanced Class III Bike
Route
Enhanced Class III Bike
Route
Enhanced Class III Bike
Route
Enhanced Class III Bike
Route
Cycletrack
Cycletrack
Cycletrack
Cycletrack
Cycletrack
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Phase Year
2050
2050
2050
2050

Jurisdiction(s)
Chula Vista

Project Description
Cycletrack

Chula Vista

Project Title
Bay to Ranch Bikeway – E. J St. from 2nd Ave. to
Paseo Del Rey
Chula Vista Greenbelt – Bay Blvd. to Oleander Ave.

Various

Other Active Transportation Programs and Projects

Various

Cycletrack

Source: SANDAG 2015.
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Table 2.0-13
Phased Arterial Projects-Proposed Plan
Phase Year
2020

SANDAG
ID
CB04A

Lead
Agency
Carlsbad

2020

CB04B

Carlsbad

El Camino Real and
Cannon Rd

2020

CB04C

Carlsbad

El Camino Real Lisa St to Crestview
Dr

2020

CB12

Carlsbad

College Blvd Reach
A - Badger Ln to
Cannon Rd

2020

CB13

Carlsbad

Poinsettia Ln
Reach E - Cassia Dr
to Skimmer Ct

2020

CB22

Carlsbad

2020

CB30

Carlsbad

2020

CB31

Carlsbad

Avenida Encinas,
widen from
Palomar Airport Rd
to EWPCF
El Camino Real – El
Camino Real to
Tamarack Ave
El Camino Real – La
Costa Ave to
Arenal Rd

2020

CB32

Carlsbad

El Camino Real
Widening - Cassia
to Camino Vida
Roble

2020

CB34

Carlsbad

2020

CB35

Carlsbad

Palomar Airport Rd
- Palomar Airport
Rd to Paseo Del
Norte
Palomar Airport Rd
- Palomar Airport
Rd to Paseo Del
Norte
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Project Title
El Camino Real
Widening Tamarack Ave to
Chestnut Ave

Project Description
In Carlsbad, widen El Camino Real to prime arterial
standards with three travel lanes, bike lanes, and
sidewalks in each direction including intersection
improvements at Tamarack Avenue and Chestnut
Avenue
In Carlsbad, along the eastside of El Camino Real
just south of Cannon Road, widen to prime arterial
standards with three through lanes, a right turn
lane, and a sidewalk approaching the intersection
In Carlsbad, along the west side of El Camino Real,
roadway widening to provide three southbound
through lanes, curb, gutter, and sidewalk per
prime arterial standards
In Carlsbad, from Badger Lane to Cannon Road,
construct a new segment of College Boulevard to
provide 4-lane roadway with raised median, bike
lanes, and sidewalks/trails in accordance with
major arterial standards
In Carlsbad, from Cassia Drive to Skimmer Court,
construct a new 4-lane roadway with median, bike
lanes, and sidewalks/trails to major arterial
standards
In Carlsbad, Avenida Encinas from Palomar Airport
Road southerly to existing improvements adjacent
to the Embarcadero Lane, roadway widening to
secondary arterial standards
In Carlsbad, at the intersection of El Camino Real
and Tamarack Avenue, construct a second left turn
lane from El Camino Real to westbound Tamarack
In Carlsbad, along El Camino Real from 700 feet
north of La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road,
widening along the southbound side of the
roadway to provide three travel lanes and a bike
lane in accordance with prime arterial standards
In Carlsbad, widen El Camino Real from 900 feet
north of Cassia Road to Camino Vida Roble, along
the northbound side of the roadway to provide
three travel lanes and a bike lane in accordance
with prime arterial standards
In Carlsbad, widening along eastbound Palomar
Airport Road to provide a dedicated right turn lane
to southbound Paseo Del Norte
In Carlsbad, lengthen the left turn pocket along
eastbound Palomar Airport Road to northbound
Paseo Del Norte
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Phase Year
2020

SANDAG
ID
CB38

Lead
Agency
Carlsbad

2020

CHV08

Chula Vista

2020

CHV69

Chula Vista

2020

CNTY14

County of
San Diego

2020

CNTY14A

County of
San Diego

South Santa Fe Ave
North Montgomery Dr to
South of Woodland
Dr
South Santa Fe Ave
South

2020

CNTY21

County of
San Diego

Bradley Ave
Overpass at SR 67

2020

CNTY24

County of
San Diego

Cole Grade Rd

203520

CNTY34

County of
San Diego

Dye Rd Extension

2020

CNTY35

County of
San Diego

Ramona St
Extension
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Project Title
El Camino Real –
Cannon Rd to
Tamarack Ave

Willow St Bridge
Project - Bonita Rd
to Sweetwater Rd
Heritage Rd Bridge

Project Description
El Camino Real from Cannon Road to Tamarack,
widen along both sides of El Camino Real from
Cannon Road to Tamarack Avenue excluding the
limits of project CB04C, to provide a raised
median, three travel lanes, bike lane, curb, gutter,
and walkway along both sides per prime arterial
standards, and a new traffic signal at Lisa Street
Replace 2-lane bridge with 4-lane bridge (Phase I
& II)
Heritage Road from Main Street/Nirvana Avenue
to Entertainment Circle, widen and lengthen
bridge over Otay River from 4-lane to 6-lane
bridge that accommodates shoulders, sidewalk,
and medial; project is on Heritage Road from the
intersection of Main Street and Nirvana Avenue to
Entertainment Circle
Vista City limits to 700 feet south of Woodland,
reconstruct and widen from 2 to 4 lanes including
bicycle lane; more detail in 2014 RTIP Project List
South Santa Fe from 700 feet south of Woodland
Drive to Smilax Road, widening of South Santa Fe
Avenue to a 5-lane major road with a center left
turn lane, curb, gutter, sidewalk, bike lanes, and
drainage improvements from 700 feet south of
Woodland Drive to Smilax Road
Widen Bradley Avenue from Magnolia Avenue to
Mollison Avenue; widen from 2 lanes to 4 lanes
plus sidewalks. Replace 2-lane bridge over SR 67
with a 6-lane bridge which accommodates turn
pockets.
Cole Grade Road from north of Horse Creek Trail
to south of Pauma Heights Road, widen to
accommodate 14-foot traffic lane in both
directions, 12-foot center 2-way left turn, 6-¬foot
bike lane and 10-foot pathway
Dye Road to San Vicente Road - in Ramona, study,
design, and construct a 2-lane community
collector road with intermittent turn lanes, bike
lanes, curb, gutter, and pathway/walkway
From Boundary Avenue to Warnock Drive - in the
community of Ramona, construct new road
extension, 2 lanes with intermittent turn lanes,
bike lanes, and walkway/pathway
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Phase Year
2020

SANDAG
ID
CNTY36

Lead
Agency
County of
San Diego

Project Title
San Vicente Rd
Improvements

2020

CNTY39

County of
San Diego

Bear Valley Pkwy
North

2020

CNTY82

County of
San Diego

Alpine Blvd
Streetscape
Improvements

2020

CNTY83

County of
San Diego

SR 67/
Highland/Dye
Intersection

2020

CNTY88

County of
San Diego

Ashwood Street
Corridor
Improvements
(Mapleview to
Willow)

2020

ESC02A

Escondido

East Valley/Valley
Center

2020

ESC04

Escondido

Citracado Parkway
II

2020

ESC06

Escondido

2020

ESC08

Escondido

2020

ESC09

Escondido

El Norte Pkwy
Bridge at
Escondido Creek Kaile Ln to Key
Lime Way
Felicita
Ave/Juniper St from Escondido
Blvd to Juniper St
and from Juniper
St to Chestnut St
Ninth Avenue – La
Terraza Blvd to
Spruce St
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Project Description
From Warnock Drive to Wildcat Canyon Road - in
Ramona, design and reconstruct road
improvements, including 2-lane community
collector road with intermittent turn lanes, bike
lanes, asphalt concrete dike, and
pathway/walkway
From San Pasqual Valley Road to Boyle Avenue widen from 2 to 4 lanes, with a center median, a
bike lane and shoulder in each direction of travel
From Tavern Road to South Grade Road – in
unincorporated community of Alpine, widen from
2-lane to 3-lane roadway including a median turnlane with bicycle, parking, and pedestrian
improvements
From SR 67 to 1000 feet SE of SR 67 – in Ramona,
intersection widening (double left turn lanes on
Dye/Highland and double through lanes with
dedicated right turn lanes on SR 67), signal
modification with bicycle and pedestrian
improvements, and associated improvements
Ashwood Street/Wildcat Canyon Road from
Mapleview Street to 1100 feet north of Willow
Road in Lakeside- traffic signal improvements at
Mapleview and Ashwood; traffic signal installation
at Willow and Ashwood/Wildcat Canyon; and the
addition of turn lanes, addition of a passing lane in
a non-urbanized area, bike lanes, and pedestrian
facilities.
Widen roadway from 4 to 6 lanes with raised
medians and left turn pockets; modify signal at
Lake Wohlford and Valley Center Road; widen
bridge over Escondido Creek
West Valley to Harmony Grove, widen from 2 to 4
lanes with raised medians; construct bridge over
Escondido Creek
Construct missing 2-lane bridge at Escondido
Creek

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with left turn pockets,
raised medians on Felicita; new traffic signals at
Juniper and Chestnut, Juniper, and 13th Avenue,
Juniper and 15th Avenue; modify traffic signal at
Juniper and Felicita
Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with raised median and
modify traffic signals at Ninth Avenue and Tulip
Street - design phase
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Phase Year
2020

SANDAG
ID
ESC24

Lead
Agency
Escondido

2020

LG13

Lemon
Grove

2020

NC01

National
City

Plaza Blvd
Widening

2020

O06

Oceanside

Melrose Dr
Extension

2020

O22

Oceanside

2020

SD32

San Diego

College Blvd - Vista
Way to Old Grove
Rd
Carroll Canyon Rd

2020

SD34

San Diego

El Camino Real

2020

SD70

San Diego

West Mission Bay
Dr Bridge

2020

SD83

San Diego

SR 163/Friars Rd
Interchange
Modification

2020

SD90

San Diego

2020

SD102A

San Diego

SR 163/Clairemont
Mesa Blvd
Interchange
Otay Truck Route
Widening
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Project Title
Centre City Pkwy
Lemon Grove Ave
Realignment
Project

Project Description
Mission Road to SR 78, widen 4 lanes to 6 lanes
with intersection improvements
Lemon Grove Avenue at SR 94 - a key project in
the redevelopment of the city's downtown Village
Specific Plan, this project will realign Lemon Grove
Avenue at SR 94 adding traffic lanes and improving
access to and from SR 94, reducing motorist delays
and emissions
Plaza Boulevard from Highland Avenue to Euclid
Avenue, widen from 2 to 3 lanes including a new
traffic lane in each direction, new sidewalks,
sidewalk widening, traffic signal upgrades, and
interconnection at Plaza Boulevard
Melrose Drive from North Santa Fe Avenue to Spur
Avenue - in Oceanside, future construction of
Melrose Drive; 4-lane arterial highway with
medians, sidewalks, and bike lanes between North
Santa Fe Avenue and Spur Avenue
In Oceanside, widen from the existing 4 lanes to 6
lanes with bike lanes and raised median
Carroll Canyon Road from Scranton Road to I-805:
extend Carroll Canyon under I-805 including
improvements to on/off ramps
In San Diego on El Camino Real from San Dieguito
Road to Via de la Valle, reconstruct and widen
from 2 to 4 lanes and extend transition lane and
additional grading to avoid biological impacts (CIP
52-479.0)
In San Diego, replace bridge and increase from 4to 6-lane bridge including Class II bike lane (52643/S00871)
Friars Road from Avenida de las Tiendas to Mission
Center Road, widen and improve Friars Road and
overcrossing; reconstruct interchange including
improvements to ramp intersections (Phase 1).
Construct new connector roadways and structures
(Phase 2). Construct auxiliary lanes along
northbound and southbound SR 163 (Phase 3).
From Kearny Villa Road to Kearny Mesa - in San
Diego, widen from 4- to 6-lane prime arterial;
Phase II of the project - west ramps
On Otay Truck Route in San Diego from Drucker
Lane to La Media, add one lane (total 3 lanes) for
trucks; from Britannia to La Media, add one lane
for trucks and one lane for emergency vehicles
(border patrol/fire department access); along
Britannia from Britannia Court to the Otay Truck
Route - add one lane for trucks
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Phase Year
2020

SANDAG
ID
SD103

Lead
Agency
San Diego

2020

SD189

San Diego

2020

SD190

San Diego

2020

SM19

San
Marcos

2020

SM22

2020

SM24

San
Marcos
San
Marcos

2020

SM31

San
Marcos
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Project Title
I-5/Genesee Ave
Interchange

Sea World Dr
Widening and I-5
Interchange
Improvements
Palm Ave/I-805
Interchange

Grand Ave Bridge
and St
Improvements
South Santa Fe Bosstick to Smilax
Woodland Pkwy
Interchange
Improvements
Discovery St
Improvements

Project Description
In San Diego, replace Genesee Avenue overcrossing from 4-lane bridge with 6-lane bridge;
construct auxiliary lanes and replace Voigt Drive
bridge; add additional lane at on/off ramp to
Sorrento Valley Road; add one carpool lane and
one general purpose lane to on-ramp from
Sorrento Valley Road to southbound I-5; install
ramp meters at on-ramp and construct a
southbound auxiliary lane between Sorrento
Valley Road and Genesee Avenue
In San Diego, replace existing 4-lane bridge with
an 8-lane bridge with new on/off ramps; widen
approach-ways to add right turn lanes to improve
access to Interstate 5 (CIP 52¬706.0)
Improvements to the Palm Avenue Bridge over I805; including repairs to the bridge approaches; a
new Project Study Report (PSR) and Preliminary
Environmental Assessment Report (PEAR). Phase II
of the project will include widening of the bridge,
realignment of existing ramps, possible addition of
northbound looping entrance ramp, restriping of
traffic lanes, and signal modifications.In San Diego,
future widening of Palm Avenue Bridge including
providing for repairs to the bridge approaches and
abutments, installing sidewalks, signals, and
striping. Phase II of the project will widen the
bridge on the north side; in addition to this, the
scope of work will also contain restriping of the
lanes and modifications to the on/off ramps.
Phase III of the project will widen the bridge on
the south side; in addition to this, the scope of
work will also contain restriping of the lanes and
modifications to the on/off ramps. Both Phases II
and III will have environmental documentation
prepared and all technical studies performed
before entering into full design signage
modifications: also modify freeway on- and offramps (CIP 52-640.0)
From Discovery Street to San Marcos Boulevard,
construct 4¬-lane arterial bridge and a 6-lane
arterial street from Craven to Grand Avenue
From Bosstick to Smilax, realign and signalize the
South Santa Fe/Smilax intersection (Phase 1)
From La Moree Road to Rancheros Drive, modify
existing ramps at Woodland Parkway and Barham
Drive; widen and realign SR 78 undercrossing and
associated work
From Via Vera Cruz to Bent Avenue/Craven Road,
widen roadway to 4-lane secondary arterial
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Phase Year
2020

SANDAG
ID
SM32

Lead
Agency
San
Marcos

2020

SM42

San
Marcos

2020

SM43

San
Marcos

2020

SM48

San
Marcos

Creekside Dr

2020

SM55

San
Marcos

Borden Rd
Widening and
Improvements

2035

SD81

San Diego

Genesee Ave Nobel Dr to SR 52

2035

SD190

San Diego

Palm Ave/I-805
Interchange

2035

SM10

San
Marcos

Project Title
Via Vera Cruz
Bridge and Street
Improvements
Street
Improvements:
Discovery St Craven Rd to West
of Twin Oaks
Valley Rd
Street
Improvements and
Widening on
Barham Dr

SR 78/Smilax

Project Description
From San Marcos Boulevard to Discovery Street,
widen to 4-¬lane secondary arterial and construct
a bridge at San Marcos Creek
In the City of San Marcos, on Discovery Street
from Craven Road to west of Twin Oaks Valley
Road, construct approximately 5,100 lineal feet of
a new 6-lane roadway
Twin Oaks Valley Road to La Moree Road in the
City of San Marcos, on Barham Drive between
Twin Oaks Valley Road and La Moree Road, widen
and reconstruct the north side of Barham Drive to
a 6-lane prime arterial and associated work
Construct approximately 3,000 feet of a 2-lane
collector road from Via Vera Cruz to Grand Avenue
in the City of San Marcos. The road will include
two 12-foot lanes, diagonal parking on the north
side, and parallel parking on the south side. In
addition, the project also will include a 10-foot
bike trail meandering along the south side.
Borden Road from Vineyard to Richland, widening
of Borden Road will add an additional roadway
capacity to accommodate increase in traffic
volumes
In San Diego, future widening to 6-lane major
street north of Decoro Street and to a 6-lane
primary arterial south of Decoro Street and
included Class II bicycle lanes (CIP 52458.0)
Phase III will provide the ultimate build-out of the
project which will incorporate improvements of
Phase II plus the northbound and southbound
entrance ramps (CIP 52-640.0).
Construct new interchange at Smilax Road
interchange and SR 78 improvements

Source: SANDAG 2015.
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3.0 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
3.1

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAN DIEGO REGION

Located in the southwest corner of the United States, the San Diego region comprises approximately
4,200 square miles and three general physiographic subregions: southern California coast, southern
California mountains and valleys, and Colorado desert (McNab et al. 2005). To the north, the region is
bordered by Orange and Riverside counties, although largely separated from Orange County by Camp
Pendleton. To the south of the region is the U.S. border with Mexico. The Pacific Ocean forms a natural
border to the west, and the region shares a border with Imperial County to the east.
The southern California coast subregion ranges in elevation from sea level to approximately 2,900 feet
above mean sea level (AMSL). Although much of the coastal plain has been developed for commercial,
industrial, recreational, and residential uses, the coastal plain also contains state parks, beaches,
wetlands, and ecological reserves. Marine terraces step up the coastal plain west to east toward the
inland foothills. The southern California coast subregion also contains the foothills and mesas with river
valleys and narrow canyons. Several rivers run from the mountain area and through the southern
California coast subregion, flowing into intermittent drainages or the Pacific Ocean. The most intensive
urban development, including population, housing, and employment within incorporated and
unincorporated communities, is found in the southern California coast subregion where topography and
mild coastal climatic conditions are favorable.
Elevations in the southern California mountains and valleys subregion range from 100 to 6,500 feet
AMSL. The mountains are generally steep and covered with conifer and broadleaf trees, granitic
boulders, meadows, and chaparral vegetation. The eastern portion of the San Diego region is the
Colorado desert subregion. Elevations range from sea level to 3,400 feet AMSL and the terrain includes
mountains, alluvial fans, and desert floor. The mountain and desert subregions are sparsely populated in
scattered towns as part of the unincorporated area of San Diego County. Much of the Colorado desert
subregion is part of the Anza-Borrego State Park, the largest state park in California.
The climate of the San Diego region varies by location. Temperatures in the region are typically
moderate on the coast, with an average high temperature of 69.9 degrees Fahrenheit (ºF) and an
average low temperature of 56.5ºF. Average monthly temperatures rarely exceed 75ºF. Average annual
precipitation on the coast is 10.13 inches (WRCC 2014). In contrast, the average high temperature of the
unincorporated town of Borrego Springs in the desert subregion is 88.3ºF, and the average low is 63.6ºF.
Average monthly temperatures in the desert subregion typically exceed 100ºF in summer months, which
are very dry and see little precipitation. Average annual precipitation in the desert subregion is 5.32
inches (U.S. Climate Data 2014).

3.2

RARE AND UNIQUE ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES

Due to its diverse topography, geological conditions, and moderate climate, the San Diego region
contains several rare and unique ecological and biological resources. The region encompasses a variety
of habitats such as coastal sage scrub, chaparral, grassland, riparian, woodlands, forest, and desert.
Several habitats and species in the region are considered sensitive by state and federal agencies, local
jurisdictions, and conservation organizations. In fact, the San Diego region is considered a biological “hot
spot” for biodiversity and species endangerments, as many unique and endangered species are found
only in this region.
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Along the coast, the Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve is home to the Torrey pine, the rarest pine in
North America. Coastal sage scrub is another unique vegetation community. An important habitat for
many species, coastal sage scrub is found from the coast to the mountain regions. As a wetland, the
riparian vegetation community (scrub, woodland, and forest) found in the region is one of the most
sensitive habitats in California. The San Diego Bay is another important natural resource in the region.

3.3

EXISTING LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT PATTERNS

This section describes existing land use and development patterns as of 2012, the year in which the
Notice of Preparation was published. Urban development is primarily within the western third of the
region. Development concentrations are mostly centered along the coast with areas of urbanization
branching eastward. This land use pattern is shown in Figure 4.11-1. More than 50 percent of the total
land area in the region is not available for urban development, including public lands, dedicated parks
and open space, lands constrained for environmental reasons, and military use. Of the 2,726,964 total
acres in San Diego County, over half are currently developed, and 526,582 acres are vacant. These
existing land uses are listed in Table 4.11-1 in Section 4.11, Land Use.
Many incorporated cities, both large and small in size and population, are located along the coast and
tend to have fairly high density relative to other portions of the region. Historically, development has
centered along the coastal areas due to desirability of the location, access to infrastructure and
transportation options, and access to employment and commercial centers, among other factors. As
shown in Figure 4.11-1, land uses in the western portion of the region generally include residential
development, commercial and office use, industrial uses, public and transportation facilities, and
interspersed areas of parks and open space. Many of the region’s military facilities are also in coastal
proximity.
The cities and portions of the unincorporated county that are situated in more inland and eastern
locations tend to have lower-density development and are typically located along major roadways.
Historically, many inland locations have focused on maintaining more rural and nonurban
characteristics. Land uses in the eastern portion of the region include some centers of urban
development, typically along transportation corridors, including SR 78, SR 79, and SR 94 with rural,
agricultural, commercial, and industrial uses. However, the majority of the land remains as undeveloped
and open space parks with some agricultural lands throughout. Throughout the region, approximately
424,273 acres of land are vacant but planned for development. Most vacant land planned for
development is planned for single-family residential uses. In addition to the available development
acreage, approximately 1,455,691 acres of land throughout the region are constrained and not available
for development due to preservation or protection requirements, physical limitations such as steep
slopes, or other development restrictions.

3.4

EXISTING TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

This section describes the existing transportation network as of 2012, the year in which the Notice of
Preparation was published. The existing transportation network consists of freeways, highways,
managed lanes, a toll road, regional arterials, local streets and roads, light rail systems, heavy rail, rapid
bus service, local bus service, bikeways, commercial and general aviation facilities, seaport facilities, and
ports of entry at the United States/Mexico border (Figures 4.15-1 through 4.15-3). These facilities serve
the region’s 18 cities and the County’s unincorporated areas, as well as interregional and international
commuting.
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The largest proportion of major transportation facilities is located in the western third of the region to
best serve the largest and fastest growing population areas. This includes the following major interstate
highways and state highway routes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interstate 5 (I-5)
Interstate 8 (I-8)
Interstate 15 (I-15)
Interstate 805 (I-805)
State Route 15 (SR 15)
State Route 52 (SR 52)
State Route 54 (SR 54)
State Route 56 (SR 56)
State Route 67 (SR 67)
State Route 75 (SR 75)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State Route 76 (SR 76)
State Route 78 (SR 78)
State Route 79 (SR 79)
State Route 94 (SR 94)
State Route 125 (SR 125)
State Route 163 (SR 163)
State Route 188 (SR 188)
State Route 282 (SR 282)
State Route 905 (SR 905)

San Diego Metropolitan Transit System operates the San Diego Trolley. The existing San Diego Trolley
network is comprised of electrified light rail vehicles operating on the Blue, Orange, and Green Lines.
The Blue Line operates between America Plaza in Downtown San Diego and San Ysidro at the
international border with Mexico via National City and Chula Vista. The Orange Line also terminates at
America Plaza, with service extending east to El Cajon via southeastern San Diego, Lemon Grove and La
Mesa. The Green Line operates from 12th Street and Imperial Avenue in Downtown San Diego north to
Old Town along the bayside, then east to Santee via Mission Valley and San Diego State University.
In North County, NCTD operates the SPRINTER light rail system that operates diesel-powered light rail
vehicles along a 22-mile east-west route serving 15 stations connecting Oceanside, Vista, San Marcos,
and Escondido generally along SR 78. NCTD also operates the COASTER commuter rail service along the
San Diego region’s portion of the Los Angeles – San Diego, San Luis Obispo (LOSSAN) rail corridor from
Oceanside to Downtown San Diego.
Amtrak operates the intercity Pacific Surfliner on the LOSSAN corridor connecting San Diego to the rest
of the Southern California and nationwide rail system. Metrolink, a regional commuter and passenger
train system that operates in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside San Bernardino, and Ventura counties,
connects with the COASTER and SPRINTER systems via service to the Oceanside Transit Center. There
also are three rail freight operators, the Burlington Northern and Santa Fe (BNSF), Pacific Sun Railroad,
and the San Diego and Imperial Valley Railroad (SDIV).
Commuter and local bus service is provided throughout the region, including high-volume service to the
North County, central, and south bay/border areas. Regional corridor bikeways are primarily aligned in
conjunction with major transportation corridors and are supported by an extensive feeder network and
local streets.
The movement of goods in the San Diego region involves intermodal systems of air cargo, border
crossings, maritime, pipeline, rail, and roadways/truckways. Situated between major production, trade,
and population centers, the San Diego region possesses a wide array of transportation and
infrastructure assets. The existing transportation system includes interstate highways and state
highways, a Class I railroad, a short line railroad, airport cargo systems, the Port of San Diego, and three
international border crossings: San Ysidro, Otay Mesa, and Tecate.
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Ocean cargo and cruise ship facilities are located on San Diego Bay, providing facilities necessary for the
transfer of goods to and from the region via cargo vessels and for the cruise industry. Maritime
commerce is carried out at two marine terminals located on San Diego Bay: the 10th Avenue Marine
Terminal in the City of San Diego and the National City Marine Terminal at 24th Street. Ferry service
operates between Downtown San Diego and Coronado.
The San Diego region is served by three commercial airports: San Diego International Airport (SDIA),
McClellan-Palomar Airport, and Tijuana International Airport. These airports are part of the San Diego
County Airport System of 12 public use airports in the San Diego region, along with Tijuana
International. SDIA, McClellan-Palomar, and Tijuana International accommodate commercial, general
aviation, and corporate services. Airports accommodating only general aviation and corporate services
are Brown Field Municipal, Gillespie Field, Montgomery Field, and Ramona. The remaining airports
accommodate general aviation only. In general, the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority
(SDCRAA) is the government entity with jurisdiction over airport planning. In addition, SDCRAA operates
SDIA. SANDAG and SDCRAA work together to address long-term ground access improvements to SDIA.
The existing bicycle network in the San Diego region consists of a combination of standard bicycle
facilities and regional corridors, including about 159 miles of Class I bike paths, 890 miles of Class II bike
lanes, 244 miles of Class III bike routes, and 47 miles of freeway shoulder (SANDAG 2010). In addition,
the California Coastal Trail (CCT) is made up of a series of trails stretching 1,300 miles up and down the
California coastline, 60 miles of which are within the San Diego region spanning from the Orange County
boundary to downtown San Diego.
Chapter 4 of this EIR provides additional, more specific information relating to the existing
environmental setting in the San Diego region pertaining to aesthetics and visual resources; agriculture
and forest resources; air quality; biological resources; cultural and paleontological resources; energy;
geology, soils, and mineral resources; greenhouse gas emissions; hazards and hazardous materials;
hydrology and water quality; land use; noise and vibration; population and housing; public services and
utilities; transportation; and water supply.

3.5

PLAN CONSISTENCY

Land use authority is vested in eighteen incorporated cities and the unincorporated County. Consistency
of the proposed Plan with these agencies’ land use plans is discussed in Section 4.11 Land Use.
Consistency of the proposed Plan with applicable regional plans prepared for specific resources is
discussed in Section 4 subsections that analyze impacts on those specific resources.
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ANALYSIS APPROACH
This chapter discusses the environmental impacts of implementing the proposed Plan and identifies
mitigation measures to reduce impacts found to be significant. This introductory section (4.0) describes
the resource areas analyzed, and the impact analysis methodology employed.

RESOURCE AREAS ANALYZED
Consistent with the CEQA Guidelines and public scoping input discussed in Chapter 1.0, the resource
areas analyzed in this EIR because they may have significant impacts are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aesthetics and Visual Resources
Agricultural and Forestry Resources
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Energy
Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use
Noise and Vibration
Population and Housing
Public Services and Utilities
Transportation
Water Supply

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
As discussed in Chapter 1.0, this is a Program EIR, which may be prepared for a series of related actions
that can be characterized as one project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15168). The degree of specificity in an
EIR corresponds to the degree of specificity of the underlying activity being evaluated (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15146). This EIR analyzes impacts of the proposed Plan at the same level of detail as the
proposed Plan. The EIR provides a foundation for second-tier CEQA documents for subsequent projects,
but does not analyze the project-specific impacts of individual projects. Project-specific and site-specific
details of subsequent transportation and land use projects will vary widely. When a first-tier Program
EIR is prepared, “leaving project-specific details to subsequent EIRs when specific projects are
considered” is a proper approach to CEQA tiering (In re Bay Delta [2008] 43 Cal. 4th 1143, 1174).
The planning horizon of the proposed Plan is 2050. The programmatic and long-term nature of the
proposed Plan necessitates a general and at times qualitative approach to the evaluation of impacts.
The EIR analyzes impacts for the two main physical components of the proposed Plan: regional growth
and land use change, and transportation network improvements and programs. It also analyzes the
combined impacts of these components.
In general, physical conditions as they existed in 2012 are used as the baseline for the impact analysis of
this EIR, corresponding with the release of the NOP on December 14, 2012. For a few significance
criteria, more recent data are used when available to better represent existing conditions. For a few
other significance criteria, when 2012 information was not available, older information was used as the
baseline, with an explanation of why the information is representative of 2012 conditions.
The impact analysis involves comparison of anticipated future physical conditions under implementation
of the proposed Plan to the baseline conditions for each resource area. The analysis includes not only
future conditions in the 2050 long-term horizon year of the proposed Plan, but also the interim years of
2020 and 2035, the years for which SB 375 establishes greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. A
supplemental summary analysis of future years 2025 and 2030 are also provided in Section 4.17.
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Each resource area section includes the following:
Existing Conditions, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(a), are described in the EIR and
serve as the baseline physical conditions for the analysis of impacts. As noted above, unless otherwise
noted, the “Existing Conditions” sections of the EIR describe conditions existing in 2012.
Regulatory Setting provides a summary of the federal, state, and local laws, regulations, plans, or
policies that are relevant to each resource area and its significance criteria.
Significance Criteria are identifiable quantitative, qualitative, or performance levels used for each
resource area to determine whether environmental impacts are significant. Unless otherwise noted, the
significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist question in Appendix G
of the CEQA Guidelines. In some cases the EIR has combined checklist questions, edited their wording,
or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop criteria that reflect the programmatic
level of the impact analysis and the unique nature of the proposed Plan or local conditions.
Analysis Methodology describes the methods used to evaluate the impact for each significance
criterion, and explains how a significant impact is defined for each significance criterion. For some
resource areas, technical appendices have been prepared which present more detail on methodology,
assumptions, data sheets, and/or results.
Climate Change effects may exacerbate the proposed Plan’s impacts for most resource areas. The
analysis methodology for affected resource areas describes climate change effects. Climate change
impacts considered include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher annual average temperature
More days of extreme high temperatures
Longer and more humid heat waves
More intense and frequent drought
Increased evaporation from soil, surface waters
More frequent, severe wildfires
Sea level rise
Less frequent, more intense rainstorms, more frequent watershed flood events
More frequent and severe coastal flooding
Spreading of pests and vector-borne diseases

Impact Analysis presents scientific or factual data for the cause and effect relationship between the
proposed Plan and the forecasted changes in baseline physical environmental conditions. The
magnitude, duration, extent, frequency, range, or other parameters of an impact are ascertained to
determine whether impacts are significant; all direct effects and reasonably foreseeable indirect effects
are considered, with due consideration to both short-term and long-term impacts. Impacts are analyzed
for 2020, 2035, and 2050 for the reasons described above.
The EIR provides quantitative analysis of the environmental impacts of the proposed Plan where
possible or meaningful. For example, quantitative analysis is provided in the following resource area
sections: agricultural and forestry resources, air quality, biological resources, energy, greenhouse gas
emissions, transportation, and water supply. However, not all of the proposed Plan’s impacts can
meaningfully be analyzed quantitatively through the year 2050.
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Where quantitative analysis of an impact is not possible or meaningful, qualitative analysis is provided.
The EIR provides sufficient information about the proposed Plan’s environmental impacts “in light of
what is reasonably feasible.” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15151.)
A cumulative impact analysis is provided in Chapter 5.0. This section analyzes whether a significant
cumulative impact is created when impacts of the proposed Plan are added to the impacts of one or
more related projects, and whether the proposed Plan’s contribution to this impact is cumulatively
considerable (CEQA Guidelines Section 15130). Cumulative impacts are analyzed for the same resource
areas analyzed in Chapter 4.0.
Mitigation Measures are feasible actions intended to avoid or substantially lessen significant impacts
identified as significant in the Impact Analysis. Mitigation Measures are provided only for those criteria
where significant impacts have been identified.
The EIR include three broad types of mitigation measures: 1) plan- and policy-level mitigation measures
assigned to SANDAG; 2) mitigation measures for transportation network improvements and programs,
assigned to SANDAG and other transportation project sponsors; and 3) mitigation measures for
development projects implementing regional growth and land use changes, which local jurisdictions
implement.
The SANDAG Board of Directors has discretion to adopt or reject plan and policy level mitigation
measures recommended in the EIR (as well as the other two types). This decision will be reflected in
findings made by the Board at the time of Project approval. Plan or policy level mitigation measures
that are accepted will be made formal parts of the proposed Plan and monitored to help ensure their
implementation.
While the EIR provides as much detail as needed in the mitigation measures to evaluate their ability to
avoid or substantially lessen impacts, some flexibility must be maintained to present mitigation
approaches for impacts occurring under different circumstances. Many of the mitigation measures
include lists of mitigation actions that can be implemented in connection with individual future
transportation and development projects proposed in the Plan, or which will be undertaken under the
land use authority of local governments. These individual future projects will occur over a wide and
diverse geographic scope over the 35 year time span addressed in the Plan. Some will require approvals
from multiple public agencies, each with different legal, regulatory or other authority relevant to the
Project. Since the nature of individual future projects, resources and legal authority of the approving
agency or agencies, physical circumstances of the project, and local policy considerations for all future
projects implementing the Plan will vary widely, the mitigation actions included in lists, while generally
feasible for many projects, may or may not be feasible for specific projects. In each case, the lead agency
(and any responsible agencies) for an individual project will have to determine which mitigation actions
are specifically applicable to the project, and the degree to which the recommended mitigation actions
can feasibly be implemented based on project-specific circumstances.
Laws and regulations that are applied routinely to similar projects are generally taken into account in
the impact analysis and not repeated as mitigation. However, some mitigation measures do describe
specific impact-reducing actions that would be taken to achieve compliance with laws and regulations.
In addition, many policies and programs already included in the proposed Plan will have the effect of
reducing environmental effects that might otherwise occur from transportation network improvements
and regional growth/land use change. The effects of these intrinsic elements of the Plan are accounted
for in the impact analysis. These intrinsic measures may be identified for informational purposes in the
text, but are not considered as “mitigation measures” for purposes of the EIR.
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SANDAG is responsible for implementing those mitigation measures within its responsibility, jurisdiction,
and statutory authority. Mitigation can also include measures that are within the responsibility and
jurisdiction of another public agency (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 [a][2]). In many instances,
mitigation measures included in this EIR that would avoid or substantially lessen significant impacts of
the proposed Plan fall under the responsibility and jurisdiction of other implementation agencies, such
as cities, the County, Caltrans, public transit agencies, or other special districts. Since other project
agencies would be responsible for certain mitigation measures identified in this EIR, SANDAG in its CEQA
findings may find that those measures, if feasible, can and should be adopted by those other agencies
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2)). Details regarding responsibilities for mitigation measure
implementation will be provided in a separate mitigation monitoring and reporting program (MMRP)
that the SANDAG Board of Directors will consider for approval in conjunction with approval of the
proposed Plan.
Significance after Mitigation describes the effect of the mitigation measure(s) on the significant
impacts, and determines whether the mitigation measure(s) will reduce the impact to less than
significant, or whether the impact will remain significant. Impacts that remain significant after feasible
mitigation measures are applied are identified as “significant and unavoidable impacts.” For some
impacts, infeasible mitigation measures are also discussed, with explanations of why they are infeasible;
this discussion is provided for informational purposes only, and is not required by CEQA.
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4.1

AESTHETICS AND VISUAL RESOURCES

This section evaluates the aesthetics and visual resources impacts of the proposed Plan. The information
presented was compiled from multiple sources.

4.1.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS

REGIONAL CHARACTER
The San Diego region is a visually diverse region rich in natural open space, topographic resources,
scenic highways, scenic vistas, and other distinct aesthetic resources. San Diego’s location bordering the
Pacific Ocean also contributes to the natural setting of the region. The topography of the region
contributes greatly to the overall character and quality of the existing visual setting. In general terms,
the region is characterized by four physiographic regions: the low-lying coastal plain, foothills,
mountains, and lowlands of the desert. The visual character of each is described briefly below.
The coastal plain ranges in elevation from sea level to approximately 600 feet above mean sea level
(AMSL) and includes beaches; bays; shoreline; coastal canyons; and the many rivers, streams, and other
watercourses that drain inland areas, eventually reaching the coastal environment and waters. The
coastal plain provides expansive views of scenic resources in all directions, with the coastline visible
from regional transportation facilities including the LOSSAN rail corridor and I-5. Much of the coastal
plain is developed with urban land uses. Agricultural uses within the coastal area include row crops, field
flowers, and greenhouses.
The foothills of the San Diego region range in elevation from 600 to 2,000 feet AMSL and are
characterized by rolling to hilly uplands that contain frequent narrow, winding valleys. This area is
traversed by several rivers, as well as a number of intermittent drainages. Several side canyons have
incised the coastal plan and created major drainages that generally flow westward toward the coast.
Major rivers within the San Diego region include the Santa Margarita River, the San Luis Rey River, San
Dieguito River, San Diego River, Sweetwater River, Otay River, and the Tijuana River. Major coastal
waterbodies include Buena Vista Lagoon, Agua Hedionda Lagoon, Batiquitos Lagoon, San Elijo Lagoon,
San Dieguito Lagoon, Los Peñasquitos Lagoon, Mission Bay, San Diego Bay, Tijuana River Estuary, and
the Pacific Ocean. Playas/ inundation areas/washes include areas surrounding Lake Henshaw, Lake
Cuyamaca, Moreno Reservoir, and Lake Hodges. The foothills are also developed with various urban and
rural land uses. Agriculture consists of citrus and avocado orchards as well as row crops.
The mountain region features steep-sided mountains that are typically covered with granitic boulders.
Lower slopes feature chaparral vegetation. Higher elevations are host to oak woodlands and coniferous
forest. Elevations range from 2,000 to 6,000 feet AMSL. The mountain areas are generally undeveloped
with rural communities scattered throughout such as Alpine, Pine Valley, Campo, Ramona, and Julian.
The eastern portion of the San Diego region is within the desert zone. Elevations range from sea level to
3,000 feet AMSL and the terrain includes mountains, alluvial fans, and desert floor. The majority of this
region is part of the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. The desert region is generally undeveloped and
sparsely populated in scattered towns such as the community of Borrego Springs. The desert region
provides expansive views of the surrounding area, which is characterized by dramatic landforms and
native desert habitats.
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Throughout the coastal plain, foothills, mountains, and desert are vast amounts of publicly owned lands
that provide open space and visual relief from the human-made environment. These include Marine
Corps Base (MCB) Camp Pendleton on the coastal plain in northern San Diego region, the Cleveland
National Forest in the Peninsular Range; and the Anza-Borrego Desert State park in the desert region. In
addition to these examples of large expanses of open space, state, county, and local parks; habitat
preserves; reservoirs; farmland; and undeveloped land lend to San Diego region’s open space lands and
overall aesthetic resource value.

PANORAMIC VIEWS
The varied topography and wide range of visual features found throughout the San Diego region provide
for many areas containing panoramic views. Viewsheds within the region include views of mountains,
beaches, the Pacific Ocean, bays, lagoons, canyons, and valleys, as well as human-made features such as
city skylines, rural communities, parks, and golf courses, among other features.

SIGNIFICANT LANDSCAPE FEATURES
The coastal plain, foothills, mountains, and desert regions each contain numerous scenic resources and
significant landscape features that contribute to the San Diego region’s overall scenic quality. Major
scenic resources within the coastal areas include views of the Pacific Ocean, beaches, bays, lagoons, and
harbors. Notable features include San Diego Bay, Mission Bay Park, Los Peñasquitos Lagoon, Batiquitos
Lagoon, Agua Hedionda Lagoon, Buena Vista Lagoon, San Elijo Lagoon, and Oceanside Harbor. Coastal
parks, including Border Field State Park, the Tijuana estuary, Silver Strand State Beach, and Torrey Pines
State Reserve and Beach; and prominent land and water features, such as Cabrillo National Monument
on Point Loma, Sunset Cliffs, La Jolla Cove, Soledad Mountain, and the offshore Coronado Islands, are
also visual resources along the coast.
Within the foothills, the prominent visual resources include rivers, lakes, open bodies of water, and
parks such as the Otay River, Sweetwater River, San Diego River, Upper and Lower Otay Lakes,
Sweetwater Reservoir, Lake Hodges, San Vicente Reservoir, Mission Trails Regional Park, Santee Lakes
Regional Park, Tecolote Canyon, Los Peñasquitos Canyon Preserve, Old Town State Historic Park, and
Presidio Park.
Within the mountain region, scenic resources include the large park areas such as the Cleveland
National Forest, Agua Tibia Wilderness Area, San Mateo Canyon Wilderness, Santa Rosa Mountains
State Wilderness, Palomar Mountain State Park, and Cuyamaca Rancho State Park, as well as large water
bodies such as El Capitan Reservoir, Barrett Lake, Lake Morena, and Lake Cuyamaca.
The desert region is primarily located within Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, which is the largest of the
California State Parks. The desert region includes expansive scenic views, dramatic landforms, desert
valleys, and native desert habitat.
In addition to the visual resources described above, there are numerous golf courses, city and
community parks, and large primarily undeveloped landholdings that contribute to the scenic quality of
the San Diego region. The wide range of visual features in the region helps to define communities,
provide visual relief from urban development, and offer recreational opportunities.
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OPEN SPACE AND PROTECTED AREAS
A significant part of the San Diego region’s visual character can be attributed to the large amount of
open space and protected areas. Approximately 45 percent of the lands in the San Diego region have
been conserved as open space or parks (San Diego Foundation 2010). These lands include state and
regional parks, habitat conservation areas, resource conservation areas, U.S. Forest Service lands, and
rural open space. The San Diego region also contains large areas of undeveloped military land at MCB
Camp Pendleton and Marine Corps Air Station Miramar, which are not accessible to the general public
but do contribute to the overall undeveloped nature of those portions of the San Diego region. The
western third of the region contains the bulk of the region’s population and urban areas, although open
spaces are interspersed within this area as well.

STATE SCENIC HIGHWAYS
The San Diego region includes several officially designated scenic highways protected by the California
Scenic Highway Program, administered by Caltrans. Designated scenic highways are located in areas of
outstanding natural beauty and are provided with special conservation treatment to keep the natural
views protected. The region also contains several highways identified by the program as eligible scenic
highways, meaning that the highway is considered a scenic resource, but the local jurisdiction has not
adopted a scenic corridor protection program or applied to Caltrans for official designation. The
highways in the San Diego region officially designated or identified as eligible scenic highways by
Caltrans are listed in Table 4.1-1 and shown in Figure 4.1-1.

OTHER SCENIC ROUTES
In addition to the state scenic highways, the San Diego County General Plan Conservation and Open
Space Element (County of San Diego 2011a) identifies other scenic roadways and highways worthy of
protection in the unincorporated County. A list of these highway segments is found in Table 4.1-2.
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4.1 Aesthetics and Visual Resources
Table 4.1-1
List of Caltrans Designated or Eligible Scenic Highways in the San Diego Region
Officially Designated
SR 75
SR 78
SR 163
SR 125
Eligible for Scenic Designation
I-5

I-8
I-15
SR 52
SR 75
SR 76
SR 78
SR 79
SR 94
SR 163
SR 209

San Diego-Coronado Bay Bridge and the Silver Strand extending
from Avenida del Sol in Coronado south to Imperial Beach city
limit
from west to east boundary of Anza Borrego State Park
from north to south boundary of Balboa Park
from I-8 south to SR 94
from the international border near Tijuana to SR 75 (Palm
Avenue) at the south end of San Diego Bay and from San Diego
opposite Coronado to SR 74 near San Juan Capistrano (Orange
County)
from Sunset Cliffs Boulevard to SR 98 near Coyote Wells (Imperial
County)
from SR 76 near San Luis Rey to SR 91 near Corona (Riverside
County)
from I-5 east of La Jolla to SR 67 near Santee
from I-5 in Palm City/Nestor to 9th Street in Imperial Beach
from I-5 near Oceanside to SR 79 near Lake Henshaw
from SR 79 near Santa Ysabel to SR 86 passing Julian
from I-8 near Descanso to SR 78 near Julian and from SR 78 near
Santa Ysabel to SR 371 near Aguanga (Riverside County)
from SR 125 near Spring Valley to I-8 west of Jacumba
from Ash Street to I-8
from Point Loma to I-5

Source: Caltrans 2013a

Table 4.1-2
County Scenic Highway System
Route
SR 78
SR 125
I-5
I-8
I-15
SR 67
SR 76
SR 76
Bear Valley Parkway and SR 78
SR 78
SR 79
SR 79
SR 79
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Segment
Wynola Road east to Imperial County line (excluding
portion in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park)
SR 94 to I-8
Oceanside city limits north to Orange County line
El Cajon city limits to SR 79
Escondido City limits north to Riverside County line
Santee city limits to SR 78 (excluding portion in City of
Poway)
Oceanside city limits east to I-15
I-15 east to SR 79
Escondido city limits southwest to Via Rancho Parkway
Via Rancho Parkway to SR 79, except portions within City of
San Diego
Riverside County line to SR 76
SR 78 (Wynona) south to Old Highway 80
I-8 north to Sunrise Highway
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Route
SR 94
SR 188 (Tecate Road)
Sunrise Highway (S1)
Old Overland Stage Route (S-2)
Lilac Road and Valley Center Road (S6)
San Felipe Road, Montezuma Valley Road, Pal
Canyon road, Peg Leg Road, and Borrego Salton
Seaway (S-22)
Avocado Boulevard
Bonita, San Miguel, Guajolote, and Sweetwater
River Road
Buckman Springs Road
Camino del Rey west to Lilac Road
Dehesa Road
Elfin Forest Road/Harmony Grove Road
El Monte Road
Fuerte Drive
Gird, Reche, Live Oak park, and Mission Roads
Harbison Canyon Road
Highland Valley Road
Honey Springs Road
Japatul Road
La Cresta Road
Lake Wohlford Road
Lake Morena Drive
Lyons Valley Road
Mission and Green Canyon Roads
Mountain View Road/Francis Drive
Oak Drive
Old Highway 80
Olive Hill Road
Otay Lakes Road
Potrero Valley Road
San Vicente and Ramona Oaks Road
Scripps Poway Parkway
South Grade Road, Canfield Rd/Highway to the
Stars, Palomar Divide Road, and Oak Grove Truck
Trail
Twin Oaks Valley Road
Via de la Valle, Paseo Delicias, and Del Dios
Highway
Via Rancho Parkway (San Pasqual Road)
Willow and El Monte Road
Willow Glen Drive
Vista Way, Gopher Canyon, and Old Castle Roads

Segment
SR 125 to I-8
U.S./ Mexican border north to SR 94
Old Highway 80 to State Route 79 through the Cleveland
National Forest
Imperial County line north to SR 78
SR 76 to SR 76
SR 79 east to Imperial County line
SR 94 to El Cajon city limits
I 805 North to SR 94 (excluding portion within City of Chula
Vista)
Lake Morena Drive to SR 94
Oceanside city limits east to Vista Way
El Cajon city limits to Tavern Road
San Marcos city limits to Escondido city limits
El Capitan Reservoir to Lake Jennings Park Road
I-8 to Chase Avenue
SR 76 north and east to I-15
Arnold Way to Dehesa Road
San Diego city limits to SR 67
SR 94 north to Lyons Valley Road
Lyons Valley Road to I-8
Greenfield Drive to La Cresta Boulevard
Valley Center Road east (Escondido city limits) to Valley
Center Road (excluding portion within City of Escondido)
Buckman Springs Road north to Morena Lake
SR 94 to Cleveland National Forest
SR 76 north and east to Reche Road
La Cresta Boulevard to Harbison Canyon Road
Lake Morena Drive north to Buckman Springs Road
SR 79 (Pine Valley) to I-8 (Jacumba)
SR 76 to planning area boundary
Chula Vista city limits to SR 94
SR 94 to Potrero County Park
SR 78 to Cleveland National Forest
Poway city limits to SR 67
SR 76 to SR 78
Gopher Canyon Road to San Marcos city limits
San Diego city limits east to Via Rancho Parkway
Del Dios Highway to SR 78 (excluding portions in Cities of
Escondido and San Diego)
SR 67 to southern end of El Capitan Reservoir
Jamacha Road to Dehesa Road
Vista city limits north and east to Lilac Road

Source: County of San Diego 2011a
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Sunrise Highway is a U.S. Forest Service Scenic Highway designated under the National Scenic Byway
(NSB) Program. Sunrise Highway is located between the Cuyamaca Reservoir and Laguna Junction and
provides views of mountain meadows, forests, and the Anza-Borrego Desert. It is the only nationally
designated roadway located in the San Diego region.
The City of San Diego also maintains scenic routes throughout the city to afford scenic views of the
community, as well as to link points of visitor interest. Some of the other local jurisdictions within the
San Diego region have adopted scenic highway general plan elements or programs.

DARK SKIES
Rural areas of the San Diego region contain dark skies with little light pollution from urban areas, making
it an ideal location for astronomical research. World-class observatories, Palomar Observatory and
Mount Laguna Observatory, are located in the San Diego region and are considered two of the best such
facilities in the United States. The type of research conducted at these facilities has contributed to a
greater understanding of our solar system; supported advances in space travel; improved
telecommunication systems, defense and surveillance systems, and advanced weather forecasting and
atmospheric physics; and provided insight to energy production. Dark skies are an important aspect of
the character of rural areas in the San Diego region.

4.1.2

REGULATORY SETTING

FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
National Scenic Byway Program
The NSB Program was established by the Federal Highway Administration within the adoption of the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991. The NSB Program is a grassroots collaborative
intended to recognize, preserve, and enhance selected roads throughout the United States. This
voluntary program establishes All-American Roads based on their archaeological, cultural, historic,
natural, recreational, and scenic qualities. There are 150 designated roads, including the Sunrise
Highway, located in 46 states (NSB 2014).

U.S. Department of Transportation Act, Section 4(f)
The U.S. Department of Transportation Act, Section 4(f) established the requirement for consideration
of impacts on park and recreational lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites in
transportation project development. Section 4(f) properties include publicly owned public parks,
recreation areas, and wildlife or waterfowl refuges, or any publicly or privately owned historic sites
listed or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. The Section 4(f) evaluation is
required to discuss a project’s impact on the Section 4(f) property, including visual intrusions.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
California Energy Code
The California Energy Code (24 CCR Part 6) creates standards to reduce energy consumption. The type of
luminaries and the allowable wattage of certain outdoor lighting applications are regulated.
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Scenic Highway Program
Recognizing the growing need to protect the state’s scenic beauty, the California State legislature
established the Scenic Highway Program in 1963. This program was added to the California Streets and
Highways Code (Sections 260 et seq.) with the intent to protect and enhance California’s beauty,
amenity, and quality of life. The program is administered by Caltrans and consists of laws, incentives,
and guidelines that are intended to protect the scenic, historic, and recreational resources within
designated scenic highway corridors. A scenic highway corridor is defined by Caltrans as the area of land
generally adjacent to and visible from the highway (Caltrans 1996). It is usually limited by topography
and/or jurisdictional boundaries.
A highway may be designated scenic depending upon how much of the natural landscape can be seen by
travelers, the scenic quality of the landscape, and the extent to which development intrudes upon the
traveler’s enjoyment of the view. When a city or county nominates an eligible scenic highway for official
designation, it must identify and define the scenic corridor of the highway. Because a scenic corridor is
the land generally adjacent to and visible from the highway, it is identified using a motorist’s line of
vision. A reasonable boundary is selected when the view extends to the distant horizon.
The corridor protection program does not preclude development but seeks to encourage quality
development that does not degrade the scenic value of the corridor. Jurisdictional boundaries of the
nominating agency are also considered. The agency must also adopt ordinances to preserve the scenic
quality of the corridor or document such regulations that already exist in various portions of local codes.
These ordinances make up the scenic corridor protection program.
State goals for scenic highways include the following:
1. Preserve and enhance the unique visual, biological, and ecological resources of the Scenic
Highway Corridor;
2. Prevent and eliminate (when reasonably possible) conditions that detract from or compromise
the quality of the aesthetic resources of the Scenic Highway Corridor;
3. Encourage the development and maintenance of park and recreational facilities that contribute
to the aesthetic quality of the Scenic Highway Corridor;
4. Encourage preservation of historical landmarks adjacent to the Scenic Highway Corridor; and
5. Encourage community civic groups to create programs that increase community interest in the
visual assets of the Scenic Highway Corridor and facilitate the implementation of such programs.

California Coastal Act
Under the California Coastal Act of 1976 (Public Resources Code Sections 30000 et seq.), scenic and
visual qualities of coastal areas are considered and protected as a visual resource. One of the primary
objectives of the Coastal Act is the protection of scenic and visual resources, particularly as viewed from
public places. Section 30251 requires that development be sited and designed to protect views to and
along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas. New development must minimize the alteration of
natural landforms. This policy also requires that development is sited and designed to be visually
compatible with the character of surrounding areas. Where feasible, development shall include
measures to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
County Scenic Highway System
The San Diego County General Plan Conservation and Open Space Element identifies scenic roadways in
the unincorporated areas worthy of additional protection status but not covered by the State Scenic
Highway Program. A highway may be designated as “scenic” depending upon how much of the natural
landscape can be seen by travelers, the aesthetic quality of the landscape, and the extent to which
development intrudes upon the traveler’s enjoyment of the view (County of San Diego 2011a).

Dark Sky Ordinance
Sections 59.101 through 59.115 of the San Diego County Code, known as the Light Pollution Code or
Dark Sky Ordinance, were adopted “to minimize light pollution for the enjoyment and use of property
and the night environment by the citizens of San Diego County and to protect the Palomar and Mount
Laguna observatories from the impacts related to light pollution that have a detrimental effect on
astronomical research by restricting the permitted use of outdoor light fixtures on private property”
(Section 59.101). The Ordinance regulates permits for work involving outdoor light fixtures, unless
exempt. Under the Ordinance, all areas within 15 miles of either observatory are designated as Zone A,
and all other areas within the San Diego region are designated as Zone B. Areas within Zone A are
subject to more stringent outdoor lighting restrictions.

Local Design Review Programs
Local jurisdictions typically have design review programs in place, which include guidelines to maintain
and enhance the character and identify of local communities. Approved design guidelines address issues
such as architectural character, view corridor protection, landscaping, parking design, signage, and
lighting.

Local Visual Plans and Regulations
Table 4.1-3 details the visual plans and regulations in the San Diego region. Many local jurisdictions in
the San Diego region have included policies in their general plans to protect and enhance designated
scenic highway corridors. For example, the County’s Scenic Highway Program is included within the
Conservation and Open Space Element of the County General Plan. The goals of the County’s program
are implemented via zoning, building, and grading ordinances. The Scenic Preservation Overlay Zone
regulates area, height, and design of signs; requires site plan approval by the Director of Planning; and
regulates grading within the overlay zone. The Scenic Area Regulations contained in the County Zoning
Ordinance (Part 5, Section 5200) are intended to ensure exclusion of incompatible uses and structures,
and to preserve and enhance the scenic resources present in adjacent areas. Another example is the City
of Coronado, which also has a Scenic Highway Element in its General Plan and provides implementing
measures via the Sign Ordinance and the Scenic Highway Overlay Zone, and has established the Scenic
Highway 75 Beautification and Restoration Project.
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Table 4.1-3
Visual Resource Protection Plans or Regulations in San Diego County by Local Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
Carlsbad

Chula Vista

Coronado

Del Mar

El Cajon

Encinitas

Visual Plan or Regulation
Scenic Preservation Overlay Zone from the
Municipal Code designates areas to preserve or
enhance outstanding views, flora, and geology,
or other unique natural attributes, and historical
and cultural resources of Carlsbad. Currently, the
overlay zone is applied to the El Camino Real
corridor (City of Carlsbad Municipal Code (MC),
Chapter 21.40)
Scenic Resources and Open Space Network in
the General Plan designates Scenic Roadways
and open space, including resources that make
up most of the Chula Vista Greenbelt (City of
Chula Vista MC, Chapter 17).

Scenic Highway Overlay Zone from the Municipal
Code is designed to eliminate unsightly
conditions, to protect views from scenic
highways, and to retain unusual and attractive
natural and human-made features within the
scenic corridor (City of Coronado MC, Chapter
86.44).
Trees, Scenic Views, and Sunlight protection
measures recognize that trees, scenic views, and
plentiful sunlight contribute to the special
character of Del Mar and to the overall quality of
life enjoyed by residents, property owners, and
visitors. Provides a process by which persons
may seek to restore said resources (City of Del
Mar MC, Chapter 30.52 ).
Hillside Overlay Zone from the Municipal Code is
designed to minimize the disturbance of the
natural terrain and thereby conserve the
aesthetic qualities afforded by those areas (City
of El Cajon Zoning Ordinance, Chapter 17.170).
Scenic/Visual Corridor Overlay designation
identifies those areas of Encinitas where
significant aesthetic and visual resources need to
be considered before new development
proceeds to ensure that significant viewsheds
are retained (City of Encinitas MC, Section
30.34).
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•
•
•
•
•

Local Scenic Resources
Coastal corridor/El Camino Real
Buena Vista Lagoon
Agua Hedionda
Batiquitos Lagoon
Agricultural fields (Flower Field/
Strawberry Field)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Otay River
Sweetwater River
Upper + Lower Otay Lakes
Sweetwater Reservoir
San Miguel Mountains
San Diego Bay
Rice Canyon
Long Canyon
Coronado Bay Bridge
Silver Strand
San Diego Bay
Pacific Ocean
Coastal beaches

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coastal beaches
Pacific Ocean
San Dieguito River/Floodplain
Crest Canyon
Peñasquitos Creek
Sandstone Bluffs
Beach Bluffs

• Valley floors
• Hillsides

•
•
•
•
•

San Elijo Lagoon
Pacific Ocean
Cardiff Beach/Coastal beaches
Coast Highway 101
Manchester Avenue
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Jurisdiction
Escondido

Imperial Beach

La Mesa

Lemon Grove

National City

Oceanside

Poway

Visual Plan or Regulation
Viewshed Protection is designed to preserve and
protect existing internal and external view
corridors in Escondido, with particular emphasis
on ridgelines, unique landforms, and visual
gateways and edges of the community (City of
Escondido MC, Section 33-1067).
Open Space Zone in the Municipal Code provides
for land set aside for the protection of sensitive
and fragile natural resources and is intended to
limit and control access and intensity of uses in
these areas, specifically relating to the Tijuana
River Valley (City of Imperial Beach MC, Chapter
19.29).
Scenic Preservation Overlay Zone in the
Municipal Code establishes regulations for the
recognized scenic areas within the city, the
character of which could be permanently
damaged by actions involving the development
and use of land without special regulations to
prevent or mitigate such damage (City of La
Mesa MC Chapter 29).
The Open Space Zone in the Municipal Code
establishes regulations for usable open space
necessary to fulfill needs for outdoor leisure and
recreation, to preserve valuable natural
resources, and to improve the amenity of
residential living (City of Lemon Grove MC,
Chapter 17.24).
Viewshed protection in the General Plan is
designed to preserve scenic resources and
significant viewsheds of San Diego Bay, open
space, creeks, and other distinctive scenic
resources (City of National City General Plan
2012).
Scenic Park Overlay District of the Zoning
Ordinance is implemented to conserve and
protect valuable natural resources of
recreational and scenic areas in and adjacent to
the Guajome Regional Park and other public
parks (City of Oceanside Zoning Ordinance,
Article 15).
Open Space-Resource Management Zone in the
Municipal Code preserves open space for the
conservation of natural and cultural resources
and maintains the natural character of the land
(City of Poway MC, Chapter 17.24).
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•
•
•
•

Local Scenic Resources
Lake Wohlford
San Dieguito River
Elfin Forest Recreation Park
Bear Ridge

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tijuana River Estuary
Pacific Ocean
Ream Field
Salt Evaporation Ponds
San Diego Bay
Coastal/Beach area

• Mt. Helix
• SR 125124/SR 94/I-8 corridor

• Chollas Creek

• San Diego Bay
• Hillsides

•
•
•
•
•

Pacific Ocean
Coastal /Beach area
Guajome Regional Park
San Luis Rey River
Buena Vista Lagoon

•
•
•
•
•
•

Twin Peaks
Kent Hill
Vandan Park
Tooth Rock
Goat Peak
Iron Mountain
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Jurisdiction
San Diego

Visual Plan or Regulation
Coastal Overlay Zone from the Municipal Code
protects and enhances the quality of public
access and coastal resources (City of San Diego
MC, Chapter 13). Height limits are restricted to
30 feet by the Coastal Zone.

San Marcos

The City’s Zoning Code has a Ridgeline
Protection and Management Overlay Zone to
protect natural viewsheds and unique natural
resources in San Marcos, especially hillsides and
ridgelines. It also has restrictions on nighttime
lighting in commercial areas to limit the amount
of light that spills onto adjacent properties or
reflects into the sky (City of San Marcos Zoning
Code, Chapter 20.260).
Park/Open Space Districts as defined in the
Municipal Code promotes a balanced mix of
open space uses with development throughout
the city in order to provide the enhancement of
visual resources, avoidance of hazards, and
conservation of resources (City of Santee MC,
Chapter 17.16).

Santee

Solana Beach

Vista

View Assessment Ordinance in the Municipal
Code preserves the existing character of
established residential neighborhoods, and the
desire to protect public and private views, and
aesthetics (City of Solana Beach MC, Section
17.63). Scenic Area Overlay Zone regulates
development in areas of high scenic value to
preserve and enhance the scenic resources
present within and adjacent to such areas (City
of Solana Beach MC, Section 17.48).
No visual resource protection plans or specific
regulations have been established at this time.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Scenic Resources
Pacific Ocean, beaches
San Diego Bay
Mission Bay Park
Los Peñasquitos Lagoon
Border Field State Park
Torrey Pines State Reserve
Cabrillo National Monument
Sunset Cliffs
La Jolla Cove
Soledad Mountain
San Diego River
Lake Hodges
San Vicente Reservoir
Mission Trails Regional Park
Santee Lakes Regional Park
Tecolote Canyon
Los Peñasquitos Canyon Preserve
Old Town State Historic Park
Presidio Park
San Marcos Mountains
Merriam Mountains
Mount Whitney
Cerro de La Posas
Double Peak
Owens Peak
Franks Peak

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission Trails
Santee Lakes
San Diego River Park
Goodan Ranch
Sycamore Creek
Forester Creek
Rattlesnake Creek
San Elijo Lagoon
Highway 101/Pacific Coast Highway
Lomas Santa Fe
Coastal/Beach area
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Jurisdiction
County of San
Diego

Visual Plan or Regulation
San Diego County’s Resource Protection
Ordinance protects sensitive lands and prevents
their degradation and loss by requiring the
Resource Protection Study for certain
discretionary projects.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local Scenic Resources
El Capital Reservoir and El Cajon Mountain
Viejas Mountain
Sweetwater River Canyon
Loveland Reservoir
Horsethief Creek/Pine Valley Creek Region
Gaskill Peak Region
Bells Mountain
Gopher Canyon
San Marcos Mountains
Boulder Creek Basin
Descanso Valley
Guatay Mountain
Lake Cuyamaca and Meadows
Crouch Valley
Buckman Springs Meadow
Pine Valley
McGinty/Dehesa/Sequan
Harbison Canyon
North Fork of the Sweetwater River
Landcaster Mountain
Lawson Peak
Mother Grundy
Tecate Peak/Cottonwood Creek
San Miguel/Jamul Mountains
El Cajon Mountain/El Capitan Reservoir
Jesmond Dene Oaks
Valley Center Ridge
Burnt Mountain
San Marcos Mountains
Mesa Grande
Palomar Mountain/Aqua Tibia Wilderness
Volcan Mountain
Otay Mountain/Lower Otay Lake
San Luis Rey River
Mount Olympus
Rainbow Oak Woodland Areas
Goose Valley Ridge
SR 78 Corridor
Mussey Grade Road
Mount Woodson
Batiquitos Lagoon Region
Oak Crest Park Site
San Elijo Lagoon/San Dieguito Park Area
Sweetwater Community Planning Area
Eucalyptus Groves 1, 2, and 3.
Mother Miguel Mountain.
Valley Center Ridge.
Chaparral Ridge. Keys Creek

Source (s): City of Carlsbad 2014; City of Chula Vista 2005; City of Coronado 1999; City of Del Mar 1976; City of Encinitas 1989;
City of Escondido 2012; City of Imperial Beach 2012; City of National City 2012; City of Oceanside 2002; City of Poway 1991; City
of Santee 2003; City of Solana Beach 2013; City of San Diego 2008; City of San Marcos 2012; County of San Diego 2011b.
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4.1.3

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, the unique nature of the proposed Plan’s aesthetics
impacts, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan.
Specifically, the separate criteria in CEQA Appendix G (I) criterion (a), addressing substantial adverse
effects on scenic vistas is included as AES-1, while criterion (b) addressing substantially damaging scenic
resources is included in AES-2. Additionally, separate criterion (c) addressing the degradation of existing
visual character and criterion (d) addressing creation of a new source of substantial light or glare have
been combined in this document (AES-3). For the purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed
Plan would have a significant aesthetic and visual resources impact if it would:
AES-1

Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.

AES-2

Substantially damage scenic resources, including but not limited to, trees, rocks,
outcroppings, and historic bridges within a state scenic highway.

AES-3

Substantially degrade the character of an area, including adding a visual element of
urban character to an existing rural or open space area or by creating substantial new
sources of light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views.

4.1.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
AES-1

HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE EFFECT ON A SCENIC VISTA.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following analysis evaluates impacts of regional growth and land use change as well as
transportation network improvements and programs that may have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista by blocking panoramic views or impeding public views of major landscape features or
landforms, such as the coast, bays, lagoons, canyons, mesas, natural vegetation, historic or unique
structures, water resources such as reservoirs, lakes, streams, and large open spaces including preserves
and regional parks.
The analysis of transportation network improvements focuses on new infrastructure or facilities that
would result in both short-term and long-term impacts by impeding or blocking views of scenic vistas
from transportation facilities or from the surrounding area. Those improvements and programs
involving only operational changes would not substantially affect scenic vistas.
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2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, the region is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people, 83,836 housing units, and 173,211 jobs.
New development caused by regional growth and land use change would include new housing units,
services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses. While some growth would be in
the form of new developments or communities, such as in the City of San Diego communities of Pacific
Highlands Ranch, Black Mountain Ranch, and Mission Valley and in eastern Chula Vista, a substantial
portion of new growth also would occur within existing established communities such as the City of San
Diego communities of Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Kearny Mesa, University City, Navajo, and
University City, and in rural communities in the unincorporated County such as Lakeside, Otay, North
County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. Scenic vistas that
would be affected by new development include the long-range views of the coastal mountain ranges,
habitat preserves, and unobstructed views of the Pacific Ocean from the Pendleton-De Luz area and
views of the highly scenic lagoons and waterways such as Batiquitos, Agua Hedionda, Buena Vista, San
Elijo, and Los Peñasquitos Lagoons, and the San Dieguito and San Luis Rey Rivers along the I-5 corridor.
Scenic vistas in the South Bay area include the Otay River, Sweetwater River Valley, upper and lower
Otay Lakes, the Sweetwater Reservoir, and San Diego Bay. In the East County, scenic resources include
large open space parks, preserves, mountain ranges, and reservoirs.
Density of new development would increase by 2020, and some currently developed areas, such as City
of San Diego communities; inland areas such as Vista, San Marcos, and Escondido; communities in La
Mesa, Lemon Grove, Spring Valley, and El Cajon, would be infilled. New development would be located
on hillsides, and along the ocean, bays, or rivers, which in some locations would impede or block
panoramic views or views of major landscape features or landforms (coastlines, bays, lagoons, canyons,
mesas, natural vegetation, historic or unique structures, water resources such as reservoirs, lakes,
streams, and large open spaces including preserves and regional parks) as seen from public viewing
areas. Construction of new development in some areas would also result in short-term construction
impacts related to scenic vistas, consisting of views of temporary earth-moving activities, denuded
slopes, large construction equipment and vehicles, and staging areas.
Future development would be required to comply with adopted policies that regulate the design of new
buildings as well as protect the existing visual quality of the local jurisdiction. For example, as listed in
Table 4.1-3, local jurisdictions have adopted visual policies and development codes that require all
development to adhere to standards that address bulk, mass, articulation, height, and transition issues
such as the interface with surrounding or adjacent development and uses, and minimize negative
impacts on the community. Visual policies also ensure exclusion of incompatible uses and structures,
and preserve and enhance the scenic resources present in adjacent areas. In addition, all development
or redevelopment projects would undergo further environmental and design review on a project-byproject basis to ensure that substantial adverse effects to scenic vistas are identified and avoided or
reduced to the extent feasible. Development in the Coastal Zone would need to adhere to the California
Coastal Act and local coastal plans. Typical measures in the local plans require development to be sited
and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas. These measures
would reduce adverse effects to scenic vistas. However, even with implementation of such measures, it
cannot be guaranteed that substantial adverse effects to scenic vistas would be avoided or reduced for
all projects. Some new development would obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change would cause a significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Planned transportation network improvements by 2020 include the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension,
LOSSAN rail corridor double-tracking, new Managed Lanes on I-5 and I-805, new SR 11 toll lanes, and
new general purpose lanes on SR 76. The extension of the Mid-Coast Trolley was determined to not
cause significant impacts because it would not substantially block coastal views or public view corridors
(SANDAG 2014). Based on the LOSSAN Program EIR/EIS (FRA 2007), the coastal rail double-tracking
along the I-5 corridor would occur in highly scenic areas along the corridor and the visual impact would
be dependent on the sensitivity of the landscape and compatibility with existing visual features.
Although the LOSSAN corridor extends through a highly scenic area, traversing several coastal lagoons,
the addition of a second track to an existing single track would not would obstruct, interrupt, or detract
from a scenic vista. Short-term visual impacts would occur during construction.
As stated in the SR 11 and Otay Mesa POE FEIR/EIS (Caltrans 2012a), highway construction of SR 11
would introduce visual elements such as retaining walls and noise attenuation features that would
impede views of the distance mountain ranges, a scenic resource in the Otay Mesa area. No significant
impacts were identified with the proposed connectors between SR 905 and SR 11 since the additions
would be similar in appearance to the proposed SR 905/SR 125/SR 11 interchange, and most of the
modifications to accommodate SR 11 connections would not obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a
scenic vista. Two new Managed Lanes along the I-5 corridor, as determined in the I-5 North Coast
Corridor Project EIR/EIS (Caltrans 2013b), would obstruct views to scenic resources from some private
residences located at an elevation higher than the freeway as a result of proposed soundwalls. Use of
soundwalls along the I-5 corridor and between Via de La Valle and Lomas Santa Fe Drive would obstruct
views of the Del Mar Fairgrounds and Pacific Ocean. Two new general purpose lanes along SR 76, as
determined in the SR 76 Melrose to South Mission FEIS (Caltrans 2012b) would obstruct, interrupt, or
detract from a scenic vista, such as views of the habitat corridor along the San Luis Rey River.
The planned transportation improvements in 2020 also include various improvements to regional
arterials, including new travel lanes, bike lanes, sidewalks, trails, and new and replacement bridges. Such
projects are located in the unincorporated community of Ramona, one is in Lakeside, one extends from
the city limits of Vista, and others exist throughout unincorporated San Diego County. Most of these
improvements would be minor and consist of improvements to existing facilities, and would not
obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista. However, construction activities in some locations
would obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista due to the presence of construction equipment,
scaffolding, and earthmoving, and temporary removal of existing vegetation.
The proposed Plan includes active transportation investments, such as safe routes to transit at all new
transit stations, and development of various types of bikeways throughout the region. Additionally, the
proposed Plan anticipates transit service improvements in 2020, including an increase in COASTER and
SPRINTER service, COASTER double tracking, the Midcoast Trolley extension, new shuttle service in San
Marcos, and the development of rapid transit service throughout the more densely populated areas of
the San Diego region. Increases in transit service and the development of an active transportation
network would not obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista.
New Managed Lanes on existing highway facilities, with the exception of the I-5 Managed Lanes as
described above, would involve relatively minor impacts to scenic vistas because of their location in
developed urban environments. However, visual impacts due to the obstruction, interruption, or
detraction from a scenic vista would occur when proposed alignments or facilities require large cut-andfill slopes or sound attenuation barriers that impede or block public views. Careful alignment and design,
collaboration with local jurisdictions and conformance with local grading ordinances, would reduce
scenic vista impacts. However, some transportation network improvements are located in areas where
scenic vista impacts cannot be avoided.
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Short-term effects on scenic vistas would occur during construction of transportation network
improvements, resulting in blockage of scenic vistas by blocking panoramic views or impeding public
views of major landscape features or landform by construction equipment, scaffolding, temporary
signage, and construction staging areas. In some locations, long-term scenic vista impacts would also
occur following construction. In some locations, construction of transportation network improvement
projects in or within view of floodplains, wetlands, wooded areas, coastal bluffs, lagoons, reservoirs,
regional parks, recreational areas, agricultural lands, or in areas that include steep slopes would have
substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas through blocking or impeding public views of scenic vistas.
Transportation network improvements would have a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements would have substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas. Therefore, this impact (AES-1) in
the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2035, the population of the region is forecasted to increase by 710,269 people; housing by 228,870
units; and employment by 319,025 jobs over existing 2012 conditions. As shown in Figure 2.0-12 of this
EIR, regional land use and development changes are evident by 2035. The increased density can be seen
when comparing the existing housing density to the 2035 housing density, as shown in Figures 4.13-2
and 4.13-8, respectively, of Section 4.13 Population and Housing of this EIR. Areas of increased
residential density by 2035 would be apparent within existing established communities such as the City
of San Diego communities of Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo,
and Uptown. The SR 78 corridor, from Escondido to I-5, would also experience growth and resulting land
use density increases of both residential and commercial/office by 2035. By 2035, some regional growth
would be accommodated in the more eastern, rural areas of the region. Development in these areas
would be located mostly along highway corridors, such as SR 67, I-8 east of El Cajon, and SR 94, and
generally within San Diego County community planning areas.
Scenic vistas along the SR 78 corridor, between Vista, San Marcos, and Escondido, include views of the
Buena Vista Lagoon, Pacific Ocean, and steep rugged terrain found farther inland near San Marcos and
Escondido. The northern coastal cities also have views of scenic resources associated with views of the
Pacific Ocean; Batiquitos, Agua Hedionda, Buena Vista, San Elijo, and Los Peñasquitos Lagoons; and the
San Dieguito and San Luis Rey Rivers along the I-5 corridor. Scenic vistas in the South Bay area include
the Otay River, Sweetwater River Valley, upper and lower Otay Lakes, the Sweetwater Reservoir, and
San Diego Bay. In East County, scenic resources include County reserves and parks, as well as the large
water bodies of El Capitan Reservoir, Barrett Lake, Lake Morena, Lake Cuyamaca, and Lake Henshaw.
By 2035, regional growth and land use change would have impacts on scenic vistas, including blocking or
impeding panoramic views and views of major landscape features during development and
redevelopment activities. Construction of new development in some areas would also result in shortterm construction impacts related to scenic vistas, consisting of views of temporary earth-moving
activities, denuded slopes, large construction equipment and vehicles, and staging areas.
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As listed in Table 4.1-3, various jurisdictions have adopted visual policies and development codes that
require all development to adhere to standards that address bulk, mass, articulation, height, and
transition issues such as the interface with surrounding or adjacent development and uses, and reduce
negative impacts on the community. Visual policies also ensure exclusion of incompatible uses and
structures, and preserve and enhance scenic resources present in adjacent areas. In addition, all
development or redevelopment projects would undergo environmental and design review on a projectby-project basis to ensure that substantial adverse effects to scenic vistas are identified and avoided or
reduced to the extent feasible. Development in the Coastal Zone would need to adhere to the California
Coastal Act and local coastal plans. Typical measures in the local plans require development to be sited
and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas. These measures
would reduce adverse effects to scenic vistas. However, even with implementation of such measures, it
cannot be guaranteed that substantial adverse effects to scenic vistas would be avoided or reduced for
all projects. Some new development would obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change would cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2035, additional transportation network improvements and programs would occur in the San Diego
region as part of the proposed Plan. The proposed Plan includes the construction of new rail and transit
facilities by 2035, such as the extension of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll
Canyon with a connection to the COASTER service in Sorrento Valley (Trolley Route 561); an extension of
the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National
City, and Chula Vista via Highland and 4th Avenues; and three new streetcars along the Downtown, Little
Italy, North Park, and Golden Hill communities. The proposed Plan also includes double-tracking and
several grade separation projects in 2035 for the LOSSAN, SPRINTER, and Trolley. Rail grade separations
include Phase 1 of the Blue Line Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations through the South
Bay communities, and the Blue/Orange Track connection at 12th and Imperial. The extension of Trolley
and rail service into new areas, between the UTC area to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon,
from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and
Chula Vista via Highland and 4th Avenues, would impair or detract from scenic vistas with the
introduction of a new infrastructure, including tracks, station platforms, overhead catenary wire, and
other features such as above-grade guideways and overcrossings. The addition of a second track to an
existing single track along the COASTER and SPRINTER corridors would not substantially obstruct,
interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista.
The proposed Plan contains three transportation network improvements on the arterial roadway system
in 2035. These projects include addition of new travel lanes and Class II bicycle lanes along Genesee
Avenue in San Diego, new travel lanes and bicycle lanes and pedestrian pathways in the community of
Ramona, and new interchange and roadway improvements at SR 78. Scenic views along these corridors
are of the riparian habitat (Genesee Avenue), and rolling hills and valleys (Ramona and SR 78). Road
widening and bikeway improvements would result in some change in the visual environment that would
obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista, during both construction and operation.
Active transportation improvements by 2035 include development of various bikeways throughout the
region, including bikeway improvements to the Coastal Rail Trail and the Bayshore Bikeway. Transit
service improvements to be constructed by 2035 include increases in service for the COASTER and
SPRINTER, extensions and increases in service of the Trolley, two new streetcar routes in San Diego, two
intermodal transit centers, and several new rapid transit routes. Increases in transit services and the
development of an active transportation network would not substantially obstruct, interrupt, or detract
from a scenic vista.
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Improvement of existing highway facilities along the SR 15, I-15, I-805, and SR 52 corridors would involve
relatively minor impacts to scenic vistas because of their location in urban environments. However,
adverse scenic vista impacts would occur for alignments and facilities that require large cut-and-fill
slopes or noise barriers, whether in previously undeveloped areas or developed urban areas. Careful
alignment and design, collaboration with local jurisdictions and conformance with local grading
ordinances to ensure compatibility with surrounding development would reduce impacts.
Improvements to the I-5 corridor would obstruct views to scenic resources from private residences
located at an elevation higher than the freeway as a result of soundwalls. Two new Managed Lanes on
SR 78 would not obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic vista, such as views of the Batiquitos
Lagoon, Pacific Ocean, and steep rugged terrain near the Twin Oaks to I-15 corridor. However, the
locations of some transportation network improvements and certain design features (e.g., above-grade
facilities, retaining walls, sound attenuation walls, cut-and-fill activities) cannot avoid physical changes
that have substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas, including blocking panoramic views or views of
major landscape features or landforms. Transportation network improvements would cause a significant
impact.

2035 Conclusion
Development associated with regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network
improvements, would have substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas. Therefore, this impact (AES-1) in
the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2050, the population of the region is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people; housing by 325,986
units; and employment by 460,492 jobs. As shown in Figure 2.0-12 of this EIR, regional land use and
development changes are evident by 2050. The increased density can be seen when comparing the
existing housing density to the 2050 housing density, as shown in Figures 4.13-2 and 4.13-8,
respectively, of Section 4.13 Population and Housing of this EIR. Similar to buildout conditions in 2035,
areas of increased residential density by 2050 would be apparent within existing established
communities such as the City of San Diego communities of Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay
Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo, and Uptown. New development is also evident in the north coastal
corridor between Del Mar and MCB Camp Pendleton, the area between MCB Camp Pendleton and I-15;
corridor along SR 78 between Vista and San Marcos; northeast of I-15 and Escondido; the SR 56 corridor
and along Carmel Valley and Poway. In the South Bay, development occurs adjacent to SR 125 in the
Otay Ranch area and along the SR 94 and I-8 corridors, and in the unincorporated communities of
Alpine, Crest/Dehesa and Spring Valley. Development in coastal areas includes the City of Encinitas with
the proposed buildout of the Downtown Encinitas Specific Plan and North 101 Specific Plan. Major
development in the County of San Diego includes the Elfin Forest/Harmony Grove Village in San
Dieguito, Montecito Ranch in Ramona, Pala Mesa in Fallbrook, and Otay Ranch in the South Bay.
Scenic vistas within these areas include Otay Mountain/Lower Otay Lakes in the Otay Mesa planning
area; Santa Maria Valley and Mount Woodson in the Ramona community; Valley Center Ridge, Burnt
Mountain, and San Marcos Mountain in the North County Metro region; and the Santa Margarita Open
Space Preserve and Gopher Canyon near the Fallbrook/Bonsall area.
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Landforms consisting of steep mountain ranges and rural valleys dominate the scenic vistas in these
inland regions. As shown in Figure 4.11-4, these areas are located northeast of Escondido to SR 76, east
of MCB Camp Pendleton, and north and south of the SR 78 corridor. Large pockets of land currently
used for agricultural purposes would be developed with spaced rural residential uses.
New development would be located on hillsides, and along the ocean, bays, or rivers, which in some
locations would impede or block panoramic views or views of major landscape features or landforms
(coastlines; bays; lagoons; canyons; mesas; natural vegetation; historic or unique structures; water
resources such as reservoirs, lakes, and streams; and large open spaces including preserves and regional
parks) as seen from public viewing areas. Construction of new development in some areas would also
result in short-term construction impacts related to scenic vistas consisting of views of temporary earthmoving activities, denuded slopes, large construction equipment and vehicles, and staging areas.
As described in Table 4.1-3, local jurisdictions have adopted visual policies and development codes that
require new development to adhere to standards that address bulk, mass, articulation, height, and
transition issues such as the interface with surrounding or adjacent development and uses, and
minimize negative impacts on the community. Visual policies also ensure exclusion of incompatible uses
and structures, and preserve and enhance the scenic resources present in adjacent areas. In addition, all
development or redevelopment projects would undergo further environmental and design review on a
project-by-project basis to ensure that substantial adverse effects to scenic vistas are identified and
avoided or reduced to the extent feasible. Development in the Coastal Zone would need to adhere to
the California Coastal Act and local coastal plans. Typical measures in local plans require development to
be sited and designed to protect views to and along the ocean and other scenic coastal areas. These
measures would reduce adverse effects to scenic vistas. However, even with implementation of such
measures, it cannot be guaranteed that substantial adverse effects to scenic vistas would be avoided or
reduced for all projects. Some new development would obstruct, interrupt, or detract from a scenic
vista. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed Plan includes the construction of new rail and transit facilities by 2050, such as the
extension of service of the Sprinter from Escondido south to Westfield North County; new Trolley line
from Downtown San Diego to SDSU, along the Park Boulevard and El Cajon Boulevard corridors via
Balboa Park, North Park, and City Heights (transition of Mid-City Rapid Bus); a new Trolley line from
Pacific Beach to Grossmont Center via Clairemont, Kearny Mesa, Mission Valley, and SDSU; and Trolley
extension from Pacific Beach to Balboa to Kearney Mesa to Carmel Valley. The extension of the new
Trolley lines would largely extend through highly urbanized corridors in the South Bay and MidCity/Kearny Mesa communities; however, portions of the Trolley line would extend through
communities that have scenic vistas of open space habitat such as the Otay River, Sweetwater River, and
San Diego River, preserves, canyon lands, and parks. Portions of the new Trolley extensions would
impair or detract from scenic vistas in these communities with the introduction of a new infrastructure,
including tracks, station platforms, overhead catenary wire, and other features such as above-grade
guideways and overcrossings.
Major transportation network improvements by 2050 include additional Managed Lanes along portions
of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125; new general purpose lanes along portions
of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125; and highway operational improvements
along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76. There would be new Managed Lane connectors along I-15 and I-805
at SR 52, and one new freeway connector at I-15 and SR 56. New toll lanes would be added along I-5
from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange County border and along I-15 from SR 78 to the Riverside
County border.
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By 2050, active transportation projects include buildout of the San Luis Rey River Trail, bikeway trails in
the Encinitas – San Marcos corridor, Escondido Creek Bikeway, I-15 Bikeway, SR 56 Bikeway, SR 52
Bikeway, I-8 corridor Trail, I-805 corridor, SR 905 corridor, El Camino Real Bike Lanes, Carlsbad to San
Marcos corridor, Mira Mesa corridor, Mid-County Bikeway, Central Coast corridor, and several enhanced
bike lanes through Santee, El Cajon, La Mesa, and unincorporated San Diego County.
Improvement of existing highway facilities along SR 15, SR 52, SR 94, SR 54, and SR 125, which largely
consists of new Managed Lanes, would involve relatively minor impacts to scenic vistas because of their
location in urban environments. However, adverse impacts would occur for alignments and facilities
that require large cut-and-fill slopes or noise barriers, whether in undeveloped areas or developed
urban areas. Careful alignment and design, collaboration with local jurisdictions and conformance with
local grading ordinances to ensure compatibility with surrounding development would reduce scenic
vista impacts. Improvements to the I-5 corridor would obstruct views to scenic resources from private
residences located at an elevation higher than the freeway as a result of soundwalls. However, the
locations of some transportation network improvements and certain design features (e.g., above-grade
facilities, retaining walls, sound attenuation walls, cut-and-fill activities) cannot avoid physical changes
that have substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas, including blocking panoramic views or views of
major landscape features or landforms. Transportation network improvements and programs would
cause a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Development associated with regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs would have substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas. Therefore, this
impact (AES-1) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
AES-1 Have a Substantial Adverse Effect on a Scenic Vista
2020, 2035, 2050
AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic Vistas. During planning, design, project-level CEQA review, and
construction of transportation network improvements, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project
sponsors can and should, ensure that projects protect public views of scenic vistas. Construction and
operational measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Site construction staging areas away from scenic vistas. Where infeasible, reduce the visibility of
construction staging areas. Fence and screen these areas with low contrast materials consistent
with the surrounding environment.

•

Avoid permanent obstruction of scenic vistas from public viewing areas when selecting
alignments and the grade of new infrastructure (i.e., above, at, or below grade).

•

Use see-through safety barrier designs (e.g., railings) rather than walls.
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In addition, during planning, design, construction and project-level CEQA review of development
projects, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should incorporate scale
and massing measures, including those listed under AES-1A, as well as measures specific to
development projects. These measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Ensure building siting, height, and mass protect views of scenic vistas.

•

Implement design guidelines, local policies, and programs aimed at protecting views of scenic
vistas and avoiding visual intrusions. Projects should be designed to minimize contrasts in scale
and massing between the project and surrounding natural forms and developments. Avoid large
cuts and fills when the visual environment (natural or urban) would be substantially disrupted.
Site or design of projects should minimize their intrusion into important viewsheds and use
contour grading to better match surrounding terrain.

•

Screen development adjacent to natural features as appropriate so that development does not
appear visually intrusive, or interfere with the experience within the scenic vista. The provision
of enhanced landscaping adjacent to natural features could be used to soften the appearance of
or buffer development from the natural features.

•

Require development within visually sensitive areas to minimize visual impacts and to preserve
unique or special visual features, particularly in rural areas, through the following:
- Creative site planning
- Integration of natural features into the project
- Appropriate scale, materials, and design to complement the surrounding natural
landscape
- Minimal disturbance of topography
- Clustering of development to preserve a balance of open space vistas, natural features,
and community character
- Creation of contiguous open space networks

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AES-1A would reduce significant impacts on scenic vistas
caused by blocking panoramic views or impeding public views of major landscape features or landforms.
However, some of the transportation network improvements and development associated with regional
growth and land use change are located in areas where substantial adverse effects on scenic vistas
cannot be avoided. It cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a
less than significant level. Therefore, substantial adverse impacts on scenic vistas would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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AES-2 SUBSTANTIALLY DAMAGE SCENIC RESOURCES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
TREES, ROCKS, OUTCROPPINGS, AND HISTORIC BRIDGES WITHIN A STATE SCENIC
HIGHWAY.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes how regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network
improvements and programs, would damage two types of scenic resources: (1) impacts on scenic
resources within a state scenic highway, and (2) other scenic resources identified in local plans (local
scenic routes, protected public viewsheds). Damage to scenic resources within a scenic highway would
occur if development were to detract or diminish the elements that contribute to the scenic nature of
the highway. For example, in some locations, a modern office building or retail center located along such
a highway would be incongruous with the surrounding scenic nature if not properly shielded from view.
The Caltrans State Scenic Highway System Program was reviewed to determine whether any designated
or eligible routes would be affected, along with local agency general plans to determine if any locally
designated scenic routes would be affected. In addition, local agency general plans were reviewed to
determine whether any other protected public viewshed designations (e.g., view corridors, unique
geologic resources) would be affected.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The proposed Plan forecasts a general intensification of existing land uses within urban communities
and along key transportation corridors. Large-scale development planned in the coastal cities includes
Robertson Ranch, Poinsettia Ranch, and Carlsbad Airport Business Park in Carlsbad. In eastern Chula
Vista, development includes residential uses in the San Miguel Ranch Specific Plan, Rolling Hills Specific
Plan, Eastlake and Otay Ranch Specific Plan; and single-family units in Emerald Hills and Sager Ranch
(Daley Ranch), Valley View and Hidden Trails in Escondido.
The proposed Plan would result in adverse aesthetic and visual resource impacts related to
implementation of regional growth and land use change along eligible and designated scenic highways
as well as local scenic routes and protected public viewsheds. While some growth would be in the form
of new developments or communities, such as in the City of San Diego communities of Pacific Highlands
Ranch, Black Mountain Ranch, and Mission Valley, and in eastern Chula Vista, a substantial portion of
new growth also would occur within existing established communities such as the City of San Diego
communities of Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Kearny Mesa, University City, Navajo, and University
City, and in rural communities in the unincorporated County such as Lakeside, Otay, North County
Metro, Pendleton-De Luz, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. New development
associated with regional growth in the north coastal area between Del Mar and Oceanside would occur
adjacent to and visible from vehicles traveling on state eligible scenic highways such as I-5 and SR 76.
Scenic resources along the I-5 coastal corridor include views of local beaches and the ocean; various
estuaries and lagoons such as Buena Vista, Agua Hedionda, and Batiquitos Lagoon; the agricultural fields
in Carlsbad; San Dieguito River; and Peñasquitos Lagoon.
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Along the SR 76 corridor, scenic resources include Guajome Regional Park, San Luis Rey River, and Buena
Vista lagoon. Growth in the La Mesa and Lemon Grove communities would be adjacent to SR 94, an
eligible scenic highway, and SR 125, a designated state highway. Scenic resources along these corridors
include trees, rock outcroppings, canyon lands, and ridgelines. New growth in Santee would occur
adjacent to SR 52, an eligible scenic highway, and includes scenic resources such as San Diego River,
Mission Trails, Santee Lake, and Sycamore and Rattlesnake Creeks. Development would also occur
adjacent to scenic resources identified in local plans (local scenic routes, and protected public
viewsheds) such as the forecasted growth in Carlsbad and Encinitas. Scenic resources as described above
include the coastal beaches, ocean, estuaries, and lagoons. New development would result in the
obstruction, interruption, or detraction from designated and eligible scenic highways and local scenic
resources and public viewsheds. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Planned transportation network improvements by 2020 include the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension,
LOSSAN rail corridor double-tracking, new Managed Lanes on I-5 and I-805, new SR 11 toll lanes, and
new general purpose lanes on SR 76. The planned transportation improvements in 2020 also include
various improvements to regional arterials, including new travel lanes, bike lanes, sidewalks, trails, and
new and replacement bridges. Such projects include street improvements along Discovery Road and the
Via Vera Cruz Bridge improvements in San Marcos, improvements to San Vicente Road in the
unincorporated community of Ramona, the Bradley Avenue Overpass in Lakeside, Santa Fe Avenue
roadway improvements from the city limits of Vista, and others in the unincorporated County. Local
scenic resources identified in local plans (local scenic routes, protected public viewsheds) are identified
in Table 4.1-3. Potential impacts to scenic resources and public viewsheds could occur with planned
transportation improvements in the northern coastal communities. Scenic resources include the coastal
corridor with views of local beaches and the ocean; various estuaries and lagoons such as Buena Vista,
Agua Hedionda, and Batiquitos Lagoon; the agricultural fields in Carlsbad; San Dieguito River; and
Peñasquitos Lagoon. No scenic resources or public viewsheds would be affected by the regional arterial
projects identified in San Marcos, Ramona, unincorporated San Diego County lands east of Vista, and
Lakeside due to the distance of these improvements from the local scenic resources and viewsheds.
Table 4.1-4 lists the scenic highways in the San Diego region that would be affected by implementation
of the 2020 transportation network improvements in the proposed Plan, identifies the proposed
improvements, and includes the impact that would occur.
Table 4.1-4
Transportation Network Improvements Relative to Designated or Eligible Scenic Highways (2020)
Scenic Route
I-5 (E)

Proposed Improvement (2020)
Rail double-tracking, Mid-coast Trolley
extension, additional Managed Lanes

SR 76 (E)

Two additional general purpose lanes

Impact
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial
damage to scenic resources, such as trees,
rocks, and outcroppings.
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial
damage to scenic resources, such as trees,
rocks, and outcroppings.

(E) = Eligible for designation as a scenic highway; (D) = Officially designated as a scenic highway
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While there are no restrictions on modifications to scenic highways, local agencies and Caltrans must
work together to coordinate projects and ensure the protection of the scenic value (Section 260 et seq.).
For example, state law requires the undergrounding of all visible electricity distribution lines within
1,000 feet of a scenic highway. In some cases, local governments have their own land use and site
planning regulations to protect scenic values along a given corridor.
The proposed Plan’s 2020 transportation network improvements would damage scenic resources
including, but not limited to, trees, rocks, and outcroppings, within a state scenic highway and other
local scenic resources and protected public viewsheds identified in local plans. This impact would be
significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs would substantially damage scenic resources and other local scenic resources and protected
public viewsheds identified in local plans. Therefore, this impact (AES-2) in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Areas of increased residential density by 2035 would be apparent within existing established
communities such as the City of San Diego communities of Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay
Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo, and Uptown. The SR 78 corridor, from Escondido to I-5, would also
experience growth and resulting land use density increases of both residential and commercial/office by
2035. Local scenic resources and public viewsheds along this corridor consist of Buena Vista Lagoon, San
Marcos Mountains, Merriam Mountains, Mount Whitney, Cerro de La Posas, Double Peak, Owens Peak,
and Franks Peak. By 2035, some regional growth would be accommodated in the more eastern, rural
areas of the region. Development in these areas would be located mostly along highway corridors, such
as SR 67, I-8 east of El Cajon, SR 94, and generally within County of San Diego community planning areas.
Several local scenic resources and public viewsheds identified in the County of San Diego community
planning areas include features such as the eucalyptus groves in the Sweetwater community, oak
woodland trees and rock outcroppings in the Crest/Dehesa communities, or oak trees on Desmond
Drive in North County Metro.
Large-scale development in 2035 includes proposed industrial uses in Bressi Ranch, hotel and
commercial development in the La Costa Resort and mixed commercial/hotel uses in Carlsbad Ranch;
residential uses in Cielo del Norte and Hidden Meadows in the San Dieguito community; and mixed
residential, commercial, and industrial uses in South Poway. Local scenic resources and public viewsheds
in these areas include the coastal corridor and beaches; ocean; Buena Vista, Agua Hedionda, and
Batiquitos Lagoons in the City of Carlsbad; trees and rock formations in the North County Metro
area/San Dieguito community; and steep mountain ranges in Poway including Twin Peaks, Kent Hill,
Vandan Park, Tooth Rock, Goat Peak, and Iron Mountain.
New development associated with regional growth in the established north coastal communities,
between Del Mar and Oceanside, would occur adjacent to and visible from vehicles traveling on state
eligible scenic highways such as I-5 and SR 76. Scenic resources along the I-5 coastal corridor include
views of local beaches and the ocean; various estuaries and lagoons such as Buena Vista, Agua
Hedionda, and Batiquitos Lagoons, the agricultural fields in Carlsbad; San Dieguito River; and
Peñasquitos Lagoon.
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Along the SR 76 corridor, scenic resources include Guajome Regional Park, San Luis Rey River, and Buena
Vista Lagoon. Growth in the La Mesa and Lemon Grove communities would be adjacent to SR 94, an
eligible scenic highway and SR 125, a designated state highway. Scenic resources along these corridors
include trees, rock outcroppings, canyon lands, and ridgelines. Growth in the communities of Poway and
Escondido and in northern unincorporated County would also occur along I-15, an eligible scenic
highway. Scenic resources include Lake Wohlford, San Dieguito River, Elfin Forest Recreation Park, Bear
Ridge, steep mountain ranges in Poway, and Gopher Canyon and mountainous ranges and steep slopes
in unincorporated County of San Diego lands. In the eastern San Diego region, new growth would occur
in proximity to several eligible scenic highways as listed in Table 4.1-1, including growth along the I-8
corridor in El Cajon and Crest/Dehesa communities, and along Avocado Boulevard in the Spring
Valley/Rancho San Diego communities. Scenic features include eucalyptus groves in the Sweetwater
community, and oak woodland trees and rock outcroppings in the Crest/Dehesa communities. In the
South Bay, new growth east of Chula Vista would occur next to Bonita Road, San Miguel Road, and
Sweetwater River Road, all County of San Diego eligible scenic highways. Scenic resources along these
routes include rolling hills, open mesas and river valleys and canyons associated with Sweetwater River
Canyon, Oneal Canyon, Johnson Canyon, Otay Mountain, Jamul Mountain, and San Ysidro Mountain,
Within these growth areas and others, there would be adverse scenic resources impacts related to
development of land use projects along eligible and designated scenic highways and scenic resources
identified in local plans and protected public viewsheds. Impacts would occur if development detracts or
diminishes the elements that contribute to the scenic nature of the highway, including damage to trees,
rocks, outcroppings, and historic bridges within a state scenic highway and local scenic routes and
protected public viewsheds. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a significant
impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2035, additional transportation network improvements and programs would occur in the San Diego
region as part of the proposed Plan. The proposed Plan includes the construction of new rail and transit
facilities by 2035, such as the extension of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll
Canyon with a connection to the COASTER service in Sorrento Valley (Trolley Route 561); an extension of
the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National
City, and Chula Vista via Highland and 4th Avenues; and three new streetcars along the Downtown, Little
Italy, North Park, and Golden Hill communities. The proposed Plan also includes double-tracking and
several grade separation projects in 2035 for the LOSSAN, SPRINTER, and Trolley. Rail grade separations
include Phase 1 of the Blue Line Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations through the South
Bay communities, and the Blue/Orange Track connection at 12th and Imperial. The extension of Trolley
and rail service into new areas, between the UTC area to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon,
from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and
Chula Vista via Highland and 4th Avenues, would impair or detract from local scenic resources and public
viewsheds, including the Otay River, Sweetwater River, San Diego River, open space areas associated
with Chollas Creek, Tecolote Creek, and Carroll Canyon. The addition of a second track to an existing
single track along the COASTER and SPRINTER corridors would not detract or impair views from I-5, a
state eligible scenic highway.
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The proposed Plan contains three transportation network improvements on the arterial roadway system
in 2035. These projects include the addition of new travel lanes and Class II bicycle lanes along Genesee
Avenue in San Diego, new travel lanes and bicycle lanes and pedestrian pathways in the community of
Ramona, and new interchange and roadway improvements at SR 78. Local scenic resources and public
viewsheds along these corridors are of the riparian habitat (Genesee Avenue), and rolling hills and
valleys (Ramona and SR 78). Road widening and bikeway improvements would result in some change in
the visual environment that would detract or impair views of the scenic resources and public viewsheds
during both construction and operation.
Active transportation improvements by 2035 include development of various bikeways throughout the
region, including bikeway improvements to the Coastal Rail Trail and the Bayshore Bikeway. Transit
service improvements to be constructed by 2035 include increases in service for the COASTER and
SPRINTER, extensions and increases in service of the Trolley, two new streetcar routes in San Diego, two
intermodal transit centers, and several new rapid transit routes. Increases in transit services and the
development of an active transportation network would not detract or impair views of scenic resources
and public viewsheds.
Most of the Managed Lane and general purpose lane improvements planned by 2035 are Managed
Lanes located in the more urbanized areas of the San Diego region such as I-5, I-15, SR 78, SR 94, SR 52,
and I-805, with the exception of additional lanes planned on SR 67 from Mapleview to Goldbar Lane.
Scenic resources in the Lakeside community planning area include rock outcroppings and oak trees that
would be affected by the proposed roadway improvements. Arterial improvements in northern inland
communities would impact scenic resources and public viewsheds along SR 78, a local scenic roadway
designated by the City of San Marcos.
Table 4.1-5 lists the scenic highways in the San Diego region that would be affected by implementation
of the 2035 transportation projects in the proposed Plan, identifies the proposed improvements, and
includes the impact that would occur.
Table 4.1-5
Transportation Network Improvements Relative to Designated or Eligible Scenic Highways (2035)
Scenic Route
Proposed Improvement (2035)
Impact
I-5 (E)
Rail double-tracking, additional Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage to
Managed Lanes
scenic resources, such as trees, rocks, and
outcroppings.
SR 52 (E)
Additional general travel lanes
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage to
scenic resources, such as trees, rocks, and
outcroppings.
(E) = Eligible for designation as a Scenic Highway; (D) = Officially designated as a Scenic Highway

The potential for transportation network improvements and programs to impact trees, rocks,
outcroppings, or other scenic elements such as historic resources also exists. As discussed above, many
of the improvements are in areas with designated scenic resources, including historic structures and
scenic rock outcroppings. Therefore, there is potential for transportation network improvements and
programs to affect these scenic resources. Due to the location of these transportation network
improvements and programs along scenic highways and among associated scenic resources, this would
be a significant impact.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs would result in new development and infrastructure among scenic
resources, including trees, rocks, outcroppings, and historic structures within a state scenic highway and
local scenic routes and protected public viewsheds. Therefore, this impact (AES-2) in the year 2035 is
significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2050, the population of the region is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people; housing by 325,986
units; and employment by 460,492 jobs. As shown in Figure 2.0-12 of this EIR, regional land use and
development changes are evident by 2050. The increased density can be seen when comparing the
existing housing density to the 2050 housing density, as shown in Figures 4.13-2 and 4.13-8,
respectively, of Section 4.13 Population and Housing of this EIR. Similar to buildout conditions in 2035,
areas of increased residential density by 2050 would be apparent within existing established
communities such as the City of San Diego communities of Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay
Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo, and Uptown. New development is also evident in the north coastal
corridor between Del Mar and MCB Camp Pendleton, the area between MCB Camp Pendleton and I-15;
corridor along SR 78 between Vista and San Marcos; northeast of I-15 and Escondido; the SR 56 corridor
and along Carmel Valley and Poway. In the South Bay, development occurs along SR 125 in the Otay
Ranch area and along the SR 94 and I-8 corridors, and along the unincorporated communities of Alpine,
Crest/Dehesa, and Spring Valley. Development in coastal areas includes the City of Encinitas with the
proposed buildout of the Downtown Encinitas Specific Plan and North 101 Specific Plan. Major
development in the County of San Diego includes the Elfin Forest/Harmony Grove Village in San
Dieguito, Montecito Ranch in Ramona, Pala Mesa in Fallbrook, and Otay Ranch in the South Bay. Pockets
of new growth are also forecasted to occur east of MCB Camp Pendleton; along the I-15 corridor north
of Escondido; along the SR 78 and SR 76 corridors; along SR 67 in Santee, Lakeside, and Ramona; and
along the I-8, SR 94, and SR 125 in the Cities of El Cajon, Lemon Grove, and La Mesa.
Local scenic resources and public viewsheds in the coastal areas include San Luis Rey River, Buena Vista
Lagoon, Agua Hedionda, Batiquitos Lagoon, San Elijo Lagoon, the Pacific Ocean, coastal beach corridors,
San Dieguito and Peñasquitos Rivers; Otay Mountain/Lower Otay Lakes in the Otay Mesa planning area;
Santa Maria Valley and Mount Woodson in the Ramona community; Valley Center Ridge, Burnt
Mountain, and San Marcos Mountain in the North County Metro region; and the Santa Margarita Open
Space Preserve and Gopher Canyon near the Fallbrook/Bonsall community planning area. New
development associated with regional growth in the established north coastal communities, between
Del Mar and Oceanside, would occur adjacent to and visible from vehicles traveling on state-eligible
scenic highways such as I-5, and SR 76. Scenic resources along the I-5 coastal corridor include views of
local beaches and the ocean; various estuaries and lagoons such as Buena Vista, Agua Hedionda,
Batiquitos Lagoons; the agricultural fields in Carlsbad; San Dieguito River; and Peñasquitos Lagoon.
Along the SR 76 corridor, scenic resources include Guajome Regional Park, San Luis Rey River, and Buena
Vista Lagoon. Growth in the La Mesa and Lemon Grove communities would be adjacent to SR 94, an
eligible scenic highway and SR 125, a designated state highway. Scenic resources along these corridors
include trees, rock outcroppings, canyon lands, and ridgelines.
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Growth in the communities of Poway, Escondido and in northern unincorporated County of San Diego
would also occur along I-15, an eligible scenic highway. Scenic resources include Lake Wohlford, San
Dieguito River, Elfin Forest Recreation Park, Bear Ridge, steep mountain ranges in Poway, and Gopher
Canyon and mountainous ranges and steep slopes in unincorporated County of San Diego lands. In the
eastern San Diego region, new growth would occur in proximity to several eligible scenic highways as
listed in Table 4.1-1, including growth along the I-8 corridor in El Cajon and Crest/Dehesa communities,
and along Avocado Boulevard in the Spring Valley/Rancho San Diego communities. Scenic features
include eucalyptus groves in the Sweetwater community, and oak woodland trees and rock
outcroppings in the Crest/Dehesa communities. In the South Bay, new growth east of Chula Vista would
occur next to Bonita Road, San Miguel Road, and Sweetwater River Road, all County of San Diego eligible
scenic highways. Scenic resources along these routes include rolling hills, open mesas, and river valleys
and canyons associated with Sweetwater River Canyon, Oneal Canyon, Johnson Canyon, Otay Mountain,
Jamul Mountain, and San Ysidro Mountain.
This regional growth and land use change would result in adverse visual impacts related to
implementation of projects along eligible and designated scenic highways and local scenic routes and
protected public viewsheds. Impacts would occur where development detracts from or diminish the
elements that contribute to the scenic nature of the highway, including trees, rocks, outcroppings, and
historic bridges and structures within a state scenic highway corridor or local scenic routes and
protected public viewsheds. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a significant
impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed Plan includes the construction of new rail and transit facilities by 2050, such as the
extension of the SPRINTER from Escondido to Westfield North County, a new Trolley line from
Downtown San Diego to SDSU, along the Park Boulevard and El Cajon Boulevard corridors, a new Trolley
line from Pacific Beach to Grossmont Center, via Clairemont, Kearny Mesa, Mission Valley and SDSU,
Trolley extension from Pacific Beach to Balboa to Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley. By 2050, rail grade
separations would occur along the LOSSAN and SPRINTER Corridors. On the Orange and Blue Line Trolley
lines, 11 rail grade improvement would be completed by 2050. The extension of the new Trolley lines
would largely extend through highly urbanized corridors in the South Bay and Mid-City/Kearny Mesa
communities; however, portions of the Trolley line would extend through communities that have local
scenic resources and public viewsheds such as the Otay River, Sweetwater River, and San Diego River,
and open space associated with the Chollas, Tecolote, and Carroll Canyon Creeks. Portions of the new
Trolley extensions would detract or impair views of the scenic resources and public viewsheds in these
communities with the introduction of a new infrastructure, including tracks, station platforms, overhead
catenary wire, and other features such as above-grade guideways and overcrossings.
New Managed Lanes or general purpose lanes would be completed by 2050 on the I-5, I-8, SR 15, I-15,
SR 76, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 56, SR 67, SR 94, and SR 125. Potential impacts to scenic resources and
public viewsheds would occur with planned transportation improvements in the northern coastal
communities. Scenic resources include the coastal corridor with views of local beaches and the ocean;
various estuaries and lagoons such as Buena Vista, Agua Hedionda, and Batiquitos Lagoons; the
agricultural fields in Carlsbad; San Dieguito River; and Peñasquitos Lagoon. Highway improvements
along SR 54, SR 67, SR 94 and SR 125 would occur in proximity to local scenic resources and public
viewsheds consisting of trees and rock outcroppings.
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Transportation improvements are planned on one designated and five eligible scenic highways. Table
4.1-6 lists the scenic highways in the San Diego region that would be affected by implementation of the
2050 transportation projects in the proposed Plan, identifies the proposed improvements, and includes
the impact that would occur.
Table 4.1-6
Transportation Network Improvements Relative to Designated or Eligible Scenic Highways (2050)
Scenic Route
I-5 (E)

Proposed Improvement (2035)
Rail double-tracking, additional
Managed Lanes

SR 76 (E)

Additional general travel
lanes/Operational improvements

SR 125 (D)

Additional general travel lanes

SR 52 (E)

Additional general travel lanes

I-8 (E)

Additional general travel lanes

SR 94 (E)

Additional general travel lanes

Impact
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage
to scenic resources, such as trees, rocks,
outcroppings.
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage
to scenic resources, such as trees, rocks,
outcroppings.
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage
to scenic resources, such as trees, rocks,
outcroppings.
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage
to scenic resources, such as trees, rocks,
outcroppings.
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage
to scenic resources, such as trees, rocks,
outcroppings.
Cut-and-fill activities may cause substantial damage
to scenic resources, such as trees, rocks,
outcroppings.

(E) = Eligible for designation as a Scenic Highway; (D) = Officially designated as a Scenic Highway

The proposed Plan’s 2050 transportation network improvements and programs would damage scenic
resources, including but not limited to, trees, rock outcroppings, and historic sites within a state scenic
highway and local scenic routes and protected public viewsheds. Due to the location of these
transportation network improvements and programs along scenic highways and among local scenic
resources and public viewsheds, this would be a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
would result in new development and infrastructure among scenic resources, including trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic structures within a state scenic highway, and local scenic routes and
protected public viewsheds. Therefore, this impact (AES-2) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
AES-2 Substantially Damage Scenic Resources
2020, 2035, and 2050
AES-2A Reduce Impacts to scenic resources within a state scenic highway, local scenic resources, and
public viewsheds. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of transportation network
improvements within eligible or designated state scenic highways and local scenic resources and public
viewsheds, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can and should, ensure that
projects are designed to reduce impacts. In addition, during planning, design and project-level CEQA
review of development projects, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and
should incorporate measures that ensure that projects are designed to reduce impacts to scenic
resources within eligible and designated state scenic highways, and local scenic resources and public
viewsheds. Measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Avoid damaging, moving, or removing trees, rock outcroppings, historic bridges, and other
scenic resources from eligible or designated state scenic highway corridors and local scenic
resources and public viewsheds, where those scenic resources are relevant to the designation or
eligibility for designation as a state scenic highway or are identified as a protected visual
resource in local plans. For projects within or adjacent to designated or eligible state scenic
highway corridors, and local scenic resources and public viewsheds identified in local approved
plans, prior to project approval, complete design studies identifying site-specific mitigation
measures and during project construction, implement such mitigation measures to reduce
impacts on the quality of the views or visual experience that originally qualified the highway for
scenic designation, and protected status of local resources in approved plans.

AES-2B Reduce Impacts to local scenic resources and public viewsheds. During planning, design, and
project-level CEQA review of development projects within or adjacent to local scenic resources and
public viewsheds, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, ensure
that projects are designed to reduce impacts. In addition, during planning, design, and project-level
CEQA review of development projects, project sponsors can and should incorporate measures that
ensure that projects are designed to reduce impacts to local scenic resources and public viewsheds.
Measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Apply development standards and guidelines to maintain compatibility with surrounding natural
areas, including site coverage, building height and massing, building materials and color,
landscaping, and site grading.

•

Ensure vegetation used as screening and landscaping blends in and complements the natural
landscape.

•

Retain or replace trees within scenic resources and public viewsheds so that clear-cutting is not
evident.

•

Ensure grading blends with the adjacent landforms and topography.

In addition, Mitigation Measure AES 1-A Protect Public Views of Scenic Vistas would also help to reduce
impacts to scenic resources, public viewsheds, and eligible and designated state scenic highways.
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SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AES-1A, AES-2A, and AES-2B would reduce significant impacts
to scenic resources, including resources within a state scenic highway and local scenic routes and
protected public viewsheds. However, some of the growth and land use change, and transportation
network improvements are located in areas where damage, movement, or removal of trees, rocks,
outcroppings, and other scenic resources cannot be avoided, such as improvements on state designated
SR 125, and eligible scenic highways I-5, SR 76, SR 52, I-8, and SR 94. It cannot be guaranteed that all
future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, this impact (AES2) would remain significant and unavoidable.

AES-3

SUBSTANTIALLY DEGRADE THE CHARACTER OF AN AREA, INCLUDING ADDING A
VISUAL ELEMENT OF URBAN CHARACTER TO AN EXISTING RURAL OR OPEN SPACE
AREA OR BY CREATING SUBSTANTIAL NEW SOURCES OF LIGHT OR GLARE THAT
WOULD ADVERSELY AFFECT DAY OR NIGHTTIME VIEWS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This analysis provides a description of the existing visual character of areas affected by the proposed
Plan’s regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements, and describes
how the proposed Plan would change or impact the character of these areas. Visual changes are
described for areas where substantial regional growth or transportation projects are proposed.
The section also analyzes impacts from light and glare. In regards to land use changes, additional sources
of light and glare may come from development in outlying communities or conversion of undeveloped
lands to more urban uses. Transportation projects (which include improvements or lane additions) may
also result in additional vehicles on the roadways and result in an increased light source at night from
roadway lighting and vehicles. Relevant policies and ordinances are analyzed for their ability to reduce
visual character impacts.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, population within the region is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people; housing by 83,836
units; and employment by 173,211 jobs. New development caused by regional growth and land use
change would include new housing units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and
civic uses. While some growth would be in the form of new developments or communities, such as in
the City of San Diego communities of Pacific Highlands Ranch, Black Mountain Ranch, and Mission Valley
and in eastern Chula Vista, a substantial portion of new growth also would occur within existing
established communities such as the City of San Diego communities of Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa,
Downtown, Kearny Mesa, University City, Navajo and University City and rural communities in the
unincorporated County such as Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz, Fallbrook, Spring
Valley, Ramona and Valley Center. Development of these communities would change visual character
throughout the region, both in beneficial and adverse ways.
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Most of the new land development that would result from regional growth and land use change by 2020
would occur within and adjacent to areas that are currently urbanized. Infill development occurs in
highly urbanized areas and affects the character of existing communities (e.g. increased densities, scale
and bulk, and height of buildings), resulting in viewshed character changes or light and shadow impacts.
Some intensification of development would occur in some of the more outlying communities, such as
Vista, Escondido, Poway, Santee, Ramona, El Cajon, La Mesa, and Lemon Grove. In these areas, there
would be some conversion of undeveloped lands, as well as infill in already developed areas of the
communities. Visual character changes would occur because the infill developments are larger than
those that currently exist in the communities and have the potential to transform the surrounding
community from existing rural to more urban communities. Local jurisdictions have general plan
policies, zoning ordinances, other ordinances, and additional regulations/policies such as design
guidelines in place to protect visual character and quality within their jurisdictions. While some infill
development projects would cause adverse visual character impacts in urban areas, these policies and
regulations would assure there would be no substantial degradation of visual character
New development would also result in additional sources of light and glare, which in some locations
would result in adverse impacts to the region’s dark skies. Lighting requirements are guided by
standards set by local jurisdictions. Typical measures include the use of downward- directed lowpressure sodium vapor lighting. These requirements aid in the preservation of dark-sky conditions,
which are needed by the local observatories. New development would be required to comply with the
applicable lighting standards, and the location, type, and direction of the lighting. A lighting plan is
typically required to be submitted to planning departments during the development review process to
show illumination levels and point of intersection between fixtures, as well as use of low-pressure
sodium exterior lighting. Adherence to the lighting standards would reduce impacts to dark skies.
While some of the land development projects associated with the proposed Plan are located in areas
where they would not substantially change surrounding visual character, those in some outlying and less
urbanized areas would substantially degrade the visual character of an area, including adding a visual
element of urban character to an existing rural or open space area. Therefore, impacts of regional
growth and land use change on visual character would be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
From 2012 to 2020, major transportation network improvements and programs would include doubletracking at certain locations on the LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER frequencies including an
extension of service to the Gaslamp District of Downtown San Diego, completion of the Mid-Coast
Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City, the South Bay Rapid Bus from the Otay Mesa ITC to
Downtown San Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Iris to the Otay Mesa POE, increases in local bus service
frequencies, express bus routes to SDIA and Tijuana International Airport, a San Marcos shuttle, and
construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I-805 and I-8.
Additional major transportation network improvements would include new Managed Lanes along I-5
from Manchester Avenue to SR 78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52, new toll lanes on SR 11
to the Otay Mesa POE, new general purpose lanes along a portion of SR 76, and a new freeway
connector at SR 11 and SR 905. Projects that include completion or extensions of freeways, toll roads,
and the POE would likely add new lighting components that in some locations would adversely affect
dark skies.
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Nearly all of the planned transportation network improvements for located on regional arterials are
planned to occur by 2020, and most of those are located within the incorporated cities of the San Diego
region. These projects include new road extensions, travel lanes, bike lanes, sidewalks, trails, and new
and replacement bridges. There are nine projects in the unincorporated County, including Ramona and
Lakeside, along Pauma Heights Road, another extends from the city limits of Vista along South Santa Fe
Avenue, along San Vicente Road near Wildcat Canyon Road, and along Tavern Road in Alpine. Most of
these improvements would be minor and consist of improvements to existing facilities, so permanent
visual changes would be limited. However, projects with lane additions and improvements that would
result in increases in traffic on those roadways would experience additional light sources from vehicle
headlights at night, which in some locations would adversely affect dark skies.
The proposed Plan includes active transportation projects. Improvements include safe routes to transit
at all new transit stations, and development of various bikeways throughout the region. Additionally,
the proposed Plan identifies transit service improvements in 2020, but these improvements do not
require major infrastructure development, so they would not have a substantial effect on the visual
character of the surrounding areas.
Managed lane improvements on existing highway facilities such as new Managed Lanes on I-5 and I-805
would involve relatively minor impacts to visual character because of their location in generally urban
environments. However, adverse impacts would occur if proposed alignments or facilities require large
cut-and-fill slopes or sound attenuation barriers, whether in previously undeveloped areas or already
developed urban areas. Addition of new general purpose lanes to SR 76 would affect rural vistas or
change the character of existing views. Careful alignment and design, collaboration with local
jurisdictions and conformance with local grading ordinances to ensure compatibility with surrounding
development would reduce visual character impacts.
In urbanized areas, roadways and ancillary improvements, such as sound walls, introduced by
transportation network improvements and programs would result in adverse visual character impacts,
depending on the scale of improvements and location of sensitive viewers, including the driving public,
users of gathering places, rest areas and vista points, and a large number of residents who live around
resources. Depending on location, new general purpose lanes and Managed Lanes and park-and-ride
lots would result in some loss of existing freeway landscaping.
Although the above transportation network improvements generally occur in urbanized environments,
they would substantially degrade the visual character of an area, depending upon the nature of the
improvements and the location of sensitive viewers. Therefore, impacts of transportation network
improvements and programs on visual character would be significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs would substantially degrade visual character, including adding visual elements of urban
character to existing rural or open space areas. Therefore, this impact (AES-3) in the year 2020 is
significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2035, the population of the region is forecasted to increase by 710,269 people; housing by 228,870
units; and employment by 319,025 jobs over existing 2012 conditions and this growth would result in
degradation of visual character and new sources of light and glare. Areas of increased residential density
by 2035 would be apparent within existing established communities such as the City of San Diego
communities of Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo, and Uptown.
The SR 78 corridor, from Escondido to I-5, would also experience growth and resulting land use density
increases of both residential and commercial/office by 2035. By 2035, some regional growth would be
accommodated in the more eastern, rural areas of the region. Development in these areas would be
centered mostly along highway corridors, such as SR 67, I-8 east of El Cajon, and SR 94, and generally
within San Diego County community planning areas.
The communities along I-5 linking the northern portion of the region to the City of San Diego would
experience intensified growth during this period. Regional growth and land use change would include
some conversion of undeveloped lands, although there would be a focus on infill development within
the existing communities, all of which would change visual character. Urban centers in the western third
of the San Diego region would have most available land developed with single- and multi-family uses,
commercial and office uses, and industrial uses. Consistent with the goals of the proposed Plan, the
dense growth within existing urban centers with high accessibility to transit options allows for the
creation of communities that are more sustainable, walkable, transit-oriented, and compact.
The regional growth and land use change described above would also result in additional sources of light
and glare. Lighting requirements are guided by standards set by local jurisdictions. Typical measures
include the use of downward-directed low-pressure sodium vapor lighting. These requirements aid in
the preservation of dark-sky conditions, which are needed by the local observatories. New development
would be required to comply with the applicable lighting standards, and the location, type, and direction
of the lighting. A lighting plan is typically required to be submitted to planning departments during the
development review process to show illumination levels and point of intersection between fixtures, as
well as use of low-pressure sodium exterior lighting. Adherence to the lighting standards would reduce
impacts to dark skies.
In more urbanized areas, changes in visual character would occur as well, as remaining undeveloped
properties are developed and infill occurs. Visual character changes would occur because the infill
developments are larger than those that currently exist surrounding the communities and have the
potential to transform the surrounding community from existing rural to more urban communities. Local
jurisdictions have general plan policies, zoning ordinances, other ordinances, and additional
regulations/policies such as design guidelines in place to protect visual character and quality within their
jurisdictions. While some infill development projects would cause adverse visual character impacts in
urban areas, these policies and regulations would assure there would be no substantial degradation of
visual character.
While some of the regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan is located in
areas where it would not substantially affect the surrounding visual character, regional growth and land
use change in outlying and less urbanized areas would substantially degrade the visual character of an
area, including adding a visual element of urban character to an existing rural or open space area.
Therefore, impacts related to the degradation of visual character would be significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed Plan includes the construction of new rail and transit facilities by 2035, such as the
extension of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon with a connection to
the COASTER service in Sorrento Valley (Trolley Route 561); an extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro
to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista via
Highland and 4th Avenues; and three new streetcars along the Downtown, Little Italy, North Park, and
Golden Hill communities. The proposed Plan also includes double-tracking and several grade separation
projects in 2035 for the LOSSAN, SPRINTER, and Trolley. Rail grade separations include Phase 1 of the
Blue Line Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations through the South Bay communities, and
the Blue/Orange Track connection at 12th and Imperial.
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2035 would include additional Managed
Lanes along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, as well as portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR
78, SR 94, and I-805. General purpose lanes would be added along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and portions
of SR 52 and SR 67. Six Managed Lane connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 15, I-15, and
I-805, and five freeway connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 94, and SR 11/SR 905.
Intermodal improvements at SDIA and San Ysidro would also be completed by 2035. Due to the highly
urbanized nature of the area surrounding these improvements, degradation of visual character and
substantial sources of additional lighting and glare would not occur.
Two new general purpose lanes along SR 67 would be added from Mapleview to Gold Bar Lane, which
would result in a change in visual character. Projects with lane additions and improvements that would
result in increases in traffic on those roadways would experience additional light sources from vehicle
headlights at night, which would adversely affect dark skies. Adherence to the lighting standards
previously described would reduce impacts to dark skies.
The proposed Plan contains three transportation improvements on the arterial system by 2035. These
projects include new vehicle lanes and addition of Class II bicycle lanes along Genesee Avenue in San
Diego; new vehicle lanes and bicycle lanes and pedestrian pathways in the community of Ramona, and
new interchange and roadway improvements at SR 78. The Genesee Avenue section in San Diego
traverses portions of riparian habitat and large areas of open space, so impacts related to visual
character and additional lighting would occur along this corridor. Additionally, transportation
improvements in the community of Ramona and the more rural area near SR 78 would result in a
noticeable increase in light sources at night, which would adversely affect dark skies. Adherence to the
lighting standards would reduce impacts to dark skies. Adverse visual character impacts would occur in
these rural areas because roadway widening would introduce visual elements of urban character to an
existing rural area such as Ramona and the inland communities along SR 78.
In urbanized areas, roadways and ancillary improvements, such as sound walls, introduced by
transportation network improvements and programs may also result in adverse visual character impacts
depending on the scale of improvements and location of sensitive viewers, including the driving public,
users of gathering places, rest areas and vista points, and a large number of residents who live around
resources. New general purpose lanes and new Managed Lanes and park-and-ride lots such as in the I-5
corridor may result in some loss of existing freeway landscaping.
Although the transportation network improvements and programs described above would generally
occur in urbanized environments, they would substantially degrade the visual character of an area,
depending upon nearby sensitive viewers. Transportation network improvements would cause a
significant impact.
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2035 Conclusion
By 2035, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and programs that would substantially degrade visual character,
including adding visual elements of urban character to existing rural or open space areas. Therefore, this
impact (AES-3) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2036 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 215,061 people (6 percent), 97,152
housing units (7 percent), and 141,467 jobs (8 percent). The 2050 regional land use pattern is shown in
Figure 2.11-13.
Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036 and 2050 is in
the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new housing units and 77
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include the City Heights and Eastern Area of Mid-City, Greater North Park,
Uptown, Linda Vista, Clairemont Mesa, and Downtown. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Otay Mesa, and University City.
In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, and Spring Valley. The
highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Otay, Lakeside, and North
County Metro.
As identified in local subregional planning efforts (Appendix H), development in coastal areas includes
the City of Encinitas with the proposed buildout of the Downtown Encinitas Specific Plan and North 101
Specific Plan. Major development in the County planning area includes the Elfin Forest/Harmony Grove
Village in San Dieguito, Montecito Ranch in Ramona, Pala Mesa in Fallbrook, and Otay Ranch in the
South Bay.
Regional growth and land use change by 2050 would include some conversion of undeveloped lands,
although there would be a focus on infill development within the existing communities, all of which
would change visual character. This would also result in additional sources of light and glare, which
would have significant impacts on the region’s dark skies. Adherence to the lighting standards would
reduce impacts to dark skies and no adverse light and glare impacts would occur. In more urbanized
areas, changes in visual character would occur as well, as remaining undeveloped properties are
developed and infill occurs. Local jurisdictions have general plan policies, zoning ordinances, other
ordinances, and additional regulations/policies such as design guidelines in place to protect visual
character and quality within their jurisdictions. While some infill development projects would cause
adverse visual character impacts in urban areas, these policies and regulations would assure there
would be no substantial degradation of visual character.
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While some of the regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan is located in
areas where it would not substantially change the surrounding visual character, regional growth and
land use change in outlying and less urbanized areas would substantially degrade the visual character of
an area, including adding a visual element of urban character to an existing rural or open space area.
Therefore, impacts related to the degradation of visual character would be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2050, major transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified by
2020 and 2035) would include completion of double-tracking on the LOSSAN rail corridor, as well as the
Del Mar Tunnel and grade separations; an extension of the SPRINTER to Westfield North County; the
SPRINTER Express; Blue Line Trolley rail grade separations; transition of the Mid-City Rapid Bus from
SDSU to Downtown San Diego to Trolley; Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to
Kearny Mesa, Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center, and Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley; substantial
increases in Rapid bus services; a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla; and Phase II of the San Ysidro
ITC.
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2050 include additional Managed Lanes
along portions of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125; new general purpose lanes
along portions of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125; and highway operational
improvements along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76. There would be new Managed Lane connectors
along I-15 and I-805 at SR 52, and one new freeway connector at I-15 and SR 56. New toll lanes would be
added along I-5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange County border and along I-15 from SR 78 to
the Riverside County border. Increases in transit service on existing operating transit modes would not
result in an adverse change in visual character to the communities as the facilities already exist and the
community is adapted to the transit mode passing through the area.
Proposed improvements to existing facilities and construction of new highways, roadways, and other
transit facilities would create adverse visual impacts by adding visual elements of urban character to
existing rural or open spaces, as well as additional sources of light and glare. This would occur where
new alignments or improvements to existing facilities would pass through primarily rural, agricultural,
and/or open space areas and the contrast would result in substantial degradation of visual character.
These generally would occur along the I-5 corridor, north of Oceanside, along SR 76, east of the I-15 to
Couser Canyon, on I-15 between SR 78 and SR 76, along SR 56, along SR 67, on SR 94 east of SR 125, and
along SR 125 south of SR 54. Adherence to the lighting standards would reduce impacts to dark skies
and no adverse light and glare impacts would occur. In urbanized areas, roadways and ancillary
improvements such as sound walls introduced by transportation network improvements and programs
may also result in adverse visual character impacts depending on the scale of improvements and
location of sensitive viewers, including the driving public, users of gathering places, rest areas and vista
points, and a large number of residents who live around such visual resources. Highway widening and
the construction of Managed Lanes and park-and-ride lots may result in some loss of existing freeway
landscaping.
Although the above transportation network improvements and programs generally occur in urbanized
environments, they would substantially degrade the character of an area, depending upon nearby
sensitive viewers. Additional lighting from these projects, as well as any additional traffic, would
adversely affect dark skies. Adherence to the lighting standards would reduce impacts to dark skies and
no adverse light and glare impacts would occur. Transportation network improvements would cause a
significant impact.
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2050 Conclusion
By 2050, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements that would substantially degrade the visual character, including
adding visual elements of urban character to existing rural or open space areas. Therefore, this impact
(AES-3) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
AES-3

Substantially Degrade the Character of an Area

2020, 2035, and 2050
AES-3A Reduce impacts to visual character. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of
transportation network improvements, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can
and should, ensure that projects are designed to reduce impacts. In addition, during planning, design
and project-level CEQA review of development projects, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local
jurisdictions can and should incorporate measures that ensure that projects are designed to reduce
impacts. Measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Use contour grading to match surrounding terrain and existing natural, and man-made features
of the area.

•

Revegetate graded slopes and exposed earth surfaces prior to completion of construction.

•

Construct permanent barriers (e.g., sound walls, safety barriers, retaining walls) of materials
whose color and texture or treatment (e.g., landscaping cover) complements the surrounding
landscape and development. Break up large barrier façades using techniques that include, but
are not limited to, color, texture, landscaping, see-through safety barriers, and alternating
façades.

In addition, Mitigation Measures AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic Vistas, AES-2A Reduce Impacts
to Scenic Resources within a State Scenic Highway, and AES-2B Reduce Impacts to Local Scenic
Resources and Public Viewsheds, would also help to reduce impacts to visual character.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AES-1A, AES-2A, AES-2B, and AES-3A would reduce significant
impacts associated with the degradation of visual character. However, while these mitigation measures
reduce changes in visual character, it would be infeasible to prevent all instances of substantial
degradation of visual character caused by regional growth and land use change as well as transportation
network improvements. It cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigated to
a less than significant level. Therefore, substantial degradation of visual character would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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4.2

AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESOURCES

This section evaluates the agricultural and forestry resources impacts of the proposed Plan. The
information presented was compiled from multiple sources, including the County of San Diego, SANDAG,
the California Department of Conservation (DOC), the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA),
CAL FIRE, and local jurisdictions.

4.2.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS

4.2.1.1

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES

EXISTING AGRICULTURE AND FARMLANDS
For the purposes of this EIR, existing agricultural and farmlands are identified, regardless of parcel size
(Figure 4.2-1). Because there is no single comprehensive data set of existing agricultural and farmlands
in the San Diego region, SANDAG compiled the most recent information available from the following
sources. Data tables are provided in Appendix B of this EIR.
•

County Identified Agricultural Lands (2008) – these agricultural lands data were identified by the
County of San Diego in its General Plan Update EIR. Agricultural data sources used in this
calculation included: FMMP data; DPLU GIS vegetation data; California Department of Water
Resources land use data; Cleveland National Forest grazing allotments data; USDA Statistics
Service data; and Agricultural Weights and Measures Commodities data.

•

SANDAG Land Use (2012) – Current data set of agricultural resources including grazing lands
(field crops, grazing lands) and croplands (intensive agriculture, orchards and vineyards, and
truck crops).

•

San Diego County Agriculture Weights and Measures Agriculture Commodities data (2013) – this
database represents field border boundaries of agricultural commodity production sites
throughout the region.

•

Existing vegetation communities mapping described in Section 4.4 and Appendix E to this EIR –
these data include an agricultural lands category.

•

DOC Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) (2010) – these data identify Prime
Farmlands, Farmland of Local Importance, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique
Farmland.

Each data set uses different categories to classify agricultural and farmlands. In order to create a single
data set of existing agricultural and farmlands for this EIR, the data were combined into the following
categories as explained in Table B-1 in Appendix B to this EIR:
•
•
•
•
•
•

General agriculture,
Field crops,
Grazing lands,
Intensive agriculture,
Orchards and vineyards, and
Truck crops.
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4.2 Agricultural and Forestry Resources
As shown in Table 4.2-1, there are approximately 578,000 acres of existing agriculture and farmland in
the San Diego region. Grazing lands account for about 366,000 acres or 63 percent of agricultural lands,
and are found in locations throughout the San Diego region. General agriculture, field crops, and truck
crops tend to be in the northern portion of the San Diego region and in the northeast portions of the
unincorporated county. Orchard and Vineyards are concentrated in the north along Interstate 15.
Table 4.2-1
Existing Agricultural Lands in the San Diego Region
Agriculture Category
General Agriculture
Field Crops
Grazing Lands
Intensive Agriculture
Orchards and Vineyards
Truck Crops
Total

Source: Appendix B of this EIR

2012 Acreage
38,044
46,913
365,824
6,339
91,233
29,293
577,646

Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
The DOC Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) is one of several sources used to identify
existing agricultural lands. FMMP farmland categories are based on local soil characteristics and
irrigation status. Farmlands are classified according to soil factors, including available water holding
capacity, temperature regime, acidity, depth to the water table, electrical conductivity, flooding
potential, erosion hazard, permeability, rock content, and rooting depth. The best quality land is
identified as Prime Farmland and Farmland of Statewide Importance.
There are approximately 64,877 acres of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, and Farmland of Statewide
Importance in the San Diego region. The FMMP designated lands are included in the agricultural lands
data and are accounted for in Table 4.2-1.

EXISTING ZONING FOR AGRICULTURAL USE AND LANDS DESIGNATED UNDER THE
WILLIAMSON ACT
Agricultural zoning and Williamson Act contracts help preserve agricultural lands in the region. Existing
zoning information was obtained from the best available data sources (Appendix B) and includes lands
allowed for various types of agricultural operations (Figure 4.2-2). The purpose of agricultural zoning is
to accommodate various types of agricultural uses, preserve land, and allow for future development
where appropriate.
The California Land Conservation Act of 1965, commonly referred to as the Williamson Act, enables local
governments to enter into contracts with private landowners for the purpose of restricting specific
parcels of land to agricultural or related open space use. In return, landowners receive property tax
assessments that are much lower than normal because they are based upon farming and open space
uses as opposed to full market value. As of 2010, the most recent available data, the San Diego region
contains 73,828 acres of lands designated under the Williamson Act (DOC 2010). Figure 4.2-2 shows
lands in the San Diego region designated under the Williamson Act. Williamson Act lands are generally
located in the eastern portions of the County of San Diego along SR 78, SR 79, and SR 76.
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4.2 Agricultural and Forestry Resources
Public agencies may acquire Williamson Act contracted land for a wide range of public improvements.
Common reasons for publicly acquiring contracted land include wildlife habitat, water resource
management, public open space, and schools. Public acquisitions have been the second leading source
of contract termination acreage over the current decade. Before acquiring contracted lands, a public
agency must make findings that there is no other noncontracted land reasonably feasible for the
purpose, and that the lower cost of contracted land is not a primary factor in its decision. From 2010 to
2011, public acquisitions decreased in San Diego from 128 to 84 acres (DOC 2013).
During the past 25 years, very few property owners have requested to enter into a Williamson Act
Contract within the region. A total of 738 acres of farmland contracted under the Williamson Act was in
the process of nonrenewal as of 2011 (DOC 2013). The nonrenewal process takes 10 years to complete,
during which time property taxes are incrementally raised to remove the tax benefit, and at the end of
the 10-year period restrictions to development are lifted.

4.2.1.2

FORESTRY RESOURCES

EXISTING TIMBERLAND
The California Timberland Productivity Act of 1982 (Government Code Section 51100 et seq.) .defines
timberland as privately owned land, or land acquired for state forest purposes, which is devoted to and
used for growing and harvesting timber, or for growing and harvesting timber and compatible uses, and
which is capable of growing an average annual volume of wood fiber of at least 15 cubic feet per acre. A
Timberland Production Zone (TPZ) is an area zoned and used for growing and harvesting timber, or for
growing and harvesting timber and compatible uses. Compatible uses include those that do not
significantly detract from the use of the property for, or inhibit, growing and harvesting timber.
Compatible uses include, but are not limited to, watershed management; management for fish and
wildlife habitat or hunting and fishing; a use integrally related to the growing, harvesting, and processing
of forest products, including but not limited to roads, log landings, and log storage areas; the erection,
construction, alteration, or maintenance of gas, electric, water, or communication transmission
facilities; grazing; and a residence or other structure necessary for the management of land zoned as
timberland production. The San Diego region does not contain any land designated as timberland or as a
TPZ (Shih 2002).

EXISTING FOREST LAND
Public Resource Code Section 12220(g) defines “forest land” as land that can support 10 percent native
tree cover of any species, including hardwoods, under natural conditions, and that allows for
management of one or more forest resources, including timber, aesthetics, fish and wildlife,
biodiversity, water quality, recreation, and other public benefits. This section analyzes “forest land”
using current data sources for forest vegetation communities. Forest vegetation communities in the San
Diego region include riparian forest/woodland and upland forest/woodland; these vegetation
communities are located mainly in the coastal and montane subregions of the San Diego region and are
typically a variety of pine, oak, or other tree type.
Based on the most recent available vegetation data, the San Diego region contains a number of areas
that are considered “forest land,” totaling 291,473 acres (SANDAG 2014). Figure 4.2-3 shows lands
designated as forest land in the region. A number of state and national parks in the region also contain
forest land.
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4.2 Agricultural and Forestry Resources
The majority of forest land is located in parks and vacant and undeveloped areas located east of
incorporated cities and urbanized communities. A few areas with forest lands are also located near
urban centers. National and state parks with forest resources include the Torrey Pines State Natural
Reserve (TPSNR), Cleveland National Forest, Agua Tibia Wilderness Area (ATRNA), San Mateo Canyon
Wilderness, Santa Rosa Mountains State Wilderness, Palomar Mountain State Park, and Cuyamaca
Rancho State Park. The following sections describe national and state parks or preserved areas that
contain forest land.

Torrey Pines State Natural Reserve
TPSNR, located within the City of San Diego, has more than 2,000 acres of rare native Torrey pine forest
and southern maritime chaparral. Recreational uses are managed by the State Parks system. The trees
themselves were identified in the mid-1800s as a separate species of pine, and one that grows naturally
only along a small strip of coast from Del Mar to La Jolla and on Santa Rosa Island, which lies off in the
sea about 170 miles to the northwest. The Torrey pine is the rarest pine in the United States and one of
the rarest pines in the world. All natural features in the TPSNR are protected by law (TPSNR 2010).

The Cleveland National Forest
The Cleveland National Forest is the southernmost National Forest in California. Consisting of 460,000
acres, the forest offers a wide variety of terrains and recreational opportunities. Part of the Cleveland
National Forest is located in the unincorporated areas of San Diego County, in three noncontiguous
areas, and portions of the forest are also located in Orange and Riverside counties. It is prohibited to
damage or remove any tree or forest product except as authorized by a special-use authorization,
timber sale contract, or federal law or regulation (USFS 2008).

Agua Tibia Wilderness Area
Agua Tibia Wilderness is a 15,934-acre protected area in Riverside and San Diego counties, mostly within
the Palomar Ranger District of the Cleveland National Forest (Chester 2001). ATRNA, located within the
wilderness, comprises 480 acres of Bigcone Douglas-fir–canyon live oak forest. The ATRNA was set aside
for the study of this forest type in the Peninsular Range province and with emphasis on forest
succession, long-range ecological changes, and the effects of resource management practices (USFS
2002).

Palomar Mountain State Park
Coniferous forests cover much of the 1,862 acres of Palomar Mountain State Park, located in north San
Diego County (CSP 2011a). Palomar Mountain State Park has a long history of use as a resort and
camping destination, but logging operations have never been fully developed (Brueggeman 2008).

Cuyamaca Rancho State Park
Cuyamaca Rancho State Park is a state park located 40 miles east of San Diego in the Laguna Mountains
of the Peninsular Ranges. The park's 26,000 acres feature pine, fir, and oak forests, with meadows and
streams that exist due to the relatively high elevation of the area compared to its surroundings. The park
includes 6,512-foot Cuyamaca Peak, the second highest point in San Diego County (CSP 2011b).
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4.2.2

REGULATORY SETTING

FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Farmland Protection Policy Act of 1981
Congress passed the Agriculture and Food Act of 1981 (Public Law 97-98) containing the Farmland
Protection Policy Act (FPPA)—Subtitle I of Title XV, Section 1539-1549. The FPPA is intended to minimize
the impact federal programs have on the unnecessary and irreversible conversion of farmland to
nonagricultural uses. The objective of the FPPA is to ensure that—to the extent possible—federal
programs are administered to be compatible with state, local units of government, and private
programs and policies to protect farmland. Federal agencies are required to develop and review their
policies and procedures to implement the FPPA every 2 years (USDA 2014).

Federal Forest Legacy Program
The objective of the Federal Forest Legacy Program is to identify and protect environmentally important
forestlands that are threatened by present or future conversion to nonforest uses. Priority is given to
lands that can be effectively protected and managed and that have important scenic, recreational,
timber, riparian, fish and wildlife, threatened and endangered species, and other cultural and
environmental values. The program is entirely voluntary. Landowners who wish to participate may sell
or transfer particular rights, such as the right to develop the property or to allow public access, while
retaining ownership of the property and the right to use it in any way consistent with the terms of the
easement. The agency or organization holding the easement is responsible for managing the rights it
acquires and for monitoring compliance by the landowner. Forest management activities, including
timber harvesting, hunting, fishing, and hiking are encouraged provided they are consistent with the
program's purpose.
The Federal Forest Legacy Program is not solely a protection program. Eligible properties may be
“working forests,” where forestland is managed for the production of forest products and traditional
forest uses are maintained. These forest uses will include both commodity outputs and noncommodity
values. The purpose of these easements is to maintain these forests intact to provide such traditional
forest benefits as timber production, wildlife habitat, watershed protection, and/or open space. These
forests remain in private ownership, except for the restrictions on development or other uses conveyed
by the conservation easement to the agency selected by the landowner (CAL FIRE 2014).

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Right to Farm Act
The Right to Farm Act (Civil Code Section 3482.5) is designed to protect commercial agricultural
operations from nuisance complaints that may arise when an agricultural operation is conducting
business in a “manner consistent with proper and accepted customs.” The code specifies that
established operations that have been in business for 3 or more years that were not nuisances at the
time they began will not be considered a nuisance as a result of a new land use.
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Coastal Zone Management Act
The Coastal Zone Management Act requires the protection of agricultural lands within the coastal zone.
It does so by directly mandating that the maximum amount of prime agricultural land be maintained in
production, and by supporting various techniques to limit threats to agricultural productivity. These
include establishing stable urban-rural boundaries, agricultural buffers, development priority on lands
not suitable for agriculture, subdivision restrictions, and public service expansion controls (Public
Resource Code Section 30241).

California Farmland Conservancy Program (CFCP)
The CFCP (Public Resources Code Sec. 10200 et seq.) was formerly known as the Agricultural Land
Stewardship Program, which began in 1995. The CFCP provides grants for agricultural conservation
easements with the intent to encourage the long-term, private stewardship of agricultural lands through
the voluntary use of agricultural conservation easements. The CFCP provides grants to local
governments and qualified nonprofit organizations. Easements funded by the CFCP must be of a size and
nature suitable for viable commercial agriculture. An agricultural conservation easement is a voluntary,
legally recorded deed restriction placed on a property used for agricultural production. The easements
are held by land trusts or local governments. The goal is to maintain agricultural land in active
production by removing the development pressures from the land. Such easements prohibit practices
that would damage or interfere with the agricultural use of the land. Because the easement is a
restriction on the deed of the property, the easement remains in effect even when the land changes
ownership. While other benefits may accrue because the land is not developed (scenic and habitat
values, for example), the primary use of the land is agricultural.

California Land Conservation Act (Williamson Act)
The California Land Conservation Act, better known as the Williamson Act, creates incentives designed
to retain prime agricultural land and open space in agricultural use (Government Code Sections 51200–
51297.4). The Williamson Act requires 10-year contracts between the local government and
participating landowners. The initial term of 10 years renews automatically each year (local
governments can establish initial contract terms for longer periods of time). Generally, any commercial
agricultural use will be permitted within any agricultural preserve.
The Williamson Act also includes Farmland Security Zone (FSZ) provisions. An FSZ is an area created
within an agricultural preserve by a local government upon request by one or more landowners. FSZ
contracts offer landowners greater property tax reduction in return for an initial contract term of 20
years, with renewal occurring automatically each year. Land restricted by an FSZ contract is valued for
property assessment purposes at 65 percent of its Williamson Act valuation, or 65 percent of its
Proposition 13 valuation, whichever is lower. New special taxes for urban-related services must be
levied at an unspecified reduced rate unless the tax directly benefits the land or living improvements.
Cities and special districts that provide nonagricultural services are generally prohibited from annexing
land enrolled under an FSZ contract. Similarly, school districts are prohibited from taking FSZ lands for
school facilities (DOC 2014).
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Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program
The FMMP produces maps and statistical data used for analyzing impacts on California’s agricultural
resources. Agricultural land is rated according to soil quality and irrigation status; the best quality land is
called Prime Farmland. The maps are updated every 2 years with the use of a computer mapping
system, aerial imagery, public review, and field reconnaissance. The goal of the FMMP is to provide
consistent and impartial data to decision makers for use in assessing present status, reviewing trends,
and planning for the future of California’s agricultural land resources (DOC 2015).

The Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act
The Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act (Government Code Sections 56000 et
seq.) establishes procedures for local government changes of organization, including city incorporations,
annexations to a city or special district, and city and special district consolidations. This act requires that
development or use of land for other than open space will be guided away from existing prime
agricultural lands in open space use toward areas containing nonprime agricultural lands, unless that
action would not promote that planned, orderly, efficient development of an area.

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection’s and Resource Assessment Program
The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection’s and Resource Assessment Program (FRAP)
accesses the amount and extent of California’s forest and rangelands. The program analyzes their
condition and identifies alternative management and policy guidelines. The assessment links together
state requirements for natural resource inventories and strategies and the federal government's desire
to rely more heavily on these state programs in determining priorities for funding (Cal Fire 2015).

Open Space Subvention Act
The Open Space Subvention Act (OSSA, Government Code Sections 16140 et seq.) was enacted on
January 1, 1972, to provide for the partial replacement of local property tax revenue foregone as a result
of participation in the Williamson Act and other enforceable open space restriction programs. Through
2009, participating local governments received annual payments of foregone property tax revenues on
the basis of the quantity (number of acres), quality (soil type and agricultural productivity), and, for FSZ
contracts, location (proximity to a city) of land enrolled under eligible enforceable open space
restrictions (County of San Diego 2011). These payments have been suspended in more recent years due
to revenue shortfalls.

California Forest Legacy Act
The California Forest Legacy Act (CFLA, Public Resources Code Sections 12200 et seq.) was enacted in
2000 and extended in 2007. The CFLA allows the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
to acquire conservation easements, and permit federal agencies, state agencies, local governments, and
nonprofit land trust organizations to hold conservation easements acquired pursuant to the California
Forest Legacy Program. The California Forest Legacy Program provides funding for conservation
easements, with the objective to protect the forest land base, as well as forest resources such as fish
and wildlife habitat and water quality, while ensuring the continuance of traditional uses and protection
of landowners' property rights. Landowners participating in the programs are required to prepare a
multi-resource management plan that is the equivalent, or more extensive than, a Forest Stewardship
Plan (per U.S. Forest Service guidelines) (CAL FIRE 2011).
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REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Nearly all cities and the County of San Diego have adopted general plans and zoning regulations that
address, to some degree, the preservation and use of agricultural lands. Jurisdictions containing lands
designated for agriculture typically have zoning codes and regulations that provide detailed direction
related to development standards; permitted, conditionally permitted, and prohibited uses; and other
regulations. Additionally, coastal communities within the coastal zone rely on Local Coastal Programs
(LCPs) as basic planning tools to guide local governments with development in the coastal zone, in
partnership with the Coastal Commission. LCPs contain the ground rules for future development and
protection of coastal resources as well as agricultural resources in the 76 coastal cities and counties. The
LCPs specify appropriate location, type, and scale of new or changed uses of land and water. Each LCP
includes a land use plan and measures to implement the plan (such as zoning ordinances).This section
focuses on the local regulations, policies, and programs related to preservation of lands designated for
agricultural uses in the region, which are provided in Table 4.2-2.
Table 4.2-2
Local Agriculture Regulations, Policies, or Programs
Jurisdiction
Carlsbad

Regulation, Policy, or Program
The City of Carlsbad Local Coastal Program protects agricultural lands from the premature conversion to more
urban land uses by establishing programs that require mitigation for conversion of agricultural property to urban
uses. It also established methods to benefit agriculture in the community by providing financial assistance
through cash programs.
General Plan Policy, Agriculture Implementing Policies and Action Programs (City of Carlsbad 2014):
C-1: Support and utilize all measures available, including the Williamson Act, to reduce the financial burdens on
agricultural land, not only to prevent premature development, but also to encourage its continued use for
agricultural purposes.
C-2: Participate with neighboring cities and communities in projects leading to preservation of agricultural
resources and other types of open space along mutual sphere of influence boundaries.
C-3: The City shall utilize all existing programs and land use protections and explore possible new grant programs
and other outside financial assistance to keep the existing Flower Fields in permanent farming and flower
production.
C-4: Attempt to preserve the flower fields or lands east of I-5 to the first ridgeline between Cannon Road and
Palomar Airport Road, through whatever method created and most advantageous to the City of Carlsbad.
C-5: Buffer agriculture from more intensive urban land uses with mutually compatible intermediate land uses.

Chula Vista

Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas

C.6 Encourage soil and water conservation techniques in agricultural activities.
The Otay Ranch General Development Plan, approved jointly by the City of Chula Vista and County of San Diego
for the future development of Otay Ranch, establishes goals, objectives, policies, and implementation measures
relative to the protection of agricultural resources. The Range Management Plan for Otay Ranch
recommendations and implementing actions provided for ongoing managed grazing activities on conveyed lands
if the activity is shown not to negatively affect biological resources (City of Chula Vista 1994).
No applicable agricultural regulations, polies, or programs.
No applicable agricultural regulations, polies, or programs.
The City of El Cajon does not have any lands designated for agricultural use but allows limited agricultural uses in
large residential zones and open space zones (Shute 2011).
The Agricultural Overlay Zone restricts development on properties presently under a Williamson Act contract
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Jurisdiction

Regulation, Policy, or Program
and described on the City map delineating the AGO Zone to that which is necessary for agricultural operations.
The Land Use Element of the General Plan contains a policy that specific plans will not be approved unless the
exclusive agriculture use of the land is no longer feasible, or that to allow development on portions of the plan
area will enhance the feasibility of agriculture use of the remaining portions of the area (City of Encinitas 1989).

Escondido

Imperial
Beach
La Mesa
Lemon
Grove
National
City

The Encinitas Ranch Specific Plan contains policies to ensure the economic viability of agricultural uses in the
planning area and preserve sufficient land area so as to ensure the financial viability of agriculture on the
property and the continued operation of the Paul Ecke Ranch (City of Encinitas 1994).
City of Escondido General Plan policies (City of Escondido 1990):
H1.1: The City shall strive to maintain large-lot residential land uses with appropriate zoning designations in
agricultural areas that are compatible with preserving agricultural productivity.
H1.2: Agriculture should be buffered from more intensive urban uses with intermediate land uses which are
mutually compatible, through the implementation of appropriate policies of the Land Use Element.H1.3: The
City may explore a variety of techniques to preserve existing agricultural lands. In particular, the City should
study:
(a) The formation of an Agricultural Land Trust, defined as a nonprofit corporation organized according to the
Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law of California and Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The
corporation is empowered to acquire, manage, and/or hold agricultural land for the public benefit but without
the necessary expenditures of public revenues.
(b) The requirements for projects to transfer development rights from existing agricultural lands to other
portions of the project, thereby preserving the agricultural lands in permanent open space, consistent with
clustering policies.
(c) The “right to farm” in open space areas.
No applicable agricultural regulations, polies, or programs.
No applicable agricultural regulations, polies, or programs.
No applicable agricultural regulations, polies, or programs.
The City of National City Draft General Plan Update policy (City of National City 2012):
OS-3.3: Encourage the development of unused land such as portions of parks and utility right of ways to be
converted to productive space for growing food.
OS-3.5: Identify potentially feasible site locations for urban agriculture, including locations for street
conversions, and identify links between them.
OS-3.8: Maintain an on-going dialogue with the community to ensure that its needs are being addressed by
urban agriculture endeavors.

Oceanside

OS-3.11: Explore opportunities for the planting of fruit trees and gardens in the public right-of-way, where
feasible.
City of Oceanside General Plan policies (City of Oceanside 2002):
2.5 B: Residential development shall be permitted provided such development does not interfere with existing
agricultural operations and that the open space character of the area is preserved. Appropriate minimum lot
areas shall be determined by the area's topography, adjacent land uses, and the availability of public services
and utilities; however, under no circumstances shall lot areas be less than two and one-half (2½) acres. Lot
configurations and dimensions shall provide areas of sufficient size to conduct limited, low-intensity agricultural
activities such as orchards, gardens, and the keeping of livestock.
2.5 C: The City shall, in all proposed actions converting agricultural lands to other land uses, consider the loss of
those lands to the potential agricultural productivity to the community; and shall assure that land use
compatibility to agricultural lands is fully defined and assured.
2.5 D: Land use compatibility is of primary importance to agricultural areas, since land use conflicts between
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Jurisdiction
Poway

Regulation, Policy, or Program
agricultural and nonagricultural uses can force the economic non-viability of agricultural areas.
City of Poway General Plan contains a policy to allow agriculture on lands designated Open Space – Resource
Management (OS-RM) with approval of the City Council.
The City’s General Plan encourages the combination of agriculture and residential uses in High Valley and parts
of Green Valley.

City of San
Diego

The City’s General Plan states that numerous areas are lightly developed with activities or facilities that serve the
region as unique or outstanding recreational safety or managed production (agriculture, mineral extraction
areas). These areas should be retained as open space and in some cases increased to serve the region’s
expanding needs (City of Poway 1991).
City of San Diego General Plan policies (City of San Diego 2012):
CE-L.1. Manage agricultural activity to minimize soil erosion and minimize the release of contaminants into
surface and groundwater resources.
CE-L.2. Limit retail activity in agriculturally-designated areas to uses that are reasonably related to agriculture
(e.g., sale of locally grown farm products).
CE-L.3. Encourage agricultural operations such as community farms and gardens (especially
on City-leased lands) to provide for educational experiences which demonstrate the history, importance and
value of agricultural operations, and to provide more healthy, sustainable, local food options.
CE-L.4. Continue water reclamation research programs to develop realistic methods of providing inexpensive
means of leaching soils, irrigating crops and preventing salt water intrusion.
CE-L.5. Integrate agriculture and sustainability principles that promote clean air and water, and healthy soils,
habitats, and ecosystems.
Encourage sustainable agricultural and water quality best management practices, such as tillage, use of grass
filter strips, runoff detention basins, and organic farming, on all private land and require BMPs on new or
renewed City land leased for agricultural purposes. Provide the minimum amount of flood
control/channelization.
b. Encourage sustainable agricultural operations, especially on City-leased lands, to offer more sustainable, local
food choices.
CE-L.6. Provide mechanisms to permit private land owners of prime agricultural lands to take advantage of the
Williamson Act.
CE-L.7. Balance the economic benefits provided by agricultural uses with the competing water resource,
biological and cultural resource management and recreation priorities. See also Historic Preservation Element
policies HP- A.2, A.3, and A.4 concerning historical and cultural resources, and government-to-government
relationships with the Kumeyaay/Diegueno tribes of San Diego. See the Conservation Element Policy CE-B.1.e
and Section G for policies pertaining to native plants and biological resources.
CE-L.8. Foster an urban agriculture system that is environmentally and economically sustainable.
Encourage the use of urban agricultural techniques that require reduced land and water use as compared to
conventional methods.
Recognize the cultural and economic benefits of providing opportunities for residents to grow healthy,
affordable, culturally appropriate foods, and to augment their food budget through urban agriculture.
Reduce waste and increase agricultural productivity through increased composting of organic waste.
Recognize the essential role of honeybees and other pollinators in healthy ecosystems and in the food supply
chain. Support safe and reasonable beekeeping.
CE-L.9. Increase opportunities for urban agriculture.
Develop land development regulations that allow urban agriculture uses in appropriate locations, with
parameters designed to control potential impacts to neighboring uses and properties.
Develop land development regulations that increase opportunities for farmers markets on public and private
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Jurisdiction

San Marcos
Santee
Solana
Beach
Vista

Regulation, Policy, or Program
lands.
Monitor implementation of urban agriculture goals and policies.
Support rooftop gardens and the use of edible landscape materials.
Encourage the use of vacant land underutilized lots for urban agriculture.
Explore potential locations for urban agriculture uses as a part of long range plans and other projects.
No applicable agricultural regulations, polies, or programs.
The City of Santee allows agricultural use in lands designated as Open Space under special conditions (City of
Santee 2009).
City of Solana Beach General Plan Policy 4.a: The city’s land use plan shall allow for floriculture (or similar
agriculture) operations within the city. The only site with this designation is the area north of Patty Hill Drive
between Rios Avenue and Barbara Avenue (City of Solana Beach 2006).
The City of Vista General Plan contains a number of policies to preserve agricultural uses (City of Vista 1998):
•
•

County of
San Diego

Right-to-farm provisions
Support legislation proposed by other agencies that would provide tax incentives or other economic
incentives for agricultural land use
•
Provide lower power and water rates for agricultural endeavors, making reclaimed water readily
available
•
Make public lands in the Sphere of Influence available for agricultural leaseholds
•
Adopt a Greenhouse policy
•
Consider the establishment of gardens or groves in open space Green Belt areas of projects as an
alternative amenity to natural open or passive recreational facilities
•
Encourage fruit-producing plants in landscape areas
•
Encourage family gardens and or groves in the lower density residential areas
•
Make public lands available for community garden projects in undeveloped parks or other public
vacant land when no development is projected
•
Communicate clearly and show by example that there will be no development penalties levied towards
any person utilizing their property as interim agriculture
•
In approving Specific Plans and Subdivisions, the City should include standard provisions that specify
that interim agricultural uses are encouraged and permitted in considering development projects.
•
In considering development projects involving areas containing agricultural resources the City should
negotiate a density transfer or development bonuses that equitably increases building entitlement.
County of San Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances Sections 63.401 and 63.402, the Agricultural Enterprises and
Notice to Prospective Homeowners Ordinance, defines and limits the circumstances under which agricultural
enterprise activities, operations, and facilities will constitute a nuisance.
The San Diego County Board of Supervisors Policy I-38, Support and Encouragement of Farming in San Diego
County, sets forth policies for the implementation of the Williamson Act.
The County of San Diego General Plan policies (County of San Diego 2011):
LU‐5.3 Rural Land Preservation. Ensure the preservation of existing open space and rural areas (e.g., forested
areas, agricultural lands, wildlife habitat and corridors, wetlands, watersheds, and groundwater recharge areas)
when permitting development under the Rural and Semi Rural Land Use Designations.
LU‐6.4 Sustainable Subdivision Design. Require that residential subdivisions be planned to conserve open space
and natural resources, protect agricultural operations including grazing, increase fire safety and defensibility,
reduce impervious footprints, use sustainable development practices, and, when appropriate, provide public
amenities. [See applicable community plan for possible relevant policies.]
Policy LU-7.1: Agricultural Land Development. Protect agricultural lands with lower density land use designations
that support continued agricultural operations.
Policy LU-7.2: Parcel Size Reduction as Incentive for Agriculture. Allow for reductions in lot size for compatible
development when tracts of existing historically agricultural land are preserved in conservation easements for
continued agricultural use.
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Jurisdiction

Regulation, Policy, or Program
COS‐6.1 Economic Diversity. Support the economic competitiveness of agriculture and encourage the
diversification of potential sources of farm income, including value added products, agricultural tourism,
roadside stands, organic farming, and farmers markets.
COS‐6.2 Protection of Agricultural Operations. Protect existing agricultural operations from encroachment of
incompatible land uses by doing the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limiting the ability of new development to take actions to limit existing agricultural uses by informing
and educating new projects as to the potential impacts from agricultural operations.
Encouraging new or expanded agricultural land uses to provide a buffer of non‐intensive agriculture or
other appropriate uses (e.g., landscape screening) between intensive uses and adjacent non‐
agricultural land uses.
Allowing for agricultural uses in agricultural areas and designing development and lots in a manner
that facilitates continued agricultural use within the development.
Requiring development to minimize potential conflicts with adjacent agricultural operations through
the incorporation of adequate buffers, setbacks, and project design measures to protect surrounding
agriculture.
Supporting local and State right‐to‐farm regulations.
Retain or facilitate large and contiguous agricultural operations by consolidation of development
during the subdivision process.

COS‐6.3 Compatibility with Recreation and Open Space. Encourage siting recreational and open space uses and
multi‐use trails that are compatible with agriculture adjacent to the agricultural lands when planning for
development adjacent to agricultural land uses.
COS-6.4: Conservation Easements. Support the acquisition or voluntary dedication of agriculture conservation
easements and programs that preserve agricultural lands.
COS‐6.5 Best Management Practices. Encourage best management practices in agriculture and animal
operations to protect watersheds, reduce GHG emissions, conserve energy and water, and utilize alternative
energy sources, including wind and solar power.

Local Policies and Programs: Forest Lands
Similar to agriculture, local jurisdictions have adopted general plans, regulations, and policies that
address the preservation and use of open space and biological resources, including forest lands. These
plans include the Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP), Multiple Habitat Conservation
Program (MHCP), TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program, and other local biological resources
regulations as described in Section 4.4.

4.2.3

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, the unique nature of the proposed Plan’s
agricultural and forestry resources impacts, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan.
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Checklist questions for agriculture and forestry are provided in Section II of Appendix G. For purposes of
this EIR, the Appendix G questions have been combined and modified. Criterion II (a) is addressed in AG1. Criteria (b) and (c) related to Williamson Act lands and lands zoned for agriculture are addressed in
AG-2. FR-1 addresses criteria (c) and (d) related to forestry resources. Further, criterion (e) addressing
other factors that may result in the conversion of agricultural and forestry resources is addressed in all
of the criteria below. No timberland exists in the proposed Plan area. For the purposes of this EIR,
implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant agricultural and forestry resources impact
if it would:
AG-1

Convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use.

AG-2

Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract

FR-1

Convert or result in the loss of “Forest Land” as defined in the California Forest Legacy Act of
2007 (Public Resources Code Section 12220(g)).

4.2.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

AG-1

CONVERT AGRICULTURAL LANDS TO NONAGRICULTURAL USE.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Although the proposed Plan’s SCS seeks to preserve farmland through compact development, some
conversions of agricultural land to nonagricultural use would occur under the proposed Plan. This
section analyzes conversion of existing agricultural lands to nonagricultural use as a result of regional
growth and land use change and transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan.
Existing agricultural lands used for the analysis are mapped in Figure 4.2-1. Impacts calculated for total
agricultural land converted include all agricultural parcels, regardless of parcel size. In addition to
impacts from direct conversion of land, the determination of impact significance also considers indirect
effects to the viability of continued agricultural production in areas where regional growth and land use
change and other pressures would result in indirect impacts to these resources.
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Any nonagricultural growth and land use change within existing agricultural lands is considered a direct
impact to these resources. The direct impacts of regional growth and land use change were quantified
using GIS methods by overlaying forecasted regional growth and land use change onto the existing
agricultural lands. The analysis quantifies direct impacts to existing agricultural lands using different
approaches: (1) growth in land use categories other than Spaced Rural Residential and (2) Spaced Rural
Residential.
Growth and land use change (other than growth in the Spaced Rural Residential category) that would
occur within existing agricultural lands is considered a 100 percent conversion of existing agricultural
land to a nonagricultural use. For these impacts it was possible to calculate impacts to specific
subcategories of agricultural land (e.g., orchards and vineyards, field crops).
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The analysis of growth in the Spaced Rural Residential land use category uses a different approach to
quantify conversion of existing agricultural land to nonagricultural uses. The analysis is based on a
conversion factor for the impacts of semi-rural and rural residential development on agricultural lands
used by the County of San Diego in its General Plan Update EIR (County of San Diego 2011). Applying the
conversion factor to analysis of the impacts of Spaced Rural Residential lands identified in the proposed
Plan is appropriate because most of the Spaced Rural Residential lands are semi-rural and rural
residential land use designations in the unincorporated County (along with rural residential land use
designations in other local jurisdictions with similar density restrictions). Forecasted regional growth and
land use change in the proposed Plan is based on adopted local general plans, including the County
General Plan Update.
Based on a review of past built-out subdivision projects on existing agricultural lands in the
unincorporated County, County staff identified that, on average, subdivision of existing agricultural lands
results in permanent conversion of 1.5 acres of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use per lot.
Due to San Diego’s unique agricultural characteristics, land that is subdivided into smaller lots may
actually increase agricultural viability, since smaller parcels are more affordable and still conducive for
raising crops in the County. For example, 68 percent of farms in the County are between one and nine
acres in size, with an average farm size of four acres. Nevertheless, any subdivision of land resulting in
the development of housing on lands with agricultural resources would convert some agricultural land
to nonagricultural use from development activities such as grading activities and the installation of
residences, driveways, utilities, leach fields, and accessory units. For Spaced Rural Residential impacts,
without site-specific development proposals, it is not possible to accurately calculate impacts to specific
subcategories of agricultural land.
It should be noted that while the methodology for Impact AG-1 uses the same conversion factor for the
impacts of semi-rural and rural residential development on agricultural lands used by the County of San
Diego in its General Plan Update EIR (i.e., 1.5 acres of permanent agricultural land conversion per
subdivided lot), other aspects of this EIR analysis are fundamentally different than the County’s
methodology as explained below.
The County methodology uses the County General Plan Land Use Map to identify the total amount of
existing agricultural lands designated for rural or semi-rural residential development, and then
calculates the maximum amount of lots that could theoretically be created under that designation. It
does not take into account any factors that affect whether such land would develop, and if so, how
much land and by when. As a result, while the County methodology accurately identifies existing
agricultural lands with a rural or semi-rural residential General Plan designation, it greatly overestimates
actual physical conversion of agricultural land that would occur as a result of rural residential
development by not taking into account a variety of reasonably foreseeable factors and available
information related to land development, such as economic and demographic trends, physical and
regulatory constraints, proximity to job centers, access to transportation networks (e.g., highways,
public transit), and historical development patterns.
The Impact AG-1 methodology uses the locations of forecasted regional growth and development under
the proposed Plan, which are based on the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast. While the forecast is
based on the same County land use designations, it provides a finer-grain prediction of specific locations
similar in size to individual parcels within rural and semi-rural residential areas on the County General
Plan Land Use Map that would develop with rural and semi-rural residential housing, and by when.
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The forecast is based on the best available information at the time of Draft EIR preparation and wellproven and verified SANDAG modeling methods. In summary, the forecast process includes two iterative
phases. First, a forecast for the entire region is produced based largely on economic and demographic
trends. The second phase allocates the forecasted growth down to the jurisdictions and smaller
geographic areas similar in size to individual parcels. The subregional forecast model distributes growth
based on a variety of factors including available capacity for housing, constraints to development
(e.g., floodplains, steep slopes, habitat preserves, historic districts, etc.), proximity and access to jobs
and transportation networks, and historical development patterns; however, it does not allocate growth
beyond what is allowed by any jurisdiction’s general plan.
Because of the fundamental differences in methods, the two approaches yield different results, with
SANDAG’s estimates of actual physical conversion of agricultural land considerably lower than the
County estimates of agricultural land that could theoretically be converted under General Plan buildout.
For example, take the following County General Plan land use designation: Rural Lands 20 (RL-20), which
allows for one dwelling unit per 20 gross acres. Table B-5 of Appendix B shows that, according to the
Regional Growth Forecast, a total of 4,552 acres of existing agricultural lands within the RL-20
designation being developed by 2020; by comparison, the County methodology identifies 38,118 acres
of existing agricultural land designated as RL-20 by the General Plan. The 4,552 acres of development in
the RL-20 designation would result in up to 228 lots (one dwelling unit per lot), whereas 38,118 acres
would result in up to 1,906 lots (one dwelling unit per lot). Applying the factor of 1.5 acres of permanent
agricultural land conversion per lot results in conversion of about 341 acres under the Impact AG-1
approach, and about 2,859 acres under the County methodology.
For the reasons presented above, the methodology used in Impact AG-1 constitutes a more accurate
method based on the best available information for estimating actual physical conversion of existing
agricultural lands to nonagricultural use as a result of the forecasted regional growth and land use
change in the proposed Plan.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements would also convert existing agricultural lands to nonagricultural
use. The direct impacts of transportation network improvements are evaluated through GIS methods by
overlaying transportation improvement project footprints onto the existing agricultural lands dataset
described in Section 4.2.1.1. Transportation network improvements that would convert existing
agricultural lands to nonagricultural use are calculated for each project that would have a direct impact
on existing agricultural lands. Transportation network improvement project footprints are based on
available information at the time of analysis. Figures 2.0-15 thru 2.0-23 show the locations of planned
transportation network improvements. The GIS analysis uses the best available information for the
physical footprint of each improvement including, when available, existing Caltrans engineering projectlevel CADD designs.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s impacts on the conversion of existing agricultural land to nonagricultural use include
but are not limited to, higher annual average temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures,
longer and more humid heat waves, less frequent and more intense rainstorms and more frequent flood
events, more intense and frequent drought and increased evaporation from soil and reservoirs, more
frequent, severe wildfires, and spreading of pests and vector-borne diseases. In general, climate change
effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. More information related to climate change effects is
provided in Appendix F.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, population within the region is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people, housing by 83,836
units, and employment by 173,211 jobs. Regional growth and land use change that would convert
agricultural lands to nonagricultural use are shown in Figure 4.2-4.
Regional growth and land use change would decrease the viability of agriculture on those lands by direct
conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use. As shown in Table 4.2-3, regional growth in land
use categories other than Spaced Rural Residential would convert approximately 8,904 acres to
nonagricultural use, including 377 acres of Prime Farmland, 110 acres of Farmland of Statewide
Importance, and 785 acres of Unique Farmland. Additionally, regional growth in the Spaced Rural
Residential land use category would convert an estimated 1,568 acres to nonagricultural use, including
about 695 acres of FMMP-designated lands (i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance,
and Unique Farmland). A total of about 10,500 acres of existing agricultural land (all parcel sizes) would
be converted to nonagricultural uses between 2012 and 2020, including about 2,000 acres of FMMPdesignated lands (i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland).
Regional growth that occurs in proximity to agricultural lands would also cause land use conflicts that
would indirectly result in additional agricultural land conversions. These conflicts include, but are not
limited to, noise, odors, water rights and use, chemicals, and runoff. Additionally, urban development
near agricultural land increases the value of the agricultural land, which makes land purchase for
agricultural expansion difficult, and provides more incentive to sell the property for nonagricultural use.
Commercial, office, or industrial uses would also be incompatible uses when abutting lands with
agricultural operations.
Table 4.2-3
Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use from Regional Growth and Land Use Change,
2012-2020
Agricultural Lands (acres)
Conversion to Nonagricultural Use (acres)
Agricultural Land
Total
Subcategories
2012
2020
100 Percent
Spaced Rural Residential
General Agriculture
38,044
37,631
413
--Field Crops
46,913
45,741
1,172
--Grazing Lands
365,824
360,915
4,909
--Intensive Agriculture
6,339
6,243
96
--Orchards and Vineyards
91,233
90,276
957
--Truck Crops
29,293
27,935
1,358
--Total
577,646
568,741
8,904
1,568
10,472
Source: Appendix B of this EIR.
Notes:
Acreages have been rounded after summation.
For growth within the Spaced Rural Residential land use category, it is not possible to calculate the amount of land converted to
nonagricultural use for individual agricultural land subcategories. As a result, only total agricultural lands converted are
provided for growth within the Spaced Rural Residential land use category.
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4.2 Agricultural and Forestry Resources
Existing laws and programs described in Section 4.2.2, such as the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of 2000 and policies of local jurisdictions, would protect some
agricultural lands and reduce the pressure to convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use. However,
the proposed Plan regional growth and land use changes would still convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use, and this impact would be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.2-4 approximately 482 acres of existing agricultural land would be converted to
nonagricultural use as a result of the transportation network improvements planned by 2020, including
11 acres of Prime Farmland, 3 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance, and 14 acres of Unique
Farmland, for a total of 28 acres of FMMP-designated lands. The proposed Plan transportation network
improvements would convert agricultural lands to non-agricultural use, and this impact would be
significant.
Table 4.2-4
Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use from Planned Transportation Network
Improvements, 2012-2020
Agricultural Lands (acres)
Agricultural Land
Subcategories
2012
2020
General Agriculture
38,044
38,027
Field Crops
46,913
46,874
Grazing Lands
365,824
365,498
Intensive Agriculture
6,339
6,332
Orchards and Vineyards
91,233
91,195
Truck Crops
29,293
29,238
Total
577,646
577,164
Source: Appendix B of this EIR
Note: Acreages have been rounded after summation.

Total Conversion to
Nonagricultural Use (acres)
17
39
326
7
38
55
482

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would convert approximately 10,954 acres of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use,
including about 1,995 acres of FMMP-designated lands (i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, Unique Farmland). In addition, growth and land use change near agricultural lands would
indirectly decrease the viability of agriculture production on those lands. Therefore, this impact (AG-1)
in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2035, population within the region is forecasted to increase by 710,269 people (23 percent), housing
by 228,965 housing units (20 percent), and employment by 319,025 jobs (24 percent). Regional growth
and land use change that would convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use are shown in Figure
4.2-4.
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As Shown in Table 4.2-5, regional growth in land use categories other than Spaced Rural Residential
would convert approximately 16,751 acres to nonagricultural use, including about 453 acres of Prime
Farmland, 238 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance, and 1,383 acres of Unique Farmland.
Additionally, regional growth in the Spaced Rural Residential land use category would convert an
estimated 4,275 acres to nonagricultural use, including 2,228 acres of FMMP-designated lands (i.e.,
Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique Farmland). A total of about 21,026
acres of existing agricultural land (all parcel sizes) would be converted to nonagricultural uses between
2012 and 2035, including 4,302 acres of FMMP-designated lands (i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland of
Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland).
Regional growth that occurs in proximity to agricultural lands would also cause land use conflicts that
would indirectly result in additional agricultural land conversions. These conflicts include, but are not
limited to, noise, odors, water rights and use, chemicals, and runoff. Additionally, urban development
near agricultural land increases the value of the agricultural land, which makes land purchase for
agricultural expansion difficult, and provides more incentive to sell the property for nonagricultural use.
Commercial, office, or industrial uses would also be incompatible uses when abutting lands with
agricultural operations.
Table 4.2-5
Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use from Regional Growth and Land Use Change,
2012-2035
Agricultural Lands (acres)
Conversion to Nonagricultural Use (acres)
Agricultural Land
Subcategories
2012
2035
100 Percent
Spaced Rural Residential
Total
General Agriculture
38,044
37,282
762
--Field Crops
46,913
44,429
2,484
--Grazing Lands
365,824
356,535
9,289
--Intensive Agriculture
6,339
5,981
358
--Orchards and Vineyards
91,233
89,358
1,875
--Truck Crops
29,293
27,309
1,984
--Total
577,646
560,894
16,751
4,275
21,026
Source: Appendix B of this EIR
Notes:
Acreages have been rounded after summation.
For growth within the Spaced Rural Residential land use category, it is not possible to calculate the amount of land converted
to nonagricultural use for individual agricultural land subcategories. As a result, only total agricultural lands converted are
provided for growth within the Spaced Rural Residential land use category.

Existing laws and programs described in Section 4.2.2 such as the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of 2000 and policies of local jurisdictions, would protect some
agricultural lands and reduce the pressure to convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use. However,
the proposed Plan regional growth and land use changes would still convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use, and this impact would be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.2-6, approximately 662 acres of existing agricultural land would be converted to
nonagricultural use as a result of the transportation network improvements planned by 2035, including
13 acres of Prime Farmland, 3 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance and 18 acres of Unique
Farmland, for a total of 34 acres of FMMP-designated lands. The proposed Plan transportation network
improvements would convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use, and this impact would be
significant.
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Table 4.2-6
Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use from Planned Transportation Network
Improvements, 2012-2035
Agricultural Lands (acres)
Agricultural Land
Subcategories
2012
2035
General Agriculture
38,044
38,014
Field Crops
46,913
46,869
Grazing Lands
365,824
365,339
Intensive Agriculture
6,339
6,330
Orchards and Vineyards
91,233
91,195
Truck Crops
29,293
29,236
Total
577,646
576,983
Source: Appendix B of this EIR
Note: Acreages have been rounded after summation.

Conversion to Nonagricultural
Use (acres)
30
44
485
9
38
57
662

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would convert approximately 21,731 acres of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use,
including 4,336 acres of FMMP-designated lands (i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, and Unique Farmland). In addition, growth and land use change near agricultural lands
would indirectly decrease the viability of agriculture production on those lands. Therefore, this impact
(AG-1) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2050, the region is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people (29 percent), 326,117 housing units (28
percent), and 460,492 jobs (34 percent). Regional growth and land use change that would convert
agricultural lands to nonagricultural use are shown in Figure 4.2-4.
As shown in Table 4.2-7, regional growth in land use categories other than Spaced Rural Residential
would convert approximately 20,993 acres to nonagricultural use, including 566 acres of Prime
Farmland, 291 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance, and 1,690 acres of Unique Farmland.
Additionally, regional growth in the Spaced Rural Residential land use category would convert an
estimated 5,107 acres to nonagricultural use, including about 4,700 acres of FMMP-designated lands
(i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide importance, and Unique Farmland). A total of about 26,100
acres of existing agricultural land (all parcel sizes) would be converted to nonagricultural uses between
2012 and 2050, including about 7,300 acres of FMMP-designated lands (i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland
of Statewide Importance, Unique Farmland).
Regional growth that occurs in proximity to agricultural lands would also cause land use conflicts that
would indirectly result in additional agricultural land conversions. These conflicts include, but are not
limited to, noise, odors, water rights and use, chemicals, and runoff. Additionally, urban development
near agricultural land increases the value of the agricultural land, which makes land purchase for
agricultural expansion difficult, and provides more incentive to sell the property for nonagricultural use.
Commercial, office, or industrial uses would also be incompatible uses when abutting lands with
agricultural operations.
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Table 4.2-7
Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use from Regional Growth and Land Use Change,
2012-2050
Agricultural Land Subcategories

Agricultural Lands (acres)
2012
2050
38,044
37,109
46,913
4,3952
365,824
353,978
6,339
5,875
91,233
88,844
29,293
26,894
577,646
556,652

Conversion to Nonagricultural Use (acres)
100 Percent
Spaced Rural Residential
Total
935
--2,961
--11,846
--464
--2,389
--2,399
--20,993
5,107
26,100

General Agriculture
Field Crops
Grazing Lands
Intensive Agriculture
Orchards and Vineyards
Truck Crops
Total
Source: Appendix B of this EIR
Notes:
Acreages have been rounded after summation.
For growth within the Spaced Rural Residential land use category, it is not possible to calculate the amount of land converted
to nonagricultural use for individual agricultural land subcategories. As a result, only total agricultural lands converted are
provided for growth within the Spaced Rural Residential land use category.

Existing laws and programs described in Section 4.2.2, such as the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local
Government Reorganization Act of 2000 and policies of local jurisdictions, would protect some
agricultural lands and reduce the pressure to convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use. However,
the proposed Plan regional growth and land use changes would still convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use, and this impact would be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.2-8, approximately 1,255 acres of existing agricultural land would be converted to
nonagricultural use as a result of the transportation network improvements planned by 2050, including
17 acres of Prime Farmland, 3 acres of Farmland of Statewide Importance and 18 acres of Unique
Farmland, for a total of 38 acres of FMMP-designated lands. The proposed Plan transportation network
improvements would convert agricultural lands to non-agricultural use, and this impact would be
significant.
Table 4.2-8
Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use from Planned Transportation Network
Improvements, 2012-2050
Agricultural Lands (acres)
Agricultural Land
Subcategories
2012
2050
General Agriculture
38,044
37,964
Field Crops
46,913
46,806
Grazing Lands
365,824
364,982
Intensive Agriculture
6,339
6,325
Orchards and Vineyards
91,233
91,157
Truck Crops
29,293
29,155
Total
577,646
576,389
Source: Appendix B of this EIR
Note: Acreages have been rounded after summation.
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Nonagricultural Use (acres)
80
107
842
14
76
138
1,255
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2050 Conclusion
Implementation of forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would convert about 27,355 acres of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use, including
approximately 7,338 acres of FMMP-designated lands (i.e., Prime Farmland, Farmland of Statewide
Importance, and Unique Farmland). In addition, growth and land use change near agricultural lands
would indirectly decrease the viability of agriculture production on those lands. Therefore, this impact
(AG-1) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
AG-1

Convert Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use

2020, 2035, 2050
AG-1A Preserve Existing Agricultural Lands: During project design and project-level CEQA review of
transportation network improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall and other transportation
project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, preserve
existing agricultural lands by avoiding agricultural land conversion when feasible; if not feasible,
measures to reduce conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use include, but are not limited
to, the following:
•

•

•
•

Acquire or dedicate agricultural conservation easements (minimum acreage ratio of 1:1 of
comparable quality land). If feasible, locate the easement should be located within or in close
proximity to the same city or community as the conversion occurs in. Where conversion occurs
within the Coastal Zone, locate the easement within the Coastal Zone, if feasible.
If a project requires cancellation of a Williamson Act contract, acquire or dedicate agricultural
conservation easements (minimum acreage ratio of 1:1 of comparable quality land). If feasible,
locate the easement should be located within or in close proximity to the same city or
community as the cancellationconversion occurs in. Where the cancellation occurs within the
Coastal Zone, locate the easement within the Coastal Zone, if feasible.
Where agricultural conservation easements are acquired or dedicated, consider the suitability of
a specific proposed easement on its ability to avoid or reduce fragmentation of agricultural land
to enhance overall production value and operation viability.
Where project-specific mitigation described above is not feasible, use other commensurate
solutions, such as payment of an agricultural resource impact fee made pursuant to an approved
in-lieu fee program.

AG-1B: Reduce Transportation Network Improvement and Development Conflicts with Agricultural
Operations: During project design and project-level CEQA review of transportation network
improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall and other transportation project sponsors, the
County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should reduce conflicts with agricultural
operations through the implementation of project design features and mitigation measures to protect
surrounding agriculture, including, but not limited to, the following:
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•

Provide buffers, berms, setbacks, fencing, or other project design measures to protect
surrounding agriculture, such topographic features, and open space, and to reduce conflict
between transportation network improvements and/or developments and farming.

•

Maintain and expand agricultural land protections such as urban growth boundaries;

•

Minimize severance and fragmentation of agricultural land by constructing underpasses and
overpasses at reasonable intervals to provide property access.

•

Align corridors, incorporate buffer zones and setbacks, and berms and fencing to avoid
agricultural lands and to reduce conflicts between transportation projects and agricultural lands.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts to agricultural lands in 2020,
2035, and 2050. While implementation of Mitigation Measures AG-1A and AG-1B would reduce direct
and indirect impacts associated with the conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use, there is
no assurance that the impacts of all development and transportation network improvement projects
implementing the proposed Plan would be reduced to less than significant levels. Therefore, agricultural
land conversion impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.

AG-2

CONFLICT WITH EXISTING ZONING FOR AGRICULTURAL USE OR A WILLIAMSON ACT
CONTRACT

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Impact AG-2 considers conflicts with existing agricultural zoning and lands with Williamson Act
contracts. Existing lands with zoning designated for agricultural use, and existing lands under Williamson
Act contract, are mapped in Figure 4.2-2. More details regarding the zoning categories are provided in
Appendix B.
For Impact AG-2, any existing lands zoned for agricultural use that would be designated for a
nonagricultural land use under the proposed Plan are considered conflicts. The methods for estimating
conflicts are the same as described for physical conversion in Impact AG-1, except that for Impact AG-2,
100 percent of existing land zoned for agricultural use that would be redesignated as Spaced Rural
Residential is identified as a conflict with agricultural zoning. Indirect impacts also are described when
growth near lands zoned for agricultural uses causes land use conflicts.
For conflicts with lands with Williamson Act contracts, the analysis assumes that the existing boundaries
of these contracts would remain constant during the life of the proposed Plan. Using the 2010 land use
data from DOC, conflicts were calculated by reviewing changes in land use designations that would
occur on Williamson Act contract lands due to regional growth and land use change. Currently (2012),
73,828 acres of land are covered by Williamson Act contracts
Transportation network improvements would also conflict with agriculture zoned lands and lands under
Williamson Act contract. Transportation network improvement conflicts were determined by overlaying
the project footprints for the improvements onto existing lands zoned for agricultural use and lands with
Williamson Act contracts.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s agricultural land impacts, include but are not limited to higher annual average
temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves, less
frequent and more intense rainstorms and more frequent flood events, more intense and frequent
drought and increased evaporation from soil and reservoirs, more frequent, severe wildfires, and
spreading of pests and vector-borne diseases. In general, climate change effects would increase
between 2020 and 2050. More information on climate change effects is provided in Appendix F.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, population within the region is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people, housing by 83,836
units, and employment by 173,211 jobs. New development caused by regional growth and land use
change would include new housing units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and
civic uses.
Currently (2012), 784,559 acres of land in the San Diego region are zoned for agricultural uses (Figure
4.2-2). Forecasted regional growth and land use change by 2020 would conflict with an estimated
40,477 acres of land zoned for agricultural use and about 6,309 acres of Williamson Act contract lands.
Regional growth that occurs in proximity to agricultural-zoned lands (as well as lands under Williamson
Act contracts) would also cause land use conflict. These conflicts include, but are not limited to, noise,
odors, water rights and use, chemicals, and runoff. Additionally, urban development near agricultural
land increases the value of the agricultural land, which makes land purchase for agricultural expansion
difficult, and provides more incentive to sell the property for nonagricultural use. Commercial, office, or
industrial uses would also be incompatible uses when abutting lands with agricultural operations.
State and local policies and regulations described in Section 4.2.2, such as the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg
Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, the Williamson Act, and policies outlined in the general
plans of local jurisdictions, may reduce conflicts between regional growth and land use change, and
lands zoned for agricultural use or under Williamson Act contract. However, these policies and
regulations would be of limited effectiveness in substantially reducing these conflicts. Therefore, this is a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The planned transportation network improvements by 2020 would conflict with existing lands zoned for
agricultural use, including approximately 49 acres from regional arterial improvements and
approximately 121 acres from managed lanes and general purpose lanes. No conflicts would occur as a
result of rail or active transportation projects. Total conflicts to lands zoned for agricultural use would be
approximately 171 acres. These lands are generally located in areas between SR 52 and SR 56, south of
SR 905, and west of I-15.
No conflicts to Williamson Act contract lands would occur from implementation of regional arterials,
active transportation projects, or rail improvements. However, planned highway improvements by 2020
would conflict with about one acre of land under a Williamson Act contract. In 2020, transportation
network improvements would result in conflicts with land zoned for agriculture use and with land under
Williamson Act contract. Therefore, this impact is significant.
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2020 Conclusion
By 2020, implementation of the proposed Plan land use changes and transportation network
improvements would conflict with approximately 40,647 acres of lands zoned for agricultural use and
6,310 acres of lands with Williamson Act contracts. Therefore, this impact (AG-2) in the year 2020 is
significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
New development caused by regional growth and land use change would include new housing units,
services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses. As discussed in the 2020 analysis
above, the majority of regional growth would be developed in areas with existing urban development,
which would restrict encroachment of residential and commercial uses on lands zoned for agricultural
uses and lands under a Williamson Act contract.
Currently (2012), 784,559 acres of land in the San Diego region are zoned for agricultural uses (Figure
4.2-2). The proposed Plan’s forecasted regional growth land use change by 2035 would conflict with an
estimated 92,178 acres of land zoned for agricultural use and 19,435 acres of Williamson Act contract
lands.
Regional growth that occurs in proximity to agricultural-zoned lands (as well as lands under Williamson
Act contracts) would also cause land use conflict. These conflicts include, but are not limited to, noise,
odors, water rights and use, chemicals, and runoff. Additionally, urban development near agricultural
land increases the value of the agricultural land, which makes land purchase for agricultural expansion
difficult, and provides more incentive to sell the property for nonagricultural use. Commercial, office, or
industrial uses would also be incompatible uses when abutting lands with agricultural operations.
State and local policies and regulations described in Section 4.2.2, such as the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg
Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, the Williamson Act, and policies outlined in the general
plans of local jurisdictions, may reduce conflicts between regional growth and land use change, and
lands zoned for agricultural use or under Williamson Act contract. However, these policies and
regulations would be of limited effectiveness in substantially reducing these conflicts. Therefore, this is a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The planned transportation network improvements by 2035 would conflict with existing lands zoned for
agricultural use, including approximately 49 acres from regional arterial improvements, 1 acre from
active transportation projects, 265 acres from managed lane and general purpose lane improvements,
and 16 acres from rail improvements, for a total of approximately 331 acres of conflicts with existing
zoning for agricultural use.
No conflicts to Williamson Act contract lands would occur from implementation of regional arterials,
active transportation projects, or rail improvements. However, planned highway improvements by 2035
would conflict with about one acre of land under a Williamson Act contract. In 2035, transportation
network improvements would result in conflicts with land zoned for agriculture use and with land under
Williamson Act contract. Therefore, this impact is significant.
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2035 Conclusion
By 2035, implementation of the proposed Plan land use changes and transportation network
improvements would conflict with approximately 92,509 acres of lands zoned for agricultural use and
19,436 acres of lands with Williamson Act contracts. This impact (AG-2) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
New development caused by regional growth and land use change would include new housing units,
services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses. As discussed in the 2020 and 2035
analysis above, the majority of regional growth would be developed in areas with existing urban
development, which would restrict encroachment of residential and commercial uses on lands zoned for
agricultural uses and lands designated under a Williamson Act contract.
Currently (2012), 784,559 acres of land in the San Diego region are zoned for agricultural uses (Figure
4.2-2). The proposed Plan’s forecasted regional growth and land use change by 2050 would conflict with
an estimated 105,529 acres of land zoned for agricultural use and approximately 19,754 acres of
Williamson Act contract lands.
Regional growth that occurs in proximity to agricultural-zoned lands (as well as lands under Williamson
Act contracts) would also cause land use conflict. These conflicts include, but are not limited to, noise,
odors, water rights and use, chemicals, and runoff. Additionally, urban development near agricultural
land increases the value of the agricultural land, which makes land purchase for agricultural expansion
difficult, and provides more incentive to sell the property for nonagricultural use. Commercial, office, or
industrial uses would also be incompatible uses when abutting lands with agricultural operations.
State and local policies and regulations described in Section 4.2.2, such as the Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg
Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000, the Williamson Act, and policies outlined in the general
plans of local jurisdictions, may reduce conflicts between regional growth and land use change, and
lands zoned for agricultural use or under Williamson Act contract. However, these policies and
regulations would be of limited effectiveness in substantially reducing these conflicts. Therefore, this is a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The planned transportation network improvements by 2050 would conflict with existing lands zoned for
agricultural use, including approximately 49 acres from regional arterial improvements, 536 acres from
managed lane and general purpose lane improvements, 8 acres from active transportation projects, and
32 acres from rail improvements, for a total of approximately 625 acres of conflicts with existing zoning
for agricultural use.
No conflicts to Williamson Act contract lands would occur from implementation of regional arterials,
active transportation projects, or rail improvements. However, planned highway improvements by 2050
would conflict with about two acres of land under a Williamson Act contract. In 2050, transportation
network improvements would result in conflicts with land zoned for agriculture use, and with land under
Williamson Act contract. Therefore, this impact is significant.

2050 Conclusion
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By 2050, implementation of the proposed Plan land use changes and transportation network
improvements would conflict with approximately 106,153 acres of lands zoned for agricultural use and
approximately 19,757 acres of lands with Williamson Act contracts. This impact (AG-2) by the year 2050
is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
AG-2

Conflict with Existing Zoning for Agricultural Use or a Williamson Act Contract

2020, 2035, 2050
Mitigation measures AG-1A and AG-1B above are applicable to and reduce this impact.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts by causing conflicts with lands
with existing zoning or agricultural use, or under Williamson Act contract to agricultural lands in 2020,
2035, and 2050. While implementation of Mitigation Measures AG-1A and AG-1B would reduce these
impacts, there is no assurance that the impacts of all development and transportation network
improvement projects implementing the proposed Plan would be reduced to less than significant levels.
Therefore, conflicts with lands with existing zoning for agricultural use and under Williamson Act
contract would remain significant and unavoidable.

FR-1

CONVERT OR RESULT IN THE LOSS OF “FOREST LAND” AS DEFINED IN THE
CALIFORNIA FOREST LEGACY ACT OF 2007 (PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE SECTION
12220(G)).

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Impacts to forest lands from regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements are analyzed as 100 percent loss by calculating impacts to forest land as mapped on
Figure 4.2-3 that would occur with implementation of the proposed Plan (Appendix B). “Forest land”
includes riparian forest/woodland and upland forest/woodland. Direct impacts are those resulting in
damage to or death of vegetation from the direct actions of regional growth and land use change or
transportation network improvements and programs.
For Impact FR-1, any existing forest lands that would be designated as a developed land use under the
proposed Plan are considered converted or to result in loss of forest land. The methods for estimating
conversion or loss of forest land are the same as described for Impact AG-2; 100 percent of existing
forest land that would be redesignated for development, including Spaced Rural Residential, is
considered converted or to result in the loss of forest land. Transportation network improvement
impacts are determined by using the project footprints for regional arterial improvements, active
transportation projects, highway improvements, and rail improvements.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s impacts on the conversion or loss of forest land, include but are not limited to higher
annual average temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, longer and more humid heat
waves, less frequent and more intense rainstorms and more frequent flood events, more intense and
frequent drought and increased evaporation from soil and reservoirs, more frequent, severe wildfires,
and spreading of pests and vector-borne diseases. In general, climate change effects would increase
between 2020 and 2050. More information related to the effects of climate change is provided in
Appendix F.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, population within the region is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people, housing by 83,836
units, and employment by 173,211 jobs. New development caused by regional growth and land use
change would include new housing units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and
civic uses. By 2020, regional growth and land use changes would result in the loss of approximately
10,561 acres of forest lands. Most of this land occurs within the unincorporated areas of San Diego
along SR 76, SR 78, and SR 79.
While adherence to the Federal Forest Legacy Program and the FRAP as well as additional existing laws,
regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.2.2 would reduce impacts to forest land, regional
growth and land use changes would still decrease the acreage of, and have adverse indirect impacts on,
forest lands. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed Plan includes a variety of network improvements and programs by 2020. By 2020,
transportation network improvements would result in loss of approximately 114 acres of forest lands.
These include improvements on I-805, I-5, and SR 76 This is a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
By 2020, implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements would result in a direct loss of approximately 10,675 acres of forest land. This impact (FR1) in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2035 regional growth and land use change would result in loss of approximately 25,375 acres of
forest lands. While adherence to the Federal Forest Legacy Program and the FRAP as well as additional
existing laws, regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.2.2 would reduce impacts to forest lands
upon implementation of the proposed Plan, it cannot be concluded at the current level of analysis that
they would fully avoid all impacts. This is a significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed Plan includes a variety of network improvements and programs by 2035. , Although many
of the proposed transportation improvements would occur within already established transportation
corridors, ground-disturbing activities such as brush clearing, grading, trenching, excavation, and/or soil
removal of any kind, associated with transportation improvements , would impact forest lands and
other vegetation communities. By 2035, transportation network improvements would result in a loss of
approximately 134 acres of forest lands.
While adherence to the Federal Forest Legacy Program and the FRAP as well as additional existing laws,
regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.2.2 would reduce impacts to forest lands upon
implementation of the proposed Plan, it cannot be concluded at the current level of analysis that they
would fully avoid all impacts. This is a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
By 2035, implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements would result in a direct loss of approximately 25,509 acres of forest land. This impact (FR1) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2050, forecasted regional growth and land use change would result in the loss of approximately
27,810 acres of forest lands, primarily in the unincorporated County.
While adherence to the Federal Forest Legacy Program and the FRAP as well as additional existing laws,
regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.2.2 would reduce impacts to forest lands upon
implementation of the proposed Plan, it cannot be concluded at the current level of analysis that they
would fully avoid all impacts. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2050, transportation network improvements would result in the loss of approximately 166 acres of
forest lands. This is a significant impact.
While adherence to the Federal Forest Legacy Program and the FRAP as well as additional existing laws,
regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.2.2 would reduce impacts to forest lands upon
implementation of the proposed Plan, it cannot be concluded at the current level of analysis that they
would fully avoid all impacts. This is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
By 2050, implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements associated with the proposed Plan would result in the loss of approximately 27,976 acres
of forest land. This impact (FR-1) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
FR-1

Convert or Result in the Loss of “Forest Land”

2020, 2035, 2050
FR-1A: Reduce Impacts to Forest Lands During project planning, design and project-level CEQA review
of transportation network improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall and other
transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities and other local jurisdictions can and
should preserve forest lands through avoiding conversion of forest lands when feasible, and if not
feasible, through the implementation of measures to reduce impacts to forest lands. As a result, during
project planning, design and project-level CEQA review, SANDAG shall and other transportation project
sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities and other local jurisdictions can and should apply, but not be
limited to, the following measures to reduce impacts to forest lands:
•

Implement Compensatory Mitigation of Forest Lands. Provide compensatory mitigation using
mitigation ratios as specified through consultation with resource agencies and in approved
habitat conservation plans and ordinances. Consistent with the above plans and ordinances,
compensatory mitigation outside the Coastal Zone may be provided either through the purchase
of credits at an existing authorized mitigation bank or in lieu fee program, or through projectspecific mitigation. Compensatory mitigation for impacts inside the Coastal Zone may not be
satisfied through in lieu fee programs and would occur within the Coastal Zone close to the
impact. To the extent allowed by the above plans and ordinances, project specific mitigation
may be provided through on-site restoration of temporary impacts, on-site or off-site
preservation of existing habitats, or off-site restoration.

•

Implement Offsite Mitigation. When off-site mitigation is needed, provide off-site mitigation
through acquisition and restoration (using EMP and other mitigation funds) of lands contiguous
with areas of native habitat to maximize the biological value of the habitat provided as
mitigation, through purchase of relevant habitat credits at an approved mitigation bank, or
through payment into an approved in-lieu mitigation fee program applicable to the impacts (in
lieu fee programs would not be used to provide mitigation for impacts located within the
Coastal Zone). When mitigation is provided outside of an adopted NCCP/HCP the following
conditions would apply: mitigation lands would be connected to existing conserved open space;
consideration would be given to contributing in the establishment of large blocks of habitat or
lands which are otherwise critical for covered species and/or providing for biological core areas
and habitat linkages consistent with current regional conservation planning goals; and impacts
to critical habitat would be mitigated within the same Critical Habitat Unit where the impacts
occurred. Mitigation lands would be protected in perpetuity (e.g. through a conservation
easement or similar legal protection) and adequately managed to maintain the originally
intended biological quality and function in perpetuity. Habitat acquisitions, bank purchases, or
fee program payments would be coordinated with resource agencies and regional habitat
conservation and planning efforts such as the MSCP and MHCP.
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•

Implement Compensatory Mitigation of Riparian Forests considered Jurisdictional Wetlands
and Waters of the U.S. and/or State. Provide compensatory mitigation for impacts to riparian
forests considered jurisdictional wetlands and water of the U.S. and/or State, either through the
purchase of credits at an existing authorized mitigation bank or in lieu fee program, or through
project-specific mitigation. Compensatory mitigation for impacts inside the Coastal Zone may
not be satisfied through in lieu fee programs and would occur within the Coastal Zone close to
the impact. The mitigation ratio for jurisdictional wetlands would be a minimum of 2:1 for the
permanent loss of acreage to provide for no net loss of wetlands; however, project-level
consultation with USACE and CDFW may result in a higher ratio. A minimum on-site
mitigation/restoration ratio of 1:1 would be provided for temporary impacts, unless USACE and
CDFW recommend a higher ratio. Prepare a mitigation and monitoring plan per the
requirements of USACE and CDFW for all impacts to riparian forests considered jurisdictional
wetlands and waters of the U.S. and/or State.

Significance after Mitigation
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant forest lands impacts. While
implementation of Mitigation Measure FR-1A would reduce direct and indirect impacts to forest lands,
there is no assurance that the impacts of all development and transportation network improvement
projects implementing the proposed Plan would be reduced to less than significant levels. Therefore,
direct and indirect impacts on forest lands would remain significant and unavoidable.
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4.3

AIR QUALITY

This section evaluates the air quality impacts of the proposed Plan. The information presented was
compiled from multiple sources, including the San Diego Air Pollution Control District (SDAPCD), the
California Air Resources Board (ARB), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), and the
California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA).

4.3.1
4.3.1.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS
CLIMATE AND METEOROLOGY

Air quality in the San Diego Air Basin (SDAB), which has the same boundaries as the San Diego region, is
affected by the rate and location of pollutant emissions under the influence of meteorological and
climatic conditions and topographic features. Atmospheric conditions such as wind speed, wind
direction, and air temperature gradients, along with local topography, influence the movement and
dispersal of pollutants. Regional topography, climate, and meteorology are summarized below and
described further in Chapter 3.0.

Topography
The topography in the San Diego region varies greatly, consisting of the coastal plain, foothills,
mountains, and desert. The most intensive urban development, and related air pollution emissions,
within incorporated cities and the unincorporated County are located in the coastal plain and foothills.
The higher elevation mountains to the east prohibit dispersal of pollutants and help to trap pollutants in
temperature inversion layers.

Climate and Meteorology
Two important climatic and meteorological conditions relevant to air quality in the SDAB are the Pacific
High and temperature inversions. The Pacific High is a semi-permanent high-pressure area in the eastern
Pacific Ocean that influences the direction of prevailing winds (westerly to northwesterly) and maintains
clear skies for much of the year. In the summer, the Pacific High is located well to the north of the SDAB,
causing storm tracks to be directed north of California. When the Pacific High moves southward during
the winter, this pattern changes, and low-pressure storms bring precipitation to the region. In the San
Diego region, the months of heaviest precipitation are November through April. Average annual
precipitation on the coastal plain is 10.13 inches (WRCC 2014). Average annual precipitation in the
desert region is 5.32 inches (U.S. Climate Data 2014). ). The amount of precipitation has been decreasing
recently. The San Diego Region, along with the rest of the state, is in its fourth year of drought. (See
Section 4.16, Water Supply.)
Temperature inversions also affect air quality in the SDAB. Under normal conditions, air temperatures
decrease with increasing elevations. During an inversion, air temperatures become warmer with
increasing elevation. Inversions occur as descending warm air associated with the Pacific High comes
into contact with cool marine air. The boundary between the air masses represents a temperature
inversion, which is located approximately 2,000 feet above mean sea level (AMSL) during the months of
May through October, and approximately 3,000 feet AMSL during the winter months of November
through April. The location of the inversion layer is an important determinant of local air quality because
the layer inhibits the dispersion of pollutants, thus resulting in a temporary degradation in air quality.
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4.3.1.2

BACKGROUND AIR QUALITY

Regional Air Quality
Regional air quality is commonly described by the number of days that air pollution levels exceed state
and federal standards for criteria air pollutants regulated under federal and state clean air laws. These
air pollutants are collectively referred to as "criteria air pollutants” because they are regulated using
scientifically-based criteria to protect human health and the environment. Air quality in the San Diego
region is measured by twelve ambient air monitoring stations operated by the SDAPCD (Figure 4.3-1).
The stations measure ambient concentrations of criteria air pollutants, as well as meteorological
parameters, including wind speed, wind direction, ambient temperature, and cloud cover. They also
provide profiler data used in USEPA’s approved air dispersion model (AERMOD). Not all monitoring
stations measure all criteria pollutants, but they are strategically located to collect the data most
representative of the area in which they are located. Table 4.3-1 shows the pollutants measured at each
monitoring station. Each station measures local meteorological data.
Table 4.3-1
Ambient Air Monitoring Stations in the San Diego Region

Monitoring Station
Alpine
Camp Pendleton
Chula Vista
Del Mar
Donovan – Otay Mesa
El Cajon1
Escondido
Kearny Mesa - Kearny Villa Road2
Palomar – McClellan Airport
Otay Mesa – Paseo International3
San Diego – Barrio Logan4
Gillespie Field

O3
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

PM10
√
√
√
√
√

√

Pollutant Measured
PM2.5
CO
NO2
√
√
√
√
√
√

√
√
√

√

√

√

√
√
√

SO2

Lead

√

√

√
√

√

√

Source: SDAPCD 2014c.
Notes: 1. The El Cajon monitoring station was moved in 2014 from Redwood Avenue to Floyd Smith Drive.
2. The Overland Avenue monitoring station was closed in 2012.
3. The Otay Mesa – Paseo International monitoring station was closed in 2014.
th
4. The San Diego 12 Avenue monitoring station was closed in 2005.

Meteorological areas of influence were created to show the areas where each monitoring station’s data
are considered representative of local meteorological conditions for purposes of this EIR. Figure 4.3-2
identifies the meteorological areas of influence for each monitoring station used in the analysis.
The specialized monitoring stations at Palomar Airport and Gillespie Field are designed to monitor
concentrations of lead as part of the USEPA’s airport lead monitoring program (USEPA 2015a). The
monitoring station at Gillespie Field operated for the summer of 2012. The monitoring station at
Palomar Airport was left in place in 2013. Aircraft-related lead emissions are not related to
implementation of the proposed Plan and are not addressed further in Section 4.3.
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The criteria air pollutant concentrations are used to determine compliance with National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS) and California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) established under the
federal Clean Air Act and California Clean Air Act, respectively. Areas with levels that violate the
standard for specified pollutants are designated as non-attainment areas. NAAQS have been established
for seven pollutants: ozone (O3), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2),
respirable particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 10 micrometers or less (PM10),
fine particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less (PM2.5), and
lead (Pb). These pollutants are also covered by the CAAQS, which are more stringent than the NAAQS.
The CAAQS also cover sulfates, hydrogen sulfide, vinyl chloride, and visibility-reducing particles. The
NAAQS and CAAQS are shown in Table 4.3-2. Federal and state clean air laws and standards are
described further in Section 4.3.2.
Annual air quality data from the monitoring stations are summarized in SDAPCD’s Annual Reports and
Five-Year Air Quality Summary. The most recent annual report is the 2013 Annual Report, which
identifies the number of days in 2013 exceeding the NAAQS and CAAQS for each pollutant at each
monitoring station that the pollutant is measured, and the maximum ambient concentrations measured
in 2013 (SDAPCD 2014a). The most recent Five-Year Air Quality Summary covers the period from 2009
through 2013 (SDAPCD 2014b). The SDAPCD’s 2013 Annual Report and Five-Year Air Quality Summary
for 2009 to 2013 are incorporated by reference.
These data are also reported to ARB and maintained within ARB’s statewide Aerometric Data Analysis
and Management (ADAM) air quality database (ARB 2015a). The Annual Report provides data by
monitoring station, whereas the ADAM database provides a summary of the data for the entire SDAB. A
summary of SDAB data from the ADAM database are shown in Table 4.3-3 for all pollutants except SO2
and lead. SO2 is not reported air basin-wide within the ADAM database; therefore, the maximum
measured concentrations reported in the Five-Year Air Quality Summary are reported in Table 4.3-3.
Air Quality Standards and Designations for the San Diego Air Basin
As shown in Table 4.3-3, exceedances of the federal 8-hour O3 standard, the state 1-hour and 8-hour O3
standards, the state annual PM2.5 and PM10 standards, and federal and state 24-hour PM10 standards
occurred during the five year period from 2009 to 2013. As a result, the SDAB is designated as a
marginal nonattainment area for the federal 8-hour O3 standard, a “serious” nonattainment area for the
state 1-hour and 8-hour O3 standards, a non-attainment area for the state 24-hour and annual PM10
standards, and a nonattainment area for the state annual PM2.5 standard. The SDAB is in attainment for
the federal 24-hour PM10 and PM2.5 1 standards, and unclassified for the federal annual PM2.5 standard.
The SDAB is a federal maintenance area for CO. The SDAB is in attainment for all other pollutants under
the NAAQS and CAAQS.

1

Although individual days exceeding the federal 24-hour PM2.5 standard concentration of 35 µg/m3 occurred in 2009-2013, the
SDAB is not designated a non-attainment area because the standard is attained when 98 percent of the daily concentrations,
averaged over 3 years, are equal to or less than the standard. The federal annual PM2.5 standard of 12.0 µg/m3 is based on the
annual mean concentration, averaged over 3 years. Nonattainment status is not determined on the basis of individual
exceedances. There is no separate CAAQS for 24-hour PM2.5.
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Table 4.3-2
National and California Ambient Air Quality Standards
Pollutant

Averaging Time
1 hour

Ozone

8 hour

24 hour
Respirable particulate
matter (PM10)f
Annual arithmetic mean
Fine particulate
matter (PM2.5)f

Carbon monoxide

Nitrogen dioxide

24 hour
Annual arithmetic mean
1 hour
8 hour
1 hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean
1 hour
3 hour

Sulfur dioxide

24 hour
Annual Arithmetic Mean
30-day average
Calendar quarter

Leadh

Rolling 3-month averageg
Visibility-reducing
particlesj

8 hour

Sulfates

24 hour

Hydrogen sulfide
h

Vinyl chloride

Nationala
Californiab
c, e
Primary
Secondary Attainment Status
Concentrationc
Attainment Status
—
N/A
0.09 ppm (180 μg/m3) Nonattainment
Same as
0.075 ppm (147
Marginal
0.070 ppm (137
primary
Nonattainment
μg/m3)
Nonattainment
μg/m3)
3
3
150 μg/m
50 μg/m
Nonattainment
Same as
primary
—
N/A
20 μg/m3
Nonattainment
Same as
Unclassifiable/
3
35 μg/m
—
N/A
primary
attainment
Unclassifiable/
12.0 μg/m3
15 μg/m3
12 μg/m3
Nonattainment
attainment
Unclassifiable/
35 ppm (40 mg/m3)
20 ppm (23 mg/m3)
Attainment
attainment
—
Unclassifiable/
9 ppm (10 mg/m3)
9.0 ppm (10 mg/m3)
Attainment
attainment
100 ppb (188
Unclassifiable/
3
—
0.18 ppm (339 μg/m )
Attainment
μg/m3)
attainment
0.053 ppm (100
Same as
Unclassifiable/
0.030 ppm (57 μg/m3)
Attainment
μg/m3)
primary
attainment
Unclassifiable/
75 ppb (196 μg/m3)
—
0.25 ppm (655 μg/m3)
Attainment
attainment
0.5 ppm
—
N/A
—
N/A
(1,300 μg/m3)
0.14 ppm (365
μg/m3)
—
N/A
0.04 ppm (105 μg/m3)
Attainment
(for certain areas)g
0.030 ppm
(80 μg/m3)
—
N/A
—
N/A
(for certain areas)g
—
—
N/A
1.5 μg/m3
Attainment
3
1.5 μg/m
Unclassifiable/
—
N/A
(for certain areas)i
attainment
Same as
primary
Unclassifiable/
0.15 μg/m3
—
N/A
attainment
Extinction coefficient
N/A
0.23 per km; visibility
Unclassified
10 miles or more
c, d

No national standards

1 hour

N/A
N/A

24 hour

N/A

25 μg/m3

Attainment
3

Unclassified

3

Attainment

0.03 ppm (42 μg/m )
0.01 ppm (26 μg/m )

Notes: mg/m3 = milligrams per cubic meter; PM2.5 = fine particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less; PM10 = respirable particulate matter
with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 10 micrometers or less; ppm = parts per million; µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter.
a

b

c

d

e

National standards (other than for ozone and particulate matter and those based
on annual averages or annual arithmetic mean) are not to be exceeded more than
once a year. The ozone standard is attained when the fourth highest 8-hour
concentration in a year, averaged over 3 years, is equal to or less than the
standard. For PM10, the 24-hour standard is attained when the expected number
of days per calendar year with a 24-hour average concentration above 150 µg/m3
is equal to or less than 1. For PM2.5, the 24-hour standard is attained when 98% of
the daily concentrations, averaged over 3 years, are equal to or less than the
standard.
California standards for ozone, carbon monoxide (except 8-hour Lake Tahoe),
sulfur dioxide (1 and 24 hour), nitrogen dioxide, and particulate matter (PM10,
PM2.5, and visibility-reducing particles) are values that are not to be exceeded. All
others are not to be equaled or exceeded. California ambient air quality standards
are listed in the Table of Standards in CCR, Section 70200 of Title 17.
Concentration expressed first in units in which it was promulgated. Equivalent
units in parentheses are based on reference temperature of 25°C and a pressure of
760 torr. Most measurements of air quality are to be corrected to a reference
temperature of 25°C and a reference pressure of 760 torr; ppm in this table refers
to ppm by volume, or micromoles of pollutant per mole of gas.
National primary standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate
margin of safety, to protect the public health.
National secondary standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the
public welfare from any known or anticipated adverse effects of a pollutant.

Source: ARB 2014a
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On December 14, 2012, the national annual PM2.5 primary standard was lowered from 15
to 12.0 µg/m3. The existing national 24-hour PM2.5 standards (primary and secondary) were
retained at 35 µg/m3, as was the annual secondary standard of 15 µg/m3. The existing 24hour PM10 standards (primary and secondary of 150 µg/m3 also were retained. The form of
the annual primary and secondary standards is the annual mean, averaged over 3 years.
On June 2, 2010, a new 1-hour SO2 standard was established and the existing 24-hour and
annual primary standards were revoked. To attain the 1-hour national standard, the 3-year
average of the annual 99th percentile of the 1-hour daily maximum concentrations at each
site must not exceed 75 ppb. The 1971 SO2 national standards (24-hour and annual) remain
in effect until one year after an area is designated for the 2010 standard, except that in
areas designated nonattainment for the 1971 standard, the 1971 standards remain in
effect until implementation plans to attain or maintain the 2010 standards are approved.
The ARB has identified lead and vinyl chloride as “toxic air contaminants” with no threshold
level of exposure for adverse health effects determined. These actions allow for the
implementation of control measures at levels below the ambient concentrations specified
for these pollutants.
National lead standard, rolling 3-month average: final rule signed October 15, 2008. The
1978 lead standard (1.5 µg/m3) remains in effect until one year after an area is designated
for the 2008 standard, except that in areas designated nonattainment for the 1978
standard, the 1978 standard remains in effect until implementation plans to attain or
maintain the 2008 standard are approved.
In 1989, the ARB converted the general statewide 10-mile visibility standard to
instrumental equivalent, which is “extinction of 0.23 per kilometer” standard,.
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Table 4.3-3
Summary of Annual Ambient Air Quality Data (2009–2013) – San Diego Air Basin
Pollutant Standards
Carbon Monoxide (CO) (1)
Maximum concentration (1-hr, ppm)
Number of days state standard exceeded (1-hr)
Number of days national standard exceeded (1-hr)
Maximum concentration (8-hr, ppm)
Number of days state standard exceeded (8-hr)
Number of days national standard exceeded (8-hr)
Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) (1)
Maximum concentration (1-hr, ppm)
Number of days state standard exceeded (1-hr)
Number of days national standard exceeded (1-hr)
Annual Average (ppm)
Ozone (O3) (1)
Maximum concentration (1-hr, ppm)
Number of days state standard exceeded (1-hr)
Maximum concentration (8-hr, ppm)
Number of days state standard exceeded (8-hr)
Number of days national standard exceeded (8-hr)
Particulate Matter (PM10) (1)
Maximum concentration (24-hr, μg/m3)
Number of days state standard exceeded (24-hr)
Number of days national standard exceeded (24-hr)
Annual average (μg/m3)
Particulate Matter (PM2.5) a (1)
Maximum concentration (24-hr, μg/m3)
Number of days national standard exceeded (24-hr)
Annual average (μg/m3)
Sulfur Dioxide (SO2) (2)
Maximum concentration (1-hr, ppm)
Number of days national standard exceeded (1-hr)
Maximum concentration (24-hr, ppm)
Number of days national standard exceeded (24-hr)
Annual average (ppm)
Lead (Pb) (3)
Maximum calendar quarter (calendar quarter, μg/m3)
Number of days national standard exceeded
Maximum 3-month rolling average (3-month, μg/m3)
Number of days national standard exceeded

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

4.4
0
0
3.4
0
0

3.9
0
0
2.5
0
0

3.5
0
0
2.4
0
0

4.4
0
0
3.8
0
0

3.2
0
0
2.6
0
0

0.091
0
0
0.021

0.091
0
0
0.021

0.100
0
0
0.020

0.077
0
0
0.020

0.091
0
0
0.019

0.119
8
0.097
47
24

0.107
7
0.088
21
14

0.114
5
0.093
33
10

0.101
2
0.083
25
10

0.095
2
0.082
28
7

126
25
0
53.9

108
22
0
47.0

125
23
0
46.2

126
6
0
24.3

90
1
0
25.4

64.9
4
12.2

33.3
0
10.8

34.7
0
10.9

70.7
2
10.8

56.3
2
10.6

0.029
0
0.008
0
0.003

0.027
0
0.007
0
0.001

0.018
0
0.006
0
0.002

0.002
0
0.000
0
0.000

0.007
0
0.000
0
0.000

-

-

-

0.006
0
0.006
0

0.007
0
0.007
0

ppm = parts per million; µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter
a
Exceedances of the 24-hour PM2.5 NAAQS concentration of 35 μg/m3 have been measured within the SDAB; however, because the
standard is attained when 98% of the daily concentrations, averaged over 3 years, are equal to or less than the standard, individual
exceedances do not require a nonattainment designation.
Source: (1) ARB 2014b; (2) SDAPCD 2014b; (3) SDAPCD 2014c

According to the SDAPCD’s Annual Network Plan (SDAPCD 2014c), no testing for lead was conducted
from 1997 through 2011, due to the phase-out of lead in gasoline and decreases in lead emissions
nationwide. In 2012, the SDAPCD measured lead concentrations at its El Cajon monitoring station.
There were no exceedances of state or federal standards for CO and NO2 between 2009 and 2013. The
highest maximum 1-hour and 8-hour background concentrations of CO for the five-year period (20092013) within the SDAB are used to represent existing background CO concentrations for the entire
region. These data also are used in the analysis to represent background concentrations in future years.
The maximum 1-hour CO concentration of 4.4 ppm and maximum 8-hour CO concentration of 3.8 ppm
were measured at the Escondido monitoring station in 2012.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Particulate Matter Emissions
24-hour PM10 and PM2.5
Table 4.3-2 provides a summary of the highest background levels of PM10 and PM2.5 recorded within the
SDAB between 2009 and 2013. Background ambient particulate monitoring data for each monitoring
station are presented in Table 4.3-4. The data presented in Table 4.3-3 and Table 4.3-4 are from the
California Air Resources Board’s (ARB’s) Aerometric Data Analysis and Management website (ARB
2014b), the San Diego Air Pollution Control District’s 2013 5-Year Air Quality Summary (SDAPCD 2014b),
and the San Diego Air Pollution Control District’s Annual Network Plan for lead (SDAPCD 2014c). The
data are provided in Appendix C, Attachment 2.
SDAPCD currently operates seven monitoring stations that measure PM2.5 concentrations, and seven
that measure PM10. The five stations representative of ambient background concentrations of PM2.5 and
PM10 in the developed areas of the region are Chula Vista, El Cajon – Redwood Avenue, Escondido – East
Valley Parkway, San Diego – Barrio Logan, and San Diego – Kearny Mesa. Over the five-year period from
2009 to 2013, individual 24-hour monitored concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 were above the 24-hour
NAAQS and CAAQS concentrations, respectively, at least once at the five monitoring stations (with the
exception of PM2.5 measured at the San Diego - Kearny Mesa monitoring station).
Table 4.3-4 shows the 98th percentile of 24-hour PM2.5 concentrations measured at the five monitoring
stations for each year from 2009 to 2013, and identifies the maximum concentration over that time
period. As shown in Table 4.3-4, the 98th percentile of the 24-hour PM2.5 concentrations did not exceed
the federal standard. There is no separate CAAQS for 24-hour PM2.5 concentrations. For 24-hour PM10
concentrations, both the highest concentration that did not exceed the CAAQS of 50 µg/m3, and, if
different, the highest concentration that exceeded the CAAQS of 50 µg/m3, are identified.
The additional stations measuring PM2.5 are located at Alpine – Victoria Drive, Camp Pendleton, and the
Otay Mesa border crossing. The additional station measuring PM10 is located at the Otay Mesa Donovan
Correctional Facility. Background PM2.5 and PM10 data collected at Alpine, Camp Pendleton, the Otay
Mesa border crossing, and the Donovan Correctional Facility monitoring stations were not used in this
analysis because the monitoring data were not collected in accordance with Federal regulatory
requirements as required in 40 CFR Part 50, and data from these monitoring stations are not complete
over the five-year period from 2009 to 2013. In addition, the Camp Pendleton and Otay Mesa
monitoring stations are not located in developed areas of the region. For these reasons, background
ambient data from Alpine, Camp Pendleton, and Otay Mesa are not used to represent background
concentrations in this analysis.
Annual PM10 and PM2.5
Annual PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations are presented in Table 4.3-4. For annual background levels, the
federal PM2.5 standard is defined as the average over 3 years. The annual mean averaged over three
years from 2009-2013 (“3-year average”) is used to evaluate whether the annual federal PM2.5 standard
was exceeded. As shown in Table 4.3-4, the 3-year average annual background concentrations of PM2.5
do not exceed the federal standard of 12.0 µg/m3. The annual CAAQS for PM2.5 is based on the
arithmetic mean measured over a one-year period. As shown in Table 4.3-4, the arithmetic mean
measured at El Cajon in 2009 was above the annual CAAQS of 12 µg/m3. As shown in Table 4.3-4, annual
background concentrations of PM10 measured at the five monitoring stations used in this analysis
exceed the CAAQS of 20 µg/m3.
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Table 4.3-4
Ambient Background PM2.5 and PM10 Concentrations, 2009–2013
3
Micrograms/cubic meter (µg/m )
98th Percentile, 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.51
Monitoring Station
Chula Vista
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
San Diego -Kearny Mesa
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
San Diego -Barrio Logan

Monitoring Station
Chula Vista
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
San Diego -Barrio Logan

Monitoring Station
Chula Vista
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
San Diego – Barrio Logan

Monitoring Station
Chula Vista
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
San Diego – Barrio Logan
1

Max.
Value
24.3
22.9
21.5
25.2
25.2

NAAQS
35
35
35
35
35

Amount
Below
Standard
10.7
12.1
13.5
9.8
9.8

3-Year
Average
10.23
11.13
9.367
10.63
10.97

NAAQS/
CAAQS
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0

Amount
Below
Standard
1.77
0.87
2.63
1.37
1.03

CAAQS
50
50
50
50
50

Amount
Below
Standard
3.0
2.8
3.0
3.0
1.0

CAAQS
20
20
20
20
20

Amount
Below
Standard3
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
22.2
24.3
18.0
22.9
22.6
21.7
22.4
21.5
21.5
16.3
16.2
16.1
25.2
21.7
22.0
19.9
23.0
25.2
22.7
23.5
24.1
19.6
Average Annual NAAQS/CAAQS for PM2.5
2009
11.4
12.1
10.5
11
11.7

2009
47.0 (58.0)
46.0 (57.0)
42.0 (50.0)
47.0 (74.0)
45.0 (60.0)

2009
25.7
25.1
24.7
24.9
29.0

2010
2011
2012
2013
9.5
9.8
10.2
9.4
10.8
10.5
10.5
10.6
8.7
8.9
8.7
8.3
10.5
10.4
10.5
10.5
10.4
10.8
11
10.3
24-hour CAAQS for PM102

2010 2011 2012
2013
45.0
46.0
38.0
40.0
42.0
41.9
47.2
41.1
32.0
47.0
35.0
38.0
43.0
40.0
33.0 41.0 (82.0)
40.0
49.0
47.0 37.0 (92.0)
Annual CAAQS for PM10
2010
24.0
21.1
18.6
20.9
23.0

2011
21.5
23.5
20.2
18.8
23.3

2012
21.0
23.0
16.0
18.0
21.8

2013
22.0
24.2
19.9
23.1
24.9

Max.
Value
47.0
47.2
47.0
47.0
49.0
Max.
Value
25.7
25.1
24.7
24.9
29.0

The 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5 is defined in terms of the 98th percentile of 24-hour background data averaged over 3 years. The
NAAQS is not defined on the basis of a single 24-hour period.
2
3
CAAQS reported. Maximum 24-hour background level that does not exceed the CAAQS of 50 µg/m . Measured maxima that
exceed the CAAQS are shown in parentheses.
3
Maximum annual concentrations over the period 2009-2013 exceed the annual CAAQS. The amount below the standard is
therefore not shown in the table.
Source: ARB 2014b, SDAPCD 2014b.

Health Effects of Exposure to PM2.5 and PM10
Short-term and long-term exposure to PM10 and PM2.5 are linked to adverse health effects according to
the studies described below. The primary ambient air quality standards for particulate emissions are
health-based standards designed to provide public health protection, including protecting the health of
sensitive populations such as asthmatics, children, and the elderly. Therefore, evaluating whether the
proposed Plan would result in an exceedance of an air quality standard or contribute to an existing
violation also addresses whether increased exposure to particulate matter would result in adverse
health effects to sensitive receptors.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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The health effects of Exposure to PM2.5 and PM10 include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

aggravated asthma
increases in respiratory symptoms like coughing and difficult or painful breathing
chronic bronchitis
decreased lung function
heart attack
premature death

Numerous studies have linked elevated long-term air concentrations of particulate matter to increased
adverse health effects. In 2010, USEPA published Quantitative Health Risk Assessment for Particulate
Matter (USEPA 2010), which was prepared in support of its review of the NAAQS for PM2.5 and PM10.
USEPA’s Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards (OAQPS) conducted a quantitative risk assessment
to estimate risks of various health effects associated with exposure to ambient PM2.5 and PM10 in a
number of urban study areas selected to illustrate the public health impacts of these pollutants. The
quantitative risk assessment included estimates of:
1. risks of mortality, morbidity, and symptoms associated with recent ambient PM2.5 levels;
2. risk reductions and remaining risks that would result from attainment of the existing suite of
PM2.5 NAAQS (1997 standards); and
3. risk reductions and remaining risks that would result from various alternative PM2.5 standards.
The 2010 study included 15 urban areas and included ambient monitoring and epidemiological studies
to identify health effect endpoints. The quantified health endpoints included cardiovascular effects;
ischemic heart disease; cardiopulmonary effects; lung cancer; and respiratory effects such as asthma,
bronchitis, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) due to long-term and short-term
exposure to elevated particulate levels.
One of the key studies conducted to evaluate adverse impacts associated with exposure to particulate
matter was conducted by Krewski et al. (2009). The study examined (1) how ecologic factors at the
community and neighborhood levels might affect the relationship between exposure to air pollutants
and premature death; how land uses might affect the size and significance of health effects in urban
areas; and (3) what exposure time windows may be most critical to adverse health effects from
exposure to air pollution. This study was conducted as a follow-on to previous studies, including the
Harvard Six Cities Study, which was initiated in 1993 to study the relationship between community
health and air pollution in urban areas (Dockery et al. 1993).
Samet et al. (2000) examined the relationship between air pollution and hospital admissions for COPD in
individuals aged 65 and over in 14 cities across the United States. Cities were selected on the basis of
available air pollution data for at least 4 years between 1985 and 1994, during which at least 50 percent
of the days had observations between the city-specific start and end measurements.
Dockery et al. (1996) examined the relationship between PM and other pollutants on reported rates of
asthma, persistent wheeze, chronic cough, and bronchitis, in a study of 13,369 children aged 8 through
12 living in 24 communities in the United States and Canada. Health data were collected in 1988–1991,
and single-pollutant models were used in the analysis to test a number of measures of particulate air
pollution. The study found a marginally significant relationship between PM exposure and bronchitis.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Sheppard et al. (1999) studied the relationship between air pollution in Seattle and nonelderly hospital
admissions for asthma from 1987 through 1994. They used air quality data for PM10, PM2.5, coarse PM2.5–
10, and other pollutants to correlate exposure to pollutants with asthma-related hospital admissions.
Additional studies have been conducted to evaluate short-term exposure to particulate matter. The
USEPA summarized the results of short-term and long-term exposure studies in its Provisional
Assessment of Recent Studies on Health Effects of Particulate Exposure (USEPA 2012a). Krall et al.
(2013) estimated short-term associations between mortality and PM2.5 constituents in 72 urban
communities from 2000 to 2005 based on USEPA monitoring data.

Local Air Quality
Caltrans and USEPA provide guidance on the evaluation of local pollutant concentrations for CO and PM
(e.g., CO and PM “hotspots”) (University of California Davis 1997, USEPA 1992, USEPA 2013b). In
addition, USEPA provides guidance on evaluation of local concentrations of mobile source air toxic
(MSAT) emissions (USEPA 2012b). Substantial local concentrations of CO, PM, and MSAT emissions,
often due to vehicle traffic, are linked to adverse health effects when located in proximity to air quality
sensitive receptors. Table 4.3-5 presents ARB’s 2012 inventory of emissions sources for the SDAB, except
on-road mobile sources, which were calculated by SANDAG.
Table 4.3-5
2012 Air Emissions Inventory – San Diego Air Basin
Emissions, tons per day
Emission Category
ROG
CO
NOX
SOX
PM10
Electric Utilities
0.04
0.27
0.56
0.03
0.5137
Cogeneration
0.04
0.79
0.22
0.02
0.07
Manufacturing and Industrial
0.08
0.71
1
0.06
0.08
Food and Agricultural Processing
0.47
9.06
0.24
0.1
0.2
Service and Commercial
0.27
2.3
1.25
0.04
0.3
Other (Fuel Combustion)
0.17
0.49
1.32
0.01
0.06
Sewage Treatment
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.01
0.02
Landfills
1.97
0.05
0.08
0.01
0.5
Incinerators
0
0
0
0
0
Other (Waste Disposal)
0.25
0
0
0
0
Laundering
0.1
0
0
0
0
Degreasing
1.53
0
0
0
0
Coatings and Relate Process Solvents
6.98
0
0
0
0
Printing
4.33
0
0
0
0
Adhesives and Sealants
2.44
0
0
0
0
Other (Cleaning and Surface Coating)
0.09
0
0
0
0
Petroleum Marketing
8.88
0.01
0.01
0
0
Other (Petroleum Production and
0
0
0
0
0
Marketing)
Chemical
1.52
0
0
0
0
Food and Agriculture
0.1
0
0
0
0.03
Mineral Processes
0.19
0.19
0.16
0.02
4.34
Metal Processes
0.01
0
0
0
0.04
Other (Industrial Processes)
0.54
0.11
0.03
0
0.03
Consumer Products
17.52
0
0
0
0
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PM2.5
0.51
0.06
0.08
0.19
0.3
0.06
0.02
0.15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
1.14
0.02
0.02
0
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Emission Category
Architectural Coatings and Related
Process Solvents
Pesticides/Fertilizers
Asphalt Paving/Roofing
Residential Fuel Combustion
Farming Operations
Construction and Demolition
Paved Road Dust
Unpaved Road Dust
Fugitive Windblown Dust
Fires
Managed Burning and Disposal
Cooking
Other (Miscellaneous Process)
On-Road Motor Vehicles
Aircraft
Trains
Ocean Going Vessels
Commercial Harbor Craft
Recreational Boats
Off-Road Recreational Vehicles
Off-Road Equipment
Farm Equipment
Fuel Storage and Handling
Total 2012 Emissions, Tons per Day

Emissions, tons per day
NOX
SOX
PM10

ROG

CO

PM2.5

10.16

0

0

0

0

0

0.36
1.43
2.45
1.27
0
0
0
0
0.05
0.19
2.04
0
32.22
3.59
0.09
0.06
0.27
11.72
1.8
11.11
0.53
1.47
128.36

0
0
12.25
0
0
0
0
0
0.67
2.26
0
0
301.15
20.34
0.17
0.14
1.3
38.07
2.7
116.29
3.38
0
512.75

0
0
2.51
0
0
0
0
0
0.02
0.06
0
0
54.32
5.76
1.46
1.49
3.66
2.22
0.04
13.59
2.57
0
92.64

0
0
0.13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
0
0
0.41
0.18
0
0.2
0
0
0
0.01
0
0
1.24

0
0.01
1.85
0.14
28.21
10.89
11.84
0.32
0.1
0.27
3.07
0
5.25
1.69
0.03
0.04
0.16
0.71
0.01
0.95
0.15
0
71.8773

0
0.01
1.79
0.02
2.82
1.63
1.18
0.05
0.09
0.24
3.07
0
2.64
1.68
0.03
0.04
0.15
0.54
0.01
0.89
0.15
0
19.59

CO = carbon monoxide; NOX= oxides of nitrogen; PM10 = respirable particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter
of 10 micrometers or less; PM2.5 = fine particulate matter with an aerodynamic resistance diameter of 2.5 micrometers or less;
ROG = reactive organic gases SOX = oxides of sulfur
Source: ARB 2014c
Note: a comment on the Draft EIR pointed out that the PM10 value for electric utilities from the ARB dataset used for this table
was incorrect. It has been updated in the Final EIR.

4.3.1.3

TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS

Background Information on Toxic Air Contaminants and Human Health Effects
Toxic air contaminants (TACs), also referred to as hazardous air pollutants (HAPs), are generally defined
as those contaminants that are known or suspected to cause serious health problems, but do not have a
corresponding ambient air quality standard. SDAPCD further defines a TAC as an air pollutant that may
increase a person’s risk of developing cancer and/or other serious health effects; however, the emission
of a toxic chemical does not automatically create a health hazard. Other factors, such as the amount of
the chemical; its toxicity; and how it is released into the air, the weather, and the terrain, all influence
whether the emission could be hazardous to human health (SDAPCD 2014d). In general, the human
health impacts of TACs/MSATs are positively correlated with distance (i.e., the closer the proximity, the
greater the impact).
TACs are emitted by a variety of industrial processes such as petroleum refining, electric utility and
chrome plating operations, commercial operations such as gasoline stations and dry cleaners, and motor
vehicle exhaust and may exist as particles or as vapors (gases). TACs include metals, other particles,
gases absorbed on to particles, and certain vapors from fuels and other sources.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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The emission of toxic substances into the air can be damaging to human health and to the environment.
Human exposure to these pollutants at sufficient concentrations and durations can result in cancer,
poisoning, and rapid onset of sickness, such as nausea or difficulty in breathing. Other less measurable
effects include immunological, neurological, reproductive, developmental, and respiratory problems.
Pollutants deposited onto soil or into lakes and streams affect ecological systems and eventually human
health through consumption of contaminated food. The carcinogenic potential of TACs is a particular
public health concern because, as USEPA indicates in their human health risk assessment guidance
(USEPA 2015b), there is theoretically no level of exposure for such a chemical that does not pose a
small, but finite, probability of generating a carcinogenic response. Any exposure to a carcinogen poses
some risk of contracting cancer.
The State Air Toxics Program (Assembly Bill [AB] 2588) identified over 200 TACs, including the 188 HAPs
in the federal CAA. USEPA has assessed this expansive list of toxics and identified a master list of TACs as
Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSATs). MSATs are compounds emitted from highway vehicles and nonroad
equipment. Some toxic compounds are present in fuel and are emitted to the air when the fuel
evaporates or passes through the engine unburned. Other toxics are emitted from the incomplete
combustion of fuels or as secondary combustion products. Metal air toxics also result from engine wear
or from impurities in oil or gasoline.
USEPA has assessed this expansive list in their rule on the Control of Hazardous Air Pollutants from
Mobile Sources (Federal Register, Vol. 72, No. 37, page 8430, February 26, 2007), and identified a group
of 93 compounds emitted from mobile sources that are listed in their Integrated Risk Information
System (IRIS). In addition, USEPA identified seven compounds with significant contributions from mobile
sources that are among the national and regional-scale cancer risk drivers from their 1999 National Air
Toxics Assessment (NATA) (USEPA 2006). These seven compounds, considered “priority” MSATs, are
acrolein, benzene, 1,3-butadiene, diesel PM plus diesel exhaust organic gases (diesel PM),
formaldehyde, naphthalene, and polycyclic organic matter (USEPA 2012b).
The California-specific transportation air quality analysis model, CT-EMFAC, is designed to model MSATs.
Health effects from MSATs/TACs, i.e., cancer risks and chronic noncancer risks from on-road traffic, have
been associated primarily with diesel PM, benzene, and 1, 3- butadiene. CT-EMFAC estimates diesel PM,
benzene, and 1, 3-butadiene emissions. In addition to these three compounds, acetaldehyde, carbon
tetrachloride, hexavalent chromium, para-dichlorobenzene, formaldehyde, methylene chloride, and
perchloroethylene pose the greatest existing ambient TAC risk for which data are available within
California.

Diesel Particulate Matter Exposure and Human Health Impacts
According to the 2009 California Almanac of Emissions and Air Quality (ARB 2009), the majority of the
estimated health risks from TACs can be attributed to relatively few compounds, the most important
being diesel PM. Diesel PM differs from other TACs in that it is not a single substance, but rather a
complex mixture of hundreds of substances. Diesel PM is emitted from both mobile and stationary
sources.
Diesel exhaust is composed of two phases, gas and particle, and both phases contribute to the health
risk. The gas phase is composed of many of the urban HAPs, such as acetaldehyde, acrolein, benzene,
1,3-butadiene, formaldehyde, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The particle phase is also
composed of many different types of particles by size or composition. Fine and ultra-fine diesel
particulates are of the greatest health concern and may be composed of elemental carbon with
adsorbed compounds such as organic compounds, sulfate, nitrate, metals, and other trace elements.
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In California, on-road diesel-fueled vehicles contribute approximately 38 percent of the statewide total,
with an additional approximately 60 percent attributed to other mobile source applications with diesel
engines such as construction and mining equipment, agricultural equipment, and transport refrigeration
units. Stationary sources including shipyards, warehouses, heavy equipment repair yards, and oil and
gas production operations represent only about one percent of statewide emissions. Stationary sources
that report diesel PM emissions also include heavy construction (except highway), manufacturers of
asphalt paving materials and blocks, and electrical power generation.
The most common exposure to diesel PM is breathing the air that contains diesel PM. The fine and ultrafine particles are respirable (similar to PM2.5), which means that they can avoid many of the human
respiratory system defense mechanisms and enter deeply into the lungs. Exposure to diesel PM comes
from both on-road and off-road engine exhaust that is either directly emitted from the engines or aged
through lingering in the atmosphere.
Diesel exhaust causes health effects from both short-term or acute exposures, and long-term chronic
exposures. The type and severity of health effects depend upon several factors, including the amount of
chemical exposure and the duration of exposure. Individuals also react differently to different levels of
exposure. There is limited information on how exposure to diesel PM alone (i.e., separate from other
TACs) affects human health, but available evidence indicates that inhalation exposure to diesel exhaust
causes acute and chronic human health effects.
Acute exposure to diesel exhaust may cause irritation to the eyes, nose, throat, and lungs, and some
neurological effects such as lightheadedness. Acute exposure may also elicit a cough or nausea as well
as exacerbate asthma. Chronic exposure in experimental animal inhalation studies has shown a range of
dose-dependent lung inflammation and cellular changes in the lung and immunological effects. Based
upon human and laboratory studies, there is considerable evidence that diesel exhaust is a likely
carcinogen. Human epidemiological studies demonstrate an association between diesel exhaust
exposure and increased lung cancer rates in occupational settings (USEPA 2002).
USEPA's National Scale Assessment uses several types of health hazard information to provide a
quantitative "threshold of concern" or a health benchmark concentration at which it is expected that no
adverse health effects occur at exposures to that level. Health effects information on carcinogenic,
short- and long-term non-carcinogenic end points issued to establish selective protective health levels to
compare to the modeled exposures levels. USEPA has developed an inhalation Reference Concentration
(RFC) that is used as a health benchmark protective of chronic non-carcinogenic health effects for diesel
exhaust. The RFC for diesel exhaust, which includes diesel PM, is 5 micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m3)
(USEPA 2015c). USEPA has not established a cancer slope factor for diesel exhaust or diesel PM.
Diesel particulates are a major contributor to ambient cancer risk levels. In 1998, California identified
diesel PM as a TAC based on its potential to cause cancer, premature death, and other health problems.
Those most vulnerable are children whose lungs are still developing and the elderly who may have other
serious health problems. The California Office of Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) has established a
Reference Exposure Level (REL; similar to RfC) of 5 µg/m3 (OEHHA 2015). The REL represents an
exposure concentration below which no adverse non-cancer health effects are anticipated. OEHHA has
also established an inhalation cancer potency factor of 1.1 (milligrams per kilogram per day)-1 (OEHHA
2015). This level is used to estimate the increase in cancer risk due to exposure to diesel PM.
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Recent Studies of the Potential Effect of Diesel PM Emissions on Air Quality Sensitive
Receptors
Vehicle emissions contain a number of substances that can be harmful, including TACs such as benzene
and diesel PM. A growing body of scientific evidence shows that living or going to school near roadways
with heavy traffic volumes is associated with a number of adverse effects. These include increased
respiratory symptoms, increased risk of heart and lung disease, and elevated mortality rates.
While most of the initial studies were conducted in Europe, a number of research projects conducted in
the United States and California are finding similar results. For example, as of 2005, the Children’s
Health Study, a 10-year study conducted by the USC School of Medicine, found strong evidence that
exposure to pollutants related to vehicle emissions such as NO2 and elemental carbon (or soot) is linked
to a slowing of lung function growth (Peters et al. 2004). The researchers concluded that the resulting
deficits in lung function are likely permanent and may increase the risk for respiratory and other
diseases later in life. The study also found that the children in the study who lived nearest to roadways
with heavy traffic, such as freeways, showed increased risk for having asthma.
Diesel Particulate Matter Health Risk Assessment for the West Oakland Community
ARB completed a health risk assessment for the West Oakland community (ARB 2008), which was
designed to evaluate the emissions impacts and the potential public health risk to both residents of
West Oakland and the broader Bay Area from exposures to diesel PM.
The estimated lifetime potential cancer risk for residents of West Oakland from exposure to diesel PM
emissions from all sources is about 1,200 excess cancers per million. Diesel PM emissions were
attributable to Port operations, emissions from the Union Pacific Rail yard, and emissions from on-road
heavy-duty trucks.
The East Bay Children’s Respiratory Health Study
The East Bay Children’s Respiratory Health Study, conducted in 2001, included more than 1,100 students
between the 3rd and 5th grades (OEHHA 2004a). The study found that downwind direction and
proximity to major roads was an important determinant of increased exposure to traffic pollutants. For
children residing at their current address for at least 1 year, investigators found a modest but significant
increase of 5 to 8 percent in bronchitis and asthma symptoms in children in neighborhoods with higher
concentrations of traffic pollutants.
California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment School Study
The OEHHA studied public schools in California, various socioeconomic factors, and their proximity to
major roads. The study found that about 2 percent of all the public schools in California, incorporating
about 150,000 students, are within 150 meters (500 feet) 2 of a very busy roadway. The study also
provided recommendations on ways to mitigate exposure of students to traffic-related pollutants in the
event that a school is located near busy roadways (OEHHA 2004b).
2

The unit of distance for this analysis is feet. Where reference studies use meters, the original metric distances are shown with
the equivalent distance in feet.
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Existing Toxic Air Contaminant and Diesel Particulate Matter Emissions
As discussed in the SDAPCD’s 2013 Air Toxic “Hot Spots” Program Report for San Diego County (SDAPCD
2014d), SDAPCD and ARB started sampling for TACs at the El Cajon and Chula Vista monitoring stations
in the mid-1980s. These sites were chosen because they are located nearby and downwind of
transportation, industrial, and other air pollutant sources. The SDAPCD also measures TACs at its
Escondido, San Diego, and Otay Mesa monitoring stations. Based on 2013 estimates from SDAPCD,
industrial, mobile, area, and natural sources 3 of TACs emit more than 63.7 million pounds of TACs
annually.
Since there are no methods to directly monitor existing diesel PM concentrations, ARB has suggested
methods for estimating diesel PM concentrations. These methods involve the use of measurements of
elemental carbon as a surrogate for diesel particulate matter. While the use of elemental carbon as a
surrogate for diesel particulate matter provides a means of estimating exposure to diesel particulates, it
is not an exact measurement of diesel particulate matter in the atmosphere and therefore, it does not
provide exact measurements of exposure. The SDPACD measured elemental carbon at three locations
between August 2008 and June 2010: El Cajon, Escondido, and San Diego.

Existing Cancer Risk in the San Diego Region
Cancer risk is an estimate of the probability of an individual developing cancer as a result of exposure to
a particular level of a carcinogen, such as diesel PM (USEPA 2015). It is usually expressed in units of
proportion of a population affected (e.g., 100 in one million). The cancer risk of a given area is a
measure of any one person’s likelihood of contracting cancer due to exposure from a particular
carcinogen; it is not a measure of how many people will contract cancer. For example, for an area with
an increase in cancer risk of 10 in one million, any one person’s likelihood of contracting cancer would
increase by 10 chances in one million (i.e., increased likelihood of contracting cancer would increase by
0.001 percent). Moreover, in estimating any one person’s cancer risk, the analysis of the EIR assumes
that person would stay in the same place for 30 years, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day, 350 days a year.
The analysis follows the OEHHA guidelines (OEHHA 2015), and utilizes the 95th percentile breathing rates
and other conservative assumptions to calculate exposure to TACs. Accordingly, it is designed to provide
a conservative estimate of cancer risk, and likely overestimates actual impacts that would occur. 4
The most recent data on existing cancer risk within the SDAB are from ARB’s 2009 Almanac (ARB 2009).
Using data from the year 2000, the 2009 Almanac estimated a cancer risk of 607 in one million: 420 in
one million attributable to diesel PM and 187 in one million attributable to TACs other than diesel PM
(including acetaldehyde, benzene, 1,3-butadiene, carbon tetrachloride, hexavalent chromium,
dichlorobenzene, formaldehyde, methylene chloride, and perchloroethylene).

3

4

Mobile sources include on-road vehicles, off-road vehicles, trains, mobile equipment, and utility equipment. Area sources
include residential and commercial non-point sources such as fuel combustion, entrained road dust, waste burning, solvent
use, pesticide application, and construction and demolition. Natural sources include wildfires and windblown dust from
agricultural operations and unpaved areas.
The impact analysis uses two criteria to evaluate cancer risk: increases in cancer risk that exceed 10 in one million relative to
baseline (2012) levels and total cancer risk that exceeds 100 in one million. The criteria are described in the analysis
methodology section of Impact AQ-4.
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SDAPCD’s elemental carbon measurements taken between 2008 and 2010 suggest diesel PM emissions
are responsible for a cancer risk level of 354 in one million. In 2007, the most recent year for which the
ARB’s 2009 Almanac reports cancer risk in the SDAB for TACs (not including diesel PM), ARB estimated a
cancer risk of 88 in one million attributable to TACs other than diesel PM.
Adding the cancer risk of 88 in one million from non-diesel PM TACs to the cancer risk of 354 in one
million from diesel PM, the existing cancer risk in the SDAB is approximately 442 in one million. These
are the most recent and best available data for the San Diego region for non-diesel PM TACs and diesel
PM, respectively, and are used to representing existing 2012 conditions for the purposes of the EIR.
Figure 4.3-3 shows existing population, housing units, and schools in areas where the total cancer risk
from the regional transportation network (i.e., freeways, highways, and rail corridors) exceeds 100 in
one million in 2012. It also shows the best available data from the APCD identifying locations where
cancer risks from stationary sources exceed 10 in one million (according to the SDAPCD there are no
stationary sources with risks exceeding 100 in one million (SDAPCD 2014d)). Locations where total
cancer risk levels from the regional transportation network exceed 100 in one million in 2012 include
but are not limited to areas along and adjacent to portions of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I-5 from the City of Oceanside to the Otay Mesa-Nestor community of the City of San Diego;
I-805 from the I-5 to SR 905 with the exception of a relatively short segment between the SR 94
and SR 54;
I-15 from the Riverside County line to I-5 with the exception of a couple relatively short
segments north of SR 78;
SR 163 from Downtown San Diego to I-15;
SR 125 from I-8 to SR 54;
SR 78 from I-5 to I-15;
SR 52 from I-805 to SR 67;
I-8 from I-5 to the City of El Cajon;
SR 94 from just east of I-5 to SR 125;
SR 54 from I-805 to SR 125
A segment of SR 905 between I-805 and SR 125
A small area of SR 67 in the Lakeside community of the unincorporated County.

Table 4.3-6 identifies the number of people, housing units, and schools located in areas with a total
cancer risk that exceeds 100 in one million in 2012. These data estimate existing population exposure to
TAC emissions. The highest 2012 cancer risk from the transportation network at the maximally exposed
individual receptor (MEIR) is 492 in one million. The MEIR is located in the Del Mar meteorological
influence area. The methods for identifying the number of housing units, population, and schools in
areas with a total cancer risk above 100 in one million, and for identifying the MEIR, are described in
Appendix C to the EIR.
Table 4.3-6
Population, Housing Units, and Schools in Areas with Total Cancer Risk Above 100 in One Million - 2012
Total Cancer Risk
100 in one million

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.
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Characteristics of 100 in One Million Risk Contours in 2012
Population
Housing Units
Schools
132,576
47,936
62
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4.3.2 REGULATORY SETTING
4.3.2.1

FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

Federal Clean Air Act
The federal Clean Air Act (CAA), amended in 1977 and 1990 (42 USC 7401 et seq.), requires the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS)
for pollutants considered harmful to public health and the environment. The NAAQS require that certain
criteria pollutants should not exceed specified levels; areas that exceed the standard for specified
pollutants are designated as “nonattainment” areas.
The federal CAA requires that each state containing non-attainment areas develop plans to attain the
NAAQS by a specified attainment deadline. The attainment plan is called the State Implementation Plan
(SIP). The SDAPCD prepares the San Diego region’s portion of the California SIP. Once the standards are
attained, further plans – called Maintenance Plans – are required to demonstrate continued
maintenance of the NAAQS. Effective July 20, 2012, the San Diego region is designated as a marginal
non-attainment area for the 2008 Eight-Hour Ozone Standard with an attainment date of July
20December 31, 2015. The San Diego region also has been designated as a maintenance area for the CO
standard. Effective January 30, 2006, the USEPA has approved this Maintenance Plan as a SIP revision.

Transportation Conformity
Pursuant to 176(c) of the federal CAA (42 USC §7506(c)), SANDAG and the United States Department of
Transportation (U.S. DOT) must make a determination that the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and
the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) conform to the SIP for air quality. Conformity
to the SIP means that transportation activities will not create new air quality violations, worsen existing
violations, or delay the attainment of the NAAQS.
Conformity determinations for transportation plans, programs, and projects are based on the
Transportation Conformity Rule (40 CFR Part 93, Subpart A). Transportation conformity is analyzed by a
forecasting and modeling process considering population growth, employment growth, trip generation,
trip distribution, mode choice, and highway and transit assignment. Motor vehicle emissions are then
modeled, and conformity is demonstrated by showing that emissions would be within the emissions
limits (“budgets”) established by the SIP. Budgets for ozone precursor emissions (ROG and NOx) are
established by the Eight-Hour Ozone budgets included in the Redesignation Request and Maintenance
Plan for the 1997 National Ozone Standard for San Diego County (federal maintenance plan for Ozone)
(SDAPCD 2012). Effective April 4, 2013, the U.S. EPA found the Eight-Hour Ozone budgets included in the
federal maintenance plan for Ozone adequate for transportation conformity purposes. Budgets for CO
emissions are established by the 2004 Revision to the California State Implementation Plan for Carbon
Monoxide, Updated Maintenance Plan for Ten Federal Planning Areas(federal CO maintenance
plan)(ARB 2004). Appendix C provides detailed information about the transportation conformity process
for the proposed Plan.
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Air Toxics
The 1990 Amendments to the CAA included a provision to address air toxics. Under Title III of the CAA,
USEPA establishes and enforces National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs),
which are nationally uniform standards oriented toward controlling particular HAPs. Section 112(b) of
the CAA identifies 189 “Air Toxics” (HAPs, since modified to 187 pollutants), directs USEPA to identify
sources of the HAPs, and establishes a 10-year time period for USEPA to issue technology-based
emissions standards for each source category. Emission standards have been developed for all of the
stationary source categories under 40 CFR Part 63. Title III of the CAA provides for a second phase under
which USEPA is to assess residual risk after the implementation of the first phase of standards and
impose new standards, when appropriate, to protect public health. The Risk and Technology Review
(RTR) is a combined effort to evaluate both risk and technology as required by the CAA after the
application of maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards. USEPA has completed RTRs
for 31 source categories and is under a consent decree to complete RTRs for 15 additional source
categories. 5

Locomotive Engine Emission Standards
USEPA has adopted locomotive engine exhaust emission standards (40 CFR Part 1033 et seq.) that apply
to line haul and switching locomotives with total rated horsepower of 750 kilowatts (1006 horsepower
[hp]) or greater. These emission standards were initially adopted in 1973 with the requirement to meet
Tier 0 standards. Tier 4 standards for locomotives apply to new locomotive engines constructed
beginning in 2015. These emission standards apply to hydrocarbons, NOX, particulate matter, and CO.

Non-Road Compression-Ignition Engine Emission Standards
USEPA has also adopted emission standards for compression-ignition engines that apply to engines with
a total rated horsepower of 11 hp to engines with a rating greater than 1207 hp (40 CFR Part 89.112;
Part 1039.101; Part 1039.102). These standards include Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, and Tier 4 emission
limitations, and apply to equipment manufactured starting in 1996 and extending to equipment
manufactured in 2014. The emission standards phase-in schedule depends on the horsepower rating of
the equipment. These emission standards apply to hydrocarbons, NOX, particulate matter, and CO.

USEPA MSAT Regulations
USEPA has issued a number of regulations that require decreases in MSAT emissions from specified fuels
and engines. These regulations include USEPA’s fuel program (40 CFR Part 83), which requires that
refiners must meet an annual average gasoline benzene content standard of 0.62 percent by volume on
all of their gasoline nationwide. In addition, USEPA’s mobile source program (40 CFR Parts 85 and 86)
regulates tailpipe emissions from mobile sources including in-use and new vehicles. These include
regulations addressing emissions from new light-duty vehicles, light-duty trucks and heavy-duty engines
(40 CFR Part 86, Subparts A and B) and motorcycles (40 CFR Part 86, Subparts E and F). The regulations
also specify test procedures for the testing of mobile source engines.

5

EPA. 2014. Available at http://www.epa.gov/ttn/atw/rrisk/rtrpg.html.
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4.3.2.2

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

California Clean Air Act/California Ambient Air Quality Standards
In promulgating the NAAQS, USEPA allowed some states the option to develop stricter state standards,
including California. The CCAA of 1988 (California Health and Safety Code [H&SC] Section 39000 et seq.)
established the CAAQS, which either adopt the NAAQS or set stricter air quality standards within the
State of California. In addition to the pollutants covered by the NAAQS, the CAAQS include sulfates,
hydrogen sulfide, vinyl chloride, and visibility-reducing particles. The CCAA requires nonattainment
areas to achieve and maintain the CAAQS by the earliest practicable date (H&SC Section 40911(a)). The
CCAA requires that local air pollution control districts develop and implement plans for attaining the
state O3, CO, SO2, and NO2 standards. ARB is responsible for implementing regulations under the CCAA.
Under the CCAA, areas that are in nonattainment with the O3 CAAQS must prepare plans to reduce O3
levels. The air quality plan to reduce O3 levels for the SDAB is the Regional Air Quality Strategy (RAQS),
which was prepared by SDAPCD. 6 The SDAB is in attainment with standards for CO, SO2, and NO2. There
are no requirements for areas that are nonattainment for the state standards for particulate matter
(PM10 and PM2.5) to prepare air quality plans to address attainment of these standards.

Assembly Bill 1807 – Toxic Air Contaminant Identification and Control Act (Chapter 1047,
Statutes of 1983)
ARB’s statewide comprehensive air toxics program was established in the early 1980s. The Toxic Air
Contaminant Identification and Control Act (AB 1807; Tanner 1983) created California’s program to
reduce exposure to air toxics. Under AB 1807, ARB is required to use certain criteria in the prioritization
for the identification and control of air toxics. In selecting substances for review, ARB must consider
criteria relating to “the risk of harm to public health, amount or potential amount of emissions, manner
of, and exposure to, usage of the substance in California, persistence in the atmosphere, and ambient
concentrations in the community” [H&SC Section 39666(f)]. In 1993, the AB 2807 program was amended
to include the identification and control of TACs (AB 2728). Specifically, AB 2728 required ARB to identify
the 188 federal HAPs as TACs. Major sources of specific HAPs are subject to the requirements of USEPA’s
NESHAPS Program and require Title V permitting, which requires implementation of MACT to reduce
emissions of HAPs.

Assembly Bill 2588 – Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Information and Assessment Act (California
Health and Safety Code 44300-44394)
The Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Information and Assessment Act (AB 2588; Connelly 1987) supplemented the
AB 1807 program by requiring a statewide air toxics inventory, notification of people exposed to a
significant health risk, and facility plans to reduce these risks. Under AB 2588, facilities that emit TACs
are required to report their emissions, ascertain health risks, and, if risks are above the level of 10 in a
million for excess cancer risks and above 1.0 for noncancer hazards, notify the public of potential risks.
In September 1992, the act was amended by Senate Bill (SB) 1731, which requires facilities that pose a
significant health risk to the community to reduce their risk through a risk management plan. The State
Air Toxics Program (Assembly Bill [AB] 2588) identified over 200 TACs, including the 188 HAPs in the
federal CAA.
6

San Diego Air Pollution Control District. 2009. 2009 Regional Air Quality Strategy. April 22.
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Diesel Risk Reduction Plan
Diesel exhaust is mainly composed of particulate matter and gases, which contain potential cancercausing substances. Emissions from diesel engines currently include over 40 substances that are listed
by USEPA as HAPs and by ARB as TACs. On August 27, 1998, ARB identified particulate matter in diesel
exhaust as a TAC, based on data linking diesel particulate emissions to increased risks of lung cancer and
respiratory disease.
In 2000, ARB adopted a Diesel Risk Reduction Plan to reduce diesel PM emissions and the associated
health risks associated with exposure to diesel PM. The goal of the plan is to reduce diesel PM emissions
and the associated health risks by 75 percent in 2010 and by 85 percent by 2020.

Public Exposure to Particulate Matter
SB 656 (H&SC Section 39614) required ARB, in consultation with local air districts to develop and adopt,
by January 1, 2005, a list of the most readily available, feasible, and cost-effective control measures that
could be employed by ARB and the air districts to reduce PM10 and PM2.5 (collectively referred to as PM).
Measures adopted as part of SB 656 complement and support those required for federal PM2.5
attainment plans, as well as for state O3 plans. This will ensure continuing focus on PM reduction and
progress toward attaining California’s more health protective standards. The list of air district control
measures was adopted by ARB on November 18, 2004. ARB also developed a list of state PM control
measures for mobile and stationary sources, including measures for adoption as part of ARB’s Diesel Risk
Reduction Plan.

School Siting
A California law passed in 2003 (Public Resources Code Section 21151.8) prohibits the siting of a school
within 500 feet of a freeway unless “the school district determines, through analysis based on
appropriate air dispersion modeling, that the air quality at the proposed site is such that neither shortterm nor long-term exposure poses significant health risks to pupils.”
The siting of schools is also regulated in the California Code of Regulations. According to California Code
of Regulations, Title 5, Section 14010(e): "The site shall not be adjacent to a road or freeway that any
site-related traffic and sound level studies have determined will have safety problems or sound levels
which adversely affect the educational program.”

Public Resource Code 21151.4
CEQA provides that an EIR shall not be certified and a negative declaration shall not be approved for any
project involving the construction or alteration of a facility within 1/4 of a mile of a school that might
reasonably be anticipated to emit hazardous air emissions, or that would handle an extremely
hazardous air emission, or that would handle an extremely hazardous substance or a mixture containing
extremely hazardous substances in a quantity equal to or greater than the state threshold quantity
specified pursuant to subdivision (j) of Section 25532 of the Health and Safety Code, that may pose a
health or safety hazard to persons who would attend or would be employed at the school, unless both
of the following occur:
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•

The lead agency preparing the EIR or negative declaration has consulted with the school district
having jurisdiction regarding the potential impact of the project on the school.

•

The school district has been given written notification of the project not less than 30 days prior
to the proposed certification of the EIR or approval of the negative declaration

Air Toxics Control Measures (California Health and Safety Code Division 26)
Under the California H&SC, Division 26 (Air Resources), ARB is authorized to adopt regulations to protect
public health and the environment through the reduction of TACs and other air pollutants with adverse
health effects. As such, ARB has promulgated several mobile and stationary source airborne toxic
control measures (ATCMs). The ATCMs identify specific measures designed to reduce emissions and
therefore exposure of individuals to TACs emitted from a variety of sources.
Specifically, ARB has adopted regulations governing diesel emissions from compression-ignition engines
(17 CCR 93115 et seq.), portable engines (17 CCR 93116 et seq.), and locomotives and marine vessels (17
CCR 93117, 93118 et seq., and 93119 and 13 CCR 2299 et seq.), and emissions from offroad engines,
including construction equipment, cargo handling equipment, and recreational vehicles (13 CCR 2400 et
seq.).
For instance, effective as of July 2003, ARB approved an ATCM that limits school bus idling and idling at
or near schools to only when necessary for safety or operational concerns (13 CCR Chapter 10 Section
2480). This ATCM is intended to reduce diesel PM and other TACs and air pollutants from heavy-duty
motor vehicle exhaust. It applies to school buses, transit buses, school activity buses, youth buses,
general public paratransit vehicles, and other commercial motor vehicles. This ATCM focuses on
reducing public exposure to diesel PM and other TACs, particularly for children riding in and playing near
school buses and other commercial motor vehicles, who are disproportionately exposed to pollutants
from these sources. In addition, effective February 2005, ARB approved an ATCM to limit the idling of
diesel-fueled commercial motor vehicles with gross vehicular weight ratings of greater than 10,000
pounds, regardless of the state or country in which the vehicle is registered (13 CCR Chapter 10 Section
2485).

Small Offroad Engine Exhaust Emission Standards
The ARB has adopted regulations to control emissions from small off-road engines such as lawn, garden
and other maintenance utility equipment (ARB 2015b). The rules affect engines less than 25
horsepower. The ARB first regulated these engines in December 1990. The current small offroad
emission standards affect small engines manufactured after 2005, and require these engines to meet
exhaust emission standards for hydrocarbons, NOx, and CO. Two-stroke engines are also subject to
exhaust standards for PM. The ARB also regulates evaporative emissions from small off-road engines.

Offroad Compression-Ignition Diesel Engine Exhaust Emission Standards
The ARB has adopted regulations to control emissions from off-road compression-ignition diesel engines
found in a wide variety of off-road applications such as farming, construction, and industrial. Some
familiar examples include tractors, excavators, dozers, scrapers, portable generators, transport
refrigeration units (TRUs), irrigation pumps, welders, compressors, scrubbers, and sweepers (ARB
2015c).
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Requirements for off-road compression-ignition engine certification include provisions from
demonstrating compliance with the applicable emission standards using specific test procedures, as well
as emission labeling and warranty obligations. The regulations set forth emission standards for
hydrocarbons, NOx, CO, and PM in “Tiers”, which require engines to meet increasingly stringent
emission levels from Tier 1 to Tier 4 for new offroad engines. All new engines manufactured after 2011
must meet Tier 4 interim or Tier 4 emission standards. The USEPA includes a provision in their engine
regulations to include a replacement engine exemption that allows nonroad engine manufacturers to
provide customers with newly manufactured engines that meet previous-tier emission standards in
order to replace engines already in use. The USEPA intended this exemption to apply in cases where
engines certified to current standards do not have the physical or performance characteristics needed to
power equipment that was originally equipped with an older engine.

On-Road Heavy-Duty Diesel Vehicles (In-Use) Regulation
The ARB has adopted on-road heavy-duty vehicle (in-use) regulations to reduce emissions of DPM, NOx,
and other criteria pollutants (13 CCR 2025 et seq.). These regulations require diesel trucks and buses
that operate in California to be upgraded to reduce emissions. Newer heavier trucks and buses must
meet PM filter requirements beginning January 1, 2012. Lighter and older heavier trucks must be
replaced starting January 1, 2015. By January 1, 2023, nearly all trucks and buses will need to have 2010
model year engines or equivalent.

Smartway/Phase I Heavy Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Regulation
The ARB has adopted a regulation (13 CCR Sections 2020 et seq.) designed to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions from heavy-duty tractor-trailers by improving the fuel efficiency of heavy-duty tractors that
pull 53-foot or longer box-type trailers. Fuel efficiency is improved through improvements in tractor and
trailer aerodynamics and the use of low rolling resistance tires. The tractors and trailers subject to this
regulation must use U.S. Environmental Protection Agency SmartWaySM certified tractors and trailers, or
retrofit their existing fleet with SmartWay verified technologies. In addition to reducing GHG emissions,
improvements in fuel efficiency will also reduce emissions of criteria pollutants and TACs.

Air Quality and Land Use Handbook
The ARB has prepared a guidance document with recommendations for siting of sensitive receptors in
its publication, Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community Health Perspective (ARB 2005). The
Handbook is not intended to regulate the siting of source or receptors, and serves as guidance only. As
stated in the Handbook, the ARB’s primary goal in developing the document is to provide information to
reduce exposure of vulnerable populations to source of air pollution. In the discussion of traffic
emissions and health effects, the key health findings included the following:
•
•
•

Reduced lung function in children was associated with traffic density, especially trucks, within
1,000 feet and the association was strongest within 300 feet (Brunekreef et al. 1997).
Increased asthma hospitalizations were associated with living within 650 feet of heavy traffic
and heavy truck volume (Lin et al. 2002).
Asthma symptoms increased with proximity to roadways and the risk was greatest within 300
feet (Venn et al. 2001).
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•

Asthma and bronchitis symptoms in children were associated with proximity to high levels of
traffic in a San Francisco Bay Area community with good overall regional air quality (Kim et al.
2004).
• A San Diego study found increased medical visits in children living within 550 feet of heavy
traffic (English et al. 1999).
ARB concludes their analysis with the following recommendation: Avoid siting new sensitive land uses
within 500 feet of a freeway, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles/day, or rural roads with 50,000
vehicles/day. ARB also provides recommendations on distances from other sources of TACs for the
siting of sensitive receptors. As ARB states in the Handbook, these recommendations are advisory and
should not be interpreted as defined “buffer zones.”
In the Handbook, the ARB encourages land use agencies to use their planning processes to ensure the
appropriate separation of industrial facilities and sensitive land uses. While ARB provides some
suggestions, they acknowledge that how to best achieve that goal is a local issue. The ARB recognizes
that there are multiple issues that must be considered in the land use planning process, including
addressing housing and transportation needs, the benefits of urban infill, community economic
development priorities, and other quality of life issues. All of these factors are important considerations.
The ARB therefore states that the recommendations in the Handbook need to be balanced with other
State and local policies.

Public Resources Code Section 30253
Public Resources Code Section 30253, part 3, requires that development within the Coastal Zone be
consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control district or the State Air Resources
Control Board.

4.3.2.3

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

2009 Regional Air Quality Strategy Revision
The 2009 Regional Air Quality Strategy Revision (RAQS) was developed by the SDAPCD to identify
feasible emission control measures and provide expeditious progress toward attaining California O3
standards (SDAPCD 2009). The two pollutants addressed in the RAQS are ROG and NOX, which are
precursors to the formation of O3. The RAQS control measures focus on emission sources under the
authority of SDAPCD, specifically stationary sources and some area-wide sources. However, the emission
inventories and emission projections in the RAQS reflect the impact of all control measures, including
those under the jurisdiction of ARB (i.e., on-road motor vehicles, off-road vehicles and equipment, and
consumer products) and USEPA (i.e., aircraft, ships, trains, and off-road equipment). State law requires
the RAQS, when implemented, to achieve a 5 percent average annual reduction in countywide emissions
of O3 precursors or, if that is not achievable, it must include an expeditious schedule for adopting every
feasible emission control measure under air district purview (H&SC §40914).The most recent update to
the RAQS was adopted in 2009. Because the San Diego Air Basin has not achieved the 5 percent annual
reduction, the 2009 RAQS revision reflects expeditious adoption of feasible control measures. Neither
the San Diego Air Basin nor any nonattainment air district in California has demonstrated a sustained 5
percent average annual reduction in O3 precursor emissions. SDAPCD is in the process of developing an
update to the RAQS, which is anticipated to be complete in 2015 (SDAPCD 2014e). In their comment
letter on the Draft EIR (see EIR Appendix K), APCD indicated that the RAQS update may not be complete
until 2016.
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San Diego Air Pollution Control District Rules and Regulations
Within the San Diego region, SDAPCD is the local air quality regulatory agency that is responsible for
developing the attainment strategy, including the SIP and the RAQS, for the SDAB. The attainment
strategy involves maintaining emission inventories; modeling air pollutants; and developing, quantifying,
and comparing emission reduction strategies. SDAPCD maintains and operates 12 monitoring stations
within the air basin. Air districts in state nonattainment areas are also responsible for identifying
transportation control measures (in cooperation with the MPOs) necessary to achieve ambient air
quality standards.
The SDAPCD has authority to regulate specified stationary and area sources of emissions. Stationary and
area source control measures identified within the RAQS and SIP are incorporated by SDAPCD into its
Rules and Regulations. The rules are designed to set limits on the amount of emissions from specific
types of sources, and/or require specific emission control technologies or limits on some types of
sources. Following rule adoption, a permit system including the Federal Operating Permits Program
(Title V) and rules for new sources (New Source Review and Prevention of Significant Deterioration
requirements) are used to require air pollution controls on new and modified stationary sources and to
ensure compliance with regulations by prescribing specific operating conditions, along with
requirements for testing, monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting. Stationary sources are inspected by
SDAPCD on a regular basis to monitor compliance with permit requirements and the Rules and
Regulations.
SDAPCD Rule 1210 implements the public notification and risk reduction requirements of AB 2588. The
rule requires stationary sources with a risk above 10 in a million cancer risk and/or a hazard index above
1.0 for non-cancer effects to notify the public of potential risks due to exposure from emissions. The rule
also requires facilities with a risk above 100 in a million to implement risk reduction measures. SDAPCD
Rule 55 establishes requirements to minimize dust released from soil during construction and
demolition activities. SDAPCD Rule 51 restricts the discharge of air contaminants or other material which
cause injury, detriment, nuisance or annoyance to any considerable number of persons or to the public
or which endanger the comfort, repose, health or safety of any such persons or the public or which
cause or have a natural tendency to cause injury or damage to business or property. This rule applies to
sources of objectionable odors and prohibits the release of such odors that would affect the public.

4.3.3

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provides recommended criteria for evaluating the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts on air quality, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless
otherwise noted, the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist
questions in Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited their
wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR and the unique nature of the proposed Plan.
Appendix G addresses air quality in Section III(a-e). SANDAG has made minor, non-substantive edits to
the wording of checklist questions III(a) (see AQ-1), III(c) (see AQ-3), and III(e) (See AQ-5). For the
purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant impact on air quality
if it would:
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AQ-1

Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable Air Quality Attainment Plans.

AQ-2

Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air
quality violation.

AQ-3

Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of emissions of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is in nonattainment under applicable NAAQS or CAAQS.

AQ-4

Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.

AQ-5

Expose a substantial number of people to objectionable odors.

4.3.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

AQ-1

CONFLICT WITH OR OBSTRUCT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE APPLICABLE AIR QUALITY
ATTAINMENT PLANS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following air quality attainment plans are applicable to this analysis: the federal CO maintenance
plan (SDAB is a maintenance area for the federal CO standard), the federal maintenance plan for Ozone
(SDAB is a marginal non-attainment area for the federal 2008 Eight-Hour Ozone standard), and the RAQS
and Ozone SIP (SDAB is a non-attainment area for state ozone standards). There are no other air quality
attainment plans or maintenance plans for the SDAB. While the SDAB is designated as a nonattainment
area for the state PM10, and PM2.5 standards, the CCAA does not require preparation of attainment plans
for these pollutants, and no such plans have been prepared. Therefore, PM10 and PM2.5 are not
addressed under AQ-1.
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The analysis evaluates whether forecasted regional growth and land use change under the proposed
Plan would conflict with or obstruct implementation of programs and rules and regulations adopted as
part of the RAQS and SIP. The growth forecast used in the RAQS and Ozone SIP is compared to
forecasted growth under the proposed Plan. In addition, the analysis describes whether forecasted
regional growth and land use change would conflict with or obstruct implementation of any of the
applicable control measures contained within the RAQS, Ozone SIP, federal maintenance plan for Ozone,
and federal CO maintenance plan.
In addition, air emissions data from the State Implementation Plan (SIP) from the Redesignation Request
and Maintenance Plan for the 1997 National Ozone Standard for San Diego County (SDAPCD 2012),
Tables A-1 and A-2, are used in the analysis for Impact AQ-1. The data are provided in Appendix C-1 to
this EIR.
Appendix C of the O3 SIP includes the control measures adopted by the SDAPCD in their Rules and
Regulations, ARB statewide O3 precursor emission reduction measures, and ARB SIP Control Measures
adopted between 1994 and 2006 to reduce emissions of O3 precursors.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The SANDAG transportation conformity analysis provided in Appendix C-1 to the EIR is used to
determine whether implementation of planned transportation network improvements and programs
would conflict with or obstruct implementation of the federal CO maintenance plan and the federal
maintenance plan for Ozone. Modeled motor vehicle emissions resulting from implementation of the
proposed Plan are compared to the emissions budgets established in the RAQS and Ozone SIP. The
emissions were calculated using ARB’s EMFAC2014 model (v1.0.1), which ARB has indicated was
appropriate for this EIR (ARB 2015d). The analysis also compares the planned transportation network
improvements and programs with the Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) identified in the RAQS.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The RAQS is based on the Series 11 Regional Growth Forecast and the 2007 RTP, which forecast growth
in the region of one million people by the year 2030. The proposed Plan is based on the Series 13
Regional Growth Forecast and adopted local land use plans within the region. Growth projections
included within the proposed Plan project growth of just under one million people by 2050; therefore,
the growth forecasts have been revised downward since the adoption of the RAQS and SIP, , and the
proposed Plan’s growth forecast does not conflict with the growth forecast in the RAQS and SIP .
Chapter 4 of the RAQS includes control measures for stationary sources that have been adopted to
reduce emissions of VOCs and NOX within the region. The RAQS control measures that apply to
stationary sources include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhanced Vapor Recovery (SDAPCD Rules 61.3.1 and 61.4.1)
Control of Solvent Cleaning (SDAPCD Rules 67.6.1 and 67.6.2)
Control of Stationary Combustion Turbines (SDAPCD Rule 69.3.1)
Control of Industrial and Commercial Boilers, Process Heaters, and Steam Generators (SDAPCD
Rule 69.2)
Small and Medium Boilers, Steam Generators, and Process Heaters Between 600,000 and 5
Million BTU/hr (SDAPCD Rule 69.2.1 and 69.2.2)
Large Commercial Water Heaters Between 75,000 and 600,000 BTU/hr (SDAPCD Rule 69.5.1)
Residential Water Heaters Smaller than 75,000 BTU/hr (SDAPCD Rule 69.5)
Stationary Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines Best Available Retrofit Technology
(SDAPCD Rule 69.4.1)

Additional feasible control measures in the RAQS to reduce emissions of ozone precursors include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adhesive and Sealant Applications (SDAPCD Rule 67.21)
Automotive Refinishing (SDAPCD Rule 67.20.1)
Low-VOC Solvent Wipe Coating (adopted as requirements to reduce VOCs from solvents under
various rules, including SDAPCD Rules 66.1, 67.3, 67.4, 67.5, 67.9, 67.11, 67.11.1, 67.12, 67.16,
67.18, 67.20, and 67.21)
Wood Products Coating Operations (SDAPCD Rules 67.11 and 67.11.1)
Graphic Arts (SDAPCD Rule 67.16)
Equipment Leaks (SDAPCD 61.1, 61.2, 61.7, 67.10, 67.19, and 67.15).
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Forecasted regional growth and land use change by 2020 under the proposed Plan would be subject to
and implement the above regulations, and therefore would not conflict with or obstruct implementation
of the federal CO maintenance plan, the federal maintenance plan for Ozone, or the RAQS. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change would not conflict with or obstruct of implementation of the
applicable air quality plans. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity analysis (Appendix C-1 to the
EIR), the modeled emissions of O3 precursors ROG and NOX, and CO for 2020 are less than the
conformity budget emissions for these pollutants, thereby demonstrating that by 2020, the
transportation network improvements and programs of the proposed Plan would not generate
emissions greater than anticipated by the federal CO maintenance plan, the federal maintenance plan
for Ozone, and the RAQS. The results of the conformity analysis for emissions of O3 precursors ROG and
NOX (summer daily average) and CO (winter daily average) for 2012 and 2020 are shown in Table 4.3-7.
Table 4.3-7
Air Quality Conformity Analysis for 8-Hour Ozone and Carbon Monoxide, 2012 and 2020
ROG
NOXCO
CONOX
SIP Emissions
Proposed Plan
SIP Emissions Proposed Plan SIP Emissions
Proposed Plan
Budget
Emissions
Budget
Emissions
Budget
Emissions
Year
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
2012
53
33.2312
730
274.45273.56
98
53.0152.91
2020
2353
17.352
730
128.7952
3898
24.8624.77
Source: Appendix C-1 to the EIR.
Note: Summer day emissions were used for ROG and NOx, and winter day emissions were used for CO because they represent
the highest emissions scenario.
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. Emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

Chapter 5 of the RAQS includes three categories of emission control programs to reduce NOX and VOCs
emissions from mobile sources: Incentive Programs, Transportation Control Measures, and Indirect
Source Program. The following Incentive Programs provide funding to reduce emissions of ozone
precursors:
•
•
•
•
•

Carl Moyer Memorial Air Quality Attainment Program
Vehicle Registration Fund Program
Lower Emission School Bus Replacement and Retrofit Program
Palomar Mitigation Funds Program
Lawn Mower Exchange Program

Indirect Source Programs include outreach and assistance to local governments, land developers, and
neighborhood groups to reduce vehicle miles traveled and encourage smart growth policies. As
discussed in the Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity analysis, there are four federallyapproved Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) that must be implemented in San Diego, which the
SIP refers to as transportation tactics. They include ridesharing, transit improvements, traffic flow
improvements, and bicycle facilities and programs.
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These TCMs were established in the 1982 SIP, which identified general objectives and implementing
actions for each tactic. The TCMs have been fully implemented. Ridesharing, transit, bicycling, and traffic
flow improvements will continue to be funded in 2020, although the level of implementation
established in the SIP has been surpassed (SDAPCD 2007). See Chapter 2.0 of the EIR for a complete
description of transit capital and operational improvements, active transportation improvements,
transportation demand management improvements, and other transportation improvements and
programs identified in the proposed Plan. The proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements
and programs would be consistent with, and not conflict with, the TCMs included within the RAQS, as
demonstrated below:
Transit Improvement and Expansion Program. The RAQS identifies replacing diesel-fueled buses with
CNG buses; increasing bus travel; and increasing rail transit services. From 2012 to 2020, major
transportation network improvements would include double-tracking at certain locations on the
LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER frequencies, completion of the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension
from Old Town to University City, the South Bay Rapid Bus from the Otay Mesa ITC to Downtown San
Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Iris to the Otay Mesa POE, increases in local bus service frequencies,
express bus routes to the San Diego and Tijuana International Airports, a San Marcos shuttle, and
construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I-805 and I-8. Transit operations would increase
by 59,76145,881 vehicle miles of service over 2012 levels.
Vanpool Program. SANDAG would continue to operate its Regional Vanpool Program, providing
increased access to carpooling.
HOV Lanes. By 2020, additional Managed Lanes are proposed along I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR
78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52.
Park-and-Ride Facilities. The regional Plan supports the use of carpooling and transit park-and-ride
facilities to provide access to alternative modes of transportation and is consistent with this TCM.
Bicycle Facilities. Projects in the proposed Plan would improve or expand bicycle and pedestrian
interconnections between neighborhoods and communities that are currently separated by major
transportation corridors. Examples include bridgings or undercrossings (with bike lanes) of commuter
rail lines, bicycle/pedestrian overcrossings of freeways, and urban trail and pathway projects. Safe
Routes to School projects also improve accessibility within communities to schools. Approximately 24
regional active transportation projects would be constructed by 2020. Several of the active
transportation projects are in the City of San Diego, but also in other jurisdictions in coastal and inland
north county and in coastal south county.
Traffic Signal Improvements. The proposed Plan would encourage funding of traffic signal
improvements to reduce congestion in the region.
Based on the above analysis, the impact related to conflict with or obstruction of implementation of the
applicable air quality plans due to transportation network improvements and programs is less than
significant.
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2020 Conclusion
Implementation of forecasted regional growth and land use change would not conflict with or
obstruction of implementation of the applicable air quality plans because individual development
projects would be required to implement the applicable rules, regulations, and programs adopted as
part of the plans by the SDAPCD and ARB. Implementation of the transportation network improvements
and programs would also not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plans
because the emissions are less than the conformity budget emissions within the federal CO maintenance
plan, the federal maintenance plan for Ozone. Also, the transportation network improvements and
programs are consistent with the TCMs contained within the SIP and the RAQS. Therefore, this impact
(AQ-1) is less than significant in 2020.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed above, the RAQS is based on the Series 11 Regional Growth Forecast and the 2007 RTP,
which forecast growth in the region of one million people by the year 2030. The proposed Plan is based
on the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast and adopted local land use plans within the region. Growth
projections included within the proposed Plan project growth of just under one million people by 2050;
therefore, the growth forecasts have been revised downward since the adoption of the RAQS and SIP,
and the proposed Plan’s growth forecast does not conflict with the growth forecast in the RAQS and SIP.
The discussion above presents a summary of the SDAPCD’s Rules and Regulations, and programs
adopted by the SDAPCD and ARB to reduce emissions of O3 precursors that are included in the RAQS and
SIP. The O3 precursor reduction measures that have been incorporated into the RAQS and SIP have
been adopted as enforceable requirements, and regional growth and land use changes associated with
the proposed Plan are subject to the applicable regulations.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change by 2035 under the proposed Plan would be subject to
and implement the above regulations, and therefore would not conflict with or obstruct implementation
of the federal CO maintenance plan, the federal maintenance plan for Ozone, or the RAQS. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change would not conflict with or obstruct of implementation of the
applicable air quality plans. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity analysis (Appendix C in the
proposed Plan, included as Attachment 1 to Appendix C), the modeled emissions by 2035 are less than
the conformity budget emissions, thereby demonstrating that by 2035, the transportation
improvements of the proposed Plan would not generate emissions greater than anticipated by federal
CO maintenance plan, the federal maintenance plan for Ozone, and the RAQS. The results of the
conformity analysis for emissions of O3 precursors ROG and NOX (summer daily average) and CO (winter
daily average) for 2012 and 2020 are shown in Table 4.3-8.
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Table 4.3-8
Air Quality Conformity Analysis for 8-Hour Ozone and Carbon Monoxide, 2012 and 2035
ROG
NOX
CO
SIP Emissions
Proposed Plan
SIP Emissions
Proposed Plan
SIP Emissions
Proposed Plan
Budget
Emissions
Budget
Emissions
Budget
Emissions
Year
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
(tons/day)
2012
53
33.2312
98
53.0152.91
730
274.45273.56
2035
5321
10.034
9830
10.771
730
71.2630
Source: Appendix C-1
Note: Summer day emissions were used for ROG and NOx, and winter day emissions were used for CO because they represent
the highest emissions scenario.
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. Emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1)

As discussed in the Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity analysis, the four federallyapproved TCMs that must be implemented in San Diego, which the SIP refers to as transportation tactics
have been fully implemented. Ridesharing, transit, bicycling, and traffic flow improvements will continue
to be funded in 2035, although the level of implementation established in the SIP has been surpassed.
See Chapter 2.0 of the EIR for a complete description of transit capital and operational improvements,
active transportation improvements, transportation demand management improvements, and other
transportation improvements and programs identified in the proposed Plan. The proposed Plan’s
transportation network improvements and programs would be consistent with, and not conflict with,
the TCMs included within the RAQS, as demonstrated below:
Transit Improvement and Expansion Program. The RAQS identifies replacing diesel-fueled buses with
CNG buses; increasing bus travel; and increasing rail transit services as part of this TCM. By 2035, major
transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified for 2020) would
include double-tracking at additional locations, new stations, and a grade separation along the LOSSAN
rail corridor, additional increases in COASTER frequencies including an extension of service to Camp
Pendleton and including an extension of service to the Gaslamp District of Downtown San Diego,
double-tracking of the SPRINTER corridor from Oceanside to Escondido, SPRINTER frequency
enhancements and rail grade separations, frequency enhancements and rail grade separations for the
Trolley Blue and Orange Lines, an extension of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento
Mesa/Carroll Canyon including a connection with the COASTER, an extension of the Trolley from San
Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista
via Highland and 4th avenues, substantial increases in Rapid bus service, additional increases in local bus
service, three new streetcars, and Intermodal Transit Centers at San Diego International Airport and San
Ysidro (Phase I). The proposed Plan would provide an additional 160,384130,366 vehicle miles of transit
service over 2012 levels.
Vanpool Program. SANDAG would continue to operate its Regional Vanpool Program, providing
increased access to carpooling within the region.
Managed Lanes. The proposed Plan would include new Managed Lanes along certain portions of I-5
between SR 905 and SR 78, as well as portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR 78, SR 94, and I-805. The
construction of additional HOV lanes would reduce congestion and be consistent with the measure
within the RAQS.
Park-and-Ride Facilities. The regional Plan supports the use of carpooling and transit park-and-ride
facilities to provide access to alternative modes of transportation and is consistent with this TCM.
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Bicycle Facilities. Projects in the proposed Plan would improve or expand bicycle and pedestrian
interconnections between neighborhoods and communities that are currently separated by major
transportation corridors. Examples include bridgings or undercrossings (with bike lanes) of commuter
rail lines, bicycle/pedestrian overcrossings of freeways, and urban trail and pathway projects. Safe
Routes to School projects also improve accessibility within communities to schools. There would be
approximately 50 additional regional active transportation projects in locations throughout the region.
Traffic Signal Improvements. The proposed Plan would encourage funding of traffic signal
improvements to reduce congestion in the region.
Based on the above analysis, the impact related to conflict with or obstruction of implementation of the
applicable air quality plans due to transportation network improvements and programs is less than
significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant impact related to conflict
with or obstruction of implementation of the applicable air quality plans because regional growth and
land use change would be consistent with the applicable rules, regulations, and programs adopted as
part of the plans by the SDAPCD and ARB. Implementation of the transportation network improvements
and programs would also be consistent with the applicable air quality plans because the emissions are
less than the conformity budget emissions within the federal CO maintenance plan and the federal
maintenance plan for Ozone. Also, the transportation network improvements and programs are
consistent with the TCMs contained within the SIP and the RAQS. Therefore, this impact (AQ-1) is less
than significant in 2035.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed above, the RAQS is based on the Series 11 Regional Growth Forecast and the 2007 RTP,
which forecast growth in the region of one million people by the year 2030. The proposed Plan is based
on the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast and adopted local land use plans within the region. Growth
projections included within the proposed Plan project growth of just under one million people by 2050;
therefore, the growth forecasts have been revised downward since the adoption of the RAQS and SIP,
and the proposed Plan’s growth forecast does not conflict with the growth forecast in the RAQS and SIP.
The discussion above presents a summary of the SDAPCD’s Rules and Regulations, and programs
adopted by the SDAPCD and ARB to reduce emissions of O3 precursors that are included in the RAQS and
SIP. The O3 precursor reduction measures that have been incorporated into the RAQS and SIP have been
adopted as enforceable requirements, and regional growth and land use changes associated with the
proposed Plan are subject to the applicable regulations.
Forecast growth by 2050 is accommodated by adopted plans; i.e., there is development capacity in
adopted plans for all forecasted growth out to 2050. Forecasted regional growth and land use change by
2050 under the proposed Plan would be subject to and implement the above regulations, and therefore
would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the federal CO maintenance plan, the federal
maintenance plan for Ozone, or the RAQS. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would not
conflict with or obstruct of implementation of the applicable air quality plans. This impact is less than
significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity analysis (Appendix C in the
proposed Plan, included as Attachment 1 to Appendix C), the modeled emissions by 2050 are less than
the conformity budget emissions, thereby demonstrating that by 2050, the transportation
improvements of the proposed Plan would not generate emissions greater than anticipated by federal
CO maintenance plan, the federal maintenance plan for Ozone, and the RAQS.
The results of the conformity analysis for emissions of O3 precursors ROG and NOX (summer daily
average) and CO (winter daily average) are shown in Table 4.3-9.
Table 4.3-9
Air Quality Conformity Analysis for 8-Hour Ozone and Carbon Monoxide, 2012 and 2050
ROG

Proposed Plan
Emissions
(tons/day)
33.2312
8.5962

SIP Emissions
Budget
(tons/day)
98
9830

NOX

Proposed Plan
Emissions
(tons/day)
53.0152.91
9.471

SIP Emissions
Budget
(tons/day)
730
730

CO

Proposed Plan
SIP Emissions
Emissions
Year
Budget (tons/day)
(tons/day)
2012
53
274.45273.56
2050
5321
65.0834
Source: Appendix C-1 to the EIR.
Note: Summer day emissions were used for ROG and NOx, and winter day emissions were used for CO because they represent
the highest emissions scenario.
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. Emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1)

As discussed in the Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity analysis, the four federallyapproved TCMs that must be implemented in San Diego, which the SIP refers to as transportation tactics
have been fully implemented. Ridesharing, transit, bicycling, and traffic flow improvements will continue
to be funded in 2050, although the level of implementation established in the SIP has been surpassed.
See Chapter 2.0 of the EIR for a complete description of transit capital and operational improvements,
active transportation improvements, transportation demand management improvements, and other
transportation improvements and programs identified in the proposed Plan. The proposed Plan’s
transportation network improvements and programs would be consistent with, and not conflict with,
the TCMs included within the RAQS, as demonstrated below:
Transit Improvement and Expansion Program. The RAQS identifies replacing diesel-fueled buses with
CNG buses; increasing bus travel; and increasing rail transit services as part of this TCM. By 2050, major
transportation network improvements and programs would include completion of double tracking on
the LOSSAN rail corridor, as well as the Del Mar Tunnel and grade separations, an extension of the
SPRINTER to Westfield North County, the SPRINTER Express, Blue Line Trolley rail grade separations,
transition of the Mid-City Rapid Bus from SDSU to Downtown San Diego to Trolley, Trolley extensions
from Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to Kearny Mesa, Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center, and
Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley, substantial increases in Rapid bus services, a streetcar from Mission
Beach to La Jolla, and Phase II of the San Ysidro ITC. The proposed Plan would provide an additional
184,899130,366 vehicle miles of transit service over 2012 levels.
Vanpool Program. SANDAG would continue to operate its Regional Vanpool Program, providing
increased access to carpooling within the region.
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Managed Lanes. The proposed Plan would include new Managed Lanes along portions of I-5, SR 15 and
I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125. The construction of additional HOV lanes would reduce
congestion and be consistent with the measure within the RAQS.
Park-and-Ride Facilities. The regional Plan supports the use of carpooling and transit park-and-ride
facilities to provide access to alternative modes of transportation and is consistent with this TCM.
Bicycle Facilities. Projects in the proposed Plan would improve or expand bicycle and pedestrian
interconnections between neighborhoods and communities that are currently separated by major
transportation corridors. Examples include bridgings or undercrossings (with bike lanes) of commuter
rail lines, bicycle/pedestrian overcrossings of freeways, and urban trail and pathway projects. Safe
Routes to School projects also improve accessibility within communities to schools. There also would be
nearly 60 additional regional active transportation projects.
Traffic Signal Improvements. The proposed Plan would encourage funding of traffic signal
improvements to reduce congestion in the region.
Based on the above analysis, the impact related to conflict with or obstruction of implementation of the
applicable air quality plans due to transportation network improvements and programs is less than
significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant impact related to conflict
with or obstruction of implementation of the applicable air quality plans because regional growth and
land use change would be consistent with the applicable rules, regulations, and programs adopted as
part of the plans by the SDAPCD and ARB. Implementation of the transportation network improvements
and programs would also be consistent with the applicable air quality plans because the emissions are
less than the conformity budget emissions within the federal CO maintenance plan and the federal
maintenance plan for Ozone. Also, the transportation network improvements and programs are
consistent with the TCMs contained within the SIP and the RAQS. Therefore, this impact (AQ-1) is less
than significant in 2050.

AQ-2

VIOLATE ANY AIR QUALITY STANDARD OR CONTRIBUTE SUBSTANTIALLY TO AN
EXISTING OR PROJECTED AIR QUALITY VIOLATION.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The air quality standards considered in this analysis are the NAAQS and CAAQS. Under the NAAQS, the
SDAB is designated as a federal marginal nonattainment area for the eight-hour ozone standard and a
federal maintenance area for CO. Under the CAAQS, the SDAB is designated as a state nonattainment
area for O3, PM10, and PM2.5. The San Diego region is in attainment of the NAAQS for PM10, PM2.5, NO2,
SO2, and lead. The San Diego region is in attainment of the CAAQS for CO, NO2, SO2, and lead. This
analysis is based on construction and operational emissions associated with forecasted regional growth
and land use change and planned transportation network improvements and programs. The
assumptions for construction and operational emissions calculations for regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements and programs are provided in Appendix C to the EIR.
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The analysis to evaluate whether the proposed Plan would violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing projected air quality violation involves two main steps. This analysis initially
involves a comparison of existing baseline emissions to future emissions in 2020, 2035, and 2050 under
the proposed Plan. Evaluating emissions increases is an appropriate methodology for addressing
whether there is a potential violation of an air quality standard because it is the basis for significance
thresholds statewide under CEQA and is used by lead agencies such as the County of San Diego (County
of San Diego 2007), the City of San Diego (City of San Diego 2011), the South Coast Air Quality
Management District (SCAQMD 2015) and other agencies throughout the state of California. For each
horizon year, if there is an increase in emissions from growth and land use change and transportation
network improvements, the impact is significant for that horizon year. Methods and assumptions for
projecting mass emissions are presented in Appendix C to the EIR.
Where emissions in 2020, 2035, or 2050 under the proposed Plan are higher than in 2012, as they are
for PM10 and PM2.5, a detailed localized analysis is performed to determine whether the operational
emissions of the proposed Plan would violate an air quality standard or contribute substantially to an
existing violation.
The methodology for PM10 and PM2.5 analysis is described in Appendix C. Methods and results for the
PM10 and PM2.5 modeling are presented in detail in Appendix C to the EIR. This analysis addresses both
impacts in CEQA Guidelines Appendix G: (a) whether the proposed Plan would result in a new violation
of an air quality standard; and (b) whether the proposed Plan would contribute substantially to an
existing or projected air quality violation.
The highest 24-hour background PM10 concentration measured within the region from 2009 to 2013 is
92 µg/m3. In order for the proposed Plan to result in an exceedance of the 24-hour NAAQS for PM10, the
increase in 24-hour PM10 concentration would have to exceed 58 µg/m3. The maximum increase in 24hour PM10 concentration at any receptor within the region is 3.51 µg/m3 in 2020, 8.39 µg/m3 in 2035,
and 12.77 µg/m3 in 2050. These levels are below 58 µg/m3; therefore, a new violation of the 24-hour
NAAQS for PM10 would not occur and this analysis does not further address the 24-hour NAAQS for
PM10.
The annual NAAQS for PM2.5 is based on the three-year average annual concentration of PM2.5. The
SDAB has not exceeded the annual NAAQS over the period from 2009 to 2013. This definition differs
from the CAAQS, which is defined as the annual mean concentration of PM2.5. For the purpose of this
analysis, the evaluation addresses whether the annual increase in PM2.5 would result in a substantial
contribution to the annual PM2.5 concentration, which was evaluated based on a threshold of 1 µg/m3.
For pollutants where the future emissions associated with the proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050 do
not result in an increase in air emissions from the existing baseline, the proposed Plan would not violate
an existing air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing violation on a mass emissions
basis. Emissions of CO, ROG, NO2, and SO2 in future years are lower than in 2012.
As shown in Table 4.3-3 in Section 4.3.1, the SDAB has not experienced any exceedances of the CO or
NOx standards within the most recent 5-year period. As discussed under Impact AQ-1, emissions of CO
and NOX (which includes NO2, and is also an ozone precursor) associated with the proposed Plan
decrease from 2012 through 2050. In addition, the background ambient concentrations of SO2 and lead
are well below the applicable NAAQS and CAAQS for those pollutants, and the proposed Plan would not
result in increases in those pollutants.
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Given that 2012 levels are far below the applicable NAAQS and CAAQS and that emissions continue a
downward trend through the implementation of the proposed Plan, the proposed Plan would not cause
or contribute to an air quality standard violation for CO, NO2, SO2 and lead. Also, the proposed Plan
would not cause or contribute to violation of O3 standards because emissions of ozone precursors (ROG
and NOx) associated with the proposed Plan decrease from 2012 through 2050.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to new or substantially increased violations of air quality standards
include, but are not limited to, higher annual average temperatures; more days of extreme high
temperatures; longer and more humid heat waves; increased evaporation from soil; less frequent rain
events; and more frequent, severe wildfires. In general, these climate change effects would increase
between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects related to air quality impacts are described in more
detail in Appendix F.
Health Impacts
Short-term and long-term exposure to PM10 and PM2.5 may result in adverse health effects, based on
studies cited in Section 4.3.1.2. As discussed in that section, these effects may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

aggravated asthma
increases in respiratory symptoms like coughing and difficult or painful breathing
chronic bronchitis
decreased lung function
heart attack
premature death

The ambient air quality standards are health-based standards. Therefore in this impact analysis, when
the proposed Plan would result in a new violation of a particulate standard or substantially contribute to
an existing violation, it would also contribute to these adverse health effects. Health impacts of diesel
particulates, a TAC and subset of PM10 and PM2.5 emissions, are analyzed separately in Impact AQ-4.
Sensitive receptors are defined as any residences (including private homes, condominiums, apartments,
and living quarters), schools, preschools, day care centers, retirement homes, and health facilities such
as hospitals or retirement and nursing homes, long-term care hospitals, hospices, prisons, and
dormitories or similar live-in housing. This analysis identifies and maps sensitive receptors in 2012 and
future years within the areas exposed to specified concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 emissions. These
sensitive receptors would be at greatest risk of experiencing the health effects listed above.
In order to provide an equal comparison of sensitive receptor impacts in 2012 and future years, and to
indicate the magnitude of health impacts, the analysis also identifies population, housing units, and
existing schools within these areas. Because it is based on a regional forecast, regional growth and land
use change under the proposed Plan does not include the future locations of schools, preschools, day
care centers, retirement homes, or health facilities like hospitals, retirement or nursing homes, longterm care hospitals, prisons, dormitories, or similar live-in housing. Because schools, preschools, and day
care centers are often located in residential areas, it is reasonable to conclude that the residential areas
identified in this analysis may also include schools, preschools, or day cares.
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Given the limitations of modeling tools and assumptions, sensitive receptor exposure numbers are an
indication of relative exposure, and not a precise prediction. Actual exposure would be lower because of
the conservative EMFAC 2011 modeling assumptions used in the localized particulate analysis (see
below). Also, because of the conservative modeling assumptions (see Appendix C to the EIR), the
analysis presents maximum ambient air quality impacts. For these reasons, the actual exposure to
particulate matter would likely be lower than presented in this analysis.
Proven scientific models that are designed to quantitatively correlate mass emissions of particulates to
project-specific health impacts (e.g., number of cases of decreased lung function) are not available.
Similarly, given the limitations of the localized particulate methodology, it is not possible to directly and
accurately correlate increased standards violations to project-specific health impacts.
EMFAC Modeling Assumptions
On December 30, 2014, ARB released the latest version of EMFAC, EMFAC2014 (ARB 2014d).
EMFAC2014 represents ARB’s current understanding of motor vehicle travel activities and their
associated emission levels. It represents ARB’s current understanding of how vehicles travel and how
much they pollute. For Impact AQ-2, EMFAC 2014 is used to model mass emissions of air pollutants from
the transportation network.
EMFAC2014 includes the latest data on California’s car and truck fleets and travel activity. It measures
vehicle emissions to 2050, as opposed to EMFAC2011, which measures vehicle emissions to 2035. New
forecasting methods have been incorporated for developing vehicle age distributions. EMFAC2014 also
reflects the emissions benefits of ARB’s recent rulemakings, including on-road diesel fleet rules,
Advanced Clean Car Standards, and the Smartway/Phase I Heavy Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas
Regulation. It also includes updates to truck emission factors based on the latest surveillance data.
There are no changes to the emission factors for tire wear and brake wear in the EMFAC2014 model.
The portion of this analysis that models localized particulate matter (Impact AQ-2) and TAC (Impact AQ4) impacts from the transportation network is based on EMFAC2011 emission factors because CTEMFAC5 has not been updated to include EMFAC2014 emission factors.
While Caltrans anticipates updating CT-EMFAC5 in late 2015 (Sonoma Technology 2015), the update was
not available during the preparation of this analysis. Use of the CT-EMFAC5 model was necessary to
provide segment-specific emission factors for PM10 and PM2.5 for each freeway segment included in the
impact analysis. Use of CT-EMFAC5, which relies on EMFAC2011 emission factors, is conservative
because it was necessary to assume that emission factors do not decrease beyond 2035, and emission
factors within EMFAC2011 have not been updated to account for current and future regulatory actions,
including the on-road diesel fleet rules, Advanced Clean Car Standards, and the Smartway/Phase I Heavy
Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Regulation.
For the reasons provided above, use of EMFAC2011 for this analysis may overestimate future impacts, in
particular for 2050. Because EMFAC2011 does not look beyond 2035, the 2050 analysis based on
EMFAC2011 assumes that 2035 conditions would carry forward to 2050, and does not account for
changes in vehicle technology, fleet turnover, and other factors that would change between 2035 and
2050. Therefore, localized impacts would likely be lower than presented in this section.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
and programs by 2020 would generate air pollutant emissions directly during construction of new land
development projects and transportation network improvements and directly and indirectly during
operation of development and the transportation network. As shown in Table 4.3-10, emissions would
decrease from 2012 to 2020 under implementation of the proposed Plan for ROG (14 tons/day, or 17
percent), CO (145 tons per day, or 46 percent), NOX (31 tons per day, or 47 percent), and PM2.5 (0.5
tons/day, or 4 percent). Therefore, the proposed Plan would not result in a new violation or contribute
substantially to an existing violation for any of these pollutants. PM10 emissions would increase by 0.74
tons/day, or 2 percent, from 2012 to 2020. PM10 and PM2.5 emissions are examined in more detail
below.

Year
2012
Construction
1
Stationary Sources
2
Area Sources
3
On-Road Vehicles
Rail
Total 2012
2020
Construction
1
Stationary Sources
2
Area Sources
3
On-Road Vehicles
Rail
Total 2020

Table 4.3-10
Estimated Emissions from the Proposed Plan in 2012 and 2020
ROG, CO, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 (tons/day)
ROG
CO
NOX
PM10

PM2.5

12.47
2.92
34.04
33.2312
0.09
82.7564

10.59
12.52
15.18
274.45273.56
0.33
313.07312.18

6.51
2.42
2.59
53.0152.91
1.79
66.3222

28.62
1.46
5.41
5.4039
0.05
40.943

3.20
1.23
5.21
2.76
0.05
12.45

12.89
3.19
35.05
17.352
0.07
68.552

9.75
13.14
15.17
128.7952
0.55
167.413

3.59
2.23
2.79
24.8677
2.06
35.5344

29.51
1.47
5.66
4.998
0.05
41.687

3.15
1.16
5.44
2.18
0.05
11.98

Sources: Appendix C to the EIR.
1
Stationary sources include electric utilities, cogeneration, fuel combustion for food and agricultural processing, fuel
combustion for service and commercial uses, sewage treatment, landfills, and laundering (dry cleaning).
2
Area sources include consumer products use, architectural coatings, pesticides and fertilizers, residential fuel combustion,
farming operations, fires, managed burning and disposal, and cooking.
3
Summer day emissions were used for ROG and NOx, and winter day emissions were used for CO because they represent the
highest emissions scenario.
Note: The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of
EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. Emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1)

Localized PM10 and PM2.5 Analysis
As described in detail in Appendix C, this analysis uses the following criteria to determine if the
proposed Plan would substantially contribute to an existing violation of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10;
substantially contribute to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM10; result in a new violation
of the 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5; or substantially contribute to an existing violation of the annual NAAQS
or CAAQS for PM2.5:
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•
•
•

•

Contribution to an existing violation of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10: an increase in
concentrations greater than 2.5 µg/m3
Contribution to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM10: an increase in
concentrations greater than 1 µg/m3.
New violation of the 24-hour NAAQS and CAAQS for PM2.5: an increase in concentrations greater
than the following for the following meteorological influence areas:
o Chula Vista: 10.7 µg/m3
o El Cajon: 12.1 µg/m3
o San Diego – Kearny Mesa: 13.5 µg/m3
o Escondido: 9.8 µg/m3
o San Diego – Barrio Logan: 9.8 µg/m3
Contribution to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM2.5: an increase in
concentrations greater than 1 µg/m3.

Maximum changes in concentrations of 24-hour and annual levels of PM10 and PM2.5 from 2012 to 2020
from freeways and highways under implementation of the proposed Plan are shown in Table 4.3-11.
Table 4.3-11
Summary of Maximum PM10 and PM2.5 Incremental Impacts, 2020
Increase (decrease) in concentration over 2012, micrograms/cubic meter
Monitoring Station Influence Area
24-hour PM2.5
24-hour PM10 Annual PM2.5
I-5
Chula Vista
(0.03)
0.07
(0.01)
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.12)
(0.12)
(0.05)
Del Mar
(0.27)
(0.23)
(0.03)
Palomar Airport
(0.37)
(0.11)
(0.03)
I-8
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.03)
(0.02)
(0.01)
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
(0.14)
(0.13)
(0.03)
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.09)
0.35
0.01
I-15
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
0.69
3.51
0.27
Kearny Mesa
(0.16)
(0.16)
(0.03)
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.02)
I-805
Chula Vista
0.05
0.65
0.04
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.11)
(0.06)
(0.04)
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
(0.16)
(0.10)
(0.04)
Del Mar
(0.45)
(0.30)
(0.06)
SR 52
Del Mar
(0.19)
(0.17)
(0.02)
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
(0.17)
(0.16)
(0.03)
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.09)
(0.09)
(0.02)
SR 54
Chula Vista
(0.05)
(0.05)
(0.02)
SR 56
Del Mar
(0.09)
(0.08)
(0.02)
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
(0.06)
(0.05)
(0.01)
SR 67
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.05)
(0.06)
(0.02)
SR 78
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Annual PM10
0.04
(0.04)
(0.02)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.02)
0.24
1.30
(0.03)
(0.02)
0.35
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.04)
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.02)
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Monitoring Station Influence Area
Palomar Airport
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
SR 94
San Diego – Barrio Logan
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
SR 125
Chula Vista
1
Otay Mesa Border Crossing
El Cajon
SR 163
San Diego – Barrio Logan
San Diego – Kearny Mesa
SR 905
Chula Vista
1
Otay Mesa Border Crossing

24-hour PM2.5
(0.25)
(0.04)

24-hour PM10
(0.24)
(0.04)

Annual PM2.5
(0.02)
(0.02)

Annual PM10
(0.02)
(0.01)

(0.11)
(0.03)

(0.11)
(0.03)

(0.03)
(0.01)

(0.03)
0.02

0.00
0.03
(0.02)

0.09
(0.01)
(0.03)

0.00
0.01
(0.01)

0.04
0.07
(0.01)

(0.18)
(0.17)

(0.18)
(0.15)

(0.02)
(0.03)

(0.02)
(0.03)

(0.01)
(0.02)

0.53
0.07

0.00
(0.01)

0.27
0.04

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.
Note: areas shown in bold exceed applicable criterion for a new violation or substantial contribution to an existing violation.
1. Background data from the Chula Vista monitoring station were used to evaluate potential impacts along the SR 125
and SR 905 freeways because the data are collected in accordance with Federal standards.

Concentrations would either decrease or the increase would be less than the criteria identified above
for a new violation or substantial contribution to an existing violation, with the exception of the
maximum PM10 concentrations along a segment of I-15 in the Fallbrook community of the
unincorporated County (in the Escondido – East Valley Parkway monitoring station influence area),
which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion (contribute to an existing violation, CAAQS) for 24-hour
PM10 impacts (along I-15 about 0.5 miles south of the Rainbow Glen Overpass); and the 1 µg/m3 criterion
(contribute to an existing violation, CAAQS) for annual PM10 (about 0.5 mile south of the Rainbow Valley
Boulevard exit). There would be no population, housing units, or schools within the 2020 maximum
impact areas for 24-hour PM10 and annual PM10.This impact is significant.
Health Impacts
Short-term and long-term exposure to PM10 may result in adverse health effects, based on studies cited
in Section 4.3.1.2. As discussed in that section, these effects may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

aggravated asthma
increases in respiratory symptoms like coughing and difficult or painful breathing
chronic bronchitis
decreased lung function
heart attack
premature death

It is reasonable to conclude that in general, increases in daily regional PM10 mass emissions would
contribute to the adverse effects on public health listed above. However, the health impacts of regional
mass emissions increases would likely be limited because of the small incremental increase caused by
the proposed Plan in 2020 (0.74 tons per day, a 1.8 percent increase.) Proven scientific models that are
designed to quantitatively correlate mass emissions of particulates to project-specific health impacts are
not available.
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While directly emitted particulates can have health impacts, the tonnage emitted does not directly
equate to localized particulate concentrations and project-specific health impacts (e.g., number of cases
of decreased lung function) for a number of reasons. These include the facts that secondary particulates
and particulates from other sources (e.g., wind-blown dust) not attributable to a project also contribute
to atmospheric particulate concentrations. Secondary particulates are not directly emitted from a
project, but rather are formed by complex atmospheric chemical reactions.
Regarding localized particulate modeling, the health effects of new or worsened air quality standard
violations are best quantified in the Impact AQ-4 health impact assessment for TACs, which include toxic
diesel particulates. The health risks of particulate concentrations in general have been taken into
consideration by the ARB and USEPA in complex HRAs used to establish the CAAQS and NAAQS (USEPA
2010). By definition, persons exposed to exceedances of these ambient standards are at risk of the
adverse health impacts listed above. However, the health impacts of new or worsened PM10 standards
violations are likely to be limited because no sensitive receptors would be exposed to localized 24-hour
or annual PM10 concentrations in excess of the threshold. Given the limitations of the localized
particulate methodology, it is not possible to directly and accurately correlate increases in standards
violations to project-specific health impacts (e.g., number of cases of decreased lung function). As
described previously, the particulate modeling methodology has several limitations, including several
artificially conservative assumptions and no consideration of secondary particulate concentrations,
which make it unsuitable for accurately correlating modeling results to project-specific health impacts.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements and programs by 2020 under the proposed Plan would substantially contribute to
violations of the 24-hour and annual CAAQS for PM10 because of the increases in mass PM10 emissions
from 2012 to 2020, and local concentrations of 24-hour PM10 and annual PM10 in 2020. Therefore, this
impact (AQ-2) is significant in 2020.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
and programs by 2035 would generate air pollutant emissions directly during construction of new land
development projects and transportation network improvements and directly and indirectly during
operation of development and the transportation network. As shown in Table 4.3-12, emissions would
decrease from 2012 to 2035 under implementation of the proposed Plan for ROG (18 tons/day, or 22
percent), CO (1976 tons per day, or 63 percent), and NOX (478 tons per day, or 71 percent). Therefore,
the proposed Plan would not result in a new violation or contribute substantially to an existing violation
for any of these pollutants. PM10 (about 2 tons/day, or 4 percent) and PM2.5 (about 0.2 tons/day, or 2
percent) emissions would increase modestly from 2012 to 2035. PM10 and PM2.5 emissions are examined
in more detail below.
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Year
2012
Construction
1
Stationary Sources
2
Area Sources
3
On-road Vehicles
Rail
Total 2012
2035
Construction
1
Stationary Sources
2
Area Sources
3
On-road Vehicles
Rail
Total 2035

Table 4.3-12
Estimated Emissions from the Proposed Plan in 2012 and 2035
ROG, CO, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 (tons/day)
ROG
CO
NOX
PM10

PM2.5

12.47
2.92
34.04
33.2312
0.09
82.7564

10.59
12.52
15.18
274.45273.56
0.33
313.07312.18

6.51
2.42
2.59
53.0152.91
1.79
66.3292

28.62
1.46
5.41
5.439
0.05
40.943

3.20
1.23
5.21
2.76
0.05
12.45

12.85
3.31
37.64
10.0394
0.03
63.8664.77

11.5
15.04
17.56
71.2630
0.67
116.037

2.07
2.35
3.20
10.771
0.93
19.3226

29.42
1.54
6.38
5.1921
0.02
42.557

3.07
1.23
6.19
2.15
0.02
12.66

Sources: Appendix C to the EIR.
1. Stationary sources include electric utilities, cogeneration, fuel combustion for food and agricultural processing, fuel
combustion for service and commercial uses, sewage treatment, landfills, and laundering (dry cleaning).
2. Area sources include consumer products use, architectural coatings, pesticides and fertilizers, residential fuel combustion,
farming operations, fires, managed burning and disposal, and cooking.
3. Summer day emissions were used for ROG and NOx, and winter day emissions were used for CO because they represent
the highest emissions scenario.
Note: The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of
EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. Emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1)

Localized PM10 and PM2.5 Analysis
As described in detail in Appendix C, this analysis uses the following criteria to determine if the
proposed Plan would substantially contribute to an existing violation of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10;
substantially contribute to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM10; result in a new violation
of the 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5; or substantially contribute to an existing violation of the annual NAAQS
or CAAQS for PM2.5:
•
•
•

•

Contribution to an existing violation of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10: an increase in
concentrations greater than 2.5 µg/m3
Contribution to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM10: an increase in
concentrations greater than 1 µg/m3.
New violation of the 24-hour NAAQS and CAAQS for PM2.5: an increase in concentrations
greater than the following for the following meteorological influence areas:
o Chula Vista: 10.7 µg/m3
o El Cajon: 12.1 µg/m3
o San Diego – Kearny Mesa: 13.5 µg/m3
o Escondido: 9.8 µg/m3
o San Diego – Barrio Logan: 9.8 µg/m3
Contribution to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM2.5: an increase in
concentrations greater than 1 µg/m3.
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4.3 Air Quality
Maximum changes in concentrations of 24-hour and annual levels of PM10 and PM2.5 from 2012 to 2035
from freeways and highways under implementation of the proposed Plan are shown in Table 4.3-13.
Concentrations would either decrease, or the increase would be less than the criteria identified above
for a new violation or substantial contribution to an existing violation, with the exception of the
following areas, which are shown on Figures 4.3-4 and 4.3-5:
•

•
•
•

24-hour PM10 (8.39 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (3.11 µg/m3) and PM2.5 (1.11 µg/m3) concentrations
along a segment of I-15 in the Fallbrook community of the unincorporated County, which would
exceed 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; the 1.0 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM2.5
impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
24-hour PM10 (3.04 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.44 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of I805 in the City of Chula Vista, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10
impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
24-hour PM10 (3.72 µg/m3) concentrations along SR 78 near I-5 in the City of Oceanside/Vista,
which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; and
Annual PM10 (3.04 µg/m3) concentrations at SR 905 and I-805 in the Otay Mesa community of
the City of San Diego, which would exceed the 1 µg/m3 for annual PM10 impacts.

The increased emissions concentrations in the above locations would be considered substantial
contributions to existing violations of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 and annual CAAQS for PM10 and
PM2.5.
The local particulate impact analysis conducted for PM2.5 indicates that there would be no incremental
impacts in 2035 that would cause a violation of the 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5. The maximum annual
PM2.5 concentration along I-15 in the Escondido meteorological influence area (about 0.5 mile south of
the Rainbow Valley Boulevard exit) is above the applicable criterion for a violation; however, the area
with concentrations exceeded the criterion is entirely within the freeway right-of-way. Regardless, the
maximum increase in concentration would exceed the threshold for annual PM2.5.
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4.3 Air Quality
Table 4.3-13
Summary of Maximum PM10 and PM2.5 Incremental Impacts, 2035
Increase (decrease) in concentration over 2012, micrograms/cubic meter
Monitoring Station Influence Area 24-hour PM2.5
24-hour PM10
Annual PM2.5
I-5
Chula Vista
0.55
2.05
0.27
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.06)
1.19
(0.02)
Del Mar
(0.23)
0.77
(0.02)
Palomar Airport
0.31
2.37
0.09
I-8
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.01)
San Diego – Kearny Mesa
(0.11)
0.06
(0.02)
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.02)
0.65
0.04
I-15
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
2.96
8.39
1.11
San Diego – Kearny Mesa
(0.10)
(0.02)
(0.02)
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.04)
0.03
(0.02)
I-805
Chula Vista
0.65
3.04
0.33
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.05)
1.99
(0.02)
San Diego – Kearny Mesa
(0.08)
2.06
(0.02)
Del Mar
(0.28)
1.45
(0.04)
SR 52
Del Mar
(0.14)
0.08
(0.01)
San Diego – Kearny Mesa
(0.13)
0.84
(0.02)
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.07)
(0.05)
(0.02)
SR 54
Chula Vista
(0.03)
1.29
(0.01)
SR 56
Del Mar
(0.06)
1.04
(0.01)
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
0.42
1.55
(0.01)
SR 67
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.04)
(0.01)
(0.01)
SR 78
Palomar Airport
0.85
3.72
0.24
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
(0.03)
0.90
(0.01)
SR 94
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.08)
0.60
(0.02)
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.03)
(0.02)
(0.01)
SR 125
Chula Vista
0.18
0.45
0.08
1
Otay Mesa Border Crossing
0.21
0.54
0.09
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
(0.02)
0.18
(0.00)
SR 163
San Diego – Barrio Logan
(0.15)
(0.10)
(0.02)
San Diego – Kearny Mesa
(0.17)
0.16
(0.03)
SR 905
Chula Vista
0.73
2.22
0.37
1
Otay Mesa Border Crossing
0.22
0.82
0.11

Annual PM10
1.00
0.50
0.30
0.70
(0.01)
0.06
0.31
3.11
0.03
0.03
1.44
0.77
0.81
0.65
0.01
0.38
(0.01)
0.64
0.39
(0.00)
0.00
0.92
0.47
0.32
0.05
0.20
0.24
0.11
(0.01)
0.09
1.06
0.42

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.
Note: areas shown in bold exceed applicable criterion for a new violation or substantial contribution to an existing violation.
1. Background data from the Chula Vista monitoring station were used to evaluate impacts along the SR 125 and SR 905
freeways because the data are collected in accordance with Federal standards.
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4.3 Air Quality
The impacts shown in Table 4.3-13 indicate that the highest 24-hour impact along I-15 in the Fallbrook
community of the unincorporated County would be 8.39 µg/m3. Based on background PM10
concentrations within the SDAB for the period from 2009 through 2013, an increased concentration of
8.39 µg/m3 would result in approximately two additional 24-hour periods when exceedances of the
state PM10 standard could be recorded over a five-year period, resulting in two new violations of the
CAAQS. An increased concentration of 8.39 µg/m3 would contribute to existing exceedances of the state
PM10 standard for approximately two 24-hour periods over a five-year period. This information is
summarized in Table 4.3-14. The method for estimating additional exceedances of the 24-hour CAAQS
for PM10 standard is discussed further in Appendix C to the EIR.
Table 4.3-14
Additional Days in Violation of the 24-hour PM10 CAAQS in 2035

Monitoring Station
Influence Area
Escondido – East
Valley Parkway

Maximum 24-hour
3
PM10 Impact, µg/m
8.39

Background
Concentration that
would Result in a
3
Violation, µg/m
41.61

Number of Days
above Background
Concentration
2

Number of Days
with Background
3
above 50 µg/m
2

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.

Table 4.3-15 presents a summary of the population, housing units, and number of existing schools
within the impact areas for additional new violations of the 24-hour PM10 CAAQS, substantial
contributions to violations of the 24-hour PM10 CAAQS, and violation of the annual PM10 CAAQS.
Table 4.3-15
Population, Housing Units, and Schools within PM10 Impact Contours - 2035
Impact
Contribution to Existing 24-hour
3
PM10 Violations (2.5 µg/m )
3
New Annual PM10 Violation (1 µg/m )
Source: Appendix C to the EIR.

Population
60

Housing Units
19

Schools
0

47

13

0

Health Impacts
Short-term and long-term exposure to PM10 and PM2.5 may result in adverse health effects, based on
studies cited in Section 4.3.1.2. As discussed in that section, these effects may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

aggravated asthma
increases in respiratory symptoms like coughing and difficult or painful breathing
chronic bronchitis
decreased lung function
heart attack
premature death

It is reasonable to conclude that in general, increases in daily regional PM10 and PM2.5 mass emissions
would contribute to the adverse effects on public health listed above. The health impacts of regional
mass emissions increases (about 2 tons per day, a 4 percent increase for PM10; about 0.2 tons per day, a
2 percent increase for PM2.5) would be less limited than in 2020 because of the relatively larger
incremental increase caused by the Plan in 2035.
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4.3 Air Quality
Proven scientific models that are designed to quantitatively correlate mass emissions of particulates to
project-specific health impacts are not available. While directly emitted particulates can have health
impacts, the tonnage emitted does not directly equate to localized particulate concentrations and
project-specific health impacts (e.g., number of cases of decreased lung function) for a number of
reasons. These include the facts that secondary particulates and particulates from other sources (e.g.,
wind-blown dust) not attributable to a project also contribute to atmospheric particulate
concentrations. Secondary particulates are not directly emitted from a project, but rather are formed by
complex atmospheric chemical reactions.
Regarding localized particulate modeling, the health effects of new or worsened air quality standard
violations are best quantified in the Impact AQ-4 health impact assessment for TACs, which include toxic
diesel particulates. The health risks of particulate concentrations in general have been taken into
consideration by the ARB and USEPA in complex HRAs used to establish the CAAQS and NAAQS. (USEPA
2010). By definition, persons exposed to exceedances of these ambient standards are at risk of the
adverse health impacts listed above. The health impacts of new or worsened PM10 and PM2.5 standards
violations would be less limited than in 2020 because of the exposure of sensitive receptors to
concentrations exceeding the thresholds. Given the limitations of the localized particulate methodology,
it is not possible to directly and accurately correlate increases standards violations to project-specific
health impacts (e.g., number of cases of decreased lung function). As described previously, the
particulate modeling methodology has several limitations, including several artificially conservative
assumptions and no consideration of secondary particulate concentrations, which make it unsuitable for
accurately correlating modeling results to project-specific health impacts.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would substantially contribute to existing violations of the 24hour CAAQS for PM10. Implementation of the proposed Plan would also substantially contribute to
existing violations of the annual CAAQS for PM10 and PM2.5 due to the increases in mass PM10 and PM2.5
emissions and local concentrations of 24-hour PM10, and annual PM10 and PM2.5. Therefore, this impact
(AQ-2) is significant in 2035.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
and programs by 2050 would generate air pollutant emissions directly during construction of new land
development projects and transportation network improvements and directly and indirectly during
operation of development and the transportation network. As shown in Table 4.3-16, emissions would
decrease from 2012 to 2050 under implementation of the proposed Plan for ROG (18 tons/day, or 21
percent), CO (1976 tons per day, or 63 percent), and NOX (49 tons per day, or 75 percent). Therefore,
the proposed Plan would not result in a new violation or contribute substantially to an existing violation
for any of these pollutants. PM10 (about 2.5 tons/day, or 6 percent) and PM2.5 (about 1 ton/day, or 8
percent) emissions would increase from 2012 to 2050. PM10 and PM2.5 emissions are examined in more
detail below.
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4.3 Air Quality
Table 4.3-16
Estimated Emissions from the Proposed Plan in 2012 and 2050
ROG, CO, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 (tons/day)
Year
2012
Construction
1
Stationary Sources
2
Area Sources
3
On-road Vehicles
Rail
Total 2012
2050
Construction
1
Stationary Sources
2
Area Sources
3
On-road Vehicles
Rail
Total 2050

ROG

CO

NOX

PM10

PM2.5

12.47
2.92
34.04
33.2312
0.09
82.7564

10.59
12.52
15.18
274.45273.56
0.33
313.07312.18

6.51
2.42
2.59
53.0152.91
1.79
66.3222

28.62
1.46
5.41
5.439
0.05
40.943

3.20
1.23
5.21
2.76
0.05
12.45

12.81
3.43
40.23
8.5962
0.03
65.1209

13.25
16.94
19.95
65.0834
0.67
115.89116.15

0.55
2.47
3.61
9.471
0.70
16.874

29.33
1.61
7.1
5.3943
0.01
43.448

2.99
1.3
6.94
2.22
0.01
13.46

Sources: Appendix C to the EIR.
1. Stationary sources include electric utilities, cogeneration, fuel combustion for food and agricultural processing, fuel
combustion for service and commercial uses, sewage treatment, landfills, and laundering (dry cleaning).
2. Area sources include consumer products use, architectural coatings, pesticides and fertilizers, residential fuel combustion,
farming operations, fires, managed burning and disposal, and cooking.
3. Summer day emissions were used for ROG and NOx, and winter day emissions were used for CO because they represent
the highest emissions scenario.
Note: The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of
EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. Emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1)

Localized PM10 and PM2.5 Analysis
As described in detail in Appendix C, this analysis uses the following criteria to determine if the
proposed Plan would substantially contribute to an existing violation of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10;
substantially contribute to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM10; result in a new violation
of the 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5; or substantially contribute to an existing violation of the annual NAAQS
or CAAQS for PM2.5:
•
•
•

•

Contribution to an existing violation of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 : an increase in
concentrations greater than 2.5 µg/m3
Contribution to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM10: an increase in
concentrations greater than 1 µg/m3.
New violation of the 24-hour NAAQS and CAAQS for PM2.5: an increase in concentrations
greater than the following for the following meteorological influence areas:
o Chula Vista: 10.7 µg/m3
o El Cajon: 12.1 µg/m3
o San Diego – Kearny Mesa: 13.5 µg/m3
o Escondido: 9.8 µg/m3
o San Diego – Barrio Logan: 9.8 µg/m3
Contribution to an existing violation of the annual CAAQS for PM2.5: an increase in
concentrations greater than 1 µg/m3.
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4.3 Air Quality
Maximum changes in concentrations of 24-hour and annual levels of PM10 and PM2.5 from 2012 to 2050
from freeways and highways under implementation of the proposed Plan are shown in Table 4.3-17.
Concentrations would either decrease, or the increase would be less than the criteria identified above
for a new violation or substantial contribution to an existing violation, with the exception of the
following areas, which are shown on Figures 4.3-6 to 4.3-89:
• 24-hour PM10 (3.56 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.64 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of I-5
in the downtown area of the City of San Diego, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for
24-hour PM10 impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (2.77 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.01 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of I-5
near SR 56, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; and the 1
µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (4.24 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.29 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of I-5
in the City of Oceanside, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts;
and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (12.77 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (4.71 µg/m3) and annual PM2.5 (1.82 µg/m3)
concentrations along a segment of I-15 in the Fallbrook community of the unincorporated
County, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; the 1.0 µg/m3
criterion for annual PM2.5 impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (2.67 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.04 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of I805 in southeastern San Diego, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10
impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (3.52 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.36 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of I805 in the University City area of San Diego, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24hour PM10 impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (2.97 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.23 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of I805 in the University City area of San Diego, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24hour PM10 impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (3.36 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (2.01 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of SR
125 in Chula Vista, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; and
the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (2.81 µg/m3) concentration along a segment of SR 56, which would exceed the 2.5
µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (7.30 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of SR 78 near I-5, which would
exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (3.05 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.32 µg/m3) concentrations at SR 94 and SR 125 in
Lemon Grove, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; and the 1
µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (9.55 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (4.55 µg/m3) and annual PM2.5 (1.94 µg/m3)
concentrations along a segment of SR 125 in Chula Vista, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3
criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; the 1.0 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM2.5 impacts; and the 1
µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (7.92 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (3.61 µg/m3) and annual PM2.5 (1.55 µg/m3)
concentrations along a segment of SR 125 in the Otay Mesa community of the City of San Diego,
which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; the 1.0 µg/m3 criterion
for annual PM2.5 impacts; and the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts;
• 24-hour PM10 (3.83 µg/m3) and annual PM10 (1.69 µg/m3) concentrations along a segment of SR
125 in La Mesa, which would exceed the 2.5 µg/m3 criterion for 24-hour PM10 impacts; and the
1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts; and
• Annual PM10 (1.04 µg/m3) concentration along a segment of SR 905 between I-5 and I-805,
which would exceed the 1 µg/m3 criterion for annual PM10 impacts.
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4.3 Air Quality
Increased emissions concentrations in the above locations would be substantial contributions to existing
violations of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 and annual CAAQS for PM10 and PM2.5.
Table 4.3-17
Summary of Maximum PM10 and PM2.5 Incremental Impacts, 2050
Increase in concentration over 2012, micrograms/cubic meter
Monitoring Station Influence Area
24-hour PM2.5
24-hour PM10 Annual PM2.5
I-5
Chula Vista
0.40
1.63
0.20

Annual PM10
0.80

0.46
(0.14)
0.56

3.56
2.77
4.24

0.26
(0.01)
0.13

1.64
1.01
1.29

(0.02)
(0.11)

0.08
0.82

(0.01)
(0.02)

0.04
0.40

0.19

1.28

0.09

0.59

4.91
(0.10)
(0.03)

12.77
0.38
1.23

1.82
(0.02)
(0.01)

4.71
0.19
0.54

Chula Vista
San Diego – Barrio Logan
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
Del Mar
SR 52
Del Mar

0.60
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.13)

1.77
2.67
3.52
2.97

0.31
(0.01)
0.01
(0.02)

0.89
1.04
1.36
1.23

0.03

1.29

0.02

0.41

San Diego - Kearny Mesa
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
SR 54
Chula Vista
SR 56
Del Mar

(0.06)
(0.05)

1.20
1.09

(0.01)
(0.01)

0.53
0.24

0.94

3.36

0.58

2.01

0.66

2.81

0.24

0.99

0.08

0.80

0.06

0.38

(0.02)

0.26

(0.01)

0.12

2.79
0.24

7.30
1.70

0.27
0.14

1.00
0.90

0.10

1.52

0.08

0.71

0.21

3.05

0.10

1.32

4.06

9.55

1.94

4.55

San Diego – Barrio Logan
Del Mar
Palomar Airport
I-8
San Diego – Barrio Logan
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
I-15
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
San Diego – Barrio Logan
I-805

Escondido – East Valley Parkway
SR 67
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
SR 78
Palomar Airport
Escondido – East Valley Parkway
SR 94
San Diego – Barrio Logan
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
SR 125
Chula Vista
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Monitoring Station Influence Area
Otay Mesa Border Crossing
El Cajon – Redwood Avenue
SR 163
San Diego – Barrio Logan
San Diego - Kearny Mesa
SR 905
Chula Vista
Otay Mesa Border Crossing

24-hour PM2.5
3.41
0.73

24-hour PM10
7.92
3.83

Annual PM2.5
1.55
0.34

Annual PM10
3.61
1.69

(0.15)
(0.13)

(0.09)
2.12

(0.02)
(0.02)

(0.01)
0.92

0.77
0.20

2.27
0.78

0.39
0.11

1.04
0.41

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.
Note: areas shown in bold exceed applicable criterion for a new violation or substantial contribution to an existing violation.
1. Background data from the Chula Vista monitoring station were used to evaluate impacts along the SR 125 and SR 905
freeways because the data are collected in accordance with Federal standards.

The local particulate impact analysis conducted for PM2.5 indicates that there would be no incremental
impacts in 2050 that would cause a violation of the 24-hour PM2.5. The maximum annual PM2.5 impacts
for I-15 in the Escondido meteorological area, and SR 125 in the Chula Vista meteorological area are
above the thresholds.
The impacts shown in Table 4.3-17 indicate that the highest 24-hour impact along and adjacent to SR
125 in the Chula Vista meteorological area would be 9.55 µg/m3. Based on background PM10
concentrations within the SDAB for the period from 2009 through 2013, an increased concentration of
9.55 µg/m3 would result in approximately six additional 24-hour periods when exceedances of the state
PM10 standard could be recorded over a five-year period, resulting in six new violations of the CAAQS.
An increased concentration of 9.55 µg/m3 would contribute to existing exceedances of the state PM10
standard for approximately two 24-hour periods over a five-year period.
The highest 24-hour impact along and adjacent to I-5 in the Del Mar meteorological area would be 2.77
µg/m3. Based on background PM10 concentrations within the SDAB for the period from 2009 through
2013, an increased concentration of 2.77 µg/m3 would result in approximately two additional 24-hour
periods when exceedances of the state PM10 standard could be recorded over a five-year period,
resulting in two new violations of the CAAQS. An increased concentration of 2.77 µg/m3 would
contribute to existing exceedances of the state PM10 standard for approximately four 24-hour periods
over a five-year period.
The highest 24-hour impact along the portion of I-15 north of SR 78 in the Escondido meteorological
area would be 12.77 µg/m3. Based on background PM10 concentrations within the SDAB for the period
from 2009 through 2013, an increased concentration of 12.77 µg/m3 would result in approximately eight
additional 24-hour periods when exceedances of the state PM10 standard could be recorded over a fiveyear period, resulting in eight new violations of the CAAQS. An increased concentration of 12.77 µg/m3
would contribute to existing exceedances of the state PM10 standard for approximately two 24-hour
periods over a five-year period.
The highest 24-hour impact along I-805 in the Kearny Mesa meteorological area would be 3.52 µg/m3.
Based on background PM10 concentrations within the SDAB for the period from 2009 through 2013, an
increased concentration of 3.52 µg/m3 would result in approximately three additional 24-hour periods
when exceedances of the state PM10 standard could be recorded over a five-year period, resulting in
three new violations of the CAAQS. An increased concentration of 3.52 µg/m3 would contribute to
existing exceedances of the state PM10 standard for approximately four 24-hour periods over a five-year
period.
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The highest 24-hour impact along I-5 in the Palomar Airport meteorological area would be 4.24 µg/m3.
Based on background PM10 concentrations within the SDAB for the period from 2009 through 2013, an
increased concentration of 4.24 µg/m3 would result in approximately one additional 24-hour period
when exceedances of the state PM10 standard could be recorded over a five-year period, resulting in on
new violation of the CAAQS. An increased concentration of 4.24 µg/m3 would contribute to existing
exceedances of the state PM10 standard for approximately two 24-hour periods over a five-year period.
This information is summarized in Table 4.3-18. The method for estimating additional exceedances of
the PM10 standard is explained in Appendix C to the EIR.
Table 4.3-18
Potential Violations of the 24-hour PM10 CAAQS in 2050

Monitoring Station
Influence Area
Chula Vista
Del Mar
Escondido – East
Valley Parkway
San Diego – Barrio
Logan
Palomar Airport

Maximum 24-hour
3
PM10 Impact, µg/m
9.55
2.77
12.77

Background
Concentration that
would Result in a
3
Violation, µg/m
40.45
47.23
37.23

Number of Days
above Background
Concentration
6
2
8

Number of Days
with Background
3
above 50 µg/m
2
4
2

3.52

46.48

3

4

4.24

45.76

1

2

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.

Table 4.3-19 presents a summary of the population, housing units, and number of schools within the
impact area for additional new violations of the 24-hour PM10 CAAQS, substantial contributions to
violations of the 24-hour PM10 CAAQS, and violation of the annual PM10 CAAQS.
Table 4.3-19
Population, Housing Units, and Schools within PM10 Impact Contours - 2050
Impact
Contribution to Existing 24-hour
3
Violations (2.5 µg/m )
3
New Annual Violation (1 µg/m )

Population within
Impact Contour
7,748

Housing Units within
Impact Contour
2,487

Schools
5

5,296

1,527

3

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.

Health Impacts
Short-term and long-term exposure to PM10 and PM2.5 may result in adverse health effects, based on
studies cited in Section 4.3.1.2. As discussed in that section, these effects may include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

aggravated asthma
increases in respiratory symptoms like coughing and difficult or painful breathing
chronic bronchitis
decreased lung function
heart attack
premature death
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It is reasonable to conclude that in general, increases in daily regional PM10 and PM2.5 mass emissions
would contribute to the adverse effects on public health listed above. The health impacts of regional
mass emissions increases (about 2.5 tons/day, or 6 percent for PM10) and about 1 ton/day, or 8 percent
for PM2.5) would be less limited than in 2020 and 2035 because of the relatively larger incremental
increase caused by the Plan in 2050). Proven scientific models that are designed to quantitatively
correlate mass emissions of particulates to project-specific health impacts are not available. While
directly emitted particulates can have health impacts, the tonnage emitted does not directly equate to
localized particulate concentrations and project-specific health impacts (e.g., number of cases of
decreased lung function) for a number of reasons. These include the facts that secondary particulates
and particulates from other sources (e.g., wind-blown dust) not attributable to a project also contribute
to atmospheric particulate concentrations. Secondary particulates are not directly emitted from a
project, but rather are formed by complex atmospheric chemical reactions.
Regarding localized particulate modeling, the health effects of new or worsened air quality standard
violations are best quantified in the Impact AQ-4 health impact assessment for TACs, which include toxic
diesel particulates. The health risks of particulate concentrations in general have been taken into
consideration by the ARB and USEPA in complex HRAs used to establish the CAAQS and NAAQS. (USEPA
2010). By definition, persons exposed to exceedances of these ambient standards are at risk of the
adverse health impacts listed above. The health impacts of new or worsened PM10 standards violations
would be less limited than in 2020 because of the exposure of sensitive receptors to concentrations
exceeding the thresholds. Given the limitations of the localized particulate methodology, it is not
possible to directly and accurately correlate increases standards violations to project-specific health
impacts (e.g., number of cases of decreased lung function). As described previously, the particulate
modeling methodology has several limitations, including several artificially conservative assumptions
and no consideration of secondary particulate concentrations, which make it unsuitable for accurately
correlating modeling results to project-specific health impacts.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would substantially contribute to existing violations of the 24hour CAAQS for PM10. Implementation of the proposed Plan would also substantially contribute to
existing violations of the annual CAAQS for PM10 and PM2.5 due to the increases in mass PM10 and PM2.5
emissions and local concentrations of 24-hour PM10 and annual PM10 and PM2.5. Therefore, this impact
(AQ-2) is significant in 2050.

MITIGATION MEASURES
AQ-2

Violate Any Air Quality Standard or Contribute Substantially to an Existing or
Projected Air Quality Violation

2020, 2035, and 2050

Overview. Many features currently included in the proposed Plan (e.g., the SCS, increased transit and
active transportation investments) have the effect of reducing VMT that might otherwise occur, and as a
result, would also decrease PM10 and PM2.5 emissions and their related health impacts associated with
tire and brake wear and vehicle exhaust. In addition to the air quality mitigation measures presented in
this section, the GHG mitigation measures summarized in this section are additional feasible VMT
reduction measures not included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would or other agencies could
implement. The GHG mitigation measures also include measures to increase the use of electric vehicles
and alternative fuels, which would also reduce tailpipe emissions of particulates.
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Other potential mitigation measures to reduce total VMT and associated with PM10 and PM2.5 emissions
and their related health impacts are included as components of the alternatives analyzed in Chapter 6.0,
rather than as individual mitigation measures in this section. These include still more compact land use
patterns, accelerated and increased transit investments, reduced or no highway investments, and
policies to reduce transit fares, increase parking prices, and establish road user fees.
Mitigation Measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4C, GHG-4D, GHG-4E, GHG-4F, GHG-4G, and GHG-4H
would reduce emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 from tire wear and brake wear and vehicle exhaust, by
reducing VMT or encouraging use of alternative fuels. These measures include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mitigation Measure GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions. SANDAG would reduce VMT by adopting new or revised grant criteria to give greater
weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce GHG emissions through, among other means,
directly reducing VMT, for example, through parking strategies. Also, SANDAG would require
locally adopted CAPs and complete streets policies, both of which typically reduce VMT, as
prerequisites to be eligible for grant funding.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions. SANDAG would adopt a regional strategy implementation plan
for mobility hubs, which reduce vehicle trips and VMT through making it easier and more
efficient to use transit, bicycles, and walking as alternatives to passenger vehicles.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure. SANDAG would
provide funding for installation of a network of publicly available electric vehicle charging
infrastructure that would reduce particulate emissions by extending the electric range of plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles that would replace gasoline-powered internal combustion engines.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG Emissions.
SANDAG would adopt a plan for the deployment of alternative fuel infrastructure, which would
contribute to particulate emissions reductions by contributing to increases in alternative fueled
vehicles in the regional vehicle fleet that replace vehicles traditionally powered by gasoline and
diesel.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions. SANDAG would provide financial and technical assistance
to local governments in the preparation of CAPs, and other policies/measures to reduce GHG
emissions, which typically include VMT reduction measures.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4F Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects. SANDAG would implement measures during construction and
operation of transportation projects that reduce consumption of gasoline, diesel, and electricity,
and as a result, reduce associated particulate emissions.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4G Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects. Transportation project sponsors other than SANDAG could implement
measures during construction and operation of transportation projects that reduce
consumption of gasoline, diesel, and electricity, and as a result, reduce associated particulate
emissions.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4H Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Development
Projects. The County of San Diego and cities can and should implement measures to reduce GHG
emissions, including measures to reduce VMT such as:
o Increasing transit use, carpooling, bike-share and car-share programs, and active
transportation.
o Parking strategies based on the SANDAG Regional Parking Management Toolbox.
o Transportation Systems Management (TSM) measures.
o Land use siting and design measures.
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AQ-2A
Implement Construction Best Management Practices for Fugitive Dust.
During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of transportation network improvements and
programs or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the
County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, evaluate the potential for
localized particulate (PM10 and PM2.5) impacts that result in exceedances of the CAAQS or NAAQS using
applicable procedures and guidelines for such analyses (for example, SDAPCD and USEPA air dispersion
modeling guidance). If impacts are significant, during project-level construction, SANDAG shall, and
other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can
and should, implement BMPs to reduce impacts, including but not limited to:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Use fugitive dust control measures to reduce dust generation from exposed surfaces during
construction, as specified in SDAPCD Rule 55 (SDAPCD 2009). SDAPCD Rule 55 requires that
construction or demolition activities subject to this rule prevent the discharge of visible dust
emissions into the atmosphere beyond the property line for a period or periods aggregating
more than 3 minutes in any 60 minute period; that visible roadway dust as a result of active
construction and demolition operations be minimized by the use of any of the following or
equally effective trackout/carry-out and erosion control measures that apply to the project or
operation: track-out grates or gravel beds at each egress point, wheel-washing at each egress
during muddy conditions, soil binders, chemical soil stabilizers, geotextiles, mulching, or
seeding; and for outbound transport trucks: using secured tarps or cargo covering, watering, or
treating of transported material; and that trackout/carry-out dust be removed at the conclusion
of each work day when active operations cease, or every 24 hours for continuous operations.
Compliance with these regulatory requirements is a performance standard for mitigation of
construction activity particulate emissions. Reductions in fugitive dust emissions range from 40
to 80% for minimizing trackout to 91% for use of tarps or cargo covering when transporting
material (SCAQMD 2007, WRAP 2006).
Use additional fugitive dust control measures such as watering or application of dust
suppressants to reduce the generation of fugitive dust at active construction sites. Reductions in
fugitive dust emissions range from 10 to 74% for watering of unpaved surface to 84% for use of
dust suppressants (WRAP 2006).
Implement controls on haul trucks to reduce emissions from haul trucks transporting soil, sand,
or other loose material off-site. Reductions in fugitive dust emissions are estimated at 91% for
use of tarps or cargo covering when transporting material (SCAQMD 2007).
Remove visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent public roads. Reductions in fugitive dust
emissions range from 40 to 80% for minimizing trackout (WRAP 2006).
Limit vehicle speeds on unpaved surfaces during construction to 15 mph. Reductions in fugitive
dust emissions from unpaved surfaces are estimated at 57% (WRAP 2006).
Suspend excavation, grading, and/or demolition activities when average wind speeds exceed 20
mph. Reductions in fugitive dust emissions are estimated at 98% (WRAP 2006).
Plant vegetative ground cover (e.g., fast-germinating native grass seed) in disturbed areas.
Reductions in fugitive dust emissions from wind erosion are estimated at 90% (WRAP 2006).
Wash all trucks and equipment, including their tires, prior to leaving the construction site. No
quantitative estimate of the effectiveness of this measure is available.
Implement other site-specific fugitive dust control measures as warranted for individual
construction projects for the transportation network and/or land use projects.
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This mitigation measure would reduce short-term emissions of PM10 during construction activities, and
would therefore reduce the potential for exposure to significant concentrations of PM10 from
construction.
Mitigation Measures AQ-4A, AQ-4B, and AQ-4C, which are measures that reduce TAC emissions, would
also reduce PM10, and PM2.5 emissions
Mitigation Measures EN-3B Develop Energy Demand Calculations and Reduce Energy Demand would
also reduce emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 by reducing conventional energy use and therefore reducing
emissions associated with combustion of fossil fuels used in conventional power plants.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
The proposed Plan would cause or contribute to violations of PM10 and PM2.5 standards.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures GHG 4A through 4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ-4C, and EN-3B
would reduce impacts associated with violations of air quality standards. However, it cannot be
guaranteed that these measures would reduce regional emissions or particulate emissions from all
projects so that violations of air quality standards would be avoided. Therefore, impacts associated with
violations of air quality standards would remain significant and unavoidable.
These mitigation measures would also reduce health impacts associated with violations of air quality
standards. However, using available methodologies, it is not possible to provide meaningful or accurate
quantification of the reductions in health effects associated with reductions in particulate emissions in
this regional analysis. The PM10 and PM2.5 impacts are localized and are in part a function of local
meteorological conditions, background concentrations, and pollutant transport as well as the amount of
traffic on freeways. While the mitigation measures would reduce the adverse health impacts of
particulate emissions, it is not possible to predict the amount, location, or extent of specific localized
reductions in health impacts because the impacts are a function of these and other factors.

AQ-3

RESULT IN A CUMULATIVELY CONSIDERABLE NET INCREASE OF EMISSIONS OF ANY
CRITERIA POLLUTANT FOR WHICH THE REGION IS IN NONATTAINMENT UNDER
APPLICABLE NAAQS OR CAAQS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This analysis focuses on the criteria pollutants for which the region is classified as nonattainment: O3
(NAAQS and CAAQS) and PM2.5 and PM10 (CAAQS). Using information from the Impact AQ-2 analysis,
future emissions of ozone precursors (ROG and NOX), PM10, and PM2.5 associated with implementation
of the proposed Plan are identified. Future emissions under the proposed Plan are then compared to
2012 levels. Pollutant emissions that decrease under the proposed Plan would not contribute to a
cumulative increase in emissions and therefore are not addressed further in the analysis.
Where pollutant emissions increase under the proposed Plan, the analysis examines cumulative
emissions for that pollutant. Because the analysis focuses on pollutants for which the region is already in
nonattainment, any incremental increase associated with the proposed Plan is considered cumulatively
considerable when cumulative emissions increase. Cumulative emissions from all sources in the region
are reported from the ARB emissions inventory for 2012, 2020, and 2035. 2050 emissions are
extrapolated from 2035 from the ARB emissions inventory as explained in Appendix C.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to cumulatively considerable net increases in emissions of criteria air
pollutants for which the region is in nonattainment under applicable NAAQS or CAAQS include, but are
not limited to, higher annual average temperatures; more days of extreme high temperatures; longer
and more humid heat waves; increased evaporation from soil; less frequent rain events; and more
frequent, severe wildfires. In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and
2050. Climate change effects related to air quality impacts are described in more detail in Appendix F.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
and programs under the proposed Plan would generate emissions of O3 precursors ROG and NOX, and
PM10 and PM2.5 during both construction and operations of development projects and the
transportation network. Table 4.3-20 provides cumulative air emissions within the SDAB by 2020.
The inventory shows a decrease in cumulative emissions of ROG (approximately 14 tons/day, or 11
percent), NOX (approximately 33 tons/day, or 36 percent) and PM2.5 (approximately 0.4 tons/day, or 2
percent) in the SDAB from 2012 to 2020. The incremental emissions associated with the proposed Plan
also decrease for ROG (approximately 14 tons/day, or 17 percent), NOx (approximately 31 tons/day, or
47 percent), and PM2.5 (approximately 0.5 tons/day, or 4 percent) from 2012 to 2020. Because
cumulative and incremental emissions of ROG, NOX, and PM2.5 decrease from 2012 to 2020, the
incremental emissions of ROG, NOX, and PM2.5 associated with the proposed Plan would not contribute
to a cumulatively considerable net increase.
Cumulative PM10 emissions would increase (approximately 1.7 tons/day, or two percent) from 2012 to
2020. As described in Impact AQ-2, incremental emissions of PM10 under the proposed Plan would
increase by approximately 0.7 tons/day, or about two percent, which represents about 41 percent of the
cumulative increase in PM10 emissions. Because the SDAB is already classified as nonattainment for the
24-hour CAAQS for PM10, the incremental increase in PM10 emissions associated with the proposed Plan
would be a considered a cumulatively considerable net increase. This is a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a cumulatively considerable increase in PM10
emissions, for which the region is in nonattainment for the 24-hour CAAQS. Therefore, this impact (AQ3) is significant in 2020. The health effects associated with this increase in PM10 emissions are discussed
in the Impact AQ-2 2020 analysis.
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Table 4.3-20
2020 Cumulative Air Emissions – San Diego Air Basin
Emission Category

Electric Utilities
Cogeneration
Manufacturing and Industrial
Food and Agricultural Processing
Service and Commercial
Other (Fuel Combustion)
Sewage Treatment
Landfills
Incinerators
Other (Waste Disposal)
Laundering
Degreasing
Coatings and Relate Process Solvents
Printing
Adhesives and Sealants
Other (Cleaning and Surface Coating)
Petroleum Marketing
Other (Petroleum Production and Marketing)
Chemical
Food and Agriculture
Mineral Processes
Metal Processes
Other (Industrial Processes)
Consumer Products
Architectural Coatings and Related Process Solvents
Pesticides/Fertilizers
Asphalt Paving/Roofing
Residential Fuel Combustion
Farming Operations
Construction and Demolition
Paved Road Dust
Unpaved Road Dust
Fugitive Windblown Dust
Fires
Managed Burning and Disposal
Cooking
Other (Miscellaneous Process)
On-Road Motor Vehicles
Aircraft
Trains
Ocean Going Vessels
Commercial Harbor Craft
Recreational Boats
Off-Road Recreational Vehicles
Off-Road Equipment
Farm Equipment
Fuel Storage and Handling
2020 Cumulative Emissions, Tons per Day

2012 Cumulative Emissions, Tons per Day

ROG
0.03
0.04
0.08
0.49
0.28
0.12
0.03
2.22
0
0.27
0.1
1.68
8.12
4.98
2.03
0.11
9.98
0
2.08
0.12
0.24
0.01
1.07
17.71
10.83
0.35
1.46
2.46
1.27
0
0
0
0
0.06
0.18
2.19
0
19.29
3.64
0.09
0.09
0.21
8.66
1.8
9.1
0.25
1.03
114.75
128.36

2020 Emissions, tons per day
NOX
PM10
0.43
0.28
0.22
0.07
1.04
0.08
0.1
0.2
1.32
0.32
0.98
0.04
0.07
0.02
0.09
0.57
0
0.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.03
0.2
5.57
0.01
0.05
0.06
0.06
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
2.72
1.87
0
0.13
0
29.26
0
11.07
0
11.82
0
0.31
0.02
0.11
0.05
0.25
0
3.3
0
0
28.21
4.97
6.21
1.69
1.64
0.03
1.96
0.05
1.88
0.05
2.16
0.52
0.06
0.01
8.75
0.64
1.25
0.06
0
0
59.44
73.45
92.64
71.73

PM2.5
0.39
0.06
0.08
0.2
0.32
0.04
0.02
0.17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
1.48
0.03
0.04
0
0
0
0.01
1.8
0.02
2.92
1.66
1.18
0.05
0.1
0.22
3.3
0
2.22
1.68
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.4
0.01
0.61
0.06
0
19.21
19.59

Source: ARB 2014c
Note: emissions increases from 2012 to 2020 are shown in bold.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
and programs under the proposed Plan would generate emissions of O3 precursors ROG and NOX, and
PM10 and PM2.5 during both construction and operations of development projects and the
transportation network. Table 4.3-21 provides cumulative air emissions within the SDAB by 2035.
The inventory shows a decrease in cumulative emissions of ROG (approximately 15 tons/day, or 12
percent) and NOX (approximately 44 tons/day, or 48 percent) in the SDAB from 2012 to 2035. The
incremental emissions associated with the proposed Plan also decrease for ROG (approximately 18
tons/day, or 22 percent) and NOx (approximately 48 tons/day, or 71 percent) from 2012 to 2035.
Because cumulative and incremental emissions of ROG and NOX decrease from 2012 to 2035, the
incremental emissions of ROG and NOX associated with the proposed Plan would not contribute to a
cumulatively considerable net increase.
Cumulative emissions would increase for PM10 (approximately 4.5 tons/day, or six percent) and PM2.5
(approximately 1 ton/day, or 5 percent) from 2012 to 2035. As described in Impact AQ-2, incremental
emissions under the proposed Plan would increase for PM10 (approximately 2 tons/day, or 4 percent)
and PM2.5 (approximately 0.2 tons/day, or 2 percent), which represents about 36 percent of the
cumulative increase in PM10, and 20 percent of the cumulative increase in PM2.5. Because the SDAB is
already classified as nonattainment for the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 and annual CAAQS for PM2.5 the
incremental increases in PM10 and PM2.5 emissions associated with the proposed Plan would be
considered cumulatively considerable net increases. This is a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a cumulatively considerable increase in PM10 and
PM2.5 emissions, for which the region is in nonattainment for the 24-hour CAAQS and annual CAAQS,
respectively. Therefore, this impact (AQ-3) is significant in 2035. The health effects associated with this
increase in PM10 and PM2.5 emissions are discussed in the Impact AQ-2 2035 analysis.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
and programs under the proposed Plan would generate emissions of O3 precursors ROG and NOX, and
PM10 and PM2.5 during both construction and operations of development projects and the
transportation network. Because the ARB air emissions inventory does not go beyond 2035, this analysis
assumes that 2012 to 2035 trends would continue to 2050: cumulative emissions of ROG and NOx would
decrease from 2035 to 2050, and cumulative emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 would increase from 2035 to
2050.
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Table 4.3-21
2035 Cumulative Air Emissions – San Diego Air Basin
2035 Emissions, tons per day
Emission Category
ROG
NOX
PM10
Electric Utilities
0.03
0.44
0.29
Cogeneration
0.04
0.22
0.07
Manufacturing and Industrial
0.1
1.12
0.09
Food and Agricultural Processing
0.58
0.06
0.24
Service and Commercial
0.29
1.47
0.34
Other (Fuel Combustion)
0.13
1.01
0.04
Sewage Treatment
0.03
0.07
0.02
Landfills
2.22
0.09
0.57
Incinerators
0
0
0.01
Other (Waste Disposal)
0.3
0
0
Laundering
0.12
0
0
Degreasing
1.68
0
0
Coatings and Relate Process Solvents
8.12
0
0
Printing
4.98
0
0
Adhesives and Sealants
2.03
0
0
Other (Cleaning and Surface Coating)
0.11
0
0
Petroleum Marketing
10.64
0.01
0
Other (Petroleum Production and Marketing)
0
0
0
Chemical
3.39
0
0.01
Food and Agriculture
0.15
0
0.04
Mineral Processes
0.3
0.26
7.26
Metal Processes
0.01
0.01
0.05
Other (Industrial Processes)
1.69
0.1
0.09
Consumer Products
19.59
0
0
Architectural Coatings and Related Process Solvents
10.83
0
0
Pesticides/Fertilizers
0.33
0
0
Asphalt Paving/Roofing
1.46
0
0.01
Residential Fuel Combustion
2.95
3.13
2.23
Farming Operations
1.27
0
0.12
Construction and Demolition
0
0
29.26
Paved Road Dust
0
0
11.04
Unpaved Road Dust
0
0
11.8
Fugitive Windblown Dust
0
0
0.31
Fires
0.06
0.02
0.11
Managed Burning and Disposal
0.17
0.05
0.24
Cooking
2.44
0
3.68
Other (Miscellaneous Process)
0
0
0
On-Road Motor Vehicles
14.42
19.14
5.46
Aircraft
3.64
6.21
1.69
Trains
0.13
2.16
0.05
Ocean Going Vessels
0.27
1.77
0.15
Commercial Harbor Craft
0.22
1.76
0.05
Recreational Boats
5.7
2.24
0.34
Off-Road Recreational Vehicles
2.1
0.09
0.01
Off-Road Equipment
10.05
6.81
0.53
Farm Equipment
0.12
0.3
0.01
Fuel Storage and Handling
0.56
0
0
2035 Cumulative Emissions, Tons per Day
113.25
48.54
76.21
2012 Cumulative Emissions, Tons per Day
128.36
92.64
71.73

Source: ARB 2014c
Note: emissions increases from 2012 to 2035 are shown in bold.
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PM2.5
0.4
0.06
0.09
0.24
0.34
0.04
0.02
0.17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.01
0.01
1.95
0.03
0.06
0
0
0
0.01
2.16
0.02
2.92
1.66
1.18
0.04
0.11
0.22
3.68
0
2.46
1.68
0.04
0.15
0.04
0.26
0.01
0.51
0.01
0
20.58
19.59
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The incremental emissions associated with the proposed Plan decrease for ROG (approximately 18
tons/day, or 21 percent) and NOx (approximately 49 tons/day, or 75 percent) from 2012 to 2050.
Because cumulative and incremental emissions of ROG and NOX decrease from 2012 to 2050, the
incremental emissions of ROG and NOX associated with the proposed Plan would not contribute to a
cumulatively considerable net increase.
Cumulative emissions would increase for PM10 and PM2.5 from 2012 to 2050. As described in Impact AQ2, incremental emissions under the proposed Plan would increase for PM10 (approximately 3 tons/day,
or 6 percent) and PM2.5 (approximately 1 ton/day, or 9 percent). Because the SDAB is already classified
as nonattainment for the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 and annual CAAQS for PM2.5 the incremental
increases in PM10 and PM2.5 emissions associated with the proposed Plan would be considered
cumulatively considerable net increases. This is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a cumulatively considerable increase in PM10 and
PM2.5 emissions, for which the region is in nonattainment for the 24-hour CAAQS and annual CAAQS,
respectively. Therefore, this impact (AQ-3) is significant in 2050. The health effects associated with this
increase in PM10 and PM2.5 emissions are discussed in the Impact AQ-2 2050 analysis.

MITIGATION MEASURES
AQ-3 Cumulatively Considerable Increase in Pollutant Emissions
2020, 2035, and 2050
Mitigation Measure AQ-2A, as described in Impact AQ-2, and Mitigation Measures AQ-4A, AQ-4B, and
AQ-4C described under Impact AQ-4 would reduce particulate impacts at the project level.
Mitigation Measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4C, GHG-4D, GHG-4E, GHG-4F, GHG-4G, and GHG-4H, as
described in Impact AQ-2, would also reduce particulate emissions by reducing VMT and increasing use
of alternative fuels and therefore reducing emissions from vehicles.
Mitigation Measure EN-3B would also reduce particulate impacts by reducing conventional energy use
and therefore reducing emissions associated with combustion of fossil fuels used in conventional power
plants.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Significant and Unavoidable: Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ-4C,
GHG-4A through GHG-4H, and EN-3B would reduce impacts associated with cumulatively considerable
increases in particulate emissions. However, it cannot be guaranteed that these measures would reduce
regional particulate emissions or particulate emissions from all projects so that they would be less than
cumulatively considerable. Therefore, impacts related to cumulatively considerable increases in air
pollutant emissions would remain significant and unavoidable
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AQ-4

EXPOSE SENSITIVE RECEPTORS TO SUBSTANTIAL POLLUTANT CONCENTRATIONS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This analysis addresses the exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of CO and
TACs. A local hot spots analysis was performed to analyze exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial
concentrations of CO. It focuses on the four intersections in the region with the greatest potential to
result in high CO concentrations. These intersections are shown on Figure 4.3-9.
Regarding TACs, a health risk assessment was performed to analyze exposure of sensitive receptors to
substantial concentrations of TACs, increases in cancer risk associated with such exposure, and the
amount of population, housing units, and schools within the areas of increased cancer risk exposure.
The cancer risk of a given area is a measure of any one person’s likelihood of contracting cancer due to
exposure from a particular carcinogen; it is not a measure of how many people will contract cancer. For
example, for an area with an increase in cancer risk of 10 in one million, any one person’s likelihood of
contracting cancer would increase by 10 chances in one million (i.e., increased likelihood of contracting
cancer would increase by 0.001 percent). Moreover, in estimating any one person’s cancer risk, the
analysis assumes that person would stay in the same place for 30 years, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day,
350 days a year. The analysis follows the OEHHA guidelines (OEHHA 2015), and utilizes the 95th
percentile breathing rates and other conservative assumptions to calculate exposure to TACs.
Accordingly, it is designed to provide a conservative estimate of cancer risk, and likely overestimates
actual impacts that would occur.
This analysis evaluates both increases in cancer risk from the baseline risk, and total cancer risk from the
transportation network, including diesel locomotives. The increased cancer risk analysis compares the
estimated risks for 2020, 2035, and 2050 with the existing baseline risks (2012), and evaluates whether
there is an increase above 10 in one million (i.e., increased likelihood of contracting cancer would
increase by 0.001 percent). Total cancer risk is not based on a comparison with baseline levels, but
rather identifies the areas in which the total cancer risk from the transportation network would exceed
100 in one million (i.e., likelihood of contracting cancer of 0.01 percent) in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Exposure to TACs may result in noncancer health effects as well as increases in cancer risk, as described
in Section 4.3.1.3. The noncancer health effects analysis involves calculating the total health hazard
index (THI) (OEHHA 2015). A health hazard index is a comparison of the concentration of a TAC to the
level at which adverse noncancer health effects would be experienced (REL). An REL is the
recommended exposure limit for TAC emissions. The calculation involves dividing the predicted TAC
concentration by its REL. This analysis focused on evaluating the THI at the maximally exposed individual
receptor (MEIR). If the maximum THI is greater than 1.0, the concentration to which an individual is
exposed would be above the level at which noncancer health effects could occur, and a significant
impact would result. If it is below 1.0, then noncancer health effects would not be expected to occur.
The analysis examines generation of TACs from planned transportation network improvements and
programs under the proposed Plan, and placement of existing and new sensitive receptors under
forecasted regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan in locations where they would
be exposed to substantial concentrations of TACs. As described in more detail above, the following
criteria are used to evaluate whether implementation of the proposed Plan would expose sensitive
receptors to substantial concentrations of TACs:
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4.3 Air Quality
1. Does the proposed Plan result in increases in cancer risk to sensitive receptors over baseline
(2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million? An increase of 10 in one million is used
throughout California by lead agencies as a CEQA significance threshold for cancer risks
(SCAQMD 2015; County of San Diego 2007; SJVAPCD 2014)
2. Does the proposed Plan expose sensitive receptors to total cancer risks above 100 in one
million? A total cancer risk of 100 in one million is used throughout California by lead agencies
as a significance threshold for cancer risks. The Plan Bay Area EIR (ABAG/MTC 2013) used an
increase in risk of 100 in a million as a threshold to evaluate significant impacts to sensitive
receptors, and it also used in SDAPCD’s Rule 1210 as a threshold for stationary sources to
implement risk reduction measures to reduce TAC impacts.
3. Does the proposed Plan result in increases in health risks to sensitive receptors for noncancer
hazards as measured by a total hazard index (THI) above 1.0?
The methodologies for the local hot spots analysis and health risk assessment are described in detail in
Appendix C. Exposure to particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) is addressed under Impact AQ-2 and is not
addressed in Impact AQ-4. Due to the nature of this analysis, the combined impacts of regional growth
and land use change and transportation network improvements and programs are presented together.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to cumulatively considerable net increases in emissions of criteria air
pollutants for which the region is in nonattainment under applicable NAAQS or CAAQS include, but are
not limited to, higher annual average temperatures; more days of extreme high temperatures; longer
and more humid heat waves; increased evaporation from soil; less frequent rain events; and more
frequent, severe wildfires. In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and
2050. Climate change effects related to air quality impacts are described in more detail in Appendix F.
Health Impacts
Exposure to diesel particulates and TACs may result in adverse health effects, both increased cancer risk
as well as noncancer health effects, as described in Section 4.3.1.3.
Impact AQ-4 analyzes exposure of sensitive receptors to cancer and noncancer health effects (sensitive
receptors are defined in the Impact AQ-2 methodology). This analysis identifies and maps sensitive
receptors in 2012 and future years within the areas exposed to specified concentrations of TAC
emissions to determine where cancer risk thresholds are exceeded. In order to provide an equal
comparison of sensitive receptor impacts in 2012 and future years, and to indicate the magnitude of
cancer risks, the analysis also identifies population, housing units, and existing schools within these
areas. Also, for total cancer risk, as an indicator of the relative magnitude of cancer risk, for each horizon
year the analysis also presents the highest risk at the maximally exposed individual receptor (MEIR).
A screening analysis of the potential for TAC emissions to cause noncancer health effects was conducted
for the maximally exposed individual receptor (MEIR), and is presented in Appendix C to the EIR. The
THI at the MEIR would be greater than at any other sensitive receptor in the region; therefore, the
analysis evaluates whether the THI is less than 1.0 at the MEIR and does not address receptors where
the THI is lower.
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Given the limitations of modeling tools and assumptions, sensitive receptor exposure numbers are an
indication of relative exposure, and not a precise prediction. Actual exposure would be lower because of
the conservative EMFAC 2011 modeling assumptions used in the cancer risk analysis (see above).
The cancer risk of a given area is a measure of any one person’s likelihood of contracting cancer due to
exposure from a particular carcinogen; it is not a measure of how many people will contract cancer. For
example, for an area with an increase in cancer risk of 10 in one million, any one person’s likelihood of
contracting cancer would increase by 10 chances in one million (i.e., increased likelihood of contracting
cancer would increase by 0.001 percent). Moreover, in estimating any one person’s cancer risk, the
analysis assumes that person would stay in the same place for 30 years, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day,
350 days a year. The analysis follows the OEHHA guidelines (OEHHA 2015), and utilizes the 95th
percentile breathing rates and other conservative assumptions to calculate exposure to TACs.
Accordingly, it is designed to provide a conservative estimate of cancer risk, and likely overestimates
actual impacts that would occur.
EMFAC Modeling Assumptions
On December 30, 2014, ARB released the latest version of EMFAC, EMFAC2014 (ARB 2014d).
EMFAC2014 represents ARB’s current understanding of motor vehicle travel activities and their
associated emission levels. It represents ARB’s current understanding of how vehicles travel and how
much they pollute.
EMFAC2014 includes the latest data on California’s car and truck fleets and travel activity. It measures
vehicle emissions to 2050, as opposed to EMFAC2011, which measures vehicle emissions to 2035. New
forecasting methods have been incorporated for developing vehicle age distributions. EMFAC2014 also
reflects the emissions benefits of ARB’s recent rulemakings, including on-road diesel fleet rules,
Advanced Clean Car Standards, and the Smartway/Phase I Heavy Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas
Regulation. It also includes updates to truck emission factors based on the latest surveillance data.
There are no changes to the emission factors for tire wear and brake wear in the EMFAC2014 model.
The portion of this analysis addressing particulate matter (Impact AQ-2) and TAC (Impact AQ-4)
emissions from the transportation network is based on EMFAC2011 emission factors because CTEMFAC5 has not been updated to include EMFAC2014 emission factors.
While Caltrans anticipates updating CT-EMFAC5 in late 2015, the update was not available during the
preparation of this analysis. Use of the CT-EMFAC5 model was necessary to provide segment-specific
emission factors for PM10 and PM2.5 for each freeway segment included in the impact analysis. Use of
CT-EMFAC5, which relies on EMFAC2011 emission factors, is conservative because it was necessary to
assume that emission factors do not decrease beyond 2035, and emission factors within EMFAC2011
have not been updated to account for current and future regulatory actions, including the on-road
diesel fleet rules, Advanced Clean Car Standards, and the Smartway/Phase I Heavy Duty Vehicle
Greenhouse Gas Regulation.
For the reasons provided above, use of EMFAC2011 for this analysis may overestimate future impacts, in
particular for 2050. Because EMFAC2011 does not look beyond 2035, the 2050 analysis based on
EMFAC2011 assumes that 2035 conditions would carry forward to 2050, and does not account for
changes in vehicle technology, fleet turnover, and other factors that would change between 2035 and
2050. Impacts would likely be lower than presented in this section.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Local CO Hot Spot Analysis
As shown in Table 4.3-22, maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations would decrease from 2012 to
2020 under the proposed Plan at the four intersections in the region with the greatest potential for high
CO concentrations. Moreover, the maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations in 2020 are below
the 1-hour and 8-hour CAAQS and NAAQS. Therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan would not
expose sensitive receptors to substantial CO concentrations in 2020. This is a less than significant
impact.
Table 4.3-22
CO Hot Spots Modeling Results
Maximum 1-Hour and 8-Hour CO Concentrations, 2012 and 2020

Intersection

Harbor Drive/Laurel Street
Fairmount Avenue/Montezuma Road
Miramar Road/Camino Santa Fe
Mira Mesa Road/Scranton Road

1-Hour CO Concentrations (ppm)
Maximum
1-hour Standards
Plus
1
Background
2012
2020 CAAQS NAAQS
8.4
6.5
20
35
7.9
6.1
20
35
8.4
6.3
20
35
7.7
5.8
20
35

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.
1. Maximum 1-Hour Background Concentration = 4.4 ppm
2. Maximum 8-Hour Background Concentration = 3.8 ppm
3. ppm = parts per million

8-Hour CO Concentrations (ppm)
Maximum
8-hour Standards
Plus
2
Background
2012
2020 CAAQS NAAQS
6.6
5.27
9
9
6.25
4.99
9
9
6.6
5.13
9
9
6.11
4.78
9
9

Health Risk Assessment
Criterion 1 - Does the proposed Plan result in increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over
baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million?
As shown in Figure 4.3-10, the only area where forecasted regional growth and land use change and
planned transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan would result in increases in
cancer risks to sensitive receptors over baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million is along
a segment of SR 905 between I-5 and I-805 adjacent to the communities of Otay Mesa-Nestor and San
Ysidro in the City of San Diego and a small portion of I-5 in Otay Mesa-Nestor. The proposed Plan would
not result in increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over baseline (2012) conditions that exceed
10 in one million for any other areas in 2020.
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As described in Table 4.3-23, approximately 3,500 people, 870 housing units, and one existing school in
the Otay-Mesa Nestor and San Ysidro communities in the City of San Diego would be exposed to
increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one
million by 2020. In other words, the probability of any of the approximately 3,500 exposed people
contracting cancer would increase by 0.001 percent. This additional exposure is due to both generation
of TAC emissions under the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and programs that
increase the areas with increased cancer risk above 10 in one million, and the proposed Plan’s
forecasted regional growth and land use change that increases the number of people located in areas
with increased cancer risk above 10 in one million.
Table 4.3-23
Exposure to Increased Cancer Risk that Exceeds 10 in One Million in 2020
Risk Level
10 in one million increase

Population
3,480

Housing Units
869

Existing Schools
1

1

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.
1. The analysis is limited to existing schools as of 2012. Forecasted regional growth and land use change in the proposed Plan
does not identify future locations of schools.

Criterion 2 - Does the proposed Plan expose sensitive receptors to total cancer risks above 100 in one
million?
By 2020, implementation of the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements would expose
sensitive receptors to total cancer risks above 100 in one million, including approximately 113,000
people, 41,000 housing units, and 59 existing schools. In other words, the probability of any of the
approximately 113,000 exposed people contracting cancer would be 0.01 percent. However, from 2012
to 2020, over 19,000 fewer people, over 7,000 fewer housing units, and 3 fewer existing schools would
be exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in one million (Table 4.3-24). This reduction in exposure is
due in part to reductions in emissions from diesel and gasoline-powered vehicles due to state and
federal programs designed to reduce emissions of TACs and improve fuel efficiency. Thus reductions in
the number of exposed individuals would occur despite the proposed Plan’s forecasted increase in the
population and housing units within the region.
Table 4.3-24
Population, Housing Units, and Schools in Areas with Total Cancer Risk Above 100 in One Million, 2012 and 2020
Year
2012
2020
Decrease from 2012 to 2020

Population
132,576
112,885
(19,691)

Housing Units
47,936
40,601
(7,335)

Schools
62
59
(3)

As an indicator of the relative magnitude of cancer risk, the highest risk in 2020 at the maximally
exposed individual receptor (MEIR) is 470 in a million. The highest 2012 cancer risk from the
transportation network at the MEIR is 492 in one million. The MEIR is located in the Del Mar
meteorological influence area.
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4.3 Air Quality
Criterion 3 - Does the proposed Plan result in health risks to sensitive receptors for noncancer hazards
as measured by a total hazard index (THI) above 1.0?
Table 4.3-28 presents a summary of the THI calculated for the MEIR for both 2012 and 2020. As shown
in Table 4.3-25, the THI would decrease from 2012 to 2020 by 0.444. The THI at all other sensitive
receptors in 2020 would be lower than at the MEIR.
Table 4.3-25
Calculation of Total Hazard Index at the Maximally Exposed Individual Receptor, 2012 and 2020
Year
2012
2020
Decrease from 2012 to 2020

Total Hazard Index
0.764
0.320
(0.444)

Based on this analysis, the proposed Plan’s TAC emissions would not result in health risks to sensitive
receptors for noncancer hazards because the measured total hazard index would be below 1.0.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would expose sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of
TAC emissions. Approximately 3,500 people, 870 housing units, and one existing school would be
exposed to increases in cancer risks that exceed 10 in one million. Approximately 113,000 people,
41,000 housing units, and 59 existing schools would be exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in one
million. Therefore, this impact (AQ-4) is significant in 2020. Given the limitations of modeling tools and
assumptions, sensitive receptor exposure numbers are an indication of relative exposure, and not a
precise prediction. Actual exposure would be lower because of the conservative EMFAC 2011 modeling
assumptions used in the cancer risk analysis.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Local CO Hot Spot Analysis
As shown in Table 4.3-26, maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations would decrease from 2012 to
2035 under the proposed Plan at the four intersections in the region with the greatest potential for high
CO concentrations. Moreover, the maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations in 2020 are below
the 1-hour and 8-hour CAAQS and NAAQS. Therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan would not
expose sensitive receptors to substantial CO concentrations in 2020. This is a less than significant
impact.
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Table 4.3-26
CO Hot Spots Modeling Results
Maximum 1-Hour and 8-Hour CO Concentrations, 2012 and 2035

Intersection
Harbor Drive/Laurel Street
Fairmount Avenue/Montezuma Road
Miramar Road/Camino Santa Fe
Mira Mesa Road/Scranton Road

1-Hour CO Concentrations (ppm)
Maximum
1-hour Standards
Plus
1
Background
2012
2035 CAAQS NAAQS
8.4
5.9
20
35
7.9
5.6
20
35
8.4
5.6
20
35
7.7
5.3
20
35

Source: Appendix C
1. Maximum 1-Hour Background Concentration = 4.4 ppm
2. Maximum 8-Hour Background Concentration = 3.8 ppm
ppm = parts per million

8-Hour CO Concentrations (ppm)
Maximum
8-hour Standards
Plus
2
Background
2012
2035 CAAQS NAAQS
6.6
4.85
9
9
6.25
4.64
9
9
6.6
4.64
9
9
6.11
4.43
9
9

Health Risk Assessment
Criterion 1 - Does the proposed Plan result in increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over
baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million?
As shown in Figure 4.3-11, forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements by 2035 under the proposed Plan would result in increases in cancer risks to
sensitive receptors over baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million along and adjacent to
portions of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I-5 from the city of Oceanside to the I-805, and from the Barrio Logan community of the City of
San Diego to SR 905;
I-15 from the Riverside County line to SR 78;
SR 78 in Oceanside, Carlsbad, Vista, and San Marcos;
I-805 from I-5 to SR 905;
Small areas of SR 52 and I-15 in the Kearny Mesa community of the City of San Diego;
Small areas of SR 52 near the City of Santee and Mission Trails Regional Park;
SR 15 from I-8 to I-805;
I-8 in the City of El Cajon;
I-805 in the cities of National City and Chula Vista;
SR 125 in the City of Chula Vista;
SR 905 from I-5 to SR 125.

The proposed Plan would not result in increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over baseline
(2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million for any other areas in 2035.
As described in Table 4.3-27, approximately 110,000 people, 36,000 housing units, and 56 existing
schools would be exposed to increases in cancer risks over baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in
one million by 2035. In other words, the probability of any of the approximately 110,000 exposed
people contracting cancer would increase by 0.001 percent. This additional exposure is due to both
generation of TAC emissions under the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and
programs that increase the areas with increased cancer risk above 10 in one million, and the proposed
Plan’s forecasted regional growth and land use change that increases the number of people located in
areas with increased cancer risk above 10 in one million.
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4.3 Air Quality
Table 4.3-27
Exposure to Increased Cancer Risks that Exceed 10 in One Million in 2035
Cancer Risk Level
10 in one million increase

Population
109,795

Housing Units
35,831

Existing Schools
56

1

Source: Appendix C to the EIR.
1. The analysis is limited to existing schools as of 2012. Forecasted regional growth and land use
change in the proposed Plan does not identify future locations of schools.

Criterion 2 - Does the proposed Plan increase sensitive receptors in areas with cancer risks above 100
in one million?
As shown in Figure 4.3-12, forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements by 2035 under the proposed Plan would result in total cancer risks above 100 in
one million in 2035 along and adjacent to the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I-5 from the City of Oceanside to the Otay Mesa-Nestor community of the City of San Diego;
I-805 from the I-5 to SR 905;
I-15 from the Riverside County line to I-5;
SR 163 from Downtown San Diego to I-15;
SR 125 from I-8 to SR 54;
SR 78 from I-5 to I-15;
SR 52 from I-805 to SR 67;
I-8 from I-5 to the City of El Cajon;
SR 94 from just east of I-5 to SR 125;
SR 54 from I-805 to SR 125
SR 905 between I-5 and SR 125
A small area of SR 67 in the Lakeside community of the unincorporated County.

There are no other locations under the proposed Plan where additional sensitive receptors would be
exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in one million.
From 2012 to 2035, over 15,000 more people, approximately 4,400 more housing units, and 12 more
existing schools would be exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in one million, for a total exposed
population of approximately 148,000 people, over 52,000 housing units, and 74 existing schools in 2035
(Table 4.3-28). In other words, the probability of any of the approximately 148,000 exposed people
contracting cancer would be 0.01 percent. This additional exposure is to both generation of TAC
emissions under the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and programs that increase
the size of areas with total cancer risk above 100 in one million, and the proposed Plan’s forecasted
regional growth and land use change that increases the number of people located within areas with
total cancer risk above 100 in one million.
Table 4.3-28
Population, Housing Units, and Schools in Areas with Total Cancer Risk Above 100 in One Million, 2012 and 2035
Year
2012
2035
Increase from 2012 to 2035

Population
132,576
147,782
15,206

Housing Units
47,936
52,331
4,395

Schools
62
74
12

As an indicator of the relative magnitude of cancer risk, the highest cancer risk in 2035 at the MEIR is
606 in a million. The highest 2012 cancer risk from the transportation network at the MEIR is 492 in one
million. The MEIR is located in the Del Mar meteorological influence area.
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4.3 Air Quality
Criterion 3 - Does the proposed Plan result in health risks to sensitive receptors for noncancer hazards
as measured by a total hazard index (THI) above 1.0?
Table 4.3-29 presents a summary of the THI calculated for the MEIR for both 2012 and 2020. As shown
in Table 4.3-32, the THI would decrease from 2012 to 2035 by 0.442. The THI at all other sensitive
receptors in 2035 would be lower than at the MEIR.
Table 4.3-29
Calculation of Total Hazard Index at the Maximally Exposed Individual Receptor, 2012 and 2035
Year
2012
2035
Decrease from 2012 to 2035

Total Hazard Index
0.764
0.322
(0.442)

Based on this analysis, noncancer health effects associated with the proposed Plan’s TAC emissions
would not be significant because they would not exceed the noncancer health hazard index above the
threshold of 1.0.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would expose sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of
TAC emissions. Approximately 110,000 people, 36,000 housing units, and 56 existing schools would be
exposed to increases in cancer risks that exceed 10 in one million. Approximately 148,000 people,
52,000 housing units, and 74 existing schools would be exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in one
million. Therefore, this impact (AQ-4) is significant in 2035. Given the limitations of modeling tools and
assumptions, sensitive receptor exposure numbers are an indication of relative exposure, and not a
precise prediction. Actual exposure would be lower because of the conservative EMFAC 2011 modeling
assumptions used in the cancer risk analysis.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Local CO Hot Spot Analysis
As shown in Table 4.3-30, maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations would decrease from 2012 to
2050 under the proposed Plan at the four intersections in the region with the greatest potential for high
CO concentrations. Moreover, the maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO concentrations in 2050 are below
the 1-hour and 8-hour CAAQS and NAAQS. Therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan would not
expose sensitive receptors to substantial CO concentrations in 2050. This is a less than significant
impact.
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Table 4.3-30
CO Hot Spots Modeling Results
Maximum 1-Hour and 8-Hour CO Concentrations, 2012 and 2050
1-Hour CO Concentrations (ppm)
8-Hour CO Concentrations (ppm)
Maximum
1-hour Standards
Maximum
8-hour Standards
Intersection
Plus
Plus
1
2
Background
Background
2012
2050 CAAQS NAAQS
2012
2050 CAAQS NAAQS
Harbor Drive/Laurel Street
8.4
6.2
20
35
6.6
5.06
9
9
Fairmount Avenue/Montezuma Road
7.9
5.6
20
35
6.25
4.64
9
9
Miramar Road/Camino Santa Fe
8.4
5.6
20
35
6.6
4.64
9
9
Mira Mesa Road/Scranton Road
7.7
5.3
20
35
6.11
4.43
9
9

Source: Appendix C
1. Maximum 1-Hour Background Concentration = 4.4 ppm
2. Maximum 8-Hour Background Concentration = 3.8 ppm
ppm = parts per million

Health Risk Assessment
Criterion 1 - Does the proposed Plan result in increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over
baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million?
As shown in Figure 4.3-13, forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements by 2050 under the proposed Plan would result in increases in cancer risks to
sensitive receptors over baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million along and adjacent to
portions of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I-5 from the city of Oceanside to the I-805, from the University City community to San Diego
International Airport, and from the Barrio Logan community of the City of San Diego to SR 905;
I-15 from the Riverside County line to I-5;
SR 78 in Oceanside, Carlsbad, San Marcos and Vista;
I-805 from I-5 to SR 905;
SR 52 from I-805 to SR 67;
SR 56 from I-5 to I-15;
SR 15 from I-8 to I-805;
I-8 in the City of El Cajon;
SR 54 from I-805 to SR 125;
SR 67 in the Lakeside community of the unincorporated County;
SR 125 from the City of La Mesa to SR 905;
SR 905 from I-5 to SR 125.

The proposed Plan would not result in increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over baseline
(2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million for any other areas in 2050.
As described in Table 4.3-31, over 218,000 people, over 74,000 housing units, and 93 existing schools
would be exposed to increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over baseline (2012) conditions that
exceed 10 in one million by 2050. In other words, the probability of any of the approximately 218,000
exposed people contracting cancer would increase by 0.001 percent. This additional exposure is due to
both generation of TAC emissions under the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and
programs that increase the areas with increased cancer risk above 10 in one million, and the proposed
Plan’s forecasted regional growth and land use change that increases the number of people located in
areas with increased cancer risk above 10 in one million.
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4.3 Air Quality
Table 4.3-31
Exposure to Increased Cancer Risks that Exceed 10 in One Million in 2050
1
Risk Level
Population
Housing Units
Existing Schools
10 in one million increase
218,294
74,194
93

Source: Appendix C
1. The analysis is limited to existing schools as of 2012. Forecasted regional growth and land use
change in the proposed Plan does not identify future locations of schools.

Criterion 2 - Does the proposed Plan increase sensitive receptors in areas with total cancer risks above
100 in one million?
As shown in Figure 4.3-14, forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements by 2050 under the proposed Plan would result in total cancer risks above 100 in
one million in 2050 along and adjacent to the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I-5 from the City of Oceanside to the Otay Mesa-Nestor community of the City of San Diego;
I-805 from the I-5 to SR 905;
I-15 from the Riverside County line to I-5;
SR 163 from Downtown San Diego to I-15;
SR 125 from I-8 to the south of SR 54 into the City of Chula Vista;
SR 78 from I-5 to I-15;
SR 52 from I-805 to SR 67;
I-8 from I-5 to the City of El Cajon;
SR 94 from just east of I-5 to SR 125;
SR 54 from I-805 to SR 125;
SR 905 between I-5 and SR 125;
A small area of SR 67 in the Lakeside community of the unincorporated County;
Small areas on SR 56 just east of I-5.

There are no other locations under the proposed Plan where additional sensitive receptors would be
exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in one million.
From 2012 to 2050, over 31,000 more people, over 10,000 more housing units, and 24 more existing
schools would be exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in one million, for a total exposed population
of approximately 164,000 people, 58,000 housing units, and 86 existing schools in 2050 (Table 4.3-32).
In other words, the probability of any of the approximately 164,000 exposed people contracting cancer
would be 0.01 percent. This additional exposure is due to both generation of TAC emissions under the
proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and programs that increase the size of areas
with total cancer risk above 100 in one million, and the proposed Plan’s forecasted regional growth and
land use change that increases the number of people located within areas with total cancer risk above
100 in one million.
Table 4.3-32
Population, Housing Units, and Schools in Areas with Total Cancer Risk Above 100 in One Million, 2012 and 2050
Year
Population
Housing Units
Schools
2012
132,576
47,936
62
2050
163,680
58,321
86
Increase from 2012 to 2050
31,104
10,385
24

As an indicator of the relative magnitude of cancer risk, the highest risk in 2050 at the MEIR is 670 in a
million. The highest 2012 cancer risk from the transportation network at the MEIR is 492 in one million.
The MEIR is located in the Del Mar meteorological influence area.
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4.3 Air Quality
Criterion 3 - Does the proposed Plan result in health risks to sensitive receptors for noncancer hazards
as measured by a total hazard index (THI) above 1.0?
Table 4.3-33 presents a summary of the THI calculated for the MEIR for both 2012 and 2020. As shown
in Table 4.3-33, the THI would decrease from 2012 to 2050 by 0.415. The THI at all other sensitive
receptors in 2050 would be lower than at the MEIR.
Table 4.3-33
Calculation of Total Hazard Index at the Maximally Exposed Individual Receptor, 2012 and 2050
Year
Total Hazard Index
2012
0.764
2050
0.349
Decrease from 2012 to 2050
(0.415)

Based on this analysis, noncancer health effects associated with the proposed Plan’s TAC emissions
would not be significant because they would not exceed the noncancer health hazard index above the
threshold of 1.0.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would expose sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of
TAC emissions. Approximately 220,000 people, over 74,000 housing units, and 93 existing schools would
be exposed to increases in cancer risks that exceed 10 in one million. Approximately 164,000 people,
over 58,000 housing units, and 86 existing schools would be exposed to total cancer risks above 100 in
one million. Therefore, this impact (AQ-4) is significant in 2050. Given the limitations of modeling tools
and assumptions, sensitive receptor exposure numbers are an indication of relative exposure, and not a
precise prediction. Actual exposure would be lower because of the conservative EMFAC 2011 modeling
assumptions used in the cancer risk analysis.

MITIGATION MEASURES
AQ-4 Sensitive Receptor Exposure to Substantial Pollutant Concentrations
2020, 2035, and 2050

Overview. Many features currently included in the proposed Plan (e.g., the SCS, increased transit and

active transportation investments) have the effect of reducing VMT that might otherwise occur, and as a
result, would also decrease TAC emissions and their related health impacts. In addition to the air quality
mitigation measures presented in this section, the GHG mitigation measures summarized in this section
are additional feasible VMT reduction measures not included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would
or other agencies could implement. The GHG mitigation measures also include measures to increase the
use of electric vehicles and alternative fuels, which would also reduce tailpipe emissions of TACs.

Other potential mitigation measures to reduce total VMT and associated TAC emissions and their related
health impacts are included as components of the alternatives analyzed in Chapter 6.0, rather than as
individual mitigation measures in this section. These include still more compact land use patterns,
accelerated and increased transit investments, reduced or no highway investments, and policies to
reduce transit fares, increase parking prices, and establish road user fees.
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4.3 Air Quality
Mitigation Measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4C, GHG-4D, GHG-4E, GHG-4F, GHG-4G, and GHG-4H
would reduce TAC emissions by reducing VMT or encouraging use of alternative fuels. These measures
include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Mitigation Measure GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions. SANDAG would reduce VMT by adopting new or revised grant criteria to give greater
weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce GHG emissions through, among other means,
directly reducing VMT, for example, through parking strategies. Also, SANDAG would require
locally adopted CAPs and complete streets policies, both of which typically reduce VMT, as
prerequisites to be eligible for grant funding.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional Mobility Hub Strategy Implemented Plan
to Reduce GHG Emissions. SANDAG would adopt a regional strategy implementation plan for
mobility hubs, which reduce vehicle trips and VMT through making it easier and more efficient
to use transit, bicycles, and walking as alternatives to passenger vehicles.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure. SANDAG would
provide funding for installation of a network of publicly available electric vehicle charging
infrastructure that would reduce TAC emissions by extending the electric range of plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles that would replace gasoline-powered internal combustion engines.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG Emissions.
SANDAG would adopt a plan for the deployment of alternative fuel infrastructure, which would
contribute to TAC emissions reductions by contributing to increases in alternative fueled
vehicles in the regional vehicle fleet that replace vehicles traditionally powered by gasoline and
diesel.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions. SANDAG would provide financial and technical assistance
to local governments in the preparation of CAPs, and other policies/measures to reduce GHG
emissions, which typically include VMT reduction measures.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4F Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects. SANDAG would implement measures during construction and
operation of transportation projects that reduce consumption of gasoline, diesel, and electricity,
and as a result, reduce associated TAC emissions.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4G Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects. Transportation project sponsors other than SANDAG could implement
measures during construction and operation of transportation projects that reduce
consumption of gasoline, diesel, and electricity, and as a result, reduce associated TAC
emissions.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4H Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Development
Projects. The County of San Diego and cities can and should implement measures to reduce GHG
emissions, including measures to reduce VMT such as:
o Increasing transit use, carpooling, bike-share and car-share programs, and active
transportation.
o Parking strategies based on the SANDAG Regional Parking Management Toolbox.
o Transportation Systems Management (TSM) measures.
o Land use siting and design measures.
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Mitigation Measure AQ-4A. Reduce Exposure to Localized Particulate and/or TAC Emissions. During
planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of transportation network improvements and programs,
SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can and should, evaluate the potential TAC
impacts for the health risks of the project using applicable procedures and guidelines for such analyses
(for example, California Air Pollution Control Officers’ Association [CAPCOA], OEHHA, and/or USEPA air
toxics health risk assessment guidance). If impacts result in increased risks to sensitive receptors above
10 in a million for cancer risks or hazards above 1.0 for noncancer risks, SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsor, can and should apply measures to reduce TAC emissions, including but
not limited to the following:
•

Plant trees and/or vegetation suited to trapping TACsS and/or sound walls between sensitive
receptors and the pollution source. This measure would trap TACs emitted from pollution
sources such as freeways, reducing the amount of TACs to which residents and other sensitive
populations would be exposed. The effectiveness of TAC removal from tree plantings ranges
from 4.6% per hour (Fuller, et al. 2009) to a total of greater than 50% (Maher et al., 2013);
sound walls achieve reductions up to about 50% and a combination of sound walls and
vegetation achieve reductions up to about 60 % (ARB 2012a).

In addition, during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of development projects, the County
of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should apply the above measures, and
additional measures to reduce TAC emissions or exposure to TAC emissions, including but not limited to:
•

For land use projects located within 500 feet of a freeway or urban roads with 100,000
vehicles/day or rural roads, install air filtration (as part of mechanical ventilation systems or
stand-alone air cleaners) to reduce cancer risks (as well as PM exposure) for residents and other
sensitive populations in buildings that are close to transportation network improvement
projects. Use air filtration devices rated MERV-13 or higher. As part of implementing this
measure, require an ongoing maintenance plan for the building’s HVAC air filtration system. This
measure would reduce exposure of residents and other sensitive populations to TACs and would
thus reduce cancer risks. This measure is estimated to reduce indoor levels of particulates,
including DPM, by 70% to 90% (ARB 2012a).

•

Reduce the potential for TACs to be introduced into buildings by:

•

o

Maintaining a positive air pressure within buildings that include sensitive receptors.

o

Achieving a performance standard of at least one air exchange per hour of fresh outside
filtered air.

o

Achieve a performance standard of at least 4 air exchanges per hour of recirculation.

o

Achieve a performance standard of at least 0.25 air exchanges per hour of unfiltered air
if the building is not positively pressurized.

Design sites to locate sensitive receptors away from any freeways, roadways, diesel generators,
distribution centers, and rail yards. Locate operable windows, balconies, and building air intakes
away from these sources. If near a distribution center, do not locate residents immediately
adjacent to a loading dock or where trucks concentrate to deliver goods. This measure would
reduce exposure of residents and other sensitive populations to TACs emitted from freeways,
roadways, diesel generators, distribution centers, and rail yards, both by locating them away
from these sources and by reducing the potential exposure within the building or on balconies.
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•

Within developments, separate sensitive receptors from truck activity areas, such as loading
docks and delivery areas. This measure would reduce exposure of residents and other sensitive
receptors by locating sources of TACs associated with loading docks and delivery areas away
from sensitive receptors.

•

Replace or retrofit existing diesel generators that are not equipped to meet ARB’s Tier 4
emission standards. This measure would reduce emissions of TACs from diesel generators by an
estimated 95% as compared with Tier 1 standards (ARB 2012b).

•

Reduce emissions from diesel trucks using the project site through the following measures:
o

Install electrical hook-ups for electric or hybrid trucks at loading docks.

o

Require trucks to use Transportation Refrigeration Units (TRUs) that meet Tier 4
emission standards.

o

Require truck-intensive projects to use advanced exhaust technology (e.g., hybrid) or
alternative fuels.

o

Prohibit trucks from idling for more than 2 minutes as feasible.

This measure would reduce emissions of TACs from trucks and TRUs by reducing operations and
requiring them to use electrical hookups.
•

Do not locate sensitive receptors in the same buildings as a perchloroethylene dry cleaning
facility. This measure would reduce potential exposure of sensitive receptors to
perchloroethylene from dry cleaning facilities.

•

Maintain a 50-foot buffer from a typical gas dispensing facility (under 3.6 million gallons of gas
per year). This measure would reduce potential exposure of sensitive receptors to emissions
from gas stations.

Ensure that private (individual and common) exterior open space, including playgrounds, patios, and
decks, is shielded from stationary sources of air pollution by buildings or otherwise buffered to further
reduce air pollution exposure for project occupants. This measure would reduce the potential for
exposure of residents and other sensitive populations to stationary sources of TAC emissions.
AQ-4B Reduce diesel emissions during construction from off-road equipment. For impacts to air
quality from construction exhaust as a result of transportation network improvements and programs or
development projects, during project-level CEQA review and construction, SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and
should, implement BMPs to reduce TAC (and PM) impacts from off-road equipment, including, but not
limited to, the following:
•

Ensure off-road equipment greater than 25 hp that will be operating for more than 20 hours
during construction meets the following requirements:
o

By 2015, provide engines that meet or exceed either USEPA or ARB Tier 2 off-road
emission standards; by 2020, provide engines that meet or exceed either USEPA or ARB
Tier 3 off-road emission standards; or

o

Retrofit engines with an ARB Level 3 Verified Diesel Emissions Control Strategy (VDECS),
if available for the equipment being used, unless the equipment meets Tier 4 emission
standards.
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o

If project-specific analysis demonstrates that the above measures would not adequately
reduce impacts (as determined by the project-level lead agency), then by 2015, provide
engines that meet or exceed either USEPA or ARB Tier 3 off-road standards, and by
2020, provide engines that meet or exceed either USEPA or ARB Tier 4 off-road
standards.

•

Monitor idling time of diesel-powered construction equipment and limit to no more than 2
minutes.

•

Maintain and properly tune construction equipment in accordance with the manufacturers’
specifications.

•

Prohibit portable diesel generators and use grid power when it is available. Use propane or
natural gas generators when grid power electricity is not feasible.

•

Use late model engines.

•

Use low emission diesel products.

•

Use alternative fuels in construction equipment.

•

Use engine retrofit technology to control emissions from off-road equipment.

Requiring off-road equipment to meet Tier 2 standards would reduce DPM emissions up to 63 percent
from Tier 1 standards; Tier 3 standards would reduce DPM emissions up to 63 percent for smaller Tier 1
engines; and Tier 4 standards would DPM reduce emissions up to 95 percent (USEPA 2015e).
AQ-4C Reduce diesel particulate emissions from on-road vehicles used in construction. For impacts to
air quality from construction exhaust as a result of transportation network improvements and programs
or development projects, during project-level CEQA review and construction, SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and
should, implement BMPs to reduce TAC (and PM) impacts from on-road vehicles, including but not
limited to:
•

Monitor idling time of diesel-powered trucks, and limit to no more than 2 minutes.

•

Provide clear signage for construction workers at all access points.

•

Maintain and properly tune vehicles in accordance with the manufacturers’ specifications.

•

Ensure that construction activity deliveries are scheduled during off-peak hours (e.g., 10:00 a.m.
to 3:00 p.m.) and are coordinated to consolidate truck trips. When the movement of
construction materials and/or equipment impacts traffic flow, provide temporary traffic control
(e.g., flag person) to improve traffic flow.

•

Use late model engines (2010 or new model years).

•

Use low emission diesel products in on-road vehicles.

•

Use alternative fuels in on-road vehicles.

•

Use engine retrofit technology on on-road vehicles.
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Mitigation Measure AQ-2A would reduce the impacts associated with exposure of sensitive receptors to
TACs by reducing construction emissions.
Mitigation Measures EN-3B Develop Energy Demand Calculations and Reduce Energy Demand would
also reduce emissions of TACs by reducing conventional energy use and therefore reducing emissions
associated with combustion of fossil fuels used in conventional power plants.

SUMMARY OF IMPACTS AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ-4C, GHG-4A through GHG-4H, and
EN-3B would reduce TAC emissions, and would also reduce the exposure of sensitive receptors to TAC
concentrations. However, it cannot be guaranteed that these measures would reduce exposure of
sensitive receptors to substantial TAC concentrations for all projects. Therefore, impacts related to
exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations would remain significant and
unavoidable.
These mitigation measures would also reduce health impacts associated with exposure to TAC
emissions. However, using available methodologies, it is not possible to provide meaningful or accurate
quantification of the reductions in health impacts associated with reductions in TAC emissions in this
regional analysis. TAC health impacts are localized and are a function of local meteorological conditions,
background concentrations, and pollutant transport, as well as the amount of traffic on freeways. While
the mitigation measures would reduce the cancer risks and noncancer health hazards associated with
the impacts identified under Impact AQ-4, it is not possible to predict the amount, location, or extent of
specific localized reductions in health impacts because the impacts are a function of these and other
factors.

AQ-5

EXPOSE A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE TO OBJECTIONABLE ODORS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The proposed Plan would result in significant impacts if it would result in the emission of any material
that causes nuisance to a considerable number of persons or endangers the comfort, health, or safety of
any person. A project that proposes a use that would produce objectionable odors would be deemed to
have a significant odor impact if it would affect a considerable number of off-site receptors. Odor
sources within the SANDAG region, such as agricultural operations, wastewater treatment facilities, and
landfills, are controlled by city and county odor policies enforced by SDAPCD, including Rule 51 and
County Code Sections 63.401 and 63.402, which prohibit nuisance odors and identify enforcement
measures to reduce odor impacts to nearby receptors.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2020, population within the region is expected to increase by 292,292 people; housing by
83,874 units; and employment by 173,211 jobs. Construction of land use development projects could
have the potential to release odors from offroad equipment. Sources of odors from operational
activities would include agricultural activities, wastewater treatment plants, food processing plants,
chemical plants, composting facilities, landfills, dairies, and fiberglass molding. The regional growth and
land use change for 2020 in the proposed Plan does not result in major increases in industrial areas that
are likely to include these types of land uses.
Activities that would have the potential to result in nuisance odors would be required to comply with
applicable odor regulations, including SDAPCD Rule 51, that prevent impacts from being significant.
Therefore, regional growth and land use change projects in 2020 would not result in substantial odor
emissions or affect a substantial number of people when compared to existing conditions.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation improvements proposed in 2020 include the Mid-coast Trolley extension, doubletracking of the LOSSAN rail corridor, the construction of Managed Lanes, new general purpose lanes,
improvements to regional arterials, and active transportation projects. Transportation network
improvements would be required to comply with applicable odor regulations, including Rule 51, that
prevent impacts from being significant. Therefore, transportation network improvements in 2020 would
not result in substantial odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when compared to
existing conditions.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant impact related to odor
impacts because both development projects and transportation network improvements would be
required to comply with applicable odor regulations that prevent impacts from being significant. These
projects would not result in substantial odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when
compared to existing conditions; therefore, this impact (AQ-5) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2035, the population of the region is expected to increase by 710,292 people; housing by
228,988 units; and employment by 319,025 jobs. Construction of land use development projects could
have the potential to release odors from offroad equipment. Sources of odors from operational
activities would include agricultural activities, wastewater treatment plants, food processing plants,
chemical plants, composting facilities, landfills, dairies, and fiberglass molding. The regional growth and
land use change for 2035 in the proposed Plan does not result in increases in industrial areas that are
likely to include these types of land uses. Activities that would have the potential to result in nuisance
odors would be required to comply with applicable odor regulations, including SDAPCD Rule 51, that
prevent impacts from being significant. Therefore, regional growth and land use change projects in 2035
would not result in substantial odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when compared
to existing conditions.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation improvements proposed in 2035 include increased COASTER and SPRINTER service,
construction of Trolley lines into previously unserved areas such as Pacific Beach, Clairemont Mesa,
Kearny Mesa, and Mira Mesa, and the construction of additional Managed Lanes, general purpose lanes,
regional arterial improvements, and active transportation projects. However, transportation network
improvements would be required to comply with applicable odor regulations, including Rule 51, that
prevent impacts from being significant. Therefore, transportation network improvements in 2035 would
not result in substantial odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when compared to
existing conditions.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant impact related to odor
impacts because both development projects and transportation network improvements would be
required to comply with applicable odor regulations that prevent impacts from being significant. These
projects would not result in substantial odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when
compared to existing conditions; therefore, this impact (AQ-5) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2050, the population of the region is forecast to increase by 925,368 people; housing by
326,155 units; and employment by 460,492 jobs. Construction of land use development projects could
have the potential to release odors from offroad equipment. Sources of odors from operational
activities would include agricultural activities, wastewater treatment plants, food processing plants,
chemical plants, composting facilities, landfills, dairies, and fiberglass molding. The regional growth and
land use change for 2050 in the proposed Plan does not result in increases in industrial areas that are
likely to include these types of land uses. Activities that would have the potential to result in nuisance
odors would be required to comply with applicable odor regulations, including SDAPCD Rule 51, that
prevent impacts from being significant. Therefore, regional growth and land use change projects in 2035
would not result in substantial odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when compared
to existing conditions.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation improvements proposed in 2050 include the construction of a new Phase 2 of the line
connecting San Diego State University to Downtown San Diego to El Cajon Boulevard/Mid-City; and a
line from Balboa to Kearny Mesa, the construction of Managed Lanes, general purpose lanes, regional
arterials, and active transportation projects. However, transportation network improvements would be
required to comply with applicable odor regulations, including Rule 51, that prevent impacts from being
significant. Therefore, transportation network improvements in 2050 would not result in substantial
odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when compared to existing conditions.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant impact related to odor
impacts because both development projects and transportation network improvements would be
required to comply with applicable odor regulations that prevent impacts from being significant. These
projects would not result in substantial odor emissions or affect a substantial number of people when
compared to existing conditions; therefore, this impact (AQ-5) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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4.4

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

This section evaluates the biological resources impacts of the proposed Plan. The information presented
was compiled from existing databases and literature cited in the sections below, and evaluated by
qualified biologists. Additional information is provided in Appendix E.

4.4.1
4.4.1.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS
SENSITIVE VEGETATION COMMUNITIES

Sensitive Vegetation Communities Definition for this EIR
For the purposes of the EIR, “sensitive vegetation communities” is defined by the following criteria.
Sensitive vegetation communities include vegetation communities meeting the criteria for “sensitive
wildlife habitats” in California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15206 (b)(5).
Consistent with Guidelines Section 15206(b)(5), sensitive vegetation communities include, but are not
limited to, “riparian lands, wetlands, bays, estuaries, and marshes and habitats for endangered, rare and
threatened species as defined by Section 15380 [Chapter 3].” Sensitive vegetation communities also
include riparian and wetland vegetation communities that coincide with regulated waters (e.g., riparian
wetlands or nonvegetated channels regulated under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA),
California Coastal Act (CCA), and/or California Fish and Game Code (CFGC) Sections 1600 et seq.), and
riparian, wetland, and upland vegetation communities that are occupied by, or support, special status
species.
In addition, sensitive vegetation communities include those regulated by, protected by, or designated as
sensitive by any federal, state, or local agency, plan, policy, regulation, or ordinance. These agencies,
plans, and policies include, but are not limited to, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE); Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB); California Coastal Commission (CCC); California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW) California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB); California Native Plant Society (CNPS);
CEQA; and approved Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) or Multiple Habitat Conservation
Program (MHCP) documents. Also included are the County of San Diego’s Biological Mitigation
Ordinance (BMO), Resource Protection Ordinance (RPO), County of San Diego Guidelines for
Determining Significance for Biological Resources (County of San Diego 2010), and Habitat Loss Permit
(HLP) ordinance (see Section 4.4.2). For the purposes of this EIR, riparian, wetland, and upland
vegetation communities identified in Table 4.4-1 are considered “sensitive.” Other cover types, such a,
agriculture, disturbed habitat (i.e., areas that have been physically disturbed and no longer contain
recognizable native or naturalized vegetation communities), eucalyptus woodland, and
urban/developed, are not considered sensitive (Table 4.4-1).

Vegetation Mapping Methodology
Data from two major vegetation mapping efforts are used to describe existing conditions for vegetation
communities in the San Diego region: (1) 2014 data, which cover much, but not all, of the western onethird of the region and use a classification system of groups, alliances, and associations based on the
National Vegetation Classification Standard and the California Manual of Vegetation (Sproul et al. 2011;
Sawyer et al. 2009); and (2) 1995 data which has been modified and enhanced over the years from a
variety of sources and which cover the entire region and use the Holland classification system (Holland
1986; Oberbauer et al. 2008). The 2014 data are comprised of approximately 150 vegetation
associations, while the 1995 data are comprised of 168 vegetation classifications.
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The 2014 vegetation data involve the most recent and accurate large scale mapping effort for the
western one-third of the region. Use of the 1995 data is necessary for the eastern two-thirds of the
region and to fill in other gaps in the 2014 data. Where the 2014 and 1995 data overlap, the 2014 data
are used. Moreover, several additional steps detailed below are taken to update the 1995 data with
more recent information where it is available. It is the judgement of professional and qualified biologists
that the data sources and analytic techniques described below provide a reasonably accurate
description of existing conditions for vegetation and land cover, including sensitive vegetation
communities. National Wetlands Inventory Wetland mapping performed by Cal State Northridge
occurred in the area but was not used because it was designed for wetland function rather than species
based vegetation (USFWS 2006).
Because the 2014 and 1995 data use different vegetation classification systems, the data are combined
into vegetation groups that are created specifically for this EIR in an effort to make the figures and
analysis of vegetation communities easier to understand. The groups contain vegetation communities of
similar structure and ecologic function, and are based on physiognomic (appearance or outward
features), ecologic, and geographic criteria. The region’s vegetation communities are combined into 22
vegetation groups in three categories: Riparian and Wetlands (10 groups); Uplands (eight groups); and
Other Cover Types (four groups) (Table 4.4-1). Appendix E-1, explains how the classifications of the 2014
and 1995 data are organized into these 22 vegetation groups. Vegetation data from sources used to
update the 1995 data are also classified using the 22 vegetation groups created for this EIR.

Use and Update of the 1995 Data
In general, the 1995 vegetation data were used as the basis to determine existing conditions in areas not
covered by the 2014 vegetation data. Where available, vegetation and land cover mapping more current
than 1995 was used in areas not covered by the 2014 vegetation data. The following sources were used
to update the 1995 data: vegetation mapping completed in 2004 for Tecolote Canyon and 2008 for
Mission Trails Regional Park for the City of San Diego’s Open Space Division; 2008 citywide vegetation
mapping completed for the cities of Oceanside and Encinitas; 2011–2014 vegetation mapping
completed for the City of Chula Vista’s Otay Ranch Preserve; 2013 agricultural mapping completed for
agricultural commodity production sites by the Pesticide Regulatory Program in the San Diego County
Department of Agriculture/Weights and Measures, and 2003–2011 vernal pool mapping available from
the City of San Diego. Sources for updated vegetation data also include, where available, project-level
CEQA documentation.
Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest Service, and military base data sources were reviewed, but
ultimately not included in the vegetation map. Examination of the vegetation data available for Bureau
of Land Management and military base property indicated that the 1995 data are the most accurate
available in these areas. The vegetation of the Cleveland National Forest was mapped by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture (2007) utilizing an automated digital thematic mapper. Comparison of
the accuracy of this Cleveland National Forest map data with the 1995 data through the use of specific
aerial imagery favored the 1995 data.
After updating the 1995 data with more recent vegetation mapping efforts and aggregating the data
into one of the 22 vegetation groups described above, the data were overlaid with the 2012 land use
layer to identify areas that changed in land cover from a vegetation group to urban/developed or
agricultural land cover between 1995 and 2012. Areas that became urban/developed or agricultural land
cover were recoded as those designations in the vegetation data layer prepared for this EIR.
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The data were further refined using SANDAG’s Conserved Lands database to identify permanently
conserved portions of parcels which had been coded as a developed land use. Permanently conserved
portions of parcels are assumed to remain as the same vegetation group while the areas not subject to
permanent conservation are assumed developed. Aerial imagery was reviewed to check the identified
permanently conserved portions of parcels. This analytical step corrected most, but not all, situations
where an entire parcel is coded in the land use data as a developed land use but in reality a portion of
the parcel is vegetation that is subject to permanent conservation (e.g., a conservation easement). The
process did not correct for situations where vegetation communities remain within a developed parcel
and are not legally conserved and thus not trackable through SANDAG’s Conserved Lands database. This
latter group of lands may be planned for habitat conservation, but have been afforded no legal
protection under current land use regulations.
Steps were also taken to update areas coded as transportation rights-of-way in the land use layer. The
land use layer categorizes land within a transportation right-of-way as a developed land use. Key
transportation rights-of-ways were manually updated in the 1995 data to identify areas that have
changed from an undeveloped condition to a developed condition since 1995. While transportation
rights-of-way are typically developed with permanent facilities, there are instances in which vegetation
communities also are located within rights-of-way. For this reason, undeveloped areas within
transportation rights-of-ways are assigned a vegetation group or other land cover types based on the
1995 data or more recent data, if available.
There are areas of the region where the 1995 data are the most recent publicly available data. Most
common vegetation communities in the San Diego region generally persist unless development and land
use pressures, invasion by exotic species, or certain wildfire patterns cause changes (Barbour et al. 2007;
Diffendorfer et al. 2002).

Post-Fire Vegetation
Vegetation within areas subjected to wildfire subsequent to vegetation mapping are not remapped or
updated for such areas. The post-fire response of San Diego region vegetation communities is to return
to its pre-fire community or type-convert to a degraded condition or nonnative habitat. Burned habitats
within the western one-third of the San Diego region may be prone to increased edge effects and
human encroachment and therefore have an increased chance to type-convert to a degraded condition.
The existing conditions in this EIR assume that all vegetation communities that were mapped during
pre-fire conditions that have since been subject to wildfires will return to their pre-fire condition. Since
it is likely that some sensitive vegetation communities subject to wildfire did not return to their pre-fire
condition (i.e., they converted to a degraded or nonnative condition), this approach may overestimate
the impacts of the proposed Plan on sensitive vegetation communities.

Existing Vegetation Communities
This section describes existing vegetation communities in the San Diego region using the 22 vegetation
groups created for this EIR. Three general physiographic subregions are found within the San Diego
region: southern California coast, southern California mountains and valleys, and Colorado desert
(McNab et al. 2005). The southern California coast subregion occurs at elevations ranging from sea level
to 2,900 feet AMSL. It encompasses that area along the immediate coastline of the Pacific Ocean as well
as the more easterly mesa and interior foothills (approximately the western third of San Diego region).
Chaparral, coastal scrub, and grassland communities are the most common habitats found in this
subregion, with chaparral the most widespread (Figure 4.4-1).
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Riparian woodlands are predominantly distributed in a linear pattern along rivers and streams
throughout this subregion (Figure 4.4-1). Vegetation communities characterized by a high level of
constituent sensitive species occurring in the coastal subregion include southern foredunes, southern
coastal bluff scrub, maritime succulent scrub, Diegan coastal sage scrub, southern maritime chaparral,
native grassland, San Diego mesa hardpan/claypan vernal pools, southern coastal salt marsh, coastal
brackish marsh, coastal freshwater marsh, riparian woodlands and scrubs, coast live oak woodland,
Engelmann oak woodland, and Torrey pine forest. These communities provide habitat for a diversity of
sensitive plant and animal species.
The southern California mountains and valleys subregion occurs at elevations ranging from 100 feet to
6,500 feet AMSL and includes the major mountain systems of the peninsular range that occur in the San
Diego region: San Ysidro, Cuyamaca, Volcan, Laguna, and Vallecitos (approximately the central third of
the San Diego region). Vegetation communities that occur in the montane subregion of San Diego region
overlap with the chaparral, scrub, riparian, and woodland communities of the coastal subregion;
however, others are unique to the mountains of the region (Figure 4.4-1). These include coniferous
woodlands, black oak woodlands, and montane meadows. All of these vegetation communities provide
habitat for various plant and animal species and, although fewer than those found in the coastal
subregion, sensitive species are well represented.
The Colorado desert subregion is found to the east of the montane subregion at elevations ranging from
sea level to 3,400 feet AMSL (approximately the eastern third of the San Diego region). The vegetation
communities present in the Colorado desert subregion are quite distinct from those found within the
coastal and mountains and valleys subregions of San Diego region. The majority are desert scrub
communities, of which creosote bush scrub is dominant (Figure 4.4-1). This vegetation community is
also the second most common vegetation type in the San Diego region. A number of sensitive plant and
animal species are also found within these desert subregion vegetation communities.

Riparian and Wetland Vegetation Communities
Riparian/forest woodland, open water, riparian scrub, meadows and seeps, and marsh are the five most
common riparian and wetland vegetation communities in the San Diego region comprising 94 percent
(i.e., 108,468 acres out of a total of 115,338 acres of riparian and wetland habitats) of all riparian and
wetland vegetation communities (Table 4.4-1). Riparian and wetland habitats are considered sensitive
due to extensive historic losses of wetlands nationwide and the value of these habitats for sensitive
species and wildlife movement. It is estimated that over half of wetland habitats were lost nationwide
between the 1780s and 1980s (Dahl 1990; Dahl and Johnson 1991; NRC 1995). In California, at least 90
percent of wetland habitat has been destroyed (Ambrose et al. 2006). In southern California, an
estimated 90 to 95 percent of riparian wetlands and over 70 percent of coastal wetlands have been lost
(CCC 1994; Faber et al. 1989).
A variety of species can benefit from a riparian ecosystem’s highly productive vegetation and ability to
buffer the effects of organic nutrients and toxins (Peck 1993). Plant density, composition, age structure,
and cover within and adjacent to riparian woodlands and forests affect habitat diversity (which may be
measured by the degree of vertical and horizontal habitat structure). Riparian woodlands and forests are
composed of several vertical layers, including canopy, shrub, herb, and ground. Habitat diversity
typically benefits wildlife abundance.
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4.4 Biological Resources
Woodland overstory provides valuable roosting, foraging, and breeding areas, while foraging birds and
mammals utilize the understory. The trees themselves provide extensive foliage and bark surface for
foraging, insectivorous birds. Although overall wildlife diversity is generally greater where vertical
vegetation structure is well developed, species-specific occurrence can frequently be linked to the
quality or presence of one component of the vertical structure. Riparian areas usually harbor greater
wildlife diversity and abundance than upland areas and frequently serve as wildlife corridors due to their
linear nature and the cover they provide.
Table 4.4-1
Existing Vegetation Communities and Land Cover Types within the San Diego Region
Vegetation Community

1

Acres

2

Riparian and Wetlands
Alkali Playa
2,007
Beach/Coastal Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
1,680
Disturbed Wetland
262
Marsh
5,739
Meadows and Seeps
12,237
Nonvegetated Channel, Floodway, Lakeshore Fringe
2,833
Open Water
13,183
Riparian Forest/Woodland
65,676
Riparian Scrub
11,633
3
Vernal Pools
87
2
Riparian and Wetlands Total
115,338
Uplands
Badlands
45,772
Chaparral
856,061
Coastal Scrub
253,195
Desert Dunes
887
Desert Scrub
456,317
Forest/Woodland
225,797
Grasslands
149,760
Great Basin Scrub
4,106
2
Uplands Total
1,991,894
Other Cover Types
Agriculture
120,773
Disturbed Habitat
10,995
Eucalyptus Woodland
3,886
Urban/Developed
469,231
2
Other Cover Types Total
604,885
Total
2,712,116
1. Groups are based on physiognomic, ecologic, and geographic criteria, such that groups contain
vegetation types of similar structure and ecological function. These groups are not defined in
the Holland and/or 2014 vegetation classification systems. Appendix E-1 lists the detailed
vegetation communities within each aggregated group.
2. Acreages have been rounded after summation.
3. 2003–2011 vernal pool mapping available from the City of San Diego
Sources: AECOM GIS Calculations
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Upland Vegetation Communities
Chaparral, desert scrub, forest/woodland, coastal scrub, and grassland are the five most common
upland vegetation communities in the San Diego region, comprising 97 percent (i.e., 1,941,130 acres out
of a total of 1,991,894 acres of upland habitats) of all upland vegetation communities (Table 4.4-1).
Many upland vegetation communities are considered sensitive because they provide valuable nesting,
breeding, and/or foraging habitat for many special status wildlife species. In addition, many upland
vegetation communities such as coast live oak woodland and Diegan coastal sage scrub are rapidly
declining due to development. Unlike riparian corridors, which are linear (in association with riverine
systems), upland habitats typically form a large matrix and provide a broad variety of species structure
and composition. Dense sage scrub vegetation or dense-canopied woodlands provide useful habitat and
movement corridors for wildlife, while open grasslands provide foraging habitat for predators and can
also contain a unique diversity of plant species depending on the soil composition. Upland vegetation
communities with soils that have high clay content are known to support special status endemic plant
species, as well as vernal pools. Nonnative grasslands often structurally and functionally provide similar
habitat for special status species that utilize native grasslands.

4.4.1.2

REGULATED WATERS, INCLUDING WETLANDS AND RIPARIAN HABITAT

USACE regulates activities in waters of the U.S., and CDFW, RWQCB, and the CCC have various
responsibilities for regulating activities in waters of the state; depending on the regulatory program,
wetlands and riparian habitat may also be subject to regulation. The extent of each agency’s jurisdiction
is defined by its respective regulations, guidance, and/or case law. Waters types (including wetlands and
riparian habitat) in the San Diego region that may be considered waters of the U.S. and/or state include:
•
•
•
•

The Pacific Ocean, bays, lagoons, lakes, and reservoirs;
Perennial, intermittent, and ephemeral or episodic rivers, streams, and washes;
Tidal, nontidal, saline, and freshwater wetlands; and
Wetland and non-wetland riparian habitats.

Methodology
The approximate location of regulated waters (including wetlands, and both non-wetland and wetland
riparian habitats) in the San Diego region were mapped using the U.S. Geological Survey’s (USGS)
National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) and the USFWS’s National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) dataset. The
NHD is the surface-water component of the National Map. The NHD is a relatively detailed generalized
set of digital spatial data that represents the surface waters of the U.S. These data are designed to be
used in general mapping and in the analysis of surface water systems. The NWI is a series of topical
maps that show wetlands and deepwater habitats. This geospatial information is used by federal, state,
and local agencies; academic institutions; and private industry for management, research, policy
development, education, and planning activities.
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4.4 Biological Resources

Existing Regulated Waters, Including Wetlands and Riparian Habitat
Figure 4.4-2 depicts the approximate location of surface waters (including wetlands, and both nonwetland and wetland riparian habitats) in the San Diego region. This figure represents the best currently
available information. Although this information provides current information for existing conditions for
regulated waters, including wetlands and riparian habitat, the maps and figures provided in the EIR
should not be used as the final determination of the type, extent, and jurisdictional status of waters in
the San Diego region. Project-specific formal jurisdictional delineations and jurisdictional concurrence
from the appropriate federal and/or state agencies would provide an accurate depiction of the type and
extent of regulated waters of the U.S. and/or state, including wetlands and riparian habitat would be
performed at a later time when individual projects affecting such areas are proposed.

4.4.1.3

SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES

Special Status Species Definition for this EIR
CEQA Guidelines Section 15380 defines “endangered, rare or threatened species” as “species or
subspecies of animal or plant or variety of plant” listed under the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR),
Title 50, Part 17.11 or 17.12 or California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 14, Section 670.2 or 670.5, or a
species not included in the above listings but that can be shown to meet the criteria in CEQA Guidelines
Section 15380(b). In this circumstance, “endangered” means “when its survival and reproduction in the
wild are at risk from one or more causes, including loss of habitat, change in habitat, overexploitation,
predation, competition, disease, or other factors” or “rare” meaning “although not presently threatened
with extinction, the species is existing in such small numbers throughout all or a significant portion of its
range that it may become endangered if its environment worsens or the species is likely to become
endangered within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range and may be
considered ‘threatened’ as that term is used in the Federal Endangered Species Act.” Species that fall
under the above criteria are typically referred to as “special status species,” in environmental review.
For purposes of analysis in this EIR, species will be considered “special status species” if they meet at
least one of the following criteria:

1

•

Listed or proposed for listing (including candidate species 1) under the Federal Endangered
Species Act (FESA) and California Endangered Species Act (CESA).

•

CDFW species of special concern (CDFW 2014a).

•

CDFW fully protected species (CDFW 2014a).

•

CDFW watch list species (CDFW 2014a).

Candidate species are those petitioned species that are actively being considered for listing under FESA, as well as those
species for which USFWS has initiated a FESA status review, as announced in the Federal Register. Proposed species are those
candidate species that were found to warrant listing and have been officially proposed for listing in the Federal Register.
Under CESA, candidate species are those species currently petitioned for state-listing status.
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•

California Rare Plant Rank Species (formerly CNPS listed species 2): (CRPR) 1A (presumed extinct
in California and rare/extinct elsewhere), 1B (rare, threatened, and endangered in California and
elsewhere), 2A (presumed extinct in California, but more common elsewhere), 2B (rare,
threatened, or endangered in California, but more common elsewhere), or 3 (plants are those
for which more information is needed [a review list]) (CNPS 2014). All plants constituting CRPR
1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, and 3 meet the definitions of Sections 2062 and 2067 (CESA) of the CFGC (CNPS
2014).

•

Some, but not all, CRPR 4 plant species meet the definitions of Sections 2062 and 2067 (CESA) of
the CFGC (CNPS 2014). CRPR 4 plants are those of limited distribution (watch list) (CNPS 2014).

•

Species considered sensitive by approved Natural Community Conservation Plans (NCCPs) and
Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs).

•

Any species not included in the above lists but that can be shown to meet the criteria in CEQA
Guidelines Section 15380(b) will also be considered special status.

Methodology
Recorded occurrences of special status species in the San Diego region were compiled from the CNDDB
(CDFW 2014a); County of San Diego’s SanBios data (County of San Diego 2014); and USFWS Critical
Habitat data (USFWS 2014). Analysis in the EIR uses GIS data for recent (i.e., within the last 10 years),
known locations of listed plant and wildlife species to determine species potential to occur in a given
area. Sources for this GIS data include the CNDDB, the County of San Diego SanBios dataset, and the
USFWS Critical Habitat database. The location information provided in these data sources is also useful
in determining existing conditions for special status species and habitats. Botanical species
nomenclature in this EIR follows Rebman and Simpson (2014) Checklist of the Vascular Plants of San
Diego County. Avian species nomenclature in this EIR follows the American Ornithologists Union (AOU
2014). Non-avian species nomenclature in this EIR follows the CDFW Online Special Animals List (CDFW
2014a).

Special Status Species
Federally and/or State Listed Plant Species
There are 35 federally or state listed or candidate plant species with potential to occur in the San Diego
region (Table 4.4-2). These 35 species include 15 species that are federally listed as endangered, six that
are federally listed as threatened, two that are federal candidates, 21 that are state listed as
endangered, two that are state listed as threatened and six that are state listed as rare (Table 4.4-2).
Table 4.4-2 also lists the habitat typically used by each species. Figure 4.4-3 summarizes regional
database information for federally and/or state listed plant species in the San Diego region.

2

In 2010, CDFW changed the name of the CNPS Lists in its publications to “California Rare Plant Rank,” The change was
intended to correct a public misimpression that the CNPS was solely responsible for the rank assignments. Rare Plant Status
Review groups (300+ botanical experts from government, academia, non-governmental organizations, and the private sector)
produce the rank assignments for rare plants and both CDFW and CNPS jointly manage this collaborative effort.
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4.4 Biological Resources
Table 4.4-2
Listed Plant Species Potentially Occurring within the San Diego Region
Common Name
San Diego thorn-mint
San Diego ambrosia

Scientific Name
Acanthomintha
ilicifolia
Ambrosia pumila

Listing Status
1
1
Federal
State
FT
SE
FE

Del Mar manzanita

Arctostaphylos
glandulosa ssp.
crassifolia

FE

Peirson’s milk-vetch

Astragalus
magdalenae var.
peirsonii
Astragalus tener var.
titi

FT

SE

FE

SE

Encinitas baccharis

Baccharis vanessae

FT

SE

Nevin's barberry

Berberis nevinii

FE

SE

thread-leaved brodiaea

Brodiaea filifolia

FT

SE

salt marsh bird's-beak

Chloropyron
maritimum ssp.
maritimum
Calochortus dunnii

FE

SE

Orcutt's spineflower

Chorizanthe
orcuttiana

FE

SE

Otay tarplant

Deinandra conjugens

FT

SE

Mojave tarplant

Deinandra
mohavensis

coastal dunes milk-vetch

Dunn's mariposa lily
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SR

SE

Habitat
Chaparral, coastal sage scrub, valley and
foothill grassland, vernal pools.
Coastal sage scrub, valley and foothill
grassland. Elevation range 20–415 meters.
Coastal chaparral, closed-coned coniferous
forest. Found on sandy coastal mesas and
ocean bluffs; in chaparral or Torrey pine
forest. Elevation range 0–365 meters.
Desert sand dune habitat with loose sand.
Several collections from 2005 near Borrego
Mountain at 224 meters.
Coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes. Found in
moist, sandy depressions of bluffs or dunes
along and near the Pacific Ocean; one
recorded occurrence on a clay terrace.
Elevation range 1–50 meters.
Chaparral. Found on sandstone soils in steep,
open, rocky areas with chaparral associates.
Elevation range 60–720 meters.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal
scrub, riparian scrub. Found on steep, northfacing slopes or in low grade sandy washes.
Elevation range 290–1,575 meters.
Cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, playas,
valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools.
Usually associated with annual grassland and
vernal pools; often surrounded by shrubland
habitats. Found in clay soils. Elevation range
25–860 meters.
Coastal salt marsh, coastal dunes. Limited to
the higher zones of the salt marsh habitat.
Elevation range 0–30 meters.
Closed-cone coniferous forest, chaparral.
Found in gabbro or metavolcanic soils; also
known from sandstone; often associated with
chaparral. Elevation range 375–1,830 meters.
Coastal scrub, chaparral, closed-cone
coniferous forest. Found from Del Mar to
Point Loma, in the San Diego region. Found in
sandy sites and openings; sometimes in
transition zones. Elevation range 3–125
meters.
Coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland.
Found on coastal plains, mesas, and river
bottoms; often in open, disturbed areas; clay
soils. Elevation range 25–300 meters.
Riparian scrub, chaparral. Found in low sand
bars in river beds; mostly in riparian areas or
ephemeral grassy areas. Elevation range 850–
1,600 meters.
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Listing Status
1
1
Federal
State
SR

Cuyamaca larkspur

Delphinium
hesperium ssp.
cuyamacae

Mount Laguna aster

Dieteria asteroides
var. lagunensis

SR

Cuyamaca Lake downingia

Downingia concolor
var. brevior

SE

short-leaved dudleya

Dudleya brevifolia

SE

San Diego button-celery

Eryngium
aristulatum var.
parishii

FE

SE

Mexican flannelbush

Fremontodendron
mexicanum

FE

SR

Borrego bedstraw

Galium angustifolium
ssp. borregoense

Orcutt's hazardia

Hazardia orcuttii

FC

Algodones Dunes sunflower

Helianthus niveus
ssp. tephrodes
Limnanthes alba ssp.
parishii

FE

willowy monardella

Monardella viminea

FE

SE

Gambel's water cress

Nasturtium gambelii

FE

ST

Parish's meadowfoam

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

SR

ST

SE

Habitat
Lower montane coniferous forest, meadows.
Found on dried edge of grassy meadows, also
described as in mesic sites. Elevation range
1,210–1,630 meters.
Cismontane woodland, lower montane
coniferous forest. Found in openings in
woodland or forest. Elevation range 800–
2,400 meters.
Meadows (mesic), vernal pools. Found on
shores of Cuyamaca Lake in San Diego region.
Located in vernal seeps, lakes, and pools, and
on mudflats, with Orthocarpus, Limnanthes,
and Collinsia. Elevation range 1,400–1,500
meters.
Chaparral, coastal scrub. Found on Torrey
sandstone soils; in pebbly openings. Elevation
range 30–250 meters.
Vernal pools, coastal scrub, valley and foothill
grassland. Found in San Diego mesa hardpan
and claypan vernal pools, and in southern
interior basalt flow vernal pools; usually
surrounded by scrub. Elevation range 15–620
meters.
Closed-cone coniferous forest, chaparral,
cismontane woodland. Usually scattered
along the borders of creeks or in dry canyons;
sometimes on gabbro soils. Elevation range
10–490 meters.
Sonoran desert scrub. Found on steep walls
and (usually north-facing) slopes in rocky
watersheds or canyons. Elevation range 350–
1,100 meters.
Chaparral, coastal scrub, often on clay; in
grassy edges of chaparral and coastal scrub.
Elevation range 0–85 meters.
Desert dunes. Elevation range 50–100 meters.
Meadows and seeps, vernal pools. Vernally
moist areas and temporary seeps of highland
meadows and plateaus; often bordering lakes
and streams. Elevation range 600–1,760
meters.
Coastal scrub/alluvial ephemeral washes with
adjacent coastal scrub, chaparral, or sycamore
woodland. In canyons, in rocky and sandy
places, sometimes in washes or floodplains.
Elevation range 50–225 meters.
Marshes and swamps. Freshwater and
brackish marshes at the margins of lakes and
along streams, in or just above the water
level. Elevation range 5–1,305 meters.
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Common Name

Scientific Name

Listing Status
1
1
Federal
State
FT

spreading navarretia

Navarretia fossalis

Dehesa nolina

Nolina interrata

California orcutt grass
Baja California birdbush

Orcuttia californica
Ornithostaphylos
oppositifolia

Gander's ragwort

Packera ganderi

Brand's phacelia

Phacelia stellaris

Candidate

San Bernardino blue grass

Poa atropurpurea

FE

San Diego mesa mint

Pogogyne abramsii

FE

SE

Otay Mesa mint

Pogogyne nudiuscula

FE

SE

SE

FE

SE
SE
SR

Habitat
Vernal pools, chenopod scrub, marshes and
swamps, and playas. San Diego hardpan and
San Diego claypan vernal pools; in swales and
vernal pools, often surrounded by other
habitat types. Elevation range 30–1,300
meters.
Chaparral. Typically on rocky hillsides or
ravines on ultramafic soils (gabbro or
metavolcanic). Elevation range 180–855
meters.
Vernal pools. Elevation range 15–660 meters.
Chaparral. Associated with Ceanothus
verrucosus and Salvia mellifera in California.
Elevation range 55–800 meters.
Recently burned sites and gabbro outcrops.
Elevation range 400–1,200 meters.
Coastal scrub, coastal dunes. Open areas.
Elevation range 5–1,515 meters.
Meadows and seeps. Mesic meadows of open
pine forests and grassy slopes, loamy alluvial
to sandy loam soil. Elevation range 1,350–
2,455 meters.
Vernal pools. Vernal pools within grasslands,
chamise chaparral or coastal sage scrub
communities; with other rare plants. Elevation
range 90–200 meters.

Vernal pools. Dry beds of vernal pools and
moist swales with Eryngium aristulatum var.
parishii and Orcuttia californica. Elevation
range 85–250 meters.
small-leaved rose
Rosa minutifolia
SE
Coastal scrub, chaparral. In California on
cobbly soil at the head of a small, dry canyon
on Otay Mesa. Elevation range 150–160
meters.
1
Federally Endangered – FE, Federally Threatened – FT, State Endangered – SE, State Threatened – ST, State Rare – SR.
Sources: USFWS 2014; CDFW 2014a; Baldwin et al. 2012; Jepson 2014; Rebman and Simpson 2014

Non-federally and/or Non-state Listed Special Status Plant Species
In addition to federally and/or state listed plants, approximately 2843 additional special status plant
species have known distributions within the San Diego region. These species include CRPR species, or
species that otherwise meet the special status species criteria, as discussed above. These nonlisted
special status plant species have the potential to occur throughout the San Diego region in their
respective riparian, wetland, and upland habitats discussed in Section 4.4.1.1. A list of these additional
special status plant species and their general habitat affinities is presented in Appendix E-2.

Federally and/or State Listed Wildlife Species
There are 30 29 federally and/or state listed or candidate wildlife species that have potential to be
found within the San Diego region, as year-round residents or as migrants that reoccur seasonally to
breed (Table 4.4-3). These 30 29 species include five invertebrate, four fish, five reptile and amphibian,
12 11 bird, and four mammal species.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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Table 4.4-3
Listed Wildlife Species Potentially Occurring within the San Diego Region
Common
Name

Scientific
Name

Invertebrates

Listing
1
Status
Federal
State

San Diego fairy shrimp

Branchinecta
sandiegonensis

FE

Riverside fairy shrimp

Streptocephalus
woottonii

FE

Laguna Mountains
skipper

Pyrgus ruralis lagunae

FE

Quino checkerspot
butterfly

Euphydryas editha
quino

FE

Hermes copper
butterfly

Lycaena hermes

Habitat

Restricted to vernal pools, hardpan and
claypan pools. Orange and San Diego counties,
Baja California.
Restricted to deep, large vernal pools with
long periods of inundation. San Diego (within
15 kilometers of the ocean) and Riverside
counties.
Only in a few open meadows in yellow pine
forest between an elevation of 1,524 and
1,828 meters in the vicinity of Mt Laguna and
Palomar mountains. Host plant is Horkelia
bolanderi clevelandi.
Native and nonnative grasslands, coastal sage
scrub, open chaparral, and other open
vegetation community types.
Southern mixed chaparral and coastal sage
scrub at the western edge of Laguna
Mountains. Host plant is Rhamnus crocea.

Candidate

Fish
desert pupfish

Cyprinodon macularius

FE

tidewater goby

Eucyclogobius
newberryi

FE

unarmored threespine
stickleback

Gasterosteus
aculeatus williamsoni

FE

southern steelhead

Oncorhynchus mykiss
irideus

FE

Amphibians
arroyo toad

Anaxyrus californicus

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

FE

SE

SE

Desert ponds, springs, marshes, and streams in
southern California.
Brackish shallow lagoons and lower stream
reaches with still water.
Found in weedy pools, backwaters, and among
emergent vegetation at the stream edge in
small streams.
Coastal rivers. Federal listing refers to
populations from Santa Maria River south to
southern extent of range (San Mateo Creek in
San Diego region though species was detected
in San Luis Rey in 2005 and 2007. Previously
occurred in Santa Margarita, San Dieguito, San
Diego, Sweetwater and Otay rivers where
apparently extirpated). Steelhead is the
anadromous form of the species Oncorhynchus
mykiss. The term “anadromous” refers to the
species’ life‐history strategy of migrating to
the ocean as juvenile and sub‐adult fish and
then returning to spawn in the freshwater
stream where they were born after several
years of growth in the ocean.
Gravelly or sandy washes, stream and river
banks. Upland habitat near washes and
streams such as sage scrub and mixed
chaparral habitats.
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Common
Name

California red-legged
frog

southern mountain
yellow-legged frog

Scientific
Name

Listing
1
Status
Federal
State

Rana draytonii

FT

Rana muscosa

FT

SE

Reptiles
barefoot gecko

Coleonyx switaki

flat-tailed horned
lizard

Phrynosoma mcallii

ST
Candidate
Endangere
d

Habitat
Slow parts of streams, lakes, reservoirs, ponds,
and other usually permanent water sources;
primarily in wooded areas in lowlands and
foothills, but also can be found in grassland.
Typical habitat consists of deep-water pools
ringed by thick vegetation (especially arroyo
willow or native cattails). Extirpated in San
Diego region.
Always encountered within a few feet of
water. Federal listing includes populations in
the San Gabriel, San Jacinto and
San Bernardino mountains. Population
formerly on Palomar Mountain considered
extirpated.
Found in arid rocky areas on flatlands,
canyons, and thornscrub, especially where
there are large boulders and rock outcrops,
and where vegetation is sparse.
Restricted to fine wind-blown sand in desert
washes, desert flats, and areas with creosote
bush scrub in eastern San Diego county.

Birds
bald eagle

Haliaeetus
leucocephalus

SE

California black rail

Laterallus jamaicensis
coturiculus

ST

light-footed Ridgway’s
rail

Rallus obsoletus
levipes

FE

western snowy plover

Charadrius nivosus
nivosus

FT

California least tern

Sternula antillarum
browni

FE

SE

western yellow-billed
cuckoo DPS

Coccyznus americanus

FT

SE

southwestern willow
flycatcher

Empidonax trailli
extimus

tricolored blackbird

Agelaius tricolor

least Bell’s vireo

Vireo belli pusillus

bank swallow

Riparia riparia

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

FE

SE

SE
SE

FE

SE

ST

Occurs primarily near large lakes with open
water. Also known to nest in grasslands near
small ponds.
Inhabits freshwater marshes, wet meadows,
and shallow margins of saltwater marshes
bordering larger bays. Extirpated in San Diego
region.
Found in southern California in coastal salt
marshes, especially those dominated by
cordgrass.
Nests on beaches, dunes, and salt flats in
San Diego region, with the highest
concentrations in two areas: Marine Corps
Base (MCB) Camp Pendleton and Silver Strand.
A ground nesting bird that requires
undisturbed stretches of beach and coastline.
Broadleaf riparian forests.
Restricted to a few colonies in riparian
woodlands scattered throughout southern
California. Riparian forests are integral to this
species’ persistence.
Freshwater marshes with cattails and other
emergent vegetation.
Riparian woodland with understory of dense
young willows or mulefat and willow canopy.
Colonial nester; nests primarily in riparian and
other lowland habitats west of the desert.
Requires vertical banks/cliffs with finetextured/sandy soils near streams, rivers,
lakes, or ocean to dig nesting hole. Only known
colony extirpated from San Diego region.
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Common
Name

Scientific
Name

coastal California
gnatcatcher

Polioptila californica
californica

Belding’s savannah
sparrow
Mammals

Passerculus
sandwichensis beldingi

Townsend's big-eared
bat

Corynorhinus
townsendii

Stephens’ kangaroo
rat

Dipodomys stephensi

Listing
1
Status
Federal
State
FT

SE

FE

Habitat
Diegan coastal sage scrub dominated by
California sagebrush and flat-topped
buckwheat below 762 meters elevation in
Riverside County and below 305 meters
elevation along the coastal slope.
Occurs primarily in grassland, saline emergent
wetland, and wet meadow habitats.

Throughout California in a wide variety of
Candidate
habitats. Most common in mesic sites. Roosts
Threatened
in the open, hanging from walls and ceilings.
Open grassy and weedy areas adjacent to sage
ST
scrub.
Coastal sage scrub, coastal strand, and river
alluvium on MCB Camp Pendleton.

Perognathus
FE
longimembris pacificus
peninsular bighorn
Ovis canadensis
Optimal habitat includes steep-walled canyons
sheep (distinct
nelsoni (distinct
FE
ST
and ridges bisected by rocky or sandy washes,
population segment population segment with available water.
population 2)
population 2)
1
Federally Endangered – FE, Federally Threatened – FT, State Endangered – SE, State Threatened – ST
Sources: USFWS 2014; CDFW 2014a;
Pacific pocket mouse

Of the 30 29 listed wildlife species that potentially occur within the San Diego region, four are
considered extirpated from the San Diego region, including California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii),
southern mountain yellow-legged frog (Rana muscosa), and California black rail (Laterallus jamaicensis
coturiculus). Additionally, though the bank swallow (Riparia riparia) is known to occur in the San Diego
region as a rare migrant, the last breeding colony in the San Diego region has been extirpated. These
species are not addressed further in this EIR. Figures 4.4-4 through 4.4-8 summarize regional database
information for federally and/or state listed wildlife species in the San Diego region.

Non-federally and/or Non-state Listed Special Status Wildlife Species
In addition to federally and/or state listed wildlife, approximately 136 138 additional special status
wildlife species have known distributions within the San Diego region. These species include those
considered special status by CDFW or species classified by the MSCP/MHCP as covered species, or
otherwise meet the criteria discussed above. This list includes an additional 18 invertebrate, one fish,
three amphibian, 178 reptile, 678 bird, and 30 mammal species. These nonlisted special status wildlife
species have the potential to occur throughout the San Diego region in each of their respective riparian,
wetland, and upland habitats discussed in Section 4.4.1.1. A list of these additional special status wildlife
species and their general habitat affinities is presented in Appendix E-3.

Critical Habitat
The San Diego region includes areas that the USFWS designated as critical habitat for 19 species (Table
4.4-4). Plant, invertebrate, fish, reptile and amphibian, bird, and mammal species final critical habitat in
the San Diego region is displayed in Figures 4.4-9 through 4.4-14. No proposed critical habitat for any
federally listed species occurs in the San Diego region. Essential fish habitat” (EFH), which is defined as
those “waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity”
(16 USC Section 1801 et seq.) is displayed on Figure 4.4-11.
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4.4 Biological Resources
Table 4.4-4
Critical Habitat within the San Diego Region
Common Name

Scientific Name

Total (acres)

General Location

Plants
San Diego thorn-mint

Acanthomintha ilicifolia

671.34

San Diego ambrosia

Ambrosia pumila

594.31

thread-leaved brodiaea

Brodiaea filifolia

825.02

Otay tarplant

Deinandra conjugens

Mexican flannelbush

Fremontodendron
mexicanum

227.70

willowy monardella

Monardella viminea

122.37

spreading navarretia

Navarretia fossalis

1,067.93

San Bernardino blue grass

Poa atropurpurea

1,115.24

San Diego fairy shrimp

Branchinecta
sandiegonensis

2,917.95

Riverside fairy shrimp

Streptocephalus woottoni

862.96

Quino checkerspot butterfly

Euphydryas editha quino

40,135.67

Laguna Mountains skipper

Pyrgus ruralis lagunae

6,258.77

Fish
tidewater goby
Reptile and Amphibians

Eucyclogobius newberryi

arroyo toad

Anaxyrus californicus

6,332.94

Invertebrates

55.45

North of Willows Road near Viejas
Indian Reservation
Largest areas south of Rancho San
Diego along State Route 94 and
Sweetwater River and southwest of
Lake Hodges along Del Dios Highway
Small patches of vernal pool habitat
along the northern coastal area of San
Diego region
Coastal scrub and grassland habitat in
southwest San Diego region
Cedar and Little Cedar canyons just
west of Dulzura
Sycamore and Clark Canyon northeast
of Santee Lakes
Small patches of vernal pool habitat
along the coastal area of San Diego
region
Laguna meadow west of Mount Laguna
and Mendenhall Valley northeast of
Palomar Mountain
Vernal pools and basins scattered
throughout the coastal areas of San
Diego region
Vernal pools and basins in the southern
coastal area of San Diego region
U.S.–Mexican border, including the San
Ysidro Mountain region; along State
Route 94 near the Campo and La Posta
Indian Reservations, and northwest of
Jacumba
West of Mount Laguna in the Laguna
Mountains and north of Palomar
Mountain
Mouth of the San Luis Rey River

60,798.40

San Juan Creek; San Mateo Creek;
Lower and Upper Santa Margarita River;
Lower, Middle, and Upper San Luis Rey
River; Santa Ysabel Creek; San Diego
River; San Vicente Creek; Sweetwater
River; and Cottonwood Creek

13,416.26

San Luis Rey River, Santa Margarita
River, San Diego River, Sweetwater
River, Tijuana River, Coyote Creek, and
Jamul-Dulzura creeks

Birds
least Bell’s vireo

Vireo belli pusillus
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Common Name

Scientific Name

southwestern willow flycatcher

Empidonax trailli extimus

western snowy plover

Charadrius nivosus nivosus

coastal California gnatcatcher

Polioptila californica
californica

Total (acres)
5,372.68

406.30

76,423.38

Mammals
peninsular bighorn sheep
(distinct population segment population 2)

Ovis canadensis nelson
(distinct population
segment - population 2)

261,135.15

General Location
Santa Margarita River, DeLuz Creek, San
Luis Rey River, Pilgrim Creek, Agua
Hedionda Creek, Santa Ysabel Creek,
Temescal Creek, Temecula Creek,
Sweetwater River, and San Diego River.
San Dieguito Lagoon, San Elijo Lagoon
Coronado Beach, Silver Strand State
Beach, San Diego National Wildlife
Refuge, and Tijuana Estuary and Border
Field State Park
Largest contiguous areas of critical
habitat for coastal California
gnatcatcher include the San Diego
National Wildlife Refuge and
surrounding area; the upper San Diego
River drainage area as well as areas
surrounding the El Capitan Reservoir;
open space north of the City of Santee;
open space northwest of the City of
Ramona; habitat within the MHCP
planning area in northwest San Diego
region; and habitat along the Interstate
15 corridor from Escondido to Riverside
County
Santa Rosa Mountains, Coyote Canyon,
San Ysidro Mountains, Pinyon
Mountains, Vallecito Mountains, Carrizo
Canyon, In-Ko-Pah Mountains, Jacumba
Mountains, Coyote Mountains, and
Tierra Blanca Mountains

Sources: USFWS 2014; AECOM GIS Calculations

4.4.1.4

WILDLIFE MOVEMENT AND HABITAT LINKAGES

Methodology
Regional wildlife movement and habitat linkages in the San Diego region are generally described in this
section based on review of existing literature. Specific local corridors (e.g., small canyons, ephemeral
drainages) are not discussed in this program-level description of existing conditions as it would not be
feasible to identify and discuss every local corridor in the over 2.7 million acre area covered by the San
Diego region. In addition, there is not enough available information about the design of future land
development and transportation projects to provide a meaningful evaluation of their impacts to specific
local corridors like small canyons and ephemeral drainages. Local corridors associated with specific
projects would need to be evaluated individually during project-level CEQA review because of the
complexity of sites and impacts to them. By addressing regional wildlife corridors and habitat linkages,
the analysis focuses on the most important aspects of regional wildlife movement.
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Existing Wildlife Movement and Habitat Linkages
Connectivity, or the ability of organisms to move through a landscape, is essential in heterogeneous
landscapes for the persistence of healthy and genetically diverse animal communities. Corridors can
facilitate connectivity on different temporal and spatial scales. Corridors are linear landscape features
that allow for species movement over time between two patches that would otherwise be disconnected
(Beier and Noss 1998; Lidicker and Peterson 1999; Beier et al. 2008). Because many wildlife species have
species-specific habitat requirements for survival and dispersal, corridors may also be species specific. At
a minimum, corridors promote local colonization or recolonization of distinct habitat patches and can
increase genetic variability within and between populations. Isolation of populations can have harmful
effects on both population genetics and metapopulation dynamics. In addition, increased exposure to an
inhospitable urban matrix due to reductions in connectivity can increase general mortality. All of these
factors can contribute significantly to local species extinctions. Thus, corridors help species populations,
distributed in and among habitat patches, to persist over time. Corridors link two or more large areas of
natural open space and allow resident wildlife to access critical resources (food, water, and cover) in
other areas that might otherwise be isolated. Corridors also allow species to adapt to climate change
because many habitats could lose their original value as the climate changes and force species range
shifts into more hospitable areas or climates (National Fish, Wildlife and Plants Climate Adaptation
Partnership 2012).
Riparian corridors often provide linear habitat with sufficient structural vegetative cover to allow the
passage of many different types of wildlife. Large mammals are often found to travel through riparian
corridors. For some species, such as mountain lions, riparian habitat is often preferred for movement
and the presence of this habitat may reduce some of the negative impacts of roads as a deterrent for
movement (Dickson and Beier 2002). In many parts of southern California, the linear habitat provided by
riparian corridors is the only habitat left providing connectivity to core areas or unfragmented habitat
patches. Riparian habitat also has inherent value to wildlife. In the semiarid Mediterranean climate of
the San Diego region, water is a valuable limited resource. For this reason, many animals specifically
inhabit these areas throughout their lives, inhabit these areas for at least one life-stage, or often move
in and out of these areas from adjacent upland habitats throughout the course of their lifetime.
Regional corridors described in regional planning documents and regional studies are further detailed
below. These include corridors described in the County MSCP and MHCP. Additional linkage studies have
been conducted by South Coast Wildlands (SCW), a nonprofit organization dedicated to ensuring
functional habitat connectivity across diverse wildland networks. SCW works with respected
conservation biologists, ecologists, wildlife agencies, land managers and planners, and other
conservation organizations to identify corridors and develop and implement regional corridor
conservation strategies. SCW has published reports that identify and conserve the highest-priority
linkages in the South Coast Ecoregion, including San Diego region, known as the South Coast Missing
Linkages. These regional planning documents and studies represent the most recent region-wide
information currently available and the corridors in the San Diego region identified in these sources
currently remain mostly intact. Additionally, the Pacific Flyway, a major regional north-south migration
route for birds that travel between North and South America, is discussed below.
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Multiple Species Conservation Plan
The County MSCP (County of San Diego 1998) identifies important biological linkages that serve to
connect large tracts of core habitat within the MSCP South County Subarea (southwestern portion of
San Diego region) study area and to areas outside the MSCP South County Subarea study area. These
linkages generally are formed by river valleys or mesa tops in the coastal plain. At times, the linkages,
particularly those formed by relatively narrow river valleys coursing through urbanizing areas, are
identified as being constrained due to encroaching infrastructure or land development. Further inland,
the linkages become less constrained, as there is far less encroachment. A total of 24 linkages are
identified (Appendix E-4; Figure 2-2 and Table 2-2 in County of San Diego 1998). These linkages are
formed by various landscape features. Some are formed by westward-flowing drainages descending
from the mountains and foothills. These consist of, moving from north to south, the San Dieguito River,
Los Peñasquitos Creek, Poway Creek, the San Diego River, the Sweetwater River, and the Otay River.
These and other drainages, including Santa Ysabel Creek, Dulzura Creek, and Cottonwood Creek, also
provide linkages with core habitat outside the MSCP area. Additional linkages are formed by other
diverse terrain features. These include the coastal mesa and ridgeline formed by Del Mar Mesa and
Black Mountain and the foothills surrounding Poway Valley, as well as hilly terrain connecting various
large blocks of inland habitat such as the ridges connecting San Miguel Mountain with Rancho del Rey
and the foothills surrounding Otay Lakes to the north, east, and south (San Miguel Mountain, Sequan
Peak, the Jamul Mountains, and Otay Mountain). Linkages to habitat areas outside of the MSCP area are
provided by the hilly terrain north of Lake Hodges, Boden Canyon, the San Vicente River Valley, Long’s
Gulch, Lake Jennings, Wildcat Canyon, Dehesa Valley, Lyons Valley, and Marron Valley.

Multiple Habitat Conservation Plan
The MHCP is the Subregional Plan for the northwestern portion of the San Diego region (SANDAG 2003).
The preserve design incorporated linkages between the coastal lagoons and inland habitat areas
(generally east-west corridors associated with riparian habitats). North-south linkages consist of
fragmented habitat that provides stepping-stone connectivity for birds, including the coastal California
gnatcatcher, between the larger habitat blocks that lie north and south of the MHCP study area. The
matrix of urban and agriculture areas between the core habitats creates a major barrier for north-south
movement of most terrestrial species. However, some large blocks of habitat inside the MHCP area (e.g.,
south San Marcos and north Escondido) are contiguous with larger blocks of habitat beyond the MHCP
boundaries and provide habitat connectivity at a regional scale.

South Coast Missing Linkages
Habitat linkages have been catalogued in southern California as part of a statewide effort to preserve
and restore corridors (Penrod et al. 2001). Twelve linkages are mapped within the San Diego region west
of the mountains (Appendix E-4; Figure 6-1 in Penrod et al. 2001). An additional linkage straddles the
San Diego-Riverside County line. Due to extensive development west of the mountains, the primary
features that facilitate animal movement in the western San Diego region are riparian habitats following
drainages (Penrod et al. 2001). In the eastern portion of the San Diego region, where development is
less extensive, contiguous upland and riparian habitat are the primary linkages (Penrod et al. 2001).
Roadways and urbanization are identified as the primary impediment to movement for the linkages in
southern California (Penrod et al. 2001; SCW 2008). Specific highways identified as barriers include I-5,
I-8, I-15, I-805, SR 67, and SR 79.
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SCW has further refined delineation for several critical linkages within the San Diego region, including
the Palomar-Santa Jacinto-Santa Rosa Connection, Santa Ana-Palomar Connection, and PeninsularBorrego Connection (SCW 2008, Appendix E-4). The Palomar-Santa Jacinto-Santa Rosa Connection
traverses the San Diego and Riverside County border and facilitates wildlife movement between
Cleveland National Forest and San Bernardino National Forest and Anza Borrego Desert State Park, and
overlaps portions of the Cahuilla Reservation and Santa Rosa Reservation (SCW 2008). The Santa AnaPalomar Connection joins the Santa Ana Mountains and their coastal lowlands to the Palomar
Mountains and inland ranges of the San Diego region, serving to connect extensive natural areas of
Cleveland National Forest and Marine Corps Base (MCB) Camp Pendleton, the largest contiguous block
of coastal habitat remaining in the ecoregion (SCW 2008). This linkage includes the Santa Margarita
River, which is the longest intact stream corridor in southern California (SCW 2008). The PeninsularBorrego Connection links the coastal habitats of Cleveland National Forest and Cuyamaca Rancho State
Park in the Peninsular Ranges with the desert communities of Anza Borrego Desert State Park (SCW
2008).
The Las Californias Binational Conservation Initiative, a leading organization in international
conservation planning, has also identified three important linkages along the international border with
Mexico. The Las Californias Binational Conservation Initiative began under the leadership of Pronatura, a
nonprofit organization promoting conservation and sustainable development in México. The Nature
Conservancy (TNC) and Conservation Biology Institute (CBI), respected nonprofit habitat conservation
organizations in the United States, joined Pronatura in a binational partnership and expanded the study
area to include the Sweetwater River and Otay River watersheds in California, the binational Tijuana
River watershed, and the Rio Guadalupe watershed in Baja California. Their goal is to conserve the
integrity and biological diversity of the Las Californias region across the coast-mountain-desert gradient
and urban-wildland gradient and, in turn, to support sustainable communities. They used digital land
cover information (vegetation communities, land uses, and roads) to identify areas that:
•

contain high ecosystem integrity, to maintain viability of resources and ecological processes,
such as natural fire and stream flow regimes;

•

are representative of regional diversity patterns, i.e., including vegetation community types
across the full range of biophysical conditions and climate gradients;

•

support irreplaceable resources that are unique or highly restricted in their distribution (e.g.,
stands of knobcone pine, tecate cypress groves, Martirian succulent scrub); and

•

are matrix lands between these areas that are compatible with human land uses and can be
managed as working landscapes.

The Las Californias Binational Conservation Initiative used a Spatial Portfolio Optimization Tool (SPOT) to
identify places within the border region that optimize the ability to achieve biodiversity conservation
goals, in the most intact portions of the landscape, with the least amount of fragmentation (CBI 2004).
Using digital data with SPOT, they identified three linkages that connect habitat in Mexico with open
space in the San Diego region (SCW 2008; Appendix E-4).
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Pacific Flyway
The San Diego region is part of the Pacific Flyway, a major north-south migration route for birds that
travel between North and South America. In southern California, this migratory pathway spans a broad
front, and migrating birds are not uniformly distributed across the landscape. Migrating birds are
generally concentrated along the coast during the fall and in the deserts and mountains in the spring.
However, local conditions influence the distribution of migrating birds within these general areas,
including latitude, weather, topography, vegetation, and elevation.
The In-Ko-Pah, Jacumba, Laguna, and Palomar mountain ranges of the San Diego region are
comparatively lower than the San Bernardino and San Jacinto Mountains to the north. Therefore, in the
spring, many birds migrating from their winter range in western mainland Mexico to their breeding
range in northern California, the Pacific Northwest, or Alaska use the San Diego region as a corridor for
crossing from the desert to the coastal slope (Unitt 2007 in Aspen 2008). This migration happens along
the east side of the San Diego region’s mountains, but is most concentrated in the canyons and valleys
that lead from southeast to northwest, such as Grapevine Canyon and San Felipe Valley in the San Diego
region (Unitt 2007 in Aspen 2008).
Due to the San Diego region’s relatively low latitude within the Pacific Flyway, a large percentage of the
birds that breed at northern latitudes find their wintering locales before reaching the San Diego region.
Large numbers of water birds winter along the coast of California, Oregon, and Washington. Small birds
wintering farther south (e.g., Mexico to South America) largely follow the coast or deserts, avoiding the
more turbulent air found over the mountains. San Diego’s bays and lagoons contain a large amount of
protected, shallow aquatic habitat that many birds migrating along the Pacific Flyway use to stop-over,
rest, and refuel. The protected bays provide critical wintering habitat for many species of waterfowl and
shorebirds.
Conversely, raptors and other soaring birds typically follow mountain ridges during migration to take
advantage of updrafts created by the topography. Most raptorial species (other than turkey vultures and
Swainson’s hawks) migrating to and from Mexico migrate across a broad and diffuse front and are not
known to concentrate movements anywhere. Substantial numbers of Swainson’s hawks and turkey
vultures flock together in spring and move north through Anza Borrego State Park in the northeast San
Diego region (CA DPR 2014).

4.4.2
4.4.2.1

REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

Federal Endangered Species Act
Pursuant to FESA (7 USC Section 136, 16 USC Section 1531 et seq.), USFWS has regulatory authority over
species listed as endangered or threatened. Under FESA, authorization is required to “take” a listed
species. Take is defined under FESA Section 3 as “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap,
capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.” Under federal regulation (50 CFR
Sections 17.3, 222.102); “harm” is further defined to include habitat modification or degradation where
it would be expected to result in death or injury to listed wildlife by significantly impairing essential
behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering.
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Critical habitat is a specific geographic area(s) that is essential for the conservation of a threatened or
endangered species and that may require special management and protection. The listing process for
individual species may include designation of critical habitat. Critical habitat may include an area that is
not currently occupied by the species but that will be needed for its recovery. FESA Section 7 outlines
procedures for federal interagency cooperation to conserve federally listed species and designated
critical habitat. Section 7(a)(2) and its implementing regulations require federal agencies to consult with
USFWS to ensure that they are not undertaking, funding, permitting, or authorizing actions likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of listed species, or result in the destruction or adverse modification
of critical habitat. For projects where federal action is not involved and take of a listed species may
occur, the project proponent may seek to obtain an incidental take permit under FESA Section 10(a).
Section 10(a) allows USFWS to permit the incidental take of listed species if such take is accompanied by
an HCP that includes components to minimize and mitigate impacts associated with the take.
Critical habitat designations are not made for every species listed under FESA. The designation process
also takes into account economic, national security, and other impacts and may result in the exclusion of
some habitat areas from critical habitat designation (16 USC Section 1533(b)(2)). Military installations
are generally excluded from critical habitat designations; however, they are required by the Sikes Act
(16 USC Section 670a–670f, as amended) to prepare Integrated Natural Resource Management Plans
(INRMPs).

Sikes Act
Congress established the Sikes Act in 1960 to manage military lands for wildlife conservation and human
access (16 USC Section 670 et seq.). The Sikes Act was amended in 1997 to require development and
implementation of mutually agreed upon INRMPs through voluntary cooperative agreements between
the Department of Defense installation, USFWS, and the respective state fish and wildlife agencies (e.g.,
CDFW). INRMPs are planning documents used to implement effectual planning, development,
maintenance, and coordination of natural resource conservation and rehabilitation on military lands.

Migratory Bird Treaty Act
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) domestically implements a series of international treaties that
provide for migratory bird protection (16 USC Section 703 et seq.). The MBTA authorizes the Secretary
of the Interior to regulate the taking of migratory birds. The act provides that it is unlawful, except as
permitted by regulations, “to pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill, attempt to take, capture, or kill, possess,
[…] any migratory bird, or any part, nest, or egg of any such bird” (16 USC Section 703(a)). Species
protected under the MBTA are listed in 50 CFR 10.13. The current list includes several hundred species.
Nearly all native birds in the San Diego region are considered migratory. USFWS issues permits under
the MBTA to qualified applicants for the following types of activities: falconry, raptor propagation,
scientific collecting, special purposes (rehabilitation, educational, migratory game bird propagation, and
salvage), take of depredating birds, taxidermy, and waterfowl sale and disposal; USFWS does not issue
permits for “incidental take” of migratory birds that results from otherwise lawful activities such as
infrastructure, transportation projects, facility structures, or other activities.
The military has also been granted a federal MBTA take authorization for activities incidental to military
readiness under 50 CFR 21.15. As a requirement of the military readiness waiver, the military must
consider whether an ongoing or proposed activity may result in a significant adverse effect on a
population of a migratory bird species. If it is determined that such a significant population-level adverse
effect may result, the military would be required to confer and coordinate with USFWS to develop
conservation and/or minimization measures to mitigate the adverse effects.
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Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act
The Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act (BGEPA) is the primary law protecting eagles, including
individuals, and their nests and eggs (16 USC Section 668 et seq.). It defines “take” to include “pursue,
shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, destroy, molest, or disturb” (16 USC 668c).
“Disturb” is defined by regulation at 50 CFR 22.3 in 2007 as “to agitate or bother a bald or golden eagle
to a degree that causes, or is likely to cause,…(1) injury to an eagle, (2) a decrease in productivity…, or
(3) nest abandonment…”(USFWS 2009). Under the BGEPA Eagle Permit Rule (50 CFR 22.26), USFWS may
issue permits to authorize limited, non-purposeful take of bald eagles and golden eagles.

Marine Mammal Protection Act
The Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) of 1972 prohibits, with certain exceptions, the “take” of
marine mammals. The MMPA defines “take” to mean the harassment, hunting, capture, or killing of any
marine mammal, or attempt to harass, hunt, capture, or kill any marine mammal (16 USC Chapter 31).
The primary authority for implementing the act belongs to the National Marine Fisheries Service.
Harassment is defined in 16 USC Section 1362 (18) as any act of pursuit, torment, or annoyance which:
•
•

Has the potential to injure a marine mammal or marine mammal stock in the wild (Level A
Harassment); or,
Has the potential to disturb a marine mammal or marine mammal stock in the wild by causing
disruption of behavioral patterns, including, but not limited to, migration, breathing, nursing,
breeding, feeding, or sheltering but which does not have the potential to injure a marine
mammal or marine mammal stock in the wild (Level B Harassment).

Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
Federal agencies must consult with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Fisheries on actions that may adversely affect “essential fish habitat” (EFH), which is defined as those
“waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to maturity” (16 USC
Section 1801 et seq.) (Figure 4.4-11). NOAA Fisheries encourages streamlining the consultation process
using review procedures under NEPA, Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, CWA, and/or FESA provided
that documents meet requirements for EFH assessments under 50 CFR 600.920(e). EFH assessments
must include (1) a description of the proposed action, (2) an analysis of effects, including cumulative
effects, (3) the federal agency’s views regarding the effects of the action on EFH, and (4) proposed
mitigation, if applicable.

Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act
In 1972, Congress enacted the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA) (also known
as the Ocean Dumping Act). Permitting standards under the MPRSA prohibit the dumping of material
into the ocean that would unreasonably degrade or endanger human health or the marine environment
(16 USC Section 1431 et seq.; 33 USC Section Section 1401 et seq.; 40 CFR Part 227). MPRSA regulates
the ocean dumping of all material beyond the territorial limit (3 miles from shore) and prevents or
strictly limits dumping material that “would adversely affect human health, welfare, or amenities, or the
marine environment, ecological systems, or economic potentialities.” Virtually all material ocean
dumped today is dredged material (sediments) removed from the bottom of waterbodies in order to
maintain navigation channels and berthing areas.
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Ocean dumping cannot occur unless a permit is issued under MPRSA. Section 103 of MPRSA (33 USC
Section 1413) authorizes USACE to issue permits, subject to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) approval, for transport and disposal of dredged material (i.e., material excavated from
navigable U.S. waters) at designated ocean disposal sites. For other materials, USEPA is the permitting
agency. USEPA is also responsible for designating recommended ocean dumping sites for all types of
materials.

General Bridge Act of 1946
The Coast Guard administers the Bridge Administration permit process. A Coast Guard bridge permit is
needed for the construction, reconstruction, or modification of any bridge or causeway across navigable
waters of the U.S. A bridge is usually defined as the entire span plus footings, typically from abutment to
abutment. For the purposes of bridge permitting, a navigable waterway is defined as any waterway that
is subject to tidal action or is presently used or could be used for the transport of interstate or foreign
commerce. The Coast Guard issues bridge permits under the authorities of both Section 9 of the Rivers
and Harbors Act of 1899, and the General Bridge Act of 1946. The issuance of a bridge permit is relevant
to biological resource because it would constitute a federal action, subject to NEPA (42 USC Sections
4321–4347, as amended) that would trigger Section 7 consultation if federally listed endangered or
threatened species are present.
The Coast Guard bridge permit covers not only the bridge, but all work in navigable waters associated
with the construction of the bridge. This can be somewhat confusing because USACE regulates work in
navigable waters (as defined below) under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. USACE’s jurisdiction
under Section 10 of the River and Harbors Act does not, however, apply to bridges or the work
associated with bridges. There is no need to obtain a Section 10 permit for work associated with the
construction of a Coast Guard-approved bridge. A rare exception to this general rule occurs when
construction of the bridge involves dredging and dredge operations. In this special case, the Coast Guard
may request that USACE regulate the dredging component of the bridge construction. The term “work”
refers to activities such as the placement of scaffolding and sheet piles, and the operation of workboats
and barges. In the absence of an authorization, USACE may try to regulate work in navigable waters
under Section 10, even if an advanced approval has been issued. There is some disagreement between
the agencies on this point.
The Coast Guard bridge permit does not authorize the discharge of dredged or fill material. USACE, not
the Coast Guard, regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S. under Section
404 of the Clean Water Act (described below). If the construction of the bridge results in a discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S., then a Section 404 permit is required. Waters of the U.S.
are broadly defined and include navigable waters, tributaries to navigable waters, as well as special
aquatic sites such as wetlands.

Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
Pursuant to Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899, USACE regulates work in navigable waters
of the U.S. The term “navigable waters of the U.S.” generally describes those waters that are subject to
the ebb and flow of the tide shoreward to the mean high water mark, and/or presently used, or have
been used in the past, or may be susceptible to use to transport interstate or foreign commerce. The
term “work” typically includes any dredging or disposal of dredged material, excavation, filling, or other
modification of navigable waters of the U.S. “Structure” typically refers to any pier, boat dock, boat
ramp, wharf, dolphin, weir, boom, breakwater, bulkhead, revetment, riprap, jetty, artificial reef,
permanent mooring structure, power transmission line, or any other obstacle or obstruction.
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This act prohibits the unauthorized obstruction or alteration of any navigable waters of the U.S. and
requires approval prior to the accomplishment of any work in or over navigable waters of the U.S., or
work that affects the course, location, condition, or capacity of such waters. Typical activities requiring
Section 10 permits are construction of piers, wharves, bulkheads, dolphins, marinas, ramps, floats,
intake structures, and cable or pipeline crossings, as well as dredging and excavation.

Clean Water Act
Section 404 of the CWA requires project proponents to obtain a permit from the USACE before
performing any activity that involves any discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the United
States, including wetlands (33 USC Section 1344). Under the current regulatory definition, waters of the
U.S. include navigable waters of the U.S., interstate waters, all other waters where the use or
degradation or destruction of the waters could affect interstate or foreign commerce, tributaries to any
of these waters, and wetlands that meet any of these criteria or that are adjacent to any of these waters
or their tributaries (33 CFR 328.3(a)). Many surface waters and wetlands in California meet the criteria
for waters of the U.S. In accordance with Section 401 of the CWA, projects that apply for a USACE permit
for discharge of dredged or fill material must obtain water quality certification from the appropriate
RWQCB, in this case the San Diego RWQCB, indicating that the project will not violate California water
quality standards.
USACE requires mitigation for impacts to regulated resources. The concept of “no let loss” of wetlands is
an important aspect of USACE’s outlook on mitigation. The goal of no net loss has evolved; the most
current national direction is available in the Final Compensatory Mitigation Rule (USACE 2008). The
Federal Register publication (USACE 2008) associated with this rule states “Corps districts and USEPA
regional offices will continue to work with other federal and state resource agencies to develop and
refine specific performance standards and criteria to evaluate and ensure success of compensatory
mitigation projects in their geographic areas of responsibility. These performance standards and criteria
will take into account regional variations in aquatic resource characteristics, functions, and services.”
Impacts and mitigation associated with projects are evaluated individually because of the complexity of
sites and potential impacts to them. In general, the type and location options for compensatory
mitigation should comply with the hierarchy established by the Mitigation Rule (in descending order):
(1) mitigation banks; (2) in-lieu fee programs; and (3) permittee-responsible mitigation in consideration
of a watershed approach, if applicable. In-kind mitigation is preferable to out-of-kind mitigation because
it is more likely to compensate for the functions and services lost at the impact site. Regarding the
location of mitigation, though it may be preferable for on-site mitigation, there are circumstances in
which on-site mitigation is neither practicable nor environmentally preferable due to the individual
circumstances of the site. However the discussion of the rule also states “under the watershed
approach, it may be desirable to require some on-site mitigation measures to address water quality and
quantify functions, and to require off-site mitigation to compensate for habitat functions.” Furthermore,
there may be cases where the loss of a low quality wetland can be offset by mitigation that provides
fewer acres of high-functioning wetlands. In summary, the no let loss concept may take into account a
variety of factors and does not always involve on-site and in-kind mitigation nor mitigation with a
specified number of acres based on a standard multiplier for acres lost.
California is within the USACE South Pacific Division (SPD) regulatory boundary. The SPD has recently
provided Regional Compensatory Mitigation and Monitoring Guidelines (SPD Guidelines) for
compensation for unavoidable impacts to waters of the U.S for authorized activities (USACE 2015).
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The SPD Guidelines supplement Final Compensatory Mitigation Rule and provide more detail as it
relates to the waters of the U.S. in the SPD region. The SPD Guidelines are intended to standardize
compensatory mitigation procedures throughout the SPD region and assist the regulated public in
selecting appropriate compensatory mitigation sites, preparing mitigation plans and implementing
successful compensatory mitigation projects using a watershed-based approach (USACE 2015).

Coastal Zone Management Act
The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) is the primary federal law enacted to preserve and protect
coastal resources (33 USC Section 1451 et seq.). The federal CZMA, as amended, requires that federal
actions that affect any land or water use or natural resource of a state’s coastal zone be consistent, to
the maximum extent practicable, with the enforceable policies of a federally approved state coastal
zone management plan. The California Coastal Management Program, which includes the CCA of 1976,
is the federally approved coastal zone management plan for California. Regulatory authority, including
federal consistency review authority, is granted to the CCC. One of the most significant provisions of the
federal CZMA gives state coastal management agencies regulatory control (federal consistency review
authority) over all federal activities and federally licensed, permitted, or assisted activities, wherever
they may occur (i.e., landward or seaward of the respective coastal zone boundaries fixed under state
law) if the activity affects coastal resources.

U.S. Department of Transportation Act
Under Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966, as amended, the Secretary of
Transportation will not approve any program or project that requires the “use” of any publicly owned
land from a public park, recreation area, or wildlife or waterfowl refuge unless there is no feasible and
prudent alternative to its use and such program or project includes all possible planning to minimize
harm to the property (49 USC Section 303 and 23 USC Section 13).

Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management
Executive Order (EO) 11988 requires federal agencies to avoid, to the extent possible, the long- and
short-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification of floodplains, and to avoid
direct and indirect support of floodplain development wherever there is a practicable alternative. This
EO provides an eight-step process that agencies carry out as part of their decision-making process for
projects that have potential impacts to or within a floodplain.

Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands
Pursuant to EO 11990, each federal agency is responsible for preparing implementing procedures for
carrying out the provisions of the EO. The purpose of this EO is to “minimize the destruction, loss, or
degradation of wetlands, and to preserve and enhance the natural and beneficial values of wetlands.”
Each agency, to the extent permitted by law, must avoid undertaking or providing assistance for any
activity located in wetlands, unless the head of the agency finds that there is no practical alternative to
such activity, and the proposed action includes all practical measures to minimize harm to wetlands that
may result from such actions. In making this finding, the head of the agency may take into account
economic, environmental, and other pertinent factors. Each agency must also provide opportunity for
early public review of any plans or proposals for new construction in wetlands.
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Executive Order 13112, Invasive Species
EO 13112 requires federal agencies to “prevent the introduction of invasive species and provide for their
control and to minimize the economic, ecological, and human health effects that invasive species
cause.” An invasive species is defined by the EO as “an alien species whose introduction does or is likely
to cause economic or environmental harm or harm to human health.” Alien species are defined, with
respect to a particular ecosystem, as any species (including its seeds, eggs, spores, or other biological
material capable of propagating that species) that is not native to that ecosystem.

Executive Order 13186, Migratory Birds
EO 13186 requires federal agencies to develop a comprehensive strategy for the conservation of
migratory birds by the federal government, thereby fulfilling the government’s duty to lead in the
protection of this international resource. Each federal agency is required to enter into a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) with USFWS outlining how the agency will promote conservation of migratory
birds. The EO also requires federal agencies to incorporate migratory bird conservation measures into
their agency activities. The EO does not affect federal-aid projects because actions delegated to or
assumed by nonfederal entities, or carried out by nonfederal entities with federal assistance, are not
subject to the EO, although such actions continue to be subject to the MBTA itself.

4.4.2.2

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

California Endangered Species Act
Pursuant to CESA, a permit from CDFW is required for projects that could result in the taking of a plant
or animal species that is state listed as threatened or endangered (CFGC Section 2050 et seq.). Under
CESA, “take” means hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or
kill (CFGC Section 86). The CESA definition of take does not include “harm” or “harass,” as the FESA
definition does. As a result, the threshold for take is higher under CESA than under FESA. Authorization
for take of state-listed species may be obtained through a CFGC Section 2080.1 consistency
determination (for applicants who have already obtained a federal incidental take statement or permit
for the same species) or a Section 2081 Incidental Take Permit.

Natural Community Conservation Planning Act
The NCCP program is a cooperative effort to protect habitats and species that began under the State's
NCCP Act of 1991. The NCCP Act of 1991 and the associated Southern California Coastal Sage Scrub
NCCP Process Guidelines (1993), Southern California Coastal Sage Scrub NCCP Conservation Guidelines
(1993), and NCCP General Process Guidelines (1998) have been superseded by the NCCP Act of 2003.
The NCCP Act of 2003 provides for the preparation and approval of NCCPs. NCCPs identify and provide
for the regional or area-wide protection of plants and animals, including their habitats, and are intended
to preserve local and regional biological diversity, reconcile urban development and wildlife needs, as
well as “conserve” state-listed species to the point where they can be delisted, and maintain or enhance
conditions for covered species such that listing will not become necessary (CFGC Section 2800 et seq.).
The NCCP Act was amended in 2011 to allow CDFW to authorize incidental take of “fully protected”
species if they are “covered species” under an approved NCCP.
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California Fish and Game Code Section 1602 – Lake or Streambed Alteration
All diversions, obstructions, or changes to the natural flow or bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream,
or lake in California that supports wildlife resources are subject to regulation by CDFW under CFGC
Section 1602. Under Section 1602, it is unlawful for any person, governmental agency, or public utility to
do the following without first notifying CDFW:
•

substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow of, or substantially change or use any material
from, the bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake; or

•

deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other material containing crumbled, flaked, or ground
pavement where it may pass into any river, stream, or lake.

The Fish and Game Commission defines “stream” as a body of water that flows at least periodically or
intermittently through a bed or channel that has banks and supports fish or other aquatic life. This
definition includes watercourses with a surface or subsurface flow that supports or has supported
riparian vegetation. CDFW’s jurisdiction within altered or artificial waterways is based on the value of
those waterways to fish and wildlife. In practice, CDFW typically extends its jurisdictional limit to the top
of a stream, the bank of a lake, or outer edge of the riparian vegetation, whichever is wider. Riparian
habitats do not always have identifiable hydric soils, or clear evidence of wetland hydrology as defined
by USACE. Therefore, CDFW jurisdictional boundaries often include, but extend beyond, USACE
jurisdictional boundaries. A CDFW Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement must be obtained for any
project that would result in an impact on a river, stream, or lake.

California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3503.5 – Protection of Birds, Nests, and
Raptors
CFGC Section 3503 states that it is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs of
any bird. Section 3503.5 specifically states that it is unlawful to take, possess, or destroy any raptors
(i.e., species in the orders Falconiformes and Strigiformes), including their nests or eggs. Typical
violations of these codes include destruction of active nests resulting from removal of vegetation in
which the nests are located. Violation of Section 3503.5 could also include failure of active raptor nests
resulting from disturbance of nesting pairs by nearby project construction. These code sections do not
provide for the issuance of any type of incidental take permit.

Fully Protected Species under the California Fish and Game Code (California Fish and Game
Code Sections 3511, 4700, 5050, and 5515)
Protection of fully protected species is described in CFGC Sections 3511, 4700, 5050, and 5515. These
statutes prohibit take or possession of fully protected species. Incidental take of fully protected species
may be authorized under an approved NCCP.

California Native Plant Protection Act
The Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA) of 1977 (CFGC Section 1900 et seq.) directed CDFW to carry out
the Legislature’s intent to “preserve, protect and enhance rare and endangered plants in this State.” The
NPPA gave the California Fish and Game Commission the power to designate native plants as
“endangered” or “rare” and to protect endangered and rare plants from take.
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Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act – California Water Code Section 13000 et seq.
Under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne), waters of the state fall under the
jurisdiction of the appropriate RWQCB. The RWQCB regulates the “discharge of waste” to waters of the
state. The term “discharge of waste” is also broadly defined in Porter-Cologne, such that discharges of
waste include fill, any material resulting from human activity, or any other “discharge” that may directly
or indirectly impact waters of the state relative to implementation of Section 401 of the CWA.
Porter-Cologne is the state equivalent of the CWA. Specifically, Porter-Cologne requires each RWQCB to
formulate and adopt water quality plans for all areas within their region (also referred to as “Basin
Plans”). Basin Plans establish beneficial uses, water quality standards, and water quality objectives for
major watershed areas (i.e., RWQCB boundaries) throughout the state. Under Porter-Cologne, all parties
proposing to discharge waste that could affect the quality of waters of the state, other than into a
community sewer system, are required to file with the appropriate RWQCB a Report of Waste Discharge
(ROWD) containing such information and data as may be required by the RWQCB. The RWQCB will then
respond to the ROWD by issuing a waste discharge requirement (WDR) in a public hearing, or by waiving
WDRs (with or without conditions) for that proposed discharge. The RWQCB has a statutory obligation
to prescribe WDRs except where the RWQCB finds that a waiver of WDRs for a specific type of discharge
is in the public interest. Therefore, all parties proposing to discharge waste that could affect waters of
the state, but do not affect federal waters (which requires a CWA Section 404 permit and CWA Section
401 Certification) must file an ROWD with the appropriate RWQCB.
While 401 certification is typically issued or waived by RWQCB staff, WDRs must be issued by the
RWQCB. Generally, when staff issue or waive 401 certification, WDRs are simultaneously waived.
However, for large or multiyear projects that are being reviewed under Section 401 of the CWA, staff
may determine that WDRs should also be issued, whereby additional review by the RWQCB and a public
hearing will be necessary.

California Coastal Act
Pursuant to California Public Resource Code Section 30000 et seq., the CCC regulates coastal resources
within the coastal zone under jurisdiction of the CCA (as amended). The coastal zone means that land
and water area of the State of California extending seaward to the state's outer limit of jurisdiction (3
miles offshore) including all offshore islands, and extending inland generally 1,000 yards from the mean
high tide line of the sea. In significant coastal estuarine habitat and recreational areas it extends inland
to the first major ridgeline paralleling the sea or five miles from the mean high tide line of the sea,
whichever is less, and in developed urban areas the zone generally extends inland less than 1,000 yards.
If development is proposed within these areas (e.g., the coastal zone), a Coastal Development Permit
(CDP) issued by CCC or a local agency to which the CCC has granted permit authority is required (CCC
1994).
With respect to biological resources, Section 30240 states environmental sensitive habitat areas shall be
protected against any significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those
resources shall be allowed within those areas. It further states that developed in area adjacent to
environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to
prevent impacts which would significantly degrade those areas, and shall be compatible with the
continuance of those habitat and recreation areas. Section 30233 addresses the diking, filing, or
dredging of open coastal waters, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes.
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4.4.2.3

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

Natural Community Conservation Plans and Habitat Conservation Plans
NCCPs and HCPS in the San Diego region are designed to provide an umbrella of protection for multiple
species by conserving covered species habitats and linkages that allow connections between habitats.
Covered species are those species for which incidental take is authorized under an approved NCCP
and/or HCP. NCCPs and HCPs are prepared to be compliant with the requirements under CESA, the
NCCP Act, the NPPA, and Section 10(a)(1)(B) of FESA, respectively. NCCPs and HCPs may be combined to
provide take authorization under federal and state law.
The following sections describe approved and adopted within the San Diego region. Unapproved and
unadopted plans do not require analysis under CEQA (see CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(d)(e)) but are
included in Appendix E-5 for context.

San Diego County Multiple Species Conservation Program Subregional Plan
The San Diego County MSCP Subregional Plan was approved in August 1998 (County of San Diego 1998).
This plan is a cooperative effort by the County of San Diego and other city jurisdictions in the
southwestern San Diego region to implement a regional NCCP and HCP (Table 4.4-5). The MSCP is a
Subregional Plan that is implemented through local Subarea Plans. The San Diego MSCP Subregional
Plan serves as an umbrella document for local jurisdictions that implement their respective portions of
the MSCP Plan through Subarea Plans. MSCP Subarea Plans must be consistent with the MSCP
Subregional Plan. The MSCP Subarea Plans contribute collectively to the conservation of vegetation
communities and species in the MSCP study area.
The cities of Chula Vista, La Mesa, Poway, and San Diego and the County of San Diego (South County)
have adopted Subarea Plans (i.e., NCCP/HCP) under the San Diego MSCP. The cities of Coronado, Del
Mar, El Cajon, and Santee do not have approved Subarea Plans under the San Diego MSCP. A summary
of approved Subarea Plans under the San Diego MSCP Subregional Plan is provided in Table 4.4-5.
Regional habitat conservation planning areas are illustrated in Figure 4.4-14. Adopted and proposed
conserved areas are displayed in Figure 4.4-15.

Multiple Habitat Conservation Program
The MHCP Subregional Plan is an NCCP and HCP for the northwestern portion of the San Diego region
(cities of Carlsbad, Encinitas, Escondido, Oceanside, San Marcos, Solana Beach, and Vista) and was
approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors on March 28, 2003. The Subregional Plan encompasses
111,908 acres (29,962 acres of natural habitat) and provides conservation for 77 species in a 20,593-acre
reserve. State-listed species covered by the plan include San Diego thorn-mint, Encinitas baccharis,
Orcutt’s spineflower, Belding’s savannah sparrow, and Stephens’ kangaroo rat (SANDAG 2003). Similar
to the San Diego County MSCP Subregional Plan, the MHCP Subregional Plan serves as an umbrella
document for local jurisdictions that implement their respective portions of the MHCP Plan through
Subarea Plans. MHCP Subarea Plans must be consistent with the MSCP Subregional Plan. The MHCP
Subarea Plans contribute collectively to the conservation of vegetation communities and species in the
MSCP study area.
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On November 15, 2004, the City of Carlsbad Habitat Management Plan (HMP) was approved and state
and federal permits were issued. The City of Carlsbad has adopted Habitat Preservation and
Management Requirements, Hillside Development Regulations, and a Coastal Resource Protection
Overlay Zone to protect biological resources and to implement the City's HMP. The cities of Encinitas,
Escondido, Oceanside, San Marcos, and Vista do not have approved Subarea Plans under the MHCP. The
City of Solana Beach does not require take authorizations and therefore did not prepare a Subarea
Plan. The status of the Subarea Plans under the MHCP is summarized in Table 4.4-5. Regional habitat
conservation planning areas are illustrated in Figure 4.4-14. Adopted and proposed conserved areas are
displayed in Figure 4.4-15.
Table 4.4-5
Summary of Approved Subarea Plans under Adopted MSCP/MHCP
Subregional Plans in the San Diego Region
Plan
Description
San Diego County MSCP Subregional Plan
City of San Diego MSCP Subarea
The Subarea Plan encompasses 206,124 acres and was approved in July 1997. The City
Plan
of San Diego’s Subarea Plan developed a Multi-Habitat Planning Area (MHPA) that
delineates core biological resource areas and corridors targeted for conservation.
Specific policies and directives have been developed for different areas within the
MHPA. The MHPA is largely composed of core biological resource areas and regional
linkages leading to biological core areas within existing reserves and parks. The MHPA is
approximately 56,831 acres, of which 90 percent will be preserved for biological
purposes. The City is in the process of preparing a plan to cover seven threatened and
endangered vernal species, five plant and two crustacean species, not covered under
the City’s MSCP subarea plan.
County of San Diego (South
The County subarea is located in the eastern part of the MSCP Subregion. The subarea
County) MSCP Subarea Plan
encompasses 252,132 acres (184,248 acres is habitat), of which 101,268 acres will be
(County of San Diego 1997)
conserved. The County Subarea Plan was approved by the wildlife agencies in March
1998. Three segments are included in the Subarea Plan: Lake Hodges, South County,
and Metro-Lakeside-Jamul. The County of San Diego is pursuing a Major Amendment to
add the Quino checkerspot butterfly as a covered species to the southern subarea. An
administrative draft amendment has been reviewed by the wildlife agencies.
City of Chula Vista MSCP
The Subarea Plan covers approximately 57,828 acres. This plan seeks to preserve 5,000
Subarea Plan
acres within the city’s jurisdiction, and 4,200 acres outside the city’s jurisdiction is
proposed for preservation. The plan will preserve approximately 9,201 acres. Approved
in 2003, the Final MSCP Subarea Plan was completed in 2005.
City of La Mesa MSCP Subarea
Remaining habitat in the subarea consists largely of coastal sage scrub and all losses will
Plan
be mitigated elsewhere. Approved in 1999, permits were issued in 2000.
City of Poway MSCP Subarea
The Subarea Plan provides for incidental take coverage for 43 plant and animal species.
Plan
It encompasses 35,000 acres and establishes a 13,300-acre mitigation area. Approved
in 1996.
MHCP Subregional Plan
City of Carlsbad MHCP Subarea
On November 15, 2004, the City of Carlsbad HMP was approved and state and federal
Plan
permits were issued to implement the City’s MHCP. The Carlsbad Subarea Plan is the
first to be approved and permitted under the MHCP. The subarea encompasses 24,570
acres (8,758 acres is habitat). At build-out, the Preserve System is expected to be
approximately 6,786 acres, consisting mostly of natural upland and wetland habitats,
including coastal sage scrub, chaparral, oak woodland, riparian scrub, riparian forest,
freshwater marsh, and grasslands. The Subarea Plan provides for the conservation of 43
species.
Source: CDFW 2014b
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San Diego County Water Authority Natural Community Conservation Plan/Habitat
Conservation Plan
The San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA) adopted a combined NCCP/HCP to address potential
impacts to sensitive resources associated with new construction and typical expansion of existing
infrastructure; ongoing installation, use, maintenance, and repair of its aqueduct and water conveyance,
treatment, and storage systems; and acquisition of new and management/monitoring of all existing
Preserve Area lands throughout the plan area. The plan area covers approximately 992,000 acres in
western San Diego and southwestern Riverside counties. The implementing agreement for the plan was
issued by USFWS and CDFW on September 28, 2011. The plan covers 28 plant species and 38 wildlife
species for a total of 66 covered species. Of the approximately 1,920 acres of preserve area committed
to be conserved by the plan, 1,220 acres have been set aside as compensation for previously permitted
projects and approximately 700 acres are available or will be created to be used as credits to
compensate for project impacts to upland and wetland habitats. In addition, the SDCWA has previously
conserved 1,147 acres of regionally important habitat lands (i.e., Managed Mitigation Areas) that
contribute to the baseline of conservation within the plan area.

San Diego Gas & Electric Company Subregional Plan
The 1995 NCCP for San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) is a linear NCCP extending from southern Orange
County south to the Mexican border. This NCCP was the first approved in the San Diego region (1995).
The project covers 110 plant and animal species and emphasizes avoidance of impacts. The plan covers
specific activities, establishes mitigation requirements, which may include revegetation or use of
mitigation credits set aside in several land parcels purchased by SDG&E as a conservation bank. SDG&E’s
properties and easements play an important role in the NCCP region in providing habitat connectivity in
areas where little natural habitat remains. The NCCP authorizes up to 400 acres of permanent and
temporary impacts to habitat for covered species; an amendment would be required to authorize
additional take. SDG&E received approval of a low-effect HCP for Quino Checkerspot Butterfly in 2007.

Other Regional Plans
San Dieguito River Valley Regional Open Space Park Plan
The San Dieguito River Valley Regional Open Space Park Joint Powers Authority, also known as the San
Dieguito River Park (SDRP), is the agency responsible for creating a natural open space park in the San
Dieguito River Valley. In June 1989, the County of San Diego and the cities of Del Mar, Escondido, Poway,
San Diego, and Solana Beach formed a joint powers authority to plan, establish, and operate this open
space greenbelt and park system. The goals of the SDRP are (1) preservation of open space, (2)
conservation of sensitive resources, (3) protection of water resources, (4) preservation of the natural
floodplain, (5) retention of agricultural uses, and (6) creation of recreational and educational
opportunities within the 55-mile river valley.
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TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program
Another important component in regional resource planning is the TransNet Extension Ordinance and
Expenditure Plan, which was approved countywide by voters in November 2004 and includes the
Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) administered by SANDAG. The EMP Working Group advises
the Regional Planning Committee on issues related to the implementation of the EMP. The EMP consists
of direct mitigation of planned transportation projects and the regional habitat acquisition,
management, and monitoring activities necessary to implement the ongoing regional habitat
conservation planning efforts (SANDAG 2007). The EMP is a collaborative effort among SANDAG, the
cities, the County, the wildlife agencies (CDFW and USFWS), and other regulatory agencies (CCC, USACE,
USEPA, and RWQCB) as well as representatives of various stakeholder groups, including the
environmental community and the science/technical community (SANDAG 2007). The EMP provides
funding for the acquisition, restoration and management costs associated with mitigation for impacts to
habitat resulting from regional and transportation projects and local streets and road. Additional
funding has been provided for regional land acquisition, land management and biological monitoring not
directly related to mitigation pursuant to the provisions of the Ordinance.

County of San Diego Ordinances and Policies
In addition to the major regional or general planning documents discussed above, the County of San
Diego has ordinances or regulations targeting the protection of biological resources.

County of San Diego Biological Mitigation Ordinance
The County of San Diego’s BMO provides the regulatory basis for implementing the County of San Diego
(South County) MSCP Subarea Plan (see Table 4.4-5). The BMO outlines the sensitive resources of
concern and sets forth the specific criteria and requirements that all private and public projects must
follow. The County of San Diego (South County) MSCP Subarea Plan and BMO provide specific criteria
for project design, impact allowances, and mitigation requirements. The BMO includes specific project
design criteria that must be incorporated into each project, such as protecting wildlife movement
corridors and avoiding resources considered to be significant. The BMO also sets out specific mitigation
requirements for impacts to certain species that must be implemented.

County of San Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances Sections 86.601–86.608, Resource
Protection Ordinance
The Resource Protection Ordinance (RPO) restricts, to varying degrees, impacts to natural resources
including environmentally sensitive lands such as wetlands, wetland buffers, floodplains, steep slopes,
sensitive habitat lands, and historical sites. Certain discretionary permit types are subject to the
requirement to prepare Resource Protection Studies under the RPO. The RPO requires that applicable
discretionary projects protect sensitive habitat lands as defined by CEQA Guidelines. Sensitive habitat
lands include unique vegetation communities and/or the habitat that is either necessary to support a
viable population of special status species, is critical to the proper functioning of a balanced natural
ecosystem, or serves as a functioning wildlife corridor.
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County of San Diego Guidelines for Determining Significance for Biological Resources, Report
Format and Content Requirements
These guidelines (County of San Diego 2010) are used by County staff for the review of discretionary
projects and environmental documents pursuant to CEQA. These guidelines present a range of
quantitative, qualitative, and performance levels for particular environmental effects. In addition, the
County’s guidelines set forth habitat mitigation ratios required for impacts to vegetation communities
within the County. These ratios only apply outside of approved MSCP Plan areas. For lands inside
approved MSCP Plan areas, the appropriate plan should be consulted for required mitigation ratios.

County of San Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances Sections 86.101–86.105, Habitat Loss
Permit Ordinance
The Habitat Loss Permit (HLP) Ordinance was adopted in March 1994 in response to both the listing of
the coastal California gnatcatcher as a federally threatened species and the adoption of the NCCP Act by
the State of California. Pursuant to the Special 4(d) Rule under FESA (50 CFR 17.41(b)), the County is
authorized to issue “take permits” for the coastal California gnatcatcher (in the form of HLPs) in lieu of
Section 7 or Section 10(a) permits, which are typically required from USFWS. Although issued by the
County, the wildlife agencies (USFWS and CDFW) must concur with the issuance of an HLP for it to
become valid as take authorization under FESA. The HLP ordinance states that projects must obtain an
HLP prior to the issuance of a grading permit, clearing permit, or improvement plan if the project will
directly or indirectly impact any coastal sage scrub habitat types. The HLP is required if coastal sage
scrub or related habitat will be impacted, regardless of whether the site is currently occupied by coastal
California gnatcatcher. HLPs are not required for projects within the boundaries of an adopted MSCP
Plan area since take authorization is conveyed to those projects through compliance with the MSCP
Plan. HLPs are also not required for projects that have separately obtained Section 7 or 10(a) permits for
take of the gnatcatcher.

County of San Diego Zoning Ordinance
Land may also have a zoning designation or Special Area Regulation with certain restrictions pursuant to
the Zoning Ordinance. For instance, lands may have a zoning designation of S81 Ecological Resource
Area Regulations. The few uses allowed on lands with this designation are subject to strict provisions
and limitations. The Zoning Ordinance also applies other Special Area Regulations with specific
restrictions and provisions, including designator G (Sensitive Resource), R (Coastal Resource Protection
Area) and/or V (Vernal Pool Area).

Local Jurisdiction Zoning and Resource Protections Ordinances
In addition to the San Diego region wide ordinances, HCPs, NCCP, or other major regional plans, local
jurisdictions have adopted ordinances to protect and preserve open space, trees, sensitive habitats, and
waters and wetlands. Several ordinances or regulations, such as the City of Chula Vista’s Habitat Loss
and Incidental Take (HLIT) regulations, and City of San Diego’s Development Regulations for
Environmentally Sensitive Lands (ESL) and accompanying Biology, Steep Hillside, and Coastal Bluffs and
Beaches Guidelines, are used to implement their respective city’s adopted Subarea Plans. A summary of
local jurisdictions with resource protection ordinances relevant to the protection of biological resources
is provided in Table 4.4-6. Local governments also protect biological resources through the conservation
and/or open space elements in their general plans.
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Table 4.4-6
Biological Resource Protection Ordinances in the San Diego Region by Local Jurisdiction
Ordinance
Coronado
Ch. 86.38, Open Space
Zone
Ch. 86.64, Wildlife
Preserve Zone
(Modifying Overlay
Zone)
Ch. 86.72, Diking,
Dredging, Filling, and
Dredge Spoils Disposal
Carlsbad
Ch. 21.210, Habitat
Preservation and
Management
Requirements
Ch. 21.203, Coastal
Resource Protection
Overlay Zone

Ch. 21.95, Hillside
Development
Regulations

Ch. 21. 33, Open Space
Zone

Ch. 21.54, Planned
Developments

Ch. 20.22,
Environmental
Subdivisions
Ch. 15.16, Grading and
Erosion Control

Purpose
Provides for the protection and preservation of open space areas within Coronado that are unique
due to natural resources, visual amenities, public safety purposes, or recreational opportunities.
Protects and preserves valuable and unique environmental resources for the enjoyment and benefit
of present and future generations of Californians.
Diking, dredging, filling, and dredge spoils disposal in open coastal waters and wetlands shall require
City of Coronado issuance of a coastal permit. The coastal permit shall only be issued after
verification that the activities are necessary, appropriate, and designed to minimize or mitigate
resultant adverse environmental impact.
Preserve the diversity of natural habitats and unique biological resources in Carlsbad through
implementing the goals and objectives of the land use and the open space/conservation elements of
the City of Carlsbad General Plan and the City’s Habitat Management Plan (HMP) under the Multiple
Habitat Conservation Program (MHCP) (see Table 4.4-5); and the associated regulations for
development review with allowances for incidental impacts and minor amendments under specified
circumstances.
The intent and purpose of the coastal resource protection overlay zone is to preserve, protect and
enhance the habitat resource values of Buena Vista Lagoon, Agua Hedionda Lagoon, Batiquitos
Lagoon, and steep sloping hillsides; provide regulations in areas that provide the best wildlife habitat
characteristics; deter soil erosion by maintaining the vegetative cover on steep slopes; and
implement the goals and objectives of the State Public Resources Code regarding conservation of
sensitive habitats and the approved Carlsbad local coastal program.
The purpose of these regulations is to assure hillside conditions are properly identified and
incorporated into the planning process so that the aesthetic qualities of natural hillsides and
manufactured slopes are preserved and grading is minimized. When grading occurs, incorporate
contour grading in highly visible locations and assure that alteration of natural hillsides is done in an
environmentally sensitive manner to reduce impacts to lagoons, riparian systems, wildlife habitats,
and native vegetation.
The intent and purpose of the Open Space zone is to provide for open space and recreational uses
which have been deemed necessary for the aesthetically attractive and orderly growth of the
community and to combine open space areas designed at the time of development to create a
comprehensive open space system for the community to be used in conjunction with publicly owned
property utilized as parks, open space, recreation areas, civic centers. This zone also protects areas
preserved as natural habitat and the biological resources located in the areas in conformance with
the Carlsbad HMP.
The planned development ordinance provides a method for clustered property development on
environmentally and topographically constrained land. Modification to development standards may
occur if they will result in the preservation of natural habitat under the Carlsbad HMP and the
amount required by the HMP could not be achieved by strict adherence to the development
standards. There is also a requirement that the proposed modification(s) will not adversely affect the
public health, safety, or general welfare; and if the project is located within the coastal zone, the
modification is consistent with all local coastal program policies.
An environmental subdivision is allowed when supported by factual biotic data, provisions have been
made for perpetual maintenance of the habitat and that perpetual easement will be recorded that
prohibits construction of improvements except for those specifically identified. The city shall also
consider requiring management and maintenance of the easement.
The grading requirements include compliance with grading regulations, protection of public facilities,
protection of adjacent property and preservation of adjacent environmental resources from impacts
of the grading operation.
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Ordinance
Ch. 21.42, Minor
Conditional Use
Permits and
Conditional Use
Permits
Chula Vista
Ch. 17.30, Otay Ranch
Grazing
Ch. 17.35, Habitat Loss
and Incidental Take

Ch. 19.86, Bayfront
Specific Plan Environmental
Mitigation Program
Coronado
Ch. 86.38, Open Space
Zone
Ch. 61.10, Standard
Urban Stormwater
Mitigation Plan
Ch. 61.04, Stormwater
and Urban Runoff
Management Program

Ch. 86.64, Wildlife
Preserve Zone
(Modifying Overlay
Zone)
Ch. 61.08, Discharge
Regulations and
Requirements
Ch. 86.72, Diking,
Dredging, Filling, and
Dredge Spoils Disposal
Ch. 86.76, Protection
of Natural Ocean and
Bay Processes

Purpose
Regulations associated with a minor use permit process including the application of a biological
habitat preserve. These regulations are intended to ensure that the biological habitat preserve does
not adversely impact the provision that public facilities conform to the HMP and are consistent with
the local coastal program. However, a biological habitat preserve associated with a discretionary
development permit will not need a use permit.
The purpose of these regulations is to implement the Otay Ranch general development plan and
resource management plan within Chula Vista.
The purpose of the HLIT regulations is to protect and conserve native habitat within Chula Vista and
the viability of the species supported by those habitats. These regulations are intended to implement
the City of Chula Vista Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP) Subarea Plan (see Table 4.4-5)
by placing priority on the preservation of biological resources within the planned and protected
preserve. These regulations are also intended to protect the public health, safety, and welfare while
being consistent with sound resource conservation principles and the rights of private property
owners.
Section 30240 of the California Coastal Act (CCA) provides for the protection of environmentally
sensitive habitat areas. The major wetlands and related sensitive habitat areas within the Chula Vista
Bayfront area have been acquired by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and comprise the majority of the
Sweetwater Marsh National Wildlife Refuge. The focus of these regulations is reducing and mitigating
impacts on the refuge from new development within the Bayfront.
Provides for the protection and preservation of open space areas within Coronado, which are unique
due to natural resources, visual amenities, public safety purposes, or recreational opportunities.
The purpose of the stormwater mitigation plan is to ensure that discharges from municipal urban
runoff conveyance systems do not cause or contribute to a violation of water quality standards;
effectively prohibit non-stormwater discharges in urban runoff; and reduce the discharge of
pollutants from urban runoff conveyance systems to the maximum extent practicable.
Controlling nonstormwater discharges to the stormwater conveyance system by eliminating spills,
dumping, or disposal of materials other than stormwater, reducing pollutants in stormwater
discharges and to the maximum extent practicable reducing those taken up by stormwater as it flows
over urban areas. It also includes establishing requirements for the management of stormwater flows
from development projects, both to prevent erosion and to protect and enhance existing waterdependent habitats
The purpose and intent of the Wildlife Preserve Modifying Zone regulations are to protect and
preserve valuable and unique environmental resources for the enjoyment and benefit of present and
future generations of Californians. This zone designation is advisory for those areas within the
corporate boundaries of Coronado but not under the zoning jurisdiction of the City of Coronado. This
zone is mandatory for those areas under direct jurisdiction of the City of Coronado. This modifying
zone is to be superior to all other modifying zones.
All dischargers engaged in land development or significant redevelopment activities in the City of
Coronado shall implement post-construction best management practices for permanent control of
erosion from slopes including structures to convey water, vegetation to stabilize disturbed slopes and
velocity controls. Downstream measures shall also prevent significant increase in downstream
erosion but shall not prevent flows needed for wetland and riparian habitats.
Diking, dredging, filling, and dredge spoils disposal in open coastal waters and wetlands shall require
City issuance of a coastal permit. The coastal permit shall only be issued after verification that the
activities are necessary, appropriate and designed to minimize or mitigate resultant adverse
environmental impact.
The construction or placement of any improvement which may significantly affect the natural erosion
process resultant from the interaction of water bodies upon their shores, or cause significant adverse
alteration of the bay or ocean environment shall require a coastal permit from the City. Without
limitation, buildings, harbor channels, breakwaters, groins, piers, retaining walls, revetments, riprap,
sea walls and similar items shall be governed by this chapter.
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Ordinance
Del Mar
Ch. 30.53, Lagoon
Overlay Zone

Ch. 23.50, Trees

El Cajon
Ch. 17.155, O-S (Open
Space) Zone
Ch. 16.60, Standard
Urban Stormwater
Mitigation Plan

Encinitas
Ch. 23.24, Grading,
Erosion, and Sediment
Control
Escondido
Ch. 33-40, Open Space
Zone

Ch. 33, Article 75: San
Dieguito River Valley
Focus Area
Ch. 33-1050, Grading
and Erosion Control

Ch. 33, Article 5: Open
Space Development
Standards
Imperial Beach
Ch. 19.29, OS Open
Space Zone

Purpose
This overlay zone is composed of properties which are located directly in, or in proximity to, the Los
Peñasquitos and San Dieguito Lagoons. Protects the wetland resources of these lagoon areas and
their sensitive upland habitats by requiring that all development activities taking place in the zone
are designed and implemented in a manner that is consistent with wetland habitat protection and
enhancement.
Encourages conservation of trees and the application of management techniques to create a healthy,
diverse urban forest, including but not limited to pruning, thinning, trimming, shaping, and selective
planting and removal of trees and vegetation within the City of Del Mar on private as well as public
property. The Torrey Pine (Pinus torreyana), the Monterey Cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa), and all
species of trees located within the Central Commercial zone and the environmentally sensitive Open
Space Overlay zone are of particular significance to the City, and are protected to conserve the
environmental qualities of the City.
The intent of the Open Space zone is to protect and preserve open space land as a limited and
valuable resource, to permit a reasonable use of open space while at the same time preserving and
protecting inherent open space characteristics, and to implement the open space provisions of the
general plan.
Common impacts to the hydrologic regime resulting from development typically include increased
runoff volume and velocity; reduced infiltration; increased flow frequency, duration, and peaks;
faster time to reach peak flow; and water quality degradation. These will be studied in a drainage
study report prepared by a registered civil engineer and downstream conditions shall be reported
following field reconnaissance including the susceptibility to erosion or habitat alteration from
altered flow.
Establishes minimum requirements for grading, excavating and filling of land, to provide for the
issuance of grading permits. It ensures that future development of lands occurs in the manner most
compatible with surrounding areas, that soil erosion, sedimentation, and stormwater runoff are
regulated to reduce, to the maximum extent practicable, pollutants entering wetlands, and retention,
of the natural landscaping, of existing trees and native plant materials.
The Open Space zone is established to implement the open space/conservation element of the
general plan and the public lands/parks land use designation by designating land for open space,
recreation, education and public facilities, as well as land with unique scenic or geologic value, land
requiring protection of unique or rare plant and/or animal habitat, and land whose unrestricted use
might’ endanger the public health, safety or welfare.
Establishes appropriate design guidelines and provide for comprehensive planning of the San
Dieguito river valley focus planning area in conjunction with general plan policies and preservation of
significant natural resources but allow development to take place that is compatible with the natural
resources, including ridgelines, hillsides, biological habitat, cultural resources, and visual quality.
Ensures that development occurs in a manner that protects the natural and topographic character
and identity of the environment, the visual integrity of hillsides and ridgelines, sensitive species and
unique geologic/geographic features, and the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by
regulating grading on private and public property and providing standards to control stormwater and
erosion during all construction activities for all development.
Establishes standards for the development of lands identified by the open space/conservation
element of the general plan as having open space value to the community moderate to steep slopes
of 16 percent to 31 percent or greater; vegetation conservation areas; natural drainage courses not
otherwise defined as floodways; and to protect the public health, safety and welfare from such
dangers as erosion, landslide and mudflows.
The Open Space zone provides for land set aside for the protection of sensitive and fragile natural
resources. This zone is intended to limit and control access and intensity of uses in these areas. This
zone applies to the Tijuana River Valley.
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Ordinance
La Mesa
Ch. 24.09, Scenic
Preservation Overlay
Zone

National City
Ch. 18.28, Open Space
Reserve Zone

Ch. 18.27, Open Space
Zone

Poway
Ch. 12.32, Urban
Forestry

Ch. 17.24, OS-RM
Open Space - Resource
Management Zone

San Diego
Ch. 14, General
Regulations; Article 2,
General Development
Regulations; Division 4,
Landscape Regulations
Ch. 13, Zones; Article
2, Overlay Zones;
Division 6, Sensitive
Coastal Overlay Zone

Purpose
This zone is intended to retain and incorporate into each proposed development natural topography,
vegetation, and scenic features of the site. The design of the foundation and structure for each
proposed building shall accommodate the natural terrain with minimal grading. All building sites shall
be landscaped and maintained. In connection with each proposed development a landscaping plan
shall be submitted with application for building permit. Such plan shall show location, size, and type
of all trees proposed to be removed together with the size, location, and type of all trees proposed
for replacement. All specimen trees shall be replaced with healthy trees also of specimen size except
where this requirement is relieved by the Planning Commission upon justification.
The purpose of the open space reserve zone is to provide a use category to include public and private
lands, playgrounds, salt marsh and coastal wetlands, water areas, uninhabited agricultural lands,
recreational lands, public utility areas, flood control channels, and other scenic and open space areas
shown in the open space and conservation element of National City's general plan and local coastal
program. It is also the intent of this zone to provide for permanent open space use in the city by
restricting development in such areas as designated on the zoning map.
The purpose of the Open Space zone is to provide for public and private improved and unimproved
open space. Allowed land uses include urban agriculture and recreational areas such as parks, golf
courses, athletic fields, playgrounds, community gardens and farms, recreational trails, nature and
wildlife preserves, marshes and wetlands, water bodies, public utility areas, flood control channels,
and other scenic and open space areas
Sets forth all tree-related policies, regulations, and generally accepted standards necessary for
planting, trimming, and removing trees on public property and public rights-of-way. Maintains the
practice of protecting native trees and heritage trees by requiring property owners to obtain the
appropriate City of Poway permit from the Department of Public Services or Department of
Development Services prior to any removal of said types of trees
This zone is intended for lands where valuable natural resources are located. The mountainous areas,
prominent ridges, riparian areas, wildlife corridors, areas of high biological value, areas with geologic
hazards, and areas with valuable historic and prehistoric resources are included within this zone.
Limited activity, involving minimal disturbance of the existing terrain and habitat, may be allowed on
lands carrying this zone with the approval of the City Council. In addition, the open space-resource
management zone is included in the zoning regulations to achieve the following purposes: preserve
open space for the conservation of natural and cultural resources and maintain the natural character
of the land; provide for the conservation and preservation of environmentally significant physical and
cultural resources, including designated mitigation sites; and conserve areas of historic and
community significance for the enjoyment of future generations.
The purpose of these regulations is to minimize the erosion of slopes and disturbed lands through
revegetation; to conserve energy by the provision of shade trees over streets, sidewalks, parking
areas, and other paving; to conserve water through low-water-using planting and irrigation design; to
reduce the risk of fire through site design and the management of flammable vegetation; and to
improve the appearance of the built environment by increasing the quality and quantity of
landscaping visible from public rights-of-way, private streets, and adjacent properties, with the
emphasis on landscaping as viewed from public rights-of-way.
The purpose of the Sensitive Coastal Overlay Zone is to help protect and enhance the quality of
sensitive coastal bluffs, coastal beaches, and wetlands.
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Ordinance
Ch. 14, General
Regulations; Article 3,
Supplemental
Development
Regulations; Division 1,
Environmentally
Sensitive Lands
Regulations

Santee
Ch. 17.22, Hillside
Overlay District

4.4.3

Purpose
The City of San Diego has adopted Development Regulations for Environmentally Sensitive Lands and
accompanying Biology, Steep Hillside, and Coastal Bluffs and Beaches Guidelines to serve as
standards for the determination of impacts and mitigation under the California Environmental
Quality Act and the CCA. These standards also serve to implement the City’s MSCP by placing priority
on the preservation of biological resources within the MHPA, as identified in the City of San Diego
Subarea Plan (see Table 4.4-5).
The purpose of these regulations is to protect, preserve and, where damaged restore, the
environmentally sensitive lands of San Diego and the viability of the species supported by those
lands. These regulations are intended to assure that development, including, but not limited to
coastal development in the Coastal Overlay Zone, occurs in a manner that protects the overall quality
of the resources and the natural and topographic character of the area, encourages a sensitive form
of development, retains biodiversity and interconnected habitats, maximizes physical and visual
public access to and along the shoreline, and reduces hazards due to flooding in specific areas while
minimizing the need for construction of flood control facilities. These regulations are intended to
protect the public health, safety, and welfare while employing regulations that are consistent with
sound resource conservation principles and the rights of private property owners.
Maintains natural open space character, protect natural land forms, minimize erosion, provide for
public safety, protect water, flora and fauna resources and establish design standards to provide for
limited development in harmony with the environment.

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provides criteria for evaluating the significance of a project’s
environmental impacts on biological resources, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless
otherwise noted, the significance criteria developed for this EIR area based on the checklist questions in
Appendix G. In some cases SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited their wording, or changed
their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that reflect the programmatic
level of analysis in this EIR and the unique nature of the proposed Plan.
Appendix G addresses biological resources under Section IV (a-f). For this EIR, checklist items (b) and (c),
which address impacts on sensitive natural communities and federally protected wetlands, are
addressed in BIO-1. Checklist item (a), effects on special status species, is addressed in BIO-2. Checklist
item (d), effects on migration and wildlife nurseries, is addressed in BIO-3. Checklist items (e) and (f),
conflicts with local or habitat conservation plans, are addressed in BIO-4. For the purposes of this EIR,
implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant biological resources impact if it would:
BIO-1

Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by CDFW or
USFWS; or have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined
by Section 404 of the CWA or on resources regulated by CDFW under Section 1600 et seq.
of the CFGC.

BIO-2

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or indirectly, on any species identified as
a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS, or species that meet the criteria for endangered, rare,
or threatened in CEQA Guidelines Section 15380.
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BIO-3

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.

BIO-4

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or other conservation plan, or with
any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources.

4.4.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

General Analysis Methodology
In general, biological resource impacts were evaluated through GIS methods by overlaying
transportation improvement project footprints (i.e., area encompassing permanent and temporary land
disturbance) and regional growth and land use change onto the baseline biological datasets identified in
Section 4.4. Methodologies for each significance criterion (BIO-1 through BIO-4) are discussed in the
corresponding analysis methodology section. Impacts evaluated include permanent and temporary
direct and indirect impacts as defined below.
Direct: Direct impacts are caused by the project and occur at the same time and place as the project.
Indirect: Indirect impacts occur later in time or are farther removed in distance but are still reasonably
foreseeable and attributable to project-related activities.
Permanent: All impacts that result in irreversible effects or removal of biological resources are
considered permanent.
Temporary: Any impacts considered to have reversible effects on biological resources may be viewed as
temporary. The period of time under which an impact would be viewed as “temporary” will vary by
habitat type, project context, and local regulations. As a general rule, impacts are considered temporary
only if timely efforts would ensure the impact is corrected to conditions equal to or superior to the
conditions that existed prior to impact and a monitoring program is implemented to ensure the efforts
are successful within a reasonable time frame.

BIO-1

HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE EFFECT ON ANY SENSITIVE NATURAL COMMUNITY
OR REGULATED WATERS, INCLUDING WETLANDS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Direct Impacts
Direct impacts to sensitive natural communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, are quantified
using the GIS methods outlined below.
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Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change impacts are evaluated by identifying the extent of undeveloped
areas, such as vacant and open space areas with sensitive vegetation communities and regulated
waters, including wetlands, that would be converted to developed land uses for each horizon year. GIS
methods were used to create polygon layers from the 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050 land use layers that
include all developed land use categories. The developed land use layers are overlaid on the baseline
vegetation layer (see Section 4.4.1.1) to determine the areas that would be converted to developed land
uses for each horizon year.
Regional growth and land use impacts are quantified based on two categories of land use: spaced rural
residential land use and all other developed land uses. Impacts from these two categories are summed
together to present an estimate of the total impact from regional growth and land use. Rural residential
land use impacts are quantified by determining the maximum proportion of those areas that would be
developed based on required MSCP, MHCP, and/or County mitigation ratios depending on the location.
Impacts from all other developed land use categories are considered 100 percent developed, i.e., the
entire parcel would be considered permanently converted from its previous condition to fully
developed, with no habitat value. The rationale and detailed methodology to quantify impacts for each
category are described below. Appendix E-6 details which land use classifications are categorized as
undeveloped and developed (i.e., spaced rural residential land use and other developed land uses) for
purposes of this EIR.

Spaced Rural Residential Land Use
Development under the spaced rural residential land use designation occurs at a much lower density
than other developed areas and only portions of properties are developed. County of San Diego
ordinances restrict development to varying degrees, but none set a limit on the amount of parcel or lot
that can be developed. Habitat mitigation ratios or conservation levels, determined by MSCP guidance,
MHCP guidance, or County of San Diego Guidelines for Determining Significance for Biological
Resources, ultimately limit the amount of habitat that can be developed within the unincorporated
County. For example, consider a scenario where a habitat type has a mitigation ratio of 1:1 and a
property owner would like to develop a 100-acre plot of that habitat type. Assuming the property owner
is required to provide on-site mitigation, the owner can only develop 50 acres or 50 percent of the
property, and the remaining 50 acres would be on-site mitigation. If the 100-acre plot lies within a
conservation area that is required to be 90 percent conserved, then the property owner can only
develop 10 acres of the property.
This EIR provides analysis of regional growth and land use change impacts within spaced rural residential
land use designation using the conservative assumption that a property would be developed to the
maximum extent. This assumption likely overestimates biological resources impacts within spaced rural
residential land use designations because development typically happens at a level less than the
maximum development allowed by a land use designation because other factors, such as the presence
of listed species, other environmental resources, topographical constraints like steep slopes, would also
limit development in some locations. In addition, impacts from development within spaced rural
residential land use designations are estimated based on the assumption that mitigation required for a
spaced rural residential land use property occurs on-site. Though on-site mitigation is the most likely
situation, because in rural areas with lot sizes greater than 1 acre it makes more economic sense, there
would be instances in which mitigation occurs off-site. Additionally, this approach assumes that impacts
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occur uniformly to vegetation communities within the spaced rural residential land use category, when
in practice development would likely be restricted by current regulations to the least sensitive areas of a
property; assuming impacts occur uniformly also likely overestimates the biological resources impacts of
development within spaced rural residential land use designation.

Other Developed Land Use Designations
Other developed land use areas, (i.e., not designated spaced rural residential), would also require
mitigation for biological resources impacts, but development in these areas typically occurs at a higher
density than spaced rural residential lands. For these land use categories, it is more likely that mitigation
would occur off-site. Thus, impacts to sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters, including
wetlands, resulting from development in other developed land use areas (i.e., in areas not designated
for spaced rural residential) are assumed to be 100 percent. This assumption likely overestimates
impacts to vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, because some areas may
in fact not be developed due to other constraints such as steep slopes and wetland avoidance
requirements including the CFGC Section 1600 et seq., Section 404 of the federal CWA, and CCA (see
Sections 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2).

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Sensitive vegetation community and regulated waters, including wetlands, impacts are evaluated
through GIS methods by overlaying transportation improvement project footprints onto the baseline
vegetation dataset developed for this document. Transportation improvement project vegetation
impacts are calculated for each project that requires new construction in undeveloped areas.
Transportation improvement project footprints are based on what is known about planned
improvements at the time of analysis. When available, existing Caltrans engineering project-level CADD
data designs are used for transportation improvement project footprints. Sensitive vegetation
community impacts also take into consideration, where available, from project-level CEQA
documentation for specific projects that are part of the proposed Plan.
In cases where design information is not available for planned improvements, footprints are estimated
using GIS methods. Highway transportation and regional arterial improvement project footprints are
defined by buffering highways from the centerline. These lines are an early approximation based on the
proposed centerlines from the SANDAG transportation model network. Footprints are created based on
the planned number of lanes. It general, it was assumed that lanes are 12 feet wide with a 10-foot
shoulder on each side of the highway. Medians are estimated to be between 36 feet and 62 feet
depending on the type of highway improvement. High Occupancy Vehicle and Managed Lanes median
and barrier widths are assumed to be 4 and 8 feet, respectively.
Rail transit improvement project footprints, specifically Trolley, LOSSAN, and SPRINTER lines, are defined
by buffering centerlines based on the planned number of tracks. Bus transit improvement footprints are
not developed because routes would use existing or planned road or highway or managed lane
segments. New bikeway footprints (i.e., active transportation elements) are estimated assuming
bikeways along highways are 16 feet wide and bikeways off the highway system are 14 feet wide.
Bikeway footprints are not developed in situations where they would occur within existing or planned
road or highway segments.
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The proposed Plan also includes programs related to emerging technologies, transportation system
management, and transportation demand management. These programs do not involve additional
construction activities that could affect sensitive vegetation communities or regulated waters, including
wetlands, that are not already included as part of a transportation network improvement. Therefore, no
GIS-based impact analysis is completed for these programs.

Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts that may occur to sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters, including
wetlands, in proximity to areas experiencing regional growth and land use change and/or transportation
network improvements are qualitatively analyzed on a broad scale.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s indirect impacts on sensitive natural communities or regulated waters, including
wetlands, include but are not limited to sea level rise and associated flooding and saltwater intrusion,
increased frequency and severity of wildfires, less frequent and more intense rainstorms, higher annual
average temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves,
and more intense and more frequent drought. In general, these climate change effects would increase
between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects on biological resources are discussed in more detail in
Appendix F.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
Implementation of the proposed Plan would cause adverse impacts to sensitive natural communities
and regulated waters, including wetlands. Direct impacts are those resulting in damage to or death of
vegetation from the direct actions of construction within the actual permanent or construction footprint
and include impacts from grading, paving, structures, clearing and grubbing, landscaping, staging and
access routes, fuel management zones, or similar activities. Any permanent or temporary impacts to the
sensitive vegetation communities described in Section 4.4.1.1 would be considered significant. Impacts
to vegetation communities that do not meet the definition of sensitive vegetation communities would
not be considered significant. Direct impacts to regulated waters, including wetlands, described above
(see Section 4.4.1.2), would result from the proposed Plan; however, impacts would be more precisely
quantified when a timely, formal jurisdictional delineation and jurisdictional concurrence from the
appropriate agencies occur during project-specific review. Direct impacts to regulated waters, including
wetlands, would occur if development resulted in the removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
disturbance to these resources.
Estimated direct impacts that would occur to sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters,
including wetlands, as a result of regional growth and land use change up to the year 2020 are provided
in Table 4.4-7. The San Diego County General Plan Update was adopted in August of 2011. In many
locations, the General Plan Update reduces the density and locations of development in the
unincorporated County relative to the prior General Plan, thereby reducing impacts to sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters compared to the prior plan.
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Table 4.4-7
Estimated Direct Impacts to Sensitive Vegetation Communities within the
San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2020
Regional Growth
and Land Use
Change

Transportation
Network
1
Improvements

1

Vegetation Community
Total
Riparian and Wetlands
Alkali Playa
14.2
14.2
Beach/Coastal Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
0.9
0.9
Disturbed Wetland
0.9
0.7
1.6
Marsh
20.1
6.3
26.4
Meadows and Seeps
70.4
70.4
Nonvegetated Channel, Floodway, Lakeshore Fringe
34.0
0.3
34.3
Open Water
71.5
2.9
74.4
Riparian Forest/Woodland
534.2
57.6
591.8
Riparian Scrub
84.8
20.8
105.6
Vernal Pools
1.6
1.6
2
Riparian and Wetlands Total
832.6
88.6
921.2
Uplands
Badlands
Chaparral
15,010.8
27.9
15,038.7
Coastal Scrub
4,347.7
66.6
4,414.3
Desert Dunes
6.9
6.9
Desert Scrub
1,332.3
1,332.3
Forest/Woodland
2,328.7
14.5
2,343.2
Grasslands
2,495.6
277.4
2,773.0
Great Basin Scrub
58.2
58.2
2
Uplands Total
25,580.2
386.4
25,966.6
1
Acreages provided are the sum of all transportation network improvements that would impact sensitive vegetation and
regulated waters, including wetlands. Appendix E-5 summarizes the project-by-project impact on vegetation communities up
to the year 2020.
2
Acreages have been rounded after summation.
Sources: AECOM GIS Calculations

The three riparian and wetland vegetation communities with the largest impact acreage as a result of
land use change through 2020 include open water, riparian scrub, and riparian forest/woodland (Table
4.4-7). The three upland vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result of this
land use change in this timeframe include chaparral, grasslands, and coastal scrub (Table 4.4-7).
Appendix E-1 lists the detailed classifications of the 2014 and 1995 vegetation data that were organized
into aggregated vegetation groups.
By 2020, forecasted regional growth and land use change is primarily focused in existing urban areas and
currently undeveloped areas adjacent to the existing urbanized area near the coast (Figure 4.4-16).
Because forecasted development is concentrated in the western third of the San Diego region, coastal
and montane vegetation communities bear the majority of projected impacts. These habitats are
generally limited in distribution and unique to the San Diego region, and therefore are important for the
survival of many special status plant and animal species.
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Locations projected to experience the most extensive loss of sensitive vegetation communities by 2020
would include areas such as the Otay community planning area between the SR 125 and I-805 corridors
from Olympic Parkway south to the border with Mexico; areas north and northwest of the cities of
Santee and Lakeside; areas north and south of the SR 56 corridor in the San Diego planning areas of
Carmel Valley, Del Mar Mesa, Pacific Highlands Ranch, Torrey Highlands and Rancho Peñasquitos; the
San Marcos area south of SR 78 and west of I-15; around the vicinity of the unincorporated County
communities such as Pauma Valley, Valley Center, Julian, Ramona, Descanso, Crest, Boulevard, and
Potrero; and unincorporated areas southeast of Rancho San Diego and east of Jamul.

Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts may occur to sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters in proximity to
areas converted from undeveloped to developed land uses from regional growth and land use change.
Changes in hydrology, runoff, sedimentation, fugitive dust, and edge effects (e.g., exotic plant invasion,
parasites, disturbance from human activities, pesticides, fuel modification) can degrade vegetation
communities. Additional impervious surface area would increase storm water runoff, peak discharges,
and flood magnitude downstream. Such hydrological changes can cause downcutting of stream channels
and change the type and extent of habitats that occur along the stream corridor.
Alteration of the natural fire regime could lead to an elimination of fire in small habitat fragments
adjacent to development or to an increase in fire frequency and/or intensity from anthropogenic
ignition. These alterations can lead to the conversion of one habitat to another. Type conversion is a
complex issue with many variables, but in most cases when type conversion occurs, it results in the
conversion of a higher quality native habitat (e.g., chaparral or coastal sage scrub) to a lower quality
disturbed condition or nonnative community (e.g., nonnative grassland). These indirect impacts are also
described as they pertain to special status species under Section 4.4.4.2 (BIO-2) below.
Regional growth and land use change is primarily consolidated along existing urbanized areas and
transportation corridors. Urban activity in these existing developed areas is currently indirectly
impacting sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters adjacent to these areas. However,
implementation of the proposed Plan would increase the intensity of indirect impacts by increasing
activities that have indirect effects.

Summary
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, numerous federal, state, and local laws, regulations,
and programs are in place to protect biological resources. Due to CFGC Section 1600 et seq., Section 404
of the federal CWA, and CCA regulation of state waters up to the mean high tide line, permanent
wetland impacts would likely be minimal. Additionally, local ordinances, plans, and habitat mitigation
requirements (e.g., RPO, HLP ordinance, ESL regulations, tree protection ordinances, etc.) would reduce
impacts to sensitive vegetation communities. Regional NCCPs and HCPs that have been adopted with
the goal of creating development patterns address the impacts of urban growth and natural habitat loss
in order to preserve sensitive vegetation communities at the ecosystem level to maintain biological
integrity and connectivity while accommodating compatible land use.
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While adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and programs discussed above would reduce impacts
to biological resources upon implementation of the proposed Plan, it cannot be concluded that
adherence would ensure impacts would be less than significant for all projects. Considering both direct
and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use change as a result of
implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change to sensitive natural
communities identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS; or
regulated wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the CWA or resources regulated by CDFW under CFGC
Section 1600 et seq. through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means. This
would be a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
Transportation network improvements are developed to accommodate the projected growth and
increases in population, housing, and employment. A summary of key transportation network
improvements is provided in Section 2.5, Project Characteristics. Transportation network improvements
are primarily focused within and adjacent to existing urbanized areas in the western one-third of the San
Diego region. Transportation network improvement locations are illustrated in the Figures 2.0-1 through
2.0-21 for the project description in Chapter 2 of this EIR.
The nature of direct impacts would be the same as those described above for regional growth and land
use change. Although many of the proposed transportation improvements would occur within already
established transportation corridors, ground-disturbing activities such as brush clearing, grading,
trenching, excavation, and/or soil removal of any kind, associated with transportation extensions and
expansions such as additional managed lanes; additional transit tracks associated with the Trolley,
LOSSAN, or SPRINTER; regional arterials improvements; and new bikeways, would impact regulated
waters, including wetlands, and sensitive vegetation communities. The types and nature of direct and
indirect impacts that may occur to regulated waters and vegetation communities are discussed above.
Estimated direct impacts that would occur to vegetation communities as a result of transportation
network improvements up to the year 2020 are provided in Table 4.4-7. The three riparian and wetland
vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result of transportation network
improvements are riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub, and marsh (Table 4.4-7). The three upland
vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result of transportation network
improvements change are grasslands, coastal scrub, and chaparral (Table 4.4-7).
Of the 40 transportation network improvements expected to result in impacts to sensitive vegetation
communities, 29 have direct impacts of approximately 5 acres or less. Some key transportation network
improvements in place by 2020 expected to result in greater than a 5-acre loss of sensitive vegetation
communities include two new managed lanes along I-805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road, two new
general purpose lanes on SR 76 from Mission to I-15, and two new managed lanes on I-5 from
Manchester Avenue to SR 78; construction of the new four-lane toll road SR 11/Otay Mesa East POE
from SR 125 to Mexico; LOSSAN double-tracking; arterial road improvements and/or extensions to Bear
Valley Parkway North, College Boulevard Reach A (Badger Lane to Cannon Road), El Camino Real–La
Costa Avenue to Arenal Road, Melrose Drive Extension, San Vicente Road Improvements, and Discovery
Street–Craven Road to West of Twin Oaks Valley Road. Appendix E-7 summarizes the project-by-project
impacts on sensitive vegetation communities for transportation network improvements for each horizon
year.
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Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be the same as those described above for regional
growth and land use change.

Summary
By 2020, implementation of the transportation network improvements included as part of the proposed
Plan would impact both regulated waters, including wetlands, and sensitive vegetation communities. As
discussed for the regional growth and land use change, adherence to existing federal, state, and local
laws, regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would help reduce
impacts but would not ensure impacts would be less than significant.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation
network improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial
adverse change to sensitive natural communities identified in local or regional plans, policies, and
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS; or regulated wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the CWA or
resources regulated by CDFW under CFGC Section 1600 et seq. through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means. This would be a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs would result in loss of riparian habitat, including regulated waters, and upland sensitive
natural communities. Therefore, this impact (BIO-1) in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
The type and nature of direct impacts would be the same as those described above 2020. By 2035,
forecasted regional growth and land use change is primarily focused in existing urban areas and
currently undeveloped areas adjacent to the existing urbanized area near the coast (Figure 4.4-16).
Regional growth and land use change would result in direct impacts when sensitive vegetation
communities are converted to developed land uses.
Estimated acreage of direct impacts that would occur to vegetation communities and regulated waters,
including wetlands, as a result of regional growth and land use change up to the year 2035 are provided
in Table 4.4-8. The San Diego County General Plan Update was adopted in August of 2011. In many
locations, the General Plan Update reduces the density and locations of development in the
unincorporated County relative to the prior General Plan, thereby reducing impacts to sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters compared to the prior plan. Appendix E-5 summarizes the
project-by-project impact on vegetation communities up to the year 2035. Land use designations in the
proposed Plan have changed extensively since the 2050 RTP/SCS was adopted, and its Final EIR was
certified, in 2011 resulting in decreased impacts to sensitive vegetation communities and regulated
waters, including wetlands from regional growth and land use change (see Chapter 2.0).
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Table 4.4-8
Estimated Direct Impacts to Sensitive Vegetation Communities within the
San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2035

Vegetation Community
Riparian and Wetlands
Alkali Playa
Beach/Coastal Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
Disturbed Wetland
Marsh
Meadows and Seeps
Nonvegetated Channel, Floodway, Lakeshore Fringe
Open Water
Riparian Forest/Woodland
Riparian Scrub
Vernal Pools
2
Riparian and Wetlands Total
Uplands
Badlands
Chaparral
Coastal Scrub
Desert Dunes
Desert Scrub
Forest/Woodland
Grasslands
Great Basin Scrub
2
Uplands Total
1
Impact acres are cumulative (i.e., 2020 plus 2035).
2
Acreages have been rounded after summation.
Sources: AECOM GIS Calculations

Regional Growth
and Land Use
1
Change

Transportation
Network
1
Improvements

Total

14.2
2.0
2.2
29.0
346.8
35.7
103.8
1,083.6
159.9
4.9
1,782.1

0.2
0.7
15.1
0.3
4.9
77.3
27.9
126.4

14.2
2.2
2.9
44.1
346.8
36.0
108.7
1,160.9
187.8
4.9
1,908.5

40,922.8
9,501.4
7.0
2,167.0
5,587.5
4,921.0
130.0
63,236.6

37.3
162.4
14.8
312.1
526.6

40,960.1
9,663.8
7.0
2,167.0
5,602.3
5,233.1
130.0
63,763.2

2

The three riparian and wetland vegetation communities with the largest impact acreage as a result of
land use change through 2035 include meadows and seeps, riparian scrub, and riparian forest/woodland
(Table 4.4-8). The three upland vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result
of this land use change in this timeframe include chaparral, coastal scrub, and forest/woodland (Table
4.4-8). Appendix E-1 lists the detailed classifications of the 2014 and 1995 vegetation data that were
organized into aggregated vegetation groups.
Because forecasted development is concentrated in the western third of the San Diego region, coastal
and montane vegetation communities bear the majority of projected impacts. These habitats are
generally limited in distribution and unique to the San Diego region, and therefore are important for the
survival of many special status plant and animal species. In addition to locations described for 2020,
locations projected to experience the most extensive loss of sensitive vegetation communities by 2035
would include areas such as the Otay community planning area between the SR 125 and I-805 corridors
from Olympic Parkway south to the U.S. border with Mexico; areas north and northwest of the cities of
Santee and Lakeside; the San Marcos area south of the SR 78 and west of the I-15 corridors; the area
east and west of the I-15 corridor north of SR 78 to the Riverside County line; the area along the SR 78
corridor between Ramona and Julian; and around the vicinity of the unincorporated County
communities such as Pauma Valley, Valley Center, Julian, Ramona, Descanso, Alpine, Pine Valley,
Boulevard, and Potrero (Figure 4.4-16).
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Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be similar to those described above for 2020.

Summary
As discussed for 2020, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and programs detailed in
Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to biological resources upon implementation of
the proposed Plan, it cannot be concluded that adherence would ensure impacts would be less than
significant for all projects.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use change as a
result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change to sensitive
natural communities identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations, or by CDFW or
USFWS; or regulated wetlands as defined by Section 404 of CWA or resources regulated by CDFW under
CFGC 1600 et seq. through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means. This would
be a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
Similar to 2020, transportation network improvements are primarily focused within and adjacent to
existing urbanized areas in the western one-third of the San Diego Region (see Figures 2.0-1 through 2.021), but new ground-disturbing activities would impact sensitive vegetation communities and regulated
waters, including wetlands. The types and nature of the direct impacts are similar to 2020. Estimated
direct impacts that would occur to vegetation communities as a result of transportation network
improvements up to the year 2035 are provided in Table 4.4-8. The three riparian and wetland
vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result of transportation network
improvements are riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub, and marsh (Table 4.4-8). The three upland
vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result of transportation network
improvements are grasslands, coastal scrub, and chaparral (Table 4.4-8).
Of the 43 transportation network improvements expected to result in impacts to sensitive vegetation
communities, 35 have direct impacts of approximately 5 acres or less. In addition to transportation
network improvements described for 2020, some key transportation network improvements in place by
2035 expected to result in greater than a 5-acre loss of sensitive vegetation communities include
construction of the new six-lane toll road SR 241 from I-5 to Orange County Line; two new managed
lanes on I-5 from I-805 Merge to SR 56, two new managed lanes on I-5 from La Jolla Village Drive to I805 Merge, two new managed lanes on I-805 from SR 94 to SR 15, and two new managed lanes on SR 94
from I-5 to I-805; LOSSAN double-tracking; extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via
Mission Valley, Mid-City, National City/Chula Vista via Highland Avenue/4th Avenue; and the planned
San Diego River Trail bikeway from Father Junipero Serra Trail to Santee. Appendix E-7 summarizes the
project-by-project impacts on sensitive vegetation communities for transportation network
improvements for each horizon year.
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Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be similar to those described above for 2020.

Summary
By 2035, implementation of the transportation network improvements included as part of the proposed
Plan would impact both regulated waters, including wetlands, and sensitive vegetation communities. As
discussed for 2020, adherence to existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs
discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would help reduce impacts but would not ensure impacts
would be less than significant.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation
network improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial
adverse change to sensitive natural communities identified in local or regional plans, policies, and
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS; or regulated wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the CWA or
resources regulated by CDFW under CFGC Section 1600 et seq. through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means. This would be a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs result in loss of riparian habitat, including regulated waters, and upland sensitive natural
communities. Therefore, this impact (BIO-1) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
By 2050, forecasted regional growth and land use change is primarily focused in existing urban areas and
currently undeveloped areas adjacent to the existing urbanized area near the coast (Figure 4.4-16). The
types and nature of the direct impacts are similar to 2020 and 2035.
Estimated direct impacts that would occur to vegetation communities as a result of regional growth and
land use change up to the year 2050 are provided in Table 4.4-9. The San Diego County General Plan
Update was adopted in August of 2011. In many locations, the General Plan Update reduces the density
and locations of development in the unincorporated County relative to the prior General Plan, thereby
reducing impacts to sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters compared to the prior plan.
Appendix E-5 summarizes the project-by-project impact on vegetation communities up to the year 2020.
Land use designations in the County have changed since the 2050 RTP/SCS was prepared, resulting in
decreased impacts to sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands from
regional growth and land use change.
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Table 4.4-9
Estimated Direct Impacts to Sensitive Vegetation Communities within the
San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2050

Vegetation Community
Riparian and Wetlands
Alkali Playa
Beach/Coastal Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
Disturbed Wetland
Marsh
Meadows and Seeps
Nonvegetated Channel, Floodway, Lakeshore Fringe
Open Water
Riparian Forest/Woodland
Riparian Scrub
Vernal Pools
2
Riparian and Wetlands Total
Uplands
Badlands
Chaparral
Coastal Scrub
Desert Dunes
Desert Scrub
Forest/Woodland
Grasslands
Great Basin Scrub
2
Uplands Total
1
Impact acres are cumulative (i.e., 2020 2035 plus 203550).
2
Acreages have been rounded after summation.
Sources: AECOM GIS Calculations

Regional
Growth and
Land Use
1
Change

Transportation Network
1
Improvements

Total

14.2
2.1
5.2
31.7
388.6
35.7
113.6
1,502.8
193.2
5.2
2,292.4

0.2
0.7
24.3
0.8
0.3
5.3
101.1
36.5
169.2

14.2
2.3
5.9
56.0
389.4
36.0
118.9
1,603.9
229.7
5.2
2,461.6

50,424.6
11,795.6
33.9
3,889.7
5,902.2
6,239.4
140.1
78,425.4

52.7
274.2
23.0
363.7
713.6

50,477.3
12,069.8
33.9
3,889.7
5,925.2
6,603.1
140.1
79,139.0

2

The three riparian and wetland vegetation communities with the largest impact acreage as a result of
land use change through 2050 include meadows and seeps, riparian scrub, and riparian forest/woodland
(Table 4.4-9). The three upland vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result
of this land use change in this timeframe include chaparral, grasslands, and coastal scrub (Table 4.4-9).
Appendix E-1 lists the detailed classifications of the 2014 and 1995 vegetation data that were organized
into aggregated vegetation groups.
Because forecasted development is concentrated in the western third of the San Diego region, coastal
and montane vegetation communities bear the majority of projected impacts. These habitats are
generally limited in distribution and unique to the San Diego region, and therefore are important for the
survival of many special status plant and animal species. In addition to locations described for 2020 and
2035, locations projected to experience the most extensive loss of sensitive vegetation communities by
2050 would include areas such as the Otay community planning area between the SR 125 and I-805
corridors from Olympic Parkway south to the U.S. border with Mexico; area along the SR 67 corridor
north of Lakeside to Poway Road, and around the vicinity of the unincorporated County communities
such as De Luz, south of Valley Center, Campo, Potrero, and Borrego Springs (Figure 4.4-16).
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Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be similar to those described above for 2020 and 2035.

Summary
As discussed for 2020 and 2035, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and programs
detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to biological resources upon
implementation of the proposed Plan, it cannot be concluded that adherence would ensure impacts
would be less than significant for all projects.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use change as a
result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change to sensitive
natural communities identified in local or regional plans, policies, and regulations, or by CDFW or
USFWS; or regulated wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the CWA or resources regulated by CDFW
under CFGC Section 1600 et seq. through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other
means. This would be a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
Similar to 2020 and 2035, transportation network improvements are primarily focused within and
adjacent to existing urbanized areas in the western one-third of the San Diego Region (see Figures 2.0-1
through 2.0-21), but new ground-disturbing activities would impact sensitive vegetation communities
and regulated waters, including wetlands. The types and nature of the direct impacts are similar to 2020
and 2035. Estimated direct impacts that would occur to vegetation communities as a result of
transportation network improvements up to the year 2050 are provided in Table 4.4-9. The three
riparian and wetland vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result of
transportation network improvements are riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub, and marsh (Table
4.4-9). The three upland vegetation communities with the greatest amount of impacts as a result of
transportation network improvements change are grasslands, coastal scrub, and chaparral (Table 4.4-9).
Of the 27 transportation network improvements expected to result in impacts to sensitive vegetation
communities, 15 have direct impacts of approximately 5 acres or less. In addition to transportation
network improvements described for 2020 and 2035, some key transportation network improvements
in place by 2050 expected to result in greater than a 5-acre loss of sensitive vegetation communities
include construction of the four new general purpose lanes on SR 125 from San Miguel Road to SR 54,
four new general purpose lanes on SR 125 from SR 905 to San Miguel Road, four new toll lanes on I-15
from SR 78 to Riverside County Line, two new managed lanes on I-5 from I-8 to La Jolla Village Drive,
four new toll lanes on I-5 from Vandegrift to Orange County Line, two new general purpose lanes on SR
67 from Gold Bar to Dye Road, two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 from I-15 to Couser Canyon,
four new managed lanes on I-805 from SR 15 to SR 163, and two new general purpose lanes on SR 94
from Avocado Boulevard to Jamacha; LOSSAN double-tracking; and extension of the Trolley from Kearny
Mesa to Carmel Valley. Appendix E-7 summarizes the project-by-project impacts on sensitive vegetation
communities for transportation network improvements for each horizon year.
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Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be similar to those described above for 2020 and 2035.

Summary
By 2050, implementation of the transportation network improvements included as part of the proposed
Plan would impact both regulated waters, including wetlands, and sensitive vegetation communities. As
discussed for 2020 and 2035, adherence to existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and
programs discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would help reduce impacts but would not
ensure impacts would be less than significant.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation
network improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial
adverse change to sensitive natural communities identified in local or regional plans, policies, and
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS; or regulated wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the CWA or
resources regulated by CDFW under CFGC Section 1600 et seq. through direct removal, filling,
hydrological interruption, or other means. This would be a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs would result in loss of riparian habitat, including regulated waters, and upland sensitive
natural communities. Therefore, this impact (BIO-1) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
BIO-1 Impacts on Sensitive Vegetation Communities and Regulated Waters/Wetlands
2020, 2035, and 2050
BIO-1A Implement Design and Avoidance Measures for Vegetation and Regulated Waters. During
planning, design, project-level CEQA review, and construction of transportation network improvements
or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San
Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, avoid impacting sensitive natural communities
and regulated waters, including wetlands, when feasible. Avoidance measures include, but are not
limited to, the following:
•

Confine development footprints to the minimal amount of area necessary for construction and
safe, reliable operation. Limit access routes and staging areas to existing roadways, developed
areas, or disturbed areas. Clearly delineate all construction areas, staging areas, and access
routes in the final engineering plans.

•

Limit grading and earth-moving activities to the permitted impact footprint. Install
environmentally sensitive area fencing or flagging along the limits of disturbance prior to the
start of construction to avoid incidental loss of sensitive habitat types.
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BIO-1B Provide Compensatory Mitigation. Where impacts are unavoidable under Mitigation Measure
BIO-1A, during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of transportation network
improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the
County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, provide compensatory
mitigation, as specified through consultation with resource agencies, and consistent with approved
MSCP or MHCP documents, applicable federal and state regulatory requirements for mitigating impacts
to regulated waters including wetlands and riparian habitat, or applicable local regulations protecting
sensitive natural communities. SANDAG shall and other implementing agencies can and should establish
appropriate mitigation ratios that would reduce impacts,; depending on the location of the impact and
the affected sensitive natural community, and meet the requirements of resource agencies and
applicable adopted plans, ordinances, and policies. SANDAG shall and other implementing agencies can
and should design compensatory mitigation to result in the establishment of self-sustaining sensitive
natural communities, replacing the lost habitat and/or habitat value, as required to offset those lost to
the impacts.
•

Sensitive Natural Communities
For impacts outside the Coastal Zone, provide compensatory mitigation either through the
purchase of credits at an existing authorized mitigation bank or in lieu fee program, or through
project-specific mitigation. Provide compensatory mitigation for impacts inside the Coastal Zone
within the Coastal Zone as close as is feasible to the impact. Consistent with the resource
agencies and applicable adopted plans, ordinances, and policies, provide project-specific
mitigation for sensitive natural communities (see BIO-1B (b) for regulated waters, including
wetlands,) through the following:
o

On-site restoration for temporary impacts;

o

On-site or off-site preservation of existing habitats through acquisition and/or restoration
using EMP and other mitigation funds for permanent impacts. Protect mitigation lands in
perpetuity (e.g., through a conservation easement or similar legal protection) and
adequately managed to maintain the originally intended biological quality and function in
perpetuity. Meet off-site mitigation requirements using EMP and other mitigation funds.
When mitigation is provided outside of an adopted NCCP/HCP plan area the following
conditions apply:

o
•

-

Give priority to mitigation lands connected to existing conserved open space;

-

Consider contributing in the establishment of large blocks of habitat or lands that are
otherwise critical for covered species and/or providing for biological core areas and
habitat linkages consistent with current regional conservation planning goals; and

-

Mitigate impacts to critical habitat within the same Critical Habitat Unit where the
impacts occurred.

Purchase of habitat credits at an approved mitigation bank, or through payment into an
approved in-lieu mitigation fee program applicable to the impacts).

Regulated Waters, including Wetlands.
Where impacts to jurisdictional waters are unavoidable under Mitigation Measure BIO-1A,
SANDAG shall and other implementing agencies can and should mitigate such impacts.
Construction within regulated waters, including wetlands, would be subject to prior
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authorization by USACE, RWQCB, and CDFW. In some areas where impacts are small, the levels
of impact may be low enough to be covered by applicable Nationwide Permits.
Consistent with the resource agencies permitting and applicable adopted plans, ordinances, and
policies, provide project-specific mitigation for impacts to regulated waters, including wetlands
and riparian habitat, through one of the following:
o

Purchase of credits at an existing authorized mitigation bank or in lieu fee program, except
within the coastal zone. Provide compensatory mitigation for impacts inside the coastal
zone at sites within the coastal zone close to the impact.

o

Project-specific mitigation. Apply an appropriate mitigation ratio for jurisdictional wetlands
to ensure no net loss of wetlands functions and values, account for temporal losses, and set
in coordination with USACE and CDFW. When appropriate functions and values assessments
are not available, use a minimum mitigation ratio of 1:1 based on area or linear feet.

BIO-1C Prepare a Mitigation and Monitoring Plan. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA
review of transportation network improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and
should, as specified through consultation with resource agencies, and consistent with approved MSCP or
MHCP documents, applicable federal and state regulatory requirements, prepare and implement a
Habitat Management and Monitoring Plan for impacts to sensitive natural communities and a Mitigation
and Monitoring Plan consistent with the requirements of USACE and CDFW for all impacts to regulated
waters, including wetlands. These plans shall include the following:
•

Details regarding the location of the site, site appropriateness, preparation (e.g., grading),
recontouring, planting specifications (including seed mixes and plant palettes), irrigation design
(if determined necessary), and measures to control exotic vegetation.

•

Impacts to other sensitive vegetation communities that may occur as the result of implementing
this measure including direct loss and indirect effects related to changes in hydrology and
species composition.

•

Identification of locally appropriate plant species for the plan, and outline of performance
standards and remedial measures if the mitigation efforts fall short of the performance
standards. Remedial measures typically include, but are not limited to, replanting, reseeding,
grading adjustments, supplemental irrigation, access control, increased weed control, and
extended maintenance and monitoring periods.

•

Maintenance and monitoring procedures (including monitoring period and reporting). Maintain
and monitor restoration or creation locations for a minimum of 5 years, but continue
maintenance and monitoring until required performance standards are achieved. Establish
performance standards sufficient to create self-sustaining habitat providing the functions and
values required to offset those lost to the impacts and meet the requirements of applicable
agency and adopted plans, ordinances, and policies. After final performance standards have
been met and any relevant permitting agencies have approved the mitigation project as
complete, conserve mitigation areas permanently (e.g., through a conservation easement) and
provide for management in perpetuity.

•

The aforementioned requirements shall reflect the latest available information on climate
change impacts and adaptation measures.
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BIO-1D Implement Best Management Practices to Avoid Indirect Impacts. During planning, design,
project-level CEQA review, and construction of transportation network improvements or development
projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and
other local jurisdictions can and should, include implementation of location-specific measures to avoid
and minimize construction-generated dust, erosion, runoff, and sedimentation, and exotic plant
invasion, within or into sensitive natural habitats and jurisdictional waters. Location-specific measures
include, but are not limited to, the following:
• Prepare a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) to comply with RWQCB
requirements. In the SWPPP, identify the design features and best management practices
(BMPs) that would be used to effectively manage drainage-related issues (e.g., erosion and
sedimentation) during construction. Examples of BMPs include, but are not limited to,
construction fencing, site watering, silt fencing, gravel bags, stabilized construction entrances,
straw wattles, erosion control blankets, temporary seeding, soil polymers, and similar measures.
•

Place construction materials, staging, storage, dispensing, fueling, and maintenance activities in
upland areas outside of sensitive habitat, and take adequate measures to prevent any runoff
from entering regulated waters, including wetlands.

•

Fuel equipment on existing paved roads. Check contractor equipment for leaks prior to
operation and repaired as necessary.

•

Monitor construction activities using a qualified biologist when construction is occurring in, or
adjacent to, sensitive habitat and grant the biologist the authority to stop work if it deviates
from approved plans and mitigation measures. Ensure that the qualified biologist has relevant
expertise for the affected resources.

•

No planting or seeding of invasive plant species on the most recent version of the California
Invasive Plant Council (Cal-IPC) California Invasive Plant Inventory.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of mitigation measures BIO-1A, BIO-1B, BIO-1C, and BIO-1D would reduce this impact
(BIO-1). However, there is no assurance that these mitigation measures would be implemented or
would be equally effective for all projects due to the wide variety of circumstances, complexity of some
sites, and impacts to them. Instances may occur in which impacts are not reduced to less than significant
levels and transportation network improvements and/or regional growth and land use change would
either occur as a result of overriding considerations because mitigation is infeasible; or transportation
network improvements or regional growth and land use would be redesigned, which would result in a
new suite of impacts not analyzed in this EIR. Therefore, this impact (BIO-1) would remain significant
and unavoidable.

BIO-2

HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE EFFECT, EITHER DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, ON ANY
SPECIAL STATUS SPECIES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Direct Impacts
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Direct impacts to listed special status plant and wildlife species and critical habitat are quantified using
the GIS methods outlined below. The EIR also takes into consideration specific projects included in the
proposed Plan that have been developed to a level where project-specific information is available
through project-level CEQA or NEPA documentation. The analysis below provides a conservative
estimate of special status species impacts. Project-specific focused surveys to determine the locations
and extent of special status species populations would be conducted when project level detail is
available. The EIR analysis considers impacts on nonlisted special status species based on a more general
habitat level and qualitative analysis. Impacts identified to vegetation communities in the GIS analysis
described above are used to generally identify direct impacts that may occur to nonlisted special status
species that inhabit these vegetation communities.

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Analysis in the EIR conservatively assumes that special status species are present within the areas that
would be converted from undeveloped to developed land use (i.e., regional growth and land use change
data) if there are known special status species occurrences or suitable habitat present within these
areas or within 500 feet. Special status species impacts were evaluated using both GIS and qualitative
methods.
The GIS analysis focuses on known occurrences of plant and wildlife species listed or proposed for listing
(including candidate species) under FESA and CESA since protocol survey are typically required for these
species and a larger dataset is available. GIS layers were developed to identify the extent of
undeveloped areas that would be converted to developed land uses for each horizon year (see Regional
Growth and Land Use Change section under Section 4.4.4.1, BIO-1, Analysis Methodology). These layers
are superimposed over known occurrences for plant and wildlife species listed or proposed for listing
and USFWS designated critical habitat layers developed from the dataset identified in Section 4.4.1.
Although known occurrences in the databases described in Section 4.4.1.3 are a useful tool, they do not
represent all locations across the San Diego region where a species may occur or the home range that an
individual occupies. Therefore, the presence of suitable habitat (i.e., identified by vegetation
communities) within converted areas, or within 500 feet of converted areas, is reviewed using GIS
methods. A qualitative analysis is conducted beyond 500 feet for wildlife species listed or proposed for
listing that have large home ranges, such as raptors, bats, and large mammals. This approach accounts
for the possibility that individuals and populations of species listed or proposed for listing occupy larger
areas than what has been mapped.
The EIR analysis considers impacts on nonlisted special status species based on a more general habitat
level and qualitative analysis. Impacts identified to vegetation communities in the GIS analysis described
above are used to generally identify direct impacts that may occur to nonlisted special status species
that inhabit these vegetation communities.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Analysis in the EIR conservatively assumes that special status species would be present within the
transportation project footprint if there are known special status species occurrences or suitable habitat
is present within project footprints or within 500 feet. Special status species impacts are evaluated using
both GIS and qualitative methods.
The GIS analysis focuses on known occurrences of plant and wildlife species listed or proposed for listing
(including candidate species) under FESA and CESA since protocol surveys are typically required for
these species and a larger dataset is available. GIS layers were developed for transportation project
footprints (see Transportation Network Improvements and Programs under Section 4.4.4.1, BIO-1,
Analysis Methodology).
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These layers are superimposed over known occurrences for plant and wildlife species listed or proposed
for listing and USFWS designated critical habitat layers developed from the dataset identified in Section
4.4.1. Although known occurrences in the databases described in Section 4.4.1.3 are a useful tool, they
do not represent all locations across the San Diego region where a species may occur or the home range
that an individual occupies. Therefore, the presence of suitable habitat (i.e., identified by vegetation
communities) within transportation project footprints or within 500 feet of these areas are reviewed
using GIS methods. A qualitative analysis is also conducted beyond 500 feet for wildlife species listed or
proposed for listing that have large home ranges, such as raptors, bats, and large mammals. This
approach accounts for the possibility that individuals and populations of species listed or proposed for
listing occupy larger areas than what has been mapped.
The proposed Plan also includes programs related to emerging technologies, transportation system
management, and transportation demand management. These programs do not involve additional
construction activities that are not already included as part of a transportation network improvement.
Therefore, no impact analysis is completed for these programs.

Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts that may occur to special status species or their habitat (including critical habitat) in
proximity to areas experiencing regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements are qualitatively described on a broad scale.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s indirect impacts on special status species, include but are not limited to sea level rise
and associated flooding and saltwater intrusion, increased frequency and severity of wildfires, less
frequent and more intense rainstorms, higher annual average temperatures, more days of extreme high
temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves, and more intense and more frequent drought. While
some species may be able to adapt to changes, long-term climate trends associated with a warmer, drier
climate and more extreme weather events have an overall negative effect on species and their habitats.
In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects
on biological resources are discussed in more detail in Appendix F.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
Direct impacts are those resulting in direct losses to special status wildlife and/or plant species.
Specifically, direct impacts may include injury, death, and/or harassment of special status wildlife and/or
plant species. Direct impacts may also include the destruction of habitats necessary for species
breeding, feeding, dispersal, or sheltering. Direct impacts to plants can include crushing of adult plants,
bulbs, or seeds.
These direct impacts would predominately occur during construction of developed land uses.
Construction would require vegetation-clearing activities that would remove special status species
habitat. Construction may also result in impacts to special status wildlife species from vehicle or
construction equipment collisions.
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After construction, operation and maintenance within urban development may result in impacts to
special status wildlife species from vehicular strikes with individuals crossing the roads. Vegetation
management along urban areas may impact special status species residing in those areas.
The total number of listed species impacted by regional growth and land use change by 2020 includes 23
listed plant species and 22 listed wildlife species. Appendix E-8 provides a detailed list of listed plant and
wildlife species that would be impacted by regional growth and land use change by 2020. Locations that
would have the most impacts to listed species would coincide with the areas that would experience the
most extensive loss of sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, by
2020 described in BIO-1 because these areas provide habitat for listed species.
Estimated direct impacts that would occur to critical habitat as a result of regional growth and land use
change up to the year 2020 are provided in Table 4.4-10. The San Diego County General Plan Update
was adopted in August of 2011. In many locations, the General Plan Update reduces the density and
locations of development in the unincorporated County relative to the prior General Plan, thereby
reducing impacts to critical habitat compared to the prior plan. Of species that have designated critical
habitat, the three species with the greatest acreage of impacts to critical habitat as a result of regional
growth and land use change are arroyo toad, coastal California gnatcatcher, and Quino checkerspot
butterfly (Table 4.4-10). Locations projected to experience the most extensive loss of critical habitat by
2020 include areas within or in the vicinity of the San Diego National Wildlife Refuge, areas south of San
Marcos, areas along the I-15 corridor from north Escondido to Riverside County, areas along the SR 76
corridor from east Oceanside to Pauma Valley, areas southeast of Ramona, and areas in the vicinity of
Palomar Mountain.
In addition to listed species, many nonlisted special status species would be impacted by forecasted
regional growth and land use change because (nonlisted special status species inhabit sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, that would be impacted as described
in BIO-1. In general, nonlisted special status species that would be most impacted are those that inhabit
the vegetation communities most impacted, including riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub, open
water, meadows and seeps, chaparral, grasslands, forest/woodland, and coastal scrub. Because
forecasted development is concentrated in the western third of the San Diego region, coastal and
montane nonlisted species would bear the majority of projected impacts. Species with larger home
ranges, such as raptors, bats, and large mammals, may be more susceptible to impacts from regional
growth and land use change that occurs away from current urban areas as opposed to regional growth
and land use change that is concentrated around urban areas. Appendix E-2 and E-3 describe the
vegetation communities where nonlisted special status species may occur.

Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts would occur to special status wildlife and/or plant species inhabiting habitat adjacent to
areas converted from undeveloped to developed land uses from regional growth and land use change.
Examples of indirect impacts to special status species include the following:

•

Habitat Fragmentation: Fragmented, smaller areas of habitat usually contain fewer species,
have proportionally larger perimeters (making them more vulnerable to edge effects), are more
likely to be biologically isolated from other habitat areas, and tend to be more vulnerable to
adverse stochastic (i.e., random) events.
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•

Changes in Hydrology: Changes in hydrology, runoff, and sedimentation could indirectly affect
surface water-dependent species. Increased runoff into native habitat and channelization for
flood control could result in increased erosion and rates of scouring, which could result in
downstream habitat loss for some species. Similarly, increased magnitude and frequency of high
flows from urbanization could cause bank erosion and channel widening, and adversely affect
species that rely on natural flow regimes for their persistence. Urban runoff can increase the
temperature of adjacent streams due to higher water temperatures from streets, rooftops, and
parking lots, and increases the variety and amount of pollutants carried into streams, rivers, and
lakes. Perennial water sources may favor exotic species that can prey on and/or compete with
native species.

•

Edge Effects: The biological integrity of habitats adjoining development can be diminished by
the effects of noise, lighting, exotic plant and animal invasion, dust/air pollution, predators,
parasites, disturbance from human activities (i.e., increased mortality caused by encounters
with humans or their pets), pesticides, fuel modification, and other factors.

•

o

Predators: Numerous predators such as snakes, opossums, raccoons, skunks, ground
squirrels, and various corvids thrive on edges by making use of the additional food and
water sources provided by residential development adjacent to open space habitat
resulting in increased predation rates.

o

Noise: Higher ambient noise levels often result from development (construction and
operation), which can adversely affect species that rely on sound to communicate (e.g.,
birds, frogs, etc.). The impact of noise on wildlife likely differs from species to species
and is dependent on the source of the noise (e.g., aircraft versus blasting) and the
decibel level, duration, and timing.

o

Exotic Species: Nonnative plant and animal species have few natural predators or other
ecological controls on their population sizes, and they often thrive in disturbed habitats.
Nonnative species may aggressively outcompete native species or otherwise harm
special status species; e.g., exotic plant species, such as giant reed, can rapidly invade
native habitat areas and alter water flow and/or quantities as well as vegetation
diversity and/or composition.

o

Lighting: Artificial night lighting could affect the habitat value for some species,
particularly for nocturnal species, by modifying predation rates, obscuring lunar cycles,
and/or causing direct habitat avoidance.

o

Fugitive Dust: Construction-generated fugitive dust can adversely affect plants by
reducing the rates of metabolic processes such as photosynthesis and respiration.

Alteration of Fire Regimes: Alteration of the natural fire regime could lead to an elimination of
fire in small habitat fragments adjacent to development or to an increase in fire frequency
and/or intensity from anthropogenic ignition. These alterations can lead to the conversion of
one habitat to another. Type conversion is a complex issue with many variables; however, in
most cases when type conversion occurs, it results in the conversion of a higher quality native
habitat (e.g., chaparral or coastal sage scrub) to a lower quality disturbed condition or nonnative
community (e.g., nonnative grassland). Such conversion results in the loss of suitable habitat for
species that rely upon the pre-fire native habitats for survival.
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Temporary, indirect impacts may arise from construction-related noise levels; construction-generated
fugitive dust accumulation on surrounding vegetation; and construction-related erosion, runoff, and
sedimentation into vegetation communities. Indirect impacts from these construction-related activities
would be temporary, as these impacts would end with cessation of project construction. Permanent,
indirect impacts would arise from increased human use of the area and unauthorized trespass,
increased nighttime lighting that may increase predation, increased noise associated with increased
traffic volumes, and the increase in exotic species invasion. Permanent, indirect impacts to biological
resources may also arise from the conversion of agricultural lands to urban land uses. Raptor species, in
particular, often utilize agricultural land for foraging habitat. Orchards can provide nesting as well as
foraging habitat for some species of songbirds. Many terrestrial species can utilize agricultural land that
is adjacent to native habitat for supplemental forage or cover depending on the intensity and type of the
agricultural activity present. Additionally, agricultural land situated between native habitat patches can
provide movement corridors for terrestrial species.
Regional growth and land use change in each horizon year are primarily consolidated along existing
urbanized areas and transportation corridors. Urban activity in these existing developed areas is
currently indirectly impacting habitat adjacent to these areas. However, implementation of the
proposed Plan would increase the intensity of indirect impacts by increasing activities that have indirect
effects.

Summary
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, numerous federal, state, and local laws, regulations,
and programs are in place to protect special status species. Federal laws and regulations including FESA,
MBTA, and BGEPA protect federally listed species, migratory birds, and eagles, respectively. State laws
and regulations, including CESA and CFGC, protect state listed and sensitive species. Additionally, NCCP
and HCP programs implemented in the San Diego region provide a process to strategically conserve
special status species within their respective plan areas.
By 2020, forecasted regional growth and land use change would result in development and
redevelopment that would impact special status species. While adherence to the existing federal, state,
and local laws, regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce
impacts to special status species, it cannot be concluded impacts would be less than significant for all
projects. Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use
change as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change to
species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS. This would be a significant impact.
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Table 4.4-10
Forecasted Direct Impacts to Areas Designated as Final Critical Habitat within the
San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2020

Common Name
Plants
San Diego thorn-mint
San Diego ambrosia
thread-leaved brodiaea
Otay tarplant
Mexican flannelbush
willowy monardella
spreading navarretia
San Bernardino blue grass
Invertebrates
Laguna Mountains skipper
Quino checkerspot butterfly
Riverside fairy shrimp
San Diego fairy shrimp
Fish
tidewater goby
Reptile and Amphibians
arroyo toad
Birds
coastal California gnatcatcher

Regional Growth
and Land Use
1
Change

Transportation
Network
1
Improvements

Total

Acanthomintha ilicifolia
Ambrosia pumila
Brodiaea filifolia
Deinandra conjugens
Fremontodendron
mexicanum
Monardella viminea
Navarretia fossalis
Poa atropurpurea

29
29
315

2
-

31
29
315

-

-

-

20
2

-

20
2

Pyrgus ruralis lagunae
Euphydryas editha quino
Streptocephalus woottonii
Branchinecta sandiegonensis

285
537
93

88

285
537
181

-

1

1

1,580

167

1,747

5,872

81

5,953

Scientific Name

Eucyclogobius newberryi
Bufo californicus
Polioptila californica
californica
Vireo belli pusillus
Empidonax trailli extimus
Charadrius alexandrinus

least Bell’s vireo
277
128
405
southwestern willow flycatcher
280
72
352
western snowy plover
Mammals
peninsular bighorn sheep
Ovis canadensis nelsoni
121
121
1
Acreages provided are the sum of all regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements that
would impact critical habitat up to the year 2020.
Sources: AECOM GIS Calculations

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
Transportation network improvements would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2020
impact analysis. The types and nature of direct impacts that may occur to special status species are
discussed above. Operation and maintenance of transportation network improvements may result in
impacts to special status wildlife species from vehicular strikes with individuals crossing the roads.
The total number of listed species impacted by all transportation network improvements in place by
2020 includes 13 listed plant species and 14 listed wildlife species.
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Based on known locations of listed species and habitat analysis, the transportation network
improvements in place by 2020 that may impact multiple (e.g., more than two) listed species include
two new managed lanes I-805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road, two new general purpose lanes on SR
76 from Mission to I-15, and two new managed lanes on I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78;
construction of the new four-lane toll road SR 11/Otay Mesa East POE from SR 125 to Mexico; LOSSAN
double-tracking and completion of the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City;
improvements and/or extensions to Avenida Encinas from Palomar Airport Road to Encina Wastewater
Pollution Control Facility, Borden Road, Creekside Drive, Discovery Street, El Camino Real, El Camino
Real from La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road, El Camino Real and Cannon Road, Heritage Road Bridge,
Melrose Drive Extension, and Sea World Drive Widening and I- 5 Interchange Improvements. Appendix
E-8 summarizes the project-by-project impact on listed plant and wildlife species that would occur for
each horizon year.
Of species that have designated critical habitat, the three species with the greatest acreage of impacts
to critical habitat as a result of transportation network improvements are arroyo toad, San Diego fairy
shrimp, and least Bell’s vireo (Table 4.4-10). Some key transportation network improvements in place by
2020 expected to impact more than 5 acres of critical habitat include two new managed lanes on I-805
from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road, two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 from Mission to I-15, and
two new managed lanes on I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78; and construction of the new fourlane toll road SR 11/Otay Mesa East POE from SR 125 to Mexico.
In addition to listed species, many nonlisted special status species would be impacted by forecasted
regional growth and land use change because nonlisted special status species inhabit sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, that would be impacted as described
in BIO-1. In general, nonlisted special status species that would be most impacted are those that inhabit
the vegetation communities most impacted, including riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub, open
water, meadows and seeps, chaparral, grasslands, forest/woodland, and coastal scrub. Because
transportation network improvements are concentrated near the coast, coastal species bear the
majority of projected impacts. Appendix E-2 and E-3 describe the vegetation communities where
nonlisted special status species may occur.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be the same as those described above for regional
growth and land use change.

Summary
By 2020, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact special status species. As discussed for the regional growth and land use change, adherence to
the existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.4.2,
Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to special status species, it cannot be concluded that impacts
would be less than significant for all projects.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation
network improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial
adverse change to species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS. This would be a significant impact.
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2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs result in loss of special status wildlife and/or plant species. Therefore, this impact (BIO-2) in
the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
Regional growth and land use change would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2035
impact analysis. The types and nature of the direct impacts that may occur to special status species are
similar to 2020. The total number of listed species impacted by regional growth and land use change by
2035 includes 27 listed plant species and 22 listed wildlife species This includes 4 additional listed plant
species than were impacted through 2020. Appendix E-8 provides a detailed list of listed plant and
wildlife species that would be impacted by regional growth and land use change by 2035. Locations that
would have the most impacts to listed species would coincide with the areas that would experience the
most extensive loss of sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, by
2035 described in BIO-1 because these areas provide habitat for listed species.
Estimated direct impacts that would occur to critical habitat as a result of regional growth and land use
change up to the year 2035 are provided in Table 4.4-11. The San Diego County General Plan Update
was adopted in August of 2011. In many locations, the General Plan Update reduces the density and
locations of development in the unincorporated County relative to the prior General Plan, thereby
reducing impacts to critical habitat compared to the prior plan. Of species that have designated critical
habitat, the three species with the greatest acreage of impacts to critical habitat as a result of regional
growth and land use change are arroyo toad, coastal California gnatcatcher, and Quino checkerspot
butterfly (Table 4.4-11). In addition to locations described for 2020, locations projected to experience
the most extensive loss of critical habitat by 2035 include areas north of Santee, areas south of San
Marcos, areas along the I-15 corridor from north Escondido to Riverside County, areas along the SR 76
corridor from east Oceanside to Pauma Valley, areas northwest and east of Ramona, areas north of
Palomar Mountain, and areas northeast of Campo.
In addition to listed species, many nonlisted special status species would be impacted by forecasted
regional growth and land use change because nonlisted special status species inhabit sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, that would be impacted as described
in BIO-1 In general, nonlisted special status species that would be most impacted are those that inhabit
the vegetation communities most impacted, including riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub,
meadows and seeps, chaparral, grasslands, forest/woodland, and coastal scrub. Because forecasted
development is concentrated in the western third of the San Diego region, coastal and montane
nonlisted species would bear the majority of projected impacts. Species with larger home ranges, such
as raptors, bats, and large mammals, may be more susceptible to impacts from regional growth and land
use change that occurs away from current urban areas as opposed to regional growth and land use
change that is concentrated around urban areas. Appendix E-2 and E-3 describe the vegetation
communities where nonlisted special status species may occur.
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Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be similar to those described for 2020.
Table 4.4-11
Forecasted Direct Impacts to Areas Designated as Final Critical Habitat within the
San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2035
Common Name
Plants
San Diego thorn-mint
San Diego ambrosia
thread-leaved brodiaea
Otay tarplant
Mexican flannelbush
willowy monardella
spreading navarretia
San Bernardino blue grass
Invertebrates
Laguna Mountains skipper
Quino checkerspot butterfly
Riverside fairy shrimp
San Diego fairy shrimp
Fish
tidewater goby
Reptile and Amphibians
arroyo toad
Birds
coastal California gnatcatcher

Scientific Name

Acanthomintha ilicifolia
Ambrosia pumila
Brodiaea filifolia
Deinandra conjugens
Fremontodendron
mexicanum
Monardella viminea
Navarretia fossalis
Poa atropurpurea
Pyrgus ruralis lagunae
Euphydryas editha quino
Streptocephalus woottonii
Branchinecta
sandiegonensis
Eucyclogobius newberryi
Bufo californicus
Polioptila californica
californica
Vireo belli pusillus
Empidonax trailli extimus
Charadrius alexandrinus

Regional Growth
and Land Use
1
Change

Transportation
Network
1
Improvements

Total

89
99
369

2
1
-

91
100
369

-

-

-

83
2

-

83
2

952
2,029
5

-

952
2,029
5

261

88

349

-

3

3

3,123

167

3,290

15,109

95

15,204

least Bell’s vireo
769
157
926
southwestern willow flycatcher
361
75
436
western snowy plover
Mammals
peninsular bighorn sheep
Ovis canadensis nelsoni
329
329
1
Acreages provided are the sum of all regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements that
would impact critical habitat up to the year 2035. Impact acres are cumulative (i.e., 2020 plus 2035).
Sources: AECOM GIS Calculations

Summary
By 2035, forecasted regional growth and land use change would result in development and
redevelopment that would impact special status species. As discussed for 2020, while adherence to the
existing laws, regulations, and programs detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce
impacts to special status species, it cannot be concluded that impacts would be less than significant for
all projects. Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use
change as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change to
species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS. This is a significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
Transportation network improvements would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2035
impact analysis. The types and nature of direct and indirect impacts that may occur to special status
species are similar to 2020. The total number of listed species impacted by all transportation network
improvements in place by 2035 includes 15 listed plant species and 17 listed wildlife species. This
includes 2 additional listed plant species and 3 additional listed wildlife species than were impacted
through 2020.
Based on known locations of listed species and habitat analysis, in addition to transportation network
improvements described for 2020, the transportation network improvements in place by 2035 that may
impact multiple (e.g., more than two) listed species include two new managed lanes on I-5 from SR 905
to SR 54, two new managed lanes on I-5 from I-5/I-805 Merge to SR 56, two new managed lanes on I-5
from SR 56 to Manchester Avenue, two new managed lanes on I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78,
two new managed lanes on I-5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift Boulevard, two new managed lanes on I-15
from SR 94 to I-805, two new managed lanes on I-15 from I-8 to SR 163, two new managed lanes on SR
78 from I-5 to College Boulevard, two new managed lanes on SR 78 from College Boulevard to Twin
Oaks, two new managed lanes on I-805 from SR 905 to Palomar Street, two new managed lanes on I-805
from SR 163 to SR 52, two new managed lanes on I-805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road, two new
general purpose lanes on SR 52 from Mast Boulevard to SR 125, and two new general purpose lanes on
SR 67 from Mapleview to Gold Bar Lane; construction of the new six-lane toll road SR 241 from Orange
County to I-5; I-5 and SR 78 managed lane connector improvements; LOSSAN double-tracking and
extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa; and improvements and/or construction of
bikeways such as the Costal Rail Trail from Carlsbad to Leucadia, Inland Rail Trail from Oceanside, and
San Diego River Trail from Father Junipero Serra Trail to Santee. Appendix E-8 summarizes the projectby-project impact on listed plant and wildlife species that would occur for each horizon year.
Of species that have designated critical habitat, the three species with the greatest acreage of impacts
to critical habitat as a result of transportation network improvements are arroyo toad, coastal California
gnatcatcher, and least Bell’s vireo (Table 4.4-15). Some key transportation network improvements in
place by 2035 expected to impact more than 5 acres of critical habitat include two new managed lanes
on I-5 from SR 56 to Manchester Avenue, two new managed lanes on I-5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift
Boulevard, and two new general purpose lanes on SR 52 from Mast Boulevard to SR 125; and
construction of the San Diego River Trail bikeway from Father Junipero Serra Trail to Santee.
In addition to listed species, many nonlisted special status species would be impacted by forecasted
regional growth and land use change because nonlisted special status species inhabit sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, that would be impacted as described
in BIO-1. In general, nonlisted special status species that would be most impacted are those that inhabit
the vegetation communities most impacted, including riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub,
meadows and seeps, chaparral, grasslands, forest/woodland, and coastal scrub. Because transportation
network improvements are concentrated near the coast, coastal species bear the majority of projected
impacts. Appendix E-2 and E-3 describe the vegetation communities where nonlisted special status
species may occur.
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Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be the similar to those described for 2020.

Summary
By 2035, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact special status species. As discussed for 2020, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations,
and programs detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to special status
species, it cannot be concluded that impacts would be less than significant for all projects. Considering
both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation network
improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse
change to species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS. This would be a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs result in loss of special status wildlife and/or plant species. Therefore, this impact (BIO-2) in
the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
Regional growth and land use change would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2050
impact analysis. The types and nature of the direct impacts that may occur to special status species are
similar to 2020 and 2035. The total number of listed species impacted by regional growth and land use
change by 2050 includes 28 listed plant species and 22 listed wildlife species. This includes 1 additional
listed plant species than was impacted through 2035. Appendix E-8 provides a detailed list of listed plant
and wildlife species that would be impacted by regional growth and land use change by 2050. Locations
that would have the most impacts to listed species would coincide with the areas that would experience
the most extensive loss of sensitive vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands,
by 2050 described in BIO-1 because these areas provide habitat for listed species.
Estimated direct impacts that would occur to critical habitat as a result of regional growth and land use
change up to the year 2050 are provided in Table 4.4-12. The San Diego County General Plan Update
was adopted in August of 2011. In many locations, the General Plan Update reduces the density and
locations of development in the unincorporated County relative to the prior General Plan, thereby
reducing impacts to critical habitat compared to the prior plan. Of species that have designated critical
habitat, the three species with the greatest acreage of impacts to critical habitat as a result of regional
growth and land use change are arroyo toad, coastal California gnatcatcher, and Quino checkerspot
butterfly (Table 4.4-12). In addition to locations described for 2020 and 2035, locations projected to
experience the most extensive loss of critical habitat by 2050 include areas west of Jamul and Dulzura,
areas south of San Marcos, areas along the I-15 corridor from north of Escondido to Riverside County,
areas along the SR 76 corridor from east Oceanside to Pala, areas northwest of Ramona, areas northeast
of Campo, and areas in the vicinity of Jacumba Hot Springs.
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Table 4.4-12
Forecasted Direct Impacts to Areas Designated as Final Critical Habitat within the
San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2050
Common Name
Plants
San Diego thorn-mint
San Diego ambrosia
thread-leaved brodiaea
Otay tarplant
Mexican flannelbush
willowy monardella
spreading navarretia
San Bernardino blue grass
Invertebrates
Laguna Mountains skipper
Quino checkerspot butterfly
Riverside fairy shrimp
San Diego fairy shrimp
Fish
tidewater goby
Reptile and Amphibians
arroyo toad
Birds
coastal California gnatcatcher

Scientific Name
Acanthomintha ilicifolia
Ambrosia pumila
Brodiaea filifolia
Deinandra conjugens
Fremontodendron
mexicanum
Monardella viminea
Navarretia fossalis
Poa atropurpurea
Pyrgus ruralis lagunae
Euphydryas editha quino
Streptocephalus woottonii
Branchinecta sandiegonensis
Eucyclogobius newberryi
Bufo californicus
Polioptila
californica
californica
Vireo belli pusillus
Empidonax trailli extimus
Charadrius alexandrinus

Regional Growth
and Land Use
1
Change

Transportation
Network
1
Improvements

Total

97
213
416

5
1
40

102
214
456

-

-

-

108
2

-

108
2

952
3,052
7
367

12
1
88

952
3,064
8
455

-

3

3

3,752

248

4,000

17,272

550

17,822

least Bell’s vireo
1,055
233
1,288
southwestern willow flycatcher
541
79
620
western snowy plover
Mammals
peninsular bighorn sheep
Ovis canadensis nelsoni
763
763
1
Acreages provided are the sum of all regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements that
would impact critical habitat up to the year 2050. Impact acres are cumulative (i.e., 2035 plus 2050).
Sources: AECOM GIS Calculations

In addition to listed species, many nonlisted special status species would be impacted by forecasted
regional growth and land use change because nonlisted special status species inhabit sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, that would be impacted as described
in BIO-1In general, nonlisted special status species that would be most impacted are those that inhabit
the vegetation communities most impacted, including riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub,
meadows and seeps, chaparral, grasslands, forest/woodland, and coastal scrub. Because forecasted
development is concentrated in the western third of the San Diego region, coastal and montane
nonlisted species would bear the majority of projected impacts. Species with larger home ranges, such
as raptors, bats, and large mammals, may be more susceptible to impacts from regional growth and land
use change that occurs away from current urban areas as opposed to regional growth and land use
change that is concentrated around urban areas. Appendix E-2 and E-3 describe the vegetation
communities where nonlisted special status species may occur.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be similar to those described for 2020 and 2035.
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Summary
By 2050, forecasted regional growth and land use change would result in development and
redevelopment that would impact special status species. As discussed for 2020 and 2035, while
adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and programs detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting,
would reduce impacts to special status species, it cannot be concluded that impacts would be less than
significant for all projects. Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities
related to land use change as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in
substantial adverse change to species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
Transportation network improvements would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2050
impact analysis. The nature and types of direct impacts that may occur to special status species are
similar to 2020 and 2035. The total number of listed species impacted by all transportation network
improvements in place by 2050 includes 15 listed plant species and 18 listed wildlife species. This
includes 1 additional listed wildlife species than was impacted through 2035.
Based on known locations of listed species and habitat analysis, in addition to transportation network
improvements described for 2020 and 2035, the transportation network improvements in place by 2050
that may impact multiple (e.g., more than two) listed species include two new managed lanes on I-5
from SR 78 to Vandegrift Boulevard, four new toll lanes on I-5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to Orange
County, four new toll lanes on I-15 from SR 78 to Riverside County, two new managed lanes on SR 52
from I-805 to I-15, two new managed lanes on SR 52 from I-15 to SR 125, two new managed lanes on SR
54 from I-5 to SR 125, two new managed lanes on SR 94 from I-805 to SR 125, two new managed lanes
on SR 125 from SR 54 to SR 94, four new managed lanes on I-805 from SR 15 to SR 163, two new
managed lanes on I-805 from SR 163 to SR 52, two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 from I-15 to
Couser Canyon, two new general purpose lanes on I-8 from 2nd Street to Los Coches, two new general
purpose lanes on SR 52 from I-5 to I-805, two new general purpose lanes on SR 56 from I-5 to I-15, two
new general purpose lanes on SR 94 from Avocado Boulevard to Jamacha, two new general purpose
lanes on SR 94 from Jamacha to Steele Canyon Road, four new general purpose lanes on SR 125 from SR
905 to San Miguel Road, and four new general purpose lanes on SR 125 from San Miguel Road to SR 54;
managed lane connector improvements for I-15 and SR 52 and I-805 and SR 52; LOSSAN doubletracking, and extension of the Trolley from SDSU to Downtown, from Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley,
from Pacific Beach to Balboa, from Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center, from Balboa to Kearny Mesa;
and improvements and/or construction of bikeways such as I-805 Connector from Bonita Road to Floyd
Avenue, SR 125 Connector from Bonita Road to United States-Mexico border, and SR 52 Bikeway from I5 to Santo Road. Appendix E-8 summarizes the project-by-project impact on listed plant and wildlife
species that would occur for each horizon year.
Of species that have designated critical habitat, the three species with the greatest amount of impacts
to critical habitat as a result of transportation network improvements are arroyo toad, coastal California
gnatcatcher, and least Bell’s vireo (Table 4.4-12).
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Some key transportation network improvements in place by 2050 expected to impact more than 5 acres
of critical habitat include four new toll lanes on I-15 from SR 78 to Riverside County, two new managed
lanes on SR 52 from I-15 to SR 125, two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 from I-15 to Couser
Canyon, two new general purpose lanes on SR 94 from Avocado Boulevard to Jamacha, four new general
purpose lanes on SR 125 from San Miguel Road to SR 54, and four new general purpose lanes on SR 125
from SR 905 to San Miguel Road.
In addition to listed species, many nonlisted special status species would be impacted by forecasted
regional growth and land use change because nonlisted special status species inhabit sensitive
vegetation communities and regulated waters, including wetlands, that would be impacted as described
in BIO-1. In general, nonlisted special status species that would be most impacted are those that inhabit
the vegetation communities most impacted, including riparian forest/woodland, riparian scrub,
meadows and seeps, chaparral, grasslands, forest/woodland, and coastal scrub. Because transportation
network improvements are concentrated near the coast, coastal species bear the majority of projected
impacts. Appendix E-2 and E-3 describe the vegetation communities where nonlisted special status
species may occur.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be the similar to those described for 2020 and 2035.

Summary
By 2050, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact special status species. As discussed for 2020 and 2035, while adherence to the existing laws,
regulations, and programs detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to special
status species, it cannot be concluded that impacts would be less than significant for all projects.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation
network improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial
adverse change to species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by CDFW or USFWS. This would be a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs result in loss of special status wildlife and/or plant species. Therefore, this impact (BIO-2) in
the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
BIO-2 Impacts on Special Status Species
2020, 2035, and 2050
BIO-2A Implement Design and Avoidance Measures for Special Status Species. During planning,
design, project-level CEQA review, and construction of transportation network improvements or
development projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San
Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, incorporate measures to avoid and minimize
impacts to special status species.
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•

•

Construction: Construction measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
o

Implement noise attenuation measures (e.g., temporary noise barriers) if qualified biologists
determine construction noise levels are disturbing special status wildlife species.

o

Backfill all wildlife pitfalls (trenches, bores, and other excavations) at the end of each work
day. If backfilling is not feasible, slope all trenches, bores, and other excavations at a 3:1
ratio at the ends to provide wildlife escape ramps, or covered completely to prevent wildlife
access.

o

Delineate permitted work areas, including staging areas, equipment access, and placement
of soils, with fencing or stakes prior to construction to prevent access to areas occupied by
special status species.

o

Require monitoring of construction activities by qualified biologists when construction is
occurring in, or adjacent to, areas suitable for, or occupied by special status species, with
authority to stop work if it deviates from approved plans and mitigation measures.

o

Avoid nighttime construction. When activities must occur at night, direct lighting (e.g.,
staging areas, equipment storage sites, roadway) downward and away from sensitive
vegetation communities. Use light glare shields to reduce the extent of illumination into
adjoining areas.

o

Remove spoils, trash, or any debris to an off-site, approved disposal facility. Contain trash
and food items in closed containers and remove daily to reduce the attractiveness to
opportunistic predators such as coyotes and feral dogs and cats that may prey on sensitive
species. Prohibit workers from bringing pets and firearms to the site.

Clear vegetation outside of the typical breeding season of special status wildlife species as
determined by the wildlife agencies or qualified biologist. If activities must occur during special
status species breeding season timeframes, conduct a pre-construction survey by a qualified
biologist to determine whether the species of concern, including birds protected under the
MBTA, are present within the proposed work area or appropriate buffer (buffer distance may
vary depending on the type of activity and the species and other site conditions). If the species
of concern are found on-site, implement measures and construction monitoring to avoid
impacts as determined by the wildlife agency(ies) and/or the qualified biologist.

Operation and maintenance: Operation and maintenance measures include, but are not limited to,
the following:
o

If permanent lighting is necessary, use motion sensitive lighting rather than steady burning,
and direct downward and away from natural vegetation communities. Use light glare shields
to reduce the extent of illumination into adjoining areas.

o

In the event that vegetation clearing or other vegetation maintenance is required, schedule
vegetation clearing outside special status wildlife species breeding seasons as specified
above in BIO-2A, a, vii.

o

Implement operational noise reduction measures described in Section 4.12.4 (see mitigation
measure N-1A).
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BIO-2B Provide Compensatory Mitigation for Special Status Plant Species. Where impacts are
unavoidable, during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of transportation network
improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the
County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, provide compensatory
mitigation for impacts to special status plant species as specified through consultation with resource
agencies, and consistent with approved MSCP or MHCP documents, federal and state regulatory
requirements, or local regulations.
•

Federally and/or State Listed Plant Species
If an individual project would result in “take“ of a federally and/or state plant species, consult
with wildlife agencies and/or require the applicant to obtain appropriate take authorizations
(e.g., Section 2081 Incidental Take Permit, NCCP, Section 7, Section 10 HCP) prior to
construction as required by state, federal, and regional conservation plan (NCCP/HCP)
regulations. Establish appropriate habitat mitigation ratios, depending on the location of the
impact and the species, that are also consistent with the requirements of resource agencies and
applicable adopted plans, ordinances, and policies that include the appropriate habitat, area,
and species in compensation lands. If appropriate, require the applicant to acquire suitable
mitigation habitat as part of the SANDAG environmental mitigation program or use a mitigation
bank to compensate for impacts. Prepare a species and habitat compensation plan to identify
effective methods for reestablishing the affected species and habitat, including but not limited
to, seed collection, salvage of root masses, and planting seeds and/or root masses in an area
with suitable conditions. Include in the compensation plan success criteria for reestablishing the
affected species and habitat, and remedial measures that must be implemented if the project is
not meeting specified performance criteria. Include a monitoring program designed to maintain
the resources on lands used as mitigation. Design the monitoring program to evaluate the
current and probable future health of the resources, and their ability to sustain populations
following the completion of the program. Design remedial measures appropriate for the species
and habitat. Appropriate remedial measures include but are not limited to exotic species
management, access control, replanting and reseeding of appropriate habitat elements, and
propagation and seed bulking programs.

•

Non-federally and/or Non-state Listed Special Status Plant Species
If an individual project would result in “take“ of a non-federally and/or non-state listed special
status plant species, require the applicant to obtain all appropriate authorizations (e.g., CDFW or
USFWS concurrence, NCCP, HCP) prior to construction as required by state, federal, and regional
conservation plan (NCCP/HCP) regulations. Mitigate loss of habitat using mitigation banks or
through project-specific mitigation. Mitigate habitat impacts through preservation, restoration,
or creation of self-sustaining suitable habitat. Establish appropriate habitat mitigation ratios,
depending on the location of the impact and the species, to meet the requirements of resource
agencies and applicable adopted plans, ordinances, and policies.

BIO-2C Provide Compensatory Mitigation for Special Status Wildlife Species. Where impacts are
unavoidable, during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of transportation network
improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the
County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, provide compensatory
mitigation for impacts to special status wildlife species as specified through consultation with resource
agencies, and in approved MSCP or MHCP documents, federal and state regulatory requirements, or
local regulations.
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•

Federally and/or State Listed Wildlife Species
If an individual project would result in “take“ of a federally and/or state wildlife species, consult
with wildlife agencies and/or require the project applicant to obtain appropriate take
authorizations (e.g., Section 2081 Incidental Take Permit, Section 7, NCCP, HCP) prior to
construction as required by state, federal, and regional conservation plan (NCCP/HCP)
regulations. Mitigate loss of habitat using mitigation banks or through project-specific
mitigation. Mitigate habitat impacts through preservation, restoration, or creation of selfsustaining suitable habitat. Establish appropriate habitat mitigation ratios, depending on the
location of the impact and the species, that are also consistent with the requirements of
resource agencies and applicable adopted plans, ordinances, and policies.

•

Non-federally and/or Non-state Listed Special Status Wildlife Species
If an individual project would result in “take“ of a non-federally and/or non-state listed special
status wildlife species, require project applicants to obtain all appropriate authorizations (e.g.,
resource agency concurrence, NCCP, HCP) prior to construction as required by state, federal,
and regional conservation plan (NCCP/HCP) regulations. Mitigate loss of habitat using mitigation
banks or through project-specific mitigation. Mitigate habitat impacts through preservation,
restoration, or creation of self-sustaining suitable habitat. Establish appropriate habitat
mitigation ratios, depending on the location of the impact and the species, that are also
consistent with the requirements of resource agencies and applicable adopted plans,
ordinances, and policies.

Mitigation Measures BIO-1A through BIO-1D are also applicable to, and avoid, minimize, and mitigate
impacts to sensitive vegetation communities that provide habitat for special status species.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of mitigation measures BIO-1A, BIO-1B, BIO-1C, BIO-1,D BIO-2A, BIO-2B, and BIO-2C
would reduce this impact (BIO-2). However, there is no assurance that these mitigation measures would
be implemented for all projects or be equally effective due to the wide variety of circumstances,
complexity of some sites, and impacts to them. Instances may occur in which impacts are not reduced to
less than significant levels and transportation network improvements and/or regional growth and land
use change would either occur as a result of overriding considerations because mitigation is infeasible;
or transportation network improvements or regional growth and land use would be redesigned, which
would result in a new suite of impacts not analyzed in this EIR. Therefore, this impact (BIO-2) would
remain significant and unavoidable.
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BIO-3

MOVEMENT OF RESIDENT OR MIGRATORY FISH OR WILDLIFE SPECIES WITH
WILDLIFE CORRIDORS OR WILDLIFE NURSERY SITES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Direct Impacts
Direct impacts are qualitatively discussed for each horizon year with a focus on regional corridors and
movement. At this level of analysis, information for project-specific details and effects that would result
in impacts at local scales is not available. Wildlife nursery sites are generally discussed to note species in
southern California that use specific vegetation communities for nursery sites (i.e., areas for raising
offspring). Any direct impact to wildlife corridors is considered a “substantial adverse effect” on the
movement of resident or migratory fish or wildlife species.

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional corridor impacts are analyzed by broadly reviewing regional growth and land use change across
the region and qualitatively assessing impacts to wildlife movement corridors described in Section
4.4.1.4. The discussion identifies specific regional corridors that occur in areas that would experience
extensive land use change and development. The impact discussion also generally discusses corridors as
they relate to movement to and from wildlife nursery sites used by avian, bat, fish, and amphibian
species.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Regional corridor impacts are qualitatively analyzed by reviewing the general location of the
transportation network improvements relative to the wildlife movement corridors described in Section
4.4.1.4. The discussion identifies specific regional corridors that occur in areas where there are key
transportation network improvements. The impact discussion also generally discusses corridors as they
relate to movement to and from wildlife nursery sites used by avian, bat, fish, and amphibian species.
The proposed Plan also includes programs related to emerging technologies, transportation system
management, and transportation demand management. These programs do not involve additional
construction activities that are not already included as part of a transportation network improvement.
Therefore, no impact analysis is completed for these programs.

Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts that may occur to wildlife corridors in proximity to the areas experiencing regional
growth and land use change and/or transportation network improvements are qualitatively described
on a broad scale.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate
the proposed Plan’s indirect impacts on the movement of resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species, include but are not limited to sea level rise and associated flooding and saltwater intrusion,
increased frequency and severity of wildfires, less frequent and more intense rainstorms, higher annual
average temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves,
and more intense and more frequent drought. In general, these climate change effects would increase
between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects on biological resources are discussed in more detail in
Appendix F.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
Direct impacts to wildlife corridors reflect physical changes to the corridor itself and typically include the
direct removal of habitat. Direct impacts to wildlife corridors are those actions that result in the
elimination of a corridor, the addition of a new barrier across a corridor, the widening of a barrier or
other action that increases the barrier function of an existing barrier, the lengthening of a corridor
through removal of habitat in the patch at each end, or the narrowing of a corridor through removal of
habitat and/or grading changes. Removal of habitat that narrows wildlife corridors and/or increases the
distance wildlife would have to travel through, under, and/or over the urban matrix created by regional
growth/land use change and transportation network improvements is a direct impact. Furthermore,
riparian corridors through developed areas are critical to regional connectivity. Direct impacts to
corridors, including riparian corridors, fragment the landscape and can impact species by isolating
populations. Additionally, direct impacts to aquatic habitat from dams, diversions, grade‐control
structures, and highway crossings in streams can inhibit movements of resident or migratory fish and
fragment aquatic habitat for native aquatic wildlife. These structures can prevent aquatic species access
to spawning and rearing habitats. Finally, some species in southern California use specific vegetation
communities for nursery sites (i.e., areas for raising offspring). Amphibian species, in particular, require
access to upland habitat for foraging and wintering habitat and return to riparian habitat to breed.
Other species, such as bats and birds, use particular areas to establish maternity or breeding colonies.
Direct impacts adjacent to these areas or between foraging/wintering habitat and breeding habitat can
impede the use of these nursery sites.
Direct impacts to wildlife corridors would result from the projects implementing the proposed Plan.
Regional growth would eliminate some movement corridors. Regional growth and transportation
improvements would lengthen and/or narrow corridors and further decrease the permeability of
existing barriers. Furthermore, the transportation system improvements linked with regional growth
and land use change threaten wildlife populations due to highway mortality (Forman and Alexander
1998; Lodé 2000; Trombulak and Frissell 2000). Vehicle collisions have been documented as a major
source of mortality for coyotes and bobcats (Tigas et al. 2002), mule deer (Reed 1981), and mountain
lions (Dickson and Beier 2002).
The regional growth and land use change expected by 2020 would increase human disturbances, noise,
and/or lighting and would directly and indirectly impact several corridors including some identified in
the South County MSCP and South Coast Missing Linkage studies. Many of the impacted corridors are
already identified as being constrained, and further impacts would reduce corridor function. In
particular, spaced rural residential development would further reduce corridor function of the linkages
identified in the South County MSCP between Otay Mountain/Marron Valley/Jamul Mountains to
Sequan Peak and linkages across I-8 connecting McGinty Mountain/Sequan Peak-Dehesa to Lake
Jennings/Wildcat Canyon-El Cajon Mountain biological core areas. The most impacted linkages identified
by SCW include linkages in the Carlsbad watershed and the corridor between Otay Mountain and
Cleveland National Forest (also noted above for the MSCP).
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Spaced rural residential development in the vicinity of Julian would also further restrict the critical
linkage identified by SCW connecting Cleveland National Forest and Cuyamaca Rancho State Park to
Anza Borrego Desert State Park. The corridors identified by the Las Californias Binational Conservation
Initiative between the United States and Mexico would be relatively unaffected by regional growth and
land use change.

Indirect Impacts
Indirect impacts to wildlife corridors reflect changes that reduce the suitability of corridors for species
that use them. Corridors with degraded functionality can result in species choosing not to use the
corridor or in increased rates of mortality among those individuals that do choose to use the corridor.
When the rate of mortality a species experiences within a corridor exceeds the breeding and health
benefits provided by the corridor, it acts as a population sink for the species.
Indirect impacts to wildlife corridors would occur as a result of increased human disturbance, noise,
and/or lighting that would occur from regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements. As noted in Section 4.4.1.4, riparian corridors are important to regional connectivity in
southern California and often are the only connections left to large core habitat patches. Increased
human presence and/or density, noise, and/or lighting may deter wildlife species from using wildlife
corridors, including riparian corridors, and impede use of wildlife nursery sites. Indirect impacts driven
by edge effects on corridors vary depending on the scale of the corridor. Most edge effects have a given
range of influence from the source. A given edge effect (e.g., lighting) may affect the entire width of a
narrow local corridor and thus seriously impede its function, but would reach only a short distance into
a wide corridor and thus have a negligible effect on its function.
As discussed above, many terrestrial species can utilize agricultural land that is adjacent to native
habitat for supplemental forage or cover depending on the intensity and type of the agricultural activity
present. Additionally, agricultural land situated between native habitat patches can provide movement
corridors for terrestrial species. Conversion of agricultural land to urban uses further limits wildlife
movement through these areas. Dredge and fill activities in riverine and riparian habitats can affect
fisheries habitat in a number of ways. Indirect impacts can include changes in water flow rates, water
quality, and increased predation and can lead to the loss or deterioration of upstream or downstream
habitat. These negative changes can be detrimental to upstream and downstream fish migration.
Increased predation from domestic animals and/or mesopredators adapted to urban conditions makes it
less likely native species would survive while using a corridor. Roads can function as a particularly hostile
matrix to native wildlife species, at times forming an impenetrable barrier to necessary movement.
Negative indirect effects of highways on wildlife can include habitat fragmentation and changes in
movement and distribution patterns (Trombulak and Frissell 2000; Schaefer et al. 2003; Brehme et al.
2013). Additional effects of roads can also include alteration of chemical environment, spread of exotic
species, and increased alteration and use of habitat by humans (Trombulak and Frissell 2000). There
have been many studies of carnivores in southern California reflecting various responses to habitat
fragmentation and roads (Crooks 1999, 2002; Crooks and Soule 1999; Lyren 2001; Fedriani et al. 2000;
Tigas et al. 2002; Riley et al. 2003; Riley 2006; George and Crooks 2006; Lyren et al. 2006; Riley et al.
2006; Morin 2007). These responses include changes in behavior as well as patterns of spatial
occurrence.
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Even in regionally preserved core areas of southern California, continued development and road
construction negatively impact and alter general movement patterns and survival of some native species
(Lyren et al. 2006). Riley et al. (2006) found a southern California freeway, US-101, to operate as a
genetic barrier to both bobcats and coyotes, suggesting even when these animals are crossing the
highway, there is still a social barrier reflected in a lack of reproductive success of migrants. These
genetic consequences threaten overall population health despite limited structural connectivity. The
fact that coyotes, a common, adaptive, and opportunistic predator, are impacted by fragmentation
indicates the effects on other more sensitive species may be even more pronounced.

Summary
As discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, numerous federal, state, and local laws, regulations,
and programs are in place that protect most native wildlife movement and corridors. Federal laws and
regulations including FESA, MBTA, and BGEPA protect federally listed species, migratory birds, and
eagles, respectively. State laws and regulations, including CESA and CFGC, protect state listed and other
sensitive species. Additionally, NCCP and HCP programs implemented in the San Diego region provide a
process to strategically conserve special status species within their respective plan areas and design
preserves to facilitate connectivity between open space habitats. Conservation of agricultural lands
discussed in Section 4.2 may help to maintain connectivity in some locations because many avian
species and medium to large mammal species can utilize agricultural lands as habitat for foraging and/or
temporary cover to traverse between native habitats.
While adherence to the existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs discussed in
Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to wildlife movement, it cannot be concluded
that adherence would result in less than significant impacts for all projects. Considering both direct and
indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use change as a result of implementation of
the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change that interferes with the movement of
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species, or with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors; or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
The types and nature of direct impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to those
discussed above for regional growth and land use change. The addition of two general purpose lanes to
SR 76 between Mission Road and I-15 would involve widening of existing bridge crossings, which would
impact several riparian corridors including some identified in the South County MSCP and South Coast
Missing Linkage studies. Highways pose significant barriers to movement of animals, particularly as
traffic volumes increase to support increasing populations.
Transportation network improvements that would impact wildlife corridors are planned for existing
highways, transit projects, or arterials that already act as wildlife barriers. Widening these
transportation corridors would not necessarily cut off these corridors because bridges that would be
widened would likely be designed to allow for continued wildlife movement. However, as discussed
above for regional growth and land use change, they may make existing crossings less attractive for use
by wildlife species and the greater width may lead to additional highway mortality for terrestrial and
avian species that attempt to cross transportation corridors at grade.
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Two new managed lanes along the existing eight-lane segment of I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78
and LOSSAN corridor double-tracking would impact riparian corridors identified South Coast Missing
Linkage studies, such as the San Dieguito River, San Diego River, Los Peñasquitos Canyon, and San Luis
Rey River that connect coastal lagoons with open space habitat to the east. Transportation network
improvements spanning across rivers would also impact movement patterns of resident or migratory
fish species that reside in these rivers. The two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 between Mission
and I-15 closely parallel the San Luis Rey River would narrow this corridor and widen the barrier for
upland movement. In particular, the planned improvements that parallel the San Luis Rey River could
impede amphibian species that move between upland and riparian/wetland habitat for breeding.
The majority of arterials are existing roads in highly urbanized areas and do not cross canyons or riparian
areas that provide movement corridors for wildlife. Specific examples of arterial projects that would
impact riparian corridors include El Camino Real from La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road where it crosses
San Marcos Creek, El Camino Real where it crosses San Dieguito River, the Willow Street Bridge Project
from Bonita Road to Sweetwater Road where it crosses Sweetwater River, and the Heritage Road Bridge
where it crosses the Otay River. Bikeways would have relatively little impact on corridors as most are
within or directly adjacent to developed areas. The increased presence of humans in some riparian areas
(e.g., Coastal Rail Trail, San Diego River Trail) may alter wildlife behavior, but these areas are already
heavily disturbed by human presence.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts would be the same as those described above for regional
growth and land use change.

Summary
By 2020, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact wildlife movement. As discussed for the regional growth and land use change, adherence to the
existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs discussed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory
Setting, would reduce impacts to wildlife movement, it cannot be concluded that adherence would
result in less than significant impacts for all projects. Considering both direct and indirect impacts,
ground-disturbing activities related to transportation network improvements as a result of
implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change that interferes with the
movement of native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species, or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors; or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. This would be a significant
impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs results in a decrease in permeability of existing wildlife movement corridors. Therefore, this
impact (BIO-3) in the year 2020 is significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
The types and nature of the direct impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to 2020. By
2035, as discussed for 2020, regional growth and land use change would directly and indirectly impact
several corridors including some identified in the South County MSCP and South Coast Missing Linkage
studies. In particular, spaced rural residential development would further reduce corridor function of
the linkages identified in the South County MSCP across I-8 connecting McGinty Mountain/Sequan PeakDehesa to Lake Jennings/Wildcat Canyon-El Cajon Mountain biological core areas. Spaced rural
residential development would also begin to impact linkages from Lake Hodges Reservoir north to La
Costa/Carlsbad, San Pasqual Valley east and south, and from San Pasqual Valley to the San Luis Rey
River.
Linkages identified by SCW would continue to be impacted by spaced rural residential development
including the corridor between Otay Mountain and Cleveland National Forest (also noted above for the
MSCP) and riparian corridors along the San Luis Rey River and Santa Margarita River. Spaced rural
residential development in the vicinity of Julian, Santa Ysabel, and Ranchita would continue to restrict
the critical linkage identified by SCW connecting Cleveland National Forest and Cuyamaca Rancho State
Park to Anza Borrego Desert State Park. Spaced rural residential development would also impact the link
from the Santa Ana Mountains, Palomar Mountains, and inland ranges to the Cleveland National Forest
and MCB Camp Pendleton. Rural development in the vicinity of Portrero and Campo would impact the
corridor identified by the Las Californias Binational Conservation Initiative linking habitat in Mexico with
the Cleveland National Forest to the north. These corridors accommodate movement and connectivity
for a wide variety of species, including large mammals and predators such as mountain lions, coyotes,
and bobcats.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to those in
2020.

Summary
As discussed for 2020, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and programs detailed in
Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to wildlife movement, it cannot be concluded
that adherence would result in less than significant impacts for all projects. Considering both direct and
indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use change as a result of implementation of
the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change that interferes with the movement of
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species, or with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors; or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. This is a significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
The types and nature of direct impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to 2020.
Additional lanes and improvements planned along major highways in 2035 would impact riparian
corridors identified by the South County MSCP and South Coast Missing Linkage studies. Transportation
network improvements that would impact wildlife corridors are planned for existing highways, transit
projects, or arterials that already act as wildlife barriers. Widening these transportation corridors would
not necessarily cut off these corridors because bridges that would be widened would likely be designed
to allow for continued wildlife movement. However, as discussed above for regional growth and land
use change, they may make existing crossings less attractive for use by wildlife species and the greater
width may lead to additional highway mortality for terrestrial and avian species that attempt to cross
transportation corridors at grade.
Segments of highways that would impact corridors include: two new managed lanes along the existing
eight-lane segment ofI-5 from SR 54 to SSR 15. two new managed lanes along the existing eight-lane
segment of I-5 from SR 905 to SR 54; two new managed lanes along the existing 8 to 14-lane plus two
managed lanes segment of I-5 from I-805 merge to SR 56; two new managed lanes along the existing
eight-lane plus two managed lanes segment of I-5 from SR 56 to Manchester Ave; two new managed
lanes along the existing eight-lane plus two managed lanes segment of I-5 from Manchester Ave to SR
78; two new managed lanes along the existing eight-lane segment of I-5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift; two
new managed lanes along the existing eight-lane segment of I-15 from I-8 to SR 163; two new managed
lanes along the existing eight-lane segment of I-15 from SR 94 to I-805; two new managed lanes along
the existing eight-lane segment of I-805 from SR 905 to Palomar Street; two new managed lanes along
the existing eight-lane segment of I-805 from SR 163 to SR 52; two new general purpose lanes along the
existing two-lane segment of SR 67 from Mapleview to Gold Bar Lane; two new general purpose lanes
along the existing four-lane segment of SR 52 from Mast Boulevard to SR 125, and extension of the
Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa. Riparian corridors impacted include Otay River, Sweetwater
River, San Diego River, San Clemente Canyon, Rose Canyon, Los Peñasquitos Canyon, San Dieguito River,
San Elijo Lagoon, Batiquitos Lagoon, Agua Hedionda, Buena Vista Lagoon, and San Luis Rey River.
Transportation network improvements spanning across rivers would also impact movement patterns of
resident or migratory fish species that reside in these rivers.
Of the three arterial transportation network improvements planned of 2035, the widening of the
existing Genesee Avenue from Nobel Drive to SR 52 would impact the Rose Canyon riparian corridor.
Bikeways would have relatively little impact on corridors as most are within or directly adjacent to
developed areas. The increased presence of humans in some riparian areas (e.g., San Diego River Trail)
may alter wildlife behavior, but these areas are already heavily disturbed by human presence.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to 2020.
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Summary
By 2035, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact wildlife movement. As discussed for 2020, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and
programs detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to wildlife movement, it
cannot be concluded that adherence would result in less than significant impacts for all projects.
Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation
network improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial
adverse change that interferes with the movement of native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species, or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors; or impede the use of native
wildlife nursery sites. This would be a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs results in a decrease in permeability of existing wildlife movement corridors. Therefore, this
impact (BIO-3) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Direct Impacts
The types and nature of the direct impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to 2020 and
2035. By 2050, as discussed for 2020 and 2035, regional growth and land use change would directly and
indirectly impact several corridors including some corridors identified in the South County MSCP and
South Coast Missing Linkage studies. Spaced rural residential development would further impact the
corridors already identified as impacted in 2020 and 2035. Additional spaced rural residential
development in the vicinity of Portrero, Campo, and Jacumba would impact and fragment the corridor
linking habitat in Mexico with the Cleveland National Forest to the north. Also, spaced rural residential
development between Ramona and Lakeside would impact the connection between the Cleveland
National Forest and open space habitat at MCAS Miramar and Mission Trails Regional Park resulting in
fragmenting open space habitat.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to 2020 and
2035.

Summary
As discussed for 2020 and 2035, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and programs
detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to wildlife movement, it cannot be
concluded that adherence would result in less than significant impacts for all projects. Considering both
direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to land use change as a result of
implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial adverse change that interferes with the
movement of native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species, or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors; or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. This would be a significant
impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Direct Impacts
The types and nature of direct impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to 2020 and
2035. Additional lanes and improvements planned along major highways in 2050 would impact riparian
corridors identified by the South County MSCP and South Coast Missing Linkage studies. Transportation
network improvements that would impact wildlife corridors are planned for existing highways, transit
projects, or arterials that already act as wildlife barriers. Widening these transportation corridors would
not necessarily cut off these corridors because bridges that would be widened would likely be designed
to allow for continued wildlife movement. However, as discussed above for regional growth and land
use change, they may make existing crossings less attractive for use by wildlife species and the greater
width may lead to additional highway mortality for terrestrial and avian species that attempt to cross
transportation corridors at grade.
Segments of highways that would impact corridors include two new general purpose lanes along the
existing four-lane segment of SR 125 from SR 905 to San Miguel Road; two new general purpose lanes
along the existing two to four-lane segment of SR 94 from Jamacha to Steele Canyon Road; four new
managed lanes along the existing eight to ten-lane segment of I-805 from I-15 to SR 163; two new
managed lanes along the existing eight to ten-lane segment of I-5 from I-8 to La Jolla Village Drive; four
new toll lanes along the existing eight-lane segment of I-5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange
County line; two new managed lanes along the existing four to six-lane segment of SR 52 from I-5 to SR
125; four new toll lanes along the existing eight-lane segment of I-15 from SR 78 to Riverside County
line; and the extension of the Trolley from Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley. Riparian corridors impacted
include Otay River, Sweetwater River, San Diego River, San Clemente Canyon, Rose Canyon, Los
Peñasquitos Canyon, San Luis Rey River, Santa Margarita River and San Mateo Creek. Transportation
network improvements spanning across rivers would also impact movement patterns of resident or
migratory fish species that reside in these rivers. Two new general purpose lanes along the existing two
to four-lane segment of SR 67 from Gold Bar Lane to Dye Road would impact upland habitat within the
San Diego Foothill Corridor identified by SCW.
Bikeways in 2050 would have relatively little impact on corridors as most are within or directly adjacent
to developed areas. The increased presence of humans in some riparian areas (e.g., Otay River Trail)
may alter wildlife behavior, but these areas are already heavily disturbed by human presence.

Indirect Impacts
The type and nature of indirect impacts that may occur to wildlife movement are similar to 2020 and
2035.

Summary
By 2050, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact wildlife movement. As discussed for 2020 and 2035, while adherence to the existing laws,
regulations, and programs detailed in Section 4.4.2, Regulatory Setting, would reduce impacts to wildlife
movement, it cannot be concluded that adherence would result in less than significant impacts for all
projects.
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Considering both direct and indirect impacts, ground-disturbing activities related to transportation
network improvements as a result of implementation of the proposed Plan would result in substantial
adverse change that interferes with the movement of native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species, or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors; or impede the use of native
wildlife nursery sites. This would be a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation improvements and
programs results in a decrease in permeability of existing wildlife movement corridors. Therefore, this
impact (BIO-3) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
BIO-3 Impacts on Movement of Resident or Migratory Fish or Wildlife Species
2020, 2035, and 2050
BIO-3A Facilitate Wildlife Movement. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of
transportation network improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and
should, implement project designs that provide for continued movement of wildlife by limiting edge
effects and assisting wildlife navigation through or across barriers in areas where wildlife corridors and
nursery sites are identified in this EIR, adopted HCP/NCCPs, or movement studies that identify evidence
of wildlife movement. Design measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Allow corridor buffer zones and wide movement corridors to remain or incorporate periodic
larger habitat patches along a corridor’s length;

•

Use only native species for landscaping within at least 200 feet of identified wildlife corridors;

•

Incorporate shielded and directed lighting in areas near corridors;

•

Install physical barriers (e.g., fencing) that prevent human and/or domestic predator entry into
the corridor and, if appropriate, limit the amount of noise and lighting that enters the corridor;

•

Minimize the number of road crossings through identified wildlife corridors;

•

Use features such as open span bridges instead of closed culverts to allow for wildlife
movement;

•

If bridges are infeasible, incorporate undercrossings and/or other crossing structures that allow
continued movement of wildlife where transportation facilities create barriers to wildlife
movement and use of nursery sites. Evaluate size-class-specific crossing structures and
movement enhancement feature (e.g. habitat refugia within structure, soft bottom
undercrossings, etc.), for each species to ensure that crossings are functional for movement.
Additionally, within aquatic habitat impacting fish corridors for species such as southern
steelhead, create passable aquatic barriers for migratory fish species in order to have the
functional effect of fish access to spawning and rearing habitats;
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•

Maintain undercrossings and/or other crossing structures as needed to ensure wildlife
movement. Prepare a fencing and wildlife crossing structure maintenance plan for projects with
edge effects to maintain permeability for wildlife across corridors;

•

Install directional fencing, where appropriate, to reduce vehicle mortality and guide wildlife to
proposed bridges, undercrossings, and/or other crossing structures. Where fencing stops,
extend the fence and angle it away from the roadways to deter wildlife from being funneled to
roadways. Because it is not possible to install a continuous fence, use one-way gates so animals
that do get around fence end runs can safely exit roadways.; and

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of mitigation measure BIO-3A would reduce this impact (BIO-3)However, there is no
assurance that these mitigation measures would be implemented for all projects or equally effective
due to the wide variety of circumstances, complexity of some sites, and impacts to them. Instances may
occur in which impacts are not reduced to less than significant levels and transportation network
improvements and/or regional growth and land use change would either occur as a result of overriding
considerations; or transportation network improvements or regional growth and land use would be
redesigned, which would result in a new suite of impacts not analyzed in this EIR. Therefore, this impact
(BIO-3) would remain significant and unavoidable.

BIO-4

CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF AN ADOPTED HCP, NCCP, OR OTHER
CONSERVATION PLAN, OR WITH ANY LOCAL POLICIES OR ORDINANCES PROTECTING
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The proposed Plan would comply with all approved local, regional, state, and federal regulations,
policies, ordinances, and finalized HCP/NCCP conservation plans and it incorporates the SCS for the San
Diego region. The SCS is designed to implement SB 375, which requires SANDAG to demonstrate how
land use and transportation are integrated to meet specified greenhouse gas emission reduction targets.
It also includes concepts of open space and farmland preservation and requires the region to
demonstrate how housing needs for all economic segments of the population will be met. Therefore no
conflicts are expected with any approved regional, state, or federal regulations, policy, ordinance, or
plan.
Locally adopted HCP/NCCPs identify and map lands that are targeted for conservation in the future but
within which some development is allowed (i.e., softline preserves), and a process by which future
development impacts to target habitats and species both inside and outside preserves are evaluated
and approved. Because the proposed Plan is designed to follow the policies and procedures of the
adopted HCP/NCCP, the analysis assumes that all development within softline preserve areas would
comply with all HCP/NCCP direction and that project-specific review and analysis would ensure
compliance. Furthermore, plans such as the South County MSCP plan have specific accommodations for
implementation of the adopted circulation network. Thus, no analysis is completed to analyze
development in softline preserves because no conflicts are expected with softline preserves.
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The analysis methodology focuses on assessing and identifying areas where regional growth and land
use change and transportation network improvements may encroach into hardline preserves (i.e., areas
currently protected from development) identified and mapped in locally adopted HCP/NCCPs and their
corresponding implementing ordinances. Allowable development and uses within hardline preserves are
generally limited to activities considered compatible with conservation goals, such as passive recreation,
scientific study, and essential public safety activities such as fuel management, law enforcement, and
repair of infrastructure. Development of homes, businesses, new or expanded infrastructure, and similar
community elements are not allowed within hardline preserve areas.
Any regional growth and land use change or transportation network improvement that encroaches into
hardline preserve areas would conflict with the HCP/NCCP. However, adopted procedures are in place
for HCP/NCCPs to process a preserve boundary adjustment, if necessary, and boundary adjustment
approvals would require biologically equivalent or superior compensation of habitat when there is
encroachment into hardline preserve areas. There may be cases where a preserve boundary adjustment
is not possible and a project would be redesigned to avoid the preserve area as necessary. HCP/NCCP
data layers are used to identify hardline preserve areas that currently exist in the San Diego region. This
database makes it possible to determine if any elements of the proposed Plan encroach into hardline
preserve areas that prohibit development, notwithstanding the possibility of a boundary adjustment
that would compensate for impacts of encroachment.

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
GIS layers were developed to identify the extent of undeveloped areas that would be converted to
developed land uses for each horizon year (see Regional Growth and Land Use Change under Section
4.4.4.1, BIO-1, Analysis Methodology). Impacts to hardline preserves are evaluated using GIS methods
by overlaying the areas that would be converted from undeveloped to developed land use (i.e., regional
growth and land use change data) onto hardline preserve layers from HCP/NCCP databases. The analysis
is completed for each horizon year.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
GIS layers were developed for transportation project footprints (see Transportation Network
Improvements and Programs under Section 4.4.4.1. BIO-1, Analysis Methodology). Impacts to hardline
preserves are evaluated using GIS methods by overlaying transportation project improvement footprints
onto hardline preserve layers from HCP/NCCP databases. The analysis is completed for each horizon year.
The proposed Plan also includes programs related to emerging technologies, transportation system
management, and transportation demand management. These programs do not involve additional
construction activities that are not already included as part of a transportation network improvement.
Therefore, no impact analysis is completed for these programs.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Implementation of the forecasted regional growth and land use change in the proposed Plan through
2020 would encroach into existing South County MSCP hardline preserves, City of San Diego MHPA 100
percent preservation areas, and MHCP hardline preserves (Table 4.4-13). The majority of encroachment
is a result of spaced rural residential development within the South County MSCP hardline preserve.
Impact acreages for spaced rural residential development overestimate impacts within hardline
preserves because development occurs at a much lower density than other developed areas and only
portions of properties are developed. However, because any developed land use category for lands
within hardline preserve conflict with the compatible land use designated for hardline preserves, the
entire acreage is quantified.
Specific examples of encroachment include spaced rural residential development within and in the
vicinity the Otay-Sweetwater Unit of the San Diego National Wildlife Refuge and north of Riverford Road
in Lakeside. Encroachment into MHPA 100 percent preservation areas consists of small fragments of
urban development. Specific examples of encroachment include fragments of urban development north
of the intersection of Camino Del Sur and Carmel Valley Road, south of the intersection of Highway 56
and Carmel Valley Road, and northeast of Sycamore Estates. Encroachment into the MHCP hardline
preserve consists of scattered small fragments of urban development throughout Carlsbad.
Table 4.4-13
Forecasted Encroachment (Direct Impacts) into Areas Designated for Conservation by
HCP/NCCP Areas within the San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2020
NCCP Plan Conservation Categories
MHPA (City of San Diego only)
100 Percent Preservation Area
MSCP South County
Hardline Preserve
MHCP
Hardline Preserve

Regional Growth
and Land Use
Change

Transportation
Network
Improvements

Total

42

-

42

1,265

-

1,256

7

7

14

By 2020, the forecasted regional growth and land use change projected in the proposed Plan would
allow for more development and redevelopment within hardline preserve areas identified by adopted
HCP/NCCPs. No other conflicts are expected with any approved regional, state, or federal regulations,
policy, ordinance, or plan, with the exception of encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by
adopted HCP/NCCPs.
If hardline preserve areas are impacted by regional growth and land use, projects would be required to
follow adopted HCP/NCCP procedures to process a preserve boundary adjustment if necessary. Full
compensation of acreage and preserve function, retaining or improving upon the size, configuration,
and habitat value of the preserve, would be required through coordination with USFWS, CDFW, and the
appropriate local agency.
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Projects would follow adopted procedures to process a preserve boundary adjustment if necessary. In
addition, all habitat-based mitigation would be required by the HCPs and/or NCCPs at ratios or
quantities specified in the plans. Regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed
Plan would not be expected to violate policies and procedures of the adopted HCP/NCCPs and hardline
preserve conflicts would be resolved through boundary adjustments, compensation, or project redesign
so that impacts would be less than significant. In cases where a preserve boundary adjustment is not
possible, due to unavailable habitat for mitigation, projects would be redesigned to avoid the preserve
area because hardline preserves are protected in perpetuity. Therefore, regional growth and land use
change associated with the proposed Plan would not be expected to violate policies and procedures of
the adopted HCP/NCCPs and hardline preserve conflicts would be resolved through boundary
adjustments, compensation, or project redesign so that impacts would be less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2020
impact analysis. Implementation of the forecasted transportation network improvements in the
proposed Plan through 2020 would encroach into MHCP hardline preserves (Table 4.4-13). Specific
examples of transportation network improvements that encroach into hardline preserves include two
new lanes from I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78, the LOSSAN double-tracking, and improvements
along El Camino Real from La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road.
By 2020, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs. No other conflicts are expected with
any approved regional, state, or federal regulations, policy, ordinance, or plan, with the exception of
encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs. I Project-specific review
and approval would eliminate the majority of these conflicts. In most cases, adopted circulation element
roads are covered by the HCPs/NCCPs so that transportation network improvements would not be
considered a conflict with the plan. However, each road construction project must still comply with the
CEQA review process, including impact assessment and mitigation. As discussed above for regional
growth and land use change, transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan
would not be expected to violate policies and procedures of the adopted HCP/NCCPs and hardline
preserves conflicts would be resolved through boundary adjustments, compensation, or project
redesign so that impacts would be less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use changes and transportation network improvements
and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in less than significant impacts related to
encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs because biologically
equivalent or superior compensation of habitat or project redesign would be required when there is
encroachment into hardline preserve areas. Therefore, this impact (BIO-4) in the year 2020 is less than
significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2035, in addition to 2020, implementation of the forecasted regional growth and land use changes in
the proposed Plan would encroach into existing South County MSCP hardline preserves, City of San
Diego MHPA 100 percent preservation areas, and MHCP hardline preserves (Table 4.4-14). The majority
of encroachment is a result of spaced rural residential development within the South County MSCP
hardline preserve. Impact acreages for spaced rural residential development overestimate impacts
within hardline preserves because development occurs at a much lower density than other developed
areas and only portions of properties are developed. However, because any developed land use
category for lands within hardline preserve conflict with the compatible land use designated for hardline
preserves, the entire acreage is quantified.
Specific examples of encroachment include spaced rural residential development within and in the
vicinity the Otay-Sweetwater Unit of the San Diego National Wildlife Refuge, west of Olivenhain Dam
and Reservoir, west and south of Lake Hodges, south of San Vicente Reservoir, and south of El Capitan
Reservoir. Encroachment into MHPA 100 percent preservation areas consists of small fragments of
urban development. Specific examples of encroachment include fragments of urban development north
of Lighthouse View Place and south of Spectrum Center Boulevard. Encroachment into the MHCP
hardline preserve consists of scattered small fragments of urban development throughout Carlsbad.
Table 4.4-14
Forecasted Encroachment (Direct Impacts) into Areas Designated for Conservation by
HCP/NCCP Areas within the San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2035
NCCP Plan Conservation Categories
MHPA (City of San Diego only)
100 Percent Preservation Area
MSCP South County
Hardline Preserve
MHCP
Hardline Preserve

Regional Growth
and Land Use
Change

Transportation
Network
Improvements

Total

45

-

45

2,128

-

2,128

11

9

20

By 2035, the forecasted regional growth and land use change projected in the proposed Plan would
allow for more development and redevelopment within hardline preserve areas identified by adopted
HCP/NCCPs. No other conflicts are expected with any approved regional, state, or federal regulations,
policy, ordinance, or plan, with the exception of encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by
adopted HCP/NCCPs. As discussed above for 2020, regional growth and land use change associated with
the proposed Plan would not be expected to violate policies and procedures of the adopted HCP/NCCPs
and hardline preserves conflicts would be resolved through boundary adjustments, compensation, or
project redesign so that impacts would be less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2035
impact analysis. By 2035, in addition to 2020, implementation of the forecasted transportation network
improvements in the proposed Plan would encroach into MHCP hardline preserves and City of San Diego
MHPA 100 percent preservation areas (Table 4.4-14). In addition to transportation network
improvements described for 2020, specific examples of transportation network improvements that
encroach into hardline preserves include an extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa,
two new managed lanes on I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78, two new managed lanes on SR 78
from I-5 to College Boulevard, and development of the Coastal Rail Trail bikeway from Carlsbad to
Leucadia.
By 2035, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs. No other conflicts are expected with
any approved regional, state, or federal regulations, policy, ordinance, or plan, with the exception of
encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs. As discussed above for
2020, transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan would not be expected
to violate policies and procedures of the adopted HCP/NCCPs and hardline preserves conflicts would be
resolved through boundary adjustments, compensation, or project redesign so that impacts would be
less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use changes and transportation network improvements
and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in less than significant impacts related to
encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs because it would require
biologically equivalent or superior compensation of habitat or project redesign when there is
encroachment into hardline preserve areas. Therefore, this impact (BIO-4) in the year 2035 is less than
significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2050
impact analysis. By 2050, in addition to 2020 and 2035, implementation of the forecasted regional
growth and land use change in the proposed Plan would encroach into existing South County MSCP
hardline preserves, City of San Diego MHPA 100 percent preservation areas, and MHCP hardline
preserves (Table 4.4-15). The majority of encroachment is a result of spaced rural residential
development within the South County MSCP hardline preserve. Impact acreages for spaced rural
residential development overestimate impacts within hardline preserves because development occurs
at a much lower density than other developed areas and only portions of properties are developed.
However, because any developed land use category for lands within hardline preserve conflict with the
compatible land use designated for hardline preserves, the entire acreage is quantified.
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Specific examples of encroachment include spaced rural residential development within and in the
vicinity the Otay-Sweetwater Unit of the San Diego National Wildlife Refuge, west of Olivenhain Dam
and Reservoir, west and south of Lake Hodges, south of San Vicente Reservoir, and west of Dulzura.
Encroachment into MHPA 100 percent preservation areas consists of small fragments of urban
development. Specific examples of encroachment include fragments of urban development south of the
intersection of Highway 56 and Carmel Creek Road. Encroachment into the MHCP hardline preserve
consists of two small fragments of urban development totaling less than one acre in Carlsbad.
By 2050, the forecasted regional growth and land use change projected in the proposed Plan would
allow for more development and redevelopment within hardline preserve areas identified by adopted
HCP/NCCPs. No other conflicts are expected with any approved regional, state, or federal regulations,
policy, ordinance, or plan, with the exception of encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by
adopted HCP/NCCPs. As discussed above for 2020 and 2035, regional growth and land use change
associated with the proposed Plan would not be expected to violate policies and procedures of the
adopted HCP/NCCPs and hardline preserves conflicts would be resolved through boundary adjustments,
compensation, or project redesign so that impacts would be less than significant.
Table 4.4-15
Forecasted Encroachment (Direct Impacts) into Areas Designated for Conservation by
HCP/NCCP Areas within the San Diego Region (Acres) Up to the Year 2050
NCCP Plan Conservation Categories
MHPA (City of San Diego only)
100 Percent Preservation Area
MSCP South County
Hardline Preserve
MHCP
Hardline Preserve

Regional Growth
and Land Use
Change

Transportation
Network
Improvements

Total

50

12

62

2,297

6

2,303

11

9

20

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements would be the same as previously described for the BIO-1 2050
impact analysis. By 2050, in addition to 2020 and 2035, implementation of the forecasted transportation
network improvements in the proposed Plan would encroach into existing South County MSCP hardline
preserves and the City of San Diego MHPA 100 percent preservation areas (Table 4.4-15). In addition to
transportation network improvements described for 2020 and 2035, specific examples of transportation
network improvements that encroach into hardline preserves include four new general purpose lane on
SR 125 from SR 905 to San Miguel Road, two new general purpose lane on SR 94 from Jamacha to Steele
Canyon, and development of a bikeway along the SR 125 Corridor from Bonita Road to the US-Mexico
border.
By 2050, the forecasted transportation network improvements projected in the proposed Plan would
impact hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs. No other conflicts are expected with
any approved regional, state, or federal regulations, policy, ordinance, or plan, with the exception of
encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs.
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As discussed above for 2020 and 2035, transportation network improvements associated with the
proposed Plan would not be expected to violate policies and procedures of the adopted HCP/NCCPs and
hardline preserves conflicts would be resolved through boundary adjustments, compensation, or project
redesign so that impacts would be less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use changes and transportation network improvements
and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in less than significant impacts related to
encroachment into hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs because it would require
biologically equivalent or superior compensation of habitat or project redesign when there is
encroachment into hardline preserve areas. Therefore, this impact (BIO-4) in the year 2050 is less than
significant.
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4.5

CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

This section evaluates the cultural and paleontological resources impacts of the proposed Plan. The
information presented was compiled from multiple sources as noted throughout the section.

4.5.1
4.5.1.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS
CULTURAL SETTING

Prehistoric Setting
The discussion below briefly summarizes the major cultural developments in the region before the
arrival of Spanish colonists in 1769. It draws mainly from several decades of archaeological research,
which generally recognizes three major periods (Paleoindian, or Paleoamerican; Archaic; and Late
Prehistoric), each marked by certain changes in the archaeological record. These archaeological changes
appear to reflect a variety of shifts in technology, settlement, and land use.
Of the 109 federally recognized Indian tribes in California, 18 are located in San Diego County. The tribal
members of today's bands represent four Indian cultural/linguistic groups who have populated this
entire region for more than 10,000 years, taking advantage of its abundant natural resources and
diverse ecological system for their livelihoods. As described in proposed Plan Appendix G, the four
nations are: the Luiseno, Cahuilla, Cupeno, and Kumeyaay.

Paleoamerican Period (12,000 to 7,000 Years Before Present [B.P.])
Despite decades of research, the early prehistory of coastal southern California remains poorly
understood. The archaeological record does reveal that humans had appeared by about 13,000 years
ago on the Channel Islands, where they lived primarily by fishing and shellfishing. These early island
components are of interest in that they seem to reflect fully developed maritime economies that were
distinct from, but roughly contemporaneous with, the Clovis tradition represented throughout much of
interior North America. Identified late Pleistocene components are lacking on the mainland coast of
southern California, although several sites have yielded calibrated dates in excess of 9,000 years
(Erlandson et al. 2007:58–59). Archaeological complexes represented at these early sites include the San
Dieguito complex with its finely worked scrapers and leaf-shaped and stemmed projectile points
(Warren 1968; Warren et al. 1993), and the La Jolla complex represented by simple flaked cobble tools,
relatively abundant groundstone, and flexed burials. Although the temporal and cultural relationship
between San Dieguito and La Jolla continues to be debated, it is increasingly clear that human
populations were well established along the coast of southern California very early in the Holocene.

Archaic Period (7,000 to 1,500 B.P.)
During the early Holocene, sea levels continued to rise, as they had been since the last glacial maximum
at about 18,000 years ago. By around 8000 B.P., however, it appears that sea levels had begun to slow
to a rate of about 0.25 meter (m) per century, a process that allowed the formation of a complex mosaic
of productive lagoon and estuary habitats at many locations along the San Diego County coastline
(Masters and Aiello 2007; Masters and Gallegos 1997). These seem to have supported a significant
coastal population during the early Archaic, as numerous coastal components have been found that
date to this interval.
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Archaeological remains in these components typically represent the La Jolla complex and often contain
abundant shellfish and fish remains, along with flaked cobble tools, basin metates, manos, discoidals,
stone balls, and flexed burials. At the same time, it has been suggested that the contemporaneous
Pauma complex of inland San Diego County may represent seasonal movements of early Archaic
populations between coastal and inland resource areas (True and Pankey 1985; Warren et al. 1961). If
so, a relatively broad seasonal range is implied for the early portion of the Archaic.
Although the basic toolkit represented by the La Jolla complex appears to have remained consistent
throughout the Archaic, there are some indications of significant shifts in settlement. Compilations of
radiocarbon assays for Batiquitos Lagoon (Gallegos 1985; Warren et al. 1961), for example, provide
evidence for disuse of this location between about 3000 and 1500 B.P.
This and evidence from some other locations in San Diego County led Warren (1964, 1968; Warren et al.
1961) and others (Gallegos 1985; Masters and Gallegos 1997) to postulate a population movement
inland and southward in response to siltation and declining productivity of coastal lagoons in the
northern portion of the region. More recent data, however, have demonstrated continued settlement
and use of littoral resources throughout the late Archaic period in northern San Diego County (Byrd and
Reddy 2002). It may be that, rather than widespread population movement away from the coast, the
changing coastal ecology resulted in more localized settlement adjustments.

Late Prehistoric Period (1,500 B.P. to 1769)
In Southern California, the appearance of small, arrowhead-size projectile points and ceramics, and the
practice of cremation around 1,300 years ago mark the beginning of the Late Prehistoric period.
Projectile points commonly found in Late Prehistoric assemblages include Cottonwood Triangular and
Desert Side-notched forms, both thought to mark the introduction of the bow and arrow into the
region. Regional populations appear to have been relatively high during the Late Prehistoric, resulting in
territorial restrictions, increased sedentism, and subsistence intensification. Villages were relatively
stable and occupied for much of the year, and were positioned for access to a variety of resource areas.
Subsistence is thought to have focused on acorns and grass seeds, along with deer and a variety of small
mammals. Along the coast, subsistence focused on the collection of shellfish and nearshore fishing.
Settlement patterns during the Late Prehistoric in northern San Diego County are not well understood,
although the data do suggest some important spatial and temporal variation. The strongest settlement
data come from the upper San Luis Rey River drainage system, where investigations by True and Waugh
(1982) suggest a transition from a fairly wide-ranging mobility pattern during San Luis Rey I times into a
territorially constricted pattern of seasonally bipolar movement between upland and lowland
settlements. This interior-upland pattern is seen as distinct from that of the lower San Luis Rey River,
where residential mobility is thought to have been even lower, with one principal village per group area.

Ethnographic Background
At Spanish contact, the northern portion of San Diego County was occupied by speakers of a Takic
language related to those dialects spoken in the Los Angeles Basin to the north but distinct from the
Yuman language spoken in the San Diego area to the south. These groups were later known generally as
the Juaneño and Luiseño, based on their associations with either Mission San Luis Rey or Mission San
Juan Capistrano. The region occupied by the Luiseño and Juaneño extended along the coast roughly
between Agua Hedionda to approximately Aliso Creek in present Orange County, and inland
approximately to Palomar Mountain (Kroeber 1925; Oxendine 1983; Shipek 1977). The southern portion
of coastal San Diego County was occupied by the Kumeyaay, a Yuman-speaking group also known as the
Kamia, Ipai, and Diegueño. Both the Luiseño/Juaneño and Kumeyaay lived in semisedentary, politically
autonomous villages that were typically positioned to provide access to a wide variety of resources.
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The high population densities achieved by the Kumeyaay and Luiseño during the Late Prehistoric period
led to the development of a number of intensive land use practices that are documented
ethnographically. These included intensive use of a wide diversity of plant and animal foods as well as a
number of land-management techniques that were designed to improve and maintain productivity, such
as regular vegetation burning, plant husbandry, and erosion control and irrigation (Anderson 1993;
Shipek 1993; White 1963).

Historic Setting
Spanish Period (1769–1821)
In July 1769, the first Spanish colonists arrived in San Diego. The mission and presidio, sStrategically
located on a prominence overlooking the lower San Diego River valley and the northeastern corner of
San Diego Bay, the mission and the fortifications on Presidio Hill were completed the following year and
represented the first permanent settlement by the Spanish in Alta California.
A small community of Hispanic settlers followed, establishing a pueblo about 5 miles north of San
Diego’s current downtown, in the area at the foot of Presidio Hill later known as Old Town (Engstrand
and Brandes 1976; Pourade 1963). The pueblo and Presidio remained in the Old Town area even after
the mission was moved to more favorable agricultural land in Mission Valley in 1774 (Pourade 1961).
Under Spanish law, every pueblo was entitled to 4 square leagues of land. As a result, downtown San
Diego was part of the original pueblo land of San Diego, which totaled over 48,000 acres. Most of this
land remained undeveloped until the Anglo-American period (Mayer 1978; Pryde 1992).
Mission San Diego and San Luis Rey both followed a different policy than most California missions in that
after baptism and training most neophytes were allowed to return to their villages. This, despite the
considerable disruption imposed by the missions, allowed Native American groups to maintain many
aspects of their traditional land use practices while still adapting to and integrating with the mission
economic system (Shipek 1988). At the same time, many Kumeyaay maintained active resistance to the
mission system (Carrico 2008; Luomala 1978; Miskwish 2007), and many portions of interior San Diego
County were only minimally influenced by the Spanish (Shipek 1988).
The land around the California missions and the first pueblos was gradually developed during the
Spanish period, as new crops and animals were introduced. The padres and early settlers sought to
reproduce the agricultural economy they knew in Spain in north-central Mexico and Alta California, thus
creating the Mediterranean style and ambience still associated with the region (Dunmire 2004; Ford
2005; Mayer 1978). The California missions and presidios reflected the Spanish style in their
architectural character and layout around courtyard gardens. The gradual introduction of European
decorative plants and adaptation of native plants to the casas and courtyards eventually gave the area
the Colonial appearance still linked in most people’s minds with the region today. The Spanish settlers
cultivated grapes for wine, olives, oranges, and lemons, and a variety of vegetables. They created small
canal systems for the irrigation of crops; introduced cattle, sheep, and horses; and built in architectural
styles derived from Spanish models (Ford 2005; Mayer 1978).
San Diego Bay was used as a port for the fur trade beginning in the early 1800s (Mayer 1978; Pourade
1961). The population of San Diego grew slowly during early 19th century. When the Mexican
Revolution began in 1810, the population of the Presidio at San Diego was approximately 350 persons.
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By the time Mexico gained independence from Spain in 1821, the population of San Diego had risen to
approximately 450 persons.

Mexican Period (1821–1846)
The end of Spanish customs regulations and the expansion of trade under Mexico opened California to
the world. In 1823, the English firm of McCullough, Hartness, and Co. sent the vessel John Begg to San
Diego and established a permanent mercantile house, the first foreign trading house in California. On
August 17, 1833, the Mexican Congress passed the Secularization Act, which transferred missioncontrolled land to private ownership. This act opened enormous tracts of new land to settlement, and
immigration to San Diego began to increase. Concurrently, the mission system began to decline, forcing
Native American occupants to seek alternative livelihoods (Carrico 1987; Luomala 1978).
In December, 1834, San Diego was organized as a pueblo with the election of its first mayor, Juan Maria
Osuna, and the Presidio was abandoned the following year. The main population center during the
Spanish period had been the Mission San Diego de Alcalá, located well inland from the port. With
enforced secularization, however, settlement around the mission was abandoned. In 1834, the first
urban layout of the city, complete with a typical plaza mayor and substantial adobe buildings, arose near
the Presidio in the area that later came to be known as Old Town. Large ranchos were established on
the vast private land grants carved out of former mission lands. The new ranch owners were far more
interested in mercantile commerce than had been the earlier Spanish padres, and actively sought ways
to attract foreign, and especially American, traders. Tallow and hides were the main exports in this trade
(Dana 1995). By the 1840s, merchants and brokers from the northeastern United States had become a
common sight around San Diego Harbor (Ford 2005:8; Mayer 1978).

American Period (1846–Present)
The forces that led to the foundation of downtown San Diego began to become manifest after Alta
California was ceded to the United States at the conclusion of the Mexican-American War. In the 50
some years that followed, the economic and political center of the city shifted from Old Town to the
present downtown area, and the basic outlines of modern San Diego were established. The process was
not straightforward or unilateral, but rather a process of fits and starts.
Old Town San Diego was occupied by U.S. forces during the Mexican-American War (1846–1848). The
Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, which ended the war, ceded Alta California to the United States. The U.S.
Boundary Commission Survey team arrived in San Diego in 1849 to survey the new border area.
Boundary Commissioner John B. Weller assigned chief surveyor, Andrew B. Gray, to survey San Diego
Bay and fix the beginning point of the survey (Scott 1976:21). The new international boundary line was
located 1 marine league south of San Diego Bay.
The “port” at San Diego was little more than an off-loading beach, located in present-day Point Loma.
Gray and his team camped near the Punto de los Muertos, an area settled by Spanish and Mexican
residents 3 miles south of Old Town near the present-day Lindbergh Field, where access to the bay was
easier. Gray quickly realized the potential for a new “American” seaport town at that site and switched
his efforts toward establishing a “New Town” for San Diego (Newland 1992:30–35; Rolle 1956:90–91;
Scott 1976:24–26). In January and February of 1850, Gray and Army Lt. Thomas Johns surveyed and
mapped a 160-acre subdivision and port facility adjacent to the Punto de los Muertos.
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Gray then attracted successful San Francisco merchant William Heath Davis and several prominent San
Diegans, including José Antonio Aguirre, Miguel de Pedrorena, and William C. Ferrell, to help finance the
purchase and development of the waterfront land where downtown San Diego now stands (Rolle
1956:91–92; Scott 1976:28).
This “New Town” consisted of the area bounded by present-day Broadway, Front Street, and the
waterfront. Establishing New Town had its difficulties and it was thwarted by the fact that San Diego
went bankrupt. San Diego’s fortunes, however, were renewed after the end of the Civil War. By the late
1860s, there were plans for two subdivisions and talk of being the terminus for the transcontinental
railroad. That did not come to fruition, but it did attract residents and established New Town for good.
There were periods of boom and bust in the years leading up to the turn of the century. With the dawn
of the 20th century, business in San Diego again picked up and the city experienced reinvigorated
growth. Between 1900 and 1920, San Diego’s population more than quadrupled from 17,700 to nearly
75,000 (Mills 1960:37; Pryde 1992:73). This growth was due in part to events such as commencement of
construction on the Panama Canal; plans to build a railroad to Yuma, Arizona; the Panama-California
Exposition of 1915–1916; and the U.S. Navy’s interest in making San Diego a major naval port. There
were also significant populations developing in La Jolla, Ocean Beach, Mission Beach, and Point Loma.
Smaller populations were in National City, Coronado, Oceanside, Encinitas, Julian, and Chula Vista (Pryde
1992:73). San Diego’s natural harbor also attracted immigrants interested in commercial fishing, and the
fishing industry and its associated canneries helped to bolster the city's economy in the 1920s (Cleland
et al. 1980). The expansion of the streetcar line in the 1920s began to alter patterns of development and
residence. The streetcar allowed many families to move out to suburbs that were rapidly building up on
the outskirts of town (Schaefer and Newland 1994).
San Diego suffered like every other city during the Great Depression, but the outbreak of World War II
sparked an economic boom in most of the country, particularly in places like San Diego with an
established military presence. The military took over large parts of San Diego, expanding existing bases
and developing new ones. San Diego’s population stood at 203,341 in 1940; within a year it grew by
50,000 (Mayer 1978). The post-World War II era brought recovery in the form of an increased industrial
base, a growing tourist business, and the commercial exploitation of rich agricultural lands. These
resources, along with expansive military bases, have continued in importance to San Diego's economic
well-being to the present day. The era also brought notable shifts in the local economy and residential
patterns. The aerospace industry shifted from aircraft to missiles, and a post-war housing crunch led to a
construction boom, which included post-war housing tracts in the suburbs served by massive new
shopping centers and smaller shopping malls. More houses farther afield meant more cars, and by 1951
San Diego had four major freeway interchanges (McKeever 1994). The 1960s brought construction of a
new sports stadium, expansion of the San Diego Zoo, and the formation of the San Diego Padres major
league baseball team. Tourism became one of the leading industries and has remained so to this day.
The 1960s to the 1980s saw a significant increase in populations throughout the region, and cities like
Del March, Poway, Santee, Vista, San Marcos, and Lemon Grove were established (Pryde 1992:77).
Massive housing developments like Mira Mesa and Rancho Peñasquitos were built in the 1970s. Despite
setbacks in recent years, the San Diego region has continued to grow and prosper.
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The region today is home to 19 Native American reservations representing 18 tribal governments, the
most in any county in the United States. Reservations have generally been established by Executive
Order, and most of the land within the boundaries of reservations is owned by tribes and held in trust by
the federal government. Native American reservations currently cover more than 116,000 acres, or
approximately 4 percent of the region's land. Four tribal groupings make up the indigenous peoples of
San Diego County: the Kumeyaay/Diegueno, the Lusiseno, the Cuperno, and the Cahilla (Plan Appendix
G). Tribal economic development has had an influence on the region’s overall development. This is
mostly due to casinos (e.g., Barona, Campo, Sycuan, Viejas) which are mainly responsible for creating
10,000 jobs, a $ 1 billion industry, $263 million in goods and services, and $500 million in payroll. The
tribes who do not have gaming facilities continue to have economic development, transportation, and
infrastructure needs (Plan Appendix G; Plan Appendix U).

EXISTING CULTURAL RESOURCES
Numerous cultural resources have been documented in the San Diego region. In addition, some areas
have not yet been inventoried. The following information provides a context for the types of cultural
resources in the region and a general discussion of the range of known cultural resources that may be
present in the San Diego region.
In California, historical resources are recorded in the California Historical Resources Information System
(CHRIS), which consists of the California State Office of Historic Preservation (OHP), 10 Information
Centers (ICs), and the state Historical Resources Commission. The ICs are spread across California and
are the repositories for recorded historical resources within their region. In San Diego, it is the South
Coastal Information Center (SCIC) that holds the records for historical resources recorded in San Diego
County. According to the SCIC, there are 34,239 cultural resources (including 12,800 isolated finds) in
the San Diego region recorded in CHRIS (South Coastal Information Center November 26, 2014). This
information is collected by the SCIC when requested and represents the most accurate information
known at the time of this EIR.

Archaeological Resources: Historic and Prehistoric
Generally, specific information on the location and description of archaeological resources is kept
confidential to lessen the potential for vandalism and theft by looters. The specific regulations that
provide for this are discussed in Section 4.5.2.
Historical archaeological site types that have been encountered in the San Diego region vary according
to the time period and activity with which they are associated. They can contain surface material or be
buried. Early period, Spanish and Mexican period sites include adobe homesteads and presidio and
mission-related sites. These include the San Diego Presidio, Mission Dam, the San Diego Mission and the
San Luis Rey Mission.
Most of the known sites have undergone data recovery and it would be rare to find any new sites. In the
early American Period up until about 1920, most archaeological sites in an urban environment consist of
garbage dumps in wells, cisterns, or trash pits. Building foundations are also common during this period,
as are industrial features. The majority of sites already identified from this time period exist in
developed areas of San Diego. In the San Diego mountains, mining sites are more prevalent. After the
1920s, the establishment of town dumps and sewer and water systems meant that trash-related
archaeological features were less common. Materials commonly found at historic sites include ceramics,
glass, metal, and animal bone.
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Leather, wood, and cloth do not generally preserve well and are not commonly found in historic sites.
Some site types, such as military and farming/ranching complexes, are found throughout the San Diego
region and in any time period. Historic buildings and structures are also present throughout the San
Diego region and can be found in association with archaeological sites or on their own.
Prehistoric sites tend to fall into distinctive categories that relate to the activities that took place. They
are found through the region, but tend to be more common in areas close to a water source or
resources (such as materials for tool making or readily available food), and on flatter ground. Like
historic sites, they can be found on the surface, or buried. Due to the propensity for settling close to
water sources, prehistoric sites that were originally just surficial can be buried over time by alluvial
action. Major coastal villages were known to have existed along the estuaries and lagoons along the San
Diego coastline and up the corresponding rivers, such as the village of Kosti or Cosoy near the mouth of
the San Diego River (Kroeber 1925). While many historic and prehistoric resources have been identified
and documented within the San Diego region, many unidentified resources remain unevaluated. In
addition, the exact locations of some of the known sites (such as Cosoy) are yet to be confirmed. The
site types and the materials associated with them are summarized below.
Habitation sites: These are seasonal or semi-permanent. Activities at these sites include food
preparation, milling, cooking, tool production, ceramic production, leather working, basket weaving,
construction, and ritual activities.
Temporary camps: A range of activities took place at these camps. This could include any of the activities
performed at a habitation site, but at a temporary camp there would have been a shorter activity
period, so less material evidence would be left.
Artifact scatter: An artifact scatter consists of ceramics, flaked stone, or ground stone that is not
accompanied by subsurface deposits. Some animal bone or shell may also occur. An artifact scatter
could represent a temporary place to stop or somewhere to process a resource from the surrounding
area.
Lithic Scatter: This is a low-density scatter of lithic material used in tool production. Typically, it is the
discard from the process that is left behind, not the actual tools.
Bedrock Milling: These are areas of bedrock used to process food such as acorns or seeds. This was done
with a pestle (which crushes the food) or mano (which grinds the food).
Quarry: A quarry is where raw stone material was extracted for tool making. These sites were visited
only briefly.
Shell Midden: This can be an area where shellfish was processed or it can be associated with a
habitation site or temporary camp.
Rock art: Rock art includes petroglyphs (patterns etched into rocks) and pictographs (patterns “painted”
on rocks) that are often associated with ritual.
Major coastal villages were known to have existed along the estuaries and lagoons along the San Diego
coastline and up the corresponding rivers, such as the village of Kosti or Cosoy near the mouth of the
San Diego River (Kroeber 1925) and Ystagua in the Sorrento Valley area. While many historic and
prehistoric resources have been identified and documented within the San Diego region, many
unidentified resources remain unevaluated. In addition, the exact locations of some of the known sites
(such as Cosoy) are yet to be confirmed. Some areas within the San Diego region have a particularly high
potential for prehistoric and historic cultural resources.
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For example, lagoons and rivers were areas of high traffic and settlement during prehistoric times due,
in part, to the abundance of water, food, and other resources, while coastal communities were some of
the earliest and heaviest areas of settlement during historic times due to their access to both resources
and transportation.

Historic Districts, Registers, and Landmarks
In addition to the tens of thousands of archaeological sites recorded within the San Diego region on the
California Historic Resources Inventory, there are numerous historical resources listed on federal, state,
and local registers, such as the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), California Register of
Historical Resources (CRHR), California Historical Landmarks, and County of San Diego Historical
Landmarks. Other historic inventories have been prepared by various cities within the San Diego region.
Approximately 9,000 historical structures are recorded in San Diego County (South Coastal Information
Center November 26, 2014). Some of these are part of larger districts.
The following is a description of the types of other listings that exist in the San Diego region for
archaeological and historic architectural resources. These descriptions are taken from California OHP
(OHP 2014).
California Historical Landmarks (Landmarks) are buildings, sites, features, or events that are of
statewide significance and have anthropological, cultural, military, political, architectural,
economic, scientific or technical, religious, experimental, or other historical value.
California Points of Historical Interest are buildings, sites, features, or events that are of local
(city or county) significance and have anthropological, cultural, military, political, architectural,
economic, scientific or technical, religious, experimental, or other historical value.
The California Register of Historical Resources (California Register) includes buildings, sites,
structures, objects and districts significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific, economic,
agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California.
The National Register of Historic Places (National Register) includes buildings, structures,
objects, sites, and districts of local, state, or national significance in American history,
architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture.
There are 24 historic districts listed in the NRHP within the San Diego region; see Table 4.5-1 (NRHP
2014). This count only represents the districts that have been listed in the NRHP and not the ones that
may be in the process of being listed. Many of the districts are located in more urban areas, specifically
in and around the city of San Diego. These include such historical districts as Cabrillo National
Monument Balboa Park and the Gaslamp Quarter Historic District.
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Table 4.5-1 Nationally Designated Historic Districts in the San Diego Region

Historic District
Balboa Park
Cabrillo National Monument
Camp Howard
Coyote Canyon Wild Horse Herd Historic
District
El Prado Complex
Fages-De Anza Trail-Southern Emigrant Road
Gaslamp Quarter Historic District
Gregory Mountain
Harris, C.W., Site Archeological District
Heilman Villas
Kuchamaa
Los Peñasquitos Historic and Archeological
District
Lower Borrego Valley Archeological District
Marine Corps Recruit Depot Historic District
Naval Air Station, San Diego, Historic District
Naval Training Station
Old Town San Diego Historic District
Rancho De Los Kiotes
Rockwell Field
Rosicrucian Fellowship Temple
San Diego Civic Center
San Diego State College
Table Mountain District
University Heights Water Storage and
Pumping Station Historic District

Location
CA Quadrangle 41, San Diego
Near southern tip of Point Loma
Naval Air Station, North Island, San Diego
Anza-Borrego State Park, Borrego Springs
Balboa Park, San Diego
Anza-Borrego State Park
Bounded by railroad tracks, Broadway, 4th, and 6th
Streets, San Diego
Pauma, Unincorporated County of San Diego
Rancho Santa Fe, Unincorporated County of San Diego
Orange Avenue, Coronado
Southeast of San Diego at the U.S.-Mexican Border
12020 Black Mountain Road, San Diego
Borrego Springs, Unincorporated County of San Diego
South of junction of Barnett Avenue and Pacific Highway,
San Diego
Naval Air Station, North Island, North Shore, San Diego
Barnett Street and Rosecrans Boulevard, San Diego
Junction of I-5 and I-8, San Diego
6200 Flying L.C. Lane, Carlsbad
North Island, San Diego
2222 Mission Avenue, Oceanside
1600 Pacific Highway, San Diego
5300 Campanile Drive, San Diego
Jacumba, Unincorporated County of San Diego
4236 Idaho Street

Source: NRHP 2014

In addition to the NRHP historic districts, 140 individual historical resources in the San Diego region are
listed in the NRHP (NRHP 2014). There are also 16 National Historic Landmarks (NRHP 2014). Resources
listed in the NRHP are automatically listed in the CRHR. Most of these resources within the San Diego
region are buildings or structures, such as the Hotel Del Coronado and the Point Loma Lighthouse;
however, some archaeological sites are on the list. The State of California Historical Resources
Commission has designed the CRHR program in order to identify, evaluate, register, and protect
California's historical resources. There are also 72 California State Historical Landmarks in the San Diego
region (California OHP 2014). At the local level, a number of jurisdictions inventory the resources that
are present to develop management plans and standards for their protection. This has become more
often the case as urban areas are limited in their choices of undeveloped land and instead move toward
adaptive reuse of existing buildings and features of the built environment. For example, the City of San
Diego Historical Resources Board works to evaluate and preserve resources and has designated over 950
resources of local concern (San Diego Historical Resources Board 2014).
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Several of these resources are also listed in the NRHP either individually or as part of a district. In
addition, the County of San Diego, and the Cities of Oceanside, Poway, Escondido, Carlsbad, Encinitas,
National City, Chula Vista, La Mesa, and El Cajon also maintain historic resource inventories.

Ethnographic Resources and Sacred Sites
Ethnographic resources include sites, areas, and materials important to Native Americans for religious,
spiritual, or traditional uses. These can encompass the sacred character of physical locations (mountain
peaks, springs, and burial sites) or particular native plants, animals, or minerals that are gathered for use
in traditional ritual activities. Villages, burials, rock art, rock features, and traditional hunting, gathering,
or fishing sites may also constitute significant Native American cultural resources. Such resources may
be eligible for listing in the NRHP as Traditional Cultural Properties and may be included in the California
Sacred Lands File maintained by the California Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC). For
specific projects, the NAHC would provide information to qualified persons conducting cultural
resources studies. Although the NAHC does not provide the location of the resources, they would
provide a list of knowledgeable Native Americans who can be contacted. Tribal consultation with these
individuals and organizations is typically done during the CEQA process.

4.5.1.2

EXISTING PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES AND UNIQUE GEOLOGIC
FEATURES

Paleontological Resources
Paleontological resources represent a limited, nonrenewable, and impact-sensitive scientific and
educational resource. As defined in this section, “paleontological resources” (i.e., fossils) are the remains
and/or traces of prehistoric plant and animal life. Fossils such as bones, teeth, shells, and leaves are
found in geologic deposits (rock formations) within which they were originally buried. Paleontological
resources include not only fossils as described above, but also collecting localities and the geological
formations containing those localities. Known paleontological resources found in regions of moderate to
high paleontological sensitivity throughout the San Diego region are included below in Table 4.5-2.
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Table 4.5-2
Paleontological Resources
Region

Period

Sensitivity

Unnamed River
Terrace Deposits

Late Pleistocene

Moderate

Unnamed Marine
Terrace Deposits

Late Pleistocene

Moderate

Bay Point
Formation

Late Pleistocene

High

San Diego
Formation

Late Pleistocene

High

San Mateo
Formation

Late Pleistocene
to Late Miocene

High

Capistrano
Formation

Late Miocene

High

San Onofre
Breccia

Middle Miocene

Moderate

Otay Formation

Late Oligocene

High

Sweetwater
Formation

Eocene

High
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Paleontology Resources Found
• Terrestrial vertebrates (i.e., pond turtle,
passenger pigeon, hawk, shrew, mole, mice,
gopher, squirrel, rabbit, ground sloth, wolf,
camel, deer, horse, mastodon, and mammoth).
• Marine invertebrate fossils (e.g., mollusks,
crustaceans, and echinoids).
• Marine vertebrates (e.g., sharks, rays, and bony
fish).
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., camel, horse, and
mammoth).
• Invertebrate fossils (primarily mollusks).
• Marine vertebrates (i.e., sharks, rays, and bony
fishes).
• Marine vertebrates and invertebrates (i.e.,
clams, scallops, snails, crabs, barnacles, sand
dollars, sharks, rays, bony fishes, sea birds,
walrus, fur seal, sea cow, dolphins, and baleen
whales.
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., cat, wolf, skunk,
peccary, camel, antelope, deer, horse, and
gomphothere).
• Fossil wood and leaves (e.g., pine, oak, laurel,
cottonwood, and avocado).
• Marine vertebrates (e.g., rays, sharks, bony
fishes, sea birds, dolphins, sperm whale, baleen
whales, sea cow, fur seals, walrus, and sea
otter).
• Terrestrial mammal remains (e.g., horse,
camel, llama, and peccary).
• Marine invertebrates (e.g., clams, scallops,
snails, and sea urchins).
• Marine vertebrates (e.g., sharks, rays, bony
fishes, sea birds, toothed whales, baleen
whales, sea cow, fur seals, and walruses)
(Orange County).
• Poorly preserved remains of nearshore marine
foraminifers, bivalve mollusks, and unidentified
mammals.
• Terrestrial vertebrates (e.g., tortoise, lizards,
snake, birds, shrews, rodents, rabbit, dog, fox,
rhinoceros, camels, mouse-deer, and
oreodonts).
• Dental remains of opossums, insectivores, and
rodents.
• A few nondiagnostic mammal teeth.
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Region

Period

Sensitivity

Pomerado
Conglomerate

Middle Eocene

Moderate

Mission Valley
Formation

Eocene

High

Stadium
Conglomerate
(Upper)
Stadium
Conglomerate
(Cypress Canyon)

Middle Eocene

Moderate

Middle Eocene

High

Stadium
Conglomerate
(Lower)

Middle Eocene

High

Friars Formation

Middle Eocene

High

Santiago
Formation
(Member C)

Middle Eocene

High

Santiago
Formation
(Member B)

Middle Eocene

High

Santiago
Formation
(Member A)

Middle Eocene

Moderate
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Paleontology Resources Found
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., insectivores,
primates, rodents, protoreodonts,
unidentifiable mammal bone fragments, and
an unidentified artiodactyl, possibly a camelid).
• Nearshore marine mollusks (e.g., clams and
snails).
• Marine microfossils (e.g., foraminifers),
macroinvertebrates (e.g., clams, snails,
crustaceans, and sea urchins).
• Marine vertebrates (e.g., sharks, rays, and bony
fish).
• Petrified wood.
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., opossums,
insectivores, bats, primates, rodents,
artiodactyls and perissodactyls).
• Fossil foraminifers, marine mollusks,
opossums, insectivores, primates, rodents,
carnivores, rhinoceros, and artiodactyls.
• Land mammals (e.g., opossums, insectivores,
bats, primates, rodents, carnivores, tapirs,
brontotheres, protoreodonts, and other
artiodactyls).
• Sparse marine fossil remains.
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., opossums,
insectivores, primates, rodents, carnivores, and
artiodactyls).
• Terrestrial vertebrates; especially terrestrial
mammals (e.g., opossums, insectivores,
primates, rodents, artiodactyls, and
perissodactyls).
• Marine microfossils and macroinvertebrates.
• Fossil leaves.
• Vertebrate fossils: turtles, snakes, lizards,
crocodiles, birds, and mammals (e.g.,
opossums, insectivores, primates, rodents,
brontotheres, tapirs, protoreodonts, and other
early artiodactyls).
• Marine organisms (e.g., calcareous
nannoplankton and mollusks).
• Terrestrial vertebrates (e.g., insectivores,
primates, rodents, brontothere, rhinoceros,
and uintathere).
• Marine and estuarine mollusks.
• Member “A” has yet to produce any fossils, but
the discovery of any diagnostic fossils in this
rock unit would be of great importance in
resolving the age and stratigraphic significance
of the Santiago Formation.
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Region

Period

Sensitivity

Ardath Shale

Middle Eocene

High

Torrey Sandstone

Early Middle
Eocene

Moderate

Delmar Formation

Late Early to Early
Middle Eocene

High

Mount Soledad
Formation

Late Early to Early
Middle Eocene

Moderate

Unnamed
Formation

Early Eocene

High

Cabrillo Formation

Late Cretaceous

Moderate

Point Loma
Formation

Late Cretaceous

High

Lusardi Formation

Late Cretaceous

Moderate

Older Quaternary
Alluvial Fan
Deposits
Pauba Formation

Late Pleistocene

Moderate

Late Pleistocene

Moderate

Temecula Arkose

Pleistocene

High
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Paleontology Resources Found
• The Ardath Shale has yielded diverse and wellpreserved assemblages of marine microfossils
and vertebrates (e.g., sharks, rays, and bony
fish).
• Plant remains (mostly leaves).
• Invertebrate fossils primarily consist of
nearshore marine taxa (e.g., clams, oysters,
snails, and barnacles).
• Vertebrate fossil remains are rare and include
teeth of crocodiles, sharks, and rays.
• Estuarine invertebrates (e.g., clams, oysters,
and snails).
• Estuarine vertebrates (e.g., sharks and rays).
• Well-preserved skull remains of aquatic reptiles
(e.g., crocodile) and terrestrial mammals (e.g.,
tillodont and early rhinoceros).
• Marine organisms (e.g., mollusks, planktonic
foraminifers, benthonic foraminifers, and
pollen).
• Dental remains of multituberculates,
opossums, insectivores, primates,
“condylarths,” and rodents.
• Marine invertebrates (e.g., clams, snails, and
ammonites).
• Marine vertebrates (e.g., sharks).
• Marine invertebrates (e.g., clams, snails,
nautiloids, ammonites, crabs, and sea urchins).
• Marine vertebrates (e.g., sharks and
mosasaurs).
• Terrestrial plants (leaves and wood).
• Dinosaurs, including armored dinosaur
(nodosaur) and duck-billed dinosaur
(hadrosaur).
• Fragments of plant material.
• The Cretaceous age of this rock unit coupled
with its terrestrial depositional setting suggests
the potential presence of dinosaurs and other
terrestrial vertebrates.
• Scattered vertebrate remains of late
Pleistocene age.
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., shrew, rabbit,
kangaroo rat, gopher, mice, deer, pronghorn,
camel, horse, and elephant).
• Freshwater diatoms.
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., rabbits, rodents,
wolf, badger, bobcat, elephant, horse, camel,
deer, and antelope).
• Freshwater diatoms, snails, and gastropods.
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Region

Period

Sensitivity

Jacumba Volcanics

Early Miocene

Moderate

Table Mountain
Gravels

Early to Middle
Eocene

High

Brawley
Formation

Early to Late
Pleistocene

Moderate

Ocotillo
Conglomerate

Early Pleistocene

High

Borrego
Formation
Canebrake
Conglomerate
Palm Springs
Formation

Imperial
Formation

Split Mountain
Formation
Alverson Volcanics

High
Late Pleistocene
to Early
Pleistocene
Late Pleistocene
to Early
Pleistocene

Moderate

Late Miocene to
Early Pliocene

High

High

Moderate
Middle Miocene

Moderate

Paleontology Resources Found
• Fossil bone fragments.
• Identifiable fossils should eventually be found
in these sediments.
• Terrestrial mammals (e.g., rodents and large
hoofed mammals) including teeth (rabbit,
camel), limb bones (unidentified artiodactyl),
and miscellaneous bone fragments.
• Lacustrine invertebrate fauna.
• Terrestrial vertebrates (e.g., turtle, bird,
ground sloth, rabbit, rodents, wolf, bear,
bobcat, lion, sabertooth cat, mammoth, zebra,
horse, camel, llama, deer, antelope, and ox).
• Mollusks, ostracods, and rare foraminifers.
• Terrestrial vertebrates.
• Has not yet yielded any fossils.
• Over 100 species of Plio-Pleistocene terrestrial
vertebrates (e.g., turtles, snakes, lizards, hawk,
eagle, vulture, ground sloth, shrews, rodents,
mastodon, camel, llama, and horse).
• Over 200 species of marine fossils, (e.g.,
foraminifers, corals, clams, snails, ostracods,
barnacles, crabs, sand dollars, and sea urchins).
• Marine vertebrates (e.g., sharks, rays, bony
fish, sea cow, baleen whale, and walrus).
• Marine microfossils such as foraminifers.
• Algae, pollen, petrified wood, mollusks, and a
vertebrate bone fragment.

Source: Demere and Walsh 1993

Unique Geologic Features
A unique geologic feature may be the best example of its kind locally or regionally; it may illustrate a
geologic principle, it may provide a key piece of geologic information, it may be the “type locality” of a
fossil or formation, or it may have high aesthetic appeal. Unique geologic features may be exposed or
created from natural weathering and erosion processes or from man-made excavations. These unique
geological features provide aesthetic, scientific, educational, and recreational value. Unique geological
features throughout the San Diego region were documented in the 1975 San Diego County General Plan.
This inventory from the 1975 General Plan is listed in Table 4.5-3 and provides more detailed
information than the more recent General Plan Update adopted in 2011.
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Table 4.5-3
Unique Geologic Features
Unique Geological Feature
Indian Mountain Leucogranodiorite.
Pliocene San Mateo formation.
San Onofre breccia.
Monterey shale.
Bonsall tonalite.
Petrified forest with logs in exposures of the prebatholithic
colcanics and sedimentary rocks containing leaf imprints.
Prebatholithic folded slates.
The Lusardi formation consisting of a conglomerate unit.
Lake Wohlford leucogranodiorite.
San Marcos gabbro.
Woodson Mountain granodiorite.
Swarm of distinctly oriented inclusion in Lakewood Mountain
tonalite composing outer ring dike. Core is Green Valley tonalite.
Area of prebatholic metamorphics, quartzite exhibiting swirls of
magnitite and biotite, which may represent relic crossbedding.
Green Valley tonalite.
Elsinore fault, canyon eroded along fault, and tributaries offset
in a right lateral sense, Typical exposure of Julian schist.
Split Mountain formation.
Localities indicating age of peak volcanics. At (a) Buchia
belemnoids, and ammonite were found. At (b) there are
belemnoids, flame structures, flute castes and graded bedding.
Eocene vertebrate fossil locality.
Eocene vertebrate fossil locality.
Exposures of fossiliferous Eocene and Pliocene strata. The
Pliocene rocks are preserved by down faulting. They contain
sharks teeth, whale bones, and delicate Glottidia albida.
Bay Point formation.
Type area of the Rose Canyon shale.
Eocene foraminifera area.
Green Eocene mudstones, containing large leaf imprints,
petrified logs, and pelecypod molds.
Black Mountain volcanics, greenstones with primary structures.
Quartzose pseudomorphs of pastropods.
Exposure of San Diego formation containing whole bones and
sharks teeth.
Type locality of Spatangus rarus Israelsky. Known only from type
locality.
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Location
Banks of San Luis Rey River, few miles
southwest of Pala
Along San Mateo Creek
San Onofre Hills
Along sea cliffs southeast of San Onofre
Bonsall, west central San Luis Rey Quad
Lusardi Canyon near Rancho Santa Fe near
junction with San Dieguito River
Lusardi Canyon near Rancho Santa Fe near
junction with San Dieguito River
Lusardi Canyon near Rancho Santa Fe near
junction with San Dieguito River
Lake Wohlford, between Escondido and Lake
Wohlford
San Marcos Mountains, San Luis Rey Quad
Woodson Mountain, a few miles southwest of
Ramona
East of Ramona
Vicinity Highway 78 and San Pasqual
Southeast San Luis Rey Quad; Green Valley
between SR 395 and Ramona
Julian, Santa Ysabel Quadrangle
Split Mountain Gorge, south of Ocotillo, west
side of Imperial Valley
(a) Los Peñasquitos; (b) San Santiago Dieguito,
vicinity of San Dieguito piochii, River
Bank of San Diego River near Grantville
Bank of San Diego River near Friars Road and
Ulric Street
Tecolote Creek
West shore of Bay Point Mission Bay
Rose Canyon
Old Murray Canyon Quarry
Black Mountain
Black Mountain
Vicinity of Miramar Reservoir
Pacific Beach
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Unique Geological Feature
Type localities of Pecten (patinopecten) healeyi, Pecten (Pecten)
stearsi, Pecten (argopecten) subdolus and Pecten (Pecten) bellus
hemphilli.
Del Mar formation.
Mount Soledad formation.
Mission Valley formation.
Stadium conglomerate.
Scripps formation.
Friars formation.
Torrey sandstone.
Ardath shale.
Exposures of Santiago Peak volcanics showing unique
stratigraphic and structural relationships between many units
typical of formation. Also, type locality when first named Black
Mountain Volcanics.
Exposure of an old “unnamed” fanglomerate composed of
metamorphic rocks, one of the highest surfaces of the “high
terrace” cut into Stadium conglomerate, and a “contact breccia”
migmatite zone.
Basal contact of Ballena gravels eastward; mechanically just
folded border of Woodson Mountain granodiorite against
narrow screen of metamorphic rocks and banded structures in
gabbro on other side.
An unusual occurrence of dumortierite, similanite, and
associated minerals.
An unusual occurrence of orbicular gabbro.
Prebatholithic metavolcanics, in selected places coarse
pyroclastic and blastoporphyritic fabrics as well as original
bedding are visible. Often very gneissic.
Mixed and roof pendants in the prebatholithic metavolcanics.
Contact of Woodson Mountain granodiorite and Green Valley
tonalite.
Roof pendant of metavolcanics in the Green Valley tonalite.
Stonewall quartz diorite.
Exposure of Bay Point formation fauna.
Pliocene San Diego formation fossils.
Cabrillo formation.
Point Loma formation.
La Posta quartz diorite.
Stratigraphic relationship between Jacumba volcanic rock
(Alverson andesite) and “Table Mountain gravels” and reworked
younger gravels.
Source: County of San Diego 1975
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Location
Pacific Beach
Sea cliff and short canyon in Del Mar
West of intersection of Ardath Road and I-5
South wall of Mission Valley on west side of SR
163 at the junction of I-8
North wall of Mission Valley west of Murphy
Canyon Road from Friars Road
Torrey Pines Grade
North wall of Mission Valley along Friars Road
Torrey Pines Grade
East side of Rose Canyon south of intersection
of Ardath Road and I-5
North of Black Mountain, La Jolla Quadrangle

Vicinity of I-8, west of San Vicente Reservoir

Vicinity of Wildcat Canyon Road sloping just
east of San Vicente Creek
Dehesa Toad and Tavern Road, Alpine
Dehesa Road west of the Harbison Canyon
Road intersection Alpine
Vicinity of I-8 south of Lake Jennings
Vicinity of La Cresta Road, El Cajon
Vicinity of La Cresta Road, El Cajon
Vicinity of San Diego River west of El Capitan
Reservoir
Stonewall Peak in Cuyamaca Region
Vicinity of the U.S./Mexican border 1/4 mile
from the coast
Vicinity of the U.S./Mexican border 2 miles
from the coast
Sea cliff in Point Loma
Along Point Loma Peninsula at southern end
La Posta Valley
West of Jacumba
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4.5.2

REGULATORY SETTING

FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Cultural Resources
Historic Sites, Building, Objects, and Antiquities Act
The Historic Sites, Building, Objects and Antiquities Act (16 USC 461–462, 464–467) was passed in 1935
to preserve American sites, buildings, objects, and antiquities of national significance for public use. This
Act created the position of Secretary of the Interior and established an advisory board, members of
which are appointed by the Secretary, to aid him or her in implementing the Act. Powers of this Act can
be executed by the National Parks Service on both Federal and Nonfederal Lands. Relying on authority
provided by this Act, the National Natural Landmarks (NNL) Program was established in 1962 to
recognize and encourage the conservation of outstanding examples of the country’s natural history.
NNLs are designated by the Secretary of the Interior, with the owner’s concurrence, as being of national
significance, defined as being one of the best examples of a biological community or geological feature
within a natural region of the United States.

National Historic Landmarks Program
The National Historic Landmarks Program, developed in 1982, identifies and designates National Historic
Landmarks and encourages the long-range preservation of nationally significant properties that illustrate
or commemorate the history and prehistory of the United States. This program sets forth the criteria for
establishing national significance and the procedures used by the Department of the Interior for
conducting the National Historic Landmarks Program.

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
NEPA (42 USC 4321 et seq.) directs federal agencies to use all practicable means to “preserve important
historic, cultural, and natural aspects of our national heritage” (Section 101[b] [4]). Regulations for
implementing NEPA are found in 40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Parts 1500–1508. Consideration
of cultural resources is required under NEPA for proposed federal actions.

National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA)
The NHPA (16 USC 470–470b, 470c–470n) was passed in 1966 and set the foundation for much of the
more specific legislation that guides cultural resource protection and management in local jurisdictions.
The law outlines the responsibilities of federal agencies and specific guidelines that must be followed
when assessing the effects of a project on a historic site. Section 106 requires federal agencies to take
into account the effects of their undertakings on historic properties and afford the Advisory Council a
reasonable opportunity to comment on such undertakings. The goal of the Section 106 process is to
identify historic properties potentially affected by the undertaking; assess its effects; and seek ways to
avoid, minimize, or mitigate any significant impacts related to historic properties. The NHPA allows the
Secretary to withhold information about the location, character, or ownership of a historic resource
from the public if it is determined that the release of this information would risk harm to the historic
resource.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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National Register of Historic Places (NRHP)
The NRHP is a list of federally recognized historic sites, buildings, and structures that are to be
preserved, as they are significant to the history of their community, state, or the country. Established by
the NHPA and developed in 1981, the NRHP is an authoritative guide to be used by federal, state, and
local governments; private groups; and citizens to identify the nation’s cultural resources and to indicate
what properties should be considered for protection from destruction or impairment. Sites listed in the
NRHP must be considered in the planning of all federal, federally licensed, and federally assisted
projects. Listing of private property in the NRHP does not prohibit under federal law or regulation any
actions that may otherwise be taken by the property owner with respect to the property.

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)
NAGPRA (25 USC 3001 et seq.) was passed in 1990 and establishes the rights of Native American lineal
descendants for ownership and control of Native American human remains and cultural objects.
NAGPRA requires that an inventory of Native American human remains and funerary objects must be
compiled by federal funded agencies and all museums and educational institutions receiving federal
funds. Additionally, NAGPRA makes it illegal to traffic Native American remains and cultural items
without the right of possession, whether or not they derive from federal or Native American lands.
The second major purpose of NAGPRA is to provide greater protection for Native American burial sites
and more careful control over the removal of Native American human remains, funerary objects, sacred
objects, and items of cultural patrimony on federal and tribal lands. All Indian tribes or Native Hawaiian
organizations must be consulted whenever archaeological investigations encounter, or are expected to
encounter, Native American cultural items or when such items are unexpectedly discovered on federal
or tribal lands. Excavation or removal of any such items also must be done under procedures required by
the Archaeological Resources Protection Act (Sec. 3 (c)(1)).

Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979
The Archaeological Resources Protection Act (16 USC 470aa–47011) was passed in October of 1979 to
increase the protection of unique archaeological resources on public and Indian lands. Section 9 of this
act provides for the confidentiality of archaeological resource and their locations. This prevents looting
and destruction of these resources.

The Department of Transportation Act
Passed in 1966, the Department of Transportation Act (49 USC 303, formerly 49 USC 1651(b)(2) and 49
USC 1653f) includes Section 4(f), which states that the FHWA and other USDOT agencies cannot approve
the use of land from public and private historical sites unless certain conditions apply. These exceptions
are the following: If there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative to the use of land, and if the
action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from such use; or if The
Administration determines that the use of the property will have a de minimis impact.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeology and Historic
Preservation
These standards, effective as of 1983, provide technical advice for archaeological and historic
preservation practices. Their purpose is (1) to organize the information gathered about preservation
activities; (2) to describe results to be achieved by federal agencies, states, and others when planning for
the identification, evaluation, registration, and treatment of historic properties; and (3) to integrate the
diverse efforts of many entities performing historic preservation into a systematic effort to preserve the
nation’s culture heritage (48 FR 44716).

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation
These standards were established by the Secretary of the Interior in 1986 as a way to homogenize
rehabilitation efforts of nationally significant historic properties and buildings. These standards pertain
to actions involved in returning a property to a state of utility through repair or alteration. This allows
for the preservation of historic and cultural values of the property, while giving it an efficient
contemporary use (36 CFR 67).

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with
Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings,
1995
The Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties is a compilation of 34 guidelines to promote the
responsible preservation of U.S. historic cultural resources. The standards specifically address
preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction of historic materials. The standards are not
intended to be the sole basis for decision making in regard to whether a historic property should be
saved, but to provide consistency in conservation and restoration practices (36 CFR 68).

Paleontological Resources
A number of federal statutes specifically address paleontological resources, their treatment, and funding
for mitigation as a part of federally authorized or funded projects. (e.g., Antiquities Act of 1906 [16 U.S.
Code [USC] 431–433], Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1960 [23 USC 305]), and the Omnibus Public Land
Management Act of 2009 [16 USC 470aaa]).

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
California Office of Historic Preservation (OHP)
The OHP is responsible for administering federally and state mandated historic preservation programs to
protect California’s historic and archaeological resources. The OHP is guided by the State Historic
Preservation Officer and the State Historical Resources Commission. The OHP is responsible for
(1) Identifying, evaluating, and registering historic properties; (2) ensuring compliance with federal and
state regulations; (3) encouraging adoption of economic incentive programs designed to benefit
property owners; and (4) encouraging economic revitalization by promoting historic preservation
through education and public awareness, and by demonstrating leadership and stewardship for historic
preservation in California.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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California Historical Landmarks Program
The Historical Landmarks Program was instated to register buildings or landmarks of historical interest.
Historical Landmarks are defined as sites, buildings, or features that have a statewide historical, cultural,
anthropological, or other significance. To be designated as a Historical Landmark by the Director of
California State Parks, the resource must meet set criteria, be recommended for designation by the
State Historical Resources Commission, and be approved by the property owners. The goals of the
program include the preservation and maintenance of registered landmarks, most of which include
missions, early settlements, battles, and gold rush sites (PRC Sections 5020.4, 5021, 5022, 5022.5, 5031,
and 5032).

California Points of Historical Interest Program
Points of Historical Interest are sites, buildings, or features that are of local historical, cultural, or
anthropogenic significance. The California Points of Historical Interest Program was established in the
effort to accommodate local historic properties unable to meet the restrictive criteria of the California
Historical Landmarks Program, so that they may still be given limited protection in regard to
development. The Points of Historical Interest Program requires the participation of local governmental
officials in the approval process (PRC Sections 5020.4, 5021, 5022, 5022.5, 5031, and 5032).

California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR)
The CRHR program was designed for use by state and local agencies, private groups, and citizens to
identify, evaluate, register, and protect California’s historical resources. A historical resource can include
any object, building, structure, site, area, or place that is determined to be historically or
archaeologically significant. The CRHR is an authoritative guide to the state’s significant archaeological
and historic architectural resources. The list of these resources can be used for state and local planning
purposes, the eligibility determinations can be used for state historic preservation grant funding, and
listing in the CRHR provides a certain measure of protection under CEQA.

Public Notice to California Native American Indian Tribes (Government Code Section 65092)
In the event of a public hearing, Government Code Section 65092 states that California Native American
tribes on the contact list of the NAHC are included in the definition of “person” to whom notice of the
public hearing will be sent to by local governments or agencies.

Tribal Consultation Guidelines (Senate Bill [SB] 18, 2004)
SB 18 of 2004 (Chapter 905, Statutes of 2002) provides for the protection of Native American cultural
lands and places by requiring cities and counties to consult with California Native American Tribes prior
to adopting or amending a general plan, or designating land as open space. In 2005, the Governor’s
Office of Planning and Research released the Tribal Consultation Guidelines (OPR 2005) as a supplement
to the General Plan Guidelines to aid cities and counties in implementing the provisions of SB 18.
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California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
CEQA applies to all discretionary projects undertaken or subject to approval by public agencies (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15002[i]). CEQA (Public Resources Code [PRC] Section 21001[b], [c]) states that it is
the policy of the State of California to “take all action necessary to provide the people of this state with…
historic environmental qualities…and preserve for future generations examples of the major periods of
California history.” CEQA Guidelines require that historical and unique archaeological resources be taken
into account during the environmental review process. Section 15064.5 of the Guidelines states that “a
project with an effect that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment.”

Archaeological Resources
If the cultural resource in question is an archaeological site, the CEQA Guidelines (Section 15064.5[c][1])
require that the lead agency first determine if the site is a historical resource as defined in Section
15064.5(a). If the site qualifies as a historical resource, potential adverse impacts must be considered in
the same manner as a historical resource (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5[c][2]). If the archaeological
site does not qualify as a historical resource but does qualify as a unique archaeological resource, then
the archaeological site is treated in accordance with CEQA PRC Section 21083.2 (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064.5[c][3]). In practice, most archaeological sites that meet the definition of a unique
archaeological resource will also meet the definition of a historical resource.
CEQA (PRC Section 21083.2[g]) defines a “unique archaeological resource” as an archaeological artifact,
object, or site about which it can be clearly demonstrated that, without merely adding to the current
body of knowledge, there is a high probability that it:
•
•
•

Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions, and there is
public information in that information.
Has a special and particular quality, such as being the oldest or best example of its type.
Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or historic event or
person.

Historical Resources
The CEQA Guidelines (Section 15064.5[a]) define a “historical resource” as including the following:
•
•
•
•

A resource listed in, or eligible for listing in, the California Register of Historical Resources;
A resource listed in a local register of historical resources (as defined at PRC Section 5020.1[k]);
A resource identified as significant in a historical resources survey meeting the requirements of
PRC Section 5024.1(g); or
Any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript that a lead agency
determines to be historically significant or significant in the architectural, engineering, scientific,
economic, agricultural, educational, social, political, military, or cultural annals of California.
(Generally, a resource is considered by the lead agency to be “historically significant” if the
resource meets the criteria for listing in the CRHR. See further discussion of the CRHR below.)
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A project that causes a “substantial adverse change” in the significance of a historical resource may have
a significant effect on the environment (CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5[b]). The CEQA Guidelines
(Section 15064.5[b][1]) define “substantial adverse change” as “physical demolition, destruction,
relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of an
historical resource would be materially impaired.” Generally, the significance of a historical resource is
“materially impaired” when a project demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those
physical characteristics of a historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its
inclusion in or eligibility for the CRHR, or its inclusion in a local register of historical resources (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.5[b][2]).
Mitigation measures are discussed in Section 21084.1 as well as Section 15126.4. Generally, by following
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties or the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, impacts can be considered as mitigated to a level less than
significant (CEQA Section 15064.5 [b]).

Public Resources Code (PRC) – Section 5097.5, Section 5097.9 and Section 622.5
PRC Section 5097.5 states that a person shall not knowingly excavate, harm, or destroy any historic or
prehistoric ruins or sites on public lands, unless granted permission by the public agency that has
jurisdiction over those lands. It goes on to state that if this section is violated, the action is classified as a
misdemeanor, punishable by fine and/or imprisonment. The section outlines the specific parameters of
addressing the violation. PRC Section 622.5 establishes that any person, who is not the owner thereof,
who willfully injures, disfigures, defaces, or destroys an object of archaeological or historical value on
private or public lands is guilty of a misdemeanor.
Section 5097 was amended in 1987 (5097.9) to require consultation with the California NAHC whenever
Native American graves are found. Pursuant to Health and Safety Code subdivision c of Section 7050.5
(see below), when the NAHC is notified of human remains, it shall immediately notify those persons it
believes to be the Most Likely Descendants (MLDs). Section 5097.98 1(b) states: “Upon the discovery of
the Native American remains, the landowner shall ensure that the immediate vicinity, according to
generally accepted cultural or archaeological standards or practices, where the Native American human
remains are located, is not damaged or disturbed by further development activity until the landowner
has discussed and conferred, as prescribed in this section, with the most likely descendants regarding
their recommendations, if applicable, taking into account the possibility of multiple human remains. The
landowner shall discuss and confer with the descendants all reasonable options regarding the
descendants' preferences for treatment.” It also states possible preferences the MLD may have for said
treatment, including preservation in place, nondestructive removal and analysis, relinquishment to the
MLD, or other appropriate treatment. Conferral or discussion between the MLD and landowner is
described in Section 5097.98 2(c) as “meaningful and timely discussion and careful consideration of the
views of each party, in a manner that is cognizant of all parties' cultural values, and where feasible,
seeking agreement.”

Health and Safety Code (HSC)
HSC Sections 18950–18961 – State Historical Building Code. HSC Sections 18950 through 18961 provide
alternative building regulations and building standards for the rehabilitation, preservation, restoration
(including related reconstruction), or relocation of buildings or structures designated as historic
buildings. Such alternative building standards and building regulations are intended to facilitate the
restoration or change of occupancy so as to preserve their original or restored architectural elements
and features, to encourage energy conservation and a cost-effective approach to preservation, and to
provide for the safety of the building occupants.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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HSC 7050.5 – Human Remains. HSC Section 7050.5 requires that in the event of discovery or recognition
of any human remains in any location other than a dedicated cemetery, there shall be no further
excavation or disturbance of the site, or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent
remains, until the County Coroner has examined the remains. If the Coroner determines, or has reason
to believe, the remains to be those of a Native American, the Coroner shall contact the NAHC by
telephone within 24 hours. In addition, any person who mutilates or disinters, wantonly disturbs, or
willfully removes any human remains in or from any location other than a dedicated cemetery without
authority of law is guilty of a misdemeanor.

Assembly Bill (AB) 52
AB 52 (Chapter 532, Statutes of 2014) was passed on September 25, 2014, and applies to all projects
that file a notice of preparation or notice of negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration on or
after July 1, 2015. The bill requires that a lead agency begin consultation with a California Native
American tribe if that tribe has requested, in writing, to be kept informed of proposed projects by the
lead agency, prior to the determination whether a negative declaration, mitigated negative declaration,
or environmental impact report will be prepared. The bill also specifies mitigation measures that may be
considered to avoid or minimize impacts on tribal cultural resources. Additionally, the Office of Planning
and Research (OPR) will revise the guidelines to separate the consideration of tribal cultural resources
from paleontological resources by July 1, 2016.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
County of San Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances Sections 87.101–87.804, Grading,
Clearing, and Watercourses Ordinance
Section 87.430 of the Grading and Clearing Ordinance states that a qualified paleontologist may be
required by the County Official to be present during all grading activities for monitoring purposes. If a
fossil greater than 12 inches in any diameter is found, all grading operations must be suspended and the
County Official must be notified immediately. The County Official will analyze the resource and
determine the proper course of action, to be carried out by the permittee, prior to the County Official’s
authorization to resume normal grading operations.
Section 87.429 provides that if human remains or Native American artifacts are found during grading
operations, operations shall be stopped, the County Official shall immediately be informed, and HSC
7050.5 and PRC 5097.99 shall be complied with. Additionally, Section 87.216(a)(7) requires changes to
grading plans/operations if it is determined that historic or archaeological resources may be located onsite, in which case avoidance or mitigation will be required.

County of San Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances Sections 86.601–86.608, Resource
Protection Ordinance (RPO)
This ordinance requires that cultural resources be evaluated as part of the County’s discretionary
environmental review process and if any resources are determined significant under RPO, they must be
preserved. RPO prohibits development, trenching, grading, clearing, and grubbing, or any other activity
or use damaging to significant prehistoric or historic site lands, except for scientific investigations with
an approved research design prepared by an archaeologist certified by the Register of Professional
Archaeologists. Sites determined to be RPO significant must be avoided and preserved.
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San Diego County Local Register of Historical Resources (San Diego County Administrative
Code Section 396.7)
The County of San Diego maintains a Local Register that was modeled after the CRHR (San Diego County
Administrative Code Section 396.7). The purpose of the San Diego County Local Register of Historical
Resources is to develop and maintain “an authoritative guide to be used by state agencies, private
groups, and citizens to identify the County’s historical resources and to indicate which properties are to
be protected, to the extent prudent and feasible, from substantial adverse change.” Sites, places, or
objects that are eligible to the NRHP or the CRHR are automatically included in the San Diego County
Local Register of Historical Resources. Resources may also be listed on the Local Register if they meet set
criteria specified in Section 396.7 of the San Diego County Administrative Code.

Local Jurisdictions’ Preservation Policies and Regulations
Every local government in California has the authority to adopt local ordinances that pertain to historic
and archaeological resources. San Diego County and many cities in the County have policies and
regulations dedicated to the preservation of historic and archaeological resources. Jurisdictions with
applicable ordinances are listed below in Table 4.5-4.
Table 4.5-4
Local Cultural Preservation Ordinances
Jurisdiction
Local Government/Regulations
City of Carlsbad
Municipal Code, Title 22
City of Chula Vista
Municipal Code, Title 21
City of Coronado
Municipal Code, Title 84
City of Del Mar
Municipal Code, Chapter 30.58
City of El Cajon
Municipal Code, Chapter 17.55
City of Encinitas
Municipal Code, Chapter 30.34.050
City of Escondido
Municipal Code, Chapter 33, Article 40
City of Imperial Beach
None
City of La Mesa
Municipal Code, Title 25
City of Lemon Grove
None
City of National City
Code of Ordinances, Chapter 15.34, Chapter 18.12
City of Oceanside
Code of Ordinances, Chapter 14A
City of Poway
Municipal Code, Chapter 17.45
City of San Diego
Municipal Code, Chapter 14, Article 3, Division 2
City of San Marcos
None
City of Santee
Municipal Code, Chapter 15.60
City of Solana Beach
Municipal Code, Title 17.60.160
City of Vista
Municipal Development Code, Chapter 15.12
County of San Diego
County Administrative Code, Article XXII
Source(s): City of Carlsbad 2014; City of Chula Vista 2014; City of Coronado 2014, City of Del Mar n.d.; City of El
Cajon 2014; City of Encinitas 2013; City of Escondido 2014; City of La Mesa, 2014; City of National City 2014; City of
Oceanside 2014; City of San Diego 2014; City of Santee 2014; City of Solana Beach 2014; City of Vista 2014; County
of San Diego 2015.

Local jurisdictions may also have policies dedicated to the preservation of unique geological features,
natural landforms, and paleontological resources. These policies are listed in Table 4.5-5.
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Table 4.5-5
Local Policies Concerning Unique Geological and Paleontological Features
Jurisdiction
Carlsbad

Chula Vista

Coronado
Del Mar

El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido

Imperial Beach
La Mesa

Lemon Grove

National City

Oceanside

Poway
City of San Diego

Policies
The Open Space and Conservation Element of the Carlsbad General Plan contains
Policy B.3, which preserves areas of unique scenic, historical, archaeological,
paleontological, and cultural value, and where possible, provides public access to
these areas; and Policy B.7, which minimizes impacts from new development on
hillsides, ridges, valleys, canyons, lagoons, beaches and other unique resources that
provide visual and physical relief to the cityscape. The General Plan for Carlsbad is
being updated as of January 2015; however, these Policies will be unaffected
according to the draft document.
The Environment Element of the Chula Vista General Plan contains Policy E 10.1 to
continue to assess and mitigate the potential impacts of private development and
public facilities and infrastructure to paleontological resources in accordance with
the California Environmental Quality Act.
The Conservation Element of the Coronado General Plan contains objectives to
preserve the shoreline from erosion.
The Del Mar Community Plan contains objectives to preserve the integrity of the
coastal bluffs and prevent erosion on steep slopes. The Bluff, Slope, and Canyon
Specific Plan provides the implementation strategy to protect these natural
resources.
The City of El Cajon General Plan does not contain policies or regulations specific to
unique geological features.
The Resource Management Element of the Encinitas General Plan contains policies
to document and preserve paleontological resources.
The Land Use and Community Form and Resource Conservation Elements of the
Escondido General Plan contain policies to conserve hillsides, ridgelines, and
paleontological resources.
The City of Imperial Beach General Plan and Local Coastal Plan does not contain
policies or regulations specific to unique geological features or landforms.
The Conservation and Sustainability Element and Recreation and Open Space
Element of the La Mesa General Plan contain policies and conservation objectives
to protect natural landforms and significant physical features.
The Conservation and Recreation Element of the Lemon Grove General Plan
contains Policy 2.1, which protects significant fossils and prehistoric artifacts from
development impacts.
The Open Space and Agriculture Element of the National City General Plan contains
Policy OS-1.1, which protects and conserves the landforms and open spaces that
define the city’s urban form, provide public views/vistas, serve as core biological
areas and wildlife linkages, or are wetland habitats; and Policy OS-8.8, which
requires monitoring for sub-surface cultural and paleontological resources during
grading and construction activities for all development projects.
The Environmental Resource Management Element of the Oceanside General Plan
contains implementation strategies and policies for reducing erosion and other
environmentally damaging impacts.
The City of Poway General Plan does not contain policies or regulations specific to
unique geological features or landforms.
The Conservation Element of the City of San Diego General Plan includes the goal
for the preservation and long-term management of the natural landforms and open
spaces that help make San Diego unique. Policy CE-B.1 protects and conserves
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Jurisdiction

Policies
important landforms, canyon lands, and open spaces.
San Marcos
The City of San Marcos General Plan, in the Conservation Element, includes Policy
COS-2.4 and 2.5, which preserves prominent landforms through conservation and
management policies. Implementing strategies establish provisions for limiting
environmental impacts to landforms, reducing erosion and runoff, and utilizing
techniques for open space conservation.
Santee
The Santee General Plan includes Policy 1.1, which encourages significant natural
landforms to be maintained during development whenever possible, and Policy
10.2, which encourages the preservation of significant natural features, such as
watercourses, ridgelines, steep canyons, and major rock outcroppings through the
Development Review process.
Solana Beach
The City of Solana Beach Municipal Code contains Objective 2.0 to preserve the
city’s hillside areas and natural landforms in their present state to the greatest
extent possible. As of January 2015, the City of Solana Beach is in the process of
updating its general plan, which may lead to new or different policies regarding
unique geological and paleontological features.
Vista
The City of Vista General Plan contains RCS Goals 11, 12, and 13 to provide for the
protection of cultural, historical, and paleontological resources. The General Plan
also contains provisions to protect important geological features.
Unincorporated County of
The San Diego County General Plan includes Goal COS-9 in the Conservation and
San Diego
Open Space Element, which requires the conservation of unique geologic features.
Policy COS-9.2 requires future development to minimize impacts to unique geologic
features.
Tribal Lands
Policies and regulations regarding unique geological features are determined by the
individual tribe.
Source: City of Carlsbad 2006, 2015; City of Chula Vista 2005; City of Coronado 1994; City of Del Mar 1985; City of
El Cajon 2000; City of Encinitas 1995; City of Escondido 2012; City of Imperial Beach 2010; City of La Mesa 2012;
City of Lemon Grove 1996; City of National City 2011; City of Oceanside 2002; City of Poway 1991; City of San Diego
2008; City of San Marcos 2013; City of Santee 2003; City of Solana Beach 2006; City of Solana Beach 2015; City of
Vista 2011; County of San Diego 2011.

4.5.3

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan
and EIR.
Specifically, the separate criteria in CEQA Appendix G (V) related to (a) a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historical resource and the criteria addressing (b) an adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource have been combined for the purposes of this document as
CULT-1. CEQA Appendix G (V) criterion (d) addressing the disturbance of human remains, is aligned with
CULT-2, and criterion (c) addressing paleontological resources and unique geologic features is aligned
with PALEO-1.
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A project with an effect that may cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical
resource is a project that may have a significant effect on the environment. CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5(b) further states that a substantial adverse change in the significance of a resource means the
physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings
such that the significance of a historical resource or unique archaeological resources would be materially
impaired. The significance of a historical resource is materially impaired when a project demolishes or
materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of a historical resource that
conveys its historical significance and that justify its inclusion in or eligibility for inclusion in the CRHR, or
demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics that account for its
inclusion in a local register of historic places pursuant to Section 5020.1 of the PRC or its identification in
a historical resources survey meeting the requirements of Section 5024.1 of the PRC, unless the public
agency reviewing the effects of the project establishes by a preponderance of evidence that the
resource is not historically or culturally significant, or demolishes or materially alters in an adverse
manner those physical characteristics of a historical resource that convey its historical significance and
that justify its eligibility for inclusion in the CRHR as determined by a lead agency for purposes of CEQA
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)(2).)
For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant cultural or
paleontological resources impact if it would:
CULT-1

Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource1 or unique
archaeological resource2.

CULT-2

Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries, in
violation of existing laws and regulations protecting human remains.

PALEO-1 Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geologic
feature.

4.5.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

CULT-1 CAUSE A SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE CHANGE IN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A HISTORICAL
RESOURCE OR UNIQUE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
A substantial adverse change to the significance of a historical resource is defined as the physical
demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource or its immediate surroundings such
that the significance of the cultural resource would be materially impaired (CEQA Guidelines Section
15064.5); this definition can also be applied to a substantial adverse change to a unique archaeological
resource. This definition applies to a cultural resource that is determined eligible for listing in the NRHP
or the CRHR. Such cultural resources are considered CEQA-defined “historical resources.” Resources
listed in the San Diego County Local Register, other local jurisdictions with locally identified historical
resources, or resources identified as significant in a historical resource survey meeting the requirements
in Section 5024.1 (g) of the Public Resources Code are presumed historically or culturally significant
under CEQA as well.
1
2

See definition of “historical resource” in Section 4.5.2 Regulatory Setting.
See definition of “unique archaeological resource” in Section 4.5.2 Regulatory Setting.
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This section analyzes the impacts to historical and unique archaeological resources as a result of
implementation of the proposed Plan. This section identifies areas in the region with a high potential for
historic architectural, and archaeological resources based on locations of past discoveries. Construction
activities are more likely to disturb archaeological resources remains than operational activities because
they are most likely to be encountered with initial ground disturbance. For regional growth and land use
change projects, as well as transportation network improvements, the likelihood of encountering
archaeological resources is analyzed based on whether projects would require grading, excavation, or
other ground-disturbing activities. Even minimal grading activities can encounter resources, as they have
been discovered only inches below the surface. Ground-disturbing activities associated with infill,
redevelopment, and the expansion of infrastructure have the potential to unearth these resources.
Construction activities are also most likely to impact historical resources of an architectural nature.
Impacts could include demolition (for instance, an interchange reconfiguration may require demolition
of structures in that area) or impacts to the viewshed of a historic structure (thereby affecting the
integrity of its setting and impacting its significance). Regional growth and land use change as well as
transportation network improvements and programs are analyzed for impacts due to ground
disturbance and other project activities that could alter their significance.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in Section 4.5.1, numerous architectural and archaeological resources have been
documented throughout the San Diego region. These include historic architectural resources (e.g.,
historic buildings or structures) listed on federal, state, and local registers as well as archaeological sites
and ethnographic resources, some of which include human remains. While many of these resources
have been identified and documented within the San Diego region, there are likely many more
resources that remain undiscovered.
As discussed in Section 4.5.1, many areas within the San Diego region have a high potential to yield
archaeological and historic architectural resources. The location of past discoveries can be useful in
determining where unknown t resources are likely encountered. Intact archaeological resources are
most likely encountered in previously undeveloped land, but both historic and archaeological resources
are likely found in the downtown areas in older neighborhoods. Many of the areas within the County of
San Diego, such as Lakeside and Fallbrook, have both large undeveloped areas where resources have
been encountered in the past and old downtown areas that contain known historical resources.
Lagoons and rivers were resource and transportation areas during prehistoric times, while coastal
communities were some of the earliest and heaviest areas of settlement during historic times. For
example, the earliest known archaic sites in the San Diego region were found near coastal lagoons and
river valleys.
Regional growth and land use change would result in a wide range of construction and grounddisturbing activities, such as excavation, grading, and clearing, which remove and/or disturb the upper
layer of soils. Since archaeological and historic architectural resources have been found within inches of
the ground surface in some areas of the San Diego region, these resources can be encountered even
during minor grading and ground disturbance activities. In addition, redevelopment and intensification
of land uses may result in the demolition or substantial alteration of historic resources in or near
established urban areas or town centers, where built historic resources are typically located.
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As Section 4.5.1 describes, there are many historic districts and built historic resources in the western
portion of the region, such as Balboa Park, Gaslamp Quarter Historic District, Old Town San Diego
Historic District, and the San Diego Civic Center, among others. Since this portion of the region is
forecasted to experience much of the growth under the proposed Plan, historic resources in these areas
would be encountered. Increases in development intensity would also introduce visual, audible, and
other effects that indirectly affect built historic resources or alter the setting that contributes to the
resources’ significance. Construction activities would be more likely to affect both historical and unique
archaeological resources than operational activities. Forecasted growth and land use change would also
result in indirect physical impacts to open space areas, and thus increase the likelihood of physical
impacts to cultural resources located within those areas. For instance, increased recreational use of
open space areas could promote erosion or increase the likelihood of damage to cultural resources
through increased traffic (foot or otherwise).
Encountering such resources does not necessarily result in impacts to those resources. For instance, a
new development could be constructed near an old neighborhood that has significant resources but not
result in direct impacts because no demolition or alteration would occur, nor would the development
result in indirect impacts because no changes would occur to the setting or viewshed. An archaeological
resource could be encountered by earth-moving activities, but laws and regulations are in place to
protect historical resources by avoidance and by requiring feasible mitigation if this is not possible.
As discussed in Section 4.5.2 Regulatory Setting, numerous federal, state, and local laws, regulations,
and programs are in place to protect cultural resources. For example, HSC Sections 18950–18961 and
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation provide regulations for the restoration or
rehabilitation of historic structures to preserve their original or restored architectural elements and
features, while providing a safe building for occupants. Local policies ordinances can give cultural and
historical resources added protection through requiring surveys and giving them local designations of
significance. Additionally, the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties were developed to help protect historical resources by promoting consistent preservation
practices. Also, local jurisdictions have responsibilities to identify and mitigate adverse effects to
significant cultural resources under CEQA.
Redevelopment and intensification of land uses may also result in the demolition or substantial
alteration of historic resources or the removal of a significant archaeological site. Adherence to the
existing laws, regulations, and programs discussed above would avoid and reduce impacts to historic
architectural resources from construction of development projects associated with regional growth and
land change, but there is no assurance that they would reduce impacts to a less than significant level for
all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a substantial adverse change
in the significance of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As stated previously, numerous archaeological and historic architectural resources have been
documented in the San Diego region, and the potential exists for unknown resources to be discovered.
Given this rich cultural setting, construction of transportation network improvements included in the
proposed Plan would encounter these resources.
Some of the improvements in the proposed Plan planned by 2020 would involve only operational
changes that would not involve construction of new transportation or transit facilities, such as increasing
service frequencies or new transit routes within existing right-of-way. These changes would generally
not lead to impacts to cultural resources.
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However, the improvements that would involve construction of new infrastructure or facilities could
encounter cultural resources. Highway improvements (such as lane expansions), construction of new
Managed Lanes and general purpose lanes, Trolley extensions, and COASTER double-tracking would
require grading and other ground-disturbing activities.
These activities remove and/or disturb the upper layer of soils and have the potential to unearth
underlying archaeological and historic architectural resources, and cause a direct disturbance to
ethnographic and/or buried resources. Given that numerous prehistoric sites are known to exist along
the shores, estuaries, lagoons, and bluffs of the San Diego coastline, grading and ground disturbance
activities along I-5 from Manchester to SR 78 (in order to add two new Managed Lanes, for example),
have the potential to encounter archaeological resources. Other known and unknown prehistoric and
historic sites could be harmed by grading and construction of transportation network improvements.
For federally funded projects, Section 106 of the NHPA and Section 4f of the Department of
Transportation Act would reduce impacts to cultural resources because they require significant
properties to be identified, and adverse effects to be avoided or mitigated.
In addition, construction of transportation network improvements may result in the demolition or
substantial alteration of historic resources in or near established urban areas or town centers.
Transportation network improvements would also introduce operational visual, audible, vibrational, and
other effects that indirectly affect built historic resources or alter the setting that contributes to the
resources’ historic value, as well as negatively impact the structures through increased levels of
corrosive air contaminates (Inkpen 2004) , which may damage the exterior of historic buildings.
Transit improvements by 2020, including the construction of the Mid-Coast Trolley line and doubletracking of the COASTER, would result in ground-disturbing activities within and around the Old Town
Community Planning Area, and north along the coast through Camp Pendleton. Since unique
archaeological materials are routinely identified during excavations and monitoring of construction
activities in the Old Town Community Planning Area, existing unknown resources may be encountered.
Double-tracking of the COASTER alignment would result in project construction and operation within the
Old Town San Diego Historic District and the Presidio. These are prime locations for the presence of
historical or unique archaeological resources.
Upon implementation of the individual transportation network improvements and programs included as
part of the proposed Plan, both known and unknown archaeological and historic architectural resources
would be encountered. As discussed above, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and
programs discussed above would avoid or reduce impacts to cultural resources when they are
encountered during the construction of transportation network improvements, there is no assurance
that they would reduce all impacts to a less than significant level for all future projects. Implementation
of the proposed Plan would result in ground-disturbing activities related to transportation network
improvements and programs that would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a
historical resource or unique archaeological resource. This is a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and programs that would cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource. Therefore, this impact (CULT1) in the year 2020 is significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, many areas throughout the San Diego region have a high potential to
yield archaeological and historic architectural resources. In addition to the resource-sensitive areas
mentioned in the 2020 analysis in the western portion of the region, the additional growth forecasted in
the eastern rural portions of the San Diego region may occur in areas where archaeological and historic
architectural resources are present, as historically or archaeologically significant resources have been
found throughout the unincorporated County (County of San Diego 2011). Built historical resources in
the unincorporated County tend to be concentrated in the more developed areas such as Spring Valley
and San Dieguito, and in areas with established town centers, such as Ramona, Julian, and Fallbrook.
Built historical resources are also generally located along major roadways, such as I-8 and SR 78. In
addition, some built resources exist within the unincorporated County that are historically significant
but have not yet been designated (County of San Diego 2011).
Regional growth and land use change forecasted to occur throughout the region would result in
additional construction and ground-disturbing activities, such as such as excavation, grading, clearing,
demolition, alteration, or structural relocation. Forecasted growth and land use change would also
result in indirect physical impacts to open space areas, and thus increase the likelihood of physical
impacts to cultural resources located within those areas. For instance, increased recreational use of
open space areas could promote erosion or increase the likelihood of damage to cultural resources
through increased traffic (foot or otherwise). These ground-disturbing activities, associated with infill,
redevelopment, and/or expansion of infrastructure, have the potential to encounter archaeological and
historic architectural resources.
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, while adherence to existing laws, regulations, and programs would
reduce impacts to archaeological and historic architectural resources upon implementation of the
proposed Plan, there is no assurance that they would reduce these impacts to a less than significant
level. Given the potential for land use changes to cause substantial adverse changes in the significance
of historical and unique archaeological resources coupled with the nonrenewable nature of these
resources if disturbed or altered, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in grounddisturbing activities related to regional growth and land use change that would cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource. This is a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, due to the rich historic and prehistoric background of the San Diego
region, the potential for identified and unidentified historical and cultural resources to be found within
transportation network improvement and program areas exists. Some of the improvements in the
proposed Plan completed by 2035 would involve only operational changes that would not involve
construction of new transportation or transit facilities, such as increasing service frequencies or creating
new transit routes, and therefore have little impact on historical and unique archaeological resources.
However, improvements that would involve construction of new infrastructure or facilities could
encounter sensitive resources. Transportation construction projects such as Trolley line extensions from
UTC to Mira Mesa and Phase I of San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, and Managed Lane construction along I-5
and 1-805 would require grading, and potentially trenching, activities that remove and/or disturb the
upper layer of soils and could unearth underlying archaeological resources, and cause a direct
disturbance to historical resources or unique archaeological resources.
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Improvements along the I-5 corridor have the potential to impact archaeological resources that may be
present along the shores, estuaries, lagoons, and bluffs of the San Diego coastline. If demolition of
buildings were necessary for these alignments, then historic architectural resources could also be
disturbed.
Given the magnitude and location of several of the transportation network improvements and programs
occurring by 2035 (e.g., double-tracking of the COASTER rail and SPRINTER light rail lines), and the
number of additional transportation network improvements over those previously implemented by
2020, additional ground disturbances are anticipated. As a result, additional archaeological resources
would be encountered during construction activities between 2020 and 2035.
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and programs
discussed in Section 4.5.2 would reduce impacts to cultural resources upon implementation of the
proposed Plan, there is no assurance that they would reduce these impacts to a less than significant
level for all future projects. Given the potential for transportation facilities to cause substantial adverse
changes in the significance of cultural resources coupled with the nonrenewable nature of these
resources if disturbed or altered, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in grounddisturbing activities related to transportation network improvements and programs that would cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource.
This is a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and programs that would cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource. Therefore, this impact (CULT1) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, many areas throughout the San Diego region have a high
potential to contain prehistoric and historic cultural resources. In addition to the resource-sensitive
areas mentioned in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, the additional growth forecasted in both the
unincorporated County and western portion of the region by 2050 would result in new development
and redevelopment. Additional construction and ground-disturbing activities, such as such as
excavation, grading, clearing, demolition, alteration, or structural relocation, would occur. Forecasted
growth and land use change would also result in indirect physical impacts to open space areas, and thus
increase the likelihood of physical impacts to cultural resources located within those areas. For instance,
increased recreational use of open space areas could promote erosion or increase the likelihood of
damage to cultural resources through increased traffic (foot or otherwise).These ground-disturbing
activities, associated with infill, redevelopment, and/or expansion of infrastructure, have the potential
to impact archaeological and historic architectural resources. With additional growth, and increased
development intensities, and increased use of open space areas, the extent of impacts to archaeological
and historic architectural resources by 2050 would be greater than that experienced by 2020 and 2035
as more resource-sensitive land would be disturbed over time.
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As more land is disturbed and altered for new development and redevelopment by 2050, the possibility
of irreversible losses of significant archaeological and historic architectural resources becomes greater.
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and
programs would reduce impacts to archaeological and historic architectural resources upon
implementation of the proposed Plan, there is no assurance that they would reduce these impacts to a
less than significant level. Given the potential for land use changes to cause substantial adverse changes
in the significance of cultural resources, coupled with the nonrenewable nature of these resources if
disturbed or altered, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in ground-disturbing activities
related to regional growth and land use change that would cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical or archaeological resource. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As true in the 2020 and 2035 analysis, potential exists for identified and unidentified archaeological and
historic architectural resources to occur in transportation network improvement and program areas.
Some of the improvements in the proposed Plan that would be implemented by 2050 would include
only operational changes that would not involve construction of new transportation or transit facilities,
such as increasing service frequencies or new transit routes within existing right-of-way. However, those
that would involve construction of new infrastructure or facilities could result in impacts. Highway
improvements such as Managed Lane construction along I-5, SR 52, SR 54, I-15, and 1-805 would require
grading and, potentially, trenching activities that remove and/or disturb the upper layer of soils, and
could encounter underlying archaeological and historic architectural resources. The Convention Center
Station and track upgrades to extend COASTER service into downtown San Diego have the potential to
encounter historical resources since historic period archaeological materials are routinely identified
during excavations and monitoring of construction activities in downtown San Diego.
Any ground disturbances associated with these transportation network improvements may unearth
underlying archaeological and historic architectural resources, and cause a direct disturbance to buried
resources. Given the magnitude and location of several of the transportation network improvements
occurring by 2050, and the number of additional transportation network improvements over those
previously implemented by 2020 and 2035, additional significant ground disturbances are anticipated. It
is possible that more archaeological and historic architectural resources would be disturbed by 2050.
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and
programs would reduce impacts to archaeological and historic architectural resources upon
implementation of the proposed Plan, there is no assurance that they would reduce these impacts to a
less than significant level for all future projects. Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in
ground-disturbing activities related to transportation network improvements and programs that would
cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of the resource. Given the potential for
transportation facilities to cause substantial adverse changes in the significance of archaeological and
historic architectural resources coupled with the nonrenewable nature of these resources if disturbed or
altered, this is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and programs that would cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource. Therefore, this impact (CULT1) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
CULT-1 SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE CHANGE IN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A HISTORICAL RESOURCE
OR UNIQUE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE
2020, 2035, and 2050
CULT–1A DEVELOP PROJECT-LEVEL MEASURES. During project-level CEQA review of transportation
network improvements or development projects that would cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a CEQA-defined “historical resource” or significantly affect a unique archeological
resource, SANDAG shall, and transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other
local jurisdictions can and should, develop project-level protocols and mitigation measures, consistent
with CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(b) and in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) as needed, to avoid or reduce impacts to CEQA-defined historical resources and unique
archaeological resources. Allow for adequate resources to identify (through survey, consultation, or
other means) cultural resources in order to develop minimization and avoidance methods where
possible. Consult with appropriate Native American representatives to provide necessary input as to
resources that are of concern. These may include natural areas that contain resources of importance to
tribes that are located outside of reservations. Project-level mitigation measures include, but are not
limited to, the following:
Unique Archaeological Resources
•

•

Where
by:




feasible, avoid impacts to unique archaeological resources by preservation in place
Avoiding archaeological sites.
Deeding archaeological sites into permanent conservation easements.
Capping or covering archaeological sites with a layer of soil before building on the
sites.

If preservation in place is not feasible, reduce impacts on archaeological sites by completion
of a data recovery program conducted in compliance with CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.4(b) and other transportation project sponsor guidelines. (A data recovery program
for archaeological sites consists of excavation of a percentage of the site (determined in
consultation with the lead agency) to provide information necessary to answer significant
research questions.)

Historic Resources
•

Conduct maintenance, repair, stabilization, rehabilitation, restoration, preservation,
conservation, relocation, or reconstruction to reduce impacts on historic resources, and
have a qualified architectural historian or historic architect review mitigation plans to
review consistency with the Secretary of the Interior’s Guidelines for Preserving,
Rehabilitating, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings; and

•

If avoidance of a built historic resource is not feasible, apply additional mitigation options
including, but not limited to, specific design plans for historic districts, or plans for alteration
or adaptive reuse of a historical resource that follows the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for Preserving,
Rehabilitation, Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings.
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•

If demolition of a historical resource must occur, apply mitigation options such as
recordation including a building description, historical narrative, and photographic
documentation of the building and appropriate as-built drawings similar to the Historic
American Building Survey documentation outlined by the National Park Service (National
Park Service 2015).

CULT–1B IMPLEMENT MONITORING AND DATA RECOVERY PROGRAMS. During project-level CEQA
review and during construction of transportation network improvements or development projects,
SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other
local jurisdictions can and should, implement monitoring and data recovery measures to reduce impacts
on both known and undiscovered CEQA-defined historical resources and unique archaeological
resources, including but not limited to the following:
•
•

•

Require areas identified in any required monitoring and mitigation plan to be monitored during
the grading phase of individual projects by a qualified archaeologist and tribal monitor if
needed.
Should an archaeological deposit and/or feature be encountered during construction activities
that is determined to be a historic resource or unique by a qualified archaeologist, stop grounddisturbing activities and prepare and/or implement an Archaeological Data Recovery Program
(ADRP) in consultation with SHPO.
Integrate curation of archaeological and/or historical artifacts and associated records in a
regional center focused on the care, management, and use of archaeological collections if the
artifact must be excavated. This does not include Native American human remains and
associated burial items, the disposition of which should be determined in consultation with the
MLDs (see Impact CULT-2).

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts to historical and unique
archaeological resources through construction and ground-disturbing activities in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Implementation of CULT-1A and CULT-1B would reduce impacts through proper resource handling,
surveys, regulatory compliance, and mitigation monitoring. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all
future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, this impact
(CULT-1) would remain significant and unavoidable.

CULT-2 DISTURB ANY HUMAN REMAINS, INCLUDING THOSE INTERRED OUTSIDE OF
FORMAL CEMETERIES, IN VIOLATION OF EXISTING LAWS AND REGULATIONS
PROTECTING HUMAN REMAINS.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following section analyzes the impact of the implementation of the proposed Plan on human
remains and their associated burial sites and items. Both regional growth and land use change, and
transportation network improvements and programs have the potential to encounter buried remains
during grading, excavation, and other ground-disturbing activities. Construction activities are more likely
to disturb human remains than operational activities because human remains are most likely to be
encountered with initial ground disturbance.
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Impacts of the proposed Plan are analyzed in combination with existing laws and regulations, such as
California Health & Safety Code Section 7050.5, PRC Section 5097.98, and local ordinances, to determine
significance. For regional growth and land use change projects, as well as transportation network
improvements, the likelihood of encountering human remains is analyzed based on whether projects
would require grading, excavation, or other ground-disturbing activities. Even minimal grading activities
can encounter remains, as they have been discovered only inches below the surface. Ground-disturbing
activities associated with infill, redevelopment, and the expansion of infrastructure have the potential to
unearth remains.
This section acknowledges that California Health & Safety Code Section 7050.5 and PRC Section 5097.98
together address the circumstance in which project site excavation or other ground disturbance results
in the discovery or recognition of any human remains in any location other than a dedicated cemetery
or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlay adjacent remains and provide specific guidance for
addressing such remains before resuming excavation or disturbance of the project site. The HSC and
PRC sections provide consultation and treatment options as well as outline appropriate communication
protocols and discuss the need to maintain respect for and dignity of the remains and associated
materials.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The likelihood of encountering human remains is greatest for projects that include grading and/or
excavation of areas on which past grading and/or excavation activities have been minimal. Since human
remains have been found within inches of the ground surface throughout the San Diego region, even
minimal grading activities can impact these resources. Excavation and soil removal of any kind,
irrespective of depth, have the potential to yield human remains. While new development and
redevelopment occurring by 2020 in the region would mostly result in the intensification of previously
developed areas, ground-disturbing activities associated with infill, redevelopment, and/or expansion of
infrastructure have the potential to unearth and impact buried human remains.
Given the regional growth and land use change forecasted by 2020, implementation of the proposed
Plan would result in the intensification of land uses along established transportation corridors and
waterways in where human remains may be located. For instance, human remains have been found in
the San Diego River valley. As discussed in Section 4.5.2, Native American human burials have specific
provisions for treatment in PRC Section 5097.98 and HSC 7050.5 as well as other laws and regulations.
By halting all construction activities if human remains are found, impacts to those remains or any other
remains or associated burial items also in that area can be avoided. NAGPRA also establishes procedures
to be followed in the event of a discovery of Native American human remains on federal lands,
stipulates that Native American cultural items must be returned to affiliated tribes and lineal
descendants, and prevents the illegal trafficking of these items. This law provides additional protection
and allows for proper handling of Native American human remains and associated burial items.
Regional growth and land use changes projects implementing the proposed Plan would be required to
adhere to the laws and regulations discussed above and listed in Section 4.5.2. These laws outline
appropriate treatments and the protocols for discussions regarding treatment options with MLDs;
therefore, impacts associated with the disturbance of human remains would be less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Some of the transportation network improvements and programs in the proposed Plan completed by
2020 would involve only operational changes that would not involve construction of new transportation
or transit facilities, such as increasing service frequencies or operation of new transit routes within
existing rights-of-way. These operational changes would have minimal impact on human remains.
However, transportation improvements that would involve construction of new infrastructure or
facilities could encounter human remains.
The likelihood of encountering human remains is greatest for projects that include grading and/or
excavation of areas where past grading and/or excavation activities have been minimal; however, there
is the potential to encounter human remains in previously developed areas. Since human remains have
been found within inches of the ground surface in some areas of the San Diego region, even minimal
grading activities can encounter these resources. Excavation and soil removal of any kind, irrespective of
depth, have the potential to yield human remains. For example, implementation of Trolley line
extensions would result in ground-disturbing activities within and around the Old Town Community
Planning Area. Since historic period archaeological materials are routinely identified during excavations
and monitoring of construction activities in the Old Town Community Planning Area, existing unknown
resources, including buried human remains, may be encountered with these rail extensions.
Additionally, numerous prehistoric sites are known to exist along the shores, estuaries, lagoons, and
bluffs of the San Diego coastline. For example, double-tracking of the COASTER alignment would result
in project construction and operation within the Old Town San Diego Historic District, and the Presidio.
These are prime locations for early historic transportation and trade activities, as well as for prehistoric
habitation.
The transportation network improvements have the potential to uncover previously undiscovered
human remains because some would take place in previously undisturbed or underdisturbed areas. As
discussed above, future transportation network improvements implemented by the proposed Plan
would be required to adhere to the existing laws and regulations. Therefore, impacts associated with
the disturbance of human remains would be less than significant because those laws and regulations
would ensure the appropriate handling of any human remains that are encountered.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan has the potential to uncover buried human remains through
ground-disturbing activities in 2020. The requirement to follow existing laws and regulations ensures
that any human remains encountered are treated appropriately. Therefore, this impact (CULT-2) in the
year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The likelihood of encountering human remains is greatest for projects that include grading and/or
excavation of areas on which past grading and/or excavation activities have been minimal. This would
include areas of expansion in the eastern portion of the region where there has previously been little
development.
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Although the majority of regional growth and land use change will occur in the western portion of the
region, by 2035 it is expected that some development will also occur in the eastern areas. Since
archaeological resources have been found within inches of the ground surface throughout the San Diego
region, even minimal grading activities can impact these resources. Excavation and soil removal of any
kind, irrespective of depth, have the potential to yield human remains. While most new development
and redevelopment would mostly result in the intensification of previously developed areas, grounddisturbing activities associated with infill, redevelopment, and/or expansion of infrastructure have the
potential to unearth buried human remains.
As discussed in the 2020 analysis above, the types of activities that would result in significant impacts to
human remains (i.e., excavation, grading, soil removal associated with infill, redevelopment, and/or
expansion of infrastructure) would continue to occur into 2035 as development intensities would
increase to accommodate the forecasted growth. With more construction anticipated to occur within
previously unearthed areas, there is an increased potential to discover archaeological deposits or buried
human remains.
By 2035, the extent of impacts to archaeological deposits or buried human remains would be greater
than that experienced by 2020 as more land would be disturbed over time during development and
redevelopment activities. As discussed in the 2020 analysis, if human remains were to be encountered
during construction, work would halt in that area and the procedures set forth in PRC Section 5097.98
and HSC Section 7050.5 would be undertaken. Impacts associated with the disturbance of human
remains would be less than significant because existing laws and regulations would ensure the
appropriate handling of any human remains that are encountered.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Some of the transportation network improvements and programs in the proposed Plan completed by
2035 would involve only operational changes that would not include construction of new transportation
or transit facilities, such as increasing service frequencies or new transit routes within existing rights-ofway. These changes would have minimal effects on human remains. However, transportation
improvements that would involve construction of new infrastructure or facilities could result in impacts
as the likelihood of encountering human remains is greatest for projects that include grading and/or
excavation of areas on which past grading and/or excavation activities have been minimal. Construction
of transportation network improvements, such as Trolley line extensions from UTC to Mira Mesa and
Phase I of San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, and Managed Lane construction along I-5 and 1-805 would disturb
new ground areas. Since human remains have been found within inches of the ground surface in some
areas of the San Diego region, even minimal grading activities can impact these resources. Excavation
and soil removal of any kind, irrespective of depth, have the potential to yield human remains.
As true in the 2020 analysis, any ground disturbances associated with transportation network
improvements and programs may expose buried human remains. Given the magnitude and location of
several of the transportation network improvements occurring by 2035, and the number of additional
transportation network improvements over those previously implemented by 2020, additional ground
disturbances are anticipated, and it is possible that, as more land is disturbed, buried human remains
may be unearthed and the extent of these impacts would increase over time. As discussed above, if
human remains were encountered during construction, work would halt in that area and the procedures
set forth in PRC Section 5097.98 and HSC Section 7050.5 would be undertaken. Impacts associated with
the disturbance of human remains would be less than significant because existing laws and regulations
would ensure the appropriate handling of any human remains that are encountered.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan has the potential to uncover buried human remains through
ground-disturbing activities in 2035. The requirement to follow existing laws and regulations ensures
that any human remains encountered are treated appropriately. Therefore, this impact (CULT-2) in the
year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
While most new development and redevelopment associated with the proposed Plan would result in
the intensification of previously developed areas, ground-disturbing activities associated with infill,
redevelopment, and/or expansion of infrastructure have the potential to unearth human remains.
Additionally, by 2050 there would be increased development in areas of the unincorporated County,
especially along County Highway S22. This area has previously experienced little to no ground
disturbance. As true in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, when more and more land is disturbed and altered
for new development and redevelopment anticipated as part of the proposed Plan, the possibility for
encountering human remains becomes greater.
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, if human remains were to be encountered during
construction, work would halt in that area and the procedures set forth in PRC Section 5097.98 and HSC
Section 7050.5 would be undertaken. Impacts associated with the disturbance of human remains would
be less than significant because existing laws and regulations would ensure the appropriate handling of
any human remains that are encountered.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As true in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, due to the rich historic and prehistoric background of the San
Diego region, the potential for human remains to occur within the transportation network improvement
and program areas associated with the proposed Plan exists. Some of the improvements in the
proposed Plan implemented by 2050 would involve only operational changes that would not involve
construction of new transportation or transit facilities, such as increasing service frequencies or new
transit routes within existing rights-of-way. These improvements should have no impact on human
remains since they would be in previously disturbed areas. However, transportation improvements that
would involve construction of new infrastructure or facilities could result in impacts to buried human
remains. For example, widening of the highways or construction of new Managed Lanes and Trolley line
extensions would require grading and possibly other ground-disturbing activities that remove and/or
disturb the upper layer of soils and have could unearth underlying buried resources, including human
remains.
Any ground disturbances associated with these transportation network improvements and programs
may unearth underlying human remains. Given the magnitude and location of several of the
transportation network improvements and programs occurring by 2050, and the number of additional
transportation network improvements over those previously implemented by 2020 and 2035, additional
significant ground disturbances are anticipated. It is possible that more buried human remains would be
encountered by 2050.
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As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, if human remains are encountered during construction,
work would halt in that area and the procedures set forth in PRC Section 5097.98 and HSC Section
7050.5 would be undertaken. Impacts associated with the disturbance of human remains would be less
than significant because existing laws and regulations would ensure the appropriate handling of any
human remains that are encountered.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan has the potential to uncover buried human remains through
ground-disturbing activities in 2050. The requirement to follow existing laws and regulations ensures
that any human remains encountered are treated appropriately. Therefore, this impact (CULT-2) in the
year 2050 is less than significant.

PALEO-1 DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY DESTROY A UNIQUE PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCE OR
SITE OR UNIQUE GEOLOGIC FEATURE.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following section analyzes the impacts of the proposed Plan on unique paleontological resources or
sites or unique geologic features. The general locations of these sites are described in Section 4.5.1. This
section analyzes the potential for ground-disturbing construction activities to uncover unique
paleontological resources and unique geologic features.
Paleontological resources (i.e. fossil remains) are known to occur within the coastal plain, the desert,
and alluvial deposits and other mountain formations. Construction activities associated with both land
use changes and transportation network improvements (deep excavation, trenching, tunneling, blasting,
chiseling rock formations, altered hydrologic flow, vibration, or erosion) in previously undisturbed areas
would have the highest likelihood for encountering paleontological resources and unique geologic
features.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As described in Section 4.5.1 and Tables 4.5-2 and 4.5-3, geologic formations with moderate to high
paleontological resource potential are present throughout the San Diego region. Excavation and grading
activities associated with new development and redevelopment in areas with moderate to high
paleontological resource potential include the cities of San Diego, Santee, and Chula Vista, and
established rural communities like Fallbrook may encounter paleontological resources. Grounddisturbing activities in high or moderate sensitivity fossil-bearing geologic formations such as these have
the potential to encounter paleontological resources that may be present below the ground surface.
The majority of unique geologic features are located in the eastern portions of the region in areas that
are not forecasted to change significantly by 2020. Additionally, many of the unique geologic features
listed in Table 4.5-2 are located in canyons, riverbanks, or other areas where construction would be
infeasible or difficult. The policies and ordinances of local jurisdictions typically restrict construction on
steep slopes to preserve hillsides and reduce hazards. Therefore, the majority of identified unique
geologic features would not be directly impacted from regional development associated with the
proposed Plan land use pattern.
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However, some of identified unique geologic features listed in Table 4.5-3 are located in areas that
would experience increased regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan. Coastal
communities such as Pacific Beach, La Jolla, Mission Beach, and Del Mar contain unique geologic
features and are forecast to increase in residential and commercial densities by 2020. Other features are
located near urban areas within the City of San Diego, such as those near the San Diego River in Mission
Valley, or Rose Canyon. These geologic features may experience direct impacts from construction
associated with increased development, including impacts caused by changes to hydrology and water
runoff. Features sensitive to the effects of erosion, such as coastal bluffs or canyon walls, may be
impacted by runoff or vibration from construction activities.
Any future development projects implementing proposed Plan would be required to adhere to the
regulations and policies discussed in Section 4.5.2 or listed in Table 4.5-5. These regulations and policies
require the reduction of erosion and runoff in the areas where unique paleontological resources and
unique geologic features are located, and in some cases limit development in those areas as well. In
addition, development projects would undergo site-specific CEQA analysis to determine impacts to
address this significance criterion as well as hydrologic and geologic hazards, including the potential to
cause erosion. During construction activities a SWPPP would be implemented, and erosion would be
controlled through BMPs. During operation and maintenance, development projects would have to
maintain compliance with the Municipal Permit so that predevelopment hydrology is maintained. This
would be accomplished through LIDs and BMPs. For a more comprehensive discussion of these
regulations and requirements, see Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality of this EIR. These
requirements would help reduce impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic
resources through avoidance and implementation of BMPs. However, it cannot be guaranteed that
these measures will be properly implemented for all future development projects. Therefore, impacts to
unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features are considered significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in transportation network improvements being
constructed within geologic formations of moderate to high paleontological resource potential or areas
containing unique geologic features. New roadways and transit facilities can directly and permanently
alter unique geologic features, particularly in canyons, coast lines, and mountain passes. New lanes and
transit projects require earthwork, and, in areas of high or moderate paleontological resource sensitivity
or that contain unique geologic features, impact existing unique geologic features and unique
paleontological resources. Project activities such as grading and tunneling near coastal bluffs, such as
projects along I-5, or through canyons would cause direct physical destruction of resources.
Construction and operation of these transportation network improvements would also produce
vibration and contribute to the effects of erosion, which would impact unique paleontological resources
and unique geologic features.
Upon implementation of the individual transportation network improvements and programs included as
part of the proposed Plan, both unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features would be
encountered. As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs
included in Section 4.5.2 would help reduce impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique
geologic features, but there is no assurance these measures will be properly implemented for all future
projects. Therefore, impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features are
considered significant.
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2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change as well as
transportation network improvements and programs that would directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature. Therefore, this impact (PALEO-1) in the year
2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 analysis above, geologic formations with moderate to high paleontological
resource potential are present throughout the San Diego region. Excavation and grading activities
associated with new development and redevelopment of the projects included in the proposed Plan
may result in impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features. Grounddisturbing activities in high or moderate sensitivity fossil-bearing geologic formations such as those
listed in Tables 4.5-2 and 4.5-3 have the potential to damage or destroy unique paleontological
resources that may be present below the ground surface. The types of activities that would result in
significant impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features (i.e., excavation
and grading) in 2020 would continue to occur into 2035 as development intensities would increase to
accommodate the forecasted growth. In addition, with more construction anticipated to occur within
previously unearthed areas, or increase the likelihood of impacts from erosion or changes to hydrology,
there is an increased potential to physically destroy or alter unique paleontological resources and
unique geologic features.
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs
included in Section 4.5.2 would help reduce impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique
geologic features, but there is no guarantee that they would be implemented properly for all future
projects . Therefore, impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features are
considered significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As true in the 2020 analysis, any ground disturbances associated with the construction of transportation
network improvements and programs, including Managed Lane construction along I-5 and 1-805 and
Trolley line extensions from UTC to Mira Mesa and Phase I of San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, may impact
unique paleontological resources or unique geologic features. Given the magnitude and location of
several of the transportation network improvements occurring by 2035, and the number of additional
transportation network improvements to be implemented in areas of moderate to high paleontological
resource sensitivity over those previously implemented by 2020, additional ground disturbances are
anticipated. It is possible that more unique paleontological resources or unique geologic features would
be destroyed or altered by runoff or erosion.
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs
included in Section 4.5.2 would help reduce impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique
geologic features, but there is no guarantee that they would be implemented properly for all future
projects. Therefore, impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features are
considered significant.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change as well as
transportation network improvements and programs that would directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature. Therefore, this impact (PALEO-1) in the year
2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analysis above, geologic formations with moderate to high
paleontological resource potential are present throughout the San Diego region. As development
extends farther east, into currently rural and less developed areas, especially in the unincorporated
portion of unincorporated San Diego County, additional excavation and grading activities associated
with regional growth and land use change in these areas may result in more impacts to unique
paleontological resources and unique geologic features. Ground-disturbing activities in high or moderate
sensitivity fossil-bearing geologic formations such as those listed in Tables 4.5-2 and 4.5-3 have the
potential to damage or destroy unique paleontological resources that may be present below the ground
surface. In addition, with more construction anticipated to occur within previously unearthed areas,
coupled with the impacts from erosion or changes to hydrology, there is an increased potential to
physically destroy or alter unique geologic features.
As more land is disturbed and altered for new development and redevelopment by 2050, the possibility
of impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features becomes greater. As
discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and
programs included in Section 4.5.2 would help reduce impacts to unique paleontological resources and
unique geologic features, but there is no guarantee that they would be implemented properly for all
future projects. Therefore, impacts to unique paleontological resources and unique geologic features
are considered significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As true in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, any ground disturbances associated with the construction of
transportation network improvements and programs, including Managed Lane construction along I-5, SR
52, SR 54, I-15, and 1-805 and transit line extensions, may directly or indirectly impact unique
paleontological resources or unique geologic features. Widening of highways would require grading and
potentially trenching, activities that remove and/or disturb the upper layer of soils in areas with high
paleontological resource sensitivity. In addition, the transit extension involving tunneling of the Green
Line into downtown San Diego has the potential to result in impacts to unique paleontological resources
as the entire downtown planning area is underlain by the San Diego Formation and the Baypoint
Formation, both of which have high paleontological resource sensitivity. Given the number of additional
transportation network improvements and programs requiring construction over those previously
implemented by 2020 and 2035, additional ground disturbances in areas of high paleontological
resource sensitivity are anticipated by 2050. It is also possible that more unique geologic features would
be directly destroyed or altered by runoff or erosion.
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and
programs included in Section 4.5.2 would help reduce impacts to unique paleontological resources and
unique geologic features, but there is no assurance that the laws, regulations, and programs would be
implemented properly for all future projects. Therefore, impacts to unique paleontological resources
and unique geologic features are considered significant.
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2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change as well as
transportation network improvements and programs that would directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature. Therefore, this impact (PALEO-1) in the year
2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
PALEO-1

Paleontological Resources or Unique Geologic Features

2020, 2035, and 2050
PALEO-1A Identify Potential for Unique Paleontological Resources or Unique Geologic Features.
During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of transportation network improvements or
development projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San
Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, assess the potential for disturbing unique
paleontological resources or affecting unique geological features in the project area. For project sites
with a high probability of these resources being present, retain a qualified paleontologist to conduct a
field survey and recommend subsequent steps to be taken during project construction to reduce or
avoid impacts to these resources as described in PALEO-1B in the report documenting the field survey.
PALEO-1B Avoid or Reduce Impacts to Unique Paleontological Resources or Unique Geologic Features.
If it is determined during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review that transportation network
improvements or development projects would be located within an area that likely contains unique
paleontological resources or unique geologic features (based on results of the work done in Paleo-1A),
SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local
jurisdictions can and should, avoid or reduce impacts to these resources when feasible. If impacts cannot
be avoided, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and
other local jurisdictions can and should, retain a qualified paleontologist prior to construction to:
•
•
•
•

Prepare a paleontological monitoring and mitigation plan, which will outline where monitoring
should occur and procedures for discoveries, consistent with applicable regulations and
guidelines;
Establish procedures for monitoring and the possible pre-construction salvage of exposed
resources if fossil-bearing rocks or unique geologic features have the potential to be affected;
Provide pre-construction coordination with contractors;
Be on-site to observe during grading operations and oversee original cutting in previously
undisturbed areas of sensitive geologic formations, halt or redirect construction activities as
appropriate to allow recovery of newly discovered fossil remains, recover scientifically valuable
specimens or ensure avoidance of the unique paleontological resource or unique geologic
feature, and oversee fossil salvage operations and reporting.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts to a unique
paleontological resource or unique geologic feature in 2020, 2035, and 2050. Implementation of
Mitigation Measures PALEO-1A and PALEO-1B would protect these unique resources through the
presence of a certified paleontologist and compliance with existing regulations; however, it cannot be
guaranteed that these measures will reduce impacts to a less than significant level. Therefore, this
impact (PALEO-1) is significant and unavoidable.
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4.6

ENERGY

This section evaluates the energy impacts of the proposed Plan. The information presented was
compiled from multiple sources, including reports from the California Energy Commission (CEC),
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), and SANDAG.

4.6.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS

EXISTING ENERGY USE
Energy is consumed during the construction and operation of transportation and land use projects. In
2012, total statewide energy consumption in California was approximately 7,641 trillion British thermal
units (Btus) (EIA 2014). California ranked second compared to other states in total energy consumption.
However, the per-capita consumption rate in California is one of the lowest in the country and ranks
49th of all states (EIA 2014). This is largely because of California’s proactive energy efficiency programs
and mild weather, which reduces energy demands for heating and cooling.
The transportation sector makes up the single largest consumer of energy in California, accounting for
39 percent of the state’s total energy demand, and nearly all of this energy is provided by petroleum
(EIA 2014). The industrial, residential, and commercial sectors are the next largest consumers of energy,
primarily related to electricity and natural gas use. The industrial sector accounts for 23 percent of the
total energy consumption in the state (EIA 2014). The residential and commercial sectors both account
for approximately 19 percent of the energy consumption (EIA 2014).
Electricity generation is typically measured in gigawatt-hours (GWh), megawatt-hours (MWh), or
kilowatt-hours (kWh). In 2012, total electricity consumed in California was 302,113 GWh (CEC 2014a). A
single gigawatt provides enough energy to power 95 average California homes per year (SANDAG 2014).
Natural gas-fired generation is the primary source of electricity generation in California and fuels
approximately 61 percent of electricity consumption. Nuclear power typically provided 20 percent of the
state's total electricity generation. However, the reactors at the San Onofre nuclear plant were shut
down in 2012, reducing the amount of electricity generation from nuclear power. California’s electrical
system has also become more reliant on renewable energy sources, including cogeneration, wind
energy, solar energy, geothermal energy, and hydroelectric plants. In 2012, 17 percent of all electricity
came from renewable resources such as wind, solar, geothermal, biomass, and small hydroelectric
facilities. Large hydro plants generated another 12 percent of electricity in California.
Overall, energy is generated over large areas from many different sources. Energy that is not generated
at a facility by an energy provider can be purchased from other producers and transmitted to the energy
user through energy transmission networks. California consumes much more electricity than it
generates, and approximately 25 percent of California's electricity comes from outside the state (EIA
2014). California imports most of this energy from northwestern and southwestern states. The San
Diego region consumed approximately 20,297 GWh of electricity and 560 million therms of natural gas
in 2010 (SANDAG 2014).
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TRANSPORTATION AND FUEL USE
As mentioned earlier, transportation is the largest consumer of energy in California. In 2012, total
gasoline consumed in the state was 14.6 billion gallons (BOE 2014a). Diesel fuel is the second most used
transportation fuel in California behind gasoline. In 2012, more than 2.6 billion gallons of diesel were
sold in California (BOE 2014b). Plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) are a key component of California’s
strategy to meet climate, clean air, and energy goals. As of December 2014, more than 118,000 PEVs
were sold in California, representing about 40 percent of national PEV sales (CEC 2015). In 2013,
Californians also used 174 million therms of natural gas as a transportation fuel, or the equivalent of 142
million gallons of gasoline, and 841,345 MWh of electricity for transportation, or about the equivalent of
25 million gallons of gasoline (CEC 2015).
Passenger cars and light-duty trucks are the largest consumers of transportation fuel in the state and the
San Diego region. Passenger cars and light-duty trucks account for 1.6 billion gallons of gasoline and
diesel fuel per year, or approximately 85 percent of total energy consumption by on-road vehicles in the
San Diego region (SANDAG 2014). The rail transportation category also consumes diesel fuel for freight
and goods movement, the COASTER commuter rail line, and the SPRINTER light-rail line. The light-rail
San Diego Trolley is powered by electricity. Data is not currently available for the consumption of
alternative fuels in the San Diego region. However SANDAG does track alternative fuel infrastructure;
there are currently 15 biodiesel, 10 E85, 24 natural gas, and 19 propane stations (SANDAG 2014). The
San Diego region also has over 10,000 plug-in electric vehicles (CSE 2015) and over 500 publicly
accessible electric vehicle charging stations (DOE 2015).

ENERGY SERVICE PROVIDERS
San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E) is the owner and operator of natural gas and electricity transmission
and distribution infrastructure in the San Diego region. SDG&E obtained 63 percent of its energy from
natural gas in 2012. SDG&E renewable energy is the second largest energy source and includes biomass
and waste, geothermal, small hydroelectric, solar, and wind sources. SDG&E obtained 23.6 percent of its
energy from renewable resources in 2013 (CPUC 2015). Additionally, SDG&E’s other energy sources
include coal and unspecified sources.
SDG&E develops a long-term procurement plan (LTPP), which outlines the company’s approach to
procuring new resources to meet future energy needs of the region. In 2014, the CPUC Energy Division
approved SDG&E’s LTPP that includes up to 800 megawatts (MW) of new resources by 2022 with a
minimum of 200 MW coming from energy efficiency, demand response, renewables, combined heat and
power resources, and distributed generation.
Table 4.6-1 shows SDG&E renewable energy projects that are currently approved by CPUC and online.
Table 4.6-2 shows additional projects that have been approved by CPUC and are in development. These
projects would provide renewable energy to SDG&E and are anticipated to be operational prior to 2020.
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Table 4.6-1
SDG&E Renewable Energy Projects Approved and Online, March 2015

Status
Operational
Operational

Min
MW
8
3

Min
Expected
GWh/yr
60
22

Technology
Biogas
Biogas

Contract
Term
(years)
10
10

MM San Diego North City
FPL
GRS (Sycamore 2)
Iberdrola Renewables Mountain
Wind
Iberdrola Renewables Phoenix
West
Oasis Power Partners
Rancho Peñasquitos

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

1
16
3
25

7
24
19
89

Biogas
Wind
Biogas
Wind

10
14.5
12
15

Location
Irvine, CA
Miramar, San Diego
County
San Diego, CA
Palm Springs, CA
Santee, CA
Riverside County, CA

Operational

25

89

Wind

15

Riverside County, CA

Operational
Operational

60
5

179
20

15
10

Mojave, CA
San Diego County, CA

Kumeyaay Wind
MM Prima Deshecha Energy Phase
1
Otay Landfill 3
Pacific Wind LLC
City of San Diego (Point Loma)
Campo Verde/Mt. Signal Solar

Operational
Operational

51
15

101
118

Wind
Small
Hydro
Wind
Biogas

20
15

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

4
140
5
49

24
392
22
168

Biogas
Wind
Biogas
Solar PV

10
20
5
20

Covanata Delano

Operational

49

365

Biomass

10

Glacier Wind 1 (Naturener)
Glacier Wind 2 (Naturener)
Renewable Energy Providers - Blue
Lake
Calpine Geysers

Operational
Operational
Operational

107
104
11

318
318
90

Wind
Wind
Biomass

15
15
15

San Diego County, CA
San Juan Capistrano,
CA
Chula Vista, CA
Tehachapi, CA
San Diego, CA
Fillaree Ranch,
Imperial Valley, CA
Delano, Kern County,
CA
Toole, MT
Toole, MT
Eureka, CA

Operational

25

212

Geothermal

4.8

Coram Energy

Operational

8

27

Wind

15

Centinela Solar (expansion)
Imperial Solar Energy Center-South

Operational
Operational

30
130

62
307

Solar PV
Solar PV

20
25

NRG Solar Borrego I LLC
Arlington Valley Solar Energy II
SG2 Imperial Valley
Mesa Wind
Ocotillo Express Wind Project
Catalina (enXco)
Sol Orchard 20 (Ramona 1)
Sol Orchard 21 (Ramona 2)
Sol Orchard 22 (Valley Center 1)
Sol Orchard 23 (Valley Center 2)
Manzana
Shell Cabazon Wind
Whitewater Hill Wind
Source: CPUC 2015

Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

26
127
150
30
265
106
2
5
2
5
100
102
102

59
270
390
55
891
224
3
8
4
8
359
294
294

Solar PV
Solar PV
Solar PV
Wind
Wind
Solar PV
Solar PV
Solar PV
Solar PV
Solar PV
Wind
Wind
Wind

25
25
25
2
20
25
25
25
25
25
20
2
2

Projects Approved
and Online
GRS (Coyote Canyon)
MM Miramar
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Sonoma and Lake
Counties, CA
Tehachapi, Kern
County, CA
Calexico, CA
8 mi SW of El Centro,
CA
Borrego Springs, CA
Arlington, AZ
Calipatria, CA
Whitewater, CA
Ocotillo, CA
Kern County, CA
Ramona, CA
Ramona, CA
Valley Center, CA
Valley Center, CA
Tehachapi, CA
Palm Springs, CA
Palm Springs, CA
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Table 4.6-2
SDG&E Renewable Energy Projects Approved and in Development, March 2015

Status
On schedule

Min
MW
5

Min
Expected
GWh/yr
28

Technology
Biogas

Contract
Term
(years)
15

Imperial Solar Energy
Center-West
Lan West (Soitec)
Desert Green (Soitec)

Delayed

130

307

Solar PV

25

Delayed
Delayed

7
7

13
13

Solar PV
Solar PV

25
25

Lan East (Soitec)
Rugged (Soitec)
Tierra del Sol (Soitec)
Energia Sierra Juarez

Delayed
Delayed
Delayed
Delayed

22
80
45
100

51
203
114
324

Solar PV
Solar PV
Solar PV
Wind

25
25
25
20

Seville Tallbear LLC
Calipatria
Source: CPUC 2015

On schedule
On schedule

20
20

59
48

Solar PV
Solar PV

20
20

Projects Approved
and Online
MM Prima Deshecha Energy

4.6.2

Location
San Juan
Capistrano, CA
8 mi SW of
El Centro, CA
Boulevard, CA
Borrego
Springs, CA
Boulevard, CA
Boulevard, CA
Boulevard, CA
Jacume, Baja
California
Norte, MX
Calipatria, CA
Calipatria, CA

Online Date/
Contracted
Delivery Date
10/01/18
10/15/13
02/28/14
02/28/14
10/31/14
12/31/14
12/31/14
03/22/14
04/01/15
06/27/15

REGULATORY SETTING

FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975
The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 established the first fuel economy standards for on-road
motor vehicles sold in the United States. The National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration
(NHTSA) is responsible for establishing vehicle standards and revising existing standards. The Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) program was created to determine vehicle manufacturers’ compliance
with the fuel economy standards. USEPA administers the testing program that generates the fuel
economy data.

National Energy Act of 1978
The National Energy Act of 1978 included the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (Public Law 95-617),
Energy Tax Act (Public Law 95-318), National Energy Conservation Policy Act (Public Law 95-619), Power
Plant and Industrial Fuel Use Act (Public Law 95-620), and the Natural Gas Policy Act (Public Law 95621).
The intent of the National Energy Act was to promote greater use of renewable energy, provide
residential consumers with energy conservation audits to encourage slower growth of electricity
demand, and promote fuel efficiency. The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act created a market for
nonutility electric power producers to permit independent power producers to connect to their lines
and to pay for the electricity that was delivered.
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The Energy Tax Act promoted fuel efficiency and renewable energy through taxes and tax credits. The
National Energy Conservation Policy Act required utilities to provide residential consumers with energy
conservation audits and other services to encourage slower growth of electricity demand.

Energy Policy Acts
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) was developed to reduce dependence on imported petroleum and
improve air quality by addressing all aspects of energy supply and demand, including alternative fuels,
renewable energy, and energy efficiency. EPAct requires certain federal, state, and local government
and private fleets to purchase alternative fuel vehicles. The act also includes definitions for "alternative
fuels,” and includes fuels such as ethanol, natural gas, propane, hydrogen, electricity, and biodiesel.
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 was signed into law on August 8, 2005. The Energy Policy Act set federal
energy management requirements for energy-efficient product procurement, energy savings
performance contracts, building performance standards, renewable energy requirements, and
alternative fuel use. The Energy Policy Act also amends existing regulations, including fuel economy
testing procedures.

Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007
Signed into law in December 2007, the Energy Independence and Security Act was passed to increase
the production of clean renewable fuels; increase the efficiency of products, buildings, and vehicles;
improve the energy performance of the federal government; and increase U.S. energy security, develop
renewable fuel production, and improve vehicle fuel economy. The Energy Independence and Security
Act included the first increase in fuel economy standards for passenger cars since 1975. The act also
included a new energy grant program for use by local governments in implementing energy-efficiency
initiatives, as well as a variety of green building incentives and programs.

Executive Order 13514
On October 5, 2009, the President signed Executive Order 13514, Federal Leadership in Environmental,
Energy, and Economic Performance (3 CFR 13514). The Executive Order set sustainability goals for
federal agencies and focuses on making improvements in their environmental, energy, and economic
performance. The Executive Order requires agencies to meet a number of energy, water, and waste
reduction targets, including:
•

30 percent reduction in vehicle fleet petroleum use by 2020;

•

26 percent improvement in water efficiency by 2020;

•

50 percent recycling and waste diversion by 2015;

•

95 percent of all applicable contracts will meet sustainability requirements;

•

Implementation of the 2030 net-zero-energy building requirement;

•

Implementation of the stormwater provisions of the Energy Independence and Security Act of
2007, section 438; and

•

Development of guidance for sustainable federal building locations in alignment with the
Livability Principles put forward by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, DOT,
and USEPA.
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Executive Order 13693
On March 19, 2015, the President signed Executive Order 13693, Planning for Federal Sustainability in
the Next Decade. The Executive Order sets a goal of reducing Federal agency GHG emissions by 40
percent over the next decade. The Executive Order sets agency GHG reduction targets and sustainability
goals, including:
•

Percentage reduction targets must be proposed by each Federal agency, including FHWA, FTA,
and FRA, for agency-wide GHG emissions reductions by the end of fiscal year 2025 relative to a
fiscal year 2008 baseline.

•

Sustainability goals for each Federal agency, including:
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Promoting building energy conservation, efficiency, and management;
Requiring the use of renewable and alternative energy for electric and thermal energy in
Federal buildings by up to 25 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Requiring the use of renewable and alternative energy for total building energy
consumption in Federal buildings by up to 30 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Improving Federal agency water efficiency and management to reduce water
consumption by 36 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Improving Federal agency vehicle fleet efficiency and management to reduce GHG
emissions by 30 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Promoting sustainable acquisition and procurement practices; and
Advancing waste prevention and pollution prevention by diverting at least 50 percent of
non-hazardous solid waste.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
California Energy Commission Plans and Programs
The CEC is the state’s primary energy policy and planning agency. The CEC collects and analyzes energyrelated data, prepares statewide energy policy recommendations and plans, promotes and funds energy
efficiency programs, and adopts and enforces appliance and building energy efficiency standards. The
CEC has five major responsibilities: (1) forecasting future energy needs and keeping historical energy
data, (2) licensing thermal power plants 50 MW or larger, (3) promoting energy efficiency through
appliance and building standards, (4) developing energy technologies and supporting renewable energy,
and (5) planning for and directing the state response to an energy emergency.
Last updated in 2008, the State of California Energy Action Plan establishes goals and specific actions to
ensure adequate, reliable, and reasonably priced electrical power and natural gas supplies, initiatives for
increasing supply and reducing demand, in the context of global climate change (CEC 2008).
The CEC conducts assessments and forecasts of all aspects of energy industry supply, production,
transportation, delivery, and distribution, The CEC adopts the Integrated Energy Policy Report (IEPR)
every 2 years and an update every other year. The 2014 IEPR is the most recent report and provides a
summary of energy issues, outlining strategies and recommendations to further California’s goal of
ensuring reliable, affordable, and environmentally responsible energy sources (CEC 2015).
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California Public Utilities Commission
The CPUC has authority to set electric rates, regulate natural gas utility service, protect consumers,
promote energy efficiency, and ensure electric system reliability. The California electricity market,
regulated by the CPUC, serves 11.5 million customers with 32,698 miles of transmission lines and
239,112 miles of distribution lines for a total economic value of $23.7 billion (CPUC 2013).
The CPUC has established rules for the planning and construction of new transmission facilities,
distribution facilities, and substations. Utility companies are required to obtain permits to construct
certain power line facilities or substations. The CPUC also has jurisdiction over the siting of natural gas
transmission lines.
The CPUC regulates distributed generation policies and programs for both customers and utilities. This
includes incentive programs (e.g., California Solar Initiative) and net energy metering policies. Net
energy metering allows customers to receive a financial credit for power generated by their on-site
system and fed back to the utility. The CPUC is involved with utilities through a variety of energy
procurement programs, including the Renewable Portfolio Standard program.
In 2008, the CPUC adopted the Long Term Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan, which is the roadmap to
achieving maximum energy savings in California through 2020 (CPUC 2008). Consistent with California's
energy policy and electricity "loading order," the Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan indicates that energy
efficiency is the highest priority resource in meeting California’s energy needs. The CPUC also adopted
energy goals that require all new residential construction in California to be zero net energy (ZNE) by
2020. The ZNE goal means new buildings must use a combination of improved efficiency and distributed
renewable energy generation to meet 100 percent of their annual energy need (CEC 2012). In addition
to the ZNE goals for residential buildings by 2020, the CPUC has adopted goals that all new commercial
construction in California will be ZNE by 2030 and 50 percent of existing commercial buildings will be
retrofit to ZNE by 2030.

Renewable Portfolio Standard
California law (SB X1-2, Statutes of 2011) requires retail suppliers of electricity to procure at least 33
percent of annual retail sales from eligible renewable energy sources by 2020.

Performance Standard for Baseload Power Generation
SB 1368 (Chapter 598, Statutes of 2006) required the CPUC to establish a GHG emissions performance
standard for “baseload” generation from investor-owned utilities of 1,100 lbs CO2/MWh. The CEC
established a similar standard for local publicly owned utilities. All electricity provided to California,
including imported electricity, must be generated from plants that meet or exceed this standard.

Senate Bill 1 (Chapter 132, Statutes of 2006)
The California Solar Initiative (Senate Bill 1, Chapter 132, Statutes of 2006), also known as the “Million
Solar Roofs” legislation, set a goal of installing 3,000 megawatts of new solar capacity by 2017.
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Title 24 Energy Standards
Energy Conservation Standards for new residential and nonresidential buildings were first adopted by
the CEC in June 1977 and were most recently revised in 2013 (Title 24, Part 6 of the California Code of
Regulations [Title 24]). Title 24 governs energy consumed by commercial and residential buildings in
California. This includes the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system; water heating; and
some fixed lighting. Nonbuilding energy use, or “plug-in” energy use, is not covered by Title 24. The
standards are updated periodically to allow for consideration and possible incorporation of new energy
efficiency technologies and methods. California's Building Energy Efficiency Standards are updated on an
approximate 3-year cycle. The most recent update was in 2013. The 2013 Title 24 standards went into
effect July 1, 2014, and improve on the 2008 Title 24 standards. The CEC estimates that the 2013
Standards are 25 percent more energy-efficient than the previous standards for residential construction
and 30 percent more efficient for nonresidential construction (CEC 2014a, 2014b).

Appliance Efficiency Regulations
California’s 2009 Appliance Efficiency Regulations (20 CCR 1601–1608) were adopted by the CEC on
December 3, 2008, and approved by the California Office of Administrative Law on July 10, 2009. The
regulations include standards for both federally regulated appliances and nonfederally regulated
appliances.

Green Building Standards
The 2013 California Green Building Standards Code (24 CCR Part 11 [CALGREEN]) took effect January 1,
2014. These comprehensive regulations will achieve major reductions in GHG emissions, energy
consumption, and water use. CALGREEN will require that every new building constructed in California
reduce water consumption by 20 percent, divert 50 percent of construction waste from landfills, and
install low-pollutant-emitting materials. They also require separate water meters for nonresidential
buildings’ indoor and outdoor water use, with a requirement for moisture-sensing irrigation systems for
larger landscape projects and mandatory inspections of energy systems (e.g., heat furnace, air
conditioner, and mechanical equipment) for nonresidential buildings larger than 10,000 square feet to
ensure that all are working at their maximum capacity and according to their design efficiencies. ARB
estimates that the mandatory provisions will reduce GHG emissions from buildings by approximately 3
MMT CO2e in 2020 in comparison with GHG emissions without implementation of the Green Building
Standards (ARB 2014e).

Executive Order B-18-12
Executive Order B-18-12 orders all new state buildings and major renovations beginning design after
2025 be constructed as ZNE facilities. The Executive Order sets an interim target for 50 percent of new
facilities beginning design after 2020 to be ZNE. It directs state agencies to take measures toward
achieving ZNE for 50 percent of the square footage of existing state-owned building area by 2025.

ARB Advanced Clean Cars Program/Zero Emission Vehicle Program
Assembly Bill (AB) 1493 (Chapter 200, Statutes of 2002), also known as the Pavley regulations, required
ARB to adopt regulations by January 1, 2005, that would result in the achievement of the “maximum
feasible” reduction in GHG emissions from vehicles used in the state primarily for noncommercial,
personal transportation.
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In January 2012, ARB approved a new emissions-control program for model years 2017 through 2025.
The program combines the control of smog, soot, and global warming gases and requirements for
greater numbers of zero-emission vehicles into a single package of standards called Advanced Clean Cars
(13 CCR 1962.1 and 1962.2). The Advanced Clean Cars requirements include new GHG standards for
model year 2017 to 2025 vehicles. ARB anticipates that the new standards will reduce motor vehicle
GHG emissions by 34 percent in 2025 (ARB 2014a).
The Advanced Clean Cars Program also includes the LEV III amendments to the LEV regulations (13 CCR
1900 et seq.), Zero Emission Vehicle Program and the Clean Fuels Outlet Regulation. The Zero Emission
Vehicle Program is designed to achieve California’s long-term emission reduction goals by requiring
manufacturers to offer for sale specific numbers of the very cleanest cars available. These zero-emission
vehicles, which include battery electric, fuel cell, and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, are just beginning
to enter the marketplace. They are expected to be fully commercial by 2020. Most vehicle
manufacturers agree that providing a selection of these technologies will be necessary to meet climate
goals by 2050 (ARB 2014b). The Clean Fuels Outlet regulation ensures that fuels such as electricity and
hydrogen are available to meet the fueling needs of the new advanced technology vehicles as they come
to market.

Executive Order B-16-12
Executive Order B-16-12 orders State entities under the direction of the Governor including ARB, the
Energy Commission, and Public Utilities Commission to support the rapid commercialization of zero
emission vehicles (ZEVs). It directs these entities to achieve various benchmarks related to zero emission
vehicles, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure to support up to one million zero emission vehicles by 2020,
Widespread use of zero emission vehicles for public transportation and freight transport by
2020,
Over 1.5 million zero emission vehicles on California roads by 2025,
Annual displacement of at least 1.5 billion gallons of petroleum fuels by 2025, and
A reduction of GHG emissions from the transportation sector equaling 80 percent less than 1990
levels by 2050.

It also sets a state GHG emissions reduction target for the transportation sector of 80 percent below
1990 levels by 2050.

Executive Order S-01-07 (Low Carbon Fuel Standard)
Executive Order S-01-07 (17 CCR 95480 et seq.) requires the state to achieve a 10 percent or greater
reduction by 2020 in the average fuel carbon intensity for transportation fuels in California regulated by
ARB. ARB identified the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) as a discrete early action item under AB 32,
and the final ARB resolution (No. 09-31) adopting the LCFS was issued on April 23, 2009. ARB is currently
considering amendments to the LCFS and plans to consider re-adoption of the LCFS in 2015.
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Public Resources Code Section 30253
Public Resources Code Section 30253, part 4, establishes a policy that development within the Coastal
Zone shall minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy
In 2010, SANDAG published a Climate Action Strategy (Strategy) that was prepared under a partnership
with the CEC (SANDAG 2010). The Strategy is a guidance document and not a binding plan. The Strategy
serves as a guide to help policymakers address climate change as they make decisions to meet the needs
of our growing population, maintain and enhance our quality of life, and promote economic stability. As
stated in the Strategy introduction, the policy measures contained in the Strategy are intended to be a
list of potential options (tools in the toolbox) for consideration as SANDAG and local governments
update their various plans. The policy measures are not requirements for SANDAG, local governments,
or any other entity.
The Strategy identifies goals, objectives, and policy measures in the areas of transportation, land use,
buildings, and energy use. Also addressed are measures and resources to help local governments reduce
emissions from their operations and in their communities. The policy measures contained in this
document are intended to be a list of potential options to reduce GHG emissions. Because local
governments have greater control over some categories of GHG emission sources, the Strategy
emphasizes those areas where the greatest impact can be made at the local and regional level. These
areas include land use patterns, transportation infrastructure, and related public investment; building
construction and energy use; and local government operations.
Within the three areas, goals, objectives, and policy measures are included in the Strategy to further
describe how GHG emissions reductions could be achieved. The goals identified in the Strategy include
the following:
Transportation Sector
•
•
•
•

Reduce total miles of vehicle travel
Minimize GHG emissions when vehicles are used
Support increased use of low carbon alternative fuels
Protect transportation infrastructure from climate change impacts

Clean Energy and Efficient Buildings
•
•
•
•

Reduce energy use in residential and commercial buildings
Increase use of renewable energy
Reduce water-related energy use and GHGs
Protect energy infrastructure from climate change impacts

SANDAG and Local Government Operations
•

SANDAG and local governments lead by example
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SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy
The Regional Energy Strategy (RES) serves as an energy policy guide to support decision-making by
SANDAG and its member agencies. The 2014 RES updates SANDAG energy strategies adopted in 1994,
2003, and 2009. The RES is structured around 11 major energy topics, such as energy efficiency and
conservation, renewable energy, transportation fuels, and land use and transportation planning.
In 2014, the RES was updated to reflect progress toward RES goals and account for changes in energy
and climate change policy since 2009. In addition, progress summary reports were prepared for each of
the 11 goals. The RES assesses the regional need for energy resources and infrastructure but does not
make recommendations for specific energy projects. The RES focuses on opportunities that SANDAG and
its member agencies could take to address energy issues and achieve both local and regional goals
related to energy and climate change. The information in the RES was used to develop goals and policies
in the proposed Plan.

Regional Alternative Fuel Planning
In 2009, SANDAG developed the Regional Alternative Fuels, Vehicles and Infrastructure Report, which is
an assessment on how to accelerate deployment of alternative fuel vehicles in and around San Diego
(SANDAG 2009). The objectives of the report are to (1) help local governments and other regional
stakeholders make informed decisions regarding appropriate alternative fuel technologies, and (2)
identify and recommend regional and local government actions that can initially support local
alternative fuel fleets and eventually support alternative fuel use by the general public. The report also
includes recommendations for alternative fuels and project types. Electricity and natural gas are the top
priorities for passenger vehicles, while biodiesel, natural gas, propane, and hybrid technologies are
recommended for medium- and heavy-duty vehicles. The report recommends further study of transit
stations along -rapid bus transit routes, integrating electric charging station siting with the regional
transportation network, and truck stop electrification.

San Diego Regional Plug-In Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan
In 2012, SANDAG established the San Diego Regional Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Working Group
(REVI) as part of a CEC grant to perform regional Plug-In Electric Vehicle (PEV) readiness planning. The
REVI completed the San Diego Regional Plug-in Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan, which was accepted by
the SANDAG Board in January 2014. As part of another CEC grant, SANDAG will build on the success of
the REVI and undertake regional readiness planning for all alternative fuels in partnership with the San
Diego Regional Clean Cities Coalition. A regional alternative fuels coordinating council will be established
to advise on regional alternative fuel infrastructure needs, barriers, and solutions.

SANDAG Energy Roadmap Program for Local Governments
SANDAG and SDG&E provide free energy assessments and energy management plans to SANDAG
member agencies. This Energy Roadmap Program was established in 2010 and provides a framework for
local governments to reduce energy use. The goals of the program include categories such as saving
Energy in City Buildings and Facilities, demonstrating Emerging Energy Technologies, and greening the
City Vehicle Fleet. SANDAG assists member agencies in developing projects and programs to reduce
government spending on utility bills and integrate sustainability, energy efficiency, and emission
reductions into general plans.
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Local General Plans
Many of the local agencies in the San Diego region have general plan goals, objectives, and policies that
specifically address energy use and conservation. The policies set forth in local general plans would have
an effect on energy conservation in the development of new structures and communities within the
proposed Plan area.
These goals and policies include improvements in energy efficiency for new residential and commercial
land uses and measures to reduce VMT through land use and transportation planning. Measures
included in the general plans would improve energy efficiency and minimize wasteful, inefficient energy
consumption in the project area. As a result of requirements, incentive programs, and educational and
outreach programs, general plans would build on federal and state efforts to improve energy efficiency
associated with future land uses and transportation projects.

Climate Action Plans
As discussed in more detail in Section 4.8, Greenhouse Gas, Climate Action Plans (CAPs) are developed
to identify the nature of GHG emissions and to implement policies, actions, and measures to reduce
existing and future GHG emissions. All 18 cities and the County of San Diego have completed a GHG
inventory, many prepared as part of the San Diego Foundation’s Climate Initiative. A GHG inventory is
the first step toward preparing a CAP. A CAP provides measures for reducing emissions through policies
similar to those in the proposed Plan, such as by encouraging building retrofits or mandating an energy
efficiency code in new construction. Many jurisdictions have adopted or are currently preparing CAPs,
such as the City of Chula Vista, City of Encinitas, City of San Diego, City of National City, and County of
San Diego. More than half of the local jurisdictions in the San Diego region, representing over 75 percent
of the region’s population, are developing or have adopted a CAP (City of Chula Vista 2000, 2008, 2013;
City of Encinitas 2011; City of Escondido 2013; City of National City 2011; City of San Diego 2005; City of
San Marcos 2013; County of San Diego 2012; City of Vista 2012). Section 4.8, Greenhouse Gas Emissions,
includes Table 4.8-3 that summarizes each jurisdiction’s climate planning efforts. In addition to the
efforts of the 18 cities and the County of San Diego, the Port of San Diego and the San Diego County
Water Authority have developed GHG inventories and CAPs.

4.6.3

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix F of the CEQA Guidelines provides a list of six environmental impacts related to use of energy
in Section II (c). Unless otherwise noted, the significance criteria developed for this EIR are based on that
list of environmental impacts provided in Appendix F. SANDAG has consolidated the list and edited the
wording in an effort to develop significance criteria that reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this
EIR and the unique nature of the proposed Plan.
Specifically, CEQA Appendix F criterion (C)(1) addresses a project’s energy use requirements and energy
use efficiency by amount and fuel type, and criterion (C)(2) addresses a project’s effects on local and
regional energy supplies. These criteria have been combined and modified in EN-1. Criteria (C)(3) and
(C)(4), related to energy demand and standards, respectively, are aligned with EN-2. EN-3 addresses the
effects of the project on energy resources consistent with criterion (C)(5). For the purposes of this EIR,
implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant impact if it would:
EN-1

Result in an increase in overall per capita energy consumption relative to baseline conditions,
or otherwise use energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary manner.
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EN-2

Result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on renewable energy
sources.

EN-3

Require or result in the construction of new energy facilities or the expansion of such facilities
to adequately meet projected demands, the construction of which could cause a significant
environmental effect.

4.6.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

EN-1

RESULT IN AN INCREASE IN OVERALL PER CAPITA ENERGY CONSUMPTION RELATIVE
TO BASELINE CONDITIONS, OR OTHERWISE USE ENERGY IN AN INEFFICIENT,
WASTEFUL, OR UNNECESSARY MANNER.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Energy would be consumed during both construction and operation of the proposed Plan. Construction
energy use for regional growth and land use change was estimated for 2020, 2035, and 2050 and
compared to the baseline year (2012). Energy consumption from off-road equipment was used to
estimate energy consumed during construction activity associated with regional growth and land use
change. Construction activity uses energy through the use of off-road construction equipment, on-road
construction vehicles, and worker commute vehicles, as well as the use of electricity for temporary
buildings, lighting, and other sources. Energy consumption estimates for on-road construction vehicles
and worker commute vehicles are included in operational estimates for transportation network
improvements and programs. The use of electricity for temporary buildings, lighting, and other sources
is estimated as part of operational energy consumption for regional growth and land use change.
The off-road category includes construction equipment, as well as mining equipment, industrial
equipment, recreational equipment, and other equipment not directly related to construction activities
(see Appendix G to this EIR). Therefore, the use of the off-road equipment category likely overestimates
the amount of fuel consumption that would result from construction activities associated with regional
growth and land use change. Estimates of operational electricity consumption and natural gas use
developed as part of the regional GHG inventory were used for the analysis of regional growth and land
use change (see Appendix G to this EIR).
Construction and operational energy use for transportation network improvements and programs was
also estimated for 2020, 2035, and 2050 and compared to the baseline year (2012). Gasoline and diesel
fuel consumption associated with operation of the transportation network, including passenger cars,
light-duty trucks, medium and heavy duty trucks, and buses, was calculated using ARB’s EMFAC2014
model. The revised numbers for gasoline and fuel consumption associated with operation of the
transportation network reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of
EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were
calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1). Diesel used by heavy rail, including the COASTER, AMTRAK,
SPRINTER, and freight, is not included in these estimates, and would add small additional increases.
Electricity and natural gas consumption associated with transportation network improvements is
included under electricity use under regional growth and land use change.
Consistent with Appendix F to the CEQA Guidelines, a per capita analysis is appropriate for the proposed
Plan, since that analysis would determine whether the energy use under the proposed Plan is more
efficient relative to 2012. The analysis combines electricity, natural gas, and fuel consumption into a
common unit of energy usage, Btu.
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A Btu is a traditional unit of energy that is the amount of energy needed to cool or heat one pound of
water by one degree Fahrenheit. This analysis compares existing per capita energy consumption (Btus)
in 2012 with per capita consumption (Btus) in 2020, 2035, and 2050 under the proposed Plan.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s impacts on energy consumption include, but are not limited to, higher annual average
temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves, less
frequent and more intense rainstorms and more frequent flood events, more intense and more
frequent drought, increased evaporation from soil and reservoirs. In general, these climate change
effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects on energy consumption in the
San Diego region are discussed in more detail in Appendix F to this EIR.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
As shown in Table 4.6-3, total energy use would decrease under implementation of the proposed Plan
from approximately 3332 trillion Btu to 3103 trillion Btu from 2012 to 2020, a decrease of about 7
percent. During the same time, the regional population is forecasted to increase by 289,284 people, an
increase of about 9 percent. As a result, per capita energy use would decrease by about 145 percent
from 2012 to 2020.
Table 4.6-3
Total and Per Capita Energy Use under the Proposed Plan, 2012 and 2020
Category

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Electricity (Gwh)
Natural Gas (million therms)
Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Gasoline (million gallons)
Diesel (million gallons)
Total Construction (million gallons)
Total Energy Use
Per Capita Energy Use (MMBtu/person)
Total Energy Use,
Net Change 2012 to 2020
Per Capita Energy Use,
Net Change 2012 to 2020

2012
Energy Use Trillion Btu

-19,737
522

120
67
52

-1,4567
128
90

2020
Energy Use
Trillion Btu

-20,175
532

122
69
53

2010

--

1765

1832
18
12
3332
106

1,2380
15260
93

1554
21
13
3110
910
-7%
-145%

Source: Appendix G to the EIR.
Notes: 2012 population: 3,146,429; 2020 population: 3,435,713
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).
1 kWh = 3,412 Btu
1 therm = 100,000 Btu
1 gallon, gasoline = 125,000 Btu
1 gallon, diesel = 138,000 Btu
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The decrease in total and per capita energy use is due in part to regulations and programs implemented
on the state and regional levels to reduce energy use and emissions of GHGs. These programs include
implementation of the RPS, Advanced Clean Cars regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-andTrade program, energy efficiency standards for buildings, continued growth in solar photovoltaic
installations, water conservation measures, and emission standards for off-road equipment.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs have an
important role in reducing per capita energy use because they decrease per capita vehicle miles
traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered in the
proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes;
TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g.,
aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors.
Also, more than 80 percent of housing growth under the proposed Plan would be multi-family
development. Due to space efficiency, multi-family units are more efficient on a per unit basis in terms
of electricity and natural gas consumption. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
program would not result in an increase in overall per capita energy consumption, or otherwise use
energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary manner, because per capita energy use would
decrease by approximately 145 percent from 2012 to 2020. Therefore, this impact (EN-1) in the year
2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements
As shown in Table 4.6-4, total energy use would decrease under implementation of the proposed Plan
from approximately 3332 trillion Btu to 28073 trillion Btu from 2012 to 2035, a decrease of about 168
percent. During the same time, the regional population is forecasted to increase by 707,269 people, an
increase of about 22 percent. As a result, per capita energy use would decrease by about 313 percent
from 2012 to 2035.
The decrease in total and per capita energy use is due in part to regulations and programs implemented
on the state and regional levels to reduce energy use and emissions of GHGs. These programs include
implementation of the RPS, Advanced Clean Cars regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-andTrade program, energy efficiency standards for buildings, continued growth in solar photovoltaic
installations, water conservation measures, and emission standards for off-road equipment.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs have an
important role in reducing per capita energy use because they decrease per capita vehicle miles
traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered in the
proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes;
TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g.,
aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors.
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Table 4.6-4
Total and Per Capita Energy Use under the Proposed Plan, 2012 and 2035
Category

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Electricity (Gwh)
Natural Gas (million therms)
Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Gasoline (million gallons)
Diesel (million gallons)
Total Construction (million gallons)
Total Energy Use
Per Capita Energy Use (MMBtu/person)
Total Energy Use,
Net Change 2012 to 2035
Per Capita Energy Use,
Net Change 2012 to 2035

2012
Energy Use Trillion Btu

-19,737
522

120
67
52

-1,4567
128
90
--

2035
Energy Use
Trillion Btu

-20,954
581

129
71
58

2010

--

124131

1832
18
12
3332
106

784842
1898
144
--

98105
26
20
28073
731
-168%
-313%

Source: Appendix G to the EIR.
Notes: 2012 population: 3,146,429; 2035 population: 3,853,698
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).
1 kWh = 3,412 Btu
1 therm = 100,000 Btu
1 gallon, gasoline = 125,000 Btu
1 gallon, diesel = 138,000 Btu

The decrease in total and per capita energy use is due in part to regulations and programs implemented
on the state and regional levels to reduce energy use and emissions of GHGs. These programs include
implementation of the RPS, Advanced Clean Cars regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-andTrade program, energy efficiency standards for buildings, continued growth in solar photovoltaic
installations, water conservation measures, and emission standards for off-road equipment.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs have an
important role in reducing per capita energy use because they decrease per capita vehicle miles
traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered in the
proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes;
TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g.,
aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors.
Also, more than 80 percent of housing growth under the proposed Plan would be multi-family
development. Due to space efficiency, multi-family units are more efficient on a per unit basis in terms
of electricity and natural gas consumption. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
program would not result in an increase in overall per capita energy consumption, or otherwise use
energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary manner, because per capita energy use would
decrease by approximately 313 percent from 2012 to 2035. Therefore, this impact (EN-1) in the year
2035 is less than significant.
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements
As shown in Table 4.6-5, total energy use would decrease under implementation of the proposed Plan
from approximately 3332 trillion Btu to 310 293 trillion Btu from 2012 to 20352050, a decrease of about
7 12 percent. During the same time, the regional population is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people,
an increase of about 29 percent. As a result, per capita energy use would decrease by about 324 percent
from 2012 to 2050.
Table 4.6-5
Total and Per Capita Energy Use under the Proposed Plan, 2012 and 2050
Category

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Electricity (Gwh)
Natural Gas (million therms)
Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Gasoline (million gallons)
Diesel (million gallons)
Total Construction (million gallons)
Total Energy Use
Per Capita Energy Use (MMBtu/person)
Total Energy Use,
Net Change 2012 to 2050
Per Capita Energy Use,
Net Change 2012 to 2050

2012
Energy Use Trillion Btu

-19,737
522

120
67
52

-1,4567
128
90
--

2050
Energy Use
Trillion Btu

-21,767
631

137
74
63

2010

--

13224

1832
18
12
3332
106

756827
213
175

94103
29
24
29385
720
-124%
-324%

Source: Appendix G to the EIR.
Notes: 2012 population: 3,146,429; 2050 population: 4,068,759
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).
1 kWh = 3,412 Btu
1 therm = 100,000 Btu
1 gallon, gasoline = 125,000 Btu
1 gallon, diesel = 138,000 Btu

The decrease in total and per capita energy use is due in part to regulations and programs implemented
on the state and regional levels to reduce energy use and emissions of GHGs. These programs include
implementation of the RPS, Advanced Clean Cars regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-andTrade program, energy efficiency standards for buildings, continued growth in solar photovoltaic
installations, water conservation measures, solid waste diversion, and emission standards for off-road
equipment.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs have an
important role in reducing per capita energy use because they decrease per capita vehicle miles
traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered in the
proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes;
TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g.,
aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors.
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Also, more than 80 percent of housing growth under the proposed Plan would be multi-family
development. Due to space efficiency, multi-family units are more efficient on a per unit basis in terms
of electricity and natural gas consumption. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
program would not result in an increase in overall per capita energy consumption, or otherwise use
energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary manner, because per capita energy use would
decrease by approximately 324 percent from 2012 to 2050. Therefore, this impact (EN-1) in the year
2050 is less than significant.

EN-2

RESULT IN AN INCREASED RELIANCE ON FOSSIL FUELS AND DECREASED RELIANCE
ON RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This analysis uses the existing and total energy use projections from Impact EN-1 to evaluate whether
the implementation of the proposed Plan would increase reliance on fossil fuels and decrease reliance
on renewable energy sources. The analysis separately considers fossil fuel and renewable energy
reliance for regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs. Also provided is a qualitative evaluation of how adopted state and regional regulations and
programs would contribute to reliance on fossil fuels and renewable energy sources under
implementation of the proposed Plan.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s impacts on energy consumption include, but are not limited to, higher annual average
temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves, less
frequent and more intense rainstorms and more frequent flood events, and more intense and more
frequent drought. In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050.
Climate change effects on energy consumption in the San Diego region are discussed in more detail in
Appendix F to this EIR.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As shown in Table 4.6-3 under Impact EN-1, total energy use associated with regional growth and land
use change would increase by about 2 percent from 2012 to 2020. However, as explained below, there
would be decreased reliance on fossil fuels and increased reliance on renewable energy sources by 2020
relative to 2012. Impact EN-1 describes state and regional regulations and programs that would reduce
per capita energy use; the same regulations and programs would also decrease reliance on fossil fuels
and increase reliance on renewable energy. These include the Renewable Portfolio Standard, Title 24,
Appliance Efficiency Regulations, Green Building Standards, water conservation measures, and
continued growth in solar photovoltaic installations.
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In 2013, SDG&E produced 23.6 percent of its energy from renewable sources (CPUC 2015). This would
increase to 33 percent by 2020. In addition, more than 80 percent of housing growth under the
proposed Plan would be multi-family development. Due to space efficiency, multi-family units are more
efficient on a per unit basis in terms of electricity and natural gas consumption. Moreover, Title 24
standards are updated on an approximately three-year cycle, and new standards will continue to
improve upon the current 2013 Standards for new construction of, and additions and alterations to,
residential and nonresidential buildings. The 2016 Title 24 Standards will go into effect on January 1,
2017, and would likely contribute to further reductions in reliance on fossil fuel energy sources by
requiring greater energy efficiency relative to the adopted 2013 standards. The State’s adopted energy
goals require all new residential construction in California to be ZNE by 2020. The ZNE goal means new
buildings must use a combination of improved efficiency and distributed renewable energy generation
to meet 100 percent of their annual energy needs (CEC 2012). While there is no guarantee that this goal
would be achieved by 2020, any progress toward this goal would further reduce the region’s reliance on
fossil fuels, and increase its reliance on renewable energy sources.
Distributed energy systems include small-scale power generation technologies such as PV, small wind
turbines, and cogeneration systems located close to where energy is being used. The 2014 RES includes
a goal to increase the total amount of clean distributed generation (renewable and non-renewable) to
reduce peak demand and diversify electricity resources in the San Diego region (SANDAG 2014). The
California Solar Initiative (Senate Bill 1), the availability of net metering (described below), and local
measures to incentivize and/or streamline the permitting process for solar PV combined with reduced
costs of installations have increased solar PV capacity in the San Diego region by three times from 2008
(49 MW) to 2013 (150 MW). During implementation of the proposed Plan, installations of solar PV are
anticipated to continue to increase.
Net metering allows customers with onsite renewable energy system to earn credit for excess power
they produce. As of March 2015, customers in SDG&E territory have installed 367 MW of net metered
distributed generation, and SDG&E currently has a cap of 606 MW (5 percent of the aggregate customer
peak demand). Therefore, an additional 240 MW can be installed in the San Diego Region.
Through the Energy Roadmap Program, SANDAG has developed energy management plans for local
governments that identify opportunities to save energy in their own operations and in their larger
communities. SANDAG assists member agencies in developing projects and programs to reduce
government spending on utility bills and integrate sustainability, energy efficiency, and emission
reductions into general plans. The Energy Roadmap Program would contribute to energy savings during
implementation of the proposed Plan that reduce reliance on fossil fuels.
As discussed in more detail in Section 4.8, measures included in local CAPs and the SANDAG Climate
Action Strategy related to energy efficiency, renewable energy, and distributed generation would
further reduce reliance on fossil fuel sources of electricity generation and increase reliance on
renewable resources during the implementation of the proposed Plan. Based on the above analysis,
forecasted regional growth and land use change would not result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels
and a decreased reliance on renewable energy sources. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.6-3 in Impact EN-1, total energy use under implementation of the proposed Plan
from fossil fuels (gasoline and diesel) associated with transportation network improvements and
programs would decrease by about 123 percent from 2012 to 2020.
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Impact EN-1 describes state and regional regulations and programs that would reduce per capita energy
use; the same regulations and programs would also decrease reliance on fossil fuels and increase
reliance on renewable energy. These include Advanced Clean Cars regulations, zero emission vehicle
regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-and-Trade program, and emission standards for off-road
equipment. Specific measures include new vehicle efficiency standards and expansion of the ZEV Action
Plan for medium- and heavy-duty ZEVs. Executive Order B-16-2012 set a long-term goal of 1.5 million
ZEVs on California’s roadways by 2025, including PEVs and hydrogen fuel-cell electric vehicles (FCEVs).
Increased deployment of ZEVs would replace traditional gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles and
therefore reduce reliance on fossil fuels in the transportation sector during implementation of the
proposed Plan.
The CEC’s Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program (ARFVTP) was created in
2007 and is funded with up to $100 million annually. The ARFVTP was reauthorized in 2013 and
extended program funding from 2016 to 2024. The ARFVTP has awarded funding for 18 projects in the
San Diego Region for a total of $1.4 million, and another 26 projects totaling $12 million are pending
approval (CEC 2013). The projects pending approval are primarily electric vehicle charging stations that
would reduce dependence on fossil fuels, particularly when combined with overall increases in
renewable energy sources as a result of the RPS requirements for the San Diego region.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs play an
important role in decreasing reliance on fossil fuel energy sources by decreasing per capita vehicle miles
traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered in the
proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes;
TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g.,
aging population) and economic (e.g., fuel price factors).
Based on the above analysis, planned transportation network improvements and programs would not
result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels and a decreased reliance on renewable energy sources. This
impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would not result in increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources because total energy use would decrease, fossil fuel energy consumption
would decrease, and renewable energy consumption would increase. Therefore, this impact (EN-2) in
the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As shown in Table 4.6-4 under Impact EN-1, total energy use associated with regional growth and land
use change would increase by about 7.5 percent from 2012 to 2035. However, as explained below, there
would not be increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on renewable energy sources by
2035 relative to 2012.
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Impact EN-1 describes state and regional regulations and programs that would reduce per capita energy
use; the same regulations and programs would also decrease reliance on fossil fuels and increase
reliance on renewable energy. These include the Renewable Portfolio Standard, Title 24, Appliance
Efficiency Regulations, Green Building Standards, water conservation measures, and continued growth
in solar photovoltaic installations. While the target years for these programs and regulations do not
extend out to 2035, they would remain in effect at that time, and would continue to decrease reliance
on fossil fuel energy sources and increase reliance on renewable energy sources. For example, while the
percentage requirement of the adopted RPS does not extend beyond 2020, the same 33 percent
requirement would continue to increase reliance on renewable energy as the overall amount of total
electricity generated would increase by 2035. Similarly, existing requirements for more energy efficient
appliances and buildings would continue to decrease fossil fuel reliance as they are applied to
forecasted housing unit and nonresidential development under the proposed Plan. And while there is no
guarantee that the State’s goals for ZNE residential buildings by 2020 and ZNE commercial buildings by
2030 would be achieved by 2035, any progress toward this goal would further reduce the region’s
reliance on fossil fuels, and increase its reliance on renewable energy sources.
Based on the above analysis, the proposed Plan would not result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels
and decreased reliance on renewable energy sources related to regional growth and land use changes.
This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.6-4 in Impact EN-1, total energy use under implementation of the proposed Plan
from fossil fuels (gasoline and diesel) associated with transportation network improvements and
programs would decrease by about 358 percent from 2012 to 2035.
Impact EN-1 describes state and regional regulations and programs that would reduce per capita energy
use; the same regulations and programs would also decrease reliance on fossil fuels and increase
reliance on renewable energy. These include the Advanced Clean Cars regulations, zero emission vehicle
regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-and-Trade program, and emission standards for off-road
equipment. Specific measures include new vehicle efficiency standards and expansion of the ZEV Action
Plan for medium- and heavy-duty ZEVs. Executive Order B-16-2012 set a long-term goal of 1.5 million
ZEVs on California’s roadways by 2025, including PEVs and hydrogen FCEVs. Increased deployment of
ZEVs would replace traditional gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles and therefore reduce reliance on
fossil fuels in the transportation sector during implementation of the proposed Plan. Fuel economy
standards for passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks will become more stringent for model year 2017
to 2025 vehicles, which will continue to improve the overall fuel efficiency of the vehicle fleet as older
vehicles are replaced with new ones that meet the more efficient standards.
The CEC’s Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program is funded through 2024 and
would continue funding projects such as electric vehicle charging stations that would reduce
dependence on fossil fuels, particularly when combined with overall increases in renewable energy
sources as a result of the RPS requirements for the San Diego region.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs play an
important role in decreasing reliance on fossil fuel energy sources by decreasing per capita vehicle miles
traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered in the
proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes;
TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g.,
aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors.
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Based on the above analysis, planned transportation network improvements and programs would not
result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels and a decreased reliance on renewable energy sources. This
impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would not result in increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources because total energy use would decrease, fossil fuel energy consumption
would decrease, and renewable energy consumption would increase. Therefore, this impact (EN-2) in
the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As shown in Table 4.6-5 under Impact EN-1, total energy use associated with regional growth and land
use change would increase by about 14 percent from 2012 to 2050. However, as explained below, there
would not be increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on renewable energy sources by
2050 relative to 2012.
Impact EN-1 describes state and regional regulations and programs that would reduce per capita energy
use; the same regulations and programs would also decrease reliance on fossil fuels and increase
reliance on renewable energy. These include the Renewable Portfolio Standard, Title 24, Appliance
Efficiency Regulations, Green Building Standards, water conservation measures, and continued growth
in solar photovoltaic installations. While the target years for these programs and regulations do not
extend out to 2050, they would remain in effect at that time, and would continue to decrease reliance
on fossil fuel energy sources and increase reliance on renewable energy sources. For example, while the
percentage requirement of the adopted RPS does not extend beyond 2020, the same 33 percent
requirement would continue to increase reliance on renewable energy as the overall amount of total
electricity generated would increase by 2050. Similarly, existing requirements for more energy efficient
appliances and buildings would continue to decrease fossil fuel reliance as they applied to forecasted
housing unit and nonresidential development under the proposed Plan. And while there is no guarantee
that the State’s goals for ZNE residential buildings by 2020 and ZNE commercial buildings by 2030 would
be achieved by 2050, any progress toward this goal would further reduce the region’s reliance on fossil
fuels, and increase its reliance on renewable energy sources.
Based on the above analysis, the proposed Plan would not result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels
and decreased reliance on renewable energy sources related to regional growth and land use changes.
This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.6-5 in Impact EN-1, total energy use under implementation of the proposed Plan
from fossil fuels (gasoline and diesel) associated with transportation network improvements and
programs would decrease by about 348 percent from 2012 to 2050.
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Impact EN-1 describes state and regional regulations and programs that would reduce per capita energy
use; the same regulations and programs would also decrease reliance on fossil fuels and increase
reliance on renewable energy. These include the Advanced Clean Cars regulations, zero emission vehicle
regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-and-Trade program, and emission standards for off-road
equipment. Specific measures include new vehicle efficiency standards and expansion of the ZEV Action
Plan for medium- and heavy-duty ZEVs. Executive Order B-16-2012 set a long-term goal of 1.5 million
ZEVs on California’s roadways by 2025, including PEVs and hydrogen FCEVs. Increased deployment of
ZEVs would replace traditional gasoline and diesel-powered vehicles and therefore reduce reliance on
fossil fuels in the transportation sector during implementation of the proposed Plan. Fuel economy
standards for passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks will become more stringent for model year 2017
to 2025 vehicles, which will continue to improve the overall fuel efficiency of the vehicle fleet as older
vehicles are replaced with new ones that meet the more efficient standards.
The CEC’s Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program is funded through 2024 and
would continue funding projects such as electric vehicle charging stations that would reduce
dependence on fossil fuels, particularly when combined with overall increases in renewable energy
sources as a result of the RPS requirements for the San Diego region.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs play an
important role in decreasing reliance on fossil fuel energy sources by decreasing per capita vehicle miles
traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered in the
proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes;
TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g.,
aging population) and economic (e.g., fuel price factors). Based on the above analysis, planned
transportation network improvements and programs would not result in an increased reliance on fossil
and a decreased reliance on renewable energy sources. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would not result in increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources because total energy use would decrease, fossil fuel energy consumption
would decrease, and renewable energy consumption would increase. Therefore, this impact (EN-2) in
the year 2050 is less than significant.

EN-3

REQUIRE OR RESULT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW ENERGY FACILITIES OR THE
EXPANSION OF SUCH FACILITIES TO ADEQUATELY MEET PROJECTED DEMAND, THE
CONSTRUCTION OF WHICH COULD CAUSE A SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes the need for construction of new or expanded energy facilities to adequately meet
projected demand for energy associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change and
planned transportation network improvements and programs under the proposed Plan. The analysis
considers plans for construction of power plant and fuel distribution facilities to meet energy demand
projections. The need for new energy facilities to meet increased demands is evaluated, and the general
nature of these facilities (e.g., power plants, transmission lines, gas pipelines) is described based on
available information from SDG&E, Sempra, and other sources.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contribution to requirements for new energy facilities include, but are not limited to,
higher annual average temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, and longer and more
humid heat waves. In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050.
Climate change effects on energy consumption in the San Diego region are discussed in more detail in
Appendix F to this EIR.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As shown in Table 4.6-3 under Impact EN-1, total energy use associated with regional growth and land
use change would increase by about 2 percent from 2012 to 2020; total electricity and natural gas
consumption would increase by 2020. As a result, new or expanded energy facilities would likely be
needed to meet future energy needs, including power plants, distributed generation, electrical
transmission and distribution infrastructure, and natural gas facilities (e.g., storage, pipelines).
SDG&E’s long-term planning process considers a ten-year planning horizon and seeks to implement the
State’s loading order and to integrate the various resource options available to serve bundled customer
needs. The CPUC authorized SDG&E to procure between 500 and 800 MW of electrical capacity in its
territory to meet long-term local capacity requirements by the end of 2021. Procurement must include
at least 25 MW of local capacity from energy storage resources and at least 175 MW of local capacity
must be procured from preferred resources consistent with the Loading Order of the Energy Action Plan
(CPUC 2014). Therefore, new generation facilities or expansion of existing facilities would be needed to
produce more electricity. SDG&E would be subject to the RPS requirement for 33 percent renewable
electricity by 2020, and therefore, energy demand would be met with a variety of renewable and
nonrenewable resources.
The impacts of construction and operation of the facilities would have a range of impacts depending on
the facility type, size, and location. Additional demand for natural gas may also require the construction
of new supply, conveyance, storage, and distribution infrastructure. Additional transmission lines would
be needed to meet growing demand for electricity resulting from regional population, housing, and
employment growth. Additional facilities would also be needed depending on the location and timing of
regional growth and the location of new generation facilities.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change would primarily occur in or adjacent to areas that are
already developed and that have electricity and natural gas infrastructure in place. Although this would
reduce the need for construction of new facilities in other areas, the increases in demand for electricity
and natural gas would result in upgrades of transmission lines, substations, distribution and related
facilities that already serve these areas to ensure that energy infrastructure adequately meets future
needs.
The provision of new or expansion of existing energy facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and other resource
areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided or
substantially lessened by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing, location, and
other project-specific information for new or expanded energy facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that
impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered energy facilities would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a
significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.6-3 in Impact EN-1, total energy use under implementation of the proposed Plan
associated with transportation network improvements and programs would decrease by about 13
percent from 2012 to 2020; gasoline consumption would decrease by about 16 percent, while diesel
consumption would increase by 25 18 percent. As a result, the proposed Plan would not require or
result in the construction of new or expanded gasoline facilities, but would require the construction of
new or expanded diesel facilities, such as those for the storage or transport diesel fuel.
Planned transportation network improvements by 2020, including new managed lanes, new general
purpose lanes, the new SR 11 toll lanes, new active transportation improvements, and improvements to
regional arterials, would require electrical power for ancillary project features such as streetlights, traffic
lights, and informational signs. In addition, the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension would require electrical
power for operation of the light-rail cars. Moreover, implementation of state and regional regulations
and programs such as ARB’s Advanced Clean Cars Program and zero emission vehicle regulations would
increase the number of alternative fuel vehicles, such as electric vehicles and hydrogen powered cars,
which would require new or expanded charging or fueling infrastructure. As the number of electric
vehicles increase, upgrades to electrical distribution infrastructure would likely be required in certain
communities, particularly if such vehicles are concentrated in the same area. The new Rapid bus services
and increased frequencies for regional and local bus routes would require additional buses that rely
primarily on compressed natural gas, which would increase demand for natural gas and require
additional fueling infrastructure and associated facilities. As a result, planned transportation network
improvements would contribute to the need for new or expanded electrical and natural gas facilities as
described for regional growth and land use change.
The provision of new or expansion of existing energy facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and other resource
areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided or
substantially lessened by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing, location, and
other project-specific information for new or expanded energy facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that
impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered energy facilities would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs would
cause a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
would result in the construction of new and expanded energy facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects, because total electricity, natural gas, and diesel consumption
would increase. Therefore, this impact (EN-3) in the year 2020 is significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As shown in Table 4.6-4 under Impact EN-1, total energy use associated with regional growth and land
use change would increase by about 7.5 percent from 2012 to 2035; total electricity and natural gas
consumption would increase by 2035. As a result, new or expanded energy facilities would likely be
needed to meet future energy needs, including power plants, distributed generation, electrical
transmission and distribution infrastructure, and natural gas facilities (e.g., storage, pipelines).
As discussed under the impact analysis for 2020, new facilities for generation, transmission, storage, and
distribution of electricity and natural gas would be needed due to increases in electricity and natural gas
consumption. Due to the existing RPS requirement for 33 percent renewable electricity, SDG&E would
likely continue to procure electricity from renewable sources in order to comply with the 33 percent
requirement as total electricity generation continues to grow; nonrenewable sources would also be
used to generate electricity if the 33 percent requirement has not increased by 2035. In general, new
electrical generating facilities would require new or upgraded transmission facilities to connect to the
regional or local electricity grids.
The impacts of construction and operation of the facilities would have a range of impacts depending on
the facility type, size, and location. Additional demand for natural gas would likely require the
construction of new supply, conveyance, storage, and distribution infrastructure. Additional
transmission lines would be needed to meet growing demand for electricity resulting from regional
population, housing, and employment growth. Additional facilities would also be needed depending on
the location and timing of regional growth and the location of new generation facilities.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change would primarily occur in or adjacent to areas that are
already developed and that have electricity and natural gas infrastructure in place. Although this would
reduce the need for construction of new facilities in other areas, the increases in demand for electricity
and natural gas would result in upgrades of transmission lines, substations, distribution and related
facilities that already serve these areas to ensure that energy infrastructure adequately meets future
needs.
The provision of new or expansion of existing energy facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and other resource
areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided or
substantially lessened by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing, location, and
other project-specific information for new or expanded energy facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that
impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered energy facilities would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.6-4 in Impact EN-1, total energy use under implementation of the proposed Plan
from fossil fuels (gasoline and diesel) associated with transportation network improvements and
programs would decrease by about 358 percent from 2012 to 2035; gasoline consumption would
decrease by about 436 percent, while diesel consumption would increase by 47 percent. As a result, the
proposed Plan would not require or result in the construction of new or expanded gasoline facilities, but
would require the construction of new or expanded diesel facilities, such as those for the storage or
transport diesel fuel.
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Planned transportation network improvements by 2035, including new managed lanes, new general
purpose lanes, new active transportation improvements, and improvements to regional arterials, would
require electrical power for ancillary project features such as streetlights, traffic lights, and
informational signs. In addition, the trolley extensions and street cars would require electrical power for
operation of the light-rail cars. Moreover, implementation of state and regional regulations and
programs such as ARB’s Advanced Clean Cars Program and zero emission vehicle regulations would
increase the number of alternative fuel vehicles, such as electric vehicles and hydrogen powered cars,
which would require new or expanded charging or fueling infrastructure. As the number of electric
vehicles increase, upgrades to electrical distribution infrastructure would likely be required in certain
communities, particularly if such vehicles are concentrated in the same area. The new Rapid bus services
and increased frequencies for regional and local bus routes would require additional buses that rely
primarily on compressed natural gas, which would increase demand for natural gas and require
additional fueling infrastructure and associated facilities. As a result, planned transportation network
improvements would contribute to the need for new or expanded electrical and natural gas facilities as
described for regional growth and land use change.
The provision of new or expansion of existing energy facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and other resource
areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided or
substantially lessened by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing, location, and
other project-specific information for new or expanded energy facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that
impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered energy facilities would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs would
cause a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
would result in the construction of new and expanded energy facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects, because total electricity, natural gas, and diesel consumption
would increase. Therefore, this impact (EN-3) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As shown in Table 4.6-5 under Impact EN-1, total energy use associated with regional growth and land
use change would increase by about 14 percent from 2012 to 2050; total electricity and natural gas
consumption would increase by 2020. As a result, new or expanded energy facilities would likely be
needed to meet future energy needs, including power plants, distributed generation, electrical
transmission and distribution infrastructure, and natural gas facilities (e.g., storage, pipelines).
As discussed under the impact analysis for 2020, new facilities for generation, transmission, storage, and
distribution of electricity and natural gas would be needed due to increases in electricity and natural gas
consumption. Due to the existing RPS requirement for 33 percent renewable electricity, SDG&E would
continue to procure electricity from renewable sources in order to comply with the 33 percent
requirement as total electricity generation continues to grow; nonrenewable sources would also be
used to generate electricity if the 33 percent requirement has not increased by 2050. In general, new
electrical generating facilities would require new or upgraded transmission facilities to connect to the
regional or local electricity grids.
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The impacts of construction and operation of the facilities would have a range of impacts depending on
the facility type, size, and location. Additional demand for natural gas would likely require the
construction of new supply, conveyance, storage, and distribution infrastructure. Additional
transmission lines would be needed to meet growing demand for electricity resulting from regional
population, housing, and employment growth. Additional facilities would also be needed depending on
the location and timing of regional growth and the location of new generation facilities.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change would primarily occur in or adjacent to areas that are
already developed and that have electricity and natural gas infrastructure in place. Although this would
reduce the need for construction of new facilities in other areas, the increases in demand for electricity
and natural gas would result in upgrades of transmission lines, substations, distribution and related
facilities that already serve these areas to ensure that energy infrastructure adequately meets future
needs.
The provision of new or expansion of existing energy facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and other resource
areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided or
substantially lessened by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing, location, and
other project-specific information for new or expanded energy facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that
impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered energy facilities would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As shown in Table 4.6-5 in Impact EN-1, total energy use under implementation of the proposed Plan
from fossil fuels (gasoline and diesel) associated with transportation network improvements and
programs would decrease by about 348 percent from 2012 to 2050; gasoline consumption would
decrease by about 448 percent, while diesel consumption would increase by about 66 percent. As a
result, the proposed Plan would not require or result in the construction of new or expanded gasoline
facilities, but would require the construction of new or expanded diesel facilities, such as those for the
storage or transport diesel fuel.
Planned transportation network improvements by 2050, including new managed lanes, new general
purpose lanes, new active transportation improvements, and improvements to regional arterials, would
require electrical power for ancillary project features such as streetlights, traffic lights, and
informational signs. In addition, the trolley extensions and street car would require electrical power for
operation of the light-rail cars. Moreover, implementation of state and regional regulations and
programs such as ARB’s Advanced Clean Cars Program and zero emission vehicle regulations would
increase the number of alternative fuel vehicles, such as electric vehicles and hydrogen powered cars,
which would require new or expanded charging or fueling infrastructure. As the number of electric
vehicles increase, upgrades to electrical distribution infrastructure would likely be required in certain
communities, particularly if such vehicles are concentrated in the same area. The new Rapid bus services
and increased frequencies for regional and local bus routes would require additional buses that rely
primarily on compressed natural gas, which would increase demand for natural gas and require
additional fueling infrastructure and associated facilities. As a result, planned transportation network
improvements would contribute to the need for new or expanded electrical and natural gas facilities as
described for regional growth and land use change.
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The provision of new or expansion of existing energy facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and other resource
areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided or
substantially lessened by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing, location, and
other project-specific information for new or expanded energy facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that
impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered energy facilities would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs would
cause a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
would result in the construction of new and expanded energy facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects, because total electricity, natural gas, and diesel consumption
would increase. Therefore, this impact (EN-3) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact EN-3: Construction of Energy Facilities

2020, 2035, and 2050
EN-3A Mitigate Impacts of New or Expanded Energy Facilities. During the planning, design, and projectlevel CEQA review process, San Diego region energy providers, the County of San Diego, cities, and other
local jurisdictions with responsibility for the construction or approval of new natural gas, electricity, and
transportation fuel facilities or the expansion of existing facilities to adequately meet projected capacity
needs can and should apply necessary mitigation measures to avoid or reduce significant environmental
impacts associated with the construction or expansion of such facilities. The environmental impacts
associated with such construction or expansion should be avoided or reduced through the imposition of
conditions required to be followed by those directly involved in the construction or expansion activities.
Such conditions should include those necessary to avoid or reduce environmental impacts associated
with, but not limited to, air quality, noise, traffic, biological resources, cultural resources, GHG
emissions, hydrology and water quality, and others that apply to specific construction or expansion of
natural gas and electric facilities projects.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand Calculations and Reduce Energy Demand. During the planning, design,
and project-level CEQA review process for individual development projects, San Diego region energy
providers, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should develop electricity
and natural gas demand calculations for any project anticipated to require substantial energy
consumption. Projects should implement design and mitigation measures that reduce energy
consumption and promote the use of on-site renewable energy.
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SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts from the construction of new
natural gas, electricity, and diesel fuel facilities or the expansion of existing facilities that would be
required to adequately meet projected capacity needs in the years 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures EN-3A and EN-3B would reduce impacts associated with the
construction of natural gas and electricity facilities. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future
project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, adverse impacts on this
impact (EN-3) would remain significant and unavoidable.
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4.7

GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND MINERAL RESOURCES

This section evaluates the geology, soils, and mineral resources impacts of the proposed Plan. The
information presented was compiled from multiple sources as noted throughout the section. Additional
information is also provided in Appendix J.

4.7.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS

GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Geologic Conditions
The San Diego region is underlain by two geomorphic provinces: Peninsular Ranges, and the Colorado
Desert, which contains the Salton Trough (CGS 2015). The majority of the region is in the Peninsular
Ranges province bounded by the Colorado Desert to the east. Extending east of Julian and Jacumba, the
Peninsular Ranges province abruptly ends along a series of faults. To the north, the Peninsular Ranges
province continues into the Los Angeles basin area; to the south it makes up the Baja California
peninsula.
As the Peninsular Ranges province experienced uplifting and tilting, a series of large faults, such as the
Elsinore and San Jacinto, developed along the eastern edge of the province. The area to the east of the
faults “dropped” down, creating what is now known as the Salton Trough–Gulf of California depression.
The Salton Trough, being lower than the surrounding landscape, became an area of deposition with
sediments being carried to the depressed area by drainages of the peninsular ranges. Occasionally, the
Salton Trough was inundated with marine waters from the Gulf of California, adding marine deposits to
the sediment (Peterson 1977), and has been repeatedly filled by floods from the Colorado River.
The coastal plain province extends from the western edge of the Peninsular Ranges to the coastline. The
coastal plain ranges in elevation from sea level to approximately 600 feet above mean sea level. Most of
the incorporated cities are located in the coastal plain. The province is composed of dissected, mesa-like
terraces that graduate inland into rolling hills. The terrain is underlain by sedimentary rocks composed
mainly of sandstone, shale, and conglomerate beds, reflecting the erosion of the Peninsular Ranges to
the east. The Peninsular Ranges, also known as the lower California province, includes a group of
mountain ranges which stretch from southern California to Mexico’s Baja California peninsula.

Seismic Setting
The earth is divided into three main layers, a hard outer crust, a soft middle layer, and the core; the
outer crust is broken into large plates. Earthquakes occur when the plates move and scrape against one
another at a fault. Southern California is traversed by generally northwest-to-southeast trending faults,
with the San Andres fault being the most widely recognized and largest. Most recorded earthquakes and
fault ruptures in Southern California have occurred along faults in the San Andreas system.
The San Andreas fault extends a total of 650 miles from Baja California to the California coast north of
San Francisco. It is located to the east of the San Diego region, along the east side of Coachella and
Imperial valleys. Since high-magnitude shocks transmit energy over large areas, faults located outside of
the San Diego region such as the San Andreas can cause ground shaking inside the region during
earthquakes. The nearest inhabited sections of the San Diego region are approximately 30 miles from
the San Andreas fault.
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The entire San Diego region is located within Seismic Zone 4, the zone with the highest risk of
earthquake danger (California Seismic Safety Commission 2005). Known earthquake fault lines and
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake fault zones in the San Diego region are shown in Figure 4.7-1.
The San Jacinto fault is the largest of the active faults in San Diego region. The fault extends
approximately 125 miles from Imperial Valley to San Bernardino. The Coyote Creek fault and Borrego
Mountain faults in the northeastern San Diego region are segments of the San Jacinto fault. Historical
activity associated with the San Jacinto fault occurred in 1890, 1899, 1968, and 1979. The quake in 1968
had a recorded magnitude of 6.8 and was centered near Ocotillo Wells.
The Elsinore fault represents a serious earthquake hazard for most of the populated areas of the San
Diego region. This fault is approximately 135 miles long and is located about 40 miles from downtown
San Diego. This fault can register large earthquakes in the range of magnitude 6.9 to 7.0 on the Richter
scale with a recurrence interval of approximately 100 years (City of San Diego 2007).
The Rose Canyon fault zone is an active offshore/onshore fault capable of generating an earthquake of
magnitude 6.2 to 7.0 on the Richter scale. The fault zone lies partially offshore as part of the
Newport/Inglewood fault zone and parallels the northern coastline of the San Diego region within
approximately 2 to 6 miles until coming ashore near La Jolla Shores. The onshore segment trends
through Rose Canyon, Old Town San Diego, and appears to die out in San Diego Bay (Abbott 1989). The
fault zone is composed of a number of fault segments, including the Rose Canyon, Mount Soledad, and
Country Club faults.
The La Nación fault zone and the Sweetwater fault run parallel to the Rose Canyon fault zone
approximately 5 miles inland from the bay (City of San Diego 2007). The major offshore fault zones are
the San Clemente, San Diego Trough, and Coronado Bank. The San Clemente fault zone, located
approximately 40 miles off La Jolla, is the largest offshore fault. Tsunamis are a potential hazard
associated with seismic setting and fault zones, and are described in Section 4.10, Hydrology.

Fault Rupture
Fault rupture is defined as the breakage of ground along the surface trace of a fault caused by the
intersection of the fault surface area ruptured in an earthquake with the earth’s surface. During
earthquakes, the ground can rupture at or below the surface. Ground rupture occurs when two
lithospheric plates heave past each other, sending waves of motion across the earth. Earthquakes can
cause large vertical and/or horizontal displacement of the ground along the fault. Ground rupture can
completely demolish structures by rupturing foundations or by tilting foundation slabs and walls, as well
as damage buried and above ground utilities. Drinking water can be lost, and the loss of water lines or
water pressure can affect emergency services, including fire fighting ability. Research of historical
earthquakes has shown that, although only a few structures have been ripped apart by fault rupture,
this hazard can produce severe damage to structures built across active fault lines (County of San Diego
2011).
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Ground Shaking
Ground shaking produces the vast majority of damage in an earthquake. Several factors control how
ground motion interacts with structures, making the hazard of ground shaking difficult to predict.
Seismic waves propagating through the earth’s crust are responsible for the ground vibrations normally
felt during an earthquake. Seismic waves can vibrate in any direction, and at different frequencies,
depending on the frequency content of the earthquake rupture mechanism and the path and material
through which the waves are propagating. The earthquake rupture mechanism is the distance from the
earthquake source, or epicenter, to an affected site (County of San Diego 2011). The potential damage
to public and private buildings and infrastructure from seismic ground shaking can threaten public safety
and result in significant economic loss.

Slope Failure/Landslides
Slope failure is the movement of soil and rock material downhill to a lower position. Landslides are the
most common naturally occurring type of slope failure in the San Diego region. Block falls, slumps, and
block glides are specific types of landslides. The region’s landslides are commonly composite slides, a
combination of block glides and slumps. Earthquakes can intensify or activate an unstable slope. Loosely
and weakly consolidated soils, steepened slopes caused by either human activities or natural causes,
and saturated earth materials create a fragile situation easily affected by an earthquake. Landslides in
the San Diego region generally occur in sedimentary rocks such as sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, and
claystone. When these fine-grained rocks are exposed to the erosional actions of air and water, they
often turn into clay. Seams of saturated clays can be responsible for landslides even on gentle slopes.
Major landslides have occurred within the incorporated cities of the region along coastal bluffs. Previous
landslides and landslide-prone sedimentary formations are mostly located in the western portion of the
unincorporated County. Landslides have also occurred in the granitic terrain in the eastern portion of
the unincorporated County. Reactivations of existing landslides can be triggered by a variety of factors,
such as heavy rainfall or irrigation, seismic shaking, and grading (County of San Diego 2011).
The California Department of Conservation (CDC) maps and describes landslide hazards in the region on
two map sets containing eight mapped quadrangles each. The scale on the maps is used to designate
susceptibility to slope hazards and includes four different levels (CDC 2007):
•
•
•

•

Area 1 – Least Susceptible: Landslides and other features related to slope instability are non
existent to very rare within this area primarily due to lack of steep slopes.
Area 2 – Marginally Susceptible: Landslides and other slope failures are rare within this area
although slope hazards are possible on steeper slopes within the area or along its borders.
Area 3 – Generally Susceptible: This category contains two subareas – Subarea 3-1: Although
most slopes within this subarea do not contain landslide deposits, they can be expected to fail,
locally, when adversely modified. In Subarea 3-2 slopes are less stable and more susceptible to
landslide and slope failure.
Area 4 – Most Susceptible: The area is characterized by unstable slopes and includes all
landslides shown on the maps (whether active or not) and slopes where there is evidence of
downslope creep of surface materials. These slopes are considered naturally unstable and
subject to failure even in the absence of human activity. Subarea 4-1 contains observable
unstable slopes underlain by both weak materials and adverse geologic structure. Beach areas
exposed to sea waves are not included as beach erosion is not considered a slope hazard.
Subarea 4-2 includes definite landslides mapped by the CDC, and nearby unstable areas.
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Areas in the region which are mapped as Area 4 include portions of the south eastern Imperial Beach
Quadrangle which align with southwest potions of the Otay Mesa Quadrangle. The southern tip of
Point Loma, along the eastern side of the peninsula, is also an Area 4 region. Area 4 regions are
throughout the La Jolla Quadrangle and the La Mesa Quadrangle, in various parts of the San Diego
Metropolitan area, and throughout the Del Mar Quadrangle and the southern part of the Rancho Santa
Fe Quadrangle. The Oceanside and San Luis Rey, Jamul Mountains, National City, El Cajon, Poway,
Escondido, Encinitas, San Marcos, and Valley Center Quadrangles, while all having Area 4 within their
boundaries, have less total Area 4 area and in smaller concentration compared to above quadrangles.
Areas prone to landslides are underlain by the Ardath Shale, Friars, Mission Valley, San Diego, and Otay
rock formations. The Ardath Shale Formation extends from Torrey Pines State Park to Mission Bay and is
composed of a bentonite-rich clay. The Friars Formation occurs from Mission Valley to Carmel Valley.
The formation is composed of expandable clays with properties similar to those of bentonite. The
Mission Valley Formation is found from Otay Valley to Rancho Bernardo and is composed of fine to
medium grained sandstone with cobble, claystone, and expansive clays (Brown 2015). The San Diego
Formation occurs throughout the coastal mesas from Mission Valley southward to the Mexican border.
The Otay Formation is found in the southwestern portion of the San Diego region and is composed of
slide-resistant sandstone with occasional thin interbedding of bentonite clay (City of San Diego 2008).

Liquefaction
Liquefaction is a process by which water-saturated granular soils transform from a solid to a liquid state
during strong ground shaking. Primary factors controlling development of liquefaction include intensity
and duration of ground accelerations, characteristic of the subsurface soils, in situ stress conditions, and
depth of groundwater. Sites underlain by relatively loose sandy soils and saturated deposits of fill
combined with a shallow groundwater table, which typically are located in alluvial river valleys/basins
and floodplains, are susceptible to liquefaction. Large areas within the region known to be subject to
liquefaction are, for the most part, found in the eastern parts of the region; however, smaller
liquefaction prone areas are scattered throughout the region, including from the international border up
through Coronado and along the coast near San Diego Bay and throughout the Point Loma area (Figure
4.7-2) (County of San Diego 2013).

Expansive Soil
Expansive soils contain minerals such as smectite clays that are capable of absorbing water. When they
absorb water they increase in volume. The more water they absorb the more their volume increases; for
example, an expansion of 10 percent is not uncommon. This change in volume can exert enough force
on a building or other structure to cause damage.
Expansive soils will also shrink when they dry out. This shrinkage can remove support from structures
and result in damage when structures are not designed to withstand changing soil pressures. Fissures in
the soil can also develop. These fissures can facilitate dispersion of water when moist conditions or
runoff occurs. This produces a cycle of shrinkage and swelling that places repetitive stress on structures
(Geology.com 2014). Expansive soils occur throughout coastal areas of the San Diego region. Areas with
potential to have expansive soils within the region occur predominately in the coastal plains, an area of
dissected marine terraces and uplands. They can also be found in valleys and on slopes in the foothills
and mountains of the Peninsular Ranges province and, to a lesser extent, in the desert (County of San
Diego 2007).
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Expansive soils primarily consist of clayey soils that have a potential for significant volume changes
(shrinking and swelling) with moisture fluctuations. According to the National Geologic Map Database’s
Swelling Clays Map of the conterminous United States, coastal San Diego lies in an area described as
“part of the unit, generally less than fifty percent, consists of clays of slight to moderate swelling
potential.” The remaining areas of the region are typically underlain by soils with little or no clays with
swelling potential (Olive et al. 1989).

Erosion and Loss of Topsoil
Erosion is defined as a combination of processes in which the materials of the earth’s surface are
loosened, dissolved, or worn away, and transported from one place to another by natural agents.
Erosion potential in soils is influenced primarily by loose soil texture and steep slopes. Steep slopes and
bluffs resulting from beach side erosion and wave action are found along the coastal cities in the
northern part of the region, particularly in and near Del Mar, Solana Beach, and Encinitas. Areas of
potential slope failure or high erodibility are potentially hazardous. Loose soils and topsoil can be
eroded by water or wind forces, whereas soils with high clay content are generally susceptible only to
water erosion. The potential for erosion and loss of topsoil generally increases as a result of human
activity, primarily through the development of structures and impervious surfaces and the removal of
vegetative cover.

MINERAL RESOURCES
Locally important mineral resources in the San Diego region include construction aggregate materials
(sand, gravel, and crushed rock), industrial and chemical mineral materials (limestone, dolomite, and
marble), and metallic and rare minerals (precious metals, gemstones, iron and other ferro-alloy metals,
copper, lead, zinc, and optical–grade calcite) (County of San Diego 2011).

Mineral Resource Zones
Existing urban development in the western portion of the San Diego region has made mining infeasible
in many areas where prime deposits of sand, gravel, and stone are located. State law requires cities and
counties to plan for the beneficial management of valuable mineral resources. The State Surface Mining
and Reclamation Act of 1975 (SMARA) establishes policies for the conservation, development, and
reclamation of mineral lands, and requires all cities and counties to incorporate in their general plans
the mapped locations of lands categorized as Mineral Resource Zones (MRZs) as designated by the
Division of Mines and Geology (DMG). Mineral resource zones are described in Table 4.7-1.
The locations designated MRZ-2 are areas underlain by mineral deposits where geologic data show that
significant measured or indicated resources are present, or areas underlain by mineral deposits where
geologic information indicates that significant inferred resources are present. In general, the existing
MRZ-2 areas in the San Diego region are concentrated along major drainages such as the San Luis Rey
River, Otay River, the Tijuana River, the San Diego River, Carroll Canyon, Sweetwater River, and the San
Dieguito River. Many of the region’s existing mining operations are located along rivers and water
courses. More specifically, MRZ-2 locations exist along SR 76, between I-15 and SR 78, north of SR 52
east of I-805, along I-8, in southern Chula Vista and Otay Mesa, and from Imperial Beach south to the
U.S./Mexican border. MRZs are depicted in Figure 4.7-3.
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Table 4.7-1
Description of Mineral Zones
Zone
MRZ-1

Description
Areas where adequate geologic information indicates that no significant
mineral deposits are present, or where it is judged that little likelihood exists for their
presence.
MRZ-2
2a: Areas underlain by mineral deposits where geologic data show that significant measured or indicated
resources are present. As shown on the diagram of the California Mineral Land Classification System, MRZ-2
is divided on the basis of both degree of knowledge and economic factors. Areas classified MRZ-2a contain
discovered mineral deposits that are either measured or indicated reserves as determined by such evidence
as drilling records, sample analysis, surface exposure, and mine information. Land included in the MRZ- 2a
category is of prime importance because it contains known economic mineral deposits.
2b: Areas underlain by mineral deposits where geologic information indicates that significant inferred
resources are present. Areas classified MRZ-2b contain discovered deposits that are either inferred reserves
or deposits that are presently sub-economic as determined by limited sample analysis, exposure, and past
mining history.
MRZ-3
3a: Areas containing known mineral deposits that may qualify as mineral resources. MRZ- 3a areas are
considered to have a moderate potential for the discovery of economic mineral deposits.
3b: Areas containing inferred mineral deposits that may qualify as mineral resources. Land classified MRZ3b represents areas in geologic settings which appear to be favorable environments for the occurrence of
specific mineral deposits.
MRZ-4
Areas where geologic information does not rule out either the presence or absence of mineral resources.
The distinction between the MRZ-1 and MRZ-4 categories is that MRZ-4 classification does not imply that
there is little likelihood for the presence of mineral resources, but rather there is a lack of knowledge
regarding mineral occurrence.
Source: State Mining and Geology Board (SMGB) 2015.

Mineral resources and extraction operations also exist on Tribal lands. On land governed by the Pala
Band of Mission Indians, the Oceanview Mine is an operational gem mine active in the Pala Gem Mining
District, and various other mines exist within the district. Several active or inactive mines or quarry sites
are located within proximity to tribal land boundaries (BIA 1982). Resource recovery sites are areas
where mineral resources could be extracted for use, as designated by local land use plans. Locally
important resource recovery sites or areas where important resource recovery sites could potentially be
located are designated by the California Geologic Survey (CGS) as MRZ-2.

Aggregate Supply
Aggregate materials include sand, gravel, and crushed stone. Aggregate is a key ingredient in concrete
and asphalt and is essential for constructing and maintaining the physical framework of buildings and
infrastructure, and compose the most important mineral resource category in the region. Aggregate is
used in one form or another for the construction of roads and rails, parking lots, buildings, homes,
schools, hospitals, shopping centers, and other essential infrastructure. The highest grade aggregate is
used to provide the bulk and strength to Portland Concrete Cement (PCC) and Asphalt Cement (AC).
Aggregate supply sources within the San Diego region have dropped from 48 mines in 1980 to 27 mines
in 1995. Since then, the number of significant and active mines declined to 16 from 1995 through 2011;
this decline will likely continue over the next two decades as mining permits expire and/or resources are
depleted (SANDAG 2011). SANDAG, in cooperation with Caltrans District 11, completed the San Diego
Region Aggregate Supply Study in January 2011 to examine the supply issues related to aggregate.
According to the study, there are 1,159 potential aggregate supply sites in the region. Information
contained in the San Diego Region Aggregate Study will be used by planners to help manage the region’s
aggregate resources (SANDAG 2011). Figure 4.7-4 shows the locations of potential aggregate supply
sites.
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4.7.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act
In 1977, Congress passed the Earthquake Hazards Reduction Act (EHRA) (Public Law 95-124) establishing
the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program as a long-term earthquake risk reduction program
for the United States. The program initially focused on research, led by USGS and National Science
Foundation (NSF), toward understanding and ultimately predicting earthquakes. The current program
activities are focused on four broad areas:
•

Developing effective measures to reduce earthquake hazards;

•

Promoting the adoption of earthquake hazard reduction activities by federal, state, and local
governments; national building standards and model building code organizations; engineers,
architects, building owners; and others who play a role in planning and constructing buildings,
bridges, structures, and critical infrastructure or “lifelines”;

•

Improving the basic understanding of earthquakes and their effects on communities, buildings,
structures and lifelines, through interdisciplinary research involving engineering, natural
sciences, and social, economic, and decision sciences; and

•

Developing, operating, and maintaining the Advanced National Seismic Research and
Monitoring System, the George E. Brown Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation,
and the Global Seismographic Network.

Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000
Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) 2000 (Public Law 106-390) provides the legal basis for FEMA mitigation
planning requirements for state, local, and Indian Tribal governments as a condition of mitigation grant
assistance. DMA 2000 amended the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act by
repealing the previous mitigation planning provisions and replacing them with a new set of
requirements that emphasize the need for state, local, and Indian Tribal entities to closely coordinate
mitigation planning and implementation efforts. The requirement for a state mitigation plan is
continued as a condition of disaster assistance, adding incentives for increased coordination and
integration of mitigation activities at the state level through the establishment of requirements for two
different levels of state plans. DMA 2000 also established a new requirement for local mitigation plans
and authorized up to 7 percent of HMGP funds available to a state for development of state, local, and
Indian Tribal mitigation plans (FEMA 2000).

U.S. Geological Survey Landslide Hazard Program
The USGS created the Landslide Hazard Program (LHP) in fulfillment of the requirements of Public Law
106-113. The primary objective of the LHP is to reduce long-term losses from landslide hazards by
improving the understanding of the causes of ground failure and suggesting mitigation strategies. The
federal government takes the lead role in funding and conducting this research, whereas the reduction
of losses due to geologic hazards is primarily a state and local responsibility.
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Indian Mineral Development Act of 1982
The Indian Mineral Development Act (IMDA) (25 U.S.C. Sections 2101–2108) outlines provisions for
Minerals Agreement contracts for tribal nations. Subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs (BIA) and any limitation or provision contained in its constitution or charter, tribes may
enter into any joint venture, operating, production sharing, service, managerial, lease or other
agreement providing for the exploration for, or extraction, processing, or other development of, energy
and nonenergy mineral resources in which such Indian tribe owns a beneficial or restricted interest, or
providing for the sale or other disposition of the production or products of such mineral resources.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
The purpose of the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act of 1972 (renamed in 1994) is “to regulate
development near active faults so as to mitigate the hazard of surface fault rupture.” The State
Geologist (Chief of the Division of Mines and Geology) is required to delineate Earthquake Fault Zones
(formerly known as “Special Studies Zones”) along known active faults. As defined by the DMG, an active
fault is one that has had surface displacement within Holocene time (roughly the last 11,000 years)
and/or has an instrumental record of seismic activity. Potentially active faults are those that show
evidence of surface displacement during Quaternary time (roughly the last 2 million years), but for
which evidence of Holocene movement has not been established. The DMG evaluates faults on an
individual basis to determine if a fault will be classified as an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. In
general, faults must meet certain DMG criteria, including seismic activity, historic rupture, and geologic
evidence to be zoned as an Earthquake Fault Zone. Cities and counties affected by the zones must
regulate certain development within the zones. They must withhold development permits for sites
within the zones until geologic investigations demonstrate that the sites are not threatened by surface
displacement from future faulting. Typically, structures for human occupancy are not allowed within 50
feet of the trace of an active fault. If a property within a zone is not currently developed, a fault study
may be required prior to the subdivision of the property or prior to any structure being permitted on the
property.

Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990
The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act (SHMA) of 1990 (PRC Section 2690–2699.6) directs the CGS to identify
and map areas prone to earthquake hazards of liquefaction, earthquake-induced landslides, and
amplified ground shaking. The purpose of the SHMA is to reduce the threat to public safety and to
minimize the loss of life and property by identifying and mitigating these seismic hazards. The SHMA
was passed by the legislature following the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. Staff geologists in the Seismic
Hazard Mapping Program gather existing geological, geophysical and geotechnical data from numerous
sources to compile the Seismic Hazard Zone Maps. They integrate and interpret these data regionally to
evaluate the severity of the seismic hazards and designate Zones of Required Investigation for areas
prone to liquefaction and earthquake–induced landslides, and determine whether structural design or
modification of the project site is necessary to ensure safer development. Site-specific geotechnical
investigations are conducted to identify and evaluate seismic hazards and formulate mitigation
measures prior to permitting most development designed for human occupancy. Cities and counties are
then required to use the Seismic Hazard Zone Maps in their land use planning and building permit
processes (CGS 2013).
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California Building Code
Chapter 16A, Division IV of the California Building Code (CBC), titled “Structural Design,” states that “The
purpose of the earthquake provisions herein is primarily to safeguard against major structural failures or
loss of life.” The CBC regulates the design and construction of excavations, foundations, building frames,
retaining walls, and other building elements to mitigate the effects of seismic shaking and adverse soil
conditions. The procedures and limitations for the design of structures are based on site characteristics,
occupancy type, configuration, structural system height, and seismic zoning. Seismic zones are mapped
areas that are based on proximity to known active faults and the potential for future earthquakes and
intensity of seismic shaking. Seismic zones range from 0 to 4, with areas mapped as Zone 4 being
potentially subject to the highest accelerations due to seismic shaking and the shortest recurrence
intervals. According to the CBC, the entire San Diego region is within seismic Zone 4.
The CBC also contains (1) specific provisions to classify soils as expansive, (2) exploratory boring
procedures, (3) soil boring reporting procedures, and (4) special building foundation and investigation
requirements. Section 1613A.1 describes earthquake loads, and states that every structure, and portion
thereof, including nonstructural components that are permanently attached to structures and their
supports and attachments, shall be designed and constructed to resist the effects of earthquake
motions. Additionally, structures that require special consideration of their response characteristics and
environment that are not addressed by this code and for which other regulations provide seismic criteria
include vehicular bridges, electrical transmission towers, hydraulic structures, buried utility lines and
their appurtenances and nuclear reactors.

Construction General Permit
The State of California adopted a new Construction General Permit, Order No. 2012-0006-DWQ,
amending Order No. 2009-0009-DWQ, effective on July 17, 2012. SWRCB Water Quality Order 20120006-DWQ (Construction General Permit) regulates construction site storm water management.
Dischargers whose projects disturb 1 or more acres of soil, or whose projects disturb less than 1 acre but
are part of a larger common plan of development that in total disturbs 1 or more acres, are required to
obtain coverage under the general permit for discharges of storm water associated with construction
activity. This requirement includes linear projects that disturb 1 or more acres. Construction activity
subject to this permit includes clearing, grading, and disturbances to the ground, such as stockpiling or
excavation, but does not include regular maintenance activities performed to restore the original line,
grade, or capacity of the facility.
Permit applicants are required to submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) to the SWRCB and to prepare a Storm
Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP identifies BMPs that must be implemented to
reduce construction effects on receiving water quality based on pollutants. The BMPs identified are
directed at implementing both sediment and erosion control measures and other measures to control
chemical contaminants. The SWPPP shall also include descriptions of the BMPs to reduce pollutants in
storm water discharges after all construction phases have been completed at the site (postconstruction
BMPs). The SWPPP should contain a site map(s) that shows the construction site perimeter, existing and
proposed buildings, lots, roadways, storm water collection and discharge points, general topography
both before and after construction, and drainage patterns across the project. Additionally, the SWPPP
must contain a visual monitoring program, a chemical monitoring program for "nonvisible" pollutants to
be implemented if there is a failure of BMPs, and a sediment monitoring plan if the site discharges
directly to a waterbody listed on the 303(d) list for sediment (CalEPA 2014).
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If a single construction project traverses more than one RWQCB jurisdiction, a complete NOI package
(NOI, site map, and fee) and Notice of Termination (upon completion of each section), must be filed for
each RWQCB (CalEPA 2014).

State Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975
The State Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 (SMARA) requires all cities and counties to
incorporate in their general plans the mapped designations approved by DMG. These designations
include lands categorized as MRZs. MRZ classifications are set forth in guidelines developed by the State
Mining and Geology Board (SMGB 2007) and are used to communicate information concerning the
existence of mineral resources. Mineral lands are mapped using the California Mineral Land
commodities at one time in the area, including aggregate, common clay, and dimensions stone. Priority
is given to areas where future mineral resources are likely to be mined during the 50-year period
following their classification (SMGB 2007).
Section 2762(d) of SMARA establishes specific lead agency noticing requirements prior to permitting a
use that would preclude future extraction of identified mineral resources, defined as either (1) the
potential to extract minerals in MRZ-2 lands, or (2) land designated in a lead agency’s general plan as
having important minerals to be protected. Prior to permitting a use that would threaten the potential
to extract minerals in either of these two areas, the lead agency shall prepare a statement specifying its
reasons for permitting the proposed use. The statement is required to be forwarded to the State
Geologist and SMGB for review and is required to comply with the public review requirements of CEQA.

California Coastal Act
Chapter 3: Coastal Resources Planning and Management Policies, Article 6: Development, Section 30253
of the California Coastal Act, provides for the minimization of adverse impacts, including assuring
stability and structural integrity, and neither creating nor contributing significantly to erosion, geologic
instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way requiring the construction of
protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs.

Water Quality Control Policy for Siting, Design, Operation, and Maintenance of Onsite
Wastewater Treatment Systems
On June 19, 2012, the SWRCB adopted Resolution No. 2012-0032, adopting the Water Quality Control
Policy for Siting, Design, Operation, and Maintenance of Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS
Policy). This Policy establishes a statewide, risk-based, tiered approach for the regulation and
management of OWTS installations and replacements and sets the level of performance and protection
expected from OWTS.
In accordance with Water Code Section 13290 et seq., the Policy sets standards for OWTS that are
constructed or replaced, that are subject to a major repair, that pool or discharge waste to the surface
of the ground, and that have affected, or will affect, groundwater or surface water to a degree that
makes it unfit for drinking water or other uses, or cause a health or other public nuisance condition. The
OWTS Policy also includes minimum operating requirements for OWTS that may include siting,
construction, and performance requirements; requirements for OWTS near certain waters listed as
impaired under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act; requirements authorizing local agency
implementation of the requirements; corrective action requirements; minimum monitoring
requirements; exemption criteria; requirements for determining when an existing OWTS is subject to
major repair; and a conditional waiver of waste discharge requirements.
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On April 15, 2015, the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board (San Diego RWQCB) adopted a
Basin Plan amendment that changed water quality objectives for nitrate in groundwater basins. The
Basin Plan Amendment also incorporates the State Water Quality Control Policy for Siting, Designing,
Operation, and Maintenance of Onsite Wastewater Treatment Systems and made updates related to
implementation of waste discharge requirements and adopted resolutions (Gorham 2015). The Basin
Plan Amendment incorporates the OWTS Policy into the Basin Plan, and amends the criteria to be used
by the San Diego Water Board and local agencies to regulate OWTS in the San Diego Region (SDRWQCB
2015).

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
General Plans
To comply with Government Code Section 65302, a general plan must include “A conservation element
for the conservation, development, and utilization of natural resources including water and its hydraulic
force, forests, soils, rivers and other waters, harbors, fisheries, wildlife, minerals, and other natural
resources” (GCS 65302 (d)), and “A safety element for the protection of the community from any
unreasonable risks associated with the effects of seismically induced surface rupture, ground shaking,
ground failure, tsunami, seiche, and dam failure; slope instability leading to mudslides and landslides;
subsidence; liquefaction; and other seismic hazards identified pursuant to Chapter 7.8 (commencing
with Section 2690) of Division 2 of the Public Resources Code, and other geologic hazards known to the
legislative body… The safety element shall include mapping of known seismic and other geologic
hazards.” (GCS 65302 (g)). The incorporated cities and County government within San Diego region
contain these elements within their general plans, and most contain additional information on disaster
relief and emergency preparedness for geologic and seismic hazards.
Sand, gravel, and crushed rock provide construction aggregate materials and are economically the most
important mineral resource in the San Diego region (County of San Diego 2008). The locations of mineral
resources, if any, are identified in each general plan, while policies and regulations for extraction
activities are addressed in general plans and local codes as shown in Table 4.7-2.

County Septic Tank Regulations
The San Diego RWQCB authorizes the County of San Diego Department of Environmental Health to issue
septic system (on-site wastewater treatment system) permits throughout the County. The purpose of
regulating the design, installation, and maintenance of septic systems is to prevent public health
nuisance conditions caused by failing septic systems. The program's goals are to:
•

Ensure that these systems can operate in all weather conditions with minimal maintenance;

•

Prevent the contamination of groundwater from improperly designed onsite wastewater
treatment systems;

•

Prevent the contamination of surface water from improperly designed onsite wastewater
treatment systems, and

•

Prevent premature failure of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
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Table 4.7-2
Policies or Regulations by Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
Carlsbad
Chula Vista

Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial
Beach
La Mesa
Lemon
Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway

City of San
Diego

Policy or Regulation on Mineral Resources
The City of Carlsbad classifies Open Space for Managed Production of Resources, including major mineral
resources. (City of Carlsbad 2014).
City of Chula Vista Municipal Code Section 19.69 covers surface mining regulations.
The Chula Vista General Plan policies concerning mineral resources include:
E 5.1 Ensure that permit applications for proposed mineral resource extraction are consistent with the Chula
Vista MSCP Subarea Plan.
E 5.2 Consider and minimize impacts from mining operations to existing and future surrounding land uses.
E 5.3 Ensure that approved mining reclamation plans fully comply with requirements of the Chula Vista MSCP
Subarea Plan; Chula Vista Greenbelt Master Plan; Otay Valley Regional Park Concept Plan; and all other
applicable plans regarding the restoration of biological habitats and the creation of trails and parkland (City of
Chula Vista 2005).
The City of Coronado recognizes the salt ponds as a valuable resource not only for salt evaporation purposes,
but also for providing habitat for birds and marine wildlife; as such, the City supports the continuation of the
salt extraction industry (City of Coronado 1996).
The City of Del Mar Municipal Code Chapter 23.32 contains provisions on excavating and grading permits.
The City of El Cajon does not have any known mineral resources and does not have any lands designated for
mineral resource extraction (Shute 2011).
The City of Encinitas General Plan contains a policy allowing mineral resource extraction within the Coastal
Zone, except in environmentally sensitive areas (City of Encinitas 1995).
The City of Escondido does not have any economically significant mineral resources referenced in the General
Plan (City of Escondido 2012).
The City of Imperial Beach does not have any economically significant mineral resources (Foltz 2011).
The City of La Mesa does not have any policies pertaining to mineral resources (City of La Mesa 2012).
The City of Lemon Grove does not have any policies pertaining to mineral resources (City of Lemon Grove
2006).
The City of National City’s General Plan contains language on the salt ponds of the San Diego National Wildlife
Refuge. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has prepared a Comprehensive Conservation Plan that includes a
holistic habitat restoration plan for the existing salt works property (City of National City 2012).
The City of Oceanside General Plan’s long-range policies include regulating mineral extraction activities to
minimize hazards and conflicts with other land uses as well as to preserve and enhance the appearance of the
area. The General Plan also details erosion control practices for excavation activities (City of Oceanside 2002).
The City of Poway’s General Plan states that the City’s only known valuable mineral resource, as recognized by
the California Department Conservation Division of Land Resources Mines and Geology, is construction-quality
sand and gravel that is located in the southern area of the city. Currently, one sand and gravel extraction
operation is located in Beeler Canyon on the southernmost portion of this area.
The City’s General Plan also states that areas designated as Region-Serving Open-Space (areas that are lightly
developed with activities or facilities that serve the region as unique or outstanding recreational, safety, or
managed production such as agriculture, mineral extraction) should be retained as open space and in some
cases increased to serve the region’s expanding needs (City of Poway 1991).
Chapter 16.54 of the City of Poway’s Municipal Code contains regulations on surface mining and reclamation.
The City of San Diego General Plan includes policies to balance mineral extraction with habitat conservation.
These policies include:
CE-K.1. Promote the recycling and reclamation of construction materials to provide for the City’s current and
future growth and development needs (see also Public Facilities).
Policy PF-I.1 and Conservation Element, Policy CE-A.8).
CE-K.2. Permit new or expanding mining operations within the Multi-Habitat Planning Area (MHPA) in
accordance with MSCP policies and guidelines.
CE-K.3. Produce sand and gravel with minimal harm and disturbance to adjacent property and communities.
CE-K.4. Plan rehabilitation of depleted mineral areas to facilitate reuse consistent with state requirements, the
Surface Mining and Reclamation Act (SMARA), and local planning goals and policies, including the MSCP.
CE-K.5. Consider local evaporative salt production for future economic value, open space use, and for
important ecological habitat (City of San Diego 2008).
Section 141.1004 of the City’s Municipal Code covers regulations pertaining to mining and extractive industries.
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Jurisdiction
San Marcos

Policy or Regulation on Mineral Resources
According to the San Marcos General Plan, the planning area is not a suitable source for construction materials.
The San Marcos Planning area has land classified in all four MRZ zones: MRZ-1 areas are located north of State
Route 78; MRZ-2 areas include small portions between Double Peak, Mt. Whitney, and Franks Peak; and small
portions in the northern Sphere of Influence within Twin Oaks Valley Neighborhood; MRZ-3 areas include the
majority of the undeveloped northern and southern areas of the City; MRZ-4 covers the majority of the
developed areas. The City does not have active mines or quarries (City of San Marcos 2012).
City of San Marcos Zoning Ordinance Chapter 20.460 covers regulations pertaining to surface mining.
Santee
According to the City of Santee’s General Plan, Santee includes a number of areas containing valuable mineral
(primarily sand and gravel) resources. These include areas along the San Diego River, within hilly areas north of
Carlton Hills, south of Prospect Avenue between Mesa Road and Fanita Drive, and at the north end of Magnolia
Avenue. In view of the potential environmental and flooding problems associated with the mining of these
resources, the City needs to carefully review and regulate all sand mining and mineral recovery proposals (City
of Santee 2003). The City’s General Plan contains specific policies concerning mineral resources:
Policy 5.1 The City shall require that all proposed mining operations are adequately reviewed during the project
and environmental review processes to minimize to the greatest degree possible, all identified environmental
impacts, especially water quality, habitat preservation and bridge undermining.
Policy 6.1: The City shall require the planned reclamation of mined lands following extraction of mineral
resources with consideration of the land's potential for recreational, wildlife habitat, and scenic uses as well as
for residential, industrial or commercial development (City of Santee 2003).
Title 15, Chapter 15.58, Article VI of the City’s Municipal Code covers regulations pertaining to surface mining
and reclamation.
Solana Beach Chapter 15.40 of the Solana Beach Municipal Code regulates excavations and grading .
Vista
The Vista General Plan does not have policies regarding the extraction of mineral resources (City of Vista 2011).
County of
San Diego County Zoning Ordinance, Section 2820 et seq., known as the S82 Extractive Use Regulations, are
San Diego
intended to identify and create areas within the County where mining, quarrying, or oil extractive uses are
permitted. Typically, the S82 Extractive Use Regulations would be applied to areas of mineral deposits to signify
the presence of such deposit and notify adjacent or affected properties of the intention to allow extraction of
minerals within the zone. These regulations are used to preserve areas with valuable mineral deposits until
extraction can take place.
San Diego County Zoning Ordinance, Section 6550 et seq. (Extractive Use Regulations) provide the means for
public review and regulation of mineral extraction and associated on-site processing operations.
County of San Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances Section 87.701-87.714 regulates all surface mining
operations in the unincorporated area of the County of San Diego as authorized by the San Diego County
Zoning Ordinance and SMARA. The objectives of these regulations are:
a. The continued mining of minerals will be permitted in a manner which will protect the public health and
safety and will provide for the protection and subsequent beneficial use of mined and reclaimed land; and
b. The possible adverse effects of surface mining operations on the environment, including air pollution,
impedance of groundwater movement, water quality degradation, damage to aquatic or wildlife habitat,
flooding, erosion and sedimentation, will be prevented or minimized; and
c. The production and conservation of minerals will be encouraged while giving consideration to values relating
to recreation, watershed, wildlife, range and forage, and aesthetic enjoyment .
Tribal Lands
Policies and regulations regarding mineral resource extraction or surface mining are determined by the
individual tribe.
Source: Data compiled by AECOM in 2014 and 2015.

Hazard Mitigation Plans
Many geologic and seismic hazard mitigation measures are listed in local general plans. The San Diego
County Multi-jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan (County of San Diego 2010), which was required by
the federal Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000. The five main purposes of the plan are to enhance public
awareness; create a decision tool for management; promote compliance with state and federal program
requirements; enhance local policies for hazard mitigation capabilities; and provide inter-jurisdictional
coordination. All cities within the San Diego region participate in this plan, as well as the unincorporated
County and the Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District.
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Grading and Erosion Regulations
Consistent with state law, local jurisdictions contain grading and erosion control regulations in their
municipal codes. These regulations establish minimum requirements for grading, including clearing and
grubbing of vegetation. These regulations ensure compatibility of graded land development sites with
surrounding land forms and land uses; prevent unnecessary and unauthorized grading; and facilitate the
planning, design, and construction of development sites to maximize safety and human enjoyment while
protecting the surrounding natural environment.

Seismic Standards
Many geologic and seismic hazard goals, policies, and mitigation measures are listed in the safety
Elements of local general plans, and aim to minimize injury, loss of life, and damage to property
resulting from potential geologic and seismic disasters. For example, the San Diego County General Plan
Safety Element contains goals and policies to minimize personal injury and property damage resulting
from seismic hazards.
Additionally, the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, described above, requires that before a
project can be permitted, cities and counties must require a geologic investigation to demonstrate that
proposed buildings will not be constructed across active faults.

4.7.3

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, the unique nature of the proposed Plan’s geology,
soils, and mineral resources impacts, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan and EIR.
Specifically, the separate criterion VI(c) in CEQA Appendix G related to project location on unstable
geologic units or soils and the criterion VI(d) related to project location on expansive soils have been
combined (GEO-2). Additionally, a criterion for mineral resources, which is addressed separately in
Appendix G, is included within this section (MR-1) combining criteria XI(a) and XI(b). For the purposes of
this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant geology, soils, or mineral
resources impact if it would:
GEO-1

Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss,
injury, or death involving:
•
•
•
•

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area or based on
other substantial evidence of a known fault;
Strong seismic ground shaking;
Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction; and
Seismically-induced landslides.
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GEO-2

Locate projects on a geologic unit or soil that is expansive or unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse.

GEO-3

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil.

GEO-4

Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater,
potentially causing adverse groundwater impacts.

MR-1

Result in the loss of availability of known aggregate and mineral resources that would be of
value to the region and the residents of the state, or result in the loss of availability of a
locally-important mineral resource recovery site delineated in a local general plan, specific
plan, or other land use plan.

4.7.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

GEO-1

EXPOSE PEOPLE OR STRUCTURES TO POTENTIAL SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE EFFECTS,
INCLUDING THE RISK OF LOSS, INJURY, OR DEATH INVOLVING:
• RUPTURE OF A KNOWN EARTHQUAKE FAULT, AS DELINEATED ON THE MOST
RECENT ALQUIST-PRIOLO EARTHQUAKE FAULT ZONING MAP ISSUED BY THE
STATE GEOLOGIST FOR THE AREA OR BASED ON OTHER SUBSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE OF A KNOWN FAULT;
• STRONG SEISMIC GROUND SHAKING;
• SEISMIC-RELATED GROUND FAILURE, INCLUDING LIQUEFACTION; AND
• SEISMICALLY-INDUCED LANDSLIDES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section acknowledges that the entire San Diego region is subject to strong groundshaking during an
earthquake on a fault or fault zone inside or outside of the region. It identifies the location of forecasted
regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements in relation to
known earthquake faults in the San Diego region, including Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones. This
section also identifies future land use change and transportation network improvements in relation to
areas subject to seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction, and seismically-induced
landslides. This section then assesses the exposure of people or structures to potential substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving earthquakes and these related
seismic hazards as a result of forecasted development and planned transportation network
improvements. Specific requirements of existing laws and regulations described in the regulatory setting
are then assessed for their ability to avoid or reduce the exposure of people or structures to substantial
adverse effects.
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2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As shown in Figure 4.7-1, several active fault lines and Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones are located
in developed areas and areas that are forecasted to develop as a result of regional growth and land use
change by 2020. Implementation of the proposed Plan would expose people and structures to adverse
effects of seismic activity. Areas that contain or are in proximity to Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones
include downtown San Diego, Coronado, and communities along I-5 from I-8 to SR 52. Additionally,
several earthquake fault lines are located in the western third of the region. New development in these
areas may expose additional people and structures to seismic activity. As shown in Figure 2.0-11,
forecasted regional growth and land use change by 2020 would result in development, and as shown on
Figure 4.7-1, some of this projected growth would occur near the earthquake fault zones identified
below. Additionally, Figures 2.0-2 and 2.0-3 show anticipated 2020 population and housing density,
respectively, and as shown on Figure 4.7-1, population and housing by 2020 occurs near earthquake
fault zones.
By 2020, approximately 77 percent of new housing units would occur in the City of San Diego,
unincorporated County of San Diego, and City of Chula Vista. The City of San Diego lies within the Rose
Canyon Fault Zone. Parts of National City, Coronado, and the unincorporated County are within 6 miles
of an active fault, as shown on Figure 4.7-1. Other jurisdictions are not near an active fault zone, as
shown on Figure 4.7-1.
Earthquakes within 60 miles of the San Diego region are capable of generating strong ground shaking.
This ground shaking could be generated along the San Clemente, San Diego Trough, Coronado Bank,
Rose Canyon, Elsinore, San Jacinto, and Sweetwater fault zones. Surface rupture and severe ground
shaking could cause catastrophic damage to new development associated with implementation of the
proposed Plan, including catastrophic damage to built structures for residential, commercial, and other
types of development.
As described above in Section 4.7.1, Area 4 landslide susceptibility zones are scattered throughout the
region. Additionally, areas prone to liquefaction also occur throughout the region, although in denser
concentrations in the eastern part of the region. Some of these liquefaction and landslide susceptible
areas are located in developed areas and areas that are forecasted to develop as a result of regional
growth and land use change by 2020. Therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan would expose
people and structures to the adverse effects of landslides and liquefaction.
Earthquakes and related seismic hazards, such as landslides and liquefaction, can lead to indirect effects
such as fires. Long-term effects associated with earthquakes include phenomena such as regional
subsidence or emergence of landmasses and regional changes in groundwater level (County of San
Diego 2007). As a result of forecasted regional growth and land use change, the proposed Plan would
increase the risk of loss, injury, or death associated with earthquakes and seismic hazards.
Although new development associated with implementation of the proposed Plan would expose people
and structures to the direct and indirect effects of earthquakes, earthquake-resistant designs employed
on new structures minimize the impact to public safety from seismic events. Additionally, the Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act, described in Section 4.7.2, requires that before a project can be
permitted, cities and counties must require a geologic investigation to demonstrate that proposed
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buildings will not be constructed across active faults. An evaluation and written report of a specific site
must be prepared by a licensed geologist and if an active fault is found, a structure for human occupancy
cannot be placed over the fault and must be set back, generally 50 feet from the fault. As discussed in
Section 4.7.2, Regulatory Setting, there are numerous federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and
programs in place to avoid or reduce impacts from earthquakes and other seismic-related geologic
hazards, including the location requirements of the Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act noted
above, and adherence to California Building Code, which regulates the design and construction of
excavations, foundations, building frames, retaining walls, and other building elements to mitigate the
effects of seismic shaking and adverse soil conditions, and the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act which
reduces threats to public safety by identifying and mitigating for seismic hazards. All projects would be
required to adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard geotechnical investigation,
design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce impacts from earthquakes, ground
shaking, ground failure, and landslides. Regulatory agencies with oversight of development associated
with the proposed Plan have developed regulations and engineering design specifications that address
and substantially reduce hazards associated with site-level geological and seismic conditions.
Therefore, regional growth and land use change by 2020 would not expose people or structures to
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known
earthquake fault, strong seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or
seismically-induced landslides. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements
By 2020, the planned transportation network improvements described in Chapter 2.0 Project
Description would be implemented. These improvements would be located in proximity to several fault
lines, including the Rose Canyon Fault Line, and Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones. Specifically, the
Midcoast Trolley extension along the I-5, would be located within three miles of the Rose Canyon Fault
Line, and would expose people and structures to risk of loss, injury, or death from earthquakes and
other seismic-related geologic hazards. Surface rupture and severe ground shaking could cause
catastrophic damage to new transportation network improvements associated with implementation of
the proposed Plan. As shown in Figure 2.0-15 and 2.0-18 other various transportation network
improvements would be in place by 2020, and as shown on Figure 4.7-1, some of these improvements
would be within 9 miles of an earthquake fault line. Due to historical activity of faults in the region, the
potential for surface rupture and groundshaking remains.
As described above in Section 4.7.1, Area 4 landslide susceptibility zones are scattered throughout the
region. Additionally, areas prone to liquefaction also occur throughout the region, although in denser
concentrations in the eastern part of the region. Some of these liquefaction and landslide susceptible
areas are located in areas in which transportation network improvements are planned by 2020,
therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan would expose people and structures to the adverse
effects of landslides and liquefaction.
As discussed above in Section 4.7.2 and in the regional growth and land use change analysis, existing
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs would require each improvement or project to
be reviewed by appropriate regulatory agencies prior to construction, and to adhere to design standards
described in the CBC and all standard design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce
impacts from seismic-related geologic hazards.
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Therefore, transportation network improvements in place by 2020 would not expose people or
structures to substantial adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a
known earthquake fault, strong seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure including
liquefaction, or seismically-induced landslides. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong seismic ground shaking,
seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or seismically-induced landslides. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-1) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 analysis above, regional growth and land use change, along with the associated
construction of new and redeveloped buildings, would result in significant impacts to the exposure of
people and structures to seismic activity, including earthquakes, ground shaking, ground failure, and
landslides. This risk would continue to occur into 2035 as development intensities and extension of
infrastructure increase to accommodate forecasted growth. As shown in Figure 2.0-12, land use changes
by 2035 would result in an increase in regional growth and development, and as shown on Figure 4.7-1,
some of this development would occur near an earthquake fault zone. Figures 2.0-5 and 2.0-6 show
anticipated 2035 population and housing densities, respectively, and as shown on 4.7-1, population and
housing in 2035 occurs near earthquake fault zones.
Approximately 77 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2035 is in the City of San
Diego (48 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (11 percent). Similarly,
these three jurisdictions will accommodate approximately 80 percent of new housing units and 68
percent of new jobs, by 2035. As stated in the 2020 analysis, the City of San Diego lies within the Rose
Canyon fault zone. The City of Chula Vista lies southwest of earthquake fault lines, shown on Figure 4.71, but is not within the nine mile buffer zone.
As described above in Section 4.7.1, Area 4 landslide susceptibility zones are scattered throughout the
region. Additionally, areas prone to liquefaction also occur throughout the region, although in denser
concentrations in the eastern part of the region. Some of these liquefaction and landslide susceptible
areas are located in developed areas and areas that are forecasted to develop as a result of regional
growth and land use change by 2035. Implementation of the proposed Plan would expose people and
structures to the adverse effects of landslides and liquefaction.
By 2035, more people and structures would be susceptible to seismic activity as more development and
redevelopment activities would be located in areas in proximity to Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zones, such as downtown San Diego and nearby coastal communities. As stated in the 2020 analysis,
seismic activity can lead to indirect effects such as fires. As discussed in the 2020 analysis, existing
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section 4.7.2 and in the 2020
analysis would require new structures to adhere to design standards described in the CBC; therefore,
regional growth and land use change by 2035 would not expose people or structures to substantial
adverse effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault,
strong seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or seismicallyinduced landslides. This impact is less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements
By 2035, additional transportation network improvements described in Chapter 2.0 Project Description
would be implemented. As stated in the 2020 analysis, many of the improvements would be located in
areas containing Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones and other earthquake fault lines, such as the
intermodal transit center to be located at San Diego International Airport and associated fault zones
shown on Figure 4.7-1. Some of these improvements would also be within 9 miles of an earthquake fault
line. Given the location of these improvements, additional people and structures would be at risk of loss,
injury, or death from earthquakes and other seismic-related geologic hazards.
As described above in Section 4.7.1, Area 4 landslide susceptibility zones are scattered throughout the
region. Additionally, areas prone to liquefaction also occur throughout the region, although in denser
concentrations in the eastern part of the region. Some of these liquefaction and landslide susceptible
areas are located in developed areas and areas that are forecasted to develop as a result of
transportation network improvements by 2035, therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan would
expose people and structures to the adverse effects of landslides and liquefaction.
As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.7.2 and in the 2020 analysis would require each improvement or project to be reviewed by
appropriate regulatory agencies prior to construction, and would require each improvement or project
to adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard design, grading, and construction
practices to avoid or reduce impacts from seismic-related geologic hazards. Therefore, transportation
network improvements in place by 2020 would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse
effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong
seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or seismically-induced
landslides. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong seismic ground shaking,
seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or seismically-induced landslides. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-1) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses above, regional growth and land use change resulting in the
construction of new and redeveloped buildings would result in significant impacts to the exposure of
people and structures to seismic activity, including earthquakes, ground shaking, ground failure, and
landslides. As stated above, seismic activity can also have indirect effects such as fires. This risk would
continue to occur into 2050 as development intensities increase and infrastructure is extended to
accommodate forecasted growth. As shown in Figure 2.0-13, land use changes by 2050 would result in
an increase in regional growth and development, and as shown on Figure 4.7-1, some of this
development would occur near an earthquake fault zone. Figures 2.0-8 and 2.0-9 show anticipated 2050
population and housing densities, respectively, and as shown on 4.7-1, population and housing in 2050
occurs near earthquake fault zones. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population
increase by 2050 is in the City of San Diego (49 percent), which lies in the Rose Canyon fault zone.
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As described above in Section 4.7.1, Area 4 landslide susceptibility zones are scattered throughout the
region. Additionally, areas prone to liquefaction also occur throughout the region as shown on Figure
4.7-2, although in denser concentrations in the eastern part of the region. Some of these liquefaction
and landslide susceptible areas are located in developed areas and areas that are forecasted to develop
as a result of regional growth and land use change by 2050. Implementation of the proposed Plan would
expose people and structures to the adverse effects of landslides and liquefaction.
By 2050, the extent of impacts due to seismic activity would increase as additional development and
redevelopment activities would be located in areas in proximity to Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zones, such as downtown San Diego and surrounding coastal communities. As discussed in the 2020 and
2035 analyses, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section 4.7.2
would require new structures to adhere to design standards described in the CBC; therefore, regional
growth and land use change by 2050 would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse
effects, including the risk of loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong
seismic ground shaking, seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or seismically-induced
landslides. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements
As shown in Figure 2.0-20 various transportation network improvements would be in place by 2050, and
as shown on Figure 4.7-1, some of these improvements would be near an earthquake fault line. As true
in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, some of these improvements would be located in areas containing
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zones and other earthquake fault lines including the Rose Canyon,
Coronado, Sweetwater, and La Nacion fault lines. Given the location of these improvements and
programs, additional people and structures would be at risk of loss, injury, or death from earthquakes
and other seismic-related geologic hazards.
As described above in Section 4.7.1, Area 4 landslide susceptibility zones are scattered throughout the
region. Additionally, areas prone to liquefaction also occur throughout the region as shown on Figure
4.7-2, although in denser concentrations in the eastern part of the region. Some of these liquefaction
and landslide susceptible areas are located in developed areas and areas that are forecasted to develop
as a result of transportation network improvements by 2050, therefore, implementation of the
proposed Plan would expose people and structures to the adverse effects of landslides and liquefaction.
As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.7.2 would require each improvement or project to be reviewed by appropriate regulatory agencies
prior to construction, and would require each improvement or project to adhere to design standards
described in the CBC and all standard design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce
direct and indirect impacts from geologic hazards. Therefore, transportation network improvements in
place by 2050 would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong seismic ground shaking,
seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or seismically-induced landslides. This impact is
less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements would not expose people or structures to substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving rupture of a known earthquake fault, strong seismic ground shaking,
seismic-related ground failure including liquefaction, or seismically-induced landslides. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-1) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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GEO-2

LOCATE PROJECTS ON A GEOLOGIC UNIT OR SOIL THAT IS EXPANSIVE OR UNSTABLE,
OR THAT WOULD BECOME UNSTABLE AS A RESULT OF THE PROJECT, AND
POTENTIALLY RESULT IN ON- OR OFF-SITE LANDSLIDE, LATERAL SPREADING,
SUBSIDENCE, LIQUEFACTION OR COLLAPSE.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section identifies the location of forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned
transportation network improvements in relation to geologic units and soils that are expansive or
unstable, or that would become unstable as a result of land development or a transportation network
improvement. The risks associated with locating development projects and transportation network
improvements on expansive or unstable geologic units or soils, are described, including on- or off-site
landslides, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse. Specific requirements of existing laws
and regulations described in the regulatory setting are then assessed for their ability to avoid or reduce
these risks. Unstable soils or geologic units resulting in on- or off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse because of earthquakes or seismic events are addressed in GEO-1.
2020

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As stated in Section 2.5 of the project description, from 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted
to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866 housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13
percent). Nearly half of the forecasted regional population increase by 2020 is in the City of San Diego.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change by 2020 in the coastal areas of the region, including
parts of the City of San Diego, would be located on geologic units or soils that are expansive or unstable
or that may become unstable as a result of the development. Short-term construction activities such as
grading and removal of vegetation in these areas increases the risk that soils would become unstable
and result in on- or off-site landslides, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. Over the
long-term, forecasted development in these areas increases the risk that soils would become unstable
and structural damage to regional growth would occur during events like earthquakes or rainstorms.
Lateral spreading is the movement of sloping ground as a result of liquefaction. Areas become more
prone to liquefaction and lateral spreading during a large earthquake event. Conditions favorable for
lateral spreading are frequently found along streams and waterfronts or in loosely placed, saturated,
sandy fill (Rauch 1997). Constructed facilities of most types are vulnerable to heavy damage by lateral
spreading, including being pulled apart, buckled, or severe structural damage. In addition, liquefaction
can also cause slumping of embankments or tilting of retaining walls that may be associated with
regional growth and land use changes. Forecasted regional growth and land use change by 2020 in the
coastal areas of the region, shown on Figure 2.0-11, would be located on soils that are prone to lateral
spreading and liquefaction.
Subsidence occurs when excessive groundwater pumping causes the compaction of soils, which can
then be unstable or cause ground failure. As regional growth and land use changes occur, a growing
population by 2020 would demand additional water supply. As stated in Section 4.16.1, the Borrego
Valley aquifer has a well documented overdraft condition, and by 2020 is forecast to have an additional
159 housing units over 2012 conditions, which would draw additional groundwater and as a result could
cause land subsidence. Groundwater is described in Section 4.16, Water Supply, and Table 4.16-1 lists
water supply providers whose source is groundwater. Other impacts associated with groundwater and
water supply are described in Section 4.16.
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Through adherence to existing laws and regulations, development associated with the proposed Plan
would be required to adhere to design standards described in the CBC, including the specific provisions
to classify soils as expansive, and all standard design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or
reduce geologic hazards, including those associated with unstable geologic units or soils, as described in
Section 4.7.2. The incorporated cities and County government within the region have, in their general
plans, safety elements required for protections against the risks associated with landslides, subsidence,
liquefaction, and other seismic and geologic hazards.
Corrective measures such as structural reinforcement for unstable geologic units and using engineered
fill to replace unstable soils would be applied to the design of individual future projects. All site designs
would be reviewed and approved by the appropriate agencies. Project-specific geotechnical
investigations consistent with existing regulatory requirements would identify areas of damage and
recommend geotechnical measures to ensure long-term stability, ensuring that regional growth and
land use changes on geologic units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as
a result of the project, or result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2020, additional transportation network improvements and programs would be developed, including
the Midcoast Trolley extension through the I-5 corridor. Transportation network improvements in place
by 2020 are shown on Figures 2.0-15 and 2.0-18, and are summarized in Section 2.5 of the project
description. Some of these improvements and programs may involve major grading or earthwork, which
increases the likelihood of encountering unstable geologic units or soils. Additionally, some of the
transportation network improvements would be located in, on, or near hills, coastal areas, canyons, and
other places with steep slopes or unstable soils. These improvements may be at a greater risk associated
with unstable geologic units or soils and cause greater risks to people or structures in proximity to these
improvements.
As with regional growth and land use changes, the transportation network improvements in place by
2020 that are located in the coastal areas of the region would be subject to lateral spreading and
liquefaction, which can cause the slumping of embankments or tilting of retaining walls associated with
transportation network improvements. Additionally, liquefaction can cause the failure of highway and
railroad embankments built over liquefiable soils (Rauch 1997). Transportation network improvements
in areas prone to lateral spreading and liquefaction would be at risk of damage to pavement,
misalignment of railroad tracks, or the failure of bridge piers or abutments.
Construction activities associated with transportation network improvements, such as grading and
modifying hill slopes, can cause unstable soils. Additionally, the wetting and drying of soils, which is used
for dust suppression during construction, and for the maintenance of median landscape irrigation, can
cause expansion in soils. Existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in
Section 4.7.2 would require each improvement and program to be reviewed by appropriate regulatory
agencies prior to construction, and would require each improvement and program to adhere to design
standards described in the CBC and all standard design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or
reduce impacts from unstable geologic units or soils. Adherence to Hazard Mitigation Plans, grading and
erosion regulations, and seismic standards including geologic investigations required by the Alquist
Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act would reduce geologic hazards.
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Project-specific geotechnical investigations consistent with existing regulatory requirements would
identify areas of damage and recommend geotechnical measures to ensure long-term stability, ensuring
that transportation network improvements on geologic units or soils that are expansive or unstable
would not become unstable as a result of the project, or result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Project-specific geotechnical investigations consistent with existing regulatory requirements would
ensure that regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements on geologic
units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as a result of the project, or
result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-2) is less than significant in the year 2020.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As stated in Section 2.5 of the project description, from 2012 to 2035, regional population is forecasted
to increase by 710,269 people (23 percent), 228,965 housing units (20 percent), and 319,025 jobs (24
percent). Approximately 48 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2035 is in the City
of San Diego. These changes are shown on Figure 2.0-12. As discussed in the 2020 analysis, additional
regional growth and land use change in the coastal regions, such as parts of the City of San Diego,
would result in an increase of the number of structures and facilities that may be in areas with expansive
or unstable geologic units or soils, including areas prone to liquefaction, lateral spreading, and
subsidence as described in the 2020 analysis. As stated in Section 4.16.1, the Borrego Valley aquifer has
a well documented overdraft condition, and by 2035 is forecast to have an additional approximately 550
housing units over 2012 conditions, which would draw additional groundwater and could result in land
subsidence.
Impacts would be greater by 2035 than by 2020 as more development or redevelopment activities
would occur in coastal communities or near areas with canyons and hills. Development involving
unstable geologic units or soils may not be completely avoidable, but site-specific analyses, construction
requirements, and operational practices would minimize risks associated with regional growth and land
use change.
All projects associated with regional growth and land use change would be required to adhere to design
standards described in the CBC and all standard design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or
reduce geologic hazards, including those associated with unstable geologic units or soils. Regulatory
agencies with oversight on development and land use change associated with the proposed Plan have
developed regulations and engineering design specifications to consider and compensate for site-level
geological and seismic conditions. The incorporated cities and County government within the region
have, in their general plans, safety elements required for protections against the risks associated with
landslides, subsidence, liquefaction, and other seismic and geologic hazards. Additionally, Hazard
Mitigation Plans, grading and erosion regulations, and seismic standards including geologic
investigations required by the Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act would reduce geologic hazards.
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Corrective measures such as structural reinforcement and using engineered fill to replace unstable
geologic units or soils would be applied to the design of individual future projects. All site designs would
be reviewed and approved by the appropriate agencies. Project-specific geotechnical investigations
consistent with existing regulatory requirements that identify areas of damage and recommend
geotechnical measures to ensure long-term stability would ensure that regional growth and land use
changes on geologic units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as a result
of the project, or result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As true in the 2020 analysis, transportation network improvements, such as the intermodal transit
center to be located at San Diego International Airport and the addition of managed lanes and general
purpose lanes, would occur in areas susceptible to unstable geologic units or soils, particularly
improvements located in hilly or coastal areas, such as the managed lanes along the I-5. Transportation
network improvements and programs are summarized in Section 2.5 of the project description. Specific
transportation facilities located in areas prone to unstable geologic units or soils, or where the
development of these facilities or programs would be likely to cause slope failure, include coastal
projects or expansion of rail and Trolley services through coastal areas or canyons. These improvements
may be at a greater risk for effects associated with unstable geologic units, or cause greater risks to
people or structures in proximity to these improvements.
As with regional growth and land use changes, the transportation network improvements in place by
2035 that are located in the coastal areas of the region would be subject to lateral spreading and
liquefaction, which can cause the slumping of embankments or tilting of retaining walls associated with
transportation network improvements. Additionally, liquefaction can cause the failure of highway and
railroad embankments built over liquefiable soils (Rauch 1997). Transportation network improvements
in areas prone to lateral spreading and liquefaction would be at risk of damage to pavement,
misalignment of railroad tracks, or the failure of bridge piers or abutments. The locations of
transportation network improvements anticipated by 2035 are shown on Figures 2.0-16 and 2.0-19, and
summarized in Section 2.5 of the project description.
Construction activities associated with transportation network improvements, such as grading and
modifying hill slopes, can cause unstable soils. Additionally, the wetting and drying of soils, which is used
for dust suppression during construction, and for the maintenance of median landscape irrigation, can
cause expansion in soils. As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and
programs included in Section 4.7.2 would require each improvement or program to be reviewed by
appropriate regulatory agencies prior to construction, and would require each program or improvement
to adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard design, grading, and construction
practices to avoid or reduce impacts from unstable geologic units or soils. Project-specific geotechnical
investigations consistent with existing regulatory requirements would identify areas of damage and
recommend geotechnical measures to ensure long-term stability, ensuring that transportation network
improvements on geologic units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as a
result of the project, or result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse. This impact is less than significant.
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2035 Conclusion
Project-specific geotechnical investigations consistent with existing regulatory requirements would
ensure that regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements on geologic
units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as a result of the project, or
result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-2) is less than significant in the year 2035.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses above, additional regional growth and land use change
would result in an increase of the number of structures and facilities that may be in areas with expansive
or unstable geologic units or soils, including areas prone to liquefaction, lateral spreading, and
subsidence. As stated in Section 4.16.1, the Borrego Valley aquifer has a well documented overdraft
condition, and by 2050 is forecast to have an additional approximately 1,550 housing units over 2012
conditions, which would draw groundwater and could result in land subsidence. Unstable geologic units
or soils may not be completely avoidable, but site-specific analyses would minimize risks associated with
regional growth and land use change. All projects associated with regional growth and land use change
would be required to adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard design, grading,
and construction practices to avoid or reduce geologic hazards, including those associated with unstable
geologic units or soils. Regulatory agencies with oversight on development and land use change
associated with the proposed Plan have developed regulations and engineering design specifications to
consider and compensate for site-level geological and seismic conditions. The incorporated cities and
County government within the region have, in their general plans, safety elements required for
protections against the risks associated with landslides, subsidence, liquefaction, and other seismic and
geologic hazards. Adherence to Hazard Mitigation Plans, grading and erosion regulations, and seismic
standards including geologic investigations required by the Alquist Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
would reduce geologic hazards.
Corrective measures such as structural reinforcement for unstable geologic units and using engineered
fill to replace unstable soils would be applied to the design of individual future projects. All site designs
would be reviewed and approved by the appropriate agencies. Project-specific geotechnical
investigations consistent with existing regulatory requirements would identify areas of damage and
recommend geotechnical measures to ensure long-term stability, ensuring that regional growth and
land use changes on geologic units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as
a result of the project, or result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or
collapse. This impact is less than significant.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements by 2050 are shown on Figures 2.0-17, 2.0-20, and 2.0-21, and
programs are summarized in Section 2.5 of the project description. As true in the 2020 and 2035
analyses, transportation network improvements would occur in areas susceptible to unstable geologic
units or soils, particularly improvements located in hilly or coastal areas such as the branch extension of
the SPRINTER to Westfield North County, four new trolley extensions, and the Mission Beach to La Jolla
streetcar improvements. These improvements may be at a greater risk for effects associated with
unstable geologic units or soils, or cause greater risks to people or structures in proximity to these
improvements. Specific transportation facilities prone to risks of unstable geologic units or soils, or the
development of which would be likely to cause unstable geologic units, include improvements near the
coast, and improvements to highways that would involve grading.
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As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.7.2 would require each improvement or program to be reviewed by appropriate regulatory agencies
prior to construction, and would require each improvement or program to adhere to design standards
described in the CBC and all standard design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce
impacts from unstable geologic units or soils. Project-specific geotechnical investigations consistent with
existing regulatory requirements would identify areas of damage and recommend geotechnical
measures to ensure long-term stability, ensuring that transportation network improvements on geologic
units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as a result of the project, or
result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. This impact is
less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Project-specific geotechnical investigations consistent with existing regulatory requirements would
ensure that regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements on geologic
units or soils that are expansive or unstable would not become unstable as a result of the project, or
result in on- of off-site landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse.
Therefore, this impact (GEO-2) is less than significant in the year 2050.

GEO-3

RESULT IN SUBSTANTIAL SOIL EROSION OR THE LOSS OF TOPSOIL.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Some projects would require extensive cut and fill grading and could result in manufactured slopes that
become unstable over time and increase long-term erosion potential. Unusually high volumes of storm
water runoff can also cause slope failures, particularly in areas where native soils have a moderate to
high erosion potential.
In addition to soil erosion from long-term exposure to water, the analysis also describes the routine soil
erosion and loss of topsoil that may also occur as a result of construction activities (movement of bare
dirt). Soil is a dynamic natural body capable of supporting a vegetative cover (UMich 2010). Soil is
layered into sections called "horizons." The top horizon, or topsoil, is composed of humus and contains
organic matter. This layer is often the darkest and consists of particles of decayed leaves, twigs, and
animal remains. The minerals in the topsoil are mostly clays and other insoluble minerals. The loss of
topsoil can be attributed to a number of factors tied to human development, including deforestation,
overexploitation for fuelwood, overgrazing, agricultural activities, and industrialization (UMich 2010).
Erosion or loss of topsoil can cause loss of arable land, clogged and polluted waterways, and increased
flooding. When topsoil is mobilized, or moved, it is put into the hydrological system as silt and
eventually washes out to sea. Erosion is the term given to soil loss due to the mobilization of topsoil by
the forces of water and wind. Wind and water move the eroded particles to some other location, where
it is deposited as sediment (UMIch 2010). The rate of this process, as stated, is highly dependent on
human activity. Natural rates of soil erosion are lower for soil with a good cover of vegetation than for
bare soil. In addition to the list above, human actions that uncover soil include farming, logging,
building, overgrazing, off-road vehicles, fires, etc., and greatly enhance soil erosion rates. Erosion and
loss of topsoil are qualitatively discussed in the analysis.
As described in Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality, local regulations and standards for the design
and practice of grading, clearing, and filling of land to ensure future land use and transportation projects
are in compliance with applicable state and federal laws related to construction and operation are
discussed.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s soil erosion and loss of topsoil impacts include but are not limited to sea level rise and
associated increase in frequency and severity of coastal flooding, less frequent and more intense
rainstorms, higher annual average temperatures and more days of extreme high temperatures,
increased evaporation from soil, more intense and frequent drought, and increased risk and severity of
wildfires. In general, climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change
effects in the San Diego region are discussed in more detail in Appendix F.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
High erosion potential in soils is primarily caused by loose soils and steep slopes, therefore, as stated in
4.7.1, the potential for erosion is most common in beachside areas subject to wave action, such as Del
Mar, Solana Beach, and Encinitas. The potential for erosion generally increases as a result of human
activity, primarily through development of structures and impervious surfaces and the removal of
vegetative cover. As shown on Figure 2.0-11, regional growth and land use changes by 2020 would occur
in coastal areas prone to wave action and erosion.
Additionally, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would cause
erosion due to a greater degree of exposed graded surfaces, excavation, stock piling, or boring
associated with construction of development projects. Most regional growth and land use change
projects would require cut-and-fill grading, and cut-and-fill grading associated with new development
and redevelopment would result in manufactured slopes that become unstable over time and increase
long-term erosion potential. Growth by 2020 would mainly take place in existing urban areas, which may
increase the susceptibility of soil erosion or loss of topsoil in erosion-prone areas, such as along the
coast. New development may disturb soils in previously undisturbed areas. New development or
redevelopment may also cause higher amounts of water runoff, which can cause or exacerbate soil
erosion and loss of topsoil.
Soil erosion or loss of topsoil in the San Diego region is primarily regulated through the CBC and the
grading regulations of local jurisdictions. The CBC requires special foundation engineering and
investigation of soils on proposed development sites located in geologic hazard areas. These reports
must demonstrate that the hazard presented by the project will be eliminated or that there is no danger
for the intended use. To minimize soil erosion or loss of topsoil, a grading permit must be obtained for
all major earth-moving projects. The 18 cities and county government have grading regulations designed
in part to ensure that development in earthquake- or landslide-prone areas does not threaten human
life or property. Many of the region’s most erosion-prone areas occur along the coastal bluffs, which are
within Coastal Zone and regulated under the California Coastal Act. The Act requires the inclusion of
grading, drainage, and erosion control plans with the submittal of a development application, and allows
for construction altering the natural shoreline when required to when required to protect existing
structures or public beaches in danger from erosion. The Act also states that new development shall
assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion (CCC
2014)
Erosion impacts resulting from construction would be primarily addressed through compliance with the
Construction General Permit, described in Section 4.7.2. A SWPPP would be implemented for any
ground disturbance greater than 1 acre and would be required prior to disturbing and exposing soil. The
SWPPP would include construction site BMPs to reduce the amount of soil disturbance and control
erosion and sediment transport.
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Adherence to the CBC, coastal zone regulations, construction general permit requirements ( e.g..,
SWPPPs), and local grading and erosion control ordinances would reduce the potential for substantial
soil erosion or loss of topsoil and impacts would be less than significant

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Some or portions of the transportation network improvements and programs included in the proposed
Plan would be constructed on or in proximity to steep slopes and would increase the amount of
impervious surfaces and the removal of additional vegetative cover. Some transportation or transit
projects associated with the proposed Plan could require substantial earthwork, including cuts into
hillsides that can become unstable over time, increasing long-term soil erosion potential. Road cuts can
expose soils to erosion over the life of the project, creating potential landslide and falling rock hazards.
Engineered roadways can be undercut over time by storm water drainage.. Some areas would be more
susceptible to erosion than others due to the naturally occurring soils with high erosion characteristics.
Transportation network improvements and programs implemented by 2020 may cause or worsen soil
erosion or loss of topsoil, particularly if those improvements require substantial earthwork.
Heavy construction operations can cause substantial groundborne vibration in proximity to the source.
High impact or heavy equipment, such as pile drivers or large bulldozers, can generate high vibration
levels. The primary vibration sources associated with transportation system operations include heavy
truck and bus traffic along roadways and train traffic along rail lines. Vibration from new or expanded
highways or transit lines, or rail ways, such as two new managed lanes along I-5 and I-805, new toll lanes
on SR 11, and two new general purpose lanes on SR 76; widening and extensions of regional arterials;
and double-tracking the LOSSAN railway corridor, may also cause or exacerbate soil erosion along
hillsides in canyons or coastal bluffs. Noise and vibration are further discussed in Section 4.12.
Each transportation network improvement and program would be reviewed by appropriate regulatory
agencies prior to construction and would adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all
standard design, grading, and construction practices (e.g., Construction General Permit) to avoid or
reduce soil erosion or loss of topsoil. Adherence to these regulations would reduce the potential for
substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil and impacts would be less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of required design measures would
ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as transportation network improvements and
programs associated with the proposed Plan would not cause substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil; therefore, this impact (GEO-3) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Impacts would occur in 2035 where regional growth is forecasted to occur in coastal areas or in areas
near or in canyons. As stated in the 2020 analysis, the potential for erosion and loss of topsoil increases
with human activity and development or redevelopment. Activities such as grading, excavation, stock
piling, boring, and cut-and-fill grading can increase erosion potential and loss of topsoil.
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Additionally, as described in the 2020 analysis, an increase in volume or velocity of storm water can
increase erosion potential and loss of topsoil. Adherence to the CBC, coastal zone regulations,
construction general permit requirements, and local grading and erosion control ordinances would
reduce the potential for substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil and impacts would be less than
significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As stated above, some of the transportation network improvements and programs would cause or
worsen soil erosion or loss of topsoil, particularly if those improvements require substantial earthwork,
such as below-grade transit line extensions or routes. Vibration may also cause or exacerbate soil
erosion and loss of topsoil along hillsides in canyons or coastal bluffs. Particular projects located in
coastal areas, such as additional managed lanes along I-5, and LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
would be susceptible to causing soil erosion impacts and loss of topsoil from vibration impacts.
Each improvement or program would be reviewed by appropriate regulatory agencies prior to
construction and would adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard design,
grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce soil erosion or loss of topsoil. Adherence to these
regulations would reduce the potential for substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil and impacts would
be less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of required design measures would
ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as transportation network improvements and
programs associated with the proposed Plan would not cause substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil; therefore, this impact (GEO-3) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Impacts may be greater by 2050 than by 2020 or 2035 as additional growth is forecasted to occur in
coastal areas or in areas near or in canyons. As stated in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, the potential for
erosion and loss of topsoil increases with human activity and development or redevelopment. Activities
such as grading, excavation, stock piling, boring, and cut-and-fill grading can increase erosion potential
and loss of topsoil. Additionally, as described in the 2020 analysis, an increase in volume or velocity of
storm water can increase erosion potential and loss of topsoil. Adherence to the CBC, coastal zone
regulations, construction general permit requirements, and local grading and erosion control ordinances
would reduce the potential for substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil and impacts would be less than
significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As stated in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, some of the transportation network improvements and
programs would cause or worsen soil erosion or loss of topsoil, particularly if those improvements
require substantial earthwork, such as below-grade transit line extensions or routes.
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Vibration may also cause or exacerbate soil erosion or loss of topsoil along hillsides in canyons or coastal
bluffs, such as portions of I-5, as well as SR 15, I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and
SR 125, and rail projects. Specific transportation improvements that may cause or exacerbate soil
erosion and loss of topsoil would be the projects along the southern coast and canyon areas, and
expansion of Trolley lines near the coast. The greatest impacts from construction would likely occur by
2035, although impacts from operation of transportation improvements would be greatest by 2050 as
all transportation network improvements and programs would be implemented by that time.
Each improvement or program would be reviewed by appropriate regulatory agencies prior to
construction and would adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard design,
grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce soil erosion or loss of topsoil. Adherence to these
regulations would reduce the potential for substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil and impacts would
be less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of required design measures would
ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as transportation network improvements and
programs associated with the proposed Plan would not cause substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil; therefore, this impact (GEO-3) in the year 2050 is less than significant.

GEO-4

HAVE SOILS INCAPABLE OF ADEQUATELY SUPPORTING THE USE OF SEPTIC TANKS
OR ALTERNATIVE WASTEWATER DISPOSAL SYSTEMS WHERE SEWERS ARE NOT
AVAILABLE FOR THE DISPOSAL OF WASTEWATER, POTENTIALLY CAUSING ADVERSE
GROUNDWATER IMPACTS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Areas not serviced by wastewater districts typically have septic systems, also referred to as OWTS, for
wastewater disposal. The most common type of septic system found in the San Diego Region consists of
a septic tank connected to leach lines. Areas with OWTS, rather than sewer connections, include the
unincorporated County communities of North Mountain, Ramona, Rainbow, San Dieguito, Spring Valley,
Sweetwater, Valley Center, Alpine, Bonsall, Fallbrook, Central Mountain, North County Metro, Mountain
Empire, Julian, Desert, and Crest/Dehesa.
The general locations of development under the proposed Plan in areas without sewer systems that rely
on OWTS are identified. A regulatory discussion is included, including County policies for permitting of
septic systems and their ability to protect groundwater quality.
Transportation network improvements and programs would not cause impacts to septic systems or
OWTS, as facilities associated with transportation network improvements and programs would not use
septic systems , and therefore are not be addressed further in this impact analysis.
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2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As described below, regional growth and land use change associated with implementation of the
proposed Plan would occur in areas containing expansive soils, or soils incapable of supporting the use
of septic tanks or OWTS, thereby causing adverse groundwater impacts. If the moisture content and/or
soil type differs at various locations supporting a septic tank or alternative wastewater disposal system,
localized or nonuniform movement may occur. This movement can cause damage to the septic tank or
alternative wastewater disposal system. Damage caused by expansive soils can be slow and long term,
and not attributable to any particular event. The issue of expansive soils, or soils incapable of adequately
supporting septic tanks or OWTS, is not as common in the San Diego region as in other parts of the
country; however, development that occurs near the coast would be more susceptible to damage
caused by expansive soils than eastern areas of the region, where the use of septic systems is more
common. Expansive soils, as described in 4.7.1, are not confined to the coastal areas, however. The
most common type of septic system found in the San Diego Region consists of a septic tank connected
to leach lines. Areas with OWTS, rather than sewer connections, include the unincorporated
communities of North Mountain, Ramona, Rainbow, San Dieguito, Spring Valley, Sweetwater, Valley
Center, Alpine, Bonsall, Fallbrook, Central Mountain, North County Metro, Mountain Empire, Julian,
Desert, and Crest/Dehesa.. Of these unincorporated communities, North County Metro, Fallbrook,
Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center are the communities with the highest proportion of the
County’s forecasted population and housing unit increases by 2020, and although are not coastal
communities, they do have the potential for expansive soils. The North County Metro area has potential
expansive soils mapped in the northern part of the community, while Fallbrook and Spring Valley both
have potential expansive soils throughout their boundaries. Valley Center has potential expansive soils
throughout the community, and Ramona has a concentration of potential expansive soils in the heart of
the community, surrounding SR 67 (County of San Diego 2011). Therefore, in certain unincorporated
communities with forecasted housing unit and population growth by 2020, there would be development
on soils incapable of supporting septic tanks or OWTS.
On April 15, 2015, the San Diego RWQCB adopted a Basin Plan amendment that changed water quality
objectives for nitrate in groundwater basins. The Basin Plan Amendment also incorporates the State
Water Quality Control Policy for Siting, Designing, Operation, and Maintenance of Onsite Wastewater
Treatment Systems and made updates related to implementation of waste discharge requirements and
adopted resolutions (Gorham 2015). The Basin Plan Amendment incorporates the OWTS Policy into the
Basin Plan, and amends the criteria to be used by the San Diego Water Board and local agencies to
regulate OWTS in the San Diego Region (SDRWQCB 2015).
To reduce adverse impacts to groundwater, the San Diego RWQCB authorizes the County of San Diego
Department of Environmental Health to issue septic system (OWTS) permits throughout the County. The
purpose of regulating the design, installation, and maintenance of septic systems is to prevent public
health nuisance conditions caused by failing septic systems. The program's goals are to:
•
•
•

Ensure that these systems can operate in all weather conditions with minimal maintenance;
Prevent the contamination of groundwater from improperly designed onsite wastewater
treatment systems;
Prevent the contamination of surface water from improperly designed onsite wastewater
treatment systems, and
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• Prevent premature failure of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
Through adherence to existing laws and regulations, regional growth and land use change associated
with the proposed Plan would be required to adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all
standard design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce adverse groundwater impacts
associated with expansive soils, or soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks and
alternative wastewater disposal systems, as described in Section 4.7.2. Corrective measures would be
applied to the design of individual future projects. All site designs would be reviewed and approved by
the appropriate agencies and consistent with regulatory requirements would ensure that new septic
tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems associated with regional growth and land use change
would not result in adverse groundwater impacts due to incapable soils. This impact is less than
significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would occur
on expansive or unstable soils incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater
disposal systems; however, adherence to the laws and regulations included in Section 4.7.2 and
described above would minimize the potential for adverse impacts to groundwater. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-4) is less than significant in the year 2020.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The issue of expansive soils, or soils incapable of adequately supporting septic tanks or OWTS, is not as
common in the San Diego region as in other parts of the country; however, development that occurs
near the coast would be more susceptible to damage caused by expansive soils than eastern areas of
the region, where the use of septic systems is more common. Expansive soils, as described in 4.7.1, are
not confined to the coastal areas, however. Areas with OWTS, rather than sewer connections, include
the unincorporated communities of North Mountain, Ramona, Rainbow, San Dieguito, Spring Valley,
Sweetwater, Valley Center, Alpine, Bonsall, Fallbrook, Central Mountain, North County Metro, Mountain
Empire, Julian, Desert, and Crest/Dehesa. Of these unincorporated communities, in 2035 the
communities with the highest proportion of the County’s forecasted population and housing unit
increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, and Ramona. As stated in the
2020 analysis, North County Merto, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, and Ramona all have potential expansive
soils throughout their communities. Lakeside also has potential expansive soils along the eastern and
southern community boundaries (County of San Diego 2011). Therefore, in certain parts of all of the
unincorporated communities with forecasted regional population and housing unit growth by 2035,
there would be development on soils incapable of supporting septic tanks or OWTS.
Additionally, areas with high groundwater levels can also cause unstable soils and may not be able to
support the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems potentially causing adverse
groundwater impacts. Since high groundwater levels occur mainly in the western part of the region,
where reliance on these systems is not common and where land use is not anticipated to change
substantially through 2035, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan in
this area would not have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
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wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater, potentially
causing adverse groundwater impacts.
As mentioned above, all projects associated with regional growth and land use change under the
proposed Plan would be required to adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard
design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce adverse groundwater impacts from
expansive soils or soils incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or OWTS. Regulatory agencies
with oversight on regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan have
developed regulations and engineering design specifications to reduce risks from expansive soils or soils
incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or OWTS. Corrective measures would be applied to the
design of individual future projects. All site designs would be reviewed and approved by the appropriate
agencies and consistent with regulatory requirements would ensure that new septic tanks or alternative
waste water disposal systems associated with regional growth and land use change would not result in
adverse groundwater impacts due to incapable soils. This impact is less than significant

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would occur
on expansive or unstable soils incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater
disposal systems; however, adherence to the laws and regulations included in Section 4.7.2 and
described above would minimize the potential for adverse impacts to groundwater. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-4) is less than significant in the year 2035.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The issue of expansive soils, or soils incapable of adequately supporting septic tanks or OWTS, is not as
common in the San Diego region as in other parts of the country; however, development that occurs
near the coast would be more susceptible to damage caused by expansive soils than eastern areas of
the region, where the use of septic systems is more common. Expansive soils, as described in 4.7.1, are
not confined to the coastal areas, however. Areas with OWTS, rather than sewer connections, include
the unincorporated communities of North Mountain, Ramona, Rainbow, San Dieguito, Spring Valley,
Sweetwater, Valley Center, Alpine, Bonsall, Fallbrook, Central Mountain, North County Metro, Mountain
Empire, Julian, Desert, and Crest/Dehesa. As described in Section 4.11.4, Land Use, of these
unincorporated communities, in 2050 the communities forecasted to have new growth and land use
change over 2035 are North Mountain, Ramona, Julian, Rainbow, Valley Center, Bonsall, Fallbrook, and.
North County Metro. As stated in the 2020 analysis, North County Metro, Fallbrook, and Ramona all
have potential expansive soils throughout their communities. Therefore, in certain parts of all of the
unincorporated communities with forecasted regional population and housing unit growth by 2050,
there would be development on soils incapable of supporting septic tanks or OWTS.
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses above, additional growth and land use change would be
susceptible to the effects of expansive soils or soils incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or
OWTS, particularly development located in coastal communities and unincorporated communities
where expansive soils are located.
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Additionally, areas with high groundwater levels can also cause unstable soils and may not be able to
support the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems. Since high groundwater
levels occur mainly in the western part of the region, where reliance on these systems is not common
and where land use is not anticipated to change substantially through 2050, regional growth and land
use change associated with the proposed Plan in this area would not be expected to have soils incapable
of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems where
sewers are not available for the disposal of wastewater, potentially causing adverse groundwater
impacts.
As mentioned above, all projects associated with regional growth and land use change under the
proposed Plan would be required to adhere to design standards described in the CBC and all standard
design, grading, and construction practices to avoid or reduce adverse impacts to groundwater from
expansive soils or soils incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or OWTS. Regulatory agencies
with oversight on regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan have
developed regulations and engineering design specifications to reduce risks from expansive soils.
Corrective measures would be applied to the design of individual future projects. All site designs would
be reviewed and approved by the appropriate agencies and consistent with regulatory requirements
would ensure that new septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems associated with regional
growth and land use change would not result in adverse groundwater impacts due to incapable soils.
This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would occur
on expansive or unstable soils incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater
disposal systems; however, adherence to the laws and regulations included in Section 4.7.2 and
described above would minimize the potential for adverse impacts to groundwater. Therefore, this
impact (GEO-4) is less than significant in the year 2050.

MR-1

RESULT IN THE LOSS OF AVAILABILITY OF KNOWN AGGREGATE AND MINERAL
RESOURCES THAT WOULD BE OF VALUE TO THE REGION AND THE RESIDENTS OF
THE STATE, OR RESULT IN THE LOSS OF AVAILABILITY OF A LOCALLY-IMPORTANT
MINERAL RESOURCE RECOVERY SITE DELINEATED IN A LOCAL GENERAL PLAN,
SPECIFIC PLAN, OR OTHER LAND USE PLAN.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
A significant impact to mineral resources would occur if land use change or a transportation project
results in the loss of availability of land containing known mineral resources, or loss of availability of a
locally important mineral resource recovery site delineated in a local plan, caused by the development
of incompatible uses that directly or indirectly makes the resource inaccessible for future extraction. In
addition to MRZ data, information found in the 2011 San Diego Region Aggregate Supply Study further
identifies aggregate resources within the region. The impact analysis identifies these resources, and
overlays regional growth and transportation projects to identify where the proposed Plan directly or
indirectly impact such resources. Impacts to MRZ-2 lands are then quantified for each horizon year using
data compiled from CGS. Appendix J summarizes the undeveloped MRZ-2 lands converted to developed
land and transportation network improvements for each horizon year.
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2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Lands designated as MRZ-2 locations are areas of known mineral resources. As shown in Figure 4.7-3,
MRZ-2 locations exist along SR 76, between I-15 and SR 78; north of SR-52 east of I-805; along I-8 and SR
125; between SR 56 and SR 52; in south Chula Vista and Otay Mesa; from Imperial Beach south to the
U.S./Mexican border; scattered along I-15; and in San Diego between the I-805, SR 905, and I-5.
Resource recovery sites are areas where mineral resources could be extracted for use. Locally important
resource recovery sites or areas where important resource recovery sites could potentially be located,
or where mines are currently operating, are designated by the CGS as MRZ-2 or MRZ-3 as shown on
Figure 4.7-3. In 2020, regional growth and land use changes would result in loss of approximately 1,900
acres of undeveloped MRZ-2 land to developed land throughout the region, resulting in the loss of
known mineral resources and mineral resource recovery sites over 2012 conditions (CGS 1996, 2006).
Permanent loss of availability to land containing mineral resources in the region is caused by the
development of incompatible uses, which directly or indirectly makes the resource inaccessible for
future extraction. To accommodate regional growth and land use change by 2020, portions of vacant
and undeveloped land in MRZ-2 locations would be developed for land uses considered incompatible
with mining operations.
Although there are several places in the San Diego region where active mining operations have
functioned in proximity to urban development, such as Mission Valley or Carroll Canyon in the City of
San Diego, residential development typically restricts the availability of lands for mining operations.
Noise from quarry and mining activities is typically the largest environmental impact to nearby noisesensitive land uses (such as residential developments, industrial developments, commercial
developments, and major public facilities). Residents can be concerned about potential dust, noise,
blasting vibrations, truck traffic, unsightly scars on the land, and loss of habitat caused by aggregate
mining. Aggregate, a regionally important mineral resource, is found in portions of MRZ-2 locations, as
seen in Figure 4.7-3. Aggregate along the SR 76 would coincide with spaced rural residential
development in 2020, and aggregate located in the Santee vicinity would coincide with single family
residential development in 2020.
Therefore, regional growth and land use change under the proposed plan would result in the loss of
availability of known aggregate and mineral resources that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state, and result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource
recovery site delineated in a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan, and therefore this
impact would be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Lands designated as MRZ-2 locations are areas of known mineral resources. As shown in Figure 4.7-3,
MRZ-2 locations exist along SR 76, between I-15 and SR 78; north of SR-52 east of I-805; along I-8 and SR
125; between SR 56 and SR 52; in south Chula Vista and Otay Mesa; from Imperial Beach south to the
U.S./Mexican border; scattered along I-15; and in San Diego between the I-805, SR 905, and I-5. In 2020,
transportation network improvements would result in loss of approximately 90 acres of undeveloped
MRZ-2 lands, primarily due to two new managed lanes on I-805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road and
two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 from Mission Avenue to I-15, resulting in the loss of known
mineral resources and mineral resource recovery sites over 2012 conditions (CGS 1996, 2006).
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Therefore, transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan would result in the loss of
availability of known aggregate and mineral resources that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state, and result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource
recovery site delineated in a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan, and, therefore this
impact would be significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network
improvements and programs, would result in the loss of availability of known aggregate or other mineral
resources, as well as the loss of availability of locally-important mineral resource recovery sites,
including loss of over 2,000 acres of MRZ-2 lands. Therefore, this impact (MR-1) is significant in the year
2020.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Additional vacant and undeveloped land in MRZ-2 locations would be developed for uses considered
incompatible with mining operations. Development to accommodate regional growth and land use
change would be constructed throughout the region. From 2012 to 2035, regional growth and land use
changes would result in loss of approximately 4,000 acres of undeveloped MRZ-2 land throughout the
region, resulting in the loss of known mineral resources and mineral resource recovery sites (CGS 1996,
2006). Aggregate along the SR 76 would coincide with spaced rural residential development and single
family residential development in 2035, and aggregate located in the Santee vicinity would coincide with
single family residential and education institution development in 2035.
Therefore, regional growth and land use change under the proposed plan would result in the loss of
availability of known aggregate and mineral resources that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state, and result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource
recovery site delineated in a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan, and therefore this
impact would be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan implemented
by 2035 would require increased right-of-way within MRZ-2 locations, which would potentially limit
areas within those zones that could be used for mining operations. Transportation network
improvements and programs built or implemented in MRZ-2 locations would potentially decrease land
available for mining operations. From 2012 to 2035, transportation network improvements would result
in loss of approximately 266 acres acres of undeveloped MRZ-2 land, primarily due to managed lanes,
general purpose lanes, and the Trolley extension from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, resulting in the loss of
known mineral resources and mineral resource recovery sites (CGS 1996, 2006). Therefore,
transportation network improvements under the proposed plan would result in the loss of availability of
known aggregate and mineral resources that would be of value to the region and the residents of the
state, and result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery site
delineated in a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan, and therefore this impact would
be significant.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network
improvements and programs, would result in the loss of availability of known aggregate or other mineral
resources, as well as the loss of availability of locally-important mineral resource recovery sites,
including loss of nearly 4,300 acres of MRZ-2 lands. Therefore, this impact (MR-1) is significant in the
year 2035.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Additional vacant and undeveloped land in MRZ-2 locations would be developed for uses considered
incompatible with mining operations. Development to accommodate regional growth and land use
change would be constructed throughout the region. Some of the land in MRZ-2 locations would also be
protected for habitat preservation. From 2012 to 2050, regional growth and land use change would
result in loss of approximately 5,600 acres of undeveloped MRZ-2 land to developed land throughout
the region, resulting in the loss of known mineral resources and mineral resource recovery sites (CGS
1996, 2006). Aggregate along the SR 76 would coincide with spaced rural residential development and
single family residential development in 2050, and aggregate located in the Santee vicinity would
coincide with single family residential and education institution development in 2050. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change under the proposed plan would result in the loss of availability of
known aggregate and mineral resources that would be of value to the region and the residents of the
state, and result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery site
delineated in a local general plan, specific plan, or other land use plan, and therefore this impact would
be significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements by 2050 would require increased right-of-way within MRZ-2
locations, which would limit areas within those zones that could be used for mining operations.
Transportation improvements and programs that occur in MRZ-2 locations would decrease land
available for mining operations. From 2012 to 2050, transportation network improvements would result
in loss of over 620 acres of undeveloped MRZ-2 land, primarily due to new managed lanes, new general
purpose and toll lanes, and the Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to Kearny Mesa,
and Kearny Mesa to the El Cajon Transit Center, resulting in the loss of known mineral resources and
mineral resource recovery sites (CGS 1996, 2006). Therefore, transportation network improvements
under the proposed plan would result in the loss of availability of known aggregate and mineral
resources that would be of value to the region and the residents of the state, and result in the loss of
availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery site delineated in a local general plan,
specific plan, or other land use plan, and, therefore this impact would be significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network
improvements and programs, would result in the loss of availability of known aggregate or other mineral
resources, as well as the loss of availability of locally-important mineral resource recovery sites,
including loss of nearly 6,200 acres of MRZ-2 lands. Therefore, this impact (MR-1) is significant in the
year 2050.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
MR-1 LOSS OF KNOWN AGGREGATE AND MINERAL RESOURCES OF REGIONAL OR STATE VALUE, OR
LOCALLY-IMPORTANT MINERAL RESOURCE RECOVERY SITES
2020, 2035, and 2050
MR-1A CONSERVE AGGREGATE AND MINERAL RESOURCES. During planning, design, and project-level
CEQA review of transportation network improvements, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project
sponsors can and should, avoid loss of known aggregate and mineral resources or locally important
mineral resource recovery sites. Where avoidance is infeasible, SANDAG shall, and other transportation
project sponsors can and should, minimize impacts to the availability of known resources and recovery
sites through measures that include, but are not limited to, the following:
•

Designing transportation network improvements in a manner (such as buffer zones or the use of
screening) that does not preclude adjacent or nearby extraction of known mineral and
aggregate resources following completion of the improvement and during long-term operations.

In addition, during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of development projects, the County
of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should avoid or reduce impacts on known
aggregate and mineral resources and mineral resource recovery sites through the evaluation and
selection of project sites and design features (e.g., buffers) that minimize impacts on land suitable for
aggregate and mineral resource extraction by maintaining portions of MRZ-2 areas in open space or
other general plan land use categories and zoning that allow for mining of mineral resources.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Significant and Unavoidable
Mitigation measure MR-1A would reduce the impact associated with the loss of availability of known
mineral resources and mineral resource recovery sites, but not to less than significant levels because
mitigation measure MR-1A would not prevent impacts to all MRZ-2 zoned lands. Additionally, design
features that reduce the impact associated with the loss of availability of known mineral resources and
mineral resource recovery sites may not reduce impacts to less than significant for all projects.
Therefore, this impact (MR-1) remains significant and unavoidable.
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4.8

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

This section evaluates the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) impacts of the proposed Plan. The
information presented was compiled from multiple sources, including the Energy Policy Initiatives
Center (EPIC) at the University of San Diego School of Law. A related topic, the impacts of increasing
GHG emissions on global climate change, is discussed in Appendix F of the EIR.

4.8.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS

California law defines GHGs as any of the following compounds: CO2, CH4, N2O, hydrofluorocarbons
(HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) (H&SC Section 38505(g)). CO2, followed by
CH4 and N2O, is the most common GHG. Atmospheric concentrations of GHGs have been increasing
since measurements began in the 1970s. As of 2014, globally averaged annual mean concentration of
atmospheric CO2 is approximately 397 parts per million (ppm), CH4 is approximately 1840 parts per
billion (ppb), and N2O is approximately 327 ppb (NOAA 2015).
Global warming potential (GWP) is a concept developed to compare the ability of each GHG to trap heat
in the atmosphere relative to another gas; the GWP is based on several factors, including the relative
effectiveness of a gas to absorb infrared radiation and length of time that the gas remains in the
atmosphere (“atmospheric lifetime”). The GWP of each gas is measured relative to CO2, the most
abundant GHG. GHGs with lower emissions rates than CO2 may still contribute to climate change
because they are more effective at absorbing outgoing infrared radiation than CO2. When accounting for
GHGs, emissions are expressed in terms of CO2 equivalents (CO2e). The concept of CO2e is used to
account for the different GWP of GHGs to absorb infrared radiation. The reference gas for GWP is CO2;
therefore, CO2 has a GWP of 1. The other main GHGs that have been attributed to human activity
include CH4, which has a GWP of 21, and N2O, which has a GWP of 310.
Sources of CO2 include combustion of fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas, gasoline, and wood). CH4 is the
main component of natural gas and also arises naturally from anaerobic decay of organic matter.
Sources of N2O include combustion of fossil fuels and industrial processes such as nylon production and
production of nitric acid. Other GHGs are present in trace amounts in the atmosphere and are generated
from various industrial or other uses.

4.8.1.1

EXISTING GHG EMISSIONS

Global GHG Emissions
The World Resources Institute (WRI 2014) estimated that worldwide emissions in 2011 were 43.8 billion
metric tons (MT) CO2e, of which the United States contributed the greatest percentage after China.
Table 4.8-1 shows the top 10 emitters by country, which contribute 63 percent of global emissions.
When accounting for GHGs, emissions are typically quantified in MT or millions of metric tons (MMT)
and are shown as MMT CO2e.
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Table 4.8-1
Top 10 GHG-Emitting Countries, 2011
Country or Area
China
United States
India
Russia
Japan
Brazil
Germany
Indonesia
Canada
Iran

Source: WRI 2014

MMT CO2e in
1
2011
10,552
6,550
2,486
2,374
1,307
1,131
883
835
716
716

Percent
24
15
6
5
3
3
2
2
2
2

California GHG Emissions
In 2012, California accounted for approximately seven percent of U.S. emissions. The State of California
GHG Inventory, prepared by ARB, identified and quantified statewide GHG emissions. The inventory
includes estimates for CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, HFCs, and PFCs, and is summarized in Table 4.8-2 (ARB 2014a).
The inventory is divided into eight broad categories of emissions: Agriculture, Commercial, Electricity
Generation, Industrial, Residential, Transportation, Recycling and Waste, and High GWP Gases.
Transportation was the sector with the largest percentage of GHG emissions (36 percent), followed by
electricity generation (21 percent), and industrial sources (19 percent). The remaining sectors each
accounted for less than 10 percent of overall emissions.
Table 4.8-2
State of California Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Sector - 2012
Sector
Agriculture and Forestry
Commercial
Electricity Generation
Industrial
Residential
Transportation
Recycling and Waste
High GWP Gases
Total

Total 2012
Emissions
(MMTCO2e)
37.86
14.20
95.09
89.16
28.09
167.38
8.49
18.41
458.68

Percent of Total
2012 Emissions
8%
3%
21%
19%
6%
36%
2%
4%
100%

Source: ARB 2014a

San Diego Region GHG Emissions
Regional GHG emissions for existing conditions (2012) are calculated based on the current GHG
inventory. The inventory is based on existing sources and activity within the region. GHG emissions are
divided into 16 categories. Calculations and assumptions are described in Appendix G-1 to the EIR. Total
GHG emissions in the San Diego region as of 2012 are over about 35 MMT CO2e as shown in Table 4.8-3.
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Table 4.8-3
Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the San Diego Region, 2012
Sector
On-Road Transportation
Passenger Cars & Light Duty Vehicles
Electricity
Natural Gas
Heavy Duty Trucks & Vehicles
Solid Waste
Other Fuels
Industrial
Aviation
Off-Road Equipment and Vehicles
Wildfire
Other – Thermal Cogeneration
Water Supply and Conveyance
Wastewater
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels (excluding pleasure craft)
Development + Sequestration
Total
Source: Appendix G-1 to the EIR.

Annual Emissions
(MMTCO2e)
15.7613.14

Percentage of
Annual Emissions
43.737.2%

7.97
2.84
1.89
1.75
1.64
1.43
1.37
0.92
0.81
0.64
0.52
0.16
0.11
0.08
0.05
-0.65
35.434.7

22.61%
7.98.0%
5.4%
4.89%
4.6%
4.10%
3.98%
2.6%
2.32%
1.8%
1.54%
0.54%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%
n/a
100%

Note:
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of
EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using
EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

4.8.1.2 CLIMATE CHANGE
A related topic, the impacts of increasing GHG emissions on climate change, is discussed in Appendix F
to the EIR. As discussed in Appendix F, during the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change
effects likely to exacerbate the proposed Plan’s impacts on selected resource areas include, but are not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher annual average temperature
More days of extreme high temperatures
Longer and more humid heat waves
More intense and frequent drought
Increased evaporation from soil, surface waters
More frequent, severe wildfires
Sea level rise
Less frequent, more intense rainstorms, more frequent watershed flood events
More frequent and severe coastal flooding
Spreading of pests and vector-borne diseases

In general, the effects listed above would increase between 2020 and 2050.
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4.8.2

REGULATORY SETTING

4.8.2.1

FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

Energy Policy and Conservation Action of 1975 and Corporate Average Fuel Standards
The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (42 USC Section 6201 [1975]) establishes fuel economy
standards for on-road motor vehicles sold in the United States.
Compliance with federal fuel economy standards is determined through the Corporate Average Fuel
Economy (CAFE) program on the basis of each manufacturer’s average fuel economy for the portion of
its vehicles produced for sale in the United States.
On April 1, 2010, USDOT and USEPA established new federal rules that set the first-ever national GHG
emissions standards and significantly increased the fuel economy of all new passenger cars and light
trucks sold in the United States. The standards set a requirement to meet an average fuel economy of
34.1 miles per gallon by 2016. In August 2012, the federal government adopted the second rule that
increases fuel economy for the fleet of passenger cars, light-duty trucks, and medium-duty passenger
vehicles for model years 2017 to 2025 to average fuel economy of 54.5 miles per gallon by 2025.
Because NHTSA cannot set standards beyond model year 2021 due to statutory obligations and the
rules’ long timeframe, a mid-term evaluation is included in the rule. Standards for model years 2022
through 2025 have not been formally adopted by NHTSA. In August 2011, NHTSA and USEPA released
medium- and heavy-duty vehicle standards for model years 2014 to 2018. Tighter standards for these
vehicles for model years after 2018 are expected to be developed and issued by March 2016.

Energy Policy Act of 1992
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (40 USC Section 13201 [1992]) (EPAct) was passed to reduce the country’s
dependence on foreign petroleum and improve air quality. EPAct includes several parts intended to
build an inventory of alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs) in large, centrally fueled fleets in metropolitan
areas. EPAct requires certain government and private fleets to purchase light-duty AFVs. Federal tax
deductions were created for businesses and individuals to cover the incremental cost of AFVs. EPAct
also established the Clean Cities Program. The primary goal of the Program is to cut petroleum use in
the United States by 2.5 billion gallons per year by 2020 with the following three strategies:
•

Replace petroleum with alternative and renewable fuels,

•

Reduce petroleum consumption through smarter driving practices and fuel economy
improvements, and

•

Eliminate petroleum use through idle reduction and other fuel-saving technologies and
practices.

As part of the federal Clean Cities Program, the San Diego Regional Clean Cities Coalition works with
vehicle fleets, fuel providers, community leaders, and other stakeholders to reduce petroleum use in
transportation in the San Diego region (San Diego Regional Clean Cities Coalition 2014).
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Energy Policy Act of 2005
The EPAct of 2005 (42 USC Section 15801 [2005]) includes several requirements that support the use of
alternatively fueled vehicles, including requirements for federal fleets and expansion of compliance
options under EPAct 1992 by allowing fleets to choose a petroleum reduction path that achieves
petroleum reductions equivalent to AFVs running on alternative fuels 100 percent of the time. The
EPAct of 2005 funds research programs for AFVs and provides tax incentives for purchase of AFVs. It also
provides for renewed and expanded tax credits for electricity generated by qualified energy sources,
such as landfill gas; provides bond financing, tax incentives, grants, and loan guarantees for a clean
renewable energy and rural community electrification; and establishes a federal purchase requirement
for renewable energy.

Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007
The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) (42 USC Section 17381 [2007]) includes
provisions to increase the supply of renewable alternative fuel sources by setting a mandatory
Renewable Fuel Standard, which requires transportation fuel sold in the United States to contain a
minimum of 36 billion gallons of renewable fuels annually by 2022. EISA includes grant programs to
encourage the development of cellulosic biofuels, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, and other emerging
electric vehicle technologies. EISA codifies into law the energy reduction goals for federal agencies put
forth in Executive Order 13423 (USEPA 2007), and creates new requirements related to Corporate
Average Fuel Economy Standards, the Renewable Fuel Standard, and efficiency standards for lighting
and appliances. The law is projected to reduce GHG emissions by 9 percent from 2005 levels by 2030
(DOE 2014).

Clean Air Act
USEPA began regulating GHGs under the Clean Air Act (CAA) (42 USC Section 7401 et seq. [1970]) in
2011. USEPA’s GHG regulations include regulations governing transportation and mobile sources,
renewable fuels, carbon pollution standards for existing power plants, the GHG tailoring rule governing
new and existing industrial facilities, and GHG reporting requirements. Standards for mobile sources
have been established pursuant to Section 202 of the CAA, and GHGs from stationary sources are
currently controlled under the authority of Part C of Title I of the act.
In 2013, USEPA issued proposed regulations to cut carbon pollution from new power plants. In 2014,
USEPA proposed a plan to cut carbon pollution from existing or modified power plants. The proposed
rule includes state-specific rate-based goals for CO2 emissions from the power sector, as well as
guidelines for states to follow in developing plans to achieve state-specific carbon reduction goals.
Nationwide, by 2030, this rule would achieve CO2 emission reductions from the power sector of
approximately 30 percent from CO2 emission levels in 2005 (USEPA 2014a). USEPA anticipates issuing a
final rule on existing power plants and carbon pollution standards for new, modified, and reconstructed
power plants by the summer of 2015 (USEPA 2015).
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Federal Highway Administration/Federal Transit Administration
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) works with public transportation providers and other key
stakeholders to implement strategies that reduce GHG emissions from the transportation sector. FTA
provides funding to support public transportation projects and provides technical assistance, research,
and policy development on alternative fuels, high fuel efficiency vehicles, climate change mitigation and
adaptation in the transportation sector. In cooperation with the FTA, the USEPA has developed
information regarding clean passenger vehicles (USEPA 2014b).
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has conducted climate change adaptation and resilience
case studies and pilot projects throughout the country to test a climate change vulnerability assessment
model. The FHWA conceptual model guided transportation agencies through the process of collecting
and integrating climate and asset data in order to identify critical vulnerabilities. FHWA used the pilot
projects to adopt its Climate Change & Extreme Weather Vulnerability Assessment Framework (FHWA
2015a). FHWA has also conducted a number of case studies to assess various climate adaptation
strategies, including the Flood Levee System Improvements study in Washington, DC (FHWA 2015b); the
Surfers Point Managed Shoreline Retreat Project in Ventura, California (FHWA 2015c); and Climate
Change Adaptation Strategies for the New York State Department of Transportation (Columbia
University Earth Institute 2011).

Executive Order 13514
On October 5, 2009, the President signed Executive Order 13514, Federal Leadership in Environmental,
Energy, and Economic Performance (3 CFR 13514). The Executive Order set sustainability goals for
federal agencies and focuses on making improvements in their environmental, energy, and economic
performance. The Executive Order required federal agencies to submit a 2020 GHG pollution reduction
target within 90 days, and to increase energy efficiency, reduce fleet petroleum consumption, conserve
water, reduce waste, support sustainable communities, and leverage federal purchasing power to
promote environmentally responsible products and technologies.
The Executive Order requires agencies to measure, manage, and reduce GHG emissions toward agencydefined targets. It describes a process by which agency goals will be set and reported to the President by
the Chair of Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). The Executive Order requires agencies to meet a
number of energy, water, and waste reduction targets, including:
•

30 percent reduction in vehicle fleet petroleum use by 2020;

•

26 percent improvement in water efficiency by 2020;

•

50 percent recycling and waste diversion by 2015;

•

95 percent of all applicable contracts will meet sustainability requirements;

•

Implementation of the 2030 net-zero-energy building requirement;

•

Implementation of the stormwater provisions of the Energy Independence and Security Act of
2007, section 438; and

•

Development of guidance for sustainable federal building locations in alignment with the
Livability Principles put forward by the Department of Housing and Urban Development, DOT,
and USEPA.
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Executive Order 13693
On March 19, 2015, the President signed Executive Order 13693, Planning for Federal Sustainability in
the Next Decade. The Executive Order sets a goal of reducing Federal agency GHG emissions by 40
percent over the next decade. The Executive Order sets agency GHG reduction targets and sustainability
goals, including:
•

Percentage reduction targets must be proposed by each Federal agency, including FHWA, FTA,
and FRA, for agency-wide GHG emissions reductions by the end of fiscal year 2025 relative to a
fiscal year 2008 baseline.

•

Sustainability goals for each Federal agency, including:
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Promoting building energy conservation, efficiency, and management;
Requiring the use of renewable and alternative energy for electric and thermal energy in
Federal buildings by up to 25 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Requiring the use of renewable and alternative energy for total building energy
consumption in Federal buildings by up to 30 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Improving Federal agency water efficiency and management to reduce water
consumption by 36 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Improving Federal agency vehicle fleet efficiency and management to reduce GHG
emissions by 30 percent by fiscal year 2025;
Promoting sustainable acquisition and procurement practices; and
Advancing waste prevention and pollution prevention by diverting at least 50 percent of
non-hazardous solid waste.

Off-road Vehicle and Equipment Regulations
Federal regulations that govern off-road vehicles such as locomotives, heavy equipment, etc. are
discussed in Section 4.3, Air Quality. These regulations would also result in reductions in GHG emissions,
and are summarized below.
Locomotive Engine Emission Standards: USEPA has adopted locomotive engine exhaust emission
standards (40 CFR Part 1033 et seq.) that apply to line haul and switching locomotives with total rated
horsepower of 750 kilowatts (1006 horsepower [hp]) or greater. These emission standards apply to
hydrocarbons, NOX, particulate matter, and CO, and would also reduce emissions of GHG through
requiring more efficient locomotive engines.
Non-Road Compression-Ignition Engine Emission Standards: USEPA has also adopted emission
standards for compression-ignition engines that apply to engines with a total rated horsepower of 11 hp
to engines with a rating greater than 1207 hp (40 CFR Part 89.112; Part 1039.101; Part 1039.102). These
emission standards apply to hydrocarbons, NOX, particulate matter, and CO, and would also reduce
emissions of GHG through requiring more efficient non-road engines.
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4.8.2.2

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

Executive Order S-3-05
Executive Order S-3-05, among other things, established the following GHG emission reduction goals for
California: reduction to 2000 levels by 2010; to 1990 levels by 2020; and to 80 percent below 1990 levels
by 2050.

Executive Order B-16-12
Executive Order B-16-12 orders State entities under the direction of the Governor including ARB, the
Energy Commission, and Public Utilities Commission to support the rapid commercialization of zero
emission vehicles. It directs these entities to achieve various benchmarks related to zero emission
vehicles, including:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure to support up to one million zero emission vehicles by 2020,
Widespread use of zero emission vehicles for public transportation and freight transport by
2020,
Over 1.5 million zero emission vehicles on California roads by 2025,
Annual displacement of at least 1.5 billion gallons of petroleum fuels by 2025, and

It also sets a state GHG emissions reduction target for the transportation sector of 80 percent below
1990 levels by 2050.

Executive Order B-30-15
Executive Order B-30-15, among other things, establishes a new interim statewide greenhouse gas
emission reduction target to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030
in order to ensure California meets its target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 80 percent below
1990 levels by 2050.
It further orders that all state agencies with jurisdiction over sources of greenhouse gas emissions to
implement measures, pursuant to statutory authority, to achieve reductions of greenhouse gas
emissions to meet the 2030 and 2050 greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets. It also directs ARB
to update the Climate Change Scoping Plan to express the 2030 target in terms of million metric tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent (MMTCO2e). Finally, it requires the Natural Resources Agency to update the
state’s climate adaptation strategy, Safeguarding California, every three years, and to ensure that its
provisions are fully implemented.

California Global Warming Solutions Act and Climate Change Scoping Plan
The California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, widely known as AB 32 (Assembly Bill 32, Chapter
488, Statutes of 2006), requires ARB to develop and enforce regulations for reporting, verifying, and
reducing statewide GHG emissions. The heart of the legislation is the requirement that statewide GHG
emissions be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020. The Legislature also intended that that the statewide GHG
emissions limit continue in existence and be used to maintain and continue reductions in emissions of
greenhouse gases beyond 2020 (Health and Safety Code Section 38551(b)). The law requires ARB to
adopt rules and regulations in an open public process to achieve the maximum technologically feasible
and cost-effective GHG reductions.
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AB 32 requires that ARB develop a Climate Change Scoping Plan (Scoping Plan) consisting of the main
strategies California will implement to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. It must
be updated every five years. ARB approved the initial Scoping Plan in 2008 (ARB 2008). The Scoping Plan
functions as a roadmap for ARB’s plans to achieve GHG reductions in California.
ARB approved the first update to the Scoping Plan in 2014 (ARB 2014b). The update defines ARB’s
climate change priorities for the next five years. The update describes progress made to meet the nearterm objectives of AB 32 and defines California’s climate change priorities and activities for the next
several years. The update concludes that California is on track to meet the 2020 GHG limit and is well
positioned to maintain and continue reductions beyond 2020. A support document for the update
includes ARB’s estimates for the statewide GHG reductions to be achieved by a number of measures in
order reach the AB 32 emissions level by 2020, as summarized in Table 4.8-4. Of the over 55 MMTCO2e
in reductions needed to meet the statewide 2020 emissions target, ARB estimates that 3.0 MMTCO2e
(5.5 percent) of the reductions will come from statewide implementation of the SB 375 targets (the
initial Scoping Plan estimated a 5 MMTCO2e reduction.)
Table 4.8-4
ARB Scoping Plan Update: Meeting the Statewide 2020 Emissions Target
Category
AB 32 Baseline 2020 Forecast Emissions (2020 BAU)
Expected Reductions from Sector-Based Measures
Transportation
Advanced Clean Cars
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
Regional Targets (SB 375)
Tire Pressure Program
Ship Electrification
Heavy Duty Aerodynamics
Electricity and Natural Gas
Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Solar Hot Water
Renewable Electricity Standard (20%-33%)
Million Solar Roofs
High Global Warming Potential (GWP) Gases
Waste
Cap-and-Trade Reductions
2020 Limit
Source: ARB 2014b

2020 (MMTCO2e)
509
55.2
22.9
3.1
15.2
3.0
0.6
0.2
0.9
25.0
12.2
0.1
11.5
1.1
5.4
1.8
23.0
431

The update identifies eight key focus areas comprising the major areas of California’s economy and
recommendations for developing additional requirements to meet the 2050 goals expressed in
Executive Order S-3-05. The update frames activities and issues facing the State as it develops an
integrated framework for achieving both air quality and climate goals in California beyond 2020. While
the update discusses setting a mid-term target between 2020 and 2050, it does not recommend any
numeric post-2020 targets, nor does it recommend a specific plan or specific actions showing how the
state would meet the 2050 Executive Order goal.
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Cap-and-Trade Program
ARB adopted its Cap-and-Trade Regulation (17 CCR 95802 et seq.) in 2012 as one of the strategies to
achieve the 2020 target established by AB 32. Under cap-and-trade, an overall limit on GHG emissions
from capped sectors has been established and facilities subject to the cap are able to trade permits
(allowances) to emit GHGs. The cap will decline approximately 3 percent each year beginning in 2013.
The first auction of allowances occurred in 2013. ARB estimates reductions from the Cap-and-Trade
regulation will amount to 23 MMT CO2e in 2020 (ARB 2014b).

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLANNING
Senate Bill 375 (Chapter 728, Statutes of 2008)
SB 375 provides for a planning process to coordinate land use planning and RTPs to help California meet
the GHG reductions established in AB 32. SB 375 requires RTPs prepared by MPOs, including SANDAG, to
incorporate an SCS in their RTPs that demonstrates how the region would achieve GHG emission
reduction targets set by ARB.
SB 375 has three major components: (1) using the regional transportation planning process to achieve
reductions in GHG emissions from passenger vehicles consistent with AB 32’s goals; (2) offering
incentives under CEQA to encourage projects that are consistent with a regional plan that achieves GHG
emission reductions; and (3) coordinating the regional housing need allocation process with the regional
transportation planning process while maintaining local authority over land use decisions.
On September 23, 2010, ARB adopted regional targets for major MPOs. SANDAG’s current targets are
per capita CO2 emission reductions from passenger vehicles of 7 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by
2035 relative to 2005 levels. SANDAG adopted the 2050 RTP/SCS to comply with SB 375 in 2011. ARB
reviewed the adopted RTP/SCS and determined that, if implemented, it would achieve the reduction
targets for the San Diego region in compliance with the law. ARB is required to update the SB 375 GHG
emissions reduction targets at least every 8 years and is currently working on updates to the targets. As
of October 2014, ARB is planning to update the 2035 targets for specified agencies including SANDAG in
late 2015, but make these targets effective for their SCSs starting in 2019 (ARB 2014h).

2010 California Transportation Commission RTP Guidelines
The California Transportation Commission is authorized under statute (California Government Code
Section 14522) to prescribe areas for analysis and evaluation by regional transportation agencies and
guidelines for the preparation of RTPs. The Commission, in consultation with Caltrans and ARB, is also
required to maintain guidelines for travel demand models used in the development of RTPs by MPOs.
On April 7, 2010, the Commission adopted revisions to the RTP Guidelines (California Transportation
Commission 2010). The 2010 update to the guidelines reflects revisions to address the planning
requirements of SB 375 and other planning practices. In addition to addressing SB 375, the guidelines
set forth a uniform transportation planning framework throughout the state that identifies state and
federal requirements for the development of RTPs. The updated guidelines recognize that the reduction
of GHG emissions is a key priority in the transportation planning process.
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Caltrans Climate Action Program
In December 2006, the California Department of Transportation Business, Transportation, and Housing
Agency issued a Climate Action Program (Caltrans 2010). The goal of the Climate Action Program is to
promote clean and energy-efficient transportation, and provide guidance for mainstreaming energy and
climate change issues into business operations. The Climate Action Program seeks to reduce GHG
emissions from transportation through system improvements, lowered congestion, and utilization of
intelligent transportation systems; and also seeks to reduce GHG emissions from land use sources by
increasing efficiency of facilities, fleets, and equipment through reduction measures and technology.
Caltrans has issued a report summarizing its activities to address climate change in 2013 (Caltrans 2013).

VEHICLE EFFICIENCY AND TRANSPORTATION FUELS
Executive Order S-01-07 (Low Carbon Fuel Standard)
Executive Order S-01-07 (17 CCR 95480 et seq.) requires the state to achieve a 10 percent or greater
reduction by 2020 in the average fuel carbon intensity for transportation fuels in California regulated by
ARB. ARB identified the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) as a discrete early action item under AB 32,
and the final ARB resolution (No. 09-31) adopting the LCFS was issued on April 23, 2009. ARB is currently
considering amendments to the LCFS and plans to consider re-adoption of the LCFS in 2015.

California Advanced Clean Cars/Zero Emission Vehicle Program
Assembly Bill (AB) 1493 (Chapter 200, Statutes of 2002), also known as the Pavley regulations, required
ARB to adopt regulations by January 1, 2005, that would result in the achievement of the “maximum
feasible” reduction in GHG emissions from vehicles used in the state primarily for noncommercial,
personal transportation.
In January 2012, ARB approved a new emissions-control program for model years 2017 through 2025.
The program combines the control of smog, soot, and global warming gases and requirements for
greater numbers of zero-emission vehicles into a single package of standards called Advanced Clean Cars
(13 CCR 1962.1 and 1962.2). The Advanced Clean Cars requirements include new GHG standards for
model year 2017 to 2025 vehicles. ARB anticipates that the new standards will reduce motor vehicle
GHG emissions by 34 percent in 2025 (ARB 2014c).
The Advanced Clean Cars Program also includes the LEV III amendments to the LEV regulations (13 CCR
1900 et seq.), Zero Emission Vehicle Program and the Clean Fuels Outlet Regulation. The Zero Emission
Vehicle Program is designed to achieve California’s long-term emission reduction goals by requiring
manufacturers to offer for sale specific numbers of the very cleanest cars available. These zero-emission
vehicles, which include battery electric, fuel cell, and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, are just beginning
to enter the marketplace. They are expected to be fully commercial by 2020. Most vehicle
manufacturers agree that providing a selection of these technologies will be necessary to meet climate
goals by 2050 (ARB 2014d). The Clean Fuels Outlet regulation ensures that fuels such as electricity and
hydrogen are available to meet the fueling needs of the new advanced technology vehicles as they come
to market.
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Heavy-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Regulation
The Heavy-Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction Regulation (17 CCR Sections 95300 et seq.)
reduces GHG emissions by improving the fuel efficiency of heavy-duty tractors that pull 53-foot or
longer box-type trailers. Fuel efficiency is improved through improvements in tractor and trailer
aerodynamics and the use of low rolling resistance tires. ARB expects the regulation to reduce statewide
GHG emissions by approximately 0.7 million metric tons CO2e by 2020. The tractors and trailers subject
to this regulation must use U.S. Environmental Protection Agency SmartWaySM certified tractors and
trailers, or retrofit their existing fleet with SmartWay verified technologies

Tire Pressure Regulation
On September 1, 2010, the Tire Pressure Regulation (17 CCR Section 95550) took effect. The purpose of
this regulation is to reduce GHG emissions from vehicles operating with under inflated tires by inflating
them to the recommended tire pressure rating. The regulation applies to vehicles with a gross vehicle
weight rating (GVWR) of 10,000 pounds or less.

ENERGY USE AND GENERATION
Renewable Portfolio Standard
California law (SB X1-2, Statutes of 2011) requires retail suppliers of electricity to procure at least 33
percent of annual retail sales from eligible renewable energy sources by 2020.

Title 24 Energy Standards
Energy Conservation Standards for new residential and nonresidential buildings were first adopted by
the CEC in June 1977 and were most recently revised in 2013 (Title 24, Part 6 of the California Code of
Regulations [Title 24]). Title 24 governs energy consumed by commercial and residential buildings in
California. This includes the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system; water heating; and
some fixed lighting. Nonbuilding energy use, or “plug-in” energy use, is not covered by Title 24. The
standards are updated periodically to allow for consideration and possible incorporation of new energy
efficiency technologies and methods. California's Building Energy Efficiency Standards are updated on an
approximate 3-year cycle. The most recent update was in 2013. The 2013 Title 24 standards went into
effect July 1, 2014, and improve on the 2008 Title 24 standards. The CEC estimates that the 2013
Standards are 25 percent more energy-efficient than the previous standards for residential construction
and 30 percent more efficient for nonresidential construction (CEC 2014a, 2014b).

Appliance Efficiency Regulations
California’s 2009 Appliance Efficiency Regulations (20 CCR 1601–1608) were adopted by the CEC on
December 3, 2008, and approved by the California Office of Administrative Law on July 10, 2009. The
regulations include standards for both federally regulated appliances and nonfederally regulated
appliances.
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Green Building Standards
The 2013 California Green Building Standards Code (24 CCR Part 11 [CALGREEN]) took effect January 1,
2014. These comprehensive regulations will achieve major reductions in GHG emissions, energy
consumption, and water use. CALGREEN will require that every new building constructed in California
reduce water consumption by 20 percent, divert 50 percent of construction waste from landfills, and
install low-pollutant-emitting materials. They also require separate water meters for nonresidential
buildings’ indoor and outdoor water use, with a requirement for moisture-sensing irrigation systems for
larger landscape projects and mandatory inspections of energy systems (e.g., heat furnace, air
conditioner, and mechanical equipment) for nonresidential buildings larger than 10,000 square feet to
ensure that all are working at their maximum capacity and according to their design efficiencies. ARB
estimates that the mandatory provisions will reduce GHG emissions from buildings by approximately 3
MMT CO2e in 2020 in comparison with GHG emissions without implementation of the Green Building
Standards (ARB 2014e).

Energy Efficiency in Existing Buildings
Assembly Bill 758 (Chapter 470, Statutes of 2009) requires the CEC to develop and implement a
comprehensive energy efficiency plan for all of California’s existing buildings. In 2015, the CEC released
the Draft Existing Buildings Energy Efficiency Action Plan, which provides a ten-year blueprint for
reducing energy consumption in all existing buildings in the single-family, multi-family, commercial and
public buildings sectors. The goal of the plan is to double energy savings in California’s buildings, which
is equivalent to a 17 percent reduction in statewide building energy use in 2030 compared to projected
levels of usage. AB 758 complements the existing energy efficiency programs implemented by
California’s investor-owned utilities (IOUs) that target both residential and non-residential sectors.

Performance Standard for Baseload Power Generation
SB 1368 (Chapter 598, Statutes of 2006) required the California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to
establish a GHG emissions performance standard for “baseload” generation from investor-owned
utilities of 1,100 lbs CO2/MWh. The CEC established a similar standard for local publicly owned utilities.
All electricity provided to California, including imported electricity, must be generated from plants that
meet or exceed this standard.

Senate Bill 1 (Chapter 132, Statutes of 2006)
The California Solar Initiative (Senate Bill 1, Chapter 132, Statutes of 2006), also known as the “Million
Solar Roofs” legislation, set a goal of installing 3,000 megawatts of new solar capacity by 2017.

Off-road Vehicle and Equipment Regulations
State regulations that govern off-road vehicles such as locomotives and heavy equipment are discussed
in Section 4.3, Air Quality. These regulations also result in reductions in GHG emissions, and include the
following standards.
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Small Offroad Engine Exhaust Emission Standards: The ARB has adopted regulations (13 CCR Sections
2400 et seq.) to control emissions from small off-road engines such as lawn, garden and other
maintenance utility equipment (ARB 2015b). The rules affect engines less than 25 horsepower and
regulate emissions of hydrocarbons, NOx, and CO. The emission standards also reduce GHGs by
requiring more efficient engines.
Offroad Compression-Ignition Diesel Engine Exhaust Emission Standards: The ARB has adopted
regulations (13 CCR Sections 2400 et seq.) to control emissions from off-road compression-ignition
diesel engines found in a wide variety of off-road applications such as farming, construction, and
industrial. The regulations require off-road engines to meet emission standards for hydrocarbons, NOx,
CO and PM in “Tiers”, which require engines to meet increasingly stringent emission levels. The
regulations also reduce GHG emissions by requiring more efficient engines.

SOLID WASTE AND WATER
Solid Waste Diversion
AB 341 (Chapter 476, Statutes of 2011) set a goal that 75 percent of the solid waste generated be
reduced, recycled or composted by 2020.

Landfill Methane Control Measure
The Landfill Methane Control Measure (17 CCR Sections 95460 et seq.) reduces emissions of methane
from municipal solid waste (MSW) landfills. The regulation became effective June 17, 2010 and requires
owners and operators of uncontrolled MSW landfills to install gas collection and control systems, and
requires existing and newly installed gas and control systems to operate in an optimal manner.

Water Conservation
State water conservation legislation and regulations are reviewed in Section 4.16 Water Supply.

HIGH GLOBAL WARMING POTENTIAL GASES
Refrigerant Management Program
ARB’s Refrigerant Management Program (17 CCR Sections 95380 et seq.) works to reduce the release of
currently use high-global warming potential (GWP) gases. The Program requires facilities with
refrigeration systems to inspect and repair leaks, maintain service records, and in some cases report
refrigerant use.

Motor Vehicle Air-Conditioning
In January 2009, ARB approved the mobile air conditioning regulation (17 CCR Sections 95360 et seq.) to
reduce emissions associated with the use of small container of automotive refrigerant. The regulation
applies to the sale, use, and disposal of small container with a GWP greater than 150.
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Consumer Products Regulation
Limiting the use of high GWP compounds in consumer products is part of ARB’s larger Consumer
Products Program. In 2009, ARB approved amendments to the Consumer Products Regulation to
prohibit the use of compounds with GWP values greater than 150. (ARB Resolution 09-51.)

Sulfur Hexafluoride Leak Reduction and Recycling
Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) is a potent greenhouse gas, with a global warming potential (GWP) of 23,900,
the highest identified by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. ARB approved sulfur
hexafluoride reductions from non-electric and non-semiconductor applications as an early action
measure. Accordingly, ARB approved the Regulation for Reducing Sulfur Hexafluoride Emissions (17 CCR
Sections 95340 et eq.) in February 2009 to reduce sulfur hexafluoride emissions from other uses
including magnesium die-casting, fume vent hood testing, tracer gas use, and other niche uses.

Public Resources Code Section 30253
Public Resources Code Section 30253, part 4, establishes a policy that development within the Coastal
Zone shall minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.

4.8.2.3

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

SANDAG Climate Action Strategy
In 2010, SANDAG published a Climate Action Strategy (Strategy) that was prepared under a partnership
with the CEC (SANDAG 2010). The Strategy is a guidance document and not a binding plan. The Strategy
serves as a guide to help policymakers address climate change as they make decisions to meet the needs
of our growing population, maintain and enhance our quality of life, and promote economic stability. As
stated in the Strategy introduction, the policy measures contained in the Strategy are intended to be a
list of potential options (tools in the toolbox) for consideration as SANDAG and local governments
update their various plans. The policy measures are not requirements for SANDAG, local governments,
or any other entity.
The Strategy identifies goals, objectives, and policy measures in the areas of transportation, land use,
buildings, and energy use. Also addressed are measures and resources to help local governments reduce
emissions from their operations and in their communities. The policy measures contained in this
document are intended to be a list of potential options to reduce GHG emissions. Because local
governments have greater control over some categories of GHG emission sources, the Strategy
emphasizes those areas where the greatest impact can be made at the local and regional level. These
areas include land use patterns, transportation infrastructure, and related public investment; building
construction and energy use; and local government operations.
Within the three areas, goals, objectives, and policy measures are included in the Strategy to further
describe how GHG emissions reductions could be achieved. The goals identified in the Strategy include
the following:
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Transportation Sector
• Reduce total miles of vehicle travel
• Minimize GHG emissions when vehicles are used
• Support increased use of low carbon alternative fuels
• Protect transportation infrastructure from climate change impacts
Clean Energy and Efficient Buildings
• Reduce energy use in residential and commercial buildings
• Increase use of renewable energy
• Reduce water-related energy use and GHGs
• Protect energy infrastructure from climate change impacts
SANDAG and Local Government Operations
• SANDAG and local governments lead by example

SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy
SANDAG has adopted a Regional Energy Strategy (RES), which serves as the energy policy blueprint for
the region through 2050 (SANDAG 2009b). The RES addresses some of the goals identified in the 2014
Scoping Plan Update. It establishes long-term goals in 11 topic areas including energy efficiency,
renewable energy, distributed generation, transportation fuels, land use and transportation planning,
border energy issues, and the green economy. In 2014, a technical update of the RES was completed to
inform development of the proposed Plan (SANDAG 2014a). This technical update demonstrates
progress toward attaining the RES goals, updates existing conditions and future projections data, and
recommends priorities for the region. The RES goals include the following:

•

Energy Efficiency and Conservation – Reduce per capita electricity consumption by 20 percent
by 2030 in order to keep total electricity consumption flat.

•

Renewable Energy – Support the development of renewable energy resources to meet a 33
percent renewable portfolio standard (RPS) by 2020 and exceed 33 percent beyond 2020.

•

Distributed Generation – Increase the total amount of clean distributed generation (renewable
and nonrenewable) to reduce peak demand and diversify electricity resources in the region.

•

Energy and Water – Reduce water-related energy use.

•

Peak Demand – Implement cost-effective steps and incentives to utilize demand response and
energy efficiency measures to reduce peak demand.

•

Smart Energy – Modernize the electricity grid with smart meters, smart end-use devices, and
interactive communication technologies.

•

Natural Gas Power Plants – Increase overall efficiency of electricity production and support
replacement of inefficient power plants consistent with California’s preferred loading order.

•

Transportation Fuels – Substantially increase the deployment of alternative transportation fuels
and vehicles.
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•

Land Use and Transportation Planning – Reduce the energy demand of the built environment
through changes in land use and transportation planning.

•

Energy and Borders – Integrate energy considerations into existing and future collaborative
border initiatives.

•

Clean Energy Economy – Collaborate with workforce entities, employers, technical and
vocational schools, and labor unions to identify and expand local job placement mechanisms in
the Clean Energy Sector.

Regional Alternative Fuel Planning
On-road transportation represents approximately 44.5 percent of the region’s GHG emissions and, as
such, the proposed Plan and RES both call for SANDAG to undertake coordinated planning for electric
vehicle charging and alternative fueling infrastructure in the region.
Infrastructure needs were identified in a 2009 assessment of how to accelerate deployment of
alternative fuel vehicles in and around San Diego entitled the Regional Alternative Fuels, Vehicles and
Infrastructure Report (SANDAG 2009a). The report recommended public–private partnerships and
collaborative approaches to infrastructure planning and increasing alternative fuels in fleets. Its findings
were incorporated into the regional energy and climate strategies.

San Diego Regional Plug-In Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan
In 2012, SANDAG established the San Diego Regional Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Working Group
(REVI) as part of a CEC grant to perform regional Plug-In Electric Vehicle (PEV) readiness planning. The
REVI completed the San Diego Regional Plug-in Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan, which was accepted by
the SANDAG Board in January 2014. As part of another CEC grant, SANDAG will build on the success of
the REVI and undertake regional readiness planning for all alternative fuels in partnership with the San
Diego Regional Clean Cities Coalition. A regional alternative fuels coordinating council will be established
to advise on regional alternative fuel infrastructure needs, barriers, and solutions.

SANDAG Energy Roadmap Program for Local Governments
The Energy Roadmap Program is a collaboration between SANDAG and San Diego Gas & Electric
(SDG&E). It is funded primarily by California utility customers under the auspices of the PUC.
Transportation components of the program are funded by SANDAG. The roadmap program was
developed with the help of the Energy Working Group and three pioneering cities: Carlsbad, Poway, and
Solana Beach. These cities served as early pilots in energy management planning, which became the
roadmap program in 2010. All cities within the San Diego region are now participating in the program.
The SANDAG Energy Roadmap Program provides free energy assessments and energy management
plans, or “energy roadmaps,” to SANDAG member agencies. Each energy roadmap provides a
framework for a local government to reduce energy use in municipal operations and in the community,
and can result in economic savings and environmental benefits. Within the energy roadmap are eight
general categories:
1.
2.

Saving Energy in City Buildings and Facilities
Demonstrating Emerging Energy Technologies
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Greening the City Vehicle Fleet
Developing Employee Knowledge of Energy Efficiency
Promoting Commuter Benefits to City Employees
Leveraging Planning and Development Authority
Marketing Energy Programs to Local Residents and Businesses
Supporting Green Jobs and Workforce Training

Upon receiving their energy roadmap, SANDAG assists municipalities in developing projects and/or
programs presented in the eight general categories.

Local Greenhouse Gas Inventories and Climate Action Plans
In the San Diego region, all 19 jurisdictions (18 cities and County of San Diego) have completed a GHG
inventory covering both government operations and the community as a whole, many prepared as part
of the San Diego Foundation’s Climate Initiative (City of Carlsbad 2011, City of Chula Vista 2006, City of
Chula Vista 2013a, City of Del Mar 2011, City of El Cajon 2011, City of Encinitas 2011b, City of Escondido
2011, City of Imperial Beach 2011, City of La Mesa 2011, City of National City 2009, City of Oceanside
2011, City of Poway 2011, City of San Marcos 2013b, City of Santee 2011, City of Solana Beach 2011,
County of San Diego 2011). In addition, the Border Environment Cooperation Commission (BECC) has
worked with the Center for Climate Strategies to complete GHG inventories for all six Mexican border
states. Each inventory identifies emissions sources, and sets a baseline for evaluating reductions.
More than half of the local jurisdictions in the San Diego region, representing over 75 percent of the
region’s population, are developing or have adopted a climate action plan (CAP) (City of Carlsbad 2015;
City of Chula Vista 2000, 2008, 2013b; City of Encinitas 2011a; City of Escondido 2013; City of National
City 2011; City of San Diego 2005; City of San Marcos 2013a; County of San Diego 2012 1; City of Vista
2012). A CAP typically includes specific measures or actions to reduce GHG emissions toward an
identified target, and offers streamlining opportunities for future development projects under CEQA.
Table 4.8-5 summarizes each jurisdiction’s climate planning efforts. In addition to the efforts of the 18
cities and the County of San Diego, the Port of San Diego and the San Diego County Water Authority
have developed GHG inventories and CAPs.
Table 4.8-5
Status of Climate Action Planning
Jurisdiction
Chula Vista
Encinitas
Escondido
National City
San Diego
County of San Diego (unincorporated)
Vista
San Marcos
Carlsbad
1
2

% of 2012 Regional
Population
7.9
1.9
4.6
1.9
42.0
15.8
3.0
2.7
3.4

Completed
GHG Inventory
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Climate Action Plan
Adoption year Developing
2008
√
2011
n/a
2013
n/a
2011
n/a
2005
√
1
n/a
√
2012
n/a
2013
n/a
2
n/a2015
√

The County of San Diego rescinded its Climate Action Plan in April 2015 and is currently preparing a new plan.
The City of Carlsbad adopted a Climate Action Plan on September 22, 2015.
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Del Mar
La Mesa
Santee
Solana Beach
Coronado
El Cajon
Imperial Beach
Lemon Grove
Oceanside
Poway
Source: ARB 2014b

4.8.3

0.1
1.9
1.7
0.4
0.7
3.2
0.8
0.8
5.4
1.5

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

√
√
√
√
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA

Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines and Guidelines Section 15064.4 provide criteria for evaluating the
significance of a project’s environmental impacts on GHGs. Unless otherwise noted, the significance
criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions in Appendix G and
Guidelines Section 15064.4. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited their
wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR and the unique nature of the proposed Plan.
Appendix G addresses GHGs under Greenhouse Gases (VII. (a) and (b)). The criteria below build on the
Appendix G questions and Guidelines Section 15064.4 to analyze the impact of the proposed Plan in
relation to the GHG targets established by AB 32, Executive Order B-30-15, Executive Order S-3-05, SB
375, and local climate action plans. For the purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan
would have a significant GHG impact if it would:
GHG-1

Directly or indirectly result in an increase in GHG emissions compared to existing conditions
(2012).

GHG-2

Conflict with AB 32, SANDAG Climate Action Strategy, or Local Climate Action Plans.

GHG-3

Conflict with SB 375 GHG emission reduction targets.

GHG-4

Be inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the Executive Order B-30-15 and S-3-05
goals of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80
percent below 1990 levels by 2050.

When setting the above thresholds, SANDAG also considered the following factors listed in CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.4:
•

Whether the project may increase or decrease GHG emissions compared to the existing
environmental setting (Impacts GHG-1 and GHG-4)

•

Whether GHG emissions exceed a threshold of significance that the lead agency determines
applies to the project (Impacts GHG-1 through GHG-4)

•

The extent to which the project complies with requirements adopted to implement certain
specified plans for the reduction of GHG emissions (Impacts GHG-2 and GHG-3)
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4.8.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

GHG-1

DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY RESULT IN AN INCREASE IN GHG EMISSIONS COMPARED
TO EXISTING CONDITIONS (2012).

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
GHG emission projections are based on the proposed Plan, including forecasted regional growth and
land use change and planned transportation network improvements and programs. The inventory also
accounts for the Renewable Portfolio Standard that requires retail suppliers of electricity to increase
renewable energy resources to 33 percent by 2020. The inventory also includes implementation
programs such as Title 24 building standards, water conservation programs, solid waste diversion
programs, and other regulatory requirements and programs designed to reduce GHG emissions. The
GHG emissions inventory and supporting assumptions are included as EIR Appendix G-1.
It should be noted that the current GHG inventory shows lower projected GHG emissions than the
inventory presented in the 2050 RTP/SCS Environmental Impact Report (SANDAG 2011) for several
reasons. The original inventory was prepared in 2011 and took into account information on the
regulatory environment and technology that was available at the time. The original inventory was based
on “business as usual” conditions as of 2010. The current inventory is not based on business as usual
emissions, but takes into account implementation of currently adopted regulations, programs, and
policies that will lead to reductions in GHG emissions. As stated above, the current inventory is based on
the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, which has slightly lower population projections than the 2050
RTP/SCS. The inventory accounts for additional certainty regarding the regulatory environment,
including future projections for renewable energy, building energy efficiency, water conservation
programs, and solid waste diversion. The current inventory for on-road vehicles is also based on the
ARB’s EMFAC2014 model, which is the most recent update to the state’s mobile source emissions
inventory tool. The model accounts for programs that will lead to further reductions from on-road
vehicles, including the ARB’s Advanced Clean Cars Program.
In the Final EIR, revised numbers for on-road transportation GHG emissions reflect the minor
modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in
May 2015. In the Final EIR, the updated version of EMFAC2014 also was used to update the estimate of
2012 on-road GHG emissions. These numbers were slightly different from those in the Draft EIR because
on-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1). On-road emissions in
the Final EIR were also broken down to reflect two categories of on-road GHG emissions: (1) passenger
cars and light duty vehicles and (2) heavy duty trucks and vehicles.
It should also be noted that, while the current inventory takes into account regulations, programs, and
policies that are in place at this time, there is substantial uncertainty in projecting emissions for future
horizon years, especially for 2050; in general, the uncertainty in future emissions increases from 2020 to
2050. The inventory projects emissions based on reasonable assumptions regarding future conditions;
however, it does not account for future regulatory initiatives, technologies, or market drivers that may
affect GHG emissions in the future over the next 35 years. For example, even though further reductions
may be achieved through future legislation or regulations, the Renewable Portfolio Standard for
renewable electricity generation does not set targets beyond 2020, and the ARB Advanced Clear Cars
Program does not address passenger vehicles beyond the 2025 model year. The following analysis is
therefore considered conservative and may overstate actual GHG emission trends in future years.
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For the purpose of evaluating impacts under Impact GHG-1, because regional growth and land use
change and the transportation network together impact overall GHG emissions, the impact assessment
includes both regional growth and land use change and the transportation network improvements.
Emission calculations are provided in Appendix G-1 to the EIR.

Regional Greenhouse Gas Emissions Methodology
GHG emissions from the proposed Plan are calculated based on standard approaches for estimating
GHG emissions that are documented in Appendix G-1 to the EIR. To the extent possible, the inventory
followed the ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol 2 methods for the following emissions categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-road transportation, including:
o Passenger cars and light duty vehicles
o Heavy duty trucks and vehicles
Electricity and natural gas
Water consumption
Solid waste
Wastewater
Civil Aviation

The remaining categories were calculated based on California Air Resources Board methods and
methods based on San Diego region data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Fuels
Cogeneration
Industrial
Off-Road
Land Use and Wildfires
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels

Construction emissions include emissions from off-road equipment that are part of the emission
inventory under the off-road category, and vehicles that are part of the on-road transportation category.
In addition, indirect GHG emissions from operation of the Trolley are included under electricity use. GHG
emission reductions are also projected for development and sequestration.
GHG emissions associated with operation of planned transportation network improvements and
programs are calculated using estimated total VMT under the proposed Plan, using ARB’s EMFAC2014
model, which represents ARB’s current understanding of motor vehicle travel activities and their
associated emission levels. It represents ARB’s current understanding of how vehicles travel and how
much they pollute. Emissions are estimated for 2012 (baseline), 2020, 2035, and 2050. EMFAC2014
includes the latest data on California’s car and truck fleets and accounts for emissions reductions due to
implementation of statewide vehicular regulations, including on-road diesel fleet rules, Advanced Clean
Car Standards, zero emission vehicle regulations, and the Smartway/Phase I Heavy Duty Vehicle
Greenhouse Gas Regulation. The model also includes updates to truck emission factors based on the
latest surveillance data (ARB 2014f).
2

U.S. Community Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (2013) available at
http://www.icleiusa.org/tools/ghg-protocol/community-protocol.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s greenhouse gas emissions impacts include but are not limited to increases in
temperatures and frequency, duration, and intensity of heatwaves, and increased frequency and
intensity of wildfires. In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050.
Climate change effects are discussed in more detail in Appendix F to the EIR.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2020, the region is forecasted to increase by 292,292 people; 83,874 housing units; and
118,535 jobs. Under implementation of the proposed Plan, total GHG emissions in the San Diego region
are projected to be approximately 28.18 MMT CO2e in 2020, or about 19 percent lower than GHG
emissions in 2012 (Table 4.8-6).
While population and development in the region is increasing in 2020 relative to 2012, GHG emissions
are projected to decrease due to regulations and programs implemented on the state and regional
levels to reduce emissions of GHGs. These programs include implementation of the RPS, Advanced Clean
Cars regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-and-Trade program, energy efficiency standards for
buildings, continued growth in solar photovoltaic installations, water conservation measures, solid
waste diversion, refrigerant programs, and emission standards for off-road equipment. In addition, the
SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs play an important role by
decreasing per capita vehicle miles traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number
of factors considered in the proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in
transit and managed lanes; TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and
teleworking; and demographic (e.g., aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors.
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Table 4.8-6
Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the San Diego Region, 2012 to 2020
GHG Emissions Category
On-Road TransportationPassenger Cars &
Light Duty Vehicles
Electricity
Natural Gas
Heavy Duty Trucks & Vehicles
Solid Waste
Other Fuels
Industrial
Aviation
Off-Road Equipment and Vehicles
Wildfire
Other - Thermal Cogeneration
Water Supply and Conveyance
Wastewater
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels (excluding pleasure craft)
Development + Sequestration
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
Cap-and-Trade
High GWP Gases
Total
% Increase (Decrease) from 2012 to 2020

2012 (Annual MMTCO2e)

2020 (Annual MMTCO2e)

15.7613.14

13.7211.18

7.97
2.84
1.89
1.75
1.64
1.43
1.37
0.92
0.81
0.64
0.52
0.16
0.11
0.08
0.05
-0.65
n/a
n/a
n/a
35.434.7

6.41
2.79
1.89
0.84
1.64
1.45
1.52
0.95
0.81
0.65
0.57
0.12
0.15
0.06
0.05
-0.62
-1.39
-0.50
-0.43
28.828.1

(18.86%)

Source: Appendix G-1 to the EIR
Note:
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

2020 Conclusion
As shown in Table 4.8-6, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant
impact because the proposed Plan would not directly or indirectly result in an increase in GHG emissions
compared to existing conditions. Therefore, this impact (GHG-1) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2035, the region is forecasted to increase by 710,269 people, 230,220 housing units, and
319,025 jobs. Under the proposed Plan, total GHG emissions for the region in 2035 are projected to be
approximately 25.5 MMT CO2e, or 28 26.5 percent lower than GHG emissions in 2012 (Table 4.8-7).
While population in the region is increasing in 2035 relative to 2012, GHG emissions are projected to
decrease due to regulations and programs implemented on the state and regional levels to reduce
emissions of GHGs. These programs include implementation of the RPS, Advanced Clean Cars
regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-and-Trade program, energy efficiency standards for
buildings, continued growth in solar photovoltaic installations, water conservation measures, solid
waste diversion, refrigerant programs, and emission standards for off-road equipment. In addition, the
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SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs play an important role by
decreasing per capita vehicle miles traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number
of factors considered in the proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in
transit and managed lanes; TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and
teleworking; and demographic (e.g., aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors.
Table 4.8-7
Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the San Diego Region, 2012 to 2035
Category
2012 (Annual MMTCO2e)
2035 (Annual MMTCO2e)
On-Road TransportationPassenger Cars &
15.7613.14
9.687.69
Light Duty Vehicles
Electricity
7.97
6.05
Natural Gas
2.84
2.73
Heavy Duty Trucks & Vehicles
1.89
2.03
Solid Waste
1.75
0.93
Other Fuels
1.64
1.66
Industrial
1.43
1.49
Aviation
1.37
1.72
Off-Road
0.92
1.47
Wildfire
0.81
0.81
Other - Thermal Cogen
0.64
0.71
Water
0.52
0.63
Wastewater
0.16
0.15
Rail
0.11
0.23
Agriculture
0.08
0.03
Marine Vessels (excluding pleasure craft)
0.05
0.05
Development + Sequestration
-0.65
-0.56
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
n/a
-1.39
Cap-and-Trade
n/a
-0.50
High GWP Gases
n/a
-0.43
Total
35.434.7
25.5
% Increase (Decrease) from 2012 to 2035
(26.58.0%)

Source: Appendix G-1 to the EIR
Note:
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

2035 Conclusion
Table 4.8-7 shows the total GHG emissions in 2035 versus existing conditions. As shown in Table 4.8-7,
implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant impact because the
proposed Plan would not directly or indirectly result in an increase in GHG emissions compared to
existing conditions. Therefore, this impact (GHG-1) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2050, the region is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people, 327,921 housing units, and
460,492 jobs. Total GHG emissions in 2050 are projected to be 25.926 MMT CO2e, or 26.825.9 percent
lower than GHG emissions in 2012 (Table 4.8-8).
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Table 4.8-8
Total Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the San Diego Region, 2012 to 2050
Category
On-Road TransportationPassenger Cars &
Light Duty Vehicles
Electricity
Natural Gas
Heavy Duty Trucks & Vehicles
Solid Waste
Other Fuels
Industrial
Aviation
Off-Road
Wildfire
Other - Thermal Cogen
Water
Wastewater
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels (excluding pleasure craft)
Development + Sequestration
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
Cap-and-Trade
High GWP Gases
Total
% Increase (Decrease) from 2012 to 2050

2012 (Annual MMTCO2e)

2050 (Annual MMTCO2e)

15.7613.14

9.647.46

7.97
2.84
1.89
1.75
1.64
1.43
1.37
0.92
0.81
0.64
0.52
0.16
0.11
0.08
0.05
-0.65
n/a
n/a
n/a
35.434.7

5.76
2.69
2.33
0.98
1.66
1.60
1.82
1.79
0.81
0.77
0.67
0.15
0.30
0.02
0.05
-0.51
-1.39
-0.50
-0.43
25.926.0
(26.824.9%)

Source: Appendix G-1 to the EIR
Note:
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

While population in the region is increasing in 2050 relative to 2012, GHG emissions are projected to
decrease due to regulations and programs implemented on the state and regional levels to reduce
emissions of GHGs. These programs include implementation of the RPS, Advanced Clean Cars
regulations, the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Cap-and-Trade program, energy efficiency standards for
buildings, continued growth in solar photovoltaic installations, water conservation measures, solid
waste diversion, refrigerant programs, and emission standards for off-road equipment.
In addition, the SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs play an
important role by decreasing per capita vehicle miles traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is
attributable to a number of factors considered in the proposed Plan’s transportation modeling:
proposed Plan investments in transit and managed lanes; TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling,
mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic (e.g., aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices
factors.

2050 Conclusion
As shown in Table 4.8-8, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant
impact because the proposed Plan would not directly or indirectly result in an increase in GHG emissions
compared to existing conditions. Therefore, this impact (GHG-1) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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GHG-2

CONFLICT WITH AB 32, SANDAG CLIMATE ACTION STRATEGY, OR LOCAL CLIMATE
ACTION PLANS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The analysis evaluates any conflicts of the proposed Plan with AB 32, SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy,
and adopted local Climate Action Plans.
The AB 32 analysis evaluates whether the proposed Plan would conflict with the State’s ability to
achieve the AB 32 target of reducing statewide GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020. In addition to
establishing a statewide emissions limit to be achieved by 2020, AB 32 also includes a provision stating
the intent of the Legislature that the statewide GHG emissions limit continue in existence and be used to
maintain and continue reductions in GHG emissions beyond 2020 (HSC Section 38551[b]). Statewide
goals for GHG emissions reductions beyond 2020 have since been expressed in Governor’s Executive
Orders, including goals of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 (EO-B-30-15) and goals of 80 percent
below 1990 levels by 2050 (EO-S-3-05), which are evaluated in Impact GHG-4. Therefore, the AB 32
analysis in Impact GHG-2 analysis focuses on whether the region would achieve a regional reference
point based on the 2020 target.
The 1990 GHG emissions in the San Diego region was 29 MMT CO2e (see Appendix G-1 to the EIR). 3 The
analysis compares 2020 GHG emissions under the proposed Plan to the region’s 1990 levels. Note that
there is no requirement that the SANDAG region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage
(“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order for the State to achieve the AB 32 target. The
impacts of the proposed Plan are nevertheless considered significant if the region’s total emissions in
2020 exceed the 1990 reference point of 29 MMT CO2e.
For purposes of evaluating impacts under Impact GHG-2, because the AB 32 target includes both
regional growth and land use change and the transportation network, the analysis has not been
separated into two categories. The impact assessment includes both regional growth and land use
change and planned transportation network improvements and programs.
Emissions calculations are provided in Appendix G-1 to the EIR. The AB 32 analysis also evaluates the
proposed Plan for any conflicts with applicable recommendations for achieving GHG reductions in the
ARB’s Scoping Plan Update “transportation focus area”.
The other components of Impact GHG-2 evaluate the proposed Plan for any conflicts with SANDAG’s
Climate Action Strategy (Strategy) goals, objectives, and policy measures for GHG reductions, and local
climate action plan policies for GHG reductions. The analysis of the Strategy and local climate actions
plans is provided for 2020, 2035, and 2050. For the purpose of evaluating impacts under Impact GHG-2,
because the Climate Action Strategy and local climate action plans establish goals, objectives, and policy
measures for both regional growth and land use change and the transportation network improvements,
the analysis of conflicts with SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy and local climate action plans has not
been separated into the two categories. The impact assessment includes both regional growth and land
use change and the transportation network improvements.
3

The 1990 GHG emissions estimate of 25 MMT CO2e in the 2050 RTP/SCS FEIR was estimated as 15 percent below
2005 levels and based on EMFAC2011 emissions data for vehicles for the region. The 1990 GHG emissions estimate
has been updated to align with ARB updates to the statewide 1990 emissions inventory and to utilize the best
available data for 1990the EMFAC2014 model, as well as other updated information.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s greenhouse gas emissions impacts include but are not limited to increases in
temperatures and frequency, duration, and intensity of heatwaves (which could lead to increases in
GHG emissions from local fossil fuel-fired power plants to meet electricity demands); and wildfires
(which release GHG emissions). In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020
and 2050. Climate change effects are discussed in more detail in Appendix F.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
As discussed under Impact GHG-1, under implementation of the proposed Plan, total GHG emissions for
the San Diego region in 2020 are projected to be approximately 28.18 MMT CO2e. To be in line with its
“equal share” of the state emissions reduction target set forth in AB 32, regional GHG emissions would
need to decrease to 29 MMT CO2e by 2020. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not conflict with the AB
32 target of reducing statewide emissions to 1990 levels by 2020.
In addition, the proposed Plan would not conflict with applicable recommendations in the ARB’s Scoping
Plan Update for the Transportation focus area. The 2014 Scoping Plan Update identified several
recommended actions within the Transportation sector to achieve future GHG reductions, with the
recommendations primarily focused on achieving major technological and regulatory changes in order
to reduce GHG emissions from all types of vehicles and transportation fuels, including more efficient
vehicles, low-carbon fuels like electricity and hydrogen, and supporting infrastructure. The Update also
identified the following applicable recommendations for transportation:
•

Caltrans and regional transportation agencies will increase investment in expanded transit and
rail services, active transportation, and other VMT-reduction strategies in their next regional
transportation plans.

•

ARB, Caltrans, the Strategic Growth Council, and the Department of Housing and Community
Development, along with other State, local and regional agencies, will coordinate planning and
support to ensure that the expected GHG emission reductions from approved SCS are achieved
or exceeded.

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the recommendation to increase investment in expanded
transit and rail services, active transportation, and other VMT-reduction strategies in their regional
transportation plans. From 2012 to 2020, the proposed Plan includes increased investment in transit and
rail services, active transportation, and other VMT-reduction strategies including double-tracking along
the LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER frequencies, completion of the Mid-Coast Trolley
Extension from Old Town to University City, the South Bay Rapid Bus from the Otay Mesa ITC to
Downtown San Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Iris to the Otay Mesa POE, increases in local bus service
frequencies, express bus routes to SDIA and Tijuana International Airport, a San Marcos shuttle, and
construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I-805 and I-8. By 2020, the proposed Plan also
includes investments in approximately 24 regional active transportation projects. Additional major
transportation network improvements would include new Managed Lanes along I-5 from Manchester
Avenue to SR 78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52, new toll lanes on SR 11 to the Otay Mesa
POE, new general purpose lanes along a portion of SR 76, and a new freeway connector at SR 11 and SR
905. By 2020, these improvements would decrease average daily VMT per capita from 25.2 in 2012 to
24.7 in 2020. Also, the proposed Plan’s SCS exceeds the regional SB 375 GHG reduction targets, as
shown in Impact GHG-3.
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Based on the above analysis, the proposed plan would not conflict with the AB 32 target of reducing
statewide emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 or with the recommendations of the Scoping Plan Update.
This impact is less than significant.

SANDAG Climate Action Strategy
The Climate Action Strategy is a guide for SANDAG on climate change policy (SANDAG 2010). The
Climate Action Strategy identifies a range of potential policy measures for consideration in long-term
planning documents such as the proposed Plan. The Strategy helps SANDAG identify land use,
transportation, and related policy measures and investments that reduce GHG emissions from
transportation and land use.
The Climate Action Strategy includes nine goals designed to address the impacts of GHG emissions and
climate change in the region. The Strategy’s goals include five specific goals relating to regional growth
and land use change: Goals 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. These goals have informed the development of the
proposed Plan’s policies relative to regional growth and land use change. Accordingly, the proposed Plan
would not conflict with the Climate Action Strategy. The proposed Plan’s programs and strategies are
designed to be consistent with Climate Action Strategy goals and objectives, and would support their
implementation. The proposed Plan therefore contributes to achieving the goals of the Strategy.
Table 4.8-9 presents the Climate Action Strategy goals and objectives that cover regional growth and
land use change and transportation network improvements and programs, and an analysis of whether
proposed Plan features would conflict with any of the goals and objectives.

Table 4.8-9
Evaluation of Proposed Plan for Conflicts with the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy
Climate Action Strategy Goals and
Objectives
Conflict?
GOAL 1. REDUCE TOTAL MILES OF VEHICLE TRAVEL
Objective 1a. Build Smart Growth
From 2012 to 2050, the proposed Plan would increasingly locate population
Neighborhoods and Communities in
and employment within close proximity to public transit and bike facilities;
which Basic Daily Needs and Public
total time engaged in transportation-related physical activity would increase;
Transit Service are Safely Accessible on the percentage of peak period work trips via transit, walking and biking would
Foot or by Bicycle
increase. The proposed Plan land use pattern would accommodate 79
percent of all housing and 86 percent of all jobs within the Urban Area Transit
Strategy (UATS). See proposed Plan Appendix N for measures documenting
the proposed Plan’s support for smart growth neighborhoods and
communities.
Objective 1b. Expand and Develop
The proposed Plan makes major investments in low carbon modes of
New Systems for Low Carbon Modes
transportation, including completion of double-tracking on the LOSSAN and
of Transportation
SPRINTER rail corridors, five major expansions of the Trolley system,
substantial investments in Rapid transit, major improvements in local bus
service, and full build-out of the Regional Bike Network. More than half of
proposed Plan revenues are for transit operations, transit capital projects,
and active transportation.
Objective 1c. Reduce Demand for
From 2012 to 2050, the proposed Plan would increase the percentage of peak
Single Occupancy Vehicle Travel
period work trips completed by transit, walking and biking, and carpools; the
percentage of drive alone trips would decrease over the same period.
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GOAL 2. MINIMIZE GREENHOUSE GASES WHEN VEHICLES ARE USED
Objective 2a. Reduce Traffic
The proposed Plan’s investments in transit, active transportation, managed
Congestion
lanes and general purpose lanes would reduce traffic congestion that would
otherwise occur. Average travel times to work would generally remain flat
over the life of the proposed Plan, and daily vehicle delay per capita would be
one minute lower by 2050 relative to 2012.
Objective 2b. Promote Efficient Driving The proposed Plan would not conflict with efforts to promote efficient driving
Practices
practices.
GOAL 3. PROMOTE USE OF LOW CARBON ALTERNATIVE FUELS
n/a
The proposed Plan identifies continuing actions including building a network
of electric vehicle charging stations and developing a regional alternative
fuels plan, promoting the use of both zero-emission vehicles and alternative
fuels.
GOAL 4. PROTECT TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE FROM CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS
Objective 4a. Protect Transportation
The proposed Plan identifies continuing actions including developing
Infrastructure from Damage Due to
strategies to enhance the region’s ability to adapt to the consequences of
climate change, including planning and design strategies to help communities
Extreme Heat
cope with hazardous events such as storms, heat waves, wildfires, and
Objective 4b. Protect Transportation
ongoing drought.
Infrastructure from Sea Level Rise and
Higher Storm Surges
Objective 4c. Protect Transportation
Infrastructure from WildfireAssociated Mudslides
GOAL 5. REDUCE ENERGY USE IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
Objective 5a. Retrofit Existing
The proposed Plan identifies continuing actions including support for the
Buildings to Reduce Energy Use
efforts of local jurisdictions to implement their Energy Roadmap Programs to
save energy in their own operations and in their communities.
Objective 5b. Maximize Efficiency in
The proposed Plan identifies continuing actions including support for the
New Residential and Commercial
efforts of local jurisdictions to implement their Energy Roadmap Programs to
Construction
save energy in their own operations and in their communities.
GOAL 6. INCREASE USE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY
Objective 6a. Promote Installation of
The proposed Plan identifies continuing actions including support for the
Clean, On-site Energy Systems
efforts of local jurisdictions to implement their Energy Roadmap Programs to
save energy in their own operations and in their communities.
Objective 6b. Promote Large-Scale
The proposed Plan would not conflict with development of large-scale
Renewable Energy Projects
renewable energy projects
GOAL 7. REDUCE WATER-RELATED ENERGY USE AND GREENHOUSE GASES
Objective 7a. Integrate Measures that
The proposed Plan would not conflict with programs to promote water
Save Water and Energy into Building
conservation in existing buildings
Retrofit Programs
Objective 7b. Use Reclaimed Water to
The proposed Plan would not conflict with the use of reclaimed water
Decrease the Amount of Greenhouse
Gases Attributed to Meeting Water
Needs
GOAL 8. PROTECT ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE FROM CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS
Objective 8a. Support Modernization
The proposed Plan would not conflict with modernization of the electricity
of the Electricity Grid
grid
Objective 8b. Utilize Demand
The proposed Plan would not conflict with demand response and energy
Response and Energy Efficiency
efficiency measures during peak periods
Measures to Reduce Greenhouse
Gases during Peak Periods
Objective 8c. Study the Range of
The proposed Plan would not conflict with study of the range of impacts on
Impacts on Energy Infrastructure
energy infrastructure
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GOAL 9. SANDAG AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS LEAD BY EXAMPLE
Objective 9a. Local Governments
See below in Impact GHG-2 for analysis of the proposed Plan for conflicts with
Prepare and Adopt Climate Action
local climate action plans.
Plans
Objective 9b. Assess the Energy Use of The proposed Plan would not conflict with programs to assess energy use of
SANDAG Operations
SANDAG operations
Objective 9c. Local Governments Use
The proposed Plan identifies continuing actions including support for the
Cleaner Energy Supplies and Reduce
efforts of local jurisdictions to implement their Energy Roadmap Programs to
Energy Use
save energy in their own operations and in their communities.

The Strategy’s goals include four specific goals relating to transportation: Goals 1, 2, 3, and 4. These
goals have informed the development of the proposed Plan’s policies relative to the transportation
network improvements and programs. Accordingly, the proposed Plan’s transportation network
improvements and programs would not conflict with the Climate Action Strategy. The proposed Plan’s
transportation network improvements and programs are designed to adopt Climate Action Strategy
policies and would support their implementation. The proposed Plan therefore contributes to achieving
the goals of the Strategy, and would not conflict with SANDAG’s adopted Climate Action Strategy, and
would support implementation of the Strategy.

Local Climate Action Plans
To date, there are seven eight cities within the region with adopted Climate Action Plans. An analysis of
whether the proposed Plan would conflict with the measures and policies in adopted local Climate
Action Plans is provided in Appendix G-2. As shown in Appendix G-2, the proposed Plan would not
conflict with adopted local Climate Action Plans.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs under the proposed Plan would not conflict with AB 32, the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy,
or adopted local Climate Action Plans. Therefore, this impact (GHG-2) in the year 2020 is less than
significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy
As shown in Table 4.8-9, the proposed Plan would not conflict with SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy
goals and objectives related to land use or transportation. By 2035, the proposed Plan would continue
to be consistent with the Climate Action Strategy.

Local Climate Action Plans
As shown in Appendix G-2, the proposed Plan would not conflict with adopted local Climate Action
Plans. By 2035 the proposed Plan would continue to support the measures and policies within adopted
local Climate Action Plans.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs under the proposed Plan would not conflict with AB 32, the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy,
or adopted local Climate Action Plans. Therefore, this impact (GHG-2) in the year 2035 is less than
significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy
As shown in Table 4.8-9, the proposed Plan would not conflict with SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy
goals and objectives related to land use and transportation. By 2050, the proposed Plan would continue
to be consistent with the Climate Action Strategy.

Local Climate Action Plans
As shown in Appendix G-2, the proposed Plan would not conflict with adopted local Climate Action
Plans. While most local adopted Climate Action Plans do not set specific policies that extend to 2050,
because the proposed Plan is consistent with the current plans and policies to reduce GHG emissions,
the proposed Plan would continue to support the goals of local Climate Action Plans in 2050.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs under the proposed Plan would not conflict with AB 32, the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy,
or adopted local Climate Action Plans. Therefore, this impact (GHG-2) in the year 2050 is less than
significant.

GHG-3

CONFLICT WITH SB 375 EMISSION REDUCTION TARGETS

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The analysis evaluates whether the proposed Plan would conflict with SB 375 GHG emission reduction
targets. SB 375 required ARB to develop regional GHG emission reduction targets compared to 2005
emissions, for passenger vehicles for 2020 and 2035. The targets established for SANDAG by ARB are to
reduce per capita CO2 emissions 7 percent below 2005 levels by 2020 and 13 percent below 2005 levels
by 2035 (ARB 2011). ARB has not developed any post-2035 targets (ARB 2014h). The SB 375 technical
methodology for estimating GHG emissions is included in Appendix G-3 to the EIR. Because SB 375 does
not require 2050 GHG emissions reduction targets, the EIR does not present a 2050 analysis of conflicts
with SB 375.
For the purpose of evaluating impacts under Impact GHG-3, because the SB 375 targets include both
regional growth and land use change and the transportation network improvements, the analysis of
conflicts with SB 375 emission reduction targets has not been separated into the two categories. The
impact assessment includes both regional growth and land use change and the transportation network
improvements.
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2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
ARB requires SANDAG to reduce per capita CO2 emissions from passenger cars and light-duty trucks 7
percent below 2005 levels by 2020. Per capita emissions from passenger cars and light-duty trucks were
26.0 lbs CO2/person/day in 2005. Under implementation of the proposed Plan, GHG emissions would be
reduced to 22.521.4 lbs CO2/person/day in 2020, an 1518 percent reduction from 2005 levels. The GHG
emissions reductions under the proposed Plan would exceed the ARB target of a 7 percent reduction by
2020 (Table 4.8-10). Therefore, implementation of regional growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and programs would not conflict with SB 375 GHG emission
reduction targets. This impact is less than significant impact.
Table 4.8-10
SB 375 GHG Reduction Targets and GHG Emissions under the Proposed Plan, 2020

Per Capita Emissions under the proposed Plan
Percent Reductions under the proposed Plan
ARB Target

lbs CO2 per person
per day, 2020
22.521.4
-15%-18%
-7%

Source: Appendix G-3 to the EIR
Note: Average weekday per capita CO2 reductions for passenger cars and light-duty trucks
from 2005 level of 26.0 pounds per person per day.
The revised emissions and percentages in this table have been decreased by 2% per ARB
requirement that EMFAC2014 model results be revised with 2% percent adjustment factor.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would not conflict with SB 375 emission reduction targets for
2020. Therefore, this impact (GHG-3) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
ARB requires SANDAG to reduce per capita CO2 emissions from passenger cars and light-duty trucks 13
percent below 2005 levels by 2035. Under implementation of the proposed Plan, GHG emissions would
be reduced to 20.319.8 lbs CO2/person/day, a 1824 percent reduction from 2005 levels. The GHG
emissions reductions under the proposed Plan would exceed the ARB target of a 13 percent reduction
by 2035 (Table 4.8-11). Therefore, implementation of the regional growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and programs would not conflict with SB 375 GHG emission
reduction targets. This impact is less than significant impact.
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Table 4.8-11
SB 375 GHG Reduction Targets and GHG Emissions under the Proposed Plan, 2035

Per Capita Emissions under the proposed Plan

lbs CO2 per person per
day, 2035
20.319.8

Percent Reductions under the proposed Plan

-21%-24%

ARB Target

-13%

Source: Appendix G-3 to the EIR
Note: Average weekday per capita CO2 reductions for passenger cars and light-duty trucks
from 2005 level of 26.0 pounds per person per day.
The revised emissions and percentages in this table have been decreased by 2% per ARB
requirement that EMFAC2014 model results be revised with 2% percent adjustment factor.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan would not conflict with SB 375 emission reduction targets for
2035. Therefore, this impact (GHG-3) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

GHG-4

BE INCONSISTENT WITH THE STATE’S ABILITY TO ACHIEVE THE EXECUTIVE ORDER B30-15 AND S-3-05 GOALS OF REDUCING CALIFORNIA’S GHG EMISSIONS TO 40
PERCENT BELOW 1990 LEVELS BY 2030 AND 80 PERCENT BELOW 1990 LEVELS BY
2050

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The analysis evaluates whether the proposed Plan is inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the
Executive Order S-3-05 goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by
2050. The analysis also evaluates whether the proposed Plan is inconsistent with the State’s ability to
achieve the Executive Order B-30-15 goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below
1990 levels by 2030.
The Executive Order S-3-05 goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 was
adopted in AB 32, and is evaluated in Impact GHG-2. Therefore, this analysis focuses on whether the
region would achieve the 2050 goal. 2035 is also addressed in Impact GHG-4 as an interim year using the
Executive Order B-30-15 goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by
2030.
To perform this analysis, SANDAG identified estimated 2035 and 2050 emissions reduction reference
points for the region. Note that there is no requirement that the SANDAG region’s emissions be reduced
by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order for the State to achieve
the Executive Order’s goal. The proposed Plan’s impacts nevertheless are considered significant if total
emissions in the San Diego region exceed the estimated 2035 or 2050 GHG reduction reference points. A
graph comparing regional emissions projected in the proposed Plan versus the Executive Order-based
reference points is provided as Figure 4.8-1.
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Source: Appendix G-1 to the EIR.
Note: the solid black line has been relabeled from “proposed Plan emissions” to “total regional
emissions” and reflects the revised GHG emissions based on the minor modifications to the project
description and the new version of EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG
emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

Figure 4.8-1. Regional GHG Reductions Required to Meet Executive Order Reference Points for 2035
and 2050 vs. Proposed PlanTotal Regional Emissions
SANDAG identified the 2050 reference point by applying an 80 percent reduction to the San Diego
region’s 1990 emissions level. The 40 percent reduction was applied to the region’s 1990 emissions level
to identify a 2030 reference point, which was then used to develop a 2035 reference point by using a
straight line trajectory from the 2030 goal to the 2050 goal.
As described in Impact GHG-2, the San Diego region’s 1990 GHG emissions totaled 29 MMT CO2e (see
Appendix G-1 to the EIR). By applying the methodology described above, the 2035 reference point was
identified as 14.5 MMT CO2e, and the 2050 reference point was identified as 5.8 MMT CO2e.
For the purpose of evaluating impacts under Impact GHG-4, because the Executive Order goals include
both regional growth and land use change and the transportation network, the analysis has not been
separated into the two categories. The impact assessment includes both regional growth and land use
change and the transportation network. Emission calculations are provided in Appendix G-1.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s greenhouse gas emissions impacts include but are not limited to increases in
temperatures and frequency, duration, and intensity of heatwaves (which could lead to increases in
GHG emissions from local fossil fuel-fired power plants to meet electricity demands); and wildfires
(which release GHG emissions of criteria pollutants. In general, these climate change effects would
increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects are discussed in more detail in Appendix F.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
As discussed under Impact GHG-1, under implementation of the proposed Plan, total GHG emissions for
the San Diego region in 2035 are projected to be approximately 25.5 MMT CO2e, or 28 percent lower
than GHG emissions in 2012 (Table 4.8-7). To be in line with its “equal share” of the state emissions
reduction goals set forth in Executive Orders S-3-05 and B-30-15, regional GHG emissions would need to
decrease to 14.5 MMT CO2e by 2035.
Figure 4.8-1 shows a projection of “equal share” reductions for the San Diego region, compared to
estimated proposed Plan emissions. In addition, Figure 4.8-2 compares the Executive Order-based 2035
reference point for the region with projected GHG emission under the proposed Plan. This is a
significant impact.
30
25.5
25

MMT CO22

20
14.5

15
10
5
0

Plan Total
Regional
Emissions
2035 Reference Point 2035 Proposed
2035 Total
Regional
Emissions
Source: Appendix G-1 to the EIR

Figure 4.8-2. 2035 GHG Emissions Reference Point vs. Proposed PlanTotal Regional Emissions

2035 Conclusion
Because the total emissions in the San Diego region of 25.5 MMT CO2e in 2035 would exceed the
regional 2035 GHG reduction reference point of 14.5 MMT CO2e (which is based on EO-B-30-15 and EOS-3-05), the proposed Plan’s 2035 GHG emissions would be inconsistent with state’s ability to achieve
the Executive Orders’ GHG reduction goals. Therefore, this impact (GHG-4) in the year 2035 is
significant.
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
As discussed under Impact GHG-1, under implementation of the proposed Plan, total GHG emissions for
the San Diego region in 2050 are projected to be 25.9 26.0 MMT CO2e, or 26.8 24.9 percent lower than
GHG emissions in 2012 (Table 4.8-8). To be in line with its “equal share” of the state 2050 emissions
reduction goal set forth in Executive Order S-3-05, regional GHG emissions would need to decrease to
5.8 MMT CO2e in 2050. Figure 4.8-1 shows a projection of “equal share” reductions for the San Diego
region, compared to estimated proposed Plan emissions. In addition, Figure 4.8-3 compares the
Executive Order based reference point for the region for 2050 with projected GHG emission under the
proposed Plan. This is a significant impact
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Figure 4.8-3. 2050 GHG Emissions Reference Point vs. Proposed PlanTotal Regional Emissions

2050 Conclusion
Because the total emissions in the San Diego region of 25.926 MMT CO2e in 2035 would exceed the
regional 2035 GHG reduction reference point of 5.8 MMT CO2e (which is based on EO-S-3-05), the
proposed Plan’s 2050 GHG emissions would be inconsistent with state’s ability to achieve the Executive
Order’s GHG reduction goals. Therefore, this impact (GHG-4) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
GHG-4 Inconsistency with State Agency 2030 and 2050 GHG Reduction Goals
2035 and 2050
Basis for Selection of GHG Mitigation Measures
Overview. Many features currently included in the proposed Plan (e.g., the SCS, increased transit and
active transportation investments) have the effect of reducing GHG emissions that might otherwise
occur. Mitigation measures presented in this section are additional feasible GHG reduction measures
not included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would or other agencies could implement. Presented
below are three types of feasible GHG reduction mitigation measures:
•

Plan- and policy-level mitigation measures SANDAG has committed to implement;

•

Mitigation measures for transportation network improvements and programs, which SANDAG
has committed to implement for its projects and which other transportation project sponsors
can and should implement for their projects and

•

Mitigation measures for development projects implementing regional growth and land use
changes, which local jurisdictions can and should implement.

While SANDAG has the authority to implement the mitigation measures it has committed to, it has no
legal authority to require other transportation project sponsors or local jurisdictions to implement
mitigation measures for specific projects for which they have responsibility and jurisdiction. As explained
in Section 4.0, mitigation can include measures that are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of
another public agency. SANDAG in its CEQA findings may find that those measures assigned to other
agencies can and should be adopted by those other agencies (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2)).
Other potential mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions are included as components of the
project alternatives in Chapter 6.0, rather than as individual mitigation measures in this section. 4 These
include still more compact land use patterns, accelerated and increased transit investments, reduced or
no highway investments, and policies to reduce transit fares, increase parking prices, and establish road
user fees.
Achieving the EO-S-3-05 GHG Reduction Goal. The state currently has no plan (e.g., analogous to the AB
32 Scoping Plan) for achieving the EO-B-30-15 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction goals. However, recent
studies have shown that achieving these goals, whether statewide or within the San Diego region, would
require major changes in clean technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal regulations.
For example, a recent study (Greenblatt 2015) presented an aggressive set of 49 policies intended to
achieve the statewide 2050 goal, though implementing all these policies still fell short of the goal. These
policies included major increases in energy efficiency, reduced GHG intensities of both fuel and
electricity, and a shift away from direct fuel combustion and toward electricity, particularly in
transportation. For example, the most aggressive scenario, Scenario 3, included policies such as
increasing the average fleet gasoline efficiency to 54 MPG, doubled high-speed rail deployment,
replacing all natural gas use in buildings with electric heat pumps by 2050, 50% residential zero net
energy retrofits by 2030, adding 2.2 GW nuclear power capacity by 2050, and building 8 carbon capture
and sequestration (CCS) facilities at power plants.
4

Alternatives and mitigation measures are two alternative means for avoiding or reducing a project’s significant
environmental impacts. See CEQA Guidelines Section 15002(h).
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Similarly, Greenblatt and Long (2012) in an older study found that achieving the 2050 EO goal would
likely require maximizing efficiency in all economic sectors, electrification of much of the transportation
sector and many stationary uses of heat, a doubling of electricity production with nearly zero emissions,
and development of low-carbon fuels. They concluded that achieving the EO goal would require a
combination of strategies; although some are available now, they conclude others would require
substantial research and development to realize. These include electricity load balancing, substantially
increasing biomass fuel supply, and making CCS 100% effective and economical to implement on a large
scale.
Achieving the EO B-30-15 GHG Reduction Goal. A recent study commissioned by state agencies focused
on scenarios for deep reductions in GHG emissions in 2030. (Energy+Environmental Economics
2015).The study found that up to 38% reductions in GHG emissions (close to the EO B-30-15 goal of
40%) by 2030 could be achieved with “significant progress” in energy efficiency, switching to low carbon
fuel sources, producing lower carbon electricity and fuels, and reducing non-energy GHGs. “Significant
progress” included measures such as doubled energy efficiency in buildings by 2030, 50%-60% of
electricity sales from renewable energy by 2030, and rapid penetration of near-zero and zero-emissions
vehicles.
The study noted that scenarios implementing these measures would rely on existing technologies, and
were consistent with a continuation of current lifestyles and economic growth. The pace of emissions
reductions would, however, require that key low-carbon technologies be commercialized, produced at
scale, and achieve broad market adoption in the next 10-15 years.
Regional Scenarios. The GHG inventory prepared for the proposed Plan (Appendix G-1) analysis is based
on implementation of current regulations, policies, and programs. An alternative scenario (“Scenario 3”)
for the San Diego region is presented in Appendix G-4. It assumes major changes in the technologies,
markets, and state and federal regulations. For example, strategies included a move toward 100 percent
renewable electricity, 100 percent zero emission vehicle passenger fleet, and 90 percent landfill waste
diversion. With implementation of these measures, regional emissions would be reduced to 77% below
1990 emissions, but would still fall short of the 80% below 1990 emissions reference point based on EOS-3-05. In this scenario, electricity and passenger vehicles contribute zero emissions; emissions remain
primarily from industrial sources, natural gas, aviation, and off-road fuel use.
Focusing on the transportation sector, Chapter 2 of the proposed Plan includes scenarios for how
statewide GHG emissions specifically from the transportation sector could be reduced by 80% below
1990 levels. 5 Scenarios developed under the ARB Vision Program and the Draft California Transportation
Plan (CTP) envision how this goal might be achieved statewide given an aggressive set of strategies
requiring major VMT reduction, as well as improvements in vehicle and fuel technologies. For example,
the Draft CTP’s VMT reduction strategies include a 75% increase in auto operating costs, and doubling of
all transit services and speeds.
Using the ARB Vision and Draft CTP frameworks, Chapter 2 of the proposed Plan discusses scenarios for
the SANDAG region showing how an 80% reduction in mass GHG emissions from passenger vehicles
might be met by highly aggressive implementation of ZEV penetration and VMT reduction measures.
5

Looking Past 2035—Possible Pathways for Additional Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions. This section and
associated appendix information are hereby incorporated by reference into the EIR.
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See Figure 4.8-4. Achieving these additional emission reductions would require major changes in clean
technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal policies and regulations. The proposed Plan does
set forth ambitious but currently feasible TSM, electric vehicle, and other programs that can be
implemented now and in the future aligned with the 2050 GHG reduction scenarios in the various
studies discussed above.

Source: SANDAG 2015

Note: This figure has been updated to reflect the revised GHG emissions based on the new version of EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7)
released by ARB in May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

Figure 4.8-4. Total Projected Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Cars and Light Duty Trucks for the San
Diego Region.
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Conclusion. Full implementation of many of the measures that could result in a 40% reduction of GHG
emissions by 2030 and an 80% reduction of GHG emissions by 2050 in the San Diego region would
require major changes in clean technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal policies and
regulations. The following mitigation measures would help reduce regional GHG emissions through
reducing VMT, increasing use of alternative fuels, and other measures; they would reduce inconsistency
of the propose Plan’s GHG emissions with the state’s ability to achieve the EO B -30-15 and EO-S-3-05
GHG reduction goals. However, full implementation of changes required to achieve the Executive
Orders’ goals is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement.
GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG Emissions (SANDAG)
Mitigation Measure Text. SANDAG shall revise the TransNet Smart Growth Incentive and Active
Transportation Grant Programs in the following ways to achieve GHG reductions:
•

•

•
•
•

Adopt new or revised grant criteria to give greater weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce
GHG emissions. Criteria include, but are not limited to, awarding points to projects that directly
implement local climate action plans that reduce GHG emissions, or that directly implement
parking strategies that reduce GHG emissions.
Require locally adopted CAPs and complete streets policies as prerequisites to be eligible for
grant funding. The locally adopted CAPs shall include measures to reduce GHG emissions to
1990 levels by 2020, and achieve further reductions beyond 2020 consistent with adopted
regional or local GHG reduction targets.
If a local jurisdiction does not have an adopted CAP or complete streets policy, SANDAG shall
make available competitive funding through the grant programs for preparation of a CAP and/or
complete streets policy.
In addition to grant funding, SANDAG shall provide technical assistance to local jurisdictions for
the preparation of CAPs as described in GHG-4E.
These changes shall be adopted and effective for the fourth cycle of funding for both programs,
which is expected to be released in December 2016.

Mitigation Measure Effectiveness. It is not possible to precisely quantify the effectiveness of this
mitigation measure because SANDAG does not know the specific details of grant applications that
local jurisdictions will submit in future funding cycles. However, this measure would result in GHG
reductions as explained below. It requires that jurisdictions have locally adopted climate action
plans in order to be eligible for grant funding. As shown below, locally adopted climate action plans
in the San Diego region routinely require that GHG emissions be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020
(also expressed as 15 percent below 2005 levels) and continued reductions after 2020. Quantified
estimates of metric tons of GHG reduction estimated to result from local actions in adopted climate
action plans in the San Diego region also are presented below.
In the most recent cycle of funding awarded in July 2015, SANDAG awarded $15 million to 29
projects in 14 local jurisdictions including both capital and non-capital smart growth and active
transportation projects. 6 This mitigation measure will result in GHG reductions by aligning future
funding allocations under SANDAG’s smart growth incentive and active transportation grant
programs with smart growth and active transportation projects that result in GHG emissions
reductions within local jurisdictions that are implementing adopted climate action plans.
6

http://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_4082_19498.pdf
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•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

The City of San Diego’s adopted Climate Action and Protection Plan (CPAP) 7 establishes a 15
percent reduction goal below 1990 levels, and its July 2015 Draft Climate Action Plan establishes
the following targets: 25 percent below 2010 levels by 2020, 41 percent below 2010 levels by
2030, and 50 percent below 2010 levels by 2035. The local actions identified in the City of San
Diego’s draft climate action plan (Table 3.1) would achieve about 3.5 million metric tons of GHG
reduction annually by 2035. 8
The City of Chula Vista’s adopted year 2000 climate action plan establishes a reduction goal of
20 percent below 1990 levels by 2010. In 2014, Chula Vista identified additional actions that
would result in up to 166,000 metric tons of additional GHG reduction annually by 2020. 9
The City of Encinitas’ adopted climate action plan establishes a target to reduce city-wide GHG
emissions 12 percent below 2005 levels by 2020, with local actions resulting in about 51,000
metric tons of GHG reduction annually by 2020. 10
The City of Escondido’s adopted climate action plan sets a goal to reduce emissions to 1990
levels by 2020, and continued reductions after 2020, with local actions resulting in about 36,000
metric tons of GHG reduction annually by 2020. 11
The City of National City’s adopted climate action plan adopts a reduction target of 15 percent
below 2005 levels by 2020, with additional reductions by 2030. Local actions would result in
about 137,137 metric tons of GHG reduction annually by 2020, and 156,127 metric tons
annually by 2030. 12
The City of Vista’s adopted climate action plan establishes a target of reducing emissions to 15
percent below 2005 levels by 2020, with local actions resulting in about 32,000 metric tons of
GHG reduction annually by 2020. 13
The City of San Marcos’ adopted climate action plan establishes GHG reduction targets of 15
percent below 2005 levels by 2020 and 28 percent below 2005 levels by 2030. Local actions
would result in about 800 metric tons of GHG reduction annually by 2020, and 1,300 metric tons
annually by 2030. 14
The City of Carlsbad’s adopted climate action plan sets targets of 15 percent below 2005 levels
by 2020 and 49 percent below 2005 levels by 2035. Local general plan policies and actions
would result in about 9,250 metric tons of GHG reduction annually by 2020, and about 8,300
metric tons annually by 2035. Additional local CAP measures would achieve an additional 13,336
metric tons of CO2e reduction by 2035. 15
The City of La Mesa’s May 2015 draft climate action plan is based on the target of reducing
emissions to 15 percent below 2005 levels by 2020 (or 16 percent below 2010 levels by 2020),
which was adopted as the City’s target as part of its General Plan Update EIR. Local actions
would result in about 15,400 metric tons of GHG reduction annually by 2020. 16

7

http://www.sandiego.gov/environmental-services/sustainable/pdf/action_plan_07_05.pdf
http://www.sandiego.gov/planning/genplan/cap/pdf/draft_cap_july_2015.pdf
9
http://38.106.5.202/home/showdocument?id=7058
10
http://www.encinitasca.gov/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=1938
11
http://www.escondido.org/Data/Sites/1/media/PDFs/Planning/ClimateActionPlan/AdoptedClimateActionPlan.pdf
12
http://www.ci.national-city.ca.us/index.aspx?page=548
13
http://www.cityofvista.com/home/showdocument?id=84
14
http://www.ci.san-marcos.ca.us/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=9922
15
http://www.carlsbadca.gov/civicax/filebank/blobdload.aspx?BlobID=23294
16
http://cityoflamesa.com/DocumentCenter/View/7097
8
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GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation Plan to Reduce GHG
Emissions (SANDAG)
Mitigation Measure Text. Mobility hubs are places of connectivity, where different modes of
transportation—walking, biking, ridesharing, and transit—come together to connect people to their
jobs, school, shopping, errands, recreation, and back home; they reduce GHG emissions through
reducing VMT and increasing transit use and alternative transportation. To implement the general
“Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy” listed as a proposed Plan near-term action, once this
general strategy is developed, mobility hub concepts outlined in the proposed Plan, SANDAG shall
develop and adopt a detailed Mobility Hub Strategy implementation plan no later than 2017 that
includes:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Identification of mobility hub features and infrastructure requirements
Selection of 20 mobility hub locations that align with the smart growth place types identified in
the Smart Growth Concept Map. Three mobility hubs will be implemented by 2020, and 17
more will be implemented by 2035.
Establishment of first mile/last mile transportation networks for each candidate mobility hub
site based on travel patterns, access catchment areas, and adjacent land uses
Development of design guidelines for each candidate mobility hub site
Recommendation of specific mobility hub improvements and preparation of conceptual
designs and capital cost estimates for each candidate mobility hub site
Strategies for implementation, including the potential for public-private partnerships and a
phasing strategySite-specific implementation strategies

Mitigation Measure Effectiveness. While it is not possible to precisely quantify future GHG reductions
from implementation of this mitigation measure, this measure would reduce GHG emissions because
the implementation of mobility hubs would promote increased trips by walking, biking, transit, and
carpooling, which reduce VMT, and in turn reduce GHG emissions. For example, research shows that
increasing access to transit can reduce VMT anywhere from 0.5 to 24.5 percent. 17
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure (SANDAG)
Mitigation Measure Text. To implement the proposed Plan action calling for building a network of
electric vehicle chargers to promote the use of electric vehicles, SANDAG shall set aside approximately
$30 million of Congestion Management and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program funds expected
between 2020 and 2050 (approximately $1 million annually) to fund the installation of publicly available
electric vehicle charging infrastructure. Increasing the number of publicly available electric vehicle
charging points would reduce GHG emissions by extending the electric range of plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles that would replace gasoline-powered internal combustion engines. The funding that would be
provided is an incentive for installation of Level 1 and Level 2 electric vehicle chargers in publicly
accessible locations throughout the region. Level 1 charging (similar to a standard wall outlet) adds
about 2 to 5 miles of range to an electric vehicle per hour of charging time while Level 2 (240 V circuit)
adds about 10 to 20 miles of range per hour of charging time. A detailed program will be developed and
presented to the SANDAG Board of Directors before the adoption of the next Plan update with funding
becoming available by 2020. Available funding will be leveraged to install up to 36,000 EV chargers by
2035 and an additional 44,000 chargers by 2050.
17

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-Final.pdf
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Mitigation Measure Effectiveness. This expanded charging network would reduce on-road emissions by
an estimated 390,000 lbs CO2 (177 metric tons) by 2035 and 455,000 lbs CO2 (206 metric tons) by 2050
through the extended range of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (See Regional Plan Appendix C).
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG Emissions (SANDAG)
Mitigation Measure Text. SANDAG shall adopt a regional readiness plan for the deployment of
infrastructure for all alternative fuels by 2016. The plan will identify barriers to developing alternative
fuel infrastructure, and include recommendations and resources for stakeholders to overcome these
barriers. The plan will build on the regional readiness plan for plug-in electric vehicles accepted by the
Board in 2014. This plan will contribute to reductions in GHGs through developing recommendations for
facilitating access to alternative fuels, which will reduce emissions from vehicles.
Also, SANDAG has received a notice of proposed award from CEC for additional funding to implement
the PEV Readiness Plan over 2 years. SANDAG shall provide technical assistance to local government
staff, contractors, and property managers on permitting, inspection, and installation for EV charging and
general PEV awareness activities. This funding is included in the Fiscal Year 16 budget.
Mitigation Measure Effectiveness. While the precise GHG reductions associated with GHG-4D cannot be
quantified because SANDAG does not know the timing and future penetration rates of alternative fuels,
the readiness plan and resources will build upon the efforts to date of the San Diego Regional Clean
Cities Coalition. The Coalition estimates that GHG reductions from the use of alternative fuels (excluding
electricity) by fleets in the San Diego region amounted to 20,051 MTCO2 in 2013 (DOE 2013). See
Mitigation Measure GHG-4C for quantification of GHG reductions from installation of charging
infrastructure for electric vehicles.
GHG-4E

Assist in the Preparation of Climate Action Plans and Other Measures to Reduce GHG
Emissions (SANDAG)

Mitigation Measure Text. SANDAG shall assist local governments in the preparation of CAPs, and other
policies/measures to reduce GHG emissions. SANDAG shall assist local governments in identifying all
feasible measures to reduce GHG emission to 1990 levels by 2020, and achieve further reductions
beyond 2020 consistent with adopted regional or local GHG reduction targets. Specific forms of SANDAG
assistance include, but are not limited to:
•

Assisting its member agencies in obtaining funding for, directly funding, updating and
implementing CAPs and other climate strategies through continued implementation of the
SANDAG Energy Roadmap Program.

•

Providing funding and energy planning assistance to local governments to implement projects
that save energy and reduce energy-related GHG emissions.

•

As described in GHG-4A, for local jurisdictions that do not have an adopted CAP, SANDAG shall
make available competitive funding througnh the grant programs for preparation of a CAP.

Mitigation Measure Effectiveness
•

Implementing CAPs: The Energy Roadmap Program has assisted the following cities in obtaining
funding for CAP related activities. These activities increase the GHG reduction benefits described
for GHG-4A, and would continue to advance GHG reductions with continued program
implementation.
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•
•
•
•

Assisted the cities of National City and Vista in obtaining funding for CAP implementation
activities.
Assisted cities of Del Mar, Encinitas, La Mesa, Santee, and Solana Beach in obtaining funding
for CAP development; and
Assisted cities of El Cajon, Lemon Grove, and Oceanside in obtaining funding for updated
GHG emission inventories.

Energy Plans and Projects: Providing funding and energy planning assistance to local
governments to implement projects that save energy and reduce energy-related GHG emissions.
To date, SDG&E estimates that SANDAG’s energy roadmap program has resulted in up to about
3.4 million kWh of annual energy savings and about 1,200 MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction
(SDG&E 2015). Implementation of the Energy Roadmap Program has helped the following cities
realize energy savings (and related GHG reductions) at their municipal facilities as reported
below. These benefits would continue and increase with continued program implementation:
o

City of Carlsbad: about 49,000 kilowatt hours (kWh) and 14,000 therms of annual energy
savings and about 95 MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction

o

City of Coronado: about 130,000 kWh and 4,100 therms of annual energy savings and
about 70 MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction

o

City of El Cajon: about 406,000 kWh of annual energy savings and about 142 MTCO2e of
annual GHG reduction

o

City of Encinitas: about 70,000 kWh of annual energy savings and 24 MTCO2e of annual
GHG reduction

o

City of Escondido: about 270,000 kWh and 25,000 therms of annual energy savings and
about 246 MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction

o

City of Imperial Beach: about 2,600 kWh of annual energy savings and about 1 MTCO2e
of annual GHG reduction

o

City of National City: about 140,000 kWh of annual energy savings and 50 MTCO2e of
annual GHG reduction

o

City of Oceanside: about 317,000 kWh of annual energy savings and 112 MTCO2e of
annual GHG reduction

o

City of Poway: about 207,000 kilowatt hours (kWh) of annual energy savings and about
73 MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction

o

City of San Marcos: about 900,000 kWh and 2,200 therms of annual energy savings and
330 MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction

o

City of Santee: about 580,000 kilowatt hours (kWh) of annual energy savings and about
206 MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction

o

City of Solana Beach: about 110,000 kWh of annual energy savings and 40 MTCO2e of
annual GHG reduction

City of Vista: about 190,000 kilowatt hours (kWh) annual energy savings and about 66
MTCO2e of annual GHG reduction
CAP Preparation. See Mitigation Measure GHG-4A for discussion of GHG reductions associated
with local jurisdictions CAPs.
o

•
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GHG-4F

Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Transportation Projects (SANDAG)

During the planning, design, project-level CEQA review, construction, and operation of transportation
network improvements, SANDAG shall implement measures to reduce GHG emissions, including but not
limited to, applicable transportation project measures on the Attorney General’s list of project specific
measures (California Attorney General’s Office 2010), as well as the CAPCOA reference, Quantifying
Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures (CAPCOA 2010). These include, but are not limited to, the
following:
•

Implement construction measures through construction bid specifications, including the
following topics:
o

Use energy and fuel efficient vehicles and equipment;

o

Use alternative fuel vehicles and equipment;

o

Use lighting systems that are energy efficient, including LED technology;

o

Use lighter-colored pavement, binding agents that are less GHG-intensive than Portland
cement, and less-GHG intensive asphalt pavements; and

o

Recycle construction debris.

•

Install efficient lighting (including LEDs) for traffic, street, and other outdoor lighting.

•

Incorporate infrastructure electrification into project design (e.g., electric vehicle charging;
charging for electric bikes).

•

Incorporate electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE) into projects that include commuter
parking areas.

•

Design measures to reduce GHG emissions from solid waste management through encouraging
solid waste recycling and reuse.

•

Design measures to reduce energy consumption and increase use of renewable energy, such as
solar-powered toll booths and other facilities, including those listed in Mitigation Measures EN2A and EN-3BC.

•

Design measures to reduce water consumption, such as drought-resistant landscaping, smart
irrigation systems, and other measures including those listed in Mitigation Measure WS-1A.

•

Construct buildings to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certified standards
or equivalent standards.

Funding for those measures that SANDAG selects would be included in individual project budgets.
GHG-4G Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Transportation Projects (Other
Transportation Project Sponsors)
During the planning, design, project-level CEQA review, construction, and operation of transportation
network improvements, other transportation project sponsors can and should implement measures to
reduce GHG emissions, including, but not limited to, those described in Mitigation Measure GHG-4F.
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GHG-4H Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Development Projects (Local
Governments)
During the planning, design, project-level CEQA review, construction, and operation of development
projects, the County of San Diego and cities can and should implement measures to reduce GHG
emissions, including but not limited to, applicable land use measures on the Attorney General’s list of
project specific measures (California Attorney General’s Office 2010), as well as the CAPCOA reference,
Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures (CAPCOA 2010). These measures include, but are not
limited to, the following:
•

Construction measures, including those listed in Mitigation Measure GHG-4F.

•

Measures that reduce VMT by increasing transit use, carpooling, bike-share and car-share
programs, and active transportation, including:

•

o

Building or funding a major transit stop within or near development, in coordination
with transit agencies;

o

Developing car-sharing and bike-sharing programs;

o

Providing transit incentives, including transit passes for MTS/NCTD buses and trolleys;

o

Consistent with the Regional Bicycle Plan, incorporating bicycle and pedestrian facilities
into project designs, maintaining these facilities, and providing amenities incentivizing
their use; and planning for and building local bicycle projects that connect with the
regional network;

o

Implementing complete streets consistent with the SANDAG Regional Complete Streets
Policy, including adopting local complete streets policies;

o

Implementing mobility hubs consistent with the Regional Mobility Hub Strategy;

o

Improving transit access to bus and trolley routes by incentives for construction of
transit facilities within developments, and/or providing dedicated shuttle service to
trolley and transit stations; and

o

Implementing employer trip reduction measures to reduce employee trips and VMT
such as vanpool and carpool programs, providing end-of-trip facilities, and
telecommuting programs.

Measures that reduce VMT through parking strategies based on the SANDAG Regional Parking
Management Toolbox, including:
o

Parking pricing strategies consistent with the Toolbox;

o

Reduced minimum parking requirements;

o

Residential parking permit programs;

o
o

Designate a percentage of parking spaces for ride-sharing vehicles or high-occupancy
vehicles, and provide adequate passenger loading and unloading for those vehicles;
Provide adequate bicycle parking;

o

Other strategies in the SANDAG Regional Parking Management Toolbox
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•

Measures that reduce VMT through Transportation Systems Management (TSM), including
measures included in proposed Plan Appendix E.

•

Land use siting and design measures that reduce GHG emissions, including:
o

Developing on infill and brownfields sites;

o

Building high density and mixed use developments near transit; and

o

Retaining on-site mature trees and vegetation and planting new trees.

•

Measures that increase vehicle efficiency or reduce the carbon content of fuels, including
constructing electric vehicle charging stations or neighborhood electric vehicle networks or
charging for electric bicycles consistent with SANDAG’s regional readiness planning for
alternative fuels.

•

Measures to reduce GHG emissions from solid waste management through encouraging solid
waste recycling and reuse.

•

Measures to reduce energy consumption and increase use of renewable energy, including those
listed in Mitigation Measures EN-23A and EN-3BC.

•

Measures to reduce water consumption, including those listed in Mitigation Measure WS-1AXX.

Mitigation Measures AQ-4A, AQ-4B, and AQ-4C would also reduce emissions of GHGs by reducing
overall pollutant emissions from equipment and vehicles. These measures include:
•

Mitigation Measure AQ-4A. Reduce Exposure to Localized Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.

•

Mitigation Measure AQ-4B. Reduce diesel emissions during construction from off-road
equipment.

•

Mitigation Measure AQ-4C. Reduce diesel emissions during construction from on-road vehicles.

Mitigation Measures EN-3B would also reduce emissions of GHGs by reducing conventional energy use
and therefore reducing emissions associated with combustion of fossil fuels used in conventional power
plants.
Mitigation Measure WS-1A would increase water conservation, and thereby reduce GHG emissions
associated with water supply conveyance, storage, treatment, and distribution.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2035 and 2050
Implementation of Mitigation Measures GHG-4A through GHG-4H, as well as Mitigation Measures AQ4A, AQ-4B, AQ-4C, EN-3B and WS-1A, would reduce GHG emissions. The effectiveness of a number of
the project-specific measures in reducing GHG emissions has been quantified by CAPCOA (2010). Based
on the studies cited in the introduction to the mitigation section, however, even full implementation of
all identified mitigation measures would not be sufficient to reduce the proposed Plan’s GHG emissions
below the regional 2030 and 2050 GHG reduction reference points based on EO B- 30-15 and EO-S-3-05.
Because the proposed Plan’s 2035 GHG emissions would remain inconsistent with state’s current ability
to achieve the Executive Orders’ GHG reduction goals, this impact (Impact GHG-4) remains significant
and unavoidable.
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4.9

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

This section evaluates the hazards and hazardous materials impacts of the proposed Plan. The
information presented was compiled from multiple sources identified throughout the section.

4.9.1

EXISTING CONDITIONS

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND WASTES
Hazardous materials and wastes are defined and regulated in the United States by federal, state, and
local regulations, including those administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA),
the California Environmental Protection Agency (Cal/EPA) the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT), the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and others. The California Health and Safety Code (H&SC), in Section 25501, defines
hazardous material as follows:
(n) (1) “Hazardous material” means a material listed in paragraph (2) that, because of its
quantity, concentration, or physical or chemical characteristics, poses a significant present or
potential hazard to human health and safety or to the environment if released into the
workplace or the environment, or a material specified in an ordinance adopted pursuant to
paragraph (3).
(2) Hazardous materials include all of the following:
(A) A substance or product for which the manufacturer or producer is required to prepare a
material safety data sheet pursuant to the Hazardous Substances Information and Training Act
(Chapter 2.5 (commencing with Section 6360) of Part 1 of Division 5 of the Labor Code) or
pursuant to any applicable federal law or regulation.
(B) A substance listed as a radioactive material in Appendix B of Part 30 (commencing with
Section 30.1) of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as maintained and updated by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
(C) A substance listed pursuant to Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations.
(D) A substance listed in Section 339 of Title 8 of the California Code of Regulations.
(E) A material listed as a hazardous waste, as defined by Sections 25115, 25117, and 25316.
(3) The governing body of a unified program agency may adopt an ordinance that provides that,
within the jurisdiction of the unified program agency, a material not listed in paragraph (2) is a
hazardous material for purposes of this article if a handler has a reasonable basis for believing
that the material would be injurious to the health and safety of persons or harmful to the
environment if released into the workplace or the environment, and requests the governing
body of the unified program agency to adopt that ordinance, or if the governing body of the
unified program agency has a reasonable basis for believing that the material would be injurious
to the health and safety of persons or harmful to the environment if released into the workplace
or the environment. The handler or the unified program agency shall notify the secretary no
later than 30 days after the date an ordinance is adopted pursuant to this paragraph.
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Hazardous wastes are wastes that:
…because of its quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious characteristics, [may
either] cause, or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase in serious
irreversible, or incapacitating reversible, illness [or] pose a substantial present or potential
hazard to human health or the environment, due to factors including, but not limited to,
carcinogenicity, acute toxicity, chronic toxicity, bioaccumulative properties, or persistence in the
environment, when improperly treated, stored, transported, disposed of, or otherwise
managed. (California H&SC Section 25141(b))
Hazardous wastes can be liquids, solids, or contained gases. They can be the by-products of
manufacturing processes, discarded used materials, or discarded unused commercial products such as
cleaning fluids (solvents) or pesticides.
Use, Transport and Disposal of Hazardous Materials
Many activities in the San Diego region involve the use, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials
and wastes. The use of hazardous materials is commonplace in commercial, industrial, and
manufacturing activities, and many businesses within the San Diego region are permitted to handle and
transport hazardous materials. There are historic and existing land uses that have generated hazardous
waste as part of operations. Existing and past generators of hazardous materials in the region include
commercial uses such as painters, dry cleaners, and photographers, and industrial uses such as
automotive service stations, sheet metal works, metal scrap yards, truck yards, cement and lime
warehouses, coal yards, battery manufacture, and electrical substations. In addition, structures built
prior to 1978 often contain hazardous materials, such as asbestos and lead-based paint. Industrial
facilities, which include approximately 70 percent military uses, are generally located in inland cities in
the north, south, and east of the San Diego region.
Concentrations of contaminants in soil and groundwater, as well as the lateral and vertical extent of the
areas of impacted soil and groundwater, can change substantially over time based on the nature of the
contaminants identified and the local geology, hydrology, and soil characteristics associated with a
particular impacted site.
Transportation of hazardous materials and wastes in the San Diego region occurs through a variety of
modes: truck, rail, air, and pipeline. Several gas transmission pipelines are located in the San Diego
region and transverse from the border of Mexico, north to as far as Dana Point in Orange County, and
east as far as Alpine. The two types of lines include gas transmission pipelines, which are generally
large-diameter pipelines that operate at pressures above 200 psi and transport gas from supply points
to the gas distribution system, and high-pressure distribution mains. These are pipelines that operate at
pressures above 60 psi and deliver gas in smaller volumes to the medium-pressure distribution system.
According to the USDOT, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 2011-2012 Biennial
Report on Hazardous Materials Transportation, highway transportation accounts for the largest share of
incidents, deaths, and injuries associated with hazardous materials transportation in the United States.
Rail accounts for the next largest portion, followed by air and water modes of transport. Highway
incidents also account for the largest share of economic damage among modes of transport (USDOT
2013).
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There are 42 registered hazardous waste transporters within the San Diego region (DTSC 2015).
Shipments of hazardous materials and wastes include a wide variety of chemicals, such as petroleum
products, medical waste, and radioactive materials. On a tonnage basis, petroleum products make up
the majority—more than 80 percent—of hazardous material moved within the nation (USDOT 1998).
Aside from rail and pipeline, hazardous materials transported within the San Diego region use many of
the same freeways, arterials, and local streets as other traffic.
Identification of Contaminated Sites
A variety of government data sources identify sites where hazardous substances may have been
released or may have created a hazardous condition on-site. The following databases include sites in the
San Diego region:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DTSC EnviroStor database (Cortese List)
Leaking Underground Storage Tank Sites by County and Fiscal Year from the State Water
Resources Control Board (SWRCB) GeoTracker database.
Active Cease and Desist Orders (CDOs) and Cleanup and Abatement Orders (CAOs) from the
SWRCB.
Active and closed solid waste sites (Solid Waste Inventory System-SWIS database) maintained by
the California Integrated Waste Management Board;
Resource Conservation and Recovery Information System (RCRIS) database of Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) facilities maintained by USEPA.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) list of Formerly Used Defense Sites (FUDS).
Hazardous Materials Establishment Listing maintained by the County of San Diego.
The County of San Diego Site Assessment and Mitigation Case Listing of contaminated sites that
have previously or are currently undergoing environmental investigations or remedial actions.

These databases are discussed in more detail in the paragraphs below. Sites listed in the RCRIS and the
Hazardous Materials Establishment databases are not included in this discussion because the sites in
these databases are already listed in other databases.
DTSC Envirostor Database (Cortese List)
California Government Code Section 65962.5 requires Cal/EPA to prepare an annual Hazardous Waste
and Substances List, commonly referred to as the Cortese List. The DTSC EnviroStor database (Cortese
List) identified 21 hazardous waste and substances sites within the San Diego region as shown on Table
4.9-1 (DTSC 2014). Most of the Cortese List sites are related to existing or past military activities.
SWRCB GeoTracker Database
The SWRCB maintains the GeoTracker database of the following types of sites in California: permitted
USTs, leaking underground storage tanks (LUSTs), Department of Defense (DOD) sites, landfills, and
Spills-Leaks-Investigations-Cleanups (SLIC) sites. According to GeoTracker, there are over 6,600 LUST
sites in the San Diego region (SWRCB 2014). Many of these sites have been remediated to the
satisfaction of the respective oversight agency; however, thousands of sites are open for assessment
and remediation.
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Table 4.9-1
EnviroStor Hazardous Waste and Substances Sites in the San Diego Region
Site/
Facility Name
Fallbrook NWS

Site / Facility Type
State Response

Cleanup Status
Active

Imperial Beach Outlying Landing
Field
Border Field State Park

Military Evaluation

Active

State Response

Backlog

Camp Lockett (J09CA707800)
Naval Amphibious Base-Coronado
(MMRP)
Naval Base San Diego

State Response
State Response

Backlog
Active

State Response

Active

San Diego Space Surveillance Station

State Response

Active

Sunflower Properties Inc.
Naval Amphibious Base-Coronado

State Response
State Response

Active
Active

San Diego Nise-West (NOCCSC) Old
Town Campus
MCB Camp Pendleton

State Response

Active

Federal Superfund - Listed

Naval Base San Diego MMRP

State Response

Active - Land Use
Restrictions
Active

MCAS Miramar
North Island Naval Air Station

State Response
State Response

Active
Active

State Response
State Response
State Response

Chatham Brothers Barrel Yard
Camp Elliott-J09ca0067
UCSD (Camp Matthews)J09CA111001
Borrego Sites (J09ca701100 and
J09ca701800 and Other Anza
Borrego Impact Areas)
Naval Submarine Base San Diego
Point Loma Complex (SPAWAR-PLC)
Tri-City Plating, Incorporated
Source: DTSC 2015

Address Description
14 square miles; 53 miles north
of San Diego, CA
Off Route 75 bordering the
landing field
1/2 mile north of U.S. border
with Mexico
Campo
Naval Amphibious Base,
Coronado
San Diego Bay, 113 Naval Base
610
Naval Space Service Field Station
Brownfield, 989 Havitage Road
9755 Distribution Avenue
Naval Amphibious Base,
Coronado
4297 Pacific Coast Highway

City
Fallbrook

Zip
92028

County
San Diego

Imperial Beach

92032

San Diego

Imperial Beach

92104

San Diego

Campo
San Diego

91906
92101

San Diego
92155

San Diego

92136

San Diego

San Diego

91132

San Diego

San Diego
San Diego

92121
92155

San Diego
San Diego

San Diego

92186

San Diego

Oceanside

92055

San Diego

San Diego

92136

San Diego

San Diego
San Diego

92136
92135

San Diego
San Diego

Active
Active
Backlog

125,000 acres; 35 miles north of
San Diego, CA
San Diego Bay, 113 Naval Base
610
Off of Miramar Boulevard
2,520 acres; adjacent to
Coronado, CA
2257 Bernardo Ave
Northern portion of San Diego
12 Miles North of San Diego

Escondido
San Diego
La Jolla

92029
92103
92103

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego

Military Evaluation

Active

Anza-Borrego Desert State Park

Borrego Springs

92004

San Diego

State Response
State Response
State Response

Active
Active
Active

140 Sylvester Road (Code 12)
Sylvester & Humphries
1307 South Coast Highway

San Diego
San Diego
Oceanside

92106
92152
92054

San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
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Geotracker identifies site location, remediation status, chemicals of concern, potential media affected,
regulatory activities, and reports including data submitted to the oversight agency, such as contaminant
concentrations in monitoring wells. Also listed in the LUST database are sites that fall under the
jurisdiction of the RWQCB or Local Oversight Program for unauthorized releases by the County of San
Diego Department of Environmental Health (DEH).
SWRCB CDO and CAO Database
The list of active CDOs and CAOs from the SWRCB is a compilation of “all cease and desist orders issued
after January 1, 1986, pursuant to Section 13301 of the Water Code, and all cleanup or abatement
orders issued after January 1, 1986, pursuant to Section 13304 of the Water Code, that concern the
discharge of wastes that are hazardous materials.” The orders that are “active,” meaning the necessary
actions have not yet been completed, are on this list. The SWRCB updates this list by deleting sites when
there is no longer any discharge of wastes or where the necessary cleanup or abatement actions were
taken. There are approximately 60 “active” CDO and/or CAO sites are listed in the San Diego region
(Cal/EPA 2014).
SWIS Facility Database
The SWIS facility database contains information on solid waste facilities, operations, and disposal sites
throughout California. The types of facilities found in this database include landfills; closed disposal
sites; transfer stations; materials recovery facilities; composting sites; transformation facilities; waste
tire sites; and disposal sites, which include construction, demolition and inert debris facilities and
operations. For each facility, the database contains information about location, owner, operator, facility
type, regulatory and operational status, authorized waste types, local enforcement agency, and
inspection and enforcement records.
There are 152 facility/site listings within the San Diego region that are under the jurisdiction of the
County of San Diego Local Enforcement Agency (SWIS 2014).
Formerly Used Defense Sites
USACE maintains a list of FUDS within the San Diego region. FUDS are real properties that were under
the jurisdiction of the Secretary of Defense and owned by, leased by, or otherwise possessed by the
United States. FUDS are located throughout the United States. In many cases, the ownership of these
properties have been transferred to private individuals, corporations, state and local governments,
federal agencies, and tribal governments. FUDS include, but are not limited to, hazardous, toxic, and
radioactive waste; military munitions including munitions constituents; containerized hazardous, toxic,
and radioactive waste; building demolition and debris removal; and Potentially Responsible Party sites.
According to a list prepared by USACE in September 2012, there are 38 FUDS in the San Diego region
(USACE 2014). Many FUDS have potential hazardous waste contamination problems such as disposal
areas and leaking underground fuel tanks (LUFTs). Other FUDS utilized practice rounds for training, and
some FUDS used live munitions and explosives. The live munitions that were fired but did not detonate
are known as unexploded ordnance, or UXO. The UXO that remain on FUDS properties today pose the
greatest safety hazard to the public, if they are disturbed (USACE 2014). Many FUDS in San Diego County
are under investigation by USACE to identify and remediate potential hazards.
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SCHOOLS
The public school system in the San Diego region has roughly 44 school districts with about 742 schools
throughout the region. In addition to the primary and secondary schools, there are eight community
colleges, three public higher education institutions, and several private education schools at all
education levels throughout the region (CDE 2014). Almost all land uses have the potential to use,
store, transport, and dispose of hazardous materials. Even schools and day care operations may use and
dispose of hazardous materials, such as cleaning products or laboratory chemicals, that potentially pose
a risk.

AIRPORTS
In the San Diego region, the relationships of transportation, transit, and mobility, and of population
growth to hazards associated with or affecting aircraft in flight are the responsibility of the San Diego
County Regional Airport Authority. One of the Authority's responsibilities is to serve as the Airport Land
Use Commission (ALUC), which is charged with creating or updating Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans
(ALUCPs) for the region's 12 public-use and four military airports in accordance with applicable state and
federal laws (Figure 4.9-1).
ALUCPs have been adopted for 14 of the 16 public-use and military airports in the region. Those
airports, with the year of adoption of the latest ALUCP, are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agua Caliente Airport (2011)
Borrego Valley Airport (2011)
Brown Field (2010)
Fallbrook Community Airpark (2011)
Gillespie Field (2010)
Jacumba Airport (2011)
MCB Camp Pendleton (2008)
Marine Corps Air Station Miramar (2011)
McClellan-Palomar Airport (2011)
Montgomery Field (2010)
Oceanside Municipal Airport (2010)
Ocotillo Airport (2011)
Ramona Airport (2011)
SDIA – Lindbergh Field (2014)

The two airports that do not have ALUCPs are both military airfields: the Navy’s Outlying Landing Field
Imperial Beach, and Naval Air Station North Island. The DOD requires military airfields to adopt Air
Installation Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) studies, which assess compatible land uses in the vicinity of a
military air station in a way equivalent to ALUCPs.
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4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials

EMERGENCY RESPONSE AND EVACUATION
Emergency response plans include elements to maintain continuity of government, emergency functions
of governmental agencies, mobilization and application of resources, mutual aid, and public information.
Emergency response plans are maintained at the federal, state, and local levels for all types of disasters,
human-made and natural. It is the responsibility of government to undertake an ongoing comprehensive
approach to emergency management in order to avoid or minimize the effects of hazardous events.
Local governments have the primary responsibility for preparedness and response activities.
The Emergency Plan provides guidance on command and control, communications, transportation,
sheltering considerations, and care and protection of animals. Disasters for which the plan is prepared
include earthquakes, floods, pandemic influenza, nuclear accident (San Onofre), terrorism, tsunamis,
and wildland fires. Any of these disasters could involve evacuation of affected areas. The Emergency
Plan assumes that the primary mode of transportation used during jurisdictional evacuation efforts will
be privately owned automobiles.
If evacuation is required, local jurisdictions work with the Operational Area Emergency Operations
Center, law enforcement officials, Caltrans, the California Highway Patrol, County Public Works, and
other applicable agencies/departments to identify evacuation points and transportation routes. In
addition, transportation points will be identified to collect and transport people without transportation
resources to evacuation points. Response will be coordinated by the Operational Area Emergency
Operations Center.
Any large-scale response to an incident, including those resulting in the evacuation of more than two
impacted communities, will need to be coordinated through the Operational Area Emergency
Operations Center operating under a unified command. The Coordinator of Emergency Services will
coordinate the overall multijurisdictional evacuation effort and the Operational Area Law Enforcement
Coordinator will be responsible for coordinating Operational Area-wide evacuation activities. Evacuation
operations in the field will be conducted by law enforcement agencies, highway/road/street
departments, and public and private transportation providers. The following interstates and state
highways are identified in the Emergency Plan as the primary transportation routes for an evacuation
effort in the San Diego region: I-5, I-8, I-15, I-805, and SRs 52, 54, 67, 75, 76, 78, 94, 125, 163, and 905.

WILDLAND FIRES
Several factors such as the climate, precipitation levels, topography, and native vegetation make the San
Diego region susceptible to wildland fires. The extended droughts characteristic of the region’s
Mediterranean climate result in large areas of dry vegetation that provide fuel for wildland fires. The
most critical times of year are late summer and fall when Santa Ana winds bring hot, dry desert air into
the region. The hot winds quickly dry vegetation, thereby increasing the flammability of natural fuel.
Once fires begin, the high winds fan the flames, sometimes catastrophically increasing the destructive
intensity of the conflagration. As urbanization spreads and reaches into wildland areas, the threat of
wildland fire to human populations and property increases.
Wildfires occur in both undeveloped, rural areas and urbanized areas of the San Diego region. While
urban areas are highly developed with buildings, streets, and hardscape, some have canyons and other
areas of native vegetation susceptible to wildland fires. The largest wildland fire in California history was
the Cedar Fire of 2003, which burned 280,278 acres, 2,232 housing units, and 588 other buildings,
whipped by Santa Ana winds, swept into residential areas, and even crossed highways including
Interstate 15.
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Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) Zones
The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) identifies areas of responsibility for
fire prevention and suppression in Fire Hazard Severity Zones. Areas of responsibility may be federal,
state, or local. Fire Hazard Severity Zones are further designated as Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone
and Non-Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone (Figure 4.9-2). A majority of the region is designated in the
Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. In these zones, all new building must comply with California
Building Code (CBC) requirements regarding Standards of Quality for materials, systems, and methods of
construction
Two categories of WUI zones around areas of residential density greater than 0.05 du/ac (development)
are designated in the San Diego region: Threat Zones and Defense Zones. Defense Zones are within 0.25
mile of development; Threat Zones are 0.25 to 1.5 miles from development (Figure 4.9-3). The
delineation of Threat Zones allows prioritizing areas of risk to life and property from wildfire and may
serve as a fundamental land attribute for assigning regional policy for land use and fire management.
Because of the correlation between development and major transportation corridors, significant
elements of the region’s transportation network are in or near WUI designated Threat Zones.

4.9.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Hazardous Materials
Businesses that handle/generate hazardous materials within the region are monitored by USEPA; San
Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB); the County of San Diego DEH Hazardous
Materials Division (HMD); Local Enforcement Agency (LEA) programs; and the County of San Diego Air
Pollution Control District (SDAPCD). Generators of hazardous waste fall into two categories: largequantity generators (LQGs) and small-quantity generators (SQGs). An LQG is defined as a person or
facility generating more than 2,200 pounds of hazardous waste per month. An SQG is defined as
generating greater than 100 kilograms (kg) and less than 1,000 kg (2,200 pounds) of hazardous waste
per month. LQGs include industrial and commercial facilities, such as manufacturing companies,
petroleum refining facilities, and other heavy industrial businesses.
LQGs must comply with general federal and state requirements for managing hazardous waste. LQGs
need a USEPA identification number that is used to monitor and track hazardous waste activities. SQGs
include facilities such as service stations, automotive repair, dry cleaners, and medical offices. The
regulatory requirements for SQGs are less stringent than the requirements for LQGs. However, SQGs
must also obtain a USEPA identification number, which must be used for traceability on all hazardous
waste documentation.
Pursuant to federal law, all such generators must register with USEPA for record-keeping and recording.
The USEPA Unified Program consolidates, coordinates, and makes consistent the administrative
requirements, permits, inspections, and enforcement activities of six environmental and emergency
response programs related to hazardous materials and hazardous waste. The state agencies responsible
for these programs set the standards for their program while local governments implement the
standards. Cal/EPA oversees the implementation of the program as a whole.
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4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
The Unified Program is implemented at the local level by 84 government agencies certified by the
Secretary of Cal/EPA. These Certified Unified Program Agencies (CUPAs) have typically been established
as a function of a local environmental health or fire department. The CUPA is the local administrative
agency that coordinates the following six programs regulating hazardous materials and hazardous
wastes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hazardous Waste
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs)
Aboveground Storage Tanks (ASTs)
Hazardous Materials Disclosure (HMD)
Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP)
California Accidental Release Program (CalARP)

The County of San Diego DEH HMD has been certified by Cal/EPA as the local CUPA. Thus, the DEH HMD
is responsible for implementing the federal and state laws and regulations for all jurisdictions within the
San Diego region.
Transportation of hazardous materials by truck and rail is regulated by USDOT. The USDOT regulations
establish criteria for safe handling procedures. Federal safety standards are also included in the
California Administrative Code. The California Health Services Department regulates the haulers of
hazardous waste. In California, unless specifically exempted, it is unlawful for any person to transport
hazardous wastes unless the person holds a valid registration issued by the Department of Toxic
Substances Control (DTSC). The DTSC maintains a list of active registered hazardous waste transporters
throughout California.
Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions
The Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68) require USEPA to publish regulations and
guidance for chemical accident prevention at facilities that use extremely hazardous substances. These
regulations and guidance are contained in the Risk Management Plan (RMP) rule, which requires
companies using more than a threshold amount of specified regulated substances to develop an RMP in
compliance with USEPA Risk Management Program regulations. The RMP rule includes a List of
Regulated Substances under section 112(r) of the Clean Air Act. RMPs are required to conduct a hazard
assessment, including the potential effects of an accidental release; identify safety and prevention
programs; and describe emergency response procedures in the event of an accidental release. They
must be revised and resubmitted to USEPA every 5 years. In California, responsibility for the Risk
Management Program is delegated to the Office of Emergency Services. The RMP requirements of Clean
Air Act Section 112(r) are part of the California Accidental Release Prevention (CalARP) program. The list
of federally regulated substances and federally regulated flammable substances and their threshold
quantities can be accessed online from the OES website (Cal OES 2015).
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act, employers are responsible for providing a safe and
healthful workplace. OSHA's mission is to ensure safe and healthful workplaces by setting and enforcing
standards and by providing training, outreach, education, and assistance.
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Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (Superfund)
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) (42 USC Section
9601 et seq.), also known as the Superfund program, established a program to clean up uncontrolled or
abandoned hazardous waste sites as well as accidents, spills, and other emergency releases of pollutants
and contaminants into the environment. USEPA cleans up orphan sites when potentially responsible
parties cannot be identified or located, or when they fail to act. Through enforcement tools, USEPA
obtains private party cleanup through orders, consent decrees, and other small party settlements.
USEPA recovers costs from financially viable individuals and companies once a response action has been
completed. It developed risk-based “regional screening levels” for chemical contaminants at Superfund
sites. RSLs are concentrations of hazardous constituents that are considered to be protective for humans
(including sensitive groups) over a lifetime. In California, site identification, monitoring, and response
activities are coordinated through Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC).
The Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986 emphasized the importance of
permanent remedies and innovative treatment technologies to clean up hazardous waste sites; required
Superfund actions to consider the standards and requirements found in other state and federal
environmental laws and regulations; provided new enforcement authorities and settlement tools;
increased involvement of the states in every phase of the Superfund program; increased the focus on
human health problems posed by hazardous waste sites; encouraged greater citizen participation in
making decisions on how sites should be cleaned up; and increased the size of the trust fund to $8.5
billion. SARA also authorized the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act, which is
described below.
Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act
The Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act (EPCRA) was enacted in 1986 in response to
concerns regarding the environmental and safety hazards posed by the storage and handling of toxic
chemicals. Key provisions include:
•

•

•

•

Sections 301 through 303. Emergency Planning – Local governments are required to prepare
chemical emergency response plans, and to review plans at least annually. State governments
are required to oversee and coordinate local planning efforts. Facilities that maintain Extremely
Hazardous Substances (EHS) on-site in quantities greater than corresponding threshold planning
quantities must cooperate in emergency plan preparation.
Section 304. Emergency Notification – Facilities must immediately report accidental releases of
EHS chemicals and "hazardous substances" in quantities greater than corresponding Reportable
Quantities (RQs) defined under CERCLA to state and local officials. Information about accidental
chemical releases must be available to the public.
Sections 311 and 312. Community Right-to-Know Requirements – Facilities manufacturing,
processing, or storing designated hazardous chemicals must make Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDSs) available to state and local officials and local fire departments. MSDSs describe the
properties and health effects of these chemicals. Facilities must also report, to state and local
officials and local fire departments, inventories of all on-site chemicals for which MSDSs exist.
Information about chemical inventories at facilities and MSDSs must be available to the public.
Section 313. Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) – Facilities must complete and submit a toxic
chemical release inventory form (Form R) annually. Form R must be submitted for each of the
over 600 TRI chemicals that are manufactured or otherwise used above the applicable threshold
quantities.
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•

Section 322. Trade Secrets – Facilities are allowed to withhold the specific chemical identity
from the reports filed under Sections 303, 311, 312 and 313 of EPCRA if the facilities submit a
claim with substantiation to USEPA (USEPA 2014a).

EPCRA Sections 301 through 312 are administered by USEPA‘s Office of Emergency Management.
USEPA‘s Office of Information Analysis and Access implements EPCRA’s Section 313 program. In
California, EPCRA is implemented through the California Accidental Release Prevention Program.
Hazardous Materials Transportation Act
The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) regulates the transportation of hazardous
materials under the authority of the Secretary of Transportation. A hazardous material, as defined by
the Secretary of Transportation is, any “particular quantity or form” of a material that “may pose an
unreasonable risk to health and safety or property” (USEPA 2014b).
The HMTA governs the safe transportation of hazardous materials by various transportation modes
including trucks, rail, air, water, and transport by pipeline. USDOT regulations that govern the
transportation of hazardous materials are applicable to any person who transports, ships, causes to be
transported or shipped, or who is involved in any way with the manufacture or testing of hazardous
materials packaging or containers. USDOT regulations pertaining to the actual movement govern every
aspect of the movement, including packaging, handling, labeling, marking, placarding, operational
standards, and highway routing. Additionally, USDOT is responsible for developing curriculum to train
for emergency response, and administers grants to states and Indian tribes for ensuring the proper
training of emergency responders.
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976 (42 USC Section 6901 et seq.) gives USEPA
the authority to control hazardous waste from the "cradle-to-grave”, including the generation,
transportation, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste. Aspects of RCRA related to
hazardous waste include provisions to reduce or eliminate the generation of hazardous waste, regulate
underground storage tanks holding petroleum products or certain other hazardous substances, and
regulate the transport, treatment, storage, and disposal of hazardous waste. The RCRA also addresses
hazardous waste disposal facility inspection, enforcement issues, and the identification and listing of
hazardous waste. The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments (HSWA) of 1984 amended the RCRA to
phase out land disposal of hazardous waste, require corrective action for releases, set stringent
hazardous waste management standards, and establish a comprehensive underground storage tank
program. In California, DTSC is responsible for RCRA program implementation.
Airport Safety
Federal Aviation Administration Functions
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has primary responsibility for the safety of civil aviation. The
FAA‘s major functions related to hazards include:
•

Developing and operating a common system of air traffic control and navigation for both civilian
and military aircraft;
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•

Developing and implementing programs to control aircraft noise and other environmental
effects of civil aviation;

•

Regulating U.S. commercial space transportation; and

•

Conducting reviews to determine that the safety of persons and property on the ground are
protected.

Federal Aviation Regulations, Notice of Proposed Construction or Alteration
The FAA imposes height restrictions in order to prevent obstructions to navigable airspace to protect
flights and surrounding structures. In certain cases, the FAA should be notified of proposed
development pursuant to Section 77.11 of Federal Aviation Regulations. The notification of proposed
development provides a basis for:
•

Evaluating the effect of the construction or alteration on operational procedures and proposed
operational procedures;

•

Determinations of the possible hazardous effect of the proposed construction or alteration of air
navigation;

•

Recommendations for identifying the construction or alteration in accordance with current FAA
Advisory Circular AC 70/7460-1K dated August 1, 2000, Obstruction Marking and Lighting;

•

Determining other measures to be applied for continued safety of air navigation; and

•

Charting and other notification to airmen of the construction or alteration.

Certain projects that may affect public and military airports require notification to the FAA. Individual
jurisdictions can request an FAA evaluation of proposed development when certain features appear to
be potentially hazardous.
U.S. Department of Defense Air Installations Compatible Use Zone Program
Safety compatibility criteria for U.S. military air bases are set forth through the Air Installations
Compatible Use Zone (AICUZ) Program administered by the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD). The
objective of this program is to encourage compatible uses of public and private lands in the vicinity of
military air installations through the local communities’ comprehensive planning process. DOD creates
AICUZ plans for all major military air installations. The plans recommend land uses that may be
compatible with air installations noise levels, and accident potential and flight clearance requirements
associated with military airfield operations. AICUZ plans generally contain three safety zones: Clear
Zones and two Accident Potential Zones (APsZ) is an area at military airfields that is beyond the Clear
Zone. Clear Zones are the area immediately beyond the end of the runway, which have the highest
potential of accidents. These are typically acquired by the government in fee and kept clear of
obstructions to flight. APZ-1 is the area beyond the Clear Zone which possesses a significant potential
for accidents. APZ-2 is an area beyond APZ-1 having a measurable potential for accidents. AICUZ
descriptions of these three zones are intended to be guidelines for compatible land use planning.
Because military installations often lack land use authority over the extent of an AICUZ, it is the
responsibility of the relevant jurisdictions to ensure incompatible uses are either not permitted or
properly regulated.
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National Disaster/Natural Disaster
Disaster Mitigation Act of 2000
The Disaster Mitigation Act (DMA) of 2000 (Public Law 106-390) provides the legal basis for FEMA
mitigation planning requirements for state, local, and Indian Tribal governments as a condition of
mitigation grant assistance. DMA 2000 amended the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency
Assistance Act by repealing the previous mitigation planning provisions and replacing them with a new
set of requirements that emphasize the need for state, local, and Indian Tribal entities to closely
coordinate mitigation planning and implementation efforts. The requirement for a state mitigation plan
is continued as a condition of disaster assistance, adding incentives for increased coordination and
integration of mitigation activities at the state level through the establishment of requirements for two
different levels of state plans. DMA 2000 also established a new requirement for local mitigation plans
and authorized up to 7 percent of HMGP funds available to a state for development of state, local, and
Indian Tribal mitigation plans (FEMA 2015).
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Title 40 CFR Sections 206.31–
206.48) provides the statutory and regulatory framework for most Federal disaster response activities
especially as they pertain to FEMA and FEMA program. It allows for a presidential declaration of an
emergency or a declaration of a major disaster, which allows for a wide range of federal resources to be
made available to assist in dealing with an emergency or major disaster.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Hazardous Materials
Hazardous Waste Control Law
California’s own hazardous waste laws are collectively known as the Hazardous Waste Control Law.
Under the CUPA program, Cal/EPA has, in turn, delegated enforcement authority to the County of San
Diego for state law regulating hazardous waste producers or generators. The County of San Diego is the
designated CUPA for all local jurisdictions within the project area.
California Accidental Release Prevention Program
The California Accidental Release Prevention Program (CalARP) program (Health and Safety Code
Section 25531-25543.3) implements the federal RMP program for the accidental airborne release of
substances regulated under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act (42 USC Section 7412(r)), with certain
additions specific to California. CalARP addresses facilities that contain specified hazardous materials,
known as “regulated substances,” that, if involved in an accidental release, could result in adverse offsite consequences. The CalARP program is implemented at the local government level by CUPAs. The
CalARP program is designed so these agencies work directly with the regulated businesses. The CUPAs
determine the level of detail in the RMPs, review the RMPs, conduct facility inspections, and provide
public access to most of the information. In the San Diego region, the CUPA is the County of San Diego
DEH.
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Department of Toxic Substances Control
The Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) regulates hazardous waste in California under the
federal RCRA program and the California Health and Safety Code. It implements permitting, inspection,
compliance, and corrective action programs to ensure that hazardous wastes are managed in
compliance with state and federal requirements. DTSC also oversees the implementation of the
hazardous waste generator and onsite treatment program, one of the six environmental programs at
the local level consolidated within the CUPA Program.
The DTSC Enforcement and Emergency Response Program (Enforcement Program) is composed of
multiple program components. The Enforcement Program conducts inspections and takes enforcement
action at facilities for which permits have been issued by DTSC. The Enforcement Program inspects and
takes enforcement against transporters, some generators of hazardous waste, and electronic waste
handlers. And, the Enforcement Program conducts CUPA oversight, leads Environmental Justice
activities, implements the Toxics in Consumer Product Laws, provides compliance assistance, and has
the only sworn peace officer, criminal investigators in Cal/EPA. In addition to these enforcement
activities, the Enforcement Program is responsible for various emergency response activities such as
certain emergency off-highway and illegal drug lab cleanups (DTSC 2015).
EnviroStor is a search tool for DTSC that contains information on contaminated sites in California, as well
as information on permit-documents. Searching is available by City, Zip Code, and senate and assembly
districts, as well as county. Outputs are available both as a list of sites or a map of an area with cities
highlighted in colors according to their status and site type.
EnviroStor's site database contains a list of contaminated sites as well as lists of facilities that process or
transfer toxic waste. The database includes federally designated sites, state response sites, military sites,
school sites, and voluntary cleanup sites. Each entry in the database contains a report that includes
information on the current address, site status, past contaminating uses, history of the site, current and
historical toxic substances present, and land use restrictions, potential environmental impacts of toxic
substances present, and completed or planned projects. Sites that were once listed as contaminated but
have been cleaned up or have had the project completed are also specially listed. The EnviroStor web
page also contains tools with which to search through permitted hazardous materials facilities in
California. Information on these sites includes permit type and cleanup status, as well as the location of
the facility by address, city, county, and zip code. The reports on these facilities include site history and
DTSC supervising agents, as well as current and completed decontamination and containment projects
(DTSC 2015).
Hazardous Materials Business Plan Program
The purpose of the Hazardous Materials Business Plan (HMBP) Program (Health and Safety Code
Sections 25500-25519) is to prevent or minimize damage to public health and safety and the
environment from a release or threatened release of hazardous materials. It does so by requiring
businesses that handle hazardous materials in quantities equal to or greater than 55 gallons of a liquid,
500 pounds of a solid, or 200 cubic feet of compressed gas, or extremely hazardous substances above
the threshold planning quantity (40 CFR, Part 355, Appendix A) to: inventory their hazardous materials,
develop a site map, develop an emergency plan, and implement a training program for employees. This
program implements Section 312 reporting requirements of the federal EPCRA.
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Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act
The Aboveground Petroleum Storage Act (ASPA) transfers the authority and responsibility of ASTs from
the SWRCB and RWQCB to the CUPAs. The APSA requires owner/operators of a regulated tank facility to
prepare and implement a Spill Prevention Control & Countermeasure Plan. The CUPA is required to
conduct inspections at regulated tank facilities with an aggregate storage capacity greater than or equal
to 10,000 gallons of petroleum at least every 3 years.
California Land Environmental Restoration and Reuse Act of 2001
The California Human Health Screening Levels (CHHSLs) were developed as a tool to assist in the
evaluation of contaminated sites for potential adverse threats to human health. Preparation of the
CHHSLS was required by The California Land Environmental Restoration and Reuse Act of 2001.
The CHHSLs are concentrations of 54 hazardous chemicals in soil or soil gas the Cal/EPA considers to be
below thresholds of concern for risks to human health. The CHHSLs were developed by the Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) an agency under the umbrella of Cal/EPA and are
contained in its report entitled Human-Exposure-Based Screening Numbers Developed to Aid Estimation
of Cleanup Costs for Contaminated Soil (OEHHA and Cal/EPA 2004). The thresholds of concern used to
develop the CHHSLs are an excess lifetime cancer risk of 1 in 1 million and a hazard quotient of 1.0 for
noncancerous health effects. The CHHSLs were developed using standard exposure assumptions and
chemical toxicity values published by USEPA and Cal/EPA. The CHHSLs can be used to screen sites for
potential human health concerns where releases of hazardous chemicals to soils have occurred. Under
most circumstances, the presence of a chemical in soil, soil gas, or indoor air at concentrations below
the corresponding CHHSLs can be assumed to not pose a significant health risk to people who may live
(residential CHHSLs) or work (commercial/industrial CHHSLs) at the site.
Emergency Response to Hazardous Materials Incident
California has developed an Emergency Response Plan to coordinate emergency services provided by
federal, state, and local government, and private agencies. The plan is administered by Cal Emergency
Management Agency (EMA) and includes response to hazardous materials incidents. Cal EMA
coordinates the response of other agencies, including Cal/EPA, California Highway Patrol, California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CAL FIRE), Regional RWQCB, SDAPCD, the City of San Diego Fire
Department, and DEH Hazardous Incident Response Team (DEH-HIRT).
Government Code Section 65962.5 (a) Cortese List
The Hazardous Waste and Substance Sites Cortese List is a planning document used by the state, local
agencies, and developers to comply with CEQA requirements in providing information about the
location of hazardous materials release sites. Government Code Section 65962.5 requires Cal/EPA to
develop, at least annually, an updated Cortese List. DTSC is responsible for a portion of the information
contained in the Cortese List. Other state and local government agencies are required to provide
additional hazardous-material-release information for the Cortese List. (The Cortese list was last
updated April 1, 2001; it has been superseded by the EnviroStor database.)
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Underground Storage Tank (UST) Act and Title 23 of the California Code of Regulations
The UST monitoring and response program is required under Chapter 6.7 of the California H&SC and
Title 23 of the CCR. The program was developed to ensure that the facilities meet regulatory
requirements for design, monitoring, maintenance, and emergency response in operating or owning
USTs. The County of San Diego DEH is the local administering agency for this program.
California Education Code (CEC) Section 17210 et seq.
The CEC establishes the law for California public education. The CEC requires that DTSC be involved in
the environmental review process for the proposed acquisition and/or construction of school properties
that will use state funding. The CEC requires that a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment be completed
prior to acquiring a school site or engaging in a construction project. Depending on the outcome of the
Phase I Environmental Site Assessment, a Preliminary Endangerment Assessment (PEA), including the
collection and submittal of samples for analysis, may be warranted. Depending upon the results of the
PEA, remediation may be necessary.
Airport Safety
The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics issues permits for and annually inspects hospital heliports and
public-use airports, makes recommendations regarding proposed school sites within 2 miles of an
airport runway, and authorizes helicopter landing sites at/near schools. As to proposed school sites, if
Caltrans does not support the proposed site, the school district or charter school may not acquire or
lease the site, and no state or local funds can be used to acquire the site or construct the school.
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (SDCRAA) was established under state law to protect the
safety and welfare of the general public and the ability of airports to operate now and in the future
(SDCRAA 2014). As the ALUC the SDCRAA is responsible for creating or updating for the region's ACLUPs.
An ALUCP focuses on a defined area around each airport known as the Airport Influence Area (AIA).
Additionally, airport safety zones are established for all public airports as part of the ALUCP, and land
use restrictions within safety zones are established to protect people and property on the ground and in
the air. The AIA is composed of noise, safety, airspace protection, and overflight factors, in accordance
with guidance from the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook published by the California
Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics (SDCRAA 2014).
The ALUC reviews land use plans, development proposals, and certain airport development plans for
consistency with adopted ALUCPs. ALUCPs provide guidance on appropriate land uses surrounding
airports to protect the health and safety of people and property within the vicinity of an airport, as well
as the public in general. The ALUC has no jurisdiction over the operation of airports or over existing land
uses, regardless of whether such uses are incompatible with airport activities. Once ALUCPs have been
adopted by the ALUC, local agencies with land located within the AIA boundary for any of the airports
must amend their planning documents to conform to the applicable ALUCP, unless they follow certain
procedures to overrule the ALUCP (Government Code Section 65302.3).
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The four compatibility factors considered in an ALUCP as identified in the California Airport Land Use
Planning Handbook are noise, safety, airspace protection, and overflight. The objectives of planning for
each of these factors are summarized below:
Noise: Avoid introducing new noise-sensitive land uses in the vicinity of an airport that would be
exposed to significant levels of aircraft noise, taking into account the characteristics of the airport and
the communities surrounding the airport.
Safety: Minimize the risks associated with potential off-airport aircraft accidents and emergency
landings. This objective has two components:
Safety on the Ground: Provide for the safety of people and property on the ground in the event of
an aircraft accident near an airport.
Safety of Aircraft Occupants: Enhance the chances of survival of the occupants of an aircraft
involved in an accident beyond the immediate runway area.
Airspace Protection: Avoid the development of land use conditions that, by posing hazards to flight, can
increase the risk of an accident occurring. The particular hazards of concern are:
•
•
•

Airspace obstructions;
Wildlife hazards, particularly bird strikes; and
Land use characteristics that pose other potential hazards to flight by creating visual or
electronic interference with air navigation.

Overflight: Avoid, to the extent possible, new land use development that would be disrupted by
overflight activity and might lead to annoyance and complaints; notify people about the presence of
aircraft overflights near airports so they can make informed decisions regarding acquisition or lease of
property.
In addition to the public or military airports, there are numerous private airports, airstrips, and helipads
in the region. Many of these private airports are located in the eastern areas of the region or remote
vacation destinations. Several private helipads are located on the roofs of hospitals and buildings owned
by large corporations, or used by police stations. The majority of these private airports have not
adopted an ALUCP.
Requirements for Notice to Military
PRC Section 21098 requires lead agencies to submit a notice to the military service that would be
affected by a proposed General Plan Amendment; project of statewide, regional, or area-wide
significance; or a project that must be referred to the ALUC when the project is located within specific
boundaries of a low-level flight path, military impact zone, or special use airspace. Noticing is required
when an NOP of an EIR is issued and when environmental documents are released for public review.
Government Code Section 65352 requires that, prior to action by a legislative body to adopt or
substantially amend a general plan, the lead agency shall refer the proposed action to various entities,
including the branches of the United States Military that have provided the Office of Planning and
Research with a mailing address, when the proposed action is:
•
•
•

Located within 1,000 feet of a military installation;
Located beneath a low-level flight path; or
Within special use airspace as defined in PRC Section 21098.
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Disaster Recovery/Natural Disasters
2013 State Hazard Mitigation Plan
The State Hazard Mitigation Plan (SHMP) represents California's primary hazard mitigation guidance
document and provides an updated and comprehensive description of the state's historical and current
hazard analysis, mitigation strategies, goals and objectives. Approved by FEMA on September 30, 2013
as an Enhanced State Mitigation Plan, the 2013 plan update continues to build upon California’s
commitment to reduce or eliminate the impacts of disasters caused by natural, technological,
accidental, and adversarial/human-caused hazards, and further identifies and documents progress made
in hazard mitigation efforts, new or revised state and federal statutes and regulations, and emerging
hazard conditions and risks that affect the State of California (CAL EMA 2014).
California Emergency Services Act
The California Emergency Services Act (Government Code Section 8550 et seq.) provides the basic
authority for conducting emergency operations following a proclamation of emergency by the governor
and/or appropriate local authorities. Local government and district emergency plans are considered
extensions of the California Emergency Plan, established in accordance with the Emergency Services Act.
California Disaster Assistance Act (DAA)
The DAA provides financial aid to local agencies to assist in the permanent restoration of public real
property, other than facilities used solely for recreational purposes, when such real property has been
damaged or destroyed by a natural disaster. The DAA is activated after the following occurs: (1) a local
declaration of emergency or (2) Cal EMA gives concurrence with the local declaration, or (3) the
governor issues a Proclamation of a State Emergency. Once the DAA is activated, local government is
eligible for certain types of assistance, depending upon the specific declaration or proclamation issued.
San Diego County, County Office of Emergency Services and Unified Disaster Council
In San Diego County, the County Office of Emergency Services (OES) and the Unified Disaster Council
(UDC) play a central role in the preparation and execution of emergency response and evacuation plans.
OES alerts and notifies appropriate agencies when disaster strikes, coordinates all responding agencies,
ensures resources are available and mobilized, develops plans and procedures for response and
recovery, and develops and provides preparedness materials for the public (OES 2014).
The UDC is the governing body of the Unified San Diego County Emergency Services Organization. The
UDC is composed of the Chair of the San Diego County Board of Supervisors, who serves as Chair of the
Council, and representatives from the 18 incorporated cities. The primary purpose of the UDC and the
OES is to provide for the coordination of plans and programs designed for the protection of life and
property in the San Diego region.
The UDC, with OES acting as staff, has prepared and adopted the Unified San Diego County Emergency
Services Organization and County of San Diego Operational Area Emergency Operations Plan
(Emergency Plan) (UDC 2014). The Emergency Plan outlines strategies, procedures, recommendations,
and organizational structures that can be used to implement a coordinated evacuation effort in the San
Diego Operational Area.
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It is intended to be used as a template for the development of other jurisdictional evacuation plans and
will support or supplement the evacuation plans prepared and maintained by each local jurisdiction. The
Emergency Plan has been designed to follow the state mandated Standardized Emergency Management
System (SEMS) and the federal mandated National Incident Management System (NIMS). SEMS and
NIMS are based on the Incident Command System and the Multiple Agency Coordination System, both
of which have been used by fire departments for years. The OES is certified with the Emergency
Management Accreditation Program (OES 2014). The OES maintains Dam Evacuation Plans for the
Operational Area, and other stand-alone plans are available for places and events that might produce
the need for evacuations (OES 2014). These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The San Diego County Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Response Plan
The San Diego County Operational Area Oil Spill Contingency Element of the Area Hazardous
Materials Plan
The San Diego County Operational Area Emergency Water Contingencies Plan
The Unified San Diego County Emergency Services Organization Operational Area Energy
Shortage Response Plan
The Unified San Diego County Emergency Services Organization Recovery Plan
The San Diego County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan
The San Diego Urban Area Tactical Interoperable Communications Plan
The San Diego County Draft Terrorist Incident Emergency Response Protocol

Fire Safety
A wildfire in the San Diego region triggers responses from a network of many fire departments, including
CAL FIRE, the U.S. Forest Service, and DOD installation forces on military bases; municipal fire
departments of the region’s cities; and County Fire Protection Districts and County Service Areas.
Responses to wildland fires are coordinated through the office of the Regional Director of CAL FIRE. Each
jurisdiction or agency is tasked with responding to fires in its service area, but all also participate in a
long-standing Mutual Aid Agreement to assist any of the member departments if needed (Steinhoff,
pers. comm., 2011).
California Fire Code (CFC)
The CFC is Chapter 9 of CCR Title 24. It is created by the California Building Standards Commission and is
based on the IFC created by the International Code Council. It is the primary means for authorizing and
enforcing procedures and mechanisms to ensure the safe handling and storage of any substance that
may pose a threat to public health and safety. The CFC regulates the use, handling, and storage
requirements for hazardous materials at fixed facilities. The CFC and the CBC use a hazard classification
system to determine what protective measures are required to protect fire and life safety. These
measures may include construction standards, separations from property lines, and specialized
equipment. To ensure that these safety measures are met, the CFC employs a permit system based on
hazard classification. The CFC is updated every 3 years.
CAL FIRE
CCR Title 14 Division 1.5 Section 1270 et seq. establishes the regulations for CAL FIRE and is applicable in
all State Responsibility Areas (SRAs)—areas where CAL FIRE is responsible for wildfire protection. Among
other things, Title 14 establishes minimum standards for emergency access, fuel modification, setback
to property line, signage, and water supply.
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PRC Sections 4201–4204 direct CAL FIRE to map fire hazards within State Responsibility Areas, based on
relevant factors such as fuels, terrain, and weather. These statutes were passed after significant damage
to urban and residential development from wildland fires; consequently, wildfire hazards are described
in the statutes principally according to their potential for igniting buildings.
Fire planning incorporates concepts of the National Fire Plan, the California Fire Plan, individual CAL FIRE
Unit Fire Plans, and Community Wildfire Protection Plans (CWPPs). Fire Plans outline the fire situation
within each CAL FIRE Unit. CWPPs do the same for communities. Each identifies prevention measures to
reduce risks, informs and involves the local community or communities in the area, and provides a
framework to diminish potential losses due to wildfire. Planning includes other state, federal, and local
government agencies as well as Fire Safe Councils (CAL FIRE 2011).
Additionally, WUI zones are areas identified by CAL FIRE as “Fire Hazard Severity Zones” that are at
significant risk from wildfires. Lands in the state are classified by the CAL FIRE Director in accordance
with the severity of wildfire hazard expected in those areas and the responsibility for fire protection, so
that measures may be identified that will reduce the potential for losses to life, property, and resources
from wildfire.
State Fire Laws
State fire laws are set forth in Sections 13000 et seq. of the California H&SC, which include statutes
concerning building standards (as also set forth in the CBC), fire protection and notification systems, fire
protection devices such as extinguishers and smoke alarms, high-rise building and childcare facility
standards, and fire suppression training. The state Fire Marshal enforces these laws and building
standards in all state-owned buildings, state-occupied buildings, and state institutions throughout
California.
In the wake of the 2003 fire siege, the California Building Standards Commission in 2005 approved the
Office of the State Fire Marshal’s emergency regulations amending CCR Title 24, Part 2 (2007 CBC).
Standards for development in fire hazard zones, applicable principally to new buildings, were
incorporated into the CBC and are known as the Wildland-Urban Interface Fire Area Building Standards.
The broad objective of the Wildland-Urban Interface Fire Area Building Standards is to establish
minimum standards for materials and material assemblies and provide a reasonable level of exterior
wildfire exposure protection for buildings in WUI areas. The use of ignition-resistant materials and
design to resist flames or burning embers from a vegetation fire is California’s effort to control the
repeating cycle of interface fire disasters.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Hazardous Materials
County of San Diego Department of Environmental Health
The County of San Diego DEH HMD has been the CUPA for San Diego County since 1996. All inspections
in the CUPA Program are performed by trained Environmental Health Specialists (EHSs) who take part in
a continuous education program to ensure consistency and uniformity during inspections. These
inspections determine compliance with:
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•

California Health and Safety Code: Chapters 6.5, 6.67, 6.7, and 6.95

•

Medical Waste Management Act: Division 104, Part 14

•

CCR Titles 19, 22 and 23

•

San Diego County Code of Regulatory Ordinances: Title 6, Division 8, Chapters 9, 10, 11 and 12
(County of San Diego 2015)

County of San Diego Site Assessment and Mitigation (SAM) Program
The San Diego County SAM Program, within the Land and Water Quality Division of the County of San
Diego DEH, consists of project managers, field technicians, supervisors, and support staff whose primary
purpose is to protect human health, water resources, and the environment within San Diego County by
providing oversight of assessments and cleanups in accordance with the California H&SC and the CCR.
The SAM’s Voluntary Assistance Program (VAP) also provides staff consultation, project oversight, and
technical or environmental report evaluation and concurrence (when appropriate) on projects
pertaining to properties contaminated with hazardous substances. The SAM maintains an environmental
assessment case listing at http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/sdc/deh/lwqd/sam_homepage.
html.
County of San Diego Site Assessment and Mitigation (SAM) Case Listing
The primary goal of the DEH Site Assessment and Mitigation Program (SAM) is to protect public health,
water resources, and the environment from releases of contaminants by providing oversight of
assessments and cleanups in accordance with the California H&SC and the CCR. The SAM‘s Voluntary
Assistance Program also provides staff consultation, project oversight, and technical or environmental
report evaluation and concurrence (when appropriate) on projects pertaining to properties
contaminated with hazardous substances. The DEH SAM Program maintains the SAM list of
contaminated sites that have previously or are currently undergoing environmental investigations
and/or remedial actions.
The SAM Program covers the entire San Diego region and includes remediation sites of all sizes. The
SAM case listing is revised and updated regularly and the number of sites on the list is continually
changing but may contain upwards of 5,000 cases at one time. There is some overlap with the
information in other regulatory databases; however, the list also contains sites that often are not
covered by some of the larger regulatory databases. If a project is submitted to the County for
discretionary review and is located on a site found on the SAM list, the project‘s status must be
determined and any ongoing remediation requirements coordinated with the DEH SAM project
manager.
County of San Diego Underground Storage Tank Program
The DEH HMD UST Program administers and enforces federal and state laws and regulations and local
ordinances for the construction/installation, modification, upgrade, and removal of USTs in San Diego
County. If contamination is discovered or likely to be present, owners or operators of USTs are required
by law to report the contamination to the DEH HMD and SAM programs and to take corrective action.
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San Diego County Hazardous Materials Area Plan
The County of San Diego DEH HMD established the San Diego County Hazardous Materials Area Plan
(Area Plan) based on requirements of Chapter 6.95 of the California H&SC, Title 19 of the CCR and SARA
Title III for emergency response to a release or threatened release of a hazardous material within the
County. The Hazardous Materials Program and Response Plan contained in the Area Plan serves the
majority of the cities in the San Diego region.
Voluntary Assistance Program (VAP)
The DEH VAP is a voluntary option for project oversight on various types of contaminated properties.
Through the VAP, members of the SAM team at the DEH provide consultation and overview, and report
concurrence on projects involving properties suspected or known to be contaminated with hazardous
substances. The SAM utilizes current guidelines and policies of the DEH and RWQCB to reach site
assessment and cleanup goals at sites under the VAP. Assistance is customized to meet the needs of the
applicant. The objective of the VAP is to allow rapid and cost-effective resolution of contamination
problems. Examples of projects that have been processed through the VAP include conversion of a
property from agricultural to residential land use, conversion of a gas station property to a retail facility,
a release of solvent from a dry cleaners, review of work plans prior to initiating work, and review of
assessment and mitigation reports for lenders. The most commonly submitted documents are work
plans, Phase I ESA reports, Phase II ESA reports, and health risk evaluations (County of San Diego 2015).
Airport and Flight Safety
Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans
The state requires that the SDCRAA, as the ALUC, prepare ALUCPs for each public-use and military
airport in San Diego County as directed in Public Utilities Code Section 21675. An ALUCP contains
policies and criteria that address compatibility between airports and future land uses that surround
them by addressing noise, overflight, safety, and airspace protection concerns to minimize the public’s
exposure to excessive noise and safety hazards within the airport influence area for each airport over a
20-year horizon.
Disaster Recovery and Assistance/Natural Disasters
San Diego County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan
The Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan is a countywide plan that identifies risks and ways to
minimize damage by natural and manmade disasters. The plan is a comprehensive resource document
that serves many purposes such as enhancing public awareness, creating a decision tool for
management, promoting compliance with state and federal program requirements, enhancing local
policies for hazard mitigation capability, and providing inter-jurisdictional coordination. The plan
evaluates risks associated with coastal storms, erosion, tsunami, dam failure, earthquakes, floods, raininduced landslides, liquefaction, structure/wildfire fires, and manmade hazards. It also provides goals,
objectives, and actions to reduce impacts from these hazards.
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Organizational Operational Area Emergency Plan
The San Diego County Emergency Plan describes a comprehensive emergency management system that
provides for a planned response to disaster situations associated with natural disasters, technological
incidents, terrorism, and nuclear-related incidents. It delineates operational concepts relating to various
emergency situations, identifies components of the Emergency Management Organization, and
describes the overall responsibilities for protecting life and property and ensuring the overall well-being
of the population. The plan also identifies the sources of outside support that might be provided
(through mutual aid and specific statutory authorities) by other jurisdictions, state and federal agencies,
and the private sector.
The plan cites authorities and references to support the plan and has five objectives:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

To provide a system for the effective management of emergency situations.
To identify lines of authority and relationships.
To assign tasks and responsibilities.
To ensure adequate maintenance of facilities, services, and resources.
To provide a framework for adequate resources for recovery operations.

The San Diego County Operational Area consists of the 18 cities and county government. To foster a
regional approach, the cities and County joined together in 1961 to form an Operational Area and
entered into a Joint Powers Authority (JPA). The JPA establishes procedures and protocols for assisting
each other in the event of a disaster or major emergency that would be beyond the capability of any
single jurisdiction to handle. An Operational Area is defined as a county and each of its political
jurisdictions, including Special Districts. The Unified Disaster Council is the policy-making body for the
Unified Organization, and the OES is staff to the Unified Organization (OES 2014).
Fire
County of San Diego Consolidated Fire Code
the purposes of prescribing regulations in the unincorporated area of San Diego County, the applicable
fire code is known as the County Fire Code and includes the Consolidated Fire Code and adopts, by
reference, the California Fire Code, 2013 edition (Title 24 CCR Part 9). The Consolidated Fire Code
consists of local Fire Protection District ordinances that have modified the Fire Code portion of the State
Building Standards Code and any County of San Diego modification to the Fire Districts’ amendments.
The purpose of the Consolidated Fire Code is for the protection of the public health and safety, which
includes permit and inspection requirements for the installation, alteration, or repair of new and
existing fire protection systems, and penalties for violations of the Consolidated Fire Code. The
Consolidated Fire Code provides the minimum requirements for access, water supply and distribution,
construction type, fire protection systems, and vegetation management. Additionally, the Consolidated
Fire Code regulates hazardous materials and associated measures to ensure that public health and
safety are protected from incidents relating to hazardous substance releases.
Local Municipal Fire Codes
Each of the 18 cities in the San Diego region has a Fire Code included in its Municipal Code. Like the
County of San Diego Consolidated Fire Code, these codes all conform to the California Fire Code and are
similar in their provisions with regard to fire safety, although they may differ in their approach to
vegetation management.
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4.9.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR and the unique nature of the proposed Plan.
Checklist questions for population and housing are provided in Section IX of Appendix G. For purposes of
this EIR, the Appendix G questions have been combined and modified. Specifically, criterion HAZ-1
below incorporates the issues found within CEQA Appendix G Section VIII criteria (b) and (d) regarding
emitting hazardous materials and location on a hazardous materials site. HAZ -2 addresses criteria (a)
and (c). HAZ-3 addresses air traffic hazards consistent with Section VIII criteria (e) and (f) and Section
XVI criteria (c). HAZ-4 addresses Section VIII criterion (g) and Section XVI criterion (e). HAZ-5 relates to
Section VIII criterion (h). For the purpose of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a
significant hazards impact if it would:
HAZ-1
HAZ-2
HAZ-3

HAZ-4
HAZ-5

Create a significant hazard by generating hazardous emissions or handling hazardous
materials during pre-construction, demolition, and/or construction activities.
Create a significant hazard to the public, schools, or the environment through the routine use,
handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials.
Result in an air traffic hazard for people residing or working within an airport land use plan or
within 2 miles of a public or private airport, airstrip, or helipad, or result in a change in air
traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a change in location that results
in substantial safety risks.
Impede implementation of an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation
plan or result in inadequate emergency access.
Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands.

4.9.4

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

HAZ-1

CREATE A SIGNIFICANT HAZARD BY GENERATING HAZARDOUS EMISSIONS OR HANDLING
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS DURING PRE-CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION, AND/OR
CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following analysis describes the types of hazardous materials that would be encountered, used, and
handled during the pre-construction, demolition, or construction of development projects associated
with forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements. It analyzes whether hazardous materials encountered, used, or handled during such
activities would create a significant hazard to people or the environment. The analysis compares
forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements to
known hazardous materials sites that could be disturbed and/or encountered during these activities.
This analysis also identifies standard construction practices and applicable laws and regulations for the
proper storage, containment, use, and removal of hazardous materials during pre-construction,
demolition, and construction.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, population within the region is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people, housing by 83,836
units, and employment by 173,211 jobs. New development caused by regional growth and land use
change would include new housing units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and
civic uses in a variety of settings, including redevelopment activities on previously developed sites and
new development on sites that are undeveloped or were previously used for activities such as
agriculture or military uses. Hazardous materials would be handled and potentially released during the
pre-construction, demolition, or construction of future development projects from activities such as
truck and equipment refueling, building demolition, soil excavation and export, transportation of debris
containing hazards, or use of hazardous materials would occur.
The potential for release of hazardous materials associated with the proposed Plan would primarily
occur from construction-related activities that would disturb existing hazardous waste sites (e.g.,
demolition, soil disturbances); routine use, disposal, and storage of common hazardous materials such
as paints, solvents, and cleaning products; and/or accidents during the routine transport of hazardous
materials. These materials would include any regulated asbestos-containing materials, lead-based paint,
or debris characterized as hazardous waste (e.g., lead waste) from demolition of facilities constructed
prior to 1978.
Construction activities associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change would disturb
the subsurface in the area of some former UST sites. Disturbing residual petroleum contamination
increases the risks to human health and the environment during excavation, transportation, and
disposal. When disturbing areas of known historical UST releases, precautions would be taken during
construction to screen for potential hazardous constituents in soil and groundwater to protect workers,
and any contaminated soils excavated during site improvements would be managed and disposed of in
accordance with applicable state and federal laws and regulations. Compliance with these laws and
regulations as described below would avoid any significant human health and the environmental
impacts from USTs during pre-construction, demolition, or construction activities.
Additionally, construction activities would be located on or near the sites identified in Table 4.9-1 from
the DTSC database. In some cases, former uses of land, such as agriculture and industrial processes,
have left residual hazardous substance contamination in the soil, which would pose an adverse risk to
humans or the environment when encountered during ground disturbance activities such as grading or
removal of soil prior to construction.
Wherever hazardous materials are used or stored, or hazardous waste generated, during construction
activities, there is the potential for releases to the environment. In each situation, the hazards and the
risks they would pose to people or the environment would depend on the nature and amount of the
hazardous materials used, the location and containment measures where the materials would be used
and stored, the processes and handling procedures for the materials, and the personnel dealing with the
hazardous materials. Although such activities involve strict regulations regarding monitoring and
handling, accidental release of hazardous materials due to natural disasters, human error, or misuse is
possible.
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As described in Section 4.9.2, numerous federal, state, and local regulations exist that reduce the
potential for humans or the environment to be impacted by generating hazardous emissions or handling
of hazardous materials during pre-construction, demolition, and or construction activities. Businesses
that handle/generate hazardous materials within the region are monitored by USEPA; San Diego
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB); the County of San Diego DEH HMD; LEA programs; and
the SDAPCD. The California Administrative Code provides standards designed to avoid releases,
including provisions regarding securing materials and container design. The County of San Diego’s DEHHMD is also required to conduct ongoing routine inspections to ensure compliance with existing laws
and regulations; to identify safety hazards that could cause or contribute to an accidental spill or
release; and to suggest preventative measures to minimize the risk of a spill or release of hazardous
substances.
Compliance with such regulations would minimize the potential for creation of a hazard and provide
planning mechanisms for prompt and effective cleanup if an accidental release did occur. Adherence to
existing regulations would therefore ensure that any emissions or handling of hazardous materials
during pre-construction, demolition, and construction of development projects would not create a
significant hazard. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would have a less than significant
impact.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Pre-construction, demolition, and construction activities associated with transportation network
improvements by 2020 would result in hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials, particularly those activities that may involve the use of equipment that contains
hazardous materials (e.g., diesel-fueled equipment), or the removal and off-site transport of
contaminated soil and/or groundwater. Demolition activities associated with transportation network
improvements such as removal and replacement of decades-old bridges would involve handling and
disposal of hazardous materials where such materials were used in the original construction.
Additionally, construction of transportation improvements would employ materials such as oils, greases,
and solvents that could be released into the environment accidentally if not transported, handled, used,
or disposed of properly. During construction activities, hazardous waste sites could be encountered and
materials could be released into the environment. In addition, hazardous materials carried on the
existing highways, freight rail, and arterials could affect schools via exposure of sensitive receptors to
health hazards if a release or incident occurred during transport.
The same protections governing pre-construction, demolition, and construction activities for
development projects would apply to such activities for transportation network improvements. Existing
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section 4.9.2 are designed to avoid
and minimize the potential for hazards to result from hazardous materials handled or emitted during
construction. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance
with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event
of a hazardous materials incident. Adherence to the regulations above would therefore ensure that any
emissions or handling of hazardous materials during pre-construction, demolition, and construction of
transportation network improvements would not create a significant hazard. Therefore, transportation
network improvements would have a less than significant impact.
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2020 Conclusion
Pre-construction, construction, and demolition activities associated with regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements would encounter, use and handle hazardous
materials. However, adherence to existing regulations discussed above and in Section 4.9.2 would
ensure that these activities do not create a significant hazard to people or the environment. Therefore,
this impact (HAZ-1) in the year 2020 is less than significant.
2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As described in the 2020 analysis, developments projects resulting from regional growth and land use
change by 2035 would also increase construction activities that involve a variety of new land uses in a
variety of settings, including redevelopment activities on previously developed sites and new
development on sites that are undeveloped or were previously used for activities such as agriculture or
military uses. Hazardous materials would be handled and potentially released during the preconstruction, demolition, or construction of future development projects from activities such as truck
and equipment refueling, building demolition, soil excavation and export, transportation of debris
containing hazards, or use of hazardous materials would occur.
Additionally, construction activities would be located on or near the sites identified in Table 4.9-1 from
the DTSC database. In some cases, former uses of the land, such as agriculture and industrial processes,
have left residual hazardous substance contamination in the soil, which would pose an adverse risk to
humans or the environment when encountered during ground disturbance activities such as grading or
removal of soil prior to construction.
Construction activities associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change would disturb
the subsurface in the area of some former UST sites. Disturbing residual petroleum contamination
increases the risks to human health and the environment during excavation, transportation, and
disposal. When disturbing areas of known historical UST releases, precautions would be taken during
construction to screen for potential hazardous constituents in soil and groundwater to protect workers,
and any contaminated soils excavated during site improvements would be managed and disposed of in
accordance with applicable state and federal laws and regulations. Compliance with these laws and
regulations as described below would avoid any significant human health and the environmental
impacts from USTs during pre-construction, demolition, or construction activities.
The same protections governing pre-construction, demolition, and construction activities for
development projects would apply to such activities for transportation network improvements. Existing
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section 4.9.2 are designed to avoid
and minimize the potential for hazards to result from hazardous materials handled or emitted during
construction. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance
with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event
of a hazardous materials incident. Adherence to the regulations above would therefore ensure that any
emissions or handling of hazardous materials during pre-construction, demolition, and construction of
transportation network improvements would not create a significant hazard. Therefore, transportation
network improvements would have a less than significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Pre-construction, demolition, and construction activities associated with transportation network
improvements by 2035 would result in hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or acutely
hazardous materials, particularly those activities that may involve the use of equipment that contains
hazardous materials (e.g., diesel-fueled equipment), or the removal and off-site transport of
contaminated soil and/or groundwater. Demolition activities associated with transportation network
improvements such as removal and replacement of decades-old bridges would involve handling and
disposal of hazardous materials where such materials were used in the original construction.
Additionally, construction of transportation improvements would employ materials such as oils, greases,
and solvents that could be released into the environment accidentally if not transported, handled, used,
or disposed of properly. During construction activities, hazardous waste sites could be encountered and
materials could be released into the environment. In addition, hazardous materials carried on the
existing highways, freight rail, and arterials could affect schools via exposure of sensitive receptors to
health hazards if a release or incident occurred during transport.
The same protections governing pre-construction, demolition, and construction activities for 2020
development projects would apply to such activities for 2035 transportation network improvements.
Existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section 4.9.2 are designed
to avoid and minimize the potential for hazards to result from hazardous materials handled or emitted
during construction. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT regulations for safe hauling procedures,
compliance with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA
in the event of a hazardous materials incident. Adherence to the regulations above would therefore
ensure that any emissions or handling of hazardous materials during pre-construction, demolition, and
construction of transportation network improvements would not create a significant hazard. Therefore,
transportation network improvements would have a less than significant impact.
2035 Conclusion
Pre-construction, construction, and demolition activities associated with regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements would encounter, use and handle hazardous
materials. However, adherence to existing regulations discussed above and in Section 4.9.2 would
ensure that these activities do not create a significant hazard to people or the environment. Therefore,
this impact (HAZ-1) in the year 2035 is less than significant.
2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change by 2050 would include conversion of undeveloped lands, along
with a focus on infill development within the existing communities. As described in the 2020 and 2035
analyses, this growth would increase construction activities that involve hazardous materials. The
severity of potential effects varies with the activity conducted, the concentration of and type of
hazardous material or wastes present, and the proximity of sensitive receptors. Additionally,
construction activities would be located on or near the sites identified in Table 4.9-1 from the DTSC
database. In some cases, former uses of the land, such as agriculture and industrial processes, may leave
a residue of hazardous substances contained in the soil, which could pose a significant risk to humans or
the environment.
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The same protections governing pre-construction, demolition, and construction activities for
development projects would apply to such activities for transportation network improvements. Existing
federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section 4.9.2 are designed to avoid
and minimize the potential for hazards to result from hazardous materials handled or emitted during
construction. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance
with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event
of a hazardous materials incident. Adherence to the regulations above would therefore ensure that any
emissions or handling of hazardous materials during pre-construction, demolition, and construction of
transportation network improvements would not create a significant hazard. Therefore, transportation
network improvements would have a less than significant impact.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements and programs planned for 2050 are located throughout the
western half of the San Diego region, but unlike the improvements planned by 2020 and 2035, several of
these planned improvements extend into the less populated areas at the edge of the highly urbanized
areas. Implementation of the proposed Plan in 2050 would result in hazardous emissions or the handling
of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, particularly those activities that may involve the use of
equipment that contains hazardous materials (e.g., diesel-fueled equipment), or the transport of
excavated soil and/or groundwater containing contaminants from areas identified as being
contaminated. Additionally, construction of transportation improvements would employ materials such
as oils, greases, and solvents that could be released into the environment accidentally if not
transported, handled, used, or disposed of properly. During construction activities, hazardous waste
sites could be encountered and materials could be released into the environment.
As described in Section 4.9.2, numerous federal, state, and local regulations exist that reduce the
potential for humans or the environment to be impacted by an accidental release of hazardous
materials. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance
with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event
of a hazardous materials incident. Compliance with such regulations would minimize the potential for a
release to occur and provide planning mechanisms for prompt and effective cleanup if an accidental
release did occur. Adherence to existing regulations would ensure that impacts related to the accidental
release of hazardous materials into the environment related to pre-construction, demolition, and/or
construction activities would be less than significant by minimizing the potential risk to human health
and the environment.
2050 Conclusion
Pre-construction, construction, and demolition activities associated with regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements would encounter, use and handle hazardous
materials. However, adherence to existing regulations discussed above and in Section 4.9.2 would
ensure that these activities do not create a significant hazard to people or the environment. Therefore,
this impact (HAZ-1) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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HAZ-2

CREATE A SIGNIFICANT HAZARD TO THE PUBLIC, SCHOOLS, OR THE ENVIRONMENT
THROUGH THE ROUTINE USE, HANDLING, TRANSPORT, OR DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes impacts associated with the routine use, handling, transport, and disposal of
hazardous materials. It also identifies standard practices for the proper storage, containment, use, and
removal of hazardous materials during operations of development projects associated with the regional
growth and land use change, and transportation network improvements.
The handling of hazardous materials within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school is also
addressed. The possibility for new schools to be sited near locations where hazardous materials may be
handled and emitted is discussed in relation to the proposed development and redevelopment of areas
within the region. In addition, construction activities associated with the building of land use projects
and transportation network improvements may result in the transport and release of hazardous
materials within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school. This section also analyzes the
effectiveness of existing regulations in minimizing impacts associated with the routine use, handling,
transport, and disposal of hazardous materials.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, regional growth and development would increase throughout the San Diego region. New
development would be in the form of new housing units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers,
schools, and civic uses. Most land uses are likely to involve activities in which hazardous materials would
be routinely used, stored, handled, and transported. Increased residential and mixed-use development
would increase the use, storage, and disposal of household hazardous materials. Some solvents,
cleaning materials, horticultural chemicals, and other products in common use would be classified as
hazardous substances. New commercial and industrial development would also result in increased use,
storage, and/or disposal of hazardous materials during routine operations. Of particular concern are
facilities with USTs or other methods of storage that could accidentally leak into the soil, water, or air.
Specific examples of such facilities include gas stations, automotive repair shops, and dry cleaners.
Almost all land use designations allow activities that have the potential to involve the handling, use,
and/or disposal of hazardous materials. Even schools and day care operations may use and dispose of
hazardous materials, such as cleaning products or laboratory chemicals, that potentially pose a risk to
the public. Given the regional extent of the proposed Plan and the large number of existing schools
located throughout the San Diego region (approximately 1,040 public and private), it is likely that
additional development and redevelopment forecasted by 2020 would occur within one-quarter mile of
an existing school. Approximately three quarters of total population and housing unit growth would be
within the City of San Diego, County of San Diego, and Chula Vista. Depending on the actual number and
location of housing units constructed, new schools would likely require new or expanded facilities to
maintain current levels of service as population increases.
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Given that the higher increase in population is occurring in the more urban areas of the region, it is
likely that new or proposed schools would be sited near locations where hazardous materials,
substances, and/or waste may be handled or emitted. With the forecasted increase in population and
development by 2020, there is an increased risk of hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or
acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed
school.
As described in Section 4.9.2, federal and state regulations exist that reduce hazardous emissions and
hazardous materials handling within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school. These include,
but are not limited to, CHHSLs, which evaluate sites with potential human health concerns, and the CEC,
which requires the preparation of environmental assessments prior to school siting. Any development or
redevelopment that would use hazardous materials on-site would be required to obtain permits and
comply with appropriate regulatory agency standards designed to avoid hazardous materials or waste
releases and protect the public health. OSHA and local regulatory agencies (e.g., SDAPCD, fire
departments) mandate the use of controls to limit exposure to workers and the public from chemicals of
potential concern through the use of various controls (e.g., the use of warning signs and containment
areas, implementation of work plans and health and safety plans, reduction of dust emissions through
the use of wet methods, use of personal protective equipment by workers).
USDOT requires that safety measures be used during the transportation of hazardous materials and
wastes (e.g., packaging, labeling, use of secondary containment, recordkeeping), and these procedures
are monitored through the use of hazardous waste manifests. To operate in California, all hazardous
waste transporters must be registered with DTSC. Unless specifically exempted, hazardous waste
transporters must comply with the California Highway Patrol Regulations, the California State Fire
Marshal Regulations, and the United States Department of Transportation Regulations.
Individual jurisdictions will continue to enforce disclosure laws that require all users, producers, and
transporters of hazardous materials and wastes to clearly identify the materials that they store, use, or
transport, and to notify the appropriate city, county, state, and federal agencies in the event of a
violation. Adherence to the regulations would ensure that impacts associated with routine use,
handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials would be less than significant.
Additionally, California Education Code (Section 17210 et seq.) outlines the requirements of siting school
facilities near or on known or suspected hazardous materials sites, or near facilities that emit hazardous
air emissions, or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances, or waste. The code
requires that, prior to commencing the acquisition of property for a new school site, an environmental
site investigation be completed to determine the health and safety risks (if any) associated with a site.
Furthermore, permitting requirements for individual hazardous materials handlers or emitters, including
enforcement of PRC Section 21151.4, would require evaluation and notification where potential
materials handling and emissions could occur within one-quarter-mile proximity of schools. In addition,
local regulatory agencies (e.g., fire departments, DEH) have developed emergency response programs
designed to limit exposure of schools and other sensitive receptors to hazardous materials and wastes. T
Therefore, adherence to existing regulations would ensure that ensure that impacts associated with
routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials, including impacts on schools, would
be less than significant for regional growth and land use change.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Implementation of the transportation network improvements forecasted as part of the proposed Plan
by 2020 would continue to involve the routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous
materials. New general purpose lanes, new managed lanes, and improvements to regional arterials
would increase capacity for goods movement by truck, which would result in transport of hazardous
materials (e.g., fuel trucks) and equipment that contains or uses routine hazardous materials (e.g.,
diesel-fueled equipment). Hazardous materials are also transported via rail by freight operators. Doubletracking of the LOSSAN rail corridor by 2020 would increase the capacity of goods movement, including
hazardous materials, to be carried by freight rail.
Construction activities associated with transportation network improvements and programs by 2020
may result in hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, or the
transportation of excavated soil and/or groundwater containing contaminants near schools. Using
SANDAG’s geographic information system (GIS) database for schools located within the San Diego
region, proposed transportation network improvements by 2020 were overlain on the region to identify
where impacts to existing schools may occur if hazardous materials were accidentally released into the
environment. The results of this analysis indicate that approximately 37 existing schools are located
within one-quarter mile of planned arterial improvements, 19 schools within one-quarter mile of
planned bikeway improvements, 11 school within one-quarter mile of planned general purpose lane or
managed lane improvements, and 12 schools within one-quarter mile of planned rail improvements by
2020. These schools may be impacted if hazardous materials carried on these roadways or rail lines
were released during transportation. In addition, hazardous materials carried on the existing highways
and arterials could affect these schools via exposure of sensitive receptors to health hazards if a release
or incident occurred during transport.
As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.9.2 that govern the use of hazard materials strictly regulate the proper handling of such materials and
their containers to ensure routine transport, use, and disposal of hazardous materials do not create a
significant hazard to the public or the environment. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT regulations for
safe hauling procedures, compliance with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68),
and contacting Cal EMA in the event of a hazardous materials incident. Adherence to the regulations
above would ensure that impacts associated with routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of
hazardous materials would be less than significant for transportation network improvements.
2020 Conclusion
Regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network improvements by 2020 would
routinely use, handle, transport, or dispose hazardous materials. However, adherence to existing
regulations discussed above and in Section 4.9.2 would ensure that implementation of the proposed
Plan would not result in a significant hazard to the public, schools, or the environment. Therefore, this
impact (HAZ-2) in the year 2020 is less than significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Approximately 77 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2035 is in the City of San
Diego (48 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (11 percent). Similarly,
these three jurisdictions will accommodate approximately 80 percent of new housing units and 68
percent of new jobs, by 2035. As described in the 2020 analysis, increased residential and mixed-use
development would increase the use, handling, transport, storage, and disposal of household hazardous
materials. New commercial and industrial development would also result in increased use, handling,
transport, storage, and/or disposal of hazardous materials during routine operations. Hazardous
materials would be used, handled, or stored, and hazardous waste would be generated from these land
uses. This could also result in siting sensitive land uses, including schools, near facilities that use
hazardous materials. Therefore, the potential exists for human exposure, and, under certain conditions,
potential releases of hazardous materials into the environment or within one-quarter mile of schools or
other sensitive receptors.
As described in Section 4.9.2, the current regulatory environment provides a high level of protection
from the hazardous materials manufactured within, transported to, and disposed of within the San
Diego region. Federal and state regulations exist that reduce hazardous emissions and hazardous
materials handling within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school. These include, but are not
limited to, CHHSLs, which evaluate sites with potential human health concerns, and the CEC, which
requires the preparation of environmental assessments prior to school siting. Specifically, adherence to
the USDOT regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance with the Chemical Accident Prevention
Provisions (40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event of a hazardous materials incident.
Adherence to the regulations above would ensure that impacts associated with routine use, handling,
transport, or disposal of hazardous materials, or emissions of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school would be less than
significant for regional growth and land use change.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2035, new managed lanes or general purpose lanes would continue in 2035 along of portions I-5, SR
15, I-15, SR 78, I-805, SR 52, and SR 67. A few arterial projects would be completed in 2035, including
new road extensions in the community of Ramona, roadway widening along Genesee Avenue to Nobel
Drive, and a new interchange at SR 78 in San Marcos.
As described in the 2020 analysis above, the types of activities that would involve the routine use,
handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials by truck and by rail would continue to occur
through 2035 as additional transportation network improvements and programs are implemented.
Construction activities associated with transportation network improvements and programs by 2035
may result in hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, or the
transport of excavated soil and/or groundwater containing contaminants near schools. Using SANDAG’s
geographic information system (GIS) database for schools located within the San Diego region, proposed
transportation network improvements by 2035 were overlain on the region to identify where impacts to
existing schools may occur if hazardous materials were accidentally released into the environment.
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The results of this analysis indicate that approximately 4 existing schools are located within one-quarter
mile of planned arterial improvements, 23 schools within one-quarter mile of planned bikeway
improvements, 107 school within one-quarter mile of planned managed lane or general purpose lane
improvements, and 58 schools within one-quarter mile of planned rail improvements by 2035. These
schools may be impacted if hazardous materials carried on these roadways or rail lines were released
during transportation. In addition, hazardous materials carried on the existing highways and arterials
could affect these schools via exposure of sensitive receptors to health hazards if a release or incident
occurred during transport.
As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.9.2 that govern the use of hazard materials strictly regulate the proper handling of such materials and
their containers to ensure routine use, handling, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials do not
create a significant hazard to the public or the environment. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT
regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions
(40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event of a hazardous materials incident. Adherence to
such regulations would ensure that impacts associated with routine use, handling, transport, or disposal
of hazardous materials would be less than significant for planned transportation network
improvements.
2035 Conclusion
By 2035, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in regional growth and land use change as
well as transportation network improvements that would involve the routine use, handling, transport, or
disposal of hazardous materials. However, adherence to existing regulations discussed above and in
Section 4.9.2 would ensure that such use, handling, transport, and disposal does not create a significant
hazard to the public, schools, or the environment. Therefore, this impact (HAZ-2) in the year 2035 is less
than significant.
2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change by 2050 would include conversion of undeveloped lands, as well
as infill development within the existing communities. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted
regional population increase by 2050 is in the City of San Diego (49 percent), County of San Diego (16
percent), and City of Chula Vista (10 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate
approximately 79 percent of new housing units and 71 percent of new jobs, respectively, by 2050.
As described in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, increases in development and redevelopment would occur,
as would the routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials. Additionally, the
proposed Plan could also result in siting sensitive land uses, including schools, near facilities that use
hazardous materials. As a result, hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials within one-quarter mile of schools or other sensitive receptors would occur. Therefore, an
increased potential for human exposure exists, and, under certain conditions, potential releases of
hazardous materials into the environment.
As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.9.2 that govern the use of hazard materials strictly regulate the proper handling of such materials and
their containers to ensure routine use, handling, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials do not
create a significant hazard to the public or the environment.
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Specifically, adherence to the USDOT regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance with the
Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions (40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event of a
hazardous materials incident. Adherence to the regulations above would ensure that impacts
associated with routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials would be less than
significant for regional growth and land use change.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As true with the 2020 and 2035 analyses, the types of activities that would involve the routine use,
handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials would continue to occur through 2050 as
additional transportation network improvements are implemented. The managed lane, general purpose
lane, and rail improvements to be implemented by 2050 involve the increase in the capacity of existing
roadways and rail lines, indirectly increasing the capacity of routes used to transport goods, including
hazardous materials.
Construction activities associated with the proposed transportation network improvements and
programs by 2050 may result in hazardous emissions or the handling of hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, or the transport of excavated soil and/or groundwater containing contaminants near schools.
Using SANDAG’s GIS database for schools located within the San Diego region, the proposed Plan
transportation network improvements planned by 2050 were overlain on the region to identify where
impacts to existing schools may occur if hazardous materials were accidentally released into the
environment. The results of this analysis indicate that approximately The results of this analysis indicate
that approximately no schools are located within one-quarter mile of planned arterial improvements,
seven schools within one-quarter mile of planned bikeway improvements, 69 school within one-quarter
mile of planned managed lane or general purpose lane improvements, and 65 schools within onequarter mile of planned rail improvements by 2050.These schools may be impacted if hazardous
materials carried on these roadways a release or incident occurred during transport. In addition,
hazardous materials carried on the existing highways and arterials could affect these schools via
exposure of sensitive receptors to health hazards if a release or incident occurred during transport.
As discussed above, existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.9.2 that govern the use of hazard materials strictly regulate the proper handling of such materials and
their containers to ensure routine use, handling, transport, and disposal of hazardous materials do not
create a significant hazard to the public or the environment. Specifically, adherence to the USDOT
regulations for safe hauling procedures, compliance with the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions
(40 CFR Part 68), and contacting Cal EMA in the event of a hazardous materials incident. Adherence to
the regulations above would ensure that implementation of planned transportation network
improvements would result in a less than significant impact related to a hazard to the public or the
environment, or within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school through the routine use,
handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials.
2050 Conclusion
The increase in regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network improvements
and improvements by 2050 would increase the routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of
hazardous materials. However, adherence to existing regulations discussed above and in Section 4.9.2
would ensure that such routine use, handling, transport, and disposal does not create a significant
hazard to people, schools, or the environment. Therefore, this impact (HAZ-3) in the year 2050 is less
than significant.
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HAZ-3

RESULT IN AN AIR TRAFFIC HAZARD FOR PEOPLE RESIDING OR WORKING WITHIN AN
AIRPORT LAND USE PLAN OR WITHIN 2 MILES OF A PUBLIC OR PRIVATE AIRPORT, AIRSTRIP,
OR HELIPAD, OR RESULT IN A CHANGE IN AIR TRAFFIC PATTERNS, INCLUDING EITHER AN
INCREASE IN TRAFFIC LEVELS OR A CHANGE IN LOCATION WHICH RESULTS IN SUBSTANTIAL
SAFETY RISKS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section identifies whether implementation of the proposed Plan would potentially increase aircraft
activity in the region and whether the proposed Plan would result in any operational changes (e.g.,
changes in flight patterns) to San Diego region Airports or place any new land uses that would affect
airport operations in the vicinity of any airports.
The proposed Plan is analyzed for compatibility with the ALUCPs and each of the other relevant
documents addressing airports in the region. Regional growth in proximity to airports is described in
relation to the ALUCPs. This section also describes airport compatible land uses as well as other issues
and recommendations related to air navigation safety. Additionally, military airports and private
airstrips exist within the region, mostly in rural or agricultural areas both are not subject to an ALUCP.
The height and location of structures associated with transportation network improvements would be
evaluated on a project-specific basis for compliance with FAA requirements, so that transportation
network improvements would not result in air traffic hazards; therefore, they will not be addressed
further in this analysis.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, regional growth and development would increase throughout the San Diego region. New
development caused by regional growth and land use change would be in the form of new housing
units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses. As indicated in Section
4.9.1, 16 public-use and military airports (Figure 4.9-1) are located within the San Diego region. Airport
hazards involve uncertain events that may occur with occasional aircraft operations. Essentially, there
are two types of aviation-related safety concerns that affect land use near airports. The first is
minimizing the severity of an aircraft accident by limiting the number of people and amount of property
within airport hazard zones. The second is minimizing air hazards through restrictions on building
heights and on uses that produce electronic or visual impairments to navigation or attract large numbers
of birds.
To prevent incompatible uses in areas of higher aircraft hazard potential, the ALUC has adopted ALUCPs
with land use policies and criteria in the interest of public safety. The policies identify what types of land
uses are allowed around airports and are intended to protect the safety of people, property, and aircraft
on the ground and in the air in the vicinity of the airport. The policies also protect airports from
encroachment by new incompatible land uses that could restrict their operations. Structure
replacement and infill development are generally permitted under ALUCPs, in accordance with policies
established by the SDCRAA.
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While the ALUCPs cannot prevent aircraft accidents from occurring, they do contain policies and criteria
to limit future incompatible uses and emergency response and evacuation plans to minimize safety
impacts. As described in Section 4.9.2, the SDCRAA, which is the ALUC for the San Diego region, is
required to assist local agencies in ensuring compatible land uses in the vicinity of existing or proposed
airports; to coordinate planning at state, regional, and local levels; to prepare and adopt an airport land
use plan as required by PUC Section 21675; to review plans or regulations submitted by local agencies;
and to review and make recommendations regarding the land uses, building heights, and other issues
relating to air navigation safety and promotion of air commerce.
Safety compatibility zones identify areas where distinct levels of risk exist. As a result of the distinct
levels of risk in each safety compatibility zone, ALUCPs and CLUPs differentiate allowed and prohibited
land uses according to safety compatibility zones. The shapes and sizes of the zones are largely based on
accident data and other analyses prepared by the FAA. Data have shown that a higher percentage of
crashes occur at each end of a runway, with a lower percentage occurring along the length of a runway.
As a result, ALUCPs and CLUPs typically restrict land uses to a greater degree at each end of a runway.
The DOD requires military airfields to adopt AICUZ studies, which assess compatible land uses in the
vicinity of a military air station in a way equivalent to ALUCPs. PRC Section 21098 would reduce hazards
associated with development near military airports by requiring lead agencies to submit a notice to the
military service that would be affected by a proposed General Plan Amendment or significant project
located within specific boundaries of a low-level flight path, military impact zone, or special use
airspace.
Development projects associated with the proposed Plan would be subject to FAA evaluation and the
FAA would be notified of proposed development pursuant to Section 77.11 of Federal Aviation
Regulations. The notification provides the basis for the FAA to evaluate the proposed development
projects for obstruction hazards and potential hazards to air safety. Obstruction standards are regulated
by height and whether a proposal is distractive and/or hazardous to a pilot. FAA evaluation would occur
where the project proposes certain components that trigger FAA notification, including projects located
within a 2-mile radius around public-use airports that exceed a specified height, that could create
electronic or visual hazards, or that could increase the attraction of wildlife around airports. Therefore,
adherence to the regulations above would ensure that safety hazards associated with airports or air
traffic would be less than significant.
Regional growth and land use change is forecasted to occur near other private or special-use airstrips or
helipads, such as hospitals and police stations. Appropriate separation between private airports and
land use development is identified in accordance with the Airport Safety Compatibility Zones of the
California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook or FAA standards. Appropriate separation between
project development and the airstrip or helipad would be identified in accordance with existing FAA
regulations.. If it determines it necessary, the FAA may condition certain requirements for project sites,
including enhanced-visibility paint schemes or special lighting. Sites are also required to comply with
applicable airport land use plans, which govern the heights of structures within defined areas around
airports. The purpose of this review is to ensure that the construction of new facilities will not create
hazards to aviation. All towers that meet the criteria will be required to undergo this process prior to
construction as part of standard regulatory compliance. These existing regulations and FAA procedures
would ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for aircraft
accidents.
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By 2020, additional regional growth and land use change is forecasted to occur near private or specialuse airstrips or helipads, particularly in the urbanized areas of the region. As described above,
appropriate separation between project development and the airstrip or helipad would be identified in
accordance with existing regulatory mechanisms. The FAA may condition certain requirements for
project sites to avoid or reduce hazards associated with air safety. Existing regulations and FAA
procedures would ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for
aircraft accidents. Therefore, adherence to the regulations described above would ensure safety hazards
associated with private airstrips or helipads would be less than significant.
2020 Conclusion
By 2020, increased development would occur near public or military airports, private airstrips or
helipads. Adherence to the regulations described above and in Section 4.9.2 would minimize safety
hazards related to airports and air traffic associated with implementation of the proposed Plan.
Therefore, this impact (HAZ-3) in the year 2020 is less than significant.
2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As described in the 2020 analysis, the proposed Plan does not propose any incompatible land uses
within the vicinity of public airports. A portion of regional growth and land use change would occur near
public-use or military airports, particularly those located near existing urban development. The future
development of land uses in areas subject to off-airport air crash hazards could substantially increase
the risk of loss of lives and property if those uses are incompatible with safe aircraft navigation.
However, existing regulations, FAA procedures (Section 77.11 of Federal Aviation Regulations), ALUCPs,
and AICUZ studies ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for
aircraft accidents. Therefore, adherence to the regulations above would ensure that safety hazards
associated with airports or air traffic would be less than significant.
By 2035, additional regional growth and land use change is forecasted to occur near private or specialuse airstrips or helipads, particularly in the urbanized areas of the region. As described above,
appropriate separation between project development and the airstrip or helipad would be identified in
accordance with existing regulatory mechanisms. The FAA may condition certain requirements for
project sites to avoid or reduce hazards associated with air safety. Existing regulations and FAA
procedures would ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for
aircraft accidents. Therefore, adherence to the regulations described above would ensure safety hazards
associated with private airstrips or helipads would be less than significant.
2035 Conclusion
By 2035, increased development would occur near public or military airports, private airstrips, or
helipads. Adherence to the regulations described above and in Section 4.9.2 would minimize safety
hazards related to airports and air traffic associated with implementation of the proposed Plan.
Therefore, this impact (HAZ-3) in the year 2035 is less than significant.
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change by 2050 would include conversion of undeveloped lands, as well
as infill development within the existing communities. As described in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, the
proposed Plan does not propose any incompatible land uses within the vicinity of public airports. The
future development of land uses in areas subject to off-airport air crash hazards could substantially
increase the risk of loss of lives and property if those uses are incompatible with safe aircraft navigation.
However, existing regulations, FAA procedures (Section 77.11 of Federal Aviation Regulations), ALUCPs,
and AICUZ studies ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for
aircraft accidents. Therefore, adherence to the regulations above would ensure safety hazards
associated with airports or air traffic would be less than significant.
By 2050, additional regional growth and land use change is forecasted to occur near private or specialuse airstrips or helipads, particularly in the urbanized areas of the region. As described above,
appropriate separation between project development and the airstrip or helipad would be identified in
accordance with existing regulatory mechanisms. The FAA may condition certain requirements for
project sites to avoid or reduce hazards associated with air safety. Existing regulations and FAA
procedures would ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for
aircraft accidents. Therefore, adherence to the regulations described above would ensure that safety
hazards associated with private airstrips or helipads would be less than significant.
2050 Conclusion
By 2050, increased development would occur near public or military airports, private airstrips, or
helipads. Adherence to the regulations described above and in Section 4.9.2 would minimize safety
hazards related to airports and air traffic associated with implementation of the proposed Plan.
Therefore, this impact (HAZ-3) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
HAZ-4

IMPEDE IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ADOPTED EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN OR EMERGENCY
EVACUATION PLAN OR RESULT IN INADEQUATE EMERGENCY ACCESS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Emergencies that may require evacuation of populated areas include earthquakes, tsunamis, floods,
rain-induced landslides, dam failure, wildland fires, hazardous materials incidents, nuclear materials
release, and terrorism. The San Diego County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan, the safety
elements local jurisdictions’ general plans as well as Caltrans maps of State routes, are reviewed to
determine whether emergency evacuation route designations exist in any of the proposed regional
growth and transportation project areas. These routes are evaluated to determine if their effectiveness
for emergency evacuation would be impacted by the proposed Plan, either in the long term, or in the
short term during construction. Impacts on more routine emergency access to properties by law
enforcement or fire protection personnel are also addressed.
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This section describes existing response plans and the risk of interference with response plans (for
example, if multiple development projects are built at the same time). Established evacuation routes are
described, and the role of project-level review is discussed. Transportation network improvements and
programs affecting identified emergency response plans, emergency evacuation routes, or emergency
access are described.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed emergency response impacts include, but are not limited to, more days of extreme high
temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves, less frequent and more intense rainstorms, more
frequent flood events, sea level rise and more frequent and severe coastal flooding, and more frequent
and severe wildfires. In general, climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Please
see Appendix F for additional climate change information.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, regional growth and land use change would increase throughout the San Diego region. New
development associated with regional growth and land use change would be in the form of new housing
units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses.
While forecasted regional growth and land use change would not change any of the policies or
requirements within any of the established emergency plans, development by 2020 would interfere with
emergency plans and procedures if authorities are not properly notified, or multiple projects are
constructed during the same time and multiple roadways used for emergency routes are concurrently
blocked or impeded. In addition, new development or increased density of intensity of development
may occur in areas that may not have accounted for this growth in existing emergency response and
evacuation plans.
However, emergency plans and programs are in place at the countywide, individual jurisdiction, and
special district levels that contain measures to reduce impacts associated with conflicts with emergency
response and evacuation plans (refer to Section 4.9.2). As required by the individual jurisdiction
implementing the emergency plans and programs, in coordination with the OES, emergency plans and
programs are revisited for updates as frequently as every year, as is the case for the San Diego County
Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan, to adequately plan for forecasted regional growth. This
would include the evaluation of established evacuation routes (Figure 4.9-4), as described in the OES
Emergency Plan. In addition, project-level CEQA reviews routinely assure that individual projects do not
adversely impact emergency response or evacuation plans. Therefore, measures would be in place to
ensure that development projects would not impair implementation of, or physically interfere with, an
emergency response or evacuation plan or result in inadequate emergency access. Therefore, this
impact is less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In general, implementation of the transportation network improvements and programs in and of
themselves would not impair or physically interfere with the implementation of any adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan or result in inadequate emergency access. However, by
2020, improvements are planned for highways identified as evacuation routes in the Emergency Plan
discussed above, and there is potential for traffic delays and roadway blockages during construction of
individual improvements. In addition, expansion of light rail lines and other transit routes may also cause
traffic congestion during construction activities, which would temporarily hinder emergency vehicle
response or evacuation in the event of an emergency.
However, as described above and in Section 4.9.2, emergency plans and programs contain measures to
reduce impacts associated with conflicts with emergency response and evacuation plans. Therefore,
measures are in place to ensure that transportation network improvements and programs would not
impair implementation of, or physically interfere with, an emergency response or evacuation plan or
result in inadequate emergency access. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
2020 Conclusion
By 2020, increased regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs have the potential to cause obstruction for emergency response vehicles
or result in activities that would cause physical interference in the implementation of an emergency
response or evacuation plan or result in inadequate emergency access. However, adherence to existing
regulations discussed above and in Section 4.9.2 would ensure that implementation of the proposed
Plan would result in a less than significant impact related to emergency response or evacuation plans
and emergency access. Therefore, this impact (HAZ-4) in the year 2020 is less than significant.
2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As described in the 2020 analysis, land uses and development activities implemented by 2035 would
have the potential to interfere with emergency plans and procedures. Approximately 77 percent of the
forecasted regional population increase by 2035 is in the City of San Diego (48 percent), County of San
Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (11 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions
accommodate approximately 80 percent of new housing units and 68 percent of new jobs, respectively,
by 2035. However, as described in Section 4.9.2, emergency plans and response programs are in place at
the countywide, individual jurisdiction, and special district levels that contain measures to reduce
impacts associated with conflicts with emergency response and evacuation plans. In addition, if a
project identified in the proposed Plan is submitted for discretionary review, that project would require
project-level review pursuant to CEQA to ensure that individual projects do not adversely impact
emergency response or evacuation plans. Therefore, measures are in place to ensure development
projects would not impair implementation of, or physically interfere with, an emergency response or
evacuation plan or result in inadequate emergency access. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2035, additional transportation network improvements and programs would occur in the San Diego
region as part of the proposed Plan. As discussed in the 2020 analysis, implementation of the
transportation network improvements and programs in and of themselves would not impair or
physically interfere with the implementation of any adopted emergency response plan or emergency
evacuation plan, or result in inadequate emergency access. As described in Section 4.9.2, emergency
plans and response programs are in place at the countywide, individual jurisdiction, and special district
levels that contain measures to reduce impacts associated with conflicts with emergency response and
evacuation plans and emergency access. These plans are periodically evaluated by the implementing
agencies in coordination with the OES. In addition, project-level CEQA reviews routinely assure that
individual projects do not adversely impact emergency response or evacuation plans.. Therefore,
measures are in place to ensure transportation network improvement projects and programs would not
impair implementation of, or physically interfere with, an emergency response or evacuation plan or
emergency access. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
2035 Conclusion
By 2035, increased regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs have the potential to cause obstruction for emergency response vehicles
or result in activities that would cause physical interference in the implementation of an emergency
response or evacuation plan, or result in inadequate emergency access. However, adherence to the
regulations described above and in Section 4.9.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use change
as well as transportation network improvements and programs would not impair implementation of, or
physically interfere with, an emergency response or evacuation plan or emergency access. Therefore,
this impact (HAZ-4) in the year 2035 is less than significant.
2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change by 2050 would include some conversion of undeveloped lands, as
well as infill development within the existing communities. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted
regional population increase by 2050 is in the City of San Diego (49 percent), County of San Diego (16
percent), and City of Chula Vista (10 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate
approximately 79 percent of new housing units and 71 percent of new jobs, respectively, by 2050.
As described in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, land uses and development activities implemented by 2050
would have the potential to interfere with emergency plans and procedures. However, as described in
Section 4.9.2, emergency plans and response programs are in place at the countywide, individual
jurisdiction, and special district levels that contain measures to reduce impacts associated with conflicts
with emergency response and evacuation plans and the need for emergency access. In addition, projectlevel CEQA reviews routinely assure that individual projects do not adversely impact emergency
response or evacuation plans. Therefore, measures are in place to ensure regional growth and land use
change would not impair implementation of, or physically interfere with, an emergency response or
evacuation plan or the need for emergency access. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, implementation of the transportation network
improvements and programs in and of themselves would not impair or physically interfere with the
implementation of any adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan, or result in
inadequate emergency access. As described in Section 4.9.2, emergency plans and response programs
are in place at the countywide, individual jurisdiction, and special district levels that contain measures to
reduce impacts associated with conflicts with emergency response and evacuation plans and the need
for emergency access. These plans are periodically evaluated by the implementing agencies in
coordination with the OES. In addition, discretionary development projects would require project-level
review pursuant to CEQA to ensure that individual projects do not adversely impact emergency
response or evacuation plans or the need for emergency access. Therefore, measures are in place to
ensure that transportation network improvement projects and programs would not impair
implementation of, or physically interfere with, an emergency response or evacuation plan or
emergency access. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
2050 Conclusion
By 2050, increased development and transportation network improvements have the potential to cause
obstruction for emergency response vehicles or result in activities that would cause physical
interference in the implementation of an emergency response or evacuation plan, or result in
inadequate emergency access. However, adherence to the regulations described above and in Section
4.9.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use as well as transportation network improvements
and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not impair implementation of, or physically
interfere with, an emergency response or evacuation plan or emergency access. Therefore, this impact
(HAZ-4) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
HAZ-5

EXPOSE PEOPLE OR STRUCTURES TO A SIGNIFICANT RISK OF LOSS, INJURY, OR DEATH
INVOLVING WILDLAND FIRES, INCLUDING WHERE WILDLANDS ARE ADJACENT TO
URBANIZED AREAS OR WHERE RESIDENCES ARE INTERMIXED WITH WILDLANDS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The analysis discusses impacts associated with proposed changes in land use patterns that would place
development in proximity to wildfire areas. Locations of regional growth and land use change are
compared to locations of wildfire hazard areas. Fire resistant measures that will be applied to future
projects to reduce risks and property damage are also described.
The transportation network improvements and programs located within fire hazard areas to expose
people to risks (e.g., access to wildfire areas) are also evaluated. Risk of road closures and possible
structural damage due to wildland fire damage is addressed. Additionally, the section examines the
potential for added risk of wildland fire because of transportation network improvements being
extended into WUI areas.
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During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s wildland fire impacts include, but are not limited to, more days of extreme high
temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves, less frequent and more intense rainstorms, and
more frequent and severe wildland fires.
Wildland fire risk in California would increase due to earlier snowmelt, higher temperatures, and longer
dry periods (CEC 2012; CNRA 2014). The number of large fires statewide is estimated to increase 58–
128 percent above historical levels by 2085. Burned areas would also increase 57–169 percent,
depending on location (CEC 2012). Wildland fire risk would also be indirectly influenced by potential
climate-related changes in vegetation and ignition potential from lightning. Nevertheless, human
activities will continue to be the biggest factor in ignition risk (CEC 2012). Studies also demonstrate that
the distribution and degree of increased wildland fire risk in California will also be driven to a large
extent by changes in land use and development, including rates of residential and infrastructure
expansion into fire prone areas.
The San Diego region already experiences wildland fire, and specific increases in the frequency and
severity will depend on factors including shifts in vegetation, Santa Ana wind behavior, temperature
increases, and decreased soil moisture due to longer periods of drought (CAL EMA 2014;CNRA 2012;
SANDAG 2011). Climate change models yield a somewhat different prediction about the frequency,
timing, and severity of future Santa Ana wind conditions
The wildfires of 2003 and 2007 in San Diego County resulted in more than $4.5 billion in damages, not
accounting for indirect costs like interrupted economic activity (CEPA 2004 and SDF 2014). Hotter and
drier climate would alter fuel conditions in ways that promote larger, more catastrophic fires like the
ones seen in 2003 and 2007 (CEPA and SDF 2014). The fire season is likely to become longer and less
predictable (CEPA and SDF 2014). In general, climate change effects would increase between 2020 and
2050. Climate change impacts are described in Appendix F.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, regional growth and land use change is forecasted throughout the San Diego region. New
development associated with regional growth and land use change would be in the form of new housing
units, services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses.
As shown in Figures 4.9-2 and 4.9-3, much of San Diego region is subject to wildland fire hazards.
Regional growth and land use change forecasted to occur has the potential to increase the threat of
wildland fires on human populations and property, as development may be located closer to the WUI
and Fire Hazard Severity zones. The expansion of the WUI by new development would occur throughout
the region, but increases in development are forecasted in Vista, Escondido, Poway, Santee, Ramona, El
Cajon, La Mesa, and Lemon Grove. These portions of the region have greater fire danger due to
expansive areas of vegetation that would fuel a fire. Aside from the less developed areas in the eastern
portion of the region, the western portion of the region is also at high risk for fire hazards as it contains
hundreds of miles of WUI due to the multitude of canyons throughout the area and development along
the canyon ridgelines where structures are in proximity to natural vegetation.
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Because of these existing land characteristics, around which many communities are formed, new growth
and development in the interface areas may expose additional people and structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires. In addition, growth experienced by 2020 may result in an
increased demand for fire protection services and increased demand on the existing water supply. In the
event of a major wildland fire, the lack of available fire response staff or adequate response times, or
infrastructure constraints such as insufficient water supply, may also contribute to an increased risk of
wildland fire hazard.
In addition, wild land fires may result in immediate damage of infrastructure such as buildings and
facilities, and long-term damage as a result of loss of forest or vegetation structure that may lead to
erosion and unstable surfaces. The provision of defensible space would create a separation zone
between wildlands and structures. Any development or redevelopment constructed adjacent to
wildlands in the WUI zone would be obligated to conform to the statutory and regulatory requirements
discussed in Section 4.9.2. These include specific fire code requirements, including ignition-resistant
construction with exterior walls of noncombustible or ignition resistant material from the surface of the
ground to the roof system. Other fire-resistant measures would be applied to eaves, vents, windows,
and doors to avoid any gaps that would allow intrusion by flame or embers.
In addition to fire code regulations, the Multi-Jurisdictional Hazards Mitigation Plan, as well as local
general plans, contains policies and programs aimed at reducing the risk of wildland fires through land
use compatibility, training, sustainable development, brush management, and public outreach. To
effectively mitigate wildland fire hazards in the San Diego region, a multilateral approach that involves
federal, state, and local governments and fire agencies is necessary. Collectively, the local jurisdictions
and fire agencies work together to prevent the loss of life in wildland fires; prevent the ignition of
structures by wildland fires; prevent the encroachment of wildland fire upon communities; prevent a
wildfire-caused structural conflagration; and limit the size of wildland fires. Also, at the jurisdictional
level, the continued monitoring and updating of existing development regulations and plans reinforce
the value of defensible space to further reduce the impact of wildfire threat to people and structures. In
addition, public education and firefighter training, support, and emergency operations efforts would
reduce the risks of impacts involving wildfires.
The existing policies and regulations included in Section 4.9.2 as they relate to fire code regulations, the
Multi-Jurisdictional Hazards Mitigation Plan, as well as local general plans, policies and programs aimed
at reducing the risk of wildland fires through land use compatibility, training, sustainable development,
brush management, and public outreach, coupled with the strategies above would help reduce the risks
to people and structures associated with wildland fires. However due to the relatively large amount of
area within the San Diego region considered at high risk for wildland fires the risk regional growth and
land use change associated with the proposed Plan would to expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized
areas or where residences are intermixed with wildland. Impacts would be significant. Therefore,
impacts related to the exposure of additional people and structures to risk of loss, injury, or death
involving wildland fires would be significant.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The transportation network improvements and programs that would be implemented between 2012
and 2020 generally would be focused in the highly urbanized western portion of the region, although
portions of this area remain susceptible to wildland fires due to climate, topography, and native
vegetation as previously discussed.
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In general, transportation projects and facilities are not typically susceptible to substantial damage from
wildfires and would not contribute added fuel to wildfires. Generally, the most noticeable effect of
wildland fires on the transportation systems proposed would be temporary interruption of service with
little expectation of damage to property or injury to people. In addition, improving the capacity of the
existing transportation network would result in increased use of the existing corridors beyond the
terminus of current conditions; indirectly enhancing potential evacuation routes and/or providing
additional firebreaks.
Any transportation network improvements constructed in fire hazard severity zones or the WUI would
be obligated to conform to the statutory and regulatory requirements of federal, state, and local
regulations as discussed in Section 4.9.2 and under Regional Growth and Land use Change.
Implementation of the transportation network improvements and programs would increase the
exposure of additional people and structures to wildfires but not at a level greater than the existing
2012 risk.
Therefore, the transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan
would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed
with wildland. Impacts would be less than significant.
2020 Conclusion
Given the relatively large amount of area within the San Diego region considered at high risk for
wildland fires, additional regional growth and land use change forecasted by 2020, but not
transportation network improvements and programs, would expose additional people and structures to
a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires; development would occur in closer
proximity to WUI and Fire Hazard Severity zones. Therefore, this impact (HAZ-5) in the year 2020 is
significant.
2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Approximately 77 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2035 is in the City of San
Diego (48 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (11 percent). Similarly,
these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 80 percent of new housing units and 68 percent
of new jobs, respectively, by 2035.
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, increased regional growth and land use change would be located in
WUI and Fire Hazard Severity zones as shown in Figure 4.9-2.In addition, growth experienced by 2035
may result in an increased demand for fire protection services and increased demand on the existing
water supply. In the event of a major wildland fire, the lack of available fire response staff or adequate
response times, or infrastructure constraints such as insufficient water supply, may also contribute to an
increased risk of wildland fire hazard. The existing policies and regulations included in Section 4.9.2 as
they relate to fire code regulations, the Multi-Jurisdictional Hazards Mitigation Plan, as well as local
general plans, policies and programs aimed at reducing the risk of wildland fires through land use
compatibility, training, sustainable development, brush management, and public outreach, coupled with
the strategies above would help reduce the risks to people and structures associated with wildland fires.
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However, due to the relatively large amount of area within the San Diego region considered at high risk
for wildland fires the risk regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would
expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires, including
where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed with wildland.
Impacts would be significant. . Therefore, impacts related to the exposure of additional people and
structures to risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires would be significant. Therefore, this
impact (HAZ-1) in the year 2035 would be significant.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2035, additional transportation network improvements and programs would occur in the San Diego
region as part of the proposed Plan. As discussed in the 2020 analysis, the majority of the transportation
network improvements included in the proposed Plan are focused in the highly urbanized western
portion of the region. However, portions of this area remain susceptible to wildland fires. Any
transportation network improvements constructed in fire hazard severity zones or the WUI would be
obligated to conform to the statutory and regulatory requirements of federal, state, and local
regulations as discussed in Section 4.9.2. Implementation of the transportation network improvements
and programs would increase the exposure of additional people and structures but not at a level greater
than the existing 2012 risk.
Therefore, the transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan
would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed
with wildland Impacts would be less than significant.
2035 Conclusion
Given the relatively large amount of area within the San Diego region considered at high risk for
wildland fires, additional regional growth and land use change forecasted by 2035, but not
transportation network improvements and programs, would expose additional people and structures to
a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires; development would occur in closer
proximity to WUI and Fire Hazard Severity zones. Therefore, this impact (HAZ-5) in the year 2035 is
significant.
2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change by 2050 would include conversion of undeveloped lands, as well
as infill development within the existing communities. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted
regional population increase by 2050 is in the City of San Diego (49 percent), County of San Diego (16
percent), and City of Chula Vista (10 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate
approximately 79 percent of new housing units and 71 percent of new jobs, respectively, by 2050.
By 2050, regional growth in proximity to WUI and Fire Hazard Severity zones as shown in Figure 4.9-2
would contribute to the risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires. Additional regional growth
and land use change forecasted by 2020 would occur in areas at high risk for wildland fires and expose
additional people and structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires;
development would occur closer to WUI and Fire Hazard Severity zones.
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The existing policies and regulations included in Section 4.9.2 as they relate to fire code regulations, the
Multi-Jurisdictional Hazards Mitigation Plan, as well as local general plans, policies and programs aimed
at reducing the risk of wildland fires through land use compatibility, training, sustainable development,
brush management, and public outreach, coupled with the strategies above would help reduce the risks
to people and structures associated with wildland fires. However due to the relatively large amount of
area within the San Diego region considered at high risk for wildland fires the risk regional growth and
land use change associated with the proposed Plan would expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized
areas or where residences are intermixed with wildland. Impacts would be significant. Therefore,
impacts related to the exposure of additional people and structures to risk of loss, injury, or death
involving wildland fires would be significant.
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements and programs in place by 2050 would be located in areas that
are susceptible to wildland fires. Any transportation network improvements constructed in fire hazard
severity zones or the WUI would be obligated to conform to the statutory and regulatory requirements
of federal, state, and local jurisdictions as discussed in Section 4.9.2. Implementation of the
transportation network improvements and programs would increase the exposure of additional people
and structures but not at a level greater than the existing 2012 risk.
Therefore, the transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan
would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where residences are intermixed
with wildland. Impacts would be less than significant.
2050 Conclusion
Given the relatively large amount of area within the San Diego region considered at high risk for
wildland fires, additional regional growth and land use change forecasted by 2050, but not
transportation network improvements and programs, would expose additional people and structures to
a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires; development would occur in closer
proximity to WUI and Fire Hazard Severity zones. Therefore, this impact (HAZ-5) in the year 2050 is
significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
HAZ-5 Wildfire Risk
2020, 2035, and 2050
HAZ-5A Reduce Wildfire Risk. During planning, design and project-level CEQA review of development
projects located in known High Fire Hazard Areas, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local
jurisdictions can and should ensure that project sponsors and project applicants implement measures to
reduce impacts from wildfires. Such measures include, but are not limited to:
•

Designing buffer zones in areas within the WUI to reduce fuel adjacent to high population
centers;

•

Ensuring sufficient emergency water supply for existing and new projects by working with water
management agencies and plans;

•

Building and remodeling existing structures to be more fire resistant;

•

Minimizing exposure to and loss from fire hazards by avoiding development in high risk areas or
designing developments in high-risk areas with ignition-resistant construction; and

•

Establishing fuel management strategies in high risk areas.

HAZ-5B Ensure Emergency Response Services. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review
of development projects, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should
reduce impacts of wildfires on people and structures by ensuring that:
•

Adequate emergency response services, emergency response times, and emergency plans are in
place.

•

Emergency response services and emergency response times and plans are or will be available
to meet service levels identified in the applicable local general plan or service master plan. This
should be documented in the form of a capacity analysis or provider will-serve letter.

•

Fire access road network plans are or will be available for inclusion in Community Plans or other
planning documents.

•

Fire apparatus access roads and secondary access for projects are provided.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Mitigation Measures HAZ-5A and HAZ-5B reduce this impact (HAZ-5) by requiring measures to preclude
or substantially reduce risks from wildland fires in High Fire Hazard areas by requiring specific design
features for new development and by requiring adequate emergency response is in place to serve new
development when wildfires occur. However, these mitigation measures do not reduce this impact
(HAZ-5) to a less than significant level in all locations for all future wildfires through 2050 due to the
relatively large amount of area within the San Diego region considered at high risk for wildland fires and
the level of uncertainty regarding the location, frequency, and severity of future wildfires. For these
reasons, it cannot be concluded that wildland fire risks would be reduced to less than significant in all
locations for all future development projects. Because there are no feasible mitigation measures to
reduce this impact to less than significant, this impact (HAZ-5) remains significant and unavoidable.
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4.10 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
This section evaluates the hydrology and water quality impacts of the proposed Plan. The information
presented was compiled from multiple sources, including Project Clean Water (PCW), the County of San
Diego, the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), and the San Diego Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB).

4.10.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
HYDROLOGY
Surface Hydrology
Surface waters in the San Diego region include the ocean shoreline, bays, lagoons, lakes, reservoirs,
playas/inundation areas/washes, streams, and rivers (Figure 4.10-1). Major rivers within the San Diego
region include the Santa Margarita River, the San Luis Rey River, San Dieguito River, San Diego River,
Sweetwater River, Otay River, and the Tijuana River. Major coastal waterbodies include Buena Vista
Lagoon, Agua Hedionda Lagoon, Batiquitos Lagoon, San Elijo Lagoon, San Dieguito Lagoon, Los
Peñasquitos Lagoon, Mission Bay, San Diego Bay, Tijuana River estuary, and the Pacific Ocean. Playas/
inundation areas/washes include areas surrounding Lake Henshaw, Lake Cuyamaca, Moreno Reservoir,
and Lake Hodges as shown in Figure 4.10-1. Surface waters in the San Diego region have many uses,
including but not limited to habitat for wildlife, recreation, and storage reservoirs for drinking water
supply. Waters listed as impaired under CWA Section 303(d) (33 USC Section 1313[d]) are also shown in
Figure 4.10-1. A description of the 303(d) list is provided in Section 4.10.2 Regulatory Setting.

Watersheds and Hydrological Characteristics
The San Diego region is divided into two hydrologic basins by the northwest-trending Peninsular Range.
On the gently sloping western side of the range is the San Diego Hydrologic Basin, and on the steep
eastern side is the Colorado River Hydrologic Basin. Each hydrologic basin is divided into hydrologic units
(HUs), which are entire watersheds made up of one or more rivers or streams. Each HU, or watershed, is
divided into hydrologic areas (HAs), which are the major tributaries or major groundwater basins within
the watershed. Hydrologic subareas (HSAs), which include water-bearing and non-water-bearing
formations, are major subdivisions of HAs.
The San Diego Hydrologic Basin includes 11 HUs (watersheds). The Carlsbad, San Dieguito, Peñasquitos,
San Diego, Pueblo San Diego, Sweetwater, and Otay watersheds are located entirely within the San
Diego region. The San Luis Rey, San Juan, Santa Margarita, and Tijuana watersheds are located in both
the San Diego region and neighboring jurisdictions, respectively, including Orange County, Riverside
County, and Baja California, Mexico. All 11 watersheds ultimately drain to the Pacific Ocean. Figure
4.10-2 shows the watersheds and the groundwater basins.
The major characteristics of the 11 watersheds in the San Diego Hydrologic Basin are described below.
Beneficial uses of water bodies within these watersheds are described in the beneficial uses/water
quality objectives section.
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•

San Juan watershed (HAs 901.1 to 901.5) covers approximately 496 square miles of which only
150 square miles lie in the northwest portion of the San Diego region. Most of the watershed
lies within Marine Corps Base (MCB) Camp Pendleton in Orange and Riverside counties. Two of
its hydrological areas are within the San Diego region (San Onofre and San Mateo). Major
stream systems include the San Onofre, Las Flores, and Aliso Canyon creeks, which are usually
dry from July through November. Topography varies from Pacific Ocean coastal plains to the
Santa Margarita Mountains (over 2,000 feet above mean sea level [AMSL]). Various wildlife
species use the undeveloped, low-lying creeks and streambeds as corridors to range freely
within MCB Camp Pendleton and eastward into higher elevations. The portion of the San Juan
watershed in the San Diego region is largely undeveloped. The land uses include open space,
military base operations, and agriculture. Water quality monitoring indicates that the
watershed’s surface waters are high in total dissolved solids (TDS) (PCW 2014).

•

Santa Margarita watershed (HAs 902.1 to 902.9) encompasses approximately 750 square miles
of which only 200 square miles lie in the northern San Diego region. Most of the flow from the
Santa Margarita River main stem is within the San Diego region and traverses through
unincorporated areas, the community of Fallbrook, and MCB Camp Pendleton. The lower river
and estuary at the Pacific Ocean coast are relatively less developed than the coastline to the
south and, as a result, support abundant habitat and wildlife. The majority of the watershed is
undeveloped (approximately 66 percent). Other land uses include agriculture (18 percent),
military (8 percent), and residential and parks (4 percent). Presently, several waterbodies are
impaired due to excessive nutrients from a variety of sources including agriculture, nursery
operations, municipal wastewater discharges, urban runoff, septic systems, and golf course
operations (PCW 2014). Other major characteristics of this watershed are excessive
sedimentation from urban development and agricultural areas, groundwater degradation and
contamination with nitrates and other salts, habitat loss, channelization, flooding, and scour
(PCW 2014).

•

San Luis Rey watershed (HAs 903.1 to 903.3) is the third largest HU in the San Diego region
(562-square-mile drainage area). Situated in the northwestern portion of the San Diego region,
the basin has two major surface waters, the San Luis Rey River and Lake Henshaw, and is divided
into three HAs: the lower San Luis, Monserate, and Warner Valley. Roughly one-fourth of the
land area in the watershed is located west of I-15, where land uses include open
space/undeveloped, residential, commercial/industrial, and agricultural. East of I-15, most of
the land is owned and managed by government agencies (county, state, and federal), special
districts, and tribal governments. Over 54 percent of the land in the watershed is vacant or
undeveloped. The next largest land uses in the watershed are residential (15 percent) and
agriculture (14 percent). The lower San Luis Rey River is impaired for chloride and TDS. Water
quality impairments within the watershed are bacteria and nutrients (PCW 2014).

•

Carlsbad watershed (HAs 904.1 to 904.6), extending from the headwaters above Lake Wohlford
to the Pacific Ocean, is approximately 210 square miles in area. Within the watershed there are
four major roughly parallel HAs: Buena Vista, Agua Hedionda, Batiquitos, and San Elijo. Each HA
drains into the Pacific Ocean through creeks and rivers to discrete coastal lagoons. There are
also two large water reservoirs, Lake Wohlford and Dixon Lake. The Carlsbad watershed is
approximately 48 percent urbanized and its population ranks as the third mostly densely
populated in the San Diego region (PCW 2014).
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The dominant land uses within the watershed are residential (29 percent), freeways and roads
(12 percent), agriculture (12 percent), commercial/industrial (6 percent), and
vacant/undeveloped (32 percent) (PCW 2014). As a result of this level of urbanization, water
quality impairments include excessive coliform bacteria and sediment loading from upstream
sources. The coastal lagoons are critical freshwater and estuarine habitats for numerous plant
and animal species (PCW 2014).
•

San Dieguito watershed (HAs 905.1 to 905.5) comprises a drainage area of approximately 346
square miles in the west-central San Diego region from the Volcan Mountains to the San
Dieguito lagoon at the Pacific coastline. Just over half of the land in the watershed (54 percent)
is vacant or undeveloped (PCW 2014). The remaining land uses within the watershed consist of
parks/open space (29 percent) and urban land (18 percent). Major features within the watershed
include the San Dieguito River Park, San Dieguito Lagoon, and water storage reservoirs,
including Lake Hodges, Lake Sutherland, and Lake Poway. Ocean waters along coastline at the
mouth of the San Dieguito River exhibit elevated levels of coliform bacteria. San Dieguito Lagoon
is especially sensitive to the effects of pollutants and oxygen depletion due to restricted or
intermittent tidal flushing (PCW 2014).

•

Peñasquitos watershed (HAs 906.1 to 906.5) is composed of the Los Peñasquitos Creek
watershed (HAs 906.10 to 906.20), several coastal tributaries (906.30), and the Mission Bay
watershed (HAs 906.40 to 906.50). These watersheds drain a highly urbanized area located
almost entirely west of I-15 in coastal parts of the San Diego region. The major receiving waters,
Los Peñasquitos Lagoon and Mission Bay, are both fragile systems that support diverse native
fauna and flora and are especially sensitive to the effects of pollutants due to restricted or
intermittent tidal flushing (PCW 2014). The Los Peñasquitos Creek watershed encompasses a
land area of approximately 100 square miles including portions of the cities of San Diego,
Poway, and Del Mar. Los Peñasquitos Creek discharges into Los Peñasquitos Lagoon, which is
impaired for sedimentation. The Mission Bay watershed drains approximately 80 square miles.
Rose Creek and Tecolote Creek are the main tributaries to Mission Bay. Much of Mission Bay is
impaired by coliform bacteria from urban runoff and sewage spills; Tecolote Creek is impaired
by a host of pollutants including coliform bacteria, trace metals, and toxicity (PCW 2014).

•

San Diego watershed (HAs 907.1 to 907.4) is the second largest hydrologic unit in the San Diego
region (approximately 440 square miles) and hosts the highest population (approximately
475,000 residents) of the region’s watersheds. Approximately 58 percent of the watershed is
undeveloped, mainly in the upper, eastern portion. The lower reaches of the watershed are
more urbanized with residential (14.9 percent), freeways and roads (5.5 percent), and
commercial/industrial (4.2 percent) land uses predominating (PCW 2014). Five reservoirs in this
watershed supply water to as many as approximately 760,000 residents in the region. The
Cleveland National Forest, Mission Trails Regional Park, and the river floodplain near Lakeside
are undeveloped areas that host a variety of intact habitats and endangered species (PCW
2014). Famosa Slough, near the mouth of the San Diego River, contains high quality wetland
habitat (PCW 2014). Beach postings and closures from elevated bacteria levels at the mouth of
the river have been attributed to urban runoff and sewage spills (PCW 2014).
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•

Pueblo San Diego watershed (HAs 908.1 to 908.3) is the smallest hydrologic unit in the San
Diego region (approximately 60 square miles) and the most densely populated (approximately
500,000 residents). It drains to San Diego Bay. This watershed is approximately 75 percent
developed with urban uses (PCW 2014). In addition, relatively large percentages of land are
used for transportation corridors and highways (PCW 2014). The creeks in the watershed are
impaired by urban runoff, and Chollas Creek and the mouth of the creek in San Diego Bay are
impaired for various trace metals parameters and aquatic toxicity (PCW 2014). Five locations of
San Diego Bay, which receives runoff from the Pueblo San Diego watershed, are identified as
toxic hot spots by California’s Bay Protection Toxic Cleanup Program (PCW 2014). Toxic hot
spots are identified as areas where pollutants have accumulated in the water or sediment to
levels that may pose a hazard to aquatic life, wildlife, fisheries, or human health, may impact
beneficial uses, or may exceed SWRCB or RWQCB-adopted water quality or sediment quality
objectives.

•

Sweetwater watershed (HAs 909.1 to 909.3) drains approximately 230 square miles. It is one of
three watersheds that drain to San Diego Bay (along with Otay and Pueblo San Diego).
Approximately 86 percent of the watershed is within unincorporated County of San Diego
jurisdiction. The dominant land uses in the Sweetwater watershed are urban (29 percent), open
space/agriculture (22 percent), and undeveloped (49 percent). Major characteristics include
municipal water supplies and sensitive wetland and wildlife habitats (PCW 2014). The upper
portion of the watershed contains large undeveloped areas within the Cleveland National Forest
and Cuyamaca Rancho State Park; the unincorporated communities of Pine Valley, Descanso,
and Alpine; and the Viejas Indian Reservation. The central part of the watershed consists of
unincorporated rural and suburban communities, while the urbanized lower portion of the
Sweetwater watershed contains portions of several cities including San Diego, National City,
Chula Vista, La Mesa, and Lemon Grove. Water quality impairments within the watershed are
coliform bacteria, trace metals, and other toxics (PCW 2014).

•

Otay watershed (HAs 910.1 to 910.3) encompasses approximately 160 square miles in
southwest San Diego region and is one of the three watersheds that discharge to San Diego Bay.
The watershed consists largely of unincorporated County of San Diego jurisdiction and also
includes portions of the cities of Chula Vista, Imperial Beach, Coronado, National City, and San
Diego. The predominant land uses in the watershed are open space (67 percent) and
urban/residential (20 percent) (PCW 2014). Upper and Lower Otay Lakes provide a potable
water supply, wildlife habitat, and recreational opportunities. Water quality impairments are
limited to the presence of elevated coliform bacteria in the Pacific Ocean receiving waters near
Coronado (PCW 2014).

•

Tijuana watershed (HAs 911.1 to 911.8) is the largest in the San Diego region with a drainage
area of approximately 1,750 square miles (27 percent on the U.S. side of the international
border and 73 percent on the Mexico side). The Tijuana River watershed is classified as a
Category I (impaired, least severe) watershed by the SWRCB due to a wide variety of water
quality impairments from U.S. sources (mostly nonpoint agricultural) and Mexican sources (large
variety of point and nonpoint). The Tijuana Estuary, a National Estuarine Sanctuary that
supports a variety of threatened and endangered plants and animals, is threatened by inflows
from the Tijuana River containing high concentrations of coliform bacteria; sediment; trace
metals (copper, lead, zinc, chromium, nickel, and cadmium); polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs);
and other urban, agricultural, and industrial pollutants (PCW 2014).
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Groundwater Basins and Recharge Areas
Groundwater supplies within the San Diego region are limited by both the geology and the semiarid
hydrologic conditions of the region. Only a small portion of the region is underlain by permeable
geologic formations that can accept, transmit, and yield appreciable amounts of groundwater, which
leaves a limited amount of available groundwater. Only approximately 3 percent of the San Diego
regional supply comes from groundwater (SDCWA 2015a).
Groundwater basins underlie about 277,000 acres (433 square miles) or about 11 percent of the surface
of the San Diego region. Groundwater is found in unconfined alluvial aquifers in most of the basins of
the San Diego region. In some larger basins, typified by those underlying the coastal plain, groundwater
occurs in multiple aquifers that create confined groundwater conditions. Basins range in depth from
tens or hundreds of feet in smaller basins, to thousands of feet in larger basins. The thickness of aquifers
varies from tens to hundreds of feet. Well yields vary depending on aquifer characteristics and well
location, size, and use. Some aquifers are capable of yielding thousands of gallons per minute to
municipal wells.
The San Diego region overlies three general categories of aquifers: alluvial aquifers, fractured rock
aquifers, and desert basin aquifers. Aquifers composed of shallow alluvial sediments yield much of the
groundwater in the San Diego region (SDCWA 1997). Alluvial aquifers (or groundwater basins) underlay
a relatively small area of the region. These groundwater basins are typically found in river and stream
valleys, around lagoons, near the coastline, and in the intermountain valleys (see Figure 4.10-2 for a
map of the groundwater basins). Most of these alluvial basins have relatively high hydraulic
conductivity, porosity, and storage and generally would be considered productive groundwater basins
on the basis of their hydrogeologic characteristics. However, some alluvial basins in the San Diego region
have relatively thin saturated thickness and limited storage, but can be underlain by fractured rock
aquifers, which can potentially provide additional storage (County of San Diego 2011b). Because alluvial
basins generally occur in low-lying areas of a watershed, surface water bodies and surface water runoff
within alluvial basins may provide additional recharge to these basins.
Alluvial basins within the San Diego region are highly transmissive; wells can yield 500 to 2,000 gallons
per minute. The majority of natural recharge to alluvial basins within the San Diego region originates
from the infiltration of surface flows in streams and rivers, irrigation return flows, groundwater flow
from adjacent sediments, and precipitation infiltration (SDCWA 1997). Total groundwater within these
groundwater basins is estimated to exceed 700,000 acre-feet.
Alluvial basins in the San Diego region are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower Ysidora, Chappo, and Upper Ysidora basins (Santa Margarita River Basin)
Mission, Bonsall, Pala, and Pauma basins (San Luis Rey River Basin)
San Dieguito, San Pasqual, and Santa Maria Valley basins (San Dieguito River Basin)
Mission Valley and Santee/El Monte basins (San Diego River Basin)
Lower Sweetwater and Middle Sweetwater basins (Sweetwater River Basin)
Lower Tijuana River Valley basin (Tijuana River Basin)

In addition to the shallow groundwater basins listed above, a deeper groundwater basin, the San Diego
Formation, exists in the southwest corner of the region. The San Diego Formation is a thick
accumulation of unconsolidated to semiconsolidated older alluvial materials that were deposited in an
extensive coastal basin. The San Diego Formation has been estimated to contain in excess of 960,000
acre-feet of groundwater within the Sweetwater River Basin alone (SDCWA 1997).
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Fractured rock aquifers are present in the foothills and mountainous areas of the region where
precipitation is higher than in areas with lower elevations and typically have much less storage capacity
than alluvial aquifers (County of San Diego 2011b). Recharge to fractured rock aquifers in the San Diego
region is mostly entirely from local sources (e.g., overlying alluvial basins) (SDCWA 1997).
Desert basin aquifers are found in the easternmost area of the San Diego region in residual sediments.
Desert basin aquifers are characterized by extremely limited groundwater recharge and large storage
capacities (County of San Diego 2011b). Because desert basin aquifers are not found in the floodplain of
a river or stream, runoff and stream flow from the highland areas typically recharge along the margins of
the basins. Rainfall will only recharge this aquifer material when the rainfall rate exceeds the
evaporation rate and rate of water uptake from plants (SDCWA 1997).
Groundwater in the coastal communities of the San Diego region is relatively shallow as a result of the
proximity of the ocean and can be approximated based on the elevation of an area. In general,
groundwater is encountered a few feet AMSL in Downtown San Diego. Areas close to San Diego Bay may
see daily changes in groundwater level resulting from tidal variation. Groundwater levels in other areas
of the San Diego region may be locally affected by temporary dewatering systems for adjacent
structures under construction. Refer to Section 4.16, Water Supply, for more discussion on groundwater
supplies.

Flood Hazards and Flood Control
The potential for flooding in the San Diego region is high. The climate is semiarid and the seasonal
precipitation is highly variable in frequency, magnitude, and location. Infrequent large bursts of rain can
rush down steep canyons and flood areas unexpectedly. Flooding in San Diego and the rest of southern
California most frequently occurs during winter storm events between the months of November and
April, and occasionally during the summer when a tropical storm makes landfall in the region. Most
flooding events occur over several days but can also develop within a matter of hours, particularly in
narrow valleys (County of San Diego 2011b). However, as the San Diego region averages approximately
10 inches of rainfall annually, flooding is not frequent and usually occurs around the region’s coastal
lagoons and estuaries, as well as in the lower reaches of rivers and creeks near the Pacific Ocean.
Dam failure inundation is flooding caused by the release of impounded water from failure or
overtopping of a dam. Areas directly below the dam are at the greatest risk, and as the water moves
further downstream and its depth decreases, the magnitude of the damage and potential risk to life and
property decreases. There are 25 dams within the San Diego region; failure of any of these dams would
affect downstream areas. Dam owners are required to submit inundation maps to the California Office
of Emergency Services (Cal OES) for review and approval in accordance with guidance issued by Cal OES.
These inundation maps delineate dam inundation zones or the areas at risk in the event of failure for
each dam. The maps represent the best estimate of where water would flow if a dam failed completely
and suddenly with a full reservoir. Cal OES provides assistance and guidance to local jurisdictions on
emergency planning for dam failure events.
Flooding in the San Diego region could also occur as a result of a failure of a levee. Levee Flood
Protection Zone (LFPZ) maps were developed by the California Department of Water Resources (DWR)
to increase awareness of flood risks associated with state-federal levees. LFPZ maps estimate the
maximum area that may be flooded if a levee fails with flows at maximum capacity that may reasonably
be conveyed.
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The Federal Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) is the official map created and distributed by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). The FIRM
delineates Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs): areas subject to inundation by the base flood (i.e., the
flood having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year; the 100-year flood),
for every county and community that participates in the NFIP, including the San Diego region. FIRMs
contain flood risk information based on historic, meteorological, hydrologic, and hydraulic data, as well
as open-space conditions, flood control works, and development. Figure 4.10-3 shows FEMA floodway
and floodplain areas for the San Diego region, as well as 100-year and 500-year flood zones (i.e., flood
having a respective 1 and 0.2 percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year).
In addition to the FEMA FIRMs, the County of San Diego has developed its own flood maps that account
for additional areas of known risk. The County of San Diego flood maps delineate 1 percent annual
chance (100-year) riverine flood boundaries and elevations for areas not studied by FEMA. The County
of San Diego Mapping Program has mapped miles of rivers and streams in the unincorporated area.

Seiches, Tsunamis, Mudflow
A seiche is an earthquake- or wind-induced wave in a confined body of water such as a lake, bay, or
reservoir. Waves can be up to tens of feet high. Lakes, bays, and reservoirs that could experience a
seiche are shown in Figure 4.10-1. There is no historical precedence for large damaging seiches in the
San Diego region.
Tsunamis are long-period sea waves generated by an abrupt movement of large volumes of water.
These waves can be caused by underwater earthquakes, landslides, volcanic eruptions, meteoric
impacts, or onshore slope failures. Seismic conditions and fault zones within the San Diego region are
discussed in Section 4.7, Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources. The California Department of
Conservation (CADC 2013) provides detailed maps showing the areas of inundation from tsunamis for
the San Diego region that are used to determine whether a project footprint lies within the limits of
inundation. These maps are developed for all populated areas at risk to tsunamis in California, and
represent a combination of the maximum considered tsunamis for each area. Maps are available by
quadrangle for each affected coastal area/community within the San Diego region: Del Mar, Encinitas,
Imperial Beach, La Jolla, National City, Oceanside-San Luis Rey, Point Loma, and San Onofre Bluff.
Tsunami hazards would be limited to the lower shoreline elevations along the Pacific coast, San Diego
Bay, Mission Bay, and the five coastal lagoons. The risk of tsunamis in the San Diego region is low. In 92
years of record, at least 19 tsunamis have been recorded in the San Diego region, with most only a few
tenths of a meter in height. The largest tsunami, caused by the Chilean earthquake in 1960, produced
waves 1.5 meters in height causing damage to piers (Agnew 2009). The San Diego region has only
experienced one tsunami caused by a local earthquake, which occurred in 1862 (Agnew 2009).
Mudflows are shallow water-saturated landslides that travel rapidly down slopes carrying rocks, brush,
and other debris. A mudflow occurs naturally as a result of heavy rainfall on a slope that contains loose
soil or debris. In addition, areas recently burned by wildfires are particularly susceptible to flash floods
and debris flows during rainstorms. Mudflows are relatively common in the San Diego region during or
following storm events.
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Storm Water Drainage and Management
A vast amount of the unincorporated portion of the San Diego region is rural land that does not support
or require storm water drainage facilities. In contrast, most urban areas within the incorporated cities of
the San Diego region have a range of storm water drainage facilities, which convey surface water runoff
to the area’s water bodies and ultimately the Pacific Ocean. Refer to Section 4.14 for a discussion of
existing storm water drainage facilities within the San Diego region.
The San Diego region includes urban development and associated infrastructure (e.g., roads, sidewalks,
gutters, etc.). The conversion of undeveloped areas to urbanized uses in San Diego’s watersheds has
contributed to increased runoff rates and volumes, altered drainage patterns, and increased potential
for flooding. Construction of impervious surfaces such as rooftops, roads, and driveways reduces the
amount of rainfall that can infiltrate into the earth and increases runoff within a watershed.
Subsequently, artificial conveyances such as gutters, storm pipes, and concrete-lining channel
improvements accelerate flow rates that are directly conveyed into receiving waters (e.g., streams,
rivers, reservoirs, Pacific Ocean) thereby increasing scour (erosion), promoting sediment transport, and
concentrating flood risks.

WASTEWATER TREATMENT FACILITIES
The San Diego region is served by over 7,935 miles of pressure and gravity sewer lines, as well as pipes,
sewer laterals, and pump stations to move wastewater from its source to a wastewater treatment plant
(WWTP). The treated wastewater is then released through ocean outfalls, percolation beds, or
groundwater recharge.
The City of San Diego Metropolitan Wastewater Department (MWWD), the largest wastewater
treatment facility in the San Diego region, provides regional wastewater treatment services for the City
of San Diego and 15 other cities and sanitation districts: Chula Vista, Coronado, Del Mar, El Cajon,
Imperial Beach, La Mesa, National City, and Poway; the Lemon Grove Sanitation District; the Padre Dam
Municipal and Otay water districts; and the County of San Diego (on behalf of the Winter Gardens Sewer
Maintenance District, and the Alpine, Lakeside, and Spring Valley sanitation districts).
The City of San Diego MWWD system comprises the Point Loma WWTP and Ocean Outfall, the North
City Water Reclamation Plant (WRP) and South Bay WRP, and the Environmental Monitoring and
Technical Services Laboratory. The Point Loma WWTP treats roughly 180 million gallons of wastewater
per day (maximum capacity of 240 million gallons per day [mgd]) and discharges it through the Point
Loma Ocean Outfall into the Pacific Ocean (City of San Diego 2015a). In November 1995, the City of San
Diego received a modified CWA permit for secondary treatment requirements. This modified permit was
renewed in September 2002, and again in 2010. The secondary treatment waiver was reapplied for in
January 2015 to allow the continued discharge wastewater under CWA Sections 301(h) and 301(j)(5).
The waiver would allow modified concentration limit requirements for biochemical oxygen demand
(BOD) and total suspended solids (TSS), which currently apply under the existing NPDES permit.
However, the renewal application also includes a proposed joint water/wastewater facilities plan called
"Pure Water San Diego" that would produce potable water for the San Diego region by diverting (or
“offloading”) flow from the Point Loma WWTP. The Pure Water San Diego plan envisions producing 83
mgd of potable reuse water by December 31, 2035, with a goal of achieving an initial 15 mgd of potable
reuse water within the next 5 years (City of San Diego 2015b).
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The City of San Diego’s Environmental Monitoring and Technical Services Laboratory analyzes marine life
(fish, bottom-dwelling animals), sediment, and water samples within the Point Loma outfall monitoring
area to ensure that the wastewater discharge meets marine environmental quality standards. The
chemistry lab tests in-plant sewage and ocean sediments, while the biology lab collects and analyzes
oceanographic samples and data to monitor the effects of effluent on the marine environment. Lab
results are forwarded to regulatory officials for verification that the treatment plants are meeting state
and federal requirements. The Environmental Monitoring and Technical Services Division is certified by
the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (ISO 14001 Certified). ISO certification provides
structure for environmental management systems to ensure commitment to regulatory compliance,
pollution prevention, and continual improvement.
Up to 30 mgd of wastewater can be treated at the North City WRP (City of San Diego 2015a). Water
processed through the North City WRP is either returned to the sewer system, sent to the Point Loma
WWTP, or on to tertiary treatment to be used for reclaimed water purposes The South Bay WRP has the
capacity to process 15 mgd (City of San Diego 2015a); water processed through the South Bay WRP can
either be discharged into the ocean through the South Bay Ocean Outfall, or sent on to tertiary
treatment to be used for reclaimed water purposes.
The other two largest wastewater treatment facilities within the San Diego region are the Encina Water
Pollution Control Facility (WPCF) and the City of Escondido Hale Avenue Resource Recovery Facility
(RRF)/Water Reclamation/Recycling Facility (WRF). The Encina WPCF has the capacity to process
approximately 43 mgd; the Hale Avenue RRF/WRF has the capacity to process 18 mgd. See Section 4.14,
Table 4.14-7, for other wastewater treatment facilities within the San Diego region.
Overall, the region’s existing wastewater treatment facilities and collection systems have the capacity to
convey, treat, and dispose or reuse existing 2015 levels of wastewater generated (conditions in 2015 are
used as a baseline rather than 2012 as they are more accurate and representative of existing
conditions). Wastewater treatment capabilities in the region are being planned for upgrade, water
reclamation, and recycling to avoid capacity issues associated with future growth (City of San Diego
2015b). Refer to Section 4.14 for further discussion of existing wastewater facilities within the San Diego
region.

WATER QUALITY
Surface Water and Groundwater Quality
Untreated storm water can contain a number of pollutants that may eventually flow to surface water
and groundwater. The primary cause of water pollution is the discharge of inadequately treated storm
water runoff that is allowed to discharge into natural receiving waters (e.g., lakes, streams, the ocean).
Rapid growth and urbanization have placed increased pressure on water resources and resulted in local
impacts to water quality, especially in the highly urbanized western portion of the San Diego region. The
urbanized areas of the region exhibit a large amount of impervious surfaces, thus reducing the amount
of water that would normally infiltrate into the soil and be filtered naturally. Pollutants, such as motor
oil, antifreeze, sediment, metals, fertilizers and pesticides, and bacteria and viruses can be transported
to surface waters and groundwater in storm water runoff. The storm water conveyance systems in the
region are not connected with the sanitary sewer systems; therefore, urban runoff in the region typically
flows directly to surface waters and groundwater basins. Current levels of pollution (or impairment) in
the region’s surface waters are discussed further and tabulated in the sections that follow.
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Traditionally, groundwater supplies within the San Diego region have produced high-quality drinking
water. However, naturally occurring and more recent anthropogenic sources of contamination have
impacted groundwater quality in some localized areas. The most common contaminants in groundwater
within the San Diego region include elevated nitrate, naturally occurring radionuclides, TDS, bacteria,
and petroleum products. The most common anthropogenic sources of groundwater contamination
include sewer and septic systems, agricultural applications, and facilities producing animal wastes.

Beneficial Uses/Water Quality Objectives
Beneficial uses are the uses of water necessary for the survival or well-being of humans, plants, and
wildlife. Beneficial uses identified for surface waters in the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego
Basin (Basin Plan) (RWQCB 1994) for the San Diego region are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MUN: Municipal and Domestic Supply
AGR: Agricultural Supply
IND: Industrial Service Supply
PROC: Industrial Process Supply
GWR: Groundwater Recharge
FRESH: Freshwater Replenishment
POW: Hydropower Generation
REC-1: Contact Water Recreation
REC-2: Non-Contact Water Recreation
BIOL: Preservation of Biological Habitats of Special Significance
WARM: Warm Freshwater Habitat
COLD: Cold Freshwater Habitat
WILD: Wildlife Habitat
RARE: Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Species
SPWN: Spawning, Reproduction, and/or Early Development

Beneficial uses identified in the Basin Plan (RWQCB 1994) for coastal waters are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IND: Industrial Service Supply
NAV: Navigation
REC-1: Contact Water Recreation
REC-2: Non-Contact Water Recreation
COMM: Commercial and Sport Fishing
BIOL: Preservation of Biological Habitats of Special Significance
EST: Estuarine Habitat
WILD: Wildlife Habitat
RARE: Rare, Threatened, or Endangered Species
MAR: Marine Habitat
AQUA: Aquaculture
MIGR: Migration of Aquatic Organisms
SPWN: Spawning, Reproduction, and/or Early Development
SHELL: Shellfish Harvesting
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Beneficial uses identified in the Basin Plan (RWQCB 1994) for groundwaters in the San Diego region are:
•
•
•
•

MUN: Municipal and Domestic Supply
AGR: Agricultural Supply
IND: Industrial Service Supply
PROC: Industrial Process Supply

Narrative and numeric water quality objectives (WQOs) for all surface waters and groundwater within
the San Diego region are established for a variety of constituents as described in the Basin Plan (RWQCB
1994). Refer to Tables 3-2 and 3-3 in the Basin Plan (RWQCB 1994) for specific WQOs for each HA for
inland surface waters and groundwater, respectively.

Watersheds with Special Pollutant Concerns
Areas of Special Biological Significance
The SWRCB’s California Ocean Plan (SWRCB 2012a) identifies 34 locations along the California coast as
ASBS locations. The Ocean Plan prohibits the discharge of wastes into these locations, thus barring
discharges associated with industrial activities, publicly owned treatment works, and other traditional
point discharges. In March 2012, the SWRCB released a Special Protections for ASBS, Governing Point
Source Discharges of Storm Water and Nonpoint Source Waste Discharges that defines design criteria
for treating storm water discharges and elimination of dry-weather discharges associated with nonstorm-water sources (SWRCB 2012b). The two ASBS locations in the San Diego region are both within
the Peñasquitos watershed, and include the La Jolla ASBS and San Diego-Scripps ASBS.
These locations are adjacent and extend from the northern bluffs of La Jolla through the UC San Diego
campus of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography. See Figure 4.10-1 for the location of these ASBSs in the
region.
Clean Water Act Section 303(d) Impaired Waters
Under Section 303(d) of the 1972 Clean Water Act (CWA), states, territories, and authorized tribes are
required to develop a list of water quality limited segments. These waters on the list do not meet water
quality standards, even after point sources of pollution have installed the minimum required levels of
pollution control technology. The law requires that states, territories and authorized tribes establish
priority rankings for water bodies on the 303d list and develop action plans (i.e., TMDLs) to improve
water quality. On October 11, 2011, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) gave final
approval for the SWRCB’s 2010 CWA Section 303(d) List of Water Quality Limited Segments (SWRCB
2011). To provide an interpretation of current water quality issues in surface waters throughout the San
Diego region, Table 4.10-1 summarizes the impaired water segments relative to their HUs in the project
region, while Figure 4.10-1 illustrates the geographic location of impaired water body segments in the
San Diego region. As of March 26, 2015, the 2012 CWA Section 303(d) List is pending approval from the
SWRCB. After approval by the SWRCB, the list will be submitted to USEPA for approval. The 303(d) List is
not effective until approved by USEPA. Therefore, the 2010 Section 303(d) List is used in this analysis.
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Table 4.10-1
2010 CWA Section 303(d) Impaired Waters
Impaired Water Body
Ocean Shoreline, San Mateo Canyon HA, at San Mateo Creek
outlet
Oceanside Harbor
Santa Margarita Lagoon
Santa Margarita River (Lower)
De Luz Creek
Rainbow Creek
Sandia Creek
Santa Margarita River (Upper)
Temecula Creek
Guajome Lake
Ocean Shoreline, San Luis Rey HU, at San Luis Rey River
mouth
San Luis Rey River, Lower (west of I-15)
Keys Creek
San Luis Rey River, Upper (east of I-15)
Loma Alta Creek
Loma Alta Slough
Buena Vista Creek
Buena Vista Lagoon
Agua Hedionda Creek
Buena Creek
Cottonwood Creek (San Marcos Creek watershed)
Encinitas Creek
San Marcos Creek
San Marcos Lake
San Elijo Lagoon
Escondido Creek
San Dieguito River
Green Valley Creek
Hodges, Lake
Kit Carson Creek
Felicita Creek
Cloverdale Creek
Santa Ysabel Creek (above Sutherland Reservoir)
Sutherland Reservoir
Los Penasquitos Creek
Los Penasquitos Lagoon
Miramar Reservoir
Soledad Canyon
Poway Creek
Ocean Shoreline, Scripps HA, at Avenida de la Playa at La
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Pollutant
Total Coliform
Copper
Eutrophic
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Phosphorus, Total
Nitrogen as N
Iron, Manganese, Nitrogen, Sulfates
Iron, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Sulfates, Total Dissolved
Solids
Iron, Sulfates, Total Dissolved Solids
Phosphorus, Toxicity
Chlorpyrifos, Copper, Phosphorus, Total Dissolved
Solids, Toxicity
Eutrophic
Enterococcus, Total Coliform
Chloride, Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Phosphorus,
Total Dissolved Solids, Total Nitrogen as N, Toxicity
Selenium
Total Nitrogen as N
Selenium, Toxicity
Eutrophic, Indicator Bacteria
Sediment Toxicity, Selenium
Indicator Bacteria, Nutrients, Sedimentation/Siltation
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Manganese, Phosphorus,
Selenium, Total Dissolved Solids, Total Nitrogen as N,
Toxicity
DDT, Nitrate and Nitrite
DDT, Sediment Toxicity, Selenium
Selenium, Toxicity
DDE, Phosphorus, Sediment Toxicity, Selenium
Ammonia as Nitrogen, Nutrients
Eutrophic, Indicator Bacteria, Sedimentation/Siltation
DDT, Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Manganese,
Phosphate, Selenium, Sulfates, Total Dissolved Solids,
Total Nitrogen as N, Toxicity
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Nitrogen, Phosphorus,
Total Dissolved Solids, Toxicity
Chloride, Manganese, PCP, Sulfates
Color, Manganese, Mercury, Nitrogen, Phosphorus,
Turbidity, pH
PCP, Total Dissolved Solids
Aluminum, Total Dissolved Solids
Phosphorus, Total Dissolved Solids
Toxicity
Color, Iron, Manganese, Total Nitrogen as N, pH
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Selenium, Total Dissolved
Solids, Total Nitrogen as N, Toxicity
Sedimentation/Siltation
Total Nitrogen as N
Sediment Toxicity, Selenium
Selenium, Toxicity
Total Coliform
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Impaired Water Body
Jolla Shores Beach
Ocean Shoreline, Scripps HA, at Childrens Pool
Ocean Shoreline, Scripps HA, at La Jolla Cove
Ocean Shoreline, Scripps HA, at Ravina
Ocean Shoreline, Scripps HA, at Vallecitos Court at La Jolla
Shores Beach
Mission Bay (area at mouth of Rose Creek only)
Mission Bay Shoreline, at Campland
Mission Bay Shoreline, at Leisure Lagoon
Mission Bay Shoreline, at Visitors Center
Rose Creek
Mission Bay (area at mouth of Tecolote Creek only)
Mission Bay Shoreline, at Tecolote Shores
Tecolote Creek
Alvarado Creek
Famosa Slough and Channel
Murray Reservoir
Ocean Shoreline, San Diego HU, at the San Diego River
outlet, at Dog Beach
San Diego River (Lower)
Forester Creek
Los Coches Creek
San Vicente Reservoir
San Vicente Creek
El Capitan Lake
Mission Bay Shoreline, at Bahia Point
Mission Bay Shoreline, at Fanual Park
Mission Bay at Quivira Basin
Ocean Shoreline, Point Loma HA, at Bermuda Ave
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Americas Cup Harbor
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Harbor Island (West Basin)
San Diego Bay Shoreline, near sub base
San Diego Bay, Shelter Island Yacht Basin
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Harbor Island (East Basin)
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Marriott Marina
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Spanish Landing
San Diego Bay Shoreline, near Switzer Creek
San Diego Bay Shoreline, Vicinity of B St and Broadway Piers
Chollas Creek
San Diego Bay Shoreline, 32nd St San Diego Naval Station
San Diego Bay Shoreline, between Sampson and 28th Streets
San Diego Bay Shoreline, near Chollas Creek
San Diego Bay Shoreline, near Coronado Bridge
Switzer Creek
Paleta Creek
San Diego Bay Shoreline, Seventh Street Channel
San Diego Bay Shoreline, North of 24th Street Marine
Terminal
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Bayside Park (J Street)
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Pollutant
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Total Coliform
Total Coliform
Total Coliform
Total Coliform
Eutrophic, Lead
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Total Coliform
Enterococcus, Total Coliform
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Total Coliform
Selenium, Toxicity
Eutrophic, Lead
Enterococcus, Total Coliform
Cadmium, Copper, Indicator Bacteria, Lead, Nitrogen,
Phosphorus, Selenium, Toxicity, Turbidity, Zinc
Selenium
Eutrophic
Nitrogen, pH
Enterococcus, Total Coliform
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Low Dissolved Oxygen,
Manganese, Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Total Dissolved
Solids, Toxicity
Fecal Coliform, Selenium, Total Dissolved Solids, pH
Selenium
Chloride, Color, Sulfates, Total Nitrogen as N, pH (high)
Ammonia as Nitrogen, Benthic Community Effects, Total
Nitrogen as N, Toxicity
Color, Manganese, Phosphorus, Total Nitrogen as N, pH
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Total Coliform
Enterococcus, Total Coliform
Copper
Total Coliform
Copper
Copper
Benthic Community Effects, Sediment Toxicity, Toxicity
Copper, Dissolved
Copper
Copper
Total Coliform
Chlordane, PAHs
Benthic Community Effects, Sediment Toxicity, Total
Coliform
Copper, Diazinon, Indicator Bacteria, Lead, Phosphorus,
Total Nitrogen as N, Trash, Zinc
Benthic Community Effects, Sediment Toxicity
Copper, Mercury, PAHs, PCBs, Zinc
Benthic Community Effects, Sediment Toxicity
Benthic Community Effects, Sediment Toxicity
Copper, Lead, Zinc
Copper, Lead
Benthic Community Effects, Sediment Toxicity
Benthic Community Effects, Sediment Toxicity
Enterococcus, Total Coliform
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Impaired Water Body
Telegraph Canyon Creek
Paradise Creek, HSA 908.320
San Diego Bay Shoreline, Chula Vista Marina
Sweetwater River, Lower (below Sweetwater Reservoir)
Sweetwater Reservoir
Loveland Reservoir
San Diego Bay
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Coronado Cays
San Diego Bay Shoreline, at Glorietta Bay
San Diego Bay Shoreline, Tidelands Park
Poggi Canyon Creek
Otay Reservoir, Lower
Jamul Creek
Ocean Shoreline, Tijuana HU, at end of Seacoast Drive
Ocean Shoreline, Tijuana HU, at the US Border
Tijuana River

Tijuana River Estuary
Tecate Creek
Barrett Lake
Pine Valley Creek (Upper)
Morena Reservoir
Cottonwood Creek (Tijuana River watershed)
Source: SWRCB 2011

Pollutant
Selenium
Selenium
Copper
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Phosphorus, Selenium,
Total Dissolved Solids, Total Nitrogen as N, Toxicity
Oxygen, Dissolved
Aluminum, Manganese, Dissolved Oxygen, pH
PCBs
Copper
Copper
Enterococcus, Total Coliform
Toxicity
Ammonia, Color, Iron, Manganese, Nitrogen, pH (high)
Toxicity
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Total Coliform
Enterococcus, Fecal Coliform, Total Coliform
Eutrophic, Indicator Bacteria, Low Dissolved Oxygen,
Pesticides, Phosphorus, Sedimentation/Siltation,
Selenium, Solids, Surfactants (MBAS), Synthetic
Organics, Total Nitrogen as N, Toxicity, Trace Elements,
Trash
Eutrophic, Indicator Bacteria, Lead, Low Dissolved
Oxygen, Nickel, Pesticides, Thallium, Trash, Turbidity
Selenium
Color, Manganese, Perchlorate, Total Nitrogen as N, pH
Turbidity
Ammonia as Nitrogen, Color, Manganese, Phosphorus,
pH
Selenium

Placement of a water body onto the 303(d) list requires the RWQCB to make further analysis of the
impairment and develop TMDLs for addressing the impairment. Once a TMDL is established, it may
impose conditions on development either through an implementation plan and schedule for the listed
water, or through special conditions required of the jurisdiction affected by the numeric criteria of the
TMDL. As of March 16, 2015, several 303(d) listed water body segments in the San Diego region are at
various stages of TMDL development. SWRCB-approved TMDLs in the San Diego Hydrologic Basin are:
•
•
•
•
•

Dissolved copper for Shelter Island Yacht Basin, San Diego Bay,
Diazinon and metals for Chollas Creek,
Nutrients for Rainbow Creek, and
Indicator bacteria for beaches and creeks in the San Diego Region, and
Sedimentation for Los Peñasquitos Lagoon (Resolution R9-2012-0033).

The following TMDL amendments are pending approval as of March 16, 2015:
•

San Diego Bay marine sediment toxicity for Chollas Creek mouth, 7th St. Channel (Paleta) Creek,
Switzer Creek, B St./Broadway Piers, Downtown Anchorage, and Naval Station Submarine Base.
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4.10.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Clean Water Act
The federal CWA (33 USC Section 1251 et seq.) of 1972 is the basic federal law that addresses surface
water quality control and protection of beneficial uses of water. The objective of the CWA is to restore
and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the nation’s waters through prevention,
reduction, and elimination of pollution. The CWA applies to discharges of pollutants into waters of the
U.S. The CWA establishes a framework for regulating storm water discharges from municipal, industrial,
construction and other activities under National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
regulations. In California, the SWRCB administers the NPDES program. The following CWA sections are
most relevant to regulation of surface water in the San Diego region.
Section 303(d) Total Maximum Daily Loads

CWA Section 303 requires states to adopt water quality standards for all surface waters of the U.S. As defined by
the CWA, water quality standards consist of four elements:

•
•
•
•

Designated beneficial uses of water bodies,
Water quality criteria to protect designated uses,
An anti-degradation policy to maintain and protect existing uses and high quality waters, and
General policies addressing implementation issues.

Under CWA Section 303(d) (33 USC Section 1313[d]), states, territories, and authorized tribes are
required to develop a list of water bodies that are considered to be “impaired” from a water quality
standpoint. Water bodies that appear on this list either do not meet or are not expected to meet water
quality standards, even after the minimum required levels of pollution control technology have been
implemented to reduce point-source discharges. The law requires that respective jurisdictions establish
priority rankings for surface water bodies on the list and develop action plans (TMDLs) to improve water
quality. A TMDL is a calculation of the maximum amount of a specific pollutant that a water body can
receive and still meet federal water quality standards as provided in the CWA (USEPA 2012). TMDLs
account for all sources of pollution, including point sources, nonpoint sources, and natural background
sources.
The CWA Section 303(d) list of impaired water bodies provides a prioritization and schedule for
development of TMDLs for states. The SWRCB, in compliance with CWA Section 303(d), publishes the list
of water quality-limited segments in California, which includes a priority schedule for development of
TMDLs for each contaminant or “stressor” affecting the water body (SWRCB 2011).
Section 401 – Water Quality Certification
Every applicant for a federal permit or license for any activity that may result in a discharge to a water
body must obtain a CWA Section 401 (33 USC Section 1341) Water Quality Certification for the proposed
activity and must comply with state water quality standards prescribed in the certification. In California,
these certifications are issued by the SWRCB under the auspices of nine RWQCBs. Most certifications are
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issued in connection with CWA Section 404 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) permits for dredge
and fill discharges.
Sections 402 – NPDES Program
CWA Section 402 (33 USC Section 1342) sets forth regulations that prohibit the discharge of pollutants
into waters of the U.S. from any point source without first obtaining an NPDES Permit. The SWRCB and
nine RWQCBs administer the NPDES Permit program. The SWRCB implements the NPDES and the state’s
water quality programs by regulating point-source discharges of wastewater and agricultural runoff to
land and surface waters to protect their beneficial uses. To comply with the CWA water quality
regulations, nine RWQCBs in California develop and enforce water quality objectives and
implementation plans, issue waste discharge permits, take enforcement action, and monitor water
quality within their hydrologic areas.
Permitting the construction or modification of outfall structures, where the discharged effluent is
authorized or otherwise complies with an NPDES Permit, also is governed under Section 404 as
described below.
Although the NPDES Permit program initially focused on point source discharges of municipal and
industrial wastewater that were assigned individual permits for specific outfalls, results of the
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program identified contaminated storm water as one of the primary causes of
water quality impairment. To regulate runoff-related (nonpoint source) discharges, USEPA developed a
variety of general NPDES Permits for controlling industrial, construction, and municipal storm water
discharges.
Section 404 – Discharge of Dredge or Fill Material
CWA Section 404 (33 USC Section 1344) establishes a permit program, administered by USACE,
regulating discharge of dredged or fill materials into waters of the U.S., including wetlands. Activities in
waters of the U.S. that are regulated under this program include fills for development, water resource
projects (such as dams and levees), infrastructure development (such as highways and airports), and
conversion of wetlands to uplands for farming and forestry. CWA Section 404 permits are issued by
USACE.
Under CWA Section 404(e), USACE can issue general permits to authorize activities that have minimal
individual and cumulative adverse environmental effects. General permits can be issued for a period of
no more than 5 years. USACE can issue nationwide permits, which is a general permit that authorizes
activities across the country, unless revoked by a district or division commander. Nationwide permits
authorize a wide variety of activities such as linear transportation projects, residential development,
commercial and industrial developments, utility lines, road crossings, bank stabilization activities,
wetland and stream restoration activities, and certain maintenance activities. Two new nationwide
permits were added in 2012 to evaluate land-based and water-based renewable energy proposals in
support of U.S. clean energy initiatives.

Federal Antidegradation Policy
The federal antidegradation policy has been in existence since 1968. The policy protects existing uses, water
quality, and national water resources. It directs states to adopt a statewide policy that includes the following
primary provisions:
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•

Maintain and protect existing instream uses and the water quality necessary to protect those
uses;

•

Where existing water quality is better than necessary to support fishing and swimming
conditions, maintain and protect water quality unless the state finds that allowing lower water
quality is necessary for important local economic or social development; and

•

Where high-quality waters constitute an outstanding national resource, such as waters of
national and state parks, wildlife refuges, and waters of exceptional recreational or ecological
significance, maintain and protect that water quality.

Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act, administered by USACE, prohibits the creation of any
obstruction, excavation or fill, or any alteration or modification of any navigable water of the U.S. unless
the work has been permitted by USACE (33 USC Section 403).

Executive Order 11988-Floodplain Management
An amendment to Executive Order (EO) 11988 was issued on January 28, 2015, and includes revised
guidelines for implementing EO 11988. Amended EO 11988 directs federal agencies to avoid, to the
extent practicable and feasible, short- and long-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy
and modification of floodplains, and to avoid direct and indirect support of floodplain development
wherever a practicable alternative exists. Each federal agency is responsible for reducing the risk of
flood loss, minimizing the impact of floods on human safety, health, and welfare, and restoring and
preserving natural and beneficial values served by flood plains. In addition, amended EO 11988 advises
agencies to use a higher flood elevation and expanded flood hazard area than the base flood previously
described in EO 11988 to ensure that climate change and other future changes are more adequately
accounted for in agency decisions.
The basic tools for regulating construction in potentially hazardous floodplain areas are local zoning
techniques and FEMA floodplain mapping. FIRM is the official map created and distributed by FEMA and
the NFIP that delineates SFHAs—areas that are subject to inundation by a base flood—for every county
and community that participates in the NFIP. FIRMs contain flood risk information based on historic,
meteorological, hydrologic, and hydraulic data, as well as open-space conditions, flood control works,
and development. For projects that would affect the hydrologic or hydraulic characteristics of a flooding
source and modify an existing regulatory floodway, effective Base Flood Elevations, or an SFHA, a
conditional letter of map revision would need to be approved by FEMA.

National Flood Insurance Act of 1968
The National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 established the NFIP. The NFIP is a federal program
administered by the Flood Insurance Administration of the FEMA. It enables individuals who have
property within the 100-year floodplain to purchase insurance against flood losses. Community
participation and eligibility, flood hazard identification, mapping, and floodplain management aspects
are administered by state and local programs and support directorate within FEMA. FEMA works with
the states and local communities to identify flood hazard areas and publishes a flood hazard boundary
map of those areas.
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U.S. Department of Transportation 2014 Climate Adaptation Plan
The U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) recognizes that climate variability and change pose
threats to U.S. transportation systems. Some of these effects, such as sea level rise and increased
precipitation intensity (leading to flooding), present greater challenges to the transportation system and
infrastructure.
The range of impacts from these threats may include roadway deterioration, flooding, limited waterway
access, and weakened structures. Some consequences may require changes in the design, construction,
and maintenance of infrastructure. USDOT is taking steps to address the impacts of climate change (sea
level rise, flooding) and adapting to climate variability and change implications. USDOT implements the
following priority actions per the Climate Adaptation Plan (USDOT 2014):
•

•
•

Planning. Ensuring that federal transportation investment decisions address potential climate
impacts in statewide and metropolitan transportation planning and project development
processes as appropriate in order to protect federal investments. Through such actions,
transportation systems will gradually become better prepared for future climate shifts.
Asset Management. Incorporating climate variability and change impact considerations in asset
management. Agencies will assess the policy, guidance, practices, and performance measures of
its asset management programs to incorporate such considerations.
Tools. Providing tools, case studies, best practices, outreach, and performance measures for
incorporating climate considerations into transportation decision-making.

In addressing the impact of climate change, transportation planners and system operators consider the
following adaptation and resiliency strategies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Climate-conscious land-use planning;
Planning for new infrastructure;
Hardening of existing infrastructure;
Relocation or abandonment of at-risk infrastructure;
Adding redundancy to reduce impacts to the system; and
Provisions for rapid recovery.

Federal Highway Administration Order 5520
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Order 5520 (FHWA 2014) establishes policy on preparedness
and resilience to climate change and extreme weather events, which identifies the risks of climate
change and extreme weather events to current and planned transportation systems. FHWA integrates
these risks into its planning, operations, policies, and programs to promote preparedness and resilience;
safeguard federal investments; and ensure the safety, reliability, and sustainability of the Nation’s
transportation systems.
FHWA’s responsibilities include:
•

Encouraging state departments of transportation, metropolitan planning organizations, federal
land management agencies, tribal governments, and others to develop, prioritize, implement,
and evaluate risk-based and cost-effective strategies to minimize climate and extreme weather
risks and protect critical infrastructure using the best available science, technology, and
information.
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•

Encouraging the consideration of climate change and extreme weather event risks,
preparedness, and resiliency in the delivery of programs, such as in the risk-based asset
management plans.

•

Updating planning, engineering, and operations guidance to include consideration of climate
change and extreme weather event resilience.

Federal Transit Administration Policy Statement on Climate Change Adaptation
The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Policy Statement on Climate Change Adaptation (FTA 2011)
integrates consideration of climate change impacts and adaptation into the planning, operations,
policies, and programs of the agency to ensure proper stewardship of the federal investment in public
transportation systems, to ensure public safety, and to maintain a state of good repair. FTA implements
the following process to coordinate adaptation planning across programs and operations.
•

An interdisciplinary, inter-office adaptation working group analyzes the impact of climate
change, then develops strategies to incorporate climate change adaptation considerations into
FTA policies, programs, and operations.

•

The working group proposes strategy options for consideration through the FTA Policy Council.

•

FTA coordinates with other agencies on climate change adaptation through the USDOT Center
for Climate Change.

•

FTA also coordinates with USEPA, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and
other related agencies through the Council on Environmental Quality Communities Adaptation
Working Group.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
Division 7 of the California Water Code is the basic water-quality control law for California. This law,
titled the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Porter-Cologne Act) and enacted in 1969,
establishes a regulatory program to protect water quality and beneficial uses of state waters.
The Porter-Cologne Act is California’s comprehensive water quality control law and is a complete
regulatory program, designed to protect water quality and beneficial uses of the state’s waters. It
requires the nine RWQCBs to adopt water quality control plans (basin plans) for watersheds within their
regions. These basin plans are reviewed triennially and amended as necessary by the RWQCBs, subject
to the approval of the California Office of Administrative Law, the SWRCB, and ultimately USEPA.
Moreover, pursuant to the Porter-Cologne Act, these basin plans become part of the California Water
Plan when such plans have been reported to the legislature (California Water Code, Section 13141). The
Porter-Cologne Act also regulates discharges into a state water body that are not under USACE
jurisdiction.
In some cases, a RWQCB may issue waste discharge requirements (WDRs) under the Porter-Cologne Act
that define activities, such as the inclusion of specific features, effluent limitations, monitoring, and plan
submittals that are to be implemented for protecting or benefiting water quality. WDRs can be issued to
address both permanent and temporary discharges of a project.
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State Antidegradation Policy (Resolution 68-16)
The state’s Antidegradation Policy restricts degradation of surface and ground waters. This policy
protects water bodies where existing quality is higher than necessary for the protection of beneficial
uses. The state policy establishes two conditions that must be met before the quality of high-quality
waters may be lowered by waste discharges. The state must determine that lowering the quality of highquality waters:
1) Will be consistent with the maximum benefit to the people of the state,
2) Will not unreasonably affect present and anticipated beneficial uses of such water, and
3) Will not result in water quality less than that prescribed in state policies (e.g., water quality
objectives in Water Quality Control Plans).
Any activities that result in discharges to high-quality waters are required to:
1) Meet WDRs that will result in the best practicable treatment or control of the discharge
necessary to avoid pollution or nuisance, and
2) Maintain the highest water quality consistent with the maximum benefit to the people of the
state.
The discharge would not be allowed under Resolution 68-16 if the discharge, even after treatment,
would unreasonably affect beneficial uses or would not comply with applicable provisions of water
quality control plans.

California Flood Future Report
California’s Flood Future Report (California Department of Water Resources [DWR] 2013) includes
information from more than 140 local, state and federal agencies throughout California to provide a
look at statewide exposure to flood risk, and identifies and addresses the barriers to improved flood
management. The Flood Future Report provides information to assist decision-making about policies
and financial investments to improve public safety, foster environmental stewardship, and support
economic stability.

Cobey-Alquist Flood Plain Management Act
The Cobey-Alquist Act (Water Code Sections 8400 et seq.) encourages local governments to plan, adopt,
and enforce land use regulations to accomplish floodplain management, in order to protect people and
property from flooding hazards. This act also provides state financial assistance for flood control
projects.

California Fish and Game Code Section 1602
All diversions, obstructions, or changes to the natural flow or bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream,
or lake in California that supports wildlife resources are subject to regulation by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), pursuant to the Fish and Game Code Section 1602. Section
1602 makes it unlawful for an entity (i.e., any person, state, local governmental agency, or public utility)
to substantially divert or obstruct the natural flow or substantially change the bed, channel, or bank of
any river, stream, or lake without first notifying CDFW of such activity. The regulatory definition of a
stream is a body of water that flows at least periodically or intermittently through a bed or channel
having banks and supports fish or other aquatic life.
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This includes watercourses having a surface or subsurface flow that supports or has supported riparian
vegetation. CDFW’s jurisdiction within altered or artificial waterways is based on the value of those
waterways to fish and wildlife. A Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement must be obtained from CDFW
for any activity that may substantially adversely affect an existing fish or wildlife resource.

Caltrans NPDES Permit
Under the Caltrans statewide NPDES permit (Order 2012-0011-DWQ), Caltrans is required to regulate
non-point-source discharges from its properties, facilities, and activities (SWRCB 2012c), such as:
•

Storm water discharges from all Caltrans-owned municipal separate storm water sewer systems;

•

Storm water discharges from Caltrans’ vehicle maintenance, equipment cleaning, and
operations facilities, and any other nonindustrial facilities with activities that have the potential
to generate significant quantities of pollutants; and

•

Certain categories of non-storm water discharges, as listed under Provision B in Order 20120011-DWQ.

Order 2012-0011-DWQ does not regulate storm water discharges from Caltrans-owned batch plants or
any other industrial facilities. Caltrans must obtain coverage for storm water discharges associated with
industrial activities under the Statewide Industrial General Permit for these discharges, and must comply
with the applicable requirements. Although Order 2012-0011-DWQ does not regulate storm water
discharges associated with industrial activities, it does impose contractor requirements for certain
industrial facilities.
Order 2012-0011-DWQ also does not regulate discharges from Caltrans construction activities, including
dewatering effluent discharges from construction projects. Instead, Caltrans must obtain coverage for
storm water discharges associated with construction activities under Order 2009-0009-DWQ (as
amended by Orders 2010-0014-DWQ and 2012-0006-DWQ), the General Permit for Storm Water
Discharges Associated with Construction and Land Disturbance Activities (Construction General Permit)
(SWRCB 2009).

Caltrans Guidance on Incorporating Sea Level Rise
California EO S-13-08 directs state agencies planning construction projects in areas vulnerable to sea
level rise to begin planning for potential impacts by considering a range of sea level rise scenarios for the
years 2050 and 2100. The intent of the EO is to plan ahead to assess project vulnerability and reduce
risks associated with sea level rise. The Caltrans Divisions of Environmental Analysis, Design, and
Transportation Planning have developed a guidance document (Caltrans 2011) for incorporating sea
level rise into the project planning process. The document includes technical guidance for the
engineering design and a planning-level document to determine what projects should consider sea level
rise.
This guidance begins to incorporate sea level rise into the planning and design of projects vulnerable to
the effects of sea level rise. The guidance provides sea level rise assumptions for the state along with
criteria for determining when sea level rise should be incorporated into projects.
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Addressing Climate Change Adaptation in Regional Transportation Plans
The 2010 California Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines (California Transportation Commission
[CTC] 2010) currently provide little direction for regions to analyze and address climate change
adaptation.
This guidance manual (Caltrans 2013) provides a clear methodology for regional agencies to address
climate change impacts through adaptation of transportation infrastructure. The purpose of this manual
is to expand knowledge and develop tools that will assist California metropolitan planning organizations
and regional transportation planning agencies with incorporating climate change impacts into planning,
design, engineering, and operational decisions.

Construction General Permit
Dischargers whose projects disturb one or more acres of soil, or less than one acre but are part of a
larger common plan of development that in total disturbs one or more acres, are required to obtain
coverage under the SWRCB’s Order 2009-0009-DWQ (as amended by Orders 2010-0014-DWQ and 20120006-DWQ), the Construction General Permit (SWRCB 2009). Construction and demolition activities
subject to this permit include clearing, grading, grubbing, and excavation, or any other activity that
results in a land disturbance equal to or greater than one acre.
Permit applicants are required to submit a Notice of Intent to the SWRCB and to prepare a Storm Water
Prevention Pollution Plan (SWPPP). The SWPPP must identify BMPs that are to be implemented to
reduce construction impacts on receiving water quality based on potential pollutants. The SWPPP also
must include descriptions of the BMPs to reduce pollutants in storm water discharges after all
construction phases are completed at a site (post-construction BMPs). The Construction General Permit
also includes requirements for risk-level assessment for construction sites, a storm water effluent
monitoring and reporting program, rain event action plans, and numeric action levels for pH and
turbidity.

Industrial General Permit
Industrial facilities are subject to the requirements of SWRCB Water Quality Order 97-03-DWQ, Waste
Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Storm Water Associated with Industrial Activities Excluding
Construction Activities (Industrial General Permit). These regulations prohibit discharges of non-storm
water to waters of the U.S. from a broad range of industrial activities, including mining, manufacturing,
disposal, recycling, and transportation, unless such discharges comply with a site-specific NPDES permit.
On April 1, 2014, the SWRCB adopted Order 2014-0057-DWQ, with an effective date of July 1, 2015.

Special Protections for ASBS
On March 20, 2012, the SWRCB approved Resolution No. 2012-0012 approving an exception to the
Ocean Plan prohibition against discharges to ASBSs for certain nonpoint source discharges and NPDESpermitted municipal storm water discharges. State Water Board Resolution No. 2012-0012 requires
monitoring and testing of marine aquatic life and water quality in several ASBSs to protect California’s
coastline during storm discharges into coastal waters. Specific terms, prohibitions, and special
conditions were adopted to provide special protections for marine aquatic life and natural water quality
in ASBSs. The City of San Diego's municipal storm water discharges to the San Diego Marine Life Refuge
in La Jolla are subject to terms and conditions of State Water Board Resolution No. 2012-0012. The
Special Protections are contained in Attachment B to Resolution No. 2012-0012.
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California Coastal Act
Section 30231 of the California Coastal Act establishes a policy of maintaining and restoring the
biological productivity and water quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes
within the Coastal Zone. Section 30236 addresses flood control projects for the protection of existing
structures in the floodplain. Section 30253, part (a) establishes a policy that that new development shall
minimize risks to life and property in areas of high flood hazard.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board
As described above, the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act requires that RWQCBs adopt water
quality control plans (basin plans) for watersheds within their jurisdiction. These plans establish water
quality standards for particular surface water bodies and groundwater resources.
The San Diego RWQCB (Region 9) is responsible for the basin plan for the San Diego Basin. The RWQCB
implements management plans to modify and adopt standards under provisions set forth in Section
303(c) of the CWA and California Water Code (Division 7, Section 13240). In addition to basin plan
requirements, the RWQCB issues water quality certifications under CWA Section 401. The RWQCB also
regulates discharges to, and the quality of, groundwater resources through the issuance of WDRs. WDRs
are issued for discharges that specify limitations relative to the Basin Plan (RWQCB 1994).

Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego Basin (Basin Plan)
The basin plan for the San Diego Basin (RWQCB 1994) establishes water quality objectives for
constituents that could potentially cause an adverse effect or impact on the beneficial uses of water.
Specifically, the basin plan:
1. Designates beneficial uses for surface and ground waters.
2. Sets narrative and numerical objectives that must be attained or maintained to protect the
designated beneficial uses and conform to California’s anti-degradation policy.
3. Describes implementation programs to protect beneficial uses of all waters in the region.
4. Describes surveillance and monitoring activities to evaluate the effectiveness of the basin plan.
5. Incorporates by reference all applicable State and Regional Board plans and policies.

2013 San Diego Integrated Regional Water Management Plan
The 2013 San Diego Integrated Regional Water Management (IRWM) Plan (San Diego IRWM Program
2013) was prepared under the direction of a Regional Water Management Group consisting of the
SDCWA, the County of San Diego, and the City of San Diego. The IRWM Plan builds on local water and
regional management plans within the San Diego region and is aimed at developing long-term water
supply reliability, improving water quality, and protecting natural resources. The Statewide IRWM
Program is supported by bond funding provided by DWR to fund competitive grants for projects that
improve water resources management. IRWM Plan goals are to:
•
•
•
•

Improve the reliability and sustainability of regional water supplies.
Protect and enhance water quality.
Protect and enhance our watersheds and natural resources.
Promote and support sustainable integrated water resource management.
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Integrated Flood Management Planning Study
Appendix 7-B of the 2013 San Diego IRWM Plan, Integrated Flood Management Planning Study, is a
guidance document meant to facilitate an integrated water resources approach to flood management.
The planning document defines general applicable strategies and approaches and provides planning
level tools to guide flood management decision making on a watershed basis. The focus of integrated
planning is on balancing the community flood management needs with environmental constraints and
watershed resources to ensure an acceptable solution with the flexibility to adapt to future changes.

San Diego Regional Municipal Storm Water Permit
The San Diego Regional Municipal Storm Water Permit (Order R9-2013-0001 [as amended by Order No.
R9-2015-0001]) (Municipal Permit) regulates the conditions under which storm water and non-storm
water discharges into and from municipal separate storm water systems (MS4s) are prohibited or
limited. The 18 cities, County of San Diego government, County of San Diego Regional Airport Authority,
and San Diego Unified Port District each owns or operates an MS4, through which it discharges storm
water and non-storm water into waters of the U.S. within the San Diego Region. These entities are the
County of San Diego Copermittees (Copermittees) which, along with the applicable Orange County and
Riverside County Copermittees, are subject to the requirements of the permit. The Caltrans storm water
system is regulated separately under the Caltrans NPDES permit as described previously.
Under Phase I of its storm water program, USEPA published NPDES permit application requirements for
municipal storm water discharges for municipalities that own and operate separate storm drain systems
serving populations of 100,000 or more, or that contribute significant pollutants to waters of the U.S.
Under Phase II, small MS4s that are not permitted under the municipal Phase I regulations are regulated
under the Phase II Small MS4 permit (Order 2013-0001-DWQ).
The Municipal Permit establishes prohibitions and limitations with the goal of protecting water quality
and designated beneficial uses of waters of the state from adverse impacts caused by or contributed to
by MS4 discharges. The Municipal Permit requires that each jurisdiction covered under the permit
implement a Jurisdictional Urban Runoff Management Program to control the contribution of pollutants
to and the discharges from the MS4. The goal of the jurisdictional runoff management programs is to
implement water quality improvement strategies and runoff management programs that effectively
prohibit non-storm water discharges into the Copermittees’ MS4s and reduce pollutants in storm water
discharges from the Copermittees’ MS4s to the maximum extent practicable.
The Municipal Permit requires that the Copermittees develop a Water Quality Improvement Plan for
each of ten Watershed Management Areas in the San Diego region. These plans will identify the highest
priority water quality conditions within each watershed and specific goals, strategies, and schedules to
address those priorities, including numeric goals and action levels, and requirements for water quality
monitoring and assessment. The Copermittees will implement strategies through their jurisdictional
runoff management programs to achieve the goals of the Water Quality Improvement Plans.
In accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Permit, the County of San Diego developed a model
Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) (County of San Diego 2011a) to identify mitigation
strategies required to protect storm water quality for new development and significant redevelopment
within the San Diego region. The County of San Diego’s model SUSMP establishes a series of source
control, site design, and treatment control BMPs that are to be implemented by all Priority
Development Projects (PDPs). PDPs include new development; redevelopment projects that create, add,
or replace 5,000 square feet; and pollutant generating projects. Each jurisdiction within the County of
San Diego (i.e., co-permittees of the Municipal Permit) has adopted their own SUSMP. A PDP should
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refer to the SUSMP that has jurisdiction for the project for guidance on the mitigation of storm water
pollutants. All future projects implementing the proposed Plan must adhere to these regulations.
Under the Municipal Permit, Copermittees are required to implement storm water management
requirements and controls, which include requirements for storm water BMPs during construction and
post-construction, including implementing low impact development (LID) BMPs for development and
significant redevelopment to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff from sites through more natural
processes such as infiltration and biofiltration.
The County of San Diego developed a LID handbook for guidance in the BMP selection process (County
of San Diego 2014a). Design techniques include minimizing impervious areas, conserving natural areas,
and utilizing vegetation and landscaping for water quality treatment benefits.
Copermittees are also required to comply with hydromodification management requirements to
mitigate the potential for increased erosion in receiving waters due to increased runoff rates and
durations often caused by development and increased impervious surfaces. The Municipal Permit
requires Copermittees to implement a Hydromodification Management Plan (HMP) “to manage
increases in runoff discharge rates and durations from all PDPs, where such increased rates and
durations are likely to cause increased erosion of channel beds and banks, sediment pollutant
generation, or other impacts to beneficial uses and stream habitat due to increased erosive force.” The
HMP was prepared in 2009 and was finalized in January 2011 (County of San Diego 2011a).
The HMP requires PDPs to implement hydrologic control measures so that post-project runoff flow rates
and durations do not exceed pre-development flow rates and durations where they would result in an
increased potential for erosion or significant impacts to beneficial uses or violate the channel standard.
The Copermittees are currently developing a new Model BMP Design Manual per Order R9-2013-0001.
The Model BMP Design Manual is expected to be implemented in December 2015 and would replace
the model SUSMP. Components of the 2011 HMP are being incorporated into the Model BMP Design
Manual with modifications as necessary.

Dewatering Permit
Discharges from specified groundwater extraction activities (such as construction dewatering) must be
permitted either by the San Diego RWQCB under the General Order R9-2008-0002 for groundwater
waste discharges to surface waters or authorized by the agency with jurisdiction if discharged to an
MS4. Discharge via either of these mechanisms must meet applicable water quality objectives,
constituent limitations, and pretreatment requirements.

County of San Diego Floodplain Management Plan
The County of San Diego Floodplain Management Plan (FMP) (County of San Diego 2007) assesses the
flooding hazards within the unincorporated areas of the County of San Diego, summarizes current
County of San Diego programs, describes potential mitigation strategies, and presents a plan for future
action. The FMP is a living document that is reviewed by the County of San Diego Department of Public
Works, Flood Control, on an annual basis and is updated, as necessary, to reflect progress with programs
and projects identified within this plan as well as relevant changes in County of San Diego policy, or state
and federal regulations enacted after the adoption of the plan. In addition, it is updated, as required, to
ensure accuracy of data and to meet the requirements of the NFIP. The principal goal of the County of
San Diego’s floodplain management program and FMP is to minimize losses associated with flooding.
Other goals of the FMP include:
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•

Promote disaster-resistant future development;

•

Increase public understanding and support for effective hazard mitigation, and

•

Reduce the possibility of damage and losses to existing assets, including people, critical
facilities/infrastructure, and public facilities due to floods.

County of San Diego and City General Plans and Flood Ordinances

Local general plans address flood hazards through policies in their land use and safety elements. In
addition, local floodplain management ordinances (e.g., County of San Diego Flood Damage Prevention
Ordinance) promote public health, safety, and general welfare, and minimize public and private losses
due to flood conditions. Flood ordinances include requirements for reducing flood losses, including
restricting uses that are dangerous to health, safety, and property due to erosion or water hazards;
requiring uses vulnerable to floods to be protected against flood damage at the time of construction;
controlling the alteration of natural floodplains; controlling filling, grading, or dredging that may
increase flood damage; and preventing construction of flood barriers that will divert flood waters or
increase flood hazards in other areas. Flood ordinances also include design standards for abutments to
prevent collapse or lateral movement during a 100-year flood. Goals of floodplain management and
flood ordinances within the San Diego region include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce or eliminate existing flood hazards;
Prevent future flood hazards from developing;
Reduce the economic losses associated with flooding events;
Provide for expanded recreational and aesthetic opportunities in the County of San Diego;
Restore, preserve, and enhance environmental quality wherever possible; and
Improve the quality of life in the San Diego region.

County of San Diego General Plan, Seismic Safety and Public Safety Elements (Parts V and VII)

The Seismic Safety Element of the General Plan discusses potential risks of dam failure, safety
procedures, involved agencies, and current and future action policies. The Public Safety Element was
developed to introduce safety considerations into the planning and decision-making processes in order
to reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with the hazards identified in
the element, including flooding. The element also proposes policies and recommendations aimed at
enhancing public safety through prevention as well as response preparation. Chapter 5 of the element
relates to emergency services planning for major disasters in the region.

County of San Diego Septic Tank Regulations

The San Diego RWQCB authorizes the County of San Diego Department of Environmental Health to issue
septic system (on-site wastewater treatment system) permits throughout the region. The purpose of
regulating the design, installation, and maintenance of septic systems is to prevent public health
nuisance conditions caused by failing septic systems. The program's goals are to:
•
•
•
•

Ensure that these systems can operate in all weather conditions with minimal maintenance;
Prevent the contamination of groundwater from improperly designed onsite wastewater
treatment systems;
Prevent the contamination of surface water from improperly designed onsite wastewater
treatment systems, and
Prevent premature failure of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
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4.10.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, the unique nature of the proposed Plan’s hydrology
and water quality impacts, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan.
Checklist questions for hydrology and water quality impacts are provided in Section IX of Appendix G.
For purposes of this EIR, the Appendix G questions have been combined and modified as follows.
•

Question (a) addressing water quality violations has been combined with question (f) addressing
the degradation of water quality as significance criterion HWQ-1. The portion of question (e)
addressing additional sources of polluted runoff also is addressed under significance criterion
HWQ-1.

•

Question (b) addressing depletion of groundwater supplies has been re-worded as significance
criterion HWQ-2.

•

Questions (c) and (d) addressing drainage pattern alterations have been combined as
significance criterion HWQ-3.

•

The portion of question (e) addressing storm water infrastructure capacity has been
incorporated into significance criterion US-2 in Section 4.14, Public Services and Utilities. The
portion of question (e) addressing additional sources of polluted runoff is addressed under
significance criterion HWQ-1.

•

Questions (g) and (h) addressing flooding hazards have been combined into significance
criterion HWQ-4.

•

Question (i) addressing seiche, tsunami, or mudflow has been reworded as criterion HWQ-5.

For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant hydrology and
water quality impact if it would:
HWQ-1

Substantially degrade water quality in violation of any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements.

HWQ-2

Substantially reduce groundwater quantity or quality.

HWQ-3

Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of an area such that flood risk, erosion, or
siltation would increase.

HWQ-4

Expose people, structures or facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving
flooding, including within 100-year flood hazard areas and flooding as a result of the failure
of a levee or dam.

HWQ-5

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow.
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4.10.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
HWQ-1 SUBSTANTIALLY DEGRADE WATER QUALITY IN VIOLATION OF ANY WATER QUALITY
STANDARDS OR WASTE DISCHARGE REQUIREMENTS.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The analysis identifies the impaired (i.e., 303d-listed) water bodies in locations where land development
from forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would occur for each time horizon. Construction and operations (i.e., post-construction)
of development projects and transportation network improvements are analyzed to determine whether
pollutants found in storm water runoff from these types of projects and improvements would
substantially degrade water quality in violation of any water quality standards or waste discharge
requirements (WDRs). The operational analysis of transportation network improvements focuses on
improvements that would create new impervious surface that would collect pollutants from vehicles,
including but not limited to new managed lanes, general purpose lanes, regional arterial projects, and
transit centers with parking areas. Active transportation projects and new transit services or transit
service improvements would not be major sources of pollutants during operation and are not analyzed
in detail in this section for operational water quality impacts.
The analysis also considers that construction and post-construction activities would be required to
adhere to various federal, state, and regional water quality standards, such as the Municipal Permit and
Construction General Permit. As such, runoff volumes and pollutants leaving sites during construction
and post-construction operations would be substantially reduced through source control, site design,
and/or treatment-control BMPs mandated by these permits. Erosion and sediment controls identified in
project-specific SWPPPs would substantially reduce the amount of soil disturbance, erosion and
sediment transport into receiving waters, and pollutants in site runoff during construction. Projectspecific HMPs would be required to demonstrate that predevelopment runoff volumes would not be
exceeded. For projects requiring an HMP, LID site design, source control, and/or treatment control
BMPs would also be required.
In addition, water quality impacts from wastewater discharge from wastewater treatment facilities (e.g.,
Point Loma WWTP and ocean outfall, North City WRP, and South Bay WRP and ocean outfall) are
analyzed. Forecasted regional growth and land use change would generate additional demand for
wastewater treatment, which would be treated by regional wastewater treatment facilities. Information
from Section 4.14 is used to identify planned capacity of wastewater treatment facilities and future
expansion needs of the facility. The analysis determines whether additional demand for wastewater
treatment from forecasted regional growth and land use change would contribute to violation of water
quality standards or WDRs for wastewater treatment facilities. Transportation network improvements
and programs would not generate additional demand for wastewater treatment, and therefore are not
analyzed for a contribution to violation of WDRs for wastewater treatment facilities.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to substantial degradations of water quality in violation of water quality
standards or waste discharge requirements, include but are not limited to ocean acidification, changes
in precipitation patterns (total amount and intensity), flooding, and sea level rise. In general, climate
change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects are discussed in detail in
Appendix F to this EIR.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Construction activities associated with regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan
would generate pollutants, such as sediment, soil stabilization residues, oil and grease, and trash and
debris. Construction-related soil disturbance would expose soil to erosion from wind and water.
Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of impervious surface area in
the region, such as new building rooftops and paved areas. The new impervious surface areas would
collect common urban pollutants such as sediment, oil and grease, metals, nutrients, and trash and
debris. Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of managed landscaping
areas in the region that would provide a source of nutrients, weed abatement herbicides, and irrigation
runoff.
Most development by 2020 would consist of infill development and redevelopment in existing urban
and suburban communities that are already highly developed with impervious surfaces. Approximately
75 percent of forecasted population growth by 2020 would occur in the City of San Diego (45 percent),
County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent). Infill and redevelopment would
incrementally increase the amount of impervious surface area in existing urban and suburban
communities. Conversely, the limited development forecasted on vacant land, open space, and
agricultural land would cause greater increases in impervious surfaces (and polluted runoff) than infill
and redevelopment.
In general, increases in the amount of impervious surfaces and landscaped areas would result in the
accumulation, exposure, and transport of additional pollutants. Runoff during storm events and nonstorm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants via storm drain systems and
would negatively affect surface water quality if not properly managed. Because of existing water quality
impairments in several creeks and coastal lagoons, any increases in pollutant concentrations from new
development would impact the water quality of these aquatic ecosystems, particularly for impaired
waterbodies listed under CWA Section 303(d). However, pollutant types and concentrations in runoff
would depend on numerous site- and location-specific factors, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Land use type;
Presence of source control and structural BMPs;
Site drainage conditions;
Intensity and duration of rainfall; and
Climatic conditions preceding a rainfall event.

Compliance with regional, state, and federal water quality regulations would ensure that the increased
runoff volume and pollutant generation from development are systematically addressed. Development
associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan would be
subject to regulatory requirements that substantially reduce surface water quality impacts during
construction and post-construction. Construction BMPs that reduce erosion and subsequent sediment
transport (e.g., silt fence, fiber rolls, sandbag barrier, gravel bag berm, drainage inlet protection) would
be implemented during construction activities in compliance with the Construction General Permit.
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A SWPPP would be implemented for any ground disturbance greater than 1 acre and would identify the
sources of pollutants that may affect the quality of storm water and would include construction site
BMPs to control erosion and minimize pollutants (e.g., sedimentation/siltation) in runoff.
During operations and maintenance of development projects, post-construction practices would be
implemented and maintained to substantially reduce storm water pollution and prevent substantial
water quality degradation as required by applicable regulations (i.e., Municipal Permit). Development
projects would be required to maintain predevelopment hydrology in compliance with enforced
hydromodification requirements (Municipal Permit, Order R9-2013-0001). Post-construction BMPs
would include but not be limited to the following permanent stabilization designs and storm water
quality treatment measures:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reestablishment of native vegetation to control erosion.
LID designs that reduce, treat, infiltrate, and manage storm water runoff and facilitate
groundwater recharge (e.g., detention basins, bioretention systems, infiltration areas, porous
paving).
Runoff conveyance designs that provide adequate storage capacity and overland flow,
detention, and infiltration before runoff reaches culverts or detention systems.
In-line systems such as oil and sediment separators or absorbent filter systems to provide storm
water filtration prior to discharge.
Hydromodification measures that ensure post-project storm water runoff does not exceed the
predevelopment flow and duration.
Regular street cleaning, litter control, and catch basin cleaning.

Regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would also contribute
additional demand for wastewater treatment by 2020, which would increase wastewater discharges
(mainly residential, commercial, and industrial) from regional wastewater treatment plants (e.g., Point
Loma WWTP and the marine environment surrounding the ocean outfall, the North City WRP, and South
Bay WRP and ocean outfall). . Treated wastewater from regional wastewater treatment plants is
discharged to surface waters, including the Pacific Ocean. NPDES permits govern the discharge of water
from wastewater treatment plants to surface waters. Additional demand for wastewater treatment
would result in impacts to surface water quality if the additional demand exceeds the existing or
planned treatment capacity, and as a result wastewater is discharged from treatment plants to surface
waters, including Section 303(d) impaired waters, in violation of NPDES permit conditions to protect
water quality.
While population growth would result in an increase in the amount of wastewater generated, especially
in the cities of San Diego and Chula Vista, the existing wastewater treatment plants would have
sufficient capacity to serve forecasted growth through 2020 (see Section 4.14 Public Services and
Utilities). However, smaller treatment plants throughout the region would need to be expanded to
ensure adequate capacity, while also protecting surface, ground, and marine water resources.
Development in existing communities would require expansion or upsizing of existing collection and
treatment systems, while development in new areas would require installation of new collection and
treatment systems. Accordingly, wastewater treatment facility/infrastructure expansions would be
required to comply with evolving point-source-discharge NPDES permits, as well as applicable NPDES
general permits and assorted local regulations to minimize impacts to receiving waters.
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Marine water quality is regularly monitored by the City of San Diego Environmental Monitoring and
Technical Services Laboratory to ensure that the wastewater discharge does not negatively affect water
quality or harm aquatic health. This monitoring program would continue (and likely be expanded)
relative to new regulatory permit requirements for gauging/ensuring compliance.
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would require
that predevelopment hydrology be maintained after construction is completed; runoff would be treated
to remove or substantially reduce pollutants before discharging to surface waters. For projects that
discharge to 303(d)-listed impaired water bodies, mandatory BMPs would be implemented to
substantially lessen the quantity of pollutants causing the impairment from leaving the site and entering
the impaired water body. Wastewater discharges would be in compliance with applicable NPDES permit
requirements. Therefore, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would
not substantially degrade water quality in violation of water quality standards or WDRs. This impact is
less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation infrastructure contributes to water quality impacts during construction and postconstruction operations. Construction activities associated with transportation network improvements
would increase wind/water erosion and would allow pollutants, such as sediment, soil stabilization
residues, oil and grease, and trash and debris, to impact receiving waters. In addition, as bridges and
roadways require modification across water courses, construction disturbance and needed dredging
would have a substantial influence to negatively impact turbidity. Construction activities would affect
receiving water quality, in particular for receiving waters listed as impaired for sediment/siltation.
Transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of
impervious surface area in the region, such as new paved areas. The new impervious surface and
landscaped areas would collect common urban pollutants. The primary source of water pollution from
transportation infrastructure is vehicles. Oil and grease, metals, sediment, hydrocarbons, trash and
debris accumulate on the paved surfaces of facilities including freeways, roadways, and parking lots. The
main pollutants associated with railway are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), heavy metals, and
herbicides. The main source of PAHs in railway areas is from machine grease, fuel oils and transformers
oils, as well as creosote (railway ties). Sources of heavy metals include rail material abrasion, fuel
combustion in diesel-electric locomotives, trolley wires, and cargo leakage. Runoff during storm events
and non-storm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants via local storm
drain systems. If not properly managed, pollutants in runoff discharged from local storm drain systems
would adversely affect surface water quality (particularly CWA Section 303(d) impaired water bodies). In
general, bicycle improvements and other active transportation projects would not collect the same type
of pollutants as transportation facilities used by vehicles, and therefore runoff from such improvements
would not discharge similar vehicle-related pollutants into storm drains and receiving waters.
As shown in Table 4.10-2, a variety of transportation network improvements proposed for 2020 cross
303(d)-listed water bodies. Most improvements would occur in areas that are already highly developed
with impervious surfaces, including the addition of managed lanes to the I-5 and I-805. While these
facilities are primarily developed urban areas, they also cross 303(d)-listed waters including rivers,
creeks, and lagoons. Transportation network improvements in semi-rural and rural areas, such as the
addition of two general purpose lanes to SR 76 from Mission Avenue to I-15, which crosses the San Luis
Rey River, would result in greater increases in impervious surface area and collection of pollutants
relative to existing conditions.
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Table 4.10-2
Planned Transportation Network Improvements Crossing 303(d)-listed Water Bodies by 2020

Improvement
Type
Arterials

Impaired Water Body
Loma Alta Creek

Hydrologic
Unit #
90410000

Pollutant
Selenium

Agua Hedionda Creek
Escondido Creek
San Marcos Creek
San Marcos Creek

90431000
90462000
90451000
90451000

Enterococcus
DDT
DDE
DDE

San Marcos Creek

90451000

DDE

San Marcos Creek

90451000

DDE

Buena Creek
San Dieguito River
Keys Creek
Sweetwater River,
below Reservoir
San Diego River (Lower)

90432000
90511000
90312000
90912000

DDT
Enterococcus
Selenium
Enterococcus

90711000

Enterococcus

Buena Vista Creek

90421000

Rose Creek
Buena Creek

90640000
90432000

Sediment
Toxicity
Selenium
DDT

Paleta Creek

90831000

Copper

90311000

Chloride

I-5, Manchester Avenue to SR 78

San Luis Rey River, west
of I-15
Buena Vista Creek

90421000

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

I-805, SR-52 to Carroll Canyon
I-5, Manchester Avenue to SR 78
I-5, Manchester Avenue to SR 78

Rose Creek
San Marcos Creek
Buena Vista Lagoon

90640000
90451000
90421000

Railways

LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking

Buena Vista Lagoon

90421000

Railways
Railways

LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking

90461000
90311000

Railways
Railways
Railways

LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Mid-Coast Trolley Extension
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking

San Elijo Lagoon
San Luis Rey River, west
of I-15
San Diego River (Lower)
San Diego River (Lower)
Buena Vista Creek

Sediment
Toxicity
Selenium
DDE
Indicator
Bacteria
Indicator
Bacteria
Eutrophic
Chloride

Los Penasquitos Creek
Tecolote Creek
Rose Creek
Rose Creek
San Marcos Creek

90610000
90650000
90640000
90640000
90451000

Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
General
Purpose Lanes
Managed Lanes

Description
College Blvd - Vista Way to Old Grove
Road
El Camino Real and Cannon Road
Citracado Parkway II
Discovery Street Improvements
Via Vera Cruz Bridge and Street
Improvements
Discovery St.: Craven Rd. to West of
Twin Oaks Valley Rd.
El Camino Real – La Costa Ave. to Arenal
Rd.
South Santa Fe Avenue South
El Camino Real
Cole Grade Rd.
Willow St. Bridge - Bonita Rd. to
Sweetwater Rd.
San Diego River Trail - Short Gap
Connections
Inland Rail Trail - San Marcos, Vista,
County of San Diego
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Creek
Inland Rail Trail - San Marcos, Vista,
County of San Diego
Bayshore Bikeway - National City Marina
to 32nd St.
SR 76, Mission Avenue to I-15

Railways
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Railways
Mid-Coast Trolley Extension
Railways
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Railways
Mid-Coast Trolley Extension
Railways
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Source: SWRCB 2011
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As discussed in the Regional Growth and Land Use Change section above, specific regulations, such as
the statewide Construction General Permit, are in place to substantially reduce the water quality
impacts of construction activities on receiving waters, including 303(d)-listed waters; the Caltrans
Statewide Storm Water Program and Management Plan sets forth requirements to substantially reduce
or eliminate the discharge of pollutants from construction activities for Caltrans facilities. The need for
and design of BMPs would be dictated by the project-related SWPPP and the presence of surrounding
sensitive resources. During the SWPPP development process, BMPs would be selected that target the
construction-phase pollutant(s) of concern relative to adjacent impaired 303(d)-listed water bodies;
operation-phase BMPs would be evaluated during the development of drainage designs. Construction
BMPs aimed at reducing erosion and subsequent sediment transport, such as silt fence and/or fiber
rolls, sandbag barrier, and slope stabilization, would be implemented during construction activities to
substantially reduce or eliminate the discharge of pollutants into receiving waters, including 303(d)listed water bodies.
During operations and maintenance of transportation network improvement projects, operational BMPs
would be implemented and maintained to substantially lessen the flow of storm water pollutants into
receiving waters, including 303(d)-listed water bodies, to prevent substantial water quality degradation
in compliance with applicable storm water runoff discharge permits (i.e., Municipal Permit). Postconstruction BMPs would consider factors such as permanent stabilization of disturbed soil and natural
storm water quality treatment and would include LID, hydromodification measures, and erosion
control/revegetation efforts. A statewide permit establishes requirements to substantially reduce or
eliminate the discharge of pollutants from Caltrans right-of-way to storm drain systems and receiving
waters.
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would require
that predevelopment hydrology be maintained after construction and treatment of runoff to
substantially reduce or eliminate the discharge of pollutants to storm drain systems and receiving
waters. For projects that discharge to 303(d)-listed impaired water bodies, BMPs would be required that
target the removal of the pollutants causing the impairment. Transportation network improvements and
programs associated with the proposed Plan would not substantially degrade water quality in violation
of applicable water quality standards or WDRs. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use changes and transportation network improvements
and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not substantially degrade water quality in
violation of existing standards and WDRs because compliance with detailed existing and evolving
regulatory requirements would substantially lessen or eliminate the discharge of pollutants into
receiving waters, including 303(d)-listed waters, during construction and operations. Therefore, this
impact (HWQ-1) in the year 2020 is less than significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, construction activities associated with regional growth and land use
change under the proposed Plan would generate pollutants, such as sediment, soil stabilization residues,
oil and grease, and trash and debris. Construction-related soil disturbance would expose soil to erosion
from wind and water. Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of
impervious surface area in the region, such as new building rooftops and paved areas. The new
impervious surface areas would collect common urban pollutants such as sediment, oil and grease,
metals, nutrients, and trash and debris. Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the
amount of managed landscaping areas in the region that would provide a source of nutrients, weed
abatement herbicides, and irrigation runoff.
Most development by 2035 would consist of infill development and redevelopment in existing urban
and suburban communities that are already highly developed with impervious surfaces. Approximately
78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2021 and 2035 is in the City of San
Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these
three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of new housing units and 66 percent of new
jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035. Infill and redevelopment would incrementally increase the
amount of impervious surface area in existing urban and suburban communities. Conversely, the limited
development forecasted on vacant land, open space, and agricultural land would cause greater
increases in impervious surfaces (and polluted runoff) than infill and redevelopment.
In general, increases in the amount of impervious surfaces and landscaped areas would result in the
accumulation, exposure, and transport of additional pollutants. Runoff during storm events and nonstorm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants via storm drain systems and
would negatively affect surface water quality if not properly managed. Because of existing water quality
impairments in several creeks and coastal lagoons, any increases in pollutant concentrations from new
development would impact the water quality of these aquatic ecosystems, particularly for impaired
waterbodies listed under CWA Section 303(d). However, pollutant types and concentrations in runoff
would depend on numerous site- and location-specific factors, as described in the 2020 analysis.
Compliance with regional, state, and federal water quality regulations would ensure that the increased
runoff volume and pollutant generation from development are systematically addressed. Development
associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan would be
subject to regulatory requirements that substantially reduce surface water quality impacts during
construction and post-construction. Construction BMPs that reduce erosion and subsequent sediment
transport (e.g., silt fence, fiber rolls, sandbag barrier, gravel bag berm, drainage inlet protection) would
be implemented during construction activities in compliance with the SWPPP and Construction General
Permit.
During operations and maintenance of development projects, post-construction practices would be
implemented and maintained to substantially reduce storm water pollution and prevent substantial
water quality degradation as required by applicable regulations (i.e., Municipal Permit). Postconstruction BMPs are listed in the 2020 analysis.
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As discussed in the 2020 analysis, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed
Plan would also contribute additional demand for wastewater, which would increase wastewater
discharges (i.e., residential, commercial, and industrial) from regional wastewater treatment plants (e.g.,
Point Loma WWTP and ocean outfall, North City WRP, and South Bay WRP and ocean outfall). Treated
wastewater from regional wastewater treatment plants is discharged to surface waters, including the
Pacific Ocean. NPDES permits govern the discharge of water from wastewater treatment plants to
surface waters. Additional demand for wastewater treatment would result in impacts to surface water
quality if the additional demand exceeds the existing or planned treatment capacity, and as a result
wastewater is discharged from treatment plants to surface waters, including Section 303(d) impaired
waters, in violation of NPDES permit conditions to protect water quality.
Treatment demands would lead to unwanted wastewater discharges to surface waters (including 303(d)
impaired waters) if existing infrastructure is not collaboratively upgraded. The Point Loma WWTP has
applied for an NPDES permit renewal per CWA Sections 301(h) and 301(j)(5) under the proposed Pure
Water San Diego concept that involves new and improved joint water/wastewater facilities. Upon full
implementation of all proposed facilities, approximately 83 mgd of potable reuse water would be
ultimately produced from the plant’s wastewater stream by the end of 2035 (City of San Diego 2015b).
Although the proposed Pure Water San Diego program calls for new potable water reclamation to
reduce capacity at treatment facilities, smaller wastewater treatment plants and collection systems
throughout the region would need to be expanded to ensure adequate capacity (see Section 4.14), while
also protecting surface, ground, and marine water resources (i.e., outfall discharge areas). Development
in existing communities would require expansion or upsizing of existing collection and treatment
systems, while development in new areas would require installation of new collection and treatment
systems. These wastewater treatment facility/infrastructure expansion actions would be required to
comply with evolving point-source-discharge NPDES permits, as well as applicable NPDES general
permits and assorted local regulations to minimize impacts to receiving waters. Ongoing marine water
quality monitoring programs would ensure water quality and aquatic health are not negatively impacted
by wastewater discharges.
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would require
that predevelopment hydrology be maintained after construction is completed; runoff would be treated
to remove or substantially reduce pollutants before discharging to surface waters. For projects that
discharge to 303(d)-listed impaired water bodies, mandatory BMPs would be implemented to
substantially lessen the quantity of pollutants causing the impairment from leaving the site and entering
the impaired water body. Wastewater discharges would be in compliance with applicable NPDES permit
requirements. Therefore, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would
not substantially degrade water quality in violation of water quality standards or WDRs. This impact is
less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, transportation infrastructure contributes to water quality impacts
during construction and post-construction operations. Construction activities associated with
transportation network improvements would increase wind/water erosion and would allow pollutants,
such as sediment, soil stabilization residues, oil and grease, and trash and debris, to impact receiving
waters. In addition, as bridges and roadways require modification across water courses, construction
disturbance and needed dredging would have a substantial influence to negatively impact turbidity.
Construction activities would affect receiving water quality, in particular for receiving waters listed as
impaired for sediment/siltation.
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Transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of
impervious surface area in the region, such as new paved areas. The new impervious surface and
landscaped areas would collect common urban pollutants. The primary source of water pollution from
transportation infrastructure is vehicles. Oil and grease, metals, sediment, hydrocarbons, trash and
debris accumulate on the paved surfaces of facilities including freeways, roadways, and parking lots. The
main pollutants associated with railway are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), heavy metals, and
herbicides. The main source of PAHs in railway areas is from machine grease, fuel oils and transformers
oils, as well as creosote (railway ties). Sources of heavy metals include rail material abrasion, fuel
combustion in diesel-electric locomotives, trolley wires, and cargo leakage. Runoff during storm events
and non-storm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants via local storm
drain systems. If not properly managed, pollutants in runoff discharged from local storm drain systems
would adversely affect surface water quality (particularly CWA Section 303(d) impaired water bodies). In
general, bicycle improvements and other active transportation projects would not collect the same type
of pollutants as transportation facilities used by vehicles, and therefore runoff from such improvements
would not discharge similar vehicle-related pollutants into storm drains and receiving waters.
As shown in Table 4.10-3, a variety of transportation network improvements proposed for 2035 cross
303(d)-listed water bodies. Most improvements would occur in areas that are already highly developed
with impervious surfaces or are improvements to existing facilities, including the addition of managed
lanes to the I-5, I-805, and SR 78, each of which cross multiple 303(d)-listed water bodies. Planned
trolley extensions would connect existing, developed urban communities. Bicycle improvements would
be located on existing streets in urban areas and along rivers and creeks listed as impaired on the 303(d)
list.
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements described in the 2020 analysis and in Section 4.10.2
would require that predevelopment hydrology be maintained after construction and treatment of runoff
to substantially reduce or eliminate the discharge of pollutants to storm drain systems and receiving
waters. Although these regulations would evolve and change, compliance would ensure impacts to
surface water are less than significant as each project is designed, analyzed, and permitted for
construction. For projects that discharge to 303(d)-listed impaired water bodies, BMPs would be
required that target the removal of the pollutants causing the impairment. Transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not substantially degrade water
quality in violation of applicable water quality standards or WDRs. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use changes and transportation network improvements
and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not substantially degrade water quality in
violation of existing standards and WDRs because compliance with detailed existing and evolving
regulatory requirements would substantially lessen or eliminate the discharge of pollutants into
receiving waters, including 303(d)-listed waters, during construction and operations. Therefore, this
impact (HWQ-1) in the year 2035 is less than significant.
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Table 4.10-3
Planned Transportation Network Improvements Crossing 303(d)-listed Water Bodies by 2035
Improvement
Type
Arterials
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
General
Purpose Lanes/
Managed Lanes
General
Purpose Lanes
General
Purpose Lanes
Managed Lanes

Hydrologic
Unit #
90640000
90822000
90912000

Pollutant
Selenium
Copper
Selenium

90410000
90410000
90712000
90712000

Selenium
Selenium
Fecal Coliform
Fecal Coliform

Forester Creek
San Diego River
(Lower)
Rose Creek

90712000
90711000

Fecal Coliform
Enterococcus

90640000

Selenium

90821000

Chlordane

Bayshore Bikeway - Barrio Logan
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Creek/Mission Bay
Connection
Coastal Rail Trail - Alta Loma Marsh Bridge
I-5, SR 54 to SR 15

San Diego Bay
Shoreline, near Switzer
Creek
San Diego Bay
Mission Bay, mouth of
Rose Creek
Loma Alta Slough
Chollas Creek

91010000
90640000

PCBs
Eutrophic

90410000
90822000

Eutrophic
Copper

SR 52, Mast Boulevard to SR 125

Forester Creek

90712000

Fecal Coliform

SR 52, Mast Boulevard to SR 125

90711000

Enterococcus

90912000

Selenium

90410000
90311000

Selenium
Chloride

90421000

Sediment
Toxicity
Sediment
Toxicity
Enterococcus
Selenium
DDE
DDE
Sediment
Toxicity
DDT
Toxicity
Enterococcus
Copper
Copper
Selenium

Description
Genesee Ave. - Nobel Dr. to SR 52
Bayshore Bikeway - Barrio Logan
Sweetwater River Bikeway Ramps
Inland Rail Trail - Oceanside
Coastal Rail Trail - Alta Loma Marsh Bridge
El Cajon - Santee Connections
San Diego River Trail - Father Juniperro Serra Trail
to Santee
El Cajon - Santee Connections
San Diego River Trail - Bridge Connection (Sefton
Field to MV/YMCA)
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Creek/Mission Bay
Connection
Bayshore Bikeway - Barrio Logan

Impaired Water Body
Rose Creek
Chollas Creek
Paradise Creek, HSA
908.320
Loma Alta Creek
Loma Alta Creek
Forester Creek
Forester Creek

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

I-5, SR 78 to Vandegrift
I-5, SR 78 to Vandegrift

Managed Lanes

SR 78, College Boulevard to Twin Oaks

San Diego River
(Lower)
Paradise Creek, HSA
908.320
Loma Alta Creek
San Luis Rey River,
west of I-15)
Buena Vista Creek

Managed Lanes

I-5, Manchester Avenue to SR 78

Buena Vista Creek

90421000

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

I-5, La Jolla Village to I-805 Merge
I-805, SR 52 to Carroll Canyon
SR 78, College Boulevard to Twin Oaks
I-5, Manchester Avenue to SR 78
I-5, La Jolla Village to I-805 Merge

Los Penasquitos Creek
Rose Creek
San Marcos Creek
San Marcos Creek
Soledad Canyon

90610000
90640000
90451000
90451000
90610000

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

SR 78, College Boulevard to Twin Oaks
I-805, SR 905 to Palomar
I-5, SR 56 to Manchester Avenue
I-805, SR 54 to SR 94
I-5, SR 54 to SR 15
I-5, Palomar Street to SR 54

Buena Creek
Poggi Canyon Creek
San Dieguito River
Paleta Creek
Paleta Creek
Telegraph Canyon
Creek

90432000
91020000
90511000
90831000
90831000
90911000

I-5, Palomar Street to SR 54
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Improvement
Type
Managed Lanes

Description
SR 78, I-5 to College Boulevard

Impaired Water Body
Buena Vista Creek

Hydrologic
Unit #
90421000

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

I-5, La Jolla Village to I-805 Merge
I-5, La Jolla Village to I-805 Merge

Los Penasquitos Creek
Soledad Canyon

90610000
90610000

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

I-5, SR 56 to Manchester Avenue
I-5, I-805 Merge to SR 56

90461000
90610000

Managed Lanes

I-5, Manchester Avenue to SR 78

San Elijo Lagoon
Los Penasquitos
Lagoon
Buena Vista Lagoon

Managed Lanes

SR 78, I-5 to College Boulevard

Buena Vista Lagoon

90421000

ML Connector
ML Connector

I-5 to I-805
I-5 to I-805

Los Penasquitos Creek
Soledad Canyon

90610000
90610000

ML/Freeway
Connector
ML/Freeway
Connector
Railways

I-5 to SR 78

Buena Vista Creek

90421000

I-5 to SR 78

Buena Vista Lagoon

90421000

Trolley Extension – San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa

Paradise Creek, HSA
908.320
Loma Alta Creek
Escondido Creek
San Diego River
(Lower)
Buena Creek
San Dieguito River
Paleta Creek
Telegraph Canyon
Creek

90912000

Pollutant
Sediment
Toxicity
Enterococcus
Sediment
Toxicity
Eutrophic
Sedimentation/
Siltation
Indicator
Bacteria
Indicator
Bacteria
Enterococcus
Sediment
Toxicity
Sediment
Toxicity
Indicator
Bacteria
Selenium

90410000
90462000
90711000

Selenium
DDT
Enterococcus

90432000
90511000
90831000
90911000

DDT
Enterococcus
Copper
Selenium

Railways
Railways
Railways

SPRINTER rail corridor double tracking
SPRINTER rail corridor double tracking
Trolley Extension – San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa

Railways
Railways
Railways
Railways

SPRINTER rail corridor double tracking
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Trolley Extension – San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa
Trolley Extension – San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa

90421000

Source: SWRCB 2011

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, construction associated with regional growth and land use
change under the proposed Plan would generate pollutants, such as sediment, soil stabilization residues,
oil and grease, and trash and debris. Construction-related soil disturbance would expose soil to erosion
from wind and water. Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of
impervious surface area in the region, such as new building rooftops and paved areas. The new
impervious surface areas would collect common urban pollutants such as sediment, oil and grease,
metals, nutrients, and trash and debris. Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the
amount of managed landscaping areas in the region that would provide a source of nutrients, weed
abatement herbicides, and irrigation runoff.
Most development by 2050 would consist of infill development and redevelopment in existing urban
and suburban communities that are already highly developed with impervious surfaces. Approximately
75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036 and 2050 is in the City of San
Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
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Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new housing units and 77
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050. Infill and redevelopment would
incrementally increase the amount of impervious surface area in existing urban and suburban
communities. Conversely, the limited development forecasted on vacant land, open space, and
agricultural land would cause greater increases in impervious surfaces (and polluted runoff) than infill
and redevelopment.
In general, increases in the amount of impervious surfaces and landscaped areas would result in the
accumulation, exposure, and transport of additional pollutants. Runoff during storm events and nonstorm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants via storm drain systems and
would negatively affect surface water quality if not properly managed. Because of existing water quality
impairments in several creeks and coastal lagoons, any increases in pollutant concentrations from new
development would impact the water quality of these aquatic ecosystems, particularly for impaired
waterbodies listed under CWA Section 303(d). However, pollutant types and concentrations in runoff
would depend on numerous site- and location-specific factors, as described in the 2020 analysis.
Compliance with regional, state, and federal water quality regulations would ensure that the increased
runoff volume and pollutant generation from development are systematically addressed. Development
associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan would be
subject to regulatory requirements that substantially reduce surface water quality impacts during
construction and post-construction. Construction BMPs that reduce erosion and subsequent sediment
transport (e.g., silt fence, fiber rolls, sandbag barrier, gravel bag berm, drainage inlet protection) would
be implemented during construction activities in compliance with the SWPPP and Construction General
Permit.
During operations and maintenance of development projects, post-construction practices would be
implemented and maintained to substantially reduce storm water pollution and prevent substantial
water quality degradation as required by applicable regulations (i.e., Municipal Permit). Postconstruction BMPs are listed in the 2020 analysis.
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analysis, regional growth and land use change associated with the
proposed Plan would also contribute additional demand for wastewater, which would increase
wastewater discharges (i.e., residential, commercial, and industrial) from regional wastewater treatment
plants (e.g., Point Loma WWTP and ocean outfall, North City WRP, and South Bay WRP and ocean
outfall). Treated wastewater from regional wastewater treatment plants is discharged to surface waters,
including the Pacific Ocean. NPDES permits govern the discharge of water from wastewater treatment
plants to surface waters. Additional demand for wastewater treatment would result in impacts to
surface water quality if the additional demand exceeds the existing or planned treatment capacity, and
as a result wastewater is discharged from treatment plants to surface waters, including Section 303(d)
impaired waters, in violation of NPDES permit conditions to protect water quality. As noted earlier, the
recent NPDES permit renewal for the Point Loma WWTP under the proposed Pure Water San Diego
concept specifies new and improved joint water/wastewater facilities that would divert approximately
83 mgd of wastewater from the plant’s wastewater stream in the form of potable reuse water by the
end of 2035 (City of San Diego 2015b). Although the proposed Pure Water San Diego program calls for
new potable water reclamation to reduce capacity concerns, smaller regional collection systems and
treatment facilities in areas of increased growth would require expansion to ensure adequate capacity in
2050 (see Section 4.14), while also protecting surface, ground, and marine water resources (i.e., outfall
discharge areas). Development in existing communities would require expansion or upsizing of existing
collection and treatment systems, while development in new areas would require installation of new
collection and treatment systems.
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These wastewater treatment facility/infrastructure expansion actions would be required to comply with
evolving point-source-discharge NPDES permits, as well as applicable NPDES general permits and
assorted local regulations to minimize impacts to receiving waters. Ongoing marine water quality
monitoring programs would ensure water quality and aquatic health are not negatively impacted by
wastewater discharges.
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would require
that predevelopment hydrology be maintained after construction is completed; runoff would be treated
to remove or substantially reduce pollutants before discharging to surface waters. For projects that
discharge to 303(d)-listed impaired water bodies, mandatory BMPs would be implemented to
substantially lessen the quantity of pollutants causing the impairment from leaving the site and entering
the impaired water body. Wastewater discharges would be in compliance with applicable NPDES permit
requirements. Therefore, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would
not substantially degrade water quality in violation of water quality standards or WDRs. This impact is
less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As described in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, transportation infrastructure contributes to water quality
impacts during construction and post-construction operations. Construction activities associated with
transportation network improvements would increase wind/water erosion and would allow pollutants,
such as sediment, soil stabilization residues, oil and grease, and trash and debris, to impact receiving
waters. In addition, as bridges and roadways require modification across water courses, construction
disturbance and needed dredging would have a substantial influence to negatively impact turbidity.
Construction activities would affect receiving water quality, in particular for receiving waters listed as
impaired for sediment/siltation.
Transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of
impervious surface area in the region, such as new paved areas. The new impervious surface and
landscaped areas would collect common urban pollutants. The primary source of water pollution from
transportation infrastructure is vehicles. Oil and grease, metals, sediment, hydrocarbons, trash and
debris accumulate on the paved surfaces of facilities including freeways, roadways, and parking lots. The
main pollutants associated with railway are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), heavy metals, and
herbicides. The main source of PAHs in railway areas is from machine grease, fuel oils and transformers
oils, as well as creosote (railway ties). Sources of heavy metals include rail material abrasion, fuel
combustion in diesel-electric locomotives, trolley wires, and cargo leakage. Runoff during storm events
and non-storm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants via local storm
drain systems. If not properly managed, pollutants in runoff discharged from local storm drain systems
would adversely affect surface water quality (particularly CWA Section 303(d) impaired water bodies). In
general, bicycle improvements and other active transportation projects would not collect the same type
of pollutants as transportation facilities used by vehicles, and therefore runoff from such improvements
would not discharge similar vehicle-related pollutants into storm drains and receiving waters.
As shown in Table 4.10-4, several planned transportation network improvements by 2050 cross 303(d)listed water bodies. Most improvements would occur in areas that are already highly developed with
impervious surfaces or are improvements to existing facilities, including the addition of managed lanes
to the I-5, I-805, SR 52, and SR 54, and general purpose lanes to SR 125, each of which cross multiple
303(d)-listed water bodies.
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Table 4.10-4
Planned Transportation Network Improvements Crossing 303(d)-listed Water Bodies by 2050
Improvement Type
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
General Purpose
Lanes
General Purpose
Lanes
General Purpose
Lanes
General Purpose
Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

Description
Escondido Creek Bikeway - El Norte Pkwy to
Northern Terminus
Escondido Creek Bikeway - Quince Street to
Broadway
Escondido Creek Bikeway - Escondido Creek
to Washington Ave
SR 52 Bikeway – I-5 to Santo Road
SR 125, SR 905 to San Miguel Road

Impaired Water Body
Escondido Creek

Hydrologic
Unit #
90462000

Pollutant
DDT

Escondido Creek

90462000

DDT

Escondido Creek

90462000

DDT

Rose Creek
Poggi Canyon Creek

90640000
91020000

Selenium
Toxicity

SR 67, Gold Bar Ln. to Dye Road

Poway Creek

90620000

Selenium

SR 125, SR 905 to San Miguel Road

Telegraph Canyon
Creek
Sweetwater River,
below Reservoir
Tecolote Creek
Paradise Creek, HSA
908.320
Loma Alta Creek
Forester Creek
San Luis Rey River,
west of I-15
San Diego River
(Lower)
San Diego River
(Lower)
Rose Creek
San Diego River
(Lower)
Forester Creek
Los Penasquitos Creek

90911000

Selenium

90912000

Enterococcus

90650000
90912000

Cadmium
Selenium

90410000
90712000
90311000

Selenium
Fecal Coliform
Chloride

90711000

Enterococcus

90711000

Enterococcus

90640000
90711000

Selenium
Enterococcus

90712000
90610000

Fecal Coliform
Enterococcus

Alvarado Creek

90711000

Selenium

Rose Creek

90640000

Selenium

San Diego River
(Lower)
Tecolote Creek

90711000

Enterococcus

90650000

Cadmium

Rose Creek

90640000

Selenium

Soledad Canyon

90610000

Rainbow Creek
Santa Margarita River
(Lower)
Keys Creek
San Luis Rey River,
east of I-15

90222000
90211000

Sediment
Toxicity
Iron
Enterococcus

90312000
90312000

Selenium
Total Nitrogen

SR 125, San Miguel Road to SR 54
I-5, I-8 to La Jolla Village
SR 54, I-5 to SR 125

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

I-5, SR 78 to Vandegrift
SR 52, I-15 to SR-125
I-5, SR 78 to Vandegrift

Managed Lanes

SR 52, I-15 to SR 125

Managed Lanes

I-805, SR 15 to SR 163

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes

I-5, I-8 to La Jolla Village
I-5, I-8 to La Jolla Village

Managed Lanes
Railways

Toll Lanes
Toll Lanes

SR 52, I-15 to SR 125
Trolley Extension – Kearny Mesa to Carmel
Valley
Trolley Extension – Pacific Beach to El Cajon
Transit Center
Trolley Extension – Kearny Mesa to Carmel
Valley
Trolley Extension – Pacific Beach to El Cajon
Transit Center
Trolley Extension – Pacific Beach to El Cajon
Transit Center
Trolley Extension – Pacific Beach to El Cajon
Transit Center
Trolley Extension – Kearny Mesa to Carmel
Valley
I-15, SR 78 to Riverside County Line
I-5, Vandegrift to Orange County Line

Toll Lanes
Toll Lanes

I-15, SR 78 to Riverside County Line
I-15, SR 78 to Riverside County Line

Railways
Railways
Railways
Railways
Railways
Railways

Source: SWRCB 2011
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Transportation network improvements in semi-rural and rural areas, such as the addition of two general
purpose lanes to SR 67 from Gold Bar Lane to Dye Road, which crosses Poway Creek, would result in
greater increases in impervious surface area and collection of pollutants relative to existing conditions.
Planned trolley extensions would connect existing, developed urban communities. Bicycle
improvements would be located on existing streets in urban areas and along rivers and creeks listed as
impaired on the 303(d) list.
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements described in the 2020 analysis and in Section 4.10.2
would require that predevelopment hydrology be maintained after construction and treatment of runoff
to substantially reduce or eliminate the discharge of pollutants to storm drain systems and receiving
waters. Although these regulations would evolve and change, compliance would ensure impacts to
surface water are less than significant as each project is designed, analyzed, and permitted for
construction. For projects that discharge to 303(d)-listed impaired water bodies, BMPs would be
required that target the removal of the pollutants causing the impairment. Transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not substantially degrade water
quality in violation of applicable water quality standards or WDRs. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use changes and transportation network improvements
and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not substantially degrade water quality in
violation of existing standards and WDRs because compliance with detailed existing and evolving
regulatory requirements would substantially lessen or eliminate the discharge of pollutants into
receiving waters, including 303(d)-listed waters, during construction and operations. Therefore, this
impact (HWQ-1) in the year 2050 is less than significant.

HWQ-2 SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCE GROUNDWATER QUANTITY OR QUALITY.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Construction and operations of development projects associated with regional growth and land use
change and planned transportation network improvements are analyzed to determine whether aspects
of the projects and improvements would substantially reduce infiltration of storm water into
groundwater basins and whether pollutants found in runoff from these projects and improvements
would substantially reduce groundwater quality. (Impacts of increased water demands on local aquifers
used as water supplies are analyzed in Section 4.16, Impact WS-1.) Impacts to groundwater quality also
are analyzed for forecasted regional growth and land use change in areas without sewer systems that
are reliant on septic tanks or other alternative wastewater systems. Existing laws and regulations are
assessed for their ability to avoid or substantially lessen substantial reductions in groundwater quantity
or quality from regional growth and land use and planned transportation network improvements.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to substantial reductions in groundwater quantity or quality, include but
are not limited to, changes in precipitation patterns (total amount and intensity), flooding, sea level rise,
and increased frequency and intensity of wildfires. In general, climate change effects would increase
between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects are discussed in detail in Appendix F to this EIR.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Construction activities associated with regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan
would generate pollutants, such as sediment, soil stabilization residues, oil and grease, and trash and
debris. Construction-related soil disturbance would expose soil to erosion from wind and water.
Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of impervious surface area in
the region, such as new building rooftops and paved areas. The new impervious surface areas would
collect common urban pollutants such as sediment, oil and grease, metals, nutrients, and trash and
debris. Development under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of managed landscaping
areas in the region that would provide a source of nutrients, weed abatement herbicides, and irrigation
runoff.
Most development by 2020 would occur in existing urban areas that are already highly developed but
semi-rural and rural areas (with more vacant land, open space, agricultural land) would experience
greater increases in impervious surface area and greater reductions in groundwater infiltration relative
to existing conditions. Approximately 75 percent of forecasted population growth by 2020 would occur
in the City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13
percent).
Regional growth and land use change would occur in areas overlying groundwater basins in the San
Diego region. Groundwater basins are shown in Figure 4.10-2. In the City of San Diego, the communities
with the highest proportion of the forecasted population growth in 2020 include Otay Mesa, Downtown,
University City, and Mission Valley, all of which overly groundwater basins. Development associated
with regional growth and land use change would affect groundwater quantity through the creation of
new impervious surfaces that reduce storm water infiltration and groundwater recharge rates. In
general, increases in the amount of impervious surfaces and landscaped areas would result in the
accumulation, exposure, and transport of additional pollutants. Runoff during storm events and nonstorm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants offsite and would
negatively affect groundwater quality if not properly managed.
Compliance with applicable regional, state, and federal water quality regulations would eliminate or
substantially lessen the discharge of pollutants from operation of development projects into
groundwater basins. The implementation of construction BMPs required by the Construction General
Permit and project SWPPP (implemented for projects disturbing more than 1 acre) would eliminate or
substantially lessen the discharge of pollutants from construction projects.
During operations and maintenance, development projects would be required to maintain
predevelopment hydrology in compliance with enforced hydromodification requirements
(i.e., Municipal Permit, Order R9-2013-0001). Projects would implement LID and incorporate natural
storm water quality treatment measures that reduce, treat, infiltrate, and manage storm water runoff
and facilitate groundwater recharge (e.g., detention basins, infiltration strips, porous paving). Even
though impervious surface increase area would increase, existing water quality and storm water
regulations promote storm water infiltration through LID designs to assist in groundwater recharge. As
referenced in Section 4.10.2, the LID designs and various BMPs required of these regulations would
promote infiltration of treated runoff to contribute to the replenishment of groundwater resources.
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An important element of regional growth and land use change in semirural and rural areas is the
corresponding increase in septic systems where sanitary wastewater infrastructure and treatment
systems do not exist. As of 2012, approximately 80,000 septic systems existed throughout the
unincorporated areas of the County of San Diego. An increase in the use of septic tanks would threaten
groundwater quality. Areas with septic systems, rather than sewer connections, include the
unincorporated communities of North Mountain, Ramona, Rainbow, San Dieguito, Spring Valley,
Sweetwater, Valley Center, Alpine, Bonsall, Fallbrook, Central Mountain, North County Metro, Mountain
Empire, Julian, Desert, and Crest/Dehesa. Of these unincorporated communities, North County Metro,
Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center are the communities with the highest proportion of
the County of San Diego’s forecasted population and housing unit increases by 2020. Any development
under the proposed Plan that would occur in these areas that do not discharge to a sanitary sewer
system would be required to comply with County of San Diego septic tank regulations in the design,
installation, and maintenance of septic systems to ensure that these systems can operate in all weather
conditions with minimal maintenance, prevent the contamination of groundwater from improperly
designed septic systems, and prevent premature failure of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
Compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would
eliminate or substantially lessen pollutants in runoff that would impact groundwater quality.
Development projects would be required to maintain predevelopment hydrology in compliance with
enforced hydromodification requirements. LID and natural storm water quality treatment measures
would be implemented that would promote storm water treatment, infiltration, and groundwater
recharge. Therefore, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would not
substantially degrade groundwater quality or quantity. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Storm water runoff from the proposed transportation network improvements would include pollutants
(e.g., motor oil, antifreeze, sediment, metals, landscape fertilizers and pesticides) that would be
transported to groundwater if proper BMPs are not incorporated into proposed projects. Construction
activities associated with transportation network improvements also would result in pollutants, such as
sediment, soil stabilization residues, metals, and oil and grease. Transportation network improvements
under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of impervious surface area in the region, such
as new paved areas for roads. Increases in the amount of impervious surfaces and landscaped areas
would result in the accumulation of additional pollutants. New impervious surface area would also
prevent infiltration of storm water to groundwater basins, thereby reducing groundwater infiltration
and recharge rates. Transportation network improvements in areas overlying groundwater basins,
including LOSSAN double tracking, Mid-Coast Trolley Extension, and the Bonita Road to Sweetwater
Road arterial extension would result in greater impacts to groundwater resources.
Existing and evolving regional, state, and federal water quality regulations would ensure that increased
pollutant generation from transportation network improvements is addressed. Improvements
associated with the proposed Plan would need to comply with regulatory requirements that serve to
minimize groundwater impacts during construction and post-construction. Construction BMPs aimed at
reducing pollutants that would impact groundwater quality would be implemented in compliance with
the Construction General Permit. During construction, the need and design of BMPs would be dictated
by the SWPPP and the presence of surrounding sensitive resources, including adjacent impaired water
bodies.
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Operation-phase BMPs would be evaluated during the development of drainage designs. Transportation
network improvement projects would implement LID and incorporate natural storm water quality
treatment measures that reduce, treat, infiltrate, and manage storm water runoff and promote
groundwater recharge (e.g., detention basins, infiltration strips, porous paving) in compliance with
applicable regulations (i.e., Municipal Permit). Even though impervious surface increases may occur,
current water quality and storm water regulations promote storm water infiltration through LID designs
to assist in groundwater recharge. As referenced in Section 4.10.2, the LID designs and various BMPs
required of these regulations would serve to promote infiltration of treated runoff to contribute to the
replenishment of groundwater resources. In addition, the Caltrans Statewide Storm Water Program and
its Storm Water Management Plan would apply to Caltrans facilities.
Compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would
eliminate or substantially lessen pollutants in runoff that would impact groundwater quality. Projects
would be required to maintain predevelopment hydrology in compliance with enforced
hydromodification requirements. LID and natural storm water quality treatment measures would be
implemented that would promote storm water treatment, infiltration, and groundwater recharge.
Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan
would not substantially degrade groundwater quality or quantity. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Compliance with existing regulatory requirements and implementation of design measures described
above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as
transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not
reduce groundwater quality or quantity. Projects would be required to implement LID and natural storm
water quality treatment measures that would reduce, treat, infiltrate, and manage storm water runoff
flows and facilitate groundwater recharge. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-2) in the year 2020 is less than
significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Similar to 2020, construction activities associated with land use change and development would allow
pollutants to enter groundwater during construction activities. Development under the proposed Plan in
2035 would also increase the amount of impervious surface area in the region. Compliance with
applicable water quality regulations described above and in Section 4.10.2 would minimize groundwater
impacts and would offer storm water infiltration opportunity (i.e., groundwater recharge) through
project-related LID design features and various BMPs.
Most development by 2035 would consist of infill development and redevelopment in existing urban
and suburban communities that are already highly developed with impervious surfaces. Approximately
78 percent of forecasted population growth between 2021 and 2035 would occur in the City of San
Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent). In the City of
San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population growth in 2035
include Downtown, College Area, Otay Mesa, and Mission Valley, all of which overly groundwater
basins.
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Regional growth and land use change would result in a corresponding increase in septic system
installations depending on infrastructure expansion and modernization in 2035. In the unincorporated
County of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases in 2035 that are served by septic systems include Lakeside, North County Metro,
Fallbrook, Spring Valley, and Ramona. If additional septic systems are needed to ensure adequate
capacity to support regional growth as population increases by 2035, groundwater quality impacts
would be minimized through mandatory compliance with County of San Diego septic tank regulations.
Compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would
eliminate or substantially lessen pollutants in runoff that would impact groundwater quality.
Development projects would be required to maintain predevelopment hydrology in compliance with
enforced hydromodification requirements. LID and natural storm water quality treatment measures
would be implemented that would promote storm water treatment, infiltration, and groundwater
recharge. Therefore, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would not
substantially degrade groundwater quality or quantity. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Impacts to groundwater quantity and quality from the proposed transportation network improvements
associated with the 2035 scenario would be similar to the 2020 analysis. Storm water runoff from the
proposed transportation network improvements may include pollutants (e.g., motor oil, antifreeze,
sediment, metals, landscape fertilizers and pesticides) that would be transported to groundwater if
proper BMPs are not incorporated into proposed projects. Transportation network improvements under
the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of impervious surface area in the region, resulting in
the accumulation of additional pollutants and reduced groundwater infiltration and recharge rates.
Transportation network improvements in areas overlying groundwater basins, including I-5 to SR 15
Managed Lanes improvements and Trolley extensions from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, would result in
greater impacts to groundwater resources. Compliance with applicable water quality regulations during
construction and post-construction would minimize groundwater impacts and would offer storm water
infiltration opportunity (i.e., groundwater recharge) through project-related LID design features and
various BMPs.
Compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would
eliminate or substantially lessen pollutants in runoff that would impact groundwater quality. Projects
would be required to maintain predevelopment hydrology in compliance with enforced
hydromodification requirements. LID and natural storm water quality treatment measures would be
implemented that would promote storm water treatment, infiltration, and groundwater recharge.
Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan
would not substantially degrade groundwater quality or quantity. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Regional improvements in 2035 would necessitate compliance with regulatory requirements and design
measures described above and in Section 4.10.2, which would ensure that regional growth and land use
changes as well as transportation network improvements and programs would not reduce groundwater
quality or quantity. Projects would be required to implement LID and natural storm water quality
treatment measures that would reduce, treat, infiltrate, and manage storm water runoff flows and
facilitate groundwater recharge. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-2) in the year 2035 is less than significant.
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Most development by 2050 would consist of infill development and redevelopment in existing urban
and suburban communities that are already highly developed with impervious surfaces. Approximately
75 percent of the forecasted population growth between 2036 and 2050 would occur in the City of San
Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these
three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new housing units and 77 percent of new
jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050. Development in the Downtown area would result in greater
impacts to groundwater as it overlies a groundwater basin. Infill and redevelopment would
incrementally increase the amount of impervious surface area in existing urban and suburban
communities. Conversely, the limited development forecasted on vacant land, open space, and
agricultural land would cause greater increases in impervious surfaces (and polluted runoff) than infill
and redevelopment.
Regional growth and land use change would result in a corresponding increase in septic system
installations depending on infrastructure expansion and modernization in 2050. In the unincorporated
County of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases that are served by septic systems include North County Metro, Ramona, North
Mountain, Julian, Rainbow, Valley Center, Bonsall, and Fallbrook.
In general, increases in the amount of impervious surfaces and landscaped areas would result in the
accumulation, exposure, and transport of additional pollutants. Runoff during storm events and nonstorm water flows (such as over-irrigation) would transport these pollutants via storm drain systems and
would negatively affect surface water quality if not properly managed. Mandatory compliance with
water quality regulations would minimize or avoid impacts to groundwater quality and quantity.
Groundwater quality impacts would be minimized or avoided through mandatory compliance with local
septic tank regulations that are specifically developed for environmental protection.
Compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would
eliminate or substantially lessen pollutants in runoff that would impact groundwater quality.
Development projects would be required to maintain predevelopment hydrology in compliance with
enforced hydromodification requirements. LID and natural storm water quality treatment measures
would be implemented that would promote storm water treatment, infiltration, and groundwater
recharge. Therefore, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would not
substantially degrade groundwater quality or quantity. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs

Impacts to groundwater quantity and quality from the proposed transportation network improvements
associated with the 2050 scenario would be similar to the 2020 and 2035 analyses. Storm water runoff
from the proposed transportation network improvements may include pollutants (e.g., motor oil,
antifreeze, sediment, metals, landscape fertilizers, and pesticides) that would be transported to
groundwater if proper BMPs are not incorporated into proposed projects. Transportation network
improvements under the proposed Plan would also increase the amount of impervious surface area in
the region, resulting in the accumulation of additional pollutants and reduced groundwater infiltration
and recharge rates.
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Transportation network improvements in areas overlying groundwater basins, including SR 125
managed lanes improvements from San Miguel Road to SR 54 and Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach
to El Cajon would result in greater impacts to groundwater resources. Compliance with applicable water
quality regulations during construction and post-construction would minimize groundwater impacts and
would offer storm water infiltration opportunity (i.e., groundwater recharge) through project-related
LID design features and various BMPs.
Compliance with the applicable regulatory requirements outlined above and in Section 4.10.2 would
eliminate or substantially lessen pollutants in runoff that would impact groundwater quality. Projects
would be required to maintain predevelopment hydrology in compliance with enforced
hydromodification requirements. LID and natural storm water quality treatment measures would be
implemented that would promote storm water treatment, infiltration, and groundwater recharge.
Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan
would not substantially degrade groundwater quality or quantity. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of design measures in 2050 would
ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as transportation network improvements and
programs would not reduce groundwater quality or quantity and this impact would be less than
significant. Projects would be required to implement LID and natural storm water quality treatment
measures that would reduce, treat, infiltrate and manage storm water runoff flows and facilitate
groundwater recharge. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-2) in the year 2050 is less than significant.

HWQ-3 SUBSTANTIALLY ALTER THE EXISTING DRAINAGE PATTERN OF AN AREA SUCH THAT
FLOOD RISK, EROSION, OR SILTATION WOULD INCREASE.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The implementation of land use and transportation network improvement projects under the proposed
Plan would alter existing topography and drainage patterns and increase storm water runoff volume and
rates as a result of increased impervious area. Therefore, hydromodification and increased flood risk
that would occur as a result of the proposed Plan are evaluated. Development under the proposed Plan
would occur on or adjacent to steep slopes, which would increase erosion and sediment discharge if
disturbed slopes are unstable and not appropriately protected with construction-phase BMPs and
appropriate post-construction design features. Adherence to maintaining predevelopment hydrology,
properly minimizing and treating project runoff, and appropriate incorporation of LID site design are
analyzed to assess impacts associated with flooding, erosion, and siltation.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to substantial alterations of drainage patterns that increase flood risk,
erosion, or siltation, include but are not limited to, changes in precipitation patterns (total amount and
intensity), flooding, sea level rise, and increased frequency and intensity of wildfires. In general, climate
change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects are discussed in detail in
Appendix F to this EIR.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would change drainage
patterns, increase impervious surface area, add pollutant sources, and reduce natural
(i.e., undeveloped) landscape. From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted to increase by
292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866 housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent).
Approximately 75 percent of forecasted population growth by 2020 would occur in the City of San Diego
(45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent). Most development
by 2020 would consist of infill development and redevelopment in existing urban and suburban
communities that are already highly developed with impervious surfaces. Infill and redevelopment
would incrementally increase the amount of impervious surface area in existing urban and suburban
communities. Conversely, development forecasted on vacant land, open space, and agricultural land,
mainly in rural areas in the County of San Diego, would cause greater increases in impervious surfaces
than infill and redevelopment, resulting in alterations to existing drainage patterns. Forecasted regional
growth and land use change in the coastal areas of the region, including parts of the City of San Diego,
would be located on soils that are unstable or that may become unstable making them more susceptible
to erosion as a result of the development. In addition, development under the proposed Plan would
occur on or adjacent to steep slopes, which would increase erosion and sediment discharge if disturbed
slopes are unstable.
Such changes would be closely regulated by the federal, state, and local laws described earlier. Impacts
resulting from construction would be primarily addressed through compliance with the Construction
General Permit as discussed in HWQ-1. A SWPPP would be implemented for any ground disturbance
greater than one acre and would identify the sources of pollutants that may affect the quality of storm
water and would include construction site BMPs to control erosion and minimize pollutants
(e.g., sedimentation/siltation) in runoff.
During operations and maintenance, development projects would maintain predevelopment hydrology
in compliance with current hydromodification requirements of the Municipal Permit (i.e., Order R92013-0001). Although these regulations would evolve with time, their intent would remain in effect and
serve to mitigate or otherwise control increased storm water flows, flooding, and erosion while striving
to maintain predevelopment hydrology. This means that additional runoff volumes and peak flow
discharges from impervious areas, such as new building rooftops and paved areas, must be attenuated
as to not negatively affect drainage stability or conveyance capacities. As such, runoff for postconstruction operations would be required to be mitigated and treated through LID, on-site design,
and/or off-site structural BMPs. For example, detailed hydrologic and hydraulic calculations for
proposed storm water treatment measures, such as storm drains and for sizing of rock riprap energy
dissipaters at storm drains to reduce storm runoff to non-erosive velocities, would be required. LID and
incorporation of natural spaces, such as detention basins, infiltration strips, and porous paving, that
reduce, infiltrate, and manage storm water runoff flows would be required in all new developments.
These measures would be required to be properly sized and engineered to substantially lessen runoff
from development thereby avoiding adverse hydromodification and flooding impacts.
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By incorporating these prescriptive design standards in compliance with regulatory requirements into
development projects associated with regional growth and land use change, surface runoff patterns,
erosive flows, and flooding would be controlled. Through the requirements to incorporate
hydromodification measures, the regional growth and land use changes would maintain
predevelopment hydrology. Therefore, development associated with regional growth and land use
change would not substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation
would increase by 2020. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed transportation network improvements (e.g., highway, arterial, transit, and bicycle) would
result in impacts to drainage patterns without the incorporation of the appropriate BMPs. By 2020,
additional transportation network improvements and programs would be developed, including the MidCoast Trolley extension through the I-5 corridor. Transportation network improvements in place by 2020
are shown in Figures 2.0-15 and 2.0-18, and are summarized in Section 2.5 of the project description.
Some of these improvements and programs may involve major grading or earthwork resulting in
changes to existing drainage patterns. Grading and recontouring would be contingent on project
alignments, existing topography, and the size/extent of runoff conveyance systems. While most of the
transportation network improvements would occur in already urbanized areas, some improvements,
mainly in the County of San Diego, would occur on vacant land and would cross natural drainage areas.
Impacts to both upstream and downstream resources result from alterations to streams, rivers, and
floodways, such as increases in impervious areas and the construction of bridge pilings. The introduction
of new or expanded bridge pilings can cause scouring and changes in the transportation and deposition
of sediment both upstream and downstream. Impervious areas increase storm water flow volume
and/or velocity, thereby increasing flooding, and scouring and erosion in channels. As with regional
growth and land use changes, the transportation network improvements in place by 2020 that are
located in, on, or near hills, coastal areas, canyons, and other places with steep slopes or unstable soils,
including parts of the City of San Diego, would increase the likelihood of erosion.
Current design practices employed in accordance with local HMPs; Caltrans standards; and other related
regulations and programs, including FHWA, FTA, and Caltrans policies on adapting to climate change,
sea level rise, and flooding, require that engineered conveyances (whether hardscaped or soft bottom)
integrate energy dissipation protection, streambank erosion protection, bridge pier scour protection,
and other suitable design controls to eliminate or substantially reduce erosion, transport of sediment or
silt to downstream areas, and flooding. By incorporating these standard engineering practices and
complying with regulatory requirements (e.g., Construction General Permit, Municipal Permit, Caltrans
NPDES Permit), on- and off-site erosion would be avoided or substantially lessened.
Similar engineering standards exist for properly controlling and conveying surface runoff and surface
waters when drainage modifications are necessary for project implementation. For example, Caltrans
drainage designs conform to the Highway Design Manual (Caltrans 2012), which requires the following
criteria for freeways and highways (i.e., roads with speeds greater than 45 mph):
•
•

Roadway storm drain system and the freeway shoulder must be able to safely drain the 25-year
return interval storm.
Cross-Culverts must be designed to convey the 10-year interval storm (without the headwater
depth being greater than the pipe height).
o The headwater depth for the 100-year interval storm must not overtop the freeway, as
well as protecting private property outside of the freeway right-of-way from flooding.
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The County of San Diego requires that transportation projects in unincorporated areas be designed to
convey 50-year design storm peak runoff volumes within the project drainage system and be capable of
conveying 100-year floodwaters without exceeding curb height or damaging structures along the rightof-way (County of San Diego 2014b). In addition, HMP regulations (i.e., Order R9-2013-0001) require
that priority development projects maintain predevelopment hydrology under post-construction
operation. This means that additional runoff volumes and peak flow discharges from impervious areas,
such as freeways, must be attenuated to maintain hydrological conditions and not exceed storm water
conveyance capacities. LID is commonly applied to achieve this requirement. In areas with highly erosive
soils, additional site design controls would be used to ensure stabilization under a variety of storm
intensities.
By incorporating these types of prescriptive design standards in compliance with regulatory
requirements, surface runoff patterns, erosive flows, and flooding associated with transportation
network improvements would be controlled. Through the various hydromodification requirements that
would be in place, the transportation network improvements would maintain predevelopment
hydrology. Therefore, transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan would
not substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase
by 2020. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of similar design measures described
above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as
transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not
substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase.
Through the various requirements to incorporate hydromodification and LID measures, the proposed
Plan would maintain predevelopment hydrology, and would reduce, infiltrate, and properly manage
storm water runoff. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-3) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Similar to 2020, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would change
drainage patterns, increase impervious surface area, add pollutant sources, and reduce natural
(i.e., undeveloped) landscape. Most development by 2035 would consist of infill development and
redevelopment in existing urban and suburban communities that are already highly developed with
impervious surfaces. Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between
2021 and 2035 is in the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of
Chula Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of
new housing units and 66 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035. Infill and
redevelopment would incrementally increase the amount of impervious surface area in existing urban
and suburban communities. Conversely, development forecasted on vacant land, open space, and
agricultural land, mainly in the County of San Diego, would cause greater increases in impervious
surfaces than infill and redevelopment. Impacts would be greater by 2035 than by 2020 as more
development or redevelopment activities would occur in coastal communities or near areas with
canyons and hills, including parts of the City of San Diego.
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Such changes would be closely regulated by the federal, state, and local laws described earlier. Planrelated projects would need to comply with a variety of regulatory requirements for controlling
floodwater, erosion, and siltation, depending upon the type of project, and design standards and other
applicable regulations would serve to reduce impacts. Altered surface runoff drainage patterns would
require adequate controls for scour protection and other drainage stabilization needs. Regulatory
requirements for safely conveying major floodwaters include erosion control and siltation precautionary
designs. Impacts resulting from construction would be primarily addressed through compliance with the
Construction General Permit. A SWPPP would be implemented for any ground disturbance greater than
one acre and would require the implementation of construction site BMPs to properly control and
minimize runoff.
Following construction completion, development projects would be required to maintain
predevelopment hydrology in compliance with hydromodification requirements similar to those
currently prescribed in the Municipal Permit (i.e., Order R9-2013-0001). Runoff for post-construction
operations would be required to be mitigated and treated through recommended LID, site design,
and/or structural BMPs. As with 2020 requirements, LID measures (e.g., detention basins, infiltration
strips, porous paving, etc.) for development projects would be mandatory to mitigate storm water
runoff impacts. These measures would reduce or avoid hydromodification effects, flooding, and erosion
impacts.
By incorporating these prescriptive design standards in compliance with regulatory requirements into
development projects associated with regional growth and land use change, surface runoff patterns,
erosive flows, and flooding would be controlled. Through the requirements to incorporate
hydromodification measures, the regional growth and land use changes would maintain
predevelopment hydrology. Therefore, development associated with regional growth and land use
change would not substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation
would increase by 2035. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Similar to 2020, the proposed transportation network improvements would result in impacts to drainage
patterns without the incorporation of appropriate BMPs. Some of these improvements and programs
may involve major grading or earthwork resulting in changes to existing drainage patterns. While most
of the transportation network improvements would occur in already urbanized areas, some
improvements, mainly in the County of San Diego, would occur on vacant land, increasing impervious
surface areas, storm water flow volume and/or velocity, flooding, and scouring and erosion in channels.
Transportation network improvements, such as the addition of Managed Lanes and general purpose
lanes, would occur in areas of unstable soils, particularly improvements located in hilly or coastal areas,
such as the Managed Lanes along the I-5, making these areas more susceptible to erosion. Specific
transportation facilities located in areas prone to unstable soils include coastal projects or expansion of
rail and Trolley services through coastal areas or canyons. Transportation network improvements in
place by 2035 are shown in Figures 2.0-16 and 2.0-19. Required design standards for transportation
development would apply. By incorporating the required design standards and complying with all
applicable regulations, changes to surface runoff patterns, drainage patterns, and runoff flows would be
substantially lessened. Required design practices (e.g., municipal HMPs, Caltrans standards, FHWA, FTA)
mandate that engineered conveyances (whether hardscaped or soft bottom) integrate energy
dissipation protection, streambank erosion protection, bridge pier scour protection, and other suitable
design controls to eliminate or substantially lessen erosion, the transport of sediment or silt to
downstream areas, and flooding risk.
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By incorporating these types of prescriptive design standards in compliance with regulatory
requirements, surface runoff patterns, erosive flows, and flooding associated with transportation
network improvements would be controlled. Through the various hydromodification requirements that
would be in place, the transportation network improvements would maintain predevelopment
hydrology. Therefore, transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan would
not substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase
by 2035. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of similar design measures described
above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as
transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not
substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase.
Through the various requirements to incorporate hydromodification and LID measures, the proposed
Plan would maintain predevelopment hydrology, and would reduce, infiltrate, and properly manage
storm water runoff. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-3) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Similar to 2020 and 2035, regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would
change drainage patterns, increase impervious surface area, add pollutant sources, and reduce natural
(i.e., undeveloped) landscape. Most development by 2050 would consist of infill development and
redevelopment in existing urban and suburban communities that are already highly developed with
impervious surfaces. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between
2036 and 2050 is in the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of
Chula Vista (9 percent). Infill and redevelopment would incrementally increase the amount of
impervious surface area in existing urban and suburban communities. Conversely, development
forecasted on vacant land, open space, and agricultural land, mainly in the County of San Diego, would
cause greater increases in impervious surfaces than infill and redevelopment. Forecasted regional
growth and land use change in the coastal areas of the region or near areas with canyons and hills,
including parts of the City of San Diego, would increase erosion and sediment discharge if disturbed
slopes are unstable. However, Plan-related projects would need to comply with a variety of regulatory
requirements for controlling floodwater, erosion, and siltation, and design standards and other
applicable regulations to reduce impacts. Impacts resulting from construction would be primarily
addressed through compliance with the Construction General Permit and appropriate SWPPP
implementation (for projects disturbing more than 1 acre).
Post-construction operations and maintenance for development projects would be required to maintain
predevelopment hydrology in compliance with enforced hydromodification requirements (similar to the
Municipal Permit, Order R9-2013-0001), which would mandate LID, on-site design, and/or off-site
structural BMPs for that purpose. These measures would substantially reduce runoff rates and volumes
such that impacts associated with hydromodification, flooding, and erosion are avoided or minimized.
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By incorporating these prescriptive design standards in compliance with regulatory requirements into
development projects associated with regional growth and land use change, surface runoff patterns,
erosive flows, and flooding would be controlled. Through the requirements to incorporate
hydromodification measures, the regional growth and land use changes would maintain
predevelopment hydrology. Therefore, development associated with regional growth and land use
change would not substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation
would increase by 2050. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Similar to 2020 and 2035 analyses, the proposed transportation network improvements by 2050 would
result in impacts to drainage patterns without the incorporation of the appropriate BMPs.
Transportation facilities that would alter existing drainage patterns include improvements near the
coast, and improvements to highways that would involve grading. While most of the transportation
network improvements would occur in already urbanized areas, some improvements, mainly in the
County of San Diego, would occur on vacant land, increasing impervious surface areas, storm water flow
volume and/or velocity, flooding, and scouring and erosion in channels. Similar to the 2020 and 2035
analyses, transportation network improvements would occur in areas with unstable soils, particularly
improvements located in hilly or coastal areas such as the branch extension of the SPRINTER to
Westfield North County, four new Trolley extensions, and the Mission Beach to La Jolla streetcar
improvements, making these areas more susceptible to erosion. Transportation network improvements
in place by 2050 are shown in Figures 2.0-17 and 2.0-20. Transportation network improvements and
programs proposed under the Plan would be required to conform to and comply with water quality
protection regulations and, as such, would employ necessary flood control, erosion protection, and
siltation control into their respective designs. Changes to surface runoff patterns, drainage patterns, and
flows would be substantially less as a result. Required design practices (e.g., municipal HMPs, Caltrans
standards, FHWA, FTA) would be implemented to eliminate or substantially reduce increased risk of
erosion, siltation, and flooding.
By incorporating these types of prescriptive design standards in compliance with regulatory
requirements, surface runoff patterns, erosive flows, and flooding associated with transportation
network improvements would be controlled. Through the various hydromodification requirements that
would be in place, the transportation network improvements would maintain predevelopment
hydrology. Therefore, transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan would
not substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase
by 2050. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of similar design measures described
above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well as
transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not
substantially alter existing drainage patterns such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase.
Through the various requirements to incorporate hydromodification and LID measures, the proposed
Plan would maintain predevelopment hydrology, and would reduce, infiltrate, and properly manage
storm water runoff. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-3) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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HWQ-4 EXPOSE PEOPLE, STRUCTURES, OR FACILITIES TO A SIGNIFICANT RISK OF LOSS,
INJURY, OR DEATH INVOLVING FLOODING, INCLUDING WITHIN 100-YEAR FLOOD
HAZARD AREAS AND FLOODING AS A RESULT OF THE FAILURE OF A LEVEE OR DAM.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Floodplain data from FEMA and other local agency data as applicable are mapped and discussed. Project
areas are evaluated to determine if they occur within the 100-year floodplain. When available, relevant
technical studies are referenced to determine the significance of a proposed project’s impact on
floodplain elevation or limits and whether risks to adjacent structures or infrastructure may occur.
Flooding impacts may also occur as a result of the failure of a levee or dam. Dams, levees, and
associated inundation areas within the region are discussed. Proposed land use and transportation
network improvement project areas are identified and evaluated to determine if they occur within an
area of inundation in the event of a dam or levee failure. Adherence to applicable drainage designs and
flood control requirements are analyzed to assess impacts associated with flooding hazards. Local and
state mandated plans and emergency procedures for dam inundation areas are identified.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to exposure of people, structures, or facilities to significant risks involving
flooding, include but are not limited to, changes in precipitation patterns (total amount and intensity),
flooding, and sea level rise. In general, climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050.
Climate change effects are discussed in detail in Appendix F to this EIR.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866
housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent). Approximately 75 percent of forecasted
population growth by 2020 would occur in the City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17
percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent). The regional growth and land use changes associated with
the proposed Plan that are located within the existing floodplains, including the Cities of San Diego and
Chula Vista and the County of San Diego, would be impacted by a 100-year flood if appropriate design
measures are not incorporated. Table 4.10-5 shows the land use types within each municipality in the
San Diego region that encroach upon the 100-year floodplain for 2020. Each land use type included in
the table reflects a parcel whose land use type is proposed to change in the proposed Plan by 2020.
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Table 4.10-5
2020 Land Use Types in the 100-Year Floodplain
Land Use Type
Single Family Residential
Single Family Detached
Multi-Family Residential
Jail/Prison
Other Group Quarters Facility
Hotel/Motel (Low-Rise)
Heavy Industry
Industrial Park
Light Industry - General
Extractive Industry
Rail Station/Transit Center
Communications and Utilities
Regional Shopping Center
Community Shopping Center
Neighborhood Shopping Center
Arterial Commercial
Other Retail Trade and Strip
Commercial
Office (Low-Rise)
Fire/Police Station
Other Public Services
Other Health Care
Senior High School
Other School
Golf Course
Other Recreation - High
Park - Active
Mixed Use
Spaced Rural Residential
Source: FEMA 2012

Municipality
Carlsbad, Chula Vista, El Cajon, Escondido, Lemon Grove, National City, San Diego, Solana
Beach, County of San Diego
Carlsbad, Chula Vista, Encinitas, Escondido, National City, San Diego, San Marcos
Chula Vista, Oceanside, San Diego
Santee
Carlsbad, San Marcos
Encinitas, San Diego
San Diego
Oceanside, San Diego, San Marcos
Chula Vista, Lemon Grove, San Diego, San Marcos, County of San Diego
Poway
Oceanside
Chula Vista, Escondido
Carlsbad
Carlsbad, Oceanside, San Diego
Chula Vista, County of San Diego
Chula Vista, Oceanside, Poway
Oceanside, Poway, Vista, County of San Diego
Carlsbad, San Marcos, Vista, County of San Diego
Carlsbad
Oceanside, Santee, County of San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
Carlsbad, San Marcos
Poway
Encinitas
Chula Vista, San Diego
Chula Vista, Vista
Escondido, Poway, County of San Diego

All drainage designs would be required to conform to the flood control requirements of the applicable
jurisdiction. Public drainage facilities in unincorporated areas would be designed to convey the peak
discharge of the 50-year flood event within the underground piping and the 100-year flood event to the
top of the curb without damage to property adjacent to the right-of-way (County of San Diego 2014b).
Culverts in public roads would be designed to convey the peak discharge from the 100-year flood event.
Compliance with local floodplain management ordinances (e.g., County of San Diego Flood Damage
Prevention Ordinance) would be required for all development projects to minimize public and private
losses due to flood conditions. Flood ordinances include requirements for reducing flood losses,
including restricting uses that are dangerous to health, safety, and property due to erosion or water
hazards; requiring uses vulnerable to floods to be protected against flood damage at the time of
construction; controlling the alteration of natural floodplains; controlling filling, grading, or dredging
that may increase flood damage; and preventing construction of flood barriers that will divert flood
waters or increase flood hazards in other areas. Flood ordinances also include design standards for
abutments to prevent collapse or lateral movement during a 100-year flood.
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Development under the proposed Plan would occur in areas subject to inundation hazards from failure
of a dam or levee, including coastal areas within the City of San Diego and areas downstream of Lake
Murray, Sweetwater Reservoir, and Lower Otay Lake. Cal OES dam inundation maps and LFPZ maps
would be reviewed for all projects associated with development of the proposed Plan to determine the
extent of inundation for at-risk areas in the event of a dam or levee failure, respectively. In compliance
with the County of San Diego OES, development projects would be required to prepare and maintain
emergency evacuation plans in the event of a dam or levee failure. In addition, planning and design of
development projects would be required to incorporate safety policies from the County of San Diego
General Plan Safety Element to reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated
with hazards (e.g., dam or levee failure).
By incorporating the required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and
ordinances outlined above and in Section 4.10.2, flows would be controlled and flooding hazards would
be substantially reduced. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and
safety ordinances, the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with hazards would be
minimized. Therefore, the regional growth and land use change would not expose people, structures, or
facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. This impact is less than
significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements within 100-year flood hazard areas, including I-5 Managed Lanes
improvements, SR-76 General Purpose Lanes, Mid-Coast Trolley extension, and LOSSAN double-tracking,
would be exposed to flood hazards without the appropriate design measures. Table 4.10-6 shows the
transportation network improvements planned for 2020 that would encroach upon 100-year
floodplains. Table 4.10-7 shows the storage of surface water reservoirs and dams within the San Diego
region. Though more dams exist in the region, these are large reservoirs that would produce large
volumes of water if a dam were to fail.
Design standards require analysis of floodplain exposure and impacts to people and structures. Design
protocols (defined in Section 4.10.2 above) require designers of transportation facilities to minimize the
risk of property loss, injury, or death from flooding events, including flooding that may result from
climate change. Design practices employed in accordance with the local HMP; Caltrans standards; and
other related regulations and programs, including FHWA, FTA, and Caltrans policies on adapting to
climate change, sea level rise, and flooding, would be required. Any additional runoff from new or
improved transportation facilities would be conveyed in a way to adequately protect downstream flood
control structures and other applicable reservoir dams.
Compliance with local floodplain management ordinances (e.g., County of San Diego Flood Damage
Prevention Ordinance) would be required for all transportation network improvement projects to
minimize public and private losses due to flood conditions. Flood ordinances would include
requirements for reducing flood losses, including restricting uses that are dangerous to health, safety,
and property due to erosion or water hazards; requiring uses vulnerable to floods to be protected
against flood damage at the time of construction; controlling the alteration of natural floodplains;
controlling filling, grading, or dredging that may increase flood damage; and preventing construction of
flood barriers that will divert flood waters or increase flood hazards in other areas. Flood ordinances
also include design standards for abutments to prevent collapse or lateral movement during a 100-year
flood.
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Table 4.10-6
2020 Transportation Network Improvements in 100-Year Floodplain
Improvement
Type
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials

Improvement
El Camino Real and Cannon Road
El Camino Real - La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road
El Camino Real - Cannon Road to Tamarack Avenue
Willow Street Bridge Project - Bonita Road to Sweetwater Road
Heritage Road Bridge
South Santa Fe Avenue North - Montgomery Drive to South of Woodland
Drive
South Santa Fe Avenue South
Bear Valley Parkway North
Citracado Parkway II
College Boulevard - Vista Way to Old Grove Road
Carroll Canyon Road
El Camino Real
South Santa Fe - Bosstick to Smilax
Discovery Street Improvements
Via Vera Cruz Bridge and Street Improvements
San Diego River Trail - Qualcomm Stadium
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Creek
Bayshore Bikeway - Main Street to Palomar
Inland Rail Trail - San Marcos, Vista, CO of San Diego - 4 projects)
Plaza Bonita Bike path
San Diego River Trail - I-805 to Fenton Pkwy
San Diego River Trail - Short Gap Connections

Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Arterials
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
General Purpose
Lanes
SR-76 from Mission Avenue to I-15
Managed Lanes I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR-78
Managed Lanes I-805 from SR-52 to Carroll Canyon Road
Railways
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Railways
Mid-Coast Trolley Extension
Source: FEMA 2012

Transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan would occur in areas subject to
inundation hazards from failure of a dam or levee. Cal OES dam inundation maps and LFPZ maps would
be reviewed for all projects associated with transportation network improvements of the proposed Plan
to determine the extent of inundation for at-risk areas in the event of a dam or levee failure,
respectively. In compliance with the County of San Diego OES, transportation network improvements
would be required to develop and maintain emergency evacuation plans in the event of a dam or levee
failure. In addition, planning and design of transportation network improvements would be required to
incorporate safety policies from the County of San Diego General Plan Safety Element to reduce the risk
of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with dam or levee failure hazards.
By incorporating the required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and
ordinances outlined above and in Section 4.10.2, runoff would be controlled and flooding hazards would
be substantially reduced. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and
safety ordinances, the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with hazards would be
minimized. Therefore, the transportation network improvements would not expose people, structures,
or facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. This impact is less than
significant.
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Table 4.10-7
Reservoirs with Dams in San Diego Region
Storage
Lake
(acre-feet)
Maerkle
219
Dixon
2,495
Wohlford
2,054
Red Mountain
429.5
Cuyamaca
455
Jennings
8,971
Poway
2,856
Beck
0
Morro Hill
210
Ramona
2,635
Olivenhain - CWA
21,236
Barrett
2,738
El Capitan
32,542
Hodges
11,797
Lower Otay
36,027
Miramar
5,438
Morena
1,615
Murray
4,052
San Vicente
84,404
Sutherland
2,539
San Dieguito
389
Loveland
7,742
Sweetwater
3,638
Turner
1,125
Henshaw
5,026
Note: Storage amounts current as of March 2, 2015
Source: SDCWA 2015b

2020 Conclusion
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements and implementation of design measures and safety
ordinances described above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use
changes as well as transportation network improvements and programs would minimize hazards
associated with flooding. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and
safety ordinances, the proposed Plan would not expose people, structures, or facilities to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-4) in the year 2020 is less
than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2021 and 2035 is in
the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of new housing units and 66
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035. The regional growth and land use changes
associated with the proposed Plan that are located within the existing floodplains, including the Cities of
San Diego and Chula Vista and the County of San Diego, would be impacted by a 100-year flood if
appropriate design measures are not incorporated.
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Refer to Table 4.10-8 for the proposed changes in land use types that encroach upon the 100-year
floodplain for 2035. Additional development would occur in coastal areas under the proposed Plan and
these areas are most susceptible to flooding. However, as discussed in the 2020 analysis, drainage
designs would be made to conform to the flood control requirements of the applicable jurisdiction,
including any applicable information regarding flooding resulting from climate change that would occur
in the long term (e.g., the year 2050). Design practices employed in accordance with the local HMPs,
Caltrans standards, and other related regulations and programs related to flooding, would be required.
Compliance with local floodplain management ordinances (e.g., County of San Diego Flood Damage
Prevention Ordinance) would be required for all development projects to minimize public and private
losses due to flood conditions.
Table 4.10-8
2035 Land Use Types in the 100-Year Floodplain
Land Use Type
Single Family Residential
Single Family Multiple-Units
Multi-Family Residential
Hotel/Motel (Low-Rise)
Heavy Industry
Industrial Park
Light Industry - General
Junkyard/Dump/Landfill
Marine Terminal
Community Shopping Center
Neighborhood Shopping Center
Specialty Commercial
Arterial Commercial
Other Retail Trade and Strip
Commercial
Office (Low-Rise)
Cemetery
Religious Facility
Other Public Services
Elementary School
Golf Course
Park - Active
Orchard or Vineyard
Mixed Use
Spaced Rural Residential
Source: FEMA 2012

Municipality
Carlsbad, Del Mar, Encinitas, Escondido, Lemon Grove, Poway, San Diego, Vista, County
of San Diego
Imperial Beach
Carlsbad, Chula Vista, Oceanside, San Diego, San Marcos, Santee
San Diego
San Diego
El Cajon, San Marcos
San Diego, Santee, Vista, County of San Diego
County of San Diego
San Diego
Carlsbad, Oceanside, San Marcos
Escondido, County of San Diego
Del Mar
San Diego, San Marcos, Santee
Oceanside, San Diego, Vista, County of San Diego
Oceanside, San Diego, Vista, County of San Diego
San Diego
Oceanside
El Cajon, County of San Diego
San Diego
Poway
National City, San Diego
Oceanside
San Diego, San Marcos, Vista
Del Mar, Encinitas, Escondido, Poway, County of San Diego

Development under the proposed Plan would occur in areas subject to inundation hazards from failure
of a dam or levee, including coastal areas within the City of San Diego and areas downstream of Lake
Murray, Sweetwater Reservoir, and Lower Otay Lake. Cal OES dam inundation maps and LFPZ maps
would be reviewed for all projects associated with development of the proposed Plan to determine the
extent of inundation for at-risk areas in the event of a dam or levee failure, respectively. In compliance
with the County of San Diego OES, development projects would be required to develop and maintain
emergency evacuation plans in the event of a dam or levee failure. In addition, planning and design of
development projects would be required to incorporate safety policies from the County of San Diego
General Plan Safety Element to reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated
with hazards (e.g., dam or levee failure).
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By incorporating the required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and
ordinances outlined above and in Section 4.10.2, runoff would be controlled and flooding hazards would
be substantially reduced. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and
safety ordinances, the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with hazards would be
minimized. Therefore, the regional growth and land use change would not expose people, structures, or
facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. This impact is less than
significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements within 100-year flood hazard areas, including I-5 Managed Lanes
improvements, LOSSAN double-tracking, and Trolley extensions, would be exposed to flood hazards
without the appropriate design measures. Table 4.10-9 shows the transportation network
improvements planned for 2035 that would encroach upon the 100-year floodplain. Design protocols
(defined in Section 4.10.2 above) require designers of transportation facilities to minimize the risk of
property loss, injury, or death from flooding events, including flooding that may result from climate
change. Design practices employed in accordance with the local HMP; Caltrans standards; and other
related regulations and programs, including FHWA, FTA, and Caltrans policies on adapting to climate
change, sea level rise, and flooding, would be required. Compliance with local floodplain management
ordinances (e.g., County of San Diego Flood Damage Prevention Ordinance) would be required for all
transportation network improvement projects to minimize public and private losses due to flood
conditions.
Transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan would occur in areas subject to
inundation hazards from failure of a dam or levee. Cal OES dam inundation maps and LFPZ maps would
be reviewed for all projects associated with transportation network improvements of the proposed Plan
to determine the extent of inundation for at-risk areas in the event of a dam or levee failure,
respectively. In compliance with the County of San Diego OES, transportation network improvements
would be required to develop and maintain emergency evacuation plans in the event of a dam or levee
failure. In addition, planning and design of development projects would be required to incorporate
safety policies from the County of San Diego General Plan Safety Element to reduce the risk of injury,
loss of life, and property damage associated with dam or levee failure hazards.
By incorporating the required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and
ordinances outlined above and in Section 4.10.2, flows would be controlled and flooding hazards would
be reduced. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and safety
ordinances, the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with hazards would be
minimized. Therefore, the transportation network improvements would not expose people, structures,
or facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. This impact is less than
significant.

2035 Conclusion
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements and implementation of design measures and safety
ordinances described above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use
changes as well as transportation network improvements and programs would minimize hazards
associated with flooding. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and
safety ordinances, the proposed Plan would not expose people, structures, or facilities to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-4) in the year 2035 is less
than significant.
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Table 4.10-9
2035 Transportation Network Improvements in 100-Year Floodplain
Improvement Type
Arterials
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
Bikeways
General Purpose Lanes
General Purpose Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes/General
Purpose Lanes
Railways
Railways
Railways
Railways
Source: FEMA 2012
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Improvement
Genesee Avenue - Nobel Drive to SR 52
San Diego River Trail - Father Junipero Serra Trail to Santee
Bayshore Bikeway - Barrio Logan
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Canyon
San Diego River Trail - Qualcomm Stadium to Ward Road
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Creek/Mission Bay Connection
Costal Rail Trail - Carlsbad to Leucadia
San Diego River Trail - Bridge Connection (Sefton Field to
MV/YMCA)
San Diego River Trail - Mast Park to Lakeside Ballpark
El Cajon - Santee Connections
Inland Rail Trail - Oceanside
Coastal Rail Trail - Reach 3 (Tamarack to Cannon)
Coastal Rail Trail - Alta Loma Marsh Bridge
SR 52 from Mast Boulevard to SR-125
SR 67 from Gold Bar Lane to Dye Road
I-5 from I-5 to I-805
I-5 from I-5 to SR 56
I-5 from I-5 to SR 78
I-5 from I-805 Merge to SR 56
I-5 from La Jolla Village Drive to I-805 Merge
I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78
I-5 from Palomar Street to SR 54
I-5 from SR 56 to Manchester Avenue
I-5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift
I-5 from SR 905 to Palomar Street
I-15 from I-8 to SR 163
I-15 from SR 94 to I-805
SR 78 from College Boulevard to Twin Oaks
SR 78 from I-5 to College Boulevard
SR 78 from Twin Oaks to I-15
SR 94 from I-5 to I-805
I-805 from I-805 to SR 94
I-805 from SR 163 to SR 52
I-805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road
I-805 from SR 905 to Palomar Street
I-805 from SR 94 to SR 15
I-5 from SR 54 to I-15
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Trolley Extension from UTC to the COASTER
Trolley Extension from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa
SPRINTER rail corridor double tracking
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036 and 2050 is in
the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new housing units and 77
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050. The regional growth and land use changes
associated with the proposed Plan that are located within the existing floodplains, including the Cities of
San Diego and Chula Vista and the County of San Diego, would be impacted by a 100-year flood if
appropriate design measures are not incorporated. Refer to Table 4.10-10 for the proposed changes in
land use types that encroach upon the 100-year floodplain for 2050. However, as discussed in the 2020
and 2035 analyses, drainage designs would be made to conform to the flood control requirements of
the applicable jurisdiction, including any applicable information regarding flooding resulting from
climate change that would occur in the long term (e.g., the year 2050). Development projects would be
required to maintain emergency evacuation plans in the event of a dam or levee failure. In addition,
planning and design of development projects would be required to incorporate safety policies from the
County of San Diego General Plan Safety Element to reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property
damage associated with hazards (e.g., dam or levee failure).
By incorporating the required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and
ordinances outlined above and in Section 4.10.2, flows would be controlled and flooding hazards would
be substantially reduced. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and
safety ordinances, the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with hazards would be
minimized. Therefore, the regional growth and land use change would not expose people, structures, or
facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. This impact is less than
significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements within 100-year flood hazard areas, including Trolley extensions
and LOSSAN double-tracking, would be exposed to flood hazards without the appropriate design
measures. Table 4.10-11 shows the transportation network improvements planned for 2050 that would
encroach upon the 100-year floodplain. Design practices employed in accordance with the local HMP;
Caltrans standards; and other related regulations and programs, including FHWA, FTA, and Caltrans
policies on adapting to climate change, sea level rise, and flooding, would be required. By incorporating
the required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and ordinances outlined
above and in Section 4.10.2, flows would be controlled and flooding hazards would be substantially
reduced. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and safety
ordinances, the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with hazards would be
minimized. Therefore, the transportation network improvements would not expose people, structures,
or facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. This impact is less than
significant.
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Table 4.10-10
2050 Land Use Types in the 100-Year Floodplain
Land Use Type
Single Family Residential
Multi-Family Residential
Resort
Industrial Park
Light Industry - General
Junkyard/Dump/Landfill
Rail Station/Transit Center
Community Shopping Center
Neighborhood Shopping Center
Automobile Dealership
Arterial Commercial
Other Retail Trade and Strip Commercial
Office (Low-Rise)
Other Public Services
Golf Course
Other Recreation - High
Park - Active
Mixed Use
Spaced Rural Residential
Source: FEMA 2012

Municipality
Chula Vista, Del Mar, Oceanside, San Diego, San
Marcos, County of San Diego
Carlsbad, San Diego, Santee, Vista, County of San
Diego
County of San Diego
Escondido, Oceanside, San Diego, San Marcos
Chula Vista, San Diego, San Marcos, County of San
Diego
County of San Diego
San Diego
San Marcos
San Diego, County of San Diego
Chula Vista
Chula Vista, Poway
Chula Vista, San Diego, County of San Diego
San Diego, County of San Diego
County of San Diego
San Diego
Chula Vista, Coronado
National City, San Diego
National City, San Marcos
Del Mar, County of San Diego

Table 4.10-11
2050 Transportation Network Improvements in 100-Year Floodplain
Improvement
Type
Improvement
Bikeways
I-15 Bikeway Poway Rd interchange to Carmel Mountain Road
Bikeways
SR-52 Bikeway I-5 to Santo Road
Bikeways
I-8 Corridor San Diego River Trail to Riverside Drive
Bikeways
I-805 Connector Bonita Road to Floyd Avenue
Bikeways
SR-125 Connector Bonita Road to U.S.-Mexico Border
Railways
LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking
Railways
Trolley Extension from Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Railways
Trolley Extension from Pacific Beach to El Cajon Transit Center
Source: FEMA 2012

2050 Conclusion
Compliance with applicable regulatory requirements and implementation of design measures and safety
ordinances described above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use
changes as well as transportation network improvements and programs would minimize hazards
associated with flooding. Through the various requirements to incorporate floodplain management and
safety ordinances, the proposed Plan would not expose people, structures, or facilities to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-4) in the year 2050 is less
than significant.
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HWQ-5 EXPOSE PEOPLE OR STRUCTURES TO A SIGNIFICANT RISK OF INUNDATION BY
SEICHE, TSUNAMI, OR MUDFLOW.
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes areas proposed for growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements that occur near the region’s coastline, which would be subjected to hazards resulting
from seiches (seismic activity affecting enclosed bodies of water), tsunamis, or mudflows (failure of
steep slopes following rainfall saturation). Tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazard areas from local
general plans or other data sources are referenced in this section such that the proposed Plan can be
evaluated to determine if any regional growth and land use change or transportation network
improvements or programs would occur within the hazard areas identified. Hazard areas associated
with seiches include large enclosed or partially enclosed water bodies, such as the coastal bays and
lakes. Tsunami hazard areas occur along the coastline; however, some areas are protected by the
coastal formations and offshore islands. Where proposed Plan components may occur within tsunami,
seiche, or mudflow areas, appropriate precautions, design standards, evacuation requirements, and
other methods to protect the public and structures are referenced and discussed.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s contributions to exposure of people or structures to significant risks of inundation by
seiche, tsunami, or mudlfow, include but are not limited to, sea level rise and increased frequency and
intensity of wildfires. In general, climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate
change effects are discussed in detail in Appendix F to this EIR.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional population is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866 housing units (7
percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent) from 2012 to 2020. Approximately 75 percent of forecasted
population growth by 2020 would occur in the City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17
percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent). Development with project footprints that lie in low
elevations directly adjacent to the coast would be susceptible to tsunami, including coastal areas within
the Cities of San Diego and Chula Vista (tsunami inundation areas occur along the entire coastline from
the California-Mexico border to north of Oceanside [CADC 2013]). However, the risk of tsunamis in the
San Diego region is low. In 92 years of record, at least 19 tsunamis have been recorded in the San Diego
region, with most only a few tenths of a meter in height. The largest tsunami, caused by the Chilean
earthquake in 1960, produced waves 1.5 meters in height causing damage to piers (Agnew 2009). The
San Diego region has only experienced one tsunami caused by a local earthquake, which occurred in
1862 (Agnew 2009). There is no historical precedence for large damaging seiches in the San Diego
region; therefore the risk of seiches affecting regional growth and land use change development
projects would be expected to be low.
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Any development constructed adjacent to unstable slopes would be susceptible to mudflows.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change in the coastal areas of the region, including parts of the
Cities of San Diego and Chula Vista, would coincide with areas associated with soils that are unstable or
that may become unstable (see Section 4.7 Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources) making them more
susceptible to mudflows. In addition, development under the proposed Plan would occur near areas
with canyons and hills, or adjacent to steep slopes (e.g., various locations within the City of San Diego),
which would increase the risk of mudflows.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is considered low in the San Diego region, development under
the proposed Plan would occur in areas subject to these hazards. Compliance with enforced planning
and design standards, regulations, and safety ordinances would serve to address and minimize the
associated impacts. In compliance with the County of San Diego OES, development projects would be
required to prepare and maintain emergency evacuation plans in the event of a tsunami, seiche, or
mudflow. In addition, planning and design of development projects would be required to incorporate
safety policies from the County of San Diego General Plan Seismic Safety Element to reduce the risk of
injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with hazards (tsunami, seiche, mudflow). State
planning and zoning law requires a Seismic Safety Element (City of San Diego 2015c) of all City and
County General Plans that identifies and appraises seismic hazards such as the susceptibility to surface
ruptures from faulting, to ground shaking, to ground failures, or to the effects of seismically-induced
waves such as tsunamis and seiches. The Seismic Safety Element also includes an appraisal of mudslides,
landslides, and slope stability as necessary geologic hazards that must be considered simultaneously
with other hazards such as possible surface ruptures from faulting, ground shaking, ground failure, and
seismic induced waves.
The Seismic Safety Element serves to reduce the risk of hazard resulting from future seismic and related
events. The seriousness of seismic risk to public safety is a function of local seismic conditions as well as
public awareness of the seismic hazards present and the effectiveness of mitigation policies and
practices to reduce such risk. The Seismic Safety Element identifies seismic and other geologic hazards,
while offering land-use-related guidelines for seismic risk zones. Project designs and review approvals
would include reference to the Seismic Safety Element, CADC maps (CADC 2013) showing tsunami
inundation areas, FEMA maps, and other pertinent resources to determine at-risk areas such that
proposed projects are safely designed in coastal and rough terrain areas. Current state and local design
standards require slope stabilization that would reduce the possibility for mudflows. Future
developments would undergo a project-specific analysis in which these standards would be applied to
minimize mudflow risk. Emergency evacuation plans would also address safe travel routes in the event
of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is historically low in the San Diego region, by incorporating the
required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and safety ordinances, impacts
associated with tsunami, seiche, and mudflow would be minimized. Safety policies from the Seismic
Safety Element would reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with
tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazards. Emergency evacuation plans would address safe travel routes in
the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Given the probability of these conditions to occur in the
areas proposed for regional growth and land use change (and the safeguards that would be in place
should they occur), people or structures would not be exposed to a significant risk of inundation by
seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. This impact is less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As with regional growth and land use changes, the transportation network improvements in place by
2020 that are located in, on, or near hills, coastal areas, canyons, and other places with steep slopes or
unstable soils, including the Mid-Coast Trolley extension through the I-5 corridor and improvements
along I-5, would increase the likelihood of mudflows. Project footprints that lie in low elevations directly
adjacent to the coast would be susceptible to tsunami, including coastal areas within the City of San
Diego. However, the risk of tsunamis in the San Diego region is low. There is no historical precedence for
large damaging seiches in the San Diego region; therefore the risk of seiches affecting transportation
network improvements would be low. Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is low in the San Diego
region, projects would be designed to convey 100-year flood waters, which would also sufficiently
convey seiche or tsunami flows within these design parameters. In addition, planning and design of
transportation network improvements would be required to incorporate safety policies from the Seismic
Safety Element to reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with tsunami,
seiche, and mudflow hazards. Project designs and review approvals would include reference to the
Seismic Safety Element, CADC maps showing tsunami inundation areas, FEMA maps, and other pertinent
resources to determine at-risk areas such that proposed projects are safely designed in coastal and
rough terrain areas. Current state and local design standards require slope stabilization that would
reduce the possibility for mudflows. Future developments would undergo a project-specific analysis in
which these standards would be applied to minimize mudflow risk. Emergency evacuation plans would
also address safe travel routes in the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is historically low in the San Diego region, by incorporating the
required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and safety ordinances, impacts
associated with tsunami, seiche, and mudflow would be minimized. Safety policies from the Seismic
Safety Element would reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with
tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazards. Emergency evacuation plans would address safe travel routes in
the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Given the probability of these conditions to occur in the
areas proposed for transportation network improvements, people or structures would not be exposed
to a significant risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Compliance with applicable regulations and safety ordinances and implementation of design standards
described above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well
as transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would
minimize hazards associated with tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Through the various requirements to
incorporate safety ordinances, the proposed Plan would not expose people or structures to a significant
risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-5) in the year 2020 is
less than significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2021 and 2035 is in
the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of new housing units and 66
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035. Any development constructed adjacent to
unstable slopes would be susceptible to mudflows. Impacts would be greater by 2035 than by 2020 as
more development or redevelopment activities would occur in coastal communities or near areas with
canyons and hills, including parts of the City of San Diego. Project footprints that lie in low elevations
directly adjacent to the coast would be susceptible to tsunami, including coastal areas within the Cities
of San Diego and Chula Vista; however, the risk of tsunamis in the San Diego region is low. There is no
historical precedence for large damaging seiches in the San Diego region; therefore the risk of seiches
affecting regional growth and land use change development would be low.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is considered low in the San Diego region, development under
the proposed Plan would occur in areas subject to these hazards. Compliance with enforced planning
and design standards, regulations, and safety ordinances would serve to address and minimize the
associated impacts. The Seismic Safety Element would reduce the risk of hazard resulting from future
seismic and related events. Project designs and review approvals would include reference to the Seismic
Safety Element, CADC maps showing tsunami inundation areas, FEMA maps, and other pertinent
resources to determine at-risk areas such that proposed projects are safely designed in coastal and
rough terrain areas. Current state and local design standards require slope stabilization that would
reduce the possibility for mudflows. Future developments would undergo a project-specific analysis in
which these standards would be applied to minimize mudflow risk. Emergency evacuation plans would
also address safe travel routes in the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is historically low in the San Diego region, by incorporating the
required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and safety ordinances, impacts
associated with tsunami, seiche, and mudflow would be minimized. Safety policies from the Seismic
Safety Element would reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with
tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazards. Emergency evacuation plans would address safe travel routes in
the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Given the probability of these conditions to occur in the
areas proposed for regional growth and land use change (and the safeguards that would be in place
should they occur), people or structures would not be exposed to a significant risk of inundation by
seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Impacts associated with mudflow damages would occur where transportation facilities are constructed
adjacent to elevated terrain that is subject to instability. Transportation network improvements would
occur in areas of unstable soils, particularly improvements located in hilly or coastal areas, making these
areas more susceptible to mudflows, such as the addition of managed lanes along I-5. Specific
transportation facilities located in areas prone to unstable soils include coastal projects or expansion of
rail and Trolley services through coastal areas or canyons. Project footprints that lie in low elevations
directly adjacent to the coast would be susceptible to tsunami, including coastal areas within the City of
San Diego; however, the risk of tsunamis in the San Diego region is low. There is no historical
precedence for large damaging seiches in the San Diego region; therefore the risk of seiches affecting
transportation network improvements would be low.
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Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is low in the San Diego region, future transportation facilities
would undergo a project-specific analysis in which required standards would be applied to minimize
risks from seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Projects would be designed to convey 100-year flood waters,
which would also sufficiently convey seiche or tsunami flows within these design parameters. In
addition, planning and design of transportation network improvements would be required to
incorporate safety policies from the Seismic Safety Element to reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and
property damage associated with tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazards. Project designs and review
approvals would include reference to the Seismic Safety Element, CADC maps showing tsunami
inundation areas, FEMA maps, and other pertinent resources to determine at-risk areas such that
proposed projects are safely designed in coastal and rough terrain areas. Current state and local design
standards require slope stabilization that would reduce the possibility for mudflows. Future
developments would undergo a project-specific analysis in which these standards would be applied to
minimize mudflow risk. Emergency evacuation plans would also address safe travel routes in the event
of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is historically low in the San Diego region, by incorporating the
required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and safety ordinances, impacts
associated with tsunami, seiche, and mudflow would be minimized. Safety policies from the Seismic
Safety Element would reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with
tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazards. Emergency evacuation plans would address safe travel routes in
the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Given the probability of these conditions to occur in the
areas proposed for transportation network improvements, people, or structures would not be exposed
to a significant risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Compliance with applicable regulations and safety ordinances and implementation of design standards
described above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well
as transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would
minimize hazards associated with tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Through the various requirements to
incorporate safety ordinances, the proposed Plan would not expose people or structures to a significant
risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-5) in the year 2035 is
less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036 and 2050 is in
the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Forecasted regional growth and land use change in the coastal areas of the region or near areas with
canyons and hills, including parts of the City of San Diego, would have an increased risk of mudflows.
Any development constructed adjacent to unstable slopes would be susceptible to mudflows. Project
footprints that lie in low elevations directly adjacent to the coast would be susceptible to tsunami,
including coastal areas within the Cities of San Diego and Chula Vista; however, the risk of tsunamis in
the San Diego region is low. There is no historical precedence for large damaging seiches in the San
Diego region; therefore the risk of seiches affecting regional growth and land use change development
would be low.
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Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is considered low in the San Diego region, development under
the proposed Plan would occur in areas subject to these hazards, such as the Cities of San Diego and
Chula Vista. Compliance with enforced planning and design standards, regulations, and safety
ordinances would serve to address and minimize the associated impacts. The Seismic Safety Element
would reduce the risk of hazard resulting from future seismic and related events. Project designs and
review approvals would include reference to the Seismic Safety Element, CADC maps showing tsunami
inundation areas, FEMA maps, and other pertinent resources to determine at-risk areas such that
proposed projects are safely designed in coastal and rough terrain areas. Current state and local design
standards require slope stabilization that would reduce the possibility for mudflows. Future
developments would undergo a project-specific analysis in which these standards would be applied to
minimize mudflow risk. Emergency evacuation plans would also address safe travel routes in the event
of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is historically low in the San Diego region, by incorporating the
required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and safety ordinances, impacts
associated with tsunami, seiche, and mudflow would be minimized. Safety policies from the Seismic
Safety Element would reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with
tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazards. Emergency evacuation plans would address safe travel routes in
the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Given the probability of these conditions to occur in the
areas proposed for regional growth and land use change (and the safeguards that would be in place
should they occur), people or structures would not be exposed to a significant risk of inundation by
seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Similar to the 2020 and 2035 analyses, transportation network improvements would occur in areas with
unstable soils, particularly improvements located in hilly or coastal areas such as the branch extension of
the SPRINTER to Westfield North County, four new Trolley extensions, and the Mission Beach to La Jolla
streetcar improvements, making these areas more susceptible to mudflows. Project footprints that lie in
low elevations directly adjacent to the coast would be susceptible to tsunami, including coastal areas
within the City of San Diego; however, the risk of tsunamis in the San Diego region is low. There is no
historical precedence for large damaging seiches in the San Diego region; therefore the risk of seiches
affecting transportation network improvements would be low.
Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is low in the San Diego region, future transportation facilities
would undergo a project-specific analysis in which required standards would be applied to minimize
risks from seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Projects would be designed to convey 100-year flood waters,
which would also sufficiently convey seiche or tsunami flows within these design parameters. In
compliance with the Seismic Safety Element the risk of hazard resulting from future seismic and related
events would be reduced. Project designs and review approvals would include reference to the Seismic
Safety Element, CADC maps showing tsunami inundation areas, FEMA maps, and other pertinent
resources to determine at-risk areas such that proposed projects are safely designed in coastal and
rough terrain areas. Current state and local design standards require slope stabilization that would
reduce the possibility for mudflows. Future developments would undergo a project-specific analysis in
which these standards would be applied to minimize mudflow risk. Emergency evacuation plans would
also address safe travel routes in the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow.
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Although the risk of tsunami and seiche is historically low in the San Diego region, by incorporating the
required design standards and complying with all applicable regulations and safety ordinances, impacts
associated with tsunami, seiche, and mudflow would be minimized. Safety policies from the Seismic
Safety Element would reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, and property damage associated with
tsunami, seiche, and mudflow hazards. Emergency evacuation plans would address safe travel routes in
the event of a tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Given the probability of these conditions to occur in the
areas proposed for transportation network improvements, people or structures would not be exposed
to a significant risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Compliance with applicable regulations and safety ordinances and implementation of design standards
described above and in Section 4.10.2 would ensure that regional growth and land use changes as well
as transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would
minimize hazards associated with tsunami, seiche, or mudflow. Through the various requirements to
incorporate safety ordinances, the proposed Plan would not expose people or structures to a significant
risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Therefore, this impact (HWQ-5) in the year 2050 is
less than significant.
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4.11 LAND USE
This section evaluates the land use impacts of the proposed Plan. The information presented has been
compiled from multiple sources, including local general plans, community plans, and other related
planning documents.

4.11.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
REGIONAL SETTING
Historic Land Use and Regional Growth Patterns
The San Diego region is located in the southwestern corner of the United States and is bordered by
Mexico to the south, the Pacific Ocean to the west, Orange, and Riverside counties to the north, and
Imperial County to the east. The San Diego region encompasses over 4,260 square miles and includes 18
incorporated cities, 17 tribal reservations, and unincorporated San Diego County.

Existing Land Use
There are 2,726,964 acres in the San Diego region. As of 2012, approximately 815,479 acres (30 percent)
are developed (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial) or used for some type of man-made activity,
such as agriculture, military use, recreation, and infrastructure (transportation, communication,
utilities). Open space parks account for largest land area, with 1,356,421 acres, or about 50 percent of
the region. Vacant land (526,582 acres) accounts for another 19 percent, while the remaining
approximately one percent of the land area is covered by water (28,483). Table 4.11-1 breaks down the
entire San Diego region by land use type for 2012.

Existing Regional Growth Pattern
Historically, development has occurred along the coast in the western third of the region. As of 2012,
the western third of the region along the coast is primarily defined by single family residential
development interspersed with open space parks and recreation land. Most of the region’s multi-family
residential, commercial and office, and industrial land use also are found in the western third of the
region, along with the region’s military lands. All 18 of the region’s incorporated cities are located in the
western third. The eastern two-thirds of the region are the jurisdiction of the unincorporated County as
well as 17 tribal governments. It is predominantly characterized by open space, parks, but also the tribal
reservations, vacant land, spaced rural residential land, agriculture, and small pockets of single family
residential. Development in the eastern two-thirds is generally rural and low-density relative to the
higher density urban development of the western third. Table 4.11-2 provides details about growth and
development in the local jurisdictions. The 2012 land use pattern is shown in Figure 4.11-1.
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Table 4.11-1
Existing Land Use in the San Diego Region (2012)

Land Use Type

Acres
117,738*
17,793
22,280
18,770
133,067
87
6,114
16,443
1,356,421
38,490
139,602
193,650
108,163
3,283
526,582
28,483
2,726,964

Agriculture
Commercial and Office
Education and Institutions
Heavy and Light Industry
Military
Mixed Use
Mobile Homes
Multi-Family Residential
Open Space Parks
Recreation
Single Family Residential
Spaced Rural Residential
Transportation, Communications, Utilities
Under Construction
Vacant
Water
Total

SANDAG 2014a
*For SANDAG land use, the agricultural category is defined as orchards and vineyards,
intensive agriculture, and field crops. Other types of agricultural and farmlands, such as grazing
lands and truck crops, are included in other land use categories, primarily open space parks
and spaced rural residential.
Table 4.11-2
Jurisdictional Information
Size
(sq miles)

2012
Population

Population
Increase
2000–2012

Percent of
Regional
Population

Major
Highways

Carlsbad

39.1

107,674

38%

3%

I-5, SR 78

Chula Vista

50.9

249,382

44%

8%

Coronado

14.0

23,187

-4%

1%

I-5, I-805, SR
125, SR 54
SR 75, SR 282

Del Mar

1.8

4,194

-4%

0%

None

El Cajon

14.4

100,562

6%

3%

I-8, SR 125, SR
67

Encinitas

19.6

60,346

4%

2%

I-5

Escondido

36.2

146,057

9%

5%

I-15, SR 78

Imperial
Beach

4.4

26,609

-1%

1%

SR 75

La Mesa

9.0

58,296

6%

2%

I-8, SR 125, SR
94

3.9

25,603

3%

1%

SR 125, SR 94

9.2

58,967

9%

2%

I-5, I-805, SR
54

Jurisdiction

Lemon
Grove
National
City
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Major
Transit
Systems
LOSSAN,
NCTD Bus
Trolley, MTS
bus
MTS bus
LOSSAN,
NCTD bus
Trolley, MTS
bus
LOSSAN,
NCTD bus
SPRINTER,
NCTD bus,
MTS bus
MTS
bus
Trolley, MTS
bus
Trolley, MTS
bus
Trolley, MTS
bus

2012
Developed
Acres

2012
Vacant
Acres

2012
Constrained
Acres

14,735

1,437

8,871

23,634

4,176

5,508

4,602

13

4,469

692

34

413

8,631

261

360

9,341

740

2,445

15,903

1,883

6,064

1,719

14

1,101

5,589

127

86

2,382

83

31

4,355

148

1,404
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Jurisdiction

Size
(sq miles)

2012
Population

Population
Increase
2000–2012

Percent of
Regional
Population

Major
Highways

Oceanside

42.2

169,319

5%

5%

I-5, SR 78, SR
76

Poway

39.1

48,382

1%

2%

San Diego

342.5

1,321,315

8%

42%

San Marcos

24.0

85,560

56%

3%

Santee

16.5

54,643

3%

2%

Solana
Beach

3.4

13,000

0%

0%

Vista

18.6

95,034

6%

3%

SR 78

16%

I-5, I-8, I-15,
SRs 54, 67,
76, 78, 79, 94,
125, 188

County of
San DIego

3,527.0

495,299

12%

Major
Transit
Systems
LOSSAN,
SPRINTER,
NCTD bus
MTS bus

2012
Developed
Acres

2012
Vacant
Acres

2012
Constrained
Acres

20,516

1,653

4,657

13,893

5,307

5,842

178,534

10,003

30,718

9,845

2,412

3,315

7,385

2,053

1,089

2,075

37

72

SPRINTER,
NCTD bus

10,453

795

663

NCTD bus,
MTS bus

512,602

393,098

1,378,582

SR 67
I-5, I-8, I-15, ILOSSAN,
805, SRs, 15,
Trolley, MTS
52, 56, 75, 94,
Bus
125, 163, 905
SPRINTER,
I-15, SR 78
NCTD bus
SR 125, SR 67, Trolley, MTS
SR 52
bus,
LOSSAN,
I-5
NCTD bus

Source: SANDAG 2014a

Community Development Trends
There is a continuing trend in the San Diego region to provide more housing and job opportunities in the
existing urbanized areas. Since 1999, more than three-quarters of the local jurisdictions have made or
are in the process of making significant updates to their general plans. In 1999, SANDAG projected 21
percent of future housing growth would occur in the unincorporated areas of the County of San Diego
under the local general plans at the time. Under the proposed Plan, SANDAG expects 17 percent of
growth to occur in the unincorporated areas, and much of that is focused in existing villages such as
Lakeside, Valley Center, Ramona, and Alpine. As a result of these updates, SANDAG has identified
sufficient housing opportunities in the existing general plans for the first time in nearly two decades.
The forecasted growth also reflects the most recent adopted general plans from the local jurisdictions.
At the turn of the century, about 90 percent of vacant residential land in the cities was planned for
single-family use. The proposed Plan forecasts 82 percent of housing growth by 2050 being multifamily.
Local and regional conservation programs also continue to protect more of the San Diego region’s
sensitive lands. Currently, more than 50 percent of the region is preserved as open space, parks, or
habitat.

Tribal Governments
The San Diego region is home to 18 Native American reservations represented by 17 tribal governments,
the most in any county in the United States. There are more than 73,000 acres of tribal reservation lands
in the region. As sovereign domestic nations, tribal governments govern land use on their reservations
and land holdings. SANDAG and the regional tribal governments work together to facilitate governmentto-government planning and coordination. Table 4.11-3 details information regarding tribal nations in
the San Diego region.
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Table 4.11-3
Tribal Nations in the San Diego Region
Reservatio
n Name
Barona

Population
(2010 Census)
640

Housing Units
(2010 Census)
219

R Acreage
7,102

Campo

362

140

15,674

Capitan
Grande

0

0

15,632

Northwest quadrant of the
Cleveland National Forest

Ewiiaapaa
yp

0

0

5,549

Inaja Cosmit Band
of Diegueno
Mission Indians

Inaja and
Cosmit

0

0

809

Jamul Indian
Village of
Kumeyaay Nation
La Jolla Band of
Luiseño Indians

Jamul
Indian
Village
La Jolla

0

0

6

Immediately east of
Cleveland National Forest
and west of Anza Borrego
Desert State Park off
Highway S1
Within the boundaries of
Cleveland National Forest,
southwest of Julian, off
Highway 78
10 miles southeast of El
Cajon, along Highway 94

476

181

8,882

La Posta Band of
the Kumeyaay
Nation

La Posta

55

19

3,737

Los Coyotes Band
of
Cahuilla/Cupeño
Indians
Manzanita Band
of Diegueño
Mission Indians

Los
Coyotes

98

35

24,788

Manzanita

78

35

4,551

Mesa
Grande

98

24

1,833

Pala

1,315

425

12,724

Tribal Nation
Barona Band of
Mission Indians
Campo Band of
Mission Indians of
the Kumeyaay
Nation
Joint Power
Authority
between Barona
and Viejas
Ewiiaapaayp Band
of Kumeyaay
Indians

Mesa Grande
Band of Diegueño
Mission Indians
Pala Band of
Mission Indians
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Location
Barona Indian Reservation
near Lakeside, about 30 miles
northeast of San Diego
Southeastern San Diego
County in the Laguna
Mountains

On Mount Palomar; off
Highway 76, 25 miles east of
Escondido
56 miles east of San Diego
and 46 miles west of El
Centro in the Laguna
Mountains
50 miles east of San Diego
between Cleveland National
Forest and Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park
In southeastern San Diego
County off of Interstate 8,
near the town of Boulevard
and in the Carrizo Desert
Near Santa Ysabel, north of
Highway 78
40 miles northeast of San
Diego, on the San Luis Rey
River
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Reservatio
n Name
Pauma
and Yuima

Population
(2010 Census)
206

Housing Units
(2010 Census)
63

R Acreage
5,891

Rincon Band of
Luiseño Indians

Rincon

1,215

357

4,034

San Pasqual Band
of Diegueño
Mission Indians

San
Pasqual

1,097

372

1,964

Iipay Nation of
Santa Ysabel
Sycuan Band of
the Kumeyaay
Nation
Viejas Band of
Kumeyaay
Indians

Santa
Ysabel
Sycuan

330

140

15,368

211

76

2,227

Viejas

520

192

1,687

Tribal Nation
Pauma Band of
Luiseño Indians

Location
Northeastern corner of San
Diego County, in the foothills
of Mount Palomar
Northeastern corner of San
Diego County, along the San
Luis Rey River
12 miles from Escondido,
adjoining the community of
Valley Center and on
Highway S-6
Near Santa Ysabel and Julian
along Highway 76
6 miles from El Cajon
between Interstate 8 and
State Highway 94
35 miles east of San Diego,
north of Interstate 8 and
Alpine, 30 miles north of the
Mexican border

USD 2006; SANDAG 2014b Regional Information System

Military Installations
San Diego’s location on the Pacific Ocean is ideal for many military operations in the southwest portion
of the country. San Diego’s military installations include a variety of sizes and uses, and provide a large
employment base for the region. Major military installations in the region are described below.
MCB Camp Pendleton is located at the northern boundary of San Diego County near Oceanside and
encompasses more than 125,000 acres. Located approximately 38 miles from downtown San Diego,
MCB Camp Pendleton offers a broad spectrum of training facilities for many active and reserve Marine,
Army, and Navy units, as well as national, state, and local agencies (MCB Camp Pendleton 2011).
Naval Base Point Loma is located on approximately 280 acres of coastal land just west and north of
downtown San Diego. Naval Base Point Loma provides support to 70 U.S. Pacific Fleet afloat and shorebased tenant commands headquartered on the base and is a highly technical hub of naval activity (Naval
Base Point Loma 2011).
Marine Corps Recruit Depot (MCRD) San Diego is located on 506 acres northwest of downtown San
Diego, adjacent to SDIA. MCRD San Diego provides training for marines as well as military community
and family services.
Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) Miramar is located on approximately 23,000 acres in the western
central portion of the region. It is home to the 3d Marine Aircraft Wing and is centrally located near
more than 10 West Coast Navy and Marine Corps installations (MCAS 2011).
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Naval Base Coronado (NBC) is a consolidated Navy installation encompassing eight military facilities
stretching from San Clemente Island, which is located 70 miles west of San Diego, to the La Posta
Mountain Warfare Training Facility, which is located 60 miles east of San Diego. Those facilities include
Naval Air Station North Island; Naval Amphibious Base Coronado; Naval Outlying Landing Field Imperial
Beach; Naval Auxiliary Landing Field San Clemente Island; Silver Strand Training Complex; Camp Michael
Monsoor; and the Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape Facility in Warner Springs. Naval Air Station
North Island is the anchor base of NBC (NBC 2011).

Port of San Diego
The Unified Port of San Diego (Port) was created by the California State Legislature to manage San Diego
Bay and surrounding waterfront land. The Port oversees two maritime cargo terminals, two cruise ship
terminals, 20 public parks, various wildlife reserves and environmental initiatives, the Harbor Police
department, and the leases of more than 600 tenant and subtenant businesses around San Diego Bay.
The Port has been granted authority for an approximate total of 5,483 acres or about 37 percent of the
total tidelands on San Diego Bay. The shoreline frontage approaches 33 miles, which is equivalent to 61
percent of the total bay shoreline. The Port has a Port Master Plan, adopted October 2012, that is
intended to provide the official planning policies, consistent with a general statewide purpose, for the
physical development of the tide and submerged lands conveyed and granted in trust to the Port District
(San Diego Unified Port District 2012).

Airport Authority
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority (SDCRAA) was created on January 1, 2003, as an
independent agency to manage the day-to-day operations of SDIA and also serve as the region’s Airport
Land Use Commission (ALUC) to ensure the adoption of land use plans that protect public health and
safety for areas surrounding all 16 of the San Diego region’s airports. It accomplishes this by the orderly
development of airports and the adoption of land use measures that minimize the public's exposure to
excessive noise and safety hazards around airports (SDCRAA 2014).

4.11.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Coastal Zone Management Act
The U.S. Congress passed the 1972 Coastal Zone Management Act (16 USC Section 1451 et seq.) to
manage the nation’s coastal resources. The CZMA is administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management.
The CZMA balances competing land and water issues in coastal zones through the National Coastal Zone
Management Program. Its goal is to preserve, protect, develop, and, where possible, restore or enhance
the resources of the nation's coastal zone. Federal activities within or affecting the coastal zone must, to
the maximum extent practicable, be consistent with the state’s coastal management program.
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Cleveland National Forest Plan
The Cleveland National Forest Plan consists of a three-part (vision, strategy, and design criteria) land and
resource management plan (forest plan). The legislative mandate for the management of national
forests requires that public lands be conservatively used and managed in order to ensure their
sustainability and to guarantee that future generations will continue to benefit from their many values.
Forest plans are founded on the concept of sustainable use of the national forests. The first part of the
plan describes the national forest in the future, the niche it occupies in the community framework, and
the desired conditions the Forest Service is striving to realize, as well as the challenges the national
forest will resolve in getting there. The second part defines and describes each of the land use zones.
The land use zones are an on-the-ground manifestation of the desired conditions and are the primary
tools used to describe the strategic direction, including the management intent and suitable uses for
areas of the national forest where the zone is used. The final part of the forest plan is the design criteria
and constitutes the “rules” that the Forest Service will follow as the national forest implements projects
and activities over time (USDA 2005).

BLM Eastern San Diego County Resource Management Plan
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has developed a Resource Management Plan (RMP) for the
Eastern San Diego County Planning Area. The RMP covers approximately 102,869 acres of BLM
administered lands. The purpose of the plan is to provide guidance in the management of the lands and
resources in eastern San Diego County that will achieve the following:
1. Address conflicts between motorized, mechanized, and nonmotorized/nonmechanized
recreationists;
2. Protect sensitive natural and cultural resources from impacts due to recreational use, livestock
grazing, and other land uses;
3. Provide guidance for renewable energy development; and
4. Provide groundwater recharge and additional recreational opportunities within the Planning
Area.
The Eastern San Diego County RMP is comprehensive in nature, providing guidance for management of
all uses and resources in the Eastern San Diego County Planning Area (BLM 2008).

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
California Coastal Act
The California Coastal Act of 1976 was enacted to “protect, maintain and where feasible, enhance and
restore the overall quality of the coastal zone environment and its natural and artificial resources”
(Public Resources Code Section 30001.5 et seq.). The Act applies to the Coastal Zone, which is generally
defined as extending offshore to the limits of California’s jurisdiction and from the shoreline 1,000 yards
upland from the mean high tide line. The Act requires each jurisdiction within the Coastal Zone to
prepare a local coastal program consisting of land use plans, zoning, and other implementing actions as
needed to comply with the policies set forth in Chapter 3 of the Act. These affect housing and other land
uses, coastal access, and public works, including all types of transportation facilities. The coastal cities
and the Port District are wholly or partially within the Coastal Zone and are subject to these
requirements. The adopted local coastal programs are administered by the local agencies with ultimate
approval by the California Coastal Commission.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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California Department of Transportation
The Caltrans jurisdiction includes rights-of-way of state and interstate routes within California. Any work
within the right-of-way of a federal or state highway is subject to Caltrans regulations governing
allowable actions and modifications to the right-of-way. Caltrans includes the Division of Aeronautics,
which is responsible for airport permitting and establishing an ALUC for each county with one or more
public airports. ALUCs are responsible for the preparation of land use plans for areas near aviation
facilities. (See Section 4.12.2 for further details.)

California Planning and Zoning Law
The legal framework in which California cities and counties exercise local planning and land use
functions is provided in the California Planning and Zoning Law (Government Code Section 65000 et
seq.) Under state planning law, each city and county is required to adopt a general plan “for the physical
development of the county or city, and any land outside its boundaries which bears relation to its
planning” (Government Code Section 65300 et seq.).
The California Supreme Court has called the general plan the “constitution for future development”
(Lesher Communications, Inc. v. City of Walnut Creek (1990) 52 Cal. 3d). The general plan expresses the
community’s development goals and embodies public policy relative to the distribution of future land
uses, both public and private. A general plan consists of a number of elements, including land use,
circulation, housing, conservation, open space, noise, and safety; other elements may be included at the
discretion of the jurisdiction that relate to the physical development of the county or city. The general
plan must be comprehensive and internally consistent. Of particular importance is the consistency
between the circulation and land use elements; the general location and extent of existing and proposed
major thoroughfares, transportation routes, terminals, and other public utilities and facilities must be
consistent with the general distribution and intensity of land used for housing, business, industry, open
space, education, public areas, waste disposal facilities, agriculture, and other public and private uses.
In addition, every local jurisdiction within the region has land use regulations that implement the
general plan. The zoning ordinance is the primary land use regulation used to implement the goals and
policies of its general plan. Zoning ordinances, which are required to be consistent with the general plan,
provide detailed direction related to development standards; permitted, conditionally permitted, and
prohibited uses; and other regulations such as parking standards and sign regulations. A more detailed
discussion of the general plans for the individual jurisdictions within the San Diego region is included in
the Regional and Local Laws, Regulations, Plans, and Policies section below.
Local jurisdictions may also adopt specific plans, which are used to implement the general plan in
particular geographic areas (Government Code Section 65450). Zoning ordinances and land use
approvals must be consistent with applicable specific plans as well as the general plan.
Cities and counties are also required to comply with the Subdivision Map Act (Government Code Section
66410 et seq.). The Subdivision Map Act sets forth the conditions for approval of a subdivision map and
requires enactment of subdivision ordinances by which local governments have direct control over the
types of subdivision projects to be approved and the physical improvements to be installed.
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Senate Bill 375 (Chapter 728, Statues of 2008)
SB 375 provides for a planning process to coordinate land use planning and regional transportation
plans and funding priorities to help California meet the GHG reductions established in AB 32. SB 375
requires regional transportation plans developed by MPOs including SANDAG to incorporate a
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) s that demonstrates how the region would achieve GHG
emission reduction targets set by ARB. SB 375 does not require local governments to revise their “land
use policies and regulations, including [their] general plan,” to be consistent with the SCS (Government
Code Section 65080 et seq.) The land use portion of the SCS would be implemented through voluntary
local government actions. See Section 4.8 of the EIR for more detail on GHG reduction targets.

Local Agency Formation Commission Law
The Cortese-Knox-Hertzberg Local Government Reorganization Act of 2000 (Government Code Section
56000 et seq.) requires that each county must have a local agency formation commission (LAFCO)
responsible for creating orderly local government boundaries. The goals of the Act include encouraging
orderly growth, efficient public services for cities and special districts, the preservation of prime
agricultural and open space lands, and discouraging urban sprawl. While LAFCOs have no direct
authority over land use, their actions determine which government agency will be responsible for new
planning areas. LAFCOs address a wide range of boundary actions, including creation of spheres of
influences for cities, adjustment to boundaries of special districts, annexations, incorporations,
detachments of areas from cities, and dissolution of cities.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
San Diego Local Agency Formation Commission
The San Diego LAFCO was established in 1963 and is a regulatory agency with quasi-legislative authority.
LAFCO has county-wide jurisdiction and is independent of county government. LAFCO is responsible for
coordinating, directing, and overseeing logical and timely changes to local governmental boundaries,
including annexation and detachment of territory; incorporation of cities; formation of special districts;
and consolidation, merger, and dissolution of districts. In addition, LAFCO is charged with reviewing
ways to reorganize, simplify, and streamline governmental structure. A primary objective of LAFCO is to
initiate studies and furnish information that contributes to the logical and reasonable development of
public agencies. In 1994, LAFCOs were given the authority to initiate proposals involving district
consolidation, dissolution, subsidiary district establishment, merger, and reorganization (LAFCO 2014).

Regional Comprehensive Plan
Adopted by SANDAG in 2004, the Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP) integrates land uses,
transportation systems, infrastructure needs, and public investment strategies within a regional
framework intended to preserve and improve quality of life, maximize mobility and transportation
choices, and conserve and protect natural resources. It seeks to promote sustainability, economic
prosperity, and outstanding quality of life in the San Diego region. AB 361 (Chapter 508, Statutes of
2003) governs the contents and process for the RCP. The statutory requirements for the RCP are
included in the proposed Plan.
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2050 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy
The 2050 Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (2050 RTP/SCS) is the
predecessor to the proposed Plan. The 2050 RTP/SCS presents a transportation system designed to
maximize transit enhancements, integrate biking and walking elements, and promote programs to
reduce transportation demand and increase efficiency (SANDAG 2011). One key theme of the RTP is to
improve the connections between land use and transportation plans by using smart growth principles.
The 2050 RTP includes a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) that integrates regional land use,
housing, and transportation planning. The RTP/SCS achieves the region’s state-mandated targets for per
capita greenhouse gas reductions from passenger vehicles. The SCS includes a land use pattern that
accommodates the region’s future employment and housing needs, and protects sensitive habitats and
resource areas. The RTP/SCS land use pattern focuses housing and jobs growth in existing urbanized
areas, protects about 1.3 million acres of land, and invests in a transportation network that provides
residents and workers with alternatives to driving alone. New development would be more compact and
more accessible to public transit and other travel choices, such as walking and bicycling.

California-Baja California Border Master Plan
The California-Baja California Border Master Plan (Caltrans 2008) is a binational comprehensive
approach to coordinate planning and delivery of projects at land ports of entry (POEs) and
transportation infrastructure serving those POEs in the California-Baja California region. Caltrans, in
partnership with the Secretariat of Infrastructure and Urban Development of Baja California (Secretaría
de Infraestructura y Desarrollo Urbano del Estado de Baja California or SIDUE) and the U.S./Mexican
Joint Working Committee (JWC), retained the SANDAG Service Bureau to assist in the development of
this master plan.

Otay Mesa – Mesa de Otay Binational Corridor Strategic Plan
SANDAG and the City of Tijuana’s Municipal Planning Institute (Instituto Municipal de Planeación or
IMPlan) developed the Otay Mesa-Mesa de Otay Binational Corridor Strategic Plan (SANDAG 2007), in
collaboration with the State of Baja California’s Secretariat of Infrastructure and Urban Development
(Secretaría de Infraestructura y Desarrollo Urbano or SIDUE), and Caltrans District 11. The Otay MesaMesa de Otay binational corridor was identified as an area of opportunity to create an effective
binational planning partnership. Transportation, housing, economic development, and environmental
conservation are four key issue areas that are evaluated in the strategic plan.

Airport Land Use Commission and Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans
The California State Legislature directs each county with an airport to establish an ALUC. In each county
containing a public use airport, an ALUC is required to assist local agencies in ensuring compatible land
uses in the vicinity of existing or proposed airports; to coordinate planning at state, regional, and local
levels; to prepare and adopt an airport land use plan as required by Public Resources Code Section
21675; to review plans or regulations submitted by local agencies; and to review and make
recommendations regarding the land uses, building heights, and other issues relating to air navigation
safety and promotion of air commerce. The SDCRAA is the ALUC for the San Diego region. It is
responsible for the preparation of Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans (ALUCPs), which identify policies
and procedures for land use and airport compatibility for areas surrounding each civilian public use and
military airport. Military airports are exempt from the state’s requirements for an ALUCP, although the
Department of Defense agreed to the development of an ALUCP for MCAS Miramar (formerly NAS
Miramar). Local jurisdictions are responsible for land use compatibility controls around the airports.
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Unified Port of San Diego – Port Master Plan
The Port Master Plan is the land use document governing the land and water development within the
jurisdiction governed by the Port District. It was originally adopted by the Board of Port Commissioners
in 1980 and was certified by the California Coastal Commission on January 21, 1981. The document was
last amended in August 2009 (San Diego Unified Port District 2012) The document serves as the
governing planning document pursuant to the California Coastal Act for the land and water area within
Port District jurisdiction, which extends from the western edge of Pacific Highway coincident with the
historic mean high tide line to several hundred feet into San Diego Bay (Tidelands). The Port Master Plan
divides the Tidelands into 10 Planning Districts, or precise plans. Each Planning District is further divided
into Planning Subareas, which group together Tideland properties into functional units, thereby
facilitating planning efforts. The document provides the official planning policies, consistent with a
general statewide purpose, for the physical development of the tidelands and submerged lands
conveyed and granted in trust to the Port District.

General Plans and Land Use Regulations
All cities in the San Diego region have a general plan that designates appropriate land uses throughout
the jurisdiction and identifies the community’s land use, circulation, environmental, economic, and
social goals and policies as they relate to land use and development. The general plans also provide a
basis for local government decision-making, including decisions on development approvals and
exactions, and they provide citizens with opportunities to participate in the planning and decisionmaking processes of their communities. The County of San Diego General Plan focuses on areas not
included in city general plans (i.e., unincorporated areas).
The cities of Carlsbad, Solana Beach, and Encinitas are in the process of updating their general plans
which were last updated in 2004 while the following jurisdictions recently completed their general plan
updates: Escondido (2012); National City (2011); San Marcos (2012); La Mesa (2013); Vista (2012); the
County of San Diego (2011); and the City of San Diego (2008). The City of Chula Vista completed its
general plan update in 2005. As of 2010, the jurisdictions of Carlsbad, Chula Vista, Coronado, El Cajon,
Encinitas, Escondido, Imperial Beach, La Mesa, Lemon Grove, National City, Oceanside, San Diego, San
Marcos, Solana Beach, Vista and the County of San Diego have updated their housing elements,
prepared climate action plans, and prepared active transportation plans such as Bicycle and Pedestrian
Master Plans.
Adopted general plan land use assumptions are used to develop SANDAG’s regional growth forecast.
The forecast is based on the most recent planning assumptions, considering local general plans and
other factors, as required by SB 375 (Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B)). Every local jurisdiction
within the region has land use regulations that implement the general plan, such as a subdivision
ordinance and zoning ordinance. Zoning ordinances, which are required to be consistent with the
general plan, provide detailed direction related to development standards; permitted, conditionally
permitted, and prohibited uses; and other regulations such as parking standards and sign regulations.
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Community Plans and Specific Plans
A city or county may also provide land use planning by developing community or subregional plans,
including specific plans for smaller, more specific areas within its jurisdiction. These more localized plans
provide for focused guidance for developing a specific area, with development standards tailored to the
area, as well as systematic implementation of the general plan. Both the County of San Diego and the
City of San Diego have numerous community and specific plans. A community plan is used to plan the
future of a particular area to a finer level of detail than the general plan and supplements the policies of
the general plan; however, these community and specific plans must be consistent with the
jurisdiction’s general plan. All of the jurisdictions within the San Diego region have developed and
implemented numerous specific plans that delineate land uses, infrastructure, development standards
and criteria, and environmental conservation measures.
To support the preparation of the analysis in Section 4.11.4, SANDAG worked closely with each
jurisdiction to gather information about adopted community plans and specific plans that have yet to be
implemented to assess whether the proposed Plan has any inconsistencies with these plans, per CEQA
Guidelines Section 15125(d). Each jurisdiction compiled a list of adopted plans not yet fully
implemented. Information as to the type of development allowed, buildout assumptions, development
completed to date, and the buildout year of each plan was provided. A comprehensive table of this
community and specific plan information by jurisdiction is included in Appendix H.

4.11.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, the unique nature of the proposed Plan’s land use
impacts, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan.
All criteria identified in the CEQA Guidelines (Appendix G) are addressed here, with the exception of
criterion (c) related to conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan. That criterion is addressed in Section 4.4 Biological Resources. The portion of
criterion (b) that addresses conflicts with regional plans is not addressed in this section, but rather in the
sections on environmental resources for which the regional plans were prepared. For example,
consistency with air quality plans is addressed in Section 4.3 Air Quality, and consistency with the San
Diego Region Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan) is addressed in Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water
Quality. For the purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a significant land
use impact if it would:
LU-1

Physically divide an established community.

LU-2

Conflict with the land use portion of adopted local general plans or other applicable land use
plans, including specific plans and community plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect.
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4.11.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
LU-1

PHYSICALLY DIVIDE AN ESTABLISHED COMMUNITY.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The analysis of regional growth and land use changes analyzes whether new development of housing
units, employment land uses and related physical changes under the proposed Plan would physically
divide established communities. Forecasted growth that occurs in new developments outside of
established communities would, by definition, not physically divide established communities, and is not
addressed further under Impact LU-1. For regional growth and land use change, the analysis focuses on
development within established communities.
The analysis of transportation network improvements and programs considers whether new or
expanded transportation projects improvements under the proposed Plan would physically divide
established communities. Increased frequencies on existing rail corridors and bus routes, new bus
service on existing roadways, and transportation program investments (e.g., the Regional Vanpool
Program, mobility hubs, vehicle technologies) under the proposed Plan would not physically divide
established communities and are not addressed further under Impact LU-1. The impacts of the proposed
Plan on community character are not addressed here but in Section 4.1 Aesthetics and Visual Resources.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2020, the region is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people; housing by 83,836 units; and
employment by 173,211 jobs. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase
by 2020 is in the City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent) and the City of Chula
Vista (13 percent). The 2020 land use pattern is shown on Figure 2.0-11. This forecasted growth would
result in the physical development of new housing units, mixed use developments, commercial areas,
industrial buildings, and related land uses such as schools in both undeveloped areas and within
established communities located throughout the region. While some growth would be in the form of
new developments or communities, such as in the City of San Diego communities of Pacific Highlands
Ranch, Black Mountain Ranch, and Mission Valley and in eastern Chula Vista, a substantial portion of
new growth also would occur within existing established communities such as the City of San Diego
communities of Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Kearny Mesa, Navajo and University City and rural
communities in the unincorporated County of San Diego such as Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro,
Pendleton-De Luz, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona and Valley Center.
Physical barriers such as freeways and highways, rail lines, and large institutional land uses such as
military facilities often form the boundaries of existing established communities in the region, and also
internally divide existing established communities. For example, the major interstate highways form
large physical barriers that divide several established communities throughout the region, and large
institutional facilities like military facilities and the San Diego Convention Center separate established
communities from San Diego Bay. The established communities of the region generally feature
extensive, interconnected roadway networks. The proposed Plan forecasts a general intensification of
existing land uses within established communities and along key transportation corridors.
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The development of new housing units and employment land uses within these established
communities would typically occur on vacant or underutilized sites such as surface parking lots, and lowrise commercial strips, industrial buildings, and warehouses. Moreover, infill development in established
communities would occur in accordance with the adopted general plans and other subregional plans of
the cities and County of San Diego, as well as their zoning and subdivision ordinances. Adopted general
plans and subregional plans for established communities routinely prevent developments that would
physically divide established communities, and often include policies to remove existing physical
barriers. For example, the community plan for Downtown San Diego includes policies to re-connect
streets historically divided by large scale developments and neighborhoods physically divided by
construction of the I-5.
Construction activities associated with development routinely involve temporary disruptions within
established communities such as lane or road closures and service delays or detours for bus routes.
Local jurisdictions routinely require traffic control plans and related measures to ensure that
construction activities accommodate vehicular and pedestrian access, such as designating alternate
routes or scheduling disruptive activities late at night or on weekends. Construction activities would not
result in the physical division of established communities. Therefore, regional growth and land use
change would not physically divide established communities. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed Plan includes a variety of network improvements and programs by 2020. Most network
improvements are additions to existing highways, rail corridors, or local roads located in established
communities, such as the addition of a second track along the LOSSAN rail corridor in the cities of San
Diego and Encinitas, the addition of new managed lanes along I-5 through the coastal cities of Encinitas,
Carlsbad, and Oceanside, and the addition of new general purpose lanes along SR 76 through the
communities of Bonsall and Fallbrook in the unincorporated County of San Diego. Existing highways, rail
corridors, local roads, and similar facilities physically divide existing established communities. Therefore,
these and other additions or enhancements to existing facilities within established communities would
not physically divide those communities where a physical division does not already exist. Increases in
transit service frequencies along existing rail corridors, highways, and roadways would not physically
divide established communities and are not addressed further in this section.
The proposed Plan also includes the construction of new facilities by 2020, such as the Mid-Coast Trolley
Extension through existing communities from Old Town to University City in the City of San Diego and
construction of the SR 11 from the Otay Mesa East Port of Entry to SR 905. The Mid-Coast Trolley
Extension would be located in part along the existing LOSSAN rail corridor and along the I-5, which
combined already form a physical barrier through the surrounding communities. In addition, the portion
through University City would include features such as elevated structures to ensure that established
communities are not physically divided. The Mid-Coast Corridor Transit Final SEIS/SEIR (SANDAG 2014c)
concludes that the project would not result in a significant impact by physically dividing an established
community. The SR 11 and Otay Mesa East Port of Entry Final EIR/EIS (Caltrans 2012) concluded that the
project would not divide any existing business complexes or disrupt existing pedestrian or vehicle
circulation patterns in the area. SR 11 would represent a community access benefit through enhanced
connectivity between the Port of Entry and local East Otay Mesa businesses. As reported in the Final
EIS/EIR, the SR 11 project would not physically divide an established community.
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Construction of additions to existing facilities and new facilities routinely involve temporary disruptions
within established communities such as lane or road closures along roads and highways and service
delays or detours for bus routes and passenger rail. Local jurisdictions routinely require traffic control
plans and related measures to ensure that construction activities accommodate vehicular and
pedestrian access, such as designating alternate routes or scheduling disruptive activities late at night or
on weekends. Construction activities would not result in the physical division of established
communities. Therefore, construction and operation of transportation network improvements by 2020
under the proposed Plan would not physically divide established communities. This impact is less than
significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
would not physically divide established communities. Therefore, this impact (LU-1) in the year 2020 is
less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2021 to 2035, regional population is forecasted to increase by 417,985 people (12 percent),
145,099 housing units (12 percent), and 145,814 jobs (10 percent). The 2035 regional land use pattern is
shown in Figure 2.0-12. Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase
between 2021 and 2035 is in the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and
City of Chula Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81
percent of new housing units and 66 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo,
and Uptown. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown,
Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa. In the unincorporated County
of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing
unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, Otay, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, San Dieguito, and
Ramona. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring
Valley, North County Metro, Otay, and Fallbrook.
Physical barriers such as freeways and highways, rail lines, and large institutional land uses such as
military facilities often form the boundaries of existing established communities in the region, and also
internally divide existing established communities. For example, the major interstate highways form
large physical barriers that divide several established communities throughout the region, and large
institutional facilities like military facilities and the San Diego Convention Center separate established
communities from San Diego Bay. The established communities of the region generally feature
extensive, interconnected roadway networks. The proposed Plan forecasts a general intensification of
existing land uses within established communities and along key transportation corridors. The
development of new housing units and employment land uses within these established communities
would typically occur on vacant or underutilized sites such as surface parking lots, and low-rise
commercial strips, industrial buildings, and warehouses.
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Moreover, infill development in established communities would occur in accordance with the adopted
general plans and other subregional plans of the cities and County of San Diego, as well as their zoning
and subdivision ordinances. Adopted general plans and subregional plans for established communities
routinely prevent developments that would physically divide established communities, and often
include policies to remove existing physical barriers. For example, the community plan for Downtown
San Diego includes policies to re-connect streets historically divided by large scale developments and
neighborhoods physically divided by construction of the I-5.
Construction activities associated with development routinely involve temporary disruptions within
established communities such as lane or road closures and service delays or detours for bus routes.
Local jurisdictions routinely require traffic control plans and related measures to ensure that
construction activities accommodate vehicular and pedestrian access, such as designating alternate
routes or scheduling disruptive activities late at night or on weekends. Construction activities would not
result in the physical division of established communities. Therefore, regional growth and land use
change would not physically divide established communities. This impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In 2035, most transportation network improvements would affect existing transportation facilities, such
as LOSSAN and SPRINTER rail corridor double-tracking, rail grade separations, additional managed lanes
and general purposes lanes along existing freeways and highways, improvements to regional arterials,
and active transportation projects. New street cars would be constructed within public rights-of-way.
While portions of these improvements to existing transportation facilities would likely involve
temporary and permanent right-of-way acquisition adjacent to existing facilities, the improvements to
existing facilities or within existing public rights-of-way would not physically divide established
communities. Increases in transit service frequencies along existing rail corridors, highways, and
roadways would not physically divide established communities and are not addressed further in this
section. The planned rail grade separations along the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors and Orange and
Blue Trolley lines would improve connections between communities currently physically divided by rail
lines.
Other planned transportation network improvements including new Trolley extensions would require
acquisition of new rights-of-way in highly developed established communities. This includes the planned
Trolley extensions from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon and from San Ysidro to
Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, National City/Chula Vista via Highland Avenue and 4th
Avenue. The future alignments and engineering designs for these Trolley extensions have not yet been
determined, but are likely to be located to the extent feasible within existing public rights-of-way such
as along existing freeways, roadways, and rail corridors in order to minimize costs associated with
property acquisition and impacts to owners of private property, including businesses and residents. As a
result, these Trolley extensions would generally not physically divide established communities.
However, at this time, it cannot be guaranteed that all segments of future Trolley extensions would have
alignments and design features that would avoid physically dividing established communities. Individual
transportation network improvements including the planned Trolley extensions would undergo separate
environmental review subject to CEQA and NEPA where applicable. The corresponding project-specific
environmental documentation would identify significant impacts with regard to the physical division of
established communities, if any, and identify mitigation measures to avoid or lessen the impact.
Nevertheless, it cannot be concluded at this time that all project-level physical division of established
communities associated with planned Trolley extensions would be avoided or substantially lessened.
Therefore, transportation network improvements would physically divide established communities. This
is a significant impact.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of transportation network improvements, but not regional growth and land use change,
would physically divide established communities. Therefore, this impact (LU-1) in the year 2035 is
significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2036 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 215,061 people (6 percent), 97,152
housing units (7 percent), and 141,467 jobs (8 percent). The 2050 regional land use pattern is shown on
Figure 2.0-13. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036
and 2050 is in the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula
Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new
housing units and 77 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include the City Heights and Eastern Area of Mid-City, Greater North Park,
Uptown, Linda Vista, Clairemont Mesa, and Downtown. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Otay Mesa, and University City. In the unincorporated
County of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, and Spring Valley. The highest proportions
of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Otay, Lakeside, and North County Metro.
Physical barriers such as freeways and highways, rail lines, and large institutional land uses such as
military facilities often form the boundaries of existing established communities in the region, and also
internally divide existing established communities. For example, the major interstate highways form
large physical barriers that divide several established communities throughout the region, and large
institutional facilities like military facilities and the San Diego Convention Center separate established
communities from San Diego Bay. The established communities of the region generally feature
extensive, interconnected roadway networks. The proposed Plan forecasts a general intensification of
existing land uses within established communities and along key transportation corridors. The
development of new housing units and employment land uses within these established communities
would typically occur on vacant or underutilized sites such as surface parking lots, and low-rise
commercial strips, industrial buildings, and warehouses. Moreover, infill development in established
communities would occur in accordance with the adopted general plans and other subregional plans of
the cities and County of San Diego, as well as their zoning and subdivision ordinances. Adopted general
plans and subregional plans for established communities routinely prevent developments that would
physically divide established communities, and often include policies to remove existing physical
barriers. For example, the community plan for Downtown San Diego includes policies to re-connect
streets historically divided by large scale developments and neighborhoods physically divided by
construction of the I-5.
Construction activities associated with development routinely involve temporary disruptions within
established communities such as lane or road closures and service delays or detours for bus routes.
Local jurisdictions routinely require traffic control plans and related measures to ensure that
construction activities accommodate vehicular and pedestrian access, such as designating alternate
routes or scheduling disruptive activities late at night or on weekends. Construction activities would not
result in the physical division of established communities. Therefore, regional growth and land use
change would not physically divide established communities. This impact is less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In 2050, most transportation network improvements would affect existing transportation facilities, such
as LOSSAN rail corridor double-tracking, rail grade separations, additional managed lanes and general
purposes lanes along existing freeways and highways, improvements to regional arterials, and active
transportation projects. New street cars would be constructed within public rights-of-way. A new Trolley
line from Downtown San Diego to SDSU, along the Park Boulevard and El Cajon Boulevard corridors via
Balboa Park, North Park, and City Heights (transition of Mid-City Rapid) would be located within public
rights-of-way generally along the alignment of the existing bus route. While portions of these
improvements to existing transportation facilities would likely involve temporary and permanent rightof-way acquisition, the improvements to existing facilities or within existing public rights-of-way would
not physically divide established communities. Increases in transit service frequencies along existing rail
corridors, highways, and roadways would not physically divide established communities and are not
addressed further in this section. The planned rail grade separations along the LOSSAN corridor and
Trolley Blue line would improve connections between communities currently physically divided by rail
lines.
Other planned transportation network improvements including new Trolley and SPRINTER extensions
would require acquisition of new rights-of-way in highly developed areas with high-density housing
along transportation corridors. This includes the planned Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to
Grossmont Center via Clairemont, Kearny Mesa, Mission Valley, and SDSU; and from Pacific Beach to
Balboa to Kearney Mesa to Carmel Valley. It also includes the branch extension of the SPRINTER from
Escondido to Westfield North County.
The future alignments and engineering designs for these Trolley extensions have not yet been
determined, but are likely to be located to the extent feasible within existing public rights-of-way such
as along existing freeways, roadways, and rail corridors in order to minimize costs associated with
property acquisition and impacts to owners of private property, including businesses and residents. As a
result, these Trolley extensions would generally not physically divide established communities.
However, at this time, it cannot be guaranteed that all segments of future Trolley and SPRINTER
extensions would have alignments and design features that would avoid physically dividing established
communities. Individual transportation network improvements including the planned Trolley and
SPRINTER extensions would undergo separate environmental review subject to CEQA and NEPA where
applicable. The corresponding project-specific environmental documentation would identify significant
impacts with regard to the physical division of established communities, if any, and identify mitigation
measures to avoid or lessen the impact. Nevertheless, it cannot be concluded at this time that all
project-level physical division of established communities associated with planned Trolley and SPRINTER
extensions would be avoided or substantially lessened. Therefore, transportation network
improvements would physically divide established communities. This is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of transportation network improvements, but not regional growth and land use change,
would physically divide established communities. Therefore, this impact (LU-1) in the year 2050 is
significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
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LU-1

Physically Divide an Established Community

2035 and 2050
LU-1A Provide Access and Connections. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of
transportation network improvements including new trolley extensions, and roadway widening
improvements, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can and should, design new
transportation network improvements within established communities to avoid the creation of barriers
that physically divide such communities with measures that include, but are not limited to:
• Selecting alignments within or adjacent to existing public rights-of-way.
• Designing sections above- or below-grade to avoid physical division of communities.
• Providing for direct crossings, overcrossings, or undercrossings at regular intervals for various
modes of travel (e.g., pedestrians/bicyclists, vehicles).
In addition, Mitigation Measure POP-2A Design Projects to Reduce Displacement would also help to
reduce the impact of physical division of established communities.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2035 and 2050
Implementation of Mitigation Measure LU-1A would reduce the physical division of established
communities impacts associated with transportation network improvements through implementation of
feasible alignments, design options, and other design features that avoid or substantially reduce impacts
on community division. However, there is no guarantee that the physical division of established
communities impacts would be reduced to less-than-significant levels for all projects. Therefore, the
physical division of established communities impacts resulting from regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements is a significant and unavoidable impact of
implementing the proposed Plan.

LU-2

CONFLICT WITH THE LAND USE PORTION OF ADOPTED LOCAL GENERAL PLANS OR
OTHER APPLICABLE LAND USE PLANS, INCLUDING SPECIFIC PLANS AND
COMMUNITY PLANS ADOPTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING OR MITIGATING AN
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section focuses on aspects of the proposed Plan that would conflict with land use portions of
adopted general plans, local coastal programs, or other applicable subregional plans, such as specific
plans and community plans, that were adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect. Where there are conflicts, the analysis examines the effects of those conflicts on
the physical environment. Conflicts with plans are not themselves physical environmental impacts, but
rather indicate significant impacts to specific environmental resources analyzed in other EIR resource
sections. Consistency with airport land use compatibility plans is addressed in Impact HAZ-3 and
consistency with habitat conservation plans is addressed in Section 4.4.
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2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The forecasted land use pattern of the proposed Plan’s SCS is based on the Series 13 Regional Growth
Forecast, which is based on the adopted general plans of the cities and County of San Diego. It is based
on the most recent planning assumptions, considering local general plans and other factors, as required
by SB 375 (Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B)). The Regional Growth Forecast is described in
detail in Appendix J to the proposed Plan. Growth forecasted to occur under the proposed Plan would
be consistent with the adopted land use plans of the cities and County of San Diego. Local Coastal
Programs are components of local general plans. Subregional plans, such as Specific Plans, are required
to be consistent with adopted general plans. Because the proposed Plan is based on and consistent with
the land use designations of adopted general plans, the proposed Plan would not conflict with local
coastal programs or subregional plans. Subregional plans identified by local jurisdictions that have been
adopted but not yet fully built-out are identified in Appendix H to this EIR.
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866
housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent). The 2020 regional land use pattern is shown on
in Figure 2.0-11. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2020 is in
the City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13
percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 77 percent of new housing
units and 69 percent of new jobs, respectively, by 2020.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Pacific Highlands Ranch, Black
Mountain Ranch, University City, Navajo, and Mission Valley. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University
City, and Otay Mesa. In the unincorporated County of San Diego, the communities with the highest
proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, Otay, North
County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. The highest
proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North County
Metro, Fallbrook, and Ramona.
Development patterns would focus more residential, commercial, and office uses in existing urban
areas; growth in the unincorporated areas would be focused within existing rural communities. These
development patterns, which would be served by transit capital projects, improvements in transit
service, and active transportation projects, are consistent with local land use plans, policies and
subregional plans in urban areas calling for higher density development served by high quality transit
and bicycle and pedestrian improvements. The proposed Plan’s focus on development in the urbanized
western portions of the San Diego region is also consistent with the planning goals of smaller rural
communities in the eastern portion of the region to maintain a more rural, nonurbanized character.
Therefore, regional growth and land use change by 2020 would not conflict with the land use portions of
adopted local general plans or other applicable land use plans, including specific plans and community
plans, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigation an environmental effect. This impact is less
than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The transportation network improvements planned for 2020 include new rail and transit facilities such
as the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to UTC, Blue/Orange line rail enhancements including
rail grade separations, double-tracking of the LOSSAN rail corridor, rail grade separations, additional
managed lanes and general purposes lanes along existing freeways and highways, improvements to
regional arterials, and active transportation projects. While portions of these improvements to existing
transportation facilities and the active transportation projects would likely involve temporary and
permanent right-of-way acquisition adjacent to existing facilities or rights-of-way, the improvements to
existing facilities or within existing public rights-of-way would not conflict with the land use portions of
adopted general plans or other applicable land use plans, including specific plans and community plans,
adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. Improvements to regional
arterials are projects identified in adopted Circulation Elements, which are required by law to be
consistent with adopted land use plans. The Mid-Coast Corridor Transit Final SEIS/SEIR (SANDAG 2014c)
concludes that the Mid-Coast Trolley extension would not conflict with applicable regional and local land
use plans, goals, objectives, policies, or regulations.
Subregional plans identified by local jurisdictions that have been adopted but not yet fully built-out are
identified in Appendix H to this EIR. For example, San Marcos has drafted specific plans for the San
Marcos Creek and University districts, adding mixed-use development near California State University,
San Marcos and the SPRINTER rail corridor. The City of San Diego includes mixed-use residential and
commercial developments in areas such as Carmel Valley and along the San Diego River in the Mission
Valley area. Eastern Chula Vista also includes specific plans for new planned communities in Otay Ranch,
near the planned South Bay Rapid Transit BRT. Major development projects planned by the Port of San
Diego include the Chula Vista Bayfront and the future Convention Center expansion. The planned
improvements along the major transportation corridors would not conflict with development of these
projects. Individual transportation network improvements would undergo separate environmental
review subject to CEQA and NEPA where applicable. The corresponding project-specific environmental
documentation would identify significant impacts with regard to conflicts with land use portions of
adopted plan, if any, and identify mitigation measures to avoid or lessen physical impacts to the
environment resulting from any conflicts. The transportation network improvements would not conflict
with land use portions of adopted general plans or other applicable land use plans, including specific
plans and community plans, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the proposed Plan, including transportation network improvements and regional
growth and land use change, would not conflict with land use portions of adopted general plans or other
applicable land use plans, including specific plans and community plans, adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. Therefore, this impact (LU-2) in the year 2020 is less
than significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The forecasted land use pattern of the proposed Plan’s SCS is based on the Series 13 Regional Growth
Forecast, which is based on the adopted general plans of the cities and County of San Diego. It is based
on the most recent planning assumptions, considering local general plans and other factors, as required
by SB 375 (Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B)). The Regional Growth Forecast is described in
detail in Appendix J to the proposed Plan. Growth forecasted to occur under the proposed Plan would
be consistent with the adopted land use plans of the cities and County of San Diego. Local Coastal
Programs are components of local general plans. Subregional plans, such as Specific Plans, are required
to be consistent with adopted general plans, Because the proposed Plan is based on and consistent with
the land use designations of adopted general plans, the proposed Plan would not conflict with local
coastal programs or subregional plans. Subregional plans identified by local jurisdictions that have been
adopted but not yet fully built-out are identified in Appendix H to this EIR.
From 2021 to 2035, regional population is forecasted to increase by 417,985 people (12 percent),
145,099 housing units (12 percent), and 145,814 jobs (10 percent). The 2035 regional land use pattern is
shown in Figure 2.0-12. Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase
between 2021 and 2035 is in the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego of San Diego (18
percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate
approximately 81 percent of new housing units and 66 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021
and 2035.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo,
and Uptown. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown,
Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa. In the unincorporated County
of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing
unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, Otay, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, San Dieguito, and
Ramona. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring
Valley, North County Metro, Otay, and Fallbrook.
Development patterns would focus more residential, commercial, and office uses in existing urban
areas; growth in the unincorporated areas would be focused within existing rural communities. These
development patterns, which would be served by transit capital projects, improvements in transit
service, and active transportation projects, are consistent with local land use plans and policies calling
for higher density development served by high quality transit and bicycle and pedestrian improvements.
The proposed Plan’s focus on development in the urbanized western portions of the San Diego region is
consistent with the urban subregional plans and the planning goals of smaller rural communities in the
eastern portion of the region to maintain a more rural, nonurbanized character.
Therefore, regional growth and land use change by 2035 would not conflict with the land use portion of
adopted local general plans or other applicable land use plans, including specific plans and community
plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigation an environmental effect. This impact is less than
significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In 2035, most transportation network improvements would affect existing transportation facilities, such
as LOSSAN and SPRINTER rail corridor double-tracking, rail grade separations, additional managed lanes
and general purposes lanes along existing freeways and highways, improvements to regional arterials,
and active transportation projects. New street cars would be constructed within public rights-of-way.
While portions of these improvements to existing transportation facilities and the active transportation
projects would likely involve temporary and permanent right-of-way acquisition adjacent to existing
facilities or rights-of-way, the improvements to existing facilities or within existing public rights-of-way
would not conflict with the land use portions of adopted general plans or other applicable land use
plans, including specific plans and community plans, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating
an environmental effect. Improvements to regional arterials are projects identified in adopted
Circulation Elements, which are required by law to be consistent with adopted land use plans.
Subregional plans identified by local jurisdictions that have been adopted but not yet fully built-out are
identified in Appendix H to this EIR. Planned development in local general plans and specific plans
include mixed-use residential and commercial uses in the northern coastal cities such as Del Mar,
Carlsbad, and Encinitas, City of San Diego (Carmel Valley) as well as inland communities in Vista, San
Marcos and unincorporated County of San Diego lands (Harmony Grove Village, Hidden Meadows,
Warner Springs). Mixed use residential, commercial and industrial uses are also planned in the Southbay
region (East Otay Mesa, Otay Ranch). As previously stated, the Port of San Diego also anticipates
development along the South Bay coastal region associated with the Chula Vista Bayfront development
and Convention Center expansion, near Petco Park and Harbor Drive in downtown San Diego. The
planned improvements along the major transportation corridors would not conflict with development of
these projects.
Other planned transportation network improvements including new Trolley extensions would require
acquisition of new rights-of-way in highly developed established communities. This includes the planned
Trolley extensions from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon and from San Ysidro to
Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, National City/Chula Vista via Highland Avenue and 4th
Avenue. The future alignments and engineering designs for these Trolley extensions have not yet been
determined, but are likely to be located to the extent feasible within existing public rights-of-way such
as along existing freeways, roadways, and rail corridors in order to minimize costs associated with
property acquisition and impacts to owners of private property, including businesses and residents. As a
result, these Trolley extensions would generally not conflict with land use portions of adopted plans.
However, at this time, it cannot be guaranteed that all segments of future Trolley extensions would have
alignments and design features that would avoid land use conflicts with adopted plans. Individual
transportation network improvements including the planned Trolley extensions would undergo separate
environmental review subject to CEQA and NEPA where applicable. The corresponding project-specific
environmental documentation would identify significant impacts with regard to conflicts with land use
portions of adopted plan, if any, and identify mitigation measures to avoid or lessen physical impacts to
the environment resulting from any conflicts. Nevertheless, it cannot be concluded at this time that all
project-level conflicts with land use portions of adopted plans associated with planned Trolley
extensions would be avoided or substantially lessened. Therefore, transportation network
improvements would conflict with land use portions of adopted general plans or other applicable land
use plans, including specific plans and community plans, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect. This is a significant impact.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of transportation network improvements, but not regional growth and land use change,
would conflict with land use portions of adopted general plans or other applicable land use plans,
including specific plans and community plans, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect. Therefore, this impact (LU-2) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The forecasted land use pattern of the proposed Plan’s SCS is based on the Series 13 Regional Growth
Forecast, which is based on the adopted general plans of the cities and County of San Diego. It is based
on the most recent planning assumptions, considering local general plans and other factors, as required
by SB 375 (Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B)). The Regional Growth Forecast is described in
detail in Appendix J to the proposed Plan. Growth forecasted to occur under the proposed Plan would
be consistent with the adopted land use plans of the cities and County of San Diego. Local Coastal
Programs are components of local general plans. Subregional plans, such as Specific Plans, are required
to be consistent with adopted general plans, Because the proposed Plan is based on and consistent with
the land use designations of adopted general plans, the proposed Plan would not conflict with local
coastal programs or subregional plans. Subregional plans identified by local jurisdictions that have been
adopted but not yet fully built-out are identified in Appendix H to this EIR.
From 2036 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 215,061 people (6 percent), 97,152
housing units (7 percent), and 141,467 jobs (8 percent). The 2050 regional land use pattern is shown in
Figure 2.0-13. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036
and 2050 is in the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula
Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new
housing units and 77 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include the City Heights and Eastern Area of Mid-City, Greater North Park,
Uptown, Linda Vista, Clairemont Mesa, and Downtown. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Otay Mesa, and University City. In the unincorporated
County of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, and Spring Valley. The highest proportions
of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Otay, Lakeside, and North County Metro.
Development patterns would focus more residential, commercial, and office uses in existing urban
areas; growth in the unincorporated areas would be focused within existing rural communities. These
development patterns, which would be served by transit capital projects, improvements in transit
service, and active transportation projects, are consistent with local land use plans policies, and urban
subregional plans calling for higher density development served by high quality transit and bicycle and
pedestrian improvements. The proposed Plan’s focus on development in the urbanized western portions
of the San Diego region is also consistent with the planning goals of smaller rural communities in the
eastern portion of the region to maintain a more rural, nonurbanized character.
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Therefore, regional growth and land use change by 2050 would not conflict with the land use portion of
adopted local general plans or other applicable land use plans, including specific plans and community
plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigation an environmental effect. This impact is less than
significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In 2050, most transportation network improvements would affect existing transportation facilities, such
as LOSSAN rail corridor double-tracking, rail grade separations, additional managed lanes and general
purposes lanes along existing freeways and highways, improvements to regional arterials, and active
transportation projects. New street cars would be constructed within public rights-of-way. A new Trolley
line from Downtown San Diego to SDSU, along the Park Boulevard and El Cajon Boulevard corridors via
Balboa Park, North Park, and City Heights (transition of Mid-City Rapid) would be located within public
rights-of-way generally along the alignment of the existing bus route. While portions of these
improvements to existing transportation facilities and the active transportation projects would likely
involve temporary and permanent right-of-way acquisition adjacent to existing facilities or rights-of-way,
the improvements to existing facilities or within existing public rights-of-way would not conflict with the
land use portions of adopted general plans or other applicable land use plans, including specific plans
and community plans, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
Subregional plans identified by local jurisdictions that have been adopted but not yet fully built-out are
identified in Appendix H to this EIR. As described under the 2035 analysis, planned development in local
general plans and specific plans include mixed-use residential, commercial, and park uses in the
northern coastal cities such as Del Mar, Carlsbad, and Encinitas, City of San Diego (Carmel Valley) as well
as inland communities in Vista, San Marcos and unincorporated County of San Diego lands (Harmony
Grove Village, Hidden Meadows, Warner Springs). Mixed-use residential, commercial, industrial,
park/open space uses are also planned in the Southbay region (East Otay Mesa, Otay Ranch). The
planned improvements along the major transportation corridors are primarily urban infill and
redevelopment projects that would be completed over time, such as the Urban Core Specific Plan and
Palomar Gateway Specific Plan in eastern Chula Vista/County of San Diego region. Some of the specific
plan developments incorporate transit oriented development and encourage accessible multi-modal
communities. The planned improvements along the major transportation corridors would not conflict
with development of these projects.
Other planned transportation network improvements including new Trolley and SPRINTER extensions
would require acquisition of new rights-of-way in highly developed areas with high-density housing
along transportation corridors. This includes the planned Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to
Grossmont Center via Clairemont, Kearny Mesa, Mission Valley, and SDSU; and from Pacific Beach to
Balboa to Kearney Mesa to Carmel Valley. It also includes the branch extension of the SPRINTER from
Escondido to Westfield North County. The future alignments and engineering designs for these Trolley
and SPRINTER extensions have not yet been determined, but are likely to be located to the extent
feasible within existing public rights-of-way such as along existing freeways, roadways, and rail corridors
in order to minimize costs associated with property acquisition and impacts to owners of private
property, including businesses and residents. As a result, these Trolley and SPRINTER extensions would
generally not conflict with land use portions of adopted plans.
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However, at this time, it cannot be guaranteed that all segments of future Trolley and SPRINTER
extensions would have alignments and design features that would avoid land use conflicts with adopted
plans. Individual transportation network improvements including the planned Trolley and SPRINTER
extensions would undergo separate environmental review subject to CEQA and NEPA where applicable.
The corresponding project-specific environmental documentation would identify significant impacts
with regard to conflicts with land use portions of adopted plan, if any, and identify mitigation measures
to avoid or lessen physical impacts to the environment resulting from any conflicts. Nevertheless, it
cannot be concluded at this time that all project-level conflicts with land use portions of adopted plans
associated with planned Trolley and SPRINTER extensions would be avoided or substantially lessened.
Therefore, transportation network improvements would conflict with land use portions of adopted
general plans or other applicable land use plans, including specific plans and community plans, adopted
for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect. This is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of transportation network improvements, but not regional growth and land use change,
would conflict with land use portions of adopted general plans or other applicable land use plans,
including specific plans and community plans, adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect. Therefore, this impact (LU-2) in the year 2050 is significant.

LU-2

CONFLICT WITH THE LAND USE PORTION OF PLANS

MITIGATION MEASURES
2035 and 2050
LU-2A Reduce Conflicts with Land Use Plans. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of
transportation network improvements, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can
and should, implement measures to reduce conflicts with land use plans adopted for the purpose of
mitigating an environmental effect, including but not limited to (1) consulting with the County of San
Diego and cities, and other local jurisdictions early in the planning process, to identify conflicts and
address them through the facility planning and design process, and (2) incorporating design features
that would avoid or reduce such conflicts.
In addition, Mitigation Measure POP-2A Design Projects to Reduce Displacement would also help to
reduce land use conflicts.

Significance after Mitigation
2035 and 2050
Implementation of Mitigation Measure LU-2A would reduce existing land use plan conflicts associated
with Trolley line extensions. However, there is no guarantee that significant land use plan conflicts
would be reduced to less-than-significant levels for all projects. Therefore, land use plan conflicts
resulting from regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs is a significant and unavoidable impact of implementing the proposed Plan.
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4.12 NOISE AND VIBRATION
This section evaluates the noise and vibration impacts of the proposed Plan. The information presented
was compiled from multiple sources, including SANDAG and other transportation sponsors, Caltrans, the
County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions.

4.12.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
NOISE FUNDAMENTALS
Sound is the mechanical energy of a vibrating object transmitted as pressure waves through a liquid or
gaseous medium (e.g., air) to a hearing organ, such as a human ear. Noise is unwanted sound (i.e., loud,
unexpected, and annoying) which interferes with everyday activities or otherwise diminishes the quality
of the ambient noise environment. Noise levels are measured as decibels (dB) on a logarithmic scale
that quantifies sound intensity in a manner similar to the Richter scale used for earthquake magnitudes.
Thus, a doubling of the energy of a noise source, such as doubling of traffic volume, does not double the
noise level, but instead increases the resultant noise level by 3 dB; a halving of the energy would result
in a 3 dB decrease (FHWA 2011).

Human Perception and Response to Changes in Noise Levels
Human perception of noise has no direct correlation with acoustical energy. The perception of noise is
not linear in terms of dB or acoustical energy (i.e., two noise sources do not sound “twice as loud” as
one source). Because of the logarithmic scale of the decibel unit, sound levels are not added or
subtracted arithmetically. If a sound’s physical intensity is doubled, the sound level increases by 3 dB,
regardless of the initial sound level. For example, 60 dB plus 60 dB equals 63 dB, 80 dB plus 80 dB equals
83 dB. However, where ambient noise levels are high in comparison to a new noise source, there will be
a small change in noise levels. For example, when 70 dB ambient noise levels are combined with a 60 dB
noise source the resulting noise level equals 70.4 dB.
It is widely published that the average healthy ear can barely perceive changes of 3 dB, increase or
decrease; that a change of 5 dB is readily perceptible; and that an increase of 10 dB sounds twice as loud
(a decrease of 10 dB sounds half as loud) (Caltrans 2009). Normal conversational speech has a sound
pressure level of approximately 60 dB. Sound pressure levels above 120 dB begin to be felt inside the
human ear as discomfort, and eventually pain. Typical sound pressure levels and human perception of
noise level changes are illustrated in Table 4.12-1.
In addition to the level or loudness of noise (dB), the human ear is not equally sensitive to all
frequencies within the sound spectrum. Sound can be characterized as the “A weighted” sound level
(dBA), which gives greater weight to the frequencies audible to the human ear by filtering out noise
frequencies not audible to the human ear. Human judgments of the relative loudness or annoyance of a
sound correlate well with dBA levels; therefore, the dBA scale is used for measurements and standards
involving the human perception of noise.
There is wide diversity in human responses to noise that varies not only according to the type of noise
and the characteristics of the sound source, but also to the sensitivity and expectations of the receptor,
the time of day, and the distance and barriers between the noise source and the receptor. The effects of
noise on humans can include general annoyance; speech and communication interference; sleep
disturbance; and, at extreme levels, hearing impairment.
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Table 4.12-1. Typical Sound Levels and Human Perception

Averaging Noise Levels
In addition to instantaneous noise levels (dBA), the occurrence or magnitude of noise over time is also
important for noise assessment. Average noise levels over a period of time are usually expressed as dBA
Leq(x), the equivalent noise level for that period (x). For example, Leq(3) would be a 3-hour average; i.e.,
when no period is specified, Leq, a 1-hour average (Leq(1)) is assumed.
The time of day is also an important factor in noise assessment, as noise levels that may be acceptable
during the day may interfere with evening activities (between 7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.) or sleep
activities during night hours (between 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m.). Therefore, there are 24-hour average
noise level descriptors that add noise “penalties” to noise levels during the evening and night periods.
The community noise equivalent level (CNEL) is a descriptor of the cumulative 24-hour community noise
exposure, with 5 and 10 dBA penalties added to evening and night sound levels, respectively.
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The day/night average sound level (DNL or Ldn) is similar to CNEL, except the evening period is
considered as part of the daytime period (i.e., no 5 dBA penalty is added to sound levels during the
evening period [7:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.]).

Sound Propagation
Noise levels naturally attenuate or reduce with distance from the source at different rates due to the
effects of interference from the ground and atmosphere. Assuming no intervening topography or
structures (i.e., breaking the line-of-sight) exist between a noise source and receiver, the ground surface
alone will attenuate noise levels over distance. Noise sources are either stationary or mobile, which
attenuate at different rates. Stationary sources have a fixed location or limited area of movement and
are considered point sources, which attenuate at a rate of 6 dBA per doubling of distance over
acoustically hard surfaces. Mobile sources generally occur on linear paths, such as roadways and
railways, which attenuate at a rate of 3 dBA per doubling of distance (FHWA 2011). Additional
attenuation of 1.5 dBA is provided over acoustically soft surfaces (i.e., vegetated open space). As this EIR
is programmatic in nature for a developed region, no additional attenuation is considered for
acoustically soft intervening terrain, and surface attenuation is calculated conservatively assuming an
acoustically hard surface throughout.
Natural terrain features (such as hills and dense woods) and human-made features (such as buildings
and walls) in the path between a noise source and a receiver can substantially reduce noise levels at the
receiver. A barrier that breaks the line of sight between a source and a receiver will typically result in at
least 5 dB of noise reduction. Taller barriers provide increased noise reduction and can achieve an
approximate 1 dB additional noise level reduction for each 2 feet of height after it breaks the line of
sight (with a maximum theoretical total reduction of 20 dBA, though nearly impossible to obtain (FHWA
2011). As a general rule, the barrier should extend 4 times as far in each direction as the distance from
the receiver to the barrier. Openings in noise barriers for driveway connections or intersecting streets
reduce the effectiveness of barriers.
Noise barriers can be quite effective in reducing highway traffic noise for receivers within approximately
200 feet of a highway. Noise walls are often constructed between a source and a receiver specifically to
reduce noise, such as a highway and the housing along the highway. Effective noise barriers typically
reduce noise levels by 5 to 10 dB, cutting the loudness of traffic noise by as much as one-half. Barriers
can be formed from earth mounds or "berms" along the road; from high, vertical walls; or from a
combination of earth berms and walls. Earth berms reduce noise by approximately 3 dB more than
vertical walls of the same height. However, earth berms require more land to construct, especially as
height increases. Walls require less space, but they are usually limited to 25 feet in height for structural
and aesthetic reasons (FHWA 2011).

Noise-Sensitive Land Uses
Sensitive noise receptors are generally considered persons who occupy land uses where noise is an
important attribute of the environment for activities that require quiet, including sleeping, convalescing,
and studying. These land uses typically include residential dwellings, hotels/motels, hospitals, nursing
homes, educational facilities, and libraries. Each city or county typically provides a list of noise-sensitive
receptors to consider in their general plan noise element and/or noise ordinance. Protected wildlife
(special status species) and their habitat may also be considered noise-sensitive receptors, especially
during the species breeding season, such as protected nesting birds.
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VIBRATION FUNDAMENTALS
Similar to noise, groundborne vibration and groundborne noise can be generated from construction and
operational sources. If vibration levels are high enough, groundborne vibration has the potential to
damage structures, cause cosmetic damage (e.g., crack plaster), or disrupt the operation of vibrationsensitive equipment. Groundborne vibration and groundborne noise can also be a source of annoyance
to individuals who live or work close to vibration-generating activities.
Ground-borne noise is noise generated by the indoor movement of room surfaces, such as walls,
resulting from ground borne vibration. Ground-borne noise criteria are primarily applied to light rail
operations in a tunnel where airborne noise is not a factor. For above-grade transit systems, groundborne noise criteria are applied to buildings that have sensitive interior spaces that are well insulated
from exterior noise.

Vibration Sources
Heavy construction operations can cause substantial groundborne vibration in proximity to the source.
High impact or heavy equipment, such as pile drivers or large bulldozers, can generate high vibration
levels. The primary vibration sources associated with transportation system operations include heavy
truck and bus traffic along roadways and train traffic along rail lines.
Vehicle traffic, including heavy trucks traveling on a highway, rarely generates vibration amplitudes high
enough to cause structural or cosmetic damage. In some cases, however, heavy trucks traveling over
potholes or other discontinuities in the pavement have caused vibration high enough to result in
complaints from nearby residents; these complaints typically can be resolved by smoothing the roadway
surface. Freight trains, commuter trains, and light-rail trains can also be sources of ground vibration.

Vibration Descriptors
Vibration levels are usually expressed as a single-number measure of vibration magnitude in terms of
velocity or acceleration, which describes the severity of the vibration without the frequency variable.
The peak particle velocity (ppv) is defined as the maximum instantaneous positive or negative peak of
the vibration signal, usually measured in inches per second (in/sec). Since it is related to the stresses
experienced by buildings, ppv is often used in monitoring of blasting vibration.
Although ppv is appropriate for evaluating the potential of building damage, it is not suitable for
evaluating human response (FTA 2006), as it takes some time for the human body to respond to
vibrations. In a sense, the human body responds to the average vibration. Decibel notation (expressed
as VdB) is used to compress the range of numbers required to describe vibration.

Effects of Vibration
Vibrations transmitted through the ground during construction operations may annoy people and
detrimentally affect structures and sensitive devices. Where construction vibration does cause structural
damage, it is through direct damage and/or vibration-induced settlement. Structural damage depends
on the frequency of the vibration at the structure, as well as the condition of the structure and its
foundation. Human annoyance by vibration is related to the number and duration of events. The more
events or the greater the duration, the more annoying it will be to humans.
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Heavy construction operations can cause substantial groundborne vibration in proximity to the source.
The highest vibration levels are generated by impact equipment or heavy equipment, such as pile
drivers or large bulldozers, respectively. Table 4.12-2 provides vibration levels at 25 feet for impact and
heavy construction equipment, in terms of PPV (for structural damage) and VdB (for human annoyance).
Table 4.12-2
Vibration Levels for Impact and Heavy Construction Equipment
Equipment
Pile driver (impact)
Pile driver (sonic)

upper range
typical
upper range
typical

Clam shovel drop (slurry wall)
Hydro mill (slurry wall)
Large bulldozer
Caisson drilling
Loaded trucks
Jackhammer
Small bulldozer

in soil
in rock

PPV at 25 Feet
(in/sec)
1.518
0.644
0.734
0.170
0.202
0.008
0.017
0.089
0.089
0.076
0.035
0.003

Approximate
VdB at 25 Feet
112
104
105
93
94
66
75
87
87
86
79
58

Source: FTA 2006

As shown in Table 4.12-2, pile drivers or large bulldozers can generate vibration levels at 25 feet of 1.518
and 0.089 in/sec ppv (or approximately 112 and 87 VdB), respectively. These vibration levels would
dissipate greatly with further distance from the equipment.

AMBIENT NOISE LEVELS AND EXISTING NOISE SOURCES
Ambient noise is the background noise level of any location or environment, normally specified to
compare it to a new intrusive noise source. Ambient noise includes all sounds present in an environment
and can be measured at any moment in time, but it typically varies over time. Ambient noise levels are
generally considered low when ambient levels are below 45 dBA CNEL, moderate in the 45 to 65 dBA
CNEL range, and high above 65 dBA CNEL. Typical CNEL values may be 35 dBA for a desert wilderness
area, 50 dBA for a small town or wooded residential area, 65 to 75 dBA for a major metropolis
downtown, and 80 to 85 dBA near a freeway or airport.
The existing noise environment in the San Diego region is composed of transportation and nontransportation sources. Transportation sources include roadway vehicle traffic; railroad train operations,
including light rail, commuter, and freight trains; and aircraft operations. Generally, transportationrelated noise sources (e.g., vehicle traffic noise) characterize the ambient noise environment of an area.
Non-transportation, or localized stationary/fixed sources include commercial/industrial equipment,
construction equipment, and any other sources not associated with the transportation of people or
goods. Existing noise exposure associated with these primary noise sources in the San Diego region is
presented below.
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Vehicle Traffic Noise
The ambient noise environment in the San Diego region is primarily defined by roadway vehicle traffic.
The traffic noise level generated on a roadway is dependent on traffic speed, traffic volume, and the
percentage of truck volume. In general, the greater the traffic volume is on a roadway, the higher the
noise levels that are generated on that roadway. This holds true until the traffic volume is so great (i.e.,
approaching capacity) that traffic flow degrades and traffic speeds decrease, which lowers traffic noise
levels. Roadways with large percentages of heavy trucks will generate higher noise levels. A heavy truck
traveling 50 mph generates approximately 85 dBA, whereas an automobile traveling the same speed
generates only 71 dBA. An increase of 10 dBA is usually perceived as a "doubling" of sound (FHWA
2011).
Roadways that generate the highest noise levels in the San Diego region are the interstate and state
highways as they have the highest speed limits, the largest traffic volumes, and the highest percentage
of trucks. Figure 2.0-1, Regional Setting, shows the interstate and state highway network and significant
arterials in the San Diego region. Traffic typically generates 70 to 80 dBA CNEL at 50 to 100 feet from
major highways. Heavily used roadways, such as arterials and major streets, also generate significant
levels of noise, typically 65 to 75 dBA CNEL at similar distances (FTA 2006). Mobile sources, such as
roadways, attenuate at a rate of 3 dBA per doubling of distance (FHWA 2011).
Traffic noise exposure is primarily a function of the noise levels generated, the distribution of those
vehicles during daytime and nighttime hours, and the proximity of noise-sensitive receivers to the
roadway. Existing traffic noise exposure is expected to be as low as 50 dBA CNEL for receptors in the
most isolated and less frequented locations of the San Diego region, while receptors neighboring area
interstates are likely to experience levels as high as 75 dBA CNEL (FTA 2006).
In the San Diego region, there is a wide range of land uses located adjacent to highways and major
streets, including residences, schools, churches, hospitals, shopping centers, industrial parks, agriculture,
parks, and open space. Of these, residences, schools, churches, and hospitals are typically considered
noise sensitive by cities and the County, as defined in the noise elements of their respective general
plans. In populated areas, a general rule for estimating noise reductions due to intervening structures is
to assume one row of buildings every 100 feet from the roadway and apply a -4.5 dBA reduction in
traffic noise levels for the first row and -1.5 dBA for every subsequent row, up to a maximum of -10 dBA
attenuation (FTA 2006). Thus, in populated areas, traffic noise is substantially reduced for residences
located more than 500 feet from heavily traveled freeways or more than 100 to 200 feet from lightly
traveled roads (FHWA 1992).

Rail Noise
Ambient noise levels in the San Diego region are also characterized by noise from freight and passenger
rail operations, which generate substantial noise levels in the immediate vicinity of the railways, though
train operations are intermittent and, in general, area railways are widely dispersed except, for example,
at transit centers where various railways converge (e.g., at the Santa Fe Depot in downtown San Diego).
The two basic types of railroad operations are freight and passenger train operations, the latter
consisting of commuter and intercity passenger trains and steel-wheel urban railway transit. Generally,
freight train operations can occur at all hours of the day and night, while passenger train operations are
concentrated within the daytime and evening periods.
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The contribution of railway operation noise to the overall ambient noise environment in the San Diego
region is relatively minor compared to other sources such as vehicle traffic. Trains can generate high,
relatively brief, intermittent noise events, which can be perceptible to sensitive receptors located along
railway lines and in the vicinities of switching yards. Locomotive engines and the interaction of steel
wheels and rails generate the primary source of railway noise. The latter source creates three types of
noise: (1) rolling noise due to continuous rolling contact; (2) impact noise when a wheel encounters a
rail joint, turnout, or crossover; and (3) squeal generated by friction on tight curves. For very high-speed
railway vehicles, air turbulence can also be a significant source of noise. Mobile sources, such as
railways, attenuate at a rate of 3 dBA per doubling of distance (FHWA 2011). Average railway noise
levels (Ldn) at distances from mainline railway corridors can be estimated based on an average train
traffic volume of 5 to 10 trains per day at speeds of 30 to 40 mph from the center of the railway, as
shown in Table 4.12-3 (FTA 2006).
Table 4.12-3
Estimating Railway Noise Exposure for General Assessment
Distance from
Railway (feet)
10–30
30–60
60–120
120–240
240–500
500–800
800 and up

Noise Exposure
Estimates (Ldn)
75
70
65
60
55
50
45

Source: FTA 2006

The sounding of train air horns and crossing gate bells also contributes to higher noise levels near
railway/roadway grade crossings, resulting in higher noise levels within 1,200 feet of the crossing (FTA
2006). In the San Diego region, there is a wide range of land uses (some noise-sensitive) located
adjacent to railway crossings, including but not limited to residences, schools, churches, hospitals,
shopping centers, industrial parks, agriculture, parks, and open space. The same FTA general rule for
estimating noise reductions due to intervening structures in populated areas is applicable to railway
noise as well (FTA 2006). Based on these concepts, commuter railway noise levels in populated areas
attenuate with distance to acceptable levels typically beyond approximately 375 feet and light rail noise
levels beyond approximately 175 feet (i.e., FTA screening procedure requires additional analysis for
noise-sensitive land uses within 375 feet of a commuter railway mainline, and 175 feet for light railway
transit) (FTA 2006).

Aircraft Noise
The San Diego region is also affected by noise from aircraft operations, which generate substantial noise
levels in the immediate vicinity of airport runways and flight path approaches and departures (ranging
from 75 dBA to 60 dBA CNEL. The San Diego region includes the following airports, as shown in Figure
2.0-23:
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•
•
•
•

International and domestic airports: San Diego International Airport (SDIA), Tijuana
International (directly across U.S. border with Mexico), and McClellan-Palomar (Carlsbad)
Regional Airport;
Military airfields: Naval Air Station (NAS) North Island, Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS)
Miramar, MCAS Camp Pendleton, Naval Outlying Landing Field (NOLF) Imperial Beach, and Coast
Guard Air Station San Diego;
Towered General Aviation airports: Brown Field, Gillespie Field, Montgomery Field, and
Ramona Airport
Non-towered General Aviation airports: Oceanside Municipal Airport, Fallbrook Community
Airfield, Borrego Valley Airport, Agua Caliente Airport, Jacumba Airport, Ocotillo Airport, and
Pauma Valley Airport.

In addition to the numerous daily aircraft operations originating and terminating at these facilities,
aircraft not utilizing these airports frequently fly over the San Diego region at various altitudes, and
contribute to the overall ambient noise environment. The proximity of the noise receptor to the airport
and aircraft flight path determines the noise exposure. Other contributing factors include the type of
aircraft operated, aircraft operations (e.g., takeoffs, landings, flyovers), altitude of the aircraft, and
atmospheric conditions, which may contribute to the direction of aircraft operations (flow) and affect
aircraft noise propagation.
Aircraft noise is sometimes perceived to be the most important environmental concern generated by
aircraft operations, which can be audible for miles from an airport. The challenge of determining
appropriate land use compatibility policies regarding aircraft noise is that not everyone responds to
noise the same way. Furthermore, one community may deem a land use acceptable within a certain
noise level, while another does not (e.g., urban environments may have less restrictive residential noise
standards than suburban or rural ones). With regard to noise and overflight, the goal of airport
compatibility planning is to reduce annoyance and to minimize the number of people exposed to
excessive levels of aircraft noise (Caltrans 2011a).
In addition to the public-use or military airports, there are numerous private and special-use airstrips
and helipads in the region, many which are located in the eastern areas of the region or remote vacation
destinations. Several private helipads are located on the roofs of hospitals and buildings owned by large
corporations or used by police stations. Private airstrips/helipads located within the San Diego region
are not required to prepare noise contours, such as for public-use and military airports, as their noise
levels are substantially less than airports due to lower activity levels and their use restrictions are much
less defined than with public-use airports (SDCRAA 2014). Caltrans’ Division of Aeronautics controls
private airstrips and special-use airports through a permitting process, and is also responsible for
regulating operational activities at these facilities.

Construction Noise
Construction activities generate temporary, short-term noise levels (vibration levels during construction
activities were described previously). Construction noise is of more concern when it takes place near
noise-sensitive land uses, or occurs at night or in early morning hours. Construction noise can also affect
nearby noise–sensitive special status wildlife species and habitat by interfering with the ability to
establish territory, vocalize, or successfully reproduce. Additional discussion of noise-sensitive special
status wildlife is provided in Section 4.4 Biological Resources. Local governments typically regulate noise
associated with construction equipment and activities through enforcement of noise ordinance
standards, implementation of general plan policies, and imposition of conditions of approval for building
or grading permits.
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New development and transportation improvements require construction activities that generate
relatively temporary, short-term noise. Noise generated from construction equipment varies greatly
depending on the construction activity being performed, equipment type, model, age, condition, and
usage. Heavy equipment operation (e.g., earthmoving) typically dominates the noise generated at
construction sites. Stationary sources such as generators, pumps, and compressors may also produce
substantial continuous noise. Impact equipment operations (e.g., pile driving, pavement breaking) will
generally produce the highest noise levels, and may also produce substantial vibration in the immediate
vicinity.
The magnitude of construction noise levels depends on the type of construction activity, the combined
noise level generated by various pieces of construction equipment operating together in proximity, the
duration of the activity, the distance between the activity and noise-sensitive receptors, and the
presence of absence of any noise attenuating features. Table 4.12-4 provides a list of typical
construction equipment and their operational noise level at 50 feet, and their typical duty cycles (i.e.,
percentage operated within a period of time).
Table 4.12-4
Construction Equipment Noise Levels
Noise Level at 50 Feet

Typical Duty Cycle

Auger Drill Rig

Equipment

85

20%

Backhoe

80

40%

Blasting

94

1%

Chain Saw

85

20%

Clam Shovel

93

20%

Compactor (ground)

80

20%

Compressor (air)

80

40%

Concrete Mixer Truck

85

40%

Concrete Pump

82

20%

Concrete Saw

90

20%

Crane (mobile or stationary)

85

20%

Dozer

85

40%

Dump Truck

84

40%

Excavator

85

40%

Front End Loader

80

40%

Generator (25 KVA or less)

70

50%

Generator (more than 25 KVA)

82

50%

Grader

85

40%

Hydra Break Ram

90

10%

Impact Pile Driver (diesel or drop)

95

20%

In situ Soil Sampling Rig

84

20%

Jackhammer

85

20%

Mounted Impact Hammer (hoe ram)

90

20%

Paver

85

50%
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Equipment

Noise Level at 50 Feet

Typical Duty Cycle

Pneumatic Tools

85

50%

Pumps

77

50%

Rock Drill

85

20%

Rock Crusher

95

50%

Scraper

85

40%

Tractor

84

40%

Vacuum Excavator (vac-truck)

85

40%

Vibratory Concrete Mixer

80

20%

Vibratory Pile Driver

95

20%

KVA = kilovolt amps
Source: FTA 2006

As shown in Table 4.12-4, maximum noise levels generated from typical construction equipment range
from approximately 70 dBA to 90 dBA measured at 50 feet (assuming no attenuation from intervening
features such as buildings or topography); impact equipment (pile drivers, pavement preachers, and
concrete saws) generate higher levels of 90 to 95 dBA at 50 feet (FTA 2006). The noise levels vary for
each type of equipment, as equipment may come in different sizes and with different engines.
Construction equipment noise levels also vary as a function of the activity level or duty cycle. In a typical
construction project, the loudest short-term noise levels are typically those of earth-moving equipment
under full load, which typically range from 85 to 90 dBA at 50 feet from the source.
Typical construction projects, with equipment moving from one point to another, work breaks, and idle
time, generate average noise levels over time that are lower levels than louder short-term noise events.
Additionally, due to the dynamic nature of a construction site, noise levels are calculated from the
approximate center of the activity. Project construction, with several pieces of heavy equipment
operating, typically generates average noise levels of 84 to 89 dBA Leq at 50 feet from the center of the
activity during construction.
Noise impacts to sensitive receptors resulting from construction projects would depend on several
factors, such as the type of project for the given area, land use of the given area, and duration of
construction activities. Additionally, construction noise levels would fluctuate depending on
construction phase, and equipment type and duration of use; distance between noise source and
receptor; and presence or absence of barriers between noise source and receptor.
Noise levels from construction activities are typically considered as point sources, and drop off (or
attenuate) at a rate of -6 dBA per doubling of distance over hard site surfaces, such as streets and
parking lots. For acoustically soft site surfaces, such as grass fields and open terrain with vegetation, the
drop-off rate is greater, at approximately -7.5 dBA per doubling of distance (FTA 2006). Typically,
construction projects involve surfaces in between acoustically soft and hard; therefore, the 6 dBA
dropoff rate is conservatively assumed and used for construction noise impact analyses.
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Commercial and Industrial Noise
Noise sources associated with commercial and industrial land uses include mechanical equipment,
public address systems, parking lot noise (e.g., opening and closing of vehicle doors, people talking, car
alarms), delivery activities (e.g., use of forklifts, hydraulic lifts), trash compactors, and air compressors.
Noise from such equipment can reach intermittent levels of approximately 90 dBA, 50 feet from the
source (USEPA 1974).

4.12.2 REGULATORY SETTING
Federal noise standards include transportation-related noise sources related to interstate commerce
(i.e., aircraft, trains, and trucks) for which there are no, more stringent, state standards. State noise
standards are set for the operation of automobiles, light trucks, and motorcycles. Local noise elements
and ordinances set local noise policies and standards.

FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
The U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) provides established noise and vibration criteria
through its agencies of the FHWA, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA). The Department of Defense (DoD)
provides noise criteria for military airfields.

Federal Highway Administration
Title 40, Part 205 of the CFR (40 CFR 205), Subpart B establishes noise limits for medium and heavy
trucks (more than 10,000 pounds, gross vehicle weight rating). The federal truck pass-by noise standard
is 80 dBA at 15 meters from the vehicle pathway centerline. These controls are implemented through
regulatory controls on truck manufacturers.
Title 23, Part 772 of the CFR (23 CFR 772) is the federal regulation governing traffic noise impacts. A
federal or federally funded project would have a traffic noise impact if the project involved the
construction of a new highway, or the significant modification of an existing freeway, where the project
would result in a substantial operational noise increase, or when the predicted operational noise levels
approach or exceed the FHWA Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC). A "substantial increase” is not defined
by FHWA, but rather is defined by the state transportation agency. FHWA has developed NAC for activity
categories at various noise-sensitive land uses (Federal Register 2010). Table 4.12-5 summarizes the NAC
corresponding to various land use activity categories. Activity categories and related traffic noise
impacts are determined based on the actual land use in a given area.
As shown in Table 4.12-5, the FHWA NAC for Activity Category B, which includes residences, is 67 dBA
Leq (Exterior). For identifying noise impacts, the primary consideration is given to exterior areas of
frequent human use. In situations where there are no exterior activities, or where the exterior activities
are far from the roadway or physically shielded in a manner that prevents an impact on exterior
activities, the interior criterion (Activity Category E) is used as the basis for determining a noise impact.
Noise levels that approach the NAC are defined as 1 dBA less than the criterion level, i.e., 66 dBA Leq for
Category B (Federal Register 2010).
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Table 4.12-5
FHWA Noise Abatement Criteria
Activity
Category

NAC, Hourly A-Weighted
Noise Level (dBA-Leq[h])

A

57
Exterior

B

67
Exterior

72
Exterior
D
-52
E
Interior
Source: 23 CFR Part 772
C

Description of Activities
Lands on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary
significance and serve an important public need and where the
preservation of those qualities is essential if the area is to
continue to serve its intended purpose
Picnic areas, recreation areas, playgrounds, active sport areas,
parks, residences, motels, hotels, schools, churches, libraries, and
hospitals
Developed lands, properties, or activities not included in
categories A or B above
Undeveloped lands
Residences, motels, hotels, public meeting rooms, schools,
churches, libraries, hospitals, and auditoriums

FHWA regulations establish a “substantial noise increase criterion” of between 5 dBA and 15 dBA for
Type I projects in the design year over existing noise levels (23 CFR 772.11(f).). Type I projects include:
1. The construction of a highway on new location; or
2. The physical alteration of an existing highway where there is either:
i. Substantial Horizontal Alteration.; or
ii. Substantial Vertical Alteration; or
3. The addition of a through-traffic lane(s) including the addition of a through-traffic lane that
functions as a HOV lane, High-Occupancy Toll (HOT) lane, bus lane, or truck climbing lane; or
4. The addition of an auxiliary lane, except for when the auxiliary lane is a turn lane; or
5. The addition or relocation of interchange lanes or ramps added to a quadrant to complete an
existing partial interchange; or
6. Restriping existing pavement for the purpose of adding a through-traffic lane or an auxiliary
lane; or
7. The addition of a new or substantial alteration of a weigh station, rest stop, ride-share lot, or toll
plaza.

Federal Aviation Administration
Aircraft Noise Regulations
Title 14, Part 36 of the CFR (14 CFR 36) is the federal aviation regulation governing aircraft noise. Aircraft
operated in the United States are subject to federal requirements under 14 CFR 36 for aircraft noise
levels, which establish maximum acceptable noise levels for specific aircraft types, taking into account
the model year, aircraft weight, and number of engines.
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Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Title 14, Part 150 of the CFR (14 CFR 150) encourages airports to prepare noise exposure maps that
show land uses that are incompatible with high noise levels (FICON 1992). The Part 150 program (Airport
Noise Compatibility Planning) proposes measures to reduce the land use incompatibility. Under the Part
150 program, airport projects such as land acquisition and acoustic treatment of residences, become
eligible for federal funding. The Part 150 program establishes a voluntary program that airports can
utilize to conduct airport noise compatibility planning, and the program also prescribes a system for
measuring airport noise impacts and presents guidelines for identifying incompatible land uses.
Part 150 noise exposure maps are depicted with annual average DNL contours around an airport. DNL is
equivalent to Ldn, and similar to CNEL, as discussed in Section 4.12.1; FAA accepts California’s use of
CNEL. Part 150 considers all land uses with noise levels less than 65 DNL to be compatible with aircraft
operations. At higher noise exposures, selected land uses are also deemed acceptable, depending upon
the nature of the use and the degree of structural noise attenuation provided. However, these
designations do not constitute a federal determination that any use of land covered by the Part 150
program is acceptable or unacceptable under federal, state, or local law; the responsibility for
determining the acceptable and permissible land uses and the relationship with specific noise contours
rests with the local authorities.

Federal Transit Administration and Federal Railroad Administration
FTA has established criteria for assessment of noise and vibration impacts for high-speed ground
transportation projects (FTA 2006). FRA has adopted the FTA methodologies and significance criteria for
the evaluation of noise impacts from surface transportation modes including noise from motor vehicle
traffic and trains, and how the noise might be judged in relation to the existing and future background
noise. FTA and FRA incremental noise impact criteria are summarized in Table 4.12-6.
Table 4.12-6
Noise Impact Criteria for Noise-Sensitive Uses (dBA)
For Land Use Categories 1 and 2
Allowable
Project Impact
Combined
Noise
Threshold
Noise Level
Increment
55
58
3
58
62
2
61
66
1
64
71
1
65
75
0

For Land Use Category 3

Allowable
Existing
Project Impact
Combined
Noise
Noise Level
Threshold
Noise Level
Increment
55
60
61
6
60
63
65
5
65
66
68
3
70
69
73
3
75
70
76
1
Notes:
Land Use Category 1: Tracts of land where quiet is an essential element in their intended purposes. This category includes lands
set aside for serenity and quiet, and such land uses as outdoor amphitheaters and concert pavilions, as well as National Historic
Landmarks with significant outdoor uses. Also included are recording studios and concert halls. The noise metric for Category 1
is the outdoor 1-hour Leq during the noisiest hour of activity.
Land Use Category 2: Residences and buildings where people normally sleep. This category includes homes, hospitals, and
hotels where a nighttime sensitivity to noise is assumed of utmost importance. The noise metric for Category 2 is the outdoor
Leq or CNEL.
Land Use Category 3: Institutional land uses with primarily daytime and evening uses. This category includes schools, libraries,
theaters, and churches where it is important to avoid interference with such activities as speech, meditation, and concentration
on reading material. Places for meditation or study associated with cemeteries, monuments, museums, campgrounds, and
recreational facilities can also be considered in this category. Certain historical sites and parks are also included. The noise
metric for Category 3 is the outdoor 1-hour Leq during the noisiest hour of activity.
Source: FTA 2006
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Title 49, Part 210 of the CFR (14 CFR 210), the Federal Railroad Noise Emission Compliance Regulation,
prescribes minimum compliance regulations for enforcement of the railroad noise emission standards
adopted by USEPA (40 CFR Part 201).
Construction Noise
FTA also provides guidance for evaluating construction noise. According to FTA, “[p]roject construction
noise criteria should take into account the existing noise environment, the absolute noise levels during
construction activities, the duration of the construction, and the adjacent land use” (FTA 2006). While
FTA does not specify standardized criteria for construction noise impacts, the guidelines presented in
Table 4.12-7 are considered reasonable criteria for construction noise when little project-level
information is available. Additionally, FTA considers a 10 dBA increase in high ambient noise levels a
substantial temporary increase in noise levels. FTA does not provide guidance for a temporary
substantial increase in noise levels in rural or quiet areas.
Table 4.12-7
FTA Construction Noise Criteria (Guidelines)
1-hour Leq (dBA)
8-hour Leq (dBA)
Day
Night
Day
Night
Residential
90
80
80
70
Commercial
100
100
85
85
Industrial
100
100
90
90
Note: In urban areas with very high ambient noise levels, construction
operations should not exceed existing ambient + 10 dB.
Source: FTA 2006
Land Use

FTA has published guidance relative to noise and vibration impacts including:
•
•

Fundamentals and Abatement of Highway Traffic Noise (1973)
Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment. Washington, D.C. (2006)

Groundborne Noise and Vibration
FTA provides construction vibration impact criteria for the analysis of groundborne vibration relating to
construction-induced vibration for impacts due to structural damage and human annoyance. FTA has
established the vibration threshold of 0.1 in/sec PPV for structural damage the vibration threshold of
human annoyance as 80 VdB (FTA 2006).
Predicted levels of operational groundborne vibration (GBV) and groundborne noise (GBN) are
evaluated using FTA vibration criteria for GBV and GBN (FTA 2006), according to the land use categories,
which indicate the criteria to be used in a detailed analysis, for example, infrequent vibration events, as
follows:
•
•
•

Category 1- Buildings where vibrations would interfere with interior operations, GBV - 65 VdB,
GBN – n/a.
Category 2- Residences and buildings where people normally sleep, GBV - 80 VdB, GBN - 43 VdB
Category 3 – Institutional land uses with primarily daily use, GBV – 83 VdB, GBN – 48 VdB.
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Department of Defense – Air Installations Compatible Use Zones Program
DoD requires military airfields (fixed- and rotary-winged) to adopt Air Installation Compatible Use Zone
(AICUZ) plans to encourage compatible uses of public and private lands in the vicinity of military air
installations through the local communities’ comprehensive planning process. DOD creates AICUZ plans
for all major military air installations. The plans recommend land uses that may be compatible with air
installations noise levels. The current noise compatibility criteria (as set forth in CFR, Title 32, Part 256)
are basically the same as those indicated in FAA’s FAR Part 150 program. As a result, AICUZ compatibility
standards for residential use suggest consideration of acoustical treatments above 65 dB DNL.
AICUZ studies include noise contour maps, which are included in the noise element of general plans of
each jurisdiction affected by public use and military airports, and is considered in the development of
land use plans at the local level. Because military installations often lack land use authority over the
extent of an AICUZ, it is the responsibility of the relevant jurisdictions to ensure incompatible uses are
either not permitted or properly regulated.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
California State Aeronautics Act
The California State Aeronautics Act (SAA), pursuant to Public Utilities Code (PUC), Section 21001 et
seq., was established “to protect the public interest in aeronautics and aeronautical progress.” Airport
land use compatibility planning, as required by the SAA, outlines the statutory requirements for Airport
Land Use Commissions (ALUCs) including the preparation of ALUCPs for each public use airport in
California. The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) Division of Aeronautics administers
much of the SAA and provides guidance for meeting the baseline safety and compatibility requirements.

Airport Land Use Compatibility Plans
The state requires that the SDCRAA, as the ALUC, prepare ALUCPs for each public-use and military
airport in San Diego County, as directed in Public Utilities Code Section 21675. An ALUCP contains
policies and criteria that address compatibility between airports and future land uses that surround
them by addressing noise, overflight, safety, and airspace protection concerns to minimize the public’s
exposure to excessive noise and safety hazards within the airport influence area for each airport over a
20-year horizon.
ALUCPs provide guidance on appropriate land uses surrounding airports to protect the health and safety
of people and property within the vicinity of an airport, as well as the public in general. While, the ALUC
has no jurisdiction over the operation of airports or over existing land uses, local agencies with land
located within the AIA boundary for any of the airports must amend their planning documents to
conform to the applicable ALUCP, unless they follow certain procedures to overrule the ALUCP.
(Government Code Section 65302.3).
The noise compatibility factor is considered in an ALUCP to “avoid introducing new noise-sensitive land
uses in the vicinity of an airport that would be exposed to significant levels of aircraft noise, taking into
account the characteristics of the airport and the communities surrounding the airport.” While airport
noise may be addressed by altering runway use through flight routing changes, aircraft operational
procedure changes, and engine run-up restrictions, these actions generally are subject to approval by
FAA, which has the authority and responsibility to control aircraft noise sources, implement and enforce
flight operational procedures, and manage the air traffic control system.
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ALUCPs include airport runway noise level contours typically in 75 dBA, 70 dBA, 65 dBA, and 60 dBA
CNEL increments. These noise contours reflect the existing and anticipated growth of the airport for at
least the next 20 years and include potential development planning. ALUCPs and CLUPs differentiate
allowed and prohibited land uses according to a noise and land use compatibility guideline similar to
that in shown in Table 4.12-1.
Noise and safety are the two primary airport impact concerns that have the potential to affect the
health, safety, and welfare of people within the vicinity of an airport. The related issues of overflight
(noise) and airspace protection (safety) are also to be considered when preparing the ALUCP. Human
reaction to aircraft noise varies widely with some people reacting vigorously to very low levels of aircraft
noise, while other people have no reaction to very high levels of aircraft noise. The objective of
compatible land use planning is to prevent people from being exposed to the most intensive and
disruptive cumulative aircraft noise exposure levels. Aircraft noise exposure is depicted with airport
cumulative noise exposure contours. However, aircraft noise exposure in areas beyond the outermost
CNEL contours can also be annoying to some people. For more detail regarding the scope of issues
addressed by ALUCPs, please refer to section 4.9 Hazards.

California Noise Regulations
Title 24, Noise Insulation Standards
The California Noise Insulation Standards in the California Code of Regulations (CCR), Title 24, set
requirements for new residential units, hotels, and motels that may be subject to relatively high levels of
transportation-related noise. For areas with exterior noise levels greater than 60 dBA, the noise
insulation standard is 45 dBA in any habitable room; an acoustical analysis demonstrating how dwelling
units have been designed to meet this interior standard is required where such units are proposed in
such areas. CCR, Title 24, Part 2, Section 1207.11.2 states, “The noise metric must be either the daynight average sound level (Ldn) or the community noise equivalent level (CNEL), consistent with the
noise element of the local general plan.”
Title 21, Section 5000 et seq., Airport Noise Standards
The California Airport Noise Standards apply to any airport that is determined to have a noise problem
by the local County Board of Supervisors. At this time, SDIA is the only airport within the San Diego
region that has been determined to have a noise problem (Caltrans 2011a). Title 21 CCR Section 5006,
states “[t]he level of noise acceptable to a reasonable person residing in the vicinity of an airport is
established as a community noise equivalent level (CNEL) value of 65 dB for purposes of these
regulations.” Section 5012 sets 65 dBA CNEL as the acceptable level standard.

California Department of Motor Vehicles
California Vehicle Code, Sections 27201–27206
Sections 27201–27206, The California Vehicle Code, sets noise limits for vehicles licensed to operate on
public roads. For heavy trucks, the state standard is consistent with the federal limit of 80 dBA. The state
passby standard for motorcycles, passenger cars, and light trucks is also a maximum of 80 dBA at 50 feet
from the centerline. Additionally, construction noise from a contractor’s operations, between the hours
of 9:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m., must not exceed 86 dBA at a distance of 50 feet.
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California Department of Transportation
Caltrans manages California's highways and freeways, provides intercity rail services, and permits publicuse airports and special-use hospital heliports. Caltrans has programs and divisions with policies or
regulations including Aeronautics, Highway Transportation, Rail, and Mass Transportation. Caltrans
Division of Rail uses FRA and FTA noise criteria and methodologies for assessing rail-related noise or
vibration impacts. The Caltrans Division of Aeronautics is responsible for licensing and permitting
programs for airports and heliports. Assistance for the development and maintenance of aviation
facilities through engineering and aviation experience is also provided, as well as systems planning and
environmental and community service programs (Caltrans 2002). Caltrans provides the following noise
and vibration impact guidance documents for traffic noise, rail noise, airport noise, construction noise,
and vibration:
•

•
•
•
•

Technical Noise Supplement (TeNS Manual) (2011c).
Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol (Protocol) for New Highway Construction, Reconstruction, and
Retrofit Barrier Projects (2011b).
California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook. Caltrans, Division of Aeronautics (2011a).
Transportation and Construction Vibration Guidance Manual (2013).
Transportation Related Earthborne Vibrations (Caltrans Experiences)(2002).

Traffic Noise Guidance
The Protocol establishes the policies and procedures to be used in the assessment of traffic noise
exposure and impact for new construction and reconstruction projects. The NAC in the Protocol are the
same NAC as presented in 23 CFR 772 (see California Code of Federal Regulations section above). Traffic
noise impacts as defined in 23 CFR 772.5 occur when the predicted noise level in the design year
approaches or exceeds the NAC specified in 23 CFR 772, or a predicted noise level substantially exceeds
the existing noise level (a “substantial” noise increase). In California, substantial noise increase is
considered to occur when the project’s predicted worst-hour design-year traffic noise level exceeds the
existing worst-hour traffic noise level by 12 dBA or more. The use of 12 dB was established in California
many years ago and is based on the concept that a 10 dB increase generally is perceived as a doubling of
loudness. A collective decision by Caltrans staff, which was approved by FHWA, was made to use 12 dB
(Caltrans 2011b).
According to the Protocol, significance of noise impacts for Caltrans’ CEQA documents is based on the
project-related increase in noise and other project-specific conditions. No single numerical threshold is
used on all projects. The Caltrans definition for a substantial increase in noise (i.e., a 12 dB increase
between existing and design-year with-project conditions) has been used. This 12 dB increase should not
necessarily be used for all projects. There would be cases where an increase less than 12 dB would
approach significance (such as a quiet rural environment) or where a 12 dB increase would not
necessarily be deemed significant (noisy urban environment) (Caltrans 2011b).
Railway Noise Guidance
Caltrans endorses the use of the FTA noise criteria and methodologies for assessing project-related rail
noise and vibration impacts.
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Airport Noise Guidance
Caltrans Division of Aeronautics prepared the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook
(Handbook), which provides guidance for conducting airport land use compatibility planning, most
notably for the preparation, adoption, and amendment of an ALUCP (Caltrans 2011a). The Handbook
provides a checklist of typical ALUCP contents, which includes scope of the ALUCP, airport information,
compatibility policies and criteria, compatibility zone maps (including CNEL contours), review policies,
preliminary review of plans and projects, land use information, compatibility issues, local government
implementation, and supporting materials (Caltrans 2011a).
Construction Noise
As presented in the Protocol, Section 14-8.2, Noise Control of Caltrans Standard Specifications
establishes a construction noise exposure/production limit of 86 dB (Lmax) at 50 feet from job site
activities from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. Additionally, this specification establishes that all internal combustion
engines should be equipped with manufacturer recommended mufflers, and that no internal
combustion engines may be operated without mufflers.
Vibration
Caltrans provides guidelines for the analysis of groundborne vibration relating to transportation and
construction-induced vibration. Caltrans provides vibration level thresholds for architectural and
structural damage and human perception and annoyance thresholds, shown in Table 4.12-8.
Table 4.12-8
General Human and Structural Response to Vibration
Effects on Structures and People
Structural damage to commercial structures
Structural damage to residential buildings
Architectural damage
General threshold of human annoyance
General threshold of human perception

Peak Vibration Threshold (ppv)
(in/sec)
6
2
1.0
0.1
0.01

Source: Caltrans 2013

As shown in Table 4.12-8, structural damage occurs when vibration levels reach 2 to 6 in/sec ppv at
residential and commercial structures, respectively. One-half of the minimum of this threshold range
(i.e., 1 in/sec ppv) is considered a safe criterion that would protect against structural damage. For its
construction projects, Caltrans uses a vibration threshold of 0.2 in/sec ppv for structural damage. The
Caltrans general threshold of human perception and annoyance is 0.01 and 0.1 PPV in/sec, respectively
(Caltrans 2013).
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research
The Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) is required to adopt and periodically revise
guidelines for the preparation and content of local general plans. The 2003 OPR General Plan Guidelines
established noise/land use compatibility guidelines, shown in Table 4.12-9.
Table 4.12-9 indicates “normally acceptable” noise levels for noise-sensitive land uses of up to 60 dBA
CNEL, “conditionally acceptable“ from 60 to 70/75 dBA CNEL, and “normally unacceptable” above 70/75
dBA CNEL.
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Table 4.12-9
Noise/Land Use Compatibility Guidelines

Land Use Category
Residential

55

Community Noise Exposure
Ldn or CNEL, dB
60
65
70
75

80

85

Transient Lodging – Motels, Hotels

Schools, Libraries, Churches, Hospitals,
Nursing Homes

Auditoriums, Concert Halls,
Amphitheaters

Sports Arena, Outdoor Spectator Sports

Playgrounds, Neighborhood Parks

Golf Courses, Riding Stables, Water
Recreation, Cemeteries

Office Buildings, Business, Commercial
and Professional

Industrial, Manufacturing, Utilities,
Agriculture

Normally
Acceptable
Specified land use is
satisfactory based upon the
assumption that any buildings
involved are of normal
conventional construction,
without any special noise
insulation requirements.

Source: OPR 2003

Conditionally
Acceptable
New construction or
development should be
undertaken only after a
detailed analysis of the noise
reduction requirement is
made and needed noise
insulation features included in
the design. Conventional
construction, but with closed
windows and fresh air supply
systems or air conditioning,
will normally suffice.
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Normally
Unacceptable
New construction or
development should generally
be discouraged. If new
construction or development
does proceed, a detailed
analysis of the noise reduction
requirements must be made
and needed noise insulation
features included in the
design.

Clearly
Unacceptable
New construction or
development should
generally not be undertaken.
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REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
General Plan Noise Elements
Cities within the San Diego region and the County of San Diego adopt a noise element as part of their
General Plan to identify, appraise, and remedy noise problems in local communities. Noise elements
analyze and quantify current and projected noise levels associated with local noise sources, including,
but not limited to, highways and freeways, primary arterials and major local streets, rail operations, air
traffic associated with the airports, local industrial plants, and other ground stationary sources that
contribute to the community noise environment. Beyond statutory federal standards, local jurisdictions
may adopt their own noise goals and policies in their noise elements, or adopt noise/land use
compatibility guidelines similar to, or the same as, those recommended by the State of California (OPR)
in Table 4.12-9. With the exception of two cities, Del Mar and Oceanside, all other jurisdictions in the
region have adopted the OPR land use and noise compatibility guidelines (Table 4.12-9) or goals similar
to OPR, which consider 60 dBA CNEL as the “normally acceptable” noise levels for noise-sensitive land
uses. The cities of Del Mar and Oceanside, however, consider 65 dB CNEL as the maximum noise level
compatible with residential land uses (City of Del Mar 1985; City of Oceanside 2002).

Local Noise Ordinances
In addition to noise element policies of general plans, local jurisdictions regulate noise sources (e.g.,
construction noise and stationary noise sources such as industrial facilities) through enforcement of
their noise standards, which also typically set operational sound level limits and construction noise level
limits and allowable hours. Table 4.12-10 and Table 4.12-11 summarize the property line noise level
limits and the construction noise regulations, respectively, for each jurisdiction within the San Diego
region.
In addition, noise ordinances often contain additional requirements, such as defining a significant impact
resulting from a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels. For example, the County of San
Diego Noise Ordinance defines a substantial noise increase as an increase of 10 CNEL above existing
conditions (County of San Diego 2013).
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Table 4.12-10
Summary of Applicable Property Line Noise Level Limits

Jurisdiction
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
3
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove

Daytime
-55
50-55
50
60
50-55
50-55
-60
50-60
55-60

Residential
Evening
Nighttime
--55
45
45-50
40-45
50
40
55
50
50-55
45-50
50-55
45-50
-55-60
50-55
45-55
40-50
55-60
45-50
50-55
45-50
50
40-45
45-55
40-50
50-55
45-50
--45-50
40-45
50-55
45
50-55
45-50

General Land Use Zone
Commercial
Daytime
Evening
Nighttime
---65
65
60
60
60
50
60
60
50
65
60
55
60
60
55
60
60
55
--65
65
60
60
55
55
65
65
60
65
65
60
60
55
55
65
60
60
60
60
55
---60
55
50
60
60
55
60
60
55

Daytime
-1
70/80
-2
60
75
60
1
70-75
-70
70
1

Industrial
Evening
Nighttime
--1
1
70/80
70/80
-2
2
-60
50
75
75
60
55
1
1
70-75
70-75
-70
70
70
70
1
70-80
1
70-80
70
65
70
70
75
75
70-75
70-75
--70-75
70-75
70
60
70
70

National City
70-80
Oceanside
50-55
70
Poway
50-55
70
San Diego, City
50-60
75
San Diego, County
50-55
70-75
San Marcos
--Santee
50-55
70-75
Solana Beach
50-55
70
Vista
50-55
70
--no sound level limits
1
Light industry/heavy industry
2
Railroad right-of-way zone
3
The City of Imperial Beach noise ordinance does not contain quantifiable noise level limits at property lines but regulates noise based on disturbance of “the
peace, quiet and comfort of the community by creating unreasonably loud or disturbing unnecessary noises.”
Source: Data compiled by AECOM 2015
City of Carlsbad 2013; City of Chula Vista 2014; City of Coronado 2014; City of Del Mar 1997; City of El Cajon 2014; City of Encinitas 2010; City of Escondido
2010; City of Imperial Beach 2011; City of La Mesa 2015; City of Lemon Grove 2015; City of National City 2015; City of Oceanside 2014; City of Poway 2014;
City of San Diego 2010; County of San Diego 2013; City of San Marcos 2015; City of Santee 2014; City of Solana Beach 2014; City of Vista 2014.
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Table 4.12-11
Summary of Construction Noise Standards
Jurisdiction
Carlsbad
Chula Vista

Municipal Code
8.48
17.24

Construction Hours Prohibited
After 6 p.m. any day; before 7:00 a.m. weekdays; before 8:00 a.m. Saturday; Sundays; federal
holidays,
10:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m., Monday through Friday, and 10:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. Saturday and
Sunday.
7:00 p.m. – 7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Sundays legal holidays
7:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m., Monday through Friday, and before 9:00 a.m. or after 7:00 p.m.
Saturdays; Sundays; City holidays
7:00 p.m. – 7:00 a.m., within 500 feet of residential uses
7:00 p.m. – 7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturdays; Sundays; federal holidays
6:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m., Monday through Friday, before 9:00 a.m. or after 5:00 p.m. Saturdays,
Sundays, legal holidays

Coronado

41.10

Del Mar

9.20

El Cajon
Encinitas

17.115
9.32

Escondido

9.32

Imperial
Beach

9.32

10:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m.

La Mesa
Lemon Grove

10.80
9.24

10:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Sundays
7:00 p.m. – 7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Sundays, legal holidays

National City

12.10

7:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m. weekdays; weekends; holidays

Oceanside
Poway
San Diego,
City
San Diego,
County

38.15
8.08

6:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Sundays Federal holidays
5:00 p.m.- 7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Sundays; federal holidays

59.5

7:00 p.m. – 7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Sundays; certain legal holidays

36.40

7:00 p.m. – 7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday; Sundays; legal holidays

Construction Noise Level Limits
None
None
75 dBA Leq
75 dBA Leq at residential properties
None
75 dBA Leq(8) at residential properties
75 dBA Leq at residential properties
noises disturbing to the comfort and
repose of any person residing or working
in the vicinity, or 75 dBA 10 p.m. - 7 a.m.
None
75 dBA Leq(8) at residential properties
60-75 dBA at residential properties, 7085 dBA at semi-residential/commercial
properties
85 dB at 100 feet
75 dBA Leq(8) at residential properties
75 dBA Leq at residential properties
75 dBA Leq(8) at residential properties

6:00 p.m. - 7:00 a.m. Monday through Friday, before 8:00 a.m. or after 5:00 p.m. Saturdays,
None
Sundays
Santee
8.12
7:00 p.m. – 7:00 a.m. Monday through Saturday, Sunday, holidays
75 dBA Leq(8) at residential properties
Solana Beach
7.34
7:00 p.m.-7:00 a.m. weekdays; 7:00 p.m.-8:00 a.m. Saturday; Sundays; nine holidays
75 dBA Leq(8) at residential properties
Vista
NA
None
None
Source: Data compiled by AECOM 2015; City of Carlsbad 2013; City of Chula Vista 2014; City of Coronado 2014; City of Del Mar 1997; City of El Cajon 2014; City of Encinitas 2010;
City of Escondido 2010; City of Imperial Beach 2011; City of La Mesa 2015; City of Lemon Grove 2015; City of National City 2015; City of Oceanside 2014; City of Poway 2014; City
of San Diego 2010; County of San Diego 2013; City of San Marcos 2015; City of Santee 2014; City of Solana Beach 2014; City of Vista 2014.
San Marcos

10.24
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San Diego County Regional Airport Authority
In the San Diego region, the relationships of transportation, transit, and mobility, and of population
growth to noise associated with aircraft in flight are the responsibility of the San Diego County Regional
Airport Authority (SDCRAA), established under state law to protect the safety and welfare of the general
public and the ability of airports to operate now and in the future (SDCRAA 2014). One of SDCRAA’s
responsibilities is to serve as the ALUC for San Diego County. The SDCRAA is charged with creating,
adopting, or updating ALUCPs for the region's 16 public-use and military airports in accordance with
applicable state and federal laws. SDCRAA has adopted ALUCPs for 14 of the 16 public-use or military
airports in the San Diego region (SDCRAA 2014), including (with year of latest update):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agua Caliente Airport (2011)
Borrego Valley Airport ( 2011)
Brown Field (2010)
Fallbrook Community Airpark ( 2011)
Gillespie Field (2010)
Jacumba Airport (2011)
MCAS Camp Pendleton (2011)
MCAS Miramar (2011)
McClellan-Palomar Airport (2011)
Montgomery Field (2010)
Oceanside Municipal Airport (2010)
Ocotillo Airport (2011)
Ramona Airport (2011)
SDIA – Lindbergh Field (2014)

The two remaining airports in the San Diego region, NOLF Imperial Beach and NAS North Island, do not
have ALUCPs. However, DoD requires military airfields to adopt AICUZ studies, which assess compatible
land uses in the vicinity of a military air station in a way equivalent to ALUCPs. The AICUZ study update
for NOLF Imperial Beach and NAS North Island was adopted in 2011 (U.S. Navy 2011). ALUCPs for NOLF
Imperial Beach and NAS North Island will be completed in the future (SDCRAA 2014). The other
remaining airports in the San Diego region include Tijuana International Airport (under the authority of
Mexico), Coast Guard Air Station San Diego (military airfield), and Pauma Valley Airport (private airfield),
which are not required to prepare an ALUCP.
The adopted ALUCPs of public-use airports in the San Diego region include an analysis of the existing and
future aircraft noise level contours to assist local agencies in developing land use plans for areas
surrounding the airports. ALUCPs differentiate allowed and prohibited land uses according to noise and
land use compatibility guidelines. AICUZ studies also include contour maps, which are included in the
noise element of general plans of each jurisdiction affected by public use and military airports, and are
considered in the development of land use plans at the local level.
In addition to the public-use or military airports, there are numerous private airstrips and helipads in the
region. Many of these private airstrips and helipads are located in the eastern areas of the region or
remote vacation destinations. Several private helipads are located on the roofs of hospitals and
buildings owned by large corporations or used by police stations.
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4.12.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provides criteria for evaluating the significance of a project’s
environmental impacts on noise, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions in
Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited their wording, or changed
their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that reflect the programmatic
level of analysis in this EIR and the unique nature of the proposed Plan. The criteria below address all
checklist questions listed in CEQA Appendix G (XI). Questions (e) and (f) addressing public and private
airport noise levels have been combined into N-5. For the purposes of this EIR, the proposed Plan would
have a significant noise impact if it would:
N-1

Expose persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards established in local
general plans or noise ordinances, or applicable standards of other agencies.

N-2

Cause a substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels

N-3

Cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels.

N-4

Expose persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise
levels.

N-5

Expose people residing or working near airports, private airstrips, or helipads to excessive
noise levels.

4.12.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
N-1

EXPOSE PERSONS TO OR GENERATION OF NOISE LEVELS IN EXCESS OF STANDARDS
ESTABLISHED IN LOCAL GENERAL PLANS OR NOISE ORDINANCES, OR APPLICABLE
STANDARDS OF OTHER AGENCIES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section qualitatively discusses the construction and operation noise impacts of regional growth and
land use change, and transportation network improvements in comparison to applicable noise standards
from city and county general plans [i.e., noise elements] include noise land use compatibility guidelines,
and standards from noise ordinances [i.e., sound level limits at property lines, and allowable
construction hours and noise level limits]; and where applicable, standards from agencies include FTA
and Caltrans. Noise impacts (N-1) are considered significant if they exceed applicable established noise
standards of local cities and the County (i.e., noise elements of general plans and noise ordinances, or if
not provided locally or required based on the type of project (e.g., highway projects), standards of
applicable federal, state, or local agencies (e.g., FTA and Caltrans). Detailed quantitative analysis of
construction and operational noise is provided in Impacts N-2 and N-3, respectively.
Applicable local construction and operational standards, determined at the project level, may apply to
regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network improvements, as standards are
set to protect noise-sensitive land uses (e.g., sound level limits at the residential property line, or
allowable construction hours and noise level limits). However, specific Caltrans requirements for
construction and operational noise based on FHWA standards may be required for certain
transportation network improvements based on federal projects or federal funding (e.g., interstate
projects).
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For noise and land use compatibility, the County of San Diego and all cities in the San Diego region,
except for Del Mar and Oceanside, have adopted the OPR 2003 noise/land use compatibility guidelines
as their land use compatibility noise standards including 60 dBA CNEL established as the “normally
acceptable” noise level for residential uses. The cities of Del Mar and Oceanside have adopted 65 dB
CNEL is considered the applicable established noise standard for residential as the maximum noise level
compatible with residential land uses (City of Del Mar 1985; City of Oceanside 2002).

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
In some locations, such as densely developed areas (e.g., Downtown San Diego), some development
projects implementing regional growth and land use change by 2020 under the proposed Plan would
expose persons to, or generate noise levels in excess of, standards established in the local general plan
or noise ordinance. In the absence of a local standard (e.g., no construction noise level limit), applicable
standard of other agencies, such as identified in Section 4.12-2, are available for consideration as
thresholds or guidelines at the project-level analysis.
For some development projects, construction of housing would generate temporary short-term noise
impacts by exceeding local jurisdictions’ allowable construction days and hours (non-highway and
emergency work) of Monday through Saturday during daytime hours, as during the evening and night,
ambient levels are lower and more sensitive (e.g., sleeping at residences) to construction noise. In
addition, for development projects where rock drilling and blasting, pile driving, or pavement breaking is
required, high-rise housing construction for some projects would generate temporary short-term noise
impacts by exceeding local jurisdictions’ construction noise level limit, if provided, during allowable
construction periods, typically, 75 dBA Leq averaged over a 1- or 8-hour (Leq) period. Where jurisdictions
do not provide noise level limits for construction, federal agencies and state agencies also provide
guidance for evaluating construction noise at noise-sensitive land uses. While FTA does not specify
standardized criteria for construction noise impacts, the guidelines presented in Table 4.12-7 are
considered reasonable criteria for construction noise level limits when a project-level standard is not
provided, i.e., a daytime limit of 80 dBA Leq(8) for residential land uses (FTA 2006).
In some locations, operational impacts of regional growth and land use change would expose persons to
noise levels in excess of applicable standards by locating different types of land uses in proximity, such
as locating residential, commercial, or industrial uses in proximity to noise-sensitive receptors, or
residential uses in areas with noise levels are in excess of local standards (e.g., residential development
in proximity to noise sources like freeways). Stationary noise sources associated with some future
development projects would generate noise levels in excess of applicable standards at adjacent land
uses, and some noise-sensitive land uses would be located in incompatible noise environments.
Development projects and other noise sources would be required to comply with applicable noise
regulations, which would limit exceedances of noise levels specified in noise standards during
construction and operations. Thus, while adherence to regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would
reduce noise impacts there is no assurance that impacts would be reduced to a less than significant level
for all projects. This is a significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Planned transportation network improvements by 2020 include two new managed lanes along
segments of I-5 and I-805, new SR 11 toll lanes, two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 from Mission
Avenue to I-15; improvements to regional arterials including new vehicle lanes; and double-tracking
along the LOSSAN railway corridor. These improvements would increase noise during construction and
operation of the improvements, for example by increasing traffic and train volumes and placing vehicles
and locomotives closer to receivers. Local or Caltrans standards include, but are not limited to:
•

FHWA Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC) (Table 4.12-5) for federal or federally funded projects
that involved the construction of a new highway, or the significant modification of an existing
freeway, or when the predicted operational noise levels approach or exceed the FHWA NAC.

•

FTA Noise Impact Criterion for Noise-sensitive Users (Table 4.12-6) for assessment of noise and
vibration impacts for high-speed ground transportation projects (FTA 2006), including vehicle
traffic and trains; and

•

OPR Noise/Land Use Compatibility Guidelines (Table 4.12-9) for acceptable noise levels for land
uses exposed to transportation noise sources.

The noise impacts of the operation of transportation network improvements related to roadways (e.g.,
adding lanes and extending roadways) planned by 2020 would increase capacity on these roadways and
thereby increase traffic volumes and associated noise levels adjacent to transportation network
improvements within the San Diego region. However, the addition of lanes on these existing roadways
would not double traffic volumes, which would result in an increase of less than 3 dBA, typically
approximately 2 dBA, which would be a less than perceptible increase in noise levels. Primarily, the
noise increase would be the result of increases in the number of trucks, buses, and trains operating
under the proposed Plan, which generate greater noise per vehicle than automobiles (Caltrans 2009).
Noise levels from freeways and major arterials already exceed local standards in most locations in the
San Diego region (SANDAG 2007). Standard reference noise levels for freeways and highways at 100 feet
are approximately 70 to 80 dBA Leq and 65 to 75 dBA Leq, respectively (FTA 2006); actual noise levels
would vary depending on actual volumes, speeds, vehicle models, and other day-to-day variances.
Transportation network improvements on well-traveled freeways and major arterials would generally
allow vehicle traffic to move faster, and increase traffic noise along a given corridor. Conversely,
increasing traffic volumes on congested freeways and major arterials (i.e., LOS E or F) would have little
effect on the loudest-hour noise level, which occurs when a roadway or freeway is operating at a
maximum LOS C condition. Adding more vehicles to the maximum LOS C condition will cause traffic to
slow down, lowering traffic noise levels.
Total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) would increase by 2020 under the proposed Plan. However, an
increase in overall VMT would not likely result in a noise level increase exceeding standards from the
freeways or major arterials planned for improvements by 2020. As indicated, increases in traffic volumes
proposed for addition of lanes would not double and therefore would result in less than perceptible
increases in noise levels along heavily traveled corridors, such as I-5 and I-805 (Caltrans 2009).
Thus, planned 2020 improvements are unlikely to result in an increase in ambient noise levels that
would exceed standards from increases in traffic volumes or changes in traffic speeds. However, in some
locations the proposed transportation network improvements would move traffic closer to local
receptors or change existing shielding, or there would be an increase in truck traffic, which would result
in an increase in noise levels exceeding standards at noise-sensitive receptors.
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Improvements and extension of some transit corridors (such as LOSSAN rail corridor double tracking),
would expose existing and future noise-sensitive land uses to the higher levels of noise generated by
high-volume transit corridors. The standard reference noise level for commuter railways at 100 feet is
approximately 60 to 65 dBA Leq (FTA 2006); actual noise levels would vary depending on actual volumes,
speeds, vehicle models, and other day-to-day variances. Noise levels would increase along rail corridors
where speeds are increased, a second track is constructed, or in new railway corridors where there were
previously no trains. Increases in COASTER and AMTRAK service on the LOSSAN rail corridor would likely
result in exceeding noise standards. In many areas the noise levels along the LOSSAN corridor are
already close to, or exceeding, noise standards. Noise levels would increase along the portion of the
Mid-Coast Trolley Extension through UTC, where train service is not currently provided. Railway
crossings also use audible warning signals that would impact nearby residents. Increases in railway
traffic would also lead to more train horns or whistles at crossings near residential areas, which can be a
source of annoyance, especially at night or in early morning or evening.
The proposed Plan includes proposed railway capacity improvements to reduce current
passenger/freight rail bottlenecks and increase capacity for freight. Increases in rail transit tonnage
would increase the number of freight trains. Specific 2020 improvements call for double-tracking of
segments along the LOSSAN rail corridor. The double-tracking improvements would increase the
capacity of the corridor and allow for increased operation of passenger and freight trains, which would
increase noise levels in adjacent areas. However, even if train operations were doubled, noise levels
would increase by 3 dBA, an increase barely perceptible to the human ear (Caltrans 2009). Thus, the
proposed transportation improvements related to rail freight operations in the proposed Plan are not
anticipated to result in noise levels in excess of local standards.
The proposed Plan includes the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City. The
standard reference noise level for light railway/Trolley service at 100 feet is approximately 60 to 63 dBA
Leq (FTA 2006). Even doubling of light railway/Trolley service would increase noise levels (day-night
average) by 3 dBA CNEL (i.e., barely perceptible levels), however, it is likely that, in many areas, the light
rail system is already close to, or exceeding noise standards.
The proposed Plan includes increased and expanded Rapid services, including transit-only lanes on SR 15
from I-805 to I-8. The standard reference noise level for Rapid service at 100 feet is approximately 60
dBA Leq (FTA 2006); actual noise levels would vary depending on actual volumes, speeds, vehicle models,
and other day-to-day variances. The increase of Rapid service or the development of new services would
increase noise levels along any new or proposed Rapid routes. However, because Rapid routes would be
along existing roadways, it is unlikely that doubling Rapid traffic would result in a substantial increase in
traffic levels. For example, doubling the Rapid levels on I-5 would not double the overall traffic levels on
I-5, nor substantially alter the overall vehicle mix. It is therefore unlikely that an increase in traffic noise
levels would occur from increasing Rapid service. Thus, the proposed Rapid bus service improvements in
the proposed Plan are not anticipated to result in noise levels in excess of local standards.
The proposed Plan includes increased local bus service and using higher capacity passenger buses. The
standard reference noise level for local bus service at 100 feet are approximately 50 dBA Leq (FTA 2006);
actual noise levels would vary depending on actual volumes, speeds, vehicle models, and other day-today variances. The increase in local bus service would increase ambient noise along any new or
proposed routes from more frequent passbys, braking, and engine acceleration events. However, this
would unlikely substantially increase the overall traffic level on surface roadways or substantially alter
the traffic mix. It is therefore unlikely that noise levels would exceed standards from increasing local bus
service.
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Construction noise from transportation network improvements, analyzed in further detail in Impact N-2,
is usually regulated by local noise ordinances as to allowable construction hours (typically, daytime on
Monday through Saturdays) and, if applicable to the ordinances, also limits construction noise levels,
typically averaged over a 1- or 8-hour period. Where jurisdictions do not provide noise level limits for
construction, federal and state agencies such as FTA also provide guidance for evaluating construction
noise at noise-sensitive land uses. FTA guidelines presented in Table 4.12-7 are considered reasonable
criteria for construction noise level limits, i.e., a daytime limit of 80 dBA Leq(8) for residential land uses
(FTA 2006). FHWA and the Caltrans Protocol establish the policies and procedures (i.e., NAC) to assess
traffic noise exposure and impact for new construction and reconstruction projects. In some locations,
construction of transportation network improvements in the proposed Plan would occur outside
standard allowable construction times in local ordinances and /or exceed construction noise level limits
of local noise ordinances, or in their absence, FTA guidelines.
Transportation network improvements would be required to comply with applicable noise regulations,
which would limit exceedances of noise levels specified in noise standards. Thus, while adherence to
regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts
would be reduced to less than significant at the project-level for all projects. This is a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements associated with the proposed Plan would expose sensitive receptors to noise levels in
excess of applicable standards. While adherence to regulations discussed above and in Section 4.12.2
would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts would be reduced to a less than
significant level for all projects. Therefore, this impact (N-1) in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The increase in population, housing, and employment forecasted by 2035 under the proposed Plan
would expose persons to, or generate noise levels in excess of, standards established in the local general
plan or noise ordinance, or in their absence, applicable standards of other agencies (as listed for impacts
in 2020).
For some development projects, construction of housing would generate temporary short-term noise
impacts by exceeding allowable construction days and hours (non-highway and emergency work) for
local jurisdictions, typically Monday through Saturday during daytime hours. In addition, for
development projects where rock drilling and blasting, pile driving, or pavement breaking is required,
high-rise housing construction would generate temporary short-term noise impacts by exceeding local
jurisdictions’ construction noise level limit, if provided, during allowable construction periods, typically,
75 dBA Leq averaged over a 1- or 8-hour (Leq) period. Where jurisdictions do not provide noise level limits
for construction, federal agencies such as FTA and state agencies also provide guidance for evaluating
construction noise at noise-sensitive land uses (Table 4.12-7), which are considered reasonable criteria
for construction noise level limits when a project-level standard is not provided (FTA 2006).
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In some locations, where new residential is located in proximity to other land uses, operational impacts
of regional growth and land use change would expose persons to noise levels in excess of applicable
standards, such as next to commercial or industrial uses, or in areas with noise levels in excess of local
standards (e.g., residential development in proximity to noise sources like freeways). Stationary noise
sources associated with some future development projects would generate noise levels in excess of
applicable standards at adjacent land uses, and some noise-sensitive land uses would be located in
incompatible noise environments.
However, as discussed under the 2020 analysis, the pattern of denser land uses and the development
along existing transportation corridors would expose noise-sensitive land uses to noise levels in excess
of local standards. Development projects and other noise sources would be required to comply with
applicable noise regulations, which would limit exceedances of noise levels specified in noise standards
during construction and operations. Thus, while adherence to the existing laws, regulations, and
programs discussed in Section 4.12.2 would reduce noise impacts upon implementation of the proposed
Plan, there is no assurance that adherence would reduce these impacts to less than significant at the
project-level for all projects. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In some locations, transportation network improvements in 2035, including additional Managed Lanes
along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, and portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR 78, SR 94, and
I-805; general purposes lanes along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and portions of SR 52 and SR 67, would
expose adjacent land uses to noise levels in excess of local or Caltrans standards due to construction of
the improvements, and movement of traffic closer to receivers (as identified for 2020 impacts).
Operation of these transportation network improvements would increase capacity on these roadways
and thereby increase traffic volumes and associated noise levels. However, these improvements would
not double traffic volumes, which would result in an increase of less than 3 dBA, typically approximately
2 dBA, which would be a less than perceptible increase in noise levels. The primary noise increase would
be the result of increases in the number of trucks, buses, and trains operating under the proposed Plan,
which generate greater noise per vehicle than automobiles (Caltrans 2009).
Noise levels from freeways and major arterials already exceed local standards in most locations in the
San Diego region (SANDAG 2007). Standard reference noise levels for freeways and highways at 100 feet
are approximately 70 to 80 dBA Leq and 65 to 75 dBA Leq, respectively (FTA 2006); actual noise levels
would vary depending on actual volumes, speeds, vehicle models, and other day-to-day variances.
Transportation network improvements on well-traveled freeways and major arterials would generally
allow vehicle traffic to move faster and increase traffic noise along a given corridor. Conversely,
increasing traffic volumes on congested freeways and major arterials (i.e., LOS E or F) would have little
effect on the loudest-hour noise level, which occurs when a roadway or freeway is operating at a
maximum LOS C condition. Adding more vehicles to the maximum LOS C condition will cause traffic to
slow down, lowering traffic noise levels. Overall VMT under the proposed Plan would increase by 2035.
However, an increase in overall VMT would not likely result in a noise level increase exceeding standards
from the freeways or major arterials planned for improvements by 2035. While reductions in traffic
congestion would lead to slight increases in noise as peak-hour traffic speeds increase, these generally
would be barely perceivable, i.e., 3 dBA or less. Thus, the planned 2035 improvements are unlikely to
result in exceeding noise standards from increases in traffic volumes or changes in traffic speeds.
However, in some locations, the proposed transportation network improvements would move traffic
closer to local receptors or change existing shielding, or there would be in increase in truck traffic, which
would result in an increase in noise levels exceeding standards at noise-sensitive receptors.
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By 2035, improvements and extension of some transit corridors (e.g., double-tracking along the LOSSAN
rail corridor, increased COASTER and Sprinter service frequencies and COASTER service extension into
MCB Camp Pendleton), would expose existing and future noise-sensitive land uses to the higher levels of
noise generated by high-volume transit corridors. The standard reference noise level for commuter
railways at 100 feet is approximately 60 to 65 dBA Leq (FTA 2006). Noise levels would increase along rail
corridors where a second track is constructed, or in new railway corridors where there were previously
no trains. Increases in railway traffic would also lead to more train horns or whistles at crossings near
residential areas, which can be a source of annoyance, especially at night or in early morning or evening.
The transit improvements planned for 2035 under the proposed Plan would affect the region's noise
environment through the expansion of the transit system to areas currently not being served, increased
travel speeds and frequency of bus and rail services, and new rail and Rapid lines. Since it takes a
doubling or more of traffic or train trips to cause a noticeable increase in ambient noise levels, it is less
likely that increases in service along existing routes (e.g., expanded Rapid, local, shuttle service) would
expose local noise receptors to levels in excess of local and Caltrans standards. Noise level increases
would occur along railway corridors as speeds are increased, where trains are double-tracked along the
LOSSAN rail corridor, and in corridors where new railways are developed where there were previously
no transit facilities i.e., COASTER service extension into MCB Camp Pendleton The increase in railway
crossings with audible warning signals, more train horns or whistles at crossings would also increase
noise levels in proximity to nearby residents.
As in 2020, the railway capacity improvements of the proposed Plan in 2035 would continue actions that
encourage more efficient intermodal transportation of goods. Increases in rail transit tonnage would
increase the number of freight trains. However, these trains would likely operate on an as-needed basis
and would not have a fixed schedule. Therefore, noise levels and frequency of passbys would continue
to vary greatly from day to day. On some days, there may be no increase in freight train activity. Specific
2035 improvements call for further increases in COASTER operations and other extensions of commuter
rail service that would be affected by intermodal rail operations. Overall, however, an increase in train
traffic would yield a consequent increase in noise in areas adjacent to rail corridors.
The proposed Plan would increase light railway/Trolley service, including an extension of the Trolley
from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon, and from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via
Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista. The standard reference
noise level for light railway/Trolley service at 100 feet is approximately 60 to 63 dBA Leq (FTA 2006). Any
doubling of light railway/Trolley service would likely result in a noise increase exceeding standards. In
addition, it is likely that, in many areas, the light rail system is already close to, or exceeding, noise
standards.
The proposed Plan includes increased and expanded Rapid and local bus services. Standard reference
noise levels for Rapid and local bus service at 100 feet are approximately 60 dBA Leq and 50 dBA Leq,
respectively (FTA 2006). The increase of Rapid service or the development of new services would
increase noise levels along any new or proposed Rapid routes, however, since along existing roadways,
it is unlikely that increasing Rapid traffic would substantially increase traffic levels. Thus, the proposed
increased and expanded Rapid services are not anticipated to result in noise levels in excess of local
standards.
Construction noise, analyzed in detail in Impact N-2, is regulated by local noise ordinances for allowable
periods and, if applicable, noise level limits. In some locations, construction of transportation network
improvements in the proposed Plan would occur outside standard allowable construction times in local
ordinances, and /or exceed construction noise level limits of local noise ordinances.
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Transportation network improvements would be required to comply with applicable noise regulations,
which would limit exceedances of noise levels specified in noise standards. Thus, while adherence to
regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts
would be reduced to a less than significant level for all projects. This is a significant impact

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements associated with the proposed Plan would expose sensitive receptors to noise levels in
excess of applicable standards. While adherence to regulations discussed above and in Section 4.12.2
would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts would be reduced to a less than
significant level for all projects. Therefore, this impact (N-1) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The increase in population, housing, and employment development forecasted by 2050 under the
proposed Plan would expose persons to, or generate noise levels in excess of, standards established in
the local general plan or noise ordinance, or in their absence, applicable standards of other agencies (as
described in the 2020 analysis).
For some development projects, construction of housing would generate temporary short-term noise
impacts by exceeding allowable construction days and hours (non-highway and emergency work) for
local jurisdictions, typically of Monday through Saturday during daytime hours. In addition, for
development projects where rock drilling and blasting, pile driving, or pavement breaking is required,
high-rise housing construction would generate temporary short-term noise impacts by exceeding local
jurisdictions’ construction noise level limit, if provided, during allowable construction periods, typically,
75 dBA Leq averaged over a 1- or 8-hour (Leq) period. Where jurisdictions do not provide noise level limits
for construction, federal and state agencies such as FTA also provide guidance for evaluating
construction noise at noise-sensitive land uses (Table 4.12-7) (FTA 2006).
In some locations, where new residential is located in proximity to other land uses, operational impacts
of regional growth and land use change would expose persons to noise levels in excess of applicable
standards, such as next to commercial or industrial uses, or in areas with noise levels in excess of local
standards (e.g., residential development in proximity to noise sources like freeways). Stationary noise
sources associated with some future development projects would generate noise levels in excess of
applicable standards at adjacent land uses, and some noise-sensitive land uses would be located in
incompatible noise environments.
However, as discussed under the 2020 analysis, the pattern of denser land uses and the development
along existing transportation corridors, along with the proposed improvements, would expose noisesensitive land uses to noise levels in excess of local standards. Development projects and other noise
sources would be required to comply with applicable noise regulations, which would limit exceedances
of noise levels specified in noise standards during construction and operations. Thus, while adherence to
the existing laws, regulations, and programs discussed above and in Section 4.12.2 would reduce noise
impacts upon implementation of the proposed Plan, there is no assurance that adherence would reduce
these impacts to a less than significant level for each project. This is a significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As with the 2020 and 2035 analyses, the proposed transportation network improvements in 2050 would
expose more people to the higher levels of noise generated by high-traffic or train volumes. At the
regional scale, the noise impacts of adding new general purpose lanes and managed lanes to existing
freeways and highways, new transit corridors, and increased frequency along existing transit corridors
are generally expected when they occur in proximity to noise-sensitive receptors.
In some locations, transportation network improvements in 2050, including additional managed lanes or
general purpose lanes along portions of I-5, SR 15, I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94,
and SR 125 would expose adjacent land uses along these highways and freeways to noise levels in
excess of local or Caltrans standards (as identified for 2020 and 2035) due to construction of the
improvements, and movement of traffic closer to receivers.
The noise impacts of the operation of new managed lanes and new general purpose lanes planned by
2050 would increase capacity on these roadways and thereby increase traffic volumes and associated
noise levels. However, traffic volumes would less than double, which would result in an increase of less
than 3 dBA, typically approximately 2 dBA, which would be a less than perceptible increase in noise
levels. The primary noise increase would be the result of increases in the number of trucks, buses, and
trains, which generate greater noise per vehicle than automobiles (Caltrans 2009).
Noise levels from interstates and major arterials already exceed local standards in most locations in the
San Diego region (SANDAG 2007). Standard reference noise levels for freeways and highways at 100 feet
are approximately 70 to 80 dBA Leq and 65 to 75 dBA Leq, respectively (FTA 2006). Transportation
network improvements on well-traveled freeways and major arterials would generally allow vehicle
traffic to move faster, and increase traffic noise along a given corridor. Conversely, increasing traffic
volumes on congested freeways and major arterials (i.e., LOS E or F) would have little effect on the
loudest-hour noise level, which occurs when a roadway or freeway is operating at a maximum LOS C
condition. Adding more vehicles to the maximum LOS C condition will cause traffic to slow down,
lowering traffic noise levels. Overall VMT would increase under the proposed Plan; however, this would
not likely result in a noise level increase exceeding standards. While reductions in traffic congestion
would lead to slight increases in noise as peak-hour traffic speeds increase, these generally would be
barely perceivable, i.e., 3 dBA or less. Thus, planned 2050 improvements are unlikely to result in a
substantial increase in ambient noise levels from increases in traffic volumes or changes in traffic
speeds. However, in some locations, the proposed transportation network improvements would move
traffic closer to local receptors or change existing shielding, or result in higher truck percentages, which
would result in an increase in noise levels exceeding standards at noise-sensitive receptors.
By 2050, improvements and extension of some transit corridors (i.e., completion of the double-tracking
along the LOSSAN rail corridor, and extension of SPRINTER service to Westfield North County) would
expose existing and future noise-sensitive land uses to the higher levels of noise generated by highvolume transit corridors. The standard reference noise level for commuter railways at 100 feet is
approximately 60 to 65 dBA Leq (FTA 2006). Noise levels would increase along rail corridors where a
second track is constructed, or in new railway corridors where there were previously no trains. Increases
in railway traffic would also lead to more train horns or whistles at crossings near residential areas,
which can be a source of annoyance, especially at night or in early morning or evening.
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The proposed Plan would increase light railway/Trolley service including an extension of the Trolley from
Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to Kearny Mesa, Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center, and Kearny
Mesa to Carmel Valley. The standard reference noise level for light railway/Trolley service at 100 feet is
approximately 60 to 63 dBA Leq (FTA 2006). Any doubling of light railway/Trolley service would result in a
3 dBA noise increase, which would likely exceed standards. In addition, it is likely that, in many areas,
the light rail system is already close to, or exceeding, noise standards.
The proposed Plan includes increased and expanded Rapid and local bus services, including substantial
increases in Rapid bus services. Standard reference noise levels for Rapid Transit Bus and local bus
service at 100 feet are approximately 60 dBA Leq and 50 dBA Leq, respectively (FTA 2006). The increase of
Rapid service or the development of new services would increase noise levels along any new or
proposed Rapid routes, however, since along existing roadways, it is unlikely that increasing Rapid traffic
would substantially increase traffic levels. Thus, the proposed increased and expanded Rapid services
are not anticipated to result in noise levels in excess of local standards.
Construction noise, analyzed in detail in Impact N-2, is regulated by local noise ordinances. Therefore,
construction of transportation network improvements in the proposed Plan would occur outside
standard allowable construction times in local ordinances, and /or exceed noise level limits of local noise
ordinances. Thus, construction noise from transportation network improvements is considered a
significant impact.
Transportation network improvements would be required to comply with applicable noise regulations,
which would limit exceedances of noise levels specified in noise standards. Thus, while adherence to
regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts
would be reduced to a less than significant level for all projects. This is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements associated with the proposed Plan would expose sensitive receptors to noise levels in
excess of applicable standards. While adherence to regulations discussed above and in Section 4.12.2
would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts would be reduced to a less than
significant level for all projects. Therefore, this impact (N-1) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
N-1 Exceedance of Noise Standards

2020, 2035, 2050
N-1A Implement Construction Noise Reduction Measures. SANDAG shall, and other transportation
project sponsors can and should, implement construction noise reduction measures to substantially
lessen the exposure of noise sensitive receptors to construction noise levels that exceed applicable
standards in the planning, design, project-level CEQA review, and construction of transportation
network improvements. These measures include, but are not limited to:
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•

Maintain construction equipment and vehicles per manufacturers’ specifications and fit
equipment with noise suppression devices (e.g., improved mufflers, equipment redesign, intake
silencers, wraps, ducts, engine enclosures).

•

Minimize construction equipment idling when equipment is not in use.

•

Provide buffer zones or other techniques between stationary equipment (such as generators,
compressors, rock crushers, and cement mixers) and the noise receptor.

•

For impact tools (e.g., jack hammers, pavement breakers, rock drills), use hydraulically or
electrically powered tools; where use of pneumatic tools is unavoidable, use an exhaust muffler
on the compressed air exhaust. Use external jackets on the tools themselves. Use quieter
procedures such as drills rather than impact equipment.

•

For rock-crushing or screening operations, place material stockpiles as a noise barrier blocking
line-of-sight between the operations and receptors.

In addition, for pile driving or other activities generating greater than 90 dBA during construction of
transportation network improvements or development projects, SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and
should, implement noise reduction measures, including but not limited to:
•

Erect temporary noise barriers around the noise generating activities, particularly adjacent to
residential buildings;

•

Implement “quiet” pile driving technology (such as pre-drilling of piles, the use of more than one
pile driver to shorten the total pile driving duration), where feasible, in consideration of
geotechnical and structural requirements and conditions;

•

Monitor the effectiveness of noise attenuation measures by performing compliance noise
monitoring at noise-sensitive receptors during construction.

In addition, during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of development projects, the County
of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should avoid or reduce impacts associated with
construction noise consistent with the above noise reduction measures.
N-1B Implement Operational Noise Reduction Measures. SANDAG shall, and other transportation
project sponsors can and should, implement noise reduction measures to substantially lessen the
exposure of noise sensitive receptors to operational noise levels that exceed applicable standards during
the planning, design, project-level CEQA review, operation, and maintenance of transportation network
improvements. These measures include, but are not limited to:
•

Utilize techniques such as grade separation, buffer zones, landscaped berms, dense plantings,
sound walls, reduced-noise paving materials, and traffic calming measures; and

In addition, for railway projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can and
should, implement measures to substantially lessen noise levels that exceed FTA/FRA railway noise
exposure thresholds during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review. These measures include,
but are not limited to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use wheel treatments such as damped wheels and resilient wheels;
Use vehicle treatments such as vehicle skirts and under car acoustically absorptive material
Establish sufficient buffer zones between railroad and receptors;
Use sound reduction barriers such as landscaped berms and dense plantings;
Install sound insulation treatments for impacted structures;
Implement FRA “quiet zone” requirements in cooperation with local jurisdictions (i.e., reducing
or eliminating the requirement for train locomotives to blast their horns) for Plan improvements
at new and existing at-grade rail crossings; and
New and expanded rail corridors and features such as new rail tracks and double-tracking will
receive project-level noise analysis to ensure that measures are implemented to substantially
lessen noise levels that exceed applicable standards.

In addition, for development projects, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can
and should implement noise reduction measures to meet local noise standards during the planning,
design, and project-level CEQA review of development projects, including but not limited to:
•
•

Use land use measures such as zoning, site design, and buffers to ensure that future
development is noise compatible with adjacent transportation facilities and land uses; and
Site noise-sensitive land uses away from noise-generating facilities. Once sited, orient outdoor
use areas of land uses (e.g., backyards) away from adjacent noise sources to shield area with
buildings, or construct noise barriers to reduce exterior noise levels.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Mitigation Measures N-1A and N-1B would substantially reduce significant noise impacts caused by
exceedances of noise standards. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts
would be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, this impact (N-1) would remain significant
and unavoidable.

N-2

CAUSE A SUBSTANTIAL TEMPORARY OR PERIODIC INCREASE IN AMBIENT NOISE
LEVELS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Construction activities associated with the proposed Plan would result in temporary or periodic
increases in ambient noise levels at nearby sensitive receptors. The increase in ambient noise levels is
considered substantial when the difference between the existing local ambient noise level compared to
the resultant ambient level with construction noise exceeds the applicable regulatory standard.
Substantial temporary increase [i.e., during construction] is defined by FTA as an ambient increase of 10
dBA Leq or more during construction [FTA 2006], based on being perceived as twice as loud by the
human ear [Caltrans 2009]).
FTA considers a noise level increase of 10 dBA Leq above ambient noise levels due to construction a
substantial temporary increase in noise levels (FTA 2006). Where jurisdictions do not provide noise level
limits for construction, federal and state agencies such as FTA also provide guidance for evaluating
construction noise at noise-sensitive land uses. FTA guidelines present reasonable criteria for
construction noise level limits, i.e., a daytime limit of 80 dBA Leq(8) for residential land uses (FTA 2006).
This standard is applicable to both development construction and transportation construction. This FTA
standard is suitable for use where there is no such standard established by a local noise ordinance.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Construction activities associated with growth and land use change would generate noise during
construction and thereby result in temporary increases in ambient noise levels at nearby sensitive
receptors. Impacts to sensitive receptors resulting from construction of development projects would
depend on several factors, such as the type of development, surrounding land uses in a given area, and
duration of proposed construction activities. Additionally, construction noise levels would fluctuate
depending on equipment type and duration of use; distance between noise source and receptor; and
presence or absence of barriers between noise source and receptor. Typically, without intervening
topography or structures, typical average construction noise levels of approximately 85 dBA Leq at 50
feet would attenuate by 6 dBA per doubling of distance (i.e., 79 dBA Leq at 100 feet, 73 dBA at 200 feet,
etc.) to approximately 75 dBA Leq or less at distances of 160 feet or greater, and would further attenuate
to less than 60 dBA Leq at distances of 500 feet or greater. While construction noise levels would
generally range from 60 to 75 dBA depending on proximity to construction activity, construction noise at
some locations would still result in a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels (at or above
above 10 dBA) at receptors in areas with low ambient noise levels.
Additionally, temporary ambient noise level increases of 10 dBA or more in areas with low existing
activity or new development would occur in some locations, and would be considered a substantial
increase. Development projects would be required to comply with applicable construction noise
regulations. While adherence to regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would substantially reduce
construction noise levels, there is no assurance that noise would be reduced to less than significant
levels for all projects. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction of the planned transportation network improvements by 2020 would generate similar
noise levels from similar construction equipment (i.e., heavy equipment such as trucks, graders, and
backhoes, etc.) resulting in temporary increases in ambient noise levels in proximity to noise-sensitive
receptors, as similarly identified under the regional growth and land use change discussion. However,
improvements to existing transportation corridors would generate construction noise levels within
existing transportation corridors, which typically have high existing ambient noise levels. Construction
noise levels associated with some proposed improvement locations would substantially increase
ambient noise levels at or above 10 dBA Leq. Thus, while typical construction noise levels of
approximately 85 dBA Leq would attenuate to approximately 75 dBA Leq or less at distances of
approximately 160 feet or greater, and would further attenuate to less than approximately 60 dBA Leq at
distances of approximately 500 feet or greater, construction noise in some locations would still result in
a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels of 10 dBA or greater at nearby receptors.
Transportation network improvements would be required to comply with applicable construction noise
regulations. While adherence to regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would substantially reduce
construction noise levels, there is no assurance that noise would be reduced to less than significant
levels for all projects. This is a significant impact
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2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs would result temporary increases in noise levels at 10 dBA or above. Some
noise-sensitive land uses would be located in areas where ambient noise levels would temporarily
increase substantially, at or greater than 10 dBA above existing ambient levels during construction, and
construction of some transportation improvements would substantially increase ambient noise levels at
or greater than 10 dBA at noise-sensitive land uses. While adherence to construction noise regulations
discussed in Section 4.12.2 would substantially reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that noise
levels would be reduced to less than significant levels for all projects. Therefore, this impact (N-2) in the
year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As with the 2020 analysis, construction activities by 2035 associated with forecasted regional growth
and land use change under the proposed Plan would result in temporary ambient noise level increases
at nearby sensitive receptors. Impacts to sensitive receptors resulting from these proposed
improvements would depend on several factors, such as the type of improvement, surrounding land
uses in a given area, and duration of proposed construction activities. Additionally, construction noise
levels would fluctuate depending on equipment type and duration of use; distance between noise
source and receptor; and presence or absence of barriers between noise source and receptor. Typically,
without intervening topography or structures, typical average construction noise levels of approximately
85 dBA Leq at 50 feet would attenuate by 6 dBA per doubling of distance (i.e., 79 dBA Leq at 100 feet, 73
dBA Leq at 200 feet), would attenuate to 75 dBA Leq or less at distances of 160 feet or greater, and would
further attenuate to less than 60 dBA Leq at distances of 500 feet or greater. While construction noise
levels generally range from 60 to 75 dBA depending on proximity to construction activities, construction
noise would still result in a substantial temporary increase in ambient noise levels at these receptors (at
or above 10 dBA). Additionally, ambient noise level increases at or exceeding 10 dBA above existing
ambient noise levels in areas with low existing activity or new areas would be considered a substantial
increase. Development projects would be required to comply with applicable construction noise
regulations. While adherence to regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would substantially reduce
construction noise impacts, there is no assurance that noise would be reduced to less than significant
levels for all projects. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction of the transportation network improvements in 2035 would result in similar noise level
impacts as identified under the regional growth/land use change and transportation network
improvements discussions in 2020. Transportation network improvements would be required to comply
with applicable construction noise regulations. While adherence to regulations discussed in Section
4.12.2 would substantially reduce construction noise impacts, there is no assurance that noise would be
reduced to less than significant levels for all projects. This is a significant impact.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs would result temporary increases in noise levels at 10 dBA or above.
Noise-sensitive land uses would be located in areas where ambient noise levels would temporarily
increase substantially, at or greater than 10 dBA above existing ambient levels during construction, and
construction of transportation improvements would substantially increase ambient noise levels at or
greater than 10 dBA at noise-sensitive land uses. Therefore, this impact (N-2) in the year 2035 is
significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As with the 2020 and 2035 analyses, construction activities by 2050 associated regional growth and land
use change under the proposed Plan would result in temporary ambient noise level increases at nearby
sensitive receptors. Impacts to sensitive receptors resulting from these proposed improvements would
depend on several factors, such as the type of improvement, surrounding land uses in a given area, and
duration of proposed construction activities. Additionally, construction noise levels would fluctuate
depending on equipment type and duration of use; distance between noise source and receptor; and
presence or absence of barriers between noise source and receptor. Typically, without intervening
topography or structures, typical average construction noise levels of approximately 85 dBA Leq at 50
feet would attenuate by 6 dBA per doubling of distance (i.e., 79 dBA Leq at 100 feet, 73 Leq dBA at 200
feet); therefore, construction noise would attenuate to approximately 75 dBA Leq or less at distances of
160 feet or greater and less than 60 dBA Leq at distances of 500 feet or greater. While construction noise
levels would generally range from 60 to 75 dBA depending on proximity, construction would still result
in a substantial temporary increase at these receptors (at or above 10 dBA). Additionally, ambient noise
level increases at or exceeding 10 dBA above ambient noise levels in areas with low existing activity or in
new areas would be considered a substantial increase. Development projects would be required to
comply with applicable construction noise regulations. While adherence to regulations discussed in
Section 4.12.2 would substantially reduce construction noise impacts, there is no assurance that noise
would be reduced to less than significant levels for all projects. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction of the transportation network improvements in 2050 would result in similar noise level
impacts as identified under the regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements discussions in 2020 and 2035. Transportation network improvements would be required
to comply with applicable construction noise regulations. While adherence to regulations discussed in
Section 4.12.2 would substantially reduce construction noise impacts, there is no assurance that noise
would be reduced to less than significant levels for all projects. This is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs would result temporary increases in noise levels at 10 dBA or above.
Noise--sensitive land uses would be located in areas where ambient noise levels would temporarily
increase substantially, at or greater than 10 dBA above existing ambient levels during construction, and
construction of transportation improvements would increase ambient noise levels by greater than 10
dBA at noise-sensitive land uses. Therefore, this impact (N-2) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
N-1 Exceedance of Noise Standards
2020, 2035, and 2050
Mitigation Measure N-1A above is applicable to and reduces this impact.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Significant and Unavoidable
Mitigation Measure N-1A would substantially reduce significant temporary construction noise impacts.
However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level construction noise levels would be
mitigated to less than significant. Therefore, this impact (N-1) would remain significant and unavoidable.

N-3

CAUSE A SUBSTANTIAL PERMANENT INCREASE IN AMBIENT NOISE LEVELS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
A permanent increase in ambient noise levels is typically due to the operation, not construction, of
development projects associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change, and planned
transportation network improvements. Whether the impact is significant is based on whether the
increase is substantially higher than the existing ambient levels in proximity to noise-sensitive land uses,
and whether the increase occurs during the more sensitive hours of the evening and night when
ambient levels are lower and noise-sensitive activities of the land use are occurring (e.g., sleeping at
residences). For purposes of this impact criterion (N-3), a substantial permanent increase, and thus a
significant impact, is defined as an increase of 5 dBA CNEL in ambient noise levels (FTA 2006), for both
development projects and transportation network improvements.
The forecasted increase in population, housing, and employment development would result in
permanent increases in ambient noise levels, for example through mixed-use development, such as
placing residential, commercial, or industrial uses in proximity to existing noise-sensitive land uses; and
expansion of existing development or transportation corridors. Development projects would be required
to comply with all applicable noise regulations, which would limit noise incompatibilities among land
uses.
Operational noise impacts of transportation network improvements are evaluated as follows. Based on
noise attenuation with distance, traffic noise would not exceed standards at residences more than 500
feet from heavily traveled freeways, or more than 100 to 200 feet from lightly traveled roads (FHWA
1992). In general, along existing transportation routes, the proposed transportation network
improvements (e.g., additional lanes) would increase roadway capacity, increasing traffic volumes and
traffic noise. However, a doubling existing traffic volumes would only result in a 3 dBA increase, which is
barely perceptible. However, improvements to existing freeways that improve peak hour traffic flow,
such as new general purpose lanes or new Managed Lanes, would increase noise levels at adjacent
sensitive receivers by creating new lanes closer to the receivers, or by increasing traffic speeds due to
the capacity added by additional lanes.
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According to FHWA, substantial noise impacts occur when predicted noise levels increase substantially
when compared to existing levels, or when noise levels approach or exceed FHWA’s NAC. For the
purposes of this analysis, a substantial permanent increase is defined as an increase of 5 dBA CNEL (FTA
2006).

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As stated in Impact N-1, the increase in population, housing, and employment development expected by
2020 such as densely developed areas (e.g., Downtown San Diego), would result in increases in ambient
noise levels through conflicts in land use, such as placing residential, commercial, or industrial uses next
to noise-sensitive receptors (i.e., residential uses) and expansion of development near transportation
corridors. In some locations, this would result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels by 5 dBA CNEL over existing conditions. Development projects would be required to comply with
all applicable noise regulations, which would limit noise impacts on sensitive receptors. However, the
potential exists that noise level increases, even if in compliance with applicable regulations, would result
in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels.
Under the proposed Plan, development intensity is anticipated to be greater, which, in some locations,
would place development with more or potentially louder noise sources in proximity to noise-sensitive
receptors. This would likely result in a substantial ambient noise level increases of 5 dBA CNEL over
existing ambient conditions. While compliance with the existing regulations included in Section 4.12.2
would limit noise impacts on sensitive receptors, compliance cannot guarantee that all future projectlevel impacts would be less than significant. Thus, this is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Planned transportation network improvements by 2020 would generally increase ambient noise levels
due to increases in the number of trucks, buses, and trains, which generate greater noise per vehicle
than automobiles (Caltrans 2009). Planned transportation network improvements by 2020 include two
new managed lanes along segments of I-5 and I-805, new SR 11 toll lanes, two new general purpose
lanes on SR 76 from Mission Avenue to I-15; improvements to regional arterials including new vehicle
lanes; and double-tracking along the LOSSAN railway corridor.
The operation of transportation network improvements related to roadways (e.g., adding lanes and
extending roadways) planned by 2020 would increase capacity on these roadways and thereby increase
traffic volumes and associated noise levels adjacent to transportation network improvements within the
San Diego region. However, a doubling of traffic volumes would increase noise levels by 3 dBA CNEL,
which would be a less than perceptible increase.
Transportation network improvements on well-traveled freeways and major arterials would generally
allow vehicle traffic to move faster, and increase traffic noise along a given corridor. Conversely,
increasing traffic volumes on congested freeways and major arterials (i.e., LOS E or F) would have little
effect on the loudest-hour noise level, which occurs when a roadway or freeway is operating at a
maximum LOS C condition. Adding more vehicles to the maximum LOS C condition would cause traffic to
slow down, thereby lowering traffic noise levels.
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At the regional scale, the noise impacts of new general purpose lanes and new managed lanes would
increase noise levels when they occur in proximity to noise-sensitive receptors. Noise associated with
highway traffic is dependent on traffic volume, speed, fleet mix (cars, trucks, etc.), and the proximity of
noise-sensitive receptors. The additional lanes would increase capacity; however, even doubling traffic
volumes would result in a only a 3 dBA CNEL increase (Caltrans 2009). Therefore, increased vehicle
volumes would not substantially increase noise levels (i.e., an increase of 5 dBA CNEL). However, in
some locations, the movement of traffic closer to receivers, or development of new facilities where
none currently exist, would substantially increase ambient noise levels, as some improvements would
increase ambient noise levels by 5 dBA CNEL or higher.
Noise levels would increase along rail corridors where speeds are increased, a second track is
constructed, or in new railway corridors where there were previously no trains. In some locations,
improvements and extension of transit corridors (i.e., COASTER and Sprinter double-tracking and
extensions into Downtown and North County, respectively), would increase ambient noise levels in
proximity to noise-sensitive land uses to the higher levels of noise generated by high-volume transit
corridors. Increases in public transit would also increase noise levels along railway corridors where
speeds are increased, trains are double-tracked, or in new rail corridors where there were previously no
trains. Railway crossings also utilize audible warning signals that would impact nearby residents;
therefore, increases in railway traffic would also lead to more train horns or whistles at crossings near
residential areas, which can be a source of annoyance, especially at night or in early morning or evening.
Even doubling of train volumes would only result in a 3 dBA CNEL increase (Caltrans 2009), which would
not substantially increase noise levels (i.e., an increase of 5 dBA CNEL). However, in some locations, the
movement of railway traffic closer to receivers, or development of new facilities where none currently
exist, would substantially increase ambient noise levels, as some improvements would increase ambient
noise levels by 5 dBA CNEL or higher.
The proposed Plan also includes actions that encourage more efficient intermodal transportation of
goods. The number of freight trains would increase, resulting in increased train traffic that would
increase noise levels adjacent to railway corridors. Even doubling of train volumes would only result in a
3 dBA CNEL increase (Caltrans 2009), which would not substantially increase noise levels (i.e., an
increase of 5 dBA CNEL).
The proposed Plan includes the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City. A
doubling of light railway/Trolley service would only increase noise levels by 3 dBA CNEL (Caltrans 2009).
In some locations, sensitive receptors would be located in areas of new transit noise (from/expanded
increased service or new service) where ambient noise levels would increase substantially, 5 dBA CNEL
or greater. The majority of these impacts would likely be in areas where new corridors (extended or
realigned roadways/tracks) have been constructed. Since it takes a doubling or more of traffic or rail
trips to cause a noticeable increase in ambient noise levels, it is less likely that increases in service along
existing routes (e.g., expanded Rapid, local, shuttle service) would cause noise impacts.
Overall, VMT would increase under the proposed Plan. However, an increase in overall VMT would not
likely result in a substantial increase in ambient noise level from the freeways or major arterials planned
for improvements by 2020. As indicated, even doubling traffic volumes would result in less than
perceptible increases in noise levels along heavily traveled corridors proposed for new general purpose
lanes or managed lanes, such as I-5, and I-805, as a doubling of vehicle volumes would be required to
generate a 3 dBA CNEL increase on existing alignments (Caltrans 2009).
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In addition, reductions in traffic congestion associated with transportation network improvements
would slightly increase traffic noise as traffic speeds increase with reduced congestion. While reductions
in traffic congestion would lead to slight increases in noise as peak-hour traffic speeds increase, these
generally would be barely perceivable, i.e., 3 dBA. Thus, the planned 2020 improvements are unlikely to
result in a substantial increase in ambient noise levels from increases in traffic volumes or changes in
traffic speeds. However, in some locations, the proposed transportation network improvements would
move traffic closer to local receptors or change existing shielding, which would result in a substantial
increase in noise levels at local noise-sensitive receptors at or above 5 dBA CNEL.
The proposed Plan includes increased and expanded Rapid services, adding bus-only interstate ramps
and bus-only lanes along key downtown corridors. The standard reference noise level for Rapid service
at 100 feet is approximately 60 dBA Leq (FTA 2006). The increase of Rapid service or the development of
new services would increase noise levels along any new or proposed Rapid routes. However, because
Rapid routes would be along existing roadways, it is unlikely that increased Rapid traffic would result in
a substantial increase in overall traffic levels. For example, doubling the Rapid levels on I-5 would not
double the overall traffic levels on I-5, nor substantially alter the overall vehicle mix. It is therefore
unlikely that an increase in traffic noise levels would occur from increasing Rapid service. Thus, the
proposed Rapid service improvements in the proposed Plan are not anticipated to result in a substantial
increase in ambient noise levels.
The proposed Plan includes increased local bus service and using higher-capacity passenger buses. The
standard reference noise level for local bus service at 100 feet is approximately 50 dBA Leq (FTA 2006).
The increase in local bus service would result in a substantial increase in ambient noise along any new or
proposed routes from more frequent passbys, braking, and engine acceleration events. However,
increasing local bus service would be unlikely to substantially increase the overall traffic level on surface
roadways or substantially alter the traffic mix. It is therefore unlikely that a substantial increase in
ambient noise levels would occur from increasing local bus service.
In some locations, permanent increases in ambient noise levels at noise-sensitive receptors in proximity
to major transportation corridors would be significant, because they increase by 5 dBA CNEL or greater.
While compliance with the existing regulations included in Section 4.12.2 would limit noise impacts on
sensitive receptors, compliance cannot guarantee that all future project-level impacts would be less
than significant. This is a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in a substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise levels. Land use changes in some locations would locate development in areas
of noise-sensitive land uses, where noise levels could increase substantially (5 dBA CNEL or greater)
above existing conditions. Transportation network improvements would generally not substantially
increase noise levels over the existing condition, but some improvements would increase ambient noise
levels by 5 dBA CNEL or more from the movement of traffic closer to receivers or development of new
facilities where none currently exist. While adherence to regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would
reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts would be reduced to a less than significant
level for all projects. Therefore, this impact (N-3) in the year 2020 is significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The increase in population, housing, and employment development expected by 2035 would result in a
permanent increase in noise levels due to operation of stationary noise sources and operations
associated with commercial and industrial land uses. Under the proposed Plan land use development,
intensity is anticipated to be greater, which would place more or potentially louder noise sources in
proximity to noise-sensitive receptors. In some locations, this would result in potentially substantial
noise level increases of 5 dBA CNEL or more.
Based on the preceding analysis of regional growth and land use change, potential noise impacts would
occur due to proposed intensification of development. As the proposed development would expose
noise-sensitive land uses to substantial noise level increases, operation of these improvements would
result in a significant noise impact. While compliance with the existing policies and regulations included
in Section 4.12.2 would limit noise levels between land uses in the San Diego region, compliance cannot
guarantee that all future project-level impacts would be avoided or reduced to below a significant level.
Thus, this is considered a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In some locations, transportation network improvements in 2035, including additional Managed Lanes
along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, and portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR 78, SR 94, and
I-805; general purpose lanes along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and portions of SR 52 and SR 67; six
connectors along portions of the I-5, SR 15, I-15, and I-805; and five freeway connectors along portions
of I-5, SR 94, and SR 11/SR 905, would increase ambient noise levels at adjacent land uses.
The noise impacts of the operation of new managed lanes and new general purpose lanes planned by
2035 would increase capacity on these roadways and thereby increase traffic volumes and associated
noise levels adjacent to transportation network improvements within the San Diego region. However,
even if the addition of lanes on these existing roadways doubled traffic volumes, the increase would be
only 3 dBA CNEL, which is a barely perceptible increase in noise levels. The primary noise increase would
be the result of increases in the number of trucks, buses, and trains operating under the proposed Plan,
which generate greater noise per vehicle than automobiles (Caltrans 2009).
Transportation network improvements for decreasing traffic congestion on well-traveled freeways and
major arterials would generally allow vehicle traffic to move faster, and increase traffic noise along a
given corridor. Conversely, increasing traffic volumes on congested freeways and major arterials (i.e.,
LOS E or F) would have little effect on the loudest-hour noise level, which occurs when a roadway or
freeway is operating at a maximum LOS C condition. Adding more vehicles to the maximum LOS C
condition will cause traffic to slow down, lowering traffic noise levels. Overall VMT would increase by
2035 under the proposed Plan. However, an increase in overall VMT would not likely result in a
substantial increase in ambient noise level from the freeways or major arterials planned for
improvements by 2035. While reductions in traffic congestion would lead to slight increases in noise as
peak-hour traffic speeds increase, these generally would be barely perceivable, i.e., 3 dBA CNEL. Thus,
the forecasted 2035 improvements are unlikely to result in a substantial increase in ambient noise levels
from increases in traffic volumes or changes in traffic speeds. However, in some locations, the proposed
transportation network improvements would move traffic closer to local receptors or change existing
shielding, or result in higher truck percentages, which would result in an increase in noise levels
exceeding standards at noise-sensitive receptors.
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The proposed Plan includes major transit improvements designed to improve and expand services and
increase ridership. The transit improvements forecasted for 2035 under the proposed Plan would affect
the region's noise environment through the expansion of the transit system to areas currently not being
served, increased travel speeds and frequency of bus and rail services, and new rail and Rapid lines.
Noise would impact those sensitive receptors located in areas that are exposed to new transportation
noise (from increased service or new service). The majority of these impacts would likely be in areas
where new corridors (extended or realigned roadways/tracks) have been constructed. Doubling vehicle
or rail traffic is needed to cause a perceivable increase in ambient noise levels; therefore, it is less likely
that increases in transit service along existing routes (e.g., expanded Rapid, local, shuttle service) would
result in substantial noise impacts (i.e., increase of 5 dBA CNEL).
By 2035, improvements and extension of some transit corridors (e.g., double-tracking along the LOSSAN
rail corridor, increased COASTER and SPRINTER service frequencies, and COASTER service extension into
MCB Camp Pendleton), would expose existing and future noise-sensitive land uses to the higher levels of
noise generated by high-volume transit corridors. Noise levels would increase along rail corridors where
a second track is constructed, or in new railway corridors where there were previously no trains.
Increases in railway traffic would also lead to more train horns or whistles at crossings near residential
areas, which can be a source of annoyance, especially at night or in early morning or evening.
Even doubling of train volumes would only result in a 3 dBA CNEL increase (Caltrans 2009), which would
not substantially increase ambient noise levels (i.e., an increase of 5 dBA CNEL). However, in some
locations, the movement of railway traffic closer to receivers, or development of new facilities where
none currently exist, would substantially increase ambient noise levels, as some improvements would
increase ambient noise levels by 5 dBA CNEL or higher.
The transit improvements planned for 2035 under the proposed Plan would affect the region's noise
environment through the expansion of the transit system to areas currently not being served, increased
travel speeds and frequency of bus and rail services, and new rail and Rapid lines. The majority of the
impacts from these improvements would likely be in areas where new corridors (extended or realigned
roadways/tracks) have been constructed. Since it takes a doubling or more of bus or rail traffic to cause
a barely perceivable increase in ambient noise levels (i.e., 3 dBA CNEL increase), it is unlikely that
increases in service along existing routes (e.g., expanded Rapid, local, shuttle service) would result in
substantial noise increases.
Noise level increases would occur along railway corridors as speeds are increased, where trains are
double-tracked along the LOSSAN rail corridor, and in corridors where new rails are developed where
there were previously no transit facilities. The increase in rail crossings with audible warning signals and
more train horns or whistles at crossings would also potentially impact nearby residents. Even a
doubling of train volumes would only result in a 3 dBA CNEL increase (Caltrans 2009), which would not
substantially increase noise levels (i.e., an increase of 5 dBA CNEL). However, in some locations, the
movement of railway traffic closer to receivers, or development of new facilities where none currently
exist, would substantially increase ambient noise levels, as some improvements would increase ambient
noise levels by 5 dBA CNEL or higher.
As in 2020, the railway capacity improvements of the proposed Plan would continue actions that
encourage more efficient intermodal transportation of goods. Increases in rail transit tonnage would
increase the number of freight trains.
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Specific 2035 improvements call for further increases in COASTER operations and other extensions of
commuter rail service that would be affected by intermodal rail operations. Overall, however, an
increase in train traffic would yield a consequent increase in noise in areas adjacent to rail corridors. A
doubling of train volumes would only results in a 3 dBA CNEL increase (Caltrans 2009), which would not
substantially increase noise levels (i.e., an increase of 5 dBA CNEL).
The proposed Plan would increase light railway/Trolley service, including an extension of the Trolley
from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon, and from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via
Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista. In some locations,
sensitive receptors would be located in areas of new transit noise (from/expanded increased service or
new service) where ambient noise levels would increase substantially, exceeding 5 dBA CNEL. The
majority of these impacts would likely be in areas where new corridors (extended or realigned
roadways/tracks) have been constructed. Since it takes a doubling or more of rail traffic volumes to
cause a perceptible increase in ambient noise levels (i.e., 3 dBA CNEL), it is less likely that increases in
service along existing routes (e.g., expanded Rapid, local, shuttle service) would cause noise impacts.
The proposed Plan includes increased and expanded Rapid and local bus services. The increase of Rapid
service or the development of new services would increase noise levels along any new or proposed
Rapid routes, however, since along existing roadways, it is unlikely that increasing Rapid traffic would
substantially increase traffic levels. Thus, the proposed increased and expanded Rapid services are not
anticipated to result in noise levels in excess of local standards.
Transportation network improvements would be required to comply with applicable noise regulations,
which would limit exceedances of noise levels specified in noise standards. Thus, while adherence to
regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts
would be reduced to a less than significant level for all projects. This is a significant impact

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in a substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise levels. Land use changes in some locations would locate development in areas
of noise-sensitive land uses, where noise levels could increase substantially (greater than 5 dBA CNEL)
above existing conditions. Transportation network improvements would generally not substantially
increase noise levels over the existing condition, but some improvements would increase ambient noise
levels by 5 dBA CNEL or more from the movement of traffic closer to receivers or development of new
facilities where none currently exist. While adherence to regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would
reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts would be reduced to a less than significant
level for all projects. Therefore, this impact (N-3) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Forecasted growth (by 2050 would result in more development near noise-sensitive receptors. This
growth would result in a permanent increase in ambient noise levels by 5 dBA CNEL or more. This is
considered a significant impact. As the development would expose noise-sensitive land uses to
substantial noise level increases, operation of these improvements would result in a significant noise
impact. While compliance with the existing policies and regulations included in Section 4.12.2 would
limit noise levels between land uses in the San Diego region, compliance cannot guarantee that all
future project-level impacts would be avoided or reduced to below a significant level. Thus, this is a
significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In some locations, transportation network improvements in 2050, including additional Managed Lanes
along portions of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125; new general purpose lanes
along portions of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125; and highway operational
improvements along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76, would result in a substantial increase in ambient
noise levels due to movement of traffic closer to receivers.
Noise-sensitive receptors would be impacted by new transportation noise (from expanded/increased
service or new service) that would result in a substantial increase (5 dBA CNEL or greater). The majority
of these impacts would likely be in areas where new corridors (extended or realigned roadways/tracks)
have been constructed. A doubling traffic volumes would result in a barely perceptible increase in
ambient noise levels (3 dBA CNEL); therefore, it is unlikely that increases in service along existing routes
(e.g., expanded Rapid, local, shuttle service) would cause noise impacts.
The noise impacts of the operation of transportation network improvements related to roadways (e.g.,
adding lanes) planned by 2035 would increase capacity on these roadways and thereby increase traffic
volumes and associated noise levels adjacent to transportation network improvements within the San
Diego region. However, even doubling of traffic volumes would only increase ambient noise levels 3 dBA
CNEL, which is a barely perceptible increase in noise levels. The primary noise increase would be the
result of increases in the number of trucks, buses, and trains operating under the proposed Plan, which
generate greater noise per vehicle than automobiles (Caltrans 2009).
Noise levels from interstates and major arterials already result in elevated ambient noise levels in most
locations in the San Diego region (SANDAG 2007). Transportation network improvements for decreasing
traffic congestion on well-traveled freeways and major arterials would generally allow vehicle traffic to
move faster, and increase traffic noise along a given corridor. Conversely, increasing traffic volumes on
congested freeways and major arterials (i.e., LOS E or F) would have little effect on the loudest-hour
noise level, which occurs when a roadway or freeway is operating at a maximum LOS C condition.
Adding more vehicles to the maximum LOS C condition will cause traffic to slow down, lowering traffic
noise levels. Overall VMT would increase by 2050 under the proposed Plan; however, this would not
likely result in a substantial increase in ambient noise levels. While reductions in traffic congestion
would lead to slight increases in noise as peak-hour traffic speeds increase, these generally would be
less than barely perceivable, i.e., less than 3 dBA CNEL. Thus, the forecasted 2050 improvements are
unlikely to result in a substantial increase in ambient noise levels from increases in traffic volumes or
changes in traffic speeds. However, in some locations, the proposed transportation network
improvements would move traffic closer to local receptors or change existing shielding, or result in
higher truck percentages, which would result in a substantial increase in ambient noise levels.
By 2050, improvements and extension of some transit corridors (i.e., completion of the double-tracking
along the LOSSAN rail corridor, and extension of the SPRINTER to Westfield North County) would subject
existing and future noise-sensitive land uses to the higher ambient noise levels of noise generated by
high-volume transit corridors. Noise levels would increase along rail corridors where a second track is
constructed, or in new railway corridors where there were previously no trains. In addition, it is likely
that, in many areas, the COASTER is already close to, or exceeding, noise standards. Increases in railway
traffic would also lead to more train horns or whistles at crossings near residential areas, which can be a
source of annoyance, especially at night or in early morning or evening.
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The proposed Plan includes increased and expanded Rapid and local bus services, substantial increases
in Rapid services, and a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla. The increase of Rapid service or the
development of new services would increase noise levels along any new or proposed Rapid routes,
however, since along existing roadways, it is unlikely that increasing Rapid traffic would substantially
increase traffic levels. Thus, the proposed increased and expanded Rapid services are not anticipated to
result in a substantial increase in ambient noise levels.
Transportation network improvements would be required to comply with applicable noise regulations,
which would limit exceedances of noise levels specified in noise standards. Thus, while adherence to
regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts
would be reduced to a less than significant level for all projects. This is a significant impact

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in a substantial permanent
increase in ambient noise levels. Land use changes in some locations would locate development in areas
of noise-sensitive land uses, where noise levels could increase substantially (greater than 5 dBA CNEL)
above existing conditions. Transportation network improvements would generally not substantially
increase noise levels over the existing condition, but some improvements would increase ambient noise
levels by 5 dBA CNEL or more from the movement of traffic closer to receivers or development of new
facilities where none currently exist. While adherence to regulations discussed in Section 4.12.2 would
reduce noise impacts, there is no assurance that impacts would be reduced to a less than significant
level for all projects. Therefore, this impact (N-3) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
Permanent Increase in Noise Levels
Mitigation Measure N-1B above is applicable to and reduces this impact.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than
significant level. Therefore, this impact (N-1) would remain significant and unavoidable.

N-4

EXPOSE PERSONS TO OR GENERATION OF EXCESSIVE GROUNDBORNE VIBRATION
OR GROUNDBORNE NOISE LEVELS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Similar to noise, groundborne vibration and groundborne noise are generated from project construction
and operation. Groundborne vibration is the movement of the ground experienced either outdoors or
indoors. Excessive groundborne vibration has the potential to damage structures, cause cosmetic
damage (e.g., crack plaster), or disrupt the operation of vibration-sensitive equipment and can also be a
source of annoyance to individuals who live or work close to vibration-generating activities. Groundborne noise is noise generated by the indoor movement of room surfaces, such as walls, resulting from
ground borne vibration of the building. Groundborne noise can be a source of annoyance.
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Excessive is defined as exceeding vibration criteria guidelines for structural damage or human
annoyance. Over the years, numerous vibration criteria and standards have been suggested by
researchers, organizations, and governmental agencies. There are no Caltrans or FTA standards for
vibration; Caltrans and FTA criteria are used to evaluate the potential for damage and annoyance from
vibration-generating activities (Caltrans 2013).
This analysis of vibration impacts identifies vibration levels generated by construction equipment and
vehicles, and the operation of development projects and transportation network improvements.
Vibration dissipates greatly with distance; therefore, the proximity of structures and humans to the
proposed development and improvements are considered. Typically, local jurisdictions have not
developed any quantitative vibration standards. Construction and operational vibration levels from
sources are attenuated with distance to the receptors, and are typically compared to FTA and Caltrans
vibration impact criteria guidance for structural damage and human annoyance, as stated in Section
4.12.2. FTA and Caltrans vibration criteria are used for various projects (i.e., development, highways,
and railways) to define “excessive” vibration levels, which are considered significant.
FTA vibration threshold for structural damage is 0.1 in/sec PPV, and the threshold of human perception
and annoyance is 65 and 80 VdB, respectively (FTA 2006). Caltrans vibration threshold for structures is
0.2 in/sec ppv (as shown in Table 4.12-5), and for human perception and annoyance is 0.01 and 0.1 PPV
in/sec, respectively (Caltrans 2002).
Based on Caltrans vibration analyses of vibration from vehicle and railway traffic, and roadway
construction (Caltrans 2002a), traffic rarely generates vibration amplitudes high enough to cause
structural or cosmetic damage (Caltrans 2013), and worst-case traffic vibrations would drop below the
threshold of perception at distances of 150 feet or greater. Caltrans is not usually involved in railway
projects, however, Caltrans measured a peak vibration level of 0.36 in/sec ppv at 10 feet from train
activity, which would drop below the threshold of perception at distances greater than 250 feet
(Caltrans 2013).
FTA provides a vibration screening procedure is designed to identify railway projects that have little
possibility of creating significant adverse vibration impact for human annoyance, to eliminate them from
further vibration analysis. The FTA vibration threshold of human annoyance is 80 VdB (FTA 2006).
Vibration-sensitive receivers within 100 feet of light railway operations may be adversely affected (i.e.,
human annoyance) by vibration exposure during train events (FTA 2006). Predicted groundborne noise
levels are compared to FTA criteria to determine construction and operation impacts. FTA provides
groundborne noise criterion (Category 2) for residential receivers of 43 dBA for infrequent events.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
In some locations, such as densely developed areas (e.g., Downtown San Diego), the increase in
population, housing, and employment development forecasted by 2020 under the proposed Plan would
expose persons to or generate vibration levels in excess of applicable vibration thresholds for structural
damage and human annoyance. As the proposed Plan envisions much of the new development and
redevelopment through 2020 would be located in existing developed area, new development would
generally occur adjacent to existing structures.
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In some locations, development projects implemented under the proposed Plan would locate sensitive
receptors in proximity to transportation vibration sources such as major arterial roadways and rail
transit alignments, and would exceed applicable vibration thresholds for structural damage and human
annoyance.
Construction activities regardless of location would be similar and may include demolition of existing
buildings/structures, site preparation work, excavation, foundation work, building construction, and
paving. Demolition for an individual site may last several weeks to months and may produce substantial
vibration. Additionally, piles or drilled caissons may also be used to support building or bridge
foundations.
Heavy construction operations can cause substantial groundborne vibration in proximity to the source.
The highest vibration levels are generated by impact equipment or heavy equipment, such as pile
drivers or large bulldozers, respectively. Table 4.12-2 provides vibration levels at 25 feet for impact and
heavy construction equipment, in terms of PPV (for structural damage) and VdB (for human annoyance).
As shown in Table 4.12-2, pile drivers or large bulldozers can generate vibration levels at 25 feet of 1.518
and 0.089 in/sec PPV (or approximately 112 and 87 VdB), respectively. Vibration levels dissipate greatly
beyond 25 feet from the source (FTA 2006).
Typical project construction activities, such as the use of jackhammers, other high-power or vibratory
tools, compactors, and tracked equipment, would generate substantial vibration (i.e., greater than 0.2
in/sec ppv) in the immediate vicinity, typically within 15 feet of the equipment. However, typical
building construction does not typically require the use of these larger sources of vibration-generating
equipment, and therefore, is not anticipated to be a source of substantial vibration levels. Locating
proposed development at sufficient distances where construction vibration would dissipate to vibration
levels below vibration thresholds for structural damage and human annoyance. By use of administrative
controls, such as scheduling, typical construction activities would be restricted to hours with least
potential to affect nearby properties. Thus, perceptible vibration can be kept to a minimum and not
result in human annoyance or structural damage. However, at some locations, applicable vibration
thresholds for structural damage and human annoyance (FTA 2006) would be exceeded.
Construction activities with the potential for resulting in significant vibration impacts would be those for
which pile driving would be required. Generally, these types of construction activities are associated
with high-rise development. Pile driving from new development projects has the potential to generate
the highest groundborne construction vibration levels, and is the primary concern for structural damage,
when it occurs within 50 feet of structures. FTA and Caltrans vibration guidelines include thresholds for
structural damage as well as for human annoyance. Pile driving within approximately 50 feet of a
historic building would exceed FTA and Caltrans vibration standards for structural damage. Pile driving
within approximately 300 feet would exceed FTA and Caltrans vibration standards for human
annoyance. However, vibration levels generated by pile driving activities and attenuated by distance at
the receiver would vary depending on project site conditions, such as soil conditions, construction
methods, and equipment used. Distribution of materials to and from industrial and commercial land
uses from new development can have the potential to generate more substantial levels of groundborne
vibration than those of the mechanical equipment. Heavy trucks used for delivery and distribution of
materials to and from industrial and commercial sites generally operate at very low speeds while on the
industrial or commercial site (Caltrans 2013). Therefore, the groundborne vibration induced by heavy
truck traffic at industrial or commercial land uses is not anticipated to be perceptible at distances
greater than 25 feet (typical distance from roadway centerline to edge of roadway right-of-way for a
single-lane road), and therefore would not exceed vibration thresholds at this distance.
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Groundborne noise may be substantial when the originating vibration spectrum is dominated by
frequencies in the upper end of the range (60 to 200 Hz). Predicted groundborne noise levels are
compared to applicable criteria to determine construction impacts at the project level. For example, FTA
provides groundborne noise criterion (Category 2) for residential receivers of 43 dBA for infrequent
vibration events. In some cases, applicable groundborne noise thresholds would be exceeded.
Based on the above analysis, in some locations, groundborne vibration and noise impacts associated
with the construction of new development under the proposed Plan would exceed the applicable
groundborne vibration significance thresholds for structural damage, and human annoyance, and
applicable groundborne noise thresholds due to location of sensitive receptors near transportation
vibration sources and due to pile-driving needed for some projects, e.g., high-rises. This is a significant
impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction vibration impacts resulting from the proposed transportation network improvements by
2020, including new managed lanes along I-5 and I-805, new SR 11 toll lanes, and general purpose lanes
on SR 76; new travel lanes and extensions of regional arterials; and double-tracking the LOSSAN railway
corridor, would be similar to impacts described under the regional growth and land use change analysis
resulting in a less than significant impact for highway projects, except for pile driving, which would
represent a significant impact on local vibration-sensitive receptors.
Development of new or expanded transportation systems, such as roadways and railways, would
potentially locate vibration sources in proximity to vibration-sensitive receptors (e.g., LOSSAN rail
corridor double-tracking). In some locations, vibration impacts would result from new transit lines (e.g.,
Mid-Coast Trolley extension from Old Town to UTC) or increased frequency of service on existing lines,
which brings vibration sources closer to sensitive land uses. Applicable groundborne vibration
thresholds for structural damage and human annoyance, and groundborne noise thresholds are used to
assess the potential for rail-related vibration exposure at sensitive receivers. In some locations,
applicable vibration thresholds would be exceeded.
The primary vibration sources associated with transportation system operations include heavy truck and
bus traffic along roadways and train traffic along rail lines. However, vehicle traffic, including heavy
trucks traveling on a highway, rarely generates vibration amplitudes high enough to cause structural or
cosmetic damage. In some cases, heavy trucks traveling over potholes or other discontinuities in the
pavement have caused vibration high enough to result in complaints from nearby residents, which
typically can be resolved by smoothing the roadway surface (Caltrans 2013). Freight trains, mass-transit
trains, and light-rail trains can also be sources of groundborne vibration.
The proposed Plan includes the development of additional tracks along existing railways by 2020. Thus,
the number of daily vibration events would increase along these railways, and the highest peak vibration
level would be increased relative to the existing vibration level. In general, additional trains passing at
the same point would show up as higher peaks that may expose local sensitive receptors to vibration
levels that would exceed annoyance thresholds. Based on the above analysis, in some locations,
groundborne vibration associated with some roadway or rail projects under the proposed Plan would
exceed applicable groundborne vibration thresholds for structural damage and human annoyance, and
groundborne noise thresholds. This is a significant impact.
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2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would expose persons to or generate
excessive groundborne vibration and noise exceeding applicable quantitative thresholds. In some
locations, vibration impacts associated with new development under the proposed would exceed
significance thresholds for structural damage and human annoyance due to location of sensitive
receptors near transportation vibration sources and due to pile-driving needed for some projects, e.g.,
high-rises. Similarly, transportation network improvements using pile driving would expose sensitive
receptors to excessive groundborne vibration and noise levels. Also, vibration from increased train
activity would be significant at distances of less than 250 feet. Therefore, this impact (N-4) in the year
2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As in 2020, construction associated with development and redevelopment by 2035 forecasted in the
proposed Plan would be located adjacent to existing structures. Construction activities would likely
include demolition of existing structures, site preparation work, excavation, foundation work, building
construction, and paving. Piles or drilled caissons would be used to support building foundations for
high-rise development. Vibration levels caused by pile driving or other foundation work with a
substantial impact component such as blasting, rock or caisson drilling, and site excavation or
compaction may be high enough to be perceptible within 100 feet and high enough to damage existing
structures within 50 feet.
As with the 2020 analysis, typical non-impact building construction is not anticipated to be a source of
substantial vibration. By use of administrative controls, such as scheduling, typical construction activities
would be restricted to hours with least potential to affect nearby properties. Thus, perceptible vibration
can be kept to a minimum.
In addition, land use development projects implemented under the proposed Plan would locate
sensitive receptors in proximity to transportation vibration sources such as major arterial roadways and
rail transit alignments.
Based on the operational characteristics of mechanical equipment and distribution methods used for
general light industrial and commercial land uses, it is not anticipated that light industrial or commercial
operations would result in groundborne vibration levels that approach or exceed applicable vibrationlevel standards.
Predicted groundborne noise levels are compared to applicable criteria to determine construction
impacts at the project level. For example, FTA provides groundborne noise criterion (Category 2) for
residential receivers of 43 dBA for infrequent vibration events. In some cases, applicable groundborne
noise thresholds would be exceeded.
Based on the above analysis, in some locations, groundborne vibration and noise impacts associated
with the construction of new development under the proposed Plan would exceed the applicable
vibration significance thresholds for structural damage and human annoyance due to location of
sensitive receptors near transportation vibration sources and due to pile-driving needed for some
projects, e.g., high-rises. This is a significant impact.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction vibration levels generated from the proposed transportation network improvements,
including additional managed lanes or general purpose lanes along I-5, between SR 905 and SR 78, SR 54
to SR 15; portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR 78, SR 94, and I-805; and portions of SR 52 and SR 67, would be
similar to those described under the regional growth and land use change analysis, based on similar
types of construction equipment used.
As identified in the previous analysis, at distances greater than 250 feet train vibrations would drop
below the level of human perception. As the proposed Plan includes the development of additional
railways along existing railways, the number of daily train events would increase, and the highest peak
vibration level would be higher than the existing vibration levels. In general, the increase in train events
will result in higher peak levels (Caltrans 2002a). Thus, proposed rail improvements in 2035 would
expose local sensitive receptors to vibration levels in excess of 80 VdB, the FTA vibration threshold of
human annoyance (FTA 2006).
Light rail traffic would generate audible groundborne noise which would not be excessive; however in
some locations would physically connect to off-site sources of low-frequency noise via foundations or
utilities, would be considered excessive as human annoyance to inhabited residences.
Based on the above analysis, in some locations, groundborne vibration and noise levels associated with
some roadway or railway projects under the proposed Plan would exceed applicable vibration
thresholds for structural damage, and human annoyance, and applicable groundborne noise threshold
of human annoyance. This is a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would expose persons to or generate
excessive groundborne vibration and noise exceeding applicable quantitative thresholds. In some
locations, vibration impacts associated with new development under the proposed Plan would exceed
the applicable groundborne vibration significance threshold for structural damage and human
annoyance, and the applicable groundborne noise threshold for annoyance due to location of sensitive
receptors near transportation vibration sources and due to pile-driving needed for some projects, e.g.,
high-rises. Similarly, transportation network improvements using pile driving would expose receptors to
excessive groundborne vibration and noise levels, and from increased train activity at distances less than
250 feet. Therefore, this impact (N-4) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As with the 2020 and 2035, land use pattern changes by 2050 (i.e., cities of National City and Chula
Vista, the City of San Diego, north county cities of San Marcos and Vista, the unincorporated County, and
the City of La Mesa), on a regionwide basis, would include new development or redevelopment adjacent
to or in proximity to existing land uses increasing the likelihood of groundborne vibration impacts from
construction and operation of certain land uses.
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Land use development projects implemented under the proposed Plan would locate sensitive receptors
in proximity to transportation vibration sources such as major arterial roadways and rail transit
alignments. Based on the operational characteristics of mechanical equipment and distribution methods
used for general light industrial and commercial land uses, it is not anticipated that light industrial or
commercial operations would result in groundborne vibration levels that approach or exceed applicable
vibration-level standards.
Predicted groundborne noise levels are compared to applicable criteria to determine construction
impacts at the project level. For example, FTA provides groundborne noise criterion (Category 2) for
residential receivers of 43 dBA for infrequent vibration events. In some cases, applicable groundborne
noise thresholds would be exceeded. Based on the above analysis, in some locations, groundborne
vibration and noise impacts associated with the construction of new development under the proposed
Plan would exceed the applicable groundborne vibration significance threshold for structural damage
and human annoyance, and applicable groundborne noise threshold due to location of sensitive
receptors near transportation vibration sources and due to pile-driving needed for some projects, e.g.,
high-rises. This is a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction of the proposed transportation network improvements in 2050, including additional lanes
along portions of I-5, SR 15, I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125, would use
similar construction equipment and thus generate similar groundborne vibrations levels at the source as
those described under the regional growth and land use change analysis.
Based on the previous analysis in 2020 and 2035, groundborne vibration levels from train activity would
drop below the threshold of perception at distances greater than 250 feet. Vibration increases in 2020
and 2035 would continue in 2050 to exceed applicable thresholds at distances of less than 250 feet from
railways. Thus, proposed rail improvements in 2050 would expose local sensitive receptors to vibration
levels in excess of applicable groundborne vibration and noise thresholds of human annoyance.
Based on the above analysis, groundborne vibration and noise levels associated with some roadway or
rail projects under the proposed Plan would exceed applicable groundborne vibration significance
thresholds for structural damage and human annoyance, and applicable groundborne noise threshold of
human annoyance. This would be a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would expose persons to or generate
excessive groundborne vibration and noise exceeding applicable quantitative thresholds. In some
locations, vibration levels associated with new development under the proposed Plan would exceed the
applicable significance threshold for structural damage and human annoyance, and groundborne noise
thresholds due to location of sensitive receptors near transportation vibration sources and due to piledriving needed for some projects, e.g., high-rises. Similarly, in some locations, transportation network
improvements using pile driving would expose receptors to excessive groundborne vibration and noise
levels, and from increased train activity would be significant at distances less than 250 feet. Therefore,
this is impact (N-4) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
Excessive Groundborne Vibration and Noise
2020, 2035, and 2050
N-4A Implement Construction Groundborne Vibration and Noise Reduction Measures. SANDAG
shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local
jurisdictions can and should, implement measures during design, project-level CEQA review, and
construction of transportation network improvements or development projects, to reduce groundborne
vibration and noise levels generated by on-site construction equipment, including, but not limited to,
the following:
•

Predrill pile holes within 300 feet of any sensitive receptor;

•

Where feasible, use soil mix wall for excavation;

•

Incorporate a comprehensive construction vibration specification into all construction bid
documents,

•

Require contractor to assess potential for damage to buildings within 100 feet of a tunnel
boring;

•

Require contractor to perform a physical survey to document existing condition of a building
that might incur damage; and

•

If pile driving and/or other vibration-generating construction activities are to occur within 60
feet of a historic structure whose integrity would be impaired by exceeding the vibration
threshold for historic structures, implement measures to reduce vibration impacts, including but
not limited to:
o

Retain a structural engineer or other appropriate professional to determine threshold
levels of vibration and cracking that would damage any historic structure, and design
construction methods to not exceed the thresholds.

o

Require groundborne vibration monitoring of nearby historic structures. Implement
monitoring program to detect ground settlement or lateral movement of structures in
the vicinity of pile-driving activities and identify corrective measures to be taken should
monitored vibration levels indicate the potential for vibration damage to historic
structures.

o

Require contractor to assess potential damage to buildings within 200 feet of areas
where excavation requires the use of driven piles either by impact or vibratory
methods.;

N-4B Implement Groundborne Vibration and Noise-reducing Measures for Rail Operations. SANDAG
shall, and other transportation project sponsors can and should, implement vibration-reducing
measures, to meet FTA vibration guidelines (FTA 2006), during the planning, design, project-level CEQA
review, construction, and operation of rail projects, including, but not limited to, providing special track
support systems such as floating slabs, resiliently supported ties, high-resilience fasteners, and ballast
mats.
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In addition, rail operators can and should implement groundborne vibration and noise-reducing
measures, to meet applicable FTA vibration guidelines (FTA 2006), during the planning, design, projectlevel CEQA review, construction, and operation of rail projects, including, but not limited to, the
following:
•

Conduct rail grinding on a regular basis to keep tracks smooth;

•

Conduct wheel truing to re-contour wheels to provide a smooth running surface and removing
wheel flats; and

•

To reduce groundborne noise, achieve vibration isolation of the track from underlying surface
using:
o

Highly resilient direct fixation fasteners,

o

rail suspended fastener system,

o

isolated slab track system, and

o

floating slab track system.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Mitigation Measures N-4A and N-4B would reduce significant increases in groundborne vibration so that
applicable significance thresholds would not be exceeded. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all
future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, this impact (N-4)
would remain significant and unavoidable.

N-5

EXPOSE PEOPLE RESIDING OR WORKING NEAR PUBLIC AIRPORTS, OR PRIVATE
AIRSTRIPS OR HELIPADS TO EXCESSIVE NOISE LEVELS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section discusses noise impacts of locating land development and transportation improvements of
the proposed Plan in proximity to public-use and military airports, or private airstrips and helipads in the
San Diego region. Impact analysis is based on applicable plans and guidance for noise-land use
compatibility such as ALUCPs, AICUZ studies, and Caltrans’ Division of Aeronautics permitting.
The locations of regional growth and land use change associated with proposed Plan are analyzed to
determine whether people residing by or working near public-use airports and military airfields, or
private airstrips and helipads would be exposed to excessive noise levels. Excessive is defined as
exceeding land use compatibility noise level limits in ALUCPs for public-use airports, and in Caltrans
Aeronautics Division permits for private airstrips The locations of transportation improvements
associated with the proposed Plan are analyzed to determine whether people residing by or working
near public-use airports and military airfields, or private airstrips and helipads would be exposed to
excessive noise levels.
ALUCPs and AICUZ studies, respectively, are used to determine compatibility of development projects
with and worker exposure to excessive noise from public-use or military airports, and FAA and Caltrans
regulations and permitting for private airstrips or helipads.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change forecasted under the proposed Plan by 2020 such as densely
developed areas (e.g., Downtown San Diego), would result in development near public-use and military
airports, and private airstrips and helipads in the region; however, the proposed Plan would not result in
any operational changes (e.g., changes in flight patterns) to San Diego County airports. For public-use
and military airports, existing development review procedures, ALUCPs, and AICUZ studies, including
existing and future noise contours around the airport runways would be implemented. These
procedures ensure compatibility between proposed land uses and airports, to reduce the exposure of
excessive aircraft noise impacts to persons residing or working near airports. To prevent incompatible
uses in areas with higher aircraft noise levels, the ALUC has adopted ALUCPs with land use policies and
criteria in the interest of aircraft noise and land use compatibility.
Regional growth and land use change by 2020 would result in development near public use or military
airports in the region. However, existing development procedures, ALUCPs, and AICUZ studies ensure
compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for exposure of people residing
or working nearby to excessive aircraft noise. Additionally, the proposed Plan would not result in any
operational changes (e.g., changes in flight patterns) to San Diego County airports. Therefore, regional
growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would not expose residents or
employees to excessive noise levels from airports.
For private airstrips and helipads, no ALUCPs are required (i.e., no noise contours). The location of new
private airstrips or helipads is controlled by the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics permitting process. As
required for safety zones, appropriate separation between private airports and development is
identified in accordance with the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook and FAA standards.
Appropriate separation between development projects and private airstrips or helipads would be
identified during project-level planning and CEQA review in accordance with existing regulations and
FAA procedures, which would ensure compatibility.
A high rate of residential or commercial development is not projected to occur in rural areas of the
region, where there are several private airstrips. However, regional growth is forecasted to occur near
other private or special-use airstrips or helipads, such as hospitals and police stations. As required for
safety zones, appropriate separation between private airports and development is identified in
accordance with the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook and FAA standards. Appropriate
separation between development projects and private airstrips or helipads would be implemented
during project-level planning and CEQA review in accordance with existing regulatory mechanisms. The
existing regulations and FAA procedures would ensure compatibility between land uses and private
airstrips. Additionally, regional growth forecasted under the proposed Plan is not anticipated to increase
activity or access to private airstrips or result in any operational changes (e.g., changes in flight patterns)
at any private airstrips.
Based on the above analyses, regional growth and land use change by 2020 would not expose residents
or workers to excessive noise levels from public-use airports, military airfields, or private airstrips or
helipads. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.
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Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Many transportation improvements developed by 2020, including new lanes along I-5, I-805, SR 11, and
SR 76; widening and extensions of local roads; and double-tracking the LOSSAN railway corridor, would
be located near public-use airports and military airfields. Transportation improvements located near
public airports would not expose construction workers of traffic improvements near airports to
excessive noise levels associated with operation of airports.
Transportation improvements developed by 2020 would also be located near private airstrips or
helipads. Improvements to highways and arterials, and railways, included in the proposed Plan are
unlikely to expose construction workers to excessive aircraft noise working near private airstrips or
helipads.
Based on the above analyses, construction workers for transportation network improvements by 2020
would not be exposed to excessive noise levels from public-use airports and military airfields, or private
airstrips and helipads. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Regional growth and land use change would not expose residents or employees to excessive noise levels
from public-use airports, military airfields, or private airstrips or helipads. Similarly, construction
workers for transportation network improvements would not be exposed to excessive noise levels from
these sources. Therefore, this impact (N-5) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change by 2035 (i.e., Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa,
Mission Valley, Navajo, and Uptown) and the County (i.e., Lakeside, North County Metro, Fallbrook,
Spring Valley, and Ramona) would result in development near public use or military airports in the
region. However, existing procedures, ALUCPs and AICUZ studies ensure compatibility between land
uses and airports and reduce the potential for exposure of people residing or working nearby to
excessive aircraft noise. Additionally, the proposed Plan would not result in any operational changes
(e.g., changes in flight patterns) to San Diego County airports that would cause significant noise impacts.
Therefore, regional growth and land use change by 2035 would not expose residents or employees to
excessive noise levels from public-use airports and military airfields.
Additional regional growth and land use change is forecasted to occur in 2035 (i.e., Downtown, College
Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo, and Uptown) and the County (i.e., Lakeside, North
County Metro, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, and Ramona) near private airstrips or helipads, particularly in
the urbanized areas of the region. As described above, appropriate separation between development
projects and private airstrips or helipads would be implemented during project-level planning and CEQA
review in accordance with existing regulatory mechanisms. FAA may condition certain requirements for
project sites to ensure compatibility with air safety. Existing regulations and FAA procedures would
ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce the potential for aircraft noise impacts.
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Therefore, regional growth and land use change by 2035 would not expose construction workers to
excessive noise levels from private airstrips or helipads. Based on the above analyses, regional growth
and land use change by 2035 would not expose construction workers to excessive noise levels from
public-use airports and military airfields, or private airstrips and helipads. Therefore, this impact is less
than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, transportation improvements included in the proposed Plan in 2035,
including additional lanes along I-5, between SR 905 and SR 78, SR 54 to SR 15; portions of SR 15 and I15, SR 78, SR 94, and I-805; and portions of SR 52 and SR 67, would not develop noise-sensitive land uses
or employment centers and would not interfere with air traffic or result in operational changes at public
use or military airports. Therefore, transportation network improvements would not expose
construction workers to excessive noise levels from public-use airports or military airfields.
Transportation improvements developed by 2035 would be located near private or special-use airports
or helipads, particularly if they are located in the western portion of the region. Therefore, regional
growth developed by 2035 would not expose construction workers to excessive noise levels from
airports.
Based on the above analyses, construction workers for transportation network improvements by 2035
would not be exposed to excessive noise levels from public-use airports and military airfields, or private
airstrips and helipads. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Regional growth and land use change would not expose construction workers to excessive noise levels
from public-use airports, military airfields, helipads, or private airstrips. Similarly, construction workers
for transportation network improvements would not be exposed to excessive noise levels from these
sources. Therefore, this impact (N-5) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change by 2050 (i.e., cities of National City and Chula Vista, the City of San
Diego, north county cities of San Marcos and Vista, the unincorporated County, and the City of La Mesa)
would result in development near public use or military airports in the region. However, existing
procedures, ALUCPs, and AICUZ studies ensure compatibility between land uses and airports and reduce
the potential for exposure of people residing or working nearby to excessive aircraft noise. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change associated with the proposed Plan would not expose construction
workers to excessive noise levels from public-use airports and military airfields.
By 2050, the additional regional growth forecasted would occur near private airstrips or helipads,
particularly in the urbanized areas of the region. As described in the 2020 analysis, appropriate
separation between development projects and the airstrip or helipad would be identified during projectlevel planning and CEQA review in accordance with existing regulatory mechanisms. FAA may condition
certain requirements for project sites to avoid or reduce incompatibilities with surrounding land uses.
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Existing regulations and FAA procedures would ensure compatibility between land uses and airstrips or
helipads. Therefore, with adherence to the regulations above, regional growth and land use change by
2050 would not expose construction workers to excessive noise levels from private airstrips or helipads.
Based on the above analyses, regional growth and land use change by 2050 would not expose
construction workers to excessive noise levels from public-use airports and military airfields, or private
airstrips or helipads. Therefore, this impact is less than significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, transportation improvements included in the proposed Plan
in 2050, including additional lanes along portions of I-5, SR 15, I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 56, SR 67, SR
76, SR 94, and SR 125, would not develop noise-sensitive land uses or employment centers and would
not interfere with air traffic or result in operational changes at public use or military airports. Therefore,
transportation network improvements would not expose construction workers to excessive noise levels
from airports.
Some of the transportation improvements developed by 2050 would be located near private or specialuse airstrips or helipads, particularly if they are located in the western portion of the region.
Transportation network improvements and programs developed by 2050 would not expose residents or
employees to excessive noise levels from private airstrips. Based on the above analyses, construction
workers for transportation network improvements by 2050 would not be exposed to excessive noise
levels from public-use airports and military airfields, or private airstrips and helipads. Therefore, this
impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Regional growth and land use change would not expose construction workers to excessive noise levels
from public-use airports, military airfields, helipads, or private airstrips. Similarly, construction workers
for transportation network improvements would not be exposed to excessive noise levels from these
sources. Therefore, this impact (N-5) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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4.13 POPULATION AND HOUSING
This section evaluates the population and housing impacts of the proposed Plan. The information
presented was compiled primarily from SANDAG’s Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast.

4.13.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
Existing population and housing in the San Diego region is largely concentrated in the western third of
the region, which includes lands in the coastal zone. This area is characterized by beaches; bays;
shoreline; coastal canyons; and the many rivers, streams, and other watercourses. Many incorporated
cities, both large and small in size and population, are located along the coast and tend to have fairly
high density relative to other portions of the region. Historically, development has centered along the
coastal areas due to desirability of the location, access to infrastructure and transportation options, and
access to employment and commercial centers, among other factors.
The cities and portions of the unincorporated County that are situated in more inland and eastern
locations tend to have lower-density population and development characteristics and are typically
located along major roadways and transportation corridors, including SR 78, SR 79, and SR 94.

GROWTH FORECASTING
SANDAG has prepared regional growth forecasts for the San Diego since the 1970s. The SANDAG
forecasts are meant to help policy- and decision-makers prepare for the future and are not an
expression for or against growth. The forecasts are developed through a collaborative effort with
experts in demography, housing, the economy, and other disciplines, and the close cooperation of the
local planning directors and their staffs.
The latest forecast, called the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, identifies regional growth in
population, housing units, and jobs from 2012 to 2050. It serves as the foundation for the proposed
Plan. In addition, local governments use the forecast for capital improvements and public facilities
planning, and SDCWA uses it for water resources planning.
The growth forecast is completed in two iterative phases. First, SANDAG produces a forecast for the
entire San Diego region, called the regionwide forecast. This regionwide forecast does not include any
land use constraints, but simply projects growth based on existing demographic and economic trends
such as fertility rates, mortality rates, domestic migration, international migration, and economic
activity.
During the second phase, SANDAG allocates the regionwide forecast to jurisdictions and smaller
geographic areas based on the region’s adopted general plans and community plans. The adopted plans
and the following factors influence the probability of future growth in a given area of the region: existing
development, constraints to development (e.g., floodplains, steep slopes, habitat preserves, historic
districts), permitted development projects, existing job centers (along with travel time and commute
choice information), and historical development patterns.
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The Series 13 Forecast represents a continuing trend in the San Diego region to provide more housing
and job opportunities in existing urbanized areas. Since 1999, more than three-quarters of the 19
jurisdictions have made, or are in the process of making, significant updates to their general plans. In
1999, SANDAG forecasted 21 percent of future housing growth would occur in the unincorporated areas
of the County under the adopted local general plans at the time. Today, SANDAG expects 17 percent of
growth to occur in the unincorporated areas and much of that is focused in existing villages such as
Lakeside, Valley Center, Ramona, and Alpine. As a result of these updates, SANDAG has identified
sufficient housing opportunities in the adopted general plans for the first time in nearly two decades.
The forecasted growth also reflects more sustainable general plans from the local jurisdictions. At the
turn of the century, about 90 percent of vacant residential land in the cities was planned for singlefamily use. The Series 13 Forecast shows 84 percent of housing growth by 2050 being multifamily. Local
and regional conservation programs also continue to protect more of San Diego’s sensitive lands.
Currently, over 50 percent of the region is preserved as open space, parks, or habitat, and SANDAG
forecasts that an additional 20,000 acres will be preserved by 2050.

EXISTING POPULATION, HOUSING UNITS, AND JOBS
The existing (2012) population of the San Diego region is 3,143,429 people. There are 1,165,818 existing
housing units and 1,346,969 existing jobs. Table 4.13-1 provides a breakdown of existing regional
population, housing units, and jobs for the 18 incorporated cities and unincorporated County. Existing
population, housing unit, and employment densities for the region are shown in Figures 4.13-1 to
4.13-3.
Table 4.13-1
Existing Population, Housing Units, and Employment by Jurisdiction
Jurisdictions
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego (City)
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Unincorporated
San Diego Region

2012 Population
107,674
249,382
23,187
4,194
100,562
60,346
146,057
26,609
58,296
25,603
58,967
169,319
48,382
1,321,315
85,560
54,643
13,000
95,034
495,299
3,143,429

2012 Housing Units
45,171
79,255
9,596
2,637
35,934
25,586
48,333
9,863
25,840
8,813
16,720
65,469
16,545
518,137
28,539
20,124
6,521
30,860
171,875
1,165,818

Source: SANDAG, Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014
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2012 Employment (Jobs)
66,279
65,340
12,377
4,521
38,393
26,165
48,844
3,421
25,233
6,774
22,270
41,980
30,851
742,718
37,608
14,519
7,568
35,840
116,268
1,346,969
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The City of San Diego is the most populous in the region with an existing population of 1,321,315, which
is 42 percent of the regional total. The unincorporated County (495,299, 16 percent) and Chula Vista
(249,382, 8 percent) have the second and third largest populations in the region, respectively.
Approximately 66 percent of regional population is in these three jurisdictions. The cities of Oceanside
(169,319, 5 percent) and Escondido (146,057, 5 percent) are the next most populated jurisdictions.
Similar to existing population distribution, approximately 66 percent of existing housing units are in the
City of San Diego (518,137; 44 percent), unincorporated County (171,875; 15 percent), and Chula Vista
(79,255; 7 percent). After these three jurisdictions, the cities of Oceanside (65,469; 6 percent) and
Escondido (48,333; 4 percent) account for the most housing units. With 742,718 jobs, the City of San
Diego accounts for 55 percent of regional employment. Next are the unincorporated County (116,268; 9
percent), Carlsbad (66,279; 5 percent), and Chula Vista (65,340; 5 percent).

4.13.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Federal Uniform Act
The Uniform Act (42 USC Sections 4601 et seq.), is a federal law that establishes minimum standards for
federally funded programs and projects that require the acquisition of real property (real estate) or
displacement of persons from their homes, businesses, or farms. The Uniform Act's protections and
assistance apply to the acquisition, rehabilitation, or demolition of real property for federal or federally
funded projects. FHWA regulations implementing the Uniform Act are found at 49 CFR Part 24.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
State Housing Element Law
State law requires that each city and county prepare and adopt a general plan for its jurisdiction that
contains certain mandatory elements, including a housing element. (General plan requirements are
described in Section 4.11 Land Use.) The housing element is a comprehensive assessment of current
and forecasted housing needs for all economic segments of the community. Among other things,
housing elements (Government Code Sections 65580 et seq.) must assess the jurisdiction’s existing and
forecasted housing needed, including the jurisdiction‘s fair share of regional housing needs identified in
the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA). They also must identify adequate sites to meet the
needs of households at all income levels.
The Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (SB 375)
The Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act of 2008 (SB 375, Chapter 728, Statutes of
2008) requires, in part, the preparation of an SCS as part of the RTP. Among other things, the SCS must
identify areas within the region sufficient to house all the population of the region, including all
economic segments of the population, over the course of the planning period of the RTP taking into
account net migration into the region, population growth, household formation, and employment
growth (Government Code Section 65080). The proposed Plan includes the SCS for the San Diego
region.
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4.13 Population and Housing
Under SB 375, preparation of the RHNA is coordinated with preparation of the SCS. The RHNA must
allocate housing units consistent with the SCS development pattern (Government Code Section
65584.04(i)).

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Regional Housing Needs Assessment
SANDAG is required by state law (Government Code Section 65584[a]) to complete an RHNA, in
consultation with the California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD), in order to
determine the region’s housing needs in four income categories—very low, low, moderate, and above
moderate. The adopted RHNA for the San Diego region covers the 8-year period from January 1, 2013
through December 31, 2020.
The RHNA allocates housing needs in the four income categories for each of the cities and the County to
use in their housing element. The cities and County are required to update their housing elements to
include RHNA allocations every 8 years; updates can be required every four years if updated housing
elements are not adopted by certain timelines.

Housing Elements of Local Jurisdictions
Each local jurisdiction in the San Diego region has developed and must periodically update a Housing
Element as part of its general plan per requirements of the state Housing Element Law. As discussed
above, the housing element is a comprehensive assessment of current and forecasted housing needs for
all economic segments of the community. It sets forth local housing policies and programs to implement
those policies.

Land Use Elements of Local Jurisdictions
Each local jurisdiction in the San Diego region has developed a Land Use Element as part of its general
plan per requirements of State Planning and Zoning Law (Government Code Sections 65000 et seq.). The
land use element designates the general location and intensity of housing, business, industry, open
space, education, public buildings and grounds, waste disposal facilities, and other land uses.
Local Coastal Programs of Local Jurisdictions
Local jurisdictions within the Coastal Zone may prepare a Local Coastal Program (LCP) for approval by
the Coastal Commission. LCPs implement the goals, policies, and requirements of the Coastal Act,
including those pertaining to housing, within a local jurisdiction.

4.13.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, the unique nature of the proposed Plan’s
population and housing impacts, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan.
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4.13 Population and Housing
Checklist questions for population and housing are provided in Section IX of Appendix G. For purposes of
this EIR, the Appendix G questions have been combined and modified. Specifically, the separate
population and housing criteria (b) and (c) in CEQA Appendix G related to displacement of a substantial
number of existing homes and displacement of a substantial number of people have been combined in
this document (POP-2). For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a
significant population and housing impact if it would:
POP-1

Induce substantial increases in population, either directly (for example, by proposing new
homes or businesses), or indirectly (for example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure).

POP-2

Displace substantial numbers of people or housing units, which would necessitate the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere.

4.13.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
POP-1

INDUCE SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN POPULATION

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes whether substantial increases in population would be induced by the proposed
Plan based on the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast and proposed transportation network
improvements and programs. Growth inducement is discussed further in Section 7.1. The secondary
impacts of induced population growth are the physical changes to the environment already analyzed in
the other resource area sections of this EIR (Sections 4.1 through 4.16); therefore, they are not
addressed in this section.

Population Growth
From 2012 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people from 3,143,429 to
4,068,759, an increase of 29 percent. Table 4.13-2 shows existing population in 2012 and forecasted
population growth for 2020, 2035, and 2050 for the region and by jurisdiction.
The highest population growth rate increases are forecasted to occur in the south county cities of
National City (44 percent) and Chula Vista (39 percent). Forecasted population growth rates in the City
of San Diego (35 percent), the east county City of La Mesa (34 percent), north county cities of Vista (33
percent) and San Marcos (32 percent), and in the unincorporated County (31 percent) also will be higher
than the regional average of 29 percent. Population growth rates are forecasted to be lower than the
regional average in the coastal cities of Oceanside (12 percent), Carlsbad (16 percent), Encinitas (10
percent), Solana Beach (14 percent), Del Mar (13 percent), Coronado (4 percent), and Imperial Beach (19
percent); the north county inland cities of Poway (10 percent) and Escondido (19 percent); and the east
county cities of El Cajon (15 percent), Lemon Grove (21 percent), and Santee (21 percent).
Numerically, the highest population growth increases from 2012 to 2050 are forecasted for the City of
San Diego (456,621, 49 percent of the regional increase), the unincorporated County (152,129, 16
percent of the regional increase), and the City of Chula Vista (96,204, 10 percent of the regional
increase). Approximately 75 percent of the population growth increase is forecasted for these three
jurisdictions.
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Table 4.13-2
Existing and Forecasted Population Growth by Jurisdiction
Jurisdictions
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego (City)
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Unincorporated
Region

2012
107,674
249,382
23,187
4,194
100,562
60,346
146,057
26,609
58,296
25,603
58,967
169,319
48,382
1,321,315
85,560
54,643
13,000
95,034
495,299
3,143,429

2020
118,450
287,173
23,634
4,399
102,761
62,908
165,095
27,506
61,102
26,884
62,342
177,840
50,026
1,453,267
98,915
59,497
13,376
96,993
543,545
3,435,713

2035
124,351
326,625
24,165
4,672
109,383
65,264
172,697
30,369
70,252
28,673
73,329
188,597
53,062
1,665,609
109,095
63,812
14,207
111,771
617,765
3,853,698

2050
124,518
345,586
24,129
4,732
115,465
66,670
173,430
31,691
77,881
30,903
85,121
189,377
53,149
1,777,936
113,015
66,313
14,870
1126,455
647,428
4,068,759

Increase (2012-2050)
Population
Percent
16,844
16%
96,204
39%
1,032
4%
538
13%
14,903
15%
6,324
10%
27,373
19%
5,082
19%
19,585
34%
5,300
21%
26,154
44%
20,058
12%
4,767
10%
456,621
35%
27,455
32%
11,670
21%
1,870
14%
31,421
33%
152,129
31%
925,330
29%

Source: SANDAG, Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014a

Housing Units
From 2012 to 2050, the number of housing units in the region is forecasted to increase by 326,117, from
1,165,818 to 1,491,935, an increase of 28 percent. Table 4.13-3 shows existing housing units in 2012 and
forecasted housing units for 2020, 2035, and 2050 for the region and by jurisdiction. This table does not
include civilian (e.g., dormitories) or military (e.g., barracks) group quarters.
Similar to forecasted increases in population growth, the highest rates of housing unit increases would
occur in the south county cities of National City (48 percent) and Chula Vista (37%). Forecasted housing
unit increases in the City of San Diego (34 percent), north county cities of San Marcos (31 percent) and
Vista (30 percent), the unincorporated County (30 percent), and the City of La Mesa (29 percent) in the
east county, also will be higher than the regional average of 28 percent. The rates of housing units
increases are forecasted to be lower than the regional average in the coastal cities of Oceanside (8
percent), Carlsbad (12 percent), Encinitas (8 percent), Solana Beach (9 percent), Del Mar (1 percent),
Coronado (2 percent), and Imperial Beach (17percent); the north county inland cities of Poway (8
percent) and Escondido (16 percent); and the east county cities of El Cajon (13 percent), Lemon Grove
(19 percent), and Santee (19 percent).
Numerically, the highest housing unit increases from 2012 to 2050 are forecasted for the City of San
Diego (177,566; 54 percent of the regional increase), the unincorporated County (51,123; 16 percent of
the regional increase), and City of Chula Vista (29,018; 9 percent of the regional increase).
Approximately 79 percent of the housing unit increase is forecasted for these three jurisdictions.
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Table 4.13-3
Existing and Forecasted Housing Units by Jurisdiction

Jurisdictions
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Unincorporated
Region

2012

2020

2035

2050

45,171
79,255
9,596
2,637
35,934
25,856
48,333
9,863
25,840
8,813
16,270
65,469
16,545
518,137
28,539
20,124
6,521
30,860
171,875
1,165,818

48,448
89,176
9,668
2,646
36,180
26,146
53,564
10,001
26,460
9,118
17,458
67,817
16,855
559,143
32,625
21,490
6,583
31,012
185,294
1,249,684

50,261
101,188
9,697
2,653
38,163
26,765
55,567
10,926
30,001
9,654
20,877
70,395
17,685
640,668
35,795
22,776
6,833
35,307
209,572
1,394,783

50,505
108,273
9,801
2,674
40,758
27,686
56,034
11,528
33,407
10,526
24,736
70,942
17,839
695,703
37,337
23,886
14,870
40,181
222,998
1,491,935

Increase (2012-2050)
Housing Units Percent
5,334
12%
29,018
37%
205
2%
37
1%
4,824
13%
2,100
8%
7,701
16%
1,665
17%
7,567
29%
1,713
19%
8,016
48%
5,473
8%
1,294
8%
177,566
34%
8,798
31%
3,762
19%
600
9%
9,321
30%
51,123
30%
326,117
28%

Source: SANDAG, Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014a

Jobs
From 2012 to 2050, the number of jobs in the region is forecasted to increase by 460,492, from
1,346,969 to 1,807,461, an increase of 34 percent. Table 4.13-4 shows existing jobs in 2012 and
forecasted jobs for 2020, 2035, and 2050 for the region and by jurisdiction.
The highest rates of job increases would occur in the south county cities of Chula Vista (75 percent) and
National City (56 percent), and in San Marcos (71 percent) in inland north county. Forecasted job
increases in the east county city of La Mesa (45 percent), north county City of Vista (36 percent),
unincorporated County (41 percent), and coastal Imperial Beach (35 percent), also will be higher than
the regional average of 34 percent. The rates of jobs increases are forecasted to be lower than the
regional average in the City of San Diego (31 percent); the coastal cities of Oceanside (29 percent),
Carlsbad (29 percent), Encinitas (13 percent), Solana Beach (16 percent), Del Mar (5 percent), and
Coronado (1 percent); the north county inland cities of Poway (20 percent) and Escondido (21 percent);
and the east county cities of El Cajon (30 percent), Lemon Grove (28 percent), and Santee (28 percent).
Numerically, the largest job increases from 2012 to 2050 are forecasted for the City of San Diego
(228,541; 50 percent of the regional increase), the City of Chula Vista (49,210; 11 percent of the regional
increase), and the unincorporated County (47,665; 10 percent of the regional increase). Approximately
71 percent of the jobs increase is forecasted for these three jurisdictions.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Table 4.13-4
Existing and Forecasted Jobs Growth by Jurisdiction

Jurisdictions
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Unincorporated
Region

2012

2020

2035

2050

66,279
65,340
12,377
4,521
38,393
26,165
48,844
3,421
25,233
6,774
22,270
41,980
30,851
742,718
37,608
14,519
7,568
35,840
116,268
1,346,969

77,422
82,953
12,377
4,542
41,410
27,275
53,498
4,311
28,673
7,320
25,184
48,205
34,010
830,107
45,783
16,499
8,156
40,965
131,490
1,520,180

84,589
99,599
12,515
4,704
45,201
28,467
57,732
4,595
33,309
8,033
27,714
53,283
35,708
896,404
54,902
18,323
8,533
48,065
144,318
1,665,994

85,757
114,550
12,536
4,726
49,825
29,551
59,081
4,613
36,552
8,656
34,736
53,998
37,173
971,259
64,328
18,570
8,803
48,814
163,933
1,807,461

Increase (2012-2050)
Jobs
Percent
19,478
29%
49,210
75%
159
1%
205
5%
11,432
30%
3,386
13%
10,237
21%
1,192
35%
11,319
45%
1,882
28%
12,466
56%
12,018
29%
6,322
20%
228,541
31%
26,720
71%
4,051
28%
1,235
16%
12,974
36%
47,665
41%
460,492
34%

Source: SANDAG, Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, 2014a

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), housing
by 83,866 housing units (7 percent), and employment by 173,211 jobs (13 percent). Regional population,
housing, and employment densities for 2020 are shown in Figures 4.13-4 through 4.13-6.
Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2020 is in the City of San
Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent). Similarly,
these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 77 percent of new housing units and 69 percent
of new jobs, respectively, by 2020. In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion
of the forecasted population and housing unit increases include Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown,
Pacific Highlands Ranch, Black Mountain Ranch, University City, Navajo, and Mission Valley. The highest
proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown, Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa,
Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa.
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In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz,
Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases
are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North County Metro, Fallbrook, and Ramona.
New development caused by regional growth and land use change would be in the form of new homes,
services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses. Additionally, the proposed Plan
forecasts a general intensification of existing land uses within urban communities and along key
transportation corridors. The land use components of the proposed Plan would induce substantial
population increases in the specific locations described above through policies and strategies that
provide for the development of new housing units, job-supporting nonresidential land uses, and related
improvements to public facilities and infrastructure. This is a significant impact. Refer to the more
detailed analysis in Section 7.1 Growth Inducement, Section 4.11 Land Use, and Section 4.14 PublicServices and Utilities of the EIR for further discussions of population growth impacts.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
From 2012 to 2020, major transportation network improvements and programs would include doubletracking at certain locations on the LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER frequencies and
completion of the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City, the South Bay Rapid
from the Otay Mesa ITC to Downtown San Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Iris to the Otay Mesa POE,
increases in local bus service frequencies, express bus routes to SDIA and Tijuana International Airport, a
San Marcos shuttle, and construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I-805 and I-8.
Additional major transportation network improvements would include new Managed Lanes along I-5
from Manchester Avenue to SR 78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52, new toll lanes on SR 11
to the Otay Mesa POE, new general purpose lanes along a portion of SR 76, and a new freeway
connector at SR 11 and SR 905. By 2020, there also would be several improvements to local arterial
streets at locations throughout the region, including widenings and extensions of existing roadways,
new or replaced bridges, and a road realignment. Approximately 24 regional active transportation
projects would be constructed by 2020. Several of the active transportation projects are in the City of
San Diego, and also in other jurisdictions in coastal and inland north county and in coastal south county.
The planned network improvements and programs would help facilitate movement of people and goods
and accessibility to improve the quality of life and sustain the economy as the region grows. The
transportation network improvements and programs emphasize more efficient use of the existing
highway and arterial networks and an enhanced transit network that would facilitate greater mobility
between communities and employment or commercial centers within the region. Enhanced mobility
would support forecasted regional growth by increasing the accessibility to and from areas of the region
that are forecasted to increase housing and/or employment development. In areas where transit
improvements are implemented in addition to roadway improvements, greater intensity of growth
would be accommodated. Therefore, transportation network improvements developed by 2020 would
induce substantial increases in population. This is a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network
improvements would induce substantial increases in population. Therefore, this impact (POP-1) in the
year 2020 is significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2035, regional population is forecasted to increase by 710,269 people (23 percent),
housing by 228,965 housing units (20 percent), and employment by 319,025 jobs (24 percent). Regional
population, housing, and employment densities for 2035 are shown in Figures 4.13-7 through 4.13-9.
Approximately 77 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2035 is in the City of San
Diego (48 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (11 percent). Similarly,
these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 80 percent of new housing units and 68 percent
of new jobs, respectively, by 2035.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo,
and Uptown. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown,
Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa.
In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, Fallbrook, Spring Valley,
and Ramona. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Lakeside,
Spring Valley, North County Metro, Fallbrook, and Ramona.
New development caused by regional growth and land use change would be in the form of new homes,
services, commercial areas, industrial centers, schools, and civic uses. The proposed Plan would also
result in major development in areas that are currently undeveloped. Density of new development
would increase by 2035, and many currently developed areas would be infilled. However, the proposed
Plan forecasts a general intensification of existing land uses within urban communities and along key
transportation corridors. The land use components of the proposed Plan would induce substantial
population increases in the specific locations described above through policies and strategies that
provide for the development of new housing units, job-supporting nonresidential land uses, and related
improvements to public facilities and infrastructure. This is a significant impact. Refer to the more
detailed analysis in Section 7.1 Growth Inducement, Section 4.11 Land Use, and Section 4.14 PublicServices and Utilities of the EIR for further discussions of population growth impacts.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2035, additional transportation network improvements and programs would occur in the San Diego
region as part of the proposed Plan. Some key rail and transit facilities by 2035 include the extension of
the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon with a connection to the COASTER
service in Sorrento Valley (Trolley Route 561); an extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny
Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista via Highland and
4th Avenues; and three new streetcars along the Downtown, Little Italy, North Park, and Golden Hill
communities. The proposed Plan also includes several grade separation projects in 2035 for the LOSSAN,
SPRINTER, and Trolley. Rail grade separations include Phase 1 of the Blue Line Frequency Enhancements
and rail grade separations through the South Bay communities, and the Blue/Orange Track connection
at 12th and Imperial. Substantial increases in Rapid service would occur throughout the region.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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4.13 Population and Housing
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2035 would include additional Managed
Lanes along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, as well as portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR
78, SR 94, and I-805. General purpose lanes would be added along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and portions
of SR 52 and SR 67. Six Managed Lane connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 15, I-15, and
I-805, and five freeway connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 94, and SR 11/SR 905.
By 2035, active transportation projects include Bayshore Bikeway segment to Barrio Logan, the San
Diego River Trail in Santee, the Downtown to Southeast connections through East Village and Encanto,
and Golden Hill; the Coastal Rail Trail through UTC, Rose Canyon, Pacific Highway, Solana Beach; and
urban bikeways through City Heights, Encanto and Lemon Grove, Roland to La Mesa; and the Inland Rail
Trail in Oceanside. These improvements would help accommodate population, housing and job growth
forecasted for the region. Increases in alternative transportation services would also accommodate
forecasted growth in the region.
The planned network improvements and programs would help facilitate movement of people and goods
and accessibility to improve the quality of life and sustain the economy as the region grows. The
transportation improvements would emphasize more efficient use of the existing highway and arterial
networks and an enhanced transit network that would facilitate greater mobility between communities
and employment or commercial centers within the region. Enhanced mobility would support forecasted
regional growth by increasing the accessibility to and from areas of the region that are forecasted to
increase housing and/or employment development. In areas where transit improvements are
implemented in addition to roadway improvements, greater intensity of growth would be
accommodated. Therefore, transportation network improvements developed by 2035 would induce
substantial increases in population. This is a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements would induce substantial increases in population. Therefore, this impact (POP-1) in the
year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people (29 percent),
housing by 326,117 housing units (28 percent), and employment by 460,492 jobs (34 percent). Regional
population, housing, and employment densities for 2050 are shown in Figures 4.13-10 through 4.13-12.
Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2050 is in the City of San
Diego (49 percent), County of San Diego (16 percent), and City of Chula Vista (10 percent). Similarly,
these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 79 percent of new housing units and 71 percent
of new jobs, respectively, by 2050.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Downtown, Otay Mesa, Mid-City, Mira Mesa, College Area, Navajo, and
Uptown. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown,
University City, Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa.
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In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz,
Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases
are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North County Metro, Fallbrook, and Ramona.
The regional growth and land use change components of the proposed Plan would induce substantial
population increases in the specific locations described above through policies and strategies that
provide for the development of new housing units, job-supporting nonresidential land uses, and related
improvements to public facilities and infrastructure. This is a significant impact. Refer to the more
detailed analysis in Section 7.1 Growth Inducement, Section 4.11 Land Use, and Section 4.14 PublicServices and Utilities of the EIR for further discussions of population growth impacts.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2050, improvements include the extension of SPRINTER service from Escondido to Westfield North
County; a new Trolley line from Downtown San Diego to SDSU, along the Park Boulevard and El Cajon
Boulevard corridors via Balboa Park, North Park, and City Heights (transition of Mid-City Rapid); a new
Trolley line from Pacific Beach to Grossmont Center via Clairemont, Kearny Mesa, Mission Valley, and
SDSU; and the Trolley extension from Pacific Beach to Balboa to Kearney Mesa to Carmel Valley. New
streetcar service would be planned from Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach. By 2050, rail grade
separations would be completed on the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors. On the Orange and Blue Line
Trolley lines, 11 rail grade improvements would be completed by 2050.
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2050 include additional Managed Lanes
along portions of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125; new general purpose lanes
along portions of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125; and highway operational
improvements along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76. There would be new Managed Lane connectors
along I-15 and I-805 at SR 52, and one new freeway connector at I-15 and SR 56. New toll lanes would be
added along I-5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange County border and along I-15 from SR 78 to
the Riverside County border. By 2050, active transportation projects include buildout of the San Luis Rey
River Trail, bikeway trails in the Encinitas- San Marcos Corridor, Escondido Creek Bikeway, I-15 Bikeway,
SR 56 Bikeway, SR 52 Bikeway, I-8 corridor Trail, I-805 corridor, SR 905 corridor, El Camino Real Bike
Lanes, Carlsbad to San Marcos corridor, Mira Mesa corridor, Mid-County Bikeway, Central Coast
corridor, and enhanced bike lanes through Santee, El Cajon, La Mesa and unincorporated County.
As discussed above, the location and timing of transportation network improvements and programs
identified in the proposed Plan would accommodate forecasted regional growth in population in the
specific locations described in this section where the development of new housing units and jobssupporting nonresidential land uses would occur.
The planned network improvements and programs would help facilitate movement of people and goods
and accessibility to improve the quality of life and sustain the economy as the region grows. The
transportation network improvements and programs emphasize more efficient use of the existing
highway and arterial networks, and an enhanced transit network that would facilitate greater mobility
between communities and employment or commercial centers within the region. Enhanced mobility
would support forecasted regional growth by increasing the accessibility to and from areas of the region
that are forecasted to increase housing and/or employment development. In areas where transit
improvements are implemented in addition to roadway improvements, greater intensity of growth can
be accommodated. Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs in place by 2050 as
part of the proposed Plan would induce substantial increases in population. This is a significant impact.
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4.13 Population and Housing

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs would induce substantial increases in population. Therefore, this impact
(POP-1) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
POP-1

Induce Substantial Population Growth

2020, 2035, and 2050
No Feasible Mitigation. SANDAG has no control over the amount of growth the region would experience
during the implementation of the proposed Plan. The regional growth and land use change forecasted in
the proposed Plan would be implemented by local jurisdictions through local plans and individual
development projects. The proposed Plan has been developed to accommodate forecasted regional
growth and failing to do so would be inconsistent with the federal and state requirements for RTPs. In
addition, precluding growth would conflict with the requirements to provide sufficient housing for the
region’s population contained in SB 375. As discussed in Section 4.13.2, Government Code Section
65080(b)(2)(B)(ii) requires that the RTP/SCS must house all the population of the region, including all
economic segments of the population, over the course of the planning period of the regional
transportation plan.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Based on the discussion above, impacts related to induced substantial increases in population under the
proposed Plan would be significant and unavoidable.

POP-2

DISPLACE SUBSTANTIAL NUMBERS OF PEOPLE OR HOUSING UNITS, WHICH WOULD
NECESSITATE THE CONSTRUCTION OF REPLACEMENT HOUSING ELSEWHERE.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This analysis examines whether forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned
transportation network improvements would physically displace a substantial number of people or
housing units, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. The analysis also
includes a discussion indicating whether construction of replacement housing outside the region would
be required.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects likely to exacerbate the proposed
Plan’s displacement impacts include, but are not limited to, increased risk of wildfire throughout the
region, increased flooding in low-lying areas, and flooding associated with beach loss and sea level rise
in coastal areas. In general, these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. These
effects are further detailed in Appendix F.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The intensification of development forecasted for 2020 would lead to the redevelopment of existing
properties containing lower-density residential uses. New development would occur at higher densities
and with more modern housing, frequently as part of a mixed-use development. Thus, existing
structures would be replaced with higher-density housing or commercial structures, and would lead to
substantial displacement of people and housing units, necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere.
Likewise, existing vacancy rates for commercial/retail properties have dropped from 4.5 percent to 4.3
percent from the first to second quarter 2014 (CoStar 2014). Existing laws are in place to provide
assistance to relocated households and businesses. As described in Section 4.13.2, the Federal Uniform
Act requires public agencies to provide relocation assistance when an action by the agency displaces
residences. Construction of replacement housing outside the region would, however, be unlikely, as
adopted land use plans have sufficient capacity to accommodate forecasted population and housing
growth. Nonetheless, regional growth and land use change would cause the displacement of people and
housing units, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. Regional growth and
land use change would have a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
The proposed Plan includes the construction of new facilities by 2020, such as the Mid-Coast Trolley
Extension through existing communities from Old Town to University City in the City of San Diego and
construction of SR 11 from the Otay Mesa East Port of Entry to SR 905. The Mid-Coast Trolley Extension
would be located in part along the existing LOSSAN rail corridor and along the I-5, minimizing the
physical displacement of existing housing. In addition, the portion through University City would include
features such as elevated structures to ensure that existing properties are not displaced. The Mid-Coast
Corridor Transit Final SEIS/SEIR (SANDAG 2014b concludes that the project would not result in a
population and housing impact because the project would not displace any dwelling units, necessitate
construction of replacement housing, or displace a substantial (more than a few) number of people who
would need to seek employment outside of the local employment area. The SR 11 and Otay Mesa East
Port of Entry Final EIR/EIS (Caltrans 2012) concluded that the project would not result in the physical
displacement of existing housing.
Based on a review of the planned major transportation improvements and their proximity to existing
and forecast housing growth in 2020, none of the planned transportation network improvements would
require acquisitions of right-of-way that would physically displace substantial numbers of people or
housing units. Therefore, transportation network improvements would not displace substantial numbers
of existing housing, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere.
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2020 Conclusion
By 2020, development associated with regional growth and land use change, but not transportation
network improvements, would displace a substantial number of people and housing units, necessitating
the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. Therefore, this impact (POP-2) in the year 2020 is
significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The intensification of development forecasted for 2035 would lead to the redevelopment of existing
properties containing lower-density residential uses. New development would occur at higher densities
and with more modern housing, frequently as part of a mixed-use development. Thus, existing
structures would be replaced with higher-density housing or commercial structures, and would lead to
substantial displacement of people or housing units necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere. Existing laws are in place to provide assistance to relocated households and
businesses. As described in Section 4.13.2, the Federal Uniform Act requires public agencies to provide
relocation assistance when an action by the agency displaces residences or businesses. Construction of
replacement housing outside the region would be unlikely as adopted land use plans have sufficient
capacity to accommodate forecasted housing growth. Nonetheless, regional growth and land use
change would cause the displacement of people and housing units, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere. Regional growth and land use change would have a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In 2035, most transportation network improvements would affect existing transportation facilities, such
as LOSSAN and SPRINTER rail corridor double-tracking, rail grade separations, additional managed lanes
and general purposes lanes along existing freeways and highways, improvements to regional arterials,
and active transportation projects. New street cars would be constructed within public rights-of-way.
While portions of these improvements to existing transporation facilities would likely involve temporary
and permanet right-of-way acquisistion, they are unlikely to involve acquistions of property that would
displace substantial numbers of people or housing units.
Other planned transportation network improvements including new Trolley extensions would require
acquisition of new rights-of-way in highly developed areas with high-density housing along
transportation corridors. This includes the planned Trolley extensions from UTC to Mira Mesa via
Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon and from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City,
National City/Chula Vista via Highland Avenue and 4th Avenue. The future alignments for these Trolley
extensions have not yet been determined, but are likely to be located to the extent feasible within
existing public rights-of-way such as along existing freeways, roadways, and rail corridors in order to
minimize costs associated with property acquisition and impacts to owners of private property, including
businesses and residents.
However, at this time, it cannot be guaranteed that all segments of these future Trolley extensions
would avoid acquisition of properties that would result in substantial displacement of people or housing
units. Individual transportation network improvements including the planned Trolley extensions would
undergo separate environmental review subject to CEQA and NEPA where applicable.
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The corresponding project-specific environmental documentation would identify significant impacts
with regard to displacement of people or housing units, if any, and identify mitigation measures to avoid
or lessen the substantial displacement of people or housing units. Existing laws are in place to provide
assistance to relocated households and businesses. As described in Section 4.13.2, the Federal Uniform
Act requires public agencies to provide relocation assistance when an action by the agency displaces
residences or businesses. Construction of replacement housing outside the region would be unlikely as
adopted land use plans have sufficient capacity to accommodate forecasted population housing growth.
Nevertheless, it cannot be concluded at this time that all project-level displacement of people or
housing units associated with planned Trolley extensions would be avoided or substantially lessened.
Therefore, transportation network improvements would displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. Transportation network
improvements would have a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
By 2035, development associated with regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements would displace a substantial number of people and existing housing units,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. Therefore, this impact (POP-2) in the
year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
The proposed Plan land use pattern accommodates the estimated 326,117 new housing units that will
be needed regionwide between 2012 and 2050 to serve a forecasted growth in population of 925,330
people. Although data concerning future RHNA allocations beyond 2020 do not currently exist, there is a
prescribed process through the RHNA and SB 375 to ensure the capacity of future housing needs.
Construction of replacement housing outside the region would be unlikely as adopted land use plans
have sufficient capacity to accommodate forecasted housing growth. Nonetheless, regional growth and
land use change in 2050 would displace substantial numbers of people and housing units, necessitating
the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. Regional growth and land use change would have a
significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In 2050, most transportation network improvements would affect existing transportation facilities, such
as LOSSAN and SPRINTER rail corridor double-tracking, rail grade separations, additional managed lanes
and general purposes lanes along existing freeways and highways, improvements to regional arterials,
and active transportation projects. New street cars would be constructed within public rights-of-way. A
new Trolley line from Downtown San Diego to SDSU, along the Park Boulevard and El Cajon Boulevard
corridors via Balboa Park, North Park, and City Heights (transition of Mid-City Rapid) would be located
within public rights-of-way generally along the alignment of the existing bus route. While portions of
these improvements to existing transporation facilities would likely involve temporary and permanet
right-of-way acquisistion, they are unlikely to involve acquistions of property that would displace
substantial numbers of people or housing units.
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Other planned transportation network improvements including new Trolley and SPRINTER extensions
would require acquisition of new rights-of-way in highly developed areas with high-density housing
along transportation corridors. This includes the planned Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to
Grossmont Center via Clairemont, Kearny Mesa, Mission Valley, and SDSU; and from Pacific Beach to
Balboa to Kearney Mesa to Carmel Valley. It also includes the branch extension of the SPRINTER from
Escondido to Westfield North County.
The future alignments for these Trolley and SPRINTER extensions have not yet been determined, but are
likely to be located to the extent feasible within existing public rights-of-way such as along existing
freeways, roadways, and rail corridors in order to minimize costs associated with property acquisition
and impacts to owners of private property, including businesses and residents.
However, at this time, it cannot be guaranteed that all segments of these future Trolley and SPRINTER
extensions would avoid acquisition of properties that would result in substantial displacement of people
or housing units. Individual transportation network improvements including the planned Trolley and
SPRINTER extensions would undergo separate environmental review subject to CEQA and NEPA where
applicable. The corresponding project-specific environmental documentation would identify significant
impacts with regard to displacement of people or housing units, if any, and identify mitigation measures
to avoid or lessen the substantial displacement of people or housing units. Existing laws are in place to
provide assistance to relocated households and businesses. As described in Section 4.13.2, the Federal
Uniform Act requires public agencies to provide relocation assistance when an action by the agency
displaces residences or businesses. Construction of replacement housing outside the region would be
unlikely as adopted land use plans have sufficient capacity to accommodate forecasted population
housing growth. Nevertheless, it cannot be concluded at this time that all project-level displacement of
people or housing units associated with planned Trolley and SPRINTER extensions would be avoided or
substantially lessened. Therefore, transportation network improvements would displace substantial
numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere.
Transportation network improvements would have a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
By 2050, development associated with regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements would displace a substantial number of people and existing housing units,
necessitating the construction of replacement housing elsewhere. Therefore, this impact (POP-2) in the
year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
POP-2 Displace Substantial Numbers of People or Housing Units Which Would Necessitate the
Construction of Replacement Housing Elsewhere
2020, 2035, 2050
POP-2A Design Projects to Reduce Displacement. SANDAG shall, and other transportation project
sponsors can and should, identify project alignments during planning, design, and project-level CEQA
review that avoid permanent property acquisitions that would result in substantial displacement of
people or housing units. Where avoidance is not feasible, measures to reduce substantial displacement
include, but are not limited to, the following:
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•
•
•

Selecting alignments within existing public rights-of-way.
Designing sections above- or below-grade to avoid property acquisition that would cause
displacement of people or housing units.
Selecting alignments within properties that result in the least amount of displacement, for
example, acquiring vacant or undeveloped portions of property rather portions occupied by
housing units.

In addition, during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of land development projects, the
County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should develop design strategies to
avoid or reduce displacement of people or housing units. For development projects that would displace
people or housing units, alternative designs to retain existing housing on-site, alternative project site
locations, and provision of replacement housing as a mitigation measure can and should be evaluated.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, 2050
Implementation of Mitigation Measure POP-2A would reduce substantial displacement of people and
housing units. However, there is no guarantee that significant displacement impacts would be reduced
to less-than-significant levels for all projects. Therefore, displacement resulting from regional growth
and land use change and transportation network improvements is a significant and unavoidable impact
of implementing the proposed Plan.
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4.14 PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
This section evaluates the public services and utilities impacts of the proposed Plan. The information
presented was compiled from multiple sources including the proposed Plan, the San Diego County
General Plan EIR, and other sources identified throughout the section.

4.14.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
4.14.1.1 PUBLIC SERVICES
Fire Protection
Fifteen cities in the San Diego region are each responsible for fire protection and prevention within their
city limits through their own fire department. El Cajon, La Mesa, and Lemon Grove entered into a joint
powers agreement (JPA) in 2010 to provide fire protection and emergency services to their jurisdictions.
The management team that provides these services is called Heartland Fire and Rescue. The
unincorporated County is provided fire and emergency services by 16 Fire Protection Districts (FPDs),
seven County Service Areas (CSAs), and CAL FIRE. Generally, each agency is responsible for structural fire
protection and wildland fire protection within their area of responsibility. However, mutual and
automatic aid agreements enable non-lead fire agencies to respond to fire emergencies outside their
district boundaries. Volunteer fire protection companies provide emergency services for seven areas in
the unincorporated County where no fire protection agency is established (County of San Diego 2011a).
Support for the volunteer fire protection agencies is given through the San Diego County Fire Authority
(SDCFA).
Some fire protection agencies have entered into agreements in which joint powers agencies serve as a
centralized management system to coordinate fire protection and dispatch services. The North County
Dispatch (JPA and the Heartland Fire and Rescue are examples of coordinating agencies that assist local
fire departments. The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) is the principle
contractor for fire protection services in the County of San Diego. CAL FIRE is responsible for wildland
fire protection of approximately 1.2 million acres of State Responsibility Area within the County (LAFCO
2005b). CAL FIRE is responsible for fire response services within over 50 percent of the unincorporated
County’s total land area. It operates 18 stations within the County, include one air attack base in
Ramona. CAL FIRE also operates an emergency response air program with both aircraft and helicopters,
as needed. CAL FIRE has instated a Resource Management Program to help protect California’s natural
resources and wildlands. Prevention programs are also run by CAL FIRE, such as vegetation
management, risk analysis, and public education (CAL FIRE 2012).
The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) is responsible for fire protection and prevention on federal lands (Federal
Responsibility Areas) and private lands within the Cleveland National Forest. There are 12 USFS fire
stations in San Diego County. The Department of Defense provides fire protection on military
installations but may request assistance from other agencies at the federal, state, or local levels if
needed. Tribal governments provide their own fire protection but also may provide mutual air fire
services to surrounding areas.
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The Harbor Police of the Port of San Diego are cross-trained as marine fire fighters. Automatic and
mutual aid agreements exist between many of these agencies to provide necessary support for
emergencies. Table 4.14-1 identifies agencies responsible for fire protection in the region’s cities. Table
4.14-2 identifies agencies responsible for providing fire protection in the unincorporated areas of San
Diego County. Roughly 12,336 acres, or about 0.5 percent, of the unincorporated County is not served
by any FPD. These areas rely upon neighboring FPDs or CAL FIRE to respond to emergencies. The agency
that responds to emergencies in unprotected areas is decided on a case-by-case basis (County of San
Diego 2011a).
Table 4.14-1
Fire Service Providers in the 18 Cities in the San Diego Region
City
Fire Service Provider
Number of Stations
Dispatch
City of Carlsbad
Carlsbad Fire Department
6
North County JPA
City of Chula Vista
Chula Vista Fire Department
9
City of San Diego
City of Coronado
Coronado Fire Department
2
Heartland Dispatch
City of Del Mar
Del Mar Fire Department
1
North County JPA
City of El Cajon
El Cajon Fire Department
4
Heartland Dispatch
City of Encinitas
Encinitas Fire Department
6
North County JPA
City of Escondido
Escondido Fire Department
7
City of Escondido
City of Imperial Beach
Imperial Beach Fire Department
1
Heartland Dispatch
City of La Mesa
La Mesa Fire Department
3
Heartland Dispatch
City of Lemon Grove
Lemon Grove Fire Department
1
Heartland Dispatch
City of National City
National City Fire Department
2
Heartland Dispatch
City of Oceanside
Oceanside Fire Department
8
North County JPA
City of Poway
Poway Fire Department
3
City of San Diego
City of San Diego
San Diego Fire-Rescue Department
47
City of San Diego
City of San Marcos
San Marcos Fire Department
4
North County JPA
City of Santee
Santee Fire Department
2
Heartland Dispatch
City of Solana Beach
Solana Beach Fire Department
1
North County JPA
City of Vista
Vista Fire Department
6
North County JPA
Sources: City of Carlsbad 2011; City of Chula Vista 2010; City of Coronado 2011; City of Del Mar 2009; City of El
Cajon Fire Department 2011; City of Encinitas 2011; City of Escondido Fire Department 2011; City of Imperial Beach
2011; City of La Mesa 2011; City of Lemon Grove 2011; City of National City 2008; City of Oceanside Fire
Department 2011; City of Poway 2011; City of San Diego 2011; City of San Marcos 2011; City of Santee 2011; City
of Solana Beach 2010; City of Vista Fire Department 2009; County of San Diego 2011a; Heartland Fire Rescue;
North County Dispatch JPA 2012.

Performance of fire protection and emergency services is generally measured with travel or response
time standards and service ratios. Travel or response time standards measure, the estimated time it will
take for responding agency personnel to reach a certain point in their service area from the time of
initial call or the time an emergency vehicle beings moving to the emergency location. These standards
differ among agencies. Service ratios are also used to measure the adequacy of service. Service ratio
standards typically ensure there are a minimum number of personnel and pieces of equipment to serve
a certain population. Water supply and pressure must also be considered when evaluating fire
protection services.
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Table 4.14-2
Fire Service Providers in the Unincorporated and Federal Lands in San Diego Region
Fire Service
Number of
1
Agency
Governance
Provider
Stations
Dispatch
Alpine Fire Protection District
Independent
District
1
Heartland JPA
Bonita-Sunnyside Fire Protection District
Independent
District
1
Heartland JPA
Borrego Springs Fire Protection District
Independent
District
1
CAL FIRE
Deer Springs Fire Protection District
Independent District/CAL FIRE
3
CAL FIRE
Julian-Cuyamaca Fire Protection District
Independent
District
2
CAL FIRE
Lakeside Fire Protection District
Independent
District
5
Heartland JPA
Lower Sweetwater Fire Protection District
Independent
National City
2
Heartland JPA
North County Fire Protection District
Independent
District
6
North County JPA
Pine Valley Fire Protection District
Independent District/CAL FIRE
1
CAL FIRE
Rancho Santa Fe Fire Protection District
Independent
District
4
North County JPA
San Diego Rural Fire Protection District
Independent
SDCFA
13
CAL FIRE
San Marcos Fire Protection District
Dependent City of San Marcos
4
North County JPA
San Miguel Consolidated Fire Protection District Independent
District
8
Heartland JPA
Valley Center Fire Protection District
Independent District/CAL FIRE
2
CAL FIRE
Vista Fire Protection District
Independent
City of Vista
n/a
North County JPA
Mootami MWD
Independent
CAL FIRE
n/a
CAL FIRE
Pauma MWD
Independent
CAL FIRE
n/a
CAL FIRE
Ramona MWD
Independent
CAL FIRE
3
CAL FIRE
Rincon del Diablo MWD
Independent City of Escondido
n/a
City of Escondido
Yuima MWD
Independent
CAL FIRE
n/a
CAL FIRE
CSA 107 – Elfin Forest
Dependent
District
1
North County JPA
CSA 109 – Mt. Laguna **
Dependent
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
CSA 110 – Palomar Mountain **
Dependent
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
CSA 111 – Boulevard**
Dependent
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
CSA 112 – Campo**
Dependent
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
CSA 113 – San Pasqual**
Dependent
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
CSA 115 – Pepper Drive
Dependent
City of Santee
n/a
Heartland JPA
Sunshine Summit
Volunteer
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
Ranchita
Volunteer
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
Ocotillo Wells
Volunteer
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
Intermountain
Volunteer
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
De Luz
Volunteer
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
Shelter Valley
Volunteer
SDCFA
1
CAL FIRE
Others
CAL FIRE
State
CAL FIRE
18
CAL FIRE
USFS
Federal
USFS
12
USFS
Source(s): LAFCO 2005a, 2005b, 2007; CAL FIRE 2009; County of San Diego 2011a; San Miguel Fire District 2015
SDCFA = San Diego County Fire Authority
1. Fire protection agencies in the unincorporated County can be broadly classified as independent agencies or
dependent agencies. Independent agencies have a directly elected Board of Directors. Dependent agencies rely on
elected officials from other levels of local government.
* Does not include fire protection provided by the San Diego Harbor Police Department for the Port of San Diego
or the Department of Defense for military facilities.
** San Diego County Board of Supervisors approved actions necessary to implement “Step II of the Hybrid Plan
Proposal” on January 25, 2011. Pending LAFCO approval it would incorporate CSA No(s). 109, 110, 111, 112, and
113 into CSA No. 135.
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The Insurance Service Office evaluates the fire protection services of a community and rates it on a scale
from 1 to 10 based on the capabilities of the agency. These ratings are known as Public Protection
Classifications (PPCTM). A rating of one is the highest a fire department can receive; while a rating of 10
means that a community does not meet minimum criteria (LAFCO 2005b). Criteria for this rating system
are consistent with the performance measurements discussed in the paragraph above.

Police Protection
The San Diego County Sheriff’s Department (SDSD) is the primary law enforcement body in the San
Diego region. SDSD provides protection services for the unincorporated areas of the County and the
following nine cities: Vista, San Marcos, Santee, Lemon Grove, Imperial Beach, Poway, Encinitas, Del
Mar, and Solana Beach. These cities generally provide their own traffic enforcement, while the
unincorporated County relies on the California Highway Patrol.
Traffic enforcement, police patrol, and investigative services are provided in the cities of Carlsbad, Chula
Vista, Coronado, El Cajon, Escondido, La Mesa, National City, Oceanside, and San Diego by their own city
police departments. SDSD operates several other law enforcement support facilities, including seven
detention facilities. These provide the services necessary to support an inmate population and functions
of court services for the entire San Diego region. SDSD also provides specialized services, such as aerial
support, a bomb and arson unit, and a special enforcement detail responsible for highly specialized
tactical operations. Forensic services are provided to law enforcement and criminal justice agencies
through SDSD’s crime laboratory for all the cities within San Diego County, except for the City of San
Diego. Table 4.14-3 shows sworn police protection personnel by jurisdiction in the San Diego region.
Table 4.14-3
Sworn Police Protection Personnel by Jurisdiction in the San Diego Region, 2013
Police Protection Providers by Jurisdiction
City of Carlsbad
City of Chula Vista
City of Coronado
City of El Cajon
City of Escondido
City of La Mesa
City of National City
City of Oceanside
City of San Diego
San Diego County Sheriff’s Department (total)
City of Del Mar
City of Encinitas
City of Imperial Beach
City of Lemon Grove
City of Poway
City of San Marcos
City of Santee
City of Solana Beach
City of Vista
Harbor Police
Source: SANDAG 2013
*Fiscal Year 2012-2013
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114
237
44
120
158
68
86
202
1970
974
10
60
28
24
50
79
61
17
92
130
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SDSD operates several other law enforcement support facilities, including seven detention facilities.
These provide the services necessary to support an inmate population and functions of court services
for the entire San Diego region. SDSD also provides specialized services, such as aerial support, a bomb
and arson unit, and a special enforcement detail responsible for highly specialized tactical operations.
Forensic services are provided to law enforcement and criminal justice agencies through SDSD’s crime
laboratory for all the cities within San Diego County, except for the City of San Diego. Table 4.14-3 shows
sworn police protection personnel by jurisdiction in the San Diego region.
Similarly to fire-protection services, police departments are evaluated on response times. Standards for
response times can vary among service providers and between urban and rural areas. Urbanized areas
generally see a much faster response time than rural areas. Response times are also measured against
the type of emergency. Calls are generally ranked into different priority levels, where the higher priority
call receives a faster response time goal. The lowest priority calls are generally calls such as animal noise
disturbance, where the highest priority calls include officer assistance. Unlike fire protection emergency
responses that are dispatched from a central location, police units respond while on patrol.

Schools
The public school system in the San Diego region has about 503,096 students enrolled in kindergarten
through 12th grade. There are roughly 44 school districts with about 742 schools throughout the region,
staffed with over 23,281 teachers. In addition to the primary and secondary schools, there are eight
community colleges, three public higher education institutions, and several private education schools at
all education levels throughout the region (CDE 2013, 2014). Table 4.14-4 identifies the public school
districts that provide education at the elementary, middle/intermediate, and high school levels, and
their enrollment statistics.
Facility planning for public schools is generally based on generation rates. The generation rates are
compared against current capacity of individual school facilities that would be affected by the growth.
Historical data and future plans for an area are used to project the number of students that will
eventually be a part of the community. Generation rates vary by jurisdiction and type of development.
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Elementary School
Students

Elementary Schools

Middle/
Intermediate
School Students

Middle/
Intermediate
Schools

High School
Students

High Schools

Other School Types

Total Students

Number of
Teachers*

Student/
Teacher Ratio

Table 4.14-4
2013-2014 Student Enrollment and Staffing by District in the San Diego Region

1,392

4

703

2

0

0

2

2,095

84

24:9

1,650

3

610

1

0

0

1

2,260

96

23:5

219

1

141

1

161

2

2

521

36

14:5

Elementary

11,077

20

5,343

7

0

0

3

16,420

761

21:6

Elementary

637

2

110

0

0

0

0

747

42

17:8

District
Alpine Union
Elementary

District Type
Elementary

Bonsall Union
Elementary

Elementary

Borrego Springs
Unified

Unified

Cajon Valley Union
Cardiff Elementary
Carlsbad Unified

Elementary

4,962

9

2,591

3

3,423

2

3

10,993

440

25:0

Chula Vista
Elementary

Elementary

24,429

46

4,917

0

126

0

1

29,472

1,393

21:2

Coronado Unified

Unified

1,180

2

743

1

1,197

1

3

3,120

156

20:0

Dehesa Elementary

Elementary

994

2

430

0

1,076

0

3

2,500

99

25:3

Del Mar Union
Elementary

Elementary

3,750

8

626

0

0

0

1

4,376

271

16:1

Encinitas Union
Elementary

Elementary

4,668

9

768

0

0

0

1

5,436

256

21:2

Escondido Union

Elementary

13,135

19

6,311

5

0

0

2

19,446

995

19:5

Escondido Union High

High School

0

0

0

0

11,651

6

3

9,303

420

22:2

Fallbrook Union
Elementary

Elementary

3,731

6

1,550

1

0

0

2

5,281

243

21:7

Fallbrook Union High

High School

0

0

0

0

2,589

2

2

2,634

123

21:4

Grossmont Union
High

High School

0

0

0

0

22,542

13

6

22,555

910

24:8
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Middle/
Intermediate
School Students

Middle/
Intermediate
Schools

High School
Students

High Schools

Other School Types

Total Students

Number of
Teachers*

Student/
Teacher Ratio

District Type
Elementary

Elementary Schools

District
Jamul-Dulzura Union
Elementary

Elementary School
Students

4.14 Public Services and Utilities

563

1

317

2

109

0

1

989

54

18:3

Julian Union
Elementary

Elementary

1,502

1

833

1

1,207

1

2

3,542

161

22:0

Julian Union High

High School

0

0

0

0

152

1

1

152

13

11:7

La Mesa-Spring Valley

Elementary

8,403

17

3,700

4

0

0

2

12,103

488

24:8

Lakeside Union
Elementary

Elementary

3,693

7

1,590

2

0

0

4

5,766

270

21:4

Lemon Grove

Elementary

2,699

4

1,255

0

0

0

2

3,954

148

26:7

Mountain Empire
Union

Unified

1,612

4

848

3

1,090

3

11

3,550

179

19:8

National Elementary

Elementary

5,023

11

924

0

0

0

1

5,947

286

20:8

Oceanside Unified

Unified

10,842

17

4,544

4

5,858

3

2

21,244

875

24:3

Poway Unified

Unified

16,429

25

8,005

6

10,982

6

1

35,498

1,321

26:9

Ramona City Unified

Unified

2,410

5

1,323

1

1,978

2

3

5,740

224

25:6

Rancho Santa Fe
Elementary

Elementary

420

1

273

1

0

0

0

693

60

11:6

San Diego County
Office of Education

County Office of
Education (COE)

1,055

1

574

0

2,552

1

6

4,190

263

15:9

San Diego Unified

Unified

63,156

136

28,598

31

38,549

41

10

130,303

6,845

19:0

San Diego Union High

High School

0

0

4,019

4

8,440

4

3

12,497

396

31:6

San Marcos Unified

Unified

10,225

11

4,408

3

5,474

4

2

20,107

815

24:7

San Pasqual Union
Elementary

Elementary

328

1

221

0

0

0

0

549

27

20:3

San Ysidro Elementary

Elementary

3,420

5

1,681

1

2

0

1

5,103

202

25:3

Santee Elementary

Elementary

4,339

9

2,055

0

0

0

3

6,394

300

21:3
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Middle/
Intermediate
School Students

Middle/
Intermediate
Schools

High School
Students

High Schools

Other School Types

Total Students

Number of
Teachers*

Student/
Teacher Ratio

District Type
Statewide
Benefit Charter

Elementary Schools

District
SBC – High Tech High

Elementary School
Students

4.14 Public Services and Utilities

500

2

660

2

1,170

2

0

2,330

110

21:2

Solana Beach
Elementary

Elementary

2,586

6

445

0

0

0

0

3,031

176

17:2

South Bay Union
Elementary

Elementary

6,334

11

1,368

0

0

0

1

7,702

425

18:1

Spencer Valley
Elementary

Elementary

1,082

1

814

0

1,225

0

1

3,121

242

12:9

Sweetwater Union
High

High School

414

0

11,540

10

28,947

12

10

40,901

1,727

23:7

Vallecitos Elementary

Elementary

208

1

104

0

82

0

2

394

22

17:9

Valley Center-Pauma
Unified

Unified

1,983

4

892

1

1,287

2

2

4,162

187

22:3

Vista Unified

Unified

10,999

17

5,437

5

9,149

5

8

25,670

1,120

22:9

Warner Unified

Unified

137

2

64

0

104

2

1

305

20

15:3

Source: CDE 2013, 2014
*Data from 2012-2013
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Libraries
The San Diego County Library operates branches in the cities of Del Mar, El Cajon, Encinitas, Imperial
Beach, La Mesa, Lemon Grove, Poway, San Marcos, Santee, Solana Beach, and Vista, as well as in the
unincorporated areas of the County and two bookmobiles. The cities of Carlsbad, Chula Vista, Coronado,
Escondido, National City, Oceanside, and San Diego maintain and operate their own library systems.
Table 4.14-5 shows the city and county public library systems in the County. The libraries of California
State University, San Marcos; San Diego State University; and the University of California, San Diego are
also open to the public, but community members must pay an annual fee in order to check out library
resources. The San Diego County Public Law Library is open to the general public, as well as California
legal professionals, and provides them with legal materials and information. The Law Library is funded
through the County of San Diego general fund, in addition to a portion of collected court fees. Some
libraries have adopted master plans for their system facilities to assess their needs, while others
developed service standards, such as square footage of the facility per resident in a defined service area.
Table 4.14-5
Municipal and County Public Library Systems in the San Diego Region, 2012
Library
Carlsbad City Library
Chula Vista Public Library
Coronado Public Library
Escondido Public Library
National City Public Library
Oceanside Public Library
San Diego County Library
San Diego Public Library
Source: CSL 2013

Total
Outlets
3
4
1
4
1
4
35
36

Total
Visits
858,422
726,310
368,226
518,966
307,554
472,617
5,920,891
5,602,380

Total
Circulation
1,354,453
969,168
352,261
683,183
252,356
501,410
11,988,559
6,973,727

Total
Transactions
299,464
115,157
47,771
99,853
85,453
39,228
551,304
1,299,071

Total
Programs
1,809
665
631
220
4,246
876
22,807
14,018

Recreational Facilities
San Diego County has hundreds of designated parks, with uses including camping parks, preserves,
sports parks, community and teen centers, botanical gardens, historic sites, and day use parks. As of
2015, these parks and open spaces span over 1,000,000 acres throughout the San Diego region
(SANDAG 2015). Trails and pathways allow for walking, hiking, biking and horseback riding throughout
the region and connect scenic and recreational areas. These trails include the California Coast Trail,
which is intended to be a contiguous public right-of-way from the northern to southern border of
California to allow for coastal access.
Parkland and open space is owned by federal, state, and local government agencies, as well as by tribes,
public utilities, private owners, and joint use agreements. Funding for parks comes from existing sources
from their owners, as well as tax increment financing, bonds, donations, JPAs, and others. It is also a
common practice to charge development fees for new development projects to be used within that
community.
Public park and recreational facilities can be provided by school districts, community service districts,
park and recreation districts, and nonprofit agencies. These facilities include community centers, senior
centers, youth centers, sports fields, stadiums, public and private golf courses, visitors centers,
amusement parks, fairgrounds, equestrian centers, facilities used for water-oriented recreational
purposes, ranches, and private/commercial recreation facilities. Funding for these sites is generally
provided by the local jurisdiction.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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4.14.1.2

WASTEWATER COLLECTION AND TREATMENT FACILITIES

The San Diego region is served by over 7,935 miles of pressure and gravity sewer lines, as well as pipes,
sewer laterals, and pump stations to move wastewater from its source to a wastewater treatment plant.
The wastewater is generated by a variety of residential, commercial, and industrial actions throughout
the region. Table 4.14-6 identifies existing wastewater collection systems in the San Diego region.
Wastewater treatment facilities remove solids and contaminants by a variety of methods. The treated
wastewater is then released through ocean outfalls, percolation beds, or groundwater recharge. Water
reclamation facilities are also used throughout the region and can further treat the water so that it may
be used again for agriculture, construction, or other commercial and industrial processes. As a result of
the treatment process, biosolids are produced and disposed of in landfills. Table 4.14-7 identifies the
capacity of permitted wastewater treatment facilities in the San Diego region.
Most rural areas in San Diego County do not have a sanitary sewer system and must use on-site
wastewater treatment systems, such as septic tanks. Most commonly, these systems consist of a septic
tank connected to a leach line.
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Table 4.14-6
Wastewater Collection Systems in the San Diego Region by Responsible Agency

Responsible Agency
22nd District Agricultural Association
AC/S Environmental Security,
MCB Camp Pendleton
Borrego Water District
Buena Sanitation District
Carlsbad MWD
Chula Vista City
Coronado City
CSU San Diego
Del Mar City
El Cajon City
Encinitas City
Escondido City
Fallbrook Public Utility District
Imperial Beach City
La Mesa City
Lemon Grove City
Leucadia Wastewater District
Marine Corps Base, Camp Pendleton
National City
Oceanside PWD
Olivenhain MWD
Otay MWD
Padre Dam Municipal Water District
Poway City
Rainbow MWD
Ramona MWD
Rancho Santa Fe CSD
Rancho Santa Fe CSD
San Diego City
San Diego County Department of
Public Works
San Diego County Department of
Public Works
Solana Beach City
UC San Diego
US Marine Corps Recruit Depot
Vallecitos Water District
Vallecitos Water District
Valley Center MWD
Valley Center MWD
Vista City
Source: SWRCB 2015a

Pressure
Sewer
(miles)
0.7
32.0

Gravity
Sewer
(miles)
1.6
104.0

Lateral
Sewer
(miles)
0.4
80.0

2.8
8.3
4.8
2.6
6.6
0.0
1.8
0.0
4.0
10.7
4.6
6.0
0.0
0.1
16.67
33.9
1.0
35.6
5.5
2.2
4.6
3.4
3.0
1.0
6.0
2.0
145.0
10.0

12.5
91.8
282.0
501.0
39.3
5.0
29.0
192.0
123.0
370.0
76.8
39.5
155.0
62.4
200.0
120.1
105.0
439.7
45.0
82.0
161.0
185
60.0
40.0
60.0
15.2
3,002.0
407.0

1.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
95.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
0.0
0.0
63.5
0.0
28.0
0.0
0.0
2,000.0
64.0

Julian Water Pollution Facil. CS

0.6

2.8

1.8

City of Solana Beach CS
University of California, San Diego CS
Marine Corps Recruit Depot CS

2.0
.5
0.0

49.0
25.0
4.0

0.0
3.0
2.5

Meadowlark CS
Lower Moosa Canyon Recl Facil CS
Woods Valley CS
City of Vista CS

7.6
5.0
5.0
0.3

247.0
50.0
50.0
211.7

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Collection System (CS)
22nd District Ag. Ass. CS
USMC Base, Camp Pendleton CS
Borrego Wd- Rams Hill CS
Buena CS
Carlsbad MWD CS
City of Chula Vista CS
City of Coronado CS
San Diego State University CS
City of Del Mar CS
City of El Cajon CS
City of Encinitas CS
HARRF Disch to San Elijo Ocean Outfall CS
Fallbrook Plant 1, Oceanside of CS
City of Imperial Beach CS
City of La Mesa CS
City of Lemon Grove CS
Leucadia Wastewater District CS
USMC Base, Camp Pendleton CS
City of National City CS
La Salina WWTP, Oceanside Otfl CS
4-S Ranch CS
Otay Water District CS
Padre Dam CS
City of Poway CS
Rainbow Municipal Water Dist CS
San Vicente Treatment Plant CS
Rancho Santa Fe San Dist Plant CS
Santa Fe Valley CS
San Diego City CS
County of San Diego CS
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Table 4.14-7
Wastewater Treatment and Water Recycling Facilities in the San Diego Region

Responsible Agency
Carlsbad MWD
Encina Wastewater Authority
Escondido, City of
Fairbanks Ranch CSD
Fallbrook PUD
Leucadia Wastewater District
Oceanside, City of
Oceanside, City of
Olivenhain MWD
Otay WD
Padre Dam MWD
Ramona MWD
Ramona MWD
Rancho Santa Fe CSD
Rancho Santa Fe CSD
San Diego, City of (MWWD)
San Diego, City of (MWWD)
San Diego, City of (MWWD)
San Elijo JPA
Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base
Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base
Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base
Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base
Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base
Vallecitos WD
Valley Center MWD
Valley Center MWD
Valley Center MWD
Valley Center MWD
Valley Center MWD
Valley Center MWD
Whispering Palms CSD

Facility Name
Carlsbad WRF
Encina WPCF
Hale Avenue RRF/WRF
Fairbanks Ranch WPCF
Fallbrook Plant #1 WRF
Forest R. Gafner WRP
La Salina WWTP
San Luis Rey WRF
4S Ranch WWTP
Ralph W. Chapman WRF
Padre Dam WRF
Santa Maria WRP
San Vicente WRP
Santa Fe Valley WRF
Rancho Santa Fe WRF
North City WRP
Point Loma WWTP
South Bay WRP
San Elijo WRF
Southern Region TTP
Northern Region TTP
Sewage Treatment Plant #09
Sewage Treatment Plant #11
Sewage Treatment Plant #12
Meadowlark WRF
Lower Moosa Canyon WRF
North Village WRF
Welk WRF
Lilac Ranch WRF
Woods Valley Ranch WRF
Skyline Ranch WRF
Whispering Palms WPCF
Total Capacity

Planned Capacity (2015)
million gallons per day
P
S
T
4.0
43.3
43.3
18.0
18.0
9.0
0.3
0.3
2.7
2.7
2.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
5.5
5.5
13.5
13.5
1.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.3
4.0
4.0
4.0
1.1
0.4
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.5
0.5
30.0
30.0
24.0
240.0
15.0
15.0
13.5
5.3
5.3
3.0
3.8
0.4
1.4
0.4
5.0
5.0
5.0
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.075
0.075
0.075
0.158
0.158
0.158
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.5
0.5
389.4
152.25
77.6

Planned Capacity (2040)
million gallons per day
P
S
T
11.0
43.3
43.3
27.0
27.0
20.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
2.7
2.7
2.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
5.5
5.5
17.4
17.4
7.5
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.3
1.3
1.3
4.0
4.0
4.0
1.5
1.5
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.6
40.0
40.0
30.0
240.0
21.0
21.0
15.0
5.3
5.3
5.3
7.5
3.8
0.7
5.0
5.0
5.0
0.625
0.625
0.625
0.225
0.225
0.225
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.088
0.088
0.088
0.450
0.450
0.450
0.025
0.025
0.025
0.5
0.5
0.5
419.24 159.74 107.54

Effluent
Quality for
TDS (mg/L)
1,000
1,031
1,000
1,100
850
1,000
850
1,000
897
874
1,000
850
550
1,000
1,100
1,000
1700-2000
1,000
1,000
750
750
890
755
600
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
963

Disposal Method
Irrigation
Outfall-Reuse
Reuse-Outfall-Stream
Percolation
Reuse-Outfall
Reuse-Outfall
Outfall
Reuse-Outfall
Reuse-Outfall
Reuse-Outfall
Reuse-Outfall
Reuse-Stream
Reuse-Stream
Irrigation
Percolation
Reuse-Outfall
Outfall
Reuse-Outfall
Reuse-Outfall
Irrigation/Outfall
Irrigation/Percolation
GW-Injection
Percolation
Percolation
Reuse
Irrigation
Irrigation
Irrigation (Golf Course)
Irrigation
Irrigation (Golf Course)
Irrigation (Golf Course)
Pasture-Percolation

Source: SDCWA 2010
P: Primary Treatment; S: Secondary Treatment; T: Tertiary Treatment; CSD: Community Services District; mg/L: milligrams per liter; MWD: Municipal Water District;
RRF: Resource Recovery Facility; TDS: Total Dissolved Solids; TTP: Tertiary Treatment Plant; WPCF: Water Pollution Control Facility; WRF: Water Reclamation/ Recycling Facility;
WRP: Water Reclamation Plant; WWTP: Wastewater Treatment Plant
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City of San Diego Metropolitan Wastewater Department
The City of San Diego Metropolitan Wastewater Department (MWWD) provides regional wastewater
treatment services for the City of San Diego and 15 other cities and sanitation districts: Chula Vista,
Coronado, Del Mar, El Cajon, Imperial Beach, La Mesa, National City, and Poway; the Lemon Grove
Sanitation District; the Padre Dam Municipal and Otay water districts; and the County of San Diego (on
behalf of the Winter Gardens Sewer Maintenance District, and the Alpine, Lakeside, and Spring Valley
sanitation districts).
The MWWD system comprises the Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant and Ocean Outfall, the
North City Water Reclamation Plant and South Bay Water Reclamation Plant, the Metro Biosolids
Center, the Environmental Monitoring and Technical Services Laboratory, nine major pump stations, and
75 smaller pump stations (City of San Diego 2015). The pump stations move wastewater through sewers
to the various treatment plants.
The Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant treats roughly 175 million gallons of wastewater per day
(although it has a maximum capacity of 240 million gallons per day) and discharges it through the Point
Loma Ocean Outfall into the Pacific Ocean (City of San Diego 2015). Any sludge or biosolids accumulated
from the processing of the wastewater at this plant is sent to the Metro Biosolids Center for further
processing. Up to 30 million gallons of wastewater can be treated per day at the North City Water
Reclamation Plant (City of San Diego 2015). Wastewater from northern San Diego is processed and
purified, and then redistributed through a reclaimed water pipeline for irrigating, landscaping, and
industrial uses. Water processed through the South Bay Water Reclamation Plant can either be
discharged into the ocean through the South Bay Ocean Outfall, or sent on to Tertiary Treatment to be
used for reclaimed water purposes. The South Bay Water Reclamation Plant has the capacity to process
15 million gallons per day (City of San Diego 2015).

South Bay International Wastewater Treatment Plant
The International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC) Minute No. 283 of July 8, 1990, was
approved by both the United States and Mexico, which allowed for the establishment of the “Clean
Water Partnership” binational interagency and authorized the construction of the South Bay
International Wastewater Treatment Plant (SBIWTP).
The SBIWTP was constructed as a response to untreated wastewater flowing north from Tijuana and
polluting the Tijuana River in the United States. The SBIWTP is able to provide secondary treatment for
25 million gallons of sewage per day that is then discharged into the Pacific Ocean. The treatment plant
is located in San Ysidro, about 2 miles west from the point of entry and directly north of Tijuana’s main
wastewater pumping station.

4.14.1.3 STORM WATER DRAINAGE FACILITIES
Storm water runoff occurs when precipitation from rain and snowmelt events flows over land or
impervious surfaces and does not infiltrate the ground. This effect is increased by the amount of
impervious surfaces (paved streets, parking lots, and building rooftops). In more rural, less developed
areas such as in the unincorporated County, storm water is able to flow into natural drainage sites, such
as creeks, streams, or rivers.
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In urban areas, storm water runoff is collected in a Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4),
through a system of conveyances consisting of roads with drainage systems, streets, catch basins, curbs,
gutters, ditches, man-made channels, or storm drains. Storm water systems such as these are designed
to prevent flooding in urban areas, control erosion, and protect water quality. See Section 4.10
Hydrology and Water Quality for discussion and analysis of the hydrology and water quality impacts of
storm water associated with the proposed Plan.
Each MS4 operator, identified in Table 4.14-8, is responsible for operation, maintenance, and
management of its own system. MS4s are interconnected, and their operators and often share facilities,
cooperatively manage systems, and coordinate pollution control efforts.
Table 4.14-8
Operators of Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems in the San Diego Region
Facility Name
Carlsbad MS4
Chula Vista MS4
Coronado MS4
Del Mar MS4
El Cajon MS4
Encinitas MS4
Escondido MS4
Imperial Beach MS4
La Mesa MS4
Lemon Grove MS4
National City MS4
Oceanside MS4
Poway MS4
San Diego City, MS4
San Diego Co, MS4
San Diego Intl Airport MS4
San Diego Port District MS4
San Marcos MS4
Santee MS4
Solana Beach MS4
Vista MS4
Caltrans MS4
Phase II Small MS4
Phase II Small MS4
Source: SWRCB 2015b

Agency/ Discharger
Carlsbad City
Chula Vista City
Coronado City
Del Mar City
El Cajon City
Encinitas City
Escondido City
Imperial Beach City
La Mesa City
Lemon Grove City
National City
Oceanside City
Poway City
San Diego City Storm Water
San Diego County Department of Environmental Health
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority
San Diego Unified Port District
San Marcos City
Santee City
Solana Beach City
Vista City
Caltrans
Del Mar Fairgrounds
UCSD

City
Carlsbad
Chula Vista
Coronado
Del Mar
El Cajon
Encinitas
Escondido
Imperial Beach
La Mesa
Lemon Grove
National City
Oceanside
Poway
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Diego
San Marcos
Santee
Solana Beach
Vista
Statewide
Del Mar
San Diego

Each jurisdiction within the project area requires the implementation of storm water pollution
prevention techniques, so that conveyance systems are designed to protect surface and ground water
quality, as mandated by state and federal regulations. These regulations require a multifaceted
approach that involves infrastructure improvements and maintenance; water quality monitoring; source
identification of pollutants; land use planning policies and regulations; and pollution prevention
activities such as education, code enforcement, outreach, public advocacy, and training, and are
explained in more detail in the Regulatory Setting.
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4.14.1.4 SOLID WASTE
The County of San Diego is the designated local enforcement agency (LEA) for all solid waste facilities in
the region except for facilities within the City of San Diego. The City of San Diego is the LEA for facilities
within that city. The LEAs are certified by the Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery
(CalRecycle), and have the responsibility of ensuring that solid waste facilities are operated and closed
correctly and that solid waste is stored and transported properly. LEAs can issue operating permits to
facilities including landfills, transfer stations, material recovery, and composting facilities.

Solid Waste Generation
Solid waste refers to garbage, refuse, and other discarded solid materials that are generated by
residential, commercial, and industrial activities. Solid waste is measured in volume and weight, and is
classified into one of eight categories: paper, plastics, glass, metals, yard waste, other organics, other
wastes, and special wastes. CalRecycle provides specific definitions of these classifications on their
website (CalRecycle 2014a).
Solid waste generation is measured by disposal and diversion. Disposal is defined in PRC Section 40192
as “the final deposition of solid wastes onto land, into the atmosphere, or into the waters of the state.”
Diversion includes programs and practices such as waste prevention and source reduction, recycling,
reuse, and composting that reduce the total amount of waste that requires disposal. Table 4.14-9 shows
the 2013 waste generation and 2006 diversion rates by jurisdiction.
Table 4.14-9
Total Waste Generation Rates and Annual Disposal Rates
by Jurisdiction in the San Diego Region
2012 Total Waste
City
Generation (Tons)
City of Carlsbad
112,678
City of Chula Vista
159,833
City of Coronado
38,921
City of Del Mar
8,681
City of El Cajon
88,407
City of Encinitas
61,707
City of Escondido
144,466
City of Imperial Beach
13,741
City of La Mesa
30,271
City of Lemon Grove
21,476
City of National City
51,251
City of Oceanside
113,271
City of Poway
45,178
City of San Diego
1,290,892
City of San Marcos
88,095
City of Santee
46,644
City of Solana Beach
13,093
City of Vista
85,086
County of San Diego
461,599
Total
2,875,288
Source: CalRecycle 2006, 2014b
PPD: pounds per resident per day
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2011 Annual
Disposal Rate (PPD)
5.7
3.6
11.0
12.2
5.0
6.1
5.5
3.2
3.4
4.6
4.8
4.0
5.7
5.9
5.5
5.3
4.5
5.8
5.2
107
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Landfills
There are four landfills in the San Diego region, three of which are privately operated and one that is
operated by the City of San Diego. The landfills receive a total daily throughput of approximately 17,680
tons per day. Together, they have a total remaining capacity of 82,086,693 cubic yards, which is roughly
37 percent of their total capacity (CalRecycle 2014c). Table 4.14-10 shows the remaining capacity of
landfills located in the San Diego region and their estimated closure date. MCB Camp Pendleton
operates two additional landfills for its exclusive use.
Table 4.14-10
Landfills Located in the San Diego Region

Facility
Borrego
Landfill
Otay
Landfill
West Miramar
Landfill
Sycamore
Landfill
Total

Operator
Allied Waste
Industries, Inc.
Allied Waste
Industries, Inc.
City of
San Diego
Allied Waste
Industries, Inc.

SwisNo

Estimated
Closure
Date

Throughput
(Tons/Day)

Total
Capacity
(Cu Yd)

Remaining
Capacity
(Cu Yd)

% Capacity
Remaining

37-AA-0006

10/31/2030

50

844,000

478,836

56.70%

37-AA-0010

2/28/2028

5,830

61,154,000

24,514,904

40.10%

37-AA-0020

8/31/2022

8,000

87,760,000

14,846,602

16.90%

37-AA-0023

10/10/2031

3,800

71,233,171

42,246,551

59.3%

17,680

220,991,171

82,086,693

37.10%

Source: CalRecycle 2014c

Collection, Transfer, and Material Recovery Facilities
Solid waste generated from residences and businesses in the San Diego region is collected by private
operators, under contract with each of the cities and the county, and permitted by the state. The City of
San Diego is an exception in the region and operates its own solid waste management system, including
solid waste collection.
Twenty transfer stations in the region receive solid waste and transfer it into vehicles or containers to be
moved to a landfill or transformation facility. There are fourteen additional transfer stations that are
combined with material recovery facilities (MRFs) that remove recyclables and other valuable materials
from the solid waste as it is being processed. A final transfer station also chips and grinds wood waste.
MRFs process unseparated trash, or separated trash with commingled recyclables. The total daily
throughput capacity for the region of these facilities is 16,002 tons. Table 4.14-11 provides a list of
transfer facilities and MRFs for the region and their individual daily throughputs.

Recycling, Composting, Chipping, and Grinding
The implementation of recycling, composting, chipping, and grinding practices reduces the amount of
material that must be sent to the landfill. There are 140 recycling centers in the San Diego region that
collect recyclable materials (CalRecycle 2015). In addition, nine composting facilities in the region
collect, grind, mix, pile, and add moisture and air to organic materials to speed natural decay and
produce a soil amendment (CalRecycle 2014c). Another five chipping and grinding facilities in the region
are designed to reduce the size of compostable material (CalRecycle 2014c).
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Table 4.14-11
Transfer/ Processing Facilities
Facility

Operator
EDCO Disposal, Inc.
SANCO Services
JEMCO Equipment Corporation
Universal Refuse Removal
Palomar Transfer Station, Inc.
EDCO Disposal Corporation
JEMCO Equipment Corporation
EDCO Disposal Corporation
Fallbrook Refuse Service
Amswede Inc.
EDCO Waste and Recycling Services
SANCO Services
EDCO Waste and Recycling
Coast Waste Management, Inc.
Universal Refuse Removal Recycling & TS
Escondido Disposal, Inc.
EDCO Bin Yard
Otay Landfill Inc.
Caltrans Region 2
Caltrans Region 1
Caltrans Region 1
Caltrans Region 2
Caltrans Region 2
Caltrans Region 1
Caltrans Region 1
Benchmark Landscape – Poway Branch
Benchmark Landscape – San Marcos Branch
Benchmark Landscape – Spring Valley
City of San Diego (Refuse Collection)

SwisNo
37-AA-0964
37-AA-0965
37-AA-0925
37-AA-0929
37-AH-0001
37-AA-0105
37-AA-0906
37-AA-0922
37-AA-0923
37-AA-0952
37-AA-0953
37-AA-0956
37-AA-0969
37-AA-0966
37-AA-0967
37-AA-0970
37-AA-0972
37-AA-0973
37-AA-0976
37-AA-0977
37-AA-0978
37-AA-0979
37-AA-0980
37-AA-0981
37-AA-0983
37-AA-0985
37-AA-0986
37-AA-87
37-AB-0010*

EDCO Recycling
SANCO Recycling
Ramona MRF and Transfer Station
Universal Refuse Removal Recycling & TS
Palomar Transfer Station, Inc.
EDCO Recovery and Transfer Station
Escondido Resource Recovery
EDCO Station
Fallbrook Recycling Facility
Amswede Recycling
EDCO CDI Recycling
SANCO Resource Recovery
EDCO Waste and Recycling – LVT Op.
Coast Waste Management, Inc. LVTS
Waste Management of San Diego – LVTO
Escondido Disposal, Inc.
EDCO Bin Yard
Otay CDI MVPF
Escondido LVTO
Descanso LVTO
Boulevard LVTO
Carlsbad LVTO
Chula Vista LVTO
Santee LVTO
Caltrans Henshaw LVTO
Benchmark Landscape – Poway Branch
Benchmark Landscape – San Marcos
Benchmark Landscape – Spring Valley
City of San Diego Env. Ser. Dept. LVTO
Waste Management North Co. Limited
Waste Management Inc. North County
37-AA-0958
Col. Trans Op.
Allan Company MRF & T/S
Cedarwood-Young Company, dba Allan Co.
37-AB-0016
Coronado Bridge Paint LVTO
California Department of Transportation
37-AB-0018
Kearny Mesa LVTO
California Department of Transportation
37-AB-0023
Terra Bella Nursery, Inc.
Terra Bella Nursery, Inc.
37-AB-0024
Waste Management of North County
Waste Management of North County
37-AA-0928
Total
Source: CalRecycle 2014c
* Solid Waste Information System (SWIS) data was converted using standard conversion rate of 1.67 cubic yards

Throughput
(Tons/Day)
516
375
370
1,000
800
1,500
2,500
1,000
500
99
175
1,000
15
15
15
15
15
174
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
2
1
1
80
15
1,000
15
15
199
4,500
16,002

Construction and Demolition and Inert Debris Facilities
Construction and demolition (C&D) and inert debris are solid waste that pose a potential threat to public
health and safety and the environment, and must be handled differently from municipal solid waste.
C&D materials include lumber, drywall, glass, metal, roofing material, tile, carpeting and floor coverings,
piping, concrete, cardboard and other packaging materials, dirt, and rock. Of these materials, metals
area recycled the most, while lumber is most commonly sent to the landfill (CalRecycle 2014c). There
are 19 C&D recyclers in San Diego, one processing facility, and four inert fill-disposal operations
(CalRecycle 2014d).
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4.14.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Clean Water Act
The CWA as it is known today was established in 1972 and is the basis for regulation of the discharge of
pollution into the waters of the U.S. and regulation of surface water quality standards (33 USC Sections
1251 et seq.). States are required to adopt water quality standards for all surface waters of the U.S., as
detailed in Section 303. Every applicant for a federal permit or license for any activity that may result in
a discharge to a water body must obtain a CWA Section 401 (33 USC Section 1341) Water Quality
Certification for the proposed activity and must comply with state water quality standards prescribed in
the certification. In California, these certifications are issued by the SWRCB under the auspices of nine
Regional Water Quality Control Boards (RWQCBs). Section 402 of the CWA establishes the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), which regulates the discharge of pollutants from point
sources. Municipal point sources consist primarily of domestic treated sewage and processed water,
including municipal sewage treatment plant outfalls and storm water conveyance system outfalls. These
outfalls contain pollutants that are emitted directly into waters of the U.S. Without a permit, the
discharge of pollutants from point sources into navigable waters of the U.S. is prohibited. NPDES permits
require regular water quality monitoring. CWA Section 404 (33 USC Section 1344) establishes a permit
program, administered by USACE, regulating discharge of dredged or fill materials into waters of the
U.S., including wetlands. For a detailed discussion of the CWA see Section 4.10.2. Storm water and
wastewater infrastructure must meet water quality standards that are established pursuant to the CWA.

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) (42 USC Section 6901 et seq.) gives
USEPA the authority to control hazardous waste from the "cradle-to-grave,” and was designed to
protect human health and the environment, reduce/eliminate the generation of hazardous waste, and
conserve energy and natural resources; to reduce the amount of waste generated; and to ensure that
wastes are managed in an environmentally sound manner. RCRA regulates the management of solid
waste (e.g., garbage), hazardous waste, and underground storage tanks holding petroleum products or
certain chemicals. Solid waste, as defined by RCRA includes both hazardous and nonhazardous
materials. RCRA establishes a framework for the management of nonhazardous waste in Subtitle D.
Nonhazardous solid waste includes household garbage, sludge from waste treatment plants,
construction debris, and various types of nonhazardous industrial waste. Subtitle D states the
requirements for solid waste planning and encourages recycling and recovery programs that most
directly affect state and regional solid waste management authorities. USEPA also developed federal
criteria for the proper design and operation of municipal solid waste landfills (MSWLFs) and other solid
waste disposal facilities. USEPA approved the State of California's program, a joint effort of the CIWMB,
SWRCB, RWQCBs, and LEAs, on October 7, 1993.

Department of Transportation Act Section 4f
Passed in 1966, the Department of Transportation Act includes Section 4(f), which states that FHWA and
other USDOT agencies cannot approve the use of land from public state parks, recreational areas,
wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or public and private historical sites unless certain conditions apply.
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These exceptions are as follows: If there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative to the use of
land, and if the action includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting from
such use; or if the Administration determines that the use of the property will have a de minimis impact
(49 USC Section 303).

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Police
California Mutual Aid Plan
The California Mutual Aid Plan establishes policies, procedures, and responsibilities for requesting and
providing inter- and intra-agency assistance in emergencies. The plan directs local agencies to develop
automatic or mutual aid agreements, or to enter into agreements for assistance by hire (e.g., Schedule A
contracts) where local needs are not met by the framework established by the Mutual Aid Plan.

Schools
Assembly Bill 16
AB 16 was passed in 2002 and created the Critically Overcrowded School Facilities program to
supplement the construction provisions within the School Facilities Program (SFP). The SFP provides
state funding assistance for new construction and modernization of facilities. The Critically Overcrowded
School Facilities program allows school districts that have been determined by the California
Department of Education (CDE) to have critically overcrowded facilities to apply for new construction
projects without meeting all SFP program requirements. Districts with SFP new construction eligibility
and school sites included on a CDE list of source schools may apply (Chapter 33, Statutes of 2002).

Senate Bill 50 – Leroy F Greene Schools Facilities Act of 1998
SB 50, or the Leroy F. Greene School Facilities Act of 1998, restricts the ability of local agencies to deny
project approvals on the basis that public school facilities (classrooms, auditoriums, etc.) are
inadequate. School impact fees are collected at the time when building permits are issued. Payment of
school fees are also collected at the time when building permits are issued. Payment of school fees is
required by SB 50 for all new residential development projects and is considered “full and complete
mitigation” of any school impacts. School impact fees are payments to offset capital cost impacts
associated with new developments, which result primarily from costs of additional facilities, related
furnishings and equipment, and projected capital maintenance requirements. As such, agencies cannot
require additional mitigation for any school impacts (Chapter 407, Statutes of 1998).

California Building Standards Code (Title 24, CCR)
Title 24 applies to all buildings throughout the State of California and includes requirements for
structural, mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems, and requires measures for energy
conservation, green design, construction and maintenance, and fire and life safety and accessibility (24
CRR). Cities and counties are required by state law to enforce Title 24; however, they can adopt more
restrictive ordinances.
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Recreational Facilities
Quimby Act and AB 1359
Cities and counties have been authorized since the passage of the 1975 Quimby Act (Government Code
§66477) to pass ordinances requiring that developers set aside land, donate conservation easements, or
pay fees for park improvements. Revenues generated through the Quimby Act cannot be used for the
operation and maintenance of park facilities. The dedicated land or fees may only be used for the
development or rehabilitation of neighborhood or community parks or recreational facilities in the
subdivision they were provided for, according to AB 1359 (Chapter 412, Statutes of 2013), unless certain
requirements are met and an exception is made. The goal of the Quimby Act is to require developers to
help mitigate the impacts of property improvements. The act gives authority for passage of land
dedication ordinances only to cities and counties. Special districts must work with cities and/or counties
to receive parkland dedication and/or in-lieu fees. The fees must be paid and land conveyed directly to
the local public agencies that provide park and recreation services communitywide.

California Coastal Act, Coastal Recreation Policies
California Coastal Act policies related to coastal recreation include Public Resources Code Section 30210,
which requires that maximum access and recreational opportunities shall be provided for all people, and
Section 30213, which protects lower cost visitor and recreational facilities, and encourages the provision
of pubic recreational opportunities.

Utilities
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Water Code, Division 7) was instated to regulate
activities and factors that may affect the quality of the waters of the state of California, to protect the
health, safety, and welfare of the people. It charges the state with the act of protecting the waters from
degradation and established nine RWQCBs throughout the state. The Act declares that the SWRCB and
each RWQCB will have the primary responsibility for water quality control. Each RWQCB is in charge of
updating their water quality control plans, known as Basin Plans. They also regulate pollutant or
nuisance discharges that may affect surface or groundwater. Storm water and wastewater infrastructure
must meet water quality standards that are established in Basin Plans.

State Water Resources Control Board
The SWRCB issues individual and general NPDES permits for wastewater and storm water through
authorization of USEPA. Discharges that may impact surface or groundwater, and which are not
regulated by an NPDES permit, are issued a waste discharge requirement (WDR) that serves as a permit
under the authority of the California Water Code. The RWQCBs issue Land Disposal WDRs that permit
certain solid and liquid waste discharges to land to ensure that wastes do not reach surface water or
groundwater. Land Disposal WDRs contain requirements for liners, covers, monitoring, cleanup, and
closure. The RWQCBs also permit certain point source discharges of waste to land that have the
potential to affect surface or groundwater quality. This category of discharges, known as “Non-15” WDR,
is the most diverse and includes sewage sludge and biosolids, industrial wastewater from power plants,
wastes from water supply treatment plants, treated wastewater for aquifer storage and recovery,
treated groundwater from cleanup sites, and many others.
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Related to wastewater collection and treatment facilities, storm water drainage facilities, and landfills,
the SWRCB has issued the following orders:
•

Caltrans NPDES Permit (Order 99-06-DWQ): Requires Caltrans to regulate nonpoint source
discharge from its properties, facilities, and activities. Among other requirements, Caltrans must
annually update an enforceable Stormwater Management Plan (SWMP). See Section 4.10.2 for
more detail.

•

Statewide General Waste Discharge Requirements for Sanitary Sewer Systems (Order No. 20060003-DWQ): Requires all federal and state agencies, municipalities, counties, districts, and other
public entities that own, operate, or are otherwise responsible for sanitary sewer systems
greater than 1 mile in length that collect and/or convey untreated wastewater to a publicly
owned treatment facility in California to prepare sewer system management plans and report all
sanitary sewer overflows (SSOs) to the SWRCB. Order No. WQ 2008-0002-EXEC, amended the
statewide Monitoring and Reporting Program for SSOs that reach surface waters or storm
drains. The RWQCB issued Order No. R9-2007-0005 to reaffirm the prohibition of SSOs upstream
of a wastewater treatment facility.

Assembly Bill 885 On-Site Wastewater Treatment Systems (OWTS)
AB 885 (Chapter 781, Statutes of 2000) requires that the SWRCB, along with other interested parties,
adopt specified regulations or standards for the permitting and operation of prescribed on-site
wastewater treatment systems. Each RWQCB would have to incorporate the new standards and
regulations into their regional water quality control plans. Resolution R9-2015-0008, adopted in April
2015, incorporates the OWTS policy into the San Diego Water Quality Control Plan (SWRCB 2014). Onsite wastewater treatment systems allow habitation in locations that are far from central wastewater
treatment plants, such as areas of the unincorporated County. OWTS can help to reduce the strain on
municipal wastewater facilities and reduce the need for construction of new facilities in these remote
areas. The OWTS policy helps to reduce an OWTS’ impact on the environment where they are used.

Integrated Waste Management Act of 1989 (AB 939 or IWMA)
AB 939 (Chapter 1095, Statutes of 1989) requires each city and county in California develop Integrated
Waste Management Plans (IWMP) to divert 25% of its waste stream by 1995, and 50% by 2000, with the
base year set as 1990. The passage of SB 1016 changed the way that waste disposal is measured. As of
2007, the diversion requirement is only measured in pounds per person per day (CalRecycle 2012). The
goal of AB 939 is to reduce dependence on landfills for waste disposal. The Act established a hierarchy
of priority for waste management: (1) source reduction (waste prevention), to reduce the amount of
waste generated at its source; (2) recycling (or reuse) and composting; (3) transformation; and (4)
disposal by landfilling. See below for a discussion of the IWMP for the San Diego Region.

Title 14, CCR
CalRecycle regulations pertaining to nonhazardous waste management in California include minimum
standards for solid waste handling and disposal; regulatory requirements for composting operations;
standards for handling and disposal of asbestos-containing waste; resource conservation programs;
enforcement of solid waste standards and administration of solid waste facility permits; permitting of
waste tire facilities and waste tire hauler registration; special waste standards; used oil recycling
program; electronic waste recovery and recycling; planning guidelines and procedures for preparing,
revising, and amending countywide IWMP; and solid waste cleanup program (14 CCR Division 7).
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Caltrans Highway Design Manual
The Caltrans Highway Design Manual was developed to be a set of policies and procedures to carry out
the highway design functions of Caltrans. While this manual does not instate a legal standard, it does
provide guidance and uniform standards related to design and construction of Caltrans facilities. These
standards include consideration of runoff, and controlling it through hydraulic design of drainage
features (Caltrans 2014).

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
San Diego Regional Municipal Storm Water Permit
An MS4 is defined as a conveyance or system of conveyances (e.g., municipal streets, catch basins,
gutters, storm drains, etc.) used for collecting or conveying storm water that is not a combined sewer or
connected to a publicly owned treatment network. The San Diego Municipal Storm Water Permit (Order
R9-2013-0001) (as amended by Order No. R9-2015-0001) (Municipal Permit) regulates the conditions
under which storm water and non-storm water discharges into and from MS4s are prohibited or limited.
The 18 cities, County government, San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, San Diego Unified Port
District, Del Mar Fairgrounds, and the University of California, San Diego each owns or operates an MS4,
through which it discharges storm water and non-storm water into waters of the U.S. within the San
Diego region. These entities are the San Diego County Copermittees (Copermittees) which, along with
the Orange County Copermittees, are subject to the requirements of the permit. The Caltrans storm
water system is regulated separately under the Caltrans NPDES permit, as described below.
This permit requires each of the Copermittees to prepare a Jurisdictional Urban Runoff Management
Program (JURMP) to control the contribution of pollutants to and the discharges from the MS4. Each of
these JURMPs includes a component addressing construction activities, development planning, and
existing development. In accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Permit, the County of San
Diego developed a model Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan (SUSMP) (County of San Diego
2012) and an SUSMP manual (County of San Diego 2011b) to identify mitigation strategies required to
protect storm water quality for new development and significant redevelopment within the San Diego
region. The County’s model SUSMP establishes a series of source control, site design, and treatment
control BMPs that are to be implemented by all Priority Development Projects (PDPs). PDPs include new
development; redevelopment projects that create, add, or replace 5,000 square feet; and pollutant
generating projects. Each jurisdiction within San Diego County (i.e., co-permittees of the Municipal
Permit) has adopted their own SUSMP. A PDP should refer to the SUSMP that has jurisdiction for the
project for guidance on the mitigation of storm water pollutants. All future projects implementing the
proposed Plan must adhere to these regulations.
Provision D.1.g of RWQCB Order R9-2007-0001 requires the Copermittees to implement a
Hydromodification Management Plan (HMP) “to manage increases in runoff discharge rates and
durations from all PDPs, where such increased rates and durations are likely to cause increased erosion
of channel beds and banks, sediment pollutant generation, or other impacts to beneficial uses and
stream habitat due to increased erosive force.” The HMP requires PDPs to implement hydrologic control
measures so that post-project runoff flow rates and durations do not exceed pre-project flow rates and
durations where they would result in an increased potential for erosion or significant impacts to
beneficial uses or violate the channel standard. For a more detailed discussion of the San Diego
Municipal Permit and HMP, as well as its application, see Section 4.10.2.
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Caltrans NPDES Permit
Caltrans operates under its own MS4 Permit (Order No. 2012-0011-DWQ), separate from the Municipal
MS4 Permit. Caltrans’ discharges consist of storm water and non-storm water discharges from stateowned rights-of-way and facilities. The Caltrans MS4 Permit regulates storm water discharge from
Caltrans properties, facilities, and activities. It also requires that Caltrans construction activities that
disturb 5 or more acres comply with SWRCB requirements. The most recent permit was approved in
2012 and became effective on July 1, 2013. This permit includes considerations for areas of special
biological significance, total maximum daily loads, green infrastructure, and program effectiveness
assessments, among other categories. For more information on the Caltrans NPDES Permit, see Section
4.10.2.

San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board Basin Plan
The Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego Basin, also known as the Basin Plan, establishes water
quality objectives and implementation strategies to protect the beneficial uses of water bodies in the
San Diego region, as well as describes monitoring plans to assess its effectiveness (SDRWQCB 2011).
Beneficial uses are defined as “the uses of water necessary for the survival and well-being of man,
plants, and wildlife,” and promote the economic, social, and environmental goals of mankind. Policies in
the Basin Plan define treatment levels of water that must be met by regional wastewater facilities.

Wastewater Agency Management Plans
Municipalities and water districts with the responsibility for wastewater/sewer services have a variety of
management plans for these utilities. These documents range from wastewater and/or sewer master
plans, water management plans, integrated water resources plans, and regional water facilities master
plans, among others.

San Diego Integrated Waste Management Plan
The County of San Diego prepares the IWMP for the San Diego region. The IWMP includes the following
elements: Source Reduction and Recycling, Household Hazardous Waste, Non-Disposal Facility, and
Countywide Siting. The Countywide Siting Element must demonstrate at least 15 years of remaining
disposal capacity. It includes various strategies to demonstrate the remaining capacity, such as existing,
proposed, and tentative landfills or landfill expansions; increased diversion efforts; and the export of
solid waste disposal. In the San Diego region, the Countywide Siting Element must be updated every 5
years, and must be adopted by the County Board of Supervisors and a majority of the cities within San
Diego County. Under the law SANDAG is designated as the region’s Integrated Waste Management Local
Task Force responsible advising and assisting the cities and County with certain aspects of compliance
with AB 939.

General Plans
The County and cities’ General Plans establish policies for a number of topics relevant to public services
and utilities, including fire prevention, law enforcement, schools, libraries, parks and recreational
facilities, solid waste, storm water and sewer infrastructure.. Table 4.14-12 shows the different public
services and utilities topics addressed in local jurisdictions’ General Plans.
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The coastal cities in the San Diego region have adopted Local Coastal Programs (LCPs) for all or parts of
their jurisdictions. The following jurisdictions have adopted LCPs: Carlsbad, 1986 (with the exception of
the Agua Hedionda Segment); Chula Vista, 1985; Coronado, 1984; Del Mar, 2001; Encinitas, 1995;
Imperial Beach, 1984; National City, 1991; Oceanside, 1986; San Diego (with the exception of the
Mission Bay Segment), 1988; and Solana Beach, 2013. Each LCP reflects the unique needs of the
individual coastal areas, while remaining consistent with the goals and policies of the Coastal Act. All
LCPs must allow for coastal access and recreational opportunities, as stated in the Coastal Act (California
Coastal Commission 2012).

Construction and Demolition Ordinances
C&D Ordinances are designed to ensure that debris from construction and demolition projects gets
recycled and does not end up in municipal landfills. This usually requires the preparation of a waste
management plan showing how the project applicant will meet diversion goals. The cities of Chula Vista,
Encinitas, Imperial Beach, La Mesa, Lemon Grove, San Diego, Santee, Solana Beach, and Vista and the
County have adopted C&D Ordinances (CalRecycle 2011).

County of San Diego Fire Protection Ordinance No. 10172
This ordinance ratified the 2011 Consolidated Fire Code for the 16 FPDs in the unincorporated County.
Each FPD can modify the code based on specific needs for their jurisdiction. The County Fire Code
applies to both ministerial and discretionary projects and both new and repair projects. The County Fire
Code is amended every 3 years in conjunction with the revised California Building Standards Code.
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County Code of San Diego Ordinance No. 10253
This ordinance amends Sections 68.502 through 68.571 of the County Code to reflect the change in state
law regarding management of solid waste and diversion of recyclable material from disposal. This
ordinance helps to regulate the collection, transportation, and disposal of solid waste and recyclable
materials.

4.14.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines (“Appendix G”) provides criteria for determining the significance of a
project’s environmental impacts, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless otherwise noted,
the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist questions that
address the criteria in Appendix G. In some cases SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited
their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR, the unique nature of the proposed Plan’s
population and housing impacts, and the unique characteristics of the proposed Plan and EIR.
Checklist questions for public services and utilities are provided in several sections of Appendix G. For
purposes of this EIR, the Appendix G questions have been combined and modified.
Specifically, Appendix G addresses criteria for Public Services (XIV), Utilities and Service Systems (XVII),
and Recreation (XV), as three separate sections. For the purposes of this EIR, these three issue areas
have been combined in this section (PS-1, U-1, U-2, and U-3). Additionally, the criteria (b) and (d) listed
in Appendix G criteria under Utilities and Service Systems (XVII), which address water supply impacts
and construction of new water supply and treatment facilities, are addressed in Section 4.16 Water
Supply. Appendix G criteria (a) and (b) addressing impacts to recreational facilities have been combined
with those addressing public services (PS-1). For purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed
Plan would have significant public services and utilities impact if it would:
PS-1

Result in the substantial physical deterioration of public facilities or cause substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision of or need for new or physically altered (i.e.
expanded) public facilities, in order to maintain adequate fire and police protection,
emergency services, schools, libraries, and recreation facilities.

U-1

Result in the expansion or construction of wastewater collection and treatment facilities to
adequately meet projected capacity needs, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts.

U-2

Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or the expansion
of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts.

U-3

Require or result in the construction of new solid waste disposal facilities or the expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects.
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4.14.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
PS-1

RESULT IN THE SUBSTANTIAL PHYSICAL DETERIORATION OF PUBLIC FACILITIES OR
CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE PHYSICAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
PROVISION OF OR NEED FOR NEW OR PHYSICALLY ALTERED PUBLIC FACILITIES, IN
ORDER TO MAINTAIN ADEQUATE FIRE AND POLICE PROTECTION, EMERGENCY
SERVICES, SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES, AND RECREATION FACILITIES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following analysis evaluates impacts to public facilities as a result of regional growth and land use
change and the implementation of transportation network improvements and programs. Impacts to
these facilities would include physical deterioration, or the need to construct new or expanded facilities
in order to maintain service ratios or other performance standards. Impacts of construction activities for
new or expanded facilities are analyzed as well.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects likely to exacerbate the proposed
Plan’s public facilities impacts include, but are not limited to, more days of extreme high temperatures,
longer and more humid heat waves, less frequent, more intense rainstorms, more frequent flood
events, sea level rise, more frequent and severe coastal flooding, and more frequent and severe
wildfires. For example, increased risk and intensity of wildfire and increased risk of flooding associated
with sea level rise would increase demands for fire protection and emergency services. In wildfire
hazard areas and areas vulnerable to sea level rise that also are forecasted for new growth, the climate
change effects would compound the demands that new growth places on public services. In general,
these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects are further
detailed in Appendix F.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866
housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent). The 2020 regional land use pattern is shown in
Figure 2.0-11. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2020 is in the
City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 77 percent of new housing units and 69
percent of new jobs, respectively, by 2020.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Pacific Highlands Ranch, Black
Mountain Ranch, University City, Navajo, and Mission Valley. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University
City, and Otay Mesa.
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In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz,
Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases
are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North County Metro, Fallbrook, and Ramona. In these
areas, higher levels of public services would be needed, and demand for public services would increase
throughout the region in response to forecasted growth.
To meet increased demand for public services due to forecasted regional growth, additional fire and
police personnel, equipment, and facilities would likely be needed to maintain response times and
service ratios needed to protect the health and safety of people and to protect property in areas of new
growth and increased density. In areas of new growth, new facilities such as police and fire stations
would be needed to protect the new infrastructure and population, while the increased population in
developed areas would require both new facilities and physical expansion of existing facilities. Where
growth occurs outside of existing service areas, response times to those areas would be longer and
would be out of compliance with service standards unless new or expanded facilities are constructed.
Based on forecasted population and housing unit growth by 2020, schools, libraries, and recreational
facilities would also experience facility deficiencies and would require new or expanded facilities to
maintain current levels of service as population increases. As the population grows, use of these
facilities would increase. Schools and libraries would become overcrowded, and recreation areas would
become overused and degraded if no new or expanded facilities are constructed. The need for these
facilities would be concentrated in residential areas, because demand for these public services is driven
by population growth, while demand for fire and police protection facilities and emergency services is
created by both residential and non-residential land use types.
Throughout the San Diego region, the construction of new facilities or expansion of existing facilities
would likely be needed to maintain existing (2012) service levels for fire protection, police protection,
emergency services, schools, libraries, and recreational facilities in the year 2020. Individual service
providers are responsible for identifying service deficiencies based upon their adopted performance
measures or services standards for determining the adequacy of existing public services, and deciding
when and where to expand existing facilities or provide new facilities.
The provision of new facilities or expansion of existing governmental facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and
other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable
and avoided or substantially lessened by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency,
including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing,
location, and other project-specific information for new or expanded facilities, it cannot be guaranteed
that impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered governmental facilities
would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would
cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
In general, the construction and operation of transportation network improvements would require
minor or no use of public services or facilities. Demand for public services and facilities is typically driven
by new growth as described above. Therefore, the construction and operation of transportation
improvements and programs would not increase demand for schools, libraries, and recreational facilities
such that new or physically altered facilities would be required in order to maintain adequate facilities
or levels of service.
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New transportation network improvements and programs would generally require little to no increase
in police and fire protection and emergency services and would not cause deterioration of these
facilities compared to existing (2012) conditions. The operation of the transportation network
improvements and programs would not increase use of fire, emergency, and police services due to
increased accidents, injuries, and collisions, because the annual rates of vehicle and bicycle/pedestrian
injury/fatal collisions would not increase. Therefore, the need for public services and facilities would not
increase because of planned transportation network improvements.
Transportation network improvements would not result in substantial physical deterioration of
recreational facilities through direct land conversion or indirect impacts such as noise or increased
surface runoff in 2020 due to design standards and the locations of existing recreational facilities and
future transportation network improvement. Transportation network improvements would not lead to
the increased use of recreational facilities, and therefore would not expedite their physical
deterioration.
Based upon the current level and pattern of fire, emergency, and police protection within the region
transportation network improvements and programs identified in the proposed Plan would not create
demand for additional increases of police and fire protection and emergency services beyond the
demand for such services created by regional growth, and would not create the need for new or
expanded school, library, or recreational facilities. Therefore, transportation network improvements and
programs would have a less than significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, but not transportation network improvements,
would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the substantial physical
deterioration of existing facilities and the construction of new or expanded public facilities. Therefore,
this impact (PS-1) in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
All jurisdictions within the San Diego region are projected to increase in population between 2012 and
2035. Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2021 and 2035
is in the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9
percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of new housing
units and 66 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo,
and Uptown. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown,
Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa. In the unincorporated County,
the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit increases
include Lakeside, North County Metro, Otay, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, San Dieguito, and Ramona. The
highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North
County Metro, Otay, and Fallbrook.
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While some areas would experience a higher percent increase than others, there would be additional
demand for public services throughout the region. In areas of new growth, new facilities such as police
and fire stations would be needed to protect the new infrastructure and population, while the increased
population in developed areas would require both new facilities and physical expansion of existing
facilities. Where growth occurs outside of existing service areas, response times to those areas would be
longer and would be out of compliance with service standards unless new or expanded facilities are
constructed.
The provision of new facilities or expansion of existing governmental facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and
other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable
and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency,
including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing,
location, and other project-specific information for new or expanded facilities, it cannot be guaranteed
that impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered governmental facilities
would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would
cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2035, additional transportation network improvements and programs are proposed in areas
throughout the region that are currently served by different public service providers. However, as true
in the 2020 analysis, none of the proposed transportation network improvements and programs would
create new demand for public services beyond the level of demand created by new regional growth that
would result in substantial physical deterioration of existing facilities or require new or physically altered
governmental facilities. Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs would have a
less than significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, but not transportation network improvements,
would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the substantial physical
deterioration of existing facilities and the construction of new or expanded public facilities. Therefore,
this impact (PS-1) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036 and 2050 is in
the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new housing units and 77
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include the City Heights and Eastern Area of Mid-City, Greater North Park,
Uptown, Linda Vista, Clairemont Mesa, and Downtown. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Otay Mesa, and University City.
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In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted
population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, and Spring Valley. The
highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Otay, Lakeside, and North
County Metro.
While some areas would experience a higher percent increase than others, there would be additional
demand for public services throughout the region. In areas of new growth, new facilities such as police
and fire stations would be needed to protect the new infrastructure and population, while the increased
population in developed areas would require both new facilities and physical expansion of existing
facilities. Where growth occurs outside of existing service areas, response times to those areas would be
longer and would be out of compliance with service standards unless new or expanded facilities are
constructed.
The provision of new facilities or expansion of existing governmental facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise, traffic, and
other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable
and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency,
including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about timing,
location, and other project-specific information for new or expanded facilities, it cannot be guaranteed
that impacts from the construction and operation of new or physically altered governmental facilities
would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would
cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2050, the highway, transit, and active transportation (bicycle and pedestrian) improvements, would
be in place and operational in accordance with the proposed Plan. However, as described in the 2020
analysis, transportation network improvements and programs would not create demand for additional
increases of police and fire protection and emergency services beyond the demand for such services
created by regional growth, and would not create the need for new or expanded school, library, or
recreational facilities. Therefore, transportation network improvements and programs would have a less
than significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, but not transportation network improvements,
would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the substantial physical
deterioration of existing facilities and the construction of new or expanded public facilities. Therefore,
this impact (PS-1) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
PS-1 Deterioration and Physical Impacts Related to Public Services and Facilities
2020, 2035, and 2050
PS-1A Implement Mitigation Measures for New/Expanded Public Service Facilities. During planning,
design, and project-level CEQA review of development or public facilities projects, the County of San
Diego, cities, and public service providers can and should implement mitigation measures to avoid or
reduce significant environmental impacts associated with the construction of new or expanded public
facilities. Mitigation measures should be implemented by public service providers directly responsible
for the construction or expansion activities. Significant environmental impacts requiring mitigation may
include, but are not limited to, air quality, noise, traffic, biological resources, cultural resources, GHG
emissions, hydrology and water quality, and water supply.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts associated with the
construction or expansion of public facilities in 2020, 2035, and 2050 in order to maintain necessary
service ratios and performance standards. Mitigation Measure PS-1A would reduce the impacts of
project-specific construction or expansion through project-level planning, design, and CEQA mitigation
measures. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a
less than significant level. Therefore, this impact (PS-1) would remain significant and unavoidable.

U-1

RESULT IN THE EXPANSION OR CONSTRUCTION OF WASTEWATER COLLECTION AND
TREATMENT FACILITIES TO ADEQUATELY MEET PROJECTED CAPACITY NEEDS, THE
CONSTRUCTION OF WHICH COULD CAUSE SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following section analyzes the impacts of regional growth and land use change on the capacity of
existing wastewater treatment facilities. Where the analysis shows that forecasted regional growth
would result in new or expanded collection and treatment facilities, the environmental impacts of
constructing such new or expanded collection and treatment facilities are described. Section 4.10
Hydrology and Water Quality is referenced here, in regard to waste discharge requirements.
Transportation network improvements and programs would not generate substantial wastewater from
their operational activities, including landscaping, and the construction of these projects would generate
a minimal amount of wastewater for a short period of time. Due to the negligible demand for
wastewater facilities from the construction and operation of transportation network improvements and
programs, this analysis focuses on regional growth and land use change.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecasted to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866
housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent). The 2020 regional land use pattern is shown in
Figure 2.0-11. Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2020 is in the
City of San Diego (45 percent), County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 77 percent of new housing units and 69
percent of new jobs, respectively, by 2020.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Pacific Highlands Ranch, Black
Mountain Ranch, University City, Navajo, and Mission Valley, which are all served by wastewater
collection systems and treatment facilities. In the unincorporated areas of the County, the communities
with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit increases include North
County Metro, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center, which are currently served by
OWTS. While population growth would result in an increase in the amount of wastewater generated,
especially in the cities of San Diego and Chula Vista, it is likely that the existing wastewater treatment
plants have sufficient capacity to serve forecasted growth through 2020. However, smaller treatment
plants listed throughout the region may reach capacity and need to be expanded. Development in
existing communities would require expansion or upsizing of existing collection and treatment systems,
while development in new areas would require installation of new collection and treatment systems.
Development in rural residential areas would also require on-site wastewater treatment facilities, such
as septic tanks.
The provision of new or expanded wastewater treatment facilities and collection systems would result in
short-term construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise,
traffic, water quality, and other resource areas. WDRs and existing regulations, as further described in
Section 4.10, would reduce water quality impacts of future wastewater treatment facility construction
projects. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided
or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs, such as those issued and enforced through the SWRCB and
RWQCB. Because details are not known about timing, location, and other project-specific information
for provision of new or expanded facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts
from the construction and operation of new or expanded facilities and collection systems would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a
significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, but not transportation network improvements,
would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction and operation of
new or expanded wastewater facilities and collection systems. Therefore, this impact (U-1) in the year
2020 is significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2021 to 2035, regional population is forecasted to increase by 417,985 people (12 percent),
145,099 housing units (12 percent), and 145,814 jobs (10 percent). The 2035 regional land use pattern is
shown in Figure 2.0-12.
Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2021 and 2035 is in
the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of new housing units and 66
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035. In the City of San Diego, the communities
with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit increases include Downtown,
College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo, and Uptown, which are all served by
wastewater collection systems and treatment facilities. In the unincorporated County, the communities
with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit increases that are served by
OWTS include Lakeside, North County Metro, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, and Ramona. However, the
smaller wastewater collection systems and treatment facilities throughout the region would need to be
expanded to ensure adequate capacity to support regional growth forecasted to occur by 2035.
Development in existing communities would require expansion or upsizing of existing collection and
treatment systems, while development in new areas would require installation of new collection and
treatment systems. Development in rural residential areas would also require on-site wastewater
treatment facilities.
The provision of new or expanded wastewater treatment facilities and collection systems would result in
short-term construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise,
traffic, water quality, and other resource areas. WDRs and existing regulations, as further described in
Section 4.10, would reduce water quality impacts of future wastewater treatment facility construction
projects. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided
or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs, such as those issued and enforced through the SWRCB and
RWQCB. Because details are not known about timing, location, and other project-specific information
for provision of new or expanded facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts
from the construction and operation of new or expanded facilities and collection systems would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a
significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, but not transportation network improvements,
would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction and operation of
new or expanded wastewater facilities and collection systems. Therefore, this impact (U-1) in the year
2035 is significant.
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
From 2036 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 215,061 people (6 percent), 97,152
housing units (7 percent), and 141,467 jobs (8 percent). The 2050 regional land use pattern is shown on
Figure 2.0-13.
Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036 and 2050 is in
the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula Vista (9 percent).
Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new housing units and 77
percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050. In the City of San Diego, the communities
with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit increases include the City
Heights and Eastern Area of Mid-City, Greater North Park, Uptown, Linda Vista, Clairemont Mesa, and
Downtown, which are all served by wastewater collection systems and treatment facilities. In the
unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include North County Metro, Ramona, North Mountain, Julian, Rainbow, Valley
Center, Bonsall, and Fallbrook. These areas of growth are currently served by OWTS. However, small
wastewater collection systems and treatment facilities in these areas of increased growth would need to
be expanded to ensure adequate capacity to support regional growth forecasted to occur by 2050.
Development in existing communities would require expansion or upsizing of existing collection and
treatment systems, while development in new areas would require installation of new collection and
treatment systems. Development in rural residential areas would also require on-site wastewater
treatment facilities.
The provision of new or expanded wastewater treatment facilities and collection systems would result in
short-term construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as air quality, noise,
traffic, water quality, and other resource areas. WDRs and existing regulations, as further described in
Section 4.10, would reduce water quality impacts of future wastewater treatment facility construction
projects. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically controllable and avoided
or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing agency, including
adherence to existing regulations and BMPs, such as those issued and enforced through the SWRCB and
RWQCB. Because details are not known about timing, location, and other project-specific information
for provision of new or expanded facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts
from the construction and operation of new or expanded facilities and collection systems would be less
than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would cause a
significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change, but not transportation network improvements,
would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction and operation of
new or expanded wastewater facilities and collection systems. Therefore, this impact (U-1) in the year
2035 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
U-1A Implement Mitigation Measures for New/Expanded Wastewater Facilities. During planning,
design, and project-level CEQA review of development projects, wastewater treatment facilities, and
collection systems, the County of San Diego, cities, and wastewater management agencies can and
should apply necessary mitigation measures to avoid or reduce significant environmental impacts
associated with the construction or expansion of wastewater facilities and collection systems. Mitigation
measures should be implemented by wastewater management agencies directly responsible for the
approval and construction of new or expanded collection systems or treatment plants. Significant
environmental impacts requiring mitigation may include but are not limited to air quality, noise, traffic,
biological resources, cultural resources, energy, greenhouse gas emissions, hydrology and water quality,
and water supply.
Mitigation Measure WS-1A would reduce water use for construction and operation of projects. These
measures to reduce water use would reduce the amount of wastewater that ultimately requires
treatment.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts associated with the
construction or expansion of wastewater facilities and collection systems in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Mitigation Measures U-1A and WS-1A would reduce the impacts of project-specific construction or
expansion through project-level planning, design, and CEQA mitigation measures, and through reducing
the volume of wastewater requiring treatment and reducing impacts due to construction of new or
expanded wastewater facilities and collection systems. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future
project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, this impact (U-1) would
remain significant and unavoidable.

U-2

REQUIRE OR RESULT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW STORM WATER DRAINAGE
FACILITIES OR THE EXPANSION OF EXISTING FACILITIES, THE CONSTRUCTION OF
WHICH COULD CAUSE SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes the impacts of regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements and programs on the capacity of existing storm water drainage facilities. This analysis
determines if the construction of new or expansion of facilities is necessary, and discusses the
environmental impacts of construction and operational activities of the new or expanded facilities.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects likely to exacerbate the proposed
Plan’s storm water drainage facilities impacts include, but are not limited to, less frequent, more intense
rainstorms, more frequent flood events, sea level rise, and more frequent and severe coastal flooding.
These effects would increase the proposed Plan’s impacts on peak storm water flows. In general, these
climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050. Climate change effects are further
detailed in Appendix F.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional growth and land use change would be mostly located in urban areas that are already
predominately impermeable surfaces; therefore, regional growth and land use change in urban areas
would not significantly increase the amount of storm water runoff. However, development that
increases impervious area, for example, in previously undeveloped areas near communities such as
Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro, Pendleton-De Luz, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley
Center, would result in increased storm water flows in volume and/or velocity. Any increase in volume
and/or velocity of storm water flow increases the potential for flooding, scouring, erosion, and other
drainage pattern alterations.
Development associated with the proposed Plan would have to comply with all existing regulations
pertaining to drainage patterns (i.e., the local SUSMP and HMP). These regulations include the
requirement that post-project storm water flows match the pre-project flows for PDPs. When there is an
increase in impervious area, this requirement would generally be achieved through the implementation
of the appropriate BMPs described in the local SUSMP and HMP, and the County LID Handbook.
Furthermore, drainage systems would be upgraded and increased in size in areas determined by each
MS4 operator to have inadequate conveyance capacity relative to new impervious surface to reduce
impacts related to storm water runoff through their SUSMP and/or JURMP. Hydrologic impacts resulting
from construction would be primarily addressed through compliance with the Construction General
Permit as discussed in Section 4.10.2.
In addition, regulations (Hydromodification under RWQCB Order R9-2007-0001) require that priority
development projects maintain pre-project hydrology under post-construction operation. This means
that additional runoff volumes and peak flow discharges from impervious areas must be attenuated to
pre-project levels in order to maintain hydrological conditions and not exceed storm water conveyance
capacities. One of the methods for achieving this is through the implementation of Low Impact
Development (LID). LID is an integrated site design methodology that uses small-scale detention and
retention to minimize pollutants conveyed by runoff and to mimic pre-project site hydrological
conditions.
The effectiveness of the regulations described above to reduce the impacts of development depends
upon the implementation of the requirements. When projects are out of compliance with regulations
and the BMPs are not properly implemented, impacts are likely to occur. By incorporating these design
standards for the protection of public life and property into the proposed Plan projects, surface runoff
patterns and flows would be adequately controlled and impacts to drainage patterns would be avoided.
Notwithstanding these regulations in place, regional growth and land use change that results from
implementation of the proposed Plan in 2020 would require the construction of new or expansion of
existing storm water drainage facilities to ensure adequate capacity for the conveyance of storm water.
Additionally, changes to drainage patterns due to regional growth and land use change as further
discussed under Impact HWQ-3 in Section 4.10 would necessitate the construction of storm water
drainage facilities in new places.
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The provision of new or expanded stormwater drainage facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water
quality, water supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts
are typically controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the
implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not
known about timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded
stormwater drainage facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the
construction and operation of such facilities would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change would cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
While most of the transportation improvements (e.g., highway, arterial, transit, and active
transportation) would occur in already urbanized areas, some improvements would convert vacant land
to impervious surfaces, resulting in increased storm water flow volume and/or velocity. As described in
Section 4.10.2, engineering standards, including the Caltrans Highway Design Manual and County
requirements, exist for properly controlling and conveying surface runoff and surface waters when
drainage modifications are necessary for project implementation. In addition, regulations
(Hydromodification under RWQCB Order R9-2007-0001) require that priority development projects
maintain pre-project hydrology under post-construction operation. This means that additional runoff
volumes and peak flow discharges from impervious areas, such as from new managed lanes and general
purpose lanes, must be attenuated to pre-project levels in order to maintain hydrological conditions and
not exceed storm water conveyance capacities. One of the methods for achieving this is through the
implementation of LID. LID is an integrated site design methodology that uses small-scale detention and
retention to minimize pollutants conveyed by runoff and to mimic pre-project site hydrological
conditions.
However, new or expanded storm water drainage facilities would be required to support the
transportation network improvements by the year 2020, and any increase in the volume of storm water
generated would require storm water drainage facilities with sufficient capacity downstream in channels
and other drainage outlets. Additionally, changes to drainage patterns due to transportation
improvements as further discussed under Impact HWQ-3 in Section 4.10 would necessitate the
construction of storm water drainage facilities in new places.
The provision of new or expanded stormwater drainage facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water
quality, water supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts
are typically controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the
implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not
known about timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded
stormwater drainage facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the
construction and operation of such facilities would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore,
transportation network improvements would cause a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction of
new or expanded storm water facilities. Therefore, this impact (U-2) in the year 2020 is significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2035, regional growth and land use change would result in the conversion of vacant land in the
unincorporated County in the communities of Lakeside, North County Metro, Fallbrook, Spring Valley,
San Dieguito, and Ramona to impervious surfaces. While incorporating all of the design standards and
maintaining compliance with all applicable regulations, as described in Section 4.10, would help to
reduce some impacts related to storm water drainage, regional growth and land use change that results
from implementation of the proposed Plan in 2035 would require the construction of new or expansion
of existing storm water drainage facilities to ensure adequate capacity for the conveyance of storm
water. Changes to drainage patterns, as discussed under HWQ-3 in Section 4.10, would also necessitate
the construction of new facilities. Regional growth and land use change would be mostly located in
urban areas that are already predominately impermeable surfaces; therefore, regional growth and land
use change in urban areas would not significantly increase the amount of storm water runoff.
The provision of new or expanded stormwater drainage facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water
quality, water supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts
are typically controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the
implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not
known about timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded
stormwater drainage facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the
construction and operation of such facilities would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change would cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, incorporating all of the design standards and maintaining compliance
with all applicable regulations, as described in Section 4.10, would adequately control storm water
flows. However, storm water drainage facilities would still be required to support the transportation
network improvements. Changes to drainage patterns, as discussed under HWQ-3 in Section 4.10, would
also necessitate the construction of new facilities.
The provision of new or expanded stormwater drainage facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water
quality, water supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts
are typically controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the
implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not
known about timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded
stormwater drainage facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the
construction and operation of such facilities would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore,
transportation network improvements would cause a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction of
new or expanded storm water facilities. Therefore, this impact (U-2) in the year 2035 is significant.
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
By 2050, regional growth and land use change would result in the conversion of vacant land to
impervious surfaces in the unincorporated County in the communities of Lakeside, North County Metro,
and Spring Valley. While incorporating all of the design standards and maintaining compliance with all
applicable regulations, as described in Section 4.10, would help to reduce some impacts related to storm
water drainage, regional growth and land use change that results from implementation of the proposed
Plan in 2050 would require the construction of new or expansion of existing storm water drainage
facilities to ensure adequate capacity for the conveyance of storm water. Changes to drainage patterns
due to land use changes described under HWQ-3 in Section 4.10 would also create the need to construct
new storm water drainage facilities. Regional growth and land use change would be mostly located in
urban areas that are already predominately impermeable surfaces; therefore, regional growth and land
use change in urban areas would not significantly increase the amount of storm water runoff.
The provision of new or expanded stormwater drainage facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water
quality, water supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts
are typically controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the
implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not
known about timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded
stormwater drainage facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the
construction and operation of such facilities would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore,
regional growth and land use change would cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, incorporating all of the design standards and maintaining compliance
with all applicable regulations, as described in Section 4.10, would adequately control storm water
flows. However, storm water drainage facilities would still be required to support the transportation
network improvements and programs. Changes to drainage patterns due to transportation
improvements described under HWQ-3 in Section 4.10 would also create the need to construct new
storm water drainage facilities.
The provision of new or expanded stormwater drainage facilities would result in short-term
construction-related impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water
quality, water supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts
are typically controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the
implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not
known about timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded
stormwater drainage facilities and collection systems, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the
construction and operation of such facilities would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore,
transportation network improvements would cause a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements, would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction of
new or expanded storm water facilities. Therefore, this impact (U-2) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
U-2A Implement Mitigation Measures for New/Expanded Storm Water Drainage Facilities. During
planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of development projects or storm water projects, the
County of San Diego, cities, and storm water management agencies can and should apply necessary
mitigation measures to avoid or reduce significant environmental impacts associated with the
construction or expansion of storm water facilities. Mitigation measures should be implemented by
storm water management agencies directly responsible for the construction of new or expanded storm
water facilities. Significant environmental impacts requiring mitigation may include, but are not limited
to, air quality, noise, traffic, biological resources, cultural resources, greenhouse gas emissions,
hydrology and water quality, and water supply.
For transportation network improvements, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors
can and should, be required to implement storm water BMPs during planning, design, project-level
CEQA review, and project construction. Measures include, but are not limited to, capturing rainwater for
on-site reuse, such as for landscape irrigation.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts related to the construction of
new or expansion of existing storm water facilities in 2020, 2035, and 2050. Implementation of
Mitigation Measures U-2A would reduce these impacts through project-level planning, design, and CEQA
mitigation measures. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be
mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, this impact (U-2) would remain significant and
unavoidable.

U-3

REQUIRE OR RESULT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
FACILITIES OR THE EXPANSION OF EXISTING FACILITIES, THE CONSTRUCTION OF
WHICH COULD CAUSE SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
The following section analyzes the impacts of regional growth and land use change on the capacity of
existing solid waste disposal facilities. Where the analysis shows that forecasted regional growth would
result in new or expanded solid waste disposal facilities, the environmental impacts of constructing such
new or expanded facilities are described.
Solid waste from construction of transportation network improvements can be processed separately
from municipal solid waste in construction and demolition waste and inert debris facilities, and would
not largely affect municipal solid waste disposal facilities (CalRecycle 2014d). Additionally, operational
waste from transportation improvements and programs would be minimal, such as the waste collected
from trash receptacles placed at new transit stations. Thus, operational impacts of transportation
network improvements and program impacts are not discussed further in this section.
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This section focuses on the environmental impacts of new or expanded landfills needed to serve future
growth. However, it should be recognized that, to serve future growth, other types of new or expanded
solid waste facilities with smaller footprints would also be needed, the construction of which could also
cause environmental impacts. These include collection, transfer, and material recovery facilities; and
recycling, composting, and chipping/grinding facilities.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Existing programs, policies, and practices would continue to reduce the rate of solid waste generation
(amount per person or per employee) and divert a percentage of solid waste from landfills. As explained
in the existing conditions section, as of 2014 the West Miramar Sanitary Landfill has 16.9 percent
capacity remaining and is estimated to close in 2022, which would significantly reduce the available
capacity at landfills in the region. The Borrego Landfill, Otay Landfill, and Sycamore Landfill have a
limited remaining capacity and are estimated to close by the years 2030, 2028, and 2031, respectively
(CalRecycle 2014c). Therefore, there is sufficient landfill capacity in the region to accommodate
forecasted regional growth at least through 2020. As a result, forecasted regional growth would not
generate solid waste at a level that would require new or expanded solid waste disposal facilities.
Regional growth and land use change would have a less than significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction of transportation network improvements, such as managed lanes along I-5 and I-805 that
would be implemented by the year 2020, would generate solid waste and debris. While some these
materials would be processed separately, some waste from these construction projects would end up in
municipal solid waste facilities. This would contribute to reduced capacity of landfills in the region.
However, the majority of transportation improvements in 2020 would involve service improvements
and not construction of facilities, so there would only be minimal contribution of waste to the landfills.
As discussed in the regional growth and land use change analysis, there is sufficient landfill capacity to
accommodate forecasted growth in the region at least through 2020. Therefore, transportation network
improvements would not generate solid waste at a level that would require new or expanded solid
waste disposal facilities. Transportation network improvements would have a less than significant
impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements would not result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction
of new or expanded solid waste facilities. Therefore, this impact (U-3) in the year 2020 is less than
significant.
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2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Existing programs, policies, and practices would continue to reduce the rate of solid waste generation
(amount per person or per employee) and divert a percentage of solid waste from landfills. However, all
the active landfills in the region, identified in Table 4.14-10, have a limited capacity and are estimated to
be closed by 2031. In addition, growth and development forecasted to occur by 2035 would result in an
increase in the total amount of solid waste generated. Therefore, the region’s landfills would not have
sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the solid waste disposal needs of the region in the year
2035. The insufficient capacity of the current solid waste facilities would necessitate the construction of
new solid waste facilities, or the expansion of existing facilities.
The provision of new or expanded solid waste disposal facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water quality, water
supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically
controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing
agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about
timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded solid waste
facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the construction and operation of such facilities
would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would
cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction of transportation network improvements, such as Trolley line extensions from UTC to Mira
Mesa and Phase I of San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, and Managed Lane construction along I-5 and 1-805,
that would be implemented by the year 2035 would generate solid waste and debris. This waste would
be generated from site preparation activities or from materials used in the construction. While some of
these materials would be processed separately, some waste from these construction projects would end
up in municipal solid waste facilities. Due to the large number and the extent of the 2035 transportation
network improvements, it is likely that a large amount of solid waste would be generated by these
projects. This would contribute to reduced capacity of landfills in the region. As discussed in the 2035
analysis for regional growth and land use change, the region’s existing landfills would not have sufficient
capacity to accommodate the region’s demand for solid waste disposal by 2035, and new or expanded
solid waste disposal facilities would be needed. Therefore, transportation network improvements would
cause a significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction of
new or expanded solid waste facilities. Therefore, this impact (U-3) in the year 2035 is significant.
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2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Existing programs, policies, and practices would continue to reduce the rate of solid waste generation
(amount per person or per employee) and divert a percentage of solid waste from landfills. However, all
the active landfills in the region, identified in Table 4.14-10, have a limited capacity and are estimated to
be closed by 2031. Regional growth would increase the total amount of solid waste generated and
additional landfill capacity would need to be provided in order to support the growing population. The
increase in solid waste would create a need for the construction of new solid waste facilities or the
expansion of existing facilities.
The provision of new or expanded solid waste disposal facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts and long-term operational impacts, such as biological resources, water quality, water
supply, and other resource areas. Construction-related and long-term operational impacts are typically
controllable and avoided or substantially lessen by mitigation measures adopted by the implementing
agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs. Because details are not known about
timing, location, and other project-specific information for provision of new or expanded solid waste
facilities, it cannot be guaranteed that impacts from the construction and operation of such facilities
would be less than significant for all projects. Therefore, regional growth and land use change would
cause a significant impact.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Construction of transportation network improvements, such as several Trolley line extensions and
Managed Lane construction along I-5, SR 52, SR 54, I-15, and 1-805 that would be implemented by the
year 2050, would generate solid waste and debris. This waste would be generated from site preparation
activities or from materials used in the construction of the lanes. While some of these materials would
be processed separately, some waste from these construction projects would end up in municipal solid
waste facilities. Due to the large number and the extent of the 2050 transportation network
improvements, it is likely that a large amount of solid waste would be generated by these projects. This
would contribute to reduced capacity of landfills in the region. As discussed in the 2050 analysis for
regional growth and land use change, the region’s existing landfills would not have sufficient capacity to
accommodate the region’s demand for solid waste disposal by 2050, and new or expanded solid waste
disposal facilities would be needed. Therefore, transportation network improvements would cause a
significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction of
new or expanded solid waste facilities. Therefore, this impact (U-3) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
U-3A Implement Mitigation Measures for New/Expanded Solid Waste Facilities. During planning,
design, and project-level CEQA review of solid waste facility projects, solid waste management agencies
can and should apply necessary mitigation measures to avoid or reduce significant environmental
impacts associated with the construction or expansion of landfills.
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Mitigation measures should be implemented by solid waste management agencies directly responsible
for the construction of new or expanded solid waste facilities. Significant environmental impacts
requiring mitigation may include, but are not limited to, air quality, traffic, and water quality.
U-3B Reduce Construction Waste. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review, and prior to
the construction or demolition of transportation network improvement projects and development
projects, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and
other local jurisdictions can and should, implement measures to reduce construction waste, including
but not limited to the following:
•
•

Ensure that source reduction techniques and recycling measures are incorporated into project
construction/demolition; and
Reuse and/or recycle construction and demolition waste.

This mitigation measure would extend the life of existing landfills and delay the need to construct new
or expanded landfills.
U-3C Implement Green Building Measures. During planning, design, and construction of development
projects, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should integrate green
building waste management measures such as those identified in the U.S. Green Building Council’s
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), Energy Star Homes, Green Point Rated Homes,
and the California Green Builder Program. These measures include, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Reuse and minimize C&D debris and increase diversion of C&D waste from landfills to recycling
facilities;
Prepare and apply a waste management plan that promotes C&D diversion;
Implement source reduction through (1) using materials that are more durable and easier to
repair and maintain, (2) designing to generate less scrap material through dimensional planning,
(3) increasing recycled content, (4) using reclaimed materials, and (5) using structural materials
in a dual role as finish material (e.g., stained concrete flooring, unfinished ceilings, etc.);
Reuse existing structures and shells in renovation projects;
Design for flexibility through the use of moveable walls, raised floors, modular furniture,
moveable task lighting, and other reusable building components; and
Develop an indoor recycling program and space.

This mitigation measure would extend the life of existing landfills and delay the need to construct new
or expanded landfills.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2035 and 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts related to the construction of
new or expanded solid waste facilities in 2035 and 2050. Implementation of Mitigation Measure U-3A
would reduce these impacts through project-level planning, design, and CEQA mitigation measures.
Mitigation Measures U-3B and U-3C would further reduce this impact by extending the life of existing
landfills and delaying the need to construct new or expanded landfills. However, it cannot be
guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level.
Therefore, this impact (U-3) would remain significant and unavoidable.
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4.15 TRANSPORTATION
This section evaluates the transportation impacts of the proposed Plan. The information presented was
compiled from multiple sources including the proposed Plan, SANDAG studies and publications, public
transit organizations, other transportation planning agencies, and other sources identified throughout
the section.

4.15.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
REGIONWIDE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
The San Diego regional transportation system is a complex and expansive multimodal network that
supports the region’s economic base and the demand for personal travel. The transportation network
facilitates the movement of people throughout the region for purposes of traveling to places of
employment, education, recreation, and for personal needs. Beyond people, the transportation network
is essential for the movement of goods and continued economic development. Goods and freight are
transported to, from, and through the region with major distribution centers located primarily to the
north in the Los Angeles area and south across the international border.
The transportation system includes interstate and state highways, local arterial roadways, public
transportation systems, nonmotorized transportation facilities, maritime and aviation facilities, and land
POEs. The regional roadway system is an interconnected network of interstates, freeways, highways, toll
roads, arterial streets, and local streets. This roadway network allows for the movement of private
vehicles, commercial vehicles, buses, and heavy trucks. The regional public transit system includes local
and regional bus operations, regional and interregional commuter rail services, and light rail service. The
freight railroad network includes three freight rail lines serving cargo and goods services. Nonmotorized
transportation facilities generally include walkways and bikeways. Often, facilities such as bikeways
share space with roadway facilities. The airport system consists of commercial, general, and military
aviation facilities serving passenger, freight, business, recreational, and military needs. Individual
components of the regional transportation network are described in the following sections.
In 2012, generally five different modes of transportation were used throughout the region for work trips
during peak periods: (1) drive alone (single occupancy vehicle [SOV]), (2) carpool, (3) public transit, (4)
walk, and (5) bike. As shown in Table 4.15-1, approximately 42 percent of peak period work trips were
drive alone, an additional approximately 432 percent were carpool trips, approximately 12 percent were
people walking or biking, and approximately two percent were on public transit.
Table 4.15-1
2012 Peak Period Work Trips by Transportation Mode

Transportation Mode
Drive Alone
Carpool
Public Transit
Walk/Bike

Percent
42.0
42.93
1.98
11.812.5

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor
modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional
transportation model.
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HIGHWAY/ROADWAY NETWORK
The primary purpose of the roadway network (Figure 4.15-1) is to facilitate the movement of goods and
people. Roadways in the region serve many purposes and accommodate different types of travel, such
as buses and other transit vehicles, automobiles, the movement of freight, and bicycles. The local streets
and arterials that traverse communities are typically used for shorter trips, while the region’s highways
provide access to major centers for jobs, education, shopping, recreation, and travel to destinations
outside the region. In 2012, the average daily VMT per capita was 25.2 miles. The regional roadway
network is a complex and expansive system that is planned, designed, built, operated, and maintained
by numerous agencies, such as the various cities, the County of San Diego, Caltrans, tribal governments,
SANDAG, and others. As of 2012, there are 2,419 general purpose lane miles on freeways, and 624 lane
miles on State highways.

SOV
In 2012, 42 percent of all peak period work trips were drive alone or Single Occupancy Vehicles (SOV),
and the average peak period travel time to work was 27 minutes to travel an average of 13.1 miles.

Managed Lanes
Managed Lanes are multipurpose lanes that support carpools, vanpools, and rapid transit service. In
2012, there were 90 lane miles of managed lanes. Managed lanes include the following:
•

Express Lanes: These are lanes in the middle of the highway that serve buses, carpools,
vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean air vehicles for no cost. People driving alone can travel
on these lanes for a fee (similar to the FasTrak® system, in which fees support transit services
along the I-15 corridor).

•

Carpool Lanes: These lanes, also known as High Occupancy Vehicle or HOV lanes, have a limited
number of access points along the highway. They are similar to Express Lanes, but solo drivers
are precluded from using them. Each vehicle that travels onto an HOV lane must carry a
minimum of two people at all times.

•

Transit-Only Lanes: These lanes are open only to transit vehicles. They accommodate both
regional and local bus services.

Regional Arterials
The San Diego region’s existing transportation network includes approximately 9,673 lane miles of
regional arterials. Regional arterials offer critical links to highways. The Regional Arterial System (RAS) is
the network of regional roadways and local streets that, along with the system of highways and transit
services, allows for a significant amount of mobility throughout the region.

Goods Movement and Freight
The movement of goods and freight throughout the San Diego region is an important component to the
region’s transportation operations. The San Diego region’s location is critical in the international
transport of goods with multiple international POEs with Mexico to the south and the Ports of Los
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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4.15 Transportation
Angeles and Long Beach, which compose the fifth largest seaport complex in the world, to the north.
Transportation systems for freight and goods movement include highways, railroads, airport cargo
systems, seaports, intermodal centers, and commercial POEs.
The San Diego region roadway network supports high volumes of both vehicular travel and freight
movement. The highway system carries nearly 98 percent of the goods that move through the region.
Three major north-south corridors handle goods movement in the region: I-5, I-805, and I-15. These
routes carry significant volumes of truck traffic through the region and farther north to Orange and
Riverside counties. In addition, one toll road, SR 125, connects the Otay Mesa POE to other major northsouth corridors. I-8 is the major east-west freeway through the San Diego region. In general, the eastwest corridors are not as significant for freight movement as the north-south freeways.
The importance of the north-south corridors stems from their connectivity to major POEs along the San
Diego region’s southern border with Mexico. In 2012, more than 502,724 trucks transported more than
10 million tons of goods, valued at about $40 billion, through the Otay Mesa and Tecate POEs (SANDAG
2015g).
Freight and goods movement rail services are operated on the LOSSAN rail corridor by the Burlington
Northern Santa Fe Railway (BNSF) (LOSSAN 2007). Additionally, in 2008 the Pacific Sun Railroad began
serving freight in the region (Watco 2015). In the northern part of the San Diego region along the I-5
corridor, BNSF operates a line owned by NCTD, which connects Santa Fe Depot in downtown San Diego
with the Orange County line to the north. BNSF also operates on two segments of the system, from
Oceanside to Escondido, and from Oceanside to downtown San Diego and to the National City Marine
Terminal. In the southern portion of the San Diego region, San Diego & Imperial Valley Railroad (SD&IV)
operates two short lines owned by MTS that connect Santa Fe Depot in downtown San Diego with the
San Ysidro POE.
Freight also arrives and departs the San Diego region via SDIA. Airlines serving the airport transported
172,160 tons of cargo and mail (SDIA 2015a). The cargo facilities at the airport are used by a limited
number of operators, including commercial airlines, courier services, cargo companies, and the U.S.
Postal Service. The largest cargo loading area is run by Federal Express. In 2012, cargo operations
(departures and arrivals of cargo aircraft planes) represented about 130,000 tons of regional freight
movement valued at $4.625 billion (SANDAG 2015g).
Ocean cargo facilities are located on San Diego Bay, providing facilities necessary for the transfer of
goods to and from the region via cargo vessels. Maritime commerce is carried out at two marine
terminals located on San Diego Bay: the 10th Avenue Marine Terminal in the City of San Diego and the
National City Marine Terminal at 24th Street. Ferry service operates between Downtown San Diego and
Coronado.

Airports
The San Diego region is home to 16 public-use and military airports (Figure 2.0-20). Located adjacent to
downtown, SDIA, also known as Lindbergh Field, is the busiest single-runway commercial service airport
in the nation. The airport served more than 1817 million passengers in 2014 and was served by 24
passenger carriers and five cargo carriers. In 2014, the airlines serving the airport transported 172,160
tons of cargo and mail (SDIA 2015a).
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Other regional airports include Oceanside Municipal Airport, McClellan-Palomar Airport, Montgomery
Field, Gillespie Field Airport, and Brown Field Municipal Airport. Rural airfields, generally located in the
eastern portion of the San Diego region, include Fallbrook Community Airpark, Ramona Airport, Borrego
Valley Airport, Ocotillo Airport, Agua Caliente Airport, and Jacumba Airport. Military airfields in the
region include MCB Camp Pendleton, Marine Corps Air Station Miramar, Naval Air Station North Island,
and Naval Outlying Field Imperial Beach (SDIA 2015b).

Transit
The primary forms of public transportation throughout the San Diego region are bus and rail service. The
existing transit network is depicted in Figure 4.15-2. Generally, these forms of public transit are centered
in the western portion of the region, near the more densely populated coastal communities and
commuter corridors. Many of the less dense and rural communities in the eastern portion of the region
have limited access to regional public transportation.
Regional bus and rail public transportation services are primarily provided by MTS and NCTD. MTS
provides bus and rail services directly or by contract for about 570 square miles of the urbanized areas
of the San Diego region as well as the rural parts of East County, totaling 3,240 square miles (MTS 2015).
MTS serves 88 million annual passengers or 285,000 passenger trips each weekday though its bus and
rail transportation services. MTS provides approximately 1.9 million hours of service across 24 million
miles each year (MTS 2015). NCTD provides bus and rail services to 1,020 square miles in the northern
San Diego region with 8.1 million annual boardings on the BREEZE buses, 1.7 million annual boardings on
the COASTER trains, and 2.5 million annual boardings on the SPRINTER light rail (NCTD 2015b). NCTD
also provides an on-demand FLEX bus service within parts of southwest Carlsbad, Encinitas, Solana
Beach, and Ramona, where BREEZE bus service is not available, and LIFT service to more than 150,000
annual passengers who are unable to use BREEZE bus service due to a disability.
A key component to the ease and accessibility of public transit is distance to a transit stop from a
residence or place of employment. Table 4.15-2 shows that approximately 7877 percent of the regional
population and approximately 84 percent of jobs were located within 0.5 mile of a transit stop as of
2012. Additionally, approximately 86 percent of the population was within 30 minutes of jobs and higher
education enrollment using transit as of 2012.
Table 4.15-2
Percentage of Population and Employment within 0.5 Mile of Transit Stop in 2012
Performance Measure

Percentage of population within 0.5 miles
of a transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5
miles of a transit stop

Rail

Percent
7877%
84%

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications
to the project description and improved representation of local streets
and roads in the regional transportation model.

Two major railroad corridors traverse the San Diego region: the LOSSAN rail corridor and the San Diego
& Arizona Eastern (SD&AE) Railway corridor. The LOSSAN rail corridor covers a six-county coastal region
covering 351 miles along the Southern California coast, with over 60 miles located in the San Diego
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4.15 Transportation
region, 41 stations, and more than 150 daily passenger trains (OCTA 2015). Santa Fe Depot in Downtown
San Diego marks the southern end of the LOSSAN rail corridor. The San Diego segment of the coastal rail
line, built more than 125 years ago, connects to Orange County through MCB Camp Pendleton and the
cities of Oceanside, Carlsbad, Encinitas, Solana Beach, Del Mar, and San Diego (Keep San Diego moving
2015).
The SD&AE Railway straddles the international border with Mexico, connecting San Diego, Tijuana,
Tecate, and the Imperial Valley. The U.S. section of the railroad is owned by MTS, and the 44 miles in
Mexico are owned by the Mexican government. The SD&AE runs on four lines totaling 108 miles:
•

Main Line Centre City San Diego south to San Ysidro/International Border at Tijuana with a total
length of 15.5 miles. This Line extends through Mexico (44.3 miles) and connects up with the
Desert Line. The portion through Mexico, originally constructed as part of the Main Line, is now
owned by the Mexican national railways, Ferrocarril Sonora Baja California Line.

•

La Mesa Branch Downtown San Diego east to City of El Cajon with a total length of 16.1 miles.

•

Coronado Branch National City south to Imperial Beach with a total length of 7.2 miles.

•

Desert Line Extends north and east from the International Border (junction called Division) to
Plaster City with a total length of 69.9 miles, where it joins the UP Line from El Centro.

Freight services on the lines are privately operated. SD&IV Railroad on three of the lines—Main Line, La
Mesa Branch, and Coronado Branch—and Pacific Imperial Railroad, Inc. (PIR) on the Desert Line (MTS
2013).
Light Rail
Throughout the San Diego region, light rail service is provided by NCTD and MTS. The NCTD SPRINTER is
a diesel-powered light rail system that travels a 22-mile east-west route serving 15 stations connecting
Oceanside, Vista, San Marcos, and Escondido generally along SR 78. The SPRINTER operates every 30
minutes in each direction, Monday through Friday, from approximately 4am until 9pm; trains on Fridays
and Saturdays run later, and trains on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays operate every 30 minutes from
10am until 6pm and hourly before and after those hours. The SPRINTER runs 455 trains every week and
has a ridership of approximately 8,400 boardings each weekday totaling 2.5 million annual boardings
(NCTD 2015b).
The San Diego Trolley is a light rail passenger service operated by SDTI, which is owned by MTS. The
system operates over 53.5 miles on three routes, mostly double-tracked with 53 stations. Transit
operator SDTI, a wholly subsidiary of MTS, operates on the Main Line and on the La Mesa Branch 7 days
a week from 4:16 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. approximately every 15 minutes on Blue and Orange Lines with 7.5minute peak hour service on the Blue Line (MTS 2013). The Green Line also operates 15-minute service
Monday through Saturday between the Old Town Transit Center and the Santee Town Center. The three
lines are the Blue, Orange, and Green Lines (MTS 2011):
•

The Blue Line is an 18.8-mile line operating between America Plaza in Downtown San Diego and
San Ysidro at the international border with Mexico via National City and Chula Vista.
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•

The Orange Line terminates at America Plaza, with service extending east to El Cajon via
southeastern San Diego, Lemon Grove and La Mesa.

•

The Green Line operates from 12th Street and Imperial Avenue in Downtown San Diego north to
Old Town along the bayside, then east to Santee via Mission Valley and San Diego State
University.

Passenger and Commuter Rail
Throughout the San Diego region, passenger and commuter rail service is provided by Amtrak, NCTD,
and Metrolink as described below. The Pacific Surfliner is a passenger train service operated by Amtrak
that travels along the Pacific coastline on the LOSSAN rail corridor providing intercity connections
between downtown San Diego, Orange County, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, and the
nationwide rail system. The Pacific Surfliner offers 11 daily round trips from San Diego to Los Angeles (12
on weekends), and five round trips Los Angeles to Santa Barbara to Goleta, with two extending to San
Luis Obispo. The Surfliner had 2,681,173 riders in FY14 (Amtrak 2014).
The COASTER is operated by NCTD along the LOSSAN rail corridor and provides passenger commuter rail
service with eight stops along 41 miles between downtown San Diego and Oceanside. The COASTER
primarily serves commuters on weekdays, with approximately 20 trains scheduled during typical
commute hours. A total of 126 trains run every week, with expanded service offered in the spring and
summer and additional trains scheduled for special events as needed. The COASTER has an annual
ridership of 1.7 million and an average weekday ridership of 5,700. The COASTER operates seven
locomotives and 28 bi-level coaches (NCTD 2015a).
Metrolink is a regional commuter and passenger train system that operates on the LOSSAN rail corridor
and was formed by the Southern California Regional Rail Authority. The Metrolink system consists of
seven routes and 55 stations along 512 route miles. Metrolink operates an average of 169 trains on a
weekday with 41,534 average weekday riders. The only Metrolink station in San Diego County is in
Oceanside. The Orange County Line (runs Oceanside to Los Angeles) has 14 stations and 87.2 route
miles. The Line operates 29 weekday trains (Metrolink 2015).

Bus
MTS operates 93 fixed-bus routes and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) complementary paratransit
service throughout its service area, which primarily cover the central and southern portions of the San
Diego region. Fixed route bus service includes local, urban, express, premium express, and rural routes
(MTS 2015). Bus services are provided by the San Diego Transit Corporation (SDTC), which is owned by
MTS. MTS bus service extends from the international border to as far north as Escondido.
The NCTD bus system, known as the BREEZE, serves the northern San Diego region. BREEZE buses carry
passengers on approximately 164 buses on 33 routes from Oceanside to Del Mar, northeast to
Escondido, east to Ramona, and north to Fallbrook and to San Clemente in Orange County. The BREEZE
also includes service for MCB Camp Pendleton. The BREEZE has 28,800 boardings each weekday (NCTD
2015a). The NCTD service area also includes four Native American reservations governed by the Rincon
Band of Luiseño Indians, Pala Band of Mission Indians, Pauma Band of Luiseño Indians, and San Pasqual
Band of Diegueno Mission Indians. NCTD's BREEZE buses, SPRINTER trains, and COASTER trains are all
accessible to persons with disabilities. All buses are equipped with a lift or ramp for boarding mobilityimpaired riders. Most buses have a kneeling feature, and 523 buses offer low floor access. Braille or
raised-type route information is available at most regional transit centers (MTS 2013).
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BICYCLE FACILITIES
Provision of a more bicycle- and pedestrian-friendly region contributes to bettering several complex and
interrelated issues, including traffic congestion, air quality, climate change, public health, personal cost
savings, and overall livability.
The San Diego Regional Bicycle Plan was approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors on May 28, 2010.
The Early Action Program (EAP) for the projects included in the Bike Plan is a $200 million initiative to
expand the bike network throughout the region. The EAP comprises 42 projects totaling about 77 miles
of new bikeways that would make it much easier for people to ride their bike to school, work, transit
stations, and other major destinations. The EAP is funded by TransNet, the regional half-cent sales tax
approved by San Diego County voters. TransNet funding will be leveraged to bring in state and federal
dollars so the region can complete more bike projects.
The California Highway Design Manual defines a "bikeway" as a facility that is provided primarily for
bicycle travel and defines three classes of bikeways, which are described below (SANDAG 2010).
•

Class I Bikeway (Bike Path): Bike paths are bikeways that are physically separated from vehicular
traffic. Also termed shared-use paths, bike paths accommodate bicycle, pedestrian, and other
non-motorized travel. Paths can be constructed in roadway right-of-way or independent rightof-way. Bike paths provide critical connections in the region where roadways are absent or are
not conducive to bicycle travel.

•

Class II Bikeway (Bike Lane): Bike lanes are defined by pavement markings and signage used to
allocate a portion of a roadway for exclusive or preferential bicycle travel. Within the regional
corridor system, bike lanes should be enhanced with treatments that improve safety and
connectivity by addressing site-specific issues. Such treatments include innovative signage,
intersection treatments, and bicycle loop detectors.

•

Class III Bikeway (Bike Route): Bike routes are located on shared roadways that accommodate
vehicles and bicycles in the same travel lane. Established by signs, bike routes provide continuity
to other bike facilities or designate preferred routes through corridors with high demand. Within
the regional corridor system, bike routes should be enhanced with treatments that improve
safety and connectivity by addressing site-specific issues.

The San Diego Regional Bike Plan defines two additional types of bike facilities as described below.
•

Cycle Track: A hybrid bicycle facility that is located in roadway right-of-way but separated from
vehicle lanes by physical barriers or buffers.

•

Bicycle Boulevards: Local roads or residential streets that have been enhanced with traffic
calming and other treatments to facilitate safe and convenient bicycle travel by accommodating
bicyclists and motorists in the same travel lanes, typically without specific vehicle or bicycle lane
delineation.
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4.15 Transportation
There are approximately 1,340 miles of existing bikeway facilities in the region as detailed below in
Table 4.15-3. Class II facilities are the predominate type of bikeway at roughly 66 percent of the total,
followed by Class III facilities at 18 percent of the regional total. Class I facilities compose about 12
percent of the regional total. The 18 cities and the County have some amount of Class I, II, or III
bikeways within their area. Figure 4.15-3 shows the existing bicycle network throughout the San Diego
region.
Table 4.15-3
Existing Bicycle Facilities in the Region
Facility Type
Class I - Path
Class II - Lane
Class III - Route
Freeway Shoulders
Total

Miles
159.3
890.2
243.9
47.4
1,340.8

Percentage of Total
11.9%
66.4%
18.2%
3.5%
100%

Source: SANDAG 2010c.

PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
Walking, as well as bicycling, is a part of an active transportation network. Pedestrian facilities primarily
include sidewalks and crosswalks associated with arterials and roadways, as well as bridge and other
connections across highways and rail facilities. Systemwide safety is described below.

TRANSPORTATION PROGRAMS
TDM
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) refers to programs and strategies that manage and reduce
traffic congestion during peak travel times. Typical TDM programs include carpooling and vanpooling,
and promoting alternative work schedules and teleworking, and increasing bicycle, pedestrian, and
transit use. These programs reduce overall VMT, and make more efficient use of existing roadways and
maximize the movement of people and goods.
A comprehensive TDM program for the San Diego region is known as iCommute, the goal of which is to
reduce traffic congestion during peak times, as well as cut GHG emissions and other environmental
pollutants by reducing the number of commuters driving to work or school alone each day. The
iCommute program pulls together proven trip-reduction strategies and state-of-the-art web tools to
provide access to convenient transportation choices that reduce auto dependency, vehicle energy
consumption, and emissions. In FY 2013, more than 32,000 commuters and 190 employers had
registered with iCommute (SANDAG 2014b).
Other TDM programs in the region include the Regional Vanpool Program, Guaranteed Ride Home, the
Bicycle Encouragement Program, and SchoolPool. The specific TDM programs included in the proposed
Plan are described in Chapter 2.0 of this EIR.
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TSM/ITS
Transportation System Management (TSM) and Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) refer to
effectively managing the overall transportation system, including the demands on the system. TSM/ITS
and TDM, described above, use innovative technologies that maximize the efficiency of the
transportation network and promote greater multimodal system efficiencies that support mode changes
over time, which can ultimately lower GHG emissions. TSM/ITS components of the proposed Plan are
described further in Chapter 2.0 of this EIR.

Integrated Corridor Management
In 2010, the I-15 corridor was selected as one of two pilot sites in the nation to test the Integrated
Corridor Management (ICM) concept. As part of this project, a unified traffic management system has
been created for the corridor, enabling multiagency and multimodal coordination to achieve smoother
traffic flow, manage congestion, and improve mobility (SANDAG 2014c).
The project covers a 20-mile section of I-15 from just north of SR 52 in the City of San Diego to SR 78 in
the City of Escondido, including the Express Lanes facility within the freeway median and major arterial
routes within a few miles to the east and west of I-15.

SYSTEMWIDE SAFETY
Vehicular
Vehicular travel accounted for approximately 84 percent of existing travel in 2012, resulting in a total of
79,289,10379,278,692 Annual VMT. As shown in Table 4.15-4, in 2012, per every thousand vehicle miles
traveled in the region, the annual projected number of vehicle (driver/passenger) injury/fatality
collisions was 0.12.

Mode

Table 4.15-4
Existing Vehicular and Bicycle/Pedestrian Safety
Performance Measure

Vehicles
Bicycles and Pedestrians

Annual vehicle (driver/passenger) injury/fatal
collisions per thousand vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
Annual bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatal collisions per
thousand bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled (BPMT)

2012
0.1213
1.4238

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

Bicycle and Pedestrian
In 2012, combined bicycle and pedestrian travel accounted for approximately 11.812.5 percent of
regional mode share for work trips during peak periods. As shown in Table 4.15-4, in 2012, per every
thousand bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled in the region, the annual projected number of
bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatality collisions was 1.4238.
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In September 2010, SANDAG began engaging key stakeholders and the region’s residents in the
development of the Draft Regional Safe Routes to School Strategic Plan, and the final Strategic Plan was
accepted by the SANDAG Transportation Committee on March 2, 2012. The Regional Safe Routes to
School Strategic Plan works to make walking and bicycling to school safer and to provide more attractive
travel choices for families throughout the region. It identifies a regional strategy to support local
communities in establishing new Safe Routes to School programs as well as sustaining and enhancing
existing efforts (SANDAG 2015c).
Improving safety conditions is a central goal of Safe Routes to School programs, which can be
accomplished through improvements to the built environment, educating students, engaging
community members, enforcing traffic laws, and instituting programs designed to address personal
security concerns. Safe Routes to School programs support more sustainable, compact, well-designed
communities interconnected by a transportation system that expands travel choices and reduces GHG
emissions. Safe Routes to School programs help achieve this vision by reducing peak period vehicle trips
and making active transportation to school more viable and attractive options. Addressing school safety
and accessibility improves the overall walkability of affected neighborhoods (SANDAG 2012).

4.15.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
U.S. Department of Transportation – MAP-21
The Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century Act (MAP-21) was signed into law by the President in
2012. MAP-21 is the first long-term highway authorization enacted since the Safe, Accountable, Flexible,
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) was passed in 2005. This act
provides needed funds and transforms the policy and programmatic framework for investments to guide
the growth and development of the nation’s transportation infrastructure and includes many important
provisions intended to help the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) in its important
mission to reduce crashes, injuries, and fatalities involving large trucks and buses (FMCSA 2015). MAP21 creates a performance-based multimodal program to address challenges of the U.S. transportation
system, including improving safety, maintaining infrastructure condition, reducing traffic congestion,
improving efficiency of the transportation system and freight movement, protecting the environment,
and reducing delays in project delivery. It builds on the policies and programs established by the
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA).

DOT RTP Requirements
Under federal transportation law, DOT requires that MPOs, such as SANDAG, prepare long-range
regional transportation plans (23 USC 134). In federally designated air quality nonattainment or
maintenance areas, the long-range transportation plan is to be updated at least every 4 years. SANDAG
adopted the existing 2050 RTP/SCS on October 28, 2011. When adopted, the proposed Plan will replace
the 2050 RTP/SCS as the San Diego region's long-range transportation plan.
Federal requirements for long-range transportation plans include the following (23 USC 134(i)(2):
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•

Identification of transportation facilities. An identification of transportation facilities (including
major roadways, transit, multimodal and intermodal facilities, and intermodal connectors) that
should function as an integrated metropolitan transportation system, giving emphasis to those
facilities that serve important national and regional transportation functions.

•

Mitigation activities. A discussion of types of potential environmental mitigation activities and
potential areas to carry out these activities, including activities that may have the greatest
potential to restore and maintain the environmental functions affected by the plan. The
discussion must be developed in consultation with Federal, State, and tribal wildlife, land
management, and regulatory agencies.

•

Financial plan. A financial plan that demonstrates how the adopted transportation plan can be
implemented, indicates resources from public and private sources that are reasonably expected
to be made available to carry out the plan, and recommends any additional financing strategies
for needed projects and programs. For the purpose of developing the transportation plan, the
metropolitan planning organization, transit operator, and State shall cooperatively develop
estimates of funds that will be available to support plan implementation.

•

Operational and management strategies. Operational and management strategies to improve
the performance of existing transportation facilities to relieve vehicular congestion and
maximize the safety and mobility of people and goods.

•

Capital investment and other strategies. Capital investment and other strategies to preserve the
existing and projected future metropolitan transportation infrastructure and provide for
multimodal capacity increases based on regional priorities and needs.

•

Transportation and transit enhancement activities. Proposed transportation and transit
enhancement activities.

Also, RTPs must be financially realistic (“revenue constrained”), balancing capital and operating costs
with reasonable revenue expectations, as agreed upon by MPOs and their transportation agency
partners in the planning process (23 CFR 450.322).
Additionally, in metropolitan areas that are in nonattainment for O3 or CO under the CAA, the MPO must
coordinate the development of a transportation plan with the process for development of the
transportation control measures of the SIP required by the CAA. In each metropolitan area, the MPO
must consult, as appropriate, with state and local agencies responsible for land use management,
natural resources, environmental protection, conservation, and historic preservation concerning the
development of a long-range transportation plan. Each MPO must provide citizens, affected public
agencies, representatives of public transportation employees, freight shippers, providers of freight
transportation services, private providers of transportation, representatives of users of public
transportation, representatives of users of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities,
representatives of the disabled, and other interested parties with a reasonable opportunity to comment
on the transportation plan. A transportation plan involving federal participation must be published or
otherwise made readily available by the MPO for public review.
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FHWA Congestion Management Process
The FHWA Congestion Management Process Guidebook (FHWA 2011) describes congestion
management as the application of strategies to improve transportation system performance and
reliability by reducing the adverse impacts of congestion on the movement of people and goods. A
congestion management process (CMP) is an approach for managing congestion that provides accurate,
up-to-date information on transportation system performance and assesses alternative strategies for
congestion management that meet state and local needs.
The CMP, as defined in federal regulation, is intended to serve as a systematic process that provides for
safe and effective integrated management and operation of the multimodal transportation system. The
process includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development of congestion management objectives
Establishment of measures of multimodal transportation system performance
Collection of data and system performance monitoring to define the extent and duration of
congestion and determine the causes of congestion
Identification of congestion management strategies
Implementation activities, including identification of an implementation schedule and possible
funding sources for each strategy
Evaluation of the effectiveness of implemented strategies

A CMP is required in metropolitan areas with a population exceeding 200,000, known as Transportation
Management Areas (TMAs). Federal requirements also state that, in all TMAs, the CMP must be
developed and implemented as an integrated part of the metropolitan transportation planning process.
In TMAs designated as O3 or CO nonattainment areas, the CMP takes on a greater significance. Federal
law prohibits projects that result in a significant increase in carrying capacity for SOVs from being
programmed in these areas unless the project is addressed in the region’s CMP. The CMP must provide
an analysis of reasonable travel demand reduction and operational management strategies; if the
analysis demonstrates that these strategies cannot fully satisfy the need for additional capacity and
additional SOV capacity is warranted, then the CMP must identify strategies to manage the SOV facility
safely and effectively, along with other travel demand reduction and operational management
strategies appropriate for the corridor.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Active Transportation Program
Pursuant to California SB 99 (Chapter 359, Statutes of 2013) and AB 101 (Chapter 354, Statutes of 2013),
the Active Transportation Program (ATP) was created to encourage increased use of active modes of
transportation, such as biking and walking. The ATP consolidates various federal and state
transportation programs, including the Transportation Alternatives Program, Bicycle Transportation
Account, and State Safe Routes to School, into a single program with a focus to make California a
national leader in active transportation (SANDAG 2015d). The ATP is administered by the California
Transportation Commission (CTC) and combines many federal and state funding streams previously used
for bicycle, pedestrian, safety, and other related purposes into one funding stream with broad
eligibilities in order to:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase the proportion of biking and walking trips,
Increase safety for non-motorized users,
Increase mobility for non-motorized users,
Advance the efforts of regional agencies to achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals,
Enhance public health, including the reduction of childhood obesity through the use of projects
eligible for Safe Routes to Schools Program funding,
Ensure disadvantaged communities fully share in program benefits (25% of program), and
Provide a broad spectrum of projects to benefit many types of active transportation users.
(CTC 2014)

RTP Requirements
MPOs are required to prepare RTPs that also meet state requirements. Government Code Sections
65080 et seq. state that each MPO must prepare and adopt a regional transportation plan directed at
achieving a coordinated and balanced regional transportation system, including, but not limited to, mass
transportation, highway, railroad, maritime, bicycle, pedestrian, goods movement, and aviation facilities
and services. The plan must be action-oriented and pragmatic, considering both the short-term and
long-term future, and shall present clear, concise policy guidance to local and state officials. The regional
transportation plan must consider factors specified in Section 134 of Title 23 of the United States Code,
and each transportation planning agency must consider and incorporate, as appropriate, the
transportation plans of cities, counties, districts, private organizations, and state and federal agencies.
The California Transportation Commission (CTC) developed guidelines (CTC 2010) to help MPOs develop
their RTPs so that they are consistent with federal and state transportation planning requirements. The
2010 update to the guidelines reflects revisions to address the planning requirements of SB 375 and
other planning practices. In addition to addressing SB 375, the guidelines set forth a uniform
transportation planning framework throughout the state that identifies state and federal requirements
for the development of RTPs. The updated guidelines recognize that the reduction of GHGs is a key
priority in the transportation planning process. This is further described in Section 4.8, Greenhouse Gas
Emissions.
Additionally, the guidelines describe the RTP process, including state and federal requirements and
consistency and coordination with other planning documents and processes. The guidelines also
describe the transportation modeling process and projecting of future demand, as well as the key
assumptions typical of transportation demand models. Additionally, the guidelines describe the
consultation and coordination process, which are designed to foster involvement by all interested
parties including air quality agencies, discuss the environmental considerations of an RTP, and list the
general contents of an RTP document (CTC 2010).

Senate Bill 375
In 2010, ARB established GHG reduction targets to be met regionally by 2020 and 2035. SB 375 (Chapter
728, Statutes of 2008) requires California’s MPOs to prepare an SCS that demonstrations how the region
will meet its GHG reduction targets through integrated land use, housing, and transportation planning.
The SCS is incorporated into the MPO’s RTP. ARB must review the SCS to determine if it would enable
the MPO to meet GHG reduction targets once implemented.
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Assembly Bill 1358 – California Complete Streets Act
AB 1358, the Complete Streets Act (Government Code Sections 65040.2 and 65302), was signed into law
in September 2008. As of January 1, 2011, the law required cities and counties, when updating the part
of a local general plan that addresses roadways and traffic flows, to ensure that those plans account for
the needs of all roadway users. Specifically, the legislation requires cities and counties to ensure that
local roads and streets adequately accommodate the needs of bicyclists, pedestrians, and transit riders,
as well as motorists.

SB 743
SB 743 (Chapter 386, Statutes of 2013) among other things creates a process to change the way that
transportation impacts are analyzed under CEQA. Specifically, SB 743 requires the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research (OPR) to amend the CEQA Guidelines to provide an alternative to level of service
for evaluating transportation impacts. Particularly within areas served by transit, those alternative
criteria must “promote the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the development of multimodal
transportation networks, and a diversity of land uses” (Public Resources Code Section 21099(b)(1)).
Once the CEQA Guidelines are amended to include those alternative criteria, auto delay will no longer
be considered a significant impact under CEQA; however, impacts related to air quality, noise, and safety
must still be analyzed under CEQA where appropriate. A Preliminary Discussion Draft of Updates to the
CEQA Guidelines Implementing Senate Bill 743 was released by OPR in August 2014 (OPR 2014).

Public Resources Code Section 30253
Public Resources Code Section 30253, part 4, establishes a policy that development within the Coastal
Zone shall minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
TransNet Extension Ordinance and Expenditure Plan
In 2008, 67 percent of San Diego County voters approved the TransNet Extension Ordinance and
Expenditure Plan (Commission Ordinance 04-01) to extend to 2048 the half-cent sales tax for regionwide transportation improvements originally approved in 1987 (Commission Ordinance 87-1). The
revenues must be used solely for the improvements identified in the Expenditure Plan for the extension
ordinance. SANDAG allocates the revenues in its capacity as the San Diego County Regional
Transportation Commission.
The Expenditure Plan identifies capital improvements for highways (managed lane/HOV lanes and
general purpose lanes), capital improvements and operations and maintenance support for rail transit
and bus rapid transit, local bus and senior and disabled transportation services, local streets and roads,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, transportation-related community infrastructure to support smart
growth development, environmental mitigation and enhancement projects, and administrative
expenses including an Independent Taxpayer Oversight Committee. When allocating revenues, the
extension ordinance requires that SANDAG “shall make every effort to maximize state and federal
transportation funding to the region” (Section 5(C)). Projects receiving TransNet funds are required to
accommodate travel by pedestrians and bicyclists in accordance with the best available standards and
guidelines (Section 4(E)(3)).
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SANDAG identified Early Action Projects on routes I-5, I-15, SR-52, SR-76, and I-805, and the Mid-Coast
Corridor Transit Project. These are high-priority projects with 10-year completion timelines.
Section 16 of the extension ordinance describes the process for amendments to the expenditure plan.
Amendments to the Environmental Mitigation Program (Section 2(D)) and projects included in the
Expenditure Plan for the original ordinance in 1987 that remain uncompleted (i.e., State Route 76 East
Segment and the Mid-Coast Corridor Transit Project) require approval by the voters of San Diego
County. Other provisions requiring voter approval to be amended relate to imposition of the half-cent
sales tax (Section 3), maintenance of effort requirements for local revenues (Section 8), the regional
transportation congestion improvement program (Section 9), and the Independent Taxpayer Oversight
Committee (Section 11). Other provisions may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the SANDAG Board
of Directors.

General Plan Circulation Elements
As mandated by state law, general plans must have a circulation element (sometimes referred to as
transportation or mobility elements) that is consistent with all other elements of the general plan.
(Government Code Section 65302.) Circulation elements describe the individual jurisdictions’ acceptable
operating standards and level of service, define roadway classifications, and outline goals and policies.
Circulation elements also typically address public transit and pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Circulation
elements and their compatibility with land use plans are an important part of overall regional
transportation planning as each general plan works to harmonize local land uses and development
patterns with transportation goals and needs.

Regional Parking Management Toolbox
SANDAG has created a Regional Parking Management Toolbox (SANDAG 2015e) as a means of providing
the communities within the San Diego region with a framework for evaluating, implementing, and
managing parking management strategies that support their individual economic development,
sustainability, and mobility goals. The toolbox is an interactive, web-based resource for local
jurisdictions to use in identifying parking-related challenges, and applying solutions that fit their
communities.

4.15.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provides criteria for evaluating the significance of a project’s
transportation impacts. Unless otherwise noted, the significance criteria specifically developed for this
EIR are based on the checklist questions in Appendix G. In some cases SANDAG has combined checklist
questions, edited their wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop
significance criteria that reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR and the unique nature of
the proposed Plan.
Appendix G addresses transportation in Section XVI (a-f). Specifically, Appendix G XVI criteria related to
air traffic patterns (c) and design hazards (d) as well as emergency access (e) are addressed in Section
4.9, Hazards. The portion of the Appendix G criterion (a) related to conflicts with applicable plans,
policies, and ordinances establishing effectiveness measures for the performance of transit, bicycle, and
pedestrian facilities is addressed in criterion T-3, which also addresses Appendix G criterion (f).
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The portion of Appendix G criterion (a) related to performance of intersections, streets, highways, and
freeways is addressed in criteria T-1 and T-2. Beyond the analysis of VMT and induced vehicle travel, the
significance criteria do not address the performance of automobiles on the highway and roadway
system because implementation of the proposed Plan would not adversely affect the performance of
the highway and roadway system. This conclusion is supported by the following proposed Plan
performance measures (see Appendix N to the proposed Plan):
•

1A. Average peak-period travel time to work: for peak-period drive-alone trips to work, the
average travel time remains essentially unchanged over the life of the proposed Plan, with a
slight one minute increase from 2012 to 2020 and from 2012 to 2035, but a one minute
decrease back to the 2012 average travel time by 2035 and 2050. The approximate travel times
are 27 minutes in 2012, 28 minutes in 2020 and 2035, and 27 minutes in 2035 and 2050.

•

1B. Average daily vehicle delay per capita: for daily vehicle delay, the average delay per person
remains essentially unchanged over the life of the proposed Plan, with a slight one minute
decrease by 2050. The approximate daily per capita vehicle delays are 1110 minutes in 2012,
2020, and 2035, and 109 minutes in 2050.

The safety performance aspect of Guidelines criterion (f) is addressed in criterion T-4. SANDAG opted
out of the local congestion management program; therefore, Appendix G criterion (b) is not addressed
in this Draft EIR.
Further, as required by SB 743, OPR is developing guidelines for determining the significance of
transportation impacts, and will transmit them to the Natural Resources Agency for certification and
adoption. At the time of preparation of this EIR, preliminary discussion draft guidelines, have been
prepared by OPR (OPR 2014). Criteria T-1 and T-2 below have been specifically developed in light of this
draft guidance. For the purposes of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would have a
significant transportation impact if it would:
T-1

Increase average daily vehicle miles traveled per capita or total vehicle miles traveled.

T-2

Induce substantial vehicle travel.

T-3

Decrease the performance of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities.

T-4

Result in a substantially higher rate of systemwide accidents, collisions, injuries, or fatalities
(by mode).

T-5

Result in loss of parking that causes significant adverse environmental impacts.

4.15.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
T-1

INCREASE AVERAGE DAILY VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED PER CAPITA OR TOTAL VEHICLE
MILES TRAVELED.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section compares existing average daily per capita VMT and total annual VMT to average daily per
capita VMT and total VMT under the proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050. Increased average daily
VMT and total annual VMT are used as measures of the performance of the streets and highways
system.
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The analysis considers whether the combination of forecasted regional growth and land use change and
planned transportation network improvements and programs would result in any increase per capita or
total annual VMT in any of the future years relative to 2012. Because of the close relationship among
forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements and
programs on travel behavior, this section analyzes their combined effect on per capita and total VMT,
instead of separate analyses for regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements and programs. The significance conclusion is based on whether implementation of the
proposed Plan would result in any increases in either average daily per capita VMT or total annual VMT.

2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecast to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866
housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent). The proposed Plan focuses this growth to
occur in areas of existing urban development, and near existing and planned transit corridors. In
addition, it encourages higher-intensity residential and commercial development. Approximately 75
percent of the forecasted regional population increase by 2020 is in the City of San Diego (45 percent),
County of San Diego (17 percent), and City of Chula Vista (13 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions
accommodate approximately 77 percent of new housing units and 69 percent of new jobs, respectively,
by 2020.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Downtown, Pacific Highlands Ranch, Black
Mountain Ranch, University City, Navajo, and Mission Valley. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University
City, and Otay Mesa. In the unincorporated County, the communities with the highest proportion of the
forecasted population and housing unit increases include Lakeside, Otay, North County Metro,
Pendleton-De Luz, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, Ramona, and Valley Center. The highest proportions of
forecasted job increases are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North County Metro,
Fallbrook, and Ramona.
From 2012 to 2020, major transportation network improvements and programs would include doubletracking at certain locations on the LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER frequencies, completion
of the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City, the South Bay Rapid Bus from the
Otay Mesa ITC to Downtown San Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Iris to the Otay Mesa POE, increases
in local bus service frequencies, express bus routes to the San Diego and Tijuana International Airports, a
San Marcos shuttle, and construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I-805 and I-8.
Additional major transportation network improvements would include new Managed Lanes along I-5
from Manchester Avenue to SR 78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52, new toll lanes on SR 11
to the Otay Mesa POE, new general purpose lanes along a portion of SR 76, and a new freeway
connector at SR 11 and SR 905. By 2020, there also would be six improvements to regional arterials,
including new travel lanes and extensions of existing roadways. Approximately 24 regional active
transportation projects would be constructed by 2020. Several of the active transportation projects are
in the City of San Diego, but also in other jurisdictions in coastal and inland north county and in coastal
south county.
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As shown in Table 4.15-5, forecasted regional growth and land use change and the planned
transportation network improvements and programs would increase total annual VMT to approximately
85,000,000 (7 percent) by 2020. With a forecasted regional population increase of over 292,000 (9
percent) by 2020, daily VMT per capita would decrease from 25.2 in 2012 to 24.67 in 2020.
Table 4.15-5
Existing and Projected VMT, Total and Per Capita, 2020
Measure
Total Annual VMT
Total Regional Population
Regional Population Increase (relative to 2012)
Average Daily VMT Per Capita

2012
79,289,103
79,278,692
3,143,429
-25.2

2020
84,596,338
84,718,537
3,435,713
292,284
24.67

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and
improved representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

The SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs decrease per capita
vehicle miles traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered
in the proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed
lanes; TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic
(e.g., aging population) and economic e.g., fuel prices factors. Nevertheless, total annual VMT would
increase by 2020, and this is a significant impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would decrease average daily per capita
VMT, but total annual VMT would increase. Therefore, this impact (T-1) in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2035, regional population is forecast to increase by 710,269 people (23 percent), 228,965
housing units (20 percent), and 319,025 jobs (24 percent). From 2021 to 2035, regional population is
forecasted to increase by 417,985 people (12 percent), 145,099 housing units (12 percent), and 145,814
jobs (10 percent). Approximately 78 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between
2021 and 2035 is in the City of San Diego (51 percent), County of San Diego (18 percent), and City of
Chula Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 81 percent of
new housing units and 66 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2021 and 2035.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include Downtown, College Area, Mira Mesa, Otay Mesa, Mission Valley, Navajo,
and Uptown. The highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Downtown,
Kearny Mesa, Mira Mesa, Mission Valley, University City, and Otay Mesa. In the unincorporated County,
the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit increases
include Lakeside, North County Metro, Otay, Fallbrook, Spring Valley, San Dieguito, and Ramona. The
highest proportions of forecasted job increases are in the communities of Lakeside, Spring Valley, North
County Metro, Otay, and Fallbrook.
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By 2035, major transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified for
2020) would include double-tracking at additional locations, new stations, and a grade separation along
the LOSSAN rail corridor, additional increases in COASTER frequencies including extensions of service to
MCB Camp Pendleton and the Gaslamp District in Downtown San Diego, double-tracking of the
SPRINTER corridor from Oceanside to Escondido, SPRINTER frequency enhancements and rail grade
separations, frequency enhancements and rail grade separations for the Trolley Blue and Orange Lines,
an extension of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon including a
connection with the COASTER, an extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission
Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista via Highland and 4th avenues,
substantial increases in Rapid bus service, additional increases in local bus service, three new streetcars,
and Intermodal Transit Centers at San Diego International Airport and San Ysidro (Phase I).
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2035 would include additional managed
lanes along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, as well as portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR
78, SR 94, and I-805. General purposes lanes would be added along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and portions
of SR 52 and SR 67. Six Managed Lanes connectors would be added along portions of the I-5, SR 15, I-15,
and I-805, and five freeway connectors would be added along portions of the I-5, SR 94, and SR 11/SR
905. By 2035, there would be over 50 additional improvements to local arterial streets and
approximately 50 additional regional active transportation projects in locations throughout the region.
As shown in Table 4.15-6, forecasted regional growth and land use change and the planned
transportation network improvements and programs would increase total annual VMT to approximately
9190,000,000 (1415 percent) from 2012 to 2035. With a forecasted regional population increase of over
710,000 (23 percent) from 2012 to 2035, daily VMT per capita would decrease from 25.2 in 2012 to
23.56 in 2035.
Table 4.15-6
Existing and Projected VMT, Total and Per Capita, 2035
Measure
Total Annual VMT
Total Regional Population
Regional Population Increase (relative to 2012)
Average Daily VMT Per Capita

2012
79,289,103
79,278,692
3,143,429
-25.2

2035
90,407,068
90,853,289
3,853,698
710,269
23.56

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and
improved representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

The SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs decrease per capita
vehicle miles traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered
in the proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed
lanes; TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic
(e.g., aging population) and economic (e.g., fuel prices) factors. Nevertheless, total annual VMT would
increase by 2035. This is a significant impact.
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2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would decrease average daily per capita
VMT, but total annual VMT would increase. Therefore, this impact (T-1) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2050, regional population is forecast to increase by 925,330 people (29 percent), 326,117
housing units (28 percent), and 460,492 jobs (34 percent). From 2036 to 2050, regional population is
forecasted to increase by 215,061 people (6 percent), 97,152 housing units (7 percent), and 141,467
jobs (8 percent). Approximately 75 percent of the forecasted regional population increase between 2036
and 2050 is in the City of San Diego (52 percent), County of San Diego (14 percent), and City of Chula
Vista (9 percent). Similarly, these three jurisdictions accommodate approximately 78 percent of new
housing units and 77 percent of new jobs, respectively, between 2036 and 2050.
In the City of San Diego, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and
housing unit increases include the City Heights and Eastern Area of Mid-City, Greater North Park,
Uptown, Linda Vista, Clairemont Mesa, and Downtown. The highest proportions of forecasted job
increases are in the communities of Downtown, Otay Mesa, and University City. In the unincorporated
County, the communities with the highest proportion of the forecasted population and housing unit
increases include Lakeside, North County Metro, and Spring Valley. The highest proportions of
forecasted job increases are in the communities of Otay, Lakeside, and North County Metro.
By 2050, major transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified by
2020 and 2035) would include completion of double tracking on the LOSSAN rail corridor, as well as the
Del Mar Tunnel and grade separations, an extension of the SPRINTER to Westfield North County, the
SPRINTER Express, Blue Line Trolley rail grade separations, transition of the Mid-City Rapid Bus from
SDSU to Downtown San Diego to Trolley, Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to
Kearny Mesa, Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center, and Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley, substantial
increases in Rapid bus services, a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla, and Phase II of the San Ysidro
ITC.
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2050 include additional Managed Lanes
along portions of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125, new general purpose lanes
along portions of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, SR 125, and highway operational
improvements along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76. There would be new Managed Lane connectors
along I-15 and I-805 at SR 52, and one new freeway connector at I-15 and SR 56. New toll lanes would be
added along I-5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange County line and along I-15 from SR 78 to the
Riverside County line. Tolls would be removed from SR 125. There also would be nearly 60 additional
regional active transportation projects.
As shown in Table 4.15-7, forecasted regional growth and land use change and the planned
transportation network improvements and programs would increase total annual VMT to approximately
95,000,000 94,200,000 (195 percent) from 2012 to 2050. With a forecasted regional population increase
of over 710,000 (23 percent) from 2012 to 205035, daily VMT per capita would decrease from 25.2 in
2012 to 23.26 in 205035.
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As shown in Table 4.15-7, total VMT under the proposed Plan is projected to increase to approximately
94,000,00095,010,483 (1920 percent) and regional population is forecast to increase by 925,330 people
(29 percent) from 2012 to 2050. This results in a decrease in daily VMT per capita from 25.2 in 2012 to
23.24 in 2050. Although daily per capita VMT decreases in 2050, the total VMT increase would be
significant.
Table 4.15-7
Existing and Projected VMT, Total and Per Capita, 2050
Measure
Total Annual VMT
Total Regional Population
Regional Population Increase (relative to 2012)
Average Daily VMT Per Capita

2012
79,289,103
79,278,692
3,143,429
-25.2

2050
94,196,529
95,010,483
4,068,759
925,330
23.24

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and
improved representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

The SCS land use pattern and transportation network improvements and programs decrease per capita
vehicle miles traveled. The decrease in per capita VMT is attributable to a number of factors considered
in the proposed Plan’s transportation modeling: proposed Plan investments in transit and managed
lanes; TDM programs such as carpooling, vanpooling, mobility hubs, and teleworking; and demographic
(e.g., aging population) and economic (e.g., fuel prices) factors. Nevertheless, total annual VMT would
increase by 2050. This is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would decrease average daily per capita
VMT, but total annual VMT would increase. Therefore, this impact (T-1) in the year 2050 is significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact T-1

Increase Total VMT

2020, 2035, and 2050
Overview. Many features currently included in the proposed Plan (e.g., the SCS, increased transit and

active transportation investments) have the effect of reducing VMT that might otherwise occur. The
GHG mitigation measures presented in this section are additional feasible VMT reduction measures not
included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would or other agencies could implement. While SANDAG
has the authority to implement the plan and policy level mitigation measures it has committed to, it has
no legal authority to require local jurisdictions to implement mitigation measures for specific land use
projects for which they have responsibility and jurisdiction.
Other potential mitigation measures to reduce total VMT are included as components of the alternatives
analyzed in Chapter 6.0, rather than as individual mitigation measures in this section. These include still
more compact land use patterns, accelerated and increased transit investments, reduced or no highway
investments, and policies to reduce transit fares, increase parking prices, and establish road user fees.
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Mitigation Measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4E, and GHG-4H would reduce VMT. These measures, and
their ability to reduce VMT, are summarized below:
•

•

•

•

Mitigation Measure GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions. SANDAG would reduce VMT by adopting new or revised grant criteria to give greater
weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce GHG emissions through, among other means,
directly reducing VMT, for example, through parking strategies. Also, SANDAG would require
locally adopted CAPs and complete streets policies, both of which typically reduce VMT, as
prerequisites to be eligible for grant funding.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions. SANDAG would adopt a regional strategy implementation plan
for mobility hubs, which reduce vehicle trips and VMT through making it easier and more
efficient to use transit, bicycles, and walking as alternatives to passenger vehicles.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions. SANDAG would provide financial and technical assistance
to local governments in the preparation of CAPs, and other policies/measures to reduce GHG
emissions, which typically include VMT reduction measures.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4H Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Development
Projects. The County of San Diego and cities can and should implement measures to reduce GHG
emissions, including measures to reduce VMT such as:
o Increasing transit use, carpooling, bike-share and car-share programs, and active
transportation.
o Parking strategies based on the SANDAG Regional Parking Management Toolbox.
o Transportation Systems Management (TSM) measures.
o Land use siting and design measures.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Mitigation Measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4E and GHG-4H reduce this impact (T-1) by requiring
measures to reduce VMT. However, these mitigation measures would not reduce this impact (T-1) to a
less than significant level as demonstrated by the alternatives analysis in Chapter 6.0, Alternatives.
The feasibility of an alternative that would reduce total VMT is discussed in Chapter 6.0. As described
throughout Chapter 6.0, the action alternatives considered in detail in this EIR already include several
major changes in transportation investments and other policy changes suggested by stakeholders
specifically for the purpose of reducing total VMT. Even Alternative 5D, which has the most compact
land use pattern and the most measures to reduce VMT, is unable to reduce total VMT to below 2012
levels. , and there are several factors. To be implemented, this alternative would require a major State
road pricing policy change, and major changes in land use policies, parking policies, and transit funding.
These results indicate that total reductions in VMT below the 2012 level are not feasible in light of the
forecasted increase of nearly one million people in the region by 2050. Implementing an alternative that
reduces VMT to substantially below 2012 levels would require still additional measures to reduce total
VMT beyond those in Alternative 5D: even more compact development than a multiple dense cores
scenario, further substantial increases in the cost of driving, and further substantial transit service
improvements.,
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Additional measures like these may ultimately be needed to reduce VMT, but currently are considered
infeasible for several reasons, including the further changes needed in legislation and policy; lack of
availability and allowable uses of funding for the transit service improvements; severe economic and
social impacts to residents and businesses caused by substantial increases in driving costs; and lack of
authority of SANDAG or local governments to implement these types of measures.
In addition, population growth is the main cause of increases in total VMT, and SANDAG has no
authority to control population growth in the region. Because there are no feasible mitigation measures
to reduce this impact to less than significant, this impact (T-1) remains significant and unavoidable.

T-2

INDUCE SUBSTANTIAL VEHICLE TRAVEL.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
Peer-reviewed research suggests that increases in roadway capacity lead to varying degrees of
additional VMT, a phenomenon known as induced vehicle travel, or induced VMT. For purposes of this
analysis, these terms are used interchangeably. It occurs when congestion is already present and a
capacity expansion will lead to an appreciable reduction in travel time, which may then lead to longer
trips and a change in mode (OPR 2014). OPR’s Preliminary Discussion Draft Guidelines (PDDG) for
implementing SB 743 recommends agencies consider the potential for induced vehicle travel related to
certain types of transportation network improvements that increase physical roadway capacity. This
analysis methodology summarizes OPR’s recommendations and describes how induced vehicle miles
traveled is analyzed for the proposed Plan.
As described in the PDDG, projects that increase physical roadway capacity should analyze whether the
project will induce additional automobile travel when compared to existing conditions. According to the
PDDG the addition of general purpose highway or arterial lanes may induce vehicle travel.
Transportation projects that do not add physical roadway capacity for automobiles, but instead are for
the primary purpose of improving safety or operations, or improving transit operations, generally would
not result in induced vehicle travel. Transportation projects (including lane priority for transit, bicycle
and pedestrian projects) that lead to net decreases in vehicle miles traveled, compared to existing
conditions would not induce vehicle travel.
For this analysis, the proposed Plan transportation network improvements with the potential to induce
vehicle miles traveled are described for each analysis year. Consistent with the draft OPR Guidelines
above, the new arterial lanes, managed lanes, toll lanes, and general purpose freeway and highway
lanes within the proposed Plan are the most likely to induce vehicular travel in the region. Because the
proposed Plan identifies forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements and programs for the entire region, this analysis considers the combined effect
of the proposed Plan’s regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
and programs on induced vehicle travel. The analysis compares increases in lane miles (for arterials,
managed lanes, and general purpose lanes) to changes in transportation mode share and changes in
daily per capita VMT.1 For purposes of this analysis, increases in lane miles that increase drive-alone
mode share, decrease mode share for walk/bike, transit, or carpool, or increase average daily per-capita
VMT, are considered to induce substantial vehicle travel.
1

The analysis uses daily per capita VMT instead of total VMT to control for the effects of population growth on total vehicle
miles traveled. Using the per capita approach focuses the analysis on the effects of the proposed Plan’s transportation
investments and programs and land use patterns on induced vehicle travel.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2020, regional population is forecast to increase by 292,284 people (9 percent), 83,866
housing units (7 percent), and 173,211 jobs (13 percent). The proposed Plan focuses this growth in areas
of existing urban development, and near existing and planned transit corridors. Of the planned
transportation network improvements by 2020, the general purpose (GP) freeway lanes, managed lanes,
and arterials are the most likely to induce VMT. These improvements include new Managed Lanes along
I-5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52, new toll lanes on SR
11 to the Otay Mesa POE, new general purpose lanes along a portion of SR 76, and improvements to
local arterial streets at locations throughout the region, including new vehicle lanes and extensions of
existing roadways.
As shown in Table 4.15-8, 51 lane miles of GP highway and freeway lanes, 66 lane miles of managed
lanes and toll lanes, and 508 lane miles of arterials are planned by 2020, for a total increase of 625 lane
miles (about 5 percent).
Table 4.15-8
Increases in Lane Miles, 2012 and 2020
Improvement
General Purpose Lanes (Freeway and
State Highway)
Managed Lanes/Toll Lanes
Arterials
Total

2012 (lane miles)

2020 (lane miles)

Increase in
Lane Miles

Percent
Increase

3,043
135
9,673
12,851

3094
201
10,181
13,476

51
66
508
625

1.7
48.9
5.3
4.9

Source SANDAG 2015i.

The increases in lane miles are compared to changes in drive alone mode share and average daily per
capita VMT to determine whether the proposed Plan would induce substantial vehicle travel. Table 4.5-9
shows peak period work trip mode share and average daily per capita VMT for 2012 and 2020.
Table 4.15-9
Peak Period Work Trip Mode Share and Average Daily Per Capita VMT, 2012 and 2020
Measure
Walk, bike, transit and carpool mode share
drive alone
carpool
transit
walk/bike
Average Daily VMT Per Capita

2012
56.60%
42.0%
42.93%
1.98%
12.511.8%
25.2

2020
58.451%
40.039.9%
44.043.4%
2.43%
12.08%
24.67

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and
improved representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.
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From 2012 to 2020, the percentage of drive-alone peak period work trips would decrease by
approximately two percent, while the percentage of such trips on other modes would increase by
approximately two percent. In addition, average VMT per capita would decrease by about 0.5 mile per
day by 2020. At the same time, lane miles on highways, freeways, managed lanes, toll lanes, and
arterials would increase by about 5 percent over the same time period. Therefore, the increase in lane
miles would not induce substantial vehicle travel. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not induce substantial vehicle
travel. Therefore, this impact (T-2) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2035, regional population is forecasted to increase by 710,269 people (23 percent),
228,965 housing units (20 percent), and 319,025 jobs (24 percent). The proposed Plan focuses this
growth in areas of existing urban development, and near existing and planned transit corridors. Of the
planned transportation network improvements by 2035, the general purpose (GP) freeway lanes,
managed lanes, and arterials are the most likely to induce VMT. These improvements include additional
Managed Lanes along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, as well as portions of SR 15 and
I-15, SR 78, SR 94, and I-805. General purpose lanes would be added along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and
portions of SR 52 and SR 67, and there would be improvements to local arterial streets, including
extensions and new vehicle lanes.
As shown in Table 4.15-10, 83 lane miles of GP freeway lanes, 249 lane miles of managed lanes, and 960
lane miles of arterials are planned for 2035, for a total increase of almost 1,300 lane miles (about 10
percent).
Table 4.15-10
Increases in Lane Miles, 2012 and 2035
Improvement
General Purpose Lanes (Freeway and
State Highway)
Managed Lanes/Toll Lanes
Arterials
Total

2012 (lane miles)

2035 (lane miles)

Increase in
Lane Miles

Percent
Increase

3,043
135
9,673
12,851

3,126
384
10,633
14,143

83
249
960
1,292

2.7
184.4
9.9
10.1

Source: SANDAG 2015i.

The increases in lane miles are compared to changes in drive alone mode share and average daily per
capita VMT to determine whether the proposed Plan would induce substantial vehicle travel. Table 4.511 shows peak period work trip mode share and average daily per capita VMT for 2012 and 2035.
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Table 4.15-11
Peak Period Work Trip Mode Share and Average Daily Per Capita VMT, 2012 and 2035
Measure
Walk, bike, transit and carpool mode share
drive alone
carpool
transit
walk/bike
Average Daily VMT Per Capita

2012
56.60%
42.0%
42.93%
1.98%
11.812.5%
25.2

2035
58.874%
39.5%
43.042.3%
3.31%
12.513.5%
23.56

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and
improved representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

From 2012 to 2035, the percentage of drive-alone peak period work trips would decrease by over two
percent, while the percentage of such trips on other modes would increase by approximately two
percent. In addition, average VMT per capita would decrease by about 1.5 miles per day by 2035. At the
same time, lane miles on highways, freeways, managed lanes, toll lanes, and arterials would increase by
about 10 percent over the same time period. Therefore, the increase in lane miles would not induce
substantial vehicle travel. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not induce substantial vehicle
travel. Therefore, this impact (T-2) in the year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
From 2012 to 2050, regional population is forecasted to increase by 925,330 people (29 percent),
326,117 housing units (28 percent), and 460,492 jobs (34 percent). The proposed Plan focuses this
growth in areas of existing urban development, and near existing and planned transit corridors. Of the
planned transportation network improvements by 2050, the general purpose (GP) freeway lanes,
managed lanes, and arterials are the most likely to induce VMT. These improvements include additional
Managed Lanes along portions of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125; new general
purpose lanes along portions of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125; and highway
operational improvements along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76. New toll lanes would be added along I-5
from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange County border and along I-15 from SR 78 to the Riverside
County border. There would be additional arterial improvements, including extensions and new vehicle
lanes.
As shown in Table 4.15-12, 264 lane miles of GP freeway lanes, 480 lane miles of managed lanes, and
1,013 lane miles of arterials are planned by 2050, for a total increase of about 1,800 lane miles (about
14 percent).
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Table 4.15-12
Increases in Lane Miles, 2012 and 2050
Improvement
General Purpose Lanes (Freeway and
State Highway)
Managed Lanes/Toll Lanes
Arterials
Total

2012 (lane miles)

2050 (lane miles)

Increase in
Lane Miles

3,043
135
9,673
12,851

3,307
615
10,686
14,608

264
480
1,013
1,757

Percent
Increase
8.7
355.5
10.5
13.7

Source: SANDAG 2015i.

The increases in lane miles are compared to changes in drive alone mode share and average daily per
capita VMT to determine whether the proposed Plan would induce substantial vehicle travel. Table 4.513 shows peak period work trip mode share and average daily per capita VMT for 2012 and 2050.
Table 4.15-13
Peak Period Work Trip Mode Share and Average Daily Per Capita VMT, 2012 and 2050
Measure
Walk, bike, transit and carpool mode share
drive alone
carpool
transit
walk/bike
Average Daily VMT Per Capita

2012
56.60%
42.0%
42.93%
1.98%
12.511.8%
25.2

2050
60.17%
38.10%
41.81%
3.87%
14.515.4%
23.24

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and
improved representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

From 2012 to 2050, the percentage of drive-alone peak period work trips would decrease by
approximately four percent, while the percentage of such trips on other modes would increase by over
three percent. In addition, average VMT per capita would decrease by aboutalmost two miles per day by
2050. At the same time, lane miles on highways, freeways, managed lanes, toll lanes, and arterials
would increase by about 14 percent over the same time period. Therefore, the increase in lane miles
would not induce substantial vehicle travel. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not induce substantial vehicle
travel. Therefore, this impact (T-2) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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T-3

DECREASE THE PERFORMANCE OF PUBLIC TRANSIT, BICYCLE, OR PEDESTRIAN
FACILITIES.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes whether implementation of the proposed Plan would decrease the performance of
transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities compared to 2010 conditions. The impact analysis uses
performance measures from the proposed Plan related to the performance of public transit, walking,
and biking facilities. Because the proposed Plan identifies forecasted regional growth and land use
change and planned transportation network improvements and programs for the entire region, the
performance measures used in this section reflect the combined effect of the proposed Plan’s regional
growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and programs on public transit,
bicycle and pedestrian facility performance.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Of the planned transportation network improvements by 2020, the most relevant to this impact analysis
include double-tracking at certain locations on the LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER
frequencies, completion of the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City, the South
Bay Rapid Bus from the Otay Mesa ITC to Downtown San Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Iris to the
Otay Mesa POE, increases in local bus service frequencies, express bus routes to SDIA and Tijuana
International Airport, a San Marcos shuttle, construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I805 and I-8, and approximately 24 regional active transportation projects.
The proposed Plan further supports compact, transit-oriented development through safe routes to
transit and safe routes to schools strategies, mobility hubs, shared mobility services, bicycle network
facilities, vanpools, carpools, and buspools. Active transportation improvements related to highway and
freeway interchanges, rail-grade separations, and implementation of Complete Streets policies and
improvements further enhance the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements related to
transit and active transportation. Table 4.15-14 summarizes measures related to the performance of
public transit, walking, and biking facilities under implementation of the proposed Plan.
Table 4.15-14
Public Transit, Bicycle, and Pedestrian Facility Performance Measures, 2012 and 2020
Performance Measure
Peak period transit mode share
Peak period walk/bike mode share
Percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a high frequency transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a high frequency transit stop
Percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
Percentage of population within 0.25 miles of a bike facility
Percentage of employment within 0.25 miles of a bike facility
Average Peak Period Travel Time to Work on Transit (minutes)
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2012
1.98%
11.812.5%
35%
42%
7877%
84%
56%
6968%
50.43

2020
2.43%
12.08%
51%
62%
7877%
87%
5960%
72%
49.98
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Performance Measure
Daily Transit Boardings

2012
356,417
366,270

2020
513,146
525,466

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

As shown in Table 4.15-14, by 2020 there would be a greater percentage of peak period transit and
walk/bike trips to work, a greater percentage of population and jobs within proximity to high frequency
transit stops and bike facilities, and substantially more daily transit boardings. The percentage of
population within 0.5 miles of a transit stop and average peak period travel time to work on transit
would remain about the same. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not impair the performance of
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not impair the performance of
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. Therefore, this impact (T-3) in the year 2020 is less than
significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Of the planned transportation network improvements by 2035, the most relevant to this impact analysis
include double-tracking at additional locations, new stations, and a grade separation along the LOSSAN
rail corridor; additional increases in COASTER frequencies including an extension of service to MCB
Camp Pendleton and the Gaslamp District in Downtown San Diego; double-tracking of the SPRINTER
corridor from Oceanside to Escondido; SPRINTER frequency enhancements and rail grade separations;
frequency enhancements and rail grade separations for the Trolley Blue and Orange Lines; an extension
of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon including a connection with the
COASTER; an extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City,
Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista via Highland and 4th avenues; substantial increases
in Rapid bus service; additional increases in local bus service; three new streetcars; Intermodal Transit
Centers at SDIA and San Ysidro (Phase I), and approximately 50 additional regional active transportation
projects.
The proposed Plan further supports compact, transit-oriented development through safe routes to
transit and safe routes to schools strategies, mobility hubs, shared mobility services, bicycle network
facilities, vanpools, carpools, and buspools. Active transportation improvements related to highway and
freeway interchanges, rail-grade separations, and implementation of Complete Streets policies and
improvements further enhance the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements related to
transit and active transportation. Table 4.15-15 summarizes measures related to the performance of
public transit, walking, and biking facilities under implementation of the proposed Plan.
As shown in Table 4.15-15, by 2035 there would be a greater percentage of peak period transit and
walk/bike trips to work, a greater percentage of population and jobs within proximity to transit stops,
high frequency transit stops and bike facilities, and substantially more daily transit boardings. Average
peak period travel time to work on transit would decrease. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not
impair the performance of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities.
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Table 4.15-15
Public Transit, Bicycle, and Pedestrian Facility Performance Measures, 2012 and 2035
Performance Measure
Peak period transit mode share
Peak period walk/bike mode share
Percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a high frequency transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a high frequency transit stop
Percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
Percentage of population within 0.25 miles of a bike facility
Percentage of employment within 0.25 miles of a bike facility
Average Peak Period Travel Time to Work on Transit (minutes)
Daily Transit Boardings

2012
1.98%
11.812.5%
35%
42%
7877%
84%
56%
698%
50.43
356,417
366,270

2035
3.31%
12.513.5%
58%
6968%
7978%
8887%
6162%
7374%
46.84
774,727
787,313

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not impair the performance of
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. Therefore, this impact (T-3) in the year 2035 is less than
significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
Of the planned transportation network improvements by 2050, the most relevant to this impact analysis
include completion of double-tracking on the LOSSAN rail corridor, as well as the Del Mar Tunnel and
grade separations; an extension of the SPRINTER to Westfield North County; the SPRINTER Express; Blue
Line Trolley rail grade separations; transition of the Mid-City Rapid Bus from SDSU to Downtown San
Diego to Trolley; Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to Kearny Mesa, Kearny Mesa
to El Cajon Transit Center, and Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley; substantial increases in Rapid bus
services; a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla; Phase II of the San Ysidro ITC, and nearly 60
additional regional active transportation projects.
The proposed Plan further supports compact, transit-oriented development through safe routes to
transit and safe routes to schools strategies, mobility hubs, shared mobility services, bicycle network
facilities, vanpools, carpools, and buspools. Active transportation improvements related to highway and
freeway interchanges, rail-grade separations, and implementation of Complete Streets policies and
improvements further enhance the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements related to
transit and active transportation. Table 4.15-16 summarizes measures related to the performance of
public transit, walking, and biking facilities under implementation of the proposed Plan.
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Table 4.15-16
Public Transit, Bicycle, and Pedestrian Facility Performance Measures, 2012 and 2050
Performance Measure
Peak period transit mode share
Peak period walk/bike mode share
Percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a high frequency transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a high frequency transit stop
Percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
Percentage of population within 0.25 miles of a bike facility
Percentage of employment within 0.25 miles of a bike facility
Average Peak Period Travel Time to Work on Transit (minutes)
Daily Transit Boardings

2012
1.98%
11.812.5%
35%
42%
7877%
84%
56%
6968%
50.43
356,417
366,270

2050
3.7%
14.515.4%
61%
71%
80%
8887%
6465%
7576%
45.31
946,995
971,796

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

As shown in Table 4.15-16, by 2050 there would be a greater percentage of peak period transit and
walk/bike trips to work, a greater percentage of population and jobs within proximity to transit stops,
high frequency transit stops, and bike facilities, and substantially more daily transit boardings. Average
peak period travel time to work on transit would decrease. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not
impair the performance of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not impair the performance of
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. Therefore, this impact (T-3) in the year 2050 is less than
significant.

T-4

RESULT IN A SUBSTANTIALLY HIGHER RATE OF SYSTEMWIDE ACCIDENTS,
COLLISIONS, INJURIES, OR FATALITIES (BY MODE).

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section compares existing systemwide safety data in 2012 to projections for 2020, 2035, and 2050
under implementation of the proposed Plan. Two metrics are used: (1) annual number of vehicle
injury/fatal collisions per thousand vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and (2) annual number of
bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatal collisions per thousand bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled (BPMT)
(SANDAG 2015f).
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
By 2020 major transportation network improvements and programs would include double-tracking at
certain locations on the LOSSAN rail corridor, increases in COASTER frequencies, completion of the MidCoast Trolley Extension from Old Town to University City, the South Bay Rapid Bus from the Otay Mesa
ITC to Downtown San Diego, Rapid Bus Route 905 from Iris to the Otay Mesa POE, increases in local bus
service frequencies, express bus routes to SDIA and Tijuana International Airport, a San Marcos shuttle,
and construction of two transit-only lanes on SR 15 between I-805 and I-8.
Additional major transportation network improvements would include new Managed Lanes along I-5
from Manchester Avenue to SR 78 and I-805 from Carroll Canyon Road to SR 52, new toll lanes on SR 11
to the Otay Mesa POE, new general purpose lanes along a portion of SR 76, and a new freeway
connector at SR 11 and SR 905. In addition, approximately 24 regional active transportation projects
would be constructed by 2020. Several of the active transportation projects are in the City of San Diego,
but also in other jurisdictions in coastal and inland north county and in South Bay. Most bike projects
would include safety improvements not only for bicyclists but for all roadway users, such as shortened
pedestrian crossing distances at intersections, protected bikeways, and measures to calm vehicle traffic.
The proposed Plan also incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments for other modes
of travel, including public transit and highway improvements (see Figure 2.0-20). For example, the
proposed Plan includes the incorporation of safer crossings at all future freeway and highway
interchanges. Grade separation projects also reduce conflicts between rail and other users, including
vehicles, pedestrians, and bicyclists. The SANDAG Regional Complete Streets Policy integrates
requirements for safe and accessible street design for all modes of travel, and in particular allow for
traffic calming and other safety measures, into SANDAG’s transportation network improvement
projects.
Safe Routes to Schools and Safe Routes to Transit plans would further enhance safety for all modes by
improving safety conditions in the built environment, educating students, engaging community
members, enforcing traffic laws, and instituting programs designed to address personal security
concerns. The Safe Routes to School and Safe Routes to Transit programs would help achieve this by
reducing peak period vehicle trips and making active transportation more viable and attractive options.
TSM/TDM programs that improve safety include vehicle technologies, mobility hubs, and the commuter
services and bike program. Table 4.15-17 shows the existing and projected annual injuries/fatalities for
vehicle miles traveled and bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled.
Table 4.15-17
Annual Rate of Injuries/Fatalities for Vehicles and Bicyclists/Pedestrians, 2012 and 2020
Mode
Vehicle
Bicycle/Pedestrian

Performance Measure
Annual vehicle (driver/passenger) injury/fatal collisions per
thousand vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
Annual bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatal collisions per thousand
bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled (BPMT)

2012
0.12
0.13
1.42
1.38

2020
0.12
0.13
1.41
1.33

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.
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As shown, the rate of injury/fatal collisions for bicycles and pedestrians would improve by 2020 under
implementation of the proposed Plan. The rate of injury/fatal collisions for vehicles remains constant
from 2012 to 2020. However, this rate is based on existing collision rates and does not account for the
proposed Plan’s TSM and TDM investments or other vehicle technologies, which have historically been
shown to improve safety. The proposed Plan includes robust TSM and TDM investments such as Active
Traffic and Demand Management (ATDM), Arterial Management, and Connected Vehicle programs that
would further lower the accident rates that were modeled. This impact is less than significant.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not result in a substantially
higher rate of systemwide accidents, collisions, injuries, or fatalities. Therefore, this impact (T-4) in the
year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
In 2035, major transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified for
2020) would include double-tracking at additional locations, new stations, and a grade separation along
the LOSSAN rail corridor; additional increases in COASTER frequencies including an extension of service
to MCB Camp Pendleton and the Gaslamp District in Downtown San Diego; double-tracking of the
SPRINTER corridor from Oceanside to Escondido; SPRINTER frequency enhancements and rail grade
separations; frequency enhancements and rail grade separations for the Trolley Blue and Orange Lines;
an extension of the Trolley from UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon including a
connection with the COASTER; an extension of the Trolley from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission
Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City, and Chula Vista via Highland and 4th avenues;
substantial increases in Rapid bus service; additional increases in local bus service; three new streetcars;
and Intermodal Transit Centers at SDIA and San Ysidro (Phase I).
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2035 would include additional Managed
Lanes along certain portions of I-5 between SR 905 and SR 78, as well as portions of SR 15 and I-15, SR
78, SR 94, and I-805. General purpose lanes would be added along I-5 from SR 54 to SR 15, and portions
of SR 52 and SR 67. Six Managed Lane connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 15, I-15, and
I-805, and five freeway connectors would be added along portions of I-5, SR 94, and SR 11/SR 905. In
addition there would be approximately 50 additional regional active transportation projects in locations
throughout the region.
The active transportation projects identified in the proposed Plan include safety improvements not only
for bicyclists but also for pedestrians, including shortened crossing distances at intersections. The Plan
also incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments for other modes of travel, including
public transit and highway improvements (see Figure 2.0-20). For example, the proposed Plan includes
the incorporation of safer crossings at all future freeway and highway interchanges. As described in the
year 2020 analysis above, grade separation projects in addition to Complete Streets policies, and Safe
Routes to Schools and Safe Routes to Transit plans, will further enhance safety for all modes. Table 4.1518 shows the existing and projected annual injuries/fatalities for vehicle miles traveled and
bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled for 2012 and 2035.
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Table 4.15-18
Annual Rate of Injuries/Fatalities for Vehicles and Bicyclists/Pedestrians, 2012 and 2035
Mode
Vehicle
Bicycle/Pedestrian

Performance Measure
Annual vehicle (driver/passenger) injury/fatal collisions per thousand
vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
Annual bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatal collisions per thousand
bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled (BPMT)

2012
0.12
0.13
1.42
1.38

2035
0.12
0.13
1.35
1.29

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

As shown, the rate of injury/fatal collisions for bicycles and pedestrians would improve by 2035 under
implementation of the proposed Plan. The rate of injury/fatal collisions for vehicles remains constant
from 2012 to 2035. However, this rate is based on existing collision rates and does not account for the
proposed Plan’s TSM and TDM investments or other vehicle technologies, which have historically been
shown to improve safety. The proposed Plan includes robust TSM and TDM investments such as Active
Traffic and Demand Management (ATDM), Arterial Management, and Connected Vehicle programs that
would further lower the accident rates that were modeled. This impact is less than significant.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not result in a substantially
higher rate of systemwide accidents, collisions, injuries, or fatalities. Therefore, this impact (T-4) in the
year 2035 is less than significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements and
Programs
By 2050, major transportation network improvements and programs (in addition to those identified by
2020 and 2035) would include completion of double-tracking on the LOSSAN rail corridor, as well as the
Del Mar Tunnel and grade separations; an extension of the SPRINTER to Westfield North County; the
SPRINTER Express; Blue Line Trolley rail grade separations; transition of the Mid-City Rapid Bus from
SDSU to Downtown San Diego to Trolley; Trolley extensions from Pacific Beach to Balboa, Balboa to
Kearny Mesa, Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center, and Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley; substantial
increases in Rapid bus services; a streetcar from Mission Beach to La Jolla; and Phase II of the San Ysidro
ITC.
Additional major transportation network improvements by 2050 include additional Managed Lanes
along portions of I-5, SR 15 and I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 94, and SR 125; new general purpose lanes
along portions of I-8, SR 15, SR 52, SR 56, SR 67, SR 76, SR 94, and SR 125; and highway operational
improvements along portions of I-5, I-8, and SR 76. There would be new Managed Lane connectors
along I-15 and I-805 at SR 52, and one new freeway connector at I-15 and SR 56. New toll lanes would be
added along I-5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to the Orange County border and along I-15 from SR 78 to
the Riverside County border. There also would be nearly 60 additional regional active transportation
projects.
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The active transportation projects identified in the proposed Plan include safety improvements not only
for bicyclists but also for pedestrians, including shortened crossing distances at intersections. The Plan
also incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments for other modes of travel, including
public transit and highway improvements (see Figure 2.0-20). For example, the proposed Plan includes
the incorporation of safer crossings at all future freeway and highway interchanges. As described in the
year 2020 analysis above, grade separation projects in addition to Complete Streets policies, and Safe
Routes to Schools and Safe Routes to Transit plans, will further enhance safety for all modes. Table 4.1519 shows the existing and projected annual injuries/fatalities for vehicle miles traveled and
bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled for 2012 and 2050.
Table 4.15-19
Annual Rate of Injuries/Fatalities for Vehicles and Bicyclists/Pedestrians, 2012 and 2050
Mode
Vehicle
Bicycle/Pedestrian

Performance Measure
Annual vehicle (driver/passenger) injury/fatal collisions per
thousand vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
Annual bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatal collisions per thousand
bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled (BPMT)

2012
0.12
0.13
1.42
1.38

2050
0.12
0.13
1.18
1.13

Source: SANDAG 2015h.
Note: the revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and improved
representation of local streets and roads in the regional transportation model.

As shown, the rate of injury/fatal collisions for bicycles and pedestrians would improve by 2050 under
implementation of the proposed Plan. The rate of injury/fatal collisions for vehicles remains constant
from 2012 to 2050. However, this rate is based on existing collision rates and does not account for the
proposed Plan’s TSM and TDM investments or other vehicle technologies, which have historically been
shown to improve safety. The proposed Plan includes robust TSM and TDM investments such as Active
Traffic and Demand Management (ATDM), Arterial Management, and Connected Vehicle programs that
would further lower the accident rates that were modeled. This impact is less than significant.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would not result in a substantially
higher rate of systemwide accidents, collisions, injuries, or fatalities. Therefore, this impact (T-4) in the
year 2050 is less than significant.

T-5

RESULT IN LOSS OF PARKING SUPPLY THAT CAUSES SIGNIFICANT ADVERSE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This section analyzes whether the implementation of planned transportation network improvements
would cause a loss of parking supply that causes significant adverse environmental impacts. This analysis
identifies the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements that would result in the removal of
on-street parking, such as active transportation projects, transit projects, and street cars. The analysis
describes the general location of these types of projects, and determines whether the loss of parking in
these areas would cause significant adverse environmental impacts. The analysis also takes into account
the proposed Plan’s transportation programs that reduce parking demand. Secondary impacts from the
loss of parking supply under the proposed Plan, such as vehicle miles traveled, air quality, GHG
emissions, and noise are addressed under the significance criteria of other EIR resource topics.
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
There would be several transportation network improvements by 2020 that would affect the supply of
parking. Approximately 24 regional active transportation projects would be constructed by 2020. Several
of the active transportation projects are in the City of San Diego, but also in other jurisdictions in coastal
and inland north county and in coastal south county. Many of these active transportation projects as
well as Rapid bus service would occur within existing roadway rights-of-way. In some cases, there would
be adequate right-of-way to accommodate active transportation projects without changes to existing
on-street parking. Bikeway projects located in urban areas of the City of San Diego and the City of
Imperial Beach, in particular, would be located in areas with constrained rights-of-way. For areas with
constrained right-of-way, vehicle lanes and/or on-street parking would be used for the active
transportation projects. In areas where the on-street parking lane is used for the project, the parking
would be reconfigured (e.g., parallel parking replaced with diagonal parking), relocated (e.g., moved to a
nearby street or property), and/or removed, as dictated by project-specific circumstances.
As explained below, the relocation, removal, or reconfiguration of parking within these areas as
necessary to support planned transportation network improvements would not cause significant
adverse environmental impacts.
Many existing SANDAG programs as well as new proposed Plan transportation programs are specifically
designed to minimize vehicular traffic demand and reduce parking demand. Transit Oriented
Development, along with SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Strategy, Regional Complete Streets Strategy,
TDM policies, and Regional Bike Plan, are all examples of programs that address a multimodal approach
to meeting travel demand, reduce reliance on vehicle travel, and reduce parking demand.
Further, smart parking strategies discussed in the proposed Plan combine management strategies and
technology to deliver advanced parking solutions for communities. Smart parking systems inform people
where, when, and how much parking is available at their destination. Smart parking systems collect,
analyze and report data to help determine, for example, how public parking lots are being used, and
provide insights that can lead to more efficient use of the available parking. Information like this helps
people decide when to leave, whether to travel by car or by transit, what public transit service to take,
or what route to choose.
Additional programs that reduce parking demand include “mobility hubs” (transportation centers in
smart growth areas with high frequency transit service that feature things like bikeshare, carshare,
neighborhood electric vehicles, scootershare, bike parking, dynamic parking strategies, real-time
ridesharing, and improved connectivity for bikes and pedestrians), Safe Routes to School, Safe Routes to
Transit, Guaranteed Ride Home, Regional Bike Parking Program, and investments to expand the reach of
shared-use mobility (e.g., Uber, Lyft). These programs also further a multimodal approach to meeting
travel demand, reduce reliance on vehicle travel, and reduce parking demand.
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Based on the above analysis, planned transportation network improvements would not result in loss of
parking supply that causes significant adverse environmental impacts. This is a less than significant
impact.

2020 Conclusion
Implementation of the planned transportation network improvements and programs would not result in
loss of parking supply that causes significant adverse environmental impacts. Therefore, this impact (T5) in the year 2020 is less than significant.

2035
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Of the planned transportation network improvements by 2035, the most likely to impact existing onstreet parking include: Rapid services, three new streetcars, and approximately 50 additional regional
active transportation projects in locations throughout the region.
Except for off-facility bike paths, most of these active transportation projects as well as Rapid and
streetcar projects would occur within existing rights-of-way, some of which may contain on-street
parking that may be required to be relocated, removed, and/or reconfigured. Bikeway and street car
projects located in urban areas of the cities of San Diego, Lemon Grove, Chula Vista and National City, in
particular, would be located in areas with constrained rights-of-way. In some cases, there would be
adequate right-of-way to accommodate active transportation projects without changes to existing onstreet parking. For areas with constrained right-of-way, vehicle lanes and/or on-street parking would be
used for the active transportation projects. In areas where the on-street parking lane is used for the
project, the parking would be reconfigured (e.g., parallel parking replaced with diagonal parking),
relocated (e.g., moved to a nearby street or property), and/or removed, as dictated by project-specific
circumstances.
As explained in the 2020 analysis, many existing SANDAG programs as well as new proposed Plan
transportation programs are specifically designed to minimize vehicular traffic demand and reduce
parking demand. Transit Oriented Development, along with SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Strategy,
Regional Complete Streets Strategy, TDM policies, and Regional Bike Plan are all examples of programs
that address a multimodal approach to meeting travel demand, reduce reliance on vehicle travel, and
reduce parking demand. Smart parking strategies, mobility hubs, Safe Routes to School, Safe Routes to
Transit, Guaranteed Ride Home, Regional Bike Parking Program, and investments to expand the reach of
shared-use mobility (e.g., Uber, Lyft) also further a multimodal approach to meeting travel demand,
reduce reliance on vehicle travel, and reduce parking demand.
Based on the above analysis, this is a less than significant impact.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of the planned transportation network improvements and programs would not result in
loss of parking supply that causes significant adverse environmental impacts. Therefore, this impact (T5) in the year 2035 is less than significant.
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2050
Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Of the planned transportation network improvements by 2035, the most likely to impact existing onstreet parking include: Rapid services, one new streetcar, and approximately 60 additional regional
active transportation projects. Except for off-facility bike paths, most of these active transportation
projects would occur within existing rights-of-way, some of which may contain on-street parking that
may be required to be relocated, removed, and/or reconfigured. Bikeway and streetcar projects located
in urban areas of the cities of San Diego, Encinitas, Chula and Oceanside as well as in some locations in
the unincorporated areas would be located in areas with constrained rights-of-way.
In some cases, there would be adequate right-of-way to accommodate active transportation projects
without changes to existing on-street parking. For areas with constrained right-of-way, vehicle lanes
and/or on-street parking would be used for the active transportation projects. In areas where the onstreet parking lane is used for the project, the parking would be reconfigured (e.g., parallel parking
replaced with diagonal parking), relocated (e.g., moved to a nearby street or property), and/or removed,
as dictated by project-specific circumstances.
As explained in the 2020 analysis, many existing SANDAG programs as well as new proposed Plan
transportation programs are specifically designed to minimize vehicular traffic demand and reduce
parking demand. Transit Oriented Development, along with SANDAG’s Urban Area Transit Strategy,
Regional Complete Streets Strategy, TDM policies, and Regional Bike Plan are all examples of programs
that address a multimodal approach to meeting travel demand, reduce reliance on vehicle travel, and
reduce parking demand. Smart parking strategies, mobility hubs, Safe Routes to School, Safe Routes to
Transit, Guaranteed Ride Home, Regional Bike Parking Program, and investments to expand the reach of
shared-use mobility (e.g., Uber, Lyft) also further a multimodal approach to meeting travel demand,
reduce reliance on vehicle travel, and reduce parking demand. This is a less than significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of the planned transportation network improvements and programs would not result in
loss of parking supply that causes significant adverse environmental impacts. Therefore, this impact (T5) in the year 2050 is less than significant.
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4.16 WATER SUPPLY
This section evaluates the water supply impacts of the proposed Plan. The information presented was
compiled from multiple sources, including the San Diego County Water Authority (SDCWA),
Metropolitan Water District (MWD), City of San Diego Water Department, and Caltrans.
As explained in Chapter 4.0, physical conditions as they existed in 2012 are used as the baseline for the
impact analysis of this EIR, corresponding with the release of the NOP on December 14, 2012. As an
urban water supplier, SDCWA is required to submit a complete version of their Urban Water
Management Plan (UWMP) to the Department of Water Resources (DWR) every 5 years. SDCWA
prepared the 2010 UWMP in accordance and compliance with the UWMP Act, and it will be updated in
2015, as required. In addition to the 2010 UWMP, SDCWA also prepares Annual Reports. When data
from the Annual Report are relevant, the information is used to update findings of the 2010 UWMP.
The 2013 Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan Update (2013 Master Plan Update;
SDCWA 2013a) serves as a comprehensive evaluation of infrastructure requirements needed to ensure
water supply to the SDCWA service area, and incorporates projections for future water demands and
supplies from the 2010 UWMP. Therefore, some of the analyses within this Water Supply section are
reliant on baseline data that is more recent than the December 2012 issuance of the NOP. These data
are presented as the most relevant source of baseline information for understanding existing SDCWA
water supply conditions.

4.16.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS
WATER SUPPLY AGENCIES
Metropolitan Water District
MWD is a public agency formed in 1928 for the purpose of developing, storing, and distributing water to
the residents of Southern California. MWD’s mission is to “to provide its service area with adequate and
reliable supplies of high-quality water to meet present and future needs in an environmentally and
economically responsible way” (MWD 2014a). MWD imports water from two sources: (1) Colorado River
water via the Colorado River Aqueduct; and, (2) the State Water Project (SWP) via the California
Aqueduct from the Bay/Delta area in Northern California, which is owned and operated by the California
Department of Water Resources.
MWD’s service area is nearly 5,200 square miles and includes portions of Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside,
San Bernardino, San Diego, and Ventura counties. MWD serves approximately 19 million residents and is
composed of 26 cities and water agencies, including 14 cities, 11 municipal water districts, and one
county water authority, SDCWA. MWD’s member agencies serve residents in 152 cities and 89
unincorporated communities. Average daily delivery (5-year average as of December 31, 2013) is 4,900
acre-feet (AF). An acre-foot is 325,851.4 U.S. gallons, or roughly enough to supply two single-family
households of four people for a year (MWD 2014b). MWD is a water wholesaler with no retail
customers. To aid in planning future water needs, member agencies advise the agency of how much
water they anticipate needing during the next 5 years. In addition, MWD works with its member
agencies to forecast future water demand and develop emergency supply strategies to ensure a secure,
long-term water supply.
In April 2015, as a result of the multi-year drought, MWD announced a 15 percent cut back on water
deliveries to SDCWA and its other member agencies effective July 1, 2015 (SDCWA 2015c).
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San Diego County Water Authority
SDCWA was formed in 1944 and became a member of MWD in 1946 to obtain Colorado River water for
the San Diego region. SDCWA’s mission is to provide a “safe and reliable supply of water to its member
agencies serving the San Diego region” (SDCWA 2014a). SDCWA has 24 member agencies: six cities, five
water districts, three irrigation districts, eight municipal water districts, one public utility district, and
one federal agency. Its service area includes about 951,000 acres and approximately 3.1 million people
(SDCWA 2014b). The service area includes Carlsbad, Fallbrook, Helix, Lakeside, Olivenhain, Otay, Padre
Dam, Rainbow, Ramona, Rincon del Diablo, San Dieguito, Santa Fe, South Bay, Vallecitos, Valley Center,
Vista, and Yuima water districts; Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base; and the cities of Del Mar,
Escondido, National City, Oceanside, Poway, and San Diego. Coronado and Imperial Beach are not within
SDCWA’s service area (MWD 2014c). SDCWA is MWD’s largest member agency, purchasing up to 30
percent of MWD’s supplies annually. The SDCWA entered into a Water Conservation and Transfer
Agreement with Imperial Irrigation District (IID) in 1998. SDCWA also develops emergency supply
strategies to ensure a secure long-term water supply for its member agencies.
As a result of the Governor’s Executive Order B-29-15 mandating a 25 percent reduction in the State’s
water use due to drought conditions, as well as MWD’s cutback on water deliveries, the SDCWA Board
on May 14, 2015 was scheduled to consider fiscal year 2016 water delivery reductions to its member
agencies (SDCWA 2015c).

Water Systems Outside the SDCWA Service Area
The rural, eastern portion of the San Diego region is outside the SDCWA service area and completely
dependent on local groundwater for water supply, including the unincorporated community of
Boulevard, which is located within the boundary of the Campo-Cottonwood Sole Source Aquifer as
described below. Groundwater is derived from on-site private wells, small community water systems, or
private water companies. Approximately 65 percent of the unincorporated County of San Diego’s
jurisdiction is totally dependent on groundwater. There are over 41,000 residents outside of the SDCWA
service area (County of San Diego 2011). Table 4.16-1 provides a list of water supply providers outside of
the SDCWA service area.
Several of these districts are not required to produce Urban Water Management Plans (UWMPs)
because they either do not serve over 3,000 customers or do not distribute over 3,000 AF of water
annually (County of San Diego 2011).

Borrego Valley Aquifer
Desert basins account for approximately 14 percent of the unincorporated area of the County, and are
located in the easternmost portions of the County. These basins are characterized by extremely limited
groundwater recharge but large storage capacity. When groundwater extraction exceeds recharge the
result is an overdraft condition which is not sustainable (DPLU 2010). The Borrego Valley Aquifer has a
well-documented groundwater overdraft condition, where year after year groundwater extraction
exceeds the amount of groundwater recharge. The aquifer holds a large amount of groundwater in
storage, estimated to be approximately 1.6 million AF of usable groundwater (County of San Diego
2011). Water levels have been declining for decades as a result of the overdraft condition, and
groundwater production at current rates is not sustainable. While the majority of residences and
commercial entities in Borrego Valley receive their water from the Borrego Water District (BWD), some
private property owners within the BWD service area use private wells that rely on groundwater
extracted from the Borrego Valley Aquifer. The vast majority of the water supplied to agricultural users
within Borrego Valley comes from privately owned wells within the BWD service area (County of San
Diego 2011).
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Campo-Cottonwood Sole Source Aquifer
The Campo-Cottonwood Sole Source Aquifer has been designated by USEPA as a sole source aquifer
under the Sole Source Aquifer (SSA) Program (Section 1424(e) of the Safe Drinking Water Act). It is
located in the southeastern portion of the unincorporated County near the junction of I-8 and SR 94
near the U.S.-Mexico border. The community of Boulevard is located within the boundaries of the
Campo-Cottonwood SSA. Boulevard is a Census designated place with a 2012 population of about 402
people according to the SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast.
Table 4.16-1
Water Supply Providers Outside the SDCWA Service Area
Water Supply Provider
Borrego Water District

Community Served
Anza Borrego and Borrego Springs

Borrego Springs Park Community Service
District *
Campo Water Maintenance District*
Canebrake County Water District*

Borrego Springs

Cuyamaca Water District*
Descanso Community Service District*
Jacumba Community Services District*
Julian Community Service District *
Live Oak Springs Water Company
Majestic Pines Community Service
District*
Mootamai Municipal Water District*
Pauma Municipal Water District*
Pine Hills Mutual Water Company*
Pine Valley Mutual Water Company*
Questhaven Municipal Water District*
Rancho Pauma Mutual Water Company*
San Luis Rey Municipal Water District*
Wynola Water District*

Source
Local groundwater supply
1
and sole source aquifer
Local groundwater supply

Campo
Anza Borrego, seasonal visitors and
part-time residents
Cuyamaca
Descanso
Jacumba
Julian
Boulevard
Julian

Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply

Palan-Pauma
Pala-Pauma
Julian/Pine Hills
Pine Valley
San Dieguito
Pala-Pauma
Fallbrook, Valley Center, Pala-Pauma
Julian/Wynola

Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply

Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply
Local groundwater supply

Source: County of San Diego 2011
1- A sole source aquifer is an underground water supply designated by USEPA as the “sole” or “principal” source of drinking
water for an area.
* denotes Water Supply Providers who either do not serve over 3,000 customers or do not distribute over 3,000 AF of water
annually and are therefore not required to have an UWMP (LAFCO 2007, NY Times 2012, YMWD 2015, and CWD 2013)

Groundwater management in Borrego Valley is regulated through the BWD and the County
Groundwater Ordinance. Because the Borrego Valley Aquifer the basin has not been adjudicated,
individual well users are not regulated in the amount of groundwater they can extract (County of San
Diego 2011).
In 2002, the BWD adopted a Groundwater Management Plan (GMP), which allowed the District to
become the groundwater management agency for the Borrego Valley responsible for the stewardship of
the aquifer and resolution of the overdraft condition. The GMP contains a summary of the Borrego
overdraft condition, projections of future groundwater demand, and potential groundwater overdraft
mitigation measures (County of San Diego 2011), which are further described below.
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Available Water Supplies
SDCWA Service Area
In 2010, SDCWA relied on MWD to provide more than half of the water (331,825AF) in the region
(SDCWA 2010). According to the SDCWA 2012 Annual Report (SDCWA 2012a) in 2012, MWD supplied 45
percent of SDCWA’s water. Other sources of supply to SDCWA were transfers from IID (14 percent), All
American and Coachella Canal lining (13 percent), Conservation (11 percent), local surface water (10
percent), recycled water (4 percent), and groundwater (3 percent) (SDCWA 2012a).
The water transfer from IID is the subject of a long-term (45 to 75 years) water conservation and
transfer agreement with IID. Under a 2003 agreement, SDCWA anticipates receiving 100,000 AF of water
in 2015, with increases of up to 200,000 AF annually by 2021 (SDCWA 2010).
SDCWA also has a separate, 110-year agreement to receive water conserved by lining parts of the
Coachella and All-American canals. The SDCWA has contracted rights to 77,700 AF per year of conserved
water from these projects (SDCWA 2010).
In 2012, total regional use of potable water was less than it was in 1990, even with a population increase
of approximately 30 percent over that time period (SDCWA 2015a). Table 4.16-2 shows annual regional
water use from 2009 through 2012, excluding recycled water.
Table 4.16-2
SDCWA Service Area Water Use
Year
2009
2010
2011
2012

Total Water Use (AF)
583,286.6
504,191.1
509,562.1
534,346.9

Source: SDCWA 2015a

Imported Water Supplies
SDCWA receives imported water from both the Colorado River and the Bay/Delta through MWD.
Imported water enters the SDCWA system from the north by way of two aqueduct systems, the First
and Second San Diego Aqueducts. The water is stored in surface reservoirs throughout the western part
of the San Diego region. Some reservoirs are supplied with imported water; others store water from
local drainage basins but feed reservoirs that also hold imported water. The reservoirs in the SDCWA
water supply system are listed in Table 4.16-3 and shown in Figure 4.16-1.
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Table 4.16-3
Reservoirs in the San Diego Region
Reservoir
Barrett Lake
Lake Cuyamaca
Dixon Reservoir
El Capitan Reservoir
Lake Henshaw
Lake Hodges
Lake Jennings
Loveland Reservoir
Lower Otay Lake
Miramar Lake
Morena Reservoir
Lake Murray
Olivenhain Reservoir
Lake Poway
Lake Ramona
San Dieguito Reservoir
San Vicente Reservoir
Sutherland Reservoir
Sweetwater Reservoir
Turner Lake
Lake Wohlford
1

Operator
City of San Diego
Helix Water District
City of Escondido
City of San Diego
Vista Irrigation District
1
City of San Diego
Helix Water District
Sweetwater Authority
City of San Diego
City of San Diego
City of San Diego
City of San Diego
Olivenhain Municipal Water District
City of Poway
Ramona Municipal Water District
1
City of San Diego
City of San Diego
City of San Diego
Sweetwater Authority
Valley Center Municipal Water District
City of Escondido

Usable Capacity (AF)
34,207
8,190
2,545
109,992
53,994
28,422
9,790
25,225
46,026
5,774
50,020
4,292
24,332
2,550
11,800
717
2
242,000
29,396
26,800
1,670
2,905

Water in the Lake Hodges and San Dieguito Reservoirs is owned jointly by Santa Fe Irrigation District
and the San Dieguito Water District, who pay the City of San Diego to operate the reservoirs.
2
The San Vicente Dam originally stood at 220 feet tall and could store up to 90,000 AF. The dam raise
project increased the dam height by 117 feet with an additional 152,000 AF of storage capacity
(SDCWA 2014d).

System Regulatory Storage
System regulatory storage improves aqueduct system operations by providing storage reservoirs located
at strategic points throughout the system that buffer the constant adjustments and enhance the ability
to manage daily aqueduct operations. System regulatory storage allows for a constant delivery to the
member agencies when pumps are stopped or started, and prevents spilling of water if a member
agency suddenly rejects flow due to changes within the member agency system (SDCWA 2013a).
SDCWA’s in-region storage includes the Olivenhain Reservoir, the San Vicente Reservoir, and Lake
Hodges. In addition, SDCWA has contracted for out-of-region groundwater storage. Water treatment for
almost all retail water service is provided by a member agency WTP, Twin Oaks Valley WTP, or by
MWD’s Skinner WTP. This regional treated-water capacity provides flexible and robust local water
treatment options and supports member agencies’ constructed facilities.
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Recycled Water
Recycled water plays an important role in water conservation. The principal use of recycled water is for
landscape irrigation, including landscaping associated with transportation facilities such as freeways,
highways, and rail corridors, and irrigation of parks, campgrounds, golf courses, school fields,
agricultural lands, and for dust suppression at construction sites. Recycled water may also be used for
flushing toilets and urinals. Approximately 30,000 AF of recycled water is reused within the SDCWA’s
service area annually (SDCWA 2014e).
The City of San Diego operates two water recycling plants, the South Bay Water Reclamation Plant and
the North City Water Reclamation Plant. These plants treat wastewater to a level that is approved for
irrigation and other nondrinking or nonpotable uses. The North City plant was designed to produce 30
MGD, and the South Bay plant has the capability to produce 15 MGD (City of San Diego 2014). In 2012,
the North City plant produced a daily average of 5.7 MGD, for an annual total of approximately 2.1
billion gallons of reclaimed water (City of San Diego 2012a). The South Bay Plant produced a daily
average of 3.4 MGD, for an annual total of approximately 1.2 billion gallons of beneficial reuse water
(City of San Diego 2012b).
Caltrans is one of the largest users of recycled water in the San Diego region and is implementing a
program to convert irrigation from potable water to recycled water wherever possible. Caltrans is
installing water lines to bring recycled water to I-5 north coast, I-15 from Escondido to Friars Road in San
Diego, SR 52, and the eastern portion of SR 56. Caltrans also plans on expanding recycled water use in
the southern part of the region on I-5, I-805 and SR-905 (Caltrans 2014a).

Water Treatment Facilities
SDCWA receives both treated and untreated water from MWD. Treated water provided by MWD is
filtered at the Robert A. Skinner Treatment Plant in Hemet (Riverside County) and transported to the
San Diego region for use via the first and second aqueducts operated by SDCWA. Untreated water
received by SDCWA is treated prior to use by the public at one of the 12 water treatment facilities
owned and operated by SDCWA or one of its member agencies. These water treatment facilities are
listed in Table 4.16.4. Water treatment plants (WTPs) also treat water from local sources.
Table 4.16-4
Water Treatment Facilities within the SDCWA Service Area
Water Treatment Plant
Robert A. Weese Filtration Plant
Twin oaks Valley WTP
Escondido-Vista WTP
David C. McCollom WTP
Lester J. Berglund WTP
R.E. Badger Filtration Plant
Miramar WTP
R.M. Levy WTP
Alvarado WTP
Robert A. Perdue WTP
Otay WTP

Operator
City of Oceanside
SDCWA
City of Escondido and Vista Irrigation District
Olivenhain Municipal Water District
City of Poway
Santa Fe Irrigation District
City of San Diego
Helix Water District
City of San Diego
Sweetwater Authority
City of San Diego

Capacity (MGD)
25
100
65
34
24
40
140*
106
150*
30
35.5

*Pending approval for certification for additional capacity (200–215 MGD).
Source: SDCWA 2013a
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Groundwater Supplies
SDCWA does not currently hold groundwater basin rights, nor does it own or operate groundwater
facilities within the region. Although opportunities are limited, groundwater is currently used to meet a
portion of the municipal water demands throughout SDCWA’s service area from MCB Camp Pendleton
in the north to National City in the south. The 2010 UWMP provides a general description of: municipal
groundwater development within SDCWA’s service area, the issues associated with development of this
supply, and projected agency yields. Between 2005 and 2010, water supply agencies within the SDCWA
service area produced an annual average of approximately 18,300 AF of potable water from
groundwater (SDCWA 2010). Many private well owners also draw on groundwater to help meet their
domestic water needs, which helps to offset demand for imported water.
Although the amount of groundwater pumped by private wells is significant, it cannot be accurately
quantified nor estimated within SDCWA’s entire service area (SDCWA 2010). Groundwater production in
SDCWA's service area is limited by a number of elements, including lack of storage capacity in local
aquifers, availability of groundwater recharge, and degraded water quality. Narrow river valleys filled
with shallow sand and gravel deposits are characteristic of the most productive groundwater basins in
the San Diego region. Outside of the principal alluvial aquifers and farther inland, groundwater occurs in
fractured crystalline bedrock and semiconsolidated sedimentary deposits where yield and storage are
limited and the aquifers are best suited for lower-yielding domestic water supply wells. There are 19
alluvial groundwater basins throughout the region, and SDCWA is exploring undeveloped supplies that
may exist (SDCWA 2015b).

4.16.2 REGULATORY SETTING
FEDERAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Safe Drinking Water Act
The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) (42 USC Sections 300(f) et seq.) gives USEPA the authority to set
drinking water standards (40 CFR 141.1 et seq.). Drinking water standards apply to public water systems,
which provide water for human consumption through at least 15 service connections, or regularly serve
at least 25 individuals. There are two categories of drinking water standards, the National Primary
Drinking Water Regulations (NPDWR) and the National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations (NSDWR).
The NPDWR are legally enforceable standards that apply to public water systems. NPDWR standards
protect drinking water quality by establishing maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) specific drinking
water contaminants that present a risk to human health. The NSDWR set non-mandatory water quality
standards for 15 contaminants that are not considered to present a human health risk.

STATE LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES
Department of Water Resources California Water Plan Update 2013
The California Water Plan (CWP) is “the State’s strategic plan for managing and developing water
resources statewide for current and future generations” (CWP 2013). The CWP focuses on three themes:
(1) integrated water management, (2) government agency alignment, and (3) strategies to invest in
innovation and infrastructure. The CWP also includes greater detail and more regionally specific climate
change information than the previous update including, but not limited to, regionally appropriate and
statewide adaptation strategies and mitigation strategies.
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California Water Action Plan
The California Water Action Plan (CNRA 2014) was developed in 2014 to meet three broad objectives: a
more reliable water supply; the restoration of important species and habitat; and a more resilient,
sustainably managed water resources system (water supply, water quality, flood protection, and
environment) that can better withstand inevitable and unforeseen pressures in the coming decades.
Covering the period from 2014 to 2018, the actions described in the California Water Action Plan will
move California toward more sustainable water management by providing a more reliable water supply
for farms and communities, restoring important wildlife habitat and species, and helping the state’s
water systems and environment become more resilient.
The Water Action Plan does not replace local efforts. Successful implementation of the plan would
require increased collaboration among state, federal, and local governments; regional agencies; tribal
governments; the public and private sectors. Actions listed in the Water Action Plan include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make conservation a California way of life;
Increase regional self-reliance and integrated water management across all levels of
government;
Achieve the co-equal goals for the Delta;
Protect and restore important ecosystems;
Manage and prepare for dry periods;
Expand water storage capacity and improve groundwater management;
Provide safe water for all communities;
Increase flood protection;
Increase operational and regulatory efficiency; and
Identify sustainable and integrated financing opportunities.

State Water Resources Control Board Emergency Conservation Regulations
On January 17, 2014 the Governor issued a proclamation of a state of emergency under the California
Emergency Services Act based on drought conditions. On April 25, 2014 the Governor issued a
proclamation of continued state of emergency based on continued drought conditions.
Due to the continued drought conditions, in March 2015 the State Water Board re-adopted California
Code of Regulations, title 23, sections 863, 864, and 865 (SWRCB 2015). These updated emergency
regulations consist of four main types of requirements: a prohibition on certain irrigation practices,
restrictions on certain commercial activities, an order for all urban water suppliers to implement
mandatory restrictions on outdoor irrigation, and an order for water suppliers with 3,000 or more
service connections to provide monthly data on water production, compliance actions, and outdoor
water conservation measures being implemented. The regulation also includes reporting requirements.

Executive Order B-29-15
On April 1, 2015 the Governor signed Executive Order B-29-15 requiring the State Water Resources
Control Board to impose additional restrictions to achieve a statewide 25 percent reduction in potable
urban water use through February 28, 2016 compared to the amount used in 2013. The order includes
measures to save water by reducing per capita water use, requires increased enforcement, includes
water conservation pricing measures, prioritizes and streamlines water supply infrastructure projects,
and invests in new water saving technologies (State of California, 2015a and 2015b). The SWRCB
adopted regulations to implement the Executive Order on May 6, 2015 (SCWA 2015).
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Regulations Related to Recycled Water
Under Code of California Regulations Title 22, the state Department of Public Health established
statewide effluent bacteriological and treatment reliability standards for recycled water uses. (On July 1,
2014, the state’s Drinking Water Program was transferred to the SWRCB.)The standards are based on
the potential for human contact with recycled water. The RWQCB has established and enforces
requirements for the application and use of recycled water. Permits are required from the RWQCB for
any recycling operation. Applicants for a permit are required to demonstrate that the proposed recycled
water operation is in compliance with Title 22 and will not exceed the ground and surface water quality
objectives in the regional basin management plan. In the San Diego region, the basin management plan
is the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Diego Basin 9 (Basin Plan) prepared and administered by
the San Diego RWQCB.

The Water Conservation Act of 2009
The Water Conservation Act of 2009 (SB x7-7 of 2009) sets water conservation targets and efficiency
improvements for urban and agricultural water suppliers. The legislation establishes a statewide target
to reduce urban per capita water use by 20 percent by 2020. Urban retail water suppliers are required,
individually or on a regional basis, to develop an urban water use target by December 31, 2010, to meet
their target by 2020, and to meet an interim target (half of their 2020 target) by 2015. Urban water
suppliers cannot impose conservation requirements on process water (water used in production of a
product) and are required to employ two critical efficient water management practices—water
measurement and pricing. Urban retail water suppliers must include in a water management plan, to be
completed by July 2011, the baseline daily per capita water use, water use target, interim water use
target, and compliance daily per capita water use. Effective in 2016, urban retail water suppliers who do
not meet the water conservation requirements established by this bill are not eligible for state water
grants or loans.

California Urban Water Management Planning Act
The California Urban Water Management Planning Act (Water Code Part 2.6) states that each urban
water supplier that provides water to 3,000 or more customers, or that provides over 3,000 AF of water
annually, should make every effort to ensure the appropriate level of reliability in its water service is
sufficient to meet the needs of its various categories of customers during normal, dry, and multiple dry
years by preparing a urban water management plan (UWMP) and updating it every 5 years. The
deadline for submitting 2015 UWMPs to DWR has been extended to July 1, 2016. The California Urban
Water Management Planning Act describes the contents of UWMPs, and requires each agency’s UWMP
to assess the reliability of the agency’s water resources over a 20-year planning horizon.

Water Supply Planning
SB 610 (Chapter 643, Statutes of 2001) and Senate Bill 221 (Chapter 642, Statutes of 2001) amended
state law to improve the link between information on water supply availability and certain land use
decisions made by cities and counties. The intent of SB 610 is to ensure that sufficient water supplies are
available for growing communities. SB 610 requires local public water providers with more than 3,000
service connections to prepare a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) for any project that is subject to CEQA
and meets specified minimum size criteria.
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The WSA must document sources of water supply, quantify water demands, and compare future water
supply and demand to show that sufficient water will be available to serve the project. Water supply
must be assessed for normal, single dry, and multiple dry water years during a 20-year forecast. If
supplies are found to be insufficient to serve the project, the WSA must include plans for acquiring
sufficient supplies. The WSA must be included in the CEQA document for the project.
SB 221 (Chapter 642, Statutes of 2001) applies to subdivisions of more than 500 dwelling units. Like
SB 610, it is intended to ensure an adequate water supply for new development. SB 221 requires that
approval of a tentative map include a requirement that a sufficient water supply is available.
Government Code Section 66473.7(k) contains special provisions for SB 221 compliance in the San Diego
region.

California Groundwater Management Act
The Groundwater Management Act (Water Code Section 10750 et seq.) provides guidance for applicable
local agencies to develop voluntary Groundwater Management Plans (GMPs) in state-designated
groundwater basins. GMPs can allow agencies to raise revenue to pay for measures influencing the
management of the basin, including extraction, recharge, conveyance, facilities’ maintenance, and water
quality. The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (see below) would prohibit a new GMP from
being adopted or an existing GMP from being renewed, beginning January 1, 2015.

Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (Chapters 346, 347, and 348, Statutes of 2014)
encompasses three bills: AB 1739, SB 1168, and SB 1319 of 2014. The Act focuses on the importance of
local action in order to achieve groundwater sustainability, and allow local agencies to tailor sustainable
groundwater plans to their own economic and environmental needs. The Act creates a timeline for its
implementation: by 2017, local groundwater management agencies must be identified; groundwater
sustainability plans must be adopted for basins designated as high- or medium-priority currently being
over-drafted by January 31, 2020; groundwater sustainability plans must be adopted for all other highand medium-priority basins by January 31, 2022; and by 2040 all high- and medium-priority
groundwater basins must achieve sustainability. SWRCB has the authority to get involved in
sustainability plan preparation if deadlines are not met by local agencies.
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act is meant to stop over-drafting of groundwater supplies
and to reduce the potential of groundwater contamination by salt water infiltration. It aims to supply
California with a reliable water source for the future.

REGIONAL AND LOCAL LAWS, REGULATIONS, PLANS, AND POLICIES

Both SDCWA and MWD and have developed plans that address long-term water supply and demand, as
well as catastrophic supply interruption and emergency storage. These plans, as they relate to the issues
in this EIR, are described below.

MWD Integrated Water Resources Plan, 2010 Update
Developed in collaboration with all of MWD’s member agencies, MWD’s Integrated Water Resources
Plan (IWRP) (MWD 2010a) adopts an “adaptive integrated resources management strategy.” A number
of uncertainties could affect future water supply: climate change, cost and use of energy, potential
policy and permitting restrictions, endangered species protections, and demographic unknowns. To
achieve maximum supply reliability in a cost-effective and adaptive manner, MWD will rely on three
main management components to build on existing supplies:
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•

A core resources strategy will manage known water supply and demand conditions to stabilize
MWD’s traditional imports from the Colorado River and Northern California through the
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. MWD and its member agencies will advance water use efficiency
through conservation, recycling, local supply development such as groundwater recovery, and
seawater desalination.

•

A cost-effective “supply buffer” will enable the region to adapt to future circumstances and
foreseeable challenges. The buffer seeks to help protect the region from possible shortages
caused by conditions that exceed the core resources strategy, starting with increased
conservation and water-use efficiency on a region-wide basis.

•

MWD will determine alternative supply options for long-range planning. If future changed
conditions—such as climate change or the availability of resources—exceed what is covered by
MWD’s core resources and supply buffer, these alternatives would provide a greater
contribution to water reliability than MWD’s imported water sources or any other single supply
[MWD 2010a]).

MWD Regional Urban Water Management Plan
The 2010 MWD Regional Urban Water Management Plan (RUWMP) was prepared in compliance with
Water Code Sections 10608.36 and 10610 through 10656 of the Urban Water Management Planning
Act. Information in the 2010 RUWMP may be used by local water suppliers in preparation of their own
UWMP and represents current available planning projections of supply capability and demand. The
RUWMP describes MWD’s planning activities and explains how the agency will manage the region’s
water resources to ensure a reliable water supply for the region. The RUWMP also addresses the issue
of water quality and steps taken to deliver high-quality water to MWD’s service area (MWD 2010b).

SDCWA Urban Water Management Plan and Water Use Efficiency Programs
SDCWA’s 2010 UWMP presents strategies designed to enhance water supply reliability through
diversification of water sources, compliance with Water Conservation Act of 2009 conservation targets,
and improvement of supply and delivery infrastructure. Some of the more prominent strategies are the
All-American Canal and Coachella Canal Lining Projects, development of a regional seawater
desalination plant located in Carlsbad (SDCWA 2014c), construction of the San Vicente Dam Raise and
Carryover Storage Project, and supporting the development of additional local supplies. Combined with
strategies are SDCWA’s outreach efforts to raise public awareness of growing water supply and water
rate challenges and increased long-term residential, commercial, and public sector water use efficiency.
The 2010 UWMP is based on SANDAG’s Series 12 Regional Growth Projections.
Additionally, SDCWA’s Water Use Efficiency Policy Principles include how the SDCWA may implement
and administer regional water use efficiency projects and programs where economies of scale,
geography considerations, or other member agency circumstances make a regional program more
efficient or cost‐effective. The principles also provide additional direction to staff regarding efficiency
projects or programs affecting SDCWA, its member agencies, and/or regional water management and
use (SDCWA 2012b). The principles include policies pertaining to member agency support, funding and
resources, program performance, outreach and education, and regulation and legislation.
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San Diego Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (IRWMP)
The 2013 IRWMP presents an overarching assessment of the San Diego region’s water supply, water
quality, and ecosystem challenges and provides recommendations for sustainable answers (IRWM
2013). The 2013 San Diego IRWMP focuses on four goals:
•
•
•
•

Improve the reliability and sustainability of regional water supplies;
Protect and enhance water quality;
Protect and enhance our watersheds and natural resources; and
Promote and support sustainable integrated water resource management.

SDCWA Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan Update
SDCWA’s Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan Update (Master Plan Update) (SDCWA
2013a) is a comprehensive evaluation of infrastructure requirements needed to meet SDCWA’s mission
of providing a safe and reliable water supply to its member agencies. It is based on projections for future
water demands and water supplies from the 2010 UWMP. The Master Plan Update identifies projects
needed to ensure reliability and ability to serve projected water demands to 2035. Projects include
expanded water conveyance facilities, new water storage facilities, upgraded pump stations, and
pipeline relining.

Local Urban Water Management Plans and Water Use Efficiency Programs
The California Urban Water Management Planning Act (Water Code Part 2.6) requires each of the
SDCWA’s 24 member agencies to prepare a UWMP to support long-term resource planning and ensure
adequate water supplies are available to meet existing and future water demands. SDCWA’s member
agencies’ UWMPs reflect and are coordinated with the SDCWA’s UWMP. Local agencies with an Urban
Water Management Plan include the City of Carlsbad, the City of Escondido, the Fallbrook Public Utility
District, Helix Water District, Lakeside Water District, the City of Oceanside, Otay Water District,
Rainbow Municipal Water District, Rincon Del Diablo Municipal water District, Ramona Municipal Water
District, the City of San Diego, San Dieguito Water District, Santa Fe Irrigation District, Sweetwater
Authority, Valley Center Municipal Water District, Vallecitos Water District, Vista Irrigation District,
Rainbow Municipal Water District, the City of Poway, Olivenhain Municipal Water District, and Padre
Dam Municipal Water District (DWR 2012).
SDCWA also runs a water conservation program known as WaterSmart, which is implemented by
SDCWA member agencies. The online program offers various resources, programs, and incentives for
residences, businesses, Home Owner Associations, and agricultural use management programs, as well
as information for teachers and students, WaterSmart tips, eGuides, and rebate offers (SDCWA 2013b).

San Diego County Groundwater Ordinance
The County Groundwater Ordinance states that a project listed in Section 67.711 (Application) of the
Ordinance that will extract or use at least one acre-foot (325,851 gallons) of groundwater per year shall
include one or more groundwater use reduction measures, identified in the Ordinance. The
groundwater use reduction measures shall fully offset the amount of groundwater that the proposed
project will use and shall result in “no net increase” in the amount of groundwater extracted (County
2013).
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Borrego Valley Groundwater Management Plan
In 2002, the BWD adopted a Groundwater Management Plan (GMP) (DPLU 2010) which allowed the
District to become the groundwater management agency for the Borrego Valley aquifer as allowed
under State Statute AB 3030. The adoption of the GMP thus placed the BWD as the responsible agency
for the stewardship of the aquifer and resolution of the overdraft condition. The GMP was updated in
2006 and contains a summary of the Borrego overdraft condition, projections of future groundwater
demand, and identification of potential groundwater overdraft mitigation measures. Specifically, it set
out goals to achieve including: (1) development of programs to assist in stabilizing the overdraft of the
aquifer, (2) seek programs to provide a long-term supply of water for the valley, (3) continue to expand
the knowledge of the water resources of the aquifer, (4) development and implementation of
conservation programs, (5) work with state and county agencies to try to minimize any adverse impact
new land uses would have on groundwater resources, (6) develop the ability to obtain funding for
acquisition of actively irrigated agricultural land, and (7) evaluate the feasibility of acquiring land in
adjacent basins and exploring for such water to be transported for use in Borrego Valley.

Recycled Water Regulations
The County Department of Environmental Health (DEH) regulates the use of recycled water through a
delegation agreement with the State of California. The purpose is to protect the public from health risks
associated with cross-connections of recycled water and drinking water supplies, as well as to prevent
health risks from body contact with recycled water. DEH’s Land and Water Quality Division reviews
recycled water use plans and conducts site inspections to ensure drinking water supplies are not
contaminated with recycled water. Spray irrigation sites are monitored to ensure the recycled water
irrigation does not present a risk to the public. Recycled water sites must also pass a cross-connection
control shutdown test when installed and every 4 years after installation (County of San Diego 2014).
The City of San Diego maintains the policy that recycled water be used for any purpose approved for
recycled water use when it is economically, financially, and technically feasible, as mandated by
Ordinance 0-17327 (City of San Diego 2008). The policies regarding recycled water use are documented
in the Rules and Regulations for Recycled Water Use and Distribution within the City of San Diego
(2008), which lists the following goals:
• Prevent direct human consumption of recycled water through adherence to all applicable rules
and regulations and laws which include a strict cross-connection/backflow prevention program.
• Prevent cross-connection between recycled and potable water systems.
• Isolate contamination by other sources, such as wastewater, sludge, urban runoff, or other
substances which may come into contact with the recycled water.
In addition to the County regulations, the City of Escondido’s Recycled Water Master Plan (2011),
summarizes the City’s Recycled Water Service Rules and Regulations for Recycled Water Use. The San
Dieguito Water District’s Recycled Water Rules and Regulations govern the requirements for recycled
water use within the District’s jurisdiction (Encinitas 2011). The Fallbrook Public Utility District
Administrative Code, Article 28, describes the District’s Recycled Water Program (FPUD 1997).
Olivenhain Municipal Water District’s Rules and Regulations Governing the Use of recycled Water (2003)
describes the facility requirements, recycled water services, and operational requirements in the
jurisdiction (OMWD 2003). In 2002 the Rincon del Diablo Municipal Water District revised their Recycled
Water Service Rules, Regulations, and Project Guidelines (RDDMWD 2012).
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4.16.3 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines provides criteria for evaluating the significance of a project’s
environmental impacts on water supply, in the form of Initial Study checklist questions. Unless
otherwise noted, the significance criteria specifically developed for this EIR are based on the checklist
questions in Appendix G. In some cases, SANDAG has combined checklist questions, edited their
wording, or changed their location in the document in an effort to develop significance criteria that
reflect the programmatic level of analysis in this EIR and the unique nature of the proposed Plan.
Appendix G addresses water supply under Utilities and Service Systems (XVII. (b) and (d)). Because of the
importance of water supply issues in the San Diego region and throughout California, this EIR addresses
the water supply impacts of the proposed Plan in a stand-alone section. For the purposes of this EIR, the
proposed Plan would have a significant water supply impact if it would:
WS-1

Increase demands on existing water supplies such that they would be inadequate to serve
future demands, and new or expanded water supplies or entitlements would be needed.

WS-2

Require or result in the construction of new water facilities or the expansion of existing
facilities to adequately meet forecast demand or capacity needs, the construction of which
could cause a significant environmental effect.

4.16.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
WS-1

INCREASE DEMANDS ON EXISTING WATER SUPPLIES SUCH THAT THEY WOULD BE
INADEQUATE TO SERVE FUTURE DEMANDS, AND NEW OR EXPANDED WATER
SUPPLIES OR ENTITLEMENTS WOULD BE NEEDED.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
For 2020 and 2035 impacts of forecasted regional growth and land use change within the SDCWA
service area, estimated water demand resulting from forecasted growth under the proposed Plan is
compared to projected water demand and projected available supplies through 2035 as identified in the
SDCWA 2013 Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan Update (2013 Master Plan Update)
and 2010 UWMP. The analysis of regional water demands conducted in the 2013 Master Plan is based
on projections of both normal and dry-year annual demands from the 2010 UWMP. Normal, dry, and
multiple dry-year annual demands were consistent with those in the 2010 UWMP for each member
agency. Information from SDCWA Annual Progress Reports and SDCWA’s anticipated 2015 responses to
drought conditions is used to supplement analysis when appropriate. For the 2050 analysis of regional
growth and land use change, projected per capita usage in gallons per day multiplied by forecasted
future population is used to project water demand in 2050.
The analysis also addresses the impacts of forecasted regional growth and land use change on
groundwater supplies outside of the SDCWA service area. It addresses increased use of groundwater
and changes to groundwater discharge under the proposed Plan relative to the existing condition.
Factors affecting groundwater recharge (e.g., precipitation and infiltration) as well as discharge (draining
of sloughs) are discussed.
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For transportation network improvements, a qualitative analysis of construction water demand is
provided, such as water usage required for the production of concrete and dust suppression. In addition,
a qualitative analysis is included for operational water demands (e.g., landscape irrigation) of
transportation network improvements.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects that are likely to exacerbate the
proposed Plan’s impacts on regional water supplies include, but are not limited to, higher annual
average temperatures, more days of extreme high temperatures, longer and more humid heat waves,
less frequent and more intense rainstorms and more frequent flood events, more intense and more
frequent drought, increased evaporation from soil and reservoirs, more frequent and severe wildfires,
and increased threats to the survival of some plant and animal species and loss of habitat. In general,
these climate change effects would increase between 2020 and 2050.
The 2010 UWMP discusses climate change and its potential impacts on water supply and demand. The
main conclusions were that climate change impacts are not likely to be significant during the 2010–2035
planning period and that the primary effects of climate change will be experienced as shortages of
imported water supply sources and not as significant increases in water demands. The annual average
temperature is projected to increase by about 1°Centigrade by the end of 2035 in comparison to the
simulated historical average over 1971 through 2000. In general, larger increases in demand are
projected for the member agencies that are located inland (2.2 percent) and smaller changes in coastal
regions (1.4 percent) (SDCWA 2013a). Climate change effects on water supply in the San Diego region
are discussed in more detail in Appendix F.
County of San Diego General Plan Update EIR Appendix D evaluates the groundwater impacts of
forecasted growth and land use change within groundwater dependent areas in the unincorporated
County, including the areas in and around the Campo-Cottonwood SSA and the community of
Boulevard.1 Figure 3.8 indicates that the areas in and around the Campo-Cottonwood SSA and the
community of Boulevard have about 99 percent of groundwater in storage in the existing condition.
Under implementation of forecasted growth and land use change in these areas, a minimum of about 96
percent of groundwater storage would remain available in these areas. The proposed Plan’s forecast of
future growth and land use change is based on the County’s adopted General Plan, and is therefore
consistent with the forecasted growth assumed in the County’s groundwater study. Under the proposed
Plan, Boulevard would grow from about 402 people and 98 jobs in 2012 to about 447 people (an
increase of 45 people from 2012) and 98 jobs (no increase from 2012) by 2020, 567 people (an increase
of 165 people from 2012) and 450 jobs (an increase of 352 jobs from 2012), and 548 people (an increase
of 146 people from 2012) and 571 jobs (an increase of 473 jobs from 2012). Moreover, the proposed
Plan does not propose any transportation network improvements or programs within the CampoCottonwood SSA or Boulevard community. Based on this information, implementation of the proposed
Plan would not increase demands on existing water supplies within the Campo-Cottonwood SSA such
that they would be inadequate to serve future demands, and therefore new or expanded water supplies
or entitlements would not be needed in 2020, 2035, and 2050. This impact is less than significant. Water
supply impacts within the Campo-Cottonwood SSA are not addressed further in this EIR.

1

County of San Diego Final Program Environmental Impact Report for the General Plan Update, Appendix D
Groundwater Study. August 2011. Available at.
http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/dam/sdc/pds/gpupdate/docs/BOS_Aug2011/EIR/Appn_D_GW.pdf
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IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
SDCWA Service Area

In 2010, water demand within the SDCWA service area was 566,443 AF. The anticipated baseline
demand for a normal water year in 2020, including compliance with SBX7-7, which sets an overall goal of
reducing per capita urban water use by 20 percent by December 31, 2020, is forecast to be 675,089 AF.
Single dry-year demand estimates in 2020 are forecast to be 718,458 AF with SBX7-7 implementation,
and multiple dry-year demand forecasts are 740,326 AF in 2018 (SDCWA 2010). SBX7-7 requires that
agencies prepare dry period scenarios spanning multiple consecutive years. SDCWA used statistical
model parameters, described further in the 2010 UWMP, to develop three consecutive dry-year demand
projections; therefore, multiple dry-year demand projections exist for 2012 through 2014 and 2016
through 2018 for this horizon year.
Total projected supplies for a normal water year, including SDCWA and member agency supplies, are
forecast to be 675,089 AF in 2020 and 718,458 AF in a single dry year. If MWD, SDCWA, and member
agency supplies are developed as planned, along with achievement of the SBX7-7 retail conservation
target and Executive Order B-29-15 reductions, the 2010 UWMP anticipated no shortages within
SDCWA’s service area in a normal water year and single dry water year through 2020 (SDCWA 2010).2
By 2020, desalinated seawater may be added to the regional supply. A desalination plant is currently
under construction in Carlsbad. The new plant is designed to produce 50 million gallons a day (MGD), or
56,000 AF per year, of desalinated water, enough to supply potable water to approximately 300,000
residents of the San Diego region. SDCWA has a 30-year Water Purchase Agreement for the entire
output of the plant (Carlsbad Desalination Project 2014).
SDCWA Master Plan Update
The focus of the 2013 Master Plan Update is to optimize existing infrastructure and maintain the
flexibility to adjust to a range of future regional planning outcomes through 2035 (SDCWA 2013a). The
2013 Master Plan Update describes the current aqueduct system as composed of a robust system of
pipelines, reservoirs, pump stations, and treatment facilities. Recent investments developing increased
storage at the San Vicente Reservoir, new treatment facilities at the Twin Oaks Valley WTP, and a new
drought-proof local supply from the Carlsbad Desalination Project further bolster regional supply
reliability (SDCWA 2013a). With the addition of these new facilities, along with planned near-term
investments under SDCWA’s Asset Management Program that will maintain the service life of existing
facilities, based on the 2013 Master Plan Update, the Master Plan Update anticipated that the aqueduct
system was capable of meeting regional demands through the mid-2020s.

2

The SDCWA 2010 UWMP is based on the SANDAG Series 12 Regional Growth Forecast. The SANDAG Series 13 Regional
Growth Forecast, which forms the basis of the proposed Plan, forecasts slightly lower population growth by 2020 (3,124
fewer people, 0.09% lower) relative to the Series 12 Regional Growth Forecast. Therefore, the 2010 UWMP conclusions
regarding adequacy of water supply to serve 2020 growth are also valid for growth under the proposed Plan.
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Borrego Valley Aquifer
As described in Section 4.16.1, the Borrego Valley Aquifer has not been adjudicated. Therefore,
individual well users are not regulated in the amount of groundwater they can extract, and future
availability of supplies is uncertain. All BWD water comes from groundwater. The BWD would
experience growth under implementation of the proposed Plan, thereby increasing the demand for
potable water. Under the proposed Plan, by 2020, 159 additional residential units would be developed
in the Borrego Valley, continuing to exacerbate the overdraft condition (SRA Forecast 2015).
Existing groundwater impacts already occurring would continue to worsen as groundwater usage
increases due to increased growth. Current impacts include dry wells, decreased well efficiency, and
increased pumping costs as water levels continue to decline. Under the proposed Plan, these impacts
would continue and more wells would need to be replaced as water levels drop. The Borrego Water
District (BWD) Integrated Water Resources Management Plan (IWRMP) (BWD 2009) discusses several
alternative non-local water supply opportunities. Three adjacent supply sources are in proximity to the
Borrego Valley. The areas include Clark Dry Lake, which lies just to the east of the Coyote Creek Fault on
the Borrego-Salton Seaway (county highway S-22), the Dr. Nel property, near the intersection of
Highway 78 and Borrego Springs Road, and the Ocotillo Wells/Allegretti Farms area, located in the
Lower Borrego Valley. All of these projects have the potential to supplement the water supply of the
Borrego Valley; however, the export of water from these areas could impact the area’s natural
resources.
The Clark Dry Lake is approximately 13,000 acres and is home to two small ranches, a historical rock
house, and a sand and gravel quarry, and a large portion of the basin is overlain by Anza Borrego State
Park. If initial water testing results are favorable, an alternative could include construction of wells and a
pipeline to convey the water to BWD, a distance of about 8 miles, and the salinity of the water could
require construction of a desalination and brine disposal facility (BWD 2009).
As with the Clark Dry Lake project, if water tests are favorable, the Dr. Nel property would require
construction of several production wells and a conveyance pipeline of approximately 7 miles in length.
The Allegretti Farms project would deliver water to the BWD about 15.5 miles from the farm and would
also require land acquisition costs. In addition to wells and conveyance pipelines, the projects would
require infrastructure such as extensions of electrical systems, and the Allegretti Farms project would
require a pumping station and collection system (BWD 2009).
Therefore, these alternative water supply projects, or combining and phasing of these projects, have the
potential for various short- and long- term environmental effects, including impacts to the biological,
cultural, geological and mineral, and land-use resources, as well as short-term impacts related to the
construction of the wells, pipelines, and possible desalination facilities, which may also include a shortterm transportation impact and air quality impact. These impacts and the mitigation measures to
minimize these impacts would be similar to those described in WS-2, Table 4-16.5, which addresses the
construction of new water facilities or the expansion of existing facilities to adequately meet forecast
demand or capacity needs.
In addition, BWD has considered obtaining a source of water from the Colorado River, State Water
Project, or other sources. BWD would acquire a contract to purchase and the water would be delivered
through the State Water Project, then through MWD’s system to IID, which, dependent upon whether
the water was distributed directly into the distribution system versus groundwater recharge, could
require the construction of a water treatment facility (BWD 2009).
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Additionally, importation projects could potentially utilize water obtained from other states with
Colorado River rights, or purchase of product water from a desalination plant, such as the plant in
Carlsbad. Impacts and mitigation measures would be similar to those listed above and in WS-2. Another
supply opportunity discussed in the BWD IWRMP is the construction of a pipeline and two pumping
stations to deliver water from the IID West Side Canal to the BWD distribution system. A 24-inchdiameter pipeline would convey approximately 10,000-15,000 AF per year to BWD (BWD 2009). The
pipeline would be 46 miles long and the route would utilize existing rights-of-way to minimize
environmental issues and to facilitate construction.
Additional supply projects described in the IWRMP include a Coachella Valley Water District project,
which also involves construction of a pipeline, and a Conjunctive Use or Water Banking project, which is
when surface water, in excess of water requirements in wet years, is stored in ground water basins.
During dry years, when surface supplies cannot meet water needs, the stored waters are withdrawn to
meet the deficiency in the surface supply system (BWD 2009). The IWRMP considers the importing of
water from IID and a phased project with the Dr. Nel and Allegretti Farms parcels to be of the highest
priority, as those projects were evaluated the most favorably in helping to reduce the overdraft. These
opportunities are further discussed in the 2009 BWD IWRMP.
Conclusion
Prior to the most recent MWD and planned SDCWA cutbacks in water deliveries due to the drought,
reasonably foreseeable existing and future water supplies would likely have been adequate to meet
regional water demands associated with growth and land use change by 2020. However, because of
these drought-related cutbacks in water deliveries, new near-term water supplies or entitlements may
be required to meet 2020 water demands; near-term SWDCA Master Plan Update projects are described
in the impact analysis for 2035. Also, there would be a localized significant water supply impact in the
Borrego Valley basin, because groundwater supplies would be insufficient, and new near-term water
supplies or entitlements would be required to meet demands. Therefore, water supply impacts caused
by regional growth and land use change are significant in 2020.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs

Water would be used on a short-term basis for activities such as the production of concrete and dust
suppression during construction of various transportation network improvements including, but not
limited to, transit capital improvements such as concrete ties and station platforms for LOSSAN corridor
double tracking or the Midcoast Trolley extension, new managed lanes, new freeway general purpose
lanes, active transportation network improvements. Construction would not require a large amount of
water in comparison to the existing supply, and would only be required for the duration of construction.
Operation of the transportation network improvements would also use of water. In some locations
recycled water would be used to provide irrigation for landscaping alongside transportation network
improvements.
Although Caltrans (2014b) states that “cost effective and appropriate water conservation strategies are
employed in the design, construction, operation and maintenance of transportation facilities including,
to the maximum extent practicable, the use of recycled water and state of the art irrigation technology
for highway landscaping,” there would still be demand for water associated with the construction and
operation of transportation network improvements built by Caltrans or other project sponsors.
Prior to the most recent MWD and planned SDCWA cutbacks in water deliveries due to the drought,
reasonably foreseeable existing and future water supplies would likely have been adequate to meet
regional water demands associated with transportation network improvements by 2020.
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However, because of these drought-related cutbacks in water deliveries, new near-term water supplies
or entitlements may be required to meet 2020 water demands; near-term SWDCA Master Plan Update
projects are described in the impact analysis for 2035. Therefore, water supply impacts caused by
transportation network improvements are significant in 2020.

2020 Conclusion
The increased demands from forecasted regional growth and land use change and transportation
network improvements would not be adequately served by existing and future water supplies; new
near-term water supplies or entitlements may be required to meet 2020 water demands; near-term
SWDCA Master Plan Update projects are described in the impact analysis for 2035. Also, forecasted
regional growth and land use change in the Borrego Valley would result in a localized significant impact
because demands on existing water supplies from the Borrego Valley aquifer would be inadequate to
serve future demands. Therefore, this impact (WS-1) is significant in 2020.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
SDCWA Service Area
The SDCWA service area population is forecast to reach 3,906,718 people by 2035 (SDCWA 2010)3. In
2010, water demand within the SDCWA service area was 566,443 AF. The anticipated baseline demand
for a normal water year in 2035 including conservation efforts and SBX7-7 compliance demand forecast
is 785,685 AF.
Single dry-year demand estimates in 2035 are forecast to be 839,016 AF with SBX7-7 implementation,
and multiple dry-year demand forecasts are 882,795 AF in 2033 (SDCWA 2010). Total projected supplies
for a normal water year, including SDCWA and member agency supplies, are forecast to be 785,685 AF
in 2035 and 839,016 AF in a single dry year. Under multi-dry-year analysis, potential shortages could be
experienced in 2028, 2032, and 2033, due to increasing water demands due to growth throughout the
region (SDCWA 2010). Prolonged droughts would make these shortages worse.
If MWD, SDCWA, and member agency supplies are developed as planned, along with achievement of
the SBX7-7 retail conservation target, the UWMP anticipated that no shortages within SDCWA’s service
area in a normal water year and single dry water year through 2035 (SDCWA 2010).
SDCWA Master Plan Update
As stated above, the focus of the 2013 Master Plan Update is to optimize existing infrastructure and
maintain the flexibility to adjust to a range of future regional planning outcomes through 2035, and the
current aqueduct system is fully capable of meeting regional demands through the mid-2020s. However,
beyond the mid-2020s, there is limited operational flexibility to meet peak demands for untreated water
supplies. Under normal and wet weather patterns, the Master Plan Update anticipated a very low
occurrence of supply-demand gaps through 2035. During multiple dry-year weather patterns, when
imported supplies are assumed to be restricted to MWD preferential rights, supply-demands gaps will
likely occur (SDCWA 2013a).
3

Forecasted 2035 population was revised downward to 3,853,698 (53,020 fewer people, or about 1 percent lower) in the
Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, upon which the proposed Plan is based.
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According to the 2013 Master Plan Update, under planning scenarios that place a higher reliance on the
SDCWA aqueduct system to meet regional demands, supply-demand gaps are more likely to occur
beginning in 2025. Under these scenarios, additional supply development would be needed before the
end of the 2035 planning horizon. The frequency and magnitude of supply-demand gaps under all
planning scenarios are strongly influenced by member agency achievement of local supply development
and conservation saving goals. Additional local supply development, such as the City of San Diego’s
proposed DPR/IPR project and the Otay Water District’s Rosarito Beach seawater desalination project,
would essentially alleviate supply-demand gaps that occur near the end of the planning horizon (SDCWA
2013a).
The Master Plan Update includes recommendations for near-term (out to 2025) and long-term (beyond
2025) projects to be considered for implementation to alleviate constraints or supply shortages or to
ensure completion of system improvements included in the existing CIP. The environmental impacts of
the near-term and long-term projects would be similar to those described in Impact WS-2.
Implementation of the near-term projects would reduce SDCWA’s potential conveyance constraints and
supply shortages. Although there is always uncertainty regarding water supply due to uncontrollable
events such as prolonged drought or natural disaster, implementation of the near-term projects would
result in significant reductions in vulnerabilities to SDCWA’s system related to conveyance constraints
and supply shortages (SDCWA 2013a). The Master Plan Update recommended that the following nearterm projects be approved for further evaluation:
•

Pipeline 3/Pipeline 4 Conversion (New Project): This project will alleviate the potential untreated
water conveyance constraint at the MWD Delivery Point. The project will increase untreated
water conveyance capacity in the Second Aqueduct north of Twin Oaks Valley by converting an
existing segment of Pipeline 4 to untreated water service and converting an existing parallel
segment of Pipeline 3 to treated water service. Total untreated water delivery capacity would
increase by 190 cfs. Coordination with MWD is required to determine new infrastructure
requirements outside the SDCWA service area that will facilitate the conversion of Pipelines 3
and 4.

•

North County ESP Pump Station (Existing Project): This project consists of a new 30 cfs pump
station to deliver treated water to the northern reaches of the SDCWA service area when
supplies from MWD are interrupted. Project location and pumping capacity are dependent on
implementation of the Pipeline 3/Pipeline 4 Conversion project.

•

Mission Trails Projects (Existing Project): This project will alleviate the existing untreated water
conveyance constraint south of Lake Murray. The project provides regulatory storage for
improved aqueduct operations and increases untreated water conveyance capacity for
deliveries to south county WTPs. The project includes a new storage facility sized up to 12 MG,
flow control valve structure, and connections to the completed Mission Trails Tunnel project. An
alternative to this project would be constructing a new interconnection or placing the existing
Flow Balancing Structure back in service, both which would only address the conveyance
constraint south of Lake Murray.

•

ESP San Vicente 3rd Pump and Power Supply (Existing Project): This project provides station
upgrades and a new power supply to allow operation of the existing pump station at full design
capacity. The project is needed to fully utilize an expanded San Vicente Reservoir for emergency
storage operation and provide operational flexibility to deliver additional supply from the
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reservoir to meet peak seasonal demands. New power supply options include a new 12 kV
overhead circuit or on-site power generation using diesel- or natural gas-powered generator
sets.
•

System Isolation Valves (New Project): This project allows for more efficient isolation of
segments of the aqueduct system to perform required inspections, maintenance, and repair
work and isolates segments of the aqueduct system during low flow periods to address potential
water quality concerns. High-risk areas generally include river and stream crossings, lake
crossings, and other areas where damage may result from a seismic or flood event.

•

System Storage (Existing Project): This project provides new regulatory storage to manage daily
flow changes and unanticipated flow interruptions. The project includes two possible locations:
at the Twin Oaks Diversion Structure (sized 10 to 20 million gallons) and at the First
Aqueduct/Valley Center Pipeline connection (sized 2 to 3 million gallons).

•

Facility Planning Studies (New Project): This project includes new planning-level studies that
would evaluate infrastructure requirements related to the assessment of water quality concerns
and nitrification in the treated water system, system vulnerabilities at river and stream crossings
resulting from flood and seismic events, and the evaluation of new in-line hydroelectric
generation opportunities.

The long-term projects include improvements that are to be considered for implementation beyond the
2025 timeframe. These projects will significantly alleviate projected conveyance constraints or supply
shortages that may occur towards the end of or beyond the 2013 Master Plan Update planning horizon.
Given the long-term implementation needs, no specific action is recommended to proceed with
immediate development of the long-term projects. Instead, the recommendations provide a course of
action that allows for further evaluation of project feasibility and cost while monitoring various local and
statewide water resource decisions that will affect local supply development and imported water supply
reliability. As these local and statewide water resource decisions unfold, appropriate incremental
actions regarding the long-term projects may be taken by the Water Authority.
•

Camp Pendleton Desalination Project (Supply from the West): This project will provide a new
water supply of up to 150 mgd and involves construction of a seawater desalination plant on
MCB Camp Pendleton property, intake and discharge facilities connected to the plant, and the
associated pipeline and pumping facilities that would convey the product water to the Second
Aqueduct. Two sites within the MCB Camp Pendleton property have been approved for further
evaluation.

•

Colorado River Conveyance Facility (Conveyance from the East): This project would provide a
new conveyance facility to transport QSA supplies from the westerly terminus of the AAC
directly to the San Vicente Reservoir. Depending on the alignment selected, facilities would
include a combination of pipelines, tunnels, pump stations, forebays, power-generating
facilities, pressure control facilities, transmission lines, and substations.

•

Pipeline 6 (Conveyance from the North): This existing CIP project includes construction of a new
conveyance facility that would provide up to 500 cfs of new untreated water delivery capacity.
The project limits extend from the MWD delivery point to Twin Oaks Valley. Project alignment
studies were complete jointly with MWD.

•

Second Crossover Pipeline (Existing Project): This project alleviates a potential untreated water
conveyance constraint south of Twin Oaks that serves east county WTPs connected to the First
Aqueduct.
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•

Enhancement of Storage Portfolio: This 2013 Master Plan found that additional investments in
conveyance capacity would need to be made to derive more benefits from increased regional
storage. The value of storage will not diminish over time, and the additional benefits may be
derived from future investments in the regional conveyance system.

Borrego Valley Aquifer
As described above in the 2020 analysis and in Section 4.16.1, the Borrego Valley Aquifer has not been
adjudicated; therefore, individual well users are not regulated in the amount of groundwater they can
extract, and future availability of supplies is uncertain. All BWD water comes from groundwater. The
BWD would experience growth under implementation of the proposed Plan, thereby increasing the
demand for potable water. Under the proposed Plan, by 2035, 392 additional residential units would be
developed in the Borrego Valley over 2020 conditions, continuing to exacerbate the overdraft condition
(SRA Forecast 2015). Existing groundwater impacts already occurring would continue to worsen as
groundwater usage increases due to increased growth. Current impacts include dry wells, decreased
well efficiency, and increased pumping costs as water levels continue to decline. Under the proposed
Plan, these impacts would continue and more wells would need to be replaced as water levels drop.
Possible non-local water supply opportunities and projects, and their possible impacts, are described
above in the 2020 analysis.
Conclusion
The increased demands from forecasted regional growth and land use change would not be adequately
served by existing and future water supplies; new near-term (prior to 2025) and long-term (after 2025)
water supplies or entitlements may be required to meet 2035 water demands; near-term and long-term
SWDCA Master Plan Update projects are described in the impact analysis for 2035. Also, forecasted
regional growth and land use change in the Borrego Valley would result in a localized significant impact
because demands on existing water supplies from the Borrego Valley aquifer would be inadequate to
serve future demands. Therefore, water supply impacts caused by regional growth and land use change
are significant in 2035.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Many improvements by 2035 would be in transportation corridors where landscaping already requires
irrigation. There would still be some demand for water associated with the construction and operation
of transportation network improvements. Construction of transportation network improvements would
require the use of water on a short-term basis for activities such as the production of concrete and for
dust suppression during construction. Construction would not require a large amount of water in
comparison to the existing supply, and would only be required for the duration of construction.
Operation of the transportation network improvements would also use recycled water. In some
locations recycled water would be used to provide irrigation for landscaping alongside transportation
network improvements.
Reasonably foreseeable existing and future regional water supplies would not be adequate to meet
regional water demands by 2035, including water demands for construction and operation of
transportation network improvements. Therefore, water supply impacts caused by transportation
network improvements would be significant in 2035.

2035 Conclusion
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The increased demands from forecasted regional growth and land use change and transportation
network improvements would not be adequately served by existing and future water supplies; new
near-term and long-term water supplies or entitlements may be required to meet 2035 water demands;
near-term and long-term SWDCA Master Plan Update projects are described in the impact analysis for
2035. Also, forecasted regional growth and land use change in the Borrego Valley would result in a
localized significant impact because demands on existing water supplies from the Borrego Valley aquifer
would be inadequate to serve future demands. Therefore, this impact (WS-1) in the year 2035 is
significant.

2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
SDCWA Service Area
Some uncertainty exists for long-term water supplies in the San Diego region and California.
Additionally, uncertainties exist in the availability of Colorado River water due to the recent long-term
drought. The region is a major urban area, importing water from hundreds of miles away, and given the
various uncertainties with long-term planning, regional water supplies could be challenged by climate
change and other factors, and the demand for local water supplies may increase (desalination, water
recycling). Additional long-term supply uncertainties are described in the 2010 UWMP.
The planning horizon for the 2010 UWMP and 2013 Master Plan Update is 2035, 15 years short of the
planning horizon for the proposed Plan. As described in Chapter 2, the Series 13 growth forecast
forecasts population growth of 215,061 between 2035 and 2050, for a 2050 population of 4,068,759.
Water demand in 2050 was estimated using the 2010 UMWP assumptions for population and water
demand in 2035 for normal year, single dry year, and multiple dry years.4 These assumptions were used
to develop per capita rates for each scenario (i.e., AF per person during normal year, single dry year,
multiple dry years). These per capita rates were then applied to forecasted 2050 population under the
proposed Plan calculate the following 2050 water demands under the proposed Plan: 817,821 AF for
normal year, 874,783 AF for single dry year, and 919,540 for multiple dry years.
SDCWA Master Plan Update
As stated above, the Master Plan Update includes recommendations for near-term (prior to 2025) and
long-term (beyond 2025) projects to be considered for implementation to alleviate constraints or supply
shortages or to ensure completion of system improvements included in the existing CIP. Implementation
of the near-term projects would reduce SDCWA’s potential conveyance constraints and supply
shortages. Although there is always uncertainty regarding water supply due to uncontrollable events
such as prolonged drought or natural disaster, implementation of the near-term projects would result in
significant reductions in vulnerabilities to SDCWA’s system related to conveyance constraints and supply
shortages (SDCWA 2013a). Recommended near-term and long-term projects are listed above in the
2035 analysis.

4

The 2010 UWMP assumed a 2035 population of 3,906,718 people; normal year water demand of 785,685 AF;
single dry year water demand of 839,016 AF; and multiple dry year water demand of 882,795 AF. Dividing the
population by water demand yields the following 2035 per capita rates: 0.201 AF/person in a normal year, 0.215
AF/person in a single dry year, 0.226 AF/person in multiple dry years.
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Recommendations for long-term projects include projects that would significantly alleviate projected
horizon of the 2013 Master Plan Update. Long term projects include expansion of local supply through
building of desalination plants and the enhancement of the storage portfolio (SDCWA 2013a).
Additional long-term projects discussed in the Master Plan Update include a Colorado River Conveyance
Facility (Conveyance from the East) and Pipeline 6 (Conveyance from the North), and the Second
Crossover Pipeline. Further analysis of these projects’ feasibility was not recommended due to financial
and budgetary constraints and legal matters (SDCWA 2013a). The Master Plan Update notes that the
projects should be considered with the next update of the Master Plan.
The environmental impacts of these types of projects have similarities and are therefore summarized in
Table 4.16-5, under Impact WS-2. Both construction- and operation-related environmental impacts
associated with alternative water sources would be determined by future environmental analysis on a
project-by-project basis, and appropriate mitigation measures would also be identified to reduce any
significant environmental impacts at the time the project is proposed.
Borrego Valley Aquifer
As described above in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, the Borrego Valley Aquifer has not been adjudicated;
therefore, individual well users are not regulated in the amount of groundwater they can extract, and
future availability of supplies is uncertain. All BWD water comes from groundwater. The BWD would
experience growth under implementation of the proposed Plan, thereby increasing the demand for
potable water.
Under the proposed Plan, by 2050, 998 additional residential units would be developed in the Borrego
Valley over 2035 conditions, continuing to exacerbate the overdraft condition (SRA Forecast 2015).
Existing groundwater impacts already occurring would continue to worsen as groundwater usage
increases due to increased growth. Current impacts include dry wells, decreased well efficiency, and
increased pumping costs as water levels continue to decline. Under the proposed Plan, these impacts
would continue and more wells would need to be replaced as water levels drop. Possible non-local
water supply opportunities and projects to supplement the Borrego Valley’s water supply are described
above in the 2020 and 2035 analyses.
Conclusion
The increased demands from forecasted regional growth and land use change would not be adequately
served by existing and future water supplies; new near-term (prior to 2025) and long-term (after 2025)
water supplies or entitlements may be required to meet 2050 water demands; near-term and long-term
SWDCA Master Plan Update projects are described in the impact analysis for 2035. Also, forecasted
regional growth and land use change in the Borrego Valley would result in a localized significant impact
because demands on existing water supplies from the Borrego Valley aquifer would be inadequate to
serve future demands. Therefore, water supply impacts caused by regional growth and land use change
are significant in 2050.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Water demand associated with 2050 transportation network improvements and programs would be
similar to the construction and operational water uses described in the 2020 and 2035 analyses.
However, as mentioned above, the availability of long-term reliable water supplies in 2050 is uncertain.
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Reasonably foreseeable existing and future regional water supplies would not be adequate to meet
regional water demands by 2050, including water demands for construction and operation of
transportation network improvements. Therefore, water supply impacts caused by transportation
network improvements would be significant in 2050.

2050 Conclusion
The increased demands from forecasted regional growth and land use change and transportation
network improvements would not be adequately served by existing and future water supplies; new
near-term and long-term water supplies or entitlements may be required to meet 2050 water demands;
near-term and long-term SWDCA Master Plan Update projects are described in the impact analysis for
2035. Also, forecasted regional growth and land use change in the Borrego Valley would result in a
localized significant impact because demands on existing water supplies from the Borrego Valley aquifer
would be inadequate to serve future demands. Therefore, this impact (WS-1) in the year 2050 is
significant.

MITIGATION MEASURES
WS-1 Water Supply and Demand
2020, 2035, and 2050
WS-1A Implement Water Conservation Measures. SANDAG shall, and other transportation project
sponsors can and should, implement feasible water conservation measures during planning, design and
project-level CEQA review, construction, operations, and maintenance of transportation network
improvements, including, but not limited to, the following:
•
•
•

Comply with all prevailing state, regional, and local government plans, laws, and policies
regarding water conservation and efficiency.
Install drip or other water-conserving or weather-based irrigation systems for landscaping.
Install native plant species and noninvasive drought-tolerant/low-water-use plants in
landscaping, consistent with the most recent state, regional, and local government plans, laws,
and policies.

In addition, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should incorporate
water conservation measures, including, but not limited to, those measures listed above, and measures
and policies regarding water efficiency, conservation, capture, and reuse identified by water suppliers in
state, regional, and local plans, laws, and policies, and in their own plans and ordinances, during
planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of development projects.
WS-1B Use Reclaimed Water. SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can and should,
incorporate use of reclaimed water (also known as recycled water) during planning, design, project-level
CEQA review, construction, operations, and maintenance of transportation network improvements to
reduce the use of potable water.
The County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should incorporate use of
reclaimed water as a measure during planning, design, and project-level CEQA review of development
projects, including, but not limited to, the following:
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•
•
•
•

On-site water recycling.
Recycled water to fill lakes, ponds, and ornamental fountains; for irrigation; and to mix concrete
and control dust at construction sites.
Recycled water for certain industrial processes and for flushing toilets and urinals in
nonresidential buildings.
Recycled water for street sweeping purposes.

WS-1C Ensure Adequate Water Supply. During planning, design, and project-level CEQA review for
development projects, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should
ensure that adequate water supply will be available to meet or satisfy projected water demands,
consistent with applicable UWMPs, Master Plans, and General Plan projections of water supply and
demand. This can and should be documented in the form of an SB 610 Water Supply Assessment, an SB
221 Water Supply Verification, or other capacity analysis.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Regional and localized water supply impacts in the Borrego Valley would be significant in 2020, 2035,
and 2050. Mitigation measures WS-1A, WS-1B, and WS-1C would not reduce this impact to a less than
significant level because they would not assure that regional water supplies would be available to meet
regional water demands needs in 2020 2035, and 2050. Therefore, this impact (WS-1) remains
significant and unavoidable.

WS-2

REQUIRE OR RESULT IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW WATER FACILITIES OR THE
EXPANSION OF EXISTING FACILITIES TO ADEQUATELY MEET FORECAST DEMAND OR
CAPACITY NEEDS, THE CONSTRUCTION OF WHICH COULD CAUSE A SIGNIFICANT
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECT.

ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
This analysis provides information on the adequacy of existing water facilities to serve forecasted
regional growth and land use change and proposed transportation network improvements. “Water
facilities” are defined to include conveyance (of raw water), storage, treatment, and distribution
facilities. Major water conveyance systems serving the region include the California Aqueduct and
Colorado River Aqueduct, and the system includes other conveyance pipelines and associated
infrastructure. System regulatory storage improves aqueduct system operations by providing storage
reservoirs located at strategic points throughout the system that buffer the constant adjustments and
enhance the ability to manage daily aqueduct operations. System regulatory storage allows for a
constant delivery to the member agencies when pumps are stopped or started, and prevents spilling of
water if a member agency suddenly rejects flow due to changes within the member agency system
(SDCWA 2013a).
SDCWA’s in-region storage includes the Olivenhain Reservoir, the San Vicente Reservoir, and Lake
Hodges. In addition, SDCWA has contracted for out-of-region groundwater storage. Water treatment for
almost all retail water service is provided by a member agency WTP, Twin Oaks Valley WTP, or by
MWD’s Skinner WTP. This regional treated-water capacity provides flexible and robust local water
treatment options and supports member agencies’ constructed facilities. Water demands associated
with the proposed Plan regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
are discussed and then compared to the existing capacity of water facilities.
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The types of potential short-term and long-term physical impacts of constructing and operating such
facilities are described. No project-specific analysis of constructing or expanding any facilities is
provided.

IMPACT ANALYSIS
2020
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As noted above, in 2010 the water demand was 566,443 AF and the forecast demand for 2020 is
675,089 AF, an increase of 108,646 AF. New facilities and expansion of existing water facilities will be
needed to serve 2020 growth, and to serve alternative water supply projects, if required, but details on
the size, location, and characteristics of those facilities are not known and would be addressed in project
specific documents. The near-term projects recommended by the 2013 Master Plan Update for further
evaluation are described above in WS-1. Near-term projects specific to the 2020 planning horizon are
noted below. The potentially significant construction-related environmental impacts of these facilities,
and potential mitigation measures, are summarized in Table 4.16-5. This table specifically addresses the
impacts for future water supply projects and alternative water supply projects.
5

Table 4.16-5
Potential Environmental Impacts Associated with Water Supply Projects
Environmental Issue Area
Aesthetic and Visual
Resources

Potential Impact
Construction activities may alter
scenic views. Addition of new visual
features may block views and cause
additional sources of light and glare.

Air Quality

The following may occur: temporary
construction air quality impacts;
emission of toxic air contaminants;
and conflict with local Air Quality
Management Plan.
Construction and operation activities
may impact terrestrial and aquatic
biological resources.

Biological Resources

5

Possible Mitigation
Protect public views of scenic vistas during
all project stages. Design projects to reduce
impacts to scenic resources within scenic
highways. Design projects to reduce light
and glare with project-specific design
features.
Comply with all applicable federal, state,
and local air quality guidelines.

Compliance with all federal, state, and local
laws and guidelines to ensure protection of
biological resources in all stages of the
project.

For additional detail, see SDCWA (2013a, 2013c)
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Environmental Issue Area
Cultural and Paleontological
Resources

Potential Impact
Construction and operation activities
may potentially disturb undiscovered
archaeological and paleontological
resources.

Possible Mitigation
Conduct pre-construction surveys, records
searches, studies, and Native American
consultations. Identify the potential for
unique paleontological resources or unique
geologic features.
Develop project-level measures to avoid or
reduce impacts to cultural resources,
paleontological resources, and unique
geologic features.
Protect historic resources during
construction.

Geology, Soils, and Mineral
Resources

Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Emissions
Hazards and Hazardous
Materials

The following may occur: seismicrelated hazards including
earthquakes; and geologic-related
hazards including landslides and
liquefaction, soil and topsoil erosion,
and water and wind erosion.
Project may increase the emission of
GHGs.
Project may create hazards due to
the storage, transportation, and/or
handling of hazardous materials,
thereby increasing the risk of
exposure to hazards and hazardous
materials.

Project-specific geotechnical studies would
be prepared. Compliance with the
recommendations in site-specific studies
would be a condition of the site
development permit for specific projects.
Compliance with all state and local
regulations to reduce GHG emissions.
All hazardous materials would be handled,
stored, transported, and disposed of in
accordance with all applicable federal,
state, and local regulations.
Measures would be implemented to ensure
emergency response services are adequate
and can meet service levels.
Bank stabilization and other wildland fire
risk reduction measures would be
implemented.

Hydrology and Water
Quality

Stormwater runoff and flooding may
occur.
Some projects may result in
increased surface water diversions.

Noise
Public Services and Utilities

Traffic

Construction and operation may
cause impacts to nearby sensitive
receptors.
Increased solid waste production
may occur.

Short-term project construction
could potentially impact traffic.
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and detailed erosion control measures
tailored to the specific project site.
Measures to manage stormwater runoff
and erosion including directing runoff to
permitted system with capacity.
Compliance with noise standards in the
specific project jurisdiction, and
preparation of a Noise Study.
Compliance with all applicable regulations
and Assembly Bill 939. Reduce water use
for construction and operations. Implement
green building measures. Reduce
construction waste through reuse or
recycling of materials.
A Traffic Control Plan for specific projects to
ensure safety in construction zones.
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WTP utilization is measured as the annual average flow through each plant as a fraction of the total
plant maximum capacity, indicating where additional treatment capacity may be needed or where a
plant is underutilized, or where a load might be shifted (SDCWA 2013a). As discussed in the SDCWA
2013 Master Plan Update, most of the region’s plants are operating with an average use of slightly
greater than half of their capacity. Under either Master Plan Update planning scenario, the Badger,
Alvarado, and Perdue WTPs all operate at approximately half of their capacity. Twin Oaks Valley,
Olivenhain, Levy, Miramar, and Otay WTPs all continue to operate at just above half of their capacity,
and Weese and Escondido WTPs operate at between 70 and 80 percent of their capacity depending on
the planning scenario, indicating that sufficient capacity is available to serve forecasted growth through
2020 (SDCWA 2013a).
Conveyance utilization is measured as the number of days during the peak season (June through
November) in which 95 percent or more of the conveyance capacity of a particular reach of the
aqueduct system is used. Delivery or conveyance reliability is a measurement of the frequency and
magnitude of regional supply shortages that may occur as a result of insufficient supply, extreme dryweather demands, or constraints in the aqueduct system. As described above, under normal and wet
weather patterns, there is a very low occurrence of supply-demand gaps through 2035. During multiple
dry-year weather patterns, when imported supplies are assumed to be restricted to MWD preferential
rights, supply-demand gaps will likely occur. As discussed in the above analysis, even under planning
scenarios that place a higher reliance on the SDCWA aqueduct system to meet regional demands,
supply-demand gaps are not likely to occur by 2020.
System storage is used to mitigate peak demands on SDCWA’s aqueduct system. Efficient use of system
storage prevents peak flow delivery constraints, optimizes system operations, and ensures timely
implementation of system improvements. The use of existing SDCWA-owned storage to provide a
seasonal storage pool is required to alleviate peak untreated delivery conveyance constraints. On
average, seasonal storage use will vary between 40 and 50 thousand acre feet (TAF). While an increase
in regional storage (through development of new storage or coordinated operation of existing storage
facilities) would further alleviate multi-year dry-weather impacts, additional imported water conveyance
capacity would be required to fully optimize reservoir filling and drawdown needs (SDCWA 2013a).
Additionally, completion of the remaining CIP projects in SDCWA’s fiscal year 2015 budget will ensure
operational reliability. Delivery reliability is predicated on continued functionality of all components of
the existing aqueduct system through 2020 (SDCWA 2013a).
According to the 2013 Master Plan Update, implementation of near-term projects (out to 2025), also
described above, would result in significant reductions in weaknesses related to conveyance constraints
and supply shortages, and the use of existing storage to meet delivery requirements would further
alleviate these constraints. While the elimination of all system weaknesses is not possible, as water
delivery can be affected by uncontrollable events, monitoring metrics and performance thresholds
would help ensure the latest trends and demographics are considered (SDCWA 2013a). Implementation
of the near-term projects would reduce SDCWA’s potential conveyance constraints and supply
shortages. The near-term projects with an anticipated implementation timeframe of 2015-2020 include
(SDCWA 2013a):
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•

North County ESP Pump Station (Existing Project): This project consists of a new 30 cfs pump
station to deliver treated water to the northern reaches of the SDCWA service area when
supplies from MWD are interrupted. Project location and pumping capacity are dependent on
implementation of the Pipeline 3/Pipeline 4 Conversion project.

•

Mission Trails Projects (Existing Project): This project will alleviate the existing untreated water
conveyance constraint south of Lake Murray. The project provides regulatory storage for
improved aqueduct operations and increases untreated water conveyance capacity for
deliveries to south county WTPs. The project includes a new storage facility sized up to 12 MG,
flow control valve structure, and connections to the completed Mission Trails Tunnel project. An
alternative to this project would be constructing a new interconnection or placing the existing
Flow Balancing Structure back in service, both which would only address the conveyance
constraint south of Lake Murray.

•

System Isolation Valves (New Project): This project allows for more efficient isolation of
segments of the aqueduct system to perform required inspections, maintenance, and repair
work and isolates segments of the aqueduct system during low flow periods to address potential
water quality concerns. High-risk areas generally include river and stream crossings, lake
crossings, and other areas where damage may result from a seismic or flood event.

•

Facility Planning Studies (New Project): This project includes new planning-level studies that
would evaluate infrastructure requirements related to the assessment of water quality concerns
and nitrification in the treated water system, system vulnerabilities at river and stream crossings
resulting from flood and seismic events, and the evaluation of new in-line hydroelectric
generation opportunities.

Construction of new or expanded water facilities would result in short-term construction-related
impacts. Construction-related impacts are typically controllable and can be mitigated below a level of
significance through actions of the implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations
and BMPs. Additionally, operation of new facilities may lead to long-term environmental impacts related
to air quality, noise, traffic, and more. Because details about the timing, location, and project-specific
information for new water facilities are not known, there is no assurance the impacts from the
construction or operation of new or expanded water facilities will always be less than significant.
Therefore, this impact is significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements and programs are developed to accommodate the projected
growth and increases in population, housing, and employment, as discussed above. New treatment and
storage facilities would not be required to provide water for irrigated landscaping on proposed Plan
transportation projects, because the water demands of these projects are relatively minor.
In some locations, new distribution pipelines would be needed to extend recycled water service to new
projects where such service is not available, and their construction and operation would cause the types
of environmental impacts listed in Table 4.16-5. Therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan
transportation network improvements and programs would result in a significant impact related to
construction of new distribution facilities in 2020.
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2020 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs would result in construction of new or expanded water facilities. Impacts of constructing some
of these facilities would be significant. Therefore, this impact (WS-2) in the year 2020 is significant.

2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As noted above, the forecasted water demand in 2020 is 675,089 AF and the forecast demand for 2035
is 785,685 AF, an increase of 110,596 AF. As stated in the 2020 analysis, construction of new or
expanded water facilities to serve the growth would result in short-term construction-related impacts.
Construction-related impacts are typically controllable and can be mitigated below a level of significance
through actions of the implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs.
Operation of new facilities may lead to long-term environmental impacts related to air quality, noise,
traffic, and more. Because details about the timing, location, and project-specific information for new
water facilities are not known, there is no assurance the impacts from the construction of new or
expanded water facilities will always be less than significant. Therefore, this impact is significant.
As discussed in the SDCWA 2013 Master Plan Update, most of the region’s WTP plants are operating
with an average use of slightly greater than half of their capacity. Under either Master Plan Update
planning scenario, the Badger, Alvarado, and Perdue WTPs all operate at approximately half of their
capacity. Twin Oaks Valley, Olivenhain, Levy, Miramar, and Otay WTPs all continue to operate at just
above half of their capacity, and Weese and Escondido WTPs operate at between 70 and 80 percent of
their capacity depending on the planning scenario, indicating that sufficient capacity is available to serve
forecasted growth through 2035 (SDCWA 2013a).
Conveyance utilization is measured as the number of days during the peak season (June through
November) in which 95 percent or more of the conveyance capacity of a particular reach of the
aqueduct system is used. Delivery or conveyance reliability is a measurement of the frequency and
magnitude of regional supply shortages that may occur as a result of insufficient supply, extreme dryweather demands, or constraints in the aqueduct system. As described above, under normal and wet
weather patterns, there is a very low occurrence of supply-demand gaps through 2035. During multiple
dry-year weather patterns, when imported supplies are assumed to be restricted to MWD preferential
rights, supply-demand gaps will likely occur. As discussed in the above analysis, under planning scenarios
that place a higher reliance on the SDCWA aqueduct system to meet regional demands, supply-demand
gaps are more likely to occur beginning in 2025. Under these scenarios, additional supply development
would be needed before the end of the 2035 planning horizon.
System storage is used to mitigate peak demands on SDCWA’s aqueduct system. Efficient use of system
storage prevents peak flow delivery constraints, optimizes system operations, and ensures timely
implementation of system improvements. The use of existing SDCWA-owned storage to provide a
seasonal storage pool is required to alleviate peak untreated delivery conveyance constraints. On
average, seasonal storage use will vary between 40 and 50 thousand acre feet (TAF). While an increase
in regional storage (through development of new storage or coordinated operation of existing storage
facilities) would further alleviate multi-year dry-weather impacts, additional imported water conveyance
capacity would be required to fully optimize reservoir filling and drawdown needs through 2035
(SDCWA 2013a).
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Additionally, completion of the remaining CIP projects in SDCWA’s fiscal year 2015 budget will ensure
operational reliability. Delivery reliability is predicated on continued functionality of all components of
the existing aqueduct system through the 2035 planning period and beyond (SDCWA 2013a).
According to the 2013 Master Plan Update, implementation of near-term projects (out to 2025) would
result in significant reductions in weaknesses related to conveyance constraints and supply shortages,
and the use of existing storage to meet delivery requirements would further alleviate these constraints.
While the elimination of all system weaknesses is not possible, as water delivery can be affected by
uncontrollable events, monitoring metrics and performance thresholds would help ensure the latest
trends and demographics are considered (SDCWA 2013a). Implementation of the near-term projects
would reduce SDCWA’s potential conveyance constraints and supply shortages. The near-term projects
with an anticipated implementation timeframe between 2020 and 2035 include (SDCWA 2013a):
•

Pipeline 3/Pipeline 4 Conversion (New Project): This project will alleviate the potential untreated
water conveyance constraint at the MWD Delivery Point. The project will increase untreated
water conveyance capacity in the Second Aqueduct north of Twin Oaks Valley by converting an
existing segment of Pipeline 4 to untreated water service and converting an existing parallel
segment of Pipeline 3 to treated water service. Total untreated water delivery capacity would
increase by 190 cfs. Coordination with MWD is required to determine new infrastructure
requirements outside SDCWA service area that will facilitate the conversion of Pipelines 3 and 4.

•

ESP San Vicente 3rd Pump and Power Supply (Existing Project): This project provides station
upgrades and a new power supply to allow operation of the existing pump station at full design
capacity. The project is needed to fully utilize an expanded San Vicente Reservoir for emergency
storage operation and provide operational flexibility to deliver additional supply from the
reservoir to meet peak seasonal demands. New power supply options include a new 12 kV
overhead circuit or on-site power generation using diesel- or natural gas-powered generator
sets.

•

System Storage (Existing Project): This project provides new regulatory storage to manage daily
flow changes and unanticipated flow interruptions. The project includes two possible locations:
at the Twin Oaks Diversion Structure (sized 10 to 20 million gallons) and at the First
Aqueduct/Valley Center Pipeline connection (sized 2 to 3 million gallons).

Long-term project recommendations in the 2013 Master Plan Update include improvements that are to
be considered for implementation beyond the 2025 timeframe. The long-term recommendations are
described in Impact WS-1. The potentially significant construction-related environmental impacts of the
near-term and long-term facilities, and potential mitigation measures, are summarized in Table 4.16-5.
This table specifically addresses the impacts for future water supply projects and alternative water
supply projects.
Because details about the timing, location, and project-specific information are not known, there is no
assurance the impacts from the construction or operation of new or expanded water facilities will
always be less than significant. Therefore, this impact is significant

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
Transportation network improvements and programs are developed to accommodate the projected
growth and increases in population, housing, and employment, as discussed above in the 2020 analysis.
New treatment and storage facilities would not be required to provide water for irrigated landscaping
on proposed Plan transportation projects, because the water demands of these projects are relatively
minor.
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In some locations, new distribution pipelines would be needed to extend recycled water service to new
projects where such service is not available, and their construction and operation would cause the types
of environmental impacts listed in Table 4.16-5. Therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan
transportation network improvements and programs would result in a significant impact related to
construction of new water distribution facilities in 2020.

2035 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs would result in construction of new or expanded water facilities. Impacts of constructing some
of these facilities would be significant. Therefore, this impact (WS-2) in the year 2035 is significant.

2050

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
As noted above, the forecasted normal year water demand in 2035 is 785,685 AF and the estimated
normal year demand for 2050 is 817,821 AF, an increase of 32,136 AF. As stated in the 2020 and 2035
analysis, construction of new or expanded water facilities would result in short-term constructionrelated impacts. Construction-related impacts are typically controllable and can be mitigated below a
level of significance through actions of the implementing agency, including adherence to existing
regulations and best management practices, and, as stated in WS-1, no shortages are anticipated within
the SDCWA’s service area in a normal water year and single dry water year through 2035 (SDCWA 2010),
but some uncertainty exists for long-term water supplies and facilities in the region. As described in the
project description, by 2050 population, housing, and employment would continue to increase over
2012 conditions. Regional population, housing, and employment densities for 2050 are shown in Figures
2.0-8 through 2.0-10, and described further in Chapter 2 of this document. Operation of new facilities
may lead to long-term environmental impacts related to air quality, noise, traffic, and more. Because
details about the timing, location, and project-specific information for new water facilities are not
known, there is no assurance the impacts from the construction of new or expanded water facilities will
always be less than significant. Therefore, this impact is significant.

Transportation Network Improvements and Programs
By 2050, most of the transportation network improvements and programs associated with the proposed
Plan would be in place and operational. The availability of water facilities to serve the increasing
demand in 2050 is uncertain, and construction of new water facilities would cause the types of
environmental impacts listed in Table 4.16-5. In addition, in some locations, new distribution pipelines
would be needed to extend recycled water service to new projects where such service is not available,
and their construction and operation would cause the types of environmental impacts listed in Table
4.16-5. Therefore, implementation of the proposed Plan transportation network improvements and
programs would result in a significant impact related to construction of new water distribution facilities
in 2020. Therefore, this is a significant impact.

2050 Conclusion
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements and
programs would result in construction of new or expanded water facilities. Impacts of constructing some
of these facilities would be significant. Therefore, this impact (WS-2) in the year 2050 is significant.
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MITIGATION MEASURES
WS-2

Impacts of New or Expanded Water Facilities

2020, 2035, and 2050
WS-2A Mitigation Measures for New or Expanded Water Facilities. SDCWA, the County of San Diego,
cities, and other local jurisdictions will be responsible for the construction of new water facilities, or the
expansion of existing facilities, to adequately meet forecasted capacity needs. Mitigation measures
should be implemented by water management agencies directly responsible for the construction of new
or expanded water facilities. During the planning, design, and project-level CEQA review process for
individual water facilities, these agencies can and should adopt measures to avoid or reduce significant
environmental impacts associated with the construction or operation of such facilities. Such measures
should include those necessary to avoid or reduce significant impacts including, but not limited to, air
quality, noise, traffic, biological resources, cultural resources, greenhouse gas emissions, hydrology, and
water quality. Many of these measures are described at a program level of detail in the SDCWA Water
Supply Master Plan Update EIR (SDCWA 2013c).
Mitigation Measures WS-1A, 1B, and 1C would also reduce this impact by reducing water demands,
thereby reducing the need for new water facilities.

SIGNIFICANCE AFTER MITIGATION
2020, 2035, and 2050
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts associated with the
construction or expansion of water facilities in 2020, 2035, and 2050. Mitigation measures WSA-1A, 1-B,
and 1-C, and WS-2A, would reduce the impacts of project-specific construction or expansion of water
facilities through reducing water demands, and through project-level planning, design, and CEQA
mitigation measures. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be
mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, this impact (WS-2) would remain significant and
unavoidable.
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4.17 Summary of Impacts in 2025 and 2030
The environmental impact analysis of the proposed Plan included in Sections 4.1 through 4.16 is provided for three timeframes: 2020, 2035 and
2050. The analysis of Plan alternatives included in Chapter 6.0 is provided for 2020, 2035 and 2050, as well as 2025 and 2030. Table 4.17-1 below
summarizes the Plan’s impacts for 2025 and 2030 to facilitate comparison with the alternatives. Impacts for 2020 and 2035 also are summarized
for context.
Table 4.17-1
Summary of Proposed Plan Impacts in 2020, 2025, 2030 and 2035
Resource Area
2020
4.1 Aesthetics and Visual Resources
AES-1 Have a substantial
In 2020, impacts AES-1,
adverse effect on a scenic AES-2, and AES-3 are
vista.
significant. Following
implementation of
AES-2 Substantially damage mitigation measures AES1A, AES-2A, AES-3A and
scenic resources within a
AES-2B, impacts would
State scenic highway.
remain significant and
AES-3 Substantially degrade unavoidable.
the character of an area.
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2025

2030

2035

In 2025, impacts AES-1, AES2, and AES-3 are significant
since additional regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures AES-1A,
AES-2A, AES-3A and AES-2B,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impacts AES-1, AES2, and AES-3 are significant
since additional regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures AES-1A,
AES-2A, AES-3A and AES-2B,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2035, impacts AES-1, AES2, and AES-3 are significant
since additional regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures AES-1A,
AES-2A, AES-3A and AES-2B,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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Resource Area
2020
4.2 Agricultural and Forestry Resources
AG-1 Convert agricultural
In 2020, impact AG-1 is
lands to nonagricultural use. significant with conversion
of 10,954 acres of
agricultural lands including
1,995 acres of FMMPdesignated lands. With
implementation of
mitigation measures AG1A and AG-1B, impacts
would remain significant
and unavoidable.

2025

2030

In 2025, impact AG-1 is
significant with conversion of
about 14,546 acres of
agricultural lands to
nonagricultural use, including
2,775 acres of FMMPdesignated lands. With
implementation of mitigation
measures AG-1A and AG-1B
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact AG-1 is
significant with conversion of
about 18,139 acres of
agricultural lands to
nonagricultural use, including
3,556 acres of FMMPdesignated lands. With
implementation of mitigation
measures AG-1A and AG-1B,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2035

In 2035, impact AG-1 is
significant with conversion
of 21,731 acres of
agricultural lands to
nonagricultural use,
including 4,336 acres of
FMMP-designated lands.
With implementation of
mitigation measures AG-1A
and AG-1B, impacts would
remain significant and
unavoidable.
AG-2 Conflict with existing In 2020, impact AG-2 is
In 2025, impact AG-2 is
In 2030, impact AG-2 is
In 2035, impact AG-2 is
zoning for agricultural use significant with conflict
significant with conflict with significant with conflict with significant with conflict with
or a Williamson Act
with 40,647 acres of lands about 57,934 acres of lands about 75,222 acres of lands 92,509 acres of lands zoned
contract.
zoned for agricultural use, zoned for agricultural use,
zoned for agricultural use,
for agricultural use, and
and 6,310 acres of land
and about 10,685 acres of
and about 15,061 acres of
19,436 acres of land with
with Williamson Act
land with Williamson Act
land with Williamson Act
Williamson Act contracts.
contracts. Following
contracts. Following
contracts. Following
Following implementation of
implementation of
implementation of mitigation implementation of mitigation mitigation measures AG-1A
mitigation measures AG- measures AG-1A and AG-1B measures AG-1A and AG-1B, and AG-1B, impacts would
1A, and AG-1B, impacts
impacts would remain
impacts would remain
remain significant and
would remain significant significant and unavoidable. significant and unavoidable. unavoidable.
and unavoidable.
FR-1 Convert or result in the In 2020, impact FR-1 is
In 2025, impact FR-1 is
In 2030, impact FR-1 is
In 2035, impact FR-1 is
loss of “Forest Land”
significant with loss of
significant with loss of about significant with loss of about significant with loss of
10,675 acres of forest
15,620 acres of forest land.
20,564 acres of forest land.
25,509 acres of forest land.
land. With implementation Following implementation of Following implementation of Following implementation of
mitigation measure FR-1A,
mitigation measure FR-1A,
of mitigation measure FR- mitigation measure FR-1A
impacts would remain
impacts would remain
1A, impacts would remain impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable. significant and unavoidable. significant and unavoidable.
significant and
unavoidable.
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Resource Area
4.3 Air Quality
AQ-1 Conflict with or
obstruct implementation of
applicable Air Quality
Attainment Plans.

2020

2025

2030

2035

In 2020, impact AQ-1 is
less than significant since
regional growth and land
use change would be
consistent with the
applicable rules,
regulations, and programs
adopted as part of the
plans by the SDAPCD and
ARB. Implementation of
the transportation
network improvements
and programs would also
be consistent with the
applicable air quality plans
because the emissions are
less than the conformity
budget emissions within
the federal CO
maintenance plan, the
federal maintenance plan
for Ozone. Transportation
network improvements
and programs are
consistent with the TCMs
contained within the SIP.

In 2025, impact AQ-1 is less
than significant since regional
growth and land use change
would be consistent with the
applicable rules, regulations,
and programs adopted as
part of the plans by the
SDAPCD and ARB.
Implementation of the
transportation network
improvements and programs
would also be consistent with
the applicable air quality
plans because the emissions
are less than the conformity
budget emissions within the
federal CO maintenance plan,
the federal maintenance plan
for Ozone. Transportation
network improvements and
programs are consistent with
the TCMs contained within
the SIP.

In 2030, impact AQ-1 is less
than significant since regional
growth and land use change
would be consistent with the
applicable rules, regulations,
and programs adopted as
part of the plans by the
SDAPCD and ARB.
Implementation of the
transportation network
improvements and programs
would also be consistent with
the applicable air quality
plans because the emissions
are less than the conformity
budget emissions within the
federal CO maintenance plan,
the federal maintenance plan
for Ozone. Transportation
network improvements and
programs are consistent with
the TCMs contained within
the SIP.

In 2035, impact AQ-1 is
significant since regional
growth and land use change
would be consistent with the
applicable rules, regulations,
and programs adopted as
part of the plans by the
SDAPCD and ARB.
Implementation of the
transportation network
improvements and programs
would also be consistent
with the applicable air
quality plans because the
emissions are less than the
conformity budget emissions
within the federal CO
maintenance plan, the
federal maintenance plan for
Ozone. Transportation
network improvements and
programs are consistent with
the TCMs contained within
the SIP.
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Resource Area
AQ-2 Violate any air quality
standard or contribute
substantially to an existing
or projected air quality
violation.

2020
In 2020, impact AQ-2 is
significant since
implementation of the
proposed Plan would
substantially contribute to
violations of the 24-hour
and annual CAAQS for
PM10 because mass PM10
emissions would increase
by 0.74 tons/day from
2012 to 2020, and due to
local concentrations of 24hour PM10 and annual
PM10 in 2020. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures GHG4A through GHG-4H, AQ2A, AQ-4A through AQ-4C,
and EN-3B, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

AQ-3 Result in a
cumulatively considerable
net increase of emissions of
any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is
in nonattainment under
applicable NAAQS or
CAAQS.

In 2020, impact AQ-3 is
significant since
implementation of the
proposed Plan would
result in a cumulatively
considerable increase in
PM10 emissions (0.74
tons/day or 41 percent of
the cumulative increase),
for which the region is in
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2025
In 2020, impact AQ-2 is
significant since
implementation of the
proposed Plan would
substantially contribute to
violations of the 24-hour and
annual CAAQS for PM10
because mass PM10 emissions
would increase by about 1
tons/day from 2012 to 2025,
and due to local
concentrations of 24-hour
PM10 and annual PM10 in
2025. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A
through AQ-4C, and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2030
In 2020, impact AQ-2 is
significant since
implementation of the
proposed Plan would
substantially contribute to
violations of the 24-hour and
annual CAAQS for PM10
because mass PM10 emissions
would increase by about 1.3
tons/day from 2012 to 2030,
and due to local
concentrations of 24-hour
PM10 and annual PM10 in
2030. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A
through AQ-4C, and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2035
In 2020, impact AQ-2 is
significant since
implementation of the
proposed Plan would
substantially contribute to
violations of the 24-hour and
annual CAAQS for PM10 and
annual PM2.5 because mass
PM10 emissions would
increase by about 2 tons/day
and mass PM2.5 emissions
would increase by 0.2
tons/day from 2012 to 2035,
and due to local
concentrations of 24-hour
PM10 and annual PM10 and
annual PM2.5 in 2035.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures GHG-4A
through GHG-4H, AQ-2A,
AQ-4A through AQ-4C, and
EN-3B, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.
In 2025, impact AQ-3 is
In 2030, impact AQ-3 is
In 2035, impact AQ-3 is
significant since
significant since
significant since
implementation of the
implementation of the
implementation of the
proposed Plan would result in proposed Plan would result in proposed Plan would result
a cumulatively considerable a cumulatively considerable in a cumulatively
increase in PM10 emissions (1 increase in PM10 emissions
considerable increase in
tons/day, 39 percent of the
(1.3 tons/day, 38 percent of PM10 (2 tons/day, 36 percent
cumulative increase), for
the cumulative increase), for of the cumulative increase)
and PM2.5 (0.2 tons/day, 20
which the region is in
which the region is in
nonattainment for the 24nonattainment for the 24percent of the cumulative
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Resource Area

2020
nonattainment for the 24hour CAAQS. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures GHG4A through GHG-4H, AQ2A, AQ-4A through AQ-4C,
and EN-3B, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

2025
hour CAAQS. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A
through AQ-4C, and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2030
hour CAAQS. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A
through AQ-4C, and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

AQ-4 Expose sensitive
receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations.

In 2020, impact AQ-4 is
significant because the
proposed Plan would
expose sensitive receptors
to substantial
concentrations of TAC
emissions. About 3,500
people, 870 housing units,
and 1 school would be
exposed to increased
cancer risk above 10 in one
million. About 113,000
people, 41,000 housing
units, and 59 schools
would be exposed to total
cancer risks above 100 in
one million. With
mitigation measures GHG4A through GHG-4H, AQ2A, AQ-4A through AQ-4C,
and EN-3B, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2025, impact AQ-4 is
significant because the
proposed Plan would expose
sensitive receptors to
substantial concentrations of
TAC emissions. About 39,000
people, 12,500 housing units,
and 19 schools would be
exposed to increased cancer
risk above 10 in one million.
About 125,000 people,
45,000 housing units, and 64
schools would be exposed to
total cancer risks above 100
in one million. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A
through AQ-4C, and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact AQ-4 is
significant because the
proposed Plan would expose
sensitive receptors to
substantial concentrations of
TAC emissions. About 74,000
people, 24,000 housing units,
and 38 schools would be
exposed to increased cancer
risk above 10 in one million.
About 136,000 people,
48,000 housing units, and 69
schools would be exposed to
total cancer risks above 100
in one million. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A
through AQ-4C, and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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2035
increase) emissions, for
which the region is in
nonattainment for the 24hour CAAQS and annual
CAAQS, respectively. With
mitigation measures GHG-4A
through GHG-4H, AQ-2A,
AQ-4A through AQ-4C, and
EN-3B, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.
In 2035, impact AQ-4 is
significant because the
proposed Plan would expose
sensitive receptors to
substantial concentrations of
TAC emissions. About
110,000 people, 36,000
housing units, and 56
schools would be exposed to
increased cancer risk above
10 in one million. About
148,000 people, 52,000
housing units, and 74
schools would be exposed to
total cancer risks above 100
in one million. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures GHG-4A
through GHG-4H, AQ-2A,
AQ-4A through AQ-4C, and
EN-3B, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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AQ-5 Expose a substantial
number of people to
objectionable odors.

4.4 Biological Resources
BIO-1 Have a substantial
adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other
sensitive natural
community; or have a
substantial adverse effect
on wetlands.

2020
In 2020, impact AQ-5 is
less than significant
because regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and
programs would comply
with existing regulations.

In 2020, impact BIO-1 is
significant with 25,967
acres of impacts to
sensitive vegetation
communities. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures BIO1A through BIO-1D, impact
would remain significant
and unavoidable
BIO-2 Have a substantial
In 2020, impact BIO-2 is
adverse effect, either
significant with direct and
directly or indirectly, on any indirect impacts to
species identified as a
sensitive plant and wildlife
candidate, sensitive, or
species, including 121
special status species or
acres of impacts to critical
species that meet the
habitat. Following
criteria for endangered,
implementation of
rare, or threatened.
mitigation measures BIO2A through BIO-2C and
BIO-1A through BIO-1D,
impact would remain
significant and
unavoidable.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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2025
In 2025, impact AQ-5 is less
than significant because
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would comply with
existing odor regulations.

2030
In 2030, impact AQ-5 is less
than significant because
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would comply with
existing odor regulations.

2035
In 2035, impact AQ-5 is less
than significant because
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would comply with
existing odor regulations

In 2025, impact BIO-1 is
significant with 38,566 acres
of impacts to sensitive
vegetation communities.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures BIO-1A
through BIO-1D, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2030, impact BIO-1 is
significant with 51,164 acres
of impacts to sensitive
vegetation communities.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures BIO-1A
through BIO-1D, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2035, impact BIO-1 is
significant with 63,763 acres
of impacts to sensitive
vegetation communities.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures BIO-1A
through BIO-1D, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2025, impact BIO-2 is
significant with direct and
indirect impacts to sensitive
plant and wildlife species,
including 190 acres of impacts
to critical habitat.. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures BIO-2A through
BIO-2C and BIO-1A through
BIO-1D, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact BIO-2 is
significant with direct and
indirect impacts to sensitive
plant and wildlife species,
including 260 acres of impacts
to critical habitat. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures BIO-2A through
BIO-2C and BIO-1A through
BIO-1D, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2035, impact BIO-2 is
significant with direct and
indirect impacts to sensitive
plant and wildlife species,
including 329 acres of
impacts to critical habitat.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures BIO-2A
through BIO-2C and BIO-1A
through BIO-1D, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.
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Resource Area
BIO-3 Interfere substantially
with the movement of any
native resident or migratory
fish or wildlife species or
with established native
resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede
the use of native wildlife
nursery sites.

2020
In 2020, impact BIO-3 is
significant. Following
implementation of
mitigation measure BIOBIO-3A, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable

2025
In 2025, impact BIO-3 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure BIO-BIO3A, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2030
In 2030, impact BIO-3 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure BIO-BIO3A, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2035
In 2035, impact BIO-3 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure BIO-BIO3A, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

BIO-4 Conflict with the
provisions of an adopted
HCP; NCCP; or other
conservation plan, or with
any local policies or
ordinances protecting
biological resources.

In 2020, impact BIO-4 is
less than significant.
Encroachment into
hardline preserve areas
would require biologically
equivalent or superior
compensation of habitat
or project redesign.

In 2025, impact BIO-4 is less
than significant.
Encroachment into hardline
preserve areas would require
biologically equivalent or
superior compensation of
habitat or project redesign.

In 2030, impact BIO-4 is less
than significant.
Encroachment into hardline
preserve areas would require
biologically equivalent or
superior compensation of
habitat or project redesign.

In 2035, impact BIO-4 is less
than significant.
Encroachment into hardline
preserve areas would
require biologically
equivalent or superior
compensation of habitat or
project redesign.
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2020
4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
CULT-1 Cause a substantial In 2020, impact CULT-1 is
adverse change in the
significant. Following
significance of a historical
implementation of
resource or unique
mitigation measures CULTarchaeological resource.
1A and CULT-1B, impact
would remain significant
and unavoidable

CULT-2 Disturb any human
remains, including those
interred outside of formal
cemeteries, in violation of
existing laws and
regulations protecting
human remains.

In 2020, impact CULT-2 is
less than significant
because land use and
transportation projects
would comply with
existing laws and
regulations regarding
human remains.
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2025

2030

2035

In 2025, impact CULT-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures CULT-1A
and CULT-1B, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2030, impact CULT-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures CULT-1A
and CULT-1B, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2035, impact CULT-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures CULT1A and CULT-1B, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable

In 2025, impact CULT-2 is less
than significant because land
use and transportation
projects would comply with
existing laws and regulations
regarding human remains.

In 2030, impact CULT-2 is less
than significant because land
use and transportation
projects would comply with
existing laws and regulations
regarding human remains.

In 2035, impact CULT-2 is
less than significant because
land use and transportation
projects would comply with
existing laws and regulations
regarding human remains.
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PALEO-1 Directly or
indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or
site or unique geologic
feature.

4.6 Energy
EN-1 Result in an increase in
overall per capita energy
consumption relative to
baseline conditions, or
otherwise use energy in an
inefficient, wasteful, or
unnecessary manner.
EN-2 Result in an increased
reliance on fossil fuels and
decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources.

2020
In 2020, impact PALEO-1 is
significant. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures
PALEO-1A and PALEO-1B,
impact would remain
significant and
unavoidable.

2025
In 2025, impact PALEO-1 is
significant in since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures PALEO1A and PALEO-1B, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

2030
In 2030, impact PALEO-1 is
significant in since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures PALEO1A and PALEO-1B, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

2035
In 2035, impact PALEO-1 is
significant in since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures PALEO1A and PALEO-1B, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2020, impact EN-1 is less
than significant because
per capita energy
consumption would
decrease by 1415 percent
relative to 2012.

In 2025, impact EN-1 is less
than significant because per
capita energy consumption
would decrease by 2021
percent relative to 2012.

In 2030, impact EN-1 is less
than significant because per
capita energy consumption
would decrease by 2527
percent relative to 2012.

In 2035, impact EN-1 is less
than significant because per
capita energy consumption
would decrease by 3133
percent relative to 2012.

In 2020, impact EN-2 is less
than significant because
total energy use would
decrease by 7 percent,
fossil fuel energy
consumption would
decrease, and renewable
energy consumption
would increase.

In 2025, impact EN-2 is less
than significant because total
energy use would decrease by
1011 percent, fossil fuel
energy consumption would
decrease, and renewable
energy consumption would
increase.

In 2030, impact EN-2 is less
than significant because total
energy use would decrease by
1314 percent, fossil fuel
energy consumption would
decrease, and renewable
energy consumption would
increase.

In 2035, impact EN-2 is less
than significant because
total energy use would
decrease by 1618 percent,
fossil fuel energy
consumption would
decrease, and renewable
energy consumption would
increase.
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EN-3 Require or result in the
construction of new energy
facilities or the expansion of
such facilities to adequately
meet projected demands,
the construction of which
could cause a significant
environmental effect.

2020
In 2020, impact EN-3 is
significant since regional
growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements
and programs would result
in the construction of new
of the expansion of
facilities to adequately
meet projected demands.
Following implementation
of mitigation measures EN3A and EN-3B, impact
would remain significant
and unavoidable.
4.7 Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources
GEO-1 Expose people or
In 2020, impacts GEO-1,
structures to potential
GEO-2, GEO-3 and GEO-4
substantial adverse effects, are less than significant
including the risk of loss,
because since additional
injury, or death involving
regional growth and land
earthquake fault rupture,
use change and
strong seismic ground
transportation network
shaking and related effects improvements and
including ground failure,
programs that would occur
liquefaction, and landslides. would comply with
existing laws, regulations
GEO-2 Locate projects on and programs
an expansive or unstable
geologic unit or soil,
potentially result in on- or
off-site landslide, lateral
spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction or collapse.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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2025
In 2025, impact EN-3 is
significant since regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements and programs
would result in the
construction of new of the
expansion of facilities to
adequately meet projected
demands. . Following
implementation of mitigation
measures EN-3A and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2030
In 2030, impact EN-3 is
significant since regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements and programs
would result in the
construction of new of the
expansion of facilities to
adequately meet projected
demands. . Following
implementation of mitigation
measures EN-3A and EN-3B,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2035
In 2035, impact EN-3 is
significant since regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements and programs
would result in the
construction of new of the
expansion of facilities to
adequately meet projected
demands. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures EN-3A
and EN-3B, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2025, impacts GEO-1, GEO2, GEO-3 and GEO-4 are less
than significant because since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
that would occur would
comply with existing laws,
regulations and programs.

In 2030, impacts GEO-1, GEO2, GEO-3 and GEO-4 are less
than significant because since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
that would occur would
comply with existing laws,
regulations and programs.

In 2035, impacts GEO-1,
GEO-2, GEO-3 and GEO-4 are
less than significant because
since additional regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements and programs
that would occur would
comply with existing laws,
regulations and programs.
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GEO-3 Result in substantial
soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil.

2020

GEO-4 Have soils incapable
of adequately supporting
the use of septic tanks or
alternative waste water
disposal systems, causing
adverse groundwater
impacts.
MR-1 Result in the loss of
In 2020, impact MR-1 is
availability of known
significant with impacts to
aggregate and mineral
2,000 acres of MRZ-2
resources, or result in the
lands. Following
loss of availability of a
implementation of
locally-important mineral
mitigation measure MRresource recovery site
1A, impact would remain
delineated on a local
significant and
general plan, specific plan, unavoidable.
or other land use plan.
4.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
GHG-1 Directly or indirectly In 2020, impact GHG-1 is
result in an increase in GHG less than significant since
emissions compared to
proposed Plan emissions
existing conditions (2012). (28.1 MMTCO2e tons
annually) would be less
than in 2012 (34.735.0
MMTCO2e tons annually).
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2025

2030

2035

In 2025, impact MR-1 is
significant with impacts to
2,800 acres of MRZ-2 lands.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure MR-1A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact MR-1 is
significant with impacts to
3,500 acres of MRZ-2 lands.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure MR-1A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2035, impact MR-1 is
significant with impacts to
4,300 acres of MRZ-2 lands.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure MR-1A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2025, impact GHG-1 is less
than significant since
proposed Plan emissions
(about 27.27 MMTCO2e tons
annually) would be less than
e in 2012 (34.735.0
MMTCO2e tons annually).

In 2030, impact GHG-1 is less
than significant since
proposed Plan emissions
(about 26.426.6 MMTCO2e
tons annually) would be less
than in 2012 (34.735.0
MMTCO2e tons annually).

In 2035, impact GHG-1 is less
than significant since
proposed Plan emissions
(25.5 MMTCO2e tons
annually) would be less than
in 2012 (34.735.0 MMTCO2e
tons annually).
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Resource Area
GHG-2 Conflict with AB 32,
SANDAG Climate Action
Strategy, or Local Climate
Action Plans.

GHG-3 Conflict with SB 375
GHG emission reduction
targets.

GHG-4 Be inconsistent with
the State’s ability to achieve
the Executive Order B-30-15
and S-3-05 goals of reducing
California’s GHG emissions
to 40 percent below 1990
levels by 2030 and 80
percent below 1990 levels
by 2050.

2020
In 2020, impact GHG-2 is
less than significant since
the proposed Plan would
not conflict with AB 32
because 2020 emissions of
28.128.2 MMTCO2e would
be less than an AB 32based reference point of
29 MMTCO2e. The Plan
would not conflict with the
Climate Action Strategy, or
Local Climate Action Plans.
In 2020, impact GHG-3 is
less than significant since
the 18 15 percent GHG
emissions reduction would
exceed the ARB target of a
7 percent reduction by
2020.
2020 analysis is not
provided for GHG-4 as
explained in Section 4.8.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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2025
In 2025, impact GHG-2 is less
than significant since the
proposed Plan would not
conflict with the SANDAG
Climate Action Strategy, or
Local Climate Action Plans.

2030
In 2030, impact GHG-2 is less
than significant since the
proposed Plan would not
conflict with the SANDAG
Climate Action Strategy, or
Local Climate Action Plans.

2035
In 2035, impact GHG-2 is less
than significant since the
proposed Plan would not
conflict with the SANDAG
Climate Action Strategy, or
Local Climate Action Plans.

In 2025, impact GHG-3 does
not apply since SB 375 does
not include an emissions
target for 2025.

In 2030, impact GHG-3 does
not apply since SB 375 does
not include an emissions
target for 2030.

In 2035, impact GHG-3 is less
than significant since the
2124 percent GHG emissions
reduction would exceed the
ARB target of a 13 percent
reduction by 2035.

In 2025, impact GHG-4 is
significant since GHG
emissions of 27.227.7
MMTCO2e would exceed a
reference point for 2025 of
23.2 MMTCO2e based on the
goals of EO-B-30-15 and EO-S3-05. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ4C, EN-3B, and WS-1A, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2030, impact GHG-4 is
significant since GHG
emissions of 26.426.6
MMTCO2e would exceed a
reference point for 2030 of
17.4 MMTCO2e based on the
goals of EO-B-30-15 and EO-S3-05. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A through
GHG-4H, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ4C, EN-3B, and WS-1A, impact
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2035, impact GHG-4 is
significant since GHG
emissions of 25.5 MMTCO2e
would exceed a reference
point for 2025 of 14.5
MMTCO2e based on the
goals of EO-B-30-15 and EOS-3-05. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures GHG-4A
through GHG-4H, AQ-4A,
AQ-4B, AQ-4C, EN-3B, and
WS-1A, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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Resource Area
2020
4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
HAZ-1 Create a significant In 2020, impacts HAZ-1,
hazard by generating
HAZ-2, HAZ-3, HAZ-4 and
hazardous emissions or
HAZ-5 are less than
handling hazardous
significant since additional
materials during preregional growth and land
construction, demolition,
use change and
and/or construction
transportation network
activities.
improvements and
HAZ-2 Create a significant programs would comply
with existing laws,
hazard to the public,
schools or the environment regulations and programs.
through the routine use,
handling, transport, or
disposal of hazardous
materials.
HAZ-3 Result in an air
traffic hazard for people
residing or working within
an airport land use plan or
within 2 miles of a public or
private airport, airstrip, or
helipad, or result in a
change in air traffic patterns
which results in substantial
safety risks.
HAZ-4 Impede
implementation of an
adopted emergency
response plan or emergency
evacuation plan or result in
inadequate emergency
access.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

2025

2030

2035

In 2025, impacts HAZ-1, HAZ2, HAZ-3, HAZ-4 and HAZ-5
are less than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would comply with existing
laws, regulations and
programs.

In 2030, impacts HAZ-1, HAZ2, HAZ-3, HAZ-4 and HAZ-5
are less than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would comply with existing
laws, regulations and
programs.

In 2035, impacts HAZ-1, HAZ2, HAZ-3, HAZ-4 and HAZ-5
are less than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would comply with existing
laws, regulations and
programs.
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Resource Area
HAZ-5 Expose people or
structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death
involving wildland fires,
including where wildlands
are adjacent to urbanized
areas or where residences
are intermixed with
wildlands.

2020
In 2020, impact to HAZ-5 is
significant since a
relatively large geographic
area of population and
housing units is considered
high risk for wildland fires.
Following implementation
of mitigation measures
HAZ-5A and HAZ-5B,
impact would remain
significant and
unavoidable.
4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality
HWQ-1 Substantially
In 2020, impacts HWQ-1,
degrade water quality in
HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4
violation of any water
and HWQ-5 are less than
quality standards or waste significant since additional
discharge requirements.
regional growth and land
use change and
HWQ-2 Substantially reduce transportation network
improvements and
groundwater quantity or
programs would comply
quality.
with existing regulatory
HWQ-3 Substantially alter requirements and
implementation of design
the existing drainage
pattern of an area such that measures.
flood risk, erosion, or
siltation would increase.

2025
In 2025, impact to HAZ-5 is
significant since a relatively
large geographic area of
population and housing units
is considered high risk for
wildland fires. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures HAZ-5A and HAZ5B, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2030
In 2030, impact to HAZ-5 is
significant since a relatively
large geographic area of
population and housing units
is considered high risk for
wildland fires. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures HAZ-5A and HAZ5B, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

2035
In 2035, impact to HAZ-5 is
significant since a relatively
large geographic area of
population and housing units
is considered high risk for
wildland fires. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures HAZ-5A
and HAZ-5B, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2025, impacts HWQ-1,
HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and
HWQ-5 are less than
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would comply with
existing regulatory
requirements and
implementation of design
measures.

In 2030, impacts HWQ-1,
HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and
HWQ-5 are less than
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would comply with
existing regulatory
requirements and
implementation of design
measures.

In 2035, impacts HWQ-1,
HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and
HWQ-5 are less than
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would comply with
existing regulatory
requirements and
implementation of design
measures.

HWQ-4 Expose people,
structures or facilities to a
significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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Resource Area
flooding, including within
100-year flood hazard areas
and flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or
dam.

2020

HWQ-5 Expose people or
structures to a significant
risk of inundation by seiche,
tsunami, or mudflow.
4.11 Land Use
LU-1 Physically divide an
In 2020, impact LU-1is less
established community.
than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and
programs would not
physically divide an
established community.
LU-2 Conflict with the land In 2020, impact LU-2 is less
use portion of adopted local than significant since
general plans or other
additional regional growth
applicable land use plans,
and land use change and
including specific plans and transportation network
community plans adopted improvements and
for the purpose of avoiding programs would be
or mitigating an
completed with awareness
environmental effect.
and consideration of land
use plans and regulations
adopted to avoid or
mitigate environmental
effects.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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2025

2030

2035

In 2025, impact LU-1 is
significant due to the
extension of light rail into
previously unserved areas
would occur. Following
implementation of mitigation
measure LU-1A, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.
In 2025, impact LU-2 is
significant due to the
extension of new rail transit
service into previously
unserved areas. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures LU-2A and POP-2A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact LU-1 is
significant due to the
extension of light rail into
previously unserved areas
would occur. Following
implementation of mitigation
measure LU-1A, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.
In 2030, impact LU-2 is
significant due to the
extension of new rail transit
service into previously
unserved areas. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures LU-2A and POP-2A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2035, impact LU-1 is
significant due to the
extension of light rail into
previously unserved areas
would occur. Following
implementation of
mitigation measure LU-1A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.
In 2035, impact LU-2 is
significant due to the
extension of new rail transit
service into previously
unserved areas. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures LU-2A
and POP-2A, impact would
remain significant and
unavoidable.
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4.12 Noise and Vibration
N-1 Expose persons to or
generation of noise levels in
excess of standards
established in local general
plans or noise ordinances,
or applicable standards of
other agencies.
N-2 Cause a substantial
temporary or periodic
increase in ambient noise
levels.

2020

2025

2030

2035

In 2020, impacts N-1, N-2,
N-3 and N-4 are
significant. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures N-1A,
N-1B, N-4A and N-4B,
impacts would remain
significant and
unavoidable.

In 2025, impacts N-1, N-2, N-3
and N-4 are significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would occur. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures N-1A, N-1B, N-4A
and N-4B, impacts would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2030, impacts N-1, N-2, N-3
and N-4 are significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would occur. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures N-1A, N-1B, N-4A
and N-4B, impacts would
remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2035, impacts N-1, N-2, N3 and N-4 are significant
since additional regional
growth and land use change
and transportation network
improvements and programs
would occur. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures N-1A,
N-1B, N-4A and N-4B,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2020, impact N-5 is less
than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and
programs would comply
with existing regulations
and procedures.

In 2025, impact N-5 is less
than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would comply with existing
regulations and procedures.

In 2030, impact N-5 is less
than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would comply with existing
regulations and procedures.

In 2035, impact N-5 is less
than significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would comply with existing
regulations and procedures.

N-3 Cause a substantial
permanent increase in
ambient noise levels.
N-4 Expose persons to or
generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels.
N-5 Expose people residing
or working near airports,
private airstrips, or helipads
to excessive noise levels.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Resource Area
2020
4.13 Population and Housing
POP-1 Induce substantial
In 2020, impact POP-1 is
increases in population,
significant. No feasible
either directly (for example, mitigation measures exist
by proposing new homes or and this impact would be
businesses), or indirectly
significant and
(for example, through
unavoidable.
extension of roads or other
infrastructure).

POP-2 Displace substantial
numbers of people or
housing units which would
necessitate the construction
of replacement homes
elsewhere.

In 2020, impact POP-2 is
significant. Following
implementation of
mitigation measure POP2A, impact would remain
significant and
unavoidable.

4.14 Public Services and Utilities
PS-1 Result in the
In 2020, impact PS-1 is
substantial physical
significant. Following
deterioration of public
implementation of
facilities or cause
mitigation measure PS-1A,
substantial adverse physical impact would remain
impacts from provision of
significant and
new or expanded public
unavoidable.
facilities for fire and police
protection, emergency
services, schools, libraries,
and recreation facilities.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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2025

2030

2035

In 2025, impact POP-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur. No
feasible mitigation measures
exist and this impact would
be significant and
unavoidable.

In 2030, impact POP-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur. No
feasible mitigation measures
exist and this impact would
be significant and
unavoidable.

In 2035, impact POP-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur. No
feasible mitigation measures
exist and this impact would
be significant and
unavoidable.

In 2025, impact POP-2 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure POP-2A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact POP-2 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure POP-2A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2035, impact POP-2 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure POP-2A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2025, impact PS-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure PS-1A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact PS-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change would occur.
Following implementation of
mitigation measure PS-1A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2035, impact PS-1 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
would occur. Following
implementation of
mitigation measure PS-1A,
impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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Resource Area
U-1 Result in expansion or
construction of wastewater
collection and treatment
facilities to adequately meet
projected capacity needs,
the construction of which
could cause significant
environmental impacts.

2020
In 2020, impacts U-1 and
U-2 are significant.
Following implementation
of mitigation measures U1A, WS-1A, U-2A, impacts
would remain significant
and unavoidable. In 2020,
impact U-3 is less than
significant since there is
sufficient landfill capacity
U-2 Require or result in
in the region to
construction of new or
accommodate forecasted
expanded storm water
regional growth at least
drainage facilities, the
construction of which could through 2020.
cause significant
environmental impacts.

2025
In 2025, impacts U-1, U-2 and
U-3 are significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would occur. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures U-1A, WS-1A U-2A,
U-3A, U-3B and U-3C, impacts
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

2030
In 2030, impacts U-1, U-2 and
U-3 are significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would occur. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures U-1A, WS-1A U-2A,
U-3A, U-3B and U-3C, impacts
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

2035
In 2035, impacts U-1, U-2
and U-3 are significant since
additional regional growth
and land use change and
transportation network
improvements and programs
would occur. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures U-1A,
WS-1A U-2A, U-3A, U-3B and
U-3C, impact would remain
significant and unavoidable.

U-3 Require or result in the
construction of new or
expanded solid waste
disposal facilities, the
construction of which could
cause significant
environmental effects.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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4.15 Transportation
T-1 Increase average daily
vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
per capita or total vehicle
miles traveled.

T-2 Induce substantial
vehicle travel.

2020

2025

2030

In 2020, impact T-1 is
significant because
although per capita VMT
would decrease from 25.2
in 2012 to 24.624.7 in
2020, total VMT would
increase from about
79,000,000 in 2012 to
almost 85,000,000 in 2020.
Following implementation
of mitigation measures
GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4E,
and GHG-4H, impacts
would remain significant
and unavoidable.
In 2020, impact T-2 is less
than significant because
while total lane miles
would increase to 3,094
from 3,043 in 2012, the
percentage of drive alone
trips would decrease from
42 percent to 40 percent,
walk-bike-transit trips
would increase from 57
percent to 5859 percent,
and average daily VMT
would decrease from 25.2
to 24.624.7 miles per day.

In 2025, impact T-1 is
significant because although
per capita VMT would
decrease from 25.2 in 2012 to
24.23 in 2025, total VMT
would increase from about
79,000,000 in 2012 to about
87,000,000 in 2025. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B,
GHG-4E, and GHG-4H,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

In 2030, impact T-1 is less
than significant because
although per capita VMT
would decrease from 25.2 in
2012 to 23.924.0 in 2030,
total VMT would increase
from about 79,000,000 in
2012 to about 8889,000,000
in 2030. Following
implementation of mitigation
measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B,
GHG-4E, and GHG-4H,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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2035

In 2035, impact T-1 is less
than significant because
although per capita VMT
would decrease from 25.2 in
2012 to 23.523.6 in 2035,
total VMT would increase
from about 79,000,000 in
2012 to 9091,000,000 in
2035. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures GHG4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4E, and
GHG-4H, impacts would
remain significant and
unavoidable.
In 2025, impact T-2 is less
In 2030, impact T-2 is less
In 2035, impact T-2 is less
than significant because while than significant because while than significant because
while total lane miles would
total lane miles would
total lane miles would
increase to 3,105 from 3,043 increase to 3,115 from 3,043 increase to 3,126 from 3,043
in 2012, the percentage of
in 2012, the percentage of
in 2012, the percentage of
drive alone trips would
drive alone trips would
drive alone trips would
decrease from 42 percent to decrease from 42 percent to decrease from 42 percent to
40 percent, walk-bike-transit 40 percent, walk-bike-transit 40 percent, walk-bike-transit
trips would increase from 57 trips would increase from 57 trips would increase from 57
percent to 59 percent, and
percent to 59 percent, and
percent to 59 percent, and
average daily VMT would
average daily VMT would
average daily VMT would
decrease from 25.2 to
decrease from 25.2 to
decrease from 25.2 to
23.523.6 miles per day.
24.224.3 miles per day.
23.924.0 miles per day.
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T-3 Decrease the
performance of public
transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities.

2020
In 2020, impact T-3 is less
than significant because all
measures related to the
performance of transit and
active transportation
facilities would improve by
2020, with the exception
of percentage of
population within 0.5
miles of a transit stop,
which would stay
constant.

2025
In 2025, impact T-3 is less
than significant because all
measures related to the
performance of transit and
active transportation facilities
would improve by 2025
relative to 2012.

2030
In 2030, impact T-3 is less
than significant because all
measures related to the
performance of transit and
active transportation facilities
would improve by 2030
relative to 2012.

2035
In 2035, impact T-3 is less
than significant because all
measures related to the
performance of transit and
active transportation
facilities would improve by
2030 relative to 2012.

T-4 Result in a substantially
higher rate of systemwide
accidents, collisions,
injuries, or fatalities (by
mode).

In 2020, impact T-4 is less
than significant because
the annual rate of vehicle
collisions of 0.120.13
collisions per 1,000 VMT
would not increase from
2012 to 2020. The annual
rate of bicycle/pedestrian
collisions would decrease
from 1.421.38 to 1.411.33
collisions per 1,000
bicycle/pedestrian miles
traveled from 2012 to
2020.

In 2025, impact T-4 is less
than significant because the
annual rate of vehicle
collisions of 0.120.13
collisions per 1,000 VMT
would not increase from 2012
to 2025. The annual rate of
bicycle/pedestrian collisions
would decrease from
1.421.38 to 1.391.32
collisions per 1,000
bicycle/pedestrian miles
traveled from 2012 to 2025.

In 2030, impact T-4 is less
than significant because the
annual rate of vehicle
collisions of 0.120.13
collisions per 1,000 VMT
would not increase from 2012
to 2030. The annual rate of
bicycle/pedestrian collisions
would decrease from
1.421.38 to 1.371.30
collisions per 1,000
bicycle/pedestrian miles
traveled from 2012 to 2030.

In 2035, impact T-4 is less
than significant because the
annual rate of vehicle
collisions of 0.120.13
collisions per 1,000 VMT
would not increase from
2012 to 2035. The annual
rate of bicycle/pedestrian
collisions would decrease
from 1.421.38 to 1.351.29
collisions per 1,000
bicycle/pedestrian miles
traveled from 2012 to 2035.
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T-5 Result in loss of parking
supply that causes
significant adverse
environmental impacts.

4.16 Water Supply
WS-1 Increase demands on
existing water supplies such
that they would be
inadequate to serve future
demands, and new or
expanded water supplies or
entitlements would be
needed.

2020
In 2020, impact T-5 is less
than significant because
although transportation
network improvements
cause reconfiguration,
removal or relocation of
parking, many existing
SANDAG programs as well
as new proposed Plan
transportation programs
are specifically designed to
minimize vehicular traffic
demand and reduce
parking demand.

2025
In 2025, impact T-5 is less
than significant because
although transportation
network improvements cause
reconfiguration, removal or
relocation of parking, many
existing SANDAG programs as
well as new proposed Plan
transportation programs are
specifically designed to
minimize vehicular traffic
demand and reduce parking
demand.

2030
In 2030, impact T-5 is less
than significant because
although transportation
network improvements cause
reconfiguration, removal or
relocation of parking, many
existing SANDAG programs as
well as new proposed Plan
transportation programs are
specifically designed to
minimize vehicular traffic
demand and reduce parking
demand.

2035
In 2035, impact T-5 is less
than significant because
although transportation
network improvements
cause reconfiguration,
removal or relocation of
parking, many existing
SANDAG programs as well as
new proposed Plan
transportation programs are
specifically designed to
minimize vehicular traffic
demand and reduce parking
demand.

In 2020, impact WS-1 is
significant since new water
supplies or entitlements
may be required to meet
2020 water demands.
Following implementation
of mitigation measures
WS-1A through WS-1C,
impacts would remain
significant and
unavoidable.

In 2025, impact WS-1 is
significant since new water
supplies or entitlements
would be required to meet
2025 water demands.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures WS-1A
through WS-1C, impacts
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2030, impact WS-1 is
significant since new water
supplies or entitlements
would be required to meet
2030 water demands.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures WS-1A
through WS-1C, impacts
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

In 2035, impact WS-1 is
significant since new water
supplies or entitlements
would be required to meet
2035 water demands.
Following implementation of
mitigation measures WS-1A
through WS-1C, impacts
would remain significant and
unavoidable.
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WS-2 Require or result in
the construction of new
water facilities or the
expansion of existing
facilities to adequately meet
forecast demand or capacity
needs, the construction of
which could cause a
significant environmental
effect.

2020
In 2020, impact WS-2 is
significant. Following
implementation of
mitigation measures WS2A and WS-1A through
WS-1C, impacts would
remain significant and
unavoidable.
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2025
In 2025, impact WS-2 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would cause
increased water demand,
requiring construction of new
facilities. Following
implementation of mitigation
measure WS-2A and WS-1A
through WS-1C, impacts
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

2030
In 2030, impact WS-2 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would cause
increased water demand,
requiring construction of new
facilities. Following
implementation of mitigation
measure WS-2A and WS-1A
through WS-1C, impacts
would remain significant and
unavoidable.

2035
In 2035, impact WS-2 is
significant since additional
regional growth and land use
change and transportation
network improvements and
programs would cause
increased water demand,
requiring construction of
new facilities. Following
implementation of
mitigation measure WS-2A
and WS-1A through WS-1C,
impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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5.0 CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS
This chapter discusses the cumulative impacts of the proposed Plan. CEQA Guidelines define a
cumulative impact as one in which two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are
considerable or that compound or increase other environmental impacts. The individual effects may be
changes resulting from a single project or a number of separate projects. The cumulative impact from
several projects is the change in the environment that results from the incremental impact of the
project when added to other closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future
projects. Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant projects
taking place over a period of time (CEQA Guidelines Section 15355).

5.1

CUMULATIVE IMPACT METHODOLOGY

CEQA Guidelines Section 15130 describes the requirements for the discussion of cumulative impacts in
an EIR. It states that an EIR will discuss cumulative impacts of a project when the project’s incremental
effect is cumulatively considerable. The discussion will reflect the severity of the impacts and their
likelihood of occurrence, but the discussion need not provide as much detail as is provided for the
impacts attributable to the project alone. In addition, the CEQA Guidelines allow for a project’s
contribution to be rendered less than cumulatively considerable with implementation of appropriate
mitigation.
To analyze the cumulative effects of the proposed Plan per CEQA requirements, the following approach
for each resource topic was applied:
Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15130, determine:
1) Is there a cumulative impact?
• If the proposed Plan has no impact on a given resource, then there is no cumulative impact.
• If the proposed Plan does have an incremental impact, could it combine with the impacts of
other projects (determined using the “list” or “projection” approach) to produce a
cumulative impact?
2) Is the cumulative impact significant?
• Would the effect of the proposed Plan in combination with the related cumulative projects
exceed the EIR significance criteria for that resource area? If so, there is a significant
cumulative impact. If not, the cumulative impact is less than significant.
3) Is the proposed Plan’s incremental contribution cumulatively considerable?
• If the impact of the proposed Plan is significant, then it generally also will be considered a
cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact. Even if the impact
of the proposed Plan is less than significant, the incremental effect may still be a
cumulatively considerable contribution to a significant cumulative impact.
4) Can the proposed Plan’s contribution to a significant cumulative impact be rendered less than
cumulatively considerable?
• Are there feasible mitigation measures that would reduce the proposed Plan’s incremental
effect to less than cumulatively considerable when combined with the effects of the related
cumulative projects? If not, the contribution of the proposed Plan to the cumulative impact
is significant and unavoidable.
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CEQA Guidelines Section 15130(b) presents two approaches for analyzing cumulative impacts:
•

A list of past, present, and probable future projects producing related or cumulative impacts,
including those projects outside the control of the agency; or

•

A summary of projections contained in an adopted local, regional, or statewide plan, or related
planning document, that describes or evaluates conditions contributing to the cumulative effect.
Such plans may include a general plan, regional transportation plan, or plans for the reduction of
GHG emissions. A summary of projections may also be contained in an adopted or certified prior
environmental document for such a plan. Such projections may be supplemented with
additional information such as a regional modeling program.

Dependent on the resource topic area, either the summary of projections approach, list of projects
approach, or a hybrid combination of both is used for the cumulative impact analysis. Each individual
topic area defines the approach used for the cumulative analysis and why that approach is most
appropriate. Some of the larger probable future projects are further described below in Section 5.1.1.
Regional planning documents with application across multiple resource topics that have been
considered as part of the cumulative analysis are outlined in Section 5.1.2, while plans that are highly
specific to one resource topic area are described within the analysis section for the applicable resource.
In addition, the growth projections described in Section 5.1.3 are used to supplement the projections
provided in relevant plans.

5.1.1

CUMULATIVE PROJECTS

Several existing and probable future large-scale projects in the San Diego region are forecast to occur
within the 2050 timeframe of the proposed Plan and add to the proposed Plan’s impacts. This
compilation of projects is included as a basis for those cumulative analysis topic areas that use the list
approach. A past project may include a project that has been recently completed, but was not
considered in the baseline for the proposed Plan and has ongoing impacts with the potential to combine
with other project impacts. Present and probable future projects may include those that are under
construction, in a pre-construction phase, or show a level of assurance that the project will move
forward, such as allocated funding or movement through the necessary planning process for project
approval. These projects have independent utility from the proposed Plan, and do not rely on it for their
justification. Some of these projects span beyond the boundaries of the San Diego region, have
uncertain funding, and/or have no preliminary designs. These projects are described below.

California High-Speed Rail
The California High-Speed Rail Authority (HSRA) has developed plans for an 800-mile system that
includes nine corridors connecting California’s major metropolitan areas. Trains would reach speeds in
excess of 200 mph in more rural areas on a dedicated, fully grade-separated system, making it possible
to travel from San Diego to Los Angeles in less than 80 minutes and San Diego to San Francisco in less
than 4 hours. Figure 5.0-1 depicts a statewide map of the California High Speed Rail Train (HST) project,
as well as tour options for the San Diego region.
The High Speed Rail project has independent utility and is not included in the proposed Plan.
Responsibility for the HST belongs to HSRA; SANDAG does not have authority over the alignment,
design, or funding of the HST.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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5.0 Cumulative Impact Analysis
The high-speed corridor serving the San Diego region runs from southwest Riverside County along the
I-15 corridor, with a key intermodal transit station planned in the City of Escondido. The Los Angeles-San
Diego route is currently in Stage 2 of Planning, that is, the Alternatives Analysis. A proposed schedule for
implementation is not available and timing could depend on funding (HSRA 2014).

San Diego – Tijuana Airport Cross-Border Facility
This privately funded project would provide a cross-border pedestrian bridge linking San Diego with
Tijuana’s A.L. Rodriguez International Airport. Construction on the U.S. portion began in 2014 and is
anticipated to open in summer 2015. Construction at the Tijuana airport to accommodate the project
was completed in 2014. The project would create a POE limited to toll-paying airline passengers. It
consists of an enclosed 390-foot-long bridge with divided north-south corridors allowing passengers to
walk across between the United States and Mexico, avoiding delays at the San Ysidro and Otay Mesa
POEs. The bridge is planned to serve about 2.4 million passengers who already cross the border as part
of their travels (SDUT 2014; SDBJ 2014).

San Ysidro Port of Entry Expansion Project
The San Ysidro POE is a federal multi-modal inspection facility that provides service for pedestrians,
passenger vehicles, buses, and freight rail and is currently undergoing an expansion. When completed,
the POE capacity would be increased from 24 northbound lanes to 34 northbound lanes with doublestacked inspection booths where feasible. The number of northbound pedestrian lanes would increase
from 13 to more than 20 lanes. Phase 1 and Phase 2 of this project are included as part of the proposed
Plan and are planned to be completed by summer of 2015. Phase 3, which involves the realignment of I5 southbound lanes and facilities, is not yet scheduled and funding is not yet available (SANDAG 2013).

SR 241 Tesoro Extension Project
The SR 241 Tesoro Extension project would extend the current 241 Toll Road from where it now ends at
Oso Parkway to Cow Camp Road in the vicinity of Ortega Highway within Orange County. The
approximate 5-mile extension will provide additional northern access for communities located inland of
I-5 and commuters traveling to Orange County business centers from the Inland Empire via Ortega
Highway. The project would carry an estimated 31,000 ADT (total for both directions) by year 2035. Environmental
analysis of the project area was analyzed within the Subsequent Environmental Impact Report in 2006
(The Toll Roads 2015).

Air Transportation
Each year, more than 1817 million air passengers use SDIA. The San Diego County Airport System
includes 12 public use airports in the San Diego region as well as four military airports/airfields., along
with Tijuana International Airport is located directly south of the U.S./Mexico border (see Figure 2.023). SDIA, McClellan-Palomar, and Tijuana International Airport accommodate commercial, general
aviation, and corporate services. Airports accommodating only general aviation and corporate services
are Brown Field Municipal, Gillespie Field, Montgomery Field, and Ramona. The remaining airports
accommodate military or general aviation only. Although the region has many airport facilities, most air
cargo in the San Diego region is handled through SDIA.
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The air cargo capacity at SDIA is currently constrained by limited infrastructure. To maximize the
airport’s efficiency and make the most of the airport’s 661-acre footprint, SDIA is moving forward with
the Northside Improvements project, a series of improvements on the north side of the airport. The
Northside Improvements project (components that have yet to be implemented) is considered a
probable future project for the cumulative impact analysis.
The new receiving and distribution center (RDC) is a 23,000-square-foot building center delivery location
for commercial goods that began operation in November 2012. The RDC helps reduce traffic on Harbor
Drive by efficiently centralizing all truck deliveries to one location with access via the north side of the
airport. Also completed is a Fixed-Base Operation (FBO) complex that began operation in August 2014.
The FBO complex has a 19,000-square-foot terminal, 250,000-square-foot ramp and five hangars on
12.4 acres. The FBO complex provides hangars, fueling, and other services for general aviation aircraft. A
rental car center is proposed to house many of the rental car companies serving SDIA in a single building
to reduce the rental car traffic and shuttle buses circulating around the airport. The rental car center is
planned to be complete in 2016 (SDCRAA 2014). The environmental impacts of the Northside
Improvements project were analyzed in a Supplemental EIR (SDCRAA 2011a) to the 2008 Airport Master
Plan EIR.

Port/Maritime
The Unified Port of San Diego (Port) has two marine terminals on San Diego Bay. One is at Tenth Avenue
in the City of San Diego, and the other is in the City of National City. The maritime capacity of the Port is
restricted by limited terminal space, landside access constraints, and dock space. While the potential for
maritime growth is possible, the expansion of existing and new businesses must be complemented by
enhanced terminal capacity and improved highway access. Also, the Port’s proximity to the community
of Barrio Logan creates the need for context-sensitive community improvements to support port access
projects.
Currently, the Port is in the process of preparing a long-range integrated master plan, known as Port for
All: The Next 50 Years. The Port has completed the initial phase of a comprehensive master planning
process that would create a long-term guide to carry the Port through the next 50 years. The Board of
Port Commissioners accepted the Integrated Planning Vision, which includes the Phase I Vision
Statement, Guiding Principles and Assessment Report in August 2014. Next steps in the process would
include updating the master plan itself, completing an EIR for the new plan, then seeking approval from
the CCC (Port 2014a).
The Port is in Phase III of the San Diego Convention Center Expansion project. The San Diego Convention
Center Expansion project was anticipated for a late 2015 groundbreaking and would include expansion
of the San Diego Convention Center, along with the nearby Hilton San Diego Bayfront Hotel (Port
2014b). However, recent legal rulings have invalidated funding sources for the project and the future of
the project is uncertain.

Other Probable Future Projects
For some resource topic areas, additional large-scale probable future projects are also considered in the
cumulative impact analysis. For example, for cumulative aesthetics and visual resources impacts,
impacts of future long linear projects such as rail pipeline or energy transmission infrastructure are
considered.
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5.1.2

REGIONAL PLANNING DOCUMENTS

There are multiple documents, studies, and/or plans that have been produced by various agencies and
organizations that describe or evaluate conditions contributing to cumulative impacts and have been
considered in this analysis. This listing of regional planning documents is a general starting point for
those resource topic areas that use the projection approach to cumulative analysis. For some of these
documents, EIRs or EISs have been prepared that describe environmental impacts of plan
implementation. Available information in adopted plans or certified environmental documents is used
to describe existing and future conditions that may contribute to cumulative impacts. Those adopted
plans and certified environmental documents are supplemented by other regional documents and plans
that provide information, such as topic-specific projections from other agencies where information gaps
exist.
In some cases there are planning documents prepared by local jurisdictions, including cities and other
agencies that have applicability to planning efforts or other topic areas throughout the region, such as
local general plans and their various elements, resource protection ordinances, and climate action plans.
In some cases, the impacts of local plans are already addressed and accounted for in SANDAG and SCAG
EIRs.
Some of the documents have application across multiple resource topics and are listed below; additional
planning documents are referenced when used within a specific resource topic analysis.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Southern California Association of Governments: 2012-2035 Regional Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCAG 2012a)
California Air Resources Board: AB 32 Scoping Plan Update (ARB 2014)
California Department of Finance: Populations Projections 2010-2060 (DOF 2013)
Caltrans: California-Baja California Border Master Plan (Caltrans 2008)
Unified Port of San Diego: San Diego Unified Port District Master Plan (Port 2012)
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority: Regional Aviation Strategic Plan (RASP) (SDCRAA
2011b)
San Diego International Airport: Airport Master Plan (SDCRAA 2008); Aviation Activity Forecasts
(SDCRAA 2004)
SANDAG: San Diego Airport Multimodal Accessibility Plan (SANDAG 2012); 2050 RTP/SCS
(SANDAG 2011a) and associated EIR (SANDAG 2011b); 2050 Goods Movement Strategy
(incorporated in SANDAG 2011a)
Environmental Protection Agency: Border 2020 (USEPA 2013)
United States Marine Corps: MCB Camp Pendleton Integrated Natural Resources Management
Plan (MCB Camp Pendleton 2012); MCAS Miramar Integrated Natural Resources Management
Plan (MCAS Miramar 2011)
Bureau of Land Management: Eastern San Diego County Resource Management Plan (BLM
2007)
United States Department of Agriculture: Cleveland National Forest Plan (USDA 2006)
2034 Tijuana, Tecate, and Playas de Rosarito Metropolitan Strategic Plan (IMPLAN 2013)
Tribal Transportation Plans
San Diego County Water Authority 2013 Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan
Update (SDCWA 2014)
San Diego Gas & Electric 2012 Long Term Procurement Plan (SDG&E 2012)
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5.1.3

GROWTH PROJECTIONS

Given the broad geographic scope considered for cumulative impacts associated with implementation of
the proposed Plan, this analysis considers the population projections gathered from a variety of sources,
in addition to the projections contained in adopted plans, to understand and characterize the
cumulative setting. These population projections include:
•
•
•
•

SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast used as the basis for proposed Plan
SCAG’s 2012-2035 RTP/SCS Growth Forecast
California Department of Finance Population Projections
Consejo Nacional de Poblacion (CONAPO) Population Projections

Population projections from these sources are provided in Table 5.0-1 for the 2020, 2035, and 2050
horizon years.
Table 5.0-1
Growth Projections for the Cumulative Impact Analysis
Region
SANDAG
SCAG region
3
Northern Baja
State of California

1

2012
3,143,429
17,895,000
3,252,690
37,309,382

Population
2020
3,435,713
19,633,000
4,152,585
40,643,643

2035
3,853,698
22,091,000
2
5,357,122
46,083,482

2050
4,068,759
23,159,077
2
5,617,774
50,365,074

Sources:
SANDAG = SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast (SANDAG 2014)
SCAG = SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS Growth Forecast (for 2008, 2020 and 2035), (SCAG 2012b); CA DOF 2013 for 2050
Northern Baja = CONAPO, SANDAG 2011b
State of California = CA Department of Finance (DOF 2013)
Notes:
1
The baseline year for SANDAG is 2012; the SCAG, Northern Baja, and State of California baseline years are 2010.
2
These values are extrapolated values based on the midpoint between two projection techniques - growth trend extrapolation
(i.e. using % change from prior period) and ratio-correlation (using % of national total from prior period).
3
Northern Baja California generally includes the municipalities of Tijuana, Tecate, Playas de Rosarito, parts of Mexicali, and
Ensenada.

5.1.4

GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

The geographic scope defines the area in which the impacts of the proposed Plan are analyzed in
combination with the similar impacts of cumulative projects or impacts associated with approved
planning documents to determine if cumulative impacts would occur. The geographic scope of each
resource topic area is shown in Table 5.0-2. The cumulative impact analysis section for each resource
topic area explains why the specific geographic scope was selected.
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Table 5.0-2
Topic Specific Geographic Scope of Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative Impact Topic
Aesthetics and Visual Resources
Agricultural and Forestry Resources
Air Quality
Biological Resources
Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Energy
Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Hazards
Hydrology and Water Quality
Land Use
Noise and Vibration
Population and Housing
Public Services and Utilities
Transportation
Water Supply
1

1

Geographic Scope
Southern California/Northern Baja California
California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Global
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
Southern California/Northern Baja California
State of California/Lower Colorado River Basin/
Northern Baja California

Southern California generally includes the areas encompassed by SANDAG and SCAG jurisdictions. SCAG represents
six southern California counties (Imperial, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, and Ventura) over an
area covering more than 38,000 square miles. Northern Baja California generally includes the municipalities of
Tijuana, Tecate, Playas de Rosarito, parts of Mexicali, and Ensenada.

5.2
5.2.1

CUMULATIVE IMPACT ANALYSIS
AESTHETICS AND VISUAL RESOURCES

The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts to aesthetics and visual resources is the
southern California and northern Baja region. While diverse, this region contains a similar variety of
viewsheds, landscapes, and visual character. Aesthetic effects extend across jurisdictional boundaries
and can potentially have wide-ranging impacts. Northern Baja is appropriate to include as there are
expansive views of the southern San Diego region from higher elevations throughout Tijuana.
A hybrid approach for the cumulative analysis of aesthetics and visual resources allows for the
discussion of visual change associated with general patterns of regional urbanization, growth, and land
use change while also incorporating more precise visual effects caused by specific major development
and infrastructure projects. The cumulative impact is the combination of the impacts of the proposed
Plan, aesthetic impact projections in adopted plans, and impacts to aesthetics and visual resources
resulting from large-scale existing and probable future projects. Significant cumulative impacts related
to aesthetics and visual resources would occur if there were a substantial cumulative impact to scenic
vistas, scenic resources, or degradation of the character of an area, including the addition of visual
elements of urban character to an existing rural or open space area or by creating substantial new
sources of light or glare that would adversely affect day or nighttime views.
This cumulative impact assessment considers and relies on the impact analysis within this EIR for the
proposed Plan and SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR (SCAG 2012a) for the southern California region. The
2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS planning horizon is 2035; thus, the analysis does not account for year 2050
impacts. There are no regional plans pertaining to aesthetics and visual resources for the northern Baja
California region.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The analysis within this EIR concludes that development associated with regional growth and
transportation network improvements would result in new infrastructure and development that would
interrupt or detract from a scenic vista, block panoramic views, or views of significant landscape
features or landforms. Additionally, new development and infrastructure would occur near scenic
resources including historic buildings and scenic rock outcroppings and damage these scenic resources.
Implementation of the proposed Plan would also result in land use changes and the construction of
transportation network improvements that would substantially degrade the character of an area,
including adding a visual element of urban character to an existing rural or open space area and the
addition of new light and glare sources. These visual impacts would occur within each horizon year
analyzed (2020, 2035, and 2050). Therefore, these impacts related to aesthetics and visual resources as
a result of the proposed Plan are significant.

Impacts of Related Projects
The southern California and northern Baja region is an area of abundant and varied scenic resources.
The topography, panoramic views, scenic roadways, open spaces, and significant landscape features
found throughout this region contribute greatly to the overall character and quality of the existing visual
setting. Projects planned in the southern California and northern Baja region, such as the HST,
border/POE facility improvements, airport expansions in the San Diego region and Tijuana International
Airport, port/maritime improvements associated with Port for All, or long linear projects such as rail
pipeline or energy transmission infrastructure, would result in impacts related to blocking panoramic
views or views of significant landscape features or landforms, and/or result in degradation of visual
character and the addition of new light and glare sources. For example, the HST project in the San Diego
region would result in bridges or elevated guideways or other features that may introduce visual
contracts that could block existing views or result in shadow impacts (HSRA 2005). The EIR/EIS prepared
for the HST project determined that the project would result in significant cumulative impacts to
aesthetic and visual resources. The SEIR for the Northside Improvements identified aesthetic impacts,
but found them to be less than significant (SDCRAA 2011a).
The SR 241 Tesoro Extension Project analyzed project environmental effects in an Addendum to the
South Orange County Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Project Final Subsequent EIR. The
Addendum found potential aesthetic impacts to be similar in nature, but not more severe than the
aesthetic impacts identified in the EIR, which found significant and unavoidable effects due to impacts to
sensitive viewers, construction activities, and alteration to the visual character of the project area
(Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency 2013). Thus, some of these related projects would
have adverse effects on aesthetic and visual resources in the San Diego region in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR identified significant impacts to visual resources. By increasing
mobility and including land-use-transportation measures that influence the pattern of future
development, the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would obstruct views of scenic resources or scenic vistas; alter
the appearance of scenic resources along or near designated scenic highways and vista points; create
significant contrasts with the overall visual character of the existing landscape setting or add urban
visual elements to an existing natural, rural, and open space area; and result in shade/shadow or light
and glare impacts. At the regional scale, the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR identified cumulatively significant
impacts on the overall visual character of the existing landscape setting (SCAG 2012a).
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Adopted land use plans and ordinances for local jurisdictions in southern California would support the
construction of new development and redevelopment through policy changes, general plan updates,
and zoning amendments that encourage and facilitate growth and land use changes. As outlined for
local jurisdictions in the San Diego region in Table 4.1-3, visual resource protection ordinances often
exist at the local level and local land use plans often contain policies related to design guidelines and
review. All discretionary projects would be subject to these local visual resource protection ordinances,
design guidelines, and building requirements/restrictions.

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan, the related projects, and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and
northern Baja region were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant.
The forecasted regional growth and land use changes, coupled with the transportation network
improvements included in the proposed Plan for 2020 would result in significant impacts related to
aesthetic and visual resources through substantial adverse effect on scenic vistas, damage to scenic
resources within a state scenic highway, and result in degradation of visual character of an area.
In addition, significant aesthetic and visual impacts were also identified in the HST project
environmental analysis and in the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR projects would also have adverse
aesthetic and visual impacts, such as future POE projects, airport, and maritime improvements
associated with Port for All. Less than significant visual impacts were found to be associated with the
Northside Improvements project. Therefore, the combination of the direct and cumulative aesthetic and
visual resource-related impacts from these projects and SCAG’s adopted 2012-2035 RTP/SCS that would
affect the southern California and northern Baja region would result in significant cumulative aesthetic
and visual impacts, based on Impact AES-1 regarding scenic vistas, Impact AES-2 regarding scenic
resources within a state scenic highway, and Impact AES-3 regarding substantial degradation of the
visual character of an area by 2020.
Because cumulative aesthetic and visual resource impacts throughout the southern California and
northern Baja region by 2020 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental
aesthetic and visual resource impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental aesthetic and
visual resource impacts are also cumulatively considerable.

2035
The cumulative analysis presented above for the horizon year of 2020 would be applicable to year 2035,
and significant impacts to aesthetic and visual resources are anticipated. By 2035, increases in regional
growth, land use changes, and the number of transportation network improvements implemented over
those that occurred by 2020 would result in additional adverse impacts on panoramic views, views of
significant landscape features, scenic highways, visual character, and light and glare to occur. The
combination of the direct and cumulative aesthetic and visual resource-related impacts from the
projects and adopted plans described above that would affect the southern California and northern Baja
region would result in significant cumulative aesthetic and visual impacts, based on Impact AES-1
regarding scenic vistas, Impact AES-2 regarding scenic resources within a state scenic highway, and
Impact AES-3 regarding substantial degradation of the visual character of an area by 2035.
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Because cumulative aesthetic and visual resource impacts throughout the southern California and
northern Baja region by 2035 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental
aesthetic and visual resource impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental aesthetic and
visual resource impacts are also cumulatively considerable.

2050
The cumulative analysis presented above for horizon years of 2020 and 2035 would be applicable to
year 2050, and significant impacts to aesthetic and visual resources would occur. By 2050, increases in
regional growth, land use changes, and the number of transportation network improvements
implemented over those that occurred by 2020 and 2035 would result in additional opportunities for
adverse impacts on panoramic views, views of significant landscape features, scenic highways, visual
character, and light and glare to occur. The 2050 time period is beyond the planning horizon of the
adopted SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS. However, with long-term growth and development throughout the
region, similar land use impacts would likely continue throughout the region. The combination of the
direct and cumulative aesthetic and visual resource-related impacts from the projects and adopted
plans described above that would affect the southern California and northern Baja region would result
in significant cumulative aesthetic and visual impacts, based on Impact AES-1 regarding scenic vistas,
Impact AES-2 regarding scenic resources within a state scenic highway, and Impact AES-3 regarding
substantial degradation of the visual character of an area by 2050.
Because cumulative aesthetic and visual resource impacts throughout the southern California and
northern Baja region by 2050 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental
aesthetic and visual resource impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental aesthetic and
visual resource impacts are also cumulatively considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures to reduce aesthetic and visual resource impacts due to implementation of the
proposed Plan as identified in Section 4.1 would be applicable to cumulative aesthetic and visual
resource impacts as well.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures AES-1A, AES-2A, and AES-3A would reduce significant impacts
to scenic vistas, scenic resources within a state scenic highway, and degradation of the visual character
of an area. For each future project requiring mitigation (i.e., measures that go beyond what is required
by existing regulations), mitigation measures such as those listed in Section 4.1 would help to reduce
significant project-level visual resources impacts to less than significant, or the project’s incremental
impacts would remain significant and unavoidable where no feasible mitigation exists. However, the
degree of future impacts and applicability, feasibility, and success of future mitigation measures cannot
be ensured for each specific future project.
Additionally, the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR includes a variety of mitigation measures aimed at
providing requirements for visual improvement of transportation facilities and other development,
minimizing construction within important viewsheds, and the development of visual development
standards and guidelines. The EIR concluded that even with the implementation of mitigation, visual
impacts would remain significant and unavoidable. Similarly, the HST environmental document includes
a mitigation strategy to minimize build and shading of bridges and elevated guideways with the use of
neutral colors and materials to blend with surrounding landscape features.
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The HST EIR/EIS concluded that even with the implementation of mitigation, visual impacts would
remain significant (HSRA 2005). While proposed mitigation would lessen aesthetic impacts, impacts to
aesthetics from related projects would remain significant even with the application of mitigation.
Based on the above analysis, following mitigation of the effects of the proposed Plan, related projects,
and adopted plans, cumulative impacts on aesthetic and visual resources would remain significant. Also,
Mitigation Measures AES-1A, AES-2A, and AES-3A would not reduce the proposed Plan’s incremental
impacts to less than significant. Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to cumulative
aesthetic and visual resource impacts would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.2

AGRICULTURE AND FOREST RESOURCES

The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts to agriculture and forest resources is the
state of California. Agriculture as a whole in California is important as the successful production of many
crops is due to the distinctive climates found in the state. While variable by region, the state of
California supports an extensive range of agricultural operations and opportunities.
A hybrid approach for cumulative analysis of agricultural and forest resources allows for an overview
discussion of regional loss of agricultural lands and forest resources associated with general patterns of
regional urbanization, growth, and land use changes while also allowing for specific consideration of any
projects with known impacts to agriculture. The cumulative impact is the combination of the impacts of
the proposed Plan, agricultural and forest resources impact projections in adopted plans, and impacts to
agricultural and forest resources resulting from probable future projects. Significant cumulative impacts
related to agriculture resources would occur if there were a cumulative loss of existing agriculture
resources, including conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use and conflicts with Williamson
Act contracts and lands zoned for agricultural use. Significant cumulative impacts related to forest lands
would occur if there were a cumulative loss or conversion of forest land as defined in the California
Forest Legacy Act of 2007 (PRC Section 12220(g)).
There is an ongoing trend of decreased acres of land in agricultural production in California. The most
recent California Farmland Conversion Report (2008-2010) issued by the California Department of
Conservation found that irrigated farmland in California decreased by 168,039 acres between 2008 and
2010. Statewide, irrigated farmland was the source of 25 percent of all new urban land and dryland
farming and grazing areas were the source of 30 percent of new urban land (DOC 2014). In the San
Diego region, land in commercial agricultural crop production decreased from over 312,000 acres in
2008 to less than 304,000 acres in 2012 (County of San Diego 2013). In the nearby Imperial Valley, areas
of crop production served by the Imperial Irrigation District decreased from 502,039 acres in 2004 to
457,695 acres in 2013 (IID 2004, 2013).

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
associated with the proposed Plan would convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use in 2020
(10,954 acres), 2035 (21,731 acres), and 2050 (27,355 acres) as detailed in Section 4.2. Implementation
of the proposed Plan would also decrease the viability of agriculture on agriculturally designated land.
This would be a significant impact to agricultural resources in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Additionally, regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements would
conflict with lands zoned for agriculture (40,647 acres in 2020, 92,509 acres in 2035, 106,153 acres in
2050) and lands under Williamson Act contract (6,310 acres in 2020, 19,436 acres in 2035, 19,757 acres
in 2050) . This would be a significant impact on agricultural resources in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Regional growth and land use change would result in new development that would result in the loss of
existing forest lands. Proposed transportation network improvements also would require grounddisturbing activities such as brush clearing, grading, trenching, excavation, and/or soil removal that
would result in the loss of forest lands. Development associated with regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements together would result in a direct loss of forest land
by 2020 (10,675 acres), 2035 (25,509 acres), and 2050 (27,976 acres). This would be a significant impact.

Impacts of Related Projects
Other related regional infrastructure projects, such as the HST, would have similar types of impacts as
identified for the proposed Plan transportation improvements. The programmatic environmental
document for the HST identified a potentially significant impact related to agriculture and forest
resources for the segments planned for the southern California region. Implementation of the HST is
ongoing and being conducted in phases (HSRA 2005). The Northside Improvements project SEIR did not
evaluate agricultural impacts as this resource area was determined to not be significant (SDRAA 2011a).
Other land development and infrastructure projects throughout the region and state, such as petroleum
pipeline transportation infrastructure, and freight rail infrastructure, and energy generation and
transmission corridors, would also impact agriculture and/or forest resources if these projects expand
the ROW of highway or rail lines and convert agricultural uses or forest lands to other uses.
The SR 241 Tesoro Extension Project analyzed project environmental effects in an Addendum to the
South Orange County Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Project Final Subsequent EIR. The
Addendum found the project would not result in more severe agricultural impacts than identified in the
EIR, which found significant and unavoidable agricultural impacts. The addendum stated that farmlands
within and immediately adjacent to the Tesoro Extension Project alignment are limited to cattle grazing
areas and no existing forestry resources or zoning for forest land exists within the extension project area
(Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency 2013).

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
In the southern California region, the EIR prepared for the 2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS identified impacts
related to the loss of agricultural and forest lands due to new transportation infrastructure and
associated land development, particularly those constructed outside of urbanized areas where new
urban uses could be located on agricultural or forest lands. Additionally, the EIR found that the
contribution of the 2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS to agricultural and forest impacts would be cumulatively
considerable, as the conversion of agricultural land resulting from changes in regional land use patterns
has the potential to set a precedent that would affect areas outside the region resulting in the
conversion of agricultural lands (SCAG 2012a). The 2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS planning horizon is 2035.
This document and analysis do not account for year 2050 impacts.
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Adopted land use plans for local jurisdictions throughout the state of California may enact land pattern
changes and zoning amendments that encourage and facilitate new urban development. Some of the
land use changes would convert agriculture or forest resources to other uses. Additionally, adopted
plans for improvements to arterial networks that widen streets or add or expand transportation
facilities, especially those in new or nonurbanized areas, would also convert agriculture or forest
resources to other uses.

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan, the related projects, and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and
northern Baja region were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant.
As described above, implementation of the regional growth and land changes and transportation
network improvements associated with the proposed Plan in 2020 would significantly impact agriculture
resources through the conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use and conflicts with existing
zoning agricultural uses and Williamson Act contracts. Also, significant impacts were identified for the
loss of forest land due to proposed Plan implementation.
In addition, significant impacts to agriculture and forest resources have been identified in project
specific environmental documents such as the HST project EIR and also in the environmental analysis for
adopted planning documents, such as the 2012-2035 SCAG RTP EIR. Other related infrastructure
projects and land use plans across the state may also contribute to substantial impacts to agriculture
and forest resources in a manner similar to the proposed Plan through the expansion of urban uses into
areas of agriculture or forest use. The combination of the direct impacts from individual projects and
adopted plans would result in significant cumulative impacts to agriculture and forest resources
throughout the state of California by 2020.
Because cumulative impacts to agriculture and forest resources throughout the state by 2020 would be
significant, and because the proposed Plan incremental impacts to agriculture and forest resources are
significant, the proposed Plan incremental impacts to agriculture and forest resources are also
cumulatively considerable in 2020.

2035
Similar to the analysis for 2020, implementation of the regional growth and land changes and
transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan in 2035 would significantly
impact agriculture resources through the conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use and
conflicts with existing zoning agricultural uses and Williamson Act contracts. Also, significant impacts
were identified for the loss of forest land due to proposed Plan implementation.
Significant impacts to agriculture and forest resources have been identified in project specific
environmental documents such as the HST project EIR and also in the environmental analysis for
adopted planning documents, such as the 2012-2035 SCAG RPT EIR. Other associated infrastructure
projects and land use plans across the state may also contribute to substantial impacts to agriculture
and forest resources in a manner similar to the proposed Plan through the expansion of urban uses into
areas of agriculture or forest use. The combination of these impacts would result in significant
cumulative impacts to agriculture and forest resources throughout the state of California by 2035.
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Because cumulative impacts to agriculture and forest resources throughout the state by 2035 would be
significant, and because the proposed Plan incremental impacts to agriculture and forest resources are
significant, the proposed Plan incremental impacts to agriculture and forest resources are also
cumulatively considerable in 2035.

2050
Similar to the analysis for 2020, implementation of the regional growth and land changes and
transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan in 2050 would significantly
impact agriculture resources through the conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use and
conflicts with existing zoning agricultural uses and Williamson Act contracts. Also, significant impacts
were identified for the loss of forest land due to proposed Plan implementation.
Significant impacts to agriculture and forest resources have been identified in project specific
environmental documents such as the HST project EIR and also in the environmental analysis for
adopted planning documents, such as the 2012-2035 SCAG RPT EIR. Other associated infrastructure
projects and land use plans across the state may also contribute to substantial impacts to agriculture
and forest resources in a manner similar to the proposed Plan through the expansion of urban uses into
areas of agriculture or forest use. The combination of these impacts would result in significant
cumulative impacts to agriculture and forest resources throughout the state of California by 2050.
Because cumulative impacts to agriculture and forest resources throughout the state by 2050 would be
significant, and because the proposed Plan incremental impacts to agriculture and forest resources are
significant, the proposed Plan incremental impacts to agriculture and forest resources are also
cumulatively considerable in 2050.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure AG-1A calls for the preservation of existing agricultural lands through avoidance
when feasible, and if not feasible, through acquisition or dedication of agricultural conservation
easements (AG-1A also applies to projects that would require cancellation of a Williamson Act contract).
Mitigation Measure AG-1B reduces conflicts with agricultural operations through the implementation of
project design features and mitigation measures to protect surrounding agriculture. However, there is
no assurance that the agricultural impacts of all land use changes and transportation network
improvement projects implementing the proposed Plan would be reduced to less than significant levels
by these measures.
Mitigation Measure FR-1A calls for the preservation of forest lands through avoiding conversion of
forest lands when feasible, and if not feasible, through the implementation of measures to reduce
impacts to forest lands. However, there is no assurance that the impacts of all development and
transportation network improvement projects implementing the proposed Plan would be reduced to
less than significant levels by these measures.
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR includes multiple mitigation measures to reduce impacts to
agricultural resources and farmland, including avoidance of farmlands in project design, development of
regional guidelines for farmland buffering, establishment of programs to direct growth to less
agriculturally valuable lands, promote infill development to minimize development of agricultural lands,
and conservation easement programs to mitigate prime farmland impacts. The EIR concludes that while
these mitigation measures would reduce impacts to agricultural resources, they would not reduce
impacts to a less-than-significant level and impacts would remain significant (SCAG 2012a).
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The 2005 EIR/EIS for the HST includes a number of mitigation strategies to reduce impacts to both
agriculture resources and sensitive vegetation communities such as forest lands. The EIR concludes that
impacts to agricultural lands and biological resources would remain significant, even with the application
of mitigation strategies (HSRA 2005).
Based on the above analysis, following mitigation of the effects of the proposed Plan, related projects,
and adopted plans, cumulative impacts on agricultural and forestry resources would remain significant.
Also, the proposed Mitigation Measures would not reduce the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to
less than significant. Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to cumulative agricultural
and forestry resource impacts would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.3

AIR QUALITY

The geographic scope considered for cumulative impacts to air quality is the southern California and
northern Baja region. Emissions of many air pollutants can travel substantial distances and are not
confined by jurisdictional boundaries; rather they are influenced by large-scale climatic and
topographical features.
A projection approach to air quality is appropriate given the air pollutant emissions resulting from
overall transportation network improvements, increases in population, and planned regional
development is necessary.
The plans considered and relied on for this cumulative analysis include the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS
and its EIR (SCAG 2012a); SDAPCD 2009 Regional Air Quality Strategy Revision (SDAPCD 2009); South
Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) 2012 Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) (SCAQMD
2013); Imperial County Air Pollution Control District (ICAPCD) Ambient Air Monitoring Annual Network
Plan (ICAPCD 2014); ICAPCD Final 2009 8 Hour Ozone Modified Air Quality Management Plan (ICAPCD
2010); EPA Border 2020 Program, Master Action Plan for California-Baja California (USEPA 2013); 2034
Tijuana, Tecate, and Playas de Rosarito Metropolitan Strategic Plan (IMPLAN 2013); and California-Baja
California Border Master Plan (Caltrans 2008).
Significant cumulative impacts related to air quality would occur if emissions would conflict with or
obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality attainment plans; violate any air quality standard
or contribute substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation; cause a considerable net
increase of emissions of any criteria pollutant for which the project region is in nonattainment under
applicable NAAQS or CAAQS; substantially increase pollutant levels for sensitive receptors; or expose
sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations or odors.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The proposed Plan’s significant air quality impacts are as follows. The proposed Plan would substantially
contribute to violations of the 24-hour and annual CAAQS for PM10 because of the increases in mass
PM10 emissions, and local concentrations of 24-hour PM10 and annual PM10 in 2020. In 2035 and 2050,
the proposed Plan would substantially contribute to existing violations of the 24-hour and annual CAAQS
for PM10 and PM2.5 due to the increases in mass PM10 and PM2.5 emissions and local concentrations of
24-hour PM10, and annual PM10 and PM2.5.
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Similarly, the Proposed Plan would create cumulatively considerable increases in PM10 emissions in
2020, and in PM10 and PM2.5 emissions in 2035 and 2050. Lastly, the Plan would expose sensitive
receptors to substantial concentrations of TACs in 2020, 2035, and 2050. The proposed Plan had less
than significant impacts related to conflicts with or obstruction of applicable air quality plans and less
than significant odor impacts.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR found that, with implementation of the RTP/SCS, mobile source
emissions of ROG, NOX, CO, PM 10, PM2.5, and SOX would stay approximately the same or decrease (often
substantially) when compared to existing conditions. Reentrained roadway dust would increase
proportionate to VMT and was considered a significant impact. However, the EIR concluded that all
emissions would be consistent with applicable AQMPs and SIPs and within regional conformity emission
budgets, and would result in a less than significant impact related to cumulatively considerable
emissions (SCAG 2012a).
The SDAPCD Regional Air Quality Strategy Revision states that air quality progress is occurring within San
Diego County and that, even without additional new emission controls, total VOC and NOx emissions are
would continue to decrease through 2020 due to ongoing implementation of existing local, state, and
federal regulations primarily associated with declining mobile source emissions. The report states that a
significant fraction of NOx emissions in San Diego County comes from ships, aircraft, and locomotives,
and NOx emissions from these federal-jurisdiction sources are projected to increase by 60 percent from
2005 levels by 2020, while other on-road and off-road mobile source emissions are projected to decline
significantly due to existing federal or state regulations. Without an adequate, fair-share level of
reductions from sources under federal jurisdiction, timely attainment of air quality standards would be
hampered (SDAPCD 2009).
The SCAQMD 2012 AQMP (SCAQMD 2013) states that the air in southern California is far from meeting
all federal and state air quality standards. However, the long-term trend of the quality shows continuous
improvement and is the direct result of southern California’s comprehensive, multiyear strategy of
reducing air pollution from all sources as outlined in its AQMPs. To reach federal CAA deadlines over the
next two decades, southern California must significantly accelerate its pollution reduction efforts. Many
of the control measures proposed in the AQMP are not regulatory in form, but instead focus on
incentives, outreach, and education to bring about emissions reductions through voluntary participation
and behavioral changes needed to complement regulations.
The ICAPCD 8-Hour Ozone Modified AQMP includes emission inventories and also outlines control
measures to address who in Imperial County controls emissions. These include the ICAPCD’s stationary
source control measures, regional transportation control measures, and state strategy, all of which
provide the framework for ICAPCD rules that reduce ROG and NOx emissions (ICAPCD 2010).
The Border 2020 Program, Master Action Plan for California-Baja California, Region 9 includes Goal #1 to
reduce air pollution. The plan provides actions to be implemented to improve air quality along the
California/Baja California border. Some examples include a state vehicle inspection program in Baja
California, sustainable urban transport systems in Tijuana, a media outreach campaign in Mexicali,
maintaining air quality monitoring networks, municipal paving projects, completing Climate Action
Plans, and alternative/renewable resource power generation projects (USEPA 2013).
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The 2034 Tijuana, Tecate, and Playas de Rosarito Metropolitan Strategic Plan states that a critical issue
for the Baja region is the progressive deterioration of the quality of air that is associated with the
number of vehicles and no provision of sustainable transportation (IMPLAN 2013).
The California-Baja California Border Master Plan is a binational comprehensive approach to coordinate
planning and delivery of projects at land POEs and transportation infrastructure serving those POEs in
the California-Baja California region. The Master Plan does not have an associated environmental
analysis document; however, projects included in the Master Plan could have adverse air quality impacts
due to temporary construction. However, beneficial air quality impacts would result from improved
traffic conditions and reduced vehicle idle times at POEs. The plan does identify the need for a
comprehensive strategy for border crossings that allows for effective integration of POEs into the
municipal environment and that, in addition to the POE facility itself, complementary actions related to
transportation, such as air quality, should be considered (Caltrans 2008).

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed Plan, and
impact projections from adopted plans within southern California and northern Baja California region
were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant.
Many of the air quality plans note that air quality across the region has been improving due to
implementation of various measures and stricter emission requirements. Nevertheless, given some
uncertainty that air quality plans throughout southern California and northern Baja would all be
implemented successfully, and given that the Plan’s direct impacts are significant, cumulative air quality
impacts would also be significant for the following significance criteria: violations of applicable air
quality standards, a net increase in emissions of pollutants for which a region is in nonattainment, and
exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations.
Because cumulative air quality impacts throughout southern California and northern Baja by 2020 would
be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental air quality impacts are significant, the
proposed Plan’s incremental air quality impacts are also cumulatively considerable in 2020.

2035
As described above, cumulative air quality impacts would also be significant in 2035 for the following
significance criteria: violations of applicable air quality standards, a net increase in emissions of
pollutants for which a region is in nonattainment, and exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations.
Because cumulative air quality impacts throughout southern California and northern Baja by 2035 would
be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental air quality impacts are significant, the
proposed Plan’s incremental air quality impacts are also cumulatively considerable in 2035.

2050
As described above, cumulative air quality impacts would also be significant in 2050 for the following
significance criteria: violations of applicable air quality standards, a net increase in emissions of
pollutants for which a region is in nonattainment, and exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations.
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Because cumulative air quality impacts throughout southern California and northern Baja by 2050 would
be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental air quality impacts are significant, the
proposed Plan’s incremental air quality impacts are also cumulatively considerable in 2050.

Mitigation Measures
As described in Section 4.3 Air Quality, the proposed Plan’s significant air quality impacts would be
reduced by Mitigation Measures AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, and AQ-4C, and would be further reduced by
Mitigation Measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4C, GHG-4D, GHG-4E, GHG-4F, GHG-4G, GHG-4H, and EN3B.
Similar mitigation measures are specified in other regional plans, such as the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS
EIR. However, the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR concluded that even with implementation of mitigation
measures, some direct air quality impacts would remain significant. Regional air quality planning
documents provide short- and long-term strategies for reducing air pollution and control measures to be
implemented by applicable jurisdictions and agencies to further reduce air pollutant emissions.
As described in Chapter 4.3, Mitigation Measures AQ-2A through AQ-4C, and relevant GHG and energy
mitigation measures, would not reduce the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to less than significant.
Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to cumulative air quality impacts in years
2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.4

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts to biological resources is the southern
California and northern Baja region. Biological resources have commonalities across the expanse of this
region while also having very unique and specific characteristics in certain locations. Biological resources
extend beyond jurisdictional boundaries and can be impacted by development and projects across an
expansive area; thus, it is necessary to consider the entire region to adequately include broad-reaching
impacts and overall loss of sensitive resources.
A hybrid approach to consideration of cumulative biological impacts allows for an overview discussion of
regional loss of biological resources associated with general patterns of regional urbanization, growth,
and land use changes while also allowing for explicit consideration of individual large-scale probable
future projects with impacts to specific biological resources per their environmental analysis documents.
Information on planned residential development and land use changes in southern California is available
in adopted land use plans for individual cities and counties. The plans considered and relied on for this
cumulative biological analysis include the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS and its EIR (SCAG 2012a); SANDAG
MHCP and associated EIS/EIR (SANDAG 2003); County of San Diego MSCP and associated EIR (County of
San Diego 1997); SDCWA Subregional Natural Community Conversation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan
(NCCP/HCP) and associated EIR/EIS (SDCWA 2010); Western Riverside County Multi-Species Habitat
Conservation Plan (MSHCP) and associated EIR/EIS (County of Riverside 2003); Coachella Valley MSHCP
and associated EIR/EIS (Coachella Valley Association of Governments 2007); Strategic Plan of the
Commission for Environmental Cooperation 2010-2015 (Commission for Environmental Cooperation
2010); and California-Baja California Border Master Plan (Caltrans 2008).
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The cumulative impact is the combination of the impacts of the proposed Plan, probable future projects,
and impact projections in adopted plans. Significant cumulative impacts related to biological resources
would occur if the land use changes and transportation network improvements associated with the
proposed Plan, together with adopted plans and associated infrastructure, would have a substantial
adverse effect on any sensitive natural vegetation community; have a substantial adverse effect on any
candidate, sensitive, or special status species; interfere substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species; or conflict with the provisions of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or
other conservation plan.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Implementation of the proposed Plan’s regional growth and land use change, and transportation
network improvements would result in the loss of biological resources as a result of conversion of
undeveloped lands to developed lands. Impacts to biological resources include direct impacts to riparian
habitat, including regulated waters, upland sensitive natural communities, and special status plant and
wildlife species due to direct loss or removal of habitat. Indirect impacts to biological resources would
result from fragmentation, edge effects, and changes in hydrology associated with regional growth and
land use change and transportation network improvements.
Although the proposed land use pattern identifies an additional 20,000 acres of land would be
preserved by 2050, implementation of the proposed Plan would in some locations cause adverse
impacts to riparian habitat, including regulated waters, and upland sensitive natural communities.
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in land use change and transportation network
improvements that would cause significant direct and indirect biological resource impacts because they
would result in the loss of riparian habitat, including regulated waters, and upland sensitive natural
communities in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change would also result in the loss of special status wildlife
and plant species. Ground-disturbing activities such as brush clearing, grading, trenching, excavation,
and/or soil removal of any kind, associated with transportation network improvements would also result
in loss of special status wildlife and plant species. Indirect impacts would occur to special status wildlife
and/or plant species inhabiting habitat adjacent to projects. The loss of special status wildlife and plant
species would be a significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements would interfere with
the movement of native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species, or with established native resident
or migratory wildlife corridors; or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. The resulting decrease
in permeability of existing wildlife movement corridors would be a significant impact in 2020, 2035, and
2050.
The proposed Plan is designed to comply with all approved HCPs, NCCPs, other conservation plans, and
local biological protection policies and ordinances. Therefore, no conflicts would occur. Any
encroachment into hardline preserve areas would not conflict with habitat conservation plans because
biologically equivalent or superior compensation of habitat or project redesign would be required when
there is encroachment into hardline preserve areas. Thus, the proposed Plan would result in a less than
significant impact related to conflicts with HCPs, NCCPs, and other conservation plans in 2020, 2035, and
2050.
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Impacts of Related Projects
One of the major infrastructure projects planned for development in southern California is the California
HST. The possible HST routes would affect the region of southern California from Los Angeles to San
Diego. According to the EIR/EIS, sufficient information is not available at the program level to conclude
with certainty that mitigation will reduce impacts to affected resources to a less than significant level in
all circumstances (HSRA 2005). Therefore, the EIR concludes that the “impacts to biological resources
and wetlands are considered significant at the program level even with the application of mitigation
strategies.” Additional environmental assessment for individual phases of the HST project will allow
more precise evaluation in the second-tier, project-level environmental analyses. The Northside
Improvements project SEIR did not evaluate biological impacts as this resource area was determined to
not be significant (SDRAA 2011a).
The SR 241 Tesoro Extension Project analyzed project environmental effects in an Addendum to the
South Orange County Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Project Final Subsequent EIR and
found the project would not result in significant individual or cumulative effects not discussed in the
Final SEIR and project impacts would not be more severe, new, or different than those identified in the
Final SEIR. The extension project would impact 5 federally listed or state-listed threatened or
endangered species (Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency 2013).

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
According to the EIR for the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS, which analyzes impacts to 2035, growth and
projects would result in a wide variety of significant and unavoidable biological impacts. While sitespecific analyses would be required to identify and minimize the impacts of each particular
transportation and/or development project, the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would substantially affect
vegetation communities and habitat, some of which are utilized by special status species. The EIR
identified the potential to contribute to a cumulatively considerable loss of habitat and biological
resources (SCAG 2012a).
The MHCP is the Subregional Plan for the northwestern portion of San Diego County that encompasses
111,908 acres (29,962 acres of natural habitat) and provides conservation for 77 species in a 20,593-acre
reserve. The EIS/EIR for the MHCP concluded that, because the project has the potential to cause a fish
or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community; reduce the number or restrict the range of an endangered, rare, or threatened species, a
significant impact to some biological resources would occur (SANDAG 2003).
The San Diego County MSCP Subregional Plan is a cooperative effort by the County of San Diego and
other city jurisdictions in southwestern San Diego County to implement a regional NCCP and HCP and
contribute collectively to the conservation of vegetation communities and species in the MSCP study
area. The associated EIR/EIR identified significant but mitigable direct and indirect impacts to biological
resources (County of San Diego 1997).
The SDCWA NCCP/HCP is a comprehensive program designed to facilitate conservation and
management of covered species and habitats associated with SDCWA activities and contribute to
ongoing regional conservation efforts. The EIR/EIS found that implementation of the NCCP/HCP would
result in less than significant impacts to biological resources after mitigation (SDCWA 2010).
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The Western Riverside MSHCP encompasses approximately 1,966 square miles and provides for the
creation of a Conservation Area that protects and manages 500,000 acres of habitat for 146 covered
species. The associated EIR/EIS found significant and unavoidable impacts to sensitive upland
communities as well as noncovered species; however, no cumulative biological impacts were identified
as the plan would preserve sufficient acreage of the sensitive vegetation communities present in
western Riverside County (County of Riverside 2003).
The Coachella Valley MSHCP protects 240,000 acres of open space and 27 species. The associated
EIR/EIS found that effective implementation of the Plan will help ensure that impacts to biological
resources in the Plan area will be less than significant (Coachella Valley Association of Governments
2007).
The Strategic Plan of the Commission for Environmental Cooperation 2010-2015 includes Strategic
Objective #2, which is to increase resilience of shared ecosystems at risk. While there is no associated
environmental analysis document, the intent of the plan is to develop capacity to implement an
ecosystem approach to conservation and sustainable use and monitor relevant outcomes in
internationally shared ecosystems, with attention to both terrestrial and marine ecosystems
(Commission for Environmental Cooperation 2010).
The California-Baja California Border Master Plan is a binational comprehensive approach to coordinate
planning and delivery of projects at land POEs and transportation infrastructure serving those POEs in
the California-Baja California region (Caltrans 2008). The projects included in the Master Plan would
have construction and operational impacts that could have an adverse effect on biological resources. No
detailed analysis of biological impacts was conducted for this Master Plan.

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan, the related projects, and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and
northern Baja region were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant.
Implementation of the proposed Plan regional growth patterns and transportation network
improvement projects and programs would have significant impacts related to biological resources in
the San Diego region by the year 2020. By 2020, the regional growth and land use change as well as
transportation network improvements in the proposed Plan would result in the loss of riparian habitat
(including regulated waters), upland sensitive natural communities, and special status wildlife and plant
species. It would decrease the permeability of existing wildlife movement corridors.
Some related projects such as the HST, developed in the southern California region by 2020, or
implementation of other regional plans such as the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would also have a
substantial adverse effect on sensitive natural communities and special status species, interfere
substantially with the movement of wildlife, and/or conflict with the provisions of an adopted HCP,
NCCP, or other biological resource protection plan. Thus, the combination of the proposed Plan and
continued growth and development through the rest of the southern California and northern Baja
region would result in significant cumulative biological resource impacts.
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Because cumulative biological resource impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja
region by 2020 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental biological resource
impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental biological resource impacts are cumulatively
considerable.

2035
As described in the 2020 analysis, the planned growth and projects throughout southern California and
northern Baja region and implementation of the proposed Plan resulting in regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements would contribute to the cumulative loss of biological
resources as result of conversion of undeveloped lands to developed lands, including loss of riparian
habitat (including regulated waters), upland sensitive natural communities, and special status wildlife
and plant species.
Implementation of the proposed Plan growth patterns and projects would have significant impacts
related to biological resources in the San Diego Region by the year 2035. Land use changes and
transportation network improvements associated with both the proposed Plan as well as regional
projects and plans developed in southern California and northern Baja by 2035 would allow for more
development and redevelopment to occur, and would therefore result in loss of riparian habitat
(including regulated waters), upland sensitive natural communities, and special status wildlife and plant
species, and would decrease the permeability of existing wildlife movement corridors. Thus, the
combination of the proposed Plan and continued growth and development through the rest of the
southern California and northern Baja region would result significant cumulative biological resource
impacts.
Because cumulative biological resource impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja
region by 2035 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental biological resource
impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental biological resource impacts are cumulatively
considerable.

2050
As described in the 2020 analysis, the planned growth and projects throughout southern California and
northern Baja region and implementation of the proposed Plan resulting in regional growth and land use
change and transportation network improvements would contribute to the cumulative loss of biological
resources as result of conversion of undeveloped lands to developed lands, including the loss of riparian
habitat (including regulated waters), upland sensitive natural communities, and special status wildlife
and plant species.
Implementation of the proposed Plan growth patterns and projects would have significant impacts
related to biological resources in the San Diego Region by the year 2050. Land use changes and
transportation network improvements associated with both the proposed Plan as well as regional
projects and plans developed in southern California and northern Baja by 2050 would allow for more
development and redevelopment to occur, and would therefore result in loss of riparian habitat
(including regulated waters), upland sensitive natural communities, and special status wildlife and plant
species, and would decrease the permeability of existing wildlife movement corridors. Thus, the
combination of the proposed Plan and continued growth and development through the rest of the
southern California and northern Baja region would result significant cumulative biological resource
impacts.
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Because cumulative biological resource impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja
region by 2050 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental biological resource
impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental biological resource impacts are cumulatively
considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Implementation of Mitigation Measures BIO-1A through BIO-3A would reduce direct and indirect
impacts of the proposed Plan. BIO-1A, 1B, 1C, and 1D include design and avoidance measures to be
incorporated into projects to avoid impacts to riparian habitat including wetlands and upland sensitive
natural communities; provide compensatory mitigation when impacts are unavoidable; implement
mitigation and monitoring plans per agency requirements; and implement BMPs to avoid indirect
impacts. BIO-2A, 2B, and 2C include design and avoidance measures to be incorporated into projects to
avoid and reduce impacts to special status wildlife and plant species and provide compensatory
mitigation. BIO-3A includes measures to provide for movement of wildlife. Some impacts to riparian
habitat, including wetlands, upland sensitive natural communities, special status species, and wildlife
corridor permeability remain significant and unavoidable after implementation of all applicable
mitigation measures.
Similar types of mitigation measures are provided in other regional plans, such as the SCAG 2012-2035,
RTP/SCS EIR, and individual projects have project-specific biological mitigation. The SCAG 2012-2035
RTP/SCS EIR concluded that even with implementation of mitigation, biological resource impacts would
remain significant. The HSR EIR/EIS provided biological mitigation strategies, but concluded that it could
not be determined that all biological impacts would be fully mitigation to below a level of significance.
Thus, there is no assurance that the proposed mitigation would reduce impacts of related projects in
southern California and northern Baja to a less than significant level.
Mitigation Measures BIO-1A through BIO-3A would not reduce the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts
to less than significant. Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to cumulative
biological impacts in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable postmitigation.

5.2.5

CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts to cultural and paleontological resources is
the southern California and northern Baja California region. Because local and regional settlement
patterns are closely linked, it is important to evaluate the loss of cultural resources across this entire
geographic area to adequately consider how the loss of resources would impact the understanding of
the closely interrelated prehistoric and historic context. Historic resources should be considered based
on their importance both within their local setting as well as the regional framework.
A projection approach for cumulative analysis of cultural and paleontological resources allows for an
overview discussion of regional loss of interrelated cultural resources associated with general patterns
of regional urbanization, growth, and land use changes. The cumulative impact is the combination of the
impacts of the proposed Plan and impact projections in adopted planning documents. Significant
cumulative impacts related to cultural resources and paleontological resources would occur if
cumulatively there would be a substantial increase in impacts with regard to the significance of historic
or unique archaeological resource, disturbance of human remains, or destruction of unique
paleontological resources or unique geologic features.
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This cumulative impact assessment considers and relies on the impact analysis within this EIR for the
proposed Plan, SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR (SCAG 2012a) for the southern California region, the
County of San Diego General Plan Update EIR (County of San Diego 2011), and the California-Baja
California Border Master Plan (Caltrans 2008). Many local jurisdictions provide guidance and protective
measures for cultural and paleontological resources in their general plans and other local planning
documents. There are generally no regional plans pertaining to such resources for the northern Baja
California region. The California-Baja California Border Master Plan is a binational comprehensive
approach to coordinate planning and delivery of projects at land POEs and transportation infrastructure
serving those POEs in the California-Baja California region. The Master Plan does not have an associated
environmental analysis documents and no detailed analysis of cultural resource impacts was conducted
for this Master Plan (Caltrans 2008).

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Areas in the San Diego region are known to have a high potential for prehistoric, historic, and cultural
resources. Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in the construction of development
projects and transportation network improvements that would result in a wide range of construction
and ground-disturbing activities, such as excavation, grading, and clearing, which remove and/or disturb
the upper layer of soils. Since cultural resources have been found within inches of the ground surface in
some areas of the San Diego region, in some locations these ground-disturbing activities would cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical or unique archeological resource.
Implementation of the proposed Plan would necessitate construction activities that in some locations
would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical or unique archeological
resource through the physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of a resource or its
immediate surroundings such that the significance of a historical or unique archeological resource would
be materially impaired. This would occur within each horizon year analyzed (2020, 2035, and 2050).
Therefore, impacts related to a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical or unique
archeological resource would be significant.
As described in Section 4.5, the proposed Plan would result in ground-disturbing activities associated
with regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements that in
some locations would unearth and impact buried human remains in 2020, 2035, and 2050. Impacts
would be less than significant because adherence to existing laws and regulations associated with the
disturbance of human remains as detailed in Section 4.5 ensures the appropriate handling of any human
remains that are encountered.
Areas throughout the region have distinct geologic rock formations with known paleontological
sensitivity and areas with unique geologic features. Ground-disturbing activities, such as construction
associated with development, redevelopment, and transportation network improvements, in some
locations would directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geological feature. Existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and programs included in Section
4.5 would help reduce impacts to paleontological resources and unique geological resources, but there
is no assurance that they would reduce these impacts to a less than significant level. Therefore, impacts
to paleontological resources and unique geologic features would be significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR found that implementation of the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would result in
significant and unavoidable impacts related to adverse changes in the significance of archaeological and
historic resources, directly or indirectly destroy unique paleontological resources, and potentially disturb
human remains. The 2012-2035 RTP/SCS’s influence on growth would contribute to regionally significant
impacts to cultural resources and be cumulatively considerable (SCAG 2012a).
The EIR prepared for the County of San Diego General Plan Update found that, with mitigation,
implementation of the updated General Plan would result in less than significant direct or cumulative
impacts on historical, archaeological, or paleontological resources or disturbance of human remains. The
California-Baja California Border Master Plan does not provide analysis of impacts to cultural resources;
however, projects included in the Master Plan could have adverse impacts to cultural or paleontological
resources due to ground disturbance necessary for construction of infrastructure

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and northern Baja region
are significant when considered together, even if not independently significant. As described above,
implementation of the proposed Plan and SCAG’s 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would result in ground-disturbing
activities that would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical or unique
archeological resource. California projects are required to adhere to federal, state and local regulations,
as described in Section 4.5; however, cumulative growth development located in Mexico would not be
subject to compliance with such regulations. Additionally, even with regulations in place, individual
historical or unique archeological resources could still be impacted or degraded from demolition,
destruction, alteration, or structural relocation as a result of new private or public development or
redevelopment allowable under the proposed plan or other adopted regional plans. Therefore,
cumulative impacts on historical and unique archeological resources would be significant. Because the
proposed Plan’s impacts on historical and unique archeological resources are significant, they are also
cumulatively considerable in 2020.
In addition, implementation of the proposed Plan combined with development associated with SCAG’s
2012-2035 RTP/SCS would result in adverse impacts to human remains from development activities.
Development associated with the proposed Plan as well as in the SCAG region would be required to
comply with federal, state and local regulations, as described in Section 4.5, if human remains are
encountered. Cumulative projects located in Mexico would not be subject to compliance with such
regulations. However, the proposed Plan’s contribution to these impacts would be less than
cumulatively considerable, because required compliance with federal, state, and local regulations would
ensure the appropriate handling of any human remains that are encountered.
As with cultural resources, implementation of the proposed Plan combined with SCAG’s 2012-2035
RTP/SCS and development in northern Baja California would result in a significant cumulative impact
associated with paleontological resources and unique geological features from extensive grading,
excavation, or other ground-disturbing activities.
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Development would be regulated by state and local laws and regulations, including CEQA and local
jurisdictions’ grading ordinances. However, cumulative growth and development located in Mexico
would not be subject to compliance with such regulations. Additionally, the loss of paleontological
resources or unique geological features on a regional level would not be adequately avoided or reduced
through methods specified in these regulations. Based on the above analysis, cumulative impacts on
paleontological resources and unique geological features would be significant. Because cumulative
paleontological resource impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja region by 2020
would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts are significant, the proposed
Plan’s incremental paleontological resource and unique geological feature impacts are also cumulatively
considerable.

2035
The cumulative analysis presented above for the horizon year of 2020 would be applicable to year 2035,
and significant cumulative impacts to cultural resources would occur. By 2035, increases in regional
growth and land use change, and the number of transportation network improvements implemented
over those that occurred by 2020 would result in additional adverse impacts related to changes in the
significance of a historical or unique archeological resource and the direct or indirect destruction of a
unique paleontological resource or site or unique geological feature to occur.
As described in the 2020 analysis, cumulative impacts on historical and unique archeological resources
and paleontological resources and unique geological features would be significant because there would
be cumulative adverse changes in the significance of those resources due to the proposed Plan, SCAG’s
2012-2035 RTP/SCS, and development located in northern Baja California.
Because cumulative cultural and paleontological resource impacts throughout the southern California
and northern Baja region by 2035 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental
impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental cultural and paleontological resource impacts
are also cumulatively considerable.

2050
The cumulative analysis presented above for the horizon years of 2020 and 2035 would be applicable to
year 2050, and significant cumulative impacts to cultural resources would occur. By 2050, increases in
regional growth and land use change, and the number of transportation network improvements
implemented over those that occurred by 2020 and 2035 would result in adverse impacts related to
changes in the significance of a historical or unique archeological resource and the direct or indirect
destruction of a unique paleontological resource or site or unique geological feature to occur.
As described in the 2020 analysis, cumulative impacts on historical or unique archeological resources
and paleontological resources and unique geological features would be significant because there would
be cumulative adverse changes in the significance of those resources due to the proposed Plan, SCAG’s
2012-2035 RTP/SCS, and development located in northern Baja California. Because the proposed Plan’s
impacts on cultural resources and paleontological resources and unique geological features are
significant, they are also cumulatively considerable in 2050.
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Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures to reduce impacts to cultural resources and to paleontological resources/unique
geological features due to implementation of the proposed Plan as identified in Section 4.5 would be
applicable to cumulative impacts as well.
Mitigation Measures CULT-1A and CULT-1B call for measures to avoid or substantially reduce adverse
changes in the significance of a cultural resource, and protect cultural resources during construction.
These mitigation measures would be included in project-level planning, design, and CEQA reviews.
Implementation of these mitigation measures would not reduce impacts that would cause a substantial
adverse change in the significance of a historical or unique archeological resource to less than significant
because it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than
significant level.
Mitigation Measure PALEO-1A calls for project implementation agencies to assess impacts to unique
paleontological resources or unique geological features prior to construction of individual projects
associated with the proposed Plan. If a project is determined to be located within an area likely to
contain unique paleontological resource sensitivity or unique geologic features, implementation of
Mitigation Measure PALEO-1B calls for avoidance where feasible or provide a qualified paleontologist to
be stationed on-site of any future development to monitor construction; identify valuable
paleontological specimens, if any; and recover and report on any significant resources found at the site.
Implementation of this mitigation measure would not reduce impacts to less than significant because it
cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant
level.
Mitigation Measures CULT-1A, CULT-1B, PALEO-1A, and PALEO 1B would not reduce the proposed Plan’s
incremental impacts to less than significant. Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to
cumulative cultural resources, paleontological, and unique geologic feature impacts in years 2020, 2035,
and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.6

ENERGY

The area of geographic consideration for cumulative energy impacts is the southern California and
northern Baja region. The demand for energy is a common theme throughout the region. Land use
change and the transportation system would influence the demand for future energy development or
the location and need for new or additional energy infrastructure across the southern California and
northern Baja region. The provision of energy can be linked to jurisdictions, but often service providers
and their infrastructure cover large areas. Thus, it is necessary to consider the southern California and
northern Baja region as a whole and the overall amount of development that would generate additional
pressure and demand on energy use and generation facilities.
A hybrid approach to the cumulative energy analysis allows for an overview discussion of regional
impacts associated with general patterns of regional urbanization, growth, and land use changes that
would create new or additional energy use, modify demand for the provision of energy, or dictate where
new or expanded energy infrastructure is located. Discussion of specific projects also allows for
consideration of individual large-scale existing and probable future projects with known impacts to
energy resources.
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Growth, land use change, and transportation system improvements occurring throughout the southern
California and northern Baja region would impact energy demand, development, and supply. Cumulative
energy impacts would result if there were an increase in overall per capita energy consumption or
inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary energy use; an increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased
reliance on renewable energy sources; or construction of new or expanded energy facilities which could
cause a significant environmental effect.
Documents considered in the cumulative energy analysis include the California Energy Commission
California Energy Demand 2014-2024 Final Forecast (CEC 2014); County of San Diego Strategic Energy
Plan 2013-2014 (County of San Diego 2013); San Diego Gas & Electric 2012 Long Term Procurement Plan
(SDG&E 2012); and California Energy Commission Energy Facility Status (CEC 2015).

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
As detailed in Section 4.6, total energy use and per capita energy use in 2020, 2035, and 2050 would be
less than total energy use and per capita energy use in 2012. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not
result in an increase in overall per capita energy consumption or otherwise use energy in an inefficient,
wasteful, or unnecessary manner in 2020, 2035, or 2050 and the impact would be less than significant.
Regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements would not
result in increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on renewable energy sources because
total energy use would decrease, fossil fuel energy consumption would decrease, and renewable energy
consumption would increase. Thus, this impact would be less than significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
New facilities for generation, transmission, storage, and distribution of electricity and natural gas will be
needed to meet the increase in demand for energy as a result of regional growth and land use change
that is forecasted to occur. Similarly, construction of new or expanded facilities, the construction of
which could cause significant environmental impacts, would be needed because total electricity, natural
gas, and diesel consumption would increase under the proposed Plan. This impact would be significant
in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Impacts of Related Projects
Multiple energy projects in various stages of planning, permitting, and construction are ongoing in the
southern California and northern Baja region. Some of these include the Blythe Solar, Palen-Nalep Solar,
and Rice Solar energy projects in Riverside County; Carlsbad NRG and Pio Pico Energy Center in San
Diego County; Clean Hydrogen Energy project in Kern County; and Black Rock 5 & 6 Geothermal Power
Project in Imperial County (CEC 2015). All energy projects requiring CEC approval or licensing must go
through the CEC permitting process, which is a certified regulatory program under CEQA. The CEC
license/certification subsumes all requirements of state, local, or regional agencies otherwise required
before new infrastructure is constructed.
The HST environmental document states that, while the project would have a potentially significant
effect related to long-term electric power consumption when viewed on a system-wide basis, it
represents a more energy-efficient mode of transportation than travel by aircraft or car, such that the
HST system would result in an overall reduction in total energy consumption. The EIR/EIS states that the
HST system would reduce energy consumption overall and any localized energy impacts would be
avoided through proper planning and design of power distribution systems and their relationship with
the overall power grid (HSRA 2005).
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Energy impacts were not addressed in the Addendum to the South Orange County Transportation
Infrastructure Improvement Project Final Subsequent EIR (Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor
Agency 2013).

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR identified that implementation of the plan would contribute to a
cumulatively considerable increase in non-renewable energy use that would be significant and
unavoidable. The EIR also found that the plan would result in a significant and unavoidable impact
related to the use of electricity, natural gas, gasoline, diesel, and other non-renewable energy types in
the construction and expansion of the regional transportation system and forecasted development
(SCAG 2012a).
The CEC California Energy Demand 2014-2024 Final Forecast report describes 10‐year forecasts for
electricity and end‐user natural gas in California and for major utility planning areas within the state. The
forecast includes estimates of additional achievable energy efficiency, electricity consumption, peak
demand, and natural gas consumption savings. These savings have a significant impact on projected
sales and peak as the adjusted mid-case totals are around 10 percent lower than the baseline middemand case by 2024. While there is no associated environmental analysis, the forecast does show the
continued increase in demand for energy supplies in the state over the next 10 years (CEC 2014).
The County of San Diego Strategic Energy Plan provides high-level energy and sustainability objectives
and goals in the areas of energy and water conservation and efficiency, sustainable design, energy
supply, distributed generation, vehicular transportation, energy and sustainability education and
outreach, energy consumer choice, recycling and landfill diversion, and GHG emissions reductions. The
main priorities for the plan period are to control utility costs, accelerate distributed generation
employment, facilitate alternative fuel vehicle deployment, reduce the region’s carbon footprint,
expand choice for consumer energy supply, and increase the use of information technology to help
reach objectives and inform the public (County of San Diego 2013).
SDG&E is a major provider of energy for the San Diego region. The objective of SDGE’s 2012 Long Term
Procurement Plan is to provide reliable electric supply to customers at the lowest cost, while also
meeting the state’s preferred loading order for resources and reducing the GHG emissions. The longterm plan (10 years) addresses both demand- and supply-side resources and makes recommendations
to achieve the appropriate balance between each of these resource types. The plan adds resources in
the order of the state’s priorities as follows: energy efficiency; demand response; renewable power;
distributed generation; and clean and efficient fossil-fired generation (SDGE 2012).

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
The proposed Plan would not result in an increase in overall per capita energy consumption or
otherwise use energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary manner in 2020. Additionally, the
proposed Plan would result in a decrease of total energy use, fossil fuel energy consumption would
decrease, and renewable energy consumption would increase. Because the proposed Plan does not
make an incremental contribution to cumulative energy impacts, the proposed Plan would not result in
cumulatively considerable impacts related to per capita energy consumption and reliance on fossil fuels
and renewable energy in 2020.
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New or expanded facilities for generation, transmission, storage, and distribution of electricity, natural
gas, diesel and alternative transportation fuels would be needed to meet the increased demand
associated with the proposed Plan, and this would be significant in 2020. Combined with impacts from
projected growth and development located throughout the region causing increased demand for
electricity, natural gas, and diesel, the proposed Plan’s incremental contribution to impacts resulting
from the construction of new or expanded energy facilities would be cumulatively considerable in 2020.

2035
Similar to 2020, the proposed Plan would not result in an increase in overall per capita energy
consumption or otherwise use energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary manner in 2035 and
total energy use would decrease, fossil fuel energy consumption would decrease, and renewable energy
consumption would increase. Because the proposed Plan does not make an incremental contribution to
cumulative energy impacts, the proposed Plan would not result in cumulatively considerable impacts
related to per capita energy consumption and reliance on fossil fuels and renewable energy in 2035.
New or expanded facilities for generation, transmission, storage, and distribution of electricity, natural
gas, diesel and alternative transportation fuels would be needed to meet the increased demand
associated with the proposed Plan, and this would be significant in 2035. Combined with impacts from
projected growth and development located throughout the region causing increased demand for
electricity, natural gas, and diesel, the proposed Plan’s incremental contribution to impacts resulting
from the construction of new or expanded energy facilities would be cumulatively considerable in 2035.

2050
Similar to 2020 and 2035, the proposed Plan would not result in an increase in overall per capita energy
consumption or otherwise use energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary manner in 2050 and
total energy use would decrease, fossil fuel energy consumption would decrease, and renewable energy
consumption would increase. For this reason, rather than add to cumulative increases energy
consumption or increased reliance on fossil fuels that would be ongoing throughout the region, the
proposed Plan would improve energy efficiencies and savings. Because the proposed Plan does not
make an incremental contribution to cumulative energy impacts, the proposed Plan would not result in
cumulatively considerable impacts related to per capita energy consumption and reliance on fossil fuels
and renewable energy in 2050.
New or expanded facilities for generation, transmission, storage, and distribution of electricity, natural
gas, diesel and alternative transportation fuels would be needed to meet the increased demand
associated with the proposed Plan, and this would be significant in 2050. Combined with impacts from
projected growth and development located throughout the region causing increased demand for
electricity, natural gas, and diesel, the proposed Plan’s incremental contribution to impacts resulting
from the construction of new or expanded energy facilities would be cumulatively considerable in 2050.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure EN-3A calls for the implementation of mitigation necessary to avoid or reduce
environmental impacts associated with the construction of new or expansion of existing natural gas,
electricity, and transportation fuel facilities.
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Mitigation Measure EN-3B calls for the development of electricity and natural gas demand calculations
for projects that require substantial energy consumption and implementation of design and mitigation
measures that reduce energy consumption and promote the use of on-site renewable energy. While
these mitigation measures would reduce impacts associated with the construction of natural gas and
electricity facilities, SANDAG cannot guarantee implementation of these mitigation measures; therefore,
it cannot be ensured that these measures would be implemented in all cases.
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR also provides mitigation measures to reduce energy consumption and
promote energy efficiency and renewable energy generation. However, these measures would not
reduce the significant energy impacts identified in the EIR. Thus, the proposed Plan incremental
contribution to impacts resulting from the need for construction or expansion of energy facilities in
2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.7

GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND MINERAL RESOURCES

The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts is the southern California and northern
Baja region. While some geology and soil features can be very distinct to certain locations, geologic
features can also have broad reaching elements, such as faults and underlying bedrock formations.
Geology, soils, and mineral resources are not confined by jurisdictional boundaries. Thus, it is necessary
to consider geologic resources, soils, and availability of mineral resources in southern California and
northern Baja as a whole region.
A projection approach for cumulative analysis of geologic, soils, and mineral resources allows for an
overview discussion of regional and cross-border risks of seismic and geologic hazards, soil erosion or
loss, and loss of availability of mineral resources associated with general patterns of regional
urbanization, growth, and land use changes. The cumulative impact is the combination of the impacts of
the proposed Plan and impacts to geology, soils, and mineral resources resulting from implementation
of approved regional planning documents. Significant cumulative impacts would occur if there were
cumulative risks of exposure of people or structures to substantial seismic or geologic hazards,
development on unstable geologic units, soil loss or erosion, or loss of availability of valuable mineral
resources or recovery sites in southern California and northern Baja. (Impacts related to development in
areas with unsuitable soils for septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems are localized in
nature, and thus are not considered further in this cumulative impact analysis.)
This cumulative impact assessment considers and relies on the impact analysis within this EIR for the
proposed Plan, SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR (SCAG 2012a) for the southern California region, the
County of San Diego General Plan Update EIR (County of San Diego 2011), and the California-Baja
California Border Master Plan (Caltrans 2008). There are generally no regional plans pertaining to such
resources for the northern Baja California region.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Regional growth and land use change and the transportation network improvements included as part of
the proposed Project would expose additional people and structures to seismic hazards such as strong
seismic ground shaking, fault rupture, liquefaction, earthquake-induced landslides as some development
would occur in hazard areas within the in San Diego region.
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Future land development and transportation network improvements also would place structures at risk
to impacts caused by unstable soils, including expansive, collapsible, or unstable soils; landslides; and
erosion or loss of topsoil. Some regional growth and land use change would occur on expansive or
unstable soils incapable of supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative waste water disposal
systems. Existing regulations discussed in Section 4.7 would ensure that these impacts would not be
significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Compliance with regulatory requirements and implementation of required design measures would
ensure that regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network improvements and
programs associated with the proposed Plan would not cause substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil and the impact would be less than significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Regional growth and land use changes and transportation network improvements associated with the
proposed Plan would cause loss of availability of known mineral resources, as land development and
transportation network improvements would encroach into MRZs and other locally important resource
recovery sites; mineral resources impacts would be significant for 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The EIR prepared for the SCAG 2012-2035 EIR/SCS RTP analyzed impacts to the SCAG region up to 2035
and identified significant and unavoidable impacts related to implementation of that plan due to
exposure of people and structures to geologic hazards, substantial topsoil loss and slope failure,
unstable soil conditions, and the loss of availability of known mineral resources. The EIR also found that
the 2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS would contribute to a cumulatively considerable increase in risk
associated with geologic hazards and impacts to mineral resources (SCAG 2012a). The EIR prepared for
the County of San Diego General Plan Update found that implementation of the updated General Plan
would not result in potentially significant direct or cumulative impacts associated with the exposure to
seismic-related hazards, soil erosion or topsoil loss, soil stability, expansive soils, waste water disposal
systems, and unique geologic features (County of San Diego 2011).
Adopted land use plans for local jurisdictions in southern California and northern Baja would support the
construction of new development and redevelopment through policy changes, general plan updates,
and zoning amendments that encourage and facilitate population growth and land use changes. Due to
the seismically active nature of the southern California and northern Baja region, these development
projects would subject additional people and structures to ground shaking, fault rupture, liquefaction,
and earthquake-induced landslides. Projects would also be susceptible to impacts caused by unstable
soils, including expansive, collapsible, or unstable soils; and landsliding. The severity of these impacts
would be determined by geographic location, soil type, and construction requirements such as grading
and excavation. Development associated with the implementation of regional planning documents in
California would be required to adhere to the design standards described in the CBC and the UBC, which
regulate the design and construction of buildings and structures and effectively reduce the effects of
seismic activity and geologic hazards at the project level, as described in Section 4.7Development
associated with the implementation of regional planning documents would in some cases also impact
availability of known mineral resources, as development would likely occur in some locations within
MRZs or resource recovery sites.
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Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combination of impacts of the
proposed plan and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and northern
Baja region were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant. As
described above, implementation of the regional growth and land changes and transportation network
improvements associated with the proposed Plan would expose additional people and structures to
seismic hazards such as ground shaking, fault rupture, liquefaction, and earthquake-induced landslides
as development occurs in hazard areas within the San Diego region. Future development would also
place structures at risk to impacts caused by unstable soils, including expansive, collapsible, or unstable
soils; landsliding; and erosion or loss of topsoil. Some development would occur in areas with soils
incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems.
Whether from the proposed Plan or from development associated with other approved plans, such as
the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP, impacts would generally be confined to a specific project area, rather than
result in an aggregated cumulative effect over the southern California and northern Baja California
region. All California development and infrastructure projects would be required to adhere to the design
standards described in the CBC and the UBC, which regulate the design and construction of buildings
and structures and substantially reduce the effects of seismic activity and other geologic hazards at the
project level, as described in Section 4.7. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not result in cumulatively
considerable impacts related to geologic and seismic hazards or unstable soils.
The proposed Plan would significantly impact loss of availability of known mineral resources due to
development in locations within MRZs or resource recovery sites. Combined with loss of availability of
mineral resources from implementation of adopted regional planning documents, impacts from the
proposed Plan would also result in significant cumulative impacts to availability of known mineral
resources.
Because cumulative mineral resources impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja
region by 2020 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to these
resources are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to mineral resources are cumulatively
considerable.

2035
Transportation and development projects associated with the proposed Plan and other development in
southern California and northern Baja would expose additional people and structures to geologic and
seismic hazards such as ground shaking, fault rupture, liquefaction, and earthquake-induced landslides,
and would also place structures at risk to impacts caused by unstable soils, including expansive,
collapsible, or unstable soils, and landsliding. Some development would occur in areas with soils
incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems.
All California development and infrastructure projects would be required to adhere to the design
standards described in the CBC and the UBC, which regulate the design and construction of buildings
and structures and substantially reduce the effects of seismic activity and other geologic hazards at the
project level, as described in Section 4.7. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not result in cumulatively
considerable impacts related to geologic and seismic hazards or unstable soils.
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The proposed Plan would also significantly impact loss of availability of known mineral resources due to
development in locations within MRZs or resource recovery sites. Combined with loss of availability of
mineral resources from implementation of adopted regional planning documents, impacts from the
proposed Plan would also result in significant cumulative impacts to availability of known mineral
resources in 2035.
Because cumulative mineral resources impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja
region by 2035 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to these
resources are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to mineral resources are cumulatively
considerable.

2050
Transportation and development projects associated with the proposed Plan and other development in
southern California and northern Baja would expose additional people and structures to geologic and
seismic hazards such as ground shaking, fault rupture, liquefaction, and earthquake-induced landslides,
and would also place structures at risk to impacts caused by unstable soils, including expansive,
collapsible, or unstable soils, and landsliding. Some development would occur in areas with soils
incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative wastewater disposal systems.
Although the 2050 time period is beyond implementation of the planning horizons of regional planning
documents other than the proposed Plan, such as the adopted 2012-2035 SCAG RTP and most adopted
land use plans, this analysis would apply to future projects in the southern California and northern Baja
region. All California development and infrastructure projects would be required to adhere to the design
standards described in the CBC and the UBC, which regulate the design and construction buildings and
structures and substantially reduce the effects of seismic activity and other geologic hazards at the
project level, as described in Section 4.7. Therefore, the proposed Plan would not result in cumulatively
considerable impacts related to geologic and seismic hazards or unstable soils.
The proposed Plan would also significantly impact loss of availability of known mineral resources due to
development in locations within MRZs or resource recovery sites. Combined with loss of availability of
mineral resources from implementation of adopted regional planning documents, impacts from the
proposed Plan would also result in significant cumulative impacts to availability of known mineral
resources in 2050.
Because cumulative mineral resource impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja
region by 2050 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to these
resources are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts to mineral resources are cumulatively
considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure MR-1A would conserve aggregate and mineral resources through avoidance of
aggregate and mineral resources, or incorporation of appropriate design features to reduce impacts to
resources when avoidance is not feasible. However, as outlined in Section 4.7, this mitigation measure
would not guarantee that all proposed Plan impacts to availability of known mineral resources would be
less than significant. Therefore, the proposed Plan incremental contributions to cumulative impacts to
availability of known mineral resources in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively
considerable post-mitigation.
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5.2.8

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts of GHG emissions is global. Climate change
is a global problem and GHGs persist in the atmosphere for long enough time periods to be dispersed
around the globe. Impacts of GHGs are also borne globally. Atmospheric concentrations of GHGs have
been increasing since measurements began in the 1970s. As of 2014, the globally averaged annual mean
concentration of atmospheric CO2 is approximately 397 parts per million (ppm), CH4 is approximately
1840 parts per billion (ppb), and N2O is approximately 327 ppb (NOAA 2015).
The projection approach to GHG considers both forecasted GHG emissions on a global scale as well as
local-level analysis of GHGs as transportation is the largest contributor to these emissions in the
SANDAG region and consideration of the effects resulting from overall transportation network
improvements, increases in population, and planned regional development is necessary.
From the standpoint of CEQA, GHG impacts to climate change are inherently cumulative. Significant
cumulative impacts would occur if the proposed Plan were to directly or indirectly result in an increase
in GHG emissions compared to existing conditions; conflict with AB 32, SANDAG Climate Action Strategy,
Local Climate Action Plans, or SB 375 GHG emission reduction targets; or be inconsistent with the State’s
ability to achieve the Executive Order B-30-15 and S-3-05 targets of reducing California’s GHG emissions
to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.
This cumulative impact assessment considers and relies on the impact analysis within this EIR for the
proposed Plan, Climate Change 2014 Synthesis Report published by the United Nation’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2014), World Resources Institute Total GHG Emissions
by Country (WRI 2014), and the California Air Resources Board 2014 Scoping Plan Update (ARB 2014).

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The proposed Plan’s regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements
would create additional sources of GHG emissions. The proposed Plan supports sustainable growth
through creating a compact development pattern with growth focused in existing urban areas where
transit and infrastructure are already in place. Locating people and jobs near each other and near transit
encourages use of transit, carpooling, and active transportation options, thereby reducing
transportation-related GHG emissions. Also, the proposed Plan encourages GHG emissions reductions
through alternative transit improvements including pedestrian network improvements, safe routes to
schools strategies, bicycle network facilities, vanpools, carpools, and buspools. GHG emissions in 2020,
2035, and 2050 would be lower than in 2012. Because the proposed Plan would not directly or indirectly
result in an increase in GHG emissions compared to existing conditions, this is a less than significant
impact in all forecasted years.
The proposed Plan would not conflict with AB 32, the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy, local Climate
Action Plans, or SB 375 targets in 2020, 2035, or 2050 and the impact would be less than significant in all
years. However, because the total emissions in the San Diego region in 2035 and 2050 would exceed the
2035 and 2050 regional GHG reduction reference points based on EO-B-30-15 and EO-S-3-05, the
proposed Plan’s GHG emissions would be inconsistent with state’s ability to achieve the Executive
Orders’ GHG reduction goals. Therefore, this impact would be significant in 2035 and 2050.
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Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
As stated in the Climate Change 2014 Synthesis Report published by the United Nation’s
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), human influence on the climate system is clear, and
recent anthropogenic emissions of GHGs are the highest in history. Recent climate changes have had
widespread impacts on human and natural systems and that cumulative emissions of CO2 will largely
determine global mean surface warming by the late 21st century and beyond. The World Resources
Institute estimated that worldwide emissions in 2011 were 43.8 billion metric tons (MT) CO2e, of which
the United States contributed the greatest percentage after China (WRI 2014).
Projections of GHG emissions vary over a wide range, depending on both socioeconomic development
and climate policy. The IPCC report states that substantial emissions reductions over the next few
decades can reduce climate risks in the 21st century and beyond, increase prospects for effective
adaptation, reduce the costs and challenges of mitigation in the longer term, and contribute to climateresilient pathways for sustainable development; however, implementing such reductions poses
substantial technological, economic, social, and institutional challenges, which increase with delays in
additional mitigation and if key technologies are not available. Effective adaptation and mitigation
responses will depend on policies and measures across multiple scales: international, regional, national,
and sub-national and the IPCC report lists the following two forums as global opportunities for climate
change actions:
•

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) is a major multilateral
forum focused on addressing climate change, with nearly universal participation.

•

The Kyoto Protocol offers lessons toward achieving the ultimate objective of the UNFCCC,
particularly with respect to participation, implementation, flexibility mechanisms, and
environmental effectiveness (IPCC 2014).

Scaling back from a global overview, Section 4.8 outlines a large number of federal, state, and local laws,
regulations, and policies that are aimed at reducing GHG emissions through a variety of means. On the
federal level, GHG reduction is mandated through energy policies, the CAFE program, CAA, and a series
of executive orders.
In 2012, California accounted for approximately 7 percent of U.S. emissions with a total of 458.68 MMT
CO2e. The State of California has a considerable policy and regulation regimen related to GHG reduction,
including AB 32 and associated Climate Change Scoping Plan. The 2014 Scoping Plan Update indicates
that California is on pace to meet the 2020 statewide limit. It also presents priorities and
recommendations for achieving the state’s longer-term GHG emission reduction objectives, but does
not include a specific plan that demonstrates that the state would meet the 2030 and 2050 Executive
Order-based targets (ARB 2014). The state has various other plans and policies addressing specific GHG
sources including transportation, energy use and generation, land use, and industrial sources. Locally,
GHG emissions projections and reduction are addressed in various plans and policies, including local
jurisdictions’ individual Climate Action Plans.
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Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan and impact projections from adopted plans were significant when considered together, even if not
independently significant. GHG emissions and impacts to global climate change are inherently
cumulative as the quantity of GHGs that it takes to ultimately result in climate change is not precisely
known; however, a single project would be unlikely to measurably contribute to a noticeable
incremental change in the global average temperature. As described above, a wide variety of plans and
regulations at all levels of government, including global, federal, state, and local, provide for regulation
and reduction of GHG emissions. For example, the 2014 Scoping Plan Update indicates that California is
on pace to meet the 2020 statewide emission reduction goals as required by AB 32. However, there is
uncertainty about the ability of the nation and world to meet GHG reduction goals. Many of the
proposed strategies and mitigation proposed in GHG reduction plans and policies are based on new and
developing technology and can be highly dependent upon the global economy and other influencing
factors.
As discussed in Section 4.8, implementation of the proposed Plan would decrease GHG emissions in
2020 from 2012 levels. Moreover, total GHG emissions for the region in 2020 would be less than the
region’s 1990 emissions level; therefore, the proposed Plan would not conflict with an AB 32-based
regional reference point. The proposed Plan would not conflict with the SANDAG Climate Action
Strategy or local climate action plans. SB 375 GHG emissions reductions of 1518 percent by 2020 under
the proposed Plan would exceed the ARB target of a 7 percent reduction by 2020. However, uncertainty
about the ability for GHG emissions to be reduced by national and international efforts means that
global GHG emissions may not be reduced to 2012 levels or below 1990 levels by 2020. But because the
proposed Plan’s GHG emissions decrease between 2012 and 2020, and would not conflict with AB 32,
there is no significant GHG cumulative impact in 2020.

2035
As discussed in Section 4.8, implementation of the proposed Plan in 2035 would decrease GHG
emissions from 2012 levels. Moreover, SB 375 GHG emissions reductions of 2124 percent by 2035 would
exceed the ARB target of a 13 percent reduction by 2035. The proposed Plan would not conflict with the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or local climate action plans. However, because total emissions in the
San Diego region in 2035 exceed the regional 2035 GHG reduction reference point based on EO-B-30-15
and EO-S-3-05, the proposed Plan’s 2035 GHG emissions would be inconsistent with state’s ability to
achieve the Executive Orders’ GHG reduction goals. This would be a significant impact. Also, uncertainty
about the ability for GHG emissions to be reduced by national and international efforts means that
global GHG emissions may not be reduced on a trajectory consistent with the EO-B-30-15 and EO-S-3-05
goals.
Because cumulative GHG impacts on a global basis would be significant, and because the proposed
Plan’s incremental GHG impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental GHG impacts in 2035
would also be cumulatively considerable.
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2050
As discussed in Section 4.8, implementation of the proposed Plan in 2050 would decrease GHG
emissions from 2012 levels. Also, the proposed Plan would not conflict with the SANDAG Climate Action
Strategy or local climate action plans. However, because total emissions in the San Diego region in 2050
exceed the regional 2050 GHG reduction reference point based on EO-S-3-05 (80% below 1990 levels),
the proposed Plan’s 2050 GHG emissions would be inconsistent with state’s ability to achieve the
Executive Order GHG reduction goal. This would be a significant impact. Also, uncertainty about the
ability for GHG emissions to be reduced by national and international efforts means that global GHG
emissions may not be reduced on a trajectory consistent with the EO-S-3-05 goal.
Because cumulative GHG impacts on a global basis would be significant, and because the proposed
Plan’s incremental GHG impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental GHG impacts in 2050
would also be cumulatively considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Implementation of Mitigation Measures GHG-4A through GHG-4H would reduce direct and indirect GHG
emission associated with the proposed Plan. These mitigation measures include actions such as
competitive grant funding for GHG-reducing projects, a regional mobility hub strategy, funding electric
vehicle-charging infrastructure, adoption of a transportation fuels plan to reduce GHG emissions,
assisting local governments in preparing Climate Action Plans, and measures to reduce GHG emissions
from transportation and development projects. Additional mitigation measures that would reduce GHG
emissions are presented in the air quality, energy, and water supply sections.
While SANDAG has the authority to implement the mitigation measures it has committed to, it has no
legal authority to require other transportation project sponsors or local jurisdictions to implement
mitigation measures for specific projects for which they have responsibility and jurisdiction. Based on
the studies described in Section 4.8 in the introduction to the mitigation section, even full
implementation of all identified mitigation measures would not be sufficient to reduce the proposed
Plan’s GHG emissions below the regional 2035 and 2050 GHG reduction reference points based on EO-B30-15 and EO-S-3-05. Full implementation of many of the measures that could result in a 40% reduction
of GHG emissions by 2030 and an 80% reduction of GHG emissions by 2050 in the San Diego region
would require major changes in clean technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal policies
and regulations. Mitigation measures GHG-4A through GHG-4H would help reduce regional GHG
emissions through reducing VMT, increasing use of alternative fuels, and other measures; they would
reduce inconsistency of the propose Plan’s GHG emissions with the state’s ability to achieve the EO B 30-15 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction goals. However, full implementation of changes required to achieve
the Executive Orders’ goals is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement. Because
the proposed Plan’s 2035 and 2050 GHG emissions would remain inconsistent with state’s current ability
to achieve the Executive Orders’ GHG reduction goals, this impact (Impact GHG-4) remains cumulatively
considerable post-mitigation.
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5.2.9

HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Generally, the geographic scope of cumulative impact analysis for hazardous materials includes the area
immediately surrounding the affected hazardous materials location as the potential risk is limited to the
area immediately surrounding the affected hazardous material site or risk generator. However, other
topics associated with hazards such as transportation of hazardous materials, wildfire, and flooding can
occur at large regional-scales and as a result of growth, population increase, or land use change. Thus,
consideration of the southern California and northern Baja California region is appropriate.
The projection approach is used for the cumulative analysis of hazards and hazardous materials to allow
for an overview discussion of regional and cross-border hazards, associated with general patterns of
regional urbanization, growth, and land use changes. The consideration of regional development
patterns and changes provides for the ability to assess potential increases to regional hazards such as
wildland fires, flooding, and regional transportation of hazardous materials. The cumulative impact is
the combination of the impacts of the proposed Plan and impacts to or from hazards and hazardous
materials resulting from implementation of approved regional planning documents. Significant
cumulative impacts would occur if there were cumulative significant risks of hazardous material
emissions, exposure of the public to hazardous materials, air traffic hazards, impediment of emergency
response or evacuation, or exposure to a significant loss, injury or death involving wildland fires.
This cumulative impact assessment considers and relies on the impact analysis within this EIR for the
proposed Plan and the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR (SCAG 2012a). Other plans with applicable
information, but no associated environmental analysis include: San Diego County Multi-Jurisdictional
Hazard Mitigation Plan (County of San Diego 2010); State of California Emergency Plan (California
Emergency Management Agency 2009); and California-Baja California Border Master Plan (Caltrans
2008).

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Regional growth and land use change and the transportation network improvements included in the
proposed Plan would increase the risk of significant hazards to the public and/or the environment
through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials, and the hazardous emissions
generated and hazardous emissions handled during pre-construction, demolition, and construction
activities. Future development and transportation network improvements would also occur near public
airports and private airstrips, exposing people to aircraft and airport-related safety hazards.
Additionally, increased development and transportation network improvements would in some
locations cause obstruction for emergency response vehicles or result in activities that would cause
physical interference in the implementation of an emergency response and evacuation plans or interfere
with adequate emergency access. However, adherence to the existing regulations discussed in Section
4.9 would ensure that these impacts would be less than significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Existing regulations, however, would not fully assure impacts related to wildland fires would be less than
significant. Given the relatively large amount of area within the San Diego region at high risk for wildland
fires, growth and development would expose additional people and structures to a significant risk of
loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires as development would occur in closer proximity to WUI and
Fire Hazard Severity zones. Furthermore, the frequency and intensity of wildland fires is predicted to
increase over time due to climate change. Therefore, impacts related to wildland fire hazards would be
significant in years 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR found that the increased mobility accommodated by the
transportation investments of the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would result in not only increased
hazardous materials transport through the SCAG region but also outside the area to result in cumulative
impacts throughout southern California. As the population increases through 2035, the number of trips
in the SCAG region that originate, end, or pass through Santa Barbara, San Diego, and Kern counties as
well as other counties and states would increase, including trips involving the transportation of
hazardous materials. Thus, the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would contribute to significant hazardous material
transportation impacts in these other areas. The EIR also identified the potential for the plan to result in
exposure to wildfires hazards as new or expanded infrastructure is constructed within areas susceptible
to these threats (SCAG 2012a).
The County of San Diego and various jurisdictions throughout the county have prepared the San Diego
County Multi-Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan, which provides a risk assessment and identification
of hazards prevalent within the region. The plan also outlined mitigation strategies and provided an
explanation of how jurisdictions intend to incorporate the mitigation strategies into existing planning
mechanisms such as the County Comprehensive Land Use Plan, Capital Improvement Plans, and Building
Codes. While there is no accompanying environmental analysis for the San Diego County MultiJurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan, the plan identified that wildfire is one of the most prevalent
hazards related to development trends due to expansion of the urban/wildland interface by new
development throughout the county, especially in east and south county (County of San Diego 2010).
The state-wide State of California Emergency Plan addresses the state’s response to extraordinary
emergency situations associated with natural disasters or human-caused emergencies and describes the
methods for carrying out emergency operations, the process for rendering mutual aid, the emergency
services of governmental agencies, how resources are mobilized, how the public will be informed and
the process to ensure continuity of government during an emergency or disaster. While no
environmental analysis accompanies the plan, the State Emergency Plan emphasizes mitigation
programs to reduce the vulnerabilities to disaster and preparedness activities to ensure the capabilities
and resources are available for an effective response (California Emergency Management Agency 2009).
The California-Baja California Border Master Plan is a binational comprehensive approach to coordinate
planning and delivery of projects at land POEs and transportation infrastructure serving those POEs in
the California-Baja California region (Caltrans 2008). The Master Plan does not have an associated
environmental analysis document; however, it is reasonable to assume that projects included in the
Master Plan could have adverse impacts related to hazards, including hazardous materials, airport safety
hazards, interference with emergency and evacuation plans, and wildland fires. Construction of new
facilities could add to impacts from the projects associated with both the SANDAG and SCAG RTP/SCSs
as they add to the increased mobility and transportation access throughout the California-Baja California
region.
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Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and northern Baja region
were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant. Future development
associated with increased population growth forecasted in the proposed Plan would increase the
number of people exposed to impacts related to hazardous materials, airport safety hazards, and
interference with emergency response or emergency evacuation. Impacts associated with these hazards
would generally be confined to a specific project area, rather than result in an incremental cumulative
effect spread over the southern California and northern Baja region. Adherence to federal, state, and
local regulations as described in Section 4.9 would reduce incremental impacts associated with exposure
to hazards and hazardous materials in each of the affected project areas. Though projects located in
Mexico would not be subject to such regulations, all development throughout the region within the U.S.
would be fully regulated and therefore cumulative impacts associated with exposure to hazards and
hazardous materials would be less than significant.
Future development and transportation network improvements forecasted in the proposed Plan would
also occur near public airports and private airstrips, exposing people to aircraft and airport-related
safety hazards. Related development infrastructure projects in the southern California and northern
Baja region would result in changed land uses within the vicinity of a public airport or a private airstrip,
and safety hazards for people residing or working in these project areas. However, cumulative projects
in the U.S. would be subject to safety regulations as discussed in Section 4.9, such as ALUCPs, FAA
standards, and the State Aeronautics Act, which minimize airport hazards. Therefore, cumulative
impacts associated with exposing people to aircraft and airport-related safety hazards near both public
airports and private airstrips/helipads would be less than significant.
Additionally, increased development and transportation network improvements in the proposed Plan
would in some locations cause obstruction for emergency response vehicles or result in activities that
would cause physical interference in the implementation of an emergency response and evacuation
plans. Related growth, development, and infrastructure projects in the southern California and northern
Baja region would also impair existing emergency and evacuation plans. However, cumulative projects in
the U.S. would be required to adhere to the applicable emergency response and evacuation policies
outlined in regulations discussed in Section 4.9. Therefore, cumulative impacts associated with the
interference in the implementation of an emergency response and evacuation plans would be less than
significant.
Some regional growth and land use change forecasted in the proposed Plan would occur within high risk
fire areas as discussed in Chapter 4.9. In addition, regional growth forecasted in southern California and
northern Baja would place people and property within areas susceptible to wildland fires, due to the
widespread risk of wildland fire across the southern California and northern Baja California region.
Furthermore, the frequency and severity of wildland fires are generally expected to increase in the
future. Due to the forecasted growth in the region and the general susceptibility of the region to
wildland fires, this would be a significant cumulative impact. Although regulations exist to reduce
cumulative hazards associated with wildland fires, they would not reduce the cumulative impact to
below a level of significance. Because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts on wildfire hazards
would be significant, they would also be cumulatively considerable in 2020.
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2035
The cumulative analysis presented above for the horizon year of 2020 would be applicable to year 2035.
Therefore, less than significant cumulative impacts would be associated with significant hazards to the
public and/or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials;
hazardous emissions emitted during construction activities; exposing people to aircraft and airportrelated safety hazards near public airports and private airstrips; and the physical interference in the
implementation of an emergency response and evacuation plan. However, by 2035, regional growth and
land use change would expose additional people and structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, and
death involving wildland fires. Furthermore, the frequency and severity of wildland fires are generally
expected to increase in the future. Due to the forecasted growth in the region and the general
susceptibility of the region to wildland fires, this is a significant cumulative impact.
As described in the 2020 analysis, although regulations exist to reduce cumulative hazards associated
with wildland fires, they would not reduce the cumulative impact to below a level of significance.
Because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts on wildfire hazards would be significant, they would
also be cumulatively considerable in 2035.

2050
The cumulative analyses presented above for the horizon years of 2020 and 2035 would be applicable to
year 2050. Therefore, there would be less than significant cumulative impacts associated with significant
hazards to the public and/or the environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of
hazardous materials; accidental release of hazardous materials into the environment; hazardous
emissions emitted during construction activities; exposing people to aircraft and airport-related safety
hazards near public airports and private airstrips; and the physical interference in the implementation of
an emergency response and evacuation plan. However, by 2050, regional growth and land use change
would expose additional people and structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, and death involving
wildland fires. Furthermore, the frequency and severity of wildland fires are generally expected to
increase in the future. Due to the forecasted growth in the region and the general susceptibility of the
region to wildland fires, this is a significant cumulative impact.
As described in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, although regulations exist to reduce cumulative hazards
associated with wildland fires, they would not reduce the cumulative impact to below a level of
significance. Because the proposed Plan incremental impacts on wildfire hazards would be significant,
they would also be cumulatively considerable in 2050.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures HAZ-5A and HAZ-5B to reduce wildland fire impacts due to implementation of the
proposed Plan as identified in Section 4.9 also would be applicable to cumulative wildland fire impacts.
Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in significant cumulative impacts associated with
wildland fires in 2020, 2035, and 2050 as regional growth and land use change would occur in areas
known to be at high risk for wildland fires. Mitigation Measure HAZ-5A calls for development projects
located in known High Fire Hazard Areas to implement measures to preclude or substantially reduce
impacts from wildfires; and HAZ-5B calls for adequate emergency response services and fire access
roads. The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR also proposed similar types of mitigation measures for wildland
fire hazards and concluded that the impact would remain significant and unavoidable (SCAG 2012a)
even with implementation of mitigation.
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Because these measures would not reduce impacts to less than significant levels, the proposed Plan’s
incremental impacts associated with wildland fires remain significant and unavoidable. Therefore, the
proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to significant cumulative impacts related to wildland fires
remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.10 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts to hydrology and water quality is the
southern California and northern Baja region. The analysis of cumulative hydrology and water quality
impacts considers how land use change and the transportation system would influence hydrology and
water quality across the southern California and northern Baja region as a whole because the majority of
water bodies within the San Diego area are part of hydrologic systems located in multiple jurisdictions.
As a result, water pollution or alterations to a portion of a watershed produced by urban development
in one jurisdiction can result in hydrology and water quality impacts that affect other jurisdictions or the
entire region.
A projection approach for hydrology and water quality cumulative analysis allows for an overview
discussion of regional and cross-border impacts throughout multiple watersheds relative to hydrology
and water quality associated with general patterns of regional urbanization, growth, and land use
changes. The cumulative impact is the combination of the impacts of the proposed Plan and impact
projections in adopted regional documents addressing water quality or hydrology. Significant cumulative
impacts related to hydrology and water quality would occur if there were a: substantial degradation of
water quality in violation of any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements; substantial
reduction in groundwater quantity or quality; substantial alteration of the existing drainage pattern of
an area such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase; exposure of people, structures, or
facilities to a significant risk involving flooding; or exposure of people or structures to a significant risk of
inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.
Some of the plans considered in the cumulative analysis include the Water Quality Control Plans for the
five basins within the greater region: San Diego Basin, Colorado River Basin, Santa Ana Basin, Los
Angeles Basin, and the Lahontan Basin. As discussed in Section 4.10, these basin plans set forth water
quality objectives for constituents that could have a significant impact related to the beneficial uses of
water. Additionally, the San Diego Integrated Regional Water Management (IRWM) Plan was considered
(Regional Water Management Group 2013). While these documents do not have accompanying
environmental analysis, they provide important overarching strategies, future planning considerations,
and planned large projects related to water quality and hydrology throughout the region.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Compliance with existing regulatory requirements described in Section 4.10 would ensure that the
regional growth and land use change and the transportation network improvements as well as
transportation network improvements and programs would not result in: substantial degradation of
water quality in violation of any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements; substantial
reduction in groundwater quantity or quality; substantial alteration of the existing drainage pattern of
an area such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase; exposure of people, structures, or
facilities to a significant risk involving flooding; or exposure of people or structures to a significant risk of
inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. These impacts would be less than significant in 2020, 2035,
and 2050.
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Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR identified the potential for degradation of local surface water quality
due to increased roadway and urban runoff created by 2012-2035 RTP/SCS projects, potentially violating
water quality standards associated with wastewater and storm water permits. The EIR also concluded
that the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would alter the existing drainage patterns in ways that would result in
substantial erosion or siltation. Implementation was found to also reduce groundwater infiltration due
to increased impervious surfaces and increase flooding hazards by locating projects on alluvial fans and
within 100-year flood hazard areas. These water quality and hydrology impacts would be significant and
unavoidable, even with the implementation of proposed mitigation (SCAG 2012a).
This 2013 IRWM Plan was prepared by the San Diego Regional Water Management Group which consists
of the SDCWA, the City of San Diego, and the County of San. IRWM planning is a relatively new California
initiative with regional plans designed to improve collaboration in water resources management and
comprehensively address all aspects of water management and planning throughout an IRWM Region.
IRWM plans cross jurisdictional, watershed, and political boundaries; involve multiple agencies,
stakeholders, individuals, and groups; and attempt to address the issues and differing perspectives of all
the entities involved through mutually beneficial solutions. Specific to water quality, the IRWM includes
Objective H to effectively reduce sources of pollutants and environmental stressors to protect and
enhance human health, safety, and the environment (Regional Water Management Group 2013).
Water Quality Control Plans or Basin Plans have been written by each RWQCB. These plans determine
the beneficial uses of each water body within the basin and set forth narrative and numerical water
quality objectives for constituents that could have a substantial impact related to those beneficial uses.
They also describe implementation programs to protect the beneficial uses of all water in the region,
and surveillance and monitoring activities to evaluate the effectiveness of the Basin Plan. For example,
the San Diego Basin Plan includes multiple policies specific to the protection of water quality including
Policy Three: Point sources and nonpoint sources of pollution shall be controlled to protect designated
beneficial uses of water and Policy Four: Instream beneficial uses shall be maintained, and when
practical, restored, and enhanced (CRWQCB 2011).
Adopted land use plans for local jurisdictions in southern California would support the construction of
new development and redevelopment through policy changes, general plan updates, and zoning
amendments that encourage and facilitate population growth and land use changes. These
development projects would impact hydrology and water quality. The severity of these impacts would
be determined by location of the projects within the watersheds, and the sensitivity of the receiving
bodies and the types of BMPs employed. All U.S. projects would be required to adhere to all of the
regulatory requirements described in Section 4.10. Projects associated with policy changes and
amendments would also impact hydrology and water quality, for the same reasons as discussed with
infrastructure projects.
Waste discharges into some receiving waters from northern Baja California would ultimately enter the
Tijuana River and the Pacific Ocean where the waste would impact beaches in the southern part of the
San Diego region. The Tijuana River is a 303(d) listed water body for various impairments. The Tijuana
River Estuary, a National Estuarine Sanctuary, supports a variety of threatened and endangered plants
and animals and is 303(d) listed for eutrophic conditions, indicator bacteria, lead, low dissolved oxygen,
nickel, pesticides, thallium, trash, and turbidity (USEPA 2010). Discharges from northern Baja, which are
not controlled by regional regulations, would impact these water bodies within the region.
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Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of proposed Plan
and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and northern Baja region
were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant. As described above,
federal, state, and local water quality requirements would ensure that implementation of the proposed
Plan would not result in: substantial degradation of water quality in violation of any water quality
standards or waste discharge requirements; substantial reduction in groundwater quantity or quality;
substantial alteration of the existing drainage pattern of an area such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation
would increase; exposure of people, structures, or facilities to a significant risk involving flooding; or
exposure of people or structures to a significant risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.
Cumulative impacts to these resources would be less than significant due to federal and state regulatory
requirements also applicable to development throughout the region for the protection, of water quality
objectives to protect beneficial uses throughout southern California, and the effectiveness of regulations
pertaining to water quality and hydrologic modifications. However, cumulative water quality impacts
occur as polluted water from northern Baja California, which is not subject to federal and state
regulatory requirements discharges into the Tijuana River and affects the quality of receiving waters
throughout the region. While cumulative impacts exist due to unregulated polluted water that enters
the region, the proposed Plan would not add to this cumulative water quality impact for the reasons
outlined above, including adherence to federal and state regulatory requirements. Thus, the proposed
Plan’s contribution to the cumulative water quality impact would not be cumulatively considerable.

2035
As described above, federal, state, and local water quality requirements would ensure that
implementation of the proposed Plan would not result in a substantial degradation of water quality in
violation of any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements; substantial reduction in
groundwater quantity or quality; substantial alteration of the existing drainage pattern of an area such
that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase; exposure of people, structures, or facilities to a
significant risk involving flooding; or exposure of people or structures to a significant risk of inundation
by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Cumulative impacts to these resources from water sources originating
in the United States would be less than significant due to federal and state regulatory requirements also
applicable to development throughout the region for the protection of water quality objectives to
protect beneficial uses throughout southern California, and the effectiveness of regulations pertaining
to water quality and hydrologic modifications.
However, cumulative water quality impacts occur as polluted water from northern Baja California, which
is not subject to federal and state regulatory requirements, discharges into the Tijuana River and affects
receiving waters throughout the region. While cumulative impacts exist due to unregulated polluted
water that enters the region, the proposed Plan would not add to this cumulative water quality impact
for the reasons outlined above, including adherence to federal and state regulatory requirements. Thus,
the proposed Plan’s contribution to the cumulative water quality impact would not be cumulatively
considerable.
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2050
As described above, federal, state, and local water quality requirements would ensure that
implementation of the proposed Plan would not result in a result in a substantial degradation of water
quality in violation of any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements; substantial
reduction in groundwater quantity or quality; substantial alteration of the existing drainage pattern of
an area such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation would increase; exposure of people, structures, or
facilities to a significant risk involving flooding; or exposure of people or structures to a significant risk of
inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Cumulative impacts to these resources would be less than
significant due to federal and state regulatory requirements also applicable to development throughout
the region for the protection of water quality objectives to protect beneficial uses throughout southern
California, and the effectiveness of regulations pertaining to water quality and hydrologic modifications.
However, cumulative water quality impacts occur as polluted water from northern Baja California, which
is not subject to federal and state regulatory requirements, discharges into the Tijuana River and affects
receiving waters throughout the region. While cumulative impacts exist due to unregulated polluted
water that enters the region, the proposed Plan would not add to this cumulative water quality impact
for the reasons outlined above, including adherence to federal and state regulatory requirements. Thus,
the proposed Plan’s contribution to the cumulative water quality impact would not be cumulatively
considerable.

Mitigation Measures
No significant hydrology or water quality cumulative impacts would result from implementation of the
proposed Plan; thus, mitigation measures are not required.

5.2.11 LAND USE
The geographic scope for the land use cumulative analysis is the southern California region. While land
uses and development patterns are typically established in local land use planning documents specific to
jurisdictions, it is important to consider land use change and how the transportation system would
influence the development pattern across the southern California region as a whole because land uses
merge and flow together along jurisdictional boundaries. A wide variety of land use patterns and
development types can be found throughout the southern California region including urban and rural
development, commercial and industrial developments, military installations, tribal reservations,
agricultural land, parks and open space, and habitat conservation areas.
Use of the hybrid approach for the analysis of cumulative land use impacts allows for an overview
discussion of regional land use capability, conflicts, or other land use impacts associated with general
patterns of regional urbanization, growth, and land use changes. As shown in Table 5.0-1, the population
throughout the southern California region is forecasted to steadily increase throughout 2050.
The cumulative impact is the combination of the land use impacts of the proposed Plan, land use impact
projections in adopted plans, and impacts to land use resulting from substantial regional projects.
Significant cumulative impacts related to land use would occur if established communities are physically
divided, or if conflicts are created with land use plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating
an environmental effect.
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This cumulative land use impact assessment considers the impact analysis presented in the SCAG 20122035 RTP/SCS and its EIR (SCAG 2012a). The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS and associated EIR generally
encompass Imperial, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside, Los Angeles, and Ventura counties. The San
Diego County General Plan and its EIR (County of San Diego 2011) was used to consider land use effects
within San Diego County. Additionally, multiple agencies and jurisdictions have land use control
throughout the region, including local cities and counties, numerous military branches, tribal
governments, state and federal agencies, port authorities, and airport authorities that outline their
policies in various planning documents.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The land use patterns outlined in the proposed Plan focus greater development intensity in existing
urban centers. The pattern of more intensive land uses, along with the transit improvements planned to
service higher intensity residential, commercial, and employment centers, is generally in character with
the lifestyle and character typical of compact urban communities Impacts of growth and land use
change on physically dividing an established community would be less than significant. However,
transportation network improvements and programs, such as new Trolley line extensions into previously
unserved areas, would in some locations result in a physical division of an established community in
2035 and 2050.
Development patterns and growth forecasted to occur under the proposed Plan would be consistent
with applicable land use plans. However, some transportation network improvements, such as Trolley
line extensions into previously unserved areas, would in some locations conflict with land use portions
of adopted general plans or other applicable land use plans, and would be significant in 2035 and 2050.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR found that implementation of the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would influence
the pattern of urbanization in the region such that significant land use incompatibilities would occur,
cause inconsistencies with currently applicable adopted local land use plans and policies, and disrupt or
divide established communities. The EIR also identified the potential to change patterns of growth
beyond the SCAG region and contribute to regionally significant land use impacts (SCAG 2012a).
The County of San Diego General Plan Update EIR identified a potentially significant cumulative impact
associated with the physical division of an established community due to future roadway development
under the proposed General Plan Update, including new roads, road extensions, and widening of
existing roads throughout the County. The EIR found that the General Plan Update would not contribute
to a significant cumulative impact associated with conflicts with local plans, policies, and regulations
(County of San Diego 2011).

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California region were significant
when considered together, even if not independently significant. As described above, implementation of
the regional growth or transportation network improvements as considered in the proposed Plan would
not result in the division of established communities or conflict with land use plans in 2020.
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Significant and unavoidable land use impacts were identified in the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR, while
the County of San Diego General Plan Update EIR identified a potentially significant cumulative impact
associated with the physical division of an established community. The combination of the direct and
cumulative land use impacts from these adopted plans that would affect the southern California region
would result in significant cumulative land use impacts regarding division of an established community
and conflicts with the land use portion of plans and zoning adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect by 2020. However, because the proposed Plan includes a land use
pattern that would not divide established communities and also does not include transportation
improvements with the potential to divide communities, implementation of the proposed Plan would
not cause physical divisions within established communities or conflict with land use plans and thus,
would not substantially contribute to a significant cumulative impact in 2020.
Though cumulative land use impacts throughout southern California by 2020 would be significant, the
proposed Plan would not result in the division of established communities or conflict with land use plans
in 2020, and the proposed Plan’s incremental land use impacts are therefore not cumulatively
considerable in 2020.

2035
As described above, implementation of the transportation network improvements such as Trolley
extensions into previously unserved areas in the proposed Plan would result in the division of
established communities and conflict with land use portions of adopted general plans or other
applicable land use plans in 2035. The combination of the direct land use impacts from the proposed
Plan together with impacts of the adopted plans described above, including the SCAG 2012-2035
RTP/SCS and the County of San Diego General Plan Update would result in significant cumulative land
use impacts regarding the division of an established community and conflict with the land use portion of
plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect by 2035.
Because cumulative land use impacts throughout the southern California region by 2035 would be
significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental land use impacts are significant, the proposed
Plan’s incremental land use impacts are also cumulatively considerable.

2050
As described above, implementation of the transportation network improvements such as Trolley
extensions into previously unserved areas in the proposed Plan would result in the division of
established communities and conflict with land use portions of adopted general plans or other
applicable land use plans in 2050. The 2050 time period is beyond the planning horizon of the adopted
2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS and the County General Plan Update does not specify a planning horizon date.
However, with anticipated long-term growth and development throughout the region, it can be
expected that similar land use impacts would continue throughout the planning area. The combination
of the direct land use impacts from the proposed Plan together with impacts of the adopted plans
described above, including the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS and the County of San Diego General Plan
Update would result in significant cumulative land use impacts regarding the division of an established
community and conflicts with the land use portion of plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect by 2050.
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Because cumulative land use impacts throughout the southern California region by 2050 would be
significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental land use impacts are significant, the proposed
Plan’s incremental land use impacts are also cumulatively considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures LU-1A and LU-2A to reduce land use impacts due to transportation improvements
as identified in Section 4.11 and POP-2A in Section 4.13 would be applicable to cumulative land use
impacts.
Mitigation measure LU-1A calls for design of transportation network improvements to provide access
and connections to and within established communities. Mitigation measure LU-2A calls for measures to
reduce transportation network improvement conflicts with land use plans, including but not limited to,
coordinating with the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions early in the planning
process to identify potential conflicts and address them through the facility planning and design process,
and incorporating design features that would reduce such conflicts. POP-2A requires measures that
reduce displacement, which would also reduce conflicts with land use portions of adopted general plans
or other applicable land use plans.
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR provided a wide variety of mitigation measures to address land use
conflicts and impacts; however, even with implementation of mitigation, the EIR concluded that land
use impacts would remain significant and unavoidable (SCAG 2012a). The County of San Diego General
Plan Update EIR required mitigation to reduce the potentially significant cumulative impact related to
the division of a community to less than significant. Mitigation included coordination with adjacent cities
and agencies regarding planning and transportation improvements, coordination with land owners,
other departments and community groups, and maintenance plans and standards for infrastructure and
roads so that community division does not occur. The cumulative impact was found to be less than
significant after the application of mitigation (County of San Diego 2011).
As outlined in Section 4.11, mitigation measures would not guarantee reduction of all proposed Plan
land use impacts to below a level of significance. Therefore, the proposed Plan incremental
contributions to the cumulative land use impacts in years 2035 and 2050 would remain cumulatively
considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.12 NOISE AND VIBRATION
The geographic scope for the noise and vibration cumulative analysis is the southern California and
northern Baja Mexico region. Transportation networks are a large contributor to environmental noise in
the region. Development, growth, population increase, or land use change can cause an increase in
ambient noise directly related to the type of development and the associated noise or vibration levels
generated.
The projection approach is used for the cumulative analysis of noise and vibration to allow for an
overview discussion of regional and cross-border noise or vibration generators associated with general
patterns of regional urbanization, growth, and land use changes. There are a variety of typical major
noise generators throughout the region, including many transportation facilities such as the regional
roadway network, rail lines, and airports.
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The changes and improvements to these types of noise-generating sources in association with projected
growth and development patterns allow for consideration of cumulative noise impacts. It is important to
consider land use change and how the transportation system would influence the ambient noise
environment across the region as a whole because transportation networks are one of the largest
contributors to environmental noise in the region.
Significant cumulative impacts related to noise would occur if there were exposure to or generation of:
noise levels in excess of standards, substantial temporary or permanent increases in noise levels,
excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise; or excessive aircraft noise.
This cumulative noise impact assessment considers the impact analysis presented in the SCAG 20122035 RTP/SCS and its EIR (SCAG 2012a); California-Baja California Border Master Plan (Caltrans 2008);
and the 2008 San Diego International Airport, Airport Master Plan Environmental Impact Report
(SDCRAA 2008).

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
The analysis of the proposed Plan shows that regional growth and land use change associated with the
proposed Plan would expose noise-sensitive receptors to noise levels in excess of applicable noise
standards, and transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan would
generate construction and operational noise levels that would expose noise-sensitive receptors (i.e.,
residences) to noise levels in excess of applicable noise standards. This exposure of persons to or
generating noise levels exceeding applicable noise standards established by local jurisdictions and/or
other agencies is considered a significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Regional growth land use change and transportation network improvements under the proposed Plan in
2020, 2035, and 2050 would also result in conditions where construction of new development and
transportation network improvements would temporarily substantially increase ambient noise levels
during construction. While construction-related noise impacts would be short term and localized in
nature, construction would result in a substantial increase in ambient noise level, which would be a
significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Under the proposed Plan, the intensity of land use development would be greater than existing
development, which would expose noise-sensitive receptors in proximity to development to more or
louder noise sources. This growth would also likely result in substantial permanent increases in ambient
noise levels of 5 dBA over existing ambient conditions in proximity to receptors. Additionally, the
increases in population, housing, and employment in the proposed Plan would result in substantial
permanent increases in ambient noise levels through placing new residential, commercial, or industrial
uses in proximity to noise sensitive receptors, and expansion of existing development or transportation
corridors. The transportation network improvements in the proposed Plan would permanently increase
ambient noise levels adjacent to transportation network improvements. Ambient noise level increases
associated with transportation network improvements would primarily result from forecasted regional
population growth and the increases in the number of trucks, buses, and trains operating forecasted
under the proposed Plan, which generate greater noise per vehicle than automobiles (Caltrans 2013).
These substantial permanent increases in ambient noise levels due to regional growth and land use
change, and transportation network improvements are considered a significant noise impact in 2020,
2035, and 2050.
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Implementation of regional growth and land use change, as well as transportation network
improvements and programs, associated with the proposed Plan would also result in exposure of
persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration and groundborne noise during certain
construction activities, and vibration associated with increased train activity in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
The growth and land use changes of the proposed Plan would occur near public use or military airports,
and private airstrips or helipads; however, existing aviation regulations, procedures, ALUCPs, and AICUZ
studies would ensure compatibility with public use or military airports, and FAA and Caltrans regulations
would ensure compatibility with private airstrips or helipads. The proposed transportation network
improvements would not involve changes in operations at public use or military airports, and private
airstrips or helipads; thus, proposed transportation network improvements would not expose future
noise-sensitive land uses to excessive noise levels due to airport noise; therefore, the impact of exposing
people to excessive aviation noise would be less than significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR found that construction activities associated with the proposed
transportation projects and development projects in the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would temporarily
generate substantial noise and vibration levels above ambient background levels, sometimes for
extended duration, and would result in a significant impact. Additionally, noise-sensitive land uses could
be exposed to operational noise in excess of normally acceptable noise levels and/or could experience
substantial increases in noise as a result of the operation of expanded or new transportation facilities or
increased transportation activity. The EIR also found that the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would contribute to
cumulative ambient noise and vibration levels in areas outside the region as a result of the operation of
expanded or new transportation facilities (i.e., increased traffic resulting from new infrastructure and
use of new and existing transit and rail facilities) (SCAG 2012a).
The California-Baja California Border Master Plan is a binational comprehensive approach to coordinate
planning and delivery of projects at land POEs and transportation infrastructure serving those POEs in
the California-Baja California region. The Master Plan does not have an associated environmental
analysis document; however, projects included in the Master Plan could have adverse noise impacts due
to the expansion of existing, and development of new, transportation facilities that could generate noise
and vibration in excess of the ambient condition.
The 2008 San Diego International Airport, Airport Master Plan EIR (SDCRAA 2008) was certified in May
2008 by the Airport Authority Board. The EIR considered potential aviation, surface transportation,
construction, and cumulative noise impacts associated with the Airport Master Plan and its alternatives.
The EIR found that no cumulative noise impact would occur in combination with aircraft and highway
noise exposure levels. Construction and surface transportation noise changes due to the Airport Master
Plan were found to be less than significant. The EIR also identified no substantial change in noise
affecting sleep or affecting schools and found a less than significant impact in terms of cumulative
aircraft-induced noise exposure due to the Airport Master Plan or its alternatives (SDCRAA 2008).
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Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combination of impacts of the
proposed Plan, and impact projections from adopted plans were significant when considered together,
even if not independently significant. As described above, implementation of the proposed Plan’s
transportation network improvements and future development would cause violations of noise
standards or increases in ambient noise and result in substantial short-term and permanent increases in
the existing noise environment at adjacent sensitive land uses in 2020. In addition, significant noise
impacts have been identified in other regional environmental analysis documents, such as the SCAG
2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR. The combination of the direct noise impacts from the proposed Plan and other
adopted plans that would affect the San Diego and northern Baja region would therefore result in
significant cumulative noise impacts, based on exposure to or generation of: noise levels in excess of
standards, substantial temporary and permanent increases in noise levels, and excessive groundborne
vibration and groundborne noise. Because cumulative noise impacts throughout the San Diego and
northern Baja region by 2020 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental noise
impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental noise impacts are also cumulatively
considerable.
As described above, implementation of the proposed Plan would not cause exposure to excessive
aviation noise due to regional growth and land use change or transportation improvements and related
noise impacts would be less than significant. Similarly, the 2008 San Diego International Airport, Airport
Master Plan EIR identified no cumulative aircraft-induced noise exposure due to the Airport Master Plan
(SDCRAA 2008). Because significant cumulative noise impacts associated with exposure of people to
excessive noise levels from aircraft operations would not occur within the region, the proposed Plan’s
less than significant noise impacts associated with aircraft noise exposure are not cumulatively
considerable.

2035
As described above, implementation of the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and
regional growth and land use change would cause violations of noise standards and result in substantial
temporary and permanent increases in the existing noise environment at adjacent sensitive land uses in
2035. In addition, significant noise impacts were also identified in other regional environmental analysis
documents, such as the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR. The combination of the direct noise impacts from
the proposed Plan and other adopted plans that would affect the San Diego and northern Baja region
would result in significant cumulative noise impacts, based on exposure to or generation of: noise levels
in excess of standards, substantial temporary and permanent increases in noise levels, and excessive
groundborne vibration and groundborne noise. Because cumulative noise impacts throughout the San
Diego and northern Baja region by 2035 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s
incremental noise impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s impacts are also cumulatively
considerable.
As described for 2020, because significant cumulative noise impacts associated with exposure of people
to excessive noise levels from aircraft operations would not occur within the region, the proposed Plan’s
less than significant noise impacts associated with aircraft noise exposure are not cumulatively
considerable in 2035.
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2050
As described above, implementation of the proposed Plan’s transportation network improvements and
regional growth and land use change would cause violations of noise standards and result in substantial
temporary and permanent increases in the existing noise environment at adjacent sensitive land uses in
2050. In addition, significant noise impacts were also identified in other regional environmental analysis
documents, such as the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR. The combination of the direct noise impacts from
and the proposed Plan and other adopted plans that would affect the San Diego and northern Baja
region would result in significant cumulative noise impacts, based on exposure to or generation of: noise
levels in excess of standards, substantial temporary and permanent increases in noise levels, and
excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne noise. Because cumulative noise impacts throughout
the San Diego and northern Baja region by 2050 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s
incremental noise impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental noise impacts are also
cumulatively considerable.
As described for 2020, because significant cumulative noise impacts associated with exposure of people
to excessive noise levels from aircraft operations would not occur within the region, the proposed Plan’s
less than significant noise impacts associated with aircraft noise exposure are not cumulatively
considerable in 2050.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure N-1A calls for construction noise reduction measures to meet local noise standards
and reduce temporary noise levels during construction and Mitigation Measure N-1B calls for
operational noise reduction measures to be implemented to meet local standards and reduce
permanent noise levels during operations. As outlined in Section 4.12, mitigation measures would
reduce noise impacts but would not guarantee reduction of all proposed Plan noise impacts to below a
level of significance for all projects. Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to
cumulative noise impacts in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable postmitigation.
Mitigation Measure N-4A calls for groundborne vibration and groundborne noise reduction measures to
be implemented during construction activities and Mitigation Measure N-4B requires groundborne
vibration and groundborne noise-reducing measures for rail operations. As outlined in Section 4.12,
mitigation measures would reduce significant increases in groundborne vibration and groundborne
noise for some projects; however, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be
mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to
cumulative groundborne vibration and groundborne noise impacts in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would
remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.13 POPULATION AND HOUSING
The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts is the southern California and northern
Baja region. Large-scale land use change and the effectiveness of the transportation system influence
the regional development pattern that dictates the location, timing, and amount of resulting population
and housing increases or decreases across the region as a whole. If growth is not accommodated in one
specific area, it would likely be accommodated at another locale within the general area. Thus, the
entire region needs to be considered when addressing population and housing.
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A projection approach is used for the cumulative analysis of population and housing impacts as growth,
land use change, and transportation network improvements across the region can substantially impact
and modify population and housing by supporting and facilitating the addition or displacement of homes
and population on a large scale. The cumulative impact is the combination of the impacts of the
proposed Plan and impacts of population and housing impact projections identified in adopted plans.
Significant cumulative impacts related to population and housing would occur if the proposed Plan and
other planning documents would induce substantial increases in population or contribute to
displacement of a substantial number of existing people or housing units which would necessitate the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere.
This cumulative impact assessment considers and relies on the impact analysis within this EIR for the
proposed Plan; SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR (SCAG 2012a); and the California-Baja California Border
Master Plan (Caltrans 2008). Information on population forecasts and transportation network
improvements was compiled from the documents listed in Section 5.1. Table 5.0-1 shows these
population forecasts for 2020, 2035, and 2050.Information on planned residential development and
land use changes in southern California is also available in adopted land use plans for individual cities
and counties.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Implementation of regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements would induce substantial increases in population in 2020, 2035, and 2050. This is
considered a significant impact. By 2020, 2035, and 2050, the proposed Plan’s regional growth and land
use change would displace a substantial number of residences and is considered a significant impact. A
significant impact would also occur in 2035 and 2050 as a result of transportation network
improvements such as Trolley extensions into previously unserved areas that would displace a
substantial number of people and existing housing units.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
According to the EIR prepared for the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS, the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS would facilitate
population growth in some areas of the SCAG region. It also found that transportation network
improvements would displace a substantial number of existing homes due to ROW acquisitions. The
2012-2035 RTP/SCS would influence the pattern of growth in the region through transportation
investments and land use strategies that would contribute to a cumulatively considerable increase in
population outside the region. These impacts were found significant and unavoidable (SCAG 2012a).
The California-Baja California Border Master Plan is a binational comprehensive approach to coordinate
planning and delivery of projects at land POEs and transportation infrastructure serving those POEs in
the California-Baja California region. The projects included in the Master Plan would support and
facilitate current and projected cross-border travel demand and economic activity as populations on
both sides of the border are forecasted to increase. Thus, the Master Plan would induce population
growth and economic development.
Adopted land use plans for local jurisdictions in southern California and northern Baja would induce
population growth through policy changes and zoning amendments that encourage and facilitate
increased residential and employment growth. Some of this growth, particularly in currently built-out
locations, would be driven by redevelopment in existing urban areas as communities increase their
housing and commercial densities. For redevelopment to occur, existing housing and population would
likely be displaced.
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Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed Plan and
impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and northern Baja region were
significant when considered together, even if not independently significant. As described above,
implementation of the regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements associated with the proposed Plan would induce substantial population growth.
Additionally, by 2020, regional growth and land use change would displace a substantial number of
existing homes and population. In addition, population and housing impacts were also identified in the
SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS environmental analysis, and other land use plans would contribute to
substantial population growth and/or displacement of homes or population. The combination of the
direct population and housing impacts from the proposed Plan and these adopted plans would result in
significant cumulative population and housing impacts in the southern California and northern Baja
region by 2020.
Because cumulative population and housing impacts throughout the southern California and northern
Baja region by 2020 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts are
significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental population and housing impacts are also cumulatively
considerable.

2035
As discussed in the 2020 analysis, implementation of the regional growth and land change as well as
transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan by 2035 would induce
substantial population growth and displace a substantial number of existing homes and population. In
addition, population and housing impacts were also identified in the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS
environmental analysis, and other land use plans would contribute to substantial population growth and
displacement of homes or population. The combination of the direct population and housing impacts
from the proposed Plan and these adopted plans would result in significant cumulative population and
housing impacts in the southern California and northern Baja region by 2035.
Because cumulative population and housing impacts throughout the southern California and northern
Baja region by 2035 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts are
significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental population and housing impacts are also cumulatively
considerable.

2050
As discussed in the 2020 and 2035 analyses, implementation of the regional growth and land change as
well as transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan would induce
substantial population growth and displace a substantial number of existing homes and population.
While the analysis of the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS does not extend to 2050, regional population growth
and associated impacts would continue through this timeframe.
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Although currently adopted land use plans rarely extend to 2050, infrastructure improvement projects,
policy changes, and zoning amendments that support residential and employment growth would induce
population growth beyond their timeframes. Policy changes and zoning amendments that allow and
encourage higher-density residential and employment uses would likely continue to displace existing
homes and population. The combination of the direct population and housing impacts from the
proposed Plan and these projects and adopted plans would result in significant cumulative population
and housing impacts in the southern California and northern Baja region by 2050.
Because cumulative population and housing impacts throughout the southern California and northern
Baja region by 2050 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts are
significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental population and housing impacts are also cumulatively
considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation regarding inducement of substantial population growth by the proposed Plan was found to
be infeasible. As described in Section 4.13, SANDAG has no control over the amount of growth the
region would experience during the implementation of the proposed Plan. For the same reasons,
mitigation to reduce population growth in southern California and northern Baja would also be
considered infeasible.
Section 4.13 of the proposed Plan includes Mitigation Measure POP-2A, which calls for project designs
that reduce displacement. Even with implementation of mitigation, displacement impacts would be
significant and unavoidable.
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR includes a similar mitigation measure as the proposed Plan to
implement growth strategies and urban form design enhancing mobility and reducing land
consumption. The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR also includes measures to minimize displacement of
homes and provide affordable housing (SCAG 2012a). These mitigation measures and design strategies
would reduce impacts to the displacement of residences, but would not reduce impacts to less than
significant levels. Displacement of homes and population from regional growth and land use changes
would remain cumulatively considerable.
Therefore, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to cumulative population and housing impacts
in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.14 PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
The area of geographic consideration for cumulative impacts to public services and utilities is southern
California and northern Baja. Public services and utilities are common infrastructure throughout the
region, and land use change and the transportation system would influence the location and demand for
future development new or additional services and utilities across the region. The provision of public
services and utilities can be linked to jurisdictions, but often service providers cover large areas spanning
multiple jurisdictional boundaries. Also, while some recreational facilities are local and serve only a small
neighborhood, other recreational facilities provide opportunities for the population throughout the
region. Thus, it is necessary to consider the region as a whole and the overall amount of development
that would generate additional pressure and demand on services, utilities, and recreation facilities.
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The projection approach for the analysis of cumulative public services and utility impacts allows for an
overview discussion of regional impacts associated with general patterns of regional urbanization,
growth, and land use change that would create new or additional demand for services, utilities, and
recreation facility use, or dictate where new or expanded infrastructure is located.
Growth, land use change, and transportation system improvements occurring throughout the southern
California and northern Baja region would impact public services and utilities. Significant cumulative
impacts related to public services and utilities would occur if the combination of impacts from the
proposed Plan and impact projections in adopted plans would cause a substantial physical deterioration
of public facilities or cause substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of, or need
for, new or physically altered public facilities to maintain adequate fire and police protection, schools,
libraries, and recreation facilities; or result in the expansion or construction of wastewater treatment,
storm water drainage, or solid waste disposal facilities to adequately meet projected capacity needs or
comply with regulations, the construction of which would cause significant environmental impacts
The plans considered and relied on for this cumulative analysis include the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS
and its EIR (SCAG 2012a). Additionally, public service or utility providers, including cities, counties,
special districts, school districts, and utilities that operate in southern California and northern Baja
region, have adopted long-term plans that forecast the demand for services and identify specific
facilities projects required to meet projected demand and needs.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Analysis in Section 4.14 of the proposed Plan describes how regional growth and land use change would
increase demand for public services including fire and police protection, emergency services, schools,
libraries, and recreational facilities. Section 4.14 also describes how the proposed Plan would increase
demands on governmental facilities such as wastewater collection and treatment facilities, storm water
drainage facilities, and solid waste facilities. This regional growth would require or result in the
construction of new facilities or expansion of existing facilities, due to the higher levels of public service
demand. This would result in short-term construction-related impacts, as well as operational impacts, to
resources such as air quality, noise, and traffic. These impacts are typically reduced through actions of
the implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs, but are considered
significant because impact mitigation to less than significant levels for all projects cannot be guaranteed.
Therefore, as described in Section 4.14, public service and utilities impacts due to the regional growth
and land use change in the proposed Plan are significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050 (impacts related to
construction or new or expanded solid waste facilities are less than significant in 2020).
Implementation of transportation network improvements and programs would require minor use of
public services and utilities and would generally not cause substantial deterioration or the need for new
facilities. However, transportation network improvements associated with the proposed Plan would
contribute to substantial adverse physical impacts associated with the construction of new or expanded
storm water facilities in 2020, 2035, and 2050 and also in substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the construction of new or expanded solid waste facilities in 2035 and 2050.
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Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR analyzes impacts to the SCAG region up to 2035 and found that even
with implementation of identified mitigation measures, significant impacts to public services would
result due to the considerable effects to the cumulative staffing level and response times of police, fire,
and emergency services in southern California; direct and cumulative demand for school facilities; loss
of open space and recreational lands; demand on existing recreational facilities; and direct and
cumulative demand for solid waste services in the SCAG region (SCAG 2012a). Thus, regionally
cumulatively considerable impacts to public services and utilities would result from implementation of
the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS.
Throughout southern California, individual cities and counties have also adopted general plans that
guide growth and land use changes within their jurisdictions. Moreover, individual service providers,
including cities, counties, special districts, school districts, and utilities, that operate in the southern
California and northern Baja region have adopted long-term plans that forecast the demand for services
and identify specific facilities projects that will be required to meet projected needs. Each individual
service provider, including cities, counties, special districts, school districts, and utilities, that has an
adopted general plan or other long-term plan that forecasts the demand for services and identifies
projects that will be required to meet projected needs, is responsible for conducting the appropriate
environmental assessment, identifying impacts, and implementing mitigation measures to reduce
impacts when possible. Construction-related and operational impacts are typically reduced through
actions of the implementing agency, including adherence to existing regulations and BMPs, but are
considered significant because impact mitigation to less than significant levels for all projects cannot be
guaranteed.

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combination of impacts of the
proposed Plan and impact projections from adopted plans within the southern California and northern
Baja region were significant when considered together, even if not independently significant. Impacts
from construction and of expanded or new facilities for public services and utilities from the proposed
Plan and adopted plans in the southern California and northern Baja region would be cumulatively
significant in 2020. Because cumulative public services and utilities impacts throughout the southern
California and northern Baja region by 2020 would be significant, and because the proposed Plan’s
incremental impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental public services and utilities impacts
are also cumulatively considerable, with the exception of impacts related to provision of new or
expanded solid waste facilities. As described in Section 4.14, there is sufficient landfill capacity in the
region to accommodate forecasted regional growth at least through 2020. As of 2014 the West Miramar
Sanitary Landfill has 16.9 percent capacity remaining and is estimated to close in 2022, which would
significantly reduce the available capacity at landfills in the region. The Borrego Landfill, Otay Landfill,
and Sycamore Landfill have a limited remaining capacity and are estimated to close by the years 2030,
2028, and 2031, respectively (CalRecycle 2014c). As a result, the proposed Plan would not generate solid
waste at a level that would require new or expanded solid waste disposal facilities. While cumulative
demand in the southern California and northern Baja California region for solid waste disposal would
increase by 2020, there is sufficient capacity for solid waste disposal in the San Diego region through
2020. Therefore, the proposed Plan’s less than significant impacts related to solid waste disposal are not
cumulatively considerable.
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2035
As described above, impacts from construction and of expanded or new facilities for public services and
utilities from the proposed Plan and adopted plans in the southern California and northern Baja region
would be cumulatively significant in 2035. Because cumulative public services and utilities impacts
throughout the southern California and northern Baja region by 2035 would be significant, and because
the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental public services
and utilities impacts are also cumulatively considerable.

2050
While many regional plans or projection impacts do not extend until the year 2050, public service and
utility impacts, similar in nature to those identified for earlier years would likely persist and also occur in
2050. As described above, impacts from construction and of expanded or new facilities for public
services and utilities from the proposed Plan and adopted plans in the southern California and northern
Baja region would be cumulatively significant in 2050. Because cumulative public services and utilities
impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja region by 2050 would be significant, and
because the proposed Plan’s incremental impacts are significant, the proposed Plan’s incremental public
services and utilities impacts are also cumulatively considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation measures to reduce impacts associated with public services and utilities as identified in
Section 4.14 would be applicable to cumulative impacts as well.
Section 4.14 includes Mitigation Measures PS-1A, U-1A, and U-2A, which call for jurisdictions with
responsibility for construction of public facilities, wastewater treatment facilities, or storm water
facilities to apply mitigation measures to avoid or reduce significant environmental impacts associated
with the construction or expansion of such facilities. Section 4.14 also references Mitigation Measure
WS-1A from Section 4.16 regarding the reduction of water use for construction and operation of
projects to conserve water. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can
be mitigated to a less than significant level.
Mitigation Measure U-3A calls for the reduction of impacts from construction or expansion of solid
waste facilities, and Mitigation Measures U-3B and U-3C would reduce solid waste volumes that would
require accommodation in regional landfills through the reduction of construction waste from
transportation network improvement projects or other development projects and the implementation
of green building waste management measures. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future
project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level.
Similarly, the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR included mitigation measures to reduce impacts to public
services, such as coordination with emergency service providers, avoidance and conservation of
recreation and open space areas, patterns of urban development and land use that reduce costs on
infrastructure and make better use of existing facilities green building measures, source reduction and
recycling for construction projects, and waste management strategies. However, even with the
implementation of mitigation measures, the EIR concluded that significant and unavoidable public
service impacts would result.
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Based on the above analysis, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to cumulative public
services and utilities impacts in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain significant and cumulatively
considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.15 TRANSPORTATION
The geographic scope for the transportation cumulative analysis is the southern California and northern
Baja region. Urban development and transportation systems are not bound by jurisdictional boundaries
as movement within, through, and beyond the region is necessary for commuters, personal travel, and
goods movement. Thus, it is important to consider both the southern California region as well as the
connection with northern Baja California.
A hybrid approach for the cumulative analysis of transportation allows for an overview discussion of
regional impacts associated with general patterns of regional urbanization, growth, and land use change
and how the transportation network both influences, and is affected by, those regional development
patterns. Discussion of specific large-scale existing and probable future projects will also allow for
consideration of individual projects with known impacts to traffic and transportation.
Cumulative impacts related to transportation would occur if future operating conditions of the regional
transportation system, including the SANDAG, SCAG, and northern Baja regions, result in increased
average daily per capita or total VMT; induce substantial vehicle travel; decrease the performance of
public transit, pedestrian, or bicycle facilities; cause substantially higher rates of transportation-related
accidents, collisions, injuries or fatalities; or result in loss of parking that causes significant adverse
environmental impacts.
This cumulative impact assessment relies on the impact analysis within this EIR for the proposed Plan;
SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR (SCAG 2012a); SCAG 2015 Federal Transportation Improvement Program
(SCAG 2014); San Diego County Regional Airport Authority 2008 Airport Master Plan, San Diego
International Airport and associated EIR (SDCRAA 2008); SDCRAA Aviation Activity Forecast (SDCRAA
2004); SDCRAA Regional Aviation Strategic Plan (SDCRAA 2011b); Border 2020 Program, Master Action
Plan for California-Baja California (USEPA 2013); California-Baja California Border Master Plan (Caltrans
2008); and 2034 Tijuana, Tecate, and Playas de Rosarito Metropolitan Strategic Plan (IMPLAN 2013).

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in a significant impact
because even though per capita VMT would decrease by 2020, 2035, and 2050, the total annual VMT
would increase in all years.
To identify if the proposed Plan would substantially induce vehicle travel, increases in lane miles were
compared to changes in drive alone mode share, and per capita VMT. As detailed in Section 4.15,
analysis of these factors showed that increases in lane miles under the proposed Plan were associated
with decreases in drive alone mode share and decreases in per capita VMT, and therefore the proposed
Plan would not induce substantial vehicular travel in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant
impact related to the performance of public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities because the
proposed Plan would not decrease the performance of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities in
2020, 2035, and 2050.
Implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation network
improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would result in a less than significant
impact related to safety because the proposed Plan would not result in a substantially higher rate of
system wide accidents, collisions, injuries, or fatalities as shown by projected annual injuries/fatalities
for vehicle miles traveled and bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled in 2020, 2035, or 2050.
Implementation of the transportation network improvements and programs would not result in a loss of
parking supply that would cause significant adverse environmental impacts. Therefore, this impact is
less than significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Impacts of Related Projects
Related infrastructure projects, such as the HST, would result in potentially significant transportation
impacts. The environmental document for the HST project found that the project would have a positive
effect when viewed on a system-wide basis, particularly by reducing traffic on highways and around
airports to the extent that intercity trips are diverted to the train system and by eliminating delays at
existing at-grade crossings where the train system would provide grade separation. However, localized
traffic conditions around some HST system stations would experience a decrease in level of service and
some added delays, and transit lines serving the stations areas would experience increases in passengers
during peak hours. Therefore, implementation of the HST project would lead to a considerable
contribution to the cumulative impact related to localized travel conditions (HSRA 2005).
Airport capacity for both passenger and cargo service in the southern California and northern Baja
region is becoming constrained. SDIA is projected to reach its airfield capacity sometime between 2020
and 2030, at approximately 28 million annual passengers (SDCRAA 2011b). Additionally, although the
region has many airport facilities, most air cargo in the San Diego region is handled through SDIA. The air
cargo capacity at SDIA is currently constrained by limited infrastructure. There are ongoing studies
considering options and alternatives to expand air service in the region. Though no definitive plans or
projects have been identified or undergone full environmental review at this time, prospective future
expansion or improvement of existing airport facilities or new airport development in the region would
result in beneficial impacts to air travel service and goods movement throughout the region; however,
other adverse transportation impacts such as increased local traffic and auto travel delay around airport
areas would also result. The Northside Improvements project SEIR did not evaluate traffic impacts as
this resource area was determined be consistent with the traffic analysis presented in the EIR prepared
for the San Diego International Airport Master Plan that identified significant traffic impacts (SDCRAA
2008), see full discussion below under planning documents.
The Addendum to the South Orange County Transportation Infrastructure Improvement Project Final
Subsequent EIR for the Tesoro Extension Project found the project would not result in significant
individual or cumulative effects not discussed in the Final SEIR and project impacts would not be more
severe, new, or different than previously disclosed. The addendum stated that a potential significant
and unavoidable construction traffic impact could occur during the construction period, but long-term
operational impacts related to the Tesoro Extension Project would be less than significant
(Foothill/Eastern Transportation Corridor Agency 2013).
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There are currently planned and ongoing cross-border and POE projects along the U.S./Mexico border
including the San Diego-Tijuana Airport Cross Border Facility and the San Ysidro Port of Entry Expansion
Project. The project would create a POE limited to pedestrian toll-paying airline passengers, avoiding
and reducing delays at the San Ysidro and Otay Mesa POEs. The EIR for this project found that project’s
contribution to significant buildout transportation/circulation impacts would be cumulatively
considerable and would remain significant after implementation of the identified mitigation (City of San
Diego 2011). Another ongoing POE project is the San Ysidro Expansion Project that would provide
additional pedestrian and vehicle lanes and capacity through the POE to reduce traffic delays.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
The EIR prepared for the 2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS identified a significant and unavoidable impact
regarding the potential to increase total daily VMT in 2035 compared to current daily VMT and also
substantially greater average daily VHD for heavy-duty truck trips in 2035 compared to current
conditions. The EIR also found a significant cumulative impact resulting from implementation of the
2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS to a cumulatively considerable amount of transportation impacts, such as
VMT and all-vehicle VHD, in areas outside of the SCAG region (SCAG 2012a). While parking
considerations and strategies are discussed through the document and often included in mitigation
measures, the EIR did not have a specific threshold or conclusion regarding parking. The SCAG 2015 FTIP
is prepared to implement projects and programs listed in the RTP and is developed in compliance with
state and federal requirements (SCAG 2014).
The 2008 Airport Master Plan, San Diego International Airport EIR identified that all traffic-related
impacts related to implementation of the Airport Master Plan would be reduced to less than significant
with mitigation. However, the SDCRAA lacks the legal authority to implement the identified mitigation
measures as the roadway segments, intersections, and freeway ramps are within the responsibility and
jurisdiction of other agencies; thus, if the agencies do not implement the measures identified in the EIR,
the traffic impacts would remain significant. The EIR analyzed parking supply and did not identify
significant parking impacts related to implementation of the plan or alternatives (SDCRAA 2008).
The SDCRAA Aviation Activity Forecast looked at the current and future capacity of SDIA’s existing single
runway and projected passenger traffic, aircraft operations, cargo activity, general aviation, and military
operations through the year 2030. The forecast found that, by 2021 through 2030, runway congestion
will not allow further growth and that the single runway does not have enough capacity to handle the
forecasted growth in aircraft operations; the airport will experience a cumulative loss of at least five
million to as many as 31 million passengers over the forecast period (SDCRAA 2004). The RASP was
prepared by SDCRAA to assess the long-range capabilities of all public-use airports in the county with
the goal of improving the performance of the regional airport system (SDCAA 2011).
The Border 2020 Program, Master Action Plan for California-Baja California includes objectives to reduce
air emissions with one action to reduce vehicle emissions at POEs through anti-idling and other feasible
reduction measures such as improved POE operating conditions and to implement sustainable urban
transport systems in Tijuana (USEPA 2013). In addition, the 2034 Tijuana, Tecate, and Playas de Rosarito
Metropolitan Strategic Plan states that a critical issue for the Baja region is the progressive deterioration
of the quality of air associated with the number of vehicles and no provision of sustainable
transportation (IMPLAN 2013). While there is no associated environmental documentation for these
plans, the actions to improve air quality through better traffic operations and opportunities would
benefit regional border transportation issues.
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According to the California-Baja California Border Master Plan, approximately 2,487,400 people resided
in Baja California in 2000 and population would reach more than 5,209,000 residents by 2030. The
Master Plan does not have associated environmental analysis documents. The Master Plan concludes
that the expansion of residents in the border region will increase cross-border travel demand and
continue to add pressure to the POE facilities and connecting roads. Given the current and projected
travel demand at the existing POEs, improving the capacity and operations of the current infrastructure
is critical to decrease traffic congestion and delays, facilitate international trade, and improve the quality
of life for residents in the border region (Caltrans 2008).

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
As described in Section 4.15, implementation of the proposed Plan in 2020 would result in a significant
impact because of increased total annual vehicle miles traveled. Other transportation-related impacts
would be less than significant. However, as detailed in the sections above, there are forecasted adverse
direct and cumulative traffic and transportation impacts that would result with the implementation of
regional plans and related projects. For example, 2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS EIR identified a significant
cumulative impact resulting from a considerable contribution to impacts, such as VMT and all-vehicle
VHD, in areas outside of the SCAG region (SCAG 2012a). The 2008 Airport Master Plan, San Diego
International Airport EIR identified that if agencies do not implement the measures identified in the EIR,
associated traffic impacts would remain significant (SDCRAA 2008). Specific projects also identified
direct and cumulative impacts to traffic conditions. Implementation of the HST project would lead to a
considerable contribution to the cumulative impact related to localized travel conditions (HSRA 2005)
and the Northside Improvements project would have traffic impacts as identified in the 2008 Airport
Master Plan.
Though cumulative transportation impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja region
by 2020 would be significant due to implementation of regional plans and related projects, the proposed
Plan provides transportation-related improvements that by 2020 would decrease per capita VMT, would
not induce substantial vehicle travel, would not decrease the performance of public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, would not result in substantially higher accident rates for vehicles, bicycles, or
pedestrians, and would not result in significant environmental impacts from loss of parking. Thus, the
proposed Plan’s contributions to cumulative impacts are not individually significant and are also not
cumulatively considerable.
However, because implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation
network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would increase total annual
VMT and result in a significant impact, in combination with other cumulative traffic impacts occurring
throughout the region, the traffic impact of increased total annual miles traveled is cumulatively
considerable in 2020.

2035
As described in Section 4.15, implementation of the proposed Plan in 2035 would result in a significant
impact because of increased total annual vehicle miles traveled. However, as detailed in the sections
above, there are forecasted adverse direct and cumulative traffic and transportation impacts that would
result with the anticipated implementation of regional plans and related projects including the 20122035 SCAG RTP/SCS and 2008 Airport Master Plan, San Diego International Airport. Specific projects also
identified direct and cumulative impacts to traffic conditions including the HST project and Northside
Improvements project.
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Though cumulative transportation impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja region
by 2035 would be significant due to implementation of regional plans and related project, the proposed
plan provides transportation-related improvements in 2035 would decrease per capita VMT, would not
induce substantial vehicle travel, would not decrease the performance of public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, would not result in substantially higher accident rates for vehicles, bicycles, or
pedestrians, and would not result in significant environmental impacts from loss of parking.. Thus, the
proposed Plan’s contributions to cumulative impacts are not individually significant and are also not
cumulatively considerable.
However, because implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation
network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would increase total annual
VMT and result in a significant impact, in combination with other cumulative traffic impacts occurring
throughout the region, the traffic impact of increased total annual miles traveled is cumulatively
considerable in 2035.

2050
As described in Section 4.15, implementation of the proposed Plan in 2050 would result in a variety of
transportation-related conditions and operations of regional transportation facilities, public transit, and
other alternative transportation modes that are either improved over existing conditions or would not
worsen existing conditions with the exception of increased total annual miles traveled. However, as
detailed in the sections above, there are forecasted adverse direct and cumulative traffic and
transportation impacts that would result with the implementation of regional plans and related projects
including the 2012-2035 SCAG RTP/SCS and 2008 Airport Master Plan, San Diego International Airport.
Specific projects also identified direct and cumulative impacts to traffic conditions including the HST
project and Northside Improvements project.
Though cumulative transportation impacts throughout the southern California and northern Baja region
by 2050 would be significant due to implementation of regional plans and related project, the proposed
plan provides transportation-related improvements in 2050 would decrease per capita VMT, would not
induce substantial vehicle travel, would not decrease the performance of public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, would not result in substantially higher accident rates for vehicles, bicycles, or
pedestrians, and would not result in significant environmental impacts from loss of parking. Thus, the
proposed Plan’s contributions to cumulative impacts are not individually significant and are also not
cumulatively considerable.
However, because implementation of regional growth and land use change as well as transportation
network improvements and programs associated with the proposed Plan would increase total annual
VMT and result in a significant impact, in combination with other cumulative traffic impacts occurring
throughout the region, the traffic impact of increased total annual miles traveled is cumulatively
considerable in 2050.

Mitigation Measures
As detailed in Section 4.15, many features currently included in the proposed Plan (e.g., the SCS,
increased transit and active transportation investments) have the effect of reducing total annual VMT
that might otherwise occur. GHG mitigation measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4E, and GHG-4H are
additional feasible VMT reduction measures not included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would or
other agencies could implement.
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Other potential mitigation measures to reduce total VMT are included as components of the alternatives
analyzed in Chapter 6.0, rather than as individual mitigation measures in this section. These include still
more compact land use patterns, accelerated and increased transit investments, reduced or no highway
investments, and policies to reduce transit fares, increase parking prices, and establish road user fees. .
However, these mitigation measures would not reduce this impact to a less than significant level. Based
on the above analysis and lack of feasible mitigation, the proposed Plan’s incremental contributions to
cumulative transportation impacts in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain significant and
cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.

5.2.16 WATER SUPPLY
The geographic scope for the water supply cumulative analysis is the state of California, the Lower
Colorado River Basin, and northern Baja California. The large geographic scope is appropriate because
regional growth and land use change, transportation system needs, and the resulting water demand can
influence water supply reliability across the region as a whole, as development and water supplies are
not strictly characterized by jurisdictional boundaries.
The projection approach for the cumulative analysis of water supply is used. A projection approach
allows for an overview discussion of regional impacts associated with water supply if existing water
supplies and facilities were not adequate for projected regional demand or if general patterns of
regional urbanization, growth, and land use changes and infrastructure development would result in the
need for new or expanded water treatment and distribution facilities.
The plans and studies relied on and considered for the cumulative analysis include the SCAG 2012-2035
RTP/SCS and its EIR (SCAG 2012a), 2013 Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan Update
(SDCRWA 2014) Water Supply for Baja California: Economic – Engineering Analysis for Agricultural,
Environmental and Urban Demands (Medellin-Azuara et al. 2009), California Water Action Plan
(California Natural Resources Agency 2014), California Water Plan Update 2013 (California Department
of Water Resources 2013), SDCWA’s 2010 Urban Water Management Plan (SDCWA 2011), Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California’s 2010 Regional Urban Water Management Plan (Metropolitan
Water District of Southern California 2010), Municipal Water District of Orange County’s (MWDOC) 2010
Regional Urban Water Management Plan (Municipal Water District of Orange County 2011), Imperial
Irrigation District’s 2012 Integrated Regional Water Management Plan (IID 2012), 2034 Tijuana, Tecate,
and Playas de Rosarito Metropolitan Strategic Plan (IMPLAN 2013), Colorado River Basin Water Supply
and Demand Study (Bureau of Reclamation 2012), and Lower Colorado River Interim Shortage Criteria
and associated EIS (Bureau of Reclamation 2007). While many of these documents do not have
accompanying environmental analysis, they provide valuable information regarding the current and
future status of water supply throughout the cumulative region.
Significant cumulative impacts related to water supply would occur if existing water supplies and
facilities were not adequate to serve cumulative growth such that new or expanded water supplies or
entitlements would be required, or if cumulative growth and infrastructure development resulted in
construction of new or expanded water facilities that would cause significant environmental impacts.

Impacts of the Proposed Plan
Reasonably foreseeable existing and future regional water supplies would not be adequate to meet
regional water demands associated with growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements in 2020, 2035, and 2050. Also, there would be a localized significant water supply impact
in the Borrego Valley basin. Therefore, existing water supplies and facilities would not be adequate to
serve growth, and new or expanded water supplies or entitlements would be required. Proposed Plan
impacts associated with adequate water supplies in 2020, 2035, and 2050 are considered significant.
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In 2020, 2035, and 2050, forecasted growth and land use change and implementation of transportation
network improvements would require construction of new water facilities or the expansion of existing
facilities; impacts of constructing these facilities would be significant.

Impact Projections in Adopted Plans
While a majority of the documents and plans available for cumulative analysis do not have associated
environmental analysis, they do provide anticipated water supply demand for the region and consider
the adequacy of their existing supplies and plans for future supplies to meet future needs. These
regional plans also offer resource management strategies and objectives for ensuring future water
supply such as reduce water demand, improve operational efficiencies, increase and diversify water
supply, and provide resource stewardship. Due to current drought conditions throughout the state of
California, many water districts and other water suppliers have implemented a variety of drought
responses that could influence the availability of water supplies and water deliveries as previously
anticipated in local and regional plans. For example, MWD reduced water supply deliveries to member
agencies by 15% in July 2015 (MWD 2015). Other drought responses include surcharges and fines for
over-usage and water-saving incentives and rebates.
The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS EIR found that the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS influence on growth would
contribute to an increased demand for water supply and its associated infrastructure. The EIR also
identified the potential of the 2012-2035 RTP/SCS to contribute to cumulatively considerable demand
on water resources.
As described in a paper titled, Water Supply for Baja California: Economic – Engineering Analysis for
Agricultural, Environmental and Urban Demands, agricultural operations and population growth in
California-Baja California has placed pressure on natural resources, particularly water supply. It is of
significant concern to the California-Baja California border, where 50% of the entire United StatesMexico border population lives. The conditions of northern Baja region of arid climate, prominent
agriculture, fast-growing border cities, and water-sensitive ecosystems indicate that future water
supplies will be a problem (Medellin-Azuara et al. 2009).
SDCWA’s 2010 Urban Water Management Plan reports that, for normal years through 2035, no water
supply shortages would occur if supplies are developed as planned. Under the specific parameters
assumed in the multiple dry-year analysis, some level of shortage could potentially be experienced.
Shortages occur in early years because of unfinished water supply projects and transfers and in the later
years due primarily to increasing water demands attributed to growth within the region (SDCWA 2011).
The SDCWA’s 2013 Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan Update provided an update
to the 2010 Urban Water Management Plan. The focus of the 2013 Master Plan Update was to optimize
existing infrastructure and maintain the flexibility to adjust to a range of future regional planning
outcomes through 2035. The update continued to find that the existing aqueduct system is fully capable
of meeting regional demands through the mid-2020s and under normal and wet weather patterns, there
is a very low occurrence of supply-demand gaps through 2035. However, during multiple dry-year
weather patterns, the 2013 Regional Water Facilities Optimization and Master Plan Update identified
that supply-demands gaps will likely occur (SDCWA 2014).
Metropolitan’s 2010 Regional Urban Water Management Plan reports that Metropolitan has supply
capabilities that would be sufficient to meet projected demands from 2015 through 2035 under the
single dry-year and multiple dry-year conditions. Metropolitan has plans to address possible reductions
in water supply and continued development of a diversified resource mix to meet its water supply needs
(MWD 2010).
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The MWDOC 2010 Regional Urban Water Management Plan (MWDOC 2011) concludes that the
MWDOC service area (the region served by MWDOC is in Orange County and includes 26 cities and
water districts) will have sufficient existing and planned supplies to meet full service demands under
every water-year hydrologic scenario from 2015 through 2035. The plan also discusses potential sources
of water supply that are being investigated to diversify the region’s water supply portfolio, such as water
transfers and exchange and ocean water desalination (MWDOC 2011).
IID’s 2012 Integrated Regional Water Management Plan states that the Imperial Region is faced with
significant water resources challenges, most of which relate to the availability of imported water from
the Colorado River. System and on-farm efficiency conservation measures have been formulated to
enable IID to meet the reduction requirement of net annual consumptive use of Colorado River water by
408,000 acre-feet by 2026. These measures are designed to maintain historic levels of agricultural
productivity and MCI water supplies; however, when forecasted renewable energy and other demands
are added to the future demand, the historic amount would no longer be sufficient (IID 2012).
The Colorado River Basin Water Supply and Demand Study found that the Colorado River Basin faces a
range of potential future imbalances between supply and demand and states that addressing such
imbalances will require diligent planning and cannot be resolved through any single approach or option.
Instead, an approach that applies a wide variety of ideas at local, state, regional, and portfolio
exploration demonstrated that implementation of a broad range of options can reduce Basin resource
vulnerability and improve the system’s resiliency to dry hydrologic conditions while meeting increasing
demands in the Basin and adjacent areas receiving Colorado River water (Bureau of Reclamation 2012).
The 2034 Tijuana, Tecate, and Playas de Rosarito Metropolitan Strategic Plan lists the low water
availability in the region as a critical environmental issue, which is a limiting factor for future
development. The plan states that water demand in 2025 will be greater than 80 percent of the
available water reserves. Strategies for improvement listed in the plan include promote investment to
ensure capacity of reuse and infiltration of treated water and install sea water desalination plants
(IMPLAN 2013).
The Lower Colorado River Interim Shortage Criteria and associated EIS (Bureau of Reclamation 2007)
represent a plan to share water supply shortages among Lower Colorado River water users, including
SDCWA. The EIS prepared for the interim shortage criteria projects Lower Colorado River water supply
and demand conditions through 2050. It also analyzes and considers trade-offs between the frequency
and magnitude of shortages, and describes potential effects on water shortage in Lake Powell and Lake
Mead, and on water supplies, power production, recreation, and other environmental resources.
As described in many of the plans above, often there is an expectation that future water supply could be
met given certain parameters, such as proposed water supply projects are constructed and operational,
entitlements are fully granted, water use reduction measures are successful, and no extended periods of
multiple dry years occur. These factors are highly uncertain, and in some cases such as rainfall and
drought conditions, are uncontrollable by the water agencies, districts, or suppliers.

Cumulative Impacts and Impact Conclusions
2020
A significant cumulative impact in the year 2020 would result if the combined impacts of the proposed
Plan and impact projections from adopted plans within state of California, the Lower Colorado River
Basin, and northern Baja California region were significant when considered together, even if not
independently significant.
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As described above, significant water supply impacts were identified for proposed Plan growth and land
use change and transportation network improvements in 2020. Also, the SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS was
found to contribute to cumulatively considerable demand on water resources. While many of the
regional water supply planning documents anticipate being able to adequately meet future water
demand in the near term, their ability to do so is based on anticipated, but uncertain circumstances.
Furthermore, a number of additional indeterminate factors could affect future water supply, including
meteorological conditions; climate change; cost and use of energy; potential policy and permitting
restrictions; endangered species protections; and demographic unknowns. The combined cumulative
impacts of these regional and statewide plans, coupled with the uncertainties mentioned above, would
be significant regarding increased demands on existing water supplies such that they would be
inadequate to serve future demands, and new or expanded water supplies or entitlements would be
needed by 2020.
Cumulative demand for water supply as a result of regional growth and land use change would likely
necessitate the need for new water treatment or distribution facilities or the expansion of existing
facilities. Construction of new or expanded facilities would cause short-term construction impacts that
are typically controllable through adherence to regulations and BMPs, as well as operational impacts.
There is no assurance the impacts from new or expanded water facilities would be less than significant
for all projects. The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS was also found to contribute to cumulatively considerable
demand on associated water supply infrastructure. Thus, the cumulative impact related to construction
of new or expanded water treatment or distribution facilities would be significant in 2020.
Because cumulative water supply impacts throughout the state of California, the Lower Colorado River
Basin, and northern Baja region by 2020 would therefore be significant, and because the proposed Plan
incremental water supply impacts are significant, the proposed Plan incremental water supply impacts
are also cumulatively considerable.

2035
The cumulative analysis presented above for year 2020 would be applicable to year 2035.Significant
water supply impacts were identified for proposed Plan growth and land use change and transportation
network improvements in 2035. The combined cumulative water supply impacts of regional and
statewide plans, coupled with the uncertainties mentioned in the 2020 analysis, would be significant in
2035 regarding available water supplies.
Construction of new or expanded facilities would cause short-term construction impacts that are
typically controllable through adherence to regulations and BMPs, as well as operational impacts. There
is no assurance the impacts from new or expanded water facilities would be less than significant for all
projects. The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS was also found to contribute to cumulatively considerable
demand on associated water supply infrastructure. Thus, the cumulative impact related to construction
of new or expanded water treatment or distribution facilities would be significant in 2035.
Because cumulative water supply impacts throughout the state of California, the Lower Colorado River
Basin, and northern Baja region by 2035 would therefore be significant, and because the proposed Plan
incremental water supply impacts are significant, the proposed Plan incremental water supply impacts
are also cumulatively considerable in 2035.
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2050
The cumulative analysis presented above for years 2020 and 2035 would be applicable to year 2050.
Significant water supply and facility impacts were identified for proposed Plan growth and land use
changes as well as transportation network improvements in 2050. The combined cumulative water
supply impacts of regional and statewide plans coupled with the uncertainties mentioned in the 2020
analysis, would be significant in 2050 regarding increased water demands on existing supplies such that
they would be inadequate to serve future demands.
Construction of new or expanded facilities would cause short-term construction impacts that are
typically controllable through adherence to regulations and BMPs, as well as operational impacts. There
is no assurance the impacts from new or expanded water facilities would be less than significant for all
projects. The SCAG 2012-2035 RTP/SCS was also found to contribute to cumulatively considerable
demand on associated water supply infrastructure. Thus, the cumulative impact related to construction
of new or expanded water treatment or distribution facilities would be significant in 2050.
Because cumulative water supply impacts throughout the state of California, the Lower Colorado River
Basin, and northern Baja region by 2050 would therefore be significant, and because the proposed Plan
incremental water supply impacts are significant, the proposed Plan incremental water supply impacts
are also cumulatively considerable.

Mitigation Measures
Mitigation Measure WS-1A calls for implementation of water conservation measures for both
transportation and land use projects. Mitigation Measure WS-1B calls for use of reclaimed water during
design and construction of projects implementing the proposed Plan. Mitigation Measure WS-1C calls
for verification of adequate water supply availability to satisfy projected water demands.
Implementation of Mitigation Measures WS-1A, WS-1B, and WS-1C would not guarantee reduction of all
proposed Plan impacts associated with the availability of water supplies to a level of less than
significant. Therefore, the proposed Plan incremental contributions to the cumulative water supply
impacts in years 2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.
To reduce environmental impacts resulting from the construction of new or expanded water treatment
of distribution facilities, Mitigation Measure WS-2A calls for jurisdictions or agencies with responsibility
for the construction of new or expanded water treatment and conveyance facilities apply necessary
mitigation measures to reduce significant environmental impacts associated with these facilities during
the CEQA review process for individual facilities. However, it cannot be guaranteed that all future
project-level impacts can be mitigated to a less than significant level. Therefore, the proposed Plan
incremental contributions to the cumulative impacts from new or expanded water facilities in years
2020, 2035, and 2050 would remain cumulatively considerable post-mitigation.
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6.0 ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
6.1

RATIONALE FOR ALTERNATIVES SELECTION

CEQA requires the consideration of alternatives to the proposed Plan and the analysis of impacts
associated with the alternatives. Through comparison of these alternatives to the proposed Plan, the
advantages of each can be weighed and analyzed. Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines requires that
an EIR “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project, but would avoid or substantially
lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the
alternatives.”
Additionally, the CEQA Guidelines state the following:
•

The specific alternative of “no project” shall also be evaluated along with its impact. If the
environmentally superior alternative is the “no project” alternative, the EIR shall also identify an
environmentally superior alternative among the other alternatives. [Section 15126.6(e)(1)(2)]

•

An EIR need not consider every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather, it must consider a
reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision making
and public participation. An EIR is not required to consider alternatives that are infeasible. The
range of potential alternatives to the proposed project shall include those that could feasibly
accomplish most of the basic objectives of the project and could avoid or substantially lessen
one or more of the significant effects. The EIR should briefly discuss the rationale for selecting
the alternatives to be discussed. The EIR should also identify any alternatives that were
considered by the lead agency but were rejected as infeasible during the scoping process and
briefly explain the reasons underlying the lead agency’s determination. Among the factors that
may be used to eliminate alternatives from detailed consideration in an EIR are (i) failure to
meet most of the basic project objectives, (ii), infeasibility, or (iii) inability to avoid significant
environmental impacts. [Section 15126.6(a)(c)]

•

“Feasible” means capable of being accomplished within a reasonable period of time, taking into
account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors. [Section 15364]

Alternatives were generated as alternate means of achieving most of the basic objectives of the
proposed Plan. As stated in Section 2.0, Project Description, these basic objectives are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Focus population and employment growth in existing urbanized areas to protect sensitive
habitat and natural resource areas.
Provide transportation investments that support compact land development patterns.
Meet GHG emissions targets for passenger cars and light-duty trucks.
Provide transportation investments and land use patterns that promote public health and
safety.
Use TransNet revenue as matching funds to maximize funding from non-TransNet sources.
Provide access to jobs and key destinations for all communities.
Make transportation investments that reduce travel times for all trips.
Enhance the efficiency of the transportation network through the deployment of new
technologies.
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Table 6.0-1 shows that all of the alternatives considered in detail in this EIR partially or fully meet most
of the basic project objectives with the exception of the Alternative 1: No Project. In this table, a “yes”
indicates an alternative has the ability to at least partially, if not fully meet project objectives.
CEQA requires identification of alternatives that would avoid or substantially lessen the significant
impacts of the proposed Plan. Based on the analysis in Chapter 4.0, construction and operational
activities associated with forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned transportation
network improvements and programs under the proposed Plan would result in significant impacts for
many resource topics. Of these topics, air quality and greenhouse gas (GHG) impacts were of particular
concern to the public during the EIR scoping and planning processes.
Among other things, the comments provided on the NOP and during development of the proposed Plan
focused around a common theme of avoiding or substantially lessening GHG emission and air quality
impacts through major reductions in vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Various transportation investments
and policy options were recommended in the comment letters to achieve the major reductions in VMT.
The range of alternatives analyzed in detail in the EIR is in large part based on public and stakeholder
requests to avoid or substantially lessen GHG emissions and air quality impacts by reducing total VMT. It
should be noted, however, that many measures included in alternatives to reduce GHG emissions or
VMT, such as further compacting development and increasing transit utilization, would also have the
effect of reducing other impacts, such as loss of wildlife habitat or agricultural land. The alternatives
selected for detailed consideration incorporate many of the major transportation investments and
policy options that commenters suggested would lead to major reductions in VMT, including but not
limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advancing public transit (capital and operations) and active transportation investments to 2025
(the first 10 years of the proposed Plan)
Including investments from the unconstrained transit network (e.g., investments for which
available funding was not identified in the proposed Plan)
Delaying and eliminating general purpose highway and managed lane investments
Converting existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes
Providing more compact land use patterns
Substantially lowering transit fares
Substantially increasing the price of parking
Substantially increasing the cost of driving.

The remaining parts of this section provide the following:
•
•

•
•

A description of alternatives considered in detail;
A summary of the environmental impacts of each alternative and a comparison of each
alternative’s impacts with those of the proposed Plan. The focus of this analysis is to determine
if alternatives are capable of avoiding or substantially lessening the significant environmental
effects of the proposed Plan to a less-than-significant level; and
A discussion of the environmentally superior alternative; and
A discussion of alternatives considered but rejected from detailed analysis.
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Table 6.0-1
Ability of Alternatives to Meet Basic Project Objectives
Alternatives Considered in Detail
Basic Project Objectives
1 Focus population and employment
growth in existing urbanized areas
to protect sensitive habitat and
natural resource areas.
2 Provide transportation investments
that support compact land
development patterns.
3 Meet GHG emissions targets for
passenger cars and light-duty
trucks.
4 Provide transportation investments
and land use patterns that promote
public health and safety.
5 Use TransNet revenue as matching
funds to maximize funding from
non-TransNet sources.
6 Provide access to jobs and key
destinations for all communities.
7 Make transportation investments
that reduce travel times for all trips.
8 Enhance the efficiency of the
transportation network through the
deployment of new technologies.

Proposed
Plan

Alt 5C.
Alt 4.
Alt 5A.
Alt 5B.
Alt 5D.
Dense Cores
SG Intensification SCS + Trans Alt Dense Cores
Dense Cores +
+ Trans Alt
+ Trans Alt 4
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+ Trans Alt 5A
Trans Alt 5D
5C
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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No Project
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6.2

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN DETAIL

Aside from Alternative 1: No Project, the alternatives analyzed in detail are considered potentially
feasible for the purposes of a CEQA analysis of alternatives to the proposed Plan, although some of
elements of the alternatives would require major changes in legislation or policy or in the availability of
funding. The alternatives are described below and, the action alternatives are summarized in Table 6.02. The primary focus of the alternatives descriptions is on the characteristics that differentiate them
from the proposed Plan. Tables listing all transportation network improvement projects for each
alternative are provided in Appendix D.

Alternative 1: No Project
CEQA requires a No Project Alternative to be analyzed in the EIR. The No Project Alternative assumes
that the proposed Plan would not be adopted or implemented.
The No Project Alternative assumes the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast land use (same as included
in the proposed Plan). The Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast was accepted for planning purposes by
SANDAG’s Board of Directors in October 25, 2013, and would likely be implemented even if the
proposed Plan was not adopted because it is based on the adopted general plans of the 18 cities and
County government. Although the total population, number of housing units, and number of jobs by
2050 would likely be the same as the proposed Plan under this alternative, the pattern of development
within the region would likely be less compact since all transit improvements included in the proposed
Plan would not be available to support the transit-oriented compact development pattern envisioned in
the proposed Plan. SANDAG transportation and growth modeling has shown that the likelihood of
housing stock and households locating in an area is correlated with the accessibility of transportation
and employment. Therefore, in the absence of future transportation network improvements and
programs identified in the proposed Plan, it is likely that the future land use pattern would see relatively
less concentration of population, housing and jobs in major transportation corridors and relatively more
growth occurring in less developed areas of the region.
The No Project Alternative includes transportation projects likely to be implemented if the proposed
Plan were not adopted. These consist of transportation projects with environmental clearance, full
funding, under construction, or otherwise reasonably foreseeable based on current plans, as listed in
Table D-1 (Appendix D of this EIR) and shown in Figures 6.0-1 and 6.0-2. It includes some projects that
were under construction or opened in 2013, 2014, and 2015, because these projects started
construction or opened after the EIR baseline year (2012). (The action alternatives (2-5D) assume all the
No Project transportation projects would be implemented.)
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Table 6.0-2
Summary of Action Alternatives Considered in the EIR
Action
Alternative
2
3

1

2

3
4
5
6

1

2

A. Transit
All revenue constrained by
2025
All revenue constrained by
2025

B. Active

3

All projects by 2025
All projects by 2025

Assumptions
4
C. Managed Lanes
6
If support Rapid , same as column A. If not,
same as column D.
If support Rapid, same as column A. If not,
same as column D.
If support Rapid, same as column A. If not,
same as column D.
Reduce scope of MLs:
-Eliminate proposed increases to 4ML where
2ML already exist,
-Reduce proposed increases to 4ML to 2ML
Eliminate.
Convert existing general purpose lanes to
managed lanes to operate proposed Rapid
routes.

4

All revenue constrained
and unconstrained by
2025

All projects by 2025

5A

All revenue constrained
and unconstrained by
2025

All projects by 2025

5B
5C
5D

Same as Alternative 5A
Same as Alternative 5A + New Transit and Parking Policies
Same as Alternative 5A + New Transit and Parking Policies + Increased Auto Operating Cost

D. Highway

5

E. Land Use

No change

SCS Land Use

Delay all to 2050

SCS Land Use

Eliminate

Smart Growth Area
Intensification

Eliminate

SCS Land Use
Dense Cores
Dense Cores
Dense Cores

Each action alternative makes the following assumptions: Advance Urban Core bus route 10-minute all-day frequency improvements to 2025 (2035 under proposed Plan). New
toll lanes remain the same as the proposed Plan. Removal of tolls on SR 125 remains the same as the proposed Plan. TSM and TDM investments remain the same as the
proposed Plan.
Transit = COASTER, SPRINTER, Trolley, Rapid, Streetcar, San Marcos Shuttle, Airport Express, Intermodal, and Other (vehicles, system rehabilitation, regulatory
compliance, park-and-ride).
Active = Regional Bike Network Project List.
Managed Lanes = managed lanes and managed lane connectors.
Highway = general purpose lanes, operational improvements, freeway connectors.
Rapid services refer to both bus rapid transit (BRT) that operates on Managed Lanes and Rapid bus that provides higher-speed alternatives to local bus services in high-volume
arterial corridors and utilizes a range of lower-capital cost signal priority treatments, transit-only lanes, and limited station stops to achieve faster travel times.
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Alternative 2: Sustainable Communities Strategy/Advanced Revenue Constrained Transit +
Revenue Constrained Highway (SCS + Trans Alt 2)
This alternative would implement the SCS land use pattern (same as the proposed Plan) and complete
the public transit and active transportation projects of the proposed Plan within 10 years (by 2025) as
suggested by public comments during the scoping process, instead of the proposed Plan’s 35-year
period (by 2050). Specifically, this alternative would:
•

Complete all public transit capital projects and public transit operations improvements in the
proposed Plan by 2025.

•

Complete managed lanes (MLs) and ML connectors in the proposed Plan that support Rapid
routes by 2025.

•

Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for Urban Core local bus routes by 2025.

•

Complete all active transportation projects in the proposed Plan by 2025.

Figure 6.0-3 identifies the transit network that would be implemented by 2025 under Alternative 2. This
figure shows conditions in 2025 because under this alternative the entire transit network of the
proposed Plan would be completed by 2025. Because this alternative would complete all transit projects
from the 2035 and 2050 phases of the proposed Plan by 2025, the 2035 and 2050 transit networks for
Alternative 2 would look the same as the 2025 network shown on Figure 6.0-3. In 2050, the Alternative
2 transit network would be the same as the proposed Plan.
Figure 6.0-4 identifies the managed lane and highway networks that would be implemented by 2025
under Alternative 2. This figure shows conditions in 2025 because under this alternative MLs and ML
connectors in the later phases of the proposed Plan that support Rapid service are completed by 2025.
In 2050, the Alternative 2 managed lane and highway networks would be the same as the proposed
Plan. Table D-2 (Appendix D of this EIR) provides a list of transportation network improvement projects
that would be implemented under this alternative. This alternative is identical to the “Accelerated
Transportation Network A” discussed at the January 16, 2015, meeting of the SANDAG Transportation
Committee meeting and the January 28, 2015, meeting of the SANDAG Board of Directors.
Significant new funding would be required to implement and operate the accelerated capital program of
Alternative 2, which is estimated at approximately $34 billion by 2025. This would require approximately
$30 billion in new capital funds within a 10-year period, substantially more than the anticipated $4.8
billion in anticipated available revenue (see Chapter 3 of the proposed Plan for discussion of available
revenues). The cost to operate the transit facilities would expand from approximately $350 million
annually in Fiscal Year 2015, to nearly $1.1 billion annually in Fiscal Year 2025. Total operating costs over
the 35 year period (by 2050) would be nearly $49 billion, more than $14 billion more than anticipated
available revenues of $34 billion for operations over that timeframe.
The feasibility of this alternative would be affected by a number of factors. This alternative does not
reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts as required by state and federal
transportation law because the amount of funds required would exceed the anticipated available
revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and federal
budgets and funding priorities would have to change.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis

Alternative 3: Sustainable Communities Strategy/Advanced Revenue Constrained Transit +
Delayed Revenue Constrained Highway (SCS + Trans Alt 3)
Similar to Alternative 2, this alternative would implement the SCS land use pattern (same as the
proposed Plan) and complete the public transit and active transportation projects of the proposed Plan
within 10 years (by 2025) instead of the planned 35-year period (by 2050). In addition, in an attempt to
further reduce VMT, this alternative would delay completion of highway general purpose lanes and
freeway connectors in the proposed Plan to the 2050 phase. Specifically, this alternative would:
•

Complete all public transit capital projects and public transit operations improvements in the
proposed Plan by 2025.

•

Complete MLs and ML connectors in the proposed Plan that support Rapid routes by 2025.

•

Delay completion of highway general purpose lanes and freeway connectors in the proposed
Plan to the 2050 phase.
o

All highway general purpose lanes are already in the 2050 phase of the proposed Plan,
except for the addition of two general purpose lanes to an approximately 3-mile
segment of SR 67, which would be delayed to the 2050 phase under this alternative.

o

The addition of two general purpose lanes to a segment of SR 76 remains in 2020 since
it is under construction as of 2014.

o

Six freeway connectors would be delayed to the 2050 phase.

o

Delay completion of new MLs and ML connectors in the proposed Plan that do not
support Rapid routes to the 2050 phase.

•

Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for Urban Core local bus routes by 2025.

•

Complete all active transportation projects in the proposed Plan by 2025.

Figure 6.0-3 identifies the transit network that would be implemented by 2025 under Alternative 3. This
figure shows conditions in 2025 because under this alternative the entire transit network of the
proposed Plan would be completed by 2025. Because this alternative would complete all transit projects
from the 2035 and 2050 phases of the proposed Plan by 2025, the 2035 and 2050 transit networks for
Alternative 3 would look the same as the 2025 network shown on Figure 6.0-3. In 2050, the Alternative
3 transit network would be the same as the proposed Plan.
Figure 6.0-5 identifies the managed lane and highway networks that would be implemented by 2025
under Alternative 3. This figure shows conditions in 2025 because under this alternative MLs and ML
connectors in the later phases of the proposed Plan that support Rapid service are completed by 2025,
and highway general purpose lanes and freeway connectors in the proposed Plan are delayed to the
2050 phase. In 2050, the Alternative 3 managed lane and highway networks would be the same as the
proposed Plan. Table D-3 (Appendix D of this EIR) provides a list of transportation network improvement
projects that would be implemented under this alternative.
Significant new funding would be required to implement and operate the accelerated capital program of
Alternative 3, which is estimated at approximately $34 billion by 2025. This would require approximately
$30 billion in new capital funds within a 10-year period, approximately seven times more than the
anticipated $ 4.8 billion in available revenue (see Chapter 3 of the proposed Plan for discussion of
available revenues).
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
The cost to operate the transit facilities would expand from approximately $350 million annually in
Fiscal Year 2015, to nearly $ 1.1 billion annually in Fiscal Year 2025. Total operating costs over the 35
year period (by 2050) would be nearly $49 billion, more than $14 billion more than anticipated available
revenues of $34 billion for operations over that timeframe. Also, the delayed completion of highway
general purpose lanes and non-transit supportive Managed Lanes would result in nearly $5 billion more
than the anticipated available revenue between 2026 and 2050.
The feasibility of this alternative would be affected by a number of factors. This alternative does not
reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts as required by state and federal
transportation law because the amount of funds required would exceed the anticipated available
revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and federal
budgets and funding priorities would have to change.

Alternative 4: Intensified Smart Growth/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit + Modified
Managed Lanes (SG Intensification + Trans Alt 4)
In an attempt to further reduce VMT, residential densities and employment intensities under Alternative
4 were increased relative to the proposed Plan within specified 2014 Smart Growth Opportunity Areas
(SGOAs) identified on the SANDAG Smart Growth Concept Map. Development assumptions for the
Metropolitan Center, Urban Center, and Town Center smart growth place types were modified to allow
for increased residential and employment development. Special Use centers were modified to allow for
increased employment development. There are no changes to other smart growth place types under
this alternative. Implementation of this alternative land use pattern would require changes to existing
local government land use policies. The land use assumptions for Alternative 4 are described in more
detail in Appendix D.
Overall, there is a major increase in housing located within the SGOAs in Alternative 4 as compared with
the proposed Plan. Between 2012 and 2050, total housing stock within SGOAs between the proposed
Plan and Alternative 4 differs by 35,397 total units – an increase of 7.7 percent for Alternative 4. By
2050, Alternative 4 results in approximately 0.6 percent more single family units within SGOAs
compared to the proposed Plan. In terms of multi-family housing stock, Alternative 4 has 34,468 more
units within SGOAs – approximately 8.5 percent more than the proposed Plan. As a result of the overall
increase in housing stock within SGOAs under Alternative 4 – an additional 250,151 units by 2050 –
there is a corresponding increase in the total population within SOGAs of 644,848. By 2050, the
population of SGOAs would increase by 95,411 people in Alternative 4 – an 8.5 percent increase –
relative to the proposed Plan.
Similar to Alternatives 2 and 3, this alternative would complete the public transit and active
transportation projects of the proposed Plan within 10 years (by 2025) instead of the planned 35-year
period (by 2050). In addition, this alternative would complete the unconstrained revenue transit
projects 7 that are not included in the proposed Plan by 2025. Furthermore, the proposed Plan’s highway
investments would be eliminated. Managed lane investments would be reduced relative to the
proposed Plan. Specifically, this alternative would:

7

The unconstrained project lists show actual needs for the region, without consideration of anticipated revenues.
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•

Complete all public transit capital projects and public transit operations improvements in the
proposed Plan by 2025.

•

Complete all revenue unconstrained public transit projects by 2025. This would result in 16
additional transit projects and $7.6 billion additional transit investments compared to the
proposed Plan (see Appendix A to the proposed Plan.

•

Eliminate the proposed Plan’s investments in highways, including general purpose lanes,
operational improvements, and freeway connectors.

•

Reduce the proposed Plan’s managed lane investments as follows:
o Eliminate new MLs not serving Rapid routes.
o Eliminate increases to 4ML where 2ML already exist.
o Reduce proposed increases from 4ML to 2ML.
o Maintain additions of 2ML that serve Rapid routes.
o Maintain ML connectors that serve Rapid routes.
o Eliminate new ML connectors not serving Rapid routes.

•

Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for Urban Core bus routes by 2025.

•

Complete all active transportation projects in the proposed Plan by 2025.

Figure 6.0-6 identifies the managed lane and highway networks that would be implemented by 2050
under Alternative 4. This figure shows 2050 conditions because under this alternative there are
reductions in the proposed Plan’s managed lane investments for all phase years and complete
elimination of all the proposed Plan’s highway investments.
Figure 6.0-7A provides a visual depiction of intensified smart growth showing the change in housing
units compared to the proposed Plan, while Figure 6.0-7B depicts the change in employment compared
to the proposed Plan.
Figure 6.0-8 identifies the transit network that would be implemented by 2025 under Alternative 4. This
figure shows conditions in 2025 because under this alternative the entire transit network of the
proposed Plan, and all of the revenue unconstrained transit projects not included in the proposed Plan,
would be completed by 2025. Because this alternative would complete all transit projects from the 2035
and 2050 phases of the proposed Plan, and all unconstrained revenue transit projects, by 2025, the 2035
and 2050 transit networks for Alternative 4 would look the same as the 2025 network shown on Figure
6.0-8. Table D-4 (Appendix D of this EIR) provides a list of transportation network improvement projects
that would be implemented under this alternative.
Eliminating the proposed Plan’s investments in several highway general purpose lanes, freeway
connectors, managed lanes and connectors would require amending the TransNet Extension Ordinance
with at least two-thirds approval of the SANDAG Board of Directors. These include managed lanes along
portions of I-5, I-805, and SR 54, general purpose lanes along portions of I-8, SR 125, SR 56, SR 67, and
SR 94, and managed lane and/or freeway connectors at I-5/I-8, I-5/SR 56, I-5/SR 78, I-805/SR 54, and SR
94/SR 125.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Significant new funding would be required to implement and operate the accelerated capital program of
Alternative 4, which is estimated at approximately $42 billion by 2025. This would require approximately
$38 billion in new capital funds within a 10-year period, approximately eight times more than the
anticipated $ 4.8 billion in available revenue (see Chapter 3 of the proposed Plan for discussion of
available revenues). The cost to operate the transit facilities would expand from approximately $350
million annually in Fiscal Year 2015, to approximately $1.25 billion annually in Fiscal Year 2025. Total
operating costs over the 35 year period (by 2050) would be nearly $59 billion, more than $24 billion
more than anticipated available revenues of $34 billion for operations over that timeframe.
The feasibility of this alternative would be affected by a number of factors. This alternative does not
reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts as required by state and federal
transportation law because the amount of funds required would exceed the anticipated available
revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and federal
budgets and funding priorities would have to change. Additionally, because it is not consistent with
current local general plans, unless local general plans change this alternative would conflict with SB 375
and Clean Air Act conformity requirements for the most recent planning assumptions to be used for
RTPs and conformity determinations. (See Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B); 40 CFR 93.110).

Alternatives 5A-5D
Alternative 5 is divided into four subalternatives (A, B, C, D) to show how different policies reduce the
significant impacts of the proposed Plan, in particular GHG emission and air quality impacts. Similar to
alternatives 2-4, the focus is on transportation investments and policy options identified by stakeholders
as resulting in or contributing to total reductions in VMT. As described in more detail below, alternatives
5A-5D include changes in the timing and type of transportation network improvements with an
emphasis on public transit and active transportation investments by 2025, changes in land use patterns,
substantial reductions in transit fares (and related transit frequency improvements), substantial
increases in parking costs, and substantial increases in the cost of driving.

Alternative 5A: Sustainable Communities Strategy/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit
+ Highway General Purpose Lane Conversion (SCS + Trans Alt 5A)
This alternative would implement the SCS land use pattern (same as the proposed Plan) and complete
the public transit and active transportation projects of the proposed Plan within 10 years (by 2025)
instead of the planned 35-year period (by 2050). In addition, this alternative would complete the
unconstrained revenue public transit projects that are not included in the proposed Plan by 2025.
Furthermore, the proposed Plan’s highway and managed lane investments would be eliminated, and
specified existing highway general purpose lanes would be converted to managed lanes to
accommodate Rapid routes. Specifically, this alternative would:
•

Complete all public transit capital projects and public transit operations improvements in the
proposed Plan by 2025.

•

Complete all revenue unconstrained public transit projects by 2025. This would result in 16
additional transit projects and $7.6 billion in additional transit investments compared to the
proposed Plan.
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•

Eliminate the proposed Plan’s investments in highways, including general purpose lanes,
operational improvements, and freeway connectors.

•

Eliminate the proposed Plan’s investments in managed lanes and managed lane connectors.

•

Convert existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes to accommodate Rapid routes that
would operate in new Managed Lanes under the proposed Plan.

•

Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for Urban Core local bus routes by 2025.

•

Complete all active transportation projects in the proposed Plan by 2025.

Figure 6.0-8 identifies the transit network that would be implemented by 2025 under Alternative 5a-5d.
This figure shows conditions in 2025 because under this alternative the entire transit network of the
proposed Plan, and all of the revenue unconstrained transit projects not included in the proposed Plan,
would be completed by 2025. Because this alternative would complete all transit projects from the 2035
and 2050 phases of the proposed Plan, and all unconstrained revenue transit projects, by 2025, the 2035
and 2050 transit networks for Alternative 4 would look the same as the 2025 network shown on Figure
6.0-8.
Figure 6.0-10 identifies the managed lane and highway networks that would be implemented by 2025
under Alternative 5. This figure shows 2025 conditions because under this alternative specified existing
highway general purpose lanes are converted to MLs to accommodate Rapid service by 2025. The
proposed Plan’s managed lane investments and highway investments are completely eliminated for all
phase years. Table D-5 (Appendix D of this EIR) provides a list of transportation network improvement
projects that would be implemented under this alternative.
Eliminating the proposed Plan’s investments in several highway general purpose lanes, freeway
connectors, managed lanes and connectors would require amending the TransNet Extension Ordinance
with at least two-thirds approval of the SANDAG Board of Directors. These include managed lanes along
portions of I-5, I-805, I-15, SR 52, SR 94 and SR 54, general purpose lanes along portions of I-8, SR 125,
SR 56, SR 67, and SR 94, and managed lane and/or freeway connectors at I-5/I-8, I-5/SR 56, I-5/SR 78, I15/SR 78, I-15/SR 94, I-5/I-805, I-805/SR 52, I-805/SR 54, and SR 94/SR 125.
Similar to Alternative 4, significant new funding would be required to implement and operate the
accelerated capital program of Alternative 5, which is estimated at approximately $42 billion by 2025.
This would require approximately $38 billion in new capital funds within a 10-year period, approximately
eight times more than the anticipated $ 4.8 billion in available revenue (see Chapter 3 of the proposed
Plan for discussion of available revenues). The cost to operate the transit facilities would expand from
approximately $350 million annually in Fiscal Year 2015, to nearly $ 1.25 billion annually in Fiscal Year
2025. Total operating costs over the 35 year period (by 2050) would be nearly $59 billion, more than
$24 billion more than anticipated available revenues of $34 billion for operations over that timeframe.
The feasibility of this alternative would be affected by a number of factors. This alternative does not
reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts as required by state and federal
transportation law because the amount of funds required would exceed the anticipated available
revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and federal
budgets and funding priorities would have to change.
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Alternative 5B: Multiple Dense Cores/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit + Highway
General Purpose Lane Conversion (Multi Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A)
To examine the ability of land strategies to further reduce VMT, this alternative would implement a land
use pattern that focused forecasted housing and employment growth into four existing urban cores
around high-quality transit fixed-route stops. Figure 6.0-9A provides a visual depiction of a multiple
dense core growth pattern for Alternatives 5B, 5C and 5D showing the change in housing units
compared to the proposed Plan, while Figure 6.0-9B depicts the change in employment compared to the
proposed Plan. These figures also identify the boundary of the four urban cores. Implementation of this
alternative land use pattern would require changes to existing local government land use policies. The
land use assumptions of Alternatives 5B-5D are described in more detail in Appendix D. The
transportation components of this alternative would be the same as Alternative 5A (Figures 6.0-8 and
6.0-10). Table D-5 (Appendix D of this EIR) provides a list of transportation network improvement
projects that would be implemented under this alternative.
In this alternative, approximately 70 percent of the future housing growth is located within the Dense
Cores, with the remaining 30 percent being mostly located in the surrounding Transit Priority Areas
(TPAs). This paragraph describes forecasted growth under this alternative within Dense Cores only
(forecasted growth within Dense Cores and TPAs is shown in Table 3 of EIR Appendix D-2).
As shown in Table 2 of EIR Appendix D-2, total housing stock within the dense cores is approximately 4.7
percent higher than in the proposed Plan. The majority of this increase can be attributed to the
significant increase in multi-family units. Between 2012 and 2050, multi-family units increase by 244,961
units, or 97.4 percent. Multi-family housing stock within the Dense Cores in this alternative is 7 percent
greater relative to the proposed Plan by 2050. Single family housing stock, by comparison, sees a slight
increase within Dense Cores compared to the proposed Plan, approximately 0.7 percent higher.
Between 2012 and 2050 employment grows from 884,704 to 1,269,654 within Dense Cores; over 5.1
percent more than 2050 employment in Dense Cores under the proposed Plan.
The feasibility of this alternative would be affected by a number of factors. This alternative does not
reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts as required by state and federal
transportation law because the amount of funds required would exceed the anticipated available
revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and federal
budgets and funding priorities would have to change. Additionally, because it is not consistent with
current local general plans, unless local general plans change this alternative would conflict with SB 375
and Clean Air Act conformity requirements for the most recent planning assumptions to be used for
RTPs and conformity determinations. (See Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B); 40 CFR 93.110).
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Alternative 5C: Multiple Dense Cores/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit + Highway
General Purpose Lane Conversion + New Transit and Parking Policies (Multi Dense Cores +
Trans Alt 5C)
This alternative would implement the Multiple Dense Cores land use pattern along with the
transportation assumptions of Alternative 5A (Figures 6.0-8 and 6.0-10). In addition, this alternative
would implement the following public transit and parking policy changes by 2050. The intent of these
policy changes is to reduce the proposed Plan’s significant greenhouse gas and air quality impacts by
attempting to reduce total vehicle miles traveled by substantially decreasing the cost of public transit
fares and substantially increasing the price of parking. Frequencies were increased on specified transit
routes to accommodate the increased ridership associated with the lower transit fares.
•

Transit fare reduction by 50 percent
Transit fare reductions are based on the assumption of an automated transit system with
driverless vehicles. Reduced operating costs (through labor reductions) have the potential to
lower operating costs by up to 50 percent.

•

Increased frequencies for 44 transit routes
SANDAG identified transit routes in Alternative5B where ridership was at or near capacity of the
vehicles. These routes were identified as routes where more ridership could be attracted if more
vehicles (increased frequencies) were available and the increase in ridership would be expected
to offset the increase in GHG and air pollutant emissions from additional transit vehicles.

•

Double parking prices (hourly, daily, monthly) for areas with a parking charge
Sensitivity testing of the transportation model by SANDAG indicates that increased parking costs
in existing pay-to-park areas have measurable, but minimal impact, on regional VMT. Based on
this background, SANDAG staff determined a 100 percent price increase to daily and monthly
parking price in existing pay to park areas would be needed to show any measurable reduction
in VMT.

The feasibility of this alternative would be affected by a number of factors. The major policy changes
would be implemented by transit agencies and local governments, and require major changes in local
government land use and parking policies, and large increases in transit funding. Also, this alternative
does not reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts as required by state and
federal transportation law because the amount of funds required would exceed the anticipated
available revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and
federal budgets and funding priorities would have to change. Additionally, because it is not consistent
with current local general plans, unless local general plans change this alternative would conflict with SB
375 and Clean Air Act conformity requirements for the most recent planning assumptions to be used for
RTPs and conformity determinations. (See Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B); 40 CFR 93.110).
Table D-5 (Appendix D of this EIR) provides a list of transportation network improvement projects that
would be implemented under this alternative.
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Alternative 5D: Multiple Dense Cores + Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit + Highway
General Purpose Lane Conversion + New Transit and Parking Policies + New Driving Fee (Multi
Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D)
This alternative would implement the Multiple Dense Cores land use pattern along with the
transportation assumptions of Alternative 5C. In addition, this alternative would implement a policy
change to substantially increase auto operating costs by approximately 50 percent by 2050 (e.g., a tax or
fee on fuel consumption or vehicle miles traveled). The approximately 50 percent increase by 2050
would be in addition to the auto operating cost increase assumed for 2050 as part of the proposed
Plan 8. The intent of this policy change is to reduce the proposed Plan’s significant greenhouse gas and
air quality impacts by attempting to reduce total vehicle miles traveled by substantially increasing the
cost of driving.
The 50 percent increase (13.7 cents per mile) in auto operating costs results in an auto operating cost of
42.6 cents per mile compared to the proposed Plan 2050 costs of 28.9 cents per mile In the sensitivity
testing around auto operating costs, SANDAG identify the cause and effect relationship (elasticity)
between auto operating cost and VMT. For every 1 percent increase in auto operating cost, the SANDAG
model reduces VMT between 0.03 and 0.08 percent. These findings are consistent with the CARB SB 375
Policy Guidance white papers. 9 SANDAG chose 50 percent as the maximum change that produces
reliable results from the SANDAG model with the expectation that it would further lower VMT by at
least 2 percent.
The feasibility of this alternative would be affected by a number of factors. This major road pricing policy
change would likely be implemented by the State of California (VMT or fuel fee or tax), or require a
major change in State legislation to allow implementation by regional or local agencies such as SANDAG,
cities, or the County. Implementing this alternative would also require the major changes in land use
policies, parking polices, and transit funding mentioned for Alternative 5C. Also, this alternative does not
reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts as required by state and federal
transportation law because the amount of funds required would exceed the anticipated available
revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and federal
budgets and funding priorities would have to change. Additionally, because it is not consistent with
current local general plans, unless local general plans change this alternative would conflict with SB 375
and Clean Air Act conformity requirements for the most recent planning assumptions to be used for
RTPs and conformity determinations. (See Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B); 40 CFR 93.110).
Table D-5 (Appendix D of this EIR) provides a list of transportation network improvement projects that
would be implemented under this alternative. These are also shown in Figure 6.0-8 and Figure 6.0-10.

6.3

ALTERNATIVES COMPARISON

Tables 6.0-3 and 6.0-4 provide a detailed description of the impacts of Alternatives 1, 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C
and 5D, and a comparison of the impacts of each alternative with those of the proposed Plan.
Calculations for the alternatives analysis are provided in Appendix D of this EIR.
8

Under the proposed Plan, auto operating costs are anticipated to increase from 19.8 cents per mile in 2012 to
28.9 cents per mile in 2050.
9
Available at: http://arb.ca.gov/cc/sb375/policies/policies.htm
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6.4

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE

Based on the analysis of alternatives provided in Tables 6.0-3 and 6.0-4, Alternative 5D: Multi Dense
Cores + Trans Alt 5D is the environmentally superior alternative. Although Alternative 5D would not
reduce any of the proposed Plan’s significant impacts to less than significant levels, it would have
reduced environmental impacts compared to the proposed Plan impacts for the following
environmental resource topics: aesthetics and visual resources; agricultural and forestry resources; air
quality; biological resources; cultural and paleontological resources; energy; geology, soils and mineral
resources; greenhouse gas emissions; hazards and hazardous materials; public services and utilities;
transportation; and water supply. Alternative 5D would have greater environmental impacts for the
following environmental resource topics, but would not cause new significant impacts compared to the
proposed Plan: land use; noise and vibration; and population and housing. Alternative 5D would have
the same impacts as the proposed Plan for hydrology and water quality. Among the alternatives
considered in detail, Alternative 5D would achieve the greatest reductions in total VMT, GHG emissions,
and air pollutant emissions.
Under Alternative 5D, total VMT would increase by about 6.57.2 million miles per year, or 89 percent, by
2050, compared to an increase of about 14.915.7 million miles per year, or 1920 percent, by 2050 under
the proposed Plan. Lower total VMT would reduce emissions of toxic air contaminants and particulates,
and therefore lower exposure of sensitive receptors to such emissions. On-road CO2 emissions would be
25,96924,298 tons per day by 2050 under this alternative, about 6 percent lower than emissions of
27,66325,823 tons of CO2 per day under the proposed Plan by 2050.
Even though Alternative 5D would result in the greatest reduction in VMT compared to the proposed
Plan among the alternatives analyzed, VMT in 2050 would still exceed VMT in 2012, creating a significant
environmental impact (Impact T-1). To be implemented, this alternative would require a major State
road pricing policy change, and major changes in land use policies, parking policies, and transit funding.
These results indicate that total reductions in VMT below the 2012 level are not feasible in light of the
forecasted increase of nearly one million people in the region by 2050. Implementing an alternative that
reduces VMT to below 2012 levels would require additional measures to reduce total VMT beyond those
in Alternative 5D: even more compact development than a multiple dense cores scenario, further
substantial increases in the cost of driving, and further substantial transit service improvements,
additional measures like these may ultimately be needed to reduce VMT, but currently are considered
infeasible for several reasons, including the further changes needed in legislation and policy; lack of
availability and allowable uses of funding for the transit service improvements; severe economic and
social impacts to residents and businesses caused by substantial increases in driving costs; and lack of
authority of SANDAG or local governments to implement these types of measures. In addition,
population growth is the main cause of increases in total VMT, and SANDAG has no authority to control
population growth in the region.
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6.5

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT REJECTED

This section discusses several alternatives that were considered by SANDAG decision makers or raised by
the public during the proposed Plan planning process or raised in public comments on the Notice of
Preparation (NOP) for the EIR, but rejected from detailed consideration in this EIR. Many of these
alternatives are similar to alternatives considered in detail in Section 6.2, or have their major
components that have been incorporated into the alternatives considered in detail in Section 6.2.
However, the following additional alternatives have been rejected from detailed consideration in this
EIR. Reasons for rejecting these alternatives include:
•

Major elements of the alternative are already included in the proposed Plan or one of the
alternatives evaluated in detail in this EIR.

•

The alternative is infeasible due to economic, legal, or other considerations.

•

The alternative fails to reduce any of the proposed Plan’s significant environmental impacts.

•

The alternative fails to meet most of the basic project objectives.

•

The alternative is for individual project components rather than the project as a whole.

6.5.1 Draft Revenue Constrained Transportation Scenarios Presented to SANDAG Board of
Directors (Scenarios 1 and 2)
With acceptance of the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast for planning purposes, SANDAG staff
initiated development of alternative regional transportation network scenarios based upon an
unconstrained revenue projection. At its August 15, 2014, meeting, the Board of Directors discussed two
draft Revenue Constrained 10 Transportation Scenarios and reviewed the results of the performance
measure and social equity analyses. Input on draft Scenarios 1 and 2 also was received from the public
at two outreach workshops, SANDAG working groups, stakeholders, and the network of Community
Based Organizations (CBOs).
The main themes of the two draft scenarios presented on August 1, 2014, to the Transportation and
Regional Planning Committees were as follows:
•

10
11

Scenario 1 emphasized strengthening existing transit corridors with “Express” services along the
existing Blue and Orange Trolley Lines and early operational efficiency improvements of the
SPRINTER. The proposed approach for the Managed Lanes 11 network was the phasing of two
Managed Lanes along the Interstate 5 (I-5) and Interstate 805 (I-805) corridors early in the Plan
by 2025.

RTP-listed projects must be fully funded, i.e., revenue constrained, except illustrative projects, which can be unconstrained.
Managed Lanes support carpooling, vanpooling, and Rapid services. Managed Lanes also can accommodate fee-paying
patrons (similar to the FasTrak® system, in which fees support transit services along the Interstate 15 corridor).
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•

Scenario 2 emphasized the creation of a system of Rapid 12 services. Complementing the
network of 10-minute all-day (by 2035) high-frequency local bus services in key urban corridors
included in both scenarios, the Rapid system would provide fast, limited stop service for
passengers making longer distance trips within these corridors and facilitate access to rail and
other services. As with Scenario 1, this scenario provided for new Trolley services in the more
densely populated areas, but unlike Scenario 1, it would implement limited stop express bus
services instead of “Express” Trolley service along the Blue and Orange Trolley Lines for
passengers making longer distance trips. For Managed Lanes, Scenario 2 proposed the initial
development of all four Managed Lanes projects for segments of I-5 and I-805 at one time, with
those investments phased later in the Plan by 2035.

Both Scenarios 1 and 2 proposed the same Active Transportation Program as well as Emerging
Technologies and Transportation Systems Management (TSM) Program. The Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) Program proposed the same elements for both scenarios, with slight variations in
the level of investment for the new elements of the program for each scenario.
At its August 15, 2014 meeting, the Board of Directors directed staff to develop a “blended” scenario for
presentation at the September 12, 2014 Board meeting. The Transportation and Regional Planning
Committees discussed the Blended Scenario at their September 5, 2014, meetings. The Blended
Scenario, which is described in detail in Section 2.5 Project Characteristics, forms the basis for the
transportation network improvements and programs included in the proposed Plan.
Reasons for Rejection
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 were rejected for detailed consideration as alternatives in the EIR because
major elements of these scenarios are included in the proposed Plan and alternatives evaluated in detail
in this EIR.

6.5.2 Healthy People and Economy Scenario (Scenario 3)
In letters dated July 30, 2014, and August 29, 2014, Circulate San Diego, the California-San Diego office
of the American Lung Association, Community Health Improvement Partners, San Diego County Bicycle
Coalition, American Cancer Society Cancer Action Network, Citizens Coordinate for Century 3, and Stay
Cool for Grandkids, requested that SANDAG analyze a Healthy People and Economy Scenario (also
referred to as a third scenario or Scenario 3) in addition to Scenarios 1 and 2 described previously.
Among other comments (such as requests that certain models be used to evaluate all scenarios), the
letters lay out the following elements of a Healthy People and Economy Scenario:
•

12

Expanded Transit Opportunities
o Include transit revenue from a sales tax ballot measure programmed for 2016 rather
than postponing to 2020.
o Don’t expand transit at the expense of existing transit operations and avoid transit
projects that don’t support smart growth principles.

Rapid services refer to both bus rapid transit (BRT) that operates on Managed Lanes and Rapid bus that provides higher-speed
alternatives to local bus services in high-volume arterial corridors and utilizes a range of lower-capital cost signal priority
treatments, transit-only lanes, and limited station stops to achieve faster travel times.
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Model the full build-out of the unconstrained Transit network, before building out the
future highway network in order to reveal the magnitude of benefits from a transit-first
approach. Since SANDAG has already modeled theoretical Land Use Scenarios, we
believe is it only prudent to do the same for transportation networks, in order to
uncover ways we can maximize the health and prosperity of our region’s residents.
o “Un-Grandfather” the list of TransNet highway projects included in the RTP (currently
grandfathered due to passage four years prior to SB 375) in order for the highway
network to truly reflect the significant changes of recently-adopted land use regulations,
as well as local policy changes. This should prioritize investments in transit ahead of
projects that expand capacity for single occupancy vehicles.
o Maximize existing and new funding for local transit operations to achieve the highest
transit level of service envisioned.
o Prioritize capital funds that cannot be shifted or swapped to transit operations for
maintenance of the existing transit system rather than capital expansion.
o Prioritize transit operating assistance for those communities in which lower-income
populations are concentrated, or for job centers which commit providing more lowercost and/or affordable housing, with a goal of increasing transit operating funding
substantially.
o Consider converting select general purpose lanes to HOT lanes, and using the revenue
for transit and vanpooling, before costly expansions are included.
Active Transportation
o Include the entire unconstrained Active Transportation network in the first decade of
the plan.
Public Health
o Prioritize active transportation capital projects over freeway and roadway expansion,
with a focus on improving public health and safety, especially in Communities of
Concern
Equity
o Set aside a portion of TransNet Local Streets & Roads and other funds to reward local
jurisdictions that accommodate – through zoning and financial support – a significant
portion of the region’s lower-income/affordable housing need in Transit Priority Areas
and Smart Growth Opportunity Areas.
As an alternative to modeling a third scenario, these components could be included in one of
the existing scenarios.
o

•
•

•

•

Reasons for Rejection
The Healthy People and Economy Scenario (Scenario 3) was rejected from detailed consideration in the
EIR because major elements are included in the alternatives evaluated in detail in this EIR and other
elements were determined to be infeasible. The reasons that various elements of the Healthy People
and Economy Scenario are not included in the alternatives evaluated in detail in this EIR are explained
below.
The alternatives considered in detail include removal of all new highway projects that expand general
purpose lane capacity, except for the addition of two new general purpose lanes on SR 76 between
South Mission Road and I-15. This project was not removed from any alternatives considered in detail
because it is under construction as of November 2014.
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The alternatives considered in detail do not prioritize capital funds that cannot be shifted or swapped to
transit operations for maintenance of the existing transit system rather than capital expansion because
an alternative with increased maintenance funding would not avoid or substantially lessen any
significant environmental impacts of the proposed Plan.
The alternatives considered in detail do not prioritize transit operating assistance for communities in
which lower-income populations are concentrated or for job centers which commit to providing more
lower-cost and/or affordable housing. Prioritizing transit operating assistance for communities in which
lower-income populations are concentrated would advance certain social goals, but would not avoid or
substantially lessen the significant environmental impacts of the proposed Plan. In order to evaluate the
ability of increased transit operations to avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts of the
proposed Plan, transit projects included in the alternatives were selected for their potential to increase
overall transit utilization as an alternative to other forms of transportation, and thus reduce
environmental impacts. The alternatives considered in detail thus include major investments in transit
capital improvements and major transit operations improvements in a variety of communities, including
lower-income communities but not restricted to only those communities.
It is not clear what is meant by job centers that commit to providing more lower-cost and/or affordable
housing, how such areas would be identified for purposes of a CEQA alternatives analysis, or how
prioritizing transit operating assistance to these areas would avoid or substantially lessen significant
environmental impacts of the proposed Plan, so this specific element is not included in the alternatives
considered in detail. However, the alternatives considered in detail include major transit capital and
operations investments combined with more compact land use patterns, including closer proximity of
jobs and housing units.
The unconstrained active transportation network includes Safe Routes to Transit investments for
existing transit stations that are not served by Rapid routes under the proposed Plan, and bicycle and
pedestrian improvements for highway interchanges that are not improved under the proposed Plan.
These are not included in the alternatives considered in detail because the benefits of these types of
site-specific improvements to improve pedestrian and bicycling conditions (e.g., shorter pedestrian
crossings, pavement markings, traffic calming) are difficult to quantify in the regional transportation
model. However, the alternatives considered in detail include completion of all active transportation
projects by 2025.
The alternatives considered in detail include two alternative land use patterns that accommodate a
greater proportion of the region’s forecasted growth, including lower-income and affordable housing, in
Transit Priority Areas and Smart Growth Opportunity Areas relative to the proposed Plan. Therefore, an
alternative that was to set aside a portion of TransNet Local Streets & Roads 13 and other funds to
reward local jurisdictions that accommodate – through zoning and financial support -- a significant
portion of the region’s lower-income/affordable housing need in Transit Priority Areas and Smart
Growth Opportunity Areas would not further reduce impacts.

13

The proposed Plan identifies approximately $27 billion in local streets and roads funding based on the State
Controller’s annual reports for local street and road expenditures. Of this funding, approximately $4.6 billion is
from the TransNet local streets and roads program.
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6.5.3 Accelerated Transportation Networks
On September 12, 2014, the Board of Directors accepted the Preferred Transportation Network for the
proposed Plan. As part of the action, the Board of Directors requested that staff evaluate the
performance and estimate the cost of an accelerated transportation network (Accelerated Network).
The Board of Directors’ request was based in part on public comments requesting analysis of a third
scenario or Scenario 3 (also referred to as a Healthy People and Economy Scenario), in addition to
Scenarios 1 and 2 described previously. The Accelerated Network would complete all of the public
transit and active transportation projects in the Preferred Network within 10 years instead of the
planned 35-year period. The purpose of the analysis was to inform future planning efforts and funding
strategies.
Staff developed two accelerated networks: one that advances Managed Lanes that support transit
(Accelerated Network A) and one that does not advance Managed Lanes that support transit
(Accelerated Network B).
Reasons for Rejection
Accelerated Network A is considered in detail in the EIR as Alternative 2. Accelerated Network B was
rejected for detailed consideration in the EIR because its major elements are included in alternatives
evaluated in detail in this EIR. The component distinguishing Accelerated Network B from Network A is
that Network B does not advance Managed Lanes that support transit. Alternatives 5A-D incorporate
this component, and also do not advance Managed Lanes that support transit.

6.5.4 Circulate San Diego Alternatives
In a February 10, 2015, letter, Circulate San Diego, the American Lung Association, and San Diego
Housing Federation, requested that the following elements be included in EIR alternatives analysis for
the proposed Plan:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Changes to adopted land use plans such as alternative land use scenarios A, B, and C identified
in a December 6, 2013, report presented to the SANDAG Board of Directors (SANDAG 2013).
The Accelerated Network Scenario (described previously in Section 6.5.3) that advances the
transit and active transportation projects of the proposed Plan to the first 10 years, or a scenario
that is as aggressive but is financially feasible to comply with the standards for a reasonable
alternative, or a scenario that accelerates transit and active transportation investments to the
first 12 or 15 years of the proposed Plan instead of the first 10 years.
Advancement of unconstrained revenue scenario transit and active transportation projects,
including safe routes to transit projects, to the first 10 years of the proposed Plan.
Conversion of general purpose lanes to managed lanes to accommodate BRT, HOV, and solo
drivers paying a fee.
Delay of highway construction to later years of the proposed Plan.
Lower transit fares.
Stored value payment systems for transit.
Extended transit service to nightlife and entertainment outside of commute hours.
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Reasons for Rejection
The alternative outlined in this letter was rejected from detailed consideration in the EIR because major
elements of this alternative are included in the alternatives evaluated in detail in this EIR. However,
several elements are not included in the alternatives evaluated in detail in this EIR, for the reasons
explained below.
The alternatives considered in detail do not include alternative land use scenarios A or B, but they do
include an alternative land use scenario based on Scenario C. Scenarios A and B were not included
because previous analysis performed by SANDAG showed that they have similar or less potential to
reduce GHG emissions relative to Scenario C. Stored value payments systems for transit were not
included because they would not avoid or substantially lessen the significant environmental impacts of
the proposed Plan. While the alternatives considered in detail do not specifically extend transit service
to nightlife and entertainment outside of commute hours, they advance all-day transit service
improvements to earlier years relative to the proposed Plan, which includes but is not specifically
limited to areas with nightlife or entertainment.

6.5.5 Transit-First Alternative
In a March 4, 2015, letter, the Environmental Health Coalition, City Heights Community Development
Corporation, MAAC, and Cleveland National Forest Foundation, requested that SANDAG analyze a
Transit-First Alternative in the EIR for the proposed Plan. The letter asserts that a Transit-First
Alternative would lead to reduction of air quality impacts (especially for sensitive receptors), VMT, and
GHG emissions. Among the many topics addressed in the letter (such as criteria and benchmarks for
evaluating EIR alternatives and comments on the analysis of GHG emissions and air quality impacts of
the proposed Plan) were the following components of a Transit-First Alternative:
•
•
•

•

Delay freeway expansion: prioritize transit and active transportation projects over the next 1015 year period and during the same time delay freeway expansion projects.
Innovative Managed Lanes Approach: convert general purpose lanes in freeway corridors for
HOV and BRT use; ensure overburdened communities have access to BRT routes on lanes that
run through their communities.
Prioritization: prioritize transit and active transportation investment in the most overburdened
communities as identified by the CalEnviroScreen Model. Focus on specific transit corridors in
the San Diego urban core (which includes the Trolley Ring and south to National City), COASTER,
and SPRINTER.
Unconstrained network projects: include transit and active transportation projects from the
unconstrained network scenario project list.

Reasons for Rejection
The Transit-First Alternative was rejected from detailed consideration in the EIR because major elements
are included in the alternatives evaluated in detail in this EIR. However, the alternatives considered in
detail do not prioritize transit and active transportation projects in specified communities based on the
CalEnviroScreen Model because doing so would not avoid or substantially lessen the significant
environmental impacts of the proposed Plan.
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In order to evaluate the availability of increased transit and active transportation investments to avoid
or substantially lessen the significant impacts of the proposed Plan, the alternatives considered in detail
include major investments in transit capital and active transportation improvements and major transit
operations improvements in a variety of communities, including communities identified by the
CalEnviroScreen model but not restricted to only those communities.

6.5.6 Total VMT Reduction Alternative
This alternative would be based on a land use and transportation scenario that would be designed to
reduce total vehicle miles traveled (VMT) below the 2012 level.
Reasons for Rejection
As described throughout Chapter 6.0, the action alternatives considered in detail in this EIR already
include several major changes in transportation investments and other policy changes suggested by
stakeholders specifically for the purpose of reducing total vehicle miles traveled. Even Alternative 5D,
which has the most compact land use pattern and the most measures to reduce VMT, is unable to
reduce total VMT to below 2012 levels. As noted above, the feasibility of Alternative 5D would be
affected by a number of factors. This major road pricing policy change would likely be implemented by
the State of California (VMT or fuel fee or tax), or require a major change in State legislation to allow
implementation by regional or local agencies such as SANDAG, cities, or the County.
Implementing this alternative would also require the major changes in land use policies, parking policies,
and transit funding mentioned for Alternative 5C. Also, this alternative does not reflect fiscal constraint
as required by state and federal transportation law (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR
450.322(f)(10)(ii)). )). Although implementation of several of the alternatives considered in detail in
Section 6.2 would also require significant changes in existing and expected future transportation funding
patterns, the degree of changes required to implement this alternative would be considerably more
drastic and are not considered likely under any foreseeable future funding scenario. Additionally,
because it is not consistent with local general plans, unless these plans change, this alternative would
conflict with SB 375 and Clean Air Act conformity requirements for the most recent planning
assumptions to be used for RTPs and conformity determinations. (See Government Code Section
65080(b)(2)(B); 40 CFR 93.110)
These results suggest that total reductions in VMT below the 2012 level are not feasible in light of the
forecasted increase of nearly one million people in the region by 2050. Implementing an alternative that
reduces VMT to below 2012 levels would require additional measures to reduce total VMT beyond those
in Alternative 5D: even more compact development than the multiple dense cores scenario, further
substantial increases in the cost of driving, and further substantial transit service improvements,
Additional measures like these may ultimately be needed to reduce VMT, but currently are considered
infeasible for several reasons, including the further changes needed in legislation and policy; lack of
availability and allowable uses of funding for the transit service improvements; severe economic and
social impacts to residents and businesses caused by substantial increases in driving costs; and lack of
authority of SANDAG or local governments to implement these types of measures.
Public comments specifically suggested evaluating an alternative that “greatly reduces” VMT below
baseline levels. This alternative would be even more infeasible than one that only slightly reduces VMT
below 2012 levels. For example, the Draft California Transportation Plan (DOT 2015) developed
hypothetical scenarios that were designed to provide maximum reductions in VMT, thus reducing GHG
emissions.
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With all the assumptions included in the aggressive scenarios (2 and 3), a 12 percent reduction in
statewide daily VMT by 2040 would be achieved (compared to a 2010 baseline). The most effective
strategies to achieve this reduction were: 1) a 75% increase in auto operating cost, and 2) major transit
service improvements consisting of doubling all transit services, doubling transit speeds, free transfers,
reduced transfer wait times, and high speed rail fares reduced by 50 percent (DOT 2015, Table 17).
Again, additional measures like these may ultimately be needed to greatly reduce VMT, but currently
are considered infeasible for several reasons, including the further changes needed in legislation and
policy; lack of availability and allowable uses of funding for the transit service improvements; severe
economic and social impacts to residents and businesses caused by substantial increases in driving costs;
and lack of authority of SANDAG or local governments to implement these types of measures.

6.5.7 City of San Diego Alternative
In its comment letter provided in response to the NOP (see Appendix A, comment C-8), the City of San
Diego requests analysis of at least one alternative that would avoid significant impacts to the City’s
street and transit systems.
Reasons for Rejection
This alternative was rejected because it would not avoid or substantially lessen significant impacts of the
proposed Plan (the proposed Plan would not have significant impacts to local streets or transit systems)
or meet the following basic project objectives:
1. Focus population and employment growth in existing urbanized areas to protect sensitive habitat
and natural resource areas.
2. Provide transportation investments that support compact land development patterns.
3. Meet GHG emissions targets for passenger cars and light-duty trucks.
4. Provide transportation investments and land use patterns that promote public health and safety.
8. Enhance the efficiency of the transportation network through the development of new
technologies.

6.5.8 Alternate Mixes of Transit Projects
In the past, comments have been made related to inclusion of alternate mixes of transit projects in the
analysis of alternatives considered in detail. The process to develop transportation network
improvements (including transit projects) for inclusion in the proposed Plan starts by identifying all of
the transportation network improvements needed to support the mobility needs of forecasted regional
population, housing, and job growth in a way that meets the Plan’s objectives. This includes identifying
areas where the mobility needs of forecasted regional growth would be served by investment in transit
capital projects and transit operations. This list of all transportation network improvements that would
meet the region’s mobility needs assumes there are no constraints on revenues or funding (i.e.,
“Unconstrained Revenue Network”); unconstrained transit projects are included in this network.
Because in actuality there are constraints on funding and available revenue is lower than what would be
needed to build and operate the entire Unconstrained Revenue Network within the time horizon of the
proposed Plan, the next step in the process is to develop and apply specific project evaluation criteria to
rank the projects by mode. Projects are ranked based on this evaluation. A “Constrained Revenue
Network” is then created based on the project rankings and assumptions about available revenue;
constrained transit projects are included in this network.
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Reasons for Rejection
The Constrained and Unconstrained Revenue Networks include all known transit capital projects and
transit operational improvements that would meet the mobility needs of forecasted regional
population, housing, and job growth in the San Diego region. The alternatives considered in detail in this
EIR include all transit projects from the Constrained and Unconstrained Revenue networks, and
accelerate investments in all transit projects to the year 2025; the proposed Plan has some transit
investments occurring in 2035 and 2050. Alternatives 2 and 3 accelerate all Constrained Revenue transit
capital and operational projects for completion by 2025. Alternatives 4 and 5A-D accelerate all
Constrained and Unconstrained Revenue transit capital and operational projects for completion by
2025.
Alternatives in which there are other alternate mixes of transit projects are rejected from detailed
consideration in this EIR because all known transit projects are already included in Alternatives 2,3, 4
and 5A-5D, which also accelerate all transit investments to be completed by 2025. Any other mixes of
transit projects would be permutations of the Constrained and Unconstrained transit projects in these
alternatives, and would therefore have equal or less ability to reduce air quality and GHG impacts.
Similarly, alternative timing scenarios that go slower than completing all transit investments in 2025
would have equal or less ability to reduce air quality and GHG impacts. In addition, CEQA does not
require that an EIR consider multiple variations of the alternatives that are considered in detail.
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Table 6.0-3
Comparison of Alternatives 1, 2, 3 and 4 to Proposed Plan
Year

Alt 1: No Project

1. Aesthetics and Visual Resources
2020 Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AES-1 substantial adverse
effects on scenic vistas; AES-2 substantially
damage scenic resources within scenic
highways, local scenic resources, and public
viewsheds; and AES-3 substantially degrade
character. Impacts would be same as the
proposed Plan in 2020 because forecasted
growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and
programs in place by 2020 would be similar to
the proposed Plan.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AES-1, AES-2 and AES3. Transportation network improvement
impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impacts because revenue
constrained transit projects and active
transportation projects would not be
completed until after 2020. The only
proposed Plan general purpose lane
project in 2020 is already under
construction and would not change
under this alternative. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would
be the same because the land use
pattern is the same.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
2025/ Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AES-1
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
2030 and AES-3 would be significant in 2025 and
significant in 2025 and 2030 but greater significant in 2025 and 2030 but greater
2030, and greater than the proposed Plan.
than proposed Plan impacts because all than proposed Plan impacts because all
Impact AES-2 would be significant and less
revenue constrained transit projects
than the proposed Plan. In the absence of the revenue constrained transit projects
including managed lanes supporting
including managed lanes supporting
Plan’s transportation improvements, there
Rapid transit and active transportation Rapid transit and active transportation
would be less compact development and
projects in the proposed Plan would be projects in the proposed Plan would be
more growth in less developed areas of the
completed by 2025. Impacts would be
region, resulting in greater impacts to scenic completed by 2025. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would less in the vicinity of a 3-mile segment
vistas and greater degradation of visual
of SR 67, improvements to which would
character of areas. Impacts to scenic highways be the same because the land use
pattern is the same.
be delayed to 2050 under this
would be less because there would not be
alternative. Regional growth/land use
transportation improvements within scenic
change impacts would be the same
highways, local scenic resources, and public
because the land use pattern is the
viewsheds, but would be significant because
same.
growth and land use change would result in
obstruction, interruption, or detraction to
such resources.
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Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AES-1, AES-2 and AES3. Transportation network
improvements would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts because revenue
constrained transit projects and active
transportation projects would not be
accelerated until after 2020. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would
be the same because the land use
pattern is the same.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AES-1, AES-2, and AES3. These impacts would be less than
proposed Plan impacts because this
alternative would focus a greater
proportion of regional growth and land
use change within developed urban
areas and less growth in undeveloped
and rural areas.

Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030 and
considered the same as the proposed
Plan impacts because more compact
development patterns due to smart
growth intensification would result in
reduced impacts to scenic vistas, scenic
highways, and to visual character in
rural and less developed areas of the
region. However, the completion of all
revenue constrained and unconstrained
transit projects and active
transportation projects by 2025 under
this alternative would result in greater
impacts to visual character within the
more developed areas of the region.
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Year
2035

2050

Alt 1: No Project
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AES-1
and AES-3 would be significant by 2035, and
greater than proposed Plan impacts. Impact
AES-2 would be significant but less than the
proposed Plan. The rationale described for
2025 and 2030 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AES-1
and AES-3 would be significant by 2050, and
greater than proposed Plan impacts. Impact
AES-2 would be significant but less than the
proposed Plan. The rationale described for
2025 and 2030 applies to 2050.

2. Agricultural and Forestry Resources
2020 Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AG-1 conversion of
agricultural lands to non-agricultural use, AG-2
conflicts with existing zoning for agricultural
use and Williamson Act contracts, and FR-2
loss of forest land. Impacts would be same as
the proposed Plan in 2020 because forecasted
growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and
programs in place by 2020 would be similar to
the proposed Plan.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AG-1,
2030 AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant in 2025
and 2030, and greater than proposed Plan
impacts. In the absence of the Plan’s
transportation improvements, there would be
less compact development and more growth
in less developed areas of the region, resulting
in additional conversion of agricultural lands
to non-agricultural, more conflicts with lands
zoned for agricultural use and under
Williamson Act contract, and more loss of
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2035 and greater than
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. In 2050, impacts
of Alternative 2 and the proposed Plan
would be the same because the same
transportation network improvements
would be completed and the land use
pattern is the same.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. In 2050, impacts
of Alternative 3 and proposed Plan
impacts would be the same because the
same transportation network
improvements would be completed and
the land use pattern is the same.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 applies
to 2035.
Significant impact (same) -- Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2050 and same as
proposed Plan impacts due to
elimination of highway improvements,
more compact development, which
would reduce impacts, combined with
completion of constrained and
unconstrained transit projects, which
would result in greater impacts.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AG-1, AG-2, FR-1.
These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts in 2020 because
there would be no change in
transportation investments under this
alternative until after 2020. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
because the land use pattern would be
the same.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AG-1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030 and same
as proposed Plan impacts because
completion of all revenue constrained
transit projects and active
transportation projects under this
alternative would not meaningfully
increase agricultural and forest land
impacts. Regional growth/land use
change impacts would be the same as

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: AG-1, AG-2, FR-1. These
impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impacts in 2020 because there
would be no change in transportation
investments under this alternative until
after 2020. Regional growth/land use
change impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impact because the land
use pattern would be the same.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AG-1, AG-2, FR-1.
These impacts would be less than
proposed Plan impacts because
intensification of smart growth
development would reduce impacts to
agricultural and forest land.

Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AG-1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impacts because
completion of all revenue constrained
transit projects and active
transportation projects under this
alternative would not meaningfully
increase agricultural and forest land
impacts. Regional growth/land use
change impacts would be the same as

Significant impact (less) - Impacts AG-1,
AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant in
2025 and 2030, and less than proposed
Plan impacts because more compact
development from smart growth area
intensification, and to a lesser extent
elimination of highway investments,
would reduce impacts to agricultural
and forest land.
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Year

2035

2050

Alt 1: No Project
forest land. While there would be less impacts
to agricultural and forest lands from
transportation network improvements, this
reduction would be far outweighed by the
greater impacts of less compact development.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AG-1,
AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant in 2035
and greater than proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2025/2030 also
applies to 2035.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AG-1,
AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant in 2050
and greater than proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2025/2030 also
applies to 2050.

3. Air Quality
2020 Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in a less than
significant impact in 2020 for AQ-1, conflict
with or obstruct implementation of applicable
Air Quality Attainment Plans. Same as the
proposed Plan, this alternative would be
consistent with applicable rules, regulations,
and programs adopted as part of plans by
SDAPCD and ARB.
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020 for PM10 emissions: AQ-2
violate air quality standards or contribute
substantially to air quality violations, and AQ3, result in a cumulatively considerable
increase of PM10 emissions. Same as the
proposed Plan, PM10 emissions would
increase by about 0.730.74 tons/day, or 2
percent, from 2012 to 2020.
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
proposed Plan impact because the land
use pattern would be the same.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
proposed Plan impact because the land
use pattern would be the same.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AG-1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AG-1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts because land use
patterns and the transportation network
would be the same by 2050.

Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AG-1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
AG-1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts because land use
patterns and the transportation
network would be the same by 2050.

Significant impact (less) – Impacts
AG-1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be
significant in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts AG-1,
AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant in
2050 and less than proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: AQ-1. Same as the proposed Plan,
this alternative would be consistent with
applicable rules, regulations, and
programs adopted as part of plans by
SDAPCD and ARB.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: AQ-1. Same as the proposed Plan,
this alternative would be consistent
with applicable rules, regulations, and
programs adopted as part of plans by
SDAPCD and ARB.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: AQ-1. Same as the proposed Plan,
this alternative would be consistent
with applicable rules, regulations, and
programs adopted as part of plans by
SDAPCD and ARB.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020 for PM10 emissions:
AQ-2 violate air quality standards or
contribute substantially to air quality
violations, and AQ-3, result in a
cumulatively considerable increase of
PM10 emissions. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase by
about 0.74 tons/day, or 2 percent, from
2012 to 2020.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020 for PM10 emissions:
AQ-2 violate air quality standards or
contribute substantially to air quality
violations, and AQ-3, result in a
cumulatively considerable increase of
PM10 emissions. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase by
about 0.730.75 tons/day, or 2 percent,
from 2012 to 2020.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
4 would result in the following
significant impacts in 2020 for PM10
emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to
air quality violations, and AQ-3, result in
a cumulatively considerable increase of
PM10 emissions. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase
by about 0.74 tons/day, or 2 percent,
from 2012 to 2020.
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Alt 1: No Project
Significant impact (greater) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: AQ-4 expose sensitive
receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations. The impact would be greater
because total VMT would increase by about 6
million miles per year, or 8 percent, from 2012
to 2020. Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 5.35.4 million miles
per year, or 7 percent. The greater total VMT
would result in greater generation of toxic air
contaminant (TAC) emissions, and thereby
cause greater exposure of sensitive receptors
to such concentrations.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: AQ-4. Same as the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 5.35.4 million miles
per year, or 7 percent, from 2012 to
2020. As a result, generation of TAC
emissions and resulting sensitive
receptor exposure also would be the
same.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following impact in 2020: AQ-5.
Exposure of people to objectionable
odors would be the same between
Alternative 2 and the proposed Plan
since planning for air quality
management would continue to occur
with this alternative and regulations
governing odor would continue to be
enforced.
2025/ Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
2030 AQ-1 would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, same as proposed Plan impact. The significant in 2025 and 2030, same as
rationale described under 2020 also applies to proposed Plan impact. The rationale
2025 and 2030 impact.
described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impact.
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: AQ-5 expose a
substantial number of people to objectionable
odors. Exposure of people to objectionable
odors would be the same between Alternative
1 and the proposed Plan since planning for air
quality management would continue to occur
with this alternative and regulations governing
odor would continue to be enforced.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in significant impacts in
2025/2030 for PM10 emissions for AQ-2 and
AQ-3. Same as the proposed Plan, PM10
emissions would increase by about 1.2
tons/day, or 3 percent, from 2012 to 2025.
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Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in significant impacts in
2025/2030 for PM10 emissions for AQ-2
and AQ-3. Same as the proposed Plan,
PM10 emissions would increase by
about 1.2 tons/day, or 3 percent, from
2012 to 2025.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Alternative
3 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: AQ-4. Same
as the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 5.35.4 million miles
per year, or 7 percent, from 2012 to
2020. As a result, generation of TAC
emissions and resulting sensitive
receptor exposure also would be the
same.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (greater) Alternative 4 would result in the
following significant impact in 2020:
AQ-4. The impact would be greater
because smart growth intensification
would increase the number of sensitive
receptors located near freeways, and
total VMT would be about the same:
total VMT would increase by 5.15.2
million miles per year, or 7 percent,
from 2012 to 2020, under this
alternative. Under the proposed Plan,
total VMT would increase by about
5.35.4 million miles per year, or 7
percent.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following impact in 2020: AQ-5.
Exposure of people to objectionable
odors would be the same between
Alternative 3 and the proposed Plan
since planning for air quality
management would continue to occur
with this alternative and regulations
governing odor would continue to be
enforced.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following impact in 2020: AQ-5.
Exposure of people to objectionable
odors would be the same between
Alternative 4 and the proposed Plan
since planning for air quality
management would continue to occur
with this alternative and regulations
governing odor would continue to be
enforced.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in significant impacts in
2025/2030 for PM10 emissions for AQ-2
and AQ-3. Same as the proposed Plan,
PM10 emissions would increase by
about 1.25 tons/day, or 3 percent, from
2012 to 2025.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
4 would result in significant impacts in
2025/2030 for PM10 emissions for
AQ-2 and AQ-3. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase
by about 1.2 tons/day, or 3 percent,
from 2012 to 2025.
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Year

2035

Alt 1: No Project

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Significant impact (greater) - Alternative 1
would result in a greater significant impact in
2025/2030 for AQ-4 expose sensitive
receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations. The impact would be greater
because total VMT would increase by about
9.1 million miles per year, or 12 percent, from
2012 to 2025. Under the proposed Plan, total
VMT would increase by about 7.87.9 million
miles per year, or 10 percent. The greater
total VMT would result in greater generation
of toxic air contaminant (TAC) emissions, and
thereby cause greater exposure of sensitive
receptors to such concentrations.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the same significant
impact in 2025/2030 for AQ-4 because
total VMT would increase by about
7.97.7 million miles per year, or 10
percent, from 2012 to 2025. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 7.87.9 million miles
per year, also 10 percent. As a result,
generation of TAC emissions and
resulting sensitive receptor exposure
also would be the same.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 3
would result in a lesser significant
impact in 2025/2030 for AQ-4 because
total VMT would increase by about
7.47.2 million miles per year, or 9
percent, from 2012 to 2025, compared
to an increase of about 7.87.9 million
miles per year, or 10 percent, under the
proposed Plan. As a result, generation of
TAC emissions and resulting sensitive
receptor exposure also would be lower.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
AQ-5 would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, and the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2025 and 2030.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.

Significant impact (greater) Alternative 4 would result in a greater
significant impact in 2025/2030 for
AQ-4. The impact would be greater
because smart growth intensification
would increase the number of sensitive
receptors located near freeways,
although total VMT would be lower:
total VMT would increase by 7.26.5
million miles per year, or 98 percent,
from 2012 to 2025, under this
alternative. Under the proposed Plan,
total VMT would increase by about
7.87.9 million miles per year, or 10
percent.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
AQ-1 would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impact.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in significant impacts in 2035 for
PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for AQ-2 and AQ3. Same as the proposed Plan, PM10
emissions would increase by about 2 tons/day,
or 4 percent, from 2012 to 2035, and PM2.5
emissions would increase by about 0.2
tons/day, or 2 percent.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in significant impacts in
2035 for PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for
AQ-2 and AQ-3. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase by
about 2 tons/day, or 4 percent, from
2012 to 2035, and PM2.5 emissions
would increase by about 0.2 tons/day,
or 2 percent.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in significant impacts in
2035 for PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for
AQ-2 and AQ-3. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase by
about 2 tons/day, or 4 percent, from
2012 to 2035, and PM2.5 emissions
would increase by about 0.2 tons/day,
or 2 percent.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
4 would result in significant impacts in
2035 for PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for
AQ-2 and AQ-3. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase
by about 2 tons/day, or 4 percent, from
2012 to 2035, and PM2.5 emissions
would increase by about 0.2 tons/day,
or 2 percent.
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Alt 1: No Project
Significant impact (greater) - Alternative 1
would result in a greater significant impact in
2035 for AQ-4 expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations. The
impact would be greater because total VMT
would increase by about 13.413.3 million
miles per year, or 17 percent, from 2012 to
2035. Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 11.111.6 million
miles per year, or 1415 percent. The greater
total VMT would result in greater generation
of toxic air contaminant (TAC) emissions, and
thereby cause greater exposure of sensitive
receptors to such concentrations.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the same significant
impact in 2035 for AQ-4
because total VMT would increase by
about 11.211.5 million miles per year, or
1415 percent, from 2012 to 2035. Under
the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 11.111.6 million miles
per year, also 1415 percent. As a result,
generation of TAC emissions and
resulting sensitive receptor exposure
also would be the same.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
AQ-5 would be less than significant in 2035,
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2035.
2050

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts Less than significant impact (same) AQ-1 would be less than significant in 2025
Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
and 2030, same as proposed Plan impact. The significant in 2050 and the same as
rationale described under 2020 also applies to proposed Plan impact. The rationale
2050.
described under 2020 also applies to
2050.
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in significant impacts in 2050 for
PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for AQ-2 and AQ3. Same as the proposed Plan, PM10
emissions would increase by about 2.5
tons/day, or 6 percent, from 2012 to 2050,
and PM2.5 emissions would increase by about
1 ton/day, or 8 percent.
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Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in significant impacts in
2050 for PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for
AQ-2 and AQ-3. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase by
about 2.5 tons/day, or 6 percent, from
2012 to 2050, and PM2.5 emissions
would increase by about 1 ton/day, or 8
percent.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (less) - Alternative 3
would result in a lesser significant
impact in 2035 for AQ-4 because total
VMT would increase by about 10.710.9
million miles per year, or 14 percent,
from 2012 to 2025, compared to an
increase of about 11.111.6 million miles
per year, or 1415 percent, under the
proposed Plan. As a result, generation of
TAC emissions and resulting sensitive
receptor exposure also would be lower.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (greater) Alternative 4 would result in a greater
significant impact in 2035 for AQ-4. The
impact would be greater because smart
growth intensification would increase
the number of sensitive receptors
located near freeways, although total
VMT would be lower: total VMT would
increase by 11.21 million miles per year,
or 1314 percent, from 2012 to 2025,
under this alternative. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 11.111.6 million
miles per year, or 1415 percent.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in significant impacts in
2050 for PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for
AQ-2 and AQ-3. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase by
about 2.5 tons/day, or 6 percent, from
2012 to 2050, and PM2.5 emissions
would increase by about 1 ton/day, or 8
percent.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
1 would result in significant impacts in
2050 for PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for
AQ-2 and AQ-3. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase
by about 2.5 tons/day, or 6 percent,
from 2012 to 2050, and PM2.5
emissions would increase by about 1
ton/day, or 8 percent.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year

Alt 1: No Project
Significant impact (greater) - Alternative 1
would result in a greater significant impact in
2050 for AQ-4 expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations. The
impact would be greater because total VMT
would increase by about 18.318.1 million
miles per year, or 23 percent, from 2012 to
2050. Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 14.915.7 million
miles per year, or 1920 percent. The greater
total VMT would result in greater generation
of toxic air contaminant (TAC) emissions, and
thereby cause greater exposure of sensitive
receptors to such concentrations.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in a significant impact in
2050 for AQ-4. Same as the proposed
Plan, total VMT would increase by about
14.915.7 million miles per year, or 1920
percent, from 2012 to 2050. As a result,
generation of TAC emissions and
resulting sensitive receptor exposure
also would be the same.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in a significant impact in
2050 for AQ-4. Same as the proposed
Plan, total VMT would increase by about
14.915.7 million miles per year, or 1920
percent, from 2012 to 2050. As a result,
generation of TAC emissions and
resulting sensitive receptor exposure
also would be the same.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (greater) Alternative 4 would result in a greater
significant impact in 2050 for AQ-4. The
impact would be greater because smart
growth intensification would increase
the number of sensitive receptors
located near freeways, although total
VMT would be lower: total VMT would
increase by 14.14 million miles per year,
or 18 percent, from 2012 to 2050,
under this alternative. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 14.915.7 million
miles per year, or 1920 percent.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
AQ-5 would be less than significant in 2050,
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3.
These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts in 2020 because
there would be no change in
transportation investments under this
alternative until after 2020. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
because the land use pattern would be
the same.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3.
These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts in 2020 because
there would be no change in
transportation investments under this
alternative until after 2020. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
because the land use pattern would be
the same.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3.
Impacts for this alternative would be
less than proposed Plan impacts
because of more compact development
patterns due to smart growth area
intensification.

4. Biological Resources
2020 Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: have a substantial adverse
effect on sensitive natural communities
including wetlands (BIO-1); candidate,
sensitive, endangered, rare, threatened, or
special status species (BIO-2); and interfere
substantially with wildlife movement (BIO-3).
The impacts of Alternative 1 would be greater
than proposed Plan impacts since there would
be less compact development in the region
and more impact to natural communities,
plant and animal species, wildlife movement,
and conservation plans. Impacts would be
same as the proposed Plan in 2020 because
forecasted growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and
programs in place by 2020 would be similar to
the proposed Plan.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year

Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: BIO-4 conflict
with the provisions of an adopted HCP, NCCP,
or other conservation plan, or with any local
policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources. Encroachment into hardline
preserve areas would require biologically
equivalent or superior compensation of
habitat or project redesign, the same as the
proposed Plan.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: BIO-4 conflict with the provisions
of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or other
conservation plan, or with any local
policies or ordinances protecting
biological resources. Encroachment into
hardline preserve areas would require
biologically equivalent or superior
compensation of habitat or project
redesign, the same as the proposed
Plan.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) - Impacts BIO-1, Significant impact (same) - Impacts
2030 BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be significant in 2025 BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
and 2030, and greater than proposed Plan
significant in 2025 and 2030 and same
impacts. In the absence of the Plan’s
as proposed Plan impacts because
transportation improvements, there would be completion of all revenue constrained
less compact development and more growth transit projects and active
in less developed areas of the region, resulting transportation projects under this
in additional loss of sensitive vegetation
alternative would not meaningfully
communities including, direct and indirect
increase biological resources impacts.
impacts to plant and wildlife species, and
Regional growth/land use change
impacts to wildlife corridors. While there
impacts would be the same as proposed
would be less impacts to biological resources Plan impact because the land use
from transportation network improvements, pattern would be the same.
this reduction would be far outweighed by the
greater impacts of less compact development.
Less than significant (same) – Impact BIO-4
would be less than significant in 2025 and
2030, and the same as proposed Plan impacts.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.
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Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2025 and 2030, same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: BIO-4 conflict with the provisions
of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or other
conservation plan, or with any local
policies or ordinances protecting
biological resources. Encroachment into
hardline preserve areas would require
biologically equivalent or superior
compensation of habitat or project
redesign, the same as the proposed
Plan.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030 and same
as proposed Plan impacts because
completion of all revenue constrained
transit projects and active
transportation projects under this
alternative would not meaningfully
increase biological resources impacts.
Regional growth/land use change
impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impact because the land use
pattern would be the same.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: BIO-4 conflict with the provisions
of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or other
conservation plan, or with any local
policies or ordinances protecting
biological resources. Encroachment into
hardline preserve areas would require
biologically equivalent or superior
compensation of habitat or project
redesign, the same as the proposed
Plan.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and less
than proposed Plan impacts because
more compact development from
smart growth area intensification, and
to a lesser extent elimination of
highway investments, would reduce
impacts to biological resources.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2025 and 2030, same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2025 and 2030, same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year
Alt 1: No Project
2035 Significant impact (greater) - Impacts BIO-1,
BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be significant in 2035
and greater than proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2025/2030 also
applies to 2035.

2050

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2035 but less than the
proposed Plan because more compact
development from smart growth area
intensification, and to a lesser extent
elimination of highway investments,
would reduce impacts to biological
resources.

Less than significant (same) – Impact BIO-4
would be less than significant in 2035, and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts BIO-1,
BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be significant in 2050
and greater than proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2025/2030 also
applies to 2050.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2035, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts because in 2050,
the same transportation network
improvements would be completed and
the same regional growth/land use
change would occur as with the
proposed Plan since the same SCS land
use pattern would occur.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2035, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts because in 2050,
the same transportation network
improvements would be completed and
the same regional growth/land use
change would occur as with the
proposed Plan since the same SCS land
use pattern would occur.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2035, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
significant in 2050 and less than
proposed Plan impact because highway
projects would be eliminated and
because smart growth area
intensification would reduce the
regional development footprint.

Less than significant (same) – Impact BIO-4
would be less than significant in 2050, and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2050
impact.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2050, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2050 impact.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2050, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2050 impact.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2050, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2050 impact.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year
Alt 1: No Project
5. Cultural and Paleontological Resources
2020 Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: CULT-1 cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of an historical
resource or unique archaeological resource;
and PALEO-1 directly or indirectly destroy a
unique paleontological resource or site or
unique geological feature. Impacts would be
same as the proposed Plan in 2020 because
forecasted growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and
programs in place by 2020 would be similar to
the proposed Plan.
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: CULT-2 disturb
any human remains, including those interred
outside of formal cemeteries, in violation of
existing laws and regulations protecting
human remains. Existing laws and regulations
would continue to apply to Alternative 1, so
the impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) - Impacts CULT-1
2030 and PALEO-1 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan impacts.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
CULT-2 would be less than significant and
same as the proposed Plan impact in 2025 and
2030. The rationale described under 2020
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Significant impact (same - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: CULT-1 and PALEO-1.
These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts in 2020 because
there would be no change in
transportation investments under this
alternative until after 2020. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
because the land use pattern would be
the same.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: CULT-1 and PALEO-1.
These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts in 2020 because
there would be no change in
transportation investments under this
alternative until after 2020. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
because the land use pattern would be
the same.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: CULT-1 and PALEO-1.
These impacts would be less than
proposed Plan impacts because
intensification of smart growth
development would reduce impacts to
historical and unique archaeological
resources.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: CULT-2. Existing laws and
regulations would continue to apply to
Alternative 2, so the impact would be
the same as proposed Plan impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: CULT-2 Existing laws and
regulations would continue to apply to
Alternative 3, so the impact would be
the same as proposed Plan impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: CULT-2 Existing laws and
regulations would continue to apply to
Alternative 4, so the impact would be
the same as proposed Plan impact.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030 and would
be greater than proposed Plan impact
since all revenue constrained transit
projects and active transportation
projects would be constructed by 2025,
resulting in additional impacts to
historical and unique archaeological,
paleontological, and geologic features.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030 and greater
than proposed Plan impact because
although one highway project would be
delayed until 2050, accelerated transit
projects and active transportation
projects would result in substantial
impacts to historical and unique
archaeological, paleontological, and
geologic features.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030 and less
than proposed Plan impact because
even though accelerated constrained
and unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects would
increase impacts, elimination of
highway projects and intensification of
smart growth areas would result in a
relative greater reduction in impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2025 and 2030 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2025 and 2030 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year
Alt 1: No Project
2035 Significant impact (greater) - Impacts CULT-1
and PALEO-1 would be significant in 2035 and
greater than proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2035 impacts.

2050

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2035 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2035 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Less than Significant impact (same) - Impact
CULT-2 would be less than significant and the
same as proposed Plan impact in 2035. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impacts.
Significant impact (greater than proposed
Plan) - Impacts CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2050 and greater than proposed
Plan impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2050 impacts.

Less than Significant impact (same) Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts because in 2050,
the same transportation network
improvements would be completed and
the same regional growth/land use
change would occur as with the
proposed Plan since the same SCS land
use pattern would occur.

Less than Significant impact (same) Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts because in 2050,
the same transportation network
improvements would be completed and
the same regional growth/land use
change would occur as with the
proposed Plan since the same SCS land
use pattern would occur.

Less than Significant impact (same) –
Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
CULT-1 and PALEO-1 would be
significant in 2050 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
CULT-2 would be less than significant and the
same as proposed Plan impact in 2050. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impacts.

Less than significant impact – The
proposed Plan would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: EN-1 result in an increase in
overall per capita energy consumption
relative to baseline conditions, or
otherwise use energy in an inefficient,
wasteful, or unnecessary manner; and
EN-2 result in an increased reliance on
fossil fuels and decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources. Therefore, it

Less than significant impact – The
proposed Plan would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: EN-1 result in an increase in
overall per capita energy consumption
relative to baseline conditions, or
otherwise use energy in an inefficient,
wasteful, or unnecessary manner; and
EN-2 result in an increased reliance on
fossil fuels and decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources. Therefore, it

Less than significant impact – The
proposed Plan would result in the
following less than significant impacts
in 2020: EN-1 result in an increase in
overall per capita energy consumption
relative to baseline conditions, or
otherwise use energy in an inefficient,
wasteful, or unnecessary manner; and
EN-2 result in an increased reliance on
fossil fuels and decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources. Therefore, it

6. Energy
2020 Less than significant impact – The proposed
Plan would result in the following less than
significant impacts in 2020: EN-1 result in an
increase in overall per capita energy
consumption relative to baseline conditions,
or otherwise use energy in an inefficient,
wasteful, or unnecessary manner; and EN-2
result in an increased reliance on fossil fuels
and decreased reliance on renewable energy
sources. Therefore, it is not possible to
examine whether this alternative would avoid
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year

Alt 1: No Project
or substantially lessen significant impacts of
the proposed Plan for EN-1 and EN-2.

Significant impact (greater) – Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: EN-3 require or result in the
construction of new energy facilities or the
expansion of such facilities to adequately
meet projected demand, the construction of
which could cause a significant environmental
effect. Impacts would be same as the
proposed Plan in 2020 because forecasted
growth and land use change and
transportation network improvements and
programs in place by 2020 would be similar to
the proposed Plan.

2025/ Less than significant impact – The rationale
2030 described under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030 impacts.
Significant impact (greater) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and greater than
proposed Plan impact in 2025 and 2030. In the
absence of the Plan’s transportation
improvements, there would be less compact
development and more growth in less
developed areas of the region, VMT would be
greater, and there would be fewer
opportunities to travel by public transit,
walking, and biking. As a result, demand for
energy, and therefore energy facilities, would
be greater relative to the proposed Plan.
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
is not possible to examine whether this
alternative would avoid or substantially
lessen significant impacts of the
proposed Plan for EN-1 and EN-2.
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: EN-3. This impact would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
because elements of this alternative
that would avoid or reduce impacts
associated with the construction of new
or expanded energy facilities, such as
accelerated revenue constrained transit
projects and active transportation
projects under this alternative would
not occur by 2020. This alternative
would have the same highway projects
as the proposed Plan, and regional
growth/land use change impact would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
since the same SCS land use pattern
would be used.
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2025 and 2030.
This impact would be less than proposed
Plan impact because accelerated
revenue constrained transit projects and
active transportation projects would
occur by 2025 and 2030 reducing
vehicular travel and associated energy
demand. This alternative would have
the same highway projects as the
proposed Plan, and regional
growth/land use change impact would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
since the same SCS land use pattern
would be used.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
is not possible to examine whether this
alternative would avoid or substantially
lessen significant impacts of the
proposed Plan for EN-1 and EN-2.
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: EN-3. This impact
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact because elements of this
alternative that would avoid or reduce
impacts associated with the
construction of new or expanded energy
facilities, such as highway projects that
would be delayed until 2050 would not
be implemented yet under the
proposed Plan. Accelerated revenue
constrained transit projects and active
transportation projects would not occur
by 2020. Regional growth/land use
change impact would be the same
because Alternative 3 would have the
same SCS land use pattern.
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2025 and 2030.
This impact would be less than
proposed Plan impact because
accelerated revenue constrained transit
projects and active transportation
projects would occur by 2025 and 2030
reducing vehicular travel and associated
energy demand, and all highway
projects would be delayed until 2050.
This alternative would have the same
regional growth/land use change impact
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since the same SCS land use
pattern would be used.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
is not possible to examine whether this
alternative would avoid or substantially
lessen significant impacts of the
proposed Plan for EN-1 and EN-2.
Significant impact (less t) - Alternative
4 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: EN-3. This
impact would be less than proposed
Plan impact because intensification of
smart growth areas would result in
compact, energy-efficient regional
growth. Other elements of this
alternative that would avoid or reduce
impacts associated with the
construction of new or expanded
energy facilities, such as accelerated
revenue constrained and unconstrained
transit and active transportation
projects, elimination of highway
projects, would not occur by 2020.
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: EN-3. This impact
would be less than proposed Plan
impact because elements of this
alternative, such as elimination of
highway projects and intensification of
smart growth areas, would reduce
transportation-related energy demand
and need for new or expanded energy
facilities relative to the proposed Plan.
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Year
2035

2050

Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact – The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Significant impact (greater) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and greater than
proposed Plan impact in 2035. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 also applies to
2035.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2035. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2035. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035.

Less than significant impact – The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Significant impact (less than proposed
Plan) – Impact EN-3 would be
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2035. The rationale described
under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
2035.
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Significant impact (greater) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and greater than
proposed Plan impact in 2050. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 applies to 2050.

Significant impact (same) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and the same as
proposed Plan impact because this
alternative would have the same
transportation network improvements
and programs and the same SCS land
use pattern as the proposed Plan.

Significant impact (same) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and the same as
proposed Plan impact because this
alternative would have the same
transportation network improvements
and programs and the same SCS land
use pattern as the proposed Plan.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact – The
proposed Plan would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: GEO-1, GEO-2 and GEO-3.
Therefore, it is not possible to examine
whether this alternative would avoid or
substantially lessen significant impacts
of the proposed Plan for GEO-1, GEO-2,
GEO-3.

Less than significant impact – The
proposed Plan would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: GEO-1, GEO-2 and GEO-3.
Therefore, it is not possible to examine
whether this alternative would avoid or
substantially lessen significant impacts
of the proposed Plan for GEO-1, GEO-2,
GEO-3.

Less than significant impact – The
proposed Plan would result in the
following less than significant impacts
in 2020: GEO-1, GEO-2 and GEO-3.
Therefore, it is not possible to examine
whether this alternative would avoid or
substantially lessen significant impacts
of the proposed Plan for GEO-1, GEO-2,
GEO-3.

7. Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources
2020 Less than significant impact – The proposed
Plan would result in the following less than
significant impacts in 2020: GEO-1 expose
people or structures to potential substantial
significant impacts, including the risk of loss,
injury, or death involving: a) rupture of a
known earthquake fault, b) strong seismic
ground shaking; c) seismic-related ground
failure, including liquefaction; and d)
seismically-induced landslides; and GEO-2
locate projects on a geologic unit or soil that is
expansive or unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and
potentially result in on- or off-site landslide,
lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or
collapse; GEO-3 result in substantial soil
erosion or the loss of topsoil; and GEO-4 have
soils incapable of adequately supporting the
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Year

Alt 1: No Project
use of septic tanks or alternative waste water
disposal systems, potentially causing adverse
groundwater impacts. Therefore, it is not
possible to examine whether this alternative
would avoid or substantially lessen significant
impacts of the proposed Plan for GEO-1, GEO2, GEO-3.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: MR-1. This impact
would be the same as proposed Plan
impacts in 2020 because there would be
no change in transportation investments
under this alternative until after 2020.
Regional growth/land use change
impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impact because the land use
pattern would be the same.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: MR-1. This impact
would be the same as proposed Plan
impacts in 2020 because there would be
no change in transportation
investments under this alternative until
after 2020. Regional growth/land use
change impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impact because the land
use pattern would be the same.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: MR-1. Impacts for this
alternative would be less than
proposed Plan impacts because of more
compact development patterns due to
smart growth area intensification.

Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 (GEO-1, GEO2, GEO-3).
Significant impact (greater) - Impact MR-1
Significant impact (same) – Impact MRwould be significant in 2025 and 2030, and
1 would be significant in 2025 and 2030
greater than proposed Plan impact. In the
and same as proposed Plan impacts
absence of the Plan’s transportation
because completion of all revenue
improvements, there would be less compact constrained transit projects and active
development and more growth in less
transportation projects under this
developed areas of the region, resulting in
alternative would not meaningfully
additional loss of MRZ-2 lands. While there
increase mineral resources impacts.
would be less impacts to MRZ-2 lands from
Regional growth/land use change
transportation network improvements, this
impacts would be the same as proposed
reduction would be far outweighed by the
Plan impact because the land use
greater impacts of less compact development. pattern would be the same.
Less than significant impact – The rationale
Less than significant impact – The
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
rationale described under 2020 also
(GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).
applies to 2035 (GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).

Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 (GEO-1, GEO2, GEO-3).
Significant impact (same) – Impact MR1 would be significant in 2025 and 2030
and same as proposed Plan impacts
because completion of all revenue
constrained transit projects and active
transportation projects under this
alternative would not meaningfully
increase mineral resources impacts.
Regional growth/land use change
impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impact because the land use
pattern would be the same.
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 (GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).

Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 (GEO-1, GEO2, GEO-3).
Significant impact (less) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2025 and 2030,
and less than proposed Plan impacts
because more compact development
from smart growth area intensification,
and to a lesser extent elimination of
highway investments, would reduce
impacts to mineral resources.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: MR-1 result in the loss of availability
of known aggregate and mineral resources
that would be of value to the region and the
residents of the state, or result in the loss of
availability of a locally-important mineral
resource recovery site delineated on a local
general plan, specific plan, or other land use
plan. Impacts would be same as the proposed
Plan in 2020 because forecasted growth and
land use change and transportation network
improvements and programs in place by 2020
would be similar to the proposed Plan.
2025/ Less than significant impact – The rationale
2030 described under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030 (GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).

2035
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Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 (GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).
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Year

2050

Alt 1: No Project
Significant impact (greater) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2035 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 applies to 2035.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2035 and same
as the proposed Plan. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 applies to
2035.

Less than significant impact – The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2050
(GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).

Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 (GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (less) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2035 but less
than the proposed Plan because more
compact development from smart
growth area intensification, and to a
lesser extent elimination of highway
investments, would reduce impacts to
mineral resources.
Less than significant impact – The
Less than significant impact – The
rationale described under 2020 also
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 (GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3). applies to 2050 (GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3).

Significant impact (greater) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2050 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 also applies to
2050 impact.

Significant impact (same) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact because
in 2050, the same transportation
network improvements would be
completed and the same regional
growth/land use change would occur
since the same SCS land use pattern
would be used.

Significant impact (same) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact because
in 2050, the same transportation
network improvements would be
completed and the same regional
growth/land use change would occur
since the same SCS land use pattern
would be used.

Significant impact (less) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact because
highway projects would be eliminated
and because smart growth area
intensification would reduce the
regional development footprint.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-1. At 36,26036,045 tons of
on-road CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be the
same as proposed Plan impact
(36,26036,045 tons) due to the same
transportation network and same land
use pattern in 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-1. At 36,25436,024 tons of
on-road CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be
essentially the same as the proposed
Plan impact (36,26036,045 tons) due to
the same transportation network and
same land use pattern in 2020.

Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-1. At 36,22935,978 tons of
on-road CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be
0.12% less than proposed Plan impact
(36,26036,045 tons) due to the more
compact development pattern.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-2. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact since the
land use pattern and transportation
network would be the same as the
proposed Plan in 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-2. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact since the
land use pattern and transportation
network would be the same as the
proposed Plan in 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-2. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact since
neither the smart growth area
intensification of this alternative or the
SCS land use pattern of the proposed

8. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
2020 Less than significant impact (greater) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: GHG-1 directly
or indirectly result in an increase in GHG
emissions compared to existing conditions
(2012). At 36,48236,235 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative, GHG
emissions would be greater 0.60.5% than
proposed Plan impact (36,26036,045 tons).
Significant impact (greater) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: GHG-2 conflict with AB 32, SANDAG
Climate Action Strategy, or Local Climate
Action Plans. Under this alternative, a
significant impact would occur because
without the adoption and implementation of
the proposed Plan (e.g., transit and active
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Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Impact MR-1
would be significant in 2035 and same
as the proposed Plan. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 applies to
2035.
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Alt 1: No Project
transportation investments), some conflicts
with GHG reduction plans likely would occur.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Plan would conflict with AB 32, the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy, or
local climate action plans.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-3. At 22.021.4 lbs of on-road
SB 375 CO2 emissions per person for
this alternative, GHG emissions would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
(22.021.4 lbs).

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-3. At 22.021.4 lbs of on-road
SB 375 CO2 emissions per person for
this alternative, GHG emissions would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
(22.021.4 lbs).

Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-3. At 21.93 lbs of on-road SB
375 CO2 emissions per person for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be
less than proposed Plan impact
(22.021.4 lbs).

Not applicable – As explained in Section
4.8, there is no 2020 analysis for impact
GHG-4.
Less
than
significant
impact
(greater)
Impact
Less than significant impact (greater) 2025/
GHG-1
would
be
less
than
significant
and
Impact GHG-1 would be less than
2030
greater than proposed Plan impact in 2025
significant and greater than proposed
and 2030 because 31,74931,219 tons of onPlan impact in 2025 and 2030 with
road CO2 emissions per day for this
31,61031,014 tons of on-road CO2
alternative would be 1.31.2% greater than the emissions per day for this alternative
31,33730,834 tons per day for proposed Plan compared to 31,33730,834 tons for
impact due to less compact development
proposed Plan impact (0.90.6% greater)
patterns, relatively more growth in
due to the advancement of all transit
undeveloped areas of the region, and the
capital and operations projects including
absence of the Plan’s transportation
managed lanes in the Plan to 2025, with
investments.
no change in land use patterns or
highway investments.

Not applicable – As explained in Section
4.8, there is no 2020 analysis for impact
GHG-4.
Less than significant impact (same) Impact GHG-1 would be less than
significant and the same as the
proposed Plan impact in 2025 and 2030
with 31,43030,844 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 31,33730,834 tons for
proposed Plan impact due to the
advancement of all transit capital and
operations projects including managed
lanes in the Plan to 2025 and the delay
of highway investments.

Not applicable – As explained in Section
4.8, there is no 2020 analysis for impact
GHG-4.
Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-1 would be less than
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2025 and 2030 with
31,42130,671 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 31,33730,834 tons for
proposed Plan impact (0.35% lower)
due to the more compact land use
pattern, elimination of highway
investments, and advancement of
revenue constrained and unconstrained
transit projects and active
transportation projects to 2025.

Less than significant impact (greater) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: GHG-3 conflict
with SB 375 GHG emission reduction targets.
At 22.50 lbs of SB 375 CO2 emissions per
person for this alternative, GHG emissions
would be greater than proposed Plan impact
(22.021.4 lbs).
Not applicable – As explained in Section 4.8,
there is no 2020 analysis for impact GHG-4.

Significant impact (greater) – Impact GHG-2
would be significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impacts.
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Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as the proposed Plan impact since
neither this alternative nor the
proposed Plan would conflict with the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or local
climate action plans. As explained in
Section 4.8, AB 32 conflict analysis is
only provided for 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as the proposed Plan impact since
neither this alternative nor the
proposed Plan would conflict with the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or local
climate action plans. As explained in
Section 4.8, AB 32 conflict analysis is
only provided for 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as the proposed Plan impact since
neither this alternative nor the
proposed Plan would conflict with the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or
local climate action plans. As explained
in Section 4.8, AB 32 conflict analysis is
only provided for 2020.
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Alt 1: No Project
Not applicable – there is no 2025/2030
analysis for GHG-3 because there are no SB
375 targets for these years.
Significant impact (greater) – Impact GHG-4
would be significant in 2025 and 2030 and
greater than the proposed Plan impact in 2025
and 2030 because 31,74931,219 tons of onroad CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative would be 1.31.2% greater than the
31,33730,834 tons per day for proposed Plan
impact due to less compact development
patterns, relatively more growth in
undeveloped areas of the region, and the
absence of the Plan’s transportation
investments.

2035

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Not applicable – there is no 2025/2030 Not applicable – there is no 2025/2030 Not applicable – there is no 2025/2030
analysis for GHG-3 because there are no analysis for GHG-3 because there are no analysis for GHG-3 because there are
SB 375 targets for these years.
SB 375 targets for these years.
no SB 375 targets for these years.

Significant impact (greater) – Impact
GHG-4 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan
impact in 2025 and 2030 with
31,61031,014 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 31,33730,834 tons for
proposed Plan impact (0.90.6% greater)
due to the advancement of all transit
capital and operations projects including
managed lanes in the Plan to 2025, with
no change in land use patterns or
highway investments.
Less than significant impact (greater) - Impact Less than significant impact (same) GHG-1 would be less than significant and
Impact GHG-1 would be less significant
greater than proposed Plan impact in 2035
and the same as the proposed Plan
with 27,71626,049 tons of on-road CO2
impact in 2035 with 27,34625,785 tons
emissions per day for this alternative
of on-road CO2 emissions per day for
compared to 27,29925,787 tons for proposed this alternative compared to
Plan impact (1.51.0% greater). This is due to
27,29925,787 tons for proposed Plan
less compact development patterns, relatively impact despite early completion of all of
more growth in undeveloped areas of the
the Plan’s transit and active
region, and the absence of the Plan’s
transportation investments.
transportation investments.
Significant impact (greater than proposed
Plan) – Impact GHG-2 would be significant in
2035 and greater than proposed Plan impact
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impact.
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Significant impact (same) – Impact
GHG-4 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and the same as the proposed Plan
impact in 2025 and 2030 with
31,43030,844 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 31,33730,834 tons for
proposed Plan impact due to the
advancement of all transit capital and
operations projects including managed
lanes in the Plan to 2025 and the delay
of highway investments.

Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-1 would be less than
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2025 and 2030 with
27,21225,653 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 27,29925,787 tons for
proposed Plan impact (0.30.5% lower)
due to advancement of all transit
projects including managed lanes in the
Plan to 2025 and the delay of highway
investments.
Less than significant impact (same) –
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as the proposed Plan impact since same as the proposed Plan impact since
neither this alternative nor the
neither this alternative nor the
proposed Plan would conflict with the
proposed Plan would conflict with the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or local SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or local
climate action plans. As explained in
climate action plans. As explained in
Section 4.8, AB 32 conflict analysis is
Section 4.8, AB 32 conflict analysis is
only provided for 2020.
only provided for 2020.

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG4 would be significant in 2025 and 2030
with 31,42130,671 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 31,33730,834 tons for
proposed Plan impact (0.35% lower)
due to the more compact land use
pattern, elimination of highway
investments, and advancement of
revenue constrained and unconstrained
transit projects and active
transportation projects to 2025.
Less than significant impact
(greatersame) - Impact GHG-1 would
be less than significant and the same
asgreater than the proposed Plan
impact in 2035 with 27,41025,793 tons
of on-road CO2 emissions per day for
this alternative compared to
27,29925,787 tons for proposed Plan
impact (0.4% higher under this
alternative).
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as the proposed Plan impact since
neither this alternative nor the
proposed Plan would conflict with the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or
local climate action plans. As explained
in Section 4.8, AB 32 conflict analysis is
only provided for 2020.
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Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact (greater) - Impact
GHG-3 would be less than significant and
greater than proposed Plan impact in 2035.
With 21.60 lbs of SB 375 CO2 emissions per
person for this alternative, GHG emissions
would be greater than proposed Plan impact
(20.319.8 lbs).
Significant impact (greater) – Impact GHG-4
would be significant in 2035 and greater than
proposed Plan impact in 2035 with
26,04927,716 tons of on-road CO2 emissions
per day for this alternative compared to
27,29925,787 tons for proposed Plan impact
(1.51.0% greater). This is due to less compact
development patterns, relatively more growth
in undeveloped areas of the region, and the
absence of the Plan’s transportation
investments.

2050

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-3 would be less than
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2035. With 20.319.7 lbs of SB
375 CO2 emissions per person for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be
less than proposed Plan impact
(20.319.8 lbs).

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG-4
would be significant in 2035 and less
than proposed Plan impact in 2025 and
2030 with 27,21225,653 tons of on-road
CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative compared to 27,29925,787
tons for proposed Plan impact (0.30.5%
lower) due to advancement of all transit
projects including managed lanes in the
Plan to 2025 and the delay of highway
investments.
Less than significant impact (greater) - Impact Less than significant impact (same) Less than significant impact (same) GHG-1 would be less than significant and
Impact GHG-1 would be less than
Impact GHG-1 would be less than
greater than proposed Plan impact in 2050
significant and the same as proposed
significant and the same as proposed
with 26,20828,350 tons of on-road CO2
Plan impact in 2050 with 27,66325,823 Plan impact in 2050 with 27,66325,823
emissions per day for this alternative
tons of on-road CO2 emissions per day tons of on-road CO2 emissions per day
compared to 27,66325,823 tons for proposed for this alternative compared to
for this alternative compared to
Plan impact (2..51.5% greater). This is due to 27,66325,823 tons for proposed Plan
27,66325,823 tons for proposed Plan
less compact development patterns, relatively impact. The transportation network and impact. The transportation network and
more growth in undeveloped areas of the
land use patterns would be the same in land use patterns would be the same in
region, and the absence of the Plan’s
2050 as the proposed Plan.
2050 as the proposed Plan.
transportation investments.
Significant impact (greater) – Impact GHG-2
Less than significant impact (same) –
Less than significant impact (same) –
would be significant in 2050 and greater than Impact GHG-2 would be less than
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
described under 2020 applies to 2050.
same as the proposed Plan impact since same as the proposed Plan impact since
neither this alternative or the proposed neither this alternative or the proposed
Plan would conflict with the SANDAG
Plan would conflict with the SANDAG
Climate Action Strategy or local climate Climate Action Strategy or local climate
action plans. As explained in Section 4.8, action plans. As explained in Section 4.8,
AB 32 conflict analysis is only provided AB 32 conflict analysis is only provided
for 2020.
for 2020.
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Significant impact (same) – Impact
GHG-4 would be significant in 2035 and
the same as the proposed Plan impact in
2035 with 27,34625,785 tons of on-road
CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative compared to 27,29925,787
tons for proposed Plan impact despite
early completion of all of the Plan’s
transit and active transportation
investments.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-3 would be less than
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2035. With 20.219.6 lbs of SB
375 CO2 emissions per person for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be
less than the proposed Plan (20.319.8
lbs).

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-3 would be less than
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2035. With 20.219.6 lbs of SB
375 CO2 emissions per person for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be
less than the proposed Plan (20.319.8
lbs).
Significant impact (samegreater) –
Impact GHG-4 would be significant in
2035 and the same asgreater than the
proposed Plan impact in 2035 with
27,41025,793 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 27,29925,787 tons for
proposed Plan impact (0.4% higher
under this alternative).
Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-1 would be less than
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2050 with 27,57225,628 tons
of on-road CO2 emissions per day for
this alternative compared to
27,66325,823 tons for proposed Plan
impact (0.38% lower) due to the more
compact land use pattern and
elimination of highway investments.
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as the proposed Plan impact since
neither this alternative nor the
proposed Plan would conflict with the
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy or
local climate action plans. As explained
in Section 4.8, AB 32 conflict analysis is
only provided for 2020.
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Year

Alt 1: No Project

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Not applicable – there is no 2050 analysis for Not applicable – there is no 2050
Not applicable – there is no 2050
Not applicable – there is no 2050
GHG-3 because there are no SB 375 target for analysis for GHG-3 because there are no analysis for GHG-3 because there are no analysis for GHG-3 because there are
2050.
SB 375 target for 2050.
SB 375 target for 2050.
no SB 375 target for 2050.
Significant impact (greater) – Impact GHG-4
would be significant in 2050 and greater than
proposed Plan impact in 2050 with
28,35026,208 tons of on-road CO2 emissions
per day for this alternative compared to
27,66325,823 tons for proposed Plan impact
(1.5% greater). This is due to less compact
development patterns, relatively more growth
in undeveloped areas of the region, and the
absence of the Plan’s transportation
investments.

9. Hazards and Hazardous Materials
2020 Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impacts in 2020: HAZ-1 create
a significant hazard by generating hazardous
emissions or handle hazardous materials
during pre-construction, demolition, and/or
construction activities; HAZ-2 create a
significant hazard to the public, schools or the
environment through the routine use,
handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous
materials; HAZ-3 result in an air traffic hazard
for people residing or working within an
airport land use plan or within 2 miles of a
public or private airport, airstrip, or helipad, or
result in a change in air traffic patterns
including either an increase in traffic levels or
a change in location which results in
substantial safety risks; and HAZ-4 impede
implementation of an adopted emergency
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Significant impact (same) – Impact
GHG-4 would be significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact in
2050 with 27,66325,823 tons of on-road
CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative compared to 27,66325,823
tons for proposed Plan impact. The
transportation network and land use
patterns would be the same in 2050 as
the proposed Plan.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
GHG-4 would be significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact in
2050 with 27,66325,823 tons of on-road
CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative compared to 27,66325,823
tons for proposed Plan impact. The
transportation network and land use
patterns would be the same in 2050 as
the proposed Plan.

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG4 would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact in 2050 with
27,57225,628 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 27,66325,823 tons for
proposed Plan impact (0.38% lower)
due to the more compact land use
pattern and elimination of highway
investments.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4.
These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts since existing
regulations, plans and programs would
occur, as they would with the proposed
Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4.
These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts since existing
regulations, plans and programs would
occur as they would with the proposed
Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impacts
in 2020: HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ4. These impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts since existing
regulations, plans and programs would
continue with this alternative.
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Year

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Significant impact (greater) – Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: HAZ-5 expose people or structures to
a significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving wildland fires, including where
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or
where residences are intermixed with
wildlands. Impact for this alternative would be
greater than proposed Plan impact since
development would be less compact,
increasing the geographic area of population
and housing units considered at high risk for
wildland fires.
2025/ Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
2030 HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4 would be less
than significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative
2 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: HAZ-5. This
impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact since the same SCS land use
pattern would occur and the same
relatively large amount of geographic
area considered at high risk for wildland
fires would include population and
housing units.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative
3 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: HAZ-5. This
impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact since the same SCS land use
pattern would occur and the same
relatively large amount of geographic
area considered at high risk for wildland
fires would include population and
housing units.

Significant impact (less) – Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: HAZ-5. This impact
would be less than proposed Plan
impact since a more compact
development pattern would occur
resulting in less population and housing
units an areas considered at high risk
for wildland fires.

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4
would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, and the same as proposed
Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ4 would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, and the same as proposed
Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ4 would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, and the same as proposed
Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030 impacts.

Significant impact (greater) – Impact HAZ-5
would be significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4 would be less
than significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4
would be less than significant in 2035
and the same as proposed Plan impacts.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ4 would be less than significant in 2035,
and the same as proposed Plan impacts.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Significant impact (less) – Impact HAZ-5
would be significant in 2025 and 2030
and less than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ4 would be less than significant in 2035,
and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2035 impacts.

2035

Alt 1: No Project
response plan or emergency evacuation plan
or result in inadequate emergency access
These impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impacts since existing regulations, plans
and programs maintaining these impacts at
less than significant levels would continue
with this alternative.
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Year

2050

Alt 1: No Project
Significant impact (greater) – Impact HAZ-5
would be significant in 2035, and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts Less than significant impact (same) HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4 would be less Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4
would be less than significant in 2050
than significant in 2050 and the same as
and the same as proposed Plan impacts.
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
The rationale described under 2020 also
described under 2020 also applies to 2050
applies to 2050 impacts.
impacts.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ4 would be less than significant in 2050
and the same as proposed Plan impacts.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 impacts.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (less) – Impact HAZ-5
would be significant in 2035 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ4 would be less than significant in 2050
and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2050 impacts.

Significant impact (greater) – Impact HAZ-5
would be significant in 2050, and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2050.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050.

Significant impact (less) – Impact HAZ-5
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4
and HWQ-5. Existing regulations, plans
and programs and implementation of
design measures would occur, the same
as the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impacts in
2020: HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4
and HWQ-5. Existing regulations, plans
and programs and implementation of
design measures would occur, the same
as the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impacts
in 2020: HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5. Existing
regulations, plans and programs and
implementation of design measures
would occur, the same as the proposed
Plan.

10. Hydrology and Water Quality
2020 Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1would result in the following less
than significant impacts in 2020: HWQ-1
substantially degrade water quality in
violation of any water quality standards or
waste discharge requirements; HWQ-2
substantially reduce groundwater quantity or
quality; HWQ-3 substantially alter the existing
drainage pattern of an area such that flood
risk, erosion, or siltation would increase;
HWQ-4 expose people, structures or facilities
to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving flooding, including within 100-year
flood hazard areas and flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam; and HWQ-5
expose people or structures to a significant
risk of inundation by seiche, tsunami, or
mudflow. Existing regulations, plans and
programs and implementation of design
measures would occur, the same as the
proposed Plan.
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Year
Alt 1: No Project
2025/ Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
2030 HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and HWQ-5
would be less than significant in 2025 and
2030, and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
2035

2050

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts Less than significant impact (same) –
HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 Impact HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4
would be less than significant in 2035 and the and HWQ-5 would be less than
same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale significant in 2035 and the same as
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
impacts.
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impacts.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts Less than significant impact (same) –
HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 Impact HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4
would be less than significant in 2050 and the and HWQ-5 would be less than
same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale significant in 2050 and the same as
described under 2020 also applies to 2050
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
impacts.
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impacts.

11. Land Use
2020 Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: LU-1 physically
dividing an established community. Impact
would be the same as proposed Plan impact
since transportation network improvements
under this alternative by 2020 would be
similar to those under the proposed Plan.
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: LU-2 conflict
with the land use portion of adopted local
general plans or other applicable land use
plans, including specific plans and community
plans adopted for the purpose of avoiding or
mitigating an environmental effect. This
impact would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since transportation network
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Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4
and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impacts.
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4
and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impacts.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impacts.
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: LU-1. Impacts for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since transportation network
improvements by 2020 would be the
same.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: LU-1. Impacts for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since transportation network
improvements by 2020 would be the
same.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: LU-1. Impacts for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since transportation network
improvements by 2020 would be the
same.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less significant impact in 2020:
LU-2. Impacts for this alternative would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
since transportation network
improvements by 2020 would be the
same.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: LU-2. Impacts for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since transportation network
improvements by 2020 would be the
same.

Significant impact (greater) Alternative 4 would result in the
following significant impact in 2020:
LU-2. This impact would be greater
because smart growth area
intensification would conflict with the
land use portions of adopted general
plans and other land use plans.
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Year

Alt 1: No Project
improvements under this alternative by 2020
would be similar to those under the proposed
Plan.
2025/ Less than significant impact (less) - Impact
2030 LU-1 would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, and less than proposed Plan impact
due to the absence of the Plan’s
transportation network improvements.

2035

2050

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-1 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan
impact due to the additional transit
projects by 2025 that would physically
divide established communities.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-1 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan
impact due to the additional transit
projects by 2025 that would physically
divide established communities.

Less than significant impact (less) - Impact
LU-2 would be less than significant in 2025
and 2030, and less than proposed Plan impact
due to the absence of the Plan’s
transportation network improvements.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan
impact due to the additional transit
projects by 2025 that would conflict
with land use plans.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan
impact due to the additional transit
projects by 2025 that would conflict
with land use plans.

Less than significant impact (less) - Impact
LU-2 would be less than significant in 2035
and less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035.
Less than significant impact (less) - Impact
LU-1 would be less than significant in2050,
and less than proposed Plan impact due to the
absence of the Plan’s transportation network
improvements.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2035 and
greater than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impact LU-1
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact because
in 2050, the same transportation
network improvements would be
completed.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2035 and
greater than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impact LU-1
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact because
in 2050, the same transportation
network improvements would be
completed.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-1 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan
impact due to the additional transit
projects by 2025 that would physically
divide established communities.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan
impact due to the additional transit
projects by 2025 that would conflict
with land use plans and because smart
growth area intensification would
conflict with the land use portions of
adopted general plans and other land
use plans.
Less than significant impact (less) - Impact
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-1 would be less than significant in 2035,
LU-1 would be significant in 2035 and
LU-1 would be significant in 2035, and
LU-1 would be significant in 2035 and
and less than proposed Plan impact due to the greater than proposed Plan impact. The greater than proposed Plan impact. The greater than proposed Plan impact. The
absence of the Plan’s transportation network rationale described under 2025 and
rationale described under 2025 and
rationale described under 2025 and
improvements.
2030 also applies to 2035.
2030 also applies to 2035.
2030 also applies to 2035.
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Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2035 and
greater than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2025 and
2030 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-1 would be significant in 2050 and
greater than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050.
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Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact (less) - Impact
LU-2 would be less than significant in 2035
and less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Impact LU-2
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact because
in 2050 the land use pattern and
transportation network would be the
same.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) - Impact LU-2
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact because
in 2050 the land use pattern and
transportation network would be the
same.
Significant impact (less) - Impact LU-1
would be significant in 2050, and the
less than the proposed Plan impact
because in 2050, the same transit
improvements would be completed, but
highway improvements would be
eliminated.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2050 and
greater than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050.

Significant impact (less) - Impact LU-2
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact because
in 2050 the same transit improvements
would be completed, but highway
improvements would be eliminated.
12. Noise and Vibration
2020 Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: N-1 expose persons to or
generation of noise levels in excess of
standards established in local general plans or
noise ordinances, or applicable standards of
other agencies; N-2 cause a substantial
temporary or periodic increase in ambient
noise levels; N-3 cause a substantial
permanent increase in ambient noise levels;
and N-4 expose persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels. Similar
transportation network improvements would
occur under this alternative by 2020 resulting
in similar noise and vibration than proposed
Plan impacts.
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Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: N1, N-2, N-3 and N-4.
The impacts of this alternative would be
the same as proposed Plan impacts
since transportation network
improvements would not change by
2020.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: N1, N-2, N-3 and N-4.
The impacts of this alternative would be
the same as proposed Plan impacts
since transportation network
improvements would not change by
2020.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
4 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: N-1, N-2, N-3
and N-4. The impacts of this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan
impacts since transportation network
improvements would not change by
2020.
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Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: N-5 expose
people residing or working near airports,
private airstrips, or helipads to excessive noise
levels. The impact of this alternative is the
same as proposed Plan impact since this
alternative would not meaningfully change
exposure of people residing or working to
excessive noise levels from aircraft.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: N-5. The impact of this alternative
is the same as proposed Plan impact
since this alternative would not
meaningfully change exposure of people
residing or working to excessive noise
levels from aircraft.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 3 would result in a less than
significant impact in 2020 associated
with: N-5. The impact of this alternative
is the same as proposed Plan impact
since this alternative would not
meaningfully change exposure of people
residing or working to excessive noise
levels from aircraft.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: N-5. The impact of this
alternative is the same as proposed
Plan impact since this alternative would
not meaningfully change exposure of
people residing or working to excessive
noise levels from aircraft.

2025/ Significant impact (less) - Impacts N-1, N-2,
2030 N-3 and N-4 would be significant in 2025 and
2030, but less than proposed Plan impact due
to the absence of the Plan’s transportation
investments.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impact.
Accelerated transit projects would result
in greater noise and vibration impacts
than with the proposed Plan.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impact.
Accelerated transit projects would result
in greater noise and vibration impacts
than with the proposed Plan.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impacts.
Accelerated transit projects would
result in greater noise and vibration
impacts than with the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
N-5 would be less than significant in 2025 and
2030, and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts N-1, N-2,
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-3 and N-4 would be significant in 2035, but N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
less than proposed Plan impact. The rationale significant in 2035, but greater than
described under 2025 and 2030 applies to
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
2035.
described under 2025/2030 applies to
2035 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
significant in 2035, and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 applies to
2035 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
significant in 2035, but greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 applies to
2035 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
N-5 would be less than significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2035 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035
impact.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts N-1,
N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be significant in
2050, and the same as proposed Plan

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035
impact.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
significant in 2050, and comparable to

2035

2050

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts N-1, N-2,
Significant impact (same) - Impacts N-1,
N-3 and N-4 would be significant in 2050 but N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be significant in
less than proposed Plan impact. The rationale 2050, and the same as proposed Plan
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Year

Alt 1: No Project
described under 2025 and 2030 applies to
2050.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
impact because in 2050 the
transportation network and land use
pattern would be the same.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
N-5 would be less than significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2050 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050
impact.

13. Population and Housing
2020 Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: PH-1 induce substantial
increases in population, either directly (for
example, by proposing new homes or
businesses) or indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other infrastructure);
and PH-2 displace substantial numbers of
people or housing units which would
necessitate the construction of replacement
homes elsewhere. The impact of this
alternative would be the same as proposed
Plan impacts since the same levels of
population growth and displacement would be
expected to occur in 2020 without
implementation of the proposed Plan.
2025/ Significant impact (same) - Impact PH-1 would
2030 be significant in 2025 and 2030, and the same
as proposed Plan impact. Under this
alternative, similar levels of population growth
would be expected to occur without
implementation of the proposed Plan.
Significant impact (less) - Impact PH-2 would
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Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
impact because in 2050 the
transportation network and land use
pattern would be the same.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts N-1,
N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be significant in
2050, and comparable to proposed Plan
impacts. Elimination of highway projects
would reduce the proposed Plan impact,
but the accelerated constrained transit
projects would increase the Plan’s noise
and vibration impacts.
Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050
impact.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
proposed Plan impacts. Elimination of
highway projects would reduce the
proposed Plan impact, but the
accelerated constrained and
unconstrained transit projects would
increase the Plan’s noise and vibration
impacts.
Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050
impact.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: PH-1 and PH-2. The
impact of this alternative would be the
same as proposed Plan the
transportation network and land use
pattern would be the same in 2020.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: PH-1 and PH-2. The
impact of this alternative would be the
same as proposed Plan the
transportation network and land use
pattern would be the same in 2020.

Significant impact (greater) Alternative 4 would result in the
following significant impacts in 2020:
PH-1 and PH-2. The impact of this
alternative would be greater than the
proposed Plan impacts since additional
growth would occur in developed areas,
resulting in greater displacement.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2025 and 2030 and greater than
proposed Plan impacts since more
revenue constrained transit projects
would result in a greater amount of
displacement in transit-served areas

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2025 and 2030, and greater than
proposed Plan impacts. Accelerated
revenue constrained transit projects
result in a greater amount of
displacement in transit-served areas

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2025 and 2030, and greater than
proposed Plan impacts. Accelerated
revenue constrained and unconstrained
transit projects and smart growth area
intensification would result in a greater
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2035

2050

Alt 1: No Project
be significant in 2025 and 2030, and less than
proposed Plan impact. Under this alternative,
displacement impact would be less than
proposed Plan impact since more vacant land
would be developed and less existing urban
land redeveloped, and since the Plan’s
transportation network improvements would
not be built.
Significant impact (same) - Impact PH-1 would
be significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2025 and 2030 also applies to 2035
impact.
Significant impact (less) - Impact PH-2 would
be significant in 2035 and less than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impact PH-1 would
be significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2025/2030 also applies to 2050 impact.
Significant impact (less) - Impact PH-2 would
be significant in 2050 and less than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under
2025/2030 also applies to 2050 impact.

14. Public Services and Utilities
2020 Significant impact (same) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: PS-1 result in substantial
physical deterioration of public facilities or
cause substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of or need for
new or physically altered (i.e. expanded)
public facilities, in order to maintain adequate
fire and police protection, emergency services,
schools, libraries, and recreation facilities; U-1
result in the expansion or construction of
wastewater collection and treatment facilities
to adequately meet projected capacity needs,
the construction of which could cause
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
than with the proposed Plan.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
than with the proposed Plan.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
amount of displacement in transitserved areas than with the proposed
Plan.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2035 and greater than proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2035 and greater than proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2035 and greater than proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2035.

Significant impact (same) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2050 and the same as proposed Plan
impacts because in 2050, the same
transportation network improvements
would be completed and the same
regional growth/land use change would
occur since the same SCS land use
pattern would occur.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts PH-1
and PH-2 would be significant in 2050
and less than proposed Plan impacts
because highway improvements would
be eliminated.

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2050 and greater than proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2025/2030 also applies to 2050.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: PS-1, U-1, and U-2.
Under this alternative, new or physically
altered public facilities and utilities
would be provided to meet projected
regional growth capacity needs, and
impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impacts since the same SCS land
use pattern would occur.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 3
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: PS-1, U-1, and U-2.
Under this alternative, new or physically
altered public facilities and utilities
would be provided to meet projected
regional growth capacity needs, and
impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impacts since the same SCS land
use pattern would occur.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impacts in 2020: PS-1, US-1, and US-2.
Under this alternative with
intensification of smart growth areas,
new or physically altered public
facilities and utilities would be more
efficiently provided to meet projected
capacity needs associated with a
smaller regional development footprint
and these impacts would be less than
proposed Plan impacts.
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Alt 1: No Project
significant environmental impacts; and U-2
require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or the
expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects. Under this alternative,
demand for public services and utilities would
not be meaningfully different by 2020, and
therefore the impact would be the same.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: U-3 require or
result in the construction of new solid waste
disposal facilities or the expansion of existing
facilities, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental effects. Under
this alternative, new or physically altered solid
waste disposal facilities would not be needed
to meet projected capacity needs and this
impact would be the same as proposed Plan
impact.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) - Impacts PS-1,
2030 US-1, US-2 and US-3 would be significant in
2025 and 2030, and greater than proposed
Plan impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030.
2035

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts PS-1,
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant in 2035
and greater than proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2035 impacts.

2050

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts PS-1,
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant in 2050
and greater than proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2050 impacts.
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: U-3. Under this alternative, new
or physically altered solid waste disposal
facilities would not be needed to meet
projected capacity needs and this
impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: U-3. Under this alternative, new
or physically altered solid waste disposal
facilities would not be needed to meet
projected capacity needs and this
impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: U-3. Under this alternative, new
or physically altered solid waste
disposal facilities would not be needed
to meet projected capacity needs and
this impact would be the same as
proposed Plan impact.

Significant impact (same) - Impacts
PS-1, US-1, US-2 and US-3 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
PS-1, U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035
impacts.
Significant impact (same) - Impacts
PS-1, U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050
impacts.

Significant impact (same) – Impacts
PS-1, US-1, US-2 and US-3 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (same) – Impacts
PS-1, U-1, U-2 and US-3 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035
impacts.
Significant impact (same) – Impacts
PS-1, U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts PS-1,
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant in
2025 and 2030 and less than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2020 applies to 2025 and 2030
impacts.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts PS-1,
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant in
2035 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 applies to 2035 impacts.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts PS-1,
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant in
2050 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2025/2030 applies to 2050 impacts.
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Alt 1: No Project
15. Transportation
2020 Significant impact (greater) – Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: T-1 increase total vehicle miles
traveled. The impact would be greater
because total VMT would increase by about 6
million miles per year, or 8 percent, from 2012
to 2020. Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 5.35.4 million miles
per year, or 7 percent.
Less than significant impact (greater) –
Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: T-2 induce
substantial vehicle travel. Drive alone mode
share (40.2 percent) would be greater than
proposed Plan (40.039.9 percent), and daily
VMT for this alternative (24.8) would be
greater than proposed Plan impact (24.624.7).
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: T-3 decrease
the performance of public transit, bicycle or
pedestrian facilities.

Less than significant impact (samegreater) –
Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: T-4 result in a
substantially higher rate of systemwide
accidents, collisions, injuries or fatalities (by
mode). The annual accident rate for bicycles
and pedestrians would be higher (1.34)
thanthe same (1.41) as under the proposed
Plan (1.411.33).
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification

Significant impact (same) – Alternative
2 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: T-1.
Same as the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 5.35.4 million
miles per year, or 7 percent, from 2012
to 2020.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative
3 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: T-1. Same as
the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 5.35.4 million miles
per year, or 7 percent, from 2012 to
2020.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative
4 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: T-1. Nearly
the same as the proposed Plan, total
VMT would increase by 5.12 million
miles per year, or 7 percent, from 2012
to 2020, under this alternative. Under
the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 5.35.4 million miles
per year, or 7 percent.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-2. Drive alone mode share
(40.039.9 percent) would be the same
as proposed Plan impact (40.039.9
percent), and daily VMT for this
alternative (24.624.7) would be the
same as proposed Plan impact
(24.624.7).

Less than significant impact (sameless)
– Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-2. Drive alone mode share
(40.039.9 percent) would be the same
as proposed Plan impact (40.039.9
percent), and daily VMT for this
alternative (24.6) would be less thanthe
same as the proposed Plan impact
(24.624.7).

Less than significant impact (lesssame)
– Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-2. Drive alone mode share
(39.98 percent) would be less than the
proposed Plan impact (40.039.9
percent) and daily VMT for this
alternative (24.6) would be less the
same as thethan proposed Plan impact
(24.624.7).

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-3. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
this alternative would support adopted
policies, plans and programs regarding
the performance of public transit,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, as
would the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-3. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
this alternative would support adopted
policies, plans and programs regarding
the performance of public transit,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, as
would the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-3. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
this alternative would support adopted
policies, plans and programs regarding
the performance of public transit,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, as
would the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-4. The annual accident rate for
bicycles and pedestrians would be same
(1.411.33) as under the proposed Plan
(1.411.33).

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-4. The annual accident rate for
bicycles and pedestrians would be same
(1.411.33) as under the proposed Plan
(1.411.33).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-4. The annual accident rate for
bicycles and pedestrians would be
lower (1.401.32) than under the
proposed Plan (1.411.33).
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Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact (less) –
Alternative 1 would result in the following less
than significant impact in 2020: T-5 result in
loss of parking supply that causes significant
adverse environmental impacts. This impact
would be less than proposed Plan impact
because there would be fewer parking
impacts in the absence of the Plan’s
transportation network improvements.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) – Impact T-1
2030 would be a significant impact in 2025 and
2030 and greater than proposed Plan impact.
The impact would be greater because total
VMT would increase by about 9.1 million miles
per year, or 12 percent, from 2012 to 2025.
Under the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 7.87.9 million miles per
year, or 10 percent.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 2 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-5. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
many existing SANDAG programs and
proposed Plan programs are specifically
designed to minimize vehicular traffic
demand and reduce parking demand.
Significant impact (same) – Alternative
2 would result in the same significant
impact in 2025/2030 for T-1 because
total VMT would increase by about
7.97.7 million miles per year, or 10
percent, from 2012 to 2025. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 7.87.9 million miles
per year, also 10 percent.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 3 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-5. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
many existing SANDAG programs and
proposed Plan programs are specifically
designed to minimize vehicular traffic
demand and reduce parking demand.
Significant impact (less) – Alternative 3
would result in a lesser significant
impact in 2025/2030 for T-1 because
total VMT would increase by about
7.47.2 million miles per year, or 9
percent, from 2012 to 2025, compared
to an increase of about 7.87.9 million
miles per year, or 10 percent, under the
proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (greater) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than significant
impact in 2025 and 2030 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone mode share
for this alternative (40.5 percent) would be
greater than proposed plan impact (39.9
percent), and daily VMT for this alternative
(24.6) would be greater than proposed Plan
impact (24.2).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
less than proposed Plan impact. Drive
alone mode share for this alternative
(39.4 percent) would be less than
proposed plan impact (39.9 percent),
and daily VMT for this alternative (24.2)
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact (24.2).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
less than proposed Plan impact. Drive
alone mode share for this alternative
(39.43 percent) would be less than
proposed plan impact (39.9 percent),
and daily VMT for this alternative
(24.124.0) would be less than proposed
Plan impact (24.2).

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 4 would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-5. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
many existing SANDAG programs and
proposed Plan programs are specifically
designed to minimize vehicular traffic
demand and reduce parking demand.
Significant impact (less) – Alternative 3
would result in a lesser significant
impact in 2025/2030 for T-1 because
total VMT would increase by 7.26.5
million miles per year, or 98 percent,
from 2012 to 2025, under this
alternative. Under the proposed Plan,
total VMT would increase by about
7.87.9 million miles per year, or 10
percent.

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
less than proposed Plan impact. Drive
alone mode share for this alternative
(38.87 percent) would be less than
proposed plan impact (39.9 percent),
and daily VMT for this alternative
(24.023.8) would be less than proposed
Plan impact (24.2).
Less than significant impact (same) – Impact Less than significant impact (same) –
Less than significant impact (same) –
Less than significant impact (same) –
T-3 would be less than significant in 2025 and Impact T-3 would be a less than
Impact T-3 would be a less than
Impact T-3 would be a less than
2030 and same as the proposed Plan impact. significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
The rationale described under 2020 applies to the same as proposed Plan impact. The the same as proposed Plan impact. The
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
2025 and 2030.
rationale described under 2020 applies rationale described under 2020 applies
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2025 and 2030.
to 2025 and 2030.
to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (less) –
Less than significant impact (lowergreater) – Less than significant impact (less) –
Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than
Impact T-4 would be a significant impact in
Impact T-4 would be a less than
Impact T-4 would be a less than
2025 and 2030 and greater than proposed
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
less than proposed Plan impact. The
Plan impact. The annual accident rate for
less than proposed Plan impact. The
less than proposed Plan impact. The
annual accident rate for bicycles and
bicycles and pedestrians would be
annual accident rate for bicycles and
annual accident rate for bicycles and
lowerhigher (1.201.33) than under the
pedestrians would be lower (1.381.31) pedestrians would be lower (1.381.31) pedestrians would be lower (1.351.28)
proposed Plan (1.401.32).
as under the proposed Plan (1.401.32). as under the proposed Plan (1.401.32). as under the proposed Plan (1.401.32).
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2035

Alt 1: No Project
Less than Significant impact (less) – Impact T5 would be a less than significant impact in
2025 and 2030 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under 2020
applies to 2025 and 2030.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (greater) – Alternative 1
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in a greater significant impact in would result in the same significant
2035 for T-1. The impact would be greater
impact in 2035 for T-1 because total
because total VMT would increase by about
VMT would increase by about 11.211.5
13.413.3 million miles per year, or 17 percent, million miles per year, or 1415 percent,
from 2012 to 2035. Under the proposed Plan, from 2012 to 2035. Under the proposed
total VMT would increase by about 11.111.6 Plan, total VMT would increase by about
11.111.6 million miles per year, also
million miles per year, or 1415 percent.
1415 percent.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than Significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (less) - Alternative 3
would result in a lesser significant
impact in 2035 forT-1 because total
VMT would increase by about 10.710.9
million miles per year, or 14 percent,
from 2012 to 203525, compared to an
increase of about 11.111.6 million miles
per year, or 1415 percent, under the
proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (greater than
proposed Plan) – Impact T-2 would be a less
than significant impact in 2035 and greater
than proposed Plan impact. Drive alone mode
share for this alternative (40.340.2 percent)
would be greater than proposed plan impact
(39.5 percent), and daily VMT for this
alternative (24.0) would be greater than
proposed Plan impact (23.523.6).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone mode
share for this alternative (39.4 percent)
would be less than proposed plan
impact (39.5 percent), and daily VMT for
this alternative (23.523.6) would be
same as the proposed Plan impact
(23.523.6).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative (39.3
percent) would be less than proposed
plan impact (39.5 percent), and daily
VMT for this alternative (23.4) would be
less than proposed Plan impact
(23.523.6).

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be lower (1.341.28)
as under the proposed Plan (1.351.29).

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and same as
than proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be same (1.351.29)
as under the proposed Plan (1.351.29).

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact
T-3 would be less than significant in 2035 and
same as the proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2035.
Less than significant impact (greater) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than significant
impact in 2035 and greater than proposed
Plan impact. The annual accident rate for
bicycles and pedestrians would be higher
(1.370) than under the proposed Plan
(1.351.29).
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Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (lesssame) Alternative 4 would result in a lesserthe
same significant impact in 2035 for T-1
because total VMT would increase by
11.21 million miles per year, or 14
percent, from 2012 to 203525, under
this alternative. Under the proposed
Plan, total VMT would increase by
about 11.111.6 million miles per year,
or 1415 percent.
Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative (39.1
percent) would be less than proposed
plan impact (39.5 percent), and daily
VMT for this alternative (23.5) would be
less than proposed Plan impact
(23.523.6).
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be lower (1.341.28)
as under the proposed Plan (1.351.29).
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Year

2050

Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact (less) – Impact T5 would be a less than significant impact in
2035 and less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2035.
Significant impact (greater) – Alternative 1
would result in a greater significant impact in
2050 for T-1. The impact would be greater
because total VMT would increase by about
18.318.1 million miles per year, or 23 percent,
from 2012 to 2050. Under the proposed Plan,
total VMT would increase by about 14.915.7
million miles per year, or 1920 percent.
Less than significant impact (greater) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than significant
impact in 2050 and greater than proposed
Plan impact. Drive alone mode share for this
alternative (39.3 percent) would be greater
than proposed plan impact (38.138.0 percent),
and daily VMT for this alternative (24.023.9)
would be greater than proposed Plan impact
(23.223.4).

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact
T-3 would be less than significant in 2050 and
same as the proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2050.
Less than significant impact (greater) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than significant
impact in 2035 and greater than proposed
Plan impact. The annual accident rate for
bicycles and pedestrians would be higher
(1.201.15) than under the proposed Plan
(1.181.13).
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) – Impact T-1
would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. Same as
the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 14.915.7 million miles
per year, or 1920 percent, from 2012 to
2050.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and same as
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone mode
share for this alternative (38.138.0
percent) would be same as the
proposed plan impact (38.138.0
percent), and daily VMT for this
alternative (23.223.4) would be same as
the proposed Plan impact (23.223.4).

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) – Alternative
3 would result in a significant impact in
2050 for T-1. Same as the proposed
Plan, total VMT would increase by about
14.915.7 million miles per year, or 1920
percent, from 2012 to 2050.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. Total VMT
would increase by 14.14 million miles
per year, or 18 percent, from 2012 to
2050, under this alternative. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 14.915.7 million
miles per year, or 1920 percent.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and same as
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative
(38.138.0 percent) would be same as
the proposed plan impact (38.138.0
percent), and daily VMT for this
alternative (23.223.4) would be same as
the proposed Plan impact (23.223.4).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and less than
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative (37.8
percent) would be less than proposed
plan impact (38.138.0 percent) and
daily VMT for this alternative (23.0)
would be less than proposed Plan
impact (23.223.4).

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the same
Less than significant impact (same) –
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the same described under 2020 applies to 2050.
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
Less than significant impact (same) –
described under 2020 applies to 2050.
Impact T-4 would be less than
Less than significant impact (same) –
significant in 2050 and the same as
Impact T-4 would be less than significant proposed Plan impact. The annual
in 2050 and the same as proposed Plan accident rate for bicycles and
impact. The annual accident rate for
pedestrians would be same (1.181.13)
bicycles and pedestrians would be same as under the proposed Plan (1.181.13).
(1.181.13) as under the proposed Plan
(1.181.13).

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-4 would be less than
significant in 2050 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be same (1.13) as
under the proposed Plan (1.181.13).
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Year

Alt 1: No Project
Less than significant impact (less) – Impact T5 would be a less than significant impact in
2050 and less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to
2050.

16. Water Supply
2020 Significant impact (greater) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: WS-1 increase demands on existing
water supplies such that they would be
inadequate to serve future demands, and new
or expanded water supplies or entitlements
would be needed. Regional water demand
impact for this alternative would be greater
than proposed Plan impact due to a less
compact development pattern, and Borrego
Valley water supplies would be inadequate to
serve forecasted growth.
Significant impact (greater) - Alternative 1
would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: WS-2 require or result in the
construction of new water facilities or the
expansion of existing facilities to adequately
meet forecast demand or capacity needs, the
construction of which could cause a significant
environmental effect. Compared to proposed
Plan impact, regional water demand impact
would be greater due to a less compact
development pattern, and the additional
water distribution facilities that would be
needed to serve more dispersed development.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) - Impact WS-1
2030 would be significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030.
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Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the same
as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: WS-1. Regional water
demand impact would be the same as
proposed Plan impact due to the same
SCS land development pattern, and
Borrego Valley water supplies would be
inadequate to serve forecasted growth.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 2
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: WS-1. Regional water
demand impact would be the same as
proposed Plan impact due to the same
SCS land development pattern, and
Borrego Valley water supplies would be
inadequate to serve forecasted growth.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: WS-1. Regional water
demand impact would be less than
proposed Plan impact since
intensification of smart growth would
result in more compact development
and less demand for landscape
watering, reducing regional
growth/land use change impact of the
proposed Plan. Borrego Valley water
supplies would be inadequate to serve
forecasted growth.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative
2 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: WS-2.
Regional water demand impact would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
due to the same SCS land development
pattern, and the same additional water
distribution facilities that would be
needed to serve future development.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative
2 would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: WS-2.
Regional water demand impact would
be the same as proposed Plan impact
due to the same SCS land development
pattern, and the same additional water
distribution facilities that would be
needed to serve future development.

Significant impact (less) – Alternative 4
would result in the following significant
impact in 2020: WS-2. Regional water
demand impact would be less than
proposed Plan impact since
intensification of smart growth would
result in more compact development
and less demand for landscape
watering, reducing the need for
additional water distribution facilities.

Significant impact (same) - Impact WS-1
would be significant in 2025 and 2030,
and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.

Significant impact (same) - Impact WS-1
would be significant in 2025 and 2030,
and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.

Significant impact (less) - Impact WS-1
would be significant in 2025 and 2030,
and less than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2025 and 2030.
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2035

Alt 1: No Project
Significant impact (greater) - Impact WS-2
would be significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact WS-1
would be significant in 2035 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2035 impact.

Alt 2: Trans Alt 2 + SCS
Significant impact (same) – Impact
WS-2 would be significant in 2025 and
2030, and the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (same as proposed
Plan) - Impact WS-1 would be significant
in 2035 and the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2035 impact.

Alt 3: Trans Alt 3 + SCS
Significant impact (same) – Impact
WS-2 would be significant in 2025 and
2030, and the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (same) - Impact
WS-1 would be significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impact.

Alt 4: Trans Alt 4 + SG Intensification
Significant impact (less) – Impact WS-2
would be significant in 2025 and 2030
and less than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (less) - Impact WS-1
would be significant in 2035 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impact.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
WS-2 would be significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact WS-1
Significant impact (same) - Impact WS-1
would be significant in 2050 and greater than would be significant in 2050 and the
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described same as proposed Plan impact. The
under 2020 also applies to 2050 impact.
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
WS-2 would be significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impact
Significant impact (same) - Impact
WS-1 would be significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (less) – Impact WS-2
would be significant in 2035 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (less) - Impact WS-1
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact WS-2
would be significant in 2050 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (same) – Impact
WS-2 would be significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 impact

Significant impact (less) – Impact WS-2
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact WS-2
would be significant in 2035 and greater than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2035 impact.
2050

Significant impact (same) – Impact
WS-2 would be significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Note:
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in
May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1). The revised emissions and percentages for SB 375 have been
decreased by 2% per ARB requirement that EMFAC2014 model results be revised with 2% percent adjustment factor.
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Table 6.0-4
Comparison of Alternatives 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D to Proposed Plan
Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

1. Aesthetics and Visual Resources
2020
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
AES-1 have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista; AES-2 substantially damaging scenic
resources, including but not limited to trees,
rocks, outcroppings, and historic bridges within a
State scenic highway; and AES-3 substantially
degrading the character of an area, including
adding a visual element of urban character to an
existing rural or open space areas or by creating
substantial new sources of light or glare that
would adversely affect day or nighttime views.
Transportation network improvement impact
would be the same as proposed Plan impacts in
2020. Also, elements of this alternative that
would increase impacts, such as acceleration of
revenue constrained and unconstrained transit
projects and active transportation projects would
not occur by 2020. Regional growth/land use
change impacts would be the same as proposed
Plan impacts because this alternative uses the
same SCS land use pattern.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) – Impacts AES-1,
2030
AES-2, and AES-3 would be significant in 2025 and
2030, and greater than proposed Plan impacts
because the impacts would occur with
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active
transportation projects. Although highway
projects would be eliminated under this
alternative, most highway improvements would
not occur until after 2040 under the proposed
Plan and this reduction in impact would not offset
the greater impact of the accelerated revenue
constrained and unconstrained transit projects
and active transportation projects. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would be the
same as proposed Plan impacts because this
alternative uses the same SCS land use pattern.
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (less) - Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in the following
Alternative 5B in 2020.
significant impacts in 2020: AES-1, AES2, and AES-3. These impacts would be
less than proposed Plan impacts
because this alternative would focus a
greater proportion of regional growth
and land use change within developed
urban areas and less growth in
undeveloped and rural areas.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts
Alternative 5C would be same as
AES-1, AES-2, and AES-3 would be
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
significant in 2025 and 2030, and less
than proposed Plan impact because
this alternative would focus a greater
proportion of regional growth and land
use change within developed urban
areas and less growth in undeveloped
and rural areas.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
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Year
2035

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Significant impact (greater) – Impacts AES-1,
AES-2 and AES-3 would be significant and greater
than proposed Plan impacts in 2035. The
rationale described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

2050

Significant impact (less) – Impacts AES-1, AES-2
and AES-3 would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impacts in 2050 since highway
projects would be eliminated, while the SCS land
use pattern would be the same as the proposed
Plan.
2. Agricultural and Forestry Resources
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
2020
result in with the following significant impacts in
2020: AG-1 convert agricultural lands to
nonagricultural use; AG-2 conflict with existing
zoning for agricultural use, a Williamson Act
contract; and FR-1 convert or result in the loss of
“Forest Land”. These impacts would be the same
as proposed Plan impacts in 2020 because there
would be no change in transportation investments
under this alternative until after 2020. Regional
growth/land use change impacts would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because the land
use pattern would be the same.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AG-1, AG-2,
and FR-1 would be significant in 2025 and 2030.
2030
This impact would be greater than proposed Plan,
since accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit would exist sooner.
Although highway projects would be eliminated
under this alternative, most highway projects
would not occur until after 2040 under the
proposed Plan. Regional growth/land use change
impact would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since this alternative uses the same SCS
land use pattern.
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (less) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2035, but less than
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts
AES-1, AES-2 and AES-3 would be
significant in 2050, but less than
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050 impacts.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in the following
Alternative 5B in 2020.
significant impacts in 2020: AG-1, AG-2,
and FR-1. These impacts would be less
than proposed Plan impacts because
increased development within dense
urban cores would reduce impacts to
agricultural and forest land.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts AG- Alternative 5C would be same as
1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
in 2025 and 2030 and less than
proposed Plan impact. Even with
accelerated constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, other
elements of this alternative, such as
growth in multiple dense urban cores
would reduce proposed Plan impact to
agricultural and forest land.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
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Year
2035

2050

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Significant impact (greater) - Impacts AG-1, AG-2,
and FR-1 would be significant but greater than
proposed Plan impact in 2035. The rationale
described under 2025/2030 also applies to 2035
impact.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts AG-1, AG-2,
and FR-1 would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050 since highway
projects would be eliminated.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts AG1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant
in 2035 but less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2035.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts AG1, AG-2, and FR-1 would be significant
in 2050 but less than proposed Plan
impact. Elements of this alternative,
such as growth in multiple dense urban
cores and elimination of highway
projects would reduce proposed Plan
impact to agricultural land.

.
3. Air Quality
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
2020
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: AQ-1. Same as the
proposed Plan, this alternative would be
consistent with applicable rules, regulations, and
programs adopted as part of plans by SDAPCD and
ARB.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B would result in the
Alternative 5B in 2020.
following less than significant impact in
2020: AQ-1. Same as the proposed
Plan, this alternative would be
consistent with applicable rules,
regulations, and programs adopted as
part of plans by SDAPCD and ARB.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2020
for PM10 emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to air quality
violations, and AQ-3, result in a cumulatively
considerable increase of PM10 emissions. Same as
the proposed Plan, PM10 emissions would
increase by about 0.723 tons/day, or 2 percent,
from 2012 to 2020.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impacts in 2020 for PM10
emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to
air quality violations, and AQ-3, result
in a cumulatively considerable increase
of PM10 emissions. Same as the
proposed Plan, PM10 emissions would
increase by about 0.701 tons/day, or 2
percent, from 2012 to 2020.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
AQ-4 expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations. The impact would be
less because total VMT would increase by about
5.1 million miles per year, or 6 percent, from 2012

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5B Alternative 5A would result in the
following significant impacts in 2020:
AQ-4 expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations.
The impact would be less because total
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Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

to 2020. Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 5.34 million miles per
year, or 7 percent. The lower total VMT would
result in greater generation of toxic air
contaminant (TAC) emissions, and thereby cause
lesser exposure of sensitive receptors to such
concentrations.

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

VMT would increase by about 4.6
million miles per year, or 6 percent,
from 2012 to 2020. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 5.34 million miles
per year, or 7 percent. The lower total
VMT would result in greater
generation of toxic air contaminant
(TAC) emissions, and thereby cause
lesser exposure of sensitive receptors
to such concentrations.

Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: AQ-5 expose a
substantial number of people to objectionable
odors. Exposure of people to objectionable odors
would be the same between Alternative 1 and the
proposed Plan since planning for air quality
management would continue to occur with this
alternative and regulations governing odor would
continue to be enforced.

2025/
2030

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: AQ-5 expose a substantial
number of people to objectionable
odors. Exposure of people to
objectionable odors would be the
same between Alternative 1 and the
proposed Plan since planning for air
quality management would continue
to occur with this alternative and
regulations governing odor would
continue to be enforced.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
AQ-1 would be less than significant in 2025 and
Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
2030, and the same as proposed Plan impact. The significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
same as proposed Plan impact. The
2025 and 2030 impact.
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.
Significant impact (same) – Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in
2025/2030 for PM10 emissions: AQ-2 violate air
quality standards or contribute substantially to air
quality violations, and AQ-3, result in a
cumulatively considerable increase of PM10
emissions. Same as the proposed Plan, PM10
emissions would increase by about 1.2 tons/day,
or 3 percent, from 2012 to 2025/2030.
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Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impacts in 2025/2030 for
PM10 emissions: AQ-2 violate air
quality standards or contribute
substantially to air quality violations,
and AQ-3, result in a cumulatively
considerable increase of PM10
emissions. Same as the proposed Plan,
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

PM10 emissions would increase by
about 1.12 tons/day, or 3 percent,
from 2012 to 2025/2030.
Significant impact (less) – Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
AQ-4 expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations. The impact would be
less because total VMT would increase by about
6.01 million miles per year, or 8 percent, from
2012 to 2025. Under the proposed Plan, total
VMT would increase by about 7.89 million miles
per year, or 10 percent. The lower total VMT
would result in greater generation of toxic air
contaminant (TAC) emissions, and thereby cause
lesser exposure of sensitive receptors to such
concentrations.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impacts in 2020: AQ-4
expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations.
The impact would be less because total
VMT would increase by about 5.36
million miles per year, or 7 percent,
from 2012 to 2025. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 7.89 million miles
per year, or 10 percent. The lower total
VMT would result in greater
generation of toxic air contaminant
(TAC) emissions, and thereby cause
lesser exposure of sensitive receptors
to such concentrations.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
Less than significant impact (same) AQ-1 would be less than significant in 2035, and Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
the same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale significant in 2035, and the same as
described under 2020 also applies to 2035 impact. proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impact.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impact AQ-5
would be less than significant in 2025 and 2030,
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030.

2035

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2035
for PM10 emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to air quality
violations, and AQ-3, result in a cumulatively
considerable increase of PM10 emissions. Same as
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Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impacts in 2035 for PM10
emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to
air quality violations, and AQ-3, result
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

the proposed Plan, PM10 emissions would
increase by about 1.56 tons/day, or 4 percent,
from 2012 to 2035, and PM2.5 emissions would
increase by about 0.2 tons/day, or 2 percent.

in a cumulatively considerable increase
of PM10 emissions. Same as the
proposed Plan, PM10 emissions would
increase by about 1.5 tons/day, or 4
percent, from 2012 to 2035 and PM2.5
emissions would increase by about 0.2
tons/day, or 1 percent.

Significant impact (less) –Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
AQ-4 expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations. The impact would be
less because total VMT would increase by about
9.47 million miles per year, or 12 percent, from
2012 to 2035. Under the proposed Plan, total
VMT would increase by about 11.16 million miles
per year, or 1415 percent. The lower total VMT
would result in greater generation of toxic air
contaminant (TAC) emissions, and thereby cause
lesser exposure of sensitive receptors to such
concentrations.

Significant impact (less) -- Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impacts in 2020: AQ-4
expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations.
The impact would be less because total
VMT would increase by about 8.89.1
million miles per year, or 11 percent,
from 2012 to 2035. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 11.16 million miles
per year, or 1415 percent. The lower
total VMT would result in greater
generation of toxic air contaminant
(TAC) emissions, and thereby cause
lesser exposure of sensitive receptors
to such concentrations.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
Less than significant impact (same) AQ-1 would be less than significant in 2050, and Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
the same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale significant in 2050, and the same as
described under 2020 also applies to 2050 impact. proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impact.

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact AQ-5
would be less than significant in 2035, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035.
2050

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described for Alternative 5B applies
here.

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts AQ-1 would be less than
significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described for Alternative 5B applies
here.
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2050
for PM10 emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to air quality
violations, and AQ-3, result in a cumulatively
considerable increase of PM10 emissions. Same as
the proposed Plan, PM10 emissions would
increase by about 2.4 tons/day, or 6 percent, from
2012 to 2050, and PM2.5 emissions would
increase by about 1 tons/day, or 8 percent.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impacts in 2050 for PM10
emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially to
air quality violations, and AQ-3, result
in a cumulatively considerable increase
of PM10 emissions. Same as the
proposed Plan, PM10 emissions would
increase by about 2.34 tons/day, or 6
percent, from 2012 to 2050, and
PM2.5 emissions would increase by
about 1 tons/day, or 8 percent.

Significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would result in the
following significant impacts in 2050
for PM10 emissions: AQ-2 violate air
quality standards or contribute
substantially to air quality violations,
and AQ-3, result in a cumulatively
considerable increase of PM10
emissions. Same as the proposed
Plan, PM10 emissions would increase
by about 2.34 tons/day, or 6 percent,
from 2012 to 2050, and PM2.5
emissions would increase by about 1
tons/day, or 8 percent.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5D would result in the following
significant impacts in 2050 for PM10
emissions: AQ-2 violate air quality
standards or contribute substantially
to air quality violations, and AQ-3,
result in a cumulatively considerable
increase of PM10 emissions. Same as
the proposed Plan, PM10 emissions
would increase by about 2.12
tons/day, or 5 percent, from 2012 to
2050, and PM2.5 emissions would
increase by about 1 tons/day, or 7
percent.

Significant impact (less) – Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
AQ-4 expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations. The impact would be
less because total VMT would increase by about
12.413.3 million miles per year, or 1617 percent,
from 2012 to 2050. Under the proposed Plan,
total VMT would increase by about 14.915.8
million miles per year, or 1920 percent. The lower
total VMT would result in greater generation of
toxic air contaminant (TAC) emissions, and
thereby cause lesser exposure of sensitive
receptors to such concentrations.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impacts in 2020: AQ-4
expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations.
The impact would be less because total
VMT would increase by about 11.612.3
million miles per year, or 1516 percent,
from 2012 to 2050. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 14.915.8 million
miles per year, or 1920 percent. The
lower total VMT would result in
greater generation of toxic air
contaminant (TAC) emissions, and
thereby cause lesser exposure of
sensitive receptors to such
concentrations.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5D would result in the following
significant impacts in 2020: AQ-4
expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations.
The impact would be less because
total VMT would increase by about
11.07 million miles per year, or 1415
percent, from 2012 to 2050. Under
the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 14.915.8 million
miles per year, or 1920 percent. The
lower total VMT would result in
greater generation of toxic air
contaminant (TAC) emissions, and
thereby cause lesser exposure of
sensitive receptors to such
concentrations.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5D would result in the following
significant impacts in 2020: AQ-4
expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations.
The impact would be less because
total VMT would increase by about
6.47.2 million miles per year, or 9
percent, from 2012 to 2050. Under
the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 14.915.8 million
miles per year, or 1920 percent. The
lower total VMT would result in
greater generation of toxic air
contaminant (TAC) emissions, and
thereby cause lesser exposure of
sensitive receptors to such
concentrations.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described for Alternative 5B applies
here.

Less than significant impact (same) Impact AQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described for Alternative 5B applies
here.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact AQ-5
Less than significant impact (same) would be less than significant in 2050, and the
Impact AQ-5 would be less than
same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
significant in 2050, and the same as
described under 2020 also applies to 2050.
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

4. Biological Resources
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
2020
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
BIO-1 have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS;
or have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of
the CWA or on resources regulated by the CDFW
under Section 1600 et seq. of the CFGC; BIO-2
have a substantial adverse effect, either directly
or indirectly on any species identified as a
candidate, sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or
by the CDFW or USFWS, or species that meet the
criteria for endangered , rare, or threatened in
CEQA Guidelines§15380; and BIO-3 interfere
substantially with the movement of any native
resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or
with established native resident or migratory
wildlife corridors, or impede the use of native
wildlife nursery sites. Impacts for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan impacts
since elements of this alternative, such as
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active
transportation projects, and elimination of
highway network improvements would not be
completed until after 2020, while regional
growth/land use change impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impacts since this
alternative uses the same SCS land use pattern.
Less than Significant impact (same) – Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: BIO-4 conflict with the
provisions of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or other
conservation plan, or with any local policies or
ordinances protecting biological resources.
Encroachment into hardline preserve areas would

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Significant impact (less) - Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in the following
Alternative 5B in 2020.
significant impacts in 2020: BIO-1;
BIO-2; and BIO-3. These impacts would
be less than proposed Plan impact
because regional growth/land use
change in multiple dense cores would
result in less impact to biological
resources located in non-urban areas.
Elements of this alternative that affect
biological resources, such as
accelerated constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, and
elimination of highway investments,
would not occur by 2020.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Less than Significant impact (same) –
Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: BIO-4 conflict with the provisions
of an adopted HCP, NCCP, or other
conservation plan, or with any local
policies or ordinances protecting
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

2025/
2030

biological resources. Encroachment
into hardline preserve areas would
require biologically equivalent or
superior compensation of habitat or
project redesign.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts BIO-1,
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be significant in 2025 and BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
2030. This impact would be greater than
significant in 2025 and 2030. This
proposed Plan impacts, since accelerated revenue impact would be less than proposed
constrained and unconstrained transit would exist Plan impacts because even with
sooner. Although highway projects would be
accelerated constrained and
eliminated under this alternative, most highway
unconstrained transit projects and
projects would not occur until after 2040 under
active transportation projects, growth
the proposed Plan. Regional growth/land use
in multiple dense urban cores would
change impact would be the same as proposed
reduce proposed Plan impact to
Plan impacts since this alternative uses the same biological resources.
SCS land use pattern.

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

require biologically equivalent or superior
compensation of habitat or project redesign.

Less than significant (same) - Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2025 and 2030, and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts BIO-1,
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be significant in 2035 and BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
greater than proposed Plan impacts. The rationale significant in 2035 but less than
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
2035 impacts.
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Less than significant (same) - Impact BIO-4 would
be less than significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030 impact.
2035

Less than significant (same) – Impact BIO-4 would
be less than significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2035 impact.
2050

Significant impact (less) - Impacts BIO-1, BIO-2,
and BIO-3 would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impacts because highway
projects would be eliminated. Regional
growth/land use change impact would be the

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2035, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (less) - Impacts
Alternative 5C would be same as
BIO-1, BIO-2, and BIO-3 would be
Alternative 5B in 2050.
significant in 2035 but less than
proposed Plan impact. Elements of this
alternative, such as growth in multiple

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

same as proposed Plan impacts since this
alternative uses the same SCS land use pattern.

dense urban cores and elimination of
highway projects would reduce
proposed Plan impacts to biological
resources.

Less than significant (same) – Impact BIO-4 would
be less than significant in 2050, and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2050 impact.

Less than significant (same) – Impact
BIO-4 would be less than significant in
2050, and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2050 impact.

5. Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
2020
result in the following significant impact in 2020:
CULT-1 cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an historical resource or unique
archaeological resource. Impact for this
alternative would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active
transportation projects, and elimination of
highway network improvements would not occur
until after 2020, while regional growth/land use
change impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact since this alternative uses the same
SCS land use pattern.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in the following
Alternative 5B in 2020.
significant impact in 2020: CULT-1. This
impact would be less than proposed
Plan impact because elements of this
alternative that affect cultural
resources, such as regional
growth/land use change impact would
be greater in the multiple dense core
areas, but much less than proposed
Plan impact in all other areas, resulting
in less overall impact. Accelerated
constrained and unconstrained transit
projects and active transportation
projects, and elimination of highway
investments, would not occur by 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: CULT-2 disturb any
human remains, including those interred outside
of formal cemeteries, in violation of existing laws
and regulations protecting human remains. This
impact is the same as proposed Plan impact since
these existing laws and regulations would apply to
this alternative and the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: CULT-2. This impact is the same
as proposed Plan impact since these
existing laws and regulations would
continue to apply to Alternative 5B and
the proposed Plan.

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impact in 2020:
PALEO-1 directly or indirectly destroy a unique

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: PALEO-1.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

paleontological resource or site or unique
geological feature. Impact for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan impact since
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active
transportation projects, and elimination of
highway network improvements would not occur
until after 2020, while regional growth/land use
change impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact since this alternative uses the same
SCS land use pattern.

2025/
2030

Significant impact (greater) - Impact CULT-1
would be significant in 2025 and 2030 and would
be greater than proposed Plan impact since
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit would exist sooner.
Although highway projects would be eliminated
under this alternative, most highway projects
would not occur until after 2040 under the
proposed Plan. Regional growth/land use change
impact would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since this alternative uses the same SCS
land use pattern.

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
CULT-2 would be less than significant in 2025 and
2030 and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and
would be the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030
impacts.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact PALEO-1
would be significant in 2025 and 2030. This impact
would be greater than proposed Plan impact since
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit would exist sooner.

Significant impact (less) - Impact
PALEO-1 would be less than significant
in 2025 and 2030, and less than
proposed Plan impact because even
with accelerated constrained and

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

This impact would be less than
proposed Plan impact because
elements of this alternative that affect
paleontological resources, such as
regional growth/land use change
impact would be greater in the
multiple dense core areas, but much
less than proposed Plan impact in all
other areas, resulting in less overall
impact. Accelerated constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, and
elimination of highway investments,
would not occur by 2020.
Significant impact (less) - Impact
Alternative 5C would be same as
CULT-1 would be significant in 2025
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
and 2030, and would be less than
proposed Plan impact because even
with accelerated constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, regional
growth/land use change impact would
be greater in the multiple dense core
areas, but much less than proposed
Plan impact in all other areas, resulting
in less overall impact to cultural
resources.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

2035

unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, regional
growth/land use change impact would
be greater in the multiple dense core
areas, but much less than proposed
Plan impact in all other areas, resulting
in less overall impact to paleontological
resources.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact CULT-1
Significant impact (less) - Impact
Alternative 5C would be same as
would be significant in 2035 and would be greater CULT-1 would be significant in 2035
Alternative 5B in 2035.
than proposed Plan impact. The rationale
and less than proposed Plan impact.
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
The rationale described under 2025
2035 impact.
and 2030 also applies to 2035 impact.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Although highway projects would be eliminated
under this alternative, most highway projects
would not occur until after 2040 under the
proposed Plan. Regional growth/land use change
impact would be the same as proposed Plan since
this alternative uses the same SCS land use
pattern.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact
CULT-2 would be less than significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impact The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035 impact.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact PALEO-1
would be significant in 2035. This impact would be
greater than proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
2035 impact.
2050

Significant impact (less) – Impact CULT-1 would
be significant in 2050 and less than proposed Plan
impact because highway projects would be
eliminated. The same regional growth/land use
change would occur as with the proposed Plan
since the same SCS land use pattern would be
used.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impacts.
Significant impact (less) - Impact
PALEO-1 would be significant in 2035
and less than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2035 impacts.
Significant impact (less) - Impact
Alternative 5C would be same as
CULT-1 would be significant in 2050
Alternative 5B in 2050.
and less than proposed Plan impact.
Elements of this alternative, such as
growth in multiple dense urban cores,
but much less than proposed Plan
impact in all other areas and
elimination of highway projects would
reduce proposed Plan impact to
cultural resources.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact
CULT-2 would be less than significant in 2050 and
the same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2050 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact CULT-2 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impact.

Significant impact (less) – Impact PALEO-1 would
be significant in 2050. This impact would be less
than proposed Plan impact because highway
projects would be eliminated. The same regional
growth/land use change would occur as with the
proposed Plan since the same SCS land use
pattern would be used.

Significant impact (less) - Impact
PALEO-1 would be significant in 2050
and less than proposed Plan impact.
Elements of this alternative, such as
growth in multiple dense urban cores,
but much less than proposed Plan
impact in all other areas and
elimination of highway projects would
reduce proposed Plan impact to
paleontological resources.

6. Energy
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
2020
5A would result in the following less than
significant impacts in 2020: EN-1 result in an
increase in overall per capita energy consumption
relative to baseline conditions, or otherwise use
energy in an inefficient, wasteful, or unnecessary
manner; and EN-2 result in an increased reliance
on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on
renewable energy sources. These impacts would
be the same as proposed Plan impacts because
the same SCS land use pattern would occur and
elements of this alternative that would avoid or
reduce energy consumption and reliance on fossil
fuels, such as elimination of highway projects
would not occur by 2020. Other elements of this
alternative that would decrease impacts, such as
acceleration of revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active
transportation projects would not occur by 2020.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B would result in the
Alternative 5B in 2020.
following less than significant impacts
in 2020: EN-1 and EN-2. These impacts
would be less than proposed Plan
impacts because regional growth
would occur in more energy efficient
multiple urban cores. Other elements
of this alternative that would avoid or
reduce impacts to energy resources,
such as elimination of highway projects
and acceleration of revenue
constrained and unconstrained transit
projects and active transportation
projects would not occur by 2020.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.
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2025/
2030

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impact in 2020:
EN-3 require or result in the construction of new
energy facilities or the expansion of such facilities
to adequately meet projected demand, the
construction of which could cause a significant
environmental effect. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because the same
SCS land use pattern would occur. Elements of
this alternative that would avoid or reduce
impacts associated with the construction of new
or expanded energy facilities, such as accelerated
revenue constrained and unconstrained transit
and active transportation projects, and
elimination of highway projects would not occur
by 2020.
Less than significant impact (less) - Impacts EN-1
and EN-2 would be less than significant and less
than proposed Plan impacts in 2025 and 2030
because accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active
transportation projects would occur reducing
vehicular travel and associated per capita energy
reliance on fossil fuels, and all highway projects
would be eliminated.

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: EN-3. This
impact would be less than proposed
Plan impact because regional growth
would occur in more energy efficient
multiple urban cores. Other elements
of this alternative that would avoid or
reduce impacts associated with the
construction of new or expanded
energy facilities, such as accelerated
revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit and active
transportation projects, elimination of
highway projects would not occur by
2020.
Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts EN-1 and EN-2 would be less
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
than significant and less than proposed
Plan impacts in 2025 and 2030 because
elements of this alternative, such as
elimination of highway improvements,
acceleration of revenue constrained
and unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, and
growth in multiple dense cores would
occur reducing energy consumption
and reliance on fossil fuels.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3 would be
significant and less than proposed Plan impact
because elements of this alternative, such as
elimination of highway projects, and acceleration
of revenue constrained and unconstrained transit
projects and active transportation projects would
avoid or reduce impact related to need for new or
expanded energy facilities.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact because
elements of this alternative, such as
elimination of highway projects,
acceleration of revenue constrained
and unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, and
growth in multiple dense cores would
avoid or reduce impact related to need
for new or expanded energy facilities.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
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2035

2050

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than significant impact (less) - Impacts EN-1
and EN-2 would be less than significant and less
than proposed Plan impacts in 2035. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
2035 impacts.

Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts EN-1 and EN-2 would be less
Alternative 5B in 2035.
than significant and less than proposed
Plan impacts in 2035. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impacts.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3 would be
significant and less than proposed Plan impact in
2035. The rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035 impact.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2035. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact EN-1 and EN-2 would be less
than significant and less than proposed
Plan impact in 2050. This alternative
would have less transportation
network improvements and programs
impact since highway projects would
be eliminated and revenue constrained
and unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects included,
while a multiple dense cores land use
pattern would occur, all reducing
energy consumption.

Less than significant impact (less) – Impact EN-1
and EN-2 would be less than significant and less
than proposed Plan impacts in 2050. This
alternative would have less transportation
network improvements and programs impact
since highway projects would be eliminated and
revenue constrained unconstrained transit
projects and active transportation projects
included, reducing energy consumption.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3 would be
significant and less than proposed Plan impact in
2050. The rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050 impact.
7. Geology, Soils and Mineral Resources
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
2020
5A would result in the following less than
significant impacts in 2020: GEO-1 expose people
or structures to potential substantial significant
impacts, including the risk of loss, injury, or death
involving: a) rupture of a known earthquake fault,
as delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State
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Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact EN-1 and EN-2 would be less
than significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050. This
alternative would have less
transportation network
improvements and programs impact
since highway projects would be
eliminated and revenue constrained
and unconstrained transit projects
and active transportation projects
included, while a multiple dense cores
land use pattern would occur, all
reducing energy consumption.

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact EN-1 and EN-2 would be less
than significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050. This
alternative would have less
transportation network
improvements and programs impact
since highway projects would be
eliminated and revenue constrained
and unconstrained transit projects
and active transportation projects
included, while a multiple dense cores
land use pattern would occur, all
reducing energy consumption.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN-3
would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN3 would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (less) – Impact EN3 would be significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impacts
in 2020: GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3, and
GEO-4 Adherence to existing
regulations would occur with this
alternative, so the impacts are the
same as proposed Plan impact.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault; b) strong
seismic ground shaking; c) seismic-related ground
failure, including liquefaction; and d) seismicallyinduced landslides; GEO-2 locate projects on a
geologic unit or soil that is expansive or unstable,
or that would become unstable as a result of the
project, and potentially result in on- or off-site
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence,
liquefaction or collapse; GEO-3 result in
substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil; and
GEO-4 have soils incapable of adequately
supporting the use of septic tanks or alternative
waste water disposal systems where sewers are
not available for the disposal of waste water,
potentially causing adverse groundwater impacts.
Adherence to existing regulations would also
occur with this alternative, so the impacts are the
same as proposed Plan impacts.
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impact in 2020:
MR-1 result in the loss of availability of known
aggregate and mineral resources that would be of
value to the region and the residents of the state,
or result in the loss of availability of a locallyimportant mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local general plan, specific plan,
or other land use plan. Impact for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan impact since
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active
transportation projects, and elimination of
highway network improvements would not occur
until after 2020, while regional growth/land use
change impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact since this alternative uses the same
SCS land use pattern.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Significant impact (less) - Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: MR-1. This
impact would be less than proposed
Plan impact because elements of this
alternative that affect mineral
resources, such as Regional
growth/land use change impact would
be greater in the multiple dense core
areas, but much less than proposed
Plan impact in all other areas, resulting
in less overall impact.
Accelerated constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, and
elimination of highway investments,
would not occur by 2020.
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Year
2025/
2030

2035

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3, and
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
GEO-4 would be less than significant in
2025 and 2030 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impact.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact MR-1 would
be significant in 2025 and 2030 and greater than
proposed Plan impact since accelerated revenue
constrained and unconstrained transit projects
and active transportation projects would exist
sooner. Although highway projects would be
eliminated under this alternative, most highway
projects would not occur until after 2040 under
the proposed Plan. Regional growth/land use
change impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact since this alternative uses the same
SCS land use pattern.

Significant impact (less than proposed
Plan) - Impact MR-1 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030. This
impact would be less than proposed
Plan impact because even with
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, growth
in multiple dense urban cores and
much less than proposed Plan impact
in all other areas would reduce
proposed Plan impact to mineral
resources.
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3, and
Alternative 5B in 2035.
GEO-4 would be less than significant
and the same as proposed Plan
impacts in 2035. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3, and GEO-4) would be less
than significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2035 impacts.

Significant impact (greater) - Impact MR-1 would
be significant in 2035 and greater than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
2050

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Less than Significant impact (same) - Impacts
GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3, and GEO-4 would be less
than significant in 2025 and 2030, and the same
as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030 impact.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3, and GEO-4 would be less
than significant in 2035, and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2035 impacts.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Significant impact (less) - Impact
MR-1would be significant in 2035 and
less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
Less than significant impact (same) Impacts GEO-1, GEO-2, GEO-3, and
GEO-4 would be less than significant
and the same as proposed Plan
impacts in 2050. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impacts.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Significant impact (less) - Impact MR-1 would be
significant in 2035 and less than proposed Plan
impact since highway projects would be
eliminated.

8. Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Less than significant impact (less) – Alternative
2020
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: GHG-1 directly or
indirectly result in an increase in GHG emissions
compared to existing conditions (2012). This
impact would be less than proposed Plan impact
in 2020 with 35,95936,215 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative compared to
36,260045 tons for proposed Plan impact (0.12
percent lower).
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: GHG-2 conflict with AB
32, SANDAG Climate Action Strategy, or Local
Climate Action Plans. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact since accelerated
revenue constrained and unconstrained transit
projects and active transportation project would
not occur by 2020.
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: GHG-3 conflict with SB
375 GHG emission reduction targets. At 22.021.4
lbs of on-road SB 375 CO2 emissions per person
for this alternative, GHG emissions would be the
same as proposed Plan impact (22.021.4 lbs).

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (less) - Impact
MR-1would be significant in 2050 and
less than proposed Plan impact.
Elements of this alternative, such as
growth in multiple dense urban cores
and elimination of highway projects
would reduce proposed Plan impact to
mineral resources.
Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B would result in the
Alternative 5B in 2020.
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-1. This impact would be
less than proposed Plan impact in 2020
with 35,80336,047 tons of on-road
CO2 emissions per day for this
alternative compared to 36,260045
tons for proposed Plan impact (0.67
percent lower).

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-2. This impact would be
the same as proposed Plan impact
since accelerated revenue constrained
and unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation project would not
occur by 2020.
Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: GHG-3 conflict with SB 375 GHG
emission reduction targets. At 21.60
lbs of on-road SB 375 CO2 emissions
per person for this alternative, GHG
emissions would be less than proposed
Plan impact (22.021.4 lbs).
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Year

2025/
2030

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Not applicable – As explained in Section 4.8, there Not applicable – As explained in
is no 2020 analysis for impact GHG-4.
Section 4.8, there is no 2020 analysis
for impact GHG-4.
Less than significant impact (less) - Impact GHG-1 Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 5C would be same as
would be less than significant and less than
Impact GHG-1 would be less than
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
proposed Plan impact in 2025 and 2030 with
significant and less than proposed Plan
31,09830,587 tons of on-road CO2 emissions per impact in 2025 and 2030 with
day for this alternative compared to 31,33730,834 30,92030,514 tons of on-road CO2
tons for proposed Plan impact (0.8 percent
emissions per day for this alternative
lower).
compared to 31,33730,834 tons for
proposed Plan impact (1.30 percent
lower).
Less than significant (less) – Impact GHG-2 would
be less than significant in 2025 and 2030, and less
than proposed Plan impact since revenue
constrained and unconstrained transit projects
and active transportation would occur.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Less than significant (less) – Impact
GHG-2 would be less than significant in
2025 and 2030, and less than proposed
Plan impact since revenue constrained
and unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation would occur, as
well as more compact development in
multiple dense cores.

Not applicable – there is no 2025/2030 analysis
Not applicable – there is no 2025/2030
for GHG-3 because there are no SB 375 targets for analysis for GHG-3 because there are
these years.
no SB 375 targets for these years.
Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG-4 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and less than
proposed Plan impact since accelerated revenue
constrained and unconstrained transit projects
and active transportation projects would occur
and highway projects would be eliminated,
resulting in lower GHG emissions.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG4 would be significant in 2025 and
2030, and less than proposed Plan
impact since accelerated revenue
constrained and unconstrained transit
projects and active transportation
projects, along with multiple dense
core land development would occur,
and highway projects would be
eliminated, resulting in lower GHG
emissions.
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Year
2035

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than significant impact (lesssame ) - Impact
GHG-1 would be less than significant and same as
the proposed Plan impact in 2035 with
26,96625,435 tons of on-road CO2 emissions per
day for this alternative compared to 27,29925,787
tons for proposed Plan impact (1.2% lower).

Less than significant impact (less) Alternative 5C would be same as
Impact GHG-1 would be less than
Alternative 5B in 2035.
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2035 with 26,86025,341 tons
of on-road CO2 emissions per day for
this alternative compared to
27,29925,787 tons for proposed Plan
impact (1.67 percent lower).

Less than significant impact (less) – Impact GHG-2
would be less than significant in 2035 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
2035 impact.

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035 impact.

Less than significant impact (less) - Impact GHG-3
would be less than significant and less than
proposed Plan impact in 2035 With 20.019.4 lbs of
SB 375 CO2 emissions per person for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be less than the
proposed Plan impact (20.319.8 lbs).

Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-3 would be less than
significant and less than proposed Plan
impact in 2035. With 19.61 lbs of SB
375 CO2 emissions per person for this
alternative, GHG emissions would be
less than the proposed Plan impact
(20.319.8 lbs).

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG-4 would be
significant in 2035 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
2050

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG4 would be significant in 2035 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
Less than significant impact (less) - Impact GHG-1 Less than significant impact (less) would be less than significant and less than
Impact GHG-1 would be less than
proposed Plan impact in 2050 with 27,14425,362 significant and less than proposed Plan
tons of on-road CO2 emissions per day for this
impact in 2050 with 27,02525,242 tons
of on-road CO2 emissions per day for
alternative compared to 27,66325,823 tons for
this alternative compared to
proposed Plan impact (1.98 percent lower).
27,66325,823 tons for proposed Plan
impact 2.3 percent lower).

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-1 would be less than
significant and less than proposed
Plan impact in 2050 with
26,99725,215 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 27,66325,823 tons for
proposed Plan impact (2.4 percent
lower).

Less than significant impact (less) Impact GHG-1 would be less than
significant and less than proposed
Plan impact in 2050 with
25,96924,298 tons of on-road CO2
emissions per day for this alternative
compared to 27,66325,823 tons for
proposed Plan impact (6.15.9 percent
lower).
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (less) – Impact GHG-2
would be less than significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
2050 impact.

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2050 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2050 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact GHG-2 would be less than
significant in 2050 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050 impact.

Not applicable – there is no 2050 analysis for
Not applicable – there is no 2050
Not applicable – there is no 2050
GHG-3 because there is no SB 375 target for 2050. analysis for GHG-3 because there is no analysis for GHG-3 because there is
SB 375 target for 2050.
no SB 375 target for 2050.

Not applicable – there is no 2050
analysis for GHG-3 because there is
no SB 375 target for 2050.

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG-4 would be
significant in 2050 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (less) – Impact
GHG-4 would be significant in 2050
and less than proposed Plan impact
because GHG emissions would be
lower than under the Plan.

9. Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
2020
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: HAZ-1 create a
significant hazard by generating hazardous
emissions or handle hazardous materials during
pre-construction, demolition, and/or construction
activities; HAZ-2 create a significant hazard to the
public, schools or the environment through the
routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of
hazardous materials; HAZ-3 result in an air traffic
hazard for people residing or working within an
airport land use plan or within 2 miles of a public
or private airport, airstrip, or helipad, or result in
a change in air traffic patterns including either an
increase in traffic levels or a change in location
which results in substantial safety risks; and HAZ-4
impede implementation of an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan or
result in inadequate emergency access. Existing
regulations, plans and programs would continue
and be the same as proposed Plan impacts for this
alternative.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Significant impact (less) – Impact GHG4 would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2050 impact.

Significant impact (less) – Impact
GHG-4 would be significant in 2050
and less than proposed Plan impact
because GHG emissions would be
lower than under the Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B would result in the
Alternative 5B in 2020.
following less than significant impact in
2020: HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4.
The impacts would be the same as
proposed Plan impacts since
adherence to existing regulations,
plans and programs would continue to
occur with this alternative.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.
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Year

2025/
2030

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Significant impact (same) – Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impact in 2020:
HAZ-5 expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury, or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands. Impact for this
alternative would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since the same SCS land use pattern would
occur and the same relatively large amount of
geographic area considered at high risk for
wildland fires would include population and
housing units.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4 would be less
than significant in 2025 and 2030, and the same
as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030
impacts.

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (less) – Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: HAZ-5. This
impact would be less than proposed
Plan impact since a more compact
development pattern would occur
resulting in less population and
housing units an areas considered at
high risk for wildland fires.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
HAZ-4 would be less than significant in
2025 and 2030, and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impacts.

Significant impact (same ) - Impact HAZ-5 would
be significant in 2025 and 2030, and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030.
2035

Significant impact (less) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2025 and
2030 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4 would be less
Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and
Alternative 5B in 2035.
than significant in 2035 and the same as proposed HAZ-4 would be less than significant in
Plan impacts. The rationale described under 2020 2035 and the same as proposed Plan
also applies to 2035 impacts.
impact. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2035 impacts.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Significant impact (same) – Impact HAZ-5 would
be significant in 2035, and the same as proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2035.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Significant impact (less) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2035 and
less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035.
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Year
2050

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (same) - Impacts
HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and HAZ-4 would be less
than significant in 2050 and the same as proposed
Plan impacts. The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2050 impacts.

Significant impact (same) – Impact HAZ-5 would
be significant in 2050, and the same as proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2050.
10. Hydrology and Water Quality
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
2020
5A would result in the following less than
significant impacts in 2020: HWQ-1 substantially
degrade water quality in violation of any water
quality standards or waste discharge
requirements; HWQ-2 substantially reduce
groundwater quantity or quality; HWQ-3
substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of
an area such that flood risk, erosion, or siltation
would increase; HWQ-4 expose people, structures
or facilities to a significant risk of loss, injury, or
death involving flooding, including within 100year flood hazard areas and flooding as a result of
the failure of a levee or dam; and HWQ-5 expose
people or structures to a significant risk of
inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow.
Existing regulations, plans and programs and
implementation of design measures would occur
with this alternative as with the proposed Plan.
2025/ Less than significant impact (same) – Impacts
HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and HWQ-5
2030
would be less than significant in 2025 and 2030
and the same as proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impacts.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts HAZ-1, HAZ-2, HAZ-3, and
Alternative 5B in 2050.
HAZ-4 would be less than significant in
2050 and the same as proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2020 also applies to 2050 impacts.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Significant impact (less) – Impact
HAZ-5 would be significant in 2050 and
less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impacts
in 2020: HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
HWQ-4, and HWQ-5. The impacts
would be the same as proposed Plan
impacts since adherence to existing
regulations, plans and programs and
implementation of design measures
would occur with this alternative as
with the proposed Plan.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030 and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

2035

Less than significant impact (same) – Impacts
HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and
HWQ-5would be less than significant in 2035 and
the same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
Alternative 5B in 2035.
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035 impacts.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

2050

Less than significant impact (same) Impacts
HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3, HWQ-4 and HWQ-5
would be less than significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2050
impacts.

Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative 5C would be same as
Impacts HWQ-1, HWQ-2, HWQ-3,
Alternative 5B in 2050.
HWQ-4 and HWQ-5 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2050 impacts.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B would result in the
Alternative 5B in 2020.
following less than significant impact in
2020: LU-1. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
elements of this alternative that affect
physical divisions of communities, such
as accelerated constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects,
elimination of highway investments
and growth in multiple dense urban
cores, would not occur by 2020.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

11. Land Use
Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
2020
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: LU-1 physically dividing
an established community. Impact for this
alternative would be the same as proposed Plan
impact since accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transits projects and active
transportation projects and elimination of
highway projects would not occur until after 2020,
while regional growth/land use change impact
would be the same as proposed Plan impact since
the same SCS land use pattern would occur.
Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: LU-2 conflict with the
land use portion of adopted local general plans or
other applicable land use plans, including specific
plans and community plans adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect. Impact for this alternative
would be the same as proposed Plan impact since
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transits projects and active

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Significant impact (greater) Alternative 5B would result in the
following significant impact in 2020:
LU-2. This impact would be significant
and greater than the proposed Plan
impact because the multiple dense
cores land use pattern would be
inconsistent with land use portions of
adopted plans.
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Year

2025/
2030

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

transportation projects and elimination of
highway projects would not occur until after 2020,
while regional growth/land use change impact
would be the same as proposed Plan impact since
the same SCS land use pattern would occur.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact LU-1 would
be significant in 2025 and 2030. This impact would
be greater than proposed Plan impact, since
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects would occur.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact LU-2 would
be significant in 2025 and 2030, and greater than
proposed Plan impact since accelerated revenue
constrained and unconstrained transit projects
and active transportation projects would occur.

2035

Significant impact (greater) - Impact LU-1 would
be significant in 2035 and greater than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact LU-2 would
be significant in 2035, and greater than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2035 impact.

2050

Significant impact (greater) - Impact LU-1 would
be significant in 2050 and greater than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2050.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
Alternative 5C would be same as
LU-1 would be significant in 2025 and Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
2030. This impact would be greater
than proposed Plan impact because of
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2025 and
2030. This impact would be greater
than the proposed Plan impact
because of accelerated constrained
and unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects, and
growth in multiple dense urban cores
would conflict with adopted land use
plans.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
Alternative 5C would be same as
LU-1 would be significant in 2035 and Alternative 5B in 2035.
greater than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2035 and
less than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2025 and
2030 also applies to 2035 impact.
Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-1 would be significant in 2050 and
greater than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2050.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Significant impact (greater) - Impact LU-2 would
be significant in 2050 and greater than proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2050.
12. Noise and Vibration
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
2020
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
N-1 expose persons to or generation of noise
levels in excess of standards established in local
general plans or noise ordinances, or applicable
standards of other agencies; N-2 cause a
substantial temporary or periodic increase in
ambient noise levels; N-3 cause a substantial
permanent increase in ambient noise levels; and
N-4 expose persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise
levels. Impact for this alternative would be the
same as proposed Plan impacts since accelerated
revenue constrained and unconstrained transits
projects and active transportation projects and
elimination of highway projects would not occur
until after 2020, while regional growth/land use
change impact would be the same as proposed
Plan impact since the same SCS land use pattern
would occur.

2025/
2030

Less than significant impact (same) - Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: N-5 expose people
residing or working near airports, private airstrips,
or helipads to excessive noise levels. This
alternative impact is the same as proposed Plan
impact and would not meaningfully change
exposure of people residing or working to
excessive noise levels from aircraft.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts N-1, N-2,
N-3 and N-4 would be significant in 2025 and
2030, and greater than proposed Plan impacts
since accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and active

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (greater) - Impact
LU-2 would be significant in 2050 and
greater than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2025
and 2030 also applies to 2050.
Significant impact (same) - Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in the following
Alternative 5B in 2020.
significant impacts in 2020: N-1, N-2,
N-3 and N-4. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
elements of this alternative, such as
accelerated revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects,
elimination of highway investments
and growth in multiple dense urban
cores, would not occur by 2020.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: N-5. This alternative impact is
the same as proposed Plan impact and
would not meaningfully change
exposure of people residing or working
to excessive noise levels from aircraft.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and
greater than proposed Plan impacts.
Accelerated revenue constrained and

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

transportation projects would occur. Although
highway projects would be eliminated under this
alternative, most highway improvements would
not occur until after 2040 under the proposed
Plan. Regional growth/land use change impact
would be the same as proposed Plan impacts
since the same SCS land use pattern would occur.

unconstrained transit projects and
active transportation projects would
occur under this alternative resulting in
greater impact than proposed Plan
impacts.

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact N-5
would be less than significant in 2025 and 2030,
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030.
2035

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts N-1, N-2,
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-3 and N-4 would be significant in 2035, and
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
greater than proposed Plan impacts. The rationale significant in 2035, and greater than
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
2035 impacts.
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2035.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) - Impact N-5
would be less than significant in 2035 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2025 and
2030 impact.
2050

Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2035 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to
2035.
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts N-1, N-2,
Significant impact (greater) - Impacts
N-3 and N-4 would be significant in 2050, and
N-1, N-2, N-3 and N-4 would be
greater than proposed Plan impacts. The rationale significant in 2050, and greater than
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
2050.
described under 2025 and 2030 also
applies to 2050.
Less than significant impact (same) - Impact N-5
would be less than significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2050 impact.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Less than significant impact (same) Impact N-5 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2050.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

13. Population and Housing
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
2020
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
PH-1 induce substantial increases in population,
either directly (for example, by proposing new
homes or businesses) or indirectly (for example,
through extension of roads or other
infrastructure); and PH-2 displace substantial
numbers of people or housing units which would
necessitate the construction of replacement
homes elsewhere. The impact of this alternative
would be the same as the proposed Plan since the
transportation network and land use pattern
would be the same in 2020.
2025/ Significant impact (greater) – Impacts PH-1 and
PH-2 would be significant in 2025 and 2030, and
2030
greater than proposed Plan impacts. Accelerated
revenue constrained transit projects result in a
greater amount of displacement in transit-served
areas than with the proposed Plan.

2035

Significant impact (greater) – Impacts PH-1 and
PH-2 would be significant in 2035 and greater
than proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
2035 impacts.

2050

Significant impact (greater) – Impacts PH-1 and
PH-2 would be significant in 2050 and greater
than proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2025 and 2030 also applies to
2050 impacts.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (greater) Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B would result in the
Alternative 5B in 2020.
following significant impacts in 2020:
PH-1 and PH-2. The impact of this
alternative would be greater than the
proposed Plan impacts since additional
growth would occur in developed
areas, resulting in greater
displacement.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Significant impact (greater) – Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2025 and 2030, and greater than
proposed Plan impacts. Accelerated
revenue constrained and
unconstrained transit projects and the
multiple dense cores land use pattern
would result in a greater amount of
displacement in transit-served areas
than the proposed Plan.
Significant impact (greater) – Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2035 and greater than proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5C would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Significant impact (greater) – Impacts
PH-1 and PH-2 would be significant in
2050 and greater than proposed Plan
impacts. The rationale described under
2025 and 2030 also applies to 2050
impacts.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

14. Public Services and Utilities
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
2020
result in the following significant impacts in 2020:
PS-1 result in substantial physical deterioration of
public facilities or cause substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision of
or need for new or physically altered (i.e.
expanded) public facilities, in order to maintain
adequate fire and police protection, emergency
services, schools, libraries, and recreation
facilities; U-1 result in the expansion or
construction of wastewater treatment facilities to
adequately meet projected capacity needs, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental impacts; and U-2 require or result
in the construction of new storm water drainage
facilities or the expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects. Under this alternative,
new or physically altered public facilities and
utilities would be provided to meet projected
capacity needs with the SCS land use pattern, the
same impact with the proposed Plan.
Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: U-3 require or result in
the construction of new solid waste disposal
facilities or the expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects, in order to comply with
federal, state, and local solid waste statutes and
regulations. Under this alternative, new or
physically altered solid waste disposal facilities
would not be needed to meet projected capacity
needs and this impact would be the same as
proposed Plan impact.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Significant impact (less) - Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in the following
Alternative 5B in 2020.
significant impacts in 2020: PS-1, U-1,
and U-2. Under this alternative with
multiple dense core growth areas, new
or physically altered public facilities
and utilities would be more efficiently
provided to meet projected capacity
needs associated with a smaller
regional development footprint and
these impacts would be less than
proposed Plan impacts.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: U-3. Under this alternative, new
or physically altered solid waste
disposal facilities would not be needed
to meet projected capacity needs and
this impact would be the same as
proposed Plan impact.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (same) – Impacts PS-1, U-1, U-2
and U-3 would be significant in 2025 and 2030,
and the same as proposed Plan impacts. The
rationale described under 2020 also applies to
2025 and 2030 impacts.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts PS-1, Alternative 5C would be same as
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
in 2025 and 2030, and less than
proposed Plan impact. The rationale
described under 2020 applies to 2025
and 2030 impacts.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Significant impact (same) – Impacts PS-1, U-1, U-2
and U-3 would be significant in 2035 and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2035
impacts.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts PS-1, Alternative 5C would be same as
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant Alternative 5B in 2035.
in 2035 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 applies to 2035 impacts.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.

Significant impact (same) – Impacts PS-1, U-1, U-2
and U-3 would be significant in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impacts. The rationale
described under 2020 also applies to 2050
impacts.
15. Transportation
Significant impact (less) – Alternative 5A would
2020
result in a lesser significant impact in 2020 for T-1
because total VMT would increase by 5.1 million
miles per year, or 6 percent, from 2012 to 2020,
under this alternative. Under the proposed Plan,
total VMT would increase by about 5.34 million
miles per year, or 7 percent.

Significant impact (less) - Impacts PS-1, Alternative 5C would be same as
U-1, U-2 and U-3 would be significant Alternative 5B in 2050.
in 2050 and less than proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under
2020 applies to 2050 impacts.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Significant impact (less) – Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in a lesser significant
Alternative 5B in 2020.
impact in 2020 for T-1 because total
VMT would increase by 4.6 million
miles per year, or 6 percent, from 2012
to 2020, under this alternative. Under
the proposed Plan, total VMT would
increase by about 5.34 million miles
per year, or 7 percent.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

2025/
2030

2035

2050

Less than significant impact (less) – Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: T-2. Drive alone mode
share (39.9 percent) would be less than the
proposed Plan impact (40.039.9 percent) and daily
VMT for this alternative (24.6) would be same as
theless than proposed Plan impact (24.67).

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Less than significant impact (less) –
Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-2. Drive alone mode share
(39.8 percent) would be less than the
proposed Plan impact (40.039.9
percent) and daily VMT for this
alternative (24.4) would be less than
proposed Plan impact (24.67).
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: T-3. This impact would
be the same as proposed Plan impact because this
alternative would support adopted policies, plans
and programs regarding the performance of
public transit, bicycle and pedestrian facilities, as
would the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-3. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
this alternative would support adopted
policies, plans and programs regarding
the performance of public transit,
bicycle and pedestrian facilities, as
would the proposed Plan.

Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative
5A would result in the following less than
significant impact in 2020: T-4. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and pedestrians would
be same as (1.4133) under the proposed Plan
(1.4133).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-4. The annual accident rate for
bicycles and pedestrians would be
lower (1.391) than under the proposed
Plan (1.4133).

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than significant impact (same) –
Alternative 5B would result in the
following less than significant impact in
2020: T-5. This impact would be the
same as proposed Plan impact because
many existing SANDAG programs and
proposed Plan programs are
specifically designed to minimize
vehicular traffic demand and reduce
parking demand.
Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1 would be
Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1 Alternative 5C would be same as
significant in 2025 and 2030, and less than the
would be significant in 2025 and 2030, Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
proposed Plan impact because total VMT would
and less than the proposed Plan impact
increase by about 6.01 million miles per year, or 8 because total VMT would increase by
percent, from 2012 to 2025. Under the proposed about 5.36 million miles per year, or 7
percent, from 2012 to 2025. Under the
Plan, total VMT would increase by about 7.89
proposed Plan, total VMT would
million miles per year, or 10 percent.
increase by about 7.89 million miles
per year, or 10 percent.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Less than significant impact (same) – Alternative
5A would result in the following significant impact
in 2020: T-5 result in loss of parking supply that
causes significant adverse environmental impacts.
This impact would be the same as proposed Plan
impact because many existing SANDAG programs
and proposed Plan programs are specifically
designed to minimize vehicular traffic demand
and reduce parking demand.
2025/
2030

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030
and less than proposed Plan impact.
Drive alone mode share for this
alternative (38.7 percent) would be
less than proposed plan impact (39.9
percent), and daily VMT for this
alternative (23.56) would be less than
proposed Plan impact (24.2).

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact T-3
would be a less than significant impact in 2025
and 2030 and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020 applies to
2025 and 2030.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030
and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020
applies to 2025 and 2030.

Less than significant impact (less) – Impact T-4
would be a less than significant impact in 2025
and 2030 and less than proposed Plan impact. The
annual accident rate for bicycles and pedestrians
would be lower (1.3929) as under the proposed
Plan (1.4032).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030
and less than proposed Plan impact.
The annual accident rate for bicycles
and pedestrians would be lower
(1.3727) as under the proposed Plan
(1.4032).

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact T-5
would be a less than significant impact in 2025
and 2030 and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020 applies to
2025 and 2030.
2035

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (less) – Impact T-2
would be a less than significant impact in 2025
and 2030 and less than proposed Plan impact.
Drive alone mode share for this alternative (39.0
percent) would be less than proposed plan impact
(39.9 percent), and daily VMT for this alternative
(23.7) would be less than proposed Plan impact
(24.2).

Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1 would be
significant in 2025 and 2030, and less than the
proposed Plan impact because total VMT would
increase by about 9.47 million miles per year, or
12 percent, from 2012 to 2035. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would increase by
about 11.16 million miles per year, or 1415
percent.
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Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Less than Significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2025 and 2030
and the same as proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020
applies to 2025 and 2030.
Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1 Alternative 5C would be same as
would be significant in 2025 and 2030, Alternative 5B in 2035.
and less than the proposed Plan impact
because total VMT would increase by
about 8.89.1 million miles per year, or
1112 percent, from 2012 to 2035.
Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 11.16 million
miles per year, or 1415 percent.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Less than significant impact (less) – Impact T-2
would be a less than significant impact in 2035
and less than proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative (39.1 percent)
would be less than proposed plan impact (39.5
percent), and daily VMT for this alternative
(23.01) would be less than proposed Plan impact
(23.56).

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact T-3
would be a less than significant impact in 2035
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to 2035.

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact T-4
would be a less than significant impact in 2035
and less than proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and pedestrians would
be same as (1.3529) as under the proposed Plan
(1.3529).

2050

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact T-5
would be a less than significant impact in 2035
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to 2035.
Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1 would be
significant in 2050 and less than proposed Plan
impact. Total VMT would increase by 12.413.3
million miles per year, or 1617 percent, from 2012
to 2050, under this alternative. Under the
proposed Plan, total VMT would increase by
about 14.915.7 million miles per year, or 1920
percent.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. Total
VMT would increase by 11.07 million
miles per year, or 1415 percent, from
2012 to 2050, under this alternative.
Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 14.915.7
million miles per year, or 1920
percent.

Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. Total
VMT would increase by 6.57.2 million
miles per year, or 89 percent, from
2012 to 2050, under this alternative.
Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 14.915.7
million miles per year, or 1920
percent.

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative (38.8
percent) would be less than proposed
plan impact (39.5 percent), and daily
VMT for this alternative (22.9) would
be less than proposed Plan impact
(23.56).
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2035.
Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-4 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and less than
proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be lower (1.3227) as
under the proposed Plan (1.3529).
Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2035 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2035.
Significant impact (less) – Impact T-1
would be significant in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. Total VMT
would increase by 11.612.3 million
miles per year, or 1516 percent, from
2012 to 2050, under this alternative.
Under the proposed Plan, total VMT
would increase by about 14.915.7
million miles per year, or 1920 percent.
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Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Less than significant impact (less) – Impact T-2
would be a less than significant impact in 2050
and less than proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative (37.98 percent)
would be less than proposed plan impact (38.10
percent) and daily VMT for this alternative (22.57)
would be less than proposed Plan impact (23.24).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and less than
proposed Plan impact. Drive alone
mode share for this alternative (37.9
percent) would be less than proposed
plan impact (38.10 percent) and daily
VMT for this alternative (22.35) would
be less than proposed Plan impact
(23.24).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. Drive
alone mode share for this alternative
(37.12 percent) would be less than
proposed plan impact (38.10 percent)
and daily VMT for this alternative
(22.24) would be less than proposed
Plan impact (23.24).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-2 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and less
than proposed Plan impact. Drive
alone mode share for this alternative
(36.56 percent) would be less than
proposed plan impact (38.10 percent)
and daily VMT for this alternative
(21.13) would be less than proposed
Plan impact (23.24).

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact T-3
would be a less than significant impact in 2050
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020
applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-3 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020
applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (greater) – Impact T4 would be less than significant in 2050 and
greater than the proposed Plan impact. The
annual accident rate for bicycles and pedestrians
would be greater (1.1915) than under the
proposed Plan (1.1813).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-4 would be less than
significant in 2050 and less than the
proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be less than
(1.1612) under the proposed Plan
(1.1813).

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-4 would be less than
significant in 2050 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be same (1.1713)
as under the proposed Plan (1.1813).

Less than significant impact (less) –
Impact T-4 would be less than
significant in 2050 and less than the
proposed Plan impact. The annual
accident rate for bicycles and
pedestrians would be less than
(1.1006) under the proposed Plan
(1.1813).

Less than significant impact (same) – Impact T-5
would be a less than significant impact in 2050
and the same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies to 2050.
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Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 applies
to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020
applies to 2050.

Less than significant impact (same) –
Impact T-5 would be a less than
significant impact in 2050 and the
same as proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020
applies to 2050.
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Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

16. Water Supply
Significant impact (same) - Alternative 5A would
2020
result in the following significant impact in 2020:
WS-1 increase demands on existing water supplies
such that they would be inadequate to serve
future demands, and new or expanded water
supplies or entitlements would be needed.
Regional water demands would be the same as
proposed Plan impact due to the same SCS land
use pattern, and Borrego Valley water supplies
would be inadequate to serve forecasted growth.

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

Significant impact (less) - Alternative Alternative 5C would be same as
5B would result in the following
Alternative 5B in 2020.
significant impact in 2020: WS-1.
Regional water demands would be less
than proposed Plan impact since
growth in multiple dense cores would
result in more compact development
and less demand for landscape
watering, reducing regional
growth/land use change impact of the
proposed Plan.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2020.

Significant impact (same) – Alternative 5A would
result in the following significant impact in 2020:
WS-2 require or result in the construction of new
water facilities or the expansion of existing
facilities to adequately meet forecast demand or
capacity needs, the construction of which could
cause a significant environmental effect. Regional
water demands would be the same as proposed
Plan impact due to the same SCS land use pattern.

2025/
2030

2035

Significant impact (less) – Alternative
5B would result in the following
significant impact in 2020: WS-2.
Regional water demands would be less
than proposed Plan impact since
growth in multiple dense cores would
result in more compact development
and less demand for landscape
watering, reducing regional
growth/land use change impact of the
proposed Plan.
Significant impact (same) - Impact WS-1 would be Significant impact (less) - Impact WS-1 Alternative 5C would be same as
significant in 2025 and 2030, and the same as
would be significant in 2025 and 2030 Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
and less than proposed Plan impact.
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030
The rationale described under 2020
impacts.
also applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (same) – Impact WS-2 would
be significant in 2025 and 2030 and the same as
proposed Plan impact. The rationale described
under 2020 also applies to 2025 and 2030
impacts.
Significant impact (same) - Impact WS-1 would be
significant in 2035 and the same as proposed Plan
impact. The rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035.
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Significant impact (less) – Impact WS-2
would be significant in 2025 and 2030
and less than proposed Plan impact.
The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2025 and 2030 impacts.
Significant impact (less) - Impact WS-1 Alternative 5C would be same as
would be significant in 2035 and less
Alternative 5B in 2035.
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2025/2030.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2035.
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6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Year

Alt 5A: SCS + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5B: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5A

Alt 5C: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5C

2050

Significant impact (less) – ImpactWS-2
would be significant in 2035 and less
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2035.
Significant impact (same) - Impact WS-1 would be Significant impact (less) - Impact WS-1 Alternative 5C would be same as
significant in 2050 and the same as proposed Plan would be significant in 2050 and less
Alternative 5B in 2050.
impact. The rationale described under 2020 also than proposed Plan impact. The
applies to 2050.
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050.
Significant impact (same) – Impact WS-2 would
be significant in 2050 and the same as proposed Significant impact (less) – Impact WS-2
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2020 would be significant in 2050 and less
also applies to 2050.
than proposed Plan impact. The
rationale described under 2020 also
applies to 2050.

Alt 5D: Dense Cores + Trans Alt 5D

Significant impact (same) – Impact WS-2 would
be significant in 2035 and the same as proposed
Plan impact. The rationale described under 2020
also applies to 2035.

Alternative 5D would be same as
Alternative 5B in 2050.

Note:
The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in
May 2015. On-road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1). The revised emissions and percentages for SB 375 have been
decreased by 2% per ARB requirement that EMFAC2014 model results be revised with 2% percent adjustment factor.
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7.0 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS REQUIRED BY CEQA
This chapter addresses the following other considerations required by CEQA based on the impact
analysis in Chapter 4.0 and alternatives analysis in Chapter 6.0: growth inducement, maximum
theoretical buildout, significant irreversible impacts, and a summary of impact conclusions.

7.1
7.1.1

GROWTH INDUCEMENT
BACKGROUND

A project is defined as growth inducing when it: directly or indirectly fosters economic growth,
population growth, or additional housing; removes obstacles for growth; or encourages or facilitates
other activities that would significantly affect the environment (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.2).
Growth inducement would be caused by the provision or extension of utilities and public services. For
example, the development of water, wastewater, fire, or other services in previously underserved areas;
the extension of transportation routes into undeveloped areas; and the establishment of major new
employment opportunities would all induce growth. The proposed Plan is considered growth-inducing
for the reasons presented below. In addition, Section 4.13, under Impact POP-1, analyzes whether
implementation of the proposed Plan would induce substantial increases in population, either directly
(for example, by proposing new homes or businesses), or indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure).

7.1.2

ECONOMIC GROWTH, POPULATION GROWTH, ADDITIONAL HOUSING

From 2012 to 2050, the regional population is forecasted to increase by over 925,000 people (29
percent), over 326,000 housing units, and over 460,000 jobs. The proposed Plan’s objectives include
focusing population and employment growth in existing urbanized areas to protect sensitive habitat and
natural resource areas, and providing transportation investments that support compact land
development patterns.
The proposed Plan focuses this population, housing unit, and employment growth in urbanized areas
near existing and planned transportation infrastructure and in areas with existing utilities and municipal
or public services. This growth pattern would preserve sensitive habitat, open space, and farmland.
Approximately 1.3 million acres of land would be protected and preserved, more than half of the
region’s land area. The proposed Plan accommodates approximately 79 percent of all housing units and
approximately 86 percent of all jobs within the Urban Area Transit Strategy (UATS), where the greatest
public transit investments are focused. Over 80 percent of new housing in the region would be attached
multifamily units.
The proposed Plan is resulting in construction of additional housing. However, the areas the proposed
Plan targets for construction of these additional housing units is largely within previously developed
areas. Most of these areas have established roadways and utilities, as well as water and sewer services.
The placement of additional housing units in established areas would require upgrading and resizing of
existing infrastructure, including water facilities. The upgrading of these facilities would further remove
obstacles to the construction of additional housing within and adjacent to these areas. Chapter 2.0,
Project Description, and Section 4.13, Population and Housing, further describe forecasted population,
housing unit, and job growth within the region.
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The planned transportation network improvements of the proposed Plan are intended to expand upon
the current transportation network and enhance the transit-oriented opportunities to improve the
mobility of people and goods around the region while reducing GHG emissions and other environmental
impacts. These transportation network improvements would remove obstacles to growth in some areas
of the region, which would support additional housing, population, and economic growth. Section 4.13,
Population and Housing, discusses forecasted regional population and employment growth associated
with the proposed Plan. As described in Chapter 4 and Appendix P of the proposed Plan,
implementation of the planned transportation network improvements and programs would benefit the
regional economy. The economic effects of construction and operation of the planned transportation
network, along with the economic effects of a more efficient network (relative to a “no build” scenario),
including an average increase in the regional economy of approximately 53,000 jobs and $13 billion in
gross regional product (GRP) per year. This equates to an increase of 2.5 percent in employment, and 4
percent in GRP between 2012 and 2050.

7.2
7.2.1

MAXIMUM THEORETICAL BUILDOUT SCENARIO
BACKGROUND

Theoretical buildout scenario assumes maximum development allowed under the proposed Plan,
pursuant to the maximum density and/or intensity specified in the adopted land use elements of local
general plans (100 percent of allowable residential units and 100 percent of allowable non-residential
square footage). Due to regulatory constraints, physical constraints, and foreseeable market conditions,
realization of this scenario is not reasonably foreseeable and is highly unlikely; however, this EIR
includes an analysis of this scenario for informational purposes because the jurisdictional land use plans
associated with the proposed Plan land use forecast do provide the theoretical capacity for residential
units and nonresidential building square footage up to this maximum. Table 7.0-1 compares 2050
housing units and jobs under the 2050 forecast of the proposed Plan with the Maximum Theoretical
Buildout Scenario.
Table 7.0-1
2050 Forecast for Housing Units and Jobs Comparison of the
Proposed Plan and Maximum Theoretical Buildout Scenario
2050 Forecast
Housing Units
Jobs
Source: SANDAG 2015.

Proposed Plan
1,493,739
1,911,405

Maximum Theoretical
Buildout
1,560,860
2,020,319

Percent increase relative
to the proposed Plan
+4.5%
+5.7%

The maximum theoretical buildout scenario would represent a change in the level of residential and
nonresidential development in the region. By 2050, it would result in approximately 67,000 additional
housing units (approximately 4.5 percent more than the proposed Plan forecast) and approximately
109,000 additional jobs (approximately 5.7 percent more than the proposed Plan forecast) relative to
forecasted growth under the proposed Plan. There would be no changes to the planned transportation
network improvements and programs of the proposed Plan under this scenario.
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The capacity of the maximum theoretical buildout scenario was estimated by analyzing maximum plan
density on a parcel level. Given the generalized, highly theoretical nature of this buildout analysis, the
analysis does not account for additional regulations, site-specific conditions, or other factors that would
affect attainment of maximum allowable density or intensity on any given parcel. For example, parking
requirements, slope and other land suitability characteristics, and implementation of environmental
regulations would make attainment of maximum densities and/or intensities infeasible, and site-specific
easements would restrict development of certain properties to levels below what is permitted by
adopted plans. Another variable is that decision makers in each jurisdiction have the authority to
approve, deny, or modify discretionary land use projects based on numerous site-specific factors.
The analysis excludes lands with specified developmental constraints, included but not limited to steep
slopes (i.e., greater than 25 percent), FEMA 100-year floodplains and floodways, and conserved and
preserved lands.

7.2.2

AESTHETICS AND VISUAL RESOURCES

Under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, neighborhoods that are below maximum buildout
would be subject to redevelopment to achieve buildout, and areas that are not forecasted for
development under the proposed Plan would be developed to the maximum density or intensity. As
such, the character of the area and the aesthetic quality of many areas would be altered. New
development and infrastructure would within and adjacent to scenic resources including but not limited
to trees, rock outcroppings, and historic buildings. Scenic vistas, as well as scenic resources within a
State designated scenic highway, would be altered, if not blocked completely in some areas, based on
the construction of new buildings resulting from forecasted regional growth and land use change.
Impacts would be greater with implementation of the maximum theoretical buildout scenario than with
the proposed Plan. The greater amount of development under the theoretical buildout scenario would
also substantially degrade the character of areas of the region, including adding a visual element of
urban character to an existing rural or open space area, and creating substantial sources of new light
and glare. As with the proposed Plan, impacts to aesthetic resources would be reduced with the
mitigation measures identified in Section 4.1, Aesthetics and Visual Resources, but impacts would
remain significant and unavoidable.

7.2.3

AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESOURCES

Impacts to agricultural lands, including areas with existing agricultural uses or lands with Williamson Act
contracts, would be greater under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario. Lands with existing lowdensity residential uses that encourage or sustain agricultural operations would be developed to achieve
maximum buildout and would no longer support agricultural operations. Additionally, a greater number
of lands used for agricultural operations would be impacted by encroaching residential or commercial
development. Areas adjacent to lands zoned for agricultural uses would be developed to achieve
maximum density in such a way as to cause land use conflicts, as the nonagricultural uses would be in
proximity to odors, runoff, and other effects. Impacts to agricultural lands would be greater than with
implementation of the proposed Plan and greater than existing conditions.
Under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, lands with existing low-density residential uses that
include forest lands would be developed to achieve maximum buildout, and the theoretical buildout
scenario would decrease acreage of forest lands in the region. As with the proposed Plan, impacts to
agriculture and forestry resources would be reduced with the mitigation measures identified in Section
4.2, Agriculture and Forestry Resources, but impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.
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7.2.4

AIR QUALITY

Under maximum theoretical buildout conditions, regional growth and land use change would result in
some increases in air pollutant emissions, but as with the proposed Plan, conflicts with applicable Air
Quality Attainment Plans are unlikely.
Compared to the proposed Plan, maximum theoretical buildout would result in increased particulate
emissions, both construction and operational. Therefore, maximum theoretical buildout would have
greater potential to violate or contribute substantially to a violation of an air quality standard. In
particular, emissions of particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) associated with maximum theoretical
buildout scenario have greater potential to result in violations of California Ambient Air Quality
Standards for these pollutants, or to contribute substantially to existing violations. The proposed Plan
results in cumulatively considerable increases in emissions of the nonattainment pollutants PM10 and
PM2.5, a significant impact. Maximum theoretical buildout would increase the magnitude of this impact.
The proposed Plan’s toxic air contaminant (TAC) emissions would expose sensitive receptors to
substantial pollutant concentrations, a significant impact. Emissions of TACs under the maximum
theoretical buildout scenario would increase due to increases in VMT. Compared to the proposed Plan,
there would be increased exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations. As
with the proposed Plan, significant air quality impacts would be reduced with the mitigation measures
identified in Section 4.3, Air Quality, but impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.

7.2.5

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Impacts to biological resources would be greater under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario
when compared to the proposed Plan impacts. Under this scenario, areas that are vacant and not
preserved or protected, or areas of low density would be developed to allow higher density and higher
intensity uses. The conversion of undeveloped lands to developed lands would result in impacts to
biological resources. This would have an impact on sensitive natural communities and potential
regulated waters; special status plant and wildlife species, and on regional corridors and movement.
Mitigation measures to reduce these impacts are described in Section 4.4, Biological Resources, of this
EIR for the proposed Plan. However, impacts for the proposed Plan would remain significant and
unavoidable. These mitigation measures would also apply and reduce impacts from the theoretical
buildout scenario. The maximum theoretical buildout scenario would consist of more development than
the proposed Plan, and although impacts to biological resources would be reduced with the mitigation
identified in Section 4.4, Biological Resources, the impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.
The maximum theoretical buildout scenario would not conflict with approved local, regional, state, and
federal regulations, policies, ordinances, and finalized HCP/NCCP conservation plans. The maximum
theoretical buildout scenario would result in less than significant impacts related to encroachment into
hardline preserve areas identified by adopted HCP/NCCPs because, as with the proposed Plan,
development projects would require biologically equivalent or superior compensation of habitat or
project redesign when there is encroachment into hardline preserve areas. Therefore, impacts would be
less than significant.
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7.2.6

CULTURAL AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES

Regional growth and land use changes forecasted under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario
would result in ground disturbance that would occur during redevelopment and development of most of
the region, including areas that are not planned for development under the proposed Plan. The area of
ground disturbance would be greater than that anticipated under the proposed Plan, as areas not
planned for regional growth and land use changes under the proposed Plan would be developed to their
maximum densities under the theoretical buildout scenario. Development under the proposed Plan is
more concentrated than it would be under theoretical buildout. The likelihood of encountering historical
resources or unique archeological resources is greatest on sites that have been minimally excavated in
the past (e.g., undeveloped parcels, vacant lots, and lots containing surface parking, etc.). Previously
excavated areas are generally considered to have a low potential for historic resources or unique
archaeological resources, since the soil containing such resources has been removed. However, projects
under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario likely would involve underground parking areas,
underground tanks, new pipelines, or replacement of pipelines, all at a lower depth than the previous
development in previously graded areas, and in areas that were not previously developed. The
maximum theoretical buildout scenario would result in more construction than under the proposed
Plan, which would increase potential impacts to paleontological resources and unique geological
features, and would potentially disturb human remains.
Therefore, compared to the proposed Plan, a greater number of historical resources or unique
archeological resources would experience substantial adverse changes; this impact would continue to be
significant. As with the proposed Plan, under maximum theoretical buildout, impacts related to
disturbance of human remains would continue to be less than significant due to compliance with
existing laws and regulations. Compared to the proposed Plan, increased development under maximum
theoretical buildout would cause a greater number of unique paleontological resources and unique
geological features to be destroyed; this impact would continue to be significant.
Section 4.5, Cultural and Paleontological Resources, describes mitigation measures that would reduce
impacts to historical resources, unique archaeological resources, unique paleontological resources, or
unique geologic feature. As with the proposed Plan, under maximum theoretical buildout these impacts
would remain significant and unavoidable.

7.2.7

ENERGY

Under maximum theoretical buildout conditions, regional growth and land use change would increase
overall energy consumption compared to the proposed Plan. Increased housing would result in
additional construction-related energy consumption from the use of fuel for off-road equipment, worker
commutes, and electricity consumption. Operational electricity consumption and natural gas use would
also increase with the maximum theoretical buildout conditions. However, Impact EN-1 is based on the
per capita energy consumption, which would determine whether the energy use under maximum
theoretical buildout conditions is more efficient than under the existing land uses and transportation
network. As discussed in Section 4.6, the per capita energy consumption rates for the proposed Plan
decrease by 13 to 29 percent from 2012 to 2020, 2035, and 2050. Therefore, even with the somewhat
increased energy consumption under maximum theoretical buildout conditions, the per capita rates
would continue to be lower than existing conditions. This impact would be less than significant.
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Federal, state, and regional agencies will continue to implement programs that improve energy
efficiency, decrease reliance on fossil fuels, and increase reliance on renewable energy sources. SANDAG
efforts will continue to support state goals through 2050. SANDAG and SDG&E will continue to make
efforts at the regional and local levels to increase the amount of renewable energy to meet energy
demands. As with the proposed Plan, the maximum theoretical buildout conditions would not result in
an increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on renewable energy sources. The impact
would be less than significant.
Forecasted regional growth and land use change under maximum theoretical buildout conditions would
increase the total demand for energy compared to the proposed Plan. Therefore, additional generation
facilities or expansion of existing facilities would be needed to produce more electricity. SDG&E would
continue to meet RPS requirements, and therefore, energy demand would be met with a variety of
renewable and nonrenewable resources. Additional demand for natural gas would also require the
construction of new supply, conveyance, storage, and distribution infrastructure. Additional facilities, or
modified facilities, would be required to supply petroleum-based or alternative transportation fuels to
the region. Alternative transportation fuels include electricity and natural gas, and increased demand for
these energy sources for transportation purposes could further increase the need for additional
infrastructure. Regional growth and land use change would result in construction of new natural gas,
electricity, or transportation fuel facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which
would cause significant environmental effects. As with the proposed Plan, impacts would be reduced
with implementation of the mitigation identified in Section 4.6, Energy, but impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

7.2.8

GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND MINERAL RESOURCES

Regional growth and land use changes in the buildout forecasted in the maximum theoretical scenario
would result in additional structures exposed to seismic hazards such as ground shaking, fault rupture,
liquefaction, and earthquake-induced landslides; however, new buildings and utilities would be
constructed according to existing state and local regulations to minimize geologic hazards. Therefore,
impacts associated with geologic and seismic risks would be less than significant for the maximum
theoretical buildout scenario, such as with the proposed Plan. However, impacts related to unstable
soils, including expansive, collapsible, or unstable soils; landslides; and erosion or loss of topsoil would
be significant under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, as a result of the construction of
regional growth and land use changes located in erosion-prone areas. Impacts would be greater than
impacts associated with the proposed Plan, as a greater number of regional growth projects would be
constructed. As described in Section 4.7, adherence to the CBC, coastal zone regulations, construction
general permit requirements, and local grading and erosion control ordinances would reduce the
potential for substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil and impacts would be less than significant.
Under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, additional vacant or undeveloped land in areas with
known mineral resources or locally-important resource recovery sites would be developed, restricting
the ability to extract mineral resources in those areas. As with the proposed Plan, impacts to the
availability of known mineral resources or locally-important resource recovery sites would be reduced
with the mitigation identified in 4.7, Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources, but impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.
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7.2.9

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS

Compared to existing conditions, the proposed Plan’s GHG emissions from would decrease for all
horizon years (2020, 2035, and 2050). Under maximum theoretical buildout conditions, regional growth
and land use change would result in some increases in GHG emissions, but there would still be net
decreases compared to existing conditions.
Development under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario would likely continue in a similar
pattern as under the proposed Plan, which encourages compact development, supporting rather than
impeding the CAS, the goals of AB 32, and local Climate Action Plans. Because 2020 GHG emissions
under the proposed Plan are only slightly lower than an AB 32-based regional reference point, it is
possible that emissions under maximum theoretical buildout could exceed this reference point, which
would be a significant impact related to conflicts with AB 32. As with the proposed Plan, conflicts with
the CAS and local CAPs would not be a significant impact.
Under maximum theoretical buildout, development would likely continue in a similar pattern as under
the proposed Plan, which encourages compact development, although per capita GHG emissions from
passenger vehicles would somewhat increase. However, the maximum theoretical buildout scenario
would likely still achieve, and not conflict with, SB 375’s per capita GHG emission reduction targets set
by CARB for the San Diego region.
The proposed Plan would be inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the Executive Order B-30-15
and S-3-05 goals of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80
percent below 1990 levels by 2050. Because GHG emissions would be higher under maximum
theoretical buildout, these inconsistencies, which are a significant impact, would be worse. As with the
proposed Plan, this s would be reduced with the mitigation identified in 4.89, Greenhouse Gas
Emissions, but impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.

7.2.10 HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
The increased construction that would occur as a result of the maximum theoretical buildout scenario
would lead to an increase in the risk of hazards to the public, schools, and/or the environment through
the routine use, handling, transport, or disposal of hazardous materials. As with the proposed Plan,
adherence to existing regulations discussed in Section 4.9.2 would result in a less than significant impact
related to hazardous emissions or handling hazardous materials during pre-construction, demolition,
and/or construction activities for the theoretical buildout scenario. Regional growth and land use
changes under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario would also result in an air traffic hazard for
people residing or working within an airport land use plan or within 2 miles of a public or private airport,
airstrip, or helipad, or result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that results in safety risks. Adherence to the regulations described Section
4.9.2 would minimize safety hazards related to airports and air traffic associated with implementation of
the proposed Plan and the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, and would result in a less than
significant impact.
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Additionally, regional growth and land use changes would result in development of parcels that are not
developed under the proposed Plan, and redevelopment at higher densities, which would cause
obstruction for emergency response vehicles or result in activities that would cause physical
interference in the implementation of an emergency response and evacuation plans or interfere with
adequate emergency access. However, associated development projects under the theoretical buildout
scenario would be required to comply with existing regulations to reduce such hazards, as described in
Section 4.9, Hazards, and would be considered less than significant.
Given the relatively large amount of area within the San Diego region considered at high risk for
wildland fires, additional regional growth and land use change under the maximum theoretical buildout
scenario would expose additional people and structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death
involving wildland fires. Adherence to the regulations described in Section 4.9.2 would reduce impacts
associated with wildland fires to a degree but not to a level less than significant. Also, as with the
proposed Plan, impacts would be reduced with the mitigation identified in Section 4.9, Hazards and
Hazardous Materials, but there would remain an increased exposure of people and structures to risk of
loss, injury, or death involving wildland fires and impacts would be significant and unavoidable.

7.2.11 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
The maximum theoretical buildout scenario would result in development and redevelopment
throughout the region, at a greater level than under the proposed Plan. New areas of impermeable
surface would be created as vacant or undisturbed areas would be paved; there would be changes in
absorption rates, drainage patterns, groundwater infiltration, or the rate of surface runoff, and water
and groundwater quality would be diminished. Because new construction and development, would be
required to comply with federal, state, and local regulations governing water quality and pollution
prevention as described in Section 4.10, Hydrology and Water Quality, as with the proposed Plan, all
hydrology and water quality impacts associated with maximum theoretical buildout would be less than
significant.
Development projects associated with the proposed Plan would be evaluated for the potential for
damage from flooding and other associated hazards. Existing planning and design standards and
regulations, such as project-specific technical studies, existing and updated emergency evacuation plans,
water tank safety requirements, and other similar and applicable safety design considerations, would
serve to address and minimize these potential impacts. Although a greater number of projects would be
constructed under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, and therefore a greater number of
projects would be at risk from flooding, seiche, tsunami, or mudflow, existing standards and regulations
would continue to apply. Therefore, impacts associated with hydrology and water quality would also be
considered less than significant under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario.

7.2.12 LAND USE
Under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, there would be more regional growth and land use
change than under the proposed Plan. Under the proposed Plan, regional growth and land use change
would not physically divide an established community or conflict with land use plans, and these impacts
would be less than significant. Given the limited amount of additional development, regional growth
and land use change impacts would continue to be less than significant under maximum theoretical
buildout. Under both the proposed Plan and the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, however,
transportation network improvement land use impacts would continue to be significant and
unavoidable.
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7.2.13 NOISE AND VIBRATION
The maximum theoretical buildout scenario would result in more regional growth and land use change
than associated with the proposed Plan. The increased development density would increase the number
of persons exposed to noise levels exceeding state and local noise standards. This increase in
development would also generate noise levels that would increase ambient noise levels, and further
expose noise sensitive receptors to substantial temporary and permanent increases in ambient noise
levels from construction and operation. The increased level of residential and nonresidential
development under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario would result in an increase of new
residents, visitors, and workers in the region compared to the proposed Plan, which would thereby
increase vehicle trips on area roadways, increasing traffic noise levels. Increased construction and
transportation trips under the maximum buildout scenario would increase vibration and groundborne
noise generated in proximity to sensitive receptors. As with the proposed Plan, impacts would be
reduced with the mitigation identified in Section 4.12, Noise and Vibration, but impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable.

7.2.14 POPULATION AND HOUSING
To achieve the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, an increase in the overall level of housing and
nonresidential development would occur region-wide. This would induce increases in population, either
directly (for example, by proposing new homes or businesses), or indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other infrastructure). Greater levels of development and conversion to higher
densities would lead to displacement of residents and housing units, and potentially necessitate the
construction of replacement housing, as older existing residential units are replaced. As with the
proposed Plan, impacts would be reduced with the mitigation identified in Section 4.13, Population and
Housing, but impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.

7.2.15 PUBLIC SERVICES AND UTILITIES
Maximum theoretical buildout would lead to increased regional growth and land use change within the
region. This growth would require an increase of public services and recreational facilities, such as fire
and police protection, schools, and libraries. This growth would also increase demands on governmental
facilities, recreational facilities, wastewater collection and treatment facilities, storm water drainage
facilities, and solid waste facilities, which would in turn necessitate the construction of additional or
improved public facilities to maintain service ratios, and/or other performance standards. As with the
proposed Plan, impacts to public services would be reduced with the mitigation identified in Section
4.14, Public Services and Utilities, but impacts would remain significant and unavoidable.
Additionally, with increased regional growth and land use changes, there would be more demand for
utilities such as wastewater treatment facilities, storm water drainage facilities, and/or solid waste
disposal facilities under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario. The construction of new or
expanded utility facilities would cause significant environmental impacts in order to maintain service
levels, such as facility capacity. As with the proposed Plan, impacts to utilities would be reduced with the
mitigation identified in Section 4.14, Public Services and Utilities, but impacts would remain significant
and unavoidable.
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7.2.16 TRANSPORTATION
The maximum theoretical buildout scenario would increase demand on transportation systems
compared to the proposed Plan. Due to the increased regional growth and land use change under
maximum theoretical buildout, this scenario would result in an increase in total annual VMT. Impacts
under the maximum theoretical buildout scenario, as with the proposed Plan, would be significant and
unavoidable, even after the mitigation measures described in Section 4.15, Transportation are applied.
As with the proposed Plan, implementation of regional growth and land use changes under maximum
theoretical buildout would not induce substantial vehicle travel because transportation network
improvements would be the same. As with the proposed Plan, maximum theoretical buildout would
cause a greater percentage of peak period transit and walk/bike trips to work, a greater percentage of
jobs within proximity to high frequency transit stops and bike facilities, and substantially more daily
transit boardings. The percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a transit stop and average peak
period travel time to work on transit would increase under maximum theoretical buildout, but the
performance of public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities would not decrease.
Implementation of the proposed Plan would improve the rate of injury/fatal collisions for bicycles and
pedestrians, and the rate of injury/fatal collisions for vehicles remains constant for all horizon years in
the proposed Plan, but does not account for the proposed Plan’s TSM and TDM investments or other
vehicle technologies, which have historically been shown to improve safety. Impacts would be greater
than under the proposed Plan, but given the small amount of additional growth, maximum theoretical
buildout would not result in a substantially higher rate of systemwide accidents, collisions, injuries, or
fatalities.
The construction of transportation network improvements and programs under maximum theoretical
buildout would affect the supply of parking in the same manner as the proposed Plan. As with the
proposed Plan, the maximum theoretical buildout scenario would not result in a loss of parking supply
that would cause a significant environmental impact.

7.2.17 WATER SUPPLY
The maximum theoretical buildout scenario would increase water demand compared to the proposed
Plan. A greater amount of water would be needed for the construction and operation of residential and
nonresidential development, developed park space, and other necessary developments to
accommodate this regional growth. The increased growth under the maximum theoretical buildout
scenario would lead to increased water demands such that water supplies would be inadequate to serve
these demands, and new or expanded water supplies or entitlements would be required. As with the
proposed Plan, this water supply impact would be reduced with the mitigation identified in Section 4.16,
Water Supply, but the impact would remain significant and unavoidable.
Under the proposed Plan, regional growth and land use change would result in the construction of
additional new water facilities or the expansion of existing facilities to adequately meet forecasted
demand or capacity needs, the construction of which would cause significant environmental effects.
Increased water demands under maximum theoretical buildout would accelerate the need for new or
expanded water facilities. As with the proposed Plan, this impact would be reduced with the mitigation
identified in Section 4.16, Water Supply, but the impact would remain significant and unavoidable.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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7.3

SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE IMPACTS

Implementation of the proposed Plan would result in permanent changes to the existing environments,
which have been described throughout this EIR. While the proposed Plan focuses development into
existing urban areas and along existing or future transportation corridors, there will still be some
conversion of undeveloped land to urbanized uses. These conversions are considered a permanent
irreversible change and would occur directly through construction of development on undeveloped
land. Land use changes and transportation network improvements would result in significant irreversible
impacts to aesthetics and visual resources, including changes to existing community character and
views. Future development projects associated with the proposed Plan would result in a direct
irreversible loss of sensitive vegetation communities that supports rare, threatened, or endangered
species, and impacts to these resources would be significant and irreversible. The development of
currently undeveloped land and other land use changes would result in significant irreversible impacts
to agricultural resources and forest lands, and the availability of known mineral resources. The proposed
Plan would substantially induce irreversible population growth and increased density, which would
displace existing housing units, and result in additional people that would be susceptible to noise
impacts. As development occurs at urban edges, additional people and structures would be at risk from
wildland fires.
The proposed Plan’s regional growth and land use changes would result in the irreversible consumption
of nonrenewable resources. This use will have an incremental and irreversible effect on such resources.
The irreversible commitment of limited resources is inherent in any development project or, in the case
of the proposed Plan, aggregated development projects. Resources anticipated to be irreversibly
committed over the timespan of the proposed Plan include, but are not limited to, lumber and other
related forest products; sand, gravel, and concrete; petrochemicals; construction materials; steel,
copper, lead, and other metals; and water. Development associated with the proposed Plan represents
a long-term commitment to the consumption of fossil fuel oil and natural gas. These increased energy
demands relate to construction, lighting, heating, and cooling of residences and buildings, and
construction and operation of transit systems.

7.4

SIGNIFICANT AND UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS

Based on the analysis of Chapter 4.0 of this EIR, implementation of the proposed Plan would result in
significant and unavoidable impacts for the resource topics shown in Table 7.0-2. As required by CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126.1(c), significant and unavoidable impacts listed in this table are described in
further detail in Chapter 4.0. Table 7.0-2 identifies significant and unavoidable impacts for each horizon
year (2020, 2035, and 2050).
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Table 7.0-2
Summary of Significant and Unavoidable Impacts
Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

4.1 Aesthetics and Visual Resources
AES-1 Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
AES-2 Substantially damage scenic resources, including but
not limited to, trees, rocks, outcroppings, and historic bridges
within a State scenic highway.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AES-3 Substantially degrade the character of an area,
including adding a visual element of urban character to an
existing rural or open space area or by creating substantial
new sources of light or glare that would adversely affect day
or nighttime views.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic
Vistas.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

AES-2A Reduce Impacts to scenic
resources within a state scenic
highway.
AES-2B Reduce Impacts to local scenic
resources and public viewsheds.
AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic
Vistas.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

AES-3A Reduce impacts to visual
character.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

AES-1A Protect Public Views of Scenic
Vistas.
AES-2A Reduce Impacts to scenic
resources within a state scenic
highway.
AES-2B Reduce Impacts to local scenic
resources and public viewsheds.

4.2 Agricultural and Forestry Resources
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AG-1A Preserve Existing Agricultural
Lands.

AG-2 Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use or a
Williamson Act contract.

AG-1A Preserve Existing Agricultural
Lands.

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AG-1B Reduce Transportation Network

AG-1 Convert agricultural lands to nonagricultural use.
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Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Improvement and Development
Conflicts with Agricultural Operations.

FR-1 Convert or result in the loss of “Forest Land” as defined
in the California Forest Legacy Act of 2007 (PRC Section
12220(g)).

FR-1A Reduce Impacts to Forest Lands

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.3 Air Quality
AQ-2 Violate any air quality standard or contribute
substantially to an existing or projected air quality violation.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure.
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
Emissions.
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4G Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.
AQ-2A: Implement Construction Best
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Management Practices for Fugitive
Dust.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

AQ-4A: Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B: Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C: Reduce diesel particulate
emissions from on-road vehicles used
in construction.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
AQ-3 Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of
emissions of any criteria pollutant for which the project
region is in nonattainment under applicable NAAQS or
CAAQS.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

AQ-2A: Implement Construction Best
Management Practices for Fugitive
Dust.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

AQ-4A: Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B: Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C: Reduce diesel particulate
emissions from on-road vehicles used
in construction.
GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions.
GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Implementation
PlanStrategy to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure.
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Emissions.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4G Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
AQ-4 Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure.
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
Emissions.
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Transportation Projects.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4G Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects.
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.
AQ-4A: Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C Reduce diesel particulate
emissions from on-road vehicles used
in construction.
AQ-2A Implement Construction Best
Management Practices for Fugitive
Dust.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
4.4 Biological Resources
BIO-1 Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian
habitat or other sensitive natural community identified in
local or regional plans, policies, regulations, or by the CDFW
or USFWS; or have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act or on resources regulated by CDFW under Section
1600 et seq. of the CFGC.
Significant Impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
BIO-2 Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or
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BIO 1A Implement Design and
Avoidance Measures for Vegetation
and Regulated Waters.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and

Significant and

Significant and

BIO 1B Provide Compensatory
Mitigation.
BIO 1C Prepare a Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan.
BIO 1D Implement Best Management
Practices to Avoid Indirect Impacts.
BIO-2A Implement Design and
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
indirectly, on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive,
or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or
regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS, or species that meets
the criteria for endangered, rare, or threatened in CEQA
Guidelines §15380.

Mitigation Measures
Avoidance Measures for Special Status
Species.

Significant Impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

BIO-2C Provide Compensatory
Mitigation for Special Status Wildlife
Species.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
unavoidable
unavoidable
unavoidable

BIO-2B Provide Compensatory
Mitigation for Special Status Plant
Species.

BIO 1A Implement Design and
Avoidance Measures for Vegetation
and Regulated Waters.
BIO 1B Provide Compensatory
Mitigation.
BIO 1C Prepare a Mitigation and
Monitoring Plan.
BIO 1D Implement Best Management
Practices to Avoid Indirect Impacts.
BIO-3 Interfere substantially with the movement of any
native resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with
established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.

BIO 3A Facilitate Wildlife Movement.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

CULT-1 Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance
of a historical resource or unique archaeological resource.

CULT–1A Develop Project-Level
Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

CULT–1B Implement Monitoring and
Data Recovery Programs.

PALEO-1 Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique geologic feature.

PALEO -1A Identify Potential for
Unique Paleontological Resources or
Unique Geologic Features.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant Impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Unique Paleontological Resources or
Unique Geologic Features.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

4.6 Energy
EN-3 Require or result in the construction of new energy
facilities or the expansion of such facilities to adequately
meet projected demands, the construction of which could
cause a significant environmental effect.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050

EN-3A Mitigate Impacts of New or
Expanded Energy Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

MR-1A Conserve Aggregate and
Mineral Resources.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions (SANDAG).

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.

4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
MR-1 Result in the loss of availability of known aggregate
and mineral resources that would be of value to the region
and the residents of the state, or result in the loss of
availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery
site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan, or other
land use plan.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
GHG-4 Inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the
Executive Order B-30-15 and S-3-05 goals of reducing
California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels
by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.
Significant impact in 2035 and 2050. Impact not applicable to
2020.

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions
(SANDAG).
GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure (SANDAG).
GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for
Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG
Emissions (SANDAG).
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050

Mitigation Measures
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions
(SANDAG).

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

GHG-4F Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects (SANDAG).
GHG-4G Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Transportation Projects (Other
Transportation Project Sponsors).
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects (Local
Governments).
AQ-4A Reduce Exposure to Localized
Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.
AQ-4B Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from off-road equipment.
AQ-4C Reduce diesel emissions during
construction from on-road vehicles.
EN-3B Develop Energy Demand
Calculations and Reduce Energy
Demand.
WS-1A Implement Water Conservation
Measures.
4.9 Hazards and Hazardous Materials
HAZ-5 Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss,
injury, or death involving wildland fires, including where
wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands.

HAZ-5A Reduce Wildfire Risk.
HAZ-5B Ensure Emergency Response
Services.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
Not applicable

Mitigation Measures

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

4.11 Land Use
LU-1 Physically divide an established community.

LU-1A Provide Access and Connections.

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

LU-2A Reduce Conflicts with Land Use
Plans.

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2035 and 2050.
LU-2 Conflict with the land use portion of adopted local
general plans or other applicable land use plans, including
specific plans and community plans adopted for the purpose
of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect.
Significant impact in 2035 and 2050.

POP-2A Design Projects to Reduce
Displacement.

4.12 Noise and Vibration
N-1 Expose persons to or generation of noise levels in excess
of standards established in local general plans or noise
ordinances, or applicable standards of other agencies.

N-1A Implement Construction Noise
Reduction Measures.

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

N-1B Implement Operational Noise
Reduction Measures.

N-2 Cause a substantial temporary or periodic increase in
ambient noise levels.

N-1A Implement Construction Noise
Reduction Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

N-1B Implement Operational Noise
Reduction Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

N-4 Expose persons to or generation of excessive
groundborne vibration or groundborne noise levels.

N-4A Implement Construction
Vibration Reduction Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

N-4B Implement Vibration-reducing
Measures for Rail Operations.
Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
N-3 Cause a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise
levels.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

4.13 Population and Housing
POP-1 Induce substantial increases in population, either
directly (for example, by proposing new homes or
businesses), or indirectly (for example, through extension of
roads or other infrastructure).
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
POP-2 Displace substantial numbers of people or housing
units, which would necessitate the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere.

Mitigation Measures

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050

POP-2A Design Projects to Reduce
Displacement.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

PS-1A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Public Service
Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

U-1A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Wastewater
Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

U-2A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Storm Water
Drainage Facilities.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

U-3 Require or result in the construction of new solid waste
disposal facilities or the expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental
effects.

U-3A Implement Mitigation Measures
for New/Expanded Solid Waste
Facilities.

Not applicable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant impact in 2035 and 2050.

U-3C Implement Green Building
Measures.

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
4.14 Public Services and Utilities
PS-1 Result in the substantial physical deterioration of public
facilities or cause substantial adverse physical impacts
associated with the provision of or need for new or physically
altered (i.e. expanded) public facilities, in order to maintain
adequate fire and police protection, schools, libraries, and
recreation facilities.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
U-1 Result in the expansion or construction of wastewater
collection and treatment facilities to adequately meet
projected capacity needs, the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
U-2 Require or result in the construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or the expansion of existing facilities, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental
impacts.

WS-1A Implement Water Conservation
Measures.

Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

U-3B Reduce Construction Waste.

4.15 Transportation
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Impacts of the Proposed Plan in 2020, 2035, and 2050
T-1 Increase average daily vehicle miles traveled per capita or
total vehicle miles traveled.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Mitigation Measures
GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant
Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG
Emissions.

Level of Significance After Mitigation
2020
2035
2050
Significant and Significant and Significant and
unavoidable
unavoidable
unavoidable

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional
Mobility Hub Strategy Implementation
Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions
GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of
Climate Action Plans and Other
Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions.
GHG-4H Implement Measures to
Reduce GHG Emissions from
Development Projects.

4.16 Water Supply
WS-1 Increase demands on existing water supplies such that
they would be inadequate to serve future demands, and new
or expanded water supplies or entitlements would be
needed.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
WS-2 Require or result in the construction of new water
treatment or distribution facilities or the expansion of
existing facilities to adequately meet forecast demand or
capacity needs, the construction of which could cause a
significant environmental effect.
Significant impact in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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WS-1A Implement Water Conservation
Measures.

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

Significant and
unavoidable

WS-1B Use Reclaimed Water.
WS-1C Ensure Adequate Water Supply.
WS-2A Mitigation Measures for New or
Expanded Water Facilities.
WS-1A Implement Water Conservation
Measures.
WS-1B Use Reclaimed Water.
WS-1C Ensure Adequate Water Supply.
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APPENDIX A
NOTICE OF PREPARATION
This appendix provides supporting documentation for the Notice of Preparation (NOP) and written comments on the NOP. SANDAG published
the NOP for the EIR on December 14, 2012. Table A-1 identifies all comment letters received. Table A-2 summarizes the issues raised in the
comments and identifies the EIR section(s) that address that issue, or provides another response to the issue raised as appropriate. The NOP is
provided in full in Appendix A-1. The written comments are provided in full in Appendix A-2.

Table A-1
Identification Chart for NOP Comment Matrix
Identification
Letter

Organization or Individual

Date

Comment Numbers

A

California Department of Fish and Wildlife

February 15, 2013

A-1 through A-20

B

California Department of Parks and Recreation

February 14, 2013

B-1 through B-7

C

City of San Diego Development Services Department, Transportation Development
and Environmental Analysis Sections

February 15, 2013

C-1 through C-9

D

Descanso Planning Group

January 16, 2013

D-1 through D-5

E

Cleveland National Forest Foundation

February 15, 2013

E-1 through E-6

F

County of San Diego Planning and Development Services

February 15, 2013

F-1 through F-2

G

EnviroMine

February 13, 2013

G-1 through G-9

H

Private Citizen – Jim Varnadore

January 10, 2013

H-1 through H-6

I

Move San Diego

February 15, 2013

I-1 through I-18

J

Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC)

December 18, 2012

J-1 through J-10

K

Unified Port of San Diego

March 26, 2013

K-1 through K-5

L

SD 350.org

February 15, 2013

L-1 through L-23

M

Metrolink

January 3, 2013

M-1 through M-2

N

City of San Marcos – Susan Vandrew Rodriguez, Associate Planner

February 14, 2013

O-1
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Table A-2
NOP Comment Summary
#
Subject Raised
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
A-1
Identify SR-241 toll road on regional maps, and describe past significant
concerns to this roadway in the PEIR.
A-2

A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11

Department opposes development or conversion which would result in
a reduction of wetland acreages or habitat values, unless, at a minimum
project mitigation assures “no net loss” of either wetland habitat values
or acreage. All wetlands and watercourses should be retained and
provided with setbacks which preserve the riparian and aquatic values
and maintain their value to on-site and off-site wildlife populations.
Mitigation measures must be included in the PEIR and must compensate
for loss of function and value of a corridor. A jurisdictional delineation
should be included in PEIR
Provide written notification for 1600 et seq activities. Document should
identify potential impacts to stream and riparian resources, as well as
MMR commitments.
Seek appropriate CESA “take” authorizations, if necessary, and
additional appropriate steps.
Include discussion of purpose and need for proposed project including
staging area and access routes to construction and staging areas.
Consider and evaluate full range of alternatives.
EIR should include information on regional setting.
EIR should include an assessment of rare plants and natural
communities.
EIR should include inventory of biological resources associated with
each habitat type on site and within APE.
EIR should include inventory of rare, threatened, endangered, and
sensitive species on site and within APE.
EIR should include discussion of impacts from lighting, noise, human
activity, exotic species, drainage, and groundwater dewatering.
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Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
The SR 241 toll road is included in the list of cumulative projects
analyzed in Chapter 5.0 Cumulative Impacts. Environmental impacts of
the SR 241 toll road are considered as part of the analysis of the
Proposed Plan’s cumulative impacts.
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources.

Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 2.0 Project Description
Chapter 6.0 Alternatives Analysis
Chapter 3.0 Environmental Setting and Sections 4.1 through 4.16.
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, Appendix E
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, Appendix E
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.10 Hydrology and
WQ, Section 4.12 Noise and Vibration
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#
A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15

Subject Raised
Include discussion on indirect project impacts on biological resources
and impacts on wildlife corridors/movement areas.
Include discussion of possible conflicts between zoning and wildlife, and
mitigation measures.
Include cumulative effects analysis.
Include measures to avoid and protect rare natural communities.

A-16

Include mitigation for adverse impacts to sensitive plants, animals, and
habitats.
A-17
Include measures to perpetually protect targeted habitat in
preservation or restoration areas from direct and indirect impacts
A-18
Require the clearing of vegetation outside nesting/breeding season, and
if not feasible, implement mitigation measures.
A-19
Department does not support the use of relocation, salvage, and/or
transplantation as mitigation for impacts to sensitive species.
A-20
Restoration and revegetation plans should be prepared with expertise
and include 10 specified items.
California Department of Parks and Recreation
B-1
Rail and road projects increase noise and vibration in parklands and
areas important to wildlife. Habitat loss should be avoided and
connectivity preserved.
B-2
Noise and vibration impacts to the serenity of cultural areas.

B-3
B-4
B-5

Development could contribute to cumulatively significant impacts to
public viewsheds.
The impact of hydrological changes on wetlands (impermeable surface).
Design guidelines and mitigation must be implemented to reduce
sediment and freshwater flows to downstream estuarine systems.
Consider local and regional implications of habitat restoration and
mitigation. Regional approach to mitigation must be considered only
after full analysis of mitigation opportunities and constraints within the
affected watershed.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.4 Biological Resources
Chapter 5.0 Cumulative Impacts Analysis
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, Section 4.12 Noise and Vibration address noise impacts to
special status wildlife and their habitat.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.12 Noise and Vibration addresses noise impacts
to noise sensitive receptors, which can include passive recreational area
(places of reflection and contemplation), which are determined by local
jurisdictions general plan and ordinance; Section 4.5 Cultural and
Paleontological Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.1 Aesthetics, Chapter 5.0 Cumulative Impacts
Analysis
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.4 Biological
Resources, Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water Quality

Chapter 4.0, Section 4.4 Biological Resources Biological impact
mitigation measures address habitat restoration and mitigation,
and are broad enough to encompass suggested approaches.
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B-6

Subject Raised
Transportation corridors support invasive plant species and provide
pathways for their movement. An integrated invasive plant control plan
should be designed and implemented on a regional scale.

Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response

Chapter 4.0, Section 4.4 Biological Resources Biological impact
mitigation measures address habitat restoration and mitigation,
and are broad enough to encompass suggested approaches.

B-7

South Carlsbad land swap project may need supplemental funding and
Funding for this land swap project is not included in the proposed Plan
would benefit from being included in the framework of the Regional
and therefore is not evaluated in the EIR.
Plan.
City of San Diego Development Services Department, Transportation Development Section
C-1
Transportation Impact Analysis should follow guidelines of the City of SD The transportation analysis is provided at a region-wide program level
Traffic Impact Study Manual
analysis and therefore does not follow the Traffic Impact Study Manual.
C-2
Transportation Impact Analysis should apply City of San Diego
As described in Section 4.15 Transportation, program level significance
Significance Determination Thresholds
criteria were specifically developed for this EIR.
C-3
Transportation Impact Analysis should evaluate the San Ysidro/Otay
As described in Section 4.15 Transportation, the transportation analysis
Mesa border transportation system and include efforts to improve
evaluates the regional transportation system, including improvements
access to border crossings for transit passengers, pedestrians, and
identified in the proposed Plan that promote access at international
vehicles.
ports of entry.
C-4
Transportation Impact Analysis should evaluate regional truck facilities
The transportation analysis evaluates the planned transportation
to minimize impacts on local streets and arterials
network improvements identified in the proposed Plan, which includes
improvements that support the regional movement of goods via truck.
C-5
Transportation Impact Analysis should evaluate policies to improve
Chapter 2.0 Project Description identifies the active transportation
bicycling and recommend a system of safe, convenient, regionally
projects, including bicycling facilities that are included in the proposed
significant bike facilities.
Plan. Chapter 4.0, Section 4.15 Transportation, evaluates the
performance of bicycle facilities.
C-6
Transportation Impact Analysis should evaluate the provision of regional Chapter 2.0 Project Description identifies the freeway connectors that
freeway to freeway connectors to minimize impact of regional trips on
are included in the proposed Plan.
local street networks.
C-7
Transportation Impact Analysis should discuss and evaluate any loss of
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.15 Transportation includes an analysis of impacts
on-street parking, effects on supply of on-street residential parking, and to on-street parking.
whether the loss of parking would impede accessibility of public facility.
C-8
Environmental document should include alternatives that avoid or
Chapter 6.0 Alternatives Analysis discusses alternatives that avoid or
lessen transportation impacts, including at least one alternative that
lessen transportation impacts, including an alternative that would avoid
would avoid significant impacts to the City’s street and transit systems.
significant impacts to the City’s street and transit systems.
City of San Diego Development Services Department, Environmental Analysis Section
C-9
Environmental document should consider the City’s Significance
As described in Section 4.15 Transportation, program level significance
Determination Thresholds and General Plan Policies when evaluating
criteria were specifically developed for this EIR.
impacts in City boundaries. Appropriate mitigation should be proposed
consistent with all applicable City guidelines.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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Descanso Planning Group
D-1
Improving transportation and safety by improving Camp Oliver Bridge
on Riverside Dr. Large vehicles cannot pass one another safely. Needs
pedestrian walkway.
D-2

Improve recreation with safe walking path around Descanso (currently
pedestrians must walk on the road).

D-3

Improve recreation by improving facilities at Descanso Elementary jointuse-facility which is the areas only park.

D-4

Improve public service and utility by increasing cell phone coverage and
internet access. A safety issue when power is out.

D-5

Analyze water quality and supply. Descanso water comes from wells –
many have gone dry in drought.
Cleveland National Forest Foundation
E-1
Disclose all modeling assumptions to the public early in the process.
Base all modeling assumptions on substantial evidence, and disclose
that evidence to the public early in the process.

Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan. The Active
Transportation Program and pedestrian enhancements are described in
Chapter 2.0 Project Description.
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan. Associated
infrastructure to serve regional growth and land use changes are
discussed in Chapter 2.0 Project description.
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR.Cell phone
coverage and internet access are not part of the project objectives.
Public services and utilities are addressed in Chapter 4.0 Section 4.14.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.10 Hydrology and WQ, Section 4.16 Water Supply

The entire SANDAG travel modeling system is available on GitHub
(http://github.com/SANDAG/ABM). The modeling system has been
available on GitHub since the summer of 2013. SANDAG has announced
the availability of the software on the 2050 RTP website as part of the
progress report on the 2050 RTP implementation.
SANDAG holds two transportation modeling forums a year to discuss
model development and model implementation with interested
stakeholders. The forums began in December 2011 and cover ABM and
PECAS development topics including model estimation and model
calibration. All of the PowerPoints are available on the SANDAG
modeling site (http://www.sandag.org/models).
The full travel model documentation, including all assumptions based on
substantial evidence, is available as Appendix T of the Regional Plan.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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E-2

Subject Raised
Evaluate an alternative that considers full integration of land use and
transportation planning: public transit and non-auto based modes
working in tandem with land use development policies that result in
livable, sustainable communities.

E-3

Develop alternatives that place density where density exists and where
transit exists or is planned. Focus new growth solely within true urban
centers, not according to the Smart Growth Concept Map.
Develop alternatives that take advantage of areas with high density
mixed use zoning that could achieve much higher transit mode share as
identified in the Urban Area Transit Strategy.
Include reduction of greenhouse gas emissions to sustainable levels as
determined by AB32 and S-3-05 in the Project Description.

E-4
E-5

E-6

The current EIR failed to achieve the standards set forth by the state of
California because of a land use transportation plan that in effect
increased emissions over the life of the plan.
County of San Diego Planning and Development Services
F-1
EIR should take into consideration County’s updated General Plan and
Mobility Element.
F-2

When the plan addresses the transportation needs of the region, the
County’s Mobility Element should be used as primary resource in
determining needs of unincorporated areas.

EnviroMine
G-1
Include construction aggregate resources in regional planning efforts.
G-2
To minimize transportation costs and environmental impacts from
transporting material, aggregate should be located and permitted near
the area of consumption.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
Chapter 6.0 Alternatives Analysis describes alternatives to the proposed
Plan, including integrated alternatives that advance the implementation
of public transit and active transportation investments and increase
residential densities and employment intensities in strategic areas with
the objective of reducing total vehicle miles traveled (VMT).
Please see the response to comment E-2.
Please see the response to comment E-2.
Chapter 2.0 Project Description describes the basic objectives of the
project, which include meeting GHG emissions targets for passenger
cars and light-duty trucks. Section 4.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
includes significance criteria and impact analysis based on AB 32 and
Executive Order S-3-05.
This comment does not pertain to the environmental impacts of this
proposed Plan and contents of this EIR, so it is not addressed in this EIR.

The Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast is based on adopted general
plans, including the County General Plan. The mobility elements (i.e.,
circulation elements) of the County and cities are included in the
regional transportation model.
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
The draft EIR addresses transportation impacts in Chapter 4.0, Section
4.15 Transportation.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
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G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6
G-7
G-8
G-9

Subject Raised
Information from the San Diego Region Aggregate Study should be
considered when developing the regional plan (benefits of local
supplies, including GHG reduction).
Regional planning efforts should consider the location of high quality
aggregate resources as well as the long term demand for these
materials.
Consider the existing permitted sources of construction aggregate and
the regional demand for the resource within the needs of the proposed
Plan and other infrastructure projects.
Existing areas containing high quality aggregate should be conserved for
future extraction to ensure existing and future demand.
To solve construction aggregate shortage regional planning efforts must
balance the planned need/demand for the resource with existing
supplies.
Regional planning efforts should not eliminate future sources of
aggregate by allowing development on these high quality lands (esp
MRZ-2 lands).
Please include an industry representative in the planning process.

Private Citizen – Jim Varnadore
H-1
City of SD Council Policy 600-19 should be incorporated into the
RTP/SCS as a meaningful policy to meet the requirement for equity in
political government decisions.
H-2
Areas for human habitation / use (schools, play area, homes) should be
separated from industrial or heavy commercial areas and from areas
where pollution is heavy (freeways).
H-3
Noise levels in open recreation areas should be set at 68-72dBa (the City
is currently changing its current threshold).
H-4
H-5
H-6

Recommendations about non-motorized transport should be solicited
from community planning groups and SANDAG should not rely on advice
of special interest groups.
RTP/SCS should advocate for historic preservation.
RTP/SCS should require utility underground throughout the region.
Utility connection boxes and transformers should also be underground
in areas with visual assets which need preservation.
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Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources; Section
4.8 GHG
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources
This comment does not pertain to the environmental impacts of the
proposed Plan, so it is not addressed in this EIR.
The Policy of “Fostering of Balanced Community Development for the
City of San Diego.” is not related to a physical impact of the proposed
Plan, and is therefore not addressed in this EIR.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.3, Air Quality, Section 4.11 Land Use, Section 4.13
Population and Housing
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.12 Noise and Vibration address California noise
levels and land use compatibility guidelines, which are adopted or
modified by each jurisdiction in their general plan and ordinance.
This comment does not pertain to the environmental impacts of the
proposed Plan, so it is not addressed in this EIR.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.1 Aesthetics
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Move San Diego
I-1
SANDAG should take a fresh look at environmental impacts and not feel
constrained by analysis of the preexisting plan.
I-2

I-3
I-4

I-5

I-6
I-7
I-8
I-9
I-10
I-11

I-12
I-13

Identify measures that will reduce GHG emissions and ensure
consistency with AB32 and EO S-3-05. Measures that are already being
implemented or measures that would be implemented regardless of the
plan should not be counted.
EIR must analyze conformity with SB 375 – EIR is opportunity to resolve
any doubts that SANDAG is fully committed to SB 375 compliance.
EIR should minimize or eliminate deferral to local agencies of analysis or
implementation of mitigation measures.
Regional Plan will evaluate new land use scenarios to reduce long term
GHG emissions; the EIR should carefully consider and disclose whether
the regional plans assumptions are inconsistent with local agency
regulations such as general plans and zoning ordinances.
The EIR should disclose to SANDAG Board Members whether the
regional plan can actually be implemented.
EIR should provide additional in-depth analysis on planned and potential
Smart Growth Opportunity Areas.
EIR should analyze to the extent projects increase Vehicle Miles
Travelled, Air Quality, noise, and GHG.
EIR should consider indirect transportation impacts.
Trip performance tables should be included in the EIR.
For project and each alternative, indicate proportion of households that
would be served by transit, proportion within a 30-minute walk, bike,
transit, and vehicle commute from employment, and proportion within
half-mile or 10-minute walk from transit.
EIR and technical analysis should use innovative transit models and tools
that would accurately analyze environmental impacts.
EIR should analyze the effect of smart growth housing and active
transportation on public health and childhood obesity.
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Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
This comment is noted; the EIR analyzes the significant environmental
impacts of the proposed Plan, and does take a “fresh look” at these
impacts.
Section 4.8 Greenhouse Gas Emissions includes additional potentially
feasible mitigation measures not already included in the proposed Plan
or otherwise required for further reducing GHG emissions to achieve a
2050 regional reference point based on EO S-3_05.
Consistency with SB 375 is analyzed in Section 4.8 Greenhouse Gas
Emissions.
Chapter 4.0, Introduction. The EIR includes both regional mitigation
measures that SANDAG can directly implement, and project-level
second-tier mitigation measures to be applied to future second-tier
projects, many of which would not be implemented by SANDAG.
Chapter 2.0 Project Description, Section 4.1 land use.

Under CEQA case law, EIRs may assume that a proposed project will be
implemented as described.
The EIR analyzes implementation of the proposed Plan, including the
Sustainable Communities Strategy land use pattern which includes
Smart Growth Opportunity Areas.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.15 Transportation, Section 4.3 AQ, Section 4.12
Noise, Section 4.8 GHG
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.15 Transportation
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.15 Transportation. See also proposed Plan,
Appendix N.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.15 Transportation and Chapter 6.0 Alternatives
identify the transportation-related performance measures used in the
EIR. See also proposed Plan, Appendix N.
See the response to comment E-1. See also proposed Plan, Appendix T.
Health impacts are analyzed in Section 4.3 Air Quality.
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I-14

Subject Raised
EIR should consider the work of CA Department of Public Health
Epidemiologist Dr. Neal Maizlish.
I-15
Provide the analysis to determine if the alternatives have made
significant changes to communities already burdened with pollution.
Disclose how the regional plan addresses air pollution impacts on
communities impacted by air pollution.
I-16
EIR should determine whether or not subpopulations may be
particularly sensitive to increase in air pollution, and whether or not
communities at their near capacity can bear additional pollution.
I-17
The alternatives identified in the NOP were exactly the same as those
from the previous plan. This is a fresh opportunity for SANDAG to
demonstrate commitment to sustainable region.
I-18
Include an Unconstrained Revenue Alternative which would include the
construction of all housing infrastructure projects without regard as to
their economic feasibility. (For input on environmental impacts if funds
were available for all desired projects, as a planning tool).
Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC)
J-1
The NAHC advises a Sacred Lands File search of the NAHC.
J-2
Careful planning with local tribes is advised. Early consultation will help
avoid unanticipated discoveries.
J-3
Urged to makes contact with the attached (to the NOP) list of Native
American contacts to obtain their recommendations regarding the
proposed project.
J-4
Pursuant to PRC §5097.95 NAHC requests cooperation from other public
agencies that NA consulting parties be provided pertinent project
information, (including archaeological studies).
J-5
The NAHC recommends avoidance as defined by CEQA §15370 (a) to
pursuing a project that would damage or destroy cultural/archaeological
resources.
J-6
Consultation with tribes and interested Native American consulting
parties should be conducted with the requirements of NEPA and Section
106 and 4(f) of NHPA, CEQ, as appropriate.
J-7
Confidentiality should be considered as protected by CA Government
Code §6254(r) and may also be protected under Section 304 of NHPA or
at Secretary of the Interior discretion if eligible for listing on NRHP.
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Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.3 Air Quality describes methodologies used for
the EIR air quality impact analysis.
A health risk analysis is included in Section 4.3. Alternatives are
addressed in Chapter 6.0 Alternatives. CEQA does not require an
Environmental Justice Analysis. Social equity issues are addressed in the
proposed Plan. Also see proposed Plan Appendix H.
A health risk analysis is included in Section 4.3. CEQA does not require
an Environmental Justice Analysis. Social equity issues are addressed in
the proposed Plan. Also see Regional Plan Appendix H.
Chapter 6.0 Alternatives Analysis. The EIR includes additional
alternatives beyond those described in the NOP.
Chapter 6.0 Alternatives Analysis

Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources. Please
note that this EIR has been prepared to meet the requirements of CEQA,
not NEPA.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources
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J-8

Subject Raised
PRC Section 5097.98, CA Government Code §6254(r) and Health and
Safety Code Section 7050.5 provide for provisions for an inadvertent
discovery of human remains and mandate the process to be followed in
the event of discovery other than in dedicated cemetery.
J-9
Consultation on specific projects must be the result of an ongoing
relationship between tribes and lead agencies, and project proponents
and their contractors. A relationship built around regular meetings and
informal involvement with tribes will lead to more qualitative
consultation tribe input on specific projects.
J-10
When cultural or burial sites are prevalent within project site, NAHC
recommends avoidance of the site as referenced by CEQA Section
15370(a).
Unified Port of San Diego
K-1
District staff urges SANDAG to work closely with the district to gather
information for preparation of the 2050 Plan and associated EIR.
K-2
It is important for SANDAG staff to work collaboratively with District
staff to accurately determine land and water use designations,
transportation routes, recreational resources, and visual resources
within the coastal zone in SD, National City, Chula Vista, Coronado,
Imperial Beach>.
K-3
Necessary information related to maritime operations should be
provided by District staff to ensure adequate and up to date
information.
K-4
District staff requests that the following sections be included in the EIR:
aesthetics, agriculture and forestry, biological resources, geology and
soils, GHG, hazards and hazardous materials, hydrology and water
quality, land use and planning, minerals, noise, population and housing,
public services, recreation, transportation and traffic, and utilities.
K-5

District staff requests that the EIR include a comprehensive analysis of
the RTP. It is the expectation that the environmental analysis for District
infrastructure and goods movement projects could potentially be tiered
from the 2050 RTP EIR.
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Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Chapter 4.0, Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological Resources

Chapter 4.0, Section 4.11 Land Use; Section 4.14 Public Services and
Utilities; Section 4.1 Aesthetics
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.11 Land Use; Section 4.14 Public Services and
Utilities; Section 4.1 Aesthetics

Chapter 2.0, Project Description, Chapter 5.0 Cumulative Analysis.
Chapter 4.0 Environmental Impact Analysis, Section 4.1 Aesthetics,
Section 4.2 Agricultural Resources, Section 4.4 Biological Resources,
Section 4.7 Geology, Soils, and Minerals, Section 4.8 GHG, Section 4.9
Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water
Quality, Section 4.11 Land Use, Section 4.12 Noise, Section 4.13
Population and Housing, Section 4.14 Public Services and Utilities
(recreation), and Section 4.15 Transportation.
Goods movement is specifically discussed in the proposed Plan and in
Chapter 2.0 Project Description, of the draft EIR. Chapter 4.0 discusses
the approach analysis and methodology.
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SD 350.org
L-1
We see the need to address climate change in a strong and forceful
manner in the 2050 Regional Plan, through both climate change
mitigation and adaptation strategies. Climate change cannot be ignored
in our regional planning efforts.
L-2
Climate change needs to be seriously addressed by SANDAG in this
Regional Plan.
L-3

The methods used to draft the RTP should not be used again for the
Regional Plan - real and comprehensive considerations for climate
change and emissions reductions must be included.

L-4

The Regional Plan should not be a plan of freeway expansion.

L-5

GHG reductions should follow what is scientifically accepted and
outlined in S-3-05: a reduction of GHG emissions to 80% below 1990
levels annually by 2050.
SANDAG must implement policies that will reduce driving, increase
energy conservation, and promote alternative transportation. The
scenario displayed in Figure 1 should not occur in San Diego.
*Note: Figure 1 is included in original comment letter and is included in
Appendix A.
SANDAG will have to assure compliance to evaluate a projects effect ‘on
the physical environment.’ This needs to include a thorough analysis of
the effects of climate change. SANDAG should use these legal
requirements as proxies for evaluating significance under CEQA. Other
agencies have determined these to be acceptable thresholds, and
SANDAG should do the same.
Passage of a rigorous 2050 Regional Plan is very important because it is
likely that additional regional plans will use the 2050 Regional Plan as a
base model for land use and transportation emissions reductions.

L-6

L-7

L-8
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Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.8 GHG and EIR Appendix F: Climate Change

Impacts and Adaptation

This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0 Project Description
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan. Also, the past
litigation mentioned in the comment concerned the adequacy of the
EIR, not the adequacy of the 2011 RTP/SCS.
Chapter 2.0 Project Description
Chapter 2.0, Project Description. The proposed Plan has a heavy
emphasis on transit, and active transportation.
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.8 GHG
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.8 GHG; Section 4.15 Transportation
Chapter 6.0, Alternatives
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.8 GHG, and EIR Appendix F: Climate Change
Impacts and Adaption.

This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0 Project Description and proposed Plan Appendix N
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L-9

Subject Raised
Smart growth policies should be implemented immediately to promote
a sustainability which aligns with the San Diego lifestyle.

L-10

Specifically, we would like to see the following items included in the
Regional Plan and implemented in our neighborhoods, which would
both increase the livability of these areas and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions:
a) Encourage infill or redevelopment, especially near transit centers, in
existing city centers, and locate amenities nearby

Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.11 Land Use, and proposed Plan Appendix N
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.11 Land Use; Section 4.15 Transportation
Chapter 6.0, Alternatives, and proposed Plan Appendix N.

b) Improve transit service for Trolley, Coaster, Sprinter, and develop
more light rail and streetcars in urban areas
c) Provide transit to popular destinations such as Balboa Park, the
beaches airport, universities
d) Preserve urban greenspaces, canyon linkages, limit developments
around parks, encourage infill versus new development in suburban
areas
L-11

L-12

L-13

e) Substantially increase bike lanes and facilities
SANDAG should and must take responsibility for driving land use and
transportation in the region, including mass transit.
As Mayor Filner declared in his state of the City address, “I will soon
mandate that all municipal public buildings be equipped with solar
power and urge all government agencies and businesses to do the
same.” It is our hope that SANDAG will share in and encourage the
Mayor’s vision.
Additional emissions reductions measures that should be included in the
Regional Plan are:
a) Enact a public awareness campaign to encourage use of mass transit,
energy conservation, and promote sustainable living in San Diego
b) Install solar panels where possible and feasible and cover parking

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0 Project Description and proposed Plan Appendix N
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0, Chapter 4.0, Section 4.6, Energy; Section 4.8 GHG, and
proposed Plan Appendix N
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Subject Raised

Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response

lots with solar panels
c) Should improve electric vehicle infrastructure, including installation
of electric charging stations where appropriate
d) Encourage alternative transportation through implementation of
measures that discourage driving, such as increasing parking fees in
urban areas and create preferred parking for electric vehicles
L-14

e) Support policies and measures needed to implement a CCA
Approval of an Implementation and Monitoring Plan as part of the
Regional Plan will be key to ensuring success of the GHG reductions
measures, and compliance with statewide goals set by SB 375.

L-15

The Regional Plan should include a discussion of actions that will reduce
emissions and their implementation dates. Certain items should be
prioritized that either a) take longer to implement, or b) are important
for guiding future development or regional planning

L-16

Measures to improve mass transit and increase smart growth need to
be implemented in the near future (e.g. within the first five years of the
plan), not until the end of the lifetime of the 2050 Regional Plan

L-17

Implementation and success of these strategies should be trackable and
enforceable.

L-18

The Regional Plan should not rely on voluntary strategies or federal or
state actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Concrete, feasible
goals need to be coherently outlined, along with funding mechanisms.
Adaptation to climate change will need to be considered in the 2050
Regional Plan.

L-19
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This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan. Chapter 5 of the
proposed Plan describes plan implementation and monitoring.
Section 4.8 GHG, and proposed Plan Appendix N
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.8 GHG, and proposed Plan Appendix N
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
Chapter 6.0 Alternatives Analysis, and proposed Plan Appendix N
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan. Chapter 5 of the
proposed Plan describes plan implementation and monitoring.
EIR mitigation measure monitoring will be addressed in the EIR
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program.
Appendix N of proposed Plan
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
Chapter 4.0, Section 4.8 GHG, and proposed Plan Appendix F.
EIR Appendix F Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation
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L-20

Subject Raised
This will include consideration of climate change impacts in planning
efforts, such as rising tide and increasing wildfires.

Where Addressed in EIR or Other Response
Section 4.9 Hazards (Wildland Fires), Section 4.10 Hydrology and Water
Quality
EIR Appendix F: Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation

L-21

It will also be critical for adaptation strategies to be identified for target
public groups identified in the Public Involvement Plan, including
minorities, disabled persons, the elderly.
Specific identification of adaptation measures that address these groups
is needed.
Adaptation should also include measures to conserve open space areas,
particularly in urban areas.

EIR Appendix F: Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation

L-22
L-23

Metrolink
M-1
Station enhancements to provide better transfers between Coaster,
Metrolink, and Sprinter at the Oceanside Station.
M-2

Flexibility and improvements to the train schedules to provide better
connectivity to all modes of transportation in and out of Oceanside
Station providing better opportunities for passengers to move between
San Diego and points north.
City of San Marcos - Susan Vandrew Rodriguez, Associate Planner
N-1
The City is requesting an opportunity to provide comments to the
Regional Plan and related environmental impact issues during
preparation of the EIR in advance of the document being released for
public review.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

EIR Appendix F: Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation
EIR Appendix F: Climate Change Impacts and Adaptation

This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
This comment does not directly address the scope of the EIR, but rather
the contents of the proposed Plan. SANDAG will consider this type of
NOP comment as it formulates the proposed Plan.
Chapter 2.0, Project Description
As described in Section 1.5, consistent with CEQA, SANDAG contacted
affected agencies, organizations, and individuals who may have an
interest in the proposed Plan and EIR. This consultation assisted in
defining the scope of this EIR as described in Section 1.2 of the draft EIR.
Agencies, organizations, and individuals are invited to provide written
comments on the Draft EIR during the public review period.
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Notice of Preparation Comment Letters

P.O. Box 779 Descanso, CA 91916
www.cnff.org info@cnff.com
February 15, 2013
Via Electronic Mail
Rob Rundle
SANDAG
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101
Re:

Notice of Preparation of a Programmatic Environmental Impact
Report for the 2050 Regional Plan

We would like to thank SANDAG for the opportunity they have provided to comment on
the Scope and Content of the Programmatic Environmental Impact Report. Please consider the
following comments when analyzing the new 2050 EIR.


Modeling Assumptions: The Regional Plan will fail unless (a) all modeling
assumptions are disclosed publicly early in the process; and (b) all such
assumptions are based upon substantial evidence that is also disclosed to the
public early in the process.



Alternatives: The EIR should contain an alternative considering the implications
of a full integration of land use and transportation planning. While SANDAG has
historically considered land use the exclusive purview of its member agencies, it
is quite clear that these cannot exist as “chicken and egg” or “horse and cart.”
Rather, policies and goals need to be established whereby public transit and other
non-automobile based modes work in tandem with land use development policies
(density, zoning, and infrastructure) that will result in success – defined as livable,
sustainable communities.
o Alternatives should stem from a baseline of density placed where density
exists, and transit is/will be planned. New growth in the region should be
contemplated solely within true urban centers, and not pursuant to a nearly
arbitrary “smart growth map.”

o The Urban Area Transit Strategy produced to comply with our earlier
CNFF v. SANDAG settlement must be given further consideration beyond
its treatment in the RTP 2050 process.




Specifically, certain areas have already been identified that could
achieve much higher transit mode share. Alternatives should be
developed to take advantage of such areas, where land is already
designated with high density mixed-use zoning

Project Description: The project description and purpose should be clarified to
include reduction of emissions of greenhouse gasses to sustainable levels as
determined by AB32 and S-3-05.

The importance of the content in this EIR cannot be overstated. The current EIR, for
example, is under a legal cloud for having failed to achieve the standards set forth by the state of
California1. The essence of this failure was a land use transportation plan that in effect increased
emissions2 over the life of the plan. At CNFF we hope that the forthcoming EIR will address and
solve these concerns.

1
2

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BxdvAym6vsI7bHlqRnhGUkd0NGc/edit
http://www.transitsandiego.org/transitsandiego/images/total_emission_graph.jpg
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San Diego, CA 92101
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Treasurer
Sarah Kruer Jager,
Monarch Group
Secretary
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Aaron Contorer,
FP Complete
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Atlantis Group LLC
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February 15, 2013
VIA E-MAIL AND HAND DELIVERY
Rob Rundle, Principal Regional Planner
SANDAG
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101
E-Mail: rob.rundle@sandag.org
Re:
Notice of Preparation for the Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report for the 2050 Regional Plan
Dear Mr. Rundle:
We appreciate the opportunity to respond to the Notice of
Preparation of a Programmatic Environmental Impact Report for the 2050
Regional Plan project (dated December 14, 2012). The Notice of
Preparation (“NOP”) announces that SANDAG will be the lead agency for
preparation of an Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) in connection with
the 2050 Regional Plan (“Project”). The EIR is intended to satisfy the
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”).
Move San Diego is a non-profit organization devoted to advocating
sustainable transportation and land use policies. As such, we support
SANDAG’s efforts to integrate land uses, housing, transportation systems,
infrastructure needs, and public investment strategies within a regional
smart growth framework. We submit this letter with the aim of providing
SANDAG with useful comments to ensure that preparation of the EIR
reflects SANDAG’s goal to plan for long term sustainability in the region
and that it fully complies with CEQA. We look forward to continuing this
constructive dialogue with SANDAG throughout the preparation of the EIR.
Foremost among our requests is that in determining the EIR’s scope
and content, SANDAG take a fresh look at the environmental impacts from
implementing the Regional Plan and not feel constrained by the analysis of
preexisting plans such as the 2050 RTP. Move San Diego firmly believes
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February 15, 2013
this is an opportunity to move away from the perceived errors of the past and build a new
consensus around sustainable regional planning.
A. Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
We are confident that SANDAG will analyze the Regional Plan’s consistency with
Assembly Bill 32, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2005 as well as Executive
Order S-3-05. Less certain is whether the EIR will find that compliance with these landmark
GHG laws will be feasible. Please make every effort to identify measures that will reduce GHG
emissions and ensure consistency with these laws. Measures that are already being
implemented, or which would have been implemented regardless of whether the Regional Plan
gets approved, should not be counted.
B. Land Use/Population & Housing
Additionally, the EIR must analyze conformity with California’s landmark planning law,
Senate Bill 375. As you know, SANDAG was the first metropolitan planning organization to
prepare a regional transportation plan with a Sustainable Communities Strategy. So
understandably there were some bumps in the road during preparation of the 2050 RTP. Please
take the Regional Plan EIR as an opportunity to resolve any doubts that SANDAG is fully
committed to SB 375 compliance. The SCS is important because it will show how transportation
planning and development patterns interact to reduce GHG emissions. Therefore, the EIR
should minimize or eliminate deferral to local agencies of analysis or implementation of
mitigation measures. The Regional Plan will evaluate new Land Use Scenarios in order to
reduce long term GhG emissions. The EIR should carefully consider and disclose whether the
Regional Plan’s planning assumptions are inconsistent with local agency regulations such as
general plans and zoning ordinances. As the regional MPO, this is SANDAG’s responsibility,
not just the local agencies’. The EIR should disclose to SANDAG’s board members whether the
Regional Plan can actually be implemented.
The EIR should provide additional in depth analysis on the planned and potential
Smart Growth Opportunity Areas called for in the Regional Plan, as these are the area’s most
likely to be developed with higher densities, with an emphasis on multi modal transportation and
are the areas that will likely afford the most new opportunities for jobs/housing fit.
C. Transportation
Major transportation projects should be focused on locations that support smart growth,
and the EIR should analyze to what extent transportation projects increase VMT, air quality
impacts, noise, and GHG emissions. Please also ensure that the EIR consider indirect
transportation impacts. One example is the potential of managed freeway lane projects to induce
growth in distant areas, which would result in increased VMT and associated environmental
impacts.
To ensure a complete and accurate assessment of environmental impacts, please include
trip performance tables in the EIR. For the Project and each alternative, please indicate the
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proportion of households would be served by transit, the proportion of households within a 30minute walk, bike, transit and vehicular commute from employment, and the proportion of
households within a half-mile, or ten minute walk from transit stops.
We request that the EIR and its technical analyses use innovative transit models and tools that
would accurately analyze the RTP’s environmental impacts. For example, few transit models
account for the traffic benefits of increased biking and pedestrian mode share, and few models
account for market demand when determining how mode decisions are made.
Also, the EIR should analyze the effect of smart growth housing and active transportation on
public health in order to provide documentation about the impacts of funding policy decisions.
Childhood obesity is approaching epidemic proportions in San Diego County. The 2050 RTP
notes in 2007, 33 percent of county residents were overweight and nearly 22 percent were obese.
Staying the course and planning mostly for automobile-dependent modes could potentially
increase obesity, diabetes respiratory disease. The EIR should consider the work of California
Department of Public Health Epidemiologist Dr. Neal Maizlish "Health co-benefits and
transportation-related reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in the San Francisco Bay Area",
which appears in the February 14, 2013 online issue of the American Journal of Public Health,
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/doi/pdf/10.2105/AJPH.2012.300939 .
D. Environmental Justice
We request the EIR for the combined Regional Plan provide the analysis to
determine if the Project Alternatives have made significant changes to communities already
burdened with pollution. It will be critical to disclose how the Regional Plan addresses air
pollution impacts on communities already severely impacted by air pollution. The AG
specifically recommends the EIR as the place to determine whether or not subpopulations may
be particularly sensitive to increase in air pollution, and whether or not these communities at near
their capacity to bear any additional pollution burden.
E. Alternatives
The NOP indicates that there will be three project alternatives: 1) No Project Alternative;
2) Intensified Land Use Distribution Alternative; and 3) Modified Transit Network Alternative.
Other than the elimination of the Transportation Demand Management/System Management
Alternative, the alternatives listed in the NOP are identical to those analyzed in the 2050 RTP
EIR. We hope this is not an example of recycling old analysis and limiting the conclusions of
this EIR based on the 2050 RTP EIR. Move San Diego emphasizes its belief that this is a fresh
opportunity for SANDAG to demonstrate its commitment to a sustainable region.
In addition to the alternatives listed above, please analyze an Unconstrained Revenue
Alternative which would include the construction of all housing infrastructure projects without
regard as to their economic feasibility. We believe it is important for SANDAG decisionmakers
as well as the public to know what the environmental impacts would be if the funds were
available for all desired projects. Although this alternative would not meet the Project’s
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objectives, because it would be infeasible, it would be useful as a planning tool and would
enhance the EIR. Perhaps it would even be the impetus to identify additional funding for aspects
of the Regional Plan.
F. Conclusion
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the NOP and we respectfully request that
you thoroughly review each of these comments and incorporate them in the EIR. As you
proceed with the Regional Plan’s environmental review process, we look forward to discussing
these issues with you further. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require more
information regarding these comments.
Sincerely,

Elyse Lowe
for MOVE SAN DIEGO
SMRH:408058555.1

MOVE SAN DIEGO

is the public non-profit voice in support of effective and sustainable transportation and smart growth in
the San Diego region. We organize and serve a broad collaboration of people and organizations to
prioritize, fund, and implement sustainable, healthy, convenient transportation and related land use
solutions. Move San Diego raises awareness of the benefits of smart transportation options and how
they will result in a more livable, healthy and vibrant San Diego
www.movesandiego.org .

SanDiego350.org is  an  all-volunteer  San  
Diego  County  organization  concerned  about  
climate  change  and  its  very  real  effects  on  our  
livelihoods,  well-being,  and  the  future  for  our  
children.  We  work  to  increase  awareness  of  
climate  change  and  advocate  for  reducing  
greenhouse  gas  emissions.  

February 15, 2013
Rob Rundle
401 B Street, Suite 800
San Diego, CA 92101

Subject: SanDiego35.org Comments on the Programmatic Environmental Impact Report for the
2050 Regional Plan
Dear Mr. Rundle:
SanDiego350.org would like to take this opportunity to submit comments on the Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) for the 2050 Regional Plan. We see the need to address climate
change in a strong and forceful manner in the 2050 Regional Plan, through both climate change
mitigation and adaptation strategies. Climate change cannot be ignored in our regional planning efforts,
and we must make the best effort to reduce our greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and prepare for the
effects of climate change, many of which we currently are facing.
Most significantly, the methodology and consideration of climate change in the previous Regional
Transportation Plan was deemed inadequate by multiple sources. We hope that SANDAG does not
continue to follow this path, and instead chooses to make a bold and important step towards addressing
GHG emissions in San Diego County. This letter outlines five important points that we feel should be
included in the upcoming 2050 Regional Plan.
1. Compliance with Existing Laws and Consideration of Climate Change
Climate change needs to be seriously addressed by SANDAG in this Regional Plan. As you should recall,
several entities including Cleveland National Forest Foundation, Center for Biological Diversity and
Sierra Club California filed a lawsuit against SANDAG because the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
did not include adequate measures to reduce GHG emissions and address climate change. Attorney
General Kamala Harris filed a motion to intervene in the lawsuit. The methods used to draft the RTP
should not be used again for the Regional Plan - real and comprehensive considerations for climate
change and emissions reductions must be included.
The primary source of greenhouse gas emissions in San Diego results from transportation and therefore a
corresponding reduction in our GHG emissions should result from changes to our transportation system
and land use policies. To underscore the importance of these policies, the City of San Diego Climate
0LWLJDWLRQDQG$GDSWDWLRQ3ODQ &0$3  GUDIW2FWREHU VWDWHVWKDW³ODQGXVHFKDQJHVDUHFLWHGE\
nearly every expert as the most important approach for meeting the 2050 target [of 80% reduction in
*+*HPLVVLRQVEHORZOHYHOV@´ S-15). The Regional Plan should not be a plan of freeway
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expansion. SB 375 mandates that regional transportation agencies significantly reduce GHG emissions
through transportation and land use. GHG reductions should follow what is scientifically accepted and
outlined in S-3-05: a reduction of GHG emissions to 80% below 1990 levels annually by 2050.

F igure 1.

Figure 1, from the October 28, 2011 SANDAG Meeting Materials: Slideshow Presentation on Large
Majority of Californians Support Implementation of Cli mate Change Laws, LOOXVWUDWHV6$1'$*¶V
projected emissions scenario. How does this keep in line with what is required by SB 375? The subject of
the presentation was that a ³Large Majority of Californians Support Implementation of Climate Change
Laws.´ SANDAG must implement policies that will reduce driving, increase energy conservation, and
promote alternative transportation. The scenario displayed in Figure 1 should not occur in San Diego.
Under CEQA, SANDAG will have to assure compliance WRHYDOXDWHDSURMHFW¶VHIIHFWV³on the physical
HQYLURQPHQW´7KLVQHHGVWRLQFOXGHDWKRURXJKDQDO\VLVRIWKHHIIHFWVRIclimate change. SANDAG
should therefore use these legal requirements, such as S-3-05, as proxies for evaluating significance under
CEQA. Other agencies have determined for these to be acceptable thresholds, and SANDAG should do
the same.
All jurisdictions within the State of California are required by AB 32 to submit a climate action plan,
which details how the jurisdiction will achieve the mandated emissions reductions. The Draft City of San
Diego CMAP relied on the RTP for almost all transit-related emissions reductions measures. Therefore,
passage of a rigorous 2050 Regional Plan is very important because it is likely that additional regional
plans will use the 2050 Regional Plan as a base model for land use and transportation emissions
reductions. If the Regional Plan is not strong in emissions reductions, then how can other climate action
plans achieve their targeted scenarios for transit?
2. Promote Sustainable Land Use
There is overwhelming public support for increasing transit and encouraging smart growth policies; it was
found that 55% of San Diego County voters support the expansion of public transit and nearly 75%
support smart land use practices. San Diegans want to live in walkable, bikeable communities. People
come from all over California, the United States, and the world to live here, and they do not arrive to
California with visions of traffic and suburban sprawl. We live in San Diego to be outside, at the beach,
enjoying the activities that San Diego has to offer. Smart growth policies should be implemented
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immediately to promote a sustainability which aligns with the San Diego lifestyle.
Specifically, we would like to see the following items included in the Regional Plan and implemented in
our neighborhoods, which would both increase the livability of these areas and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions:
a) Encourage infill or redevelopment, especially near transit centers, in existing city centers, and locate
amenities nearby;
b) Improve transit service for Trolley, Coaster, Sprinter, and develop more light rail and streetcars in
urban areas (e.g. through Hillcrest, North Park);
c) Provide transit to popular destinations such as Balboa Park, the beaches, airport, universities;
d) Preserve urban greenspaces, canyon linkages, limit developments around parks, encourage infill versus
new development in suburban areas; and
e) Substantially increase bike lanes and facilities (e.g. bike lanes, lockers, bike boxes at stop lights).
6$1'$*LVWKHUHJLRQ¶VWUDQVSRUWDWLRQDJHQF\,WVKRXOGDQGPust take responsibility for driving land
use and transportation in the region, including mass transit.
3. Implement Measures to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions
We see that the aforementioned land use and transit measures, as well as others, will be critical in
implementing a sustainable land use strategy that supports the lifestyles that we love in San Diego. The
other critical part of this will be to substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This should be
accomplished through increased use of localized renewable energy, specifically distributed PV. As
0D\RU)LOQHUGHFODUHGLQKLV6WDWHRIWKH&LW\$GGUHVV³,ZLOOVRRQPDQGDWHWKDWDOOmunicipal public
EXLOGLQJVEHHTXLSSHGZLWKVRODUSRZHUDQGXUJHDOOJRYHUQPHQWDJHQFLHVDQGEXVLQHVVHVWRGRWKHVDPH´
,WLVRXUKRSHWKDW6$1'$*ZLOOVKDUHLQDQGHQFRXUDJHWKH0D\RU¶VYLVLRQIRU6DQ'LHJR(VWLPDWHV
have identified approximately 7,000 MW of untapped rooftop solar potential in San Diego that should be
utilized.
Additional emissions reductions measures that should be included in the Regional Plan are:
a) Enact a public awareness campaign to encourage use of mass transit, energy conservation, and promote
sustainable living in San Diego;
b) Install solar panels where possible and feasible and cover parking lots with solar panels;
c) Should improve electric vehicle infrastructure, including installation of electric charging stations where
appropriate;
d) Encourage alternative transportation through implementation of measures that discourage driving, such
as increasing parking fees in urban areas and create preferred parking for electric vehicles; and
e) Support policies and measures needed to implement a CCA.
4. Implementation and Monitoring Plan
Approval of an Implementation and Monitoring Plan as part of the Regional Plan will be key to ensuring
success of the GHG reductions measures, and compliance with statewide goals set by SB 375. The
Regional Plan should include a discussion of actions that will reduce emissions and their implementation
dates. Certain items should be prioritized that either a) take longer to implement, or b) are important for
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guiding future development or regional planning. Measures to improve mass transit and increase smart
growth need to be implemented in the near future (e.g. within the first five years of the plan), not until the
end of the lifetime of the 2050 Regional Plan. Implementation and success of these strategies should be
trackable and enforceable. Also, the Regional Plan should not rely on voluntary strategies or federal or
state actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Concrete, feasible goals need to be coherently outlined,
along with funding mechanisms.
5. Adaptation
Finally, San Diegans are already feeling the impacts of climate change. Adaptation to climate change will
need to be considered in the 2050 Regional Plan. This will include consideration of climate change
impacts in planning efforts, such as rising tide and increasing wildfires. These measures will be extremely
important. Within the last year we have seen the devastating impacts of severe weather (drought, heat
wave, wildfires, strong storm surges) and the crippling effects on economy, lifestyle, and community.
Communities in New York and New Jersey are still without electricity after Hurricane Sandy. We cannot
stress enough the importance of thorough planning for worst-case scenarios. It will be easier to adapt
QRZLQVWHDGRIZKHQLW¶VWoo late.
It will also be critical for adaptation strategies to be identified for target public groups identified in the
Public Involvement Plan, including minorities, disabled persons, the elderly. Specific identification of
adaptation measures that address these groups is needed. Adaptation should also include measures to
FRQVHUYHRSHQVSDFHDUHDVSDUWLFXODUO\LQXUEDQDUHDV7KLVZRXOGEHFRQVLGHUHGD³QRUHJUHWV´PHDVXUH
as it would provide valuable habitat for wildlife, trap greenhouse gases, provide a buffer against the heat
island effect, and provide shade and aesthetic values.
-It is our hope that SANDAG has learned from its submittal of the RTP and the subsequent lawsuit.
Climate change needs to be considered seriously in the 2050 Regional Plan. We appreciate the ability to
comment on the Programmatic Environmental Impact Report for the 2050 Regional Plan. Thank you for
considering our comments.
Sincerely,
Emily Wier
Steering Committee Member
SanDiego350.org
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APPENDIX B. AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESOURCES
This appendix provides background information on the agricultural and forestry data sets used to
determine total agricultural lands (regardless of parcel size) and forest land in 2012 and to calculate
impacts in 2020, 2035, and 2050.
BASELINE CONDITIONS METHODOLOGY
Agricultural Resources
The San Diego Region is comprised of several jurisdictions that use various sources to identify the
existing agricultural lands within their jurisdiction. To effectively identify existing agricultural lands in the
Region these data sources were compiled to make one contiguous data set with one set of agricultural
categories and ensure that there were no data gaps. Each of these sets is independent of each other.
The County of San Diego agricultural layer was the base data set and additional sets were incorporated
to fill in any gaps and to provide updated information. The following is a list of each data source used:
•

County Identified Agricultural Lands (2008) – these agricultural lands data were identified by the
County of San Diego in its General Plan Update EIR. Agricultural data sources used in this
calculation included: FMMP data; DPLU GIS vegetation data; California Department of Water
Resources land use data; Cleveland National Forest grazing allotments data; USDA Statistics
Service data; and Agricultural Weights and Measures Commodities data.

•

SANDAG Land Use (2012) – Current data set of agricultural resources including grazing lands
(field crops, grazing lands) and croplands (intensive agriculture, orchards and vineyards, and
truck crops).

•

San Diego County Agriculture Weights and Measures Agriculture Commodities data (2013) – this
database represents field border boundaries of agricultural commodity production sites
throughout the region.

•

Existing vegetation communities mapping described in Section 4.4 and Appendix E to this EIR –
these data include an agricultural lands category.

•

DOC Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program (FMMP) (2010) – these data identify Prime
Farmlands, Farmland of Local Importance, Farmland of Statewide Importance, and Unique
Farmland.

When categorizing a specific type to the general compiled categories the data was cross referenced by
looking at the surrounding area to ensure that the information was contiguous and consistent. This
mostly occurred in the commodities data because this data set had more specific categories compared
to the County of San Diego categories. For example several types of fruits may be listed in the
commodities data but the County of San Diego compiles those all as Orchards or Truck Crops. To ensure
that the data was contiguous and consistent the surrounding area was looked at for reference. Table B-1
shows the steps used to generate these categories from the original data set categories to the
consolidated data set categories.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
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Table B-1
Crosswalk of Agricultural Type Categories
#1. Step one was to identify the existing agriculture lands with the County of San Diego agricultural layer. This is
the source of the categories used.
County Agricultural Category

Proposed Plan Agriculture Category

Field Crops

Field Crops

Grazing Lands

Grazing Lands

Intensive Agriculture

Intensive Agriculture

Orchards and Vineyards

Orchards and Vineyards

Truck Crops

Truck Crops

#2. The agriculture types from the SANDAG 2012 Land Use layer were identified and converted to the County of
San Diego agricultural types as appropriate and applied to areas not covered by the County of San Diego
agricultural layer.
SANDAG Land Use Category

Proposed Plan Agriculture Category

8001

Orchard or Vineyard

Orchards and Vineyards

8002

Intensive Agriculture

Intensive Agriculture

8003

Field Crops

Field Crops

#3.Then the agricultural types in the County Agriculture Commodities data were identified and changed those to
the County of San Diego agricultural types as appropriate and applied to areas not covered by the County of San
Diego agricultural layer or the SANDAG 2012 layer.
#4.Then the agricultural types used in the SANDAG vegetation mapping for Section 4.4 of this EIR were used and
applied to areas not covered by the County of San Diego agricultural layer, SANDAG 2012 Land Use, or the
Agricultural Commodities layer. The areas in that layer were mapped Agriculture. Those that were not assigned
were considered General Agriculture
Vegetation Alliance

Proposed Plan Agriculture Category

Agriculture

General Agriculture

#5. FMMP data was used to categorize any remaining agriculture lands not captured by the previous data sets.
FMMP Designation

Proposed Plan Agriculture Category

Grazing Land

Grazing Lands

Farmland of Local Importance

General Agriculture

Prime Farmland

General Agriculture

Farmland of Statewide Importance

General Agriculture

Unique Farmland

General Agriculture

Impact AG-1. Conversion of Agricultural Land to Nonagricultural Use
Once the data was categorized conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use were calculated.
The direct impacts of regional growth and land use change were quantified using GIS methods by
overlaying forecasted regional growth and land use change onto the existing agricultural lands. The
analysis quantifies direct impacts to existing agricultural lands using different approaches for (1) growth
in land use categories other than Spaced Rural Residential and (2) Spaced Rural Residential. Growth and
land use change (other than growth in the Spaced Rural Residential category) that occurs within existing
agricultural lands is considered a 100 percent conversion of existing agricultural land to a nonagricultural
use. Tables B-2 through B-4 show the 100 percent conversions for 2020, 2035, and 2050.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report
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The methodology for Spaced Rural Residential conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural use is
described in Section 4.2.4. The results for 2020, 2035, and 2050 are shown in Tables B-5 through B-7.
Transportation and Network Improvement conversion of agricultural lands to nonagricultural uses are
considered 100 percent conversion. The results for 2020, 2035, and 2050 are shown in Table B-8.
Impact AG-2. Conflict with Zoning for Agricultural Use
Currently, most zoning designations within the County allow for agricultural operations. However,
Section 2700-2720 of the Zoning Ordinance includes two specific agricultural use regulations: A70
limited agriculture and A72 general agriculture. The City of San Diego uses the zoning categories of AG1-1 and AG1-2 the purpose of these zones is to accommodate all types of agricultural uses and some
minor agricultural sales on a long-term basis. Nonagricultural uses are limited in the AG zones in order to
strengthen the presence and retention of traditional agricultural uses. AR 1-1 and AR 1-2 zones is to
accommodate a wide range of agricultural uses while also permitting the development of single dwelling
unit homes at a very low density. The agricultural uses are limited to those of low intensity to minimize
the potential conflicts with residential uses.
For AG-2, any existing lands zoned for agricultural use that would be designated for a nonagricultural
land use are considered conflicts. The methods for estimating conflicts are the same as described for
physical conversion in Impact AG-1, except that for Impact AG-2 is considered a 100 percent of existing
land zoned for agricultural use that would be redesignated as Spaced Rural Residential is identified as a
conflict with agricultural zoning. This is shown in Table B-9 for 2020, 2035, and 2050. Transportation and
Network Improvement conflicting with agricultural zoning (AG-2) was calculated the same as Regional
Growth and is also shown in Table B-10.
Impact AG-2. Conflict with Williamson Act Contracts
For conflicts with lands with Williamson Act contracts, the analysis assumes that the existing boundaries
of these contracts would remain constant during the life of the proposed Plan. Using the 2010 land use
data from DOC, conflicts were calculated by reviewing changes in land use designations that would
occur on Williamson Act contract lands due to regional growth and land use change and transportation
network improvements. This is shown in Table B-10 for 2020, 2035, and 2050.
Impact FR-1. Loss of Forest Lands
“Forest land” includes riparian forest/woodland and upland forest/woodland. Impacts to forest lands
from regional growth and land use change and transportation network improvements are considered a
100 percent loss. Direct impacts are those resulting in damage to or death of vegetation from the direct
actions of regional growth and land use change or transportation network improvements and programs.
Table B-11 shows the loss of forest land 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Table B-2
100 Percent Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural use From Regional Growth and Land Use Change, 2020
General
Grazing
Intensive
Orchards and
Field Crops
Truck Crops
County General Plan Category
Agriculture
Lands
Agriculture
Vineyards
GENERAL COMMERCIAL
1
17
3
0
3
3
HIGH IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
2
0
0
0
0
LIMITED IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
5
0
0
4
0
MEDIUM IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
20
11
3
0
0
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL
3
0
0
3
0
0
OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
OPEN SPACE (CONSERVATION)
0
0
112
0
0
0
OPEN SPACE (RECREATION)
0
0
0
0
0
0
PUBLIC AGENCY LANDS
0
0
5
0
0
362
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC FACILITIES
40
98
275
15
155
157
RURAL COMMERCIAL
0
3
0
0
3
2
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-0.5)
0
0
7
0
0
0
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-1)
81
41
698
0
48
32
SPECIFIC PLAN AREA
16
22
446
0
145
1
TRIBAL LANDS
1
66
37
0
2
0
VILLAGE CORE MIXED USE
0
0
0
5
0
5
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-10.9)
0
0
0
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-15)
0
0
0
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2)
7
65
46
13
55
7
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2.9)
0
32
0
3
11
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-4.3)
4
29
11
1
50
12
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-7.3)
0
18
17
16
0
0
Outside of County of SD General Plan
259
752
3,240
37
481
776
Total, 2012 to 2020
413
1,172
4,909
96
957
1,358

Total
28
2
10
34
6
0
112
0
368
740
8
7
900
631
106
10
0
1
191
46
107
52
5,545
8,904

Table B-3
100 Percent Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use From Regional Growth and Land Use Change, 2035
General
Grazing
Intensive
Orchards and
County General Plan Category
Field Crops
Truck Crops
Agriculture
Lands
Agriculture
Vineyards
GENERAL COMMERCIAL
0
41
0
0
4
1
HIGH IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
2
2
48
0
0
9
LIMITED IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
3
2
11
0
10
0
MEDIUM IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
0
0
3
0
0
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL
1
0
0
0
7
0
OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
0
0
2
0
0
0
OPEN SPACE (CONSERVATION)
0
0
292
0
1
0
OPEN SPACE (RECREATION)
0
0
6
0
0
0
PUBLIC AGENCY LANDS
0
0
1
0
0
0
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC FACILITIES
13
14
16
2
34
9
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC LANDS
0
0
1
0
4
2
RURAL COMMERCIAL
1
3
3
0
22
4
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-0.5)
8
113
23
15
17
7
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-1)
43
29
358
8
63
2
SPECIFIC PLAN AREA
161
62
900
86
524
42
TRIBAL LANDS
0
0
0
0
0
0
VILLAGE CORE MIXED USE
0
0
0
0
0
2
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-10.9)
0
4
0
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-15)
5
4
17
3
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2)
25
67
58
27
70
107
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2.9)
2
5
2
0
12
27
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-20)
0
0
0
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-30)
0
0
0
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-4.3)
0
7
78
15
4
34
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-7.3)
0
28
5
0
7
0
Outside of County of SD General Plan
84
931
2,558
103
139
381
Total, 2021-2035
349
1,312
4,380
262
918
626
Total, 2012-2020
413
1,172
4,909
96
957
1,358
Total, 2012-2035
761
2,484
9,288
359
1,875
1,983

Total
46
62
26
3
8
2
293
6
1
88
8
33
184
503
1,775
0
2
4
29
353
49
0
0
138
40
4,195
7,847
8,904
16,751

Table B-4
100 Percent Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use From Regional Growth and Land Use Change, 2050
General
Grazing
Intensive
Orchards and
County General Plan Category
Field Crops
Truck Crops
Agriculture
Lands
Agriculture
Vineyards
GENERAL COMMERCIAL
1
0
12
0
9
9
HIGH IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
2
0
60
0
0
2
LIMITED IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
1
0
0
0
0
MEDIUM IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
8
0
0
1
0
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
1
0
0
0
0
0
OPEN SPACE (CONSERVATION)
0
0
1
0
0
0
OPEN SPACE (RECREATION)
0
0
0
0
0
0
PUBLIC AGENCY LANDS
0
1
0
0
0
0
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC FACILITIES
52
32
67
1
154
60
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC LANDS
2
9
0
0
20
3
RURAL COMMERCIAL
0
22
7
1
2
19
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-0.5)
4
4
170
4
0
4
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-1)
8
8
182
3
11
1
SPECIFIC PLAN AREA
55
46
721
10
245
36
VILLAGE CORE MIXED USE
0
0
0
30
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-15)
0
1
5
1
0
1
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2)
2
11
0
2
14
40
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2.9)
1
5
24
0
3
9
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-20)
0
1
9
0
3
5
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-24)
0
5
0
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-4.3)
0
1
6
0
7
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-7.3)
0
2
0
0
8
4
Outside of County of SD General Plan
46
322
1,293
53
37
222
Total, 2036-2050
173
477
2,557
106
514
415
Total, 2021-2035
349
1,312
4,380
262
918
626
Total, 2012-2020
413
1,172
4,909
96
957
1,358
Total, 2012-2050
935
2,961
11,846
464
2,390
2,398

Total
31
63
1
9
0
1
1
0
1
365
33
52
187
213
1,113
31
7
68
41
18
5
14
15
1,972
4,242
7,847
8,904
20,993

Table B-5
Spaced Rural Residential Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use, 2020
Forecasted Development On Minimum Lot Maximum Lot
County General Plan Category
Acres Converted Per Lot
Agricultural Lands
Size
Creation
RURAL LANDS (RL-20)
4,552
20
228
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-40)
3,176
40
79
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-80)
806
80
10
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-10)
1,045
10
105
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-2)
849
2
424
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-4)
797
4
199
1.5
Total, 2012-2020
11,224
n/a
1,045
1.5

Total
Conversion
341
119
15
157
637
299
1,568

Table B-6
Spaced Rural Residential Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use, 2035
Forecasted Development On Minimum Lot Maximum Lot
County General Plan Category
Acres Converted Per Lot
Agricultural Lands
Size
Creation
3,250
20
162
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-20)
3,889
40
97
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-40)
80
27
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-80)
2,145
10
101
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-10)
1,010
2
1,138
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-2)
2,276
4
279
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-4)
1,117
13,687
n/a
1,805
1.5
Total, 2021-2035
Total, 2012-2020
11,224
n/a
1,045
1.5
24,911
n/a
2,850
1.5
Total, 2012-2035

Total
Conversion
244
146
40
151
1,707
419
2,707
1,568
4,275

Table B-7
Spaced Rural Residential Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use, 2050
Forecasted Development On Minimum Lot Maximum Lot
County General Plan Category
Acres Converted Per Lot
Agricultural Lands
Size
Creation
970
20
48
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-20)
2,835
40
71
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-40)
82
80
1
1.5
RURAL LANDS (RL-80)
280
10
28
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-10)
560
2
280
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-2)
504
4
126
1.5
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-4)
5,231
n/a
554
1.5
Total, 2036-2050
13,687
n/a
1,805
1.5
Total, 2021-2035
Total, 2012-2020
11,224
n/a
1,045
1.5
30,142
n/a
3,405
1.5
Total, 2012-2050

Total
Conversion
73
106
2
42
420
189
832
2,707
1,568
5,107

Table B-8
Conversion of Agricultural Lands to Nonagricultural Use from Transportation Network Improvements, all years

Transportation Network Improvement
Regional Arterials
General Agriculture
Field Crops
Grazing Lands
Intensive Agriculture
Orchards and Vineyards
Truck Crops
Total (acres)

2012-2020
9
13
34
3
23
23
105

Conversion to Nonagricultural Use
2021-2035
2036-2050
2012-2035
0
0
9
0
0
13
0
0
34
0
0
3
0
0
23
0
0
23
0
0
105

2012-2050
9
13
34
3
23
23
105

Active Transportation
General Agriculture
Field Crops
Grazing Lands
Intensive Agriculture
Orchards and Vineyards
Truck Crops
Total (acres)

2012-2020
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

2021-2035
1
1
5
0
0
0
7

2036-2050
1
2
6
0
0
1
10

2012-2035
1
1
5
0
0
0
8

2012-2050
2
3
11
0
0
1
18

Managed Lanes/General Purpose Lanes
General Agriculture
Field Crops
Grazing Lands
Intensive Agriculture
Orchards and Vineyards
Truck Crops
Total (acres)

2012-2020
7
25
289
3
15
32
372

2021-2035
12
4
146
2
0
1
165

2036-2050
49
61
348
4
38
80
579

2012-2035
19
29
436
5
15
33
537

2012-2050
67
90
784
9
54
113
1,116

Rail
General Agriculture
Field Crops
Grazing Lands
Intensive Agriculture
Orchards and Vineyards
Truck Crops
Total (acres)

2012-2020
0
0
3
1
0
0
3

2021-2035
0
0
8
0
0
0
9

2036-2050
0
0
3
1
0
0
4

2012-2035
0
0
11
1
0
0
12

2012-2050
0
0
14
1
0
0
16

Total Conversion to Nonagricultural Use (acres)

2012-2020
482

2021-2035
181

2036-2050
593

2012-2035
662

2012-2050
1,255

Table B-9
Conflicts to Agricultural Zoning from the Proposed Plan, all years
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
County General Plan Category
2012-2020
2021-2035
2036-2050
GENERAL COMMERCIAL
0
0
0
HIGH IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
2
2
LIMITED IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
0
0
MEDIUM IMPACT INDUSTRIAL
0
0
0
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL
0
0
0
OFFICE PROFESSIONAL
0
0
0
OPEN SPACE (CONSERVATION)
1
0
0
OPEN SPACE (RECREATION)
0
0
0
PUBLIC AGENCY LANDS
5
7
1
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC FACILITIES
785
78
659
PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC LANDS
0
0
0
RURAL COMMERCIAL
0
0
1
RURAL LANDS (RL-20)
6,353
5,419
1,375
RURAL LANDS (RL-40)
17,023
16,331
8,490
RURAL LANDS (RL-80)
8,021
19,883
201
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-0.5)
0
115
15
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-1)
1,175
871
295
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-10)
3,299
2,927
757
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-2)
1,443
3,171
614
SEMI-RURAL RESIDENTIAL (SR-4)
1,380
2,231
607
SPECIFIC PLAN AREA
2
55
0
TRIBAL LANDS
29
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-10.9)
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-15)
0
0
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2)
128
87
46
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-2.9)
23
44
57
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-4.3)
1
3
0
VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL (VR-7.3)
2
0
0
Outside of County of SD General Plan
807
476
228
Total, Regional Growth and Land Use Change (acres)
40,477
51,701
13,351
Transportation Network Improvements
Regional Arterials
2012-2020
2021-2035
2036-2050
36
A70
0
0
11
A72
0
0
2
AR-1-1
0
0
AR-1-2
0
0
0
Subtotal, Regional Arterials
49
0
0
Active Transportation Improvements
2012-2020
2021-2035
2036-2050
A70
0
0
0
A72
0
0
0
1
7
AR-1-1
0
AR-1-2
0
0
0
Subtotal, Active Transportation
0
1
7
Managed Lanes/General Purpose Lanes
2012-2020
2021-2035
2036-2050
A70
A72
AR-1-1
AR-1-2

Subtotal, Managed Lanes/General Purpose Lanes
Rail
A70
A72
AR-1-1
AR-1-2

Subtotal, Rail
Total, Transportation Network Improvements (acres)
Total, Proposed Plan (acres)

33
75
14
0

2
0
97
45

105
9
144
13

122
2012-2020
0
0
0
0
0
171
40,647

143
2021-2035
0
0

271
2036-2050
0
0

15
1

13
2

16
161
51,862

15
293
13,644

2012-2035
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
12
863
0
0
11,772
33,353
27,904
115
2,046
6,226
4,614
3,611
56
29
0
0
215
67
4
2
1,283
92,178

2012-2050
0
4
0
0
0
0
2
0
13
1,522
0
2
13,147
41,844
28,105
130
2,341
6,983
5,228
4,218
57
29
0
0
261
124
4
2
1,511
105,529

2012-2035
36
11
2
0
49
2012-2035
0
0
1
0
1
2012-2035
35
75
111
45
265
2012-2035
0
0
15
1
16
331
92,509

2012-2050
36
11
2
0
49
2012-2050
0
0
8
0
8
2012-2050
140
83
255
58
536
2012-2050
0
0
28
4
32
625
106,153

Table B-10
Conflicts to Williamson Contracts from the Proposed Plan, all years
Conflicts with Williamson Act Contracts
2012 to 2020
2021 to 2035
2036 to 2050 2012 to 2035
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
6,309
13,126
320
19,435
Transportation Network Improvements
1
0
1
1
Total
6,310
13,126
321
19,436

2012 to 2050
19,754
2
19,757

Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Riparian Forest/Woodland
Forest/Woodland

Table B-11
Loss of Forest Land under the Proposed Plan, all years

Total, Regional Growth and Land Use Change (acres)

2012-2020
1,773
8,787

2021-2035
1,861
12,953

2036-2050
1,402
1,033

2012-2035
3,635
21,740

2012-2050
5,037
22,773

10,561

14,814

2,435

25,375

27,810

2012-2020
23
3
26
2012-2020
1

2021-2035
1

2036-2050

1
2021-2035
8
0
8
2021-2035
7

0
2036-2050
3

2

7
2021-2035
3
0
4

3
2036-2050
18
8
26
2036-2050
3
0
3

2012-2035
24
3
27
2012-2035
10
0
10
2012-2035
88
4
91
2012-2035
5
0
6

2012-2050
24
3
27
2012-2050
12
0
12
2012-2050
106
12
118
2012-2050
9
0
9

114

20

32

134

166

10,675

14,834

2,467

25,509

27,976

Transportation Network Improvements
Regional Arterials

Riparian Forest/Woodland
Forest/Woodland
Subtotal, Regional Arterials
Active Transportation Improvements

Riparian Forest/Woodland
Forest/Woodland
Subtotal, Active Transportation
Managed Lanes/General Purpose Lanes

Riparian Forest/Woodland
Forest/Woodland
Subtotal, Managed Lanes/General Purpose Lanes
Rail

Riparian Forest/Woodland
Forest/Woodland
Subtotal, Rail
Total, Transportation Network Improvements (acres)
Total, Proposed Plan (acres)

1
2012-2020
80
4
84
2012-2020
2

Appendix C. Air Quality

APPENDIX C. AIR QUALITY
This Appendix provides supporting documentation describing methods and results used in Section 4.3
Air Quality. It also includes the following:
Appendix C-1
Appendix C-2
Appendix C-3
Appendix C-4
Appendix C-5

Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity
ARB Emissions Inventory: 2012, 2020, 2035. Projected Air Emissions: 2050
Rail Emission Calculations
CALINE4 Modeling Outputs
Calculation of Total Hazard Index, MEIR

This appendix describes the methods and results of the air dispersion modeling that was performed to
estimate future ground-level concentrations of criteria pollutants resulting from implementation of the
proposed Plan. It also describes the methods and results of the HRA analysis that was performed to
assess whether the proposed Plan would expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations.

IMPACT AQ-1
The supporting documentation for this analysis includes the Air Quality Planning and Transportation
Conformity for the proposed Plan, which is included as Appendix C-1.

IMPACT AQ-2 AND AQ-3
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
Operation
Emissions associated with operation of forecasted regional growth and land use change were estimated
based on the ARB’s emission inventory data (Appendix C-2). The following stationary source emissions
categories are included in operational emissions for regional growth and land use change: electric
utilities, cogeneration, food and agricultural processing, service and commercial, sewage treatment,
landfills, incinerators, and laundering (dry cleaning). The following area source emissions categories are
included in operational emissions for regional growth and land use change: consumer products use;
pesticides/fertilizers; residential fuel combustion; farming operations; fires; managed burning and
disposal; and cooking.
Construction
Emissions associated with construction of forecasted regional growth and land use change were
estimated based on the ARB’s emission inventory data (Appendix C-2). The following emissions
categories were included in construction emissions for regional growth and land use change:
architectural coatings and related process solvents; asphalt paving/roofing; construction and demolition
(fugitive dust); and off-road equipment – construction.
Emissions data for land use and regional growth under Impact AQ-2 were obtained from the ARB
emission inventories for 2012, 2020, and 2035, and were projected for 2050 based on the ARB’s
inventories. Emissions data for the transportation network were obtained from the proposed Plan. A
summary of the emissions data is provided in Appendix C-2.
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PM10 and PM2.5 Impact analysis
The PM10 and PM2.5 analysis determines whether the proposed Plan would contribute substantially to
the existing violations of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 and annual CAAQS for PM2.5, would cause
additional exceedances of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 (i.e., more days in violation), or cause a new
violation of state and federal PM2.5 and federal PM10 standards.
Conducting this analysis addresses the potential for new violations or substantial contribution to an
existing violation of these standards because they address locations where PM10 and PM2.5 emissions
from the proposed Plan (and specifically, the transportation network improvements and programs)
could have an impact on air quality, and by focusing on the locations where impacts would be highest,
where the proposed Plan would have the greatest impact on air quality. This analysis also addresses the
potential for localized particulate impacts in accordance with the USEPA’s guidance (USEPA 2013b). The
analysis also addresses whether forecasted regional growth and land use change associated with the
proposed Plan would locate a greater number of individuals in areas where they would be exposed PM10
or PM2.5 levels that exceed the CAAQS or NAAQS.
The region is classified as a nonattainment area for the CAAQS for PM10. While the region is classified as
an attainment area for the NAAQS for PM10 or PM2.5, individual exceedances of the federal PM2.5
standard have been measured at monitoring stations within the SDAB. It should be noted that single
exceedances of the NAAQS for PM2.5 do not classify the SDAB as a nonattainment area. The 24-hour
NAAQS for PM2.5 is defined as the 98th percentile of 24-hour measurements averaged over 3 years.
Likewise, the primary and secondary annual NAAQS for PM2.5 are defined as the annual mean averaged
over 3 years. Due to the measurement of concentrations during individual 24-hour periods that exceed
the 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5 of 35 µg/m3 and the potential that localized PM2.5 impacts could occur due
to local increases in emissions along individual transportation corridor segments under the proposed
Plan, PM2.5 was included in the local pollutant analysis.
PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations were calculated using the USEPA-approved AERMOD model, with
meteorological data for the region provided by SDAPCD. Air dispersion modeling was conducted in
accordance with guidance from USEPA (USEPA 2005), the SCAQMD (SCAQMD 2003), and SDAPCD
(SDAPCD 2006), as well as OEHHA and other agencies that have conducted air impact analyses for
mobile sources along highways such as the San Pedro Bay Ports. The approach involves using the USEPAapproved regulatory air dispersion model AERMOD, and representing highways as a series of mobile
sources as recommended in the USEPA and SCAQMD guidance. The approach was developed in
consultation with SDAPCD (SDAPCD 2014f).
Transportation Network Improvements
The local impact analysis includes all freeways and highways because they have the highest levels of
passenger vehicle and diesel truck traffic in the regional transportation system. No local streets and
roads are included in the analysis because none of them meet ARB guidance for specified ADT volumes
on urban or rural roads within 500 feet of sensitive receptors.
Mobile sources include passenger vehicles, medium and heavy duty vehicles like trucks, and dieselpowered heavy- and light rail trains. The local impact analysis focuses on all regional freeways because
freeways have the highest levels of passenger vehicle and diesel truck traffic within the region, and also
because interchanges between freeways result in combined effects from heavily traveled roads.
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Mobile source PM2.5 and PM10 emissions from all freeways within the region were calculated using
EMFAC2011 emission factors contained within the Caltrans CT-EMFAC5 model (Caltrans 2014).
Emissions were based on daily vehicle activity profiles under implementation of the proposed Plan for
each individual freeway link. Daily vehicle activity profiles for freeway links include average daily trips
(ADT) and truck traffic percentages. Emission factors for roadway segments are specific to the amount
of truck traffic on each segment. Emission factors for the baseline (2012), 2020, and 2035 were
calculated for each roadway segment, based on the ADT and truck percentage. The CT-EMFAC5 Model
was used to calculate emission factors in grams per vehicle mile traveled. CT-EMFAC5 uses the
EMFAC2011 model to calculate emission factors for PM2.5 and PM10 for roadway links based on the
percentage of trucks traveling on that link. CT-EMFAC5 provides emission factors for pollutants based on
the percentage of truck traffic, which can then be used to calculate emissions for each individual
freeway link. EMFAC provides emission factors in grams per vehicle miles traveled by vehicle category,
and also provides overall emissions by region, but does not provide a composite emission factor based
on the vehicle mix that is required to model individual freeway segments. The emission factors from CTEMFAC5 include vehicle exhaust, tire wear, and brake wear. The PM10 and PM2.5 emission factors for
vehicle exhaust, tire wear, and brake wear were combined to provide emission factors for PM10 and
PM2.5 for each freeway segment in the region, and emissions were input into the air dispersion model to
calculate PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations attributable to the traffic anticipated by the proposed Plan.
EMFAC2011 does not provide emission factors beyond 2035; therefore, PM emissions for 2050 may be
overestimated.
The ARB’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook (ARB 2005) recommends avoiding siting new sensitive
receptors within 500 feet of freeways, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles/day, and rural roads with
50,000 vehicles/day. This analysis follows this ARB guidance, and focuses on evaluating the potential for
impacts to sensitive receptors adjacent to all regional freeways and highways. Based on average daily
trips (ADT) forecast under the proposed Plan for 2050 (the year in which the highest ADT volumes would
occur), there is only one surface street segment within an urban area with greater than 100,000 ADT:
the portion of Harbor Drive that is adjacent to the San Diego International Airport. There are no
sensitive receptors within 500 feet of this surface street segment, and therefore it is not analyzed
further. There are no rural road segments with greater than 50,000 ADT. These are the levels at which
ARB’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook (ARB 2005) recommends further analysis for impacts to
sensitive receptors.
Rail
The analysis includes the rail particulate emissions from increases in passenger and freight rail
operations located near freeways attributable to the proposed Plan. Rail particulate emissions from
diesel locomotives under the proposed Plan decrease from baseline 2012 levels; however, because rail
lines are in proximity to segments of I-5 in north County and SR-78 (the SPRINTER corridor), these rail
lines were included in the analysis.
Indirect emissions from electricity used by the San Diego Trolley are included in the stationary source
emissions from fuel combustion, which includes electricity generation. Emissions for these sources are
based on ARB’s emission inventory for 2020 and 2035. ARB projections are made for 5-year increments
and projections do not extend beyond 2035. A review of ARB’s emissions inventory for the SDAB shows
a general downward trend in emissions from off-road sources. Emissions for 2050 are not included in
ARB’s emissions inventory; therefore, 2050 emissions are based on projected trends from 2012 to 2035.
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Rail emissions are calculated based on the rail activity projected in the proposed Plan. Rail activity is
based on the anticipated increases in BNSF freight activity, the COASTER, and Amtrak on the LOSSAN rail
corridor and SPRINTER operations on the SPRINTER corridor. Table C-1 summarizes the rail emissions
calculated for the baseline and horizon years. Locomotive emissions are based on USEPA emission
factors, taking into account the Tier 3 and Tier 4 engine penetration in the passenger and freight
locomotive fleets. Detailed rail emission calculations are provided in Appendix C-3.

Operations
2012 Emissions
Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
Total 2012
Total,
tons/day
2020 Emissions
Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
Total 2020
Total,
tons/day
2035 Emissions
Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
Total 2035
Total,
tons/day
2050 Emissions
Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
Total 2050
Total,
tons/day

Rail
Operations,
trains/day
6
22
22
68

11
26
46
68

11
36
58
180

11
36
58
180

Table C-1
Rail Emissions, lbs/day
1

ROG

CO

NOX

PM10

PM2.5

80.58
42.98
40.29
12.47
176.32

302.16
161.15
151.08
46.76
661.16

1634.30
871.63
817.15
252.94
3576.01

46.53
24.82
23.27
7.20
101.82

46.53
24.82
23.27
7.20
101.82

0.09

0.33

1.79

0.05

0.05

74.91
25.75
42.71
6.32
149.70

553.97
190.45
315.90
46.76
1,109.09

2059.90
708.20
1174.65
173.89
4,116.64

47.86
16.45
27.29
4.04
95.64

47.86
16.45
27.29
4.04
95.64

0.07

0.55

2.06

0.05

0.05

27.05
12.88
19.45
6.04
65.42

553.97
263.71
398.31
123.79
1,339.77

769.86
366.48
553.54
172.03
1,861.91

14.56
6.93
10.47
3.25
35.23

14.56
6.93
10.47
3.25
35.23

0.03

0.67

0.93

0.02

0.02

20.81
9.90
14.96
4.65
50.32

553.97
263.71
398.31
123.79
1,339.77

582.60
277.34
418.89
130.19
1,409.01

8.32
3.96
5.98
1.86
20.13

8.32
3.96
5.98
1.86
20.13

0.03

0.67

0.70

0.01

0.01

1

PM2.5 assumed to be equal to PM10 for conservative purposes.

Other than rail, additional sources of off-road emissions within the region include port activities,
including materials handling equipment and ship operations; and airport operations. These additional
sources are not part of the proposed Plan.
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Construction
Construction emissions are included within the ARB’s emission inventories. Emissions associated with
construction of the transportation network improvements were estimated based on the ARB’s emission
inventory data (Appendix C-2). The following emissions categories were included in construction
emissions for regional growth and land use change: Asphalt Paving/Roofing; Construction and
Demolition (Fugitive Dust); and Off-road Equipment – Construction.
24-hour PM10 and PM2.5
The following approach is used to determine whether the proposed Plan would result in a new violation
of 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5 and 24-hour NAAQS for PM10, or contribute to an existing violation of the
24-hour CAAQS for PM10. First, to address the potential for a new violation of an air quality standard,
the highest background 24-hour PM10 concentrations measured at each monitoring station during the
past 5 years (2009 to 2013) that did not exceed the NAAQS and CAAQS were identified based on the
most recent 5 years of ambient monitoring data collected by SDAPCD. The analysis addresses whether
the increase in localized PM10 concentrations attributable to the proposed Plan, when added to the
background described above, would exceed 50 µg/m3. This analysis determines whether the proposed
Plan would cause a new exceedance of the 24-hour PM10 standard.
To address whether the proposed Plan would contribute to existing violations of the 24-hour PM10
CAAQS, the following approach was used. For PM10, background 24-hour concentrations exceeded the
CAAQS concentration of 50 µg/m3 at each of the five monitoring stations used in this analysis at least
once during the 5-year period from 2009 through 2013. To evaluate whether the proposed Plan would
contribute to an existing violation, the incremental impact thresholds used by the South Coast Air
Quality Management District (SCAQMD) in their Air Quality Significance Thresholds were used (SCAQMD
2015).
These thresholds consider an incremental 24-hour impact of 2.5 µg/m3 (micrograms per cubic meter) for
both PM2.5 and PM10 and an annual impact of 1 µg/m3 for PM10 to be significant. The SCAQMD has not
established an incremental annual threshold for PM2.5; the methodology to address annual impacts is
discussed further below. Therefore, if the proposed Plan PM10 concentrations increase by more than 2.5
µg/m3 relative to the 24-hour baseline concentration, the impact is considered significant. This analysis
determines whether the proposed Plan would contribute to an existing violation of the 24-hour PM10
standard.
As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the 24-hour PM2.5 standard is defined as the 98th percentile of the most
recent 3 years of monitoring data. There were no exceedances of the 24-hour PM2.5 standard recorded
in the region. To address whether the proposed Plan would contribute to existing violations of the 24hour PM2.5 NAAQS, the following approach was used. The highest background 24-hour PM2.5
concentrations measured at each monitoring station during the past 5 years (2009 to 2013) were
identified based on the most recent 5 years of ambient monitoring data collected by SDAPCD. The
analysis addressed whether the increase in localized PM2.5 concentrations attributable to the proposed
Plan, when added to the background, would exceed the 24-hour NAAQS for PM2.5. The analysis
determines whether the proposed Plan would cause a new exceedance of the 24-hour PM2.5 standard.
There is no separate 24-hour CAAQS for PM2.5.
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Annual PM10 and PM2.5
For annual background levels, because the federal annual PM2.5 standard is defined as the average over
3 years, the maximum 3-year average measured from 2009 through 2013 was used to represent
background levels. Annual background concentrations of PM10 measured at the five monitoring stations
used in this analysis exceed the CAAQS of 20 µg/m3.
To address whether the proposed Plan would contribute substantially to the existing violation of the
annual CAAQS for PM10, because the San Diego region already experiences exceedances of the
standards, the annual incremental impact threshold of 1 µg/m3 for PM10 used by the SCAQMD was used
(SCAQMD 2015). Therefore, if annual PM10 concentrations increase by more than 1 µg/m3 relative to the
annual baseline concentration, then the increase is considered a substantial contribution to the existing
violation of the annual CAAQS for PM10.
The annual NAAQS for PM2.5 is based on the three-year average annual concentration of PM2.5. The
SDAB has not exceeded the annual NAAQS over the period from 2009 to 2013. This definition differs
from the CAAQS, which is defined as the annual mean concentration of PM2.5. For the purpose of this
analysis, the evaluation addresses whether the annual increase in PM2.5 would result in a substantial
contribution to the annual PM2.5 concentration, which was evaluated based on a threshold of 1 µg/m3.
Stationary Sources
The SDAPCD maintains emissions inventory data for stationary sources (SDAPCD 2014a). Stationary
sources are required to report emissions of criteria pollutants and TACs on a four-year reporting basis,
unless requested to provide data more frequently. According to the most recent reporting period (2008
through 2012), most stationary sources do not report emissions of PM2.5. Furthermore, background
concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 include impacts from existing stationary sources. It would be
speculative to attempt to predict future operations at existing stationary sources within the Region, and
it would also be speculative to attempt to identify future stationary source locations, operational
characteristics, and emissions. Therefore, for the purpose of this analysis, background concentrations
measured at SDAPCD-operated monitoring stations were assumed to reflect emissions from stationary
sources.
Air Dispersion Modeling
The air dispersion modeling was performed using the USEPA American Meteorological Society
(AMS)/EPA Regulatory Model (AERMOD, version 14143) based on the Guideline on Air Quality Models
(40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR], Part 51, Appendix W, April 15, 2003) (USEPA 2004).
Meteorological data for the region were provided by SDAPCD (SDAPCD 2014). In November 2006, the
USEPA identified the AERMOD dispersion model as USEPA’s preferred dispersion model, replacing the
Industrial Source Complex Short-Term, Version 3 model (ISCST3) (USEPA 2006). AERMOD is a steadystate plume model that incorporates air dispersion based on planetary boundary layer turbulence
structure and scaling concepts that can handle both ground-level and elevated sources in both simple
and complex terrain.
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Modeling was conducted in accordance with guidance from the USEPA regarding representation of line
sources as a series of volume sources. This methodology is also recommended in guidance from the
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (SCAQMD 2003a) on the modeling of diesel
particulate sources. Volume sources were placed at 25-meter intervals over the entire freeway network
within the Region. For on-road traffic, hourly scaling factors were used within AERMOD to account for
regional diurnal traffic patterns. Table C-2 presents diurnal traffic distribution based on the 2006
Household Survey.
In addition, rail lines that are part of the transportation network and improvements within the Regional
Plan were modeled in the same manner, using a series of volume sources to represent the lines. This
methodology is consistent with other recent analyses conducted for rail sources (ARB 2004). Key model
parameters for volume sources include initial lateral (σyo) and vertical (σzo) dimensions of volumes and
source release height. The initial lateral dimensions for roadways and rail sources are estimated by
dividing the adjacent source separation distance by a standard deviation of 2.15 as recommended in the
ISCST3 User’s Guide (USEPA 1995). Volume source parameters for trains were based on the Roseville
Rail Yard Study (ARB 2004).
Table C-2
Diurnal Traffic Distribution
Hour
Percent of Trips
0
0.1%
1
0.0%
2
0.0%
3
0.1%
4
0.3%
5
1.4%
6
4.1%
7
10.9%
8
7.5%
9
4.5%
10
4.6%
11
5.9%
12
6.2%
13
5.6%
14
9.1%
15
8.5%
16
7.4%
17
8.4%
18
6.0%
19
3.6%
20
2.7%
21
1.7%
22
0.8%
23
0.4%
Source: SANDAG 2014
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Air dispersion modeling has been conducted for all freeway segments within the region except those
segments where no sensitive receptors are or would be located within 500 feet of the freeway. These
segments include the following:
•
•
•

The portion of I-5 north of Oceanside through Camp Pendleton
The portion of I-8 through the undeveloped mountain and desert areas of East County
SR 11, which extends from the eastern border crossing through the eastern portion of Otay
Mesa, through areas developed for industrial uses.

While a few individual residences are located east of Alpine along the I-8 corridor, impacts would be
similar to those modeled within Alpine because traffic volumes and truck traffic percentages would be
similar.
The analysis focuses on direct PM2.5 emissions from the transportation network and improvements. The
EPA has indicated that AERMOD is limited to modeling only direct PM2.5 emissions, and is not designed
to provide an assessment of the secondary formation of PM2.5 (USEPA 2014b). Secondary PM2.5 is
formed from precursor emissions of NOx and SO2. As discussed under Impact AQ-1 and shown in Table
4.3-10, 4.3-16, and 4.3-22, emissions of NOX associated with the proposed Plan decrease from the
baseline through 2050. SO2 is emitted in trace amounts from vehicles due to low-sulfur fuel
requirements, and its contribution to secondary PM2.5 from the transportation network and
improvements would be minor. Thus secondary PM2.5 impacts would decrease from baseline levels.
Secondary PM2.5 is included in the background ambient air quality levels measured at the monitoring
stations within the SDAB. Given that precursor emissions of NOx would decrease in future years and that
precursor emissions of SO2 are minor, the approach of adding the direct PM2.5 impacts to the existing
background levels to evaluate the potential for a violation of the PM2.5 standard provide a conservative
evaluation of direct and secondary impacts.
METEOROLOGICAL DATA
Meteorological data were used in the analysis of impacts from particulate matter (Impact AQ-2) and
toxic air contaminants (Impact AQ-4).
Although the use of five years of meteorological data is recommended by U.S. EPA and ARB, one year
(2012) of representative meteorological data was determined to be sufficient for the AQ-2 analysis
based on consultation with the SDAPCD, which indicated that there were little variations between the
years (DeSiena 2014). The 2012 meteorological data set that was used in the analysis also represents the
baseline year for the proposed Plan.
Meteorological data were obtained from SDAPCD for nine locations within the region where SDAPCD
operates air monitoring stations: Chula Vista, Del Mar, El Cajon, Escondido, Kearny Mesa, Otay Mesa,
Palomar Airport, Camp Pendleton, and Perkins Elementary School (Barrio Logan). Meteorological data
that were nearest to and most representative of conditions for the freeway segments were used in the
modeling analysis. For the purpose of presenting the areas, the area where Chula Vista data were used
was combined with the area where Otay Mesa data were used (which was confined to the
southeasternmost portions of SR 905 and SR 125). Camp Pendleton data were not used because the
portion of I-5 north of Oceanside was not modeled due to the lack of sensitive receptors within 500 feet
of the roadway.
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Methodology for Estimating Additional Exceedances of PM10 Standards
To estimate the number of potential additional exceedances that would occur as a result of
implementation of the proposed Plan, the following approach was used. Because future background
levels and meteorological data cannot be predicted, it was assumed that background concentrations
would be similar to the background levels identified in this analysis, which represent a five-year period
from 2009 through 2013.
The number of additional potential exceedances of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10 were then identified
based on the following steps:
Step 1:

Identify the maximum 24-hour PM10 concentration for each meteorological area for each
horizon year for which an exceedance is predicted (2035 and 2050). These maximum values
are shown in Table C-3.

Step 2:

Review 24-hour background PM10 concentration data from the ARB’s website.

Step 3:

For each meteorological area, determine the number of 24-hour periods for which the
24-hour CAAQS of 50 µg/m3 is already exceeded. This determines the number of days for
which the impact would contribute to an existing violation of an air quality standard.

Step 4:

Eliminate the 24-hour background data that already exceed the 24-hour CAAQS of 50 µg/m3.
Because these days already exceed the standard, they are not used to identify new potential
violations.

Step 5:

Determine the background concentration that, when added to the maximum 24-hour impact
concentration, would be greater than 50 µg/m3. For example, for the Escondido
meteorological area in 2035, the maximum 24-hour PM10 concentration predicted by the
modeling analysis is 8.39 µg/m3. Therefore, the background concentration that, if added to
the maximum impact, would exceed the 24-hour CAAQS of 50 µg/m3 is 41.61 µg/m3.

Step 6:

Determine the number of days during the period from 2009 to 2013 when the background
concentration exceeds the value which, when added to the maximum impact, would result in
a violation of the 24-hour CAAQS for PM10. For example, in 2035, the number of days during
the period from 2009 to 2013 when the background concentration measured in Escondido
was above 41.61 µg/m3 was two. Therefore, there could be two additional exceedances of the
24-hour CAAQS.

Table C-4 presents a summary of the analysis.
This approach to estimate the number of additional exceedances likely overestimates the impacts
because it assumes that worst-case meteorological conditions resulting in elevated PM10 background
concentrations would coincide with maximum PM10 concentrations under the proposed Plan. In
actuality, it is not possible to accurately predict the number of days in which future worst-case weather
conditions would coincide with maximum emissions concentrations. This approach therefore likely
overestimates the number of potential additional violations.
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Table C-3
Maximum Incremental Concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 , 2020, 2035, 2050
Freeway
I-5
Chula Vista
Perkins
Del Mar
Palomar
I-8
Perkins
Kearny Mesa
El Cajon
I-15
Escondido
Kearny Mesa
Perkins
I-805
Chula Vista
Perkins
Kearny Mesa
Del Mar
SR 52
Del Mar
Kearny Mesa
El Cajon
SR 54
Chula Vista
SR 56
Del Mar
Escondido
SR 67
El Cajon
SR 78
Palomar
Escondido
SR 94
Perkins
El Cajon

Maximum net increase (decrease), micrograms/cubic meter
24-hour PM10
Annual PM2.5
2050
2020
2035
2050
2020
2035

2050

2020

Annual PM10
2035

2050

2020

24-hour PM2.5
2035

(0.03)
(0.12)
(0.27)
(0.37)

0.55
(0.06)
(0.23)
0.31

0.40
0.46
(0.14)
0.56

0.07
(0.12)
(0.23)
(0.11)

2.05
1.19
0.77
2.37

1.63
3.56
2.77
4.24

(0.01)
(0.05)
(0.03)
(0.03)

0.27
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.09

0.20
0.26
(0.01)
0.13

0.04
(0.04)
(0.02)
(0.01)

1.00
0.50
0.30
0.70

0.80
1.64
1.01
1.29

(0.03)
(0.14)
(0.09)

(0.02)
(0.11)
(0.02)

(0.02)
(0.11)
0.19

(0.02)
(0.13)
0.35

(0.02)
0.06
0.65

0.08
0.82
1.28

(0.01)
(0.03)
0.01

(0.01)
(0.02)
0.04

(0.01)
(0.02)
0.09

(0.01)
(0.02)
0.24

(0.01)
0.06
0.31

0.04
0.40
0.59

0.69
(0.16)
(0.05)

2.96
(0.10)
(0.04)

4.91
(0.10)
(0.03)

3.51
(0.16)
(0.05)

8.39
(0.02)
0.03

12.77
0.38
1.23

0.27
(0.03)
(0.02)

1.11
(0.02)
(0.02)

1.82
(0.02)
(0.01)

1.30
(0.03)
(0.02)

3.11
0.03
0.03

4.71
0.19
0.54

0.05
(0.11)
(0.16)
(0.45)

0.65
(0.05)
(0.08)
(0.28)

0.60
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.13)

0.65
(0.06)
(0.10)
(0.30)

3.04
1.99
2.06
1.45

1.77
2.67
3.52
2.97

0.04
(0.04)
(0.04)
(0.06)

0.33
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.04)

0.31
(0.01)
0.01
(0.02)

0.35
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.04)

1.44
0.77
0.81
0.65

0.89
1.04
1.36
1.23

(0.19)
(0.17)
(0.09)

(0.14)
(0.13)
(0.07)

0.03
(0.06)
(0.05)

(0.17)
(0.16)
(0.09)

0.08
0.84
(0.05)

1.29
1.20
1.09

(0.02)
(0.03)
(0.02)

(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.02)

0.02
(0.01)
(0.01)

(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)

0.01
0.38
(0.01)

0.41
0.53
0.24

(0.05)

(0.03)

0.94

(0.05)

1.29

3.36

(0.02)

(0.01)

0.58

(0.02)

0.64

2.01

(0.09)
(0.06)

(0.06)
0.42

0.66
0.08

(0.08)
(0.05)

1.04
1.55

2.81
0.80

(0.02)
(0.01)

(0.01)
(0.01)

0.24
0.06

(0.01)
(0.01)

0.39
(0.00)

0.99
0.38

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.02)

(0.06)

(0.01)

0.26

(0.02)

(0.01)

(0.01)

(0.02)

0.00

0.12

(0.25)
(0.04)

0.85
(0.03)

2.79
0.24

(0.24)
(0.04)

3.72
0.90

7.30
1.70

(0.02)
(0.02)

0.24
(0.01)

0.27
0.14

(0.02)
(0.01)

0.92
0.47

1.00
0.90

(0.11)
(0.03)

(0.08)
(0.03)

0.10
0.21

(0.11)
(0.03)

0.60
(0.02)

1.52
3.05

(0.03)
(0.01)

(0.02)
(0.01)

0.08
0.10

(0.03)
0.02

0.32
0.05

0.71
1.32
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Freeway
SR 125
Chula Vista
Otay
El Cajon
SR 163
Perkins
Kearny Mesa
SR 905
Chula Vista
Otay

Maximum net increase (decrease), micrograms/cubic meter
24-hour PM10
Annual PM2.5
2050
2020
2035
2050
2020
2035

2050

2020

Annual PM10
2035

2050

2020

24-hour PM2.5
2035

0.00
0.03
(0.02)

0.18
0.21
(0.02)

4.06
3.41
0.73

0.09
(0.01)
(0.03)

0.45
0.54
0.18

9.55
7.92
3.83

0.00
0.01
(0.01)

0.08
0.09
(0.00)

1.94
1.55
0.34

0.04
0.07
(0.01)

0.20
0.24
0.11

4.55
3.61
1.69

(0.18)
(0.17)

(0.15)
(0.17)

(0.15)
(0.13)

(0.18)
(0.15)

(0.10)
0.16

(0.09)
2.12

(0.02)
(0.03)

(0.02)
(0.03)

(0.02)
(0.02)

(0.02)
(0.03)

(0.01)
0.09

(0.01)
0.92

(0.01)
(0.02)

0.73
0.22

0.77
0.20

0.53
0.07

2.22
0.82

2.27
0.78

0.00
(0.01)

0.37
0.11

0.39
0.11

0.27
0.04

1.06
0.42

1.04
0.41

able C-4
Calculation of Potential Violations of the 24-hour PM10 CAAQS

Meteorological
Influence Area

Maximum 24-hour
3
PM10 Impact, µg/m

Escondido – East
Valley Parkway

8.39

Background
Concentration that
would Result in a
3
Violation, µg/m
2035
41.61

Chula Vista
Del Mar
Escondido – East
Valley Parkway
San Diego – Barrio
Logan
Palomar Airport

9.55
2.77
12.77

Number of Days
above Background
Concentration

Number of Days
with Background
3
above 50 µg/m

2

2

2050
40.45
47.23
37.23

6
2
8

2
4
2

3.52

46.48

3

4

4.24

45.76

1

2
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IMPACT AQ-4: EXPOSURE OF SENSITIVE RECEPTORS TO SUBSTANTIAL
CONCENTRATIONS OF CARBON MONOXIDE
Impact AQ-4 analyzes exposure of sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of CO. The CO hotspot analysis is conducted in a manner consistent with the CO Attainment Demonstration conducted by
SCAQMD in their 2003 Air Quality Management Plan (SCAQMD 2003b), and focuses on four
intersections. The intersections are evaluated in accordance with Caltrans guidance for CO hot-spot
analyses.
The first step in the analysis involves identification of four intersections with the greatest potential for
high CO concentrations in the region. The target intersections are those with the highest levels of traffic
within the region, as identified by a review of the ADT projected for each surface street within the
transportation network. The analysis is conducted by identifying the four intersections with the highest
traffic levels within the Region:
•

Harbor Drive/Laurel Street: over 200,000 ADT in 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050

•

Mira Mesa Road/Scranton Road: over 110,000 ADT in 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050

•

Miramar Road/Camino Santa Fe: over 150,000 ADT in 2012, 2020, 2035 and 2050

•

Fairmont Avenue/Montezuma Road: over 130,000 ADT in 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050

Due to the high levels of traffic at these intersections, these impacts represent the highest
concentrations of CO that would be expected within the region because the amount of traffic
determines the amount of CO emissions, and therefore the concentration at the intersections.
Figure 4.3-9 provides a diagram showing the locations of the intersections that were included in the CO
“hot spots” analysis. There are no sensitive receptors within 500 feet of the first three intersections
listed above. The intersections were modeled with the CALINE4 Model (Caltrans 1989), using ADT that
would be generated under the proposed Plan and EMFAC2011 emission factors for CO for the baseline,
2020, 2035, and 2050.
The intersections were modeled with the CALINE4 Model (Caltrans 1989), using the ADT provided by
SANDAG and EMFAC2011 emission factors for CO for the baseline, 2020, 2035, and 2050. The
procedures recommended in the Transportation Project-Level Carbon Monoxide Protocol (Protocol)
(University of California Davis 1997) were followed to determine whether a CO “hot spot” is likely to
form due to project-generated traffic. In accordance with the Protocol, CO “hot spots” are typically
evaluated when (a) the LOS of an intersection or roadway decreases to a LOS E or worse;
(b) signalization and/or channelization is added to an intersection; and (c) sensitive receptors such as
residences, , schools, hospitals, etc. are located in the vicinity of the affected intersection or roadway
segment. Modeling was conducted based on the guidance in Appendix B of the Protocol to calculate
maximum predicted 1-hour CO concentrations. Predicted 1-hour CO concentrations were then scaled to
evaluate maximum predicted 8-hour CO concentrations using the recommended scaling factor of 0.7 for
urban locations.
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The analysis uses roadway traffic volumes for 2012 and for future years under the proposed Plan. The
daily traffic distribution indicates that the AM peak hour, in which the maximum traffic occurs, accounts
for 10.9 percent of the total ADT. As recommended in the Protocol, receptors were located at locations
that were approximately 3 meters from the mixing zone, and at a height of 1.8 meters. Average
approach and departure speeds were assumed to be 5 mph to account for congestion at the
intersection and provide a conservative estimate of emissions. Emission factors for CO were obtained
from the CT-EMFAC model for the specific percentage of trucks on the roadways. The CALINE4 model
provides estimates of maximum 1-hour concentrations of CO based on peak hour traffic at the
intersection.
In accordance with the Protocol, it is also necessary to estimate future background CO concentrations in
the project vicinity to determine the potential impact plus background and evaluate the potential for CO
“hot spots” due to the project. As a conservative estimate of background CO concentrations, the existing
maximum 1-hour background concentration of CO for the past 5-year period within the SDAB was used
to represent current and future CO concentrations. The maximum 1-hour concentration of 4.4 ppm was
measured at the Escondido monitoring station in 2012. To evaluate 8-hour concentrations, the 1-hour
maximum concentration predicted by the CALINE4 model was adjusted using the persistence factor of
0.7 as recommended in the Protocol. As a conservative estimate of background CO concentrations, the
existing maximum 8-hour background concentration of CO for the past 5-year period within the SDAB
was used to represent current and future CO concentrations. The maximum 8-hour concentration of 3.8
ppm was measured at the Escondido monitoring station in 2012. CO concentrations in the future may be
lower as inspection and maintenance programs and more stringent emission controls are placed on
vehicles. The CALINE4 model outputs are provided in Appendix C-4.

IMPACT AQ-4: HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
Impact AQ-4 includes a health risk assessment to address TAC impacts. A health risk assessment is
typically conducted in accordance with standard approaches to conducting risk assessments. According
to the National Academy of Sciences (National Academy of Sciences 1983), a health risk assessment
should include the following four steps:
•
•
•
•

Hazard Identification – identifying if a hazard exists and what the pollutants of concern and
potential health effects would be.
Exposure Assessment – estimating the extent of public exposure to each substance for which
cancer or noncancer effects will be evaluated.
Dose-Response Assessment – characterizing the relationship between exposure to a pollutant
and incidence of adverse health effects in an exposed population.
Risk Characterization – development of estimates of individual and population-wide risks due to
exposure to pollutants of concern.

In this HRA, the hazard identification step involves quantifying TAC emissions from the transportation
network improvements, and utilizing emissions from the SDAPCD’s database for stationary sources. The
exposure assessment involves estimating the concentrations to which sensitive receptors would be
exposed using dispersion modeling for mobile sources and SDAPCD’s risk prioritization methodology for
stationary sources. The dose-response step involves identifying toxicity factors for the emitted TACs
utilizing OEHHA’s database. The risk characterization step involves calculating potential individual health
risks based on final guidance from OEHHA (OEHHA 2015).
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The following four steps were followed to estimate health risks: (1) quantify emissions under the
proposed Plan; (2) identify ground-level receptor locations that would be exposed to emissions; (3)
perform dispersion modeling to estimate ambient TAC concentrations at each receptor location; and (4)
use risk characterization model calculations to estimate the health risk at each receptor location. The
following describes in detail the methods used to develop each step of the HRA.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK EMISSIONS
The first step involves evaluating whether the proposed Plan would result in a net increase in the
emissions of priority MSATs from the proposed Plan transportation network, including on-road mobile
sources and rail projects. On-road mobile source emissions have been quantified using CT-EMFAC5. The
California-specific transportation air quality analysis model, CT-EMFAC5, is designed to model MSATs.
The CT-EMFAC5 Model provides emission factors in grams per vehicle mile traveled based on the
percentage of truck traffic for each segment. Health effects from MSATs, i.e., cancer risks and chronic
noncancer risks from on-road traffic, have been associated primarily with diesel PM, benzene, and 1,3butadiene. CT-EMFAC has been used to estimate diesel PM, benzene, and 1,3-butadiene emissions for
the baseline (2012), 2020,2035, and 2050. Because CT-EMFAC does not provide emission factors beyond
2035, emission factors for 2050 are assumed to be constant after 2035.
TAC emissions were calculated based on daily vehicle activity profiles for freeway links under the
proposed Plan. Emission factors for the baseline (2012), 2020, and 2035 were calculated for each
roadway segment, based on the ADT and truck percentage. ADT and truck percentage data for each
freeway segment within the transportation network was used. Freeway segments include travel lanes in
each direction. Each segment represents a distance along the freeway lanes of travel. Emissions were
based on the total ADT for each segment for the 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050.
The determination of health risks in this analysis requires the calculation of 30-year average and
maximum annual TAC emission rates over the exposure period evaluated. The analysis uses 30-year
annual average emission rates to determine individual lifetime cancer risks. EMFAC2011 does not
provide emission factors beyond 2035; therefore, emissions beyond 2035 were held constant.
EMFAC2011 also does not provide emission factors for 2050; therefore, emissions for 2050 were
calculated using 2035 emission factors. Since vehicle emission technology improvements are expected
to continue beyond 2035 (e.g., see ARB emission factors in EMFAC2014), use of 2035 fleet emission
factors to represent emissions beyond 2035 produces higher average fleet emissions over the 30-year
period, and cancer risks for future scenarios are overestimated.
The risk-driving toxic air contaminant emissions from rail operations would be diesel PM emitted from
diesel locomotives. Other TAC emissions would not contribute substantially to health risks. This is
consistent with the findings of the Roseville Rail Yard Study (ARB 2004), and is consistent with the
OEHHA draft guidance, which states that “When comparing whole diesel exhaust to speciated
components of diesel exhaust (e.g., PAHs, metals), the cancer risk from inhalation exposure to whole
diesel exhaust will outweigh the multipathway cancer risk from the speciated compounds.” 1 All
particulate matter emissions from heavy rail operations have been categorized as diesel particulate
because the emissions are from the diesel engines on locomotives. As with on-road emissions, diesel
particulate emissions from rail locomotives are averaged over the 30-year exposure period.
1

OEHHA. 2014. Draft Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Guidance Manual (Public Review Draft). Appendix D: Risk
Assessment Procedures to evaluate Particulate Emissions from Diesel-Fueled Engines. Page D-1.
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Construction of transportation network improvements
The proposed Plan includes construction of new facilities such as managed lanes and general purpose
lanes within freeway rights-of-way. These activities would be short term relative to the 30-year
exposure scenario, and would move linearly along freeway corridors rather than occur in a single
location. The main TAC emitted during construction activities is diesel PM. OEHHA has not established a
short-term toxicity factor such as an REL for diesel PM, but does recommend that construction impacts
be included in a health risk assessment. Due to the short-term and temporary nature of emissions
associated with construction at any one location, construction impacts would not contribute
substantially to health risks. Construction activities were therefore not included in this health risk
assessment.

STATIONARY SOURCES
To address whether future development proposed in the proposed Plan would expose additional
sensitive receptors to potential impacts from stationary sources, a screening evaluation of stationary
sources was conducted. SDAPCD’s 2008–2012 Facility Emission Inventories have been used to identify
facilities where SDAPCD’s Prioritization Procedures (SDAPCD 1997) indicate that the facility may be
requested to prepare a health risk assessment under AB 2588. The approach was developed in
consultation with the SDAPCD (Kehetian 2014). SDAPCD uses the Prioritization Procedures to identify
facilities that have been required to prepare health risk assessments based on their prioritization scores.
The 10 in one million risk areas from stationary sources shown on Figure 4.3-3 of the EIR were calculated
using SDAPCD’s Prioritization Procedures. The areas shown in Figure 4.3-3 represent areas where cancer
risks could exceed 10 in a million; however, these impact areas are not intended to represent actual
cancer risks from stationary sources, but rather, an estimate of potential risks. Based on information
provided by the SDAPCD and a review of the health risk assessments prepared for stationary sources
within the SDAB, there are no stationary sources from which emissions would result in total cancer risks
above 100 in a million.
This evaluation of stationary source impacts within the San Diego region uses the prioritization
equations as a screening tool to identify a distance at which total cancer risk from the facility could be
approximately 10 in a million. This approach is not intended to provide site-specific health risk
assessments for all facilities; rather, it is similar to the approach used by the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District (BAAQMD) to screen stationary sources (BAAQMD 2012). Because future
stationary source operations from 2012 to 2050 cannot accurately be estimated, the potential for risks
from stationary sources in 2012 is assumed constant throughout the duration of the proposed Plan to
2050. This assumption likely overestimates future emissions from stationary sources as future control
technologies may be implemented to further decrease health risks; however, based on available
information there is no means of accurately estimating future emission decreases or changes in
operations from existing facilities.
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The prioritization equation is as follows:
TScancer = ∑c (Ec) (Pc) (RP) (1700)
where,
TScancer = total score, sum of scores for all compounds for which a unit risk value is available
c = specific carcinogenic compound
Ec = facility-wide emissions of substance c, (lbs/yr)
Pc = unit risk factor for substance c, (µg/m3)-1
RP = receptor proximity adjustment factor 1700 = normalization factor
TAC emissions are maintained by the SDAPCD in their emissions inventory database, and were provided
by the SDAPCD (March 2014). Based on consultation with the SDAPCD, a prioritization score of 100 may
indicate that a refined health risk assessment would indicate that the facility’s total cancer risks are
approximately 10 in a million. Furthermore, the SDAPCD recommended adjusting the prioritization
scoring equation by a factor of 4.5 to account for the revised OEHHA risk assessment guidance, which
takes into account childhood exposure by using age-specific adjustment factors.
Using the prioritization scoring methodology, facilities with scores of 100 or greater were identified. The
SDAPCD’s prioritization procedures also specify a receptor proximity adjustment factor to account for
distance of receptors from TAC sources. The receptor proximity adjustment factor is calculated as
follows:
RP
=
Where,
D
=

(2500/D2)
source to receptor distance, meters.

This receptor proximity adjustment equation was used to calculate the distance at which sources for
which prioritization scores are greater than 100 would be reduced to 100 or less. The result of these
calculations provides an estimate of the locations where total cancer risks could be greater than 10 in a
million. It is important to note that this procedure is not intended to provide site-specific estimates of
risk; rather, it is intended to provide a screening evaluation of potential areas where risks may exceed 10
in a million.
Any new stationary sources in the future (the location and others details of which are not known at this
time) would be subject to demonstrating compliance with SDAPCD’s Rule 1200, Toxic Air Contaminants
New Source Review. Rule 1200 requires that new stationary sources demonstrate that their TAC
emissions would not result in a cancer risk above 1 in a million without implementation of Toxics-Best
Available Control Technology (T-BACT), or above 10 in a million with implementation of T-BACT; the new
sources must also demonstrate that their TAC emissions would not result in total acute or chronic
noncancer health hazard index above 1. Because new sources are subject to the requirements of Rule
1200, they would be required to demonstrate a less than significant health risk by SDAPCD.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS
This HRA evaluates whether the transportation network and improvements would result in increases in
risks to sensitive receptors over baseline conditions, and evaluates whether the project would expose
additional populations of sensitive receptors to adverse health effects. For the purpose of the HRA,
sensitive receptors include residences and schools.
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Because the focus of the analysis was to evaluate whether the transportation network and
improvements would result in an increase in risk and therefore expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations, receptors were located adjacent to the roadway. Receptor locations were
calculated based on distance to the volume sources, assuming that the width of the travel lanes on the
freeways is 48 feet (4 lanes, 12 feet width per lane), and that the shoulder is another 8 feet in width.
Receptors were placed in a grid based on distance from the shoulder, with receptor locations at 10 feet,
50 feet, 100 feet, 200 feet, 500 feet, 750 feet, and 1,000 feet from the freeway.

RISK CHARACTERIZATION
Health risks are evaluated following the final guidance issued by the OEHHA (OEHHA 2015). The
guidance recommends using USEPA’s regulatory air dispersion model, AERMOD, to quantify downwind
concentrations, and recommends exposure assumptions, including adjustments to account for
childhood exposure, to calculate excess cancer risks. The guidance recommends a 30-year exposure
period for use as the basis for estimating cancer risk at residential receptors. Risks are calculated on the
basis of the 30-year exposure period, accounting for childhood sensitivity, using the OEHHArecommended age sensitivity factors (ASFs) to take into account the increased sensitivity to carcinogens
during early-in-life exposure. In addition, high-end breathing rates recommended by OEHHA were used
to provide a conservative estimate of risk. The residential exposure scenario assumes that an individual
is present at the same location 24 hours per day, 350 days per year, for a 30-year period that includes
childhood. This exposure assumption may overestimate of impacts to children outside of a residence at
places like day care centers and schools where they spend a relatively smaller portion of their time (i.e.,
less than 24 hours per day, less than 350 days per year, less than 30 years). Table C-5 presents a
summary of the exposure factors used in this HRA.
The excess cancer risks were calculated for the baseline (2012), 2020, 2035, and 2050 scenarios. The
determination of health risks in this analysis requires the calculation of 30-year average and maximum
annual TAC emission rates over the exposure period evaluated. The analysis uses 30-year annual
average emission rates to determine individual lifetime cancer risks.

Risk Calculation
Parameters

Table C-5
Risk Assessment Exposure Factors
Breathing
Rate/Body
Age Sensitivity
Exposure
Weight.
L/kg-day
Factor
Duration, years

Averaging
Time, years

Fraction of
Time at Home

Time Period of Exposure,
years

High End
BR/BW

ASF

ED

AT

FAH

3rd Trimester

361

10

0.25

70

0.85

0<2

1090

10

2

70

0.85

2<16

745

3

14

70

0.72

16<30

335

1

14

70

0.73

Cancer Potency Factors
-1

Diesel Particulate

1.10E+00(mg/kg-day)

Benzene

1.00E-01(mg/kg-day)

1,3-Butadiene

6.00E-01(mg/kg-day)

Source: OEHHA 2015

-1
-1
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The ARB does not provide guidance on siting of sensitive receptors in proximity to rail corridors. While
TAC emissions from rail operations from the proposed Plan decrease due to improvements in
technology and increasingly stringent emission standards, emissions from diesel locomotives operating
on the LOSSAN and SPRINTER rail corridors are included to address their contribution to risks along the I5 and SR 78 corridors.
GIS analysis was performed to estimate population, housing units, and schools within the 24-hour and
annual PM10 impact areas (Impact AQ-2); 10 in one million and 100 in one million risk contours (Impact
AQ-4). SANDAG’s existing land use data do not provide information on other sensitive receptors such as
day care centers and nursing homes. Day care centers and nursing homes are often located in
residential areas; therefore, impacts to residential areas would likely cover these sensitive receptors as
well.
Criterion 1 - Does the proposed Plan result in increases in cancer risks to sensitive receptors over
baseline (2012) conditions that exceed 10 in one million?
The analysis to evaluate significant impacts under this criterion is a focused evaluation of increases in
cancer risks to individual receptors associated with implementation of the transportation network
improvements, and also with increases in excess cancer risks due to regional growth and land use
changes.
The methodology for evaluating increases in cancer risk involves (a) addressing the impacts from the
transportation network improvements and programs on sensitive receptors; and (b) addressing whether
forecasted regional growth and land use change under the proposed Plan would expose populations
that include sensitive receptors to TAC emissions.
To address the transportation network, air dispersion modeling was conducted using the same
methodology as discussed under Impact AQ-2 (see Appendix C). The analysis focuses on freeways and
rail corridors with diesel locomotives. While rail emissions decrease with implementation of the
proposed Plan due to technology improvements and increasingly stringent emission standards in
locomotives, the combined effect of the LOSSAN corridor on impacts from I-5 and the SPRINTER corridor
on impacts from SR 78 was analyzed due to their close proximity.
Air dispersion modeling was conducted to quantify the excess cancer risks to address whether the
implementation of the proposed Plan would result in increased cancer risks that exceed 10 in a million.
The 10 in a million threshold is used throughout California by lead agencies as a significance threshold
for cancer risks (SCAQMD 2011; County of San Diego 2007; SJVAPCD 2014). The threshold of 10 in a
million is used in the SDAPCD’s Rule 1210, Toxic Air Contaminant Public Health Risks – Public Notification
and Risk Reduction (which is the SDAPCD’s rule governing existing sources of TACs) as the threshold for
which public notification is required. The threshold of 100 in a million is also used in SDAPCD’s Rule
1210 as a threshold for stationary sources below which no further risk reduction action is required, and
above which risk reduction measures to reduce impacts from TACs must be made. For these reasons, a
threshold of 10 in a million was used as a significance threshold to evaluate the Plan’s increases in
cancer risks.
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Health risks are evaluated following the final guidance issued by the OEHHA (OEHHA 2015). The
guidance recommends using USEPA’s regulatory air dispersion model, AERMOD, to quantify downwind
concentrations, and recommends exposure assumptions, including adjustments to account for
childhood exposure, to calculate excess cancer risks. The guidance recommends a 30-year exposure
period for use as the basis for estimating cancer risk at residential receptors. Risks are calculated on the
basis of the 30-year exposure period, accounting for childhood sensitivity, using the OEHHArecommended age sensitivity factors (ASFs) to take into account the increased sensitivity to carcinogens
during early-in-life exposure. In addition, high-end breathing rates recommended by OEHHA were used
to provide a conservative estimate of risk. The excess cancer risks are calculated for the baseline (2012),
2020, 2035, and 2050.
The determination of health risks in this analysis requires the calculation of 30-year average and
maximum annual TAC emission rates over the exposure period evaluated. The analysis uses 30-year
annual average emission rates to determine individual lifetime cancer risks. The analysis utilizes
emission factors from the CT-EMFAC5 model. As discussed under Impact AQ-2, CT-EMFAC5 is based on
emission factors from EMFAC2011.
As discussed under Impact AQ-2, emission factors for roadway segments are specific to the amount of
truck traffic on each segment. Emission factors for the baseline (2012), 2020, and 2035 were calculated
for each roadway segment, based on the ADT and truck percentage. This analysis utilizes emission
factors from the CT-EMFAC5 model. CT-EMFAC5 provides emission factors for pollutants based on the
percentage of truck traffic, which can then be used to calculate emissions for each individual freeway
link. CT-EMFAC5 uses the EMFAC2011 model to calculate emission factors for total organic gases and
for particulate matter for roadway links based on the percentage of trucks traveling on that link. The
total organic gases and particulate matter emission factors are then used to calculate emission factors
for TACs, which are not provided by the EMFAC model.
As discussed under Impact AQ-2, on December 30, 2014, ARB released the latest version of EMFAC,
EMFAC2014 (ARB 2014d). EMFAC2014 includes the latest data on California’s car and truck fleets and
travel activity. It measures vehicle emissions to 2050, as opposed to EMFAC2011, which measures
vehicle emissions to 2035. New forecasting methods have been incorporated for developing vehicle age
distributions. The model also reflects the emissions benefits of ARB’s recent rulemakings, including onroad diesel fleet rules, Advanced Clean Car Standards, and the Smartway/Phase I Heavy Duty Vehicle
Greenhouse Gas Regulation. The model also includes updates to truck emission factors based on the
latest surveillance data.
The portion of this air quality analysis addressing particulate and toxic air contaminant (TAC) impacts
from the transportation network is based on EMFAC2011 emission factors because CT-EMFAC5 has not
been updated to include EMFAC2014 emission factors. While Caltrans anticipates updating CT-EMFAC5
in late 2015, the model was not available during the preparation of this analysis. Use of the CT-EMFAC5
model was necessary to provide segment-specific emission factors for TACs for each freeway segment
included in the impact analysis. Use of CT-EMFAC5, which relies on EMFAC2011 emission factors, is
conservative because it was necessary to assume that emission factors do not decrease beyond 2035,
and emission factors within EMFAC2011 have not been updated to account for current and future
regulatory actions, including the on-road diesel fleet rules, Advanced Clean Car Standards, and the
Smartway/Phase I Heavy Duty Vehicle Greenhouse Gas Regulation. This analysis therefore provides a
conservative estimate of risk from the transportation network.
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Construction activities from both construction of land use development projects and construction of
transportation network improvements would be short term relative to the 30-year exposure scenario,
and most would move linearly along corridors rather than occur in a single location. The main TAC
emitted during construction activities is diesel PM. OEHHA has not established a short-term toxicity
factor such as a reference exposure level (REL) for one-hour of exposure for diesel PM, but does
recommend that construction impacts be considered in a health risk assessment. Due to the short-term
and temporary nature of emissions associated with construction at any one location, construction
impacts would not contribute substantially to health risks. Construction activities were therefore not
included in this health risk assessment.
The ARB does not provide guidance on siting of sensitive receptors in proximity to rail corridors. While
TAC emissions from rail operations from the proposed Plan decrease over time relative to 2012 due to
improvements in technology and increasingly stringent emission standards, rail corridors are included in
the analysis of risk to address their potential contribution to risks along the I-5 and SR 78 corridors.
Criterion 2 - Does the proposed Plan expose sensitive receptors to total cancer risks above 100 in one
million?
The analysis to evaluate significant impacts under this criterion is a focused evaluation of total cancer
risks to individual receptors. The approach is based on ARB’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook (ARB
2005), which provides recommended guidance on the siting of sensitive receptors in proximity to
various TAC sources, including roadways and other facilities. Using available health data, air quality
modeling, and monitoring studies, the ARB handbook provides recommendations for how far sensitive
land uses should be located away from some specific sources of air pollution. ARB’s recommendations
for distances are based primarily on data showing that air pollution exposure from TACs can be reduced
as much as 80 percent when sensitive land uses are set back the recommended distance. ARB
recommends using local air pollution source data, where appropriate, and if available, to better
determine specific health risks near local TAC sources, especially for sources not included in the ARB
handbook, or to identify more appropriate distance recommendations than they provide in the
handbook.
The recommendation for distances from oil refineries is not relevant to the San Diego region because no
oil refineries are located within the region. Additional sources were identified based on their potential
to be included in the proposed Plan or their presence within the region, based on SDAPCD’s 2012 Air
Toxics “Hot Spots” Report. The recommendations are summarized in Table C-5.
As discussed under Criterion 1, the proposed Plan includes development of the transportation network,
including roadways and rail, as a key part of the proposed Plan. The proposed Plan also anticipates
development and land use patterns for the future in the San Diego region. As discussed under Criterion
1, air dispersion modeling was conducted to quantify the excess cancer risks to address whether the
implementation of the proposed Plan would result in total cancer risks that exceed 100 in a million. The
100 in a million threshold is used throughout California by lead agencies as a significance threshold for
cancer risks. The Plan Bay Area EIR (ABAG/MTC 2013) used an increase in risk of 100 in a million as a
threshold to evaluate significant impacts to sensitive receptors from the implementation of their plan.
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Table C-5
ARB Air Quality and Land Use Handbook
Distance Recommendations for Sensitive Receptors
TAC Source
Freeway/Highway,
Roadway
Distribution Center or
other Heavy Diesel
Vehicle Source
Gasoline Dispensing
Facility
Dry Cleaning
Operation
Chrome Plating
Facility
Railyard
Railroad and Rail
Station
Ferry Terminal
Diesel Generator
Sea Port/Shipyard
Airport
Landfill

Distance Recommendation
500 feet from a freeway, urban roads with 100,000 vehicles/day or rural roads with
50,000 vehicles/day
1,000 feet from a facility with over 100 daily heavy-duty diesel vehicle trips (trucks,
buses, etc.), more than 40 trucks with operating transport refrigeration units (TRUs)
per day, or more than 300 hours/week of TRU operation
300 feet from a large gasoline-dispensing facility (throughput of 3.6 million gallons or
more per year); 50 feet from a small gasoline dispensing facility (less than 3.6 million
gallons per year)
300 feet from dry cleaning operation using perchloroethylene; 500 feet from dry
cleaning operations with two or more machines using perchloroethylene
1,000 feet from a chrome plating facility
1,000 feet from the San Ysidro Railyard
200 feet from a railroad or rail station
500 feet from a ferry terminal
350 feet form a diesel generator with an estimated cancer risk greater than 10 in a
million
1,500 feet from seaport or shipyard facilities
0.5 mile from Lindbergh Field
1,000 feet from a landfill

Source: ARB 2005

The threshold of 100 in a million is also used in SDAPCD’s Rule 1210 Toxic Air Contaminant Public Health
Risks – Public Notification and Risk Reduction (which is the SDAPCD’s rule governing existing sources of
TACs) as a threshold for stationary sources below which no further risk reduction action is required, and
above which risk reduction measures to reduce impacts from TACs must be made. For these reasons, a
threshold of 100 in a million is considered an appropriate significance threshold for total cancer risks.
To address whether future development proposed in the proposed Plan would expose additional
sensitive receptors to potential impacts from stationary sources, a screening evaluation of stationary
sources was conducted. SDAPCD’s 2013 Air Toxics “Hot Spots” Report (SDAPCD 2014c) and the air toxics
inventory data provided by the SDPACD (Mar 2014) have been used to identify facilities where SDAPCD’s
Prioritization Procedures (SDAPCD 1997) indicate that the facility may be requested to prepare a health
risk assessment under AB 2588. SDAPCD uses the Prioritization Procedures to identify facilities that have
been required to prepare health risk assessments based on their prioritization scores. This evaluation of
stationary source impacts within the San Diego region uses the prioritization equations as a screening
tool to identify a distance at which total cancer risk from the facility could be approximately 10 in a
million. This approach is not intended to provide site-specific health risk assessments for all facilities;
rather, it is similar to the approach used by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) to
screen stationary sources (BAAQMD 2012). Because future stationary source operations cannot be
estimated, the potential for risks from stationary sources is assumed constant. This assumption is likely
to be conservative as future control technologies may be implemented to further decrease health risks;
however, there is no means of estimating future emissions or operations from existing facilities.
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Any new stationary sources in the future (the location and others details of which are not known at this
time) would be subject to demonstrating compliance with SDAPCD’s Rule 1200, Toxic Air Contaminants
New Source Review. Rule 1200 requires that new stationary sources demonstrate that their TAC
emissions would not result in a cancer risk above 1 in a million without implementation of Toxics-Best
Available Control Technology (T-BACT), or above 10 in a million with implementation of T-BACT; the new
sources must also demonstrate that their TAC emissions would not result in total acute or chronic
noncancer health hazard index above 1. Because new sources are subject to the requirements of Rule
1200, they would be required to demonstrate a less than significant health risk by SDAPCD.
In addition to stationary TAC sources and TAC emissions associated with the transportation network and
improvements, area sources such as the San Diego International Airport and other local airports,
operations at the Port of San Diego, and other facilities within the region may be sources of TAC
emissions. An air toxics health risk assessment was prepared for The San Diego International Airport
2008 Master Plan (San Diego County Regional Airport Authority 2008), that indicated that incremental
cancer risks associated with the Master Plan would range from less than 0.1 to 2.0 in a million at the
nearest sensitive receptors. The contribution from the airport would not significantly affect the analysis
conducted for the proposed Plan. No risk assessments have been conducted for other airports within
the region, or for any ports. These sources may contribute to overall health risks to sensitive receptors,
but their risks cannot be quantified.
Criterion 3 - Does the proposed Plan result in health risks to sensitive receptors for noncancer hazards
as measured by a total hazard index (THI) above 1.0?
The analysis to evaluate significant impacts under this criterion is a screening evaluation where the THI
was calculated for the maximally exposed individual receptor (MEIR). The MEIR was identified through
identifying the location where the highest impact would occur that is outside of the freeway rights of
way.
The annual ground-level concentration for the MEIR was calculated for the following TACs, which are
considered MSATs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acetaldehyde
Acrolein
Benzene
1,3-Butadiene
Diesel Particulate Matter
Formaldehyde
Naphthalene

The calculation of THI was conducted by dividing the ground-level concentration by the REL for each
TAC. Appendix C-5 provides the calculation of THI for the MEIR.
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Air Quality Planning and Transportation
Conformity
Background
The federal Clean Air Act (CAA) (42 U.S.C. §7401, et seq.), which was last amended in 1990, requires the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for
pollutants considered harmful to public health and the environment. Pursuant to California Health & Safety Code
§39606, California has adopted state air quality standards that are more stringent than the NAAQS. Areas with levels
that violate the standard for specified pollutants are designated as non-attainment areas.
The U.S. EPA requires that each state containing non-attainment areas develop plans to attain the NAAQS by a
specified attainment deadline. The attainment plan is called the State Implementation Plan (SIP). The San Diego
County Air Pollution Control District (APCD) prepares the San Diego portion of the California SIP. Once the standards
are attained, further plans – called Maintenance Plans – are required to demonstrate continued maintenance of the
NAAQS.
Pursuant to Section 176(c) of the federal CAA (42 USC §7506(c)), the San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) and the United States Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) must make a determination that the
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) conform to the SIP
for air quality. Conformity to the SIP means that transportation activities will not create new air quality violations,
worsen existing violations, or delay the attainment of the NAAQS. Regulations regarding conformity to the SIP are
specific to the NAAQS. The RTP’s impacts on California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) are discussed and
analyzed in the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan environmental impact report, Section 4.3.
On April 15, 2004, the U.S. EPA designated the San Diego air basin as non-attainment for the 1997 Eight-Hour
Ozone Standard. This designation took effect on June 15, 2004. However, several areas that are tribal lands in eastern
San Diego County were excluded from the non-attainment designation.
The air basin initially was classified as a basic non-attainment area under Subpart 1 of the CAA, and the attainment
date for the 1997 Eight-Hour Ozone Standard was set as June 15, 2009. In cooperation with SANDAG, the San Diego
APCD developed an Eight-Hour Ozone Attainment Plan for the 1997 standard, which was submitted to the U.S. EPA
on June 15, 2007. (The Regional Plan may be found at: sdapcd.org/planning/8-Hour-O3-Attain-Plan.pdf.) Emissions
budgets set an upper limit which on-road mobile sources are permitted to emit. The budgets in the Eight-Hour Ozone
Attainment Plan for San Diego County were found adequate for transportation conformity purposes by the U.S. EPA,
effective June 9, 2008.
However, on April 27, 2012, in response to a court decision (South Coast Air Quality Management District, et al., v.
EPA, 472 F.3d 882 (D.C. Cir. 2006) reh’g denied 489 F.3d 1245), the U.S. EPA ruled that the San Diego basic
non-attainment area be reclassified as a Subpart 2, moderate non-attainment area, with an attainment deadline of
June 15, 2010. This reclassification became effective on June 13, 2012. Air quality data for 2009, 2010, and 2011
demonstrated that the San Diego air basin attained the 1997 ozone standard; APCD prepared a Maintenance Plan,
with a request for redesignation to attainment/maintenance. (The Maintenance Plan may be found at:
sdapcd.org/planning/8_Hour_O3_Maint-Plan.pdf.) On December 6, 2012, the California Air Resources Board (ARB)
approved the Redesignation Request and Maintenance Plan for the 1997 National Ozone Standard for San Diego
County for submittal to the U.S. EPA as a SIP revision. Effective July 5, 2013, the U.S. EPA approved California’s
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request to redesignate the San Diego County ozone non-attainment area to attainment for the 1997 Eight-Hour
Ozone Standard and the Maintenance Plan for continuing to attain this standard for ten years beyond redesignation.
On May 21, 2012, the U.S. EPA designated the San Diego air basin as a non-attainment area for the new 2008 EightHour Ozone Standard and classified it as a marginal area with an attainment date of December 31, 2015. This
designation became effective on July 20, 2012. SANDAG determined conformity to the new standard on May 24,
2013, using the model approved by the U.S. EPA to forecast regional emissions (EMFAC 2011). The U.S. DOT, in
consultation with the U.S. EPA, made its conformity determination on June 28, 2013. (Letter may be found at:
sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_410_16214.pdf.) For this non-attainment designation, tribal areas that were
previously excluded are now included as part of the San Diego region non-attainment designation. 1 In addition, the
U.S. EPA final rule also provides for the revocation of the 1997 Eight-Hour Ozone NAAQS for transportation conformity
purposes effective July 20, 2013. In a D.C. Circuit Court decision on December 23, 2014 (NRDC v. EPA, No. 12-1321) it was
determined that the attainment date for marginal areas would be set for July 20, 2015.
The San Diego region also has been designated by the U.S. EPA as a federal maintenance area for the Carbon
Monoxide (CO) standard. On November 8, 2004, ARB submitted the 2004 revision to the California SIP for CO to the
U.S. EPA. Effective January 30, 2006, the U.S. EPA has approved this Maintenance Plan as a SIP revision.

Transportation Conformity: Modeling Procedures
Introduction
SANDAG has developed the Revenue Constrained Scenario for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan)
which serves as the basis for the required air quality conformity analysis. Conformity of the 2014 RTIP Amendment
No. 7 has been determined simultaneously for consistency purposes. Tables B.9 and B.11 include the conformity
analysis for both the 2050 Revenue Constrained Regional Plan and the 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7. The Regional
Plan provides information on revenue assumptions and the Revenue Constrained Scenario (Chapter 3). In addition,
this conformity determination fulfills the requirement of SB 375, which requires a Sustainable Communities Strategy
that allows for compliance with Section 176 of the federal CAA. (California Government Code, Section
65080(b)(2)(B)(viii).)
Growth forecasts
Every three to five years, SANDAG produces a long-range forecast of population, housing, and employment growth for
the San Diego region. The most recent forecast is the Series 13, 2050 Regional Growth Forecast (accepted for planning
purposes by the SANDAG Board on October 25, 2013), which was utilized in the development of the Regional Plan and
the 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7. (Item No. 8, sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_3489_16764.pdf.)
The forecast process relies upon three integrated forecasting models. The first model, the Demographic and Economic
Forecasting Model (DEFM), provides a detailed econometric and demographic forecast for the entire region. The
second model, the Production, Exchange, Consumption, Allocation Model (PECAS), considers land economics and the
potential for redevelopment in determining subregional allocation of employment and housing. The third model, the
Urban Development Model (UDM), allocates the results of the first two models to Master Geographic Reference Areas
(MGRA) based upon the current plans and policies of the jurisdictions. MGRAs are the base unit of geography for
SANDAG subregional land use models. Similar in size to Census blocks or block groups, MGRAs are designed to nest
within other administrative boundaries such as Census tracts, school districts, and jurisdictions among others, allowing
MGRA-level forecast data to be aggregated up to larger areas.
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On August 6, 2014, SANDAG consulted with the San Diego Region Conformity Working Group (CWG), comprised of
representatives of SANDAG, Caltrans, SDAPCD, U.S. EPA, U.S. DOT, and ARB, on the use of the Series 2013, 2050
Regional Growth Forecast (2013) for the air quality conformity analysis of the Regional Plan and the 2014 RTIP
Amendment No. 7 conformity redetermination. Previously, both the U.S. DOT and the U.S. EPA concurred that
approved local land use plans should be used as input in the air quality conformity process and concurred that these
plans have been appropriately incorporated into the Series 2013, 2050 Regional Growth Forecast. Figure B.1 and
Table B.1 show the regional population, jobs, and housing growth forecast for the San Diego region through 2050.
Figure B.1

San Diego Regional Population, Jobs, and Housing Forecast
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Source: Series 13, 2050 Regional Growth Forecast, SANDAG, October 2013

Table B.1

San Diego Regional Population and Employment Forecast
Series 2013, 2050 Regional Growth Forecast
Year

Population

Employment

2012

3,143,429

1,450,913

2020

3,435,713

1,624,124

2035

3,853,698

1,769,938

2050

4,068,759

1,911,405

Source: Series 13, 2050 Regional Growth Forecast, SANDAG, October 2013

The Series 13, 2050 Regional Growth Forecast is based largely upon the adopted general plans and community plans,
and policies of the 18 cities and the County. Because many of the local general plans have horizon years of 2030 –
20 years before the 2050 Growth Forecast horizon year, the later part of the forecast was developed in collaboration
with each of the local jurisdictions through an iterative process that allowed each city to provide their projections for
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land uses in those later years. The planning assumptions used for the Regional Plan were less than five years old at the
time the conformity analysis began. Federal RTP guidelines require that the Regional Plan cover a forecast period of a
minimum of 20 years.
Transportation modeling
SANDAG uses a calibrated and validated activity-based model (ABM) to support the development of the Regional
Plan. 2 An ABM simulates individual and household transportation decisions that comprise their daily travel itinerary. It
predicts whether, where, when, and how people travel outside their home for activities such as work, school,
shopping, healthcare, and recreation.
ABMs are becoming the standard travel demand modeling technology used by large Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs), including the Southern California Association of Governments, and the Bay Area Metropolitan
Transportation Commission. These models allow for a more nuanced analysis of complex policies and projects. The
powerful analytic capabilities of an ABM are particularly helpful in evaluating social equity, carpooling, transit access,
parking conditions, tolling, and pricing. Because an ABM tracks the characteristics of each person, the model can be
used to analyze the travel patterns of a wide range of socio-economic groups. For example, a household with many
members may be more likely to carpool, own multiple vehicles, and share shopping responsibilities.
ABM outputs are used as inputs for regional emissions forecasts. The estimates of regional transportation-related
emissions analyses conducted for the Regional Plan meet the requirements established in the Transportation
Conformity Regulation (40 CFR §93.122(b) and §93.122(c)). These requirements relate to the procedures to
determine regional transportation-related emissions, including the use of network-based travel models, methods to
estimate traffic speeds and delays, and the estimation of vehicle miles traveled (VMT).
The regionally significant projects, and the timing for when they are expected to be open to traffic in each analysis
year, are documented in Tables B.13 - B.15. The design concept and scope of projects allows adequate model
representation to determine intersections with regionally significant facilities, route options, travel times, transit
ridership, and land use.
This document describes the key modeling units, ABM model flow, the San Diego residents travel module, highway
and transit networks, data sources, and emissions modeling.
Key modeling units
An ABM simulates individual and household travel decisions through tours, that is, a journey that begins and ends at
home. A tour includes a chain of trips (segments of travel with a given origin and destination). The advantage of
modeling tours and trips hierarchy is to ensure spatial, temporal, and modal consistency and integrity across trips
within a tour.
To simulate trips and tours made by individuals and households, the SANDAG ABM includes a total of eight
person-types, shown in Table B.2. The person-types are mutually exclusive with respect to age, work status, and
school status.
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Table B.2

Person Types
Number

Person-Type

Age

Work Status

School Status

1

Full-time worker 3

18+

Full-time

None

2

Part-time worker

18+

Part-time

None

3

College student

18+

Any

College+

4

Non-working adult

18 – 64

Unemployed

None

5

Non-working senior

65+

Unemployed

None

6

Driving age student

16 – 17

Any

Pre-college

7

Non-driving student

6 – 15

None

Pre-college

8

Pre-schooler

0–5

None

None

Further, workers are stratified by their occupation to take full advantage of information provided by the land use and
demographic models. Table B.3 outlines the worker categories. These models are used to segment destination choice
attractiveness for work location choice, based on the occupation of the worker.
Table B.3

Occupation Types
Number

Description

1

Management, Business, Science, and Arts

2

Services

3

Sales and Office

4

Natural Resources, Construction, and Maintenance

5

Production, Transportation, and Material Moving

6

Military

The SANDAG ABM assigns one of the activity types to each out-of-home location that a person travels to in the
simulation, shown in Table B.4. The activity types are grouped according to whether the activity is mandatory,
maintenance, or discretionary. The classification scheme of activities into the three categories helps differentiate the
importance of the activities. Mandatory includes work and school activities. Maintenance includes household-related
activity such as drop-off and pick-up of children, shopping, and medical appointments. Discretionary includes social
and recreational activities. To determine which person-types can be used for generating each activity type, the model
assigns eligibility requirements. For example, a full-time worker will generate mandatory work activities while a
non-working adult, or senior, is eligible for non-mandatory activities. The classification scheme of each activity type
reflects the relative importance or natural hierarchy of the activity, where work and school activities are typically the
most inflexible in the person’s daily travel itinerary.
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Table B.4

Activity Types
Type

Purpose

Description

Classification

Eligibility

1

Work

Working at regular workplace or workrelated activities outside the home

Mandatory

Workers and
students

2

University

College+

Mandatory

Age 18+

3

High School

Grades 9-12

Mandatory

Age 14-17

4

Grade School

Grades K-8

Mandatory

Age 5-13

5

Escorting

Pick-up/drop-off passengers
(auto trips only)

Maintenance

Age 16+

6

Shopping

Shopping away from home

Maintenance

5+ (if joint travel,
all persons)

7

Other Maintenance

Personal business/services and medical
appointments

Maintenance

5+ (if joint travel,
all persons)

8

Social/Recreational

Recreation, visiting friends/family

Discretionary

5+ (if joint travel,
all persons)

9

Eat Out

Eating outside of home

Discretionary

5+ (if joint travel,
all persons)

10

Other Discretionary

Volunteer work, religious activities

Discretionary

5+ (if joint travel,
all persons)

The SANDAG ABM models a full travel day of activity broken into one-half hour intervals. These one-half hour
increments begin at 3 a.m. and end at 3 a.m. the next day, though the hours between 1 a.m. and 5 a.m. are
aggregated to reduce computational burden. The ABM ensures temporal integrity so that no activities are scheduled
with conflicting time windows, with the exception of short activities/tours that are completed within a one-half hour
increment. The ABM assigns auto and transit traffic at five discrete time-of-day periods aggregated from the five
half-hour intervals shown in Table B.5.
Table B.5

Time Periods for Level of Service Skims and Assignment
Number

Description

Begin Time

End Time

1

Early

3:00 a.m.

5:59 a.m.

2

A.M. Peak

6:00 a.m.

8:59 a.m.

3

Midday

9:00 a.m.

3:29 p.m.

4

P.M. Peak

3:30 p.m.

6:59 p.m.

5

Evening

7:00 p.m.

2:59 a.m.

The SANDAG ABM uses three-tier zone systems shown in Table B.6: Zone System. The Master-Geographic Reference
Area (MGRA) zone system is used for transit access and calculations, and location choice models; the Traffic Analysis
6
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Zone (TAZ) system is used for highway path building and assignment; and the pseudo-TAZ called Transit Access Point
(TAP) is used for transit path building and assignment. The 23,000 MGRAs are roughly equivalent to census block
groups. The ABM uses generalized transit stops as TAPs, and relies on the traffic assignment software to generate
TAP-TAP level of service (LOS) matrices (also known as “skims”) such as in-vehicle time, first wait, transfer wait, and
fare for transit calculation at the MGRA level. A custom-built software calculates walk access time from MGRA to TAP
through paths from an all-street active transportation network including bike paths and walkways for non-motorized
travel, and build paths following the Origin MGRA – Boarding TAP – Alighting TAP – Destination MGRA patterns.
Figure B.2: Example MGRA - TAP Transit Accessibility shows a graphical depiction of MGRA-TAP transit paths. It
displays potential walk paths from an origin MGRA through three potential boarding TAPs (two of which are local
bus, and one of which is rail), with three potential alighting TAPs at the destination end.
Table B.6

Zone System
Zone System
MGRA

Description

Number of Zones

Master-Geographic Reference Area

23,000

TAZ

Traffic Analysis Zone

4,996

TAP

Transit Access Point

2,500

Figure B.2

Example MGRA – TAP Transit Accessibility

The ABM includes 26 modes available to residents, including auto by occupancy, toll/non-toll choice and lanes for
high occupancy vehicle (HOV) or non-HOV, walk and bike modes, and walk and drive access to five different transit
line-haul modes. Pay modes are those that involve paying a choice or “value” toll.
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Table B.7 lists the trip modes defined in the SANDAG ABM.
To model transit flow, the ABM uses five transit line-haul modes: (1) Commuter Rail (COASTER), (2) Light Rail Transit
(LRT) (including Trolley, SPRINTER, and Streetcar), (3) Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)/Rapid Bus, (4) Express Bus, and (5) Local
Bus. The mode of access to transit includes walk, park & ride (PNR), and kiss & ride (KNR or drop-off).
Table B.7

Trip Modes
Number

8

Mode

1

Drive Alone (Non-Toll)

2

Drive Alone (Toll)

3

Share Ride 2 Person (Non-Toll, Non-HOV)

4

Share Ride 2 Person (Non-Toll, HOV)

5

Share Ride 2 Person (Toll, HOV)

6

Share Ride 3+ Person (Non-Toll, Non-HOV)

7

Share Ride 3+ Person (Non-Toll, HOV)

8

Share Ride 3+ Person (Toll, HOV)

9

Walk-Local Bus

10

Walk-Express Bus

11

Walk-BRT

12

Walk-Light Rail

13

Walk-Heavy Rail

14

PNR-Local Bus

15

PNR-Express Bus

16

PNR-Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)/Rapid Bus

17

PNR-Light Rail

18

PNR-Heavy Rail

19

KNR-Local Bus

20

KNR-Express Bus

21

KNR-BRT

22

KNR-Light Rail

23

KNR-Heavy Rail

24

Walk

25

Bike

26

School Bus (only available for school purpose)
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ABM model flow
To simulate San Diego residents and non-residents travel, and freight travel, the SANDAG ABM includes several
models and steps.
Figure B.3 outlines the overall flow of the SANDAG ABM. It starts with building highway and transit networks in the
traffic assignment software followed by highway assignment to create congested highway and transit travel times. A
parallel step is to create a year-specific active transportation network and generate walking accessibility measures
between MGRAs, between MGRA and TAP, and bike accessibility measures between MGRAs and between TAZs. The
congested highway and transit skims, and the walking and biking accessibility measures, are inputs to the simulated
models. The congested highway skims are also inputs to the aggregate models. Once the simulated and aggregated
models generate trips by residents or various travelers, the ABM aggregates the vehicle trips from MGRA to TAZ to
TAZ matrices by time of day, by toll and non-toll, and by vehicle class, and assigns the vehicle trips to the highway
network. The highway assignment generates the congested networks by time of day. The ABM then skims the
congested networks to provide accessibility for the next iteration of the simulated and aggregated models. The
process iterates three feedback loops. The last iteration assigns both highway and transit trips and creates skims for
land use models. The outputs from the final step are used to generate input for EMFAC emissions modeling.
At the heart of the SANDAG ABM is the San Diego County residents’ travel module. It simulates San Diegan’s daily
travel choices. In addition to the residents’ travel, there are trips made by visitors, commercial vehicles, and freight
transportation. A number of special travel models (commercial vehicle model, truck model, air passenger model,
external trip model, visitor model, and crossborder model) account for these other sources of transportation demand.
The models are run in parallel with the residents’ travel module. Trips generated from the simulated and aggregate
models are summed up to an auto trip matrix and transit trip matrix by time of day by mode, and assigned to
highway and transit networks.
After network assignment, the EMFAC model is used to generate emissions summaries based on the inputs generated
by the post processing of highway assignment outputs.
San Diego residents travel module
The San Diego residents’ travel module is comprised of numerous interacting components called “sub-modules.” It
starts with generating a representative population for the San Diego region. Once a representative population is
created, the model predicts long-term and medium-term decisions such as a choice of work or school location and a
household’s choice of number of cars to own. Next, each person’s day is scheduled, taking into account the priority of
various activities and interaction among the household members. Once all journeys to and from home have been
scheduled, the model predicts specific travel details such as mode, the number of stops to make, where to stop, and
when to depart from each stop to continue the tour. The final step of the ABM is traffic assignment where trips are
summarized by traffic analysis zones and assigned to the transportation network.
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Figure B.3

SANDAG ABM Flow Chart
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The following section discusses the sub-modules, in the order that each sub-module is taken within the San Diego
residents’ travel module.
Step 1: Population synthesis (build a representative population that looks like San Diego)
The first step is to create a ‘synthetic’ population of San Diego County. A synthetic population is a table that has a
record for every individual and household, with the individual’s and the household’s characteristics. For example, if
there are 41,000 18-year-old males in the region in 2050, there would be approximately 41,000 records in the table
for males age 18, with each record also having other characteristics such as school enrollment and labor force
participation status. Taken as a whole, this synthetic population represents the decision-makers whose travel choices
the model will simulate in later steps. For each simulation year, a full population is synthesized to match the
forecasted socio-economic and housing characteristics of each part of the region at the zonal level. These forecasts, a
key ABM input, come from the land use model. Synthesis works by replicating a sample of census records (each
containing complete household and individual characteristics) and placing them around the region in such a way that
the forecasted characteristics of each zone are matched.
Step 2: Work and school location (assign a work location to workers and a school location to students)
The second step predicts where each individual will go to work or school, if applicable. The work and school location
sub-module simulates each worker’s choice of work location, taking into account many factors, including ease-oftravel and the number of employees by occupation type in each location. The sub-module also simulates each
student’s choice of school, taking into account factors that include the distance from home to school, school
enrollment, and district boundaries. The results from this step affect later travel choices significantly because of the
prominent role that workplace and school usually play in the itinerary of workers and students.
Step 3: Determine certain mobility characteristics of individuals and households
This step predicts the number of automobiles each household owns, whether each household owns a toll
transponder, and whether worker parking costs are employer-reimbursed. The sub-module assigns each household
zero cars, one car, two cars, three cars, or ‘four or more’ cars, taking into account a number of criteria, including
household size, income, number of drivers, and how easy it is to reach destinations from the household’s place of
residence. This step sets certain mobility characteristics that influence how people travel.
Step 4: Schedule the day
The fourth step begins by predicting a ‘daily activity’ pattern for each individual. A daily activity pattern is a theme
that dictates an individual’s schedule. A ‘mandatory’ pattern means that an individual travels to work and/or school,
and then schedules other activities around work/school. An ‘at-home’ pattern means that an individual’s daily
schedule involves no travel in the region. A ‘non-mandatory’ pattern means that an individual’s daily schedule involves
traveling, but only to destinations other than work or school. The pattern-type of other household members
influences an individual’s daily pattern type. For example, if a child stays home from school, a working parent might
be more likely to stay home from work as well.
Once the sub-module selects an individual’s daily activity pattern, it schedules the tours that he or she will take. Recall
that a tour is a journey that begins and ends at home, and it can include stops at other destinations on the way to or
from the primary destination. The ABM deals with three main categories of tours: (1) mandatory tours, (2) joint tours,
and (3) non-mandatory tours. Mandatory tours have work or school as the primary destination. Joint tours involve
out-of-home activities that multiple members of a household partake in together. Non-mandatory tours involve
purposes other than work or school that an individual undertakes independent of other members of his or her
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household. The sub-module schedules each tour type by predicting how many tours of that type there are, who will
participate in the tour, where the main destination is, and when to depart and arrive (see Figure B.4).
Figure B.4

Predicting Tour Type Scheduling Details

For individuals assigned a ‘mandatory’ activity pattern, the sub-module first assigns the number of work tours and/or
school tours they will make. After the number of these mandatory tours has been determined, the sub-module selects
the time of departure from and arrival back home for each tour.
After scheduling the mandatory tours, the sub-module calculates time remaining for other tours. Remaining intervals
of time are called “residual time windows,” and other tours can only be scheduled in these open slots (see Figure B.5
for an example) to guarantee temporal consistency.
Figure B.5

Tour Scheduling Windows

In time remaining after mandatory tours are scheduled, the sub-module determines the number of joint tours to be
made for each household. It only schedules joint tours in the time windows that overlap between individuals after it
accounts for mandatory activities. After the number and purpose of these joint tours has been determined, the
sub-module decides which household members will participate in each joint tour and whether the joint tour must
involve a combination of children and adults. The sub-module then chooses a specific destination for the tour and the
specific times when tour participants will depart from and arrive back home together. Next, ‘non-mandatory’ tours
are scheduled. For each household, the sub-module decides what other tours need to be made for the purpose of
household ‘maintenance’ activities such as shopping. These tours are assigned to specific household members to carry
out individually. For the person who is assigned each maintenance tour, the model selects a specific destination and
schedules the tour to take place in a time window that mandatory tours and joint tours have left open. Finally, in
what time remains, the model decides whether each individual will take non-mandatory ‘discretionary’ tours. These
low-priority tours involve activities related to recreation, eating out, and social functions. Discretionary tours can only
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take place in time windows that remain after all other tours have been scheduled. The sub-module chooses a specific
destination and departure/arrival combination for each discretionary tour a person makes.
Step 5: Make tour and trip-level decisions
The ABM then selects more detailed characteristics of each tour for every traveler. This step fills in travel details after
the major aspects of the day have been scheduled. Tour characteristics that need to be determined include: primary
mode of the tour, how many times to stop, where to stop, and when to depart from each stop to continue the tour.
Figure B.6 includes the available modes and mode hierarchy. After tour characteristics are set, the sub-module
determines the mode of each trip (conditional upon tour mode). Recall that trips are segments of tours that have a
given origin and destination. If the trip mode involves an automobile and the destination is a parking-constrained
area, then the model chooses a parking location for the traveler at the trip destination.
Figure B.6

Tour and Trip Modes 4
Choice
Nonmotorized

Auto
Drive alone

Shared ride
2

Shared ride
3+

Walk(9)

GP(1)

GP(3)

GP(6)

Bike(10)

Pay(2)

HOV(4)
Pay(5)

Transit
Walk
access

PNR
access

School
Bus(26)
KNR
access

Local
bus(11)

Local
bus(16)

Local
bus(21)

HOV(7)

Express
bus(12)

Express
bus(17)

Express
bus(22)

Pay(8)

BRT(13)

BRT(18)

BRT(23)

LRT(14)

LRT(19)

LRT(24)

Commuter
rail(15)

Commuter
rail(20)

Commuter
rail(25)

Step 6: Aggregating and assigning auto and transit trips
The previous step provided travel details for each person down to the trip level. In this final step, the model sums all
trips taken by individuals in San Diego County along with trips generated by other models that represent special
categories of travel within the region that are not covered by the ABM. The model aggregates auto trips in TAZ to
TAZ matrices by time of day and assigns trips to the highway network, and aggregates transit trips in TAP to TAP
matrices by time of day and assigns to the transit network.
SANDAG loads traffic using the Multimodal Multiclass Assignment function of the traffic assignment software.
Multiclass assignment allows SANDAG to assign the eight vehicle modes (drive alone non-toll, drive alone toll, share
ride 2 non-toll non HOV, share ride 2 non-toll HOV, share ride 2 toll HOV, share ride 3+ non-toll non HOV, share ride
3+ non-toll HOV, and share ride 3+ toll HOV) plus the six truck toll, and non-toll by truck class modes (light-heavy
duty non-toll/toll, medium-heavy duty non-toll/toll, and heavy-heavy duty non-toll/toll) in one combined procedure.
The highway assignment model works by finding roads that provide the shortest travel impedance between each
zone pair. Trips between zone pairs are then accumulated on road segments making up minimum paths. Highway
Appendix B :: Air Quality Planning and Transportation Conformity
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impedances consider posted speed limits, signal delays, congestion delays, and costs. The model computes congestion
delays for each segment based on the ratio of the traffic volume to roadway capacity. Motorists may choose different
paths during peak hours, when congestion can be heavy, and off-peak hours, when roadways are typically free
flowing. For this reason, traffic is assigned separately for five time periods (as defined in the Key Modeling Units
section). Vehicle trip tables for each scenario reflect increased trip-making due to population growth and variations in
travel patterns due to the alternative transportation facilities/networks proposed. Customized programs process
outputs from highway assignment and generate total VMTs by vehicle class, and percentage of VMTs by speed bin
and by vehicle class. This information is input to the EMFAC program to generate emissions summaries.
For transit assignment, traffic assignment software assigns TAP to TAP transit trips to the network. Altogether,
75 separate transit assignments are produced for five time periods: (1) walk, (2) park & ride, (3) kiss & ride, (4) auto
access, and (5) line-haul modes. These individual assignments are summed to obtain total transit ridership forecasts.
Model inputs
The SANDAG ABM utilizes a variety of data as inputs. Besides the growth forecast inputs (used to provide existing and
planned land use and demographic characteristics) there are three major inputs: (1) highway networks used to
describe existing and planned roadway facilities, (2) transit networks used to describe existing and planned public
transit service, and (3) an active transportation network used to describe non-motorized bicycle and pedestrian
facilities.
The regionally significant projects, and the years they are expected to open to traffic for each analysis year, are
documented in Tables B.13 - B.15. The design concept and scope of projects allow adequate model representation to
determine intersections with regionally significant facilities, route options, travel times, transit ridership, and land use.
The VMT for non-regionally significant federal projects is also accounted for in the regional emissions analysis.
Highway networks
The regional highway networks in the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 include all roads classified by
local jurisdictions in their general plan circulation elements. These roads include freeways, expressways, and the
Regional Arterial System (RAS). The RAS consists of all conventional state highways, prime arterials, and selected
major streets. In addition, some local streets are included in the networks for connectivity between TAZs.
The route improvements and additions in the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 are developed to
provide adequate travel service that is compatible with adopted regional policies for land use and population growth.
All regionally significant projects are included in the quantitative emissions analysis. These include all state highways,
all proposed national highway system routes, all regionally significant arterials, and all "other principal arterials"
functionally classified by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). These include both federal and non-federal
regionally significant projects.
The networks also account for programs intended to improve the operation of the highway system, including HOV
lanes, Managed Lanes, and ramp metering. Existing and proposed toll facilities also are modeled to reflect time, cost,
and capacity effects of these facilities. State Route (SR) 125 South, SR 11, SR 241, and additional lanes on Interstate
15 (I-15) north of SR 78, and additional lanes on I-5 north of Vandegrift Boulevard, are modeled toll facilities included
in the Revenue Constrained Plan for the San Diego region.
In addition, several Managed/HOV lanes are included in the Revenue Constrained Plan (Table B.14). Facilities with
proposed Managed Lanes include I-5, I-15, I-805, SR 52, SR 54, SR 78, SR 94, and SR 125. Managed Lanes are
defined as reversible HOV routes and HOV routes with two or more lanes in the peak direction. Additionally, one-lane
14
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HOV facilities that operate as two-person carpool lanes in the earlier years of the Regional Plan transition to Managed
Lanes by 2035. It is assumed that the excess capacity not utilized by carpools and transit on these facilities would be
managed so that single occupant vehicles could use these lanes under a pricing mechanism. Traffic flows would be
managed so that the facility would operate at Level of Service (LOS) D or better.
SANDAG maintains a master transportation network from which a specific year network, between the years 2010 and
2050, can be built. For air quality conformity analyses of the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7,
SANDAG built and verified five highway networks (2015, 2025, 2035, 2040, and 2050) from the master
transportation network.
A list of the major highway and near-term regional arterial projects included in the conformity analysis, along with
information on phasing for their implementation, are included in Tables B.14 and B.15. Locally funded, regionally
significant projects have also been or are included in the air quality conformity analysis. These projects are funded
with TransNet Extension funds – a 40-year, half-cent local sales tax extension approved by voters in 2004 – that
expires in 2048; and other local revenue sources.
Transit networks
SANDAG also maintains transit network datasets for existing and proposed transit systems. Most transit routes run
over the same streets, freeways, HOV lanes, and ramps used in the highway networks. The only additional facilities
that are added to the master transportation network for transit modeling purposes are:
•

Rail lines used by commuter rail, Trolleys, Streetcars

•

Streets used by buses that are not part of local general plan circulation elements

BRT service has stop spacing similar to commuter rail stations and operating characteristics midway between rail and
bus service. BRT service is provided by advanced design buses operating on HOV lanes or Managed Lanes, some
grade-separated transit ways, and surface streets with priority transit systems.
Bus speeds assumed in the transit networks are derived from modeled highway speeds and reflect the effects of
congestion. Higher bus speeds may result for transit vehicles operating on highways with HOV lanes and HOV bypass
lanes at ramp meters, compared to those routes that operate on highways where these facilities do not exist.
In addition to transit travel times, transit fares are required as input to the mode choice model. A customized
procedure using the traffic assignment software replicates the San Diego region’s fare policies for riders (seniors,
disabled, students), which differ among :
•

Local Buses, which collect a flat fare of between $1 and $2.50 (depending on the type of service)

•

Trolleys, which charge $2.50 for all trips

•

SPRINTER, which charges $2

•

Commuter rail (COASTER), which has a zone-based fare of between $4 and $5.50

•

Proposed regional BRT routes, which are assumed to charge $2.50 ($5 for Rapid BRT)

•

Proposed Rapid Bus routes, which are assumed to charge $2.25

Fares are expressed in 2010 dollars and are assumed to remain constant in inflation-adjusted dollars over the forecast
period.
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Near-term transit route changes are drawn from the Coordinated Plan, which was produced in cooperation with the
region’s transit agencies. Longer range improvements are proposed as a part of the Regional Plan development and
other transit corridor studies. In addition to federal and state-funded projects, locally-funded transit projects that are
regionally significant have been included in the air quality conformity analysis of the Regional Plan and the 2014 RTIP
Amendment No. 7. Once network coding is completed, the ABM is run for the applicable scenarios (2015, 2025,
2035, 2040, and 2050). There have been no transit fares or operating policy changes since the adoption of the
2050 RTP.
Active transportation networks
SANDAG maintains an all-street active transportation network including existing and planned bike projects to support
bike project evaluation and impact analysis. Based on the proposed bike projects in the regional bikeway system
developed through Riding to 2050 - San Diego Regional Bike Plan, SANDAG generates year-specific active
transportation networks and uses these networks to create accessibility measures from MGRA to MGRA, and from
TAZ to TAZ for walking and biking modes. These active transportation accessibility measures are inputs to the
SANDAG ABM to simulate people’s choice of travel mode and choice of bike routes.
The active transportation networks include five classification types for bike facilities in the regional bikeway system:
(1) class I – bike path, (2) class II – bike lanes, (3) class III – bike routes, (4) bike boulevard, and (5) cycle track.
Appendix U.16 includes detailed description of the bike facility classification system.
Data sources
Besides network inputs, SANDAG relies on several survey data to estimate and calibrate the model parameters. The
most important survey data is household travel survey data. The latest household travel survey conducted for
SANDAG was the 2006 Household Travel Behavior Survey (TBS06). Since 1966, consistent with the state of the
practice for the California Household Travel Survey, and National Household Travel Survey, SANDAG and Caltrans
conduct a comprehensive travel survey of San Diego county every ten years. TBS06 surveyed 3,651 households in
San Diego County. The survey asked all household members to record all trips for a specified 24-hour weekday period
using a specially designed travel log.
Additional data needed for the mode choice components of the ABM come from a transit on-board survey. The most
recent SANDAG survey of this kind is the 2009 Transit On-Board Survey (OBS09). OBS09 collected data on transit trip
purpose, origin and destination address, access and egress mode to and from transit stops, the on/off stop for
surveyed transit routes, number of transit routes used, and demographic information. The total number of OBS09
survey records is 42,854.
Population synthesis requires two types of data: (1) individual household and person census records from San Diego
County, and (2) aggregate data pertaining to the socio-demographic characteristics of each zone in the region. The
first type of data is available from the Public Use Micro-data Sample (PUMS), a representative sample of complete
household and person records that is released with the Census and American Communities Survey. The second type
of data is from the census for the base-year and from land use forecasts for future years.
Table B.8 lists data sources mentioned above, along with other necessary sources of data. Modeling parking location
choice, and employer-reimbursement of parking cost, depends on parking survey data collected from 2010 into early
2011 as well as a parking supply inventory. The transponder ownership sub-model requires data on transponder
users. Data needed for model validation and calibration include traffic counts, transit-boarding data, Census
Transportation Planning Package (CTPP) data, and Caltrans Performance Measurement System (PeMS) and Highway
Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) data.
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Table B.8

ABM Input Data
SANDAG Surveys

Outside Data Sources

•

Household Travel Behavior Survey (2006)

•

San Diego International Airport Air Passenger Survey

•

Interregional Travel Behavior Survey (2006)

•

Traffic and Bicycle counts

•

Transit On-Board Survey (2009)

•

Census data

•

Parking Inventory Survey (2010)

•

Parking Behavior Survey (2010)

•

Border Crossing Survey (2011)

•

Visitor Survey (2011)

•

Special Events Survey (2011)

•

Commercial Vehicles Survey (2011)

•

•

Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP)

•

Public Use Micro-data Sample (PUMS)

American Communities Survey (ACS)
•

Census Transportation Planning Package (CTPP)

•

Public Use Micro-data Sample (PUMS)

•

Transponder ownership data

•

Caltrans’ Performance Measurement System (PeMS)

•

Caltrans’ Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)

Motor Vehicle Emissions Modeling
Emissions model
In September 2011, ARB released EMFAC 2011 and the U.S. EPA approved this emissions model for use in conformity
determinations on March 6, 2013. EMFAC 2011 is an integrated model that combines emission rate data with vehicle
activity to calculate regional emissions. EMFAC 2011 reflects ARB rulemakings for on-road diesel fleet rules, Pavley
Clean Car Standards, and the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS). EMFAC 2011 is made up of three modules:
(1) EMFAC 2011-SG (scenario air quality assessment), (2) EMFAC 2011-LDV (passenger vehicle emissions), and
(3) EMFAC 2011-HD (diesel trucks and buses). As noted in ARB’s EMFAC 2011 Technical Documentation, EMFAC
2011-SG takes the output from EMFAC 2011-LDV and EMFAC 2011-HD and applies scaling factors to estimate
emissions consistent with regional VMT and speeds. Scaling factors are based on changes in total VMT, VMT
distribution by vehicle class, and speed distribution. The SG module reports total emissions as tons per average
weekday for each pollutant by vehicle class, and the total vehicle fleet for years between 1990 and 2035.
Using EMFAC 2011-SG, projections of daily regional emissions were prepared for reactive organic gases (ROG),
nitrogen oxides (NOx), and CO.
The following process emissions are generated for each pollutant:
•

All Pollutants – Running Exhaust, Idling Exhaust, Starting Exhaust, Total Exhaust

•

ROG and total organic gasses – Diurnal Losses, Hot-Soak Losses, Running Losses, Resting Losses, Total Losses

•

EMFAC 2011 models two fuels (gasoline and diesel) and 42 vehicle classes, including the following categories:
•

Passenger cars

•

Motorcycles

•

Motor homes

•

Light-duty trucks
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•

Medium-duty trucks

•

Light-heavy duty trucks

•

Medium-heavy duty trucks

•

Heavy-heavy duty trucks

•

School buses

•

Urban buses

•

Motor coaches

•

Other bus types

The air quality analysis of the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 conformity redetermination was
conducted using EMFAC 2011-SG.
On December 30, 2014, ARB released EMFAC 2014. EMFAC 2014 represents ARB’s current understanding of motor
vehicle travel activities and their associated emission levels. On May 15, 2015, ARB released an updated version,
EMFAC 2014 v1.0.7; however, it has not yet been approved by U.S. EPA for use in conformity determinations. The
draft conformity analysis also was performed with EMFAC2014 v1.0.7 and all projected emissions met the applicable
SIP budgets.
The regional emissions projections for the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 were produced with
EMFAC 2011 and are included in Tables B.9 and B.11.
Regional emissions forecasts
Regional travel demand forecasts were initiated in October 2014. Output from the SANDAG ABM was then processed
to be useful for emissions modeling for the conformity determination of the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment
No. 7 conformity redetermination.
The analysis years were selected to comply with 40 CFR §93.106(a)(1) and §93.118(a) of the Transportation
Conformity Regulations and the approved methodology for conducting the air quality conformity analyses for the
Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7. According to these sections of the Conformity Regulation, the first
horizon year (2015) must be within ten years from the base year used to validate the regional transportation model
(2012), the last horizon year must be the last year of the transportation plan’s forecast period (2050), and the horizon
years may be no more than ten years apart (2025, 2035, and 2040). Federal RTP guidelines require that the Regional
Plan cover a forecast period of a minimum of 20 years.
Eight-hour ozone standard
Effective April 4, 2013, the U.S. EPA found the Eight-Hour Ozone budgets included in the Redesignation Request and
Maintenance Plan for the 1997 National Ozone Standard for San Diego County adequate for transportation
conformity purposes. Beginning in October 2014, SANDAG prepared countywide forecasts of average weekday ROG
and NOx emissions for 2015, 2020 (interpolated), 2025, 2035, 2040, and 2050. ROG and NOx emissions are based
upon the summer season. ROG and NOx data for 2020 are included to demonstrate conformity to the budgets
included in the Maintenance Plan.
CO standard
Beginning in October 2014, CO regional emissions were projected for 2015, 2018 (interpolated), 2025, 2035, 2040,
and 2050. CO emissions are based upon the winter season. CO data for 2018 is included to demonstrate conformity
to the budget included in the Maintenance Plan.
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Emissions modeling results
An emissions budget is the part of the SIP that identifies emissions levels necessary for meeting emissions reduction
milestones, attainment, or maintenance demonstrations. To determine conformity of the Regional Plan and the 2014
RTIP Amendment No. 7, the Regional Plan must comply with the emission analysis described in the Regional Emissions
Forecast section. Table B.9 shows that the projected ROG and NOx emissions from the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP
Amendment No. 7 are below the ROG and NOx budgets and satisfy the requirements of 40 CFR §93.118(a). Air
quality conformity ozone standards relate to ozone that occurs near ground level as a result of various human
activities. At the ground level, ozone is formed by chemical reactions of “precursor” pollutants – oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) and volatile organic compounds – also known as reactive organic gases (ROG).
Table B.9

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Revenue Constrained Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 Air Quality
Conformity Analysis for 2008 Eight-Hour Ozone Standard (EMFAC 2011)
Average

NOx

Weekday

Weekday

Vehicle

SIP Emissions

ROG

SIP Emissions

NOx

Vehicle Starts

Miles

Budget

Emissions

Budget

Emissions

(1,000s)

(1,000s)

Tons/Day

Tons/Day

Tons/Day

Tons/Day

2015

13,311

78,631

53

21

98

38

2020

13,998

82,963

23

17

38

29

2025

14,664

87,295

21

14

30

20

2035

15,185

90,671

21

12

30

17

2040(1)

15,442

92,256

21

12

30

18

2050(1)

15,799

94,461

21

13

30

19

Year

(1)

ROG

Average

The emissions data for 2040 and 2050 was prepared using 2035 emission factors, as emission factors for 2040 and 2050 are not available in
EMFAC 2011. Also, adjustment factors are not available for 2035, 2040, and 2050. Modeled emission results for 2035, 2040, and 2050 likely
are overestimated due to these two factors.

Note:

Emission budgets from the Eight-Hour Ozone Attainment Plan for San Diego County, which were found adequate for transportation
conformity purposes by the U.S. EPA effective June 9, 2008, are used for the 2015 analysis year. Emissions budgets from the Redesignation
Request and Maintenance Plan for the 1997 National Ozone Standard for San Diego County, which were found adequate for
transportation conformity purposes by the U.S. EPA, effective April 4, 2013, are used for all other analysis years. SANDAG utilizes the
default EMFAC travel data for some vehicle classes such as school buses. The same ABM travel data was used for the analysis performed
with EMFAC 2011 and 2014. Differences in the number of average weekday vehicle starts and vehicle miles traveled in the tables created
with EMFAC 2011 and EMFAC 2014 are due to differences in the default assumptions included in EMFAC for the vehicle classifications
where SANDAG utilizes the default data (school bus, other bus, motor coach, and all other bus).

Adjustment factors for ROG and NOx were provided by ARB to account for regulations and minor technical
improvements not yet included in the California Emissions Forecasting System inventories at the time of EMFAC 2011
development. Table B.10 includes the adjustment factors by category and analysis year. Adjustment factors were
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provided for the years 2015, 2020, and 2025. Factors for later years were not available from ARB and, therefore, the
adjustment factors for 2025 were carried over into later years.
Table B.10

EMFAC 2011 Adjustment Factors
ROG Adjustment Factor (tons/day)

NOx Adjustment Factor (tons/day)

2015

2020

2025

2035

2040

2050

2015

2020

2025

2035

2040

2050

AB 1493

0.12

0.22

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

Reformulated

0.97

0.72

0.54

0.54

0.54

0.54

-

-

-

-

-

-

Smog Check

1.05

0.87

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.54

0.38

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

Advanced Clean

0.04

0.21

0.39

0.39

0.39

0.39

0.08

0.24

0.94

0.94

0.94

0.94

2.17

2.03

1.78

1.78

1.78

1.78

0.63

0.63

1.16

1.16

1.16

1.16

Gasoline

Cars
Total*

* Totals represent unrounded adjustment factors.
Note:

Adjustment factors were provided by ARB. The tons listed are subtracted from the EMFAC 2011 output of tons per day for ROG and NOx.
Adjustment factors are not available for years 2035, 2040, and 2050 and, therefore, reflect 2025 adjustments for those years.

Table B.11 shows that projected CO emissions from the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 are below
the 2003 CO budget of 730 tons per day and satisfy the requirements of 40 CFR §93.118(a).
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Table B.11

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Revenue Constrained Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 Air Quality
Conformity Analysis for Carbon Monoxide Standard (EMFAC 2011)
CO
Year

(1)

Average Weekday

Average Weekday

SIP Emissions Budget

CO Emissions

Vehicle Starts (1,000s)

Vehicle Miles (1,000s)

Tons/Day

Tons/Day

2015

13,311

78,631

730

223

2018

13,717

81,230

730

195

2025

14,664

87,295

730

131

2035

15,185

90,671

730

114

2040(1)

15,442

92,256

730

116

2050(1)

15,799

94,461

730

119

The emissions data for 2040 and 2050 was prepared using 2035 emission factors, as emission factors for 2040 and 2050 are not available in
EMFAC 2011. Modeled emission results for 2040 and 2050 likely are overestimated due to this factor.

Note:

Emissions budgets for the San Diego region from 2004 Revision to California SIP for CO, Updated Maintenance Plan for Ten Federal Planning
Areas (approved as SIP revision in January 2006). Emissions results do not reflect ARB adjustment factors. SANDAG utilizes the default
EMFAC travel data for some vehicle classes such as school buses. The same ABM travel data was used for the analysis performed with
EMFAC 2011 and 2014. Differences in the number of average weekday vehicle starts and vehicle miles traveled in the tables created with
EMFAC 2011 and EMFAC 2014 are due to differences in the default assumptions included in EMFAC for the vehicle classifications where
SANDAG utilizes the default data (school bus, other bus, motor coach, and all other bus).
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Exempt projects
Section 93.126 of the Transportation Conformity Regulations exempts certain highway and transit projects from the
requirement to determine conformity. The categories of exempt projects include safety, mass transit, air quality
(ridesharing, bike, and pedestrian facilities), and other (such as planning studies).
Table B.12 illustrates the exempt projects considered in the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7. This table
shows short-term exempt projects. Additional unidentified projects could be funded with revenues expected to be
available from the continuation of existing state and federal programs.
Table B.12

Exempt Projects
Bikeway, Rail Trail, and Pedestrian Projects
Project/Program Description

Project/Program Description

Bayshore Bikeway

Maple Street Pedestrian Plaza

Bay-to-Ranch Bikeway

Mid-County Bikeway

Border Access Bicycle Corridor

Mira Mesa Bicycle Corridor

Camp Pendleton Trail

Mission Valley – Chula Vista Bicycle Corridor

Carlsbad – San Marcos Bicycle Corridor

National City – Highland Avenue Community Corridor

Central Coast Bicycle Corridor

North Park – Centre City Bicycle Corridor

Chula Vista Greenbelt

Oceanside – Bicycle Master Plan

City Heights – Old Town Bicycle Corridor

Otay Mesa Port of Entry Pedestrian/Bicycle Facilities

Clairemont – Centre City Bicycle Corridor

Park Boulevard Bicycle Connector

Coastal Rail Trail

Poway Bicycle Loop

East County Northern Bicycle Loop

San Diego Regional Bicycle Plan

East County Southern Bicycle Loop

San Diego River Multi-Use Bicycle and Pedestrian Path

El Camino Real Bicycle Corridor

San Luis Rey River Trail

Encinitas – San Marcos Bicycle Corridor

Santee – El Cajon Bicycle Corridor

Escondido Creek Bike Path Bridge and Bikeway

SR 52 Bikeway

Gilman Bicycle Connector

SR 56 Bikeway

Hillcrest – El Cajon Bicycle Corridor

SR 56/Black Mountain Road Bikeway Interchange

Imperial Beach Bicycle Connector

SR 125 Bicycle Corridor

Inland Rail Trail

SR 905 Bicycle Corridor

Interstate 8 Bicycle Corridor

Sweetwater River Trail

SR 15 Bikeway

Tecate International Border Crossing Pedestrian Facilities

Interstate 805 Bicycle Corridor

Ted Williams Parkway Pedestrian Bridge at Shoal Creek

Kearny Mesa – Beaches Bicycle Corridor

Third Avenue Bicycle and Pedestrian Access
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Table B.12 (continued)

Exempt Projects
Bikeway, Rail Trail, and Pedestrian Projects
Project/Program Description

Project/Program Description

Kensington – Balboa Park Bicycle Corridor

Vista Way Bicycle Connector
West Bernardo Bike Path

Bridge Rehabilitation/Preservation/Retrofit

Traveler Information Program

Collision Reduction

Bus on Shoulder Service

Emergency Response

Compass Card

Hazard Elimination/Safe Routes to School

FasTrak®

Highway Maintenance

Freeway Service Patrol

Safety Improvement Program

Vehicle Automation

Roadway/Roadside Preservation

Regional Vanpool Program

Smart Growth Incentive Program

Multimodal Integration and Performance-Based Management

Safe Routes to Transit

Arterial, Freeway, and Transit Management

Safe Routes to School

Intelligent Transportation System for Transit

Transit Terminals

ITS Operations

Airport Intermodal Transit Center/Terminal

Joint Transportation Operations Center

San Ysidro Intermodal Transit Center/Terminal

Trolley Fiber Communication Network
Electronic Payment Systems and Universal Transportation
Account
Various Traffic Signal Optimization/Prioritization
Transit Infrastructure Electrification
Employer Services and Outreach
Commuter Services and Bike Program
Mobility Hubs
Active Traffic and Demand Management
Shared Mobility Services
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Implementation of Transportation Control Measures
There are four federally-approved Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) that must be implemented in San Diego,
which the SIP refers to as transportation tactics. They include: (1) ridesharing, (2) transit improvements, (3) traffic flow
improvements, and (4) bike facilities and programs.
These TCMs were established in the 1982 SIP, which identified general objectives and implementing actions for each
tactic. The TCMs have been fully implemented. Ridesharing, transit, biking, and traffic flow improvements continue to
be funded, although the level of implementation established in the SIP has been surpassed. Information regarding
transit projects can be seen in Table B.13, and Appendix A. More detailed information regarding ridesharing and
traffic flow improvements is included in Appendix E and information regarding bike facilities and programs is included
in Appendix A.

Interagency Consultation Process and Public Input
The consultation process followed to prepare the Air Quality Conformity Analysis for the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP
Amendment No. 7 complies with the San Diego Transportation Conformity Procedures adopted in July 1998. In turn,
these procedures comply with federal requirements under 40 CFR §93.106(a)(1). Interagency consultation involves
SANDAG (as the MPO for San Diego County), the APCD, Caltrans, ARB, U.S. DOT, and U.S. EPA.
Consultation is a three-tier process that:
•

Formulates and reviews drafts through a conformity working group

•

Provides local agencies and the public with opportunities for input through existing regional advisory committees
and workshops

•

Seeks comments from affected federal and state agencies through participation in the development of draft
documents and circulation of supporting materials prior to formal adoption

SANDAG consulted on the development of the Air Quality Conformity Analysis of the Regional Plan and 2014 RTIP
Amendment No. 7 at public meetings of the San Diego Region CWG, the Transportation Committee, and Board of
Directors, as follows:
•

On September 5, 2012, SANDAG staff presented information on the agencywide Public Participation Plan (PPP),
which serves as an umbrella document for all planning efforts conducted by the agency for discussion. Staff also
presented information on Regional Plan draft work program, schedule, and Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for
discussion.

•

On December 5, 2012, SANDAG staff held a discussion with the CWG on the draft PPP update, which was
accepted by the SANDAG Board of Directors at the October 26, 2012, meeting and released for a 45-day public
comment period.

•

On February 6, 2013, SANDAG staff held a discussion with the CWG on the draft PIP, which was released for
public review and comment on January 7, 2013, for a 30-day review period.

•

On December 4, 2013, SANDAG staff presented information on the Regional Plan schedule, 2050 regional
growth forecast, and transportation modeling for discussion.

•

On August 6, 2014, SANDAG staff presented the schedule and updates for the preparation of the Regional Plan
and its air quality conformity analysis. Staff presented information on the Series 13 2050 Regional Growth
Forecast, 2050 Revenue Forecast, and latest emissions model and emissions budgets.
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On September 12, 2014, the SANDAG Board of Directors selected the Revenue Constrained Transportation
Scenario for use in developing the Draft Regional Plan. SANDAG staff initiated the air quality conformity modeling
for the Draft Regional Plan in September 2014.



On October 1, 2014, SANDAG staff presented further information about the criteria and procedures to be
followed for the conformity analysis. Staff presented information on the schedule, transportation modeling, latest
emissions model and emissions budgets, TCMs, and public involvement and outreach. Staff confirmed that a
redetermination of conformity would be done for the 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7, in conjunction with the
Regional Plan for consistency purposes.



On October 3, 2014, SANDAG staff distributed the draft list of capacity increasing and non-capacity increasing
projects to be included in the draft 2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 for interagency consultation.



On November 14, 2014, SANDAG released the draft air quality conformity analysis of the Regional Plan and
2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7 to the CWG for a 30-day review-and-comment period. The draft air quality analysis
was discussed at the December 3, 2014, meeting of the CWG.



On January 30, 2015, SANDAG released the revised draft air quality conformity analysis of the Regional Plan and
2014 RTIP Amendment No. 7, which incorporates emissions analysis utilizing the EMFAC 2014 model, to the CWG
for a 30-day review-and-comment period. The draft air quality analysis was discussed at the February 4, 2015,
meeting of the CWG.



On April 24, 2015, the SANDAG Board of Directors released the Draft Regional Plan and the 2014 RTIP
Amendment No. 7 and its conformity analysis for public review and comment.



On May 21, 2015, the draft Regional Plan EIR was released for a 55-day public comment period. The comment
period for the Draft Regional Plan and its conformity analysis, and draft EIR closed on July 15, 2015.



Two public hearings were held on the draft Regional Plan and its conformity determination and the 2014 RTIP
Amendment No. 7 conformity determination on June 12, 2015, and June 18, 2015.



Based on comments received from the public and member agencies, refinements were made to the final Regional
Plan network. The air quality conformity analysis was released to the CWG and the public on August 19, 2015.
The comment period closed on September 25, 2015. The emissions analysis was conducted using the
EMFAC2011 and EMFAC2014 v.1.0.7 models.



Members of the public are able to provide comments at meetings of the CWG, the Transportation Committee,
and the SANDAG Board of Directors.
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Table B.13

Revenue Constrained Scenario Transit Services
Conformity
Analysis

Service

Route

Description

Year
2025

COASTER

398

Double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies

Capital

Capital

Cost

Cost

($2014);

($YOE);

millions

millions

$445

$445

$946

$1339

$1,753

$1,753

and 120-minute off-peak frequencies and
station/platform at Del Mar Fairgrounds)
2025

SPRINTER

399

SPRINTER efficiency improvements (20-minute
frequencies by 2025); double tracking
Oceanside to Escondido for 10-minute
frequencies and six rail grade separations at
El Camino Real, Melrose Dr, Vista Village Dr/
Main St, North Dr, Civic Center, Auto Pkwy and
Mission Ave

2025

Trolley

510

Mid-Coast Trolley Extension

2025

Rapid

2

North Park to downtown San Diego via 30th St

$39

$52

2025

Rapid

10

La Mesa to Ocean Beach via Mid-City, Hillcrest,

$87

$117

$78

$104

$150

$196

$59

$78

$206

$206

$37

$49

$2

$2

$29

$38

$52

$62

$0

$0

$56

$56

Old Town
2025

Rapid

120

Kearny Mesa to downtown via Mission Valley

2025

Rapid

SR 163

Kearny Mesa to downtown via SR 163. Stations

DARs

at Sharp/Children's Hospital, University Ave,
and Fashion Valley Transit Center

2025

Rapid

550

SDSU to Palomar Station via East San Diego,
Southeast San Diego, National City

2025

Rapid

225

South Bay Rapid (Otay Mesa to downtown) and
Otay Mesa ITC (formerly Route 628)

2025

Rapid

709

H St Trolley Station to Millennia via H St
Corridor, Southwestern College

2025

Rapid

905

Extension of Iris Trolley Station to Otay Mesa
Port of Entry (POE) route with new service to
Otay Mesa East POE and Imperial Beach

2025

Streetcar

554

Hillcrest/Balboa Park/downtown San Diego
Loop

1

2025

Airport

--

Airport Express Routes2

Express
2025

Shuttle

448/449

San Marcos Shuttle3

2025

Transit

SR 15 from

Transit Lane improvement for routes 235,

Lanes

I-805 to I-8

280/290, 653, and Airport Express Route to
Tijuana International Airport. Existing facility at
8F, with improvement of 8F+2TL
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Table B.13 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario Transit Services
Conformity
Analysis

Service

Route

Description

Year
2025
2035

COASTER

398

Capital

Capital

Cost

Cost

($2014);

($YOE);

millions

millions

Local Bus Routes - 15 minutes in key corridors

--

--

Double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies

$900

$1,357

$205

$292

$267

$402

$343

$602

$2,333

$4,028

$113

$173

$49

$76

$105

$161

$55

$96

$20

$27

$43

$66

$56

$98

and 60-minute off-peak frequencies, grade
separations at Leucadia Blvd, stations/platforms
at Convention Center/Gaslamp Quarter, and
extension to Camp Pendleton)
2035

Trolley

510

Phase I - Blue Line Frequency Enhancements
and rail grade separations at 28th St, 32nd St,
E St, H St, Palomar St, and Blue/Orange Track
Connection at 12th/Imperial

2035

Trolley

520

Orange Line Frequency Enhancements and four
rail grade separations at Euclid Ave,
Broadway/Lemon Grove Ave, Allison
Ave/University Ave, Severin Dr

2035

Trolley

561

UTC to COASTER Connection (extension of
Route 510)

2035

Trolley

562

Phase I - San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Chula
Vista via Highland Ave/4th Ave, National City,
Southeast San Diego, Mid-City, and Mission
Valley

2035

Rapid

11

Spring Valley to SDSU via Southeast San Diego,
downtown, Hillcrest, Mid-City

2035

Rapid

28

Point Loma to Kearny Mesa via Old Town, Linda
Vista

2035

Rapid

30

Old Town to Sorrento Mesa via Pacific Beach,
La Jolla, UTC

2035

Rapid

41

Fashion Valley to UTC/UC San Diego via Linda
Vista and Clairemont

2035

Rapid

90

El Cajon Transit Center to San Diego
International Airport ITC via SR 94, City College
(peak only)

2035

Rapid

473

Phase I – Solana Beach to UTC/UC San Diego
via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities, Carmel
Valley

2035

Rapid

635

Eastlake to Palomar Trolley via Main St Corridor
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Table B.13 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario Transit Services
Conformity
Analysis

Service

Route

Description

Year
2035

Rapid

638

Iris Trolley Station to Otay Mesa via Otay,

Capital

Capital

Cost

Cost

($2014);

($YOE);

millions

millions

$38

$67

$153

$206

$458

$653

Airway Dr, SR 905 Corridor
2035

Rapid

640A/640B

Route 640A: I-5 - San Ysidro to Old Town
Transit Center via City College
640B: I-5 Iris Trolley/Palomar to Kearny Mesa via
Chula Vista, National City and City College

2035

Rapid

688/689/

Route 688: San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via I-

690

805/I-15/SR-52 Corridors (Peak Only)
Route 689: Otay Mesa Port of Entry (POE) to
UTC/Torrey Pines via Otay Ranch/ Millennia, I805 Corridor (Peak Only)
Route 690: Mid-City to Sorrento Mesa via I-805
Corridor (Peak Only)

2035

Rapid

910

Coronado to Downtown via Coronado Bridge

$26

$39

2035

Streetcar

553

Downtown San Diego: Little Italy to East

$14

$21

$26

$45

--

--

Village
2035

Streetcar

555

1

30th St to Downtown San Diego via North
Park/Golden Hill

1

2035

Local Bus Routes - 10 minutes in key corridors

2040

SPRINTER

588

SPRINTER Express

$244

$492

2040

Trolley

510

Phase II - Blue Line rail grade separations at

$226

$449

$610

$1,229

$67

$135

$51

$104

$87

$176

$80

$161

$98

$198

Taylor St and Ash St
2040

Trolley

563

Pacific Beach to Balboa and Grossmont to
Kearny Mesa

2040

Rapid

103

Solana Beach to Sabre Springs Rapid station via
Carmel Valley

2040

Rapid

440

Carlsbad to Escondido Transit Center via
Palomar Airport Rd

2040

Rapid

473

Phase II - Oceanside to Solana Beach via Hwy
101 Coastal Communities

2040

Rapid

477

Camp Pendleton to Carlsbad Village via College
Blvd, Plaza Camino Real

2040

Rapid

235

Temecula (peak only) Extension of Escondido to
Downtown Rapid (formerly Route 610)
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Table B.13 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario Transit Services
Conformity
Analysis

Service

Route

Description

Year
2040

Rapid

636

SDSU to Spring Valley via East San Diego,

Capital

Capital

Cost

Cost

($2014);

($YOE);

millions

millions

$39

$79

$33

$66

$82

$166

$10

$21

$25

$50

$1,365

$3,372

$176

$437

$0

$0

$2,390

$5,005

Lemon Grove, Skyline
2040

Rapid

637

North Park to 32nd St Trolley Station via Golden
Hill

2040

Rapid

650

Chula Vista to Palomar Airport Rd Business Park
via I-805/I-5 (peak only)

2040

Rapid

653

Mid-City to Palomar Airport Rd via Kearny
Mesa/I-805/I-5

2040

Streetcar

565

Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach

2050

COASTER

398

COASTER double tracking (completes double
tracking; includes Del Mar Tunnel) and grade
separations

2050

SPRINTER

399

Branch Extension to Westfield North County

2050

Trolley

530

Green Line Frequency Enhancements

2050

Trolley

560

SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/Mid-City
(transition of Mid-City Rapid to Trolley)

2050

Trolley

562

Phase II - Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley

$633

$1,443

2050

Trolley

563

Phase II - Balboa to Kearny Mesa

$689

$1,708

2050

Rapid

471

Downtown Escondido to East Escondido

$32

$80

2050

Rapid

474

Oceanside to Vista via Mission Ave/Santa Fe Rd

$50

$127

$7

$17

$12

$29

Corridor
2050

Rapid

870

El Cajon to UTC via Santee, SR 52, I-805

2050

Rapid

890

El Cajon to Sorrento Mesa via SR 52, Kearny
Mesa

Notes:

1
2
3

Streetcar cost is representative of 10 percent of the total capital cost.
Implementation of these services is dependent upon funding from aviation and other private sources.
Capital cost to be funded by the City of San Marcos.
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Table B.14

Revenue Constrained Scenario Managed Lane and Highway Project List
Conformity
Analysis
Year

Freeway

From

To

Existing

Capital

Capital

With

Cost

Cost

Improvements

($2014);

($YOE);

millions

millions

Managed Lanes / Toll Lanes
2025

I-5

La Jolla Village

I-5/805 Merge

8F/14F

8F/14F+2ML

$206

$249

Dr
2025

I-5

SR 78

Vandegrift Blvd

8F

8F+2ML

$76

$100

2025

I-5

Manchester

SR 78

8F

8F+2ML

$701

$789

SR 125

Mexico

--

4T + POE

$832

$876

Ave
2025

SR 11
/Otay
Mesa
East Port
of Entry
(POE)

2025

I-15

I-8

SR 163

8F

8F+2ML

$56

$73

2025

SR 78

I-5

College Blvd

6F

6F+2ML

$227

$299

2025

SR 78

Twin Oaks

I-15

6F

6F+2ML

$177

$232

2025

SR 94

I-5

I-805

8F

8F+2ML

$535

$703

2025

SR 241

Orange County

I-5

--

4T

$416

$503

2025

I-805

SR 52

Carroll Canyon Rd

8F

8F+2ML

$255

$255

2025

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F

8F+2ML

$172

$226

2035

I-5

I-5/I-805

SR 56

8F/14F

8F/14F+4ML

$91

$137

Merge
2035

I-5

Manchester

+2ML
SR 78

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

$1,076

$1,863

Ave

30

2035

I-5

SR 905

SR 54

8F

8F +2ML

$308

$416

2035

I-5

SR 54

SR 15

8F

10F+2ML

$343

$464

2035

I-5

SR 56

Manchester Ave

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

$455

$686

2035

SR 15

SR 94

I-805

6F

6F+2ML

$30

$52
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Table B.14 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario Managed Lane and Highway Project List
Conformity
Analysis
Year

Freeway

From

To

Existing

Capital

Capital

With

Cost

Cost

Improvements

($2014);

($YOE);

millions

millions

Managed Lanes / Toll Lanes (continued)
2035

SR 78

College Blvd

Twin Oaks

6F

6F+2ML

$788

$1,189

2035

SR 241

Orange County

I-5

4T

6T

$63

$95

2035

I-805

SR 52

Carroll Canyon Rd

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

$394

$562

2035

I-805

SR 54

SR 94

8F +2ML

8F+4ML

$704

$1,096

2035

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F

8F+2ML

$229

$346

2035

I-805

SR 905

Palomar St

8F

8F+2ML

$343

$595

2040

I-5

SR 78

Vandegrift Blvd

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

$606

$1,205

2040

SR 52

I-805

I-15

6F

6F+2ML

$91

$181

2040

SR 125

SR 94

I-8

8F

8F+2ML

$66

$131

2040

I-805

SR 15

SR 163

8F/10F

8F/10F+4ML

$1,152

$2,292

2040

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

$61

$121

2040

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F+2ML

8F+4ML

$322

$640

2050

I-5

I-8

La Jolla Village Dr

8F/10F

8F/10F+2ML

$556

$1,378

2050

I-5

Vandegrift Blvd

Orange County

8F

8F+4T

$1,812

$4,496

2050

I-15

SR 78

Riverside County

8F

8F+4T

$1,029

$2,554

2050

I-15

Viaduct

8F

8F+2ML

$842

$2,092

2050

SR 15

I-5

SR 94

6F

8F+2ML

$136

$338

2050

SR 52

I-15

SR 125

4F/6F

4F/6F+2ML R)

$298

$662

2050

SR 54

I-5

SR 125

6F

6F+2ML

$111

$276

2050

SR 94

I-805

SR 125

8F

8F+2ML

$369

$775

2050

SR 125

SR 54

SR 94

6F

6F+2ML

$76

$188

2050

SR 125

SR 94

I-8

8F+2ML

10F+2ML

$227

$564
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Table B.14 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario Managed Lane and Highway Project List
Conformity
Analysis
Year

Freeway

From

To

Existing

Capital

Capital

With

Cost

Cost

Improvements

($2014);

($YOE);

millions

millions

Highway Projects
2025

SR 67

Mapleview St

Gold Bar Ln

2C

4C

$60

$79

2025

SR 76

Mission

I-15

2C

4C

$305

$305

2035

SR 52

Mast Blvd

SR 125

4F

6F

$76

$131

2040

SR 67

Gold Bar Ln

Scripps Poway

2C/4C

4C

$180

$357

2040

SR 94

SR 125

Avocado Blvd

4F

6F

$111

$221

2050

I-8

2nd St

Los Coches

4F/6F

6F

$35

$88

2050

SR 52

I-5

I-805

4F

6F

$111

$276

2050

SR 56

I-5

I-15

4F

6F

$141

$351

2050

SR 94

Avocado Blvd

Jamacha

4C

6C

$91

$225

2050

SR 94

Jamacha

Steele Canyon Rd

2C/4C

4C

$40

$100

2050

SR 125

San Miguel Rd

SR 54

4F

8F

$177

$438

2050

SR 125

SR 905

San Miguel Rd

4T

8F

$323

$661

2050

SR 67

Scripps Poway

Dye Rd

2C/4C

4C

$396

$982

I-15

Couser Canyon

2C/4C

4C/6C+

Operational Projects
2040

SR 76

$131

$261

$1,177

$2,919

$667

$1,654

Capital

Capital

Cost

Cost

($2014);

($YOE):

millions

millions

$253

$332

Operational
2050

I-5

I-15

I-8

8F

8F+
Operational

2050

I-8

I-5

SR 125

8F/10F

8F/10F+
Operational

Conformity
Analysis

Freeway

From

To

Year

Managed Lanes Connectors
2025

I-5

SR 78

South to East & West to North, North to East &
West to South

32

2025

I-5

I-805

North to North & South to South

$51

$66

2025

I-15

SR 78

East to South & North to West

$106

$139

2025

SR 15

I-805

North to North & South to South

$81

$106
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Table B.14 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario Managed Lane and Highway Project List
Conformity
Analysis

Freeway

From

To

Year

Capital

Capital

Cost

Cost

($2014);

($YOE):

millions

millions

Managed Lanes Connectors (continued)
2025

I-805

SR 94

North to West & East to South

$101

$133

2035

SR 15

SR 94

South to West & East to North

$71

$122

2040

I-805

SR 52

West to North & South to East

$91

$181

2050

I-15

SR 52

West to North & South to East

$130

$326

Freeway Connectors
2025

I-5

SR 78

South to East & West to South

$273

$358

2025

SR 11/SR

SR 125

EB SR 905 and WB SR 11 to NB SR 125,

$26

$28

$74

$90

905
2025

SR 11/SR

NB SR 905 to NB SR 125
SR 125

905

SB 125 to WB SR 905, SB SR 125 to EB SR 11,
SB SR 125 to SB SR 905

2025

SR 94

SR 125

South to East

$69

$88

2035

I-5

SR 56

West to North & South to East

$273

$411

2035

SR 94

SR 125

West to North

$81

$122

2050

I-15

SR 56

North to West

$101

$265
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Table B.15

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis
Year
2015

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

CB04A

Carlsbad

El Camino Real
Widening - Tamarack
Ave to Chestnut Ave

2015

CHV08

Chula Vista

2015

SD32

San Diego

Willow St Bridge Project
- Bonita Rd to
Sweetwater Rd
Carroll Canyon Rd

In Carlsbad, widen El Camino Real to prime
arterial standards with three travel lanes, bike
lanes, and sidewalks in each direction including
intersection improvements at Tamarack Avenue
and Chestnut Avenue
Replace 2-lane bridge with 4-lane bridge
(Phase I)

2025

CB04B

Carlsbad

El Camino Real and
Cannon Rd

2025

CB04C

Carlsbad

El Camino Real - Lisa St
to Crestview Dr

2025

CB12

Carlsbad

2025

CB13

Carlsbad

2025

CB22

Carlsbad

2025

CB30

Carlsbad

College Blvd Reach A In Carlsbad, from Badger Lane to Cannon
Badger Ln to Cannon Rd Road, construct a new segment of College
Boulevard to provide 4-lane roadway with
raised median, bike lanes, and sidewalks/trails
in accordance with major arterial standards
Poinsettia Ln Reach E In Carlsbad, from Cassia Drive to Skimmer
Cassia Dr to Skimmer Ct Court, construct a new 4-lane roadway with
median, bike lanes, and sidewalks/trails to
major arterial standards
Avenida Encinas, widen In Carlsbad, Avenida Encinas from Palomar
from Palomar Airport Rd Airport Road southerly to existing
to EWPCF
improvements adjacent to the Embarcadero
Lane, roadway widening to secondary arterial
standards
El Camino Real –
In Carlsbad, at the intersection of El Camino
El Camino Real to
Real and Tamarack Avenue, construct a second
Tamarack Ave
left turn lane from El Camino Real to
westbound Tamarack

34

Carroll Canyon Road from Scranton Road to
I-805: extend Carroll Canyon under I-805
including improvements to on/off ramps
In Carlsbad, along the eastside of El Camino
Real just south of Cannon Road, widen to
prime arterial standards with three through
lanes, a right turn lane, and a sidewalk
approaching the intersection
In Carlsbad, along the west side of El Camino
Real, roadway widening to provide three
southbound through lanes, curb, gutter, and
sidewalk per prime arterial standards
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Table B.15 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis
Year
2025

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

CB31

Carlsbad

El Camino Real –
La Costa Ave to Arenal
Rd

2025

CB32

Carlsbad

El Camino Real
Widening - Cassia to
Camino Vida Roble

2025

CB34

Carlsbad

2025

CB35

Carlsbad

Palomar Airport Rd Palomar Airport Rd to
Paseo Del Norte
Palomar Airport Rd Palomar Airport Rd to
Paseo Del Norte

In Carlsbad, along El Camino Real from
700 feet north of La Costa Avenue to Arenal
Road, widening along the southbound side of
the roadway to provide three travel lanes and a
bike lane in accordance with prime arterial
standards
In Carlsbad, widen El Camino Real from
900 feet north of Cassia Road to Camino Vida
Roble, along the northbound side of the
roadway to provide three travel lanes and a
bike lane in accordance with prime arterial
standards
In Carlsbad, widening along eastbound
Palomar Airport Road to provide a dedicated
right turn lane to southbound Paseo Del Norte
In Carlsbad, lengthen the left turn pocket along
eastbound Palomar Airport Road to
northbound Paseo Del Norte

2025

CB38

Carlsbad

2025

CHV08

Chula Vista

2025

CHV69

Chula Vista

El Camino Real –
El Camino Real from Cannon Road to
Cannon Rd to Tamarack Tamarack, widen along both sides of El Camino
Ave
Real from Cannon Road to Tamarack Avenue
excluding the limits of project CB04C, to
provide a raised median, three travel lanes, bike
lane, curb, gutter, and walkway along both
sides per prime arterial standards, and a new
traffic signal at Lisa Street
Willow St Bridge Project Replace 2-lane bridge with 4-lane bridge
- Bonita Rd to
(Phase II)
Sweetwater Rd
Heritage Rd Bridge
Heritage Road from Main Street/Nirvana
Avenue to Entertainment Circle, widen and
lengthen bridge over Otay River from 4-lane to
6-lane bridge that accommodates shoulders,
sidewalk, and medial; project is on Heritage
Road from the intersection of Main Street and
Nirvana Avenue to Entertainment Circle
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Table B.15 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis
Year
2025

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

CNTY14

San Diego
County

Vista City limits to 700 feet south of Woodland,
reconstruct and widen from 2 to 4 lanes including
bicycle lane; more detail in 2014 RTIP Project List

2025

CNTY14A

San Diego
County

South Santa Fe Ave
North - Montgomery Dr
to South of Woodland
Dr
South Santa Fe Ave
South

2025

CNTY21

San Diego
County

Bradley Ave Overpass at
SR 67

2025

CNTY24

San Diego
County

Cole Grade Rd

2025

CNTY34

San Diego
County

Dye Rd Extension

2025

CNTY35

San Diego

Ramona St Extension

County

South Santa Fe from 700 feet south of
Woodland Drive to Smilax Road, widening of
South Santa Fe Avenue to a 5-lane major road
with a center left turn lane, curb, gutter,
sidewalk, bike lanes, and drainage
improvements from 700 feet south of
Woodland Drive to Smilax Road
Widen Bradley Avenue from Magnolia Avenue
to Mollison Avenue; widen from 2 lanes to 4
lanes plus sidewalks. Replace 2-lane bridge over
SR 67 with a 6-lane bridge which
accommodates turn pockets.
Cole Grade Road from north of Horse Creek Trail
to south of Pauma Heights Road, widen to
accommodate 14-foot traffic lane in both
directions, 12-foot center 2-way left turn, 6-foot
bike lane and 10-foot pathway
Dye Road to San Vicente Road - in Ramona,
study, design, and construct a 2-lane
community collector road with intermittent
turn lanes, bike lanes, curb, gutter, and
pathway/walkway
From Boundary Avenue to Warnock Drive - in
the community of Ramona, construct new road
extension, 2 lanes with intermittent turn lanes,
bike lanes, and walkway/pathway

2025

CNTY36

San Diego

San Vicente Rd

From Warnock Drive to Wildcat Canyon Road -

County

Improvements

in Ramona, design and reconstruct road
improvements, including 2-lane community
collector road with intermittent turn lanes, bike
lanes, asphalt concrete dike, and
pathway/walkway
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Table B.15 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

CNTY39

Bear Valley Pkwy North

From San Pasqual Valley Road to Boyle Avenue

Year
2025

San Diego
County

- widen from 2 to 4 lanes, with a center
median, a bike lane and shoulder in each
direction of travel

2025

CNTY82

San Diego

Alpine Blvd Streetscape

From Tavern Road to South Grade Road – in

County

Improvements

unincorporated community of Alpine, widen
from 2-lane to 3-lane roadway including a
median turn-lane with bicycle, parking, and
pedestrian improvements

2025

CNTY83

San Diego

SR67/Highland/Dye

From SR 67 to 1,000 feet SE of SR 67 – in

County

Intersection

Ramona, intersection widening (double left
turn lanes on Dye/Highland and double
through lanes with dedicated right turn lanes
on SR 67), signal modification with bicycle and
pedestrian improvements, and associated
improvements

2025

CNTY88

San Diego

Ashwood Street

Ashwood Street/Wildcat Canyon Road from

County

Corridor Improvements

Mapleview Street to 1100 feet north of Willow

– Mapleview to Willow

Road in Lakeside- traffic signal improvements at
Mapleview and Ashwood; traffic signal
installation at Willow and Ashwood/Wildcat
Canyon; and the addition of turn lanes,
addition of a passing lane in a non-urbanized
area, bike lanes, and pedestrian facilities

2025

ESC02A

Escondido

East Valley/Valley Center Widen roadway from 4 to 6 lanes with raised
medians and left turn pockets; modify signal at
Lake Wohlford and Valley Center Road; widen
bridge over Escondido Creek

2025

ESC04

Escondido

Citracado Pkwy II

West Valley to Harmony Grove, widen from
2 to 4 lanes with raised medians; construct
bridge over Escondido Creek

2025

ESC06

Escondido

El Norte Pkwy Bridge at

Construct missing 2-lane bridge at Escondido

Escondido Creek - Kaile

Creek

Ln to Key Lime Way
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Table B.15 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

ESC08

Felicita Ave/Juniper St -

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with left turn pockets,

from Escondido Blvd to

raised medians on Felicita; new traffic signals at

Juniper St and from

Juniper and Chestnut, Juniper, and 13th

Juniper St to Chestnut

Avenue, Juniper and 15th Avenue; modify

St

traffic signal at Juniper and Felicita

Ninth Ave – La Terraza

Widen from 2 to 4 lanes with raised median

Blvd to Spruce St

and modify traffic signals at Ninth Avenue and

Year
2025

2025

ESC09

Escondido

Escondido

Tulip Street - design phase
2025

ESC24

Escondido

Centre City Pkwy

Mission Road to SR 78, widen 4 lanes to
6 lanes with intersection improvements

2025

LG13

Lemon Grove

Lemon Grove Ave

Lemon Grove Avenue at SR 94 - a key project

Realignment Project

in the redevelopment of the city's downtown
Village Specific Plan, this project will realign
Lemon Grove Avenue at SR 94 adding traffic
lanes and improving access to and from SR 94,
reducing motorist delays and emissions

2025

NC01

National City

Plaza Blvd Widening

Plaza Boulevard from Highland Avenue to
Euclid Avenue, widen from 2 to 3 lanes
including a new traffic lane in each direction,
new sidewalks, sidewalk widening, traffic signal
upgrades, and interconnection at Plaza
Boulevard

2025

O06

Oceanside

Melrose Dr Extension

Melrose Drive from North Santa Fe Avenue to
Spur Avenue - in Oceanside, future
construction of Melrose Drive; 4-lane arterial
highway with medians, sidewalks, and bike
lanes between North Santa Fe Avenue and Spur
Avenue

2025
2025

O22
SD34

Oceanside
San Diego

College Blvd - Vista Way In Oceanside, widen from the existing 4 lanes
to Old Grove Rd

to 6 lanes with bike lanes and raised median

El Camino Real

In San Diego on El Camino Real from
San Dieguito Road to Via de la Valle,
reconstruct and widen from 2 to 4 lanes and
extend transition lane and additional grading to
avoid biological impacts (CIP 52-479.0)

2025

SD70

San Diego

West Mission Bay Dr

In San Diego, replace bridge and increase from

Bridge

4- to 6-lane bridge including Class II bike lane
(52-643/S00871)
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Table B.15 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

SD83

SR 163/Friars Rd

Friars Road from Avenida de las Tiendas to

Interchange

Mission Center Road, widen and improve Friars

Modification

Road and overcrossing; reconstruct interchange

Year
2025

San Diego

including improvements to ramp intersections
(Phase I). Construct new connector roadways
and structures (Phase II). Construct auxiliary
lanes along northbound and southbound
SR 163 (Phase III).
2025

SD90

San Diego

SR 163/Clairemont

From Kearny Villa Road to Kearny Mesa - in

Mesa Blvd Interchange

San Diego, widen from 4- to 6-lane prime
arterial; Phase II of the project - west ramps

2025

SD102A

San Diego

Otay Truck Route

On Otay Truck Route in San Diego from

Widening

Drucker Lane to La Media, add one lane (total
3 lanes) for trucks; from Britannia to La Media,
add one lane for trucks and one lane for
emergency vehicles (border patrol/fire
department access); along Britannia from
Britannia Court to the Otay Truck Route - add
one lane for trucks

2025

SD103

San Diego

I-5/Genesee Ave

In San Diego, replace Genesee Avenue over-

Interchange

crossing from 4-lane bridge with 6-lane bridge;
construct auxiliary lanes and replace Voigt Drive
bridge; add additional lane at on/off ramp to
Sorrento Valley Road; add one carpool lane and
one general purpose lane to on-ramp from
Sorrento Valley Road to southbound I-5; install
ramp meters at on-ramp and construct a
southbound auxiliary lane between Sorrento
Valley Road and Genesee Avenue

2025

SD189

San Diego

Sea World Dr Widening In San Diego, replace existing 4-lane bridge
and I-5 Interchange

with an 8-lane bridge with new on/off ramps;

Improvements

widen approachways to add right turn lanes to
improve access to Interstate 5 (CIP 52-706.0)
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Table B.15 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

Year
2025

SD190

San Diego

Palm Ave/I-805

Improvements to the Palm Avenue Bridge over

Interchange

I-805; including repairs to the bridge
approaches; a new Project Study Report (PSR)
and Preliminary Environmental Assessment
Report (PEAR). Phase II of the project will
include widening of the bridge, realignment of
existing ramps, possible addition of northbound
looping entrance ramp, restriping of traffic
lanes, and signal modifications.

2025

SM19

San Marcos

Grand Ave Bridge and

From Discovery Street to San Marcos Boulevard,

Street Improvements

construct 4-lane arterial bridge and a 6-lane
arterial street from Craven to Grand Avenue

2025
2025

SM22
SM24

San Marcos
San Marcos

South Santa Fe -

From Bosstick to Smilax, realign and signalize

Bosstick to Smilax

the South Santa Fe/Smilax intersection (Phase I)

Woodland Pkwy

From La Moree Road to Rancheros Drive,

Interchange

modify existing ramps at Woodland Parkway

Improvements

and Barham Drive; widen and realign SR 78
undercrossing and associated work

2025

SM31

San Marcos

Discovery St

From Via Vera Cruz to Bent Avenue/Craven

Improvements

Road, widen roadway to 4-lane secondary
arterial

2025

2025

2025

SM32

SM42

SM43

San Marcos

San Marcos

San Marcos

Via Vera Cruz Bridge

From San Marcos Boulevard to Discovery Street,

and Street

widen to 4-lane secondary arterial and

Improvements

construct a bridge at San Marcos Creek

Street Improvements:

In the City of San Marcos, on Discovery Street

Discovery St - Craven

from Craven Road to west of Twin Oaks Valley

Rd to West of

Road, construct approximately 5,100 lineal feet

Twin Oaks Valley Rd

of a new 6-lane roadway

Street Improvements

Twin Oaks Valley Road to La Moree Road in the

and Widening

City of San Marcos, on Barham Drive between

on Barham Dr

Twin Oaks Valley Road and La Moree Road,
widen and reconstruct the north side of
Barham Drive to a 6-lane prime arterial and
associated work
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Table B.15 (continued)

Revenue Constrained Scenario: Arterial Projects
Conformity
Analysis

SANDAG ID Lead Agency

Project Title

Project Description

Year
2025

SM48

San Marcos

Creekside Dr

Construct approximately 3,000 feet of a 2-lane
collector road from Via Vera Cruz to Grand
Avenue in the City of San Marcos. The road will
include two 12-foot lanes, diagonal parking on
the north side, and parallel parking on the
south side. In addition, the project also will
include a 10-foot bike trail meandering along
the south side.

2025

SM55

San Marcos

Borden Rd Widening

Borden Road from Vineyard to Richland,

and Improvements

widening of Borden Road will add an additional
roadway capacity to accommodate increase in
traffic volumes

2035

SD81

San Diego

Genesee Ave - Nobel

In San Diego, future widening to 6-lane major

Dr to SR 52

street north of Decoro Street and to a 6-lane
primary arterial south of Decoro Street and
included Class II bicycle lanes (CIP 52-458.0)

2035

SD190

San Diego

Palm Avenue/Interstate Phase III will provide the ultimate build-out of
I-805 Interchange

the project which will incorporate
improvements of Phase II plus the northbound
and southbound entrance ramps (CIP 52-640.0)

2035

SM10

San Marcos

SR 78/Smilax

Construct new interchange at Smilax Road
interchange and SR 78 improvements

* The arterials listed in this table reflect locally initiated projects that were submitted by local jurisdictions in the 2014 Regional Transportation
Improvement Program.
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Endnotes
1

One small portion of tribal land (approximately 119 acres) of the Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians purchased within the
north portion of San Diego County was excluded from the San Diego region 2008 Eight-Hour Ozone Standard
non-attainment designation. All other tribal lands within San Diego County were included in the designation.

2

Appendix T: SANDAG Travel Demand Model and Forecasting Documentation includes additional detail regarding the overall
model structure.

3

Full-time employment is defined in the SANDAG 2006 household survey as at least 30 hours/week. Part-time is less than
30 hours/week on a regular basis.

4

GP: general purpose lanes of a freeway.
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Appendix C-2
ARB Emission Inventories

Table C2-1
ARB 2012 Emissions Inventory
Land Use Emissions
Stationary Sources
CATEGORY
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
WASTE DISPOSAL
WASTE DISPOSAL
WASTE DISPOSAL
CLEANING AND SURFACE COATINGS
Area Sources
SOLVENT EVAPORATION
SOLVENT EVAPORATION
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES

SUBCATEGORY
ELECTRIC UTILITIES
COGENERATION
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING
SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL
SEWAGE TREATMENT
LANDFILLS
INCINERATORS
LAUNDERING
Land Use Stationary Sources
CONSUMER PRODUCTS
PESTICIDES/FERTILIZERS
RESIDENTIAL FUEL COMBUSTION
FARMING OPERATIONS
FIRES
MANAGED BURNING AND DISPOSAL
COOKING
Land Use Area Sources

C2-1

ROG
0.04
0.04
0.47
0.27
0.03
1.97
0
0.1
2.92

CO
0.27
0.79
9.06
2.3
0.05
0.05
0
0
12.52

NOX
0.56
0.22
0.24
1.25
0.07
0.08
0
0
2.42

SOX
0.03
0.02
0.1
0.04
0.01
0.01
0
0
0.21

PM10
0.37
0.07
0.2
0.3
0.02
0.5
0
0
1.46

PM2.5
0.51
0.06
0.19
0.3
0.02
0.15
0
0
1.23

17.52
0.36
2.45
1.27
0.05
0.19
2.04
23.88

0
0
12.25
0
0.67
2.26
0
15.18

0
0
2.51
0
0.02
0.06
0
2.59

0
0
0.13
0
0
0.01
0
0.14

0
0
1.85
0.14
0.1
0.27
3.07
5.43

0
0
1.79
0.02
0.09
0.24
3.07
5.21

Table C2-2
ARB 2012 Emissions Inventory
Construction Emissions
Construction Emissions
CATEGORY
ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS AND RELATED PROCESS SOLVENTS
ASPHALT PAVING / ROOFING
CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION
OFF-ROAD EQUIPMENT - construction
Total

ROG
10.16
1.43
0
0.8822
12.4722

C2-2

CO
0
0
0
10.5963
10.5963

NOX
0
0
0
6.5057
6.5057

SOX
0
0
0
0.0044
0.0044

PM10
0
0.01
28.21
0.3991
28.6191

PM2.5
0
0.01
2.82
0.3705
3.2005

Table C2-3
ARB 2020 Emissions Inventory
Land Use Emissions
Stationary Sources
CATEGORY
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
WASTE DISPOSAL
WASTE DISPOSAL
WASTE DISPOSAL
CLEANING AND SURFACE COATINGS

SOLVENT EVAPORATION
SOLVENT EVAPORATION
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES

SUBCATEGORY
ELECTRIC UTILITIES
COGENERATION
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING
SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL
SEWAGE TREATMENT
LANDFILLS
INCINERATORS
LAUNDERING
Land Use Stationary Sources
CONSUMER PRODUCTS
PESTICIDES/FERTILIZERS
RESIDENTIAL FUEL COMBUSTION
FARMING OPERATIONS
FIRES
MANAGED BURNING AND DISPOSAL
COOKING
Land Use Area Sources

C2-3

ROG
0.03
0.04
0.49
0.28
0.03
2.22
0
0.1
3.19

CO
0.21
0.79
9.64
2.38
0.06
0.06
0
0
13.14

NOX
0.43
0.22
0.1
1.32
0.07
0.09
0
0
2.23

SOX
0.02
0.02
0.11
0.04
0.01
0.02
0
0
0.22

PM10
0.28
0.07
0.2
0.32
0.02
0.57
0.01
0
1.47

PM2.5
0.39
0.06
0.2
0.32
0.02
0.17
0
0
1.16

17.71
0.35
2.46
1.27
0.06
0.18
2.19
24.22

0
0
12.34
0
0.72
2.11
0
15.17

0
0
2.72
0
0.02
0.05
0
2.79

0
0
0.14
0
0
0.01
0
0.15

0
0
1.87
0.13
0.11
0.25
3.3
5.66

0
0
1.8
0.02
0.1
0.22
3.3
5.44

Table C2-4
ARB 2020 Emissions Inventory
Construction Emissions

Construction Emissions
CATEGORY
ROG
CO
NOX
SOX
PM10
PM2.5
ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS AND RELATED PROCESS10.83
SOLVENTS
0
0
0
0
0
ASPHALT PAVING / ROOFING
1.46
0
0
0
0.01
0.01
CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION
0
0
0
0
29.26
2.92
OFF-ROAD EQUIPMENT - construction
0.6021
9.7539
3.5854
0.0041
0.2384
0.2226
Total
12.8921
9.7539
3.5854
0.0041 29.5084
3.1526

C2-4

Table C2-5
ARB 2035 Emissions Inventory
Land Use Emissions
Stationary Sources
CATEGORY
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
FUEL COMBUSTION
WASTE DISPOSAL
WASTE DISPOSAL
WASTE DISPOSAL
CLEANING AND SURFACE COATINGS

SOLVENT EVAPORATION
SOLVENT EVAPORATION
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES

SUBCATEGORY
ELECTRIC UTILITIES
COGENERATION
FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING
SERVICE AND COMMERCIAL
SEWAGE TREATMENT
LANDFILLS
INCINERATORS
LAUNDERING
Land Use Stationary Sources
CONSUMER PRODUCTS
PESTICIDES/FERTILIZERS
RESIDENTIAL FUEL COMBUSTION
FARMING OPERATIONS
FIRES
MANAGED BURNING AND DISPOSAL
COOKING
Land Use Area Sources

C2-5

ROG

CO

NOX

SOX

PM10

PM2.5

0.03
0.04
0.58
0.29
0.03
2.22
0
0.12
3.31

0.22
0.79
11.4
2.51
0.06
0.06
0
0
15.04

0.44
0.22
0.06
1.47
0.07
0.09
0
0
2.35

0.03
0.02
0.13
0.05
0.01
0.02
0
0
0.26

0.29
0.07
0.24
0.34
0.02
0.57
0.01
0
1.54

0.4
0.06
0.24
0.34
0.02
0.17
0
0
1.23

19.59
0.33
2.95
1.27
0.06
0.17
2.44
26.81

0
0
14.77
0
0.73
2.06
0
17.56

0
0
3.13
0
0.02
0.05
0
3.2

0
0
0.15
0
0
0.01
0
0.16

0
0
2.23
0.12
0.11
0.24
3.68
6.38

0
0
2.16
0.02
0.11
0.22
3.68
6.19

Table C2-6
ARB 2035 Emissions Inventory
Land Use Emissions
Construction Emissions
CATEGORY
ARCHITECTURAL COATINGS AND RELATED PROCESS SOLVENTS
ASPHALT PAVING / ROOFING
CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION
OFF-ROAD EQUIPMENT - construction
Total

ROG
10.83
1.46
0
0.5614
12.8514

C2-6

CO
0
0
0
11.4974
11.4974

NOX
0
0
0
2.0704
2.0704

SOX
0
0
0
0.0082
0.0082

PM10
0
0.01
29.26
0.152
29.422

PM2.5
0
0.01
2.92
0.1436
3.0736

Table C2-7
2050 Emissions Inventory - Projected
PM10

PM2.5

28.62
1.46
5.41
5.39

3.2
1.23
5.21
2.76

1.79
66.22
2020
3.59
2.23
2.79
24.77

0.05
40.93

0.05
12.45

29.51
1.47
5.66
4.98

3.15
1.16
5.44
2.18

0.05
41.67

0.05
11.98

11.5
15.04
17.56
71.3

2.06
35.44
2035
2.07
2.35
3.2
10.71

29.42
1.54
6.38
5.21

3.07
1.23
6.19
2.15

0.67
116.07

0.93
19.26

0.02
42.57

0.02
12.66

Emissions Category

ROG

CO

Construction
Stationary Sources
Area Sources

12.47
2.92
23.88
33.12

10.59
12.52
15.18
273.56

Rail1
Total

0.09
72.48

0.33
312.18

Construction
Stationary Sources
Area Sources
On-Road Vehicles1

12.89
3.19
24.22
17.32

9.75
13.14
15.17
128.52

Rail1
Total

0.07
57.69

0.55
167.13

Construction
Stationary Sources
Area Sources
On-Road Vehicles1

12.85
3.31
26.81
10.94

Rail1
Total

0.03
53.94

On-Road Vehicles

1

Construction
Stationary Sources
Area Sources

-0.04
0.12
2.59

Construction
Stationary Sources
Area Sources
On-Road Vehicles1

12.81
3.43
29.4
8.62

NOx
2012
6.51
2.42
2.59
52.91

Net Increase (decrease), 2020 - 2035
1.75
-1.52
-0.09
1.9
0.12
0.07
2.39
0.41
0.72
Projected Emissions, 2050
13.25
0.55
29.33
16.94
2.47
1.61
19.95
3.61
7.1
65.34
9.41
5.43

Rail1
0.03
0.67
0.7
0.01
54.29
116.15
16.74
43.48
Total
1
On-road vehicles and rail emissions from the proposed Plan emission calculations.

C2-7

-0.08
0.07
0.75
2.99
1.3
6.94
2.22
0.01
13.46

Appendix C-3
Rail Emission Calculations

Rail Emissions
Horsepower Data
Equipment Type

Table C3-1
Rail Emissions
Horsepower Calculation
Speed, mph

Load
Factor

Hp

Number
Active

Hourly
Hp-Hr

Hours/
Trip

Total
Hp-Hrs

BNSF Freight
32.5
60

4,400
4,400

0.34
0.87

5
5

7,480
19,052

0.031
0.017

32.5
60

3,200
3,200

0.34
0.87

1
1

1,088
2,771

0.031
0.017

32.5
60

3,000
3,000

0.34
0.87

1
1

1,020
2,598

0.031
0.017

32.5
50

450
450

0.34
0.64

2
2

306
579

0.031
0.020

AMTRAK

COASTER

SPRINTER

Line haul loco Notch settings vs. speeds assumed to be as follows: Notch 4 - 32.5 mph; Notch 6, 50 mph; Notch 7, 60-67 mph. Assume 20% at 32.5 mph; 80% at full speed.

C3-1

230
318
297
33
46
43
31
43
41
9
12
11

Table C3-2
Rail Emissions
Rail Operations

Type of Train
Freight
AMTRAK
Coaster
Sprinter

Mileage
60.00
60.00
60.00
22.00

Rail operations, trains/day
2012
2020
2035
6
11
11
22
26
36
22
46
58
68
68
180

C3-2

2050
11
36
58
180

Table C3-3
Rail Emissions
2012 Emission Calculations

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
tons/day

ROG
101.53
14.77
13.84
3.78

Rail Emission Factors, grams/mile
2012
CO
Nox
Sox
PM
380.72 2059.17
1.34
58.63
55.38
299.52
0.20
8.53
51.92
280.80
0.18
7.99
14.18
76.69
0.05
2.18

DPM
24.41
3.55
3.33
0.91

ROG
80.58
42.98
40.29
12.47
176.32
0.09

Rail Emissions, lbs/day
2012
CO
Nox
Sox
302.16 1634.30
1.07
161.15
871.63
0.57
151.08
817.15
0.53
46.76
252.94
0.16
661.16 3576.01
2.33
0.33
1.79
0.00

DPM
19.37
10.33
9.68
3.00
42.38
0.02

C3-3

PM
46.53
24.82
23.27
7.20
101.82
0.05

Table C3-4
Rail Emissions
2020 Emission Calculations

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
tons/day

ROG
51.48
7.49
7.02
1.92

Rail Emission Factors, grams/mile
2020
CO
Nox
Sox
PM
380.72 1415.68
1.34
32.89
55.38
205.92
0.20
4.78
51.92
193.05
0.18
4.48
14.18
52.72
0.05
1.22

Rail Emissions, lbs/day
2020
ROG
CO
Nox
Sox
74.91
553.97
2059.90
1.95
25.75
190.45
708.20
0.67
42.71
315.90
1174.65
1.11
6.32
46.76
173.89
0.16
149.70
1107.09 4116.64
3.90
0.07
0.55
2.06
0.00

C3-4

PM
47.86
16.45
27.29
4.04
95.64
0.05

DPM
13.49
1.96
1.84
0.50

DPM
19.63
6.75
11.19
1.66
39.23
0.02

Table C3-5
Rail Emissions
2035 Emission Calculations

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
tons/day

ROG
18.59
2.70
2.53
0.69

Rail Emission Factors, grams/mile
2035
CO
Nox
Sox
PM
380.72
529.09
1.34
10.01
55.38
76.96
0.20
1.46
51.92
72.15
0.18
1.36
14.18
19.71
0.05
0.37

Rail Emissions, lbs/day
2035
ROG
CO
Nox
Sox
27.05
553.97
769.86
1.95
12.88
263.71
366.48
0.93
19.45
398.31
553.54
1.40
6.04
123.79
172.03
0.44
65.42
1339.77 1861.91
4.72
0.03
0.67
0.93
0.00

C3-5

PM
14.56
6.93
10.47
3.25
35.23
0.02

DPM
6.15
0.89
0.84
0.23

DPM
8.95
4.26
6.43
2.00
21.64
0.01

Table C3-6
Rail Emissions
2050 Emission Calculations

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER

Freight
Amtrak
COASTER
SPRINTER
tons/day

ROG
14.30
2.08
1.95
0.53

Rail Emission Factors, grams/mile
2050
CO
Nox
Sox
PM
380.72
400.39
1.34
5.72
55.38
58.24
0.20
0.83
51.92
54.60
0.18
0.78
14.18
14.91
0.05
0.21

Rail Emissions, lbs/day
2050
ROG
CO
Nox
Sox
20.81
553.97
582.60
1.95
9.90
263.71
277.34
0.93
14.96
398.31
418.89
1.40
4.65
123.79
130.19
0.44
50.32
1339.77 1409.01
4.72
0.03
0.67
0.70
0.00

C3-6

PM
8.32
3.96
5.98
1.86
20.13
0.01

DPM
5.72
0.83
0.78
0.21

DPM
8.32
3.96
5.98
1.86
20.13
0.01

Appendix C-4
CALINE4 Model Outputs

CALINE4 Model Outputs
Fairmount and Montezuma - 2012
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0

FairmtN1

*

715

6545

912

6229 *

AG

8013

5.1

0.0

FairmtN2

*

912

6229

947

6092 *

AG

4272

5.0

0.0

FairmtS

*

964

5623

947

6092 *

AG

3824

5.0

0.0

Montz

*

1362

5901

1148

6035 *

AG

3293

5.0

0.0

Montz2

*

1148

6035

947

6092 *

AG

3293

5.0

0.0

III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
934
6092
1.8
2. R2
*
928
6122
1.8
3. R3
*
922
6152
1.8
4. R4
*
916
6182
1.8
5. R5
*
936
6062
1.8
6. R6
*
938
6032
1.8
7. R7
*
940
6002
1.8
8. R8
*
960
6075
1.8

C-4-1

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

R9
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

990
1020
958
988
1018
962
964
952
946

6066
6057
6105
6096
6087
6045
6015
6135
6165

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

C-4-2

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
-------------*-------*-------*------------------------1. R1
* 103. *
3.0 * 0.0 0.1 0.8 0.1 2.0
2. R2
* 119. *
2.0 * 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.1 0.7
3. R3
* 146. *
2.0 * 0.0 1.7 0.0 0.0 0.4
4. R4
* 151. *
2.4 * 0.0 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.3
5. R5
*
33. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.4
6. R6
*
19. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.1 1.2 0.0 0.3
7. R7
*
15. *
1.6 * 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.2
8. R8
* 337. *
3.5 * 1.0 1.6 0.1 0.0 0.8
9. R9
* 331. *
2.2 * 0.8 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.8
10. R10
* 327. *
1.9 * 0.8 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.8
11. R11
* 187. *
2.1 * 0.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 0.6
12. R12
* 328. *
1.4 * 1.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 259. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.9
14. R14
* 340. *
2.6 * 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.1
15. R15
* 343. *
2.2 * 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.0 0.1
16. R16
* 332. *
2.3 * 1.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 329. *
2.6 * 1.8 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0

C-4-3

Fairmount and Montezuma - 2020
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0

FairmtN1

*

715

6545

912

6229 *

AG

8358

2.3

0.0

FairmtN2

*

912

6229

947

6092 *

AG

4407

2.3

0.0

FairmtS

*

964

5623

947

6092 *

AG

3939

2.3

0.0

Montz

*

1362

5901

1148

6035 *

AG

3512

2.3

0.0

Montz2

*

1148

6035

947

6092 *

AG

3512

2.3

0.0

III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
934
6092
1.8
2. R2
*
928
6122
1.8
3. R3
*
922
6152
1.8
4. R4
*
916
6182
1.8
5. R5
*
936
6062
1.8
6. R6
*
938
6032
1.8
7. R7
*
940
6002
1.8
8. R8
*
960
6075
1.8
9. R9
*
990
6066
1.8
10. R10
*
1020
6057
1.8
11. R11
*
958
6105
1.8
C-4-4

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17

*
*
*
*
*
*

988
1018
962
964
952
946

6096
6087
6045
6015
6135
6165

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

C-4-5

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
-------------*-------*-------*------------------------1. R1
* 103. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1 1.0
2. R2
* 119. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.3
3. R3
* 146. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.2
4. R4
* 151. *
1.1 * 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
5. R5
*
33. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.2
6. R6
*
19. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.1
7. R7
*
15. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 337. *
1.7 * 0.5 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.4
9. R9
* 331. *
1.0 * 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.4
10. R10
* 327. *
0.9 * 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.4
11. R11
* 187. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.3
12. R12
* 328. *
0.7 * 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 117. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4
14. R14
* 340. *
1.2 * 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.0 0.1
15. R15
* 343. *
1.0 * 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.0
16. R16
* 332. *
1.1 * 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 329. *
1.2 * 0.9 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0

C-4-6

Fairmount and Montezuma - 2035
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0

FairmtN1

*

715

6545

912

6229 *

AG

9287

1.5

0.0

FairmtN2

*

912

6229

947

6092 *

AG

5025

1.5

0.0

FairmtS

*

964

5623

947

6092 *

AG

4494

1.5

0.0

Montz

*

1362

5901

1148

6035 *

AG

3920

1.5

0.0

Montz2

*

1148

6035

947

6092 *

AG

3920

1.5

0.0

III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
934
6092
1.8
2. R2
*
928
6122
1.8
3. R3
*
922
6152
1.8
4. R4
*
916
6182
1.8
5. R5
*
936
6062
1.8
6. R6
*
938
6032
1.8
7. R7
*
940
6002
1.8
8. R8
*
960
6075
1.8
9. R9
*
990
6066
1.8
10. R10
*
1020
6057
1.8
11. R11
*
958
6105
1.8
C-4-7

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17

*
*
*
*
*
*

988
1018
962
964
952
946

6096
6087
6045
6015
6135
6165

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

C-4-8

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
-------------*-------*-------*------------------------1. R1
* 103. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.7
2. R2
* 119. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.2
3. R3
* 146. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1
4. R4
* 151. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.1
5. R5
*
33. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1
6. R6
*
19. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1
7. R7
*
15. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 337. *
1.2 * 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.3
9. R9
* 331. *
0.8 * 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.3
10. R10
* 327. *
0.6 * 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3
11. R11
* 187. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.2
12. R12
* 328. *
0.5 * 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 259. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3
14. R14
* 340. *
0.9 * 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.1
15. R15
* 343. *
0.8 * 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0
16. R16
* 332. *
0.8 * 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 329. *
0.9 * 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

C-4-9

Fairmount and Montezuma - 2050
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0

FairmtN1

*

715

6545

912

6229 *

AG

9438

1.5

0.0

FairmtN2

*

912

6229

947

6092 *

AG

5016

1.5

0.0

FairmtS

*

964

5623

947

6092 *

AG

4464

1.5

0.0

Montz

*

1362

5901

1148

6035 *

AG

3796

1.5

0.0

Montz2

*

1148

6035

947

6092 *

AG

3796

1.5

0.0

III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
934
6092
1.8
2. R2
*
928
6122
1.8
3. R3
*
922
6152
1.8
4. R4
*
916
6182
1.8
5. R5
*
936
6062
1.8
6. R6
*
938
6032
1.8
7. R7
*
940
6002
1.8
8. R8
*
960
6075
1.8
9. R9
*
990
6066
1.8
10. R10
*
1020
6057
1.8
11. R11
*
958
6105
1.8
C-4-10

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17

*
*
*
*
*
*

988
1018
962
964
952
946

6096
6087
6045
6015
6135
6165

1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

C-4-11

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Fairmount and Montezuma
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
-------------*-------*-------*------------------------1. R1
* 103. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.7
2. R2
* 119. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.2
3. R3
* 146. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1
4. R4
* 151. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.1
5. R5
*
31. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1
6. R6
*
19. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1
7. R7
*
15. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 337. *
1.2 * 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.3
9. R9
* 331. *
0.8 * 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.3
10. R10
* 327. *
0.6 * 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.3
11. R11
* 187. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.2
12. R12
* 328. *
0.5 * 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 259. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3
14. R14
* 340. *
0.9 * 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0
15. R15
* 343. *
0.8 * 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0
16. R16
* 332. *
0.8 * 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 329. *
0.9 * 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

C-4-12

Harbor Drive and Laurel Street - 2012
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0
G.
10.0
H.
10.0

Harbor1

*

3783

846

3639

1042 *

AG

4575

5.1

0.0

Harbor2

*

3639

1042

3425

1128 *

AG

4575

5.1

0.0

Harbor3

*

3425

1128

3263

1119 *

AG

6041

5.1

0.0

Harbor4

*

3263

1119

3042

1136 *

AG

8273

5.1

0.0

Harbor5

*

3042

1136

2778

1230 *

AG

8273

5.1

0.0

Laurel1

*

3425

1128

3430

1204 *

AG

1703

5.1

0.0

Laurel2

*

3263

1119

3430

1204 *

AG

2233

5.1

0.0

Laurel3

*

3430

1204

3754

1328 *

AG

3936

5.1

0.0

C-4-13

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3425
1115
1.8
2. R2
*
3457
1100
1.8
3. R3
*
3489
1085
1.8
4. R4
*
3395
1113
1.8
5. R5
*
3365
1112
1.8
6. R6
*
3335
1111
1.8
7. R7
*
3305
1110
1.8
8. R8
*
3275
1109
1.8
9. R9
*
3245
1108
1.8
10. R10
*
3215
1110
1.8
11. R11
*
3185
1112
1.8
12. R12
*
3529
1105
1.8
13. R13
*
3499
1115
1.8
14. R14
*
3469
1125
1.8
15. R15
*
3469
1155
1.8
16. R16
*
3235
1140
1.8
17. R17
*
3290
1170
1.8
18. R18
*
3350
1200
1.8
19. R19
*
3469
1185
1.8
20. R20
*
3450
1230
1.8

C-4-14

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
-------------*-------*-------*---------------------------------------1. R1
* 276. *
2.9 * 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.6 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0
2. R2
* 279. *
1.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0
3. R3
* 315. *
1.5 * 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.0
4. R4
* 277. *
3.0 * 0.0 0.0 1.6 0.7 0.4 0.0 0.2 0.0
5. R5
* 277. *
3.2 * 0.0 0.0 1.5 1.1 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.0
6. R6
* 279. *
3.5 * 0.0 0.0 1.4 1.4 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.0
7. R7
* 280. *
4.0 * 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.3 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0
8. R8
* 282. *
4.1 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
9. R9
*
63. *
3.8 * 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.9 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.4
10. R10
*
71. *
3.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 2.2 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.2
11. R11
*
76. *
3.3 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 2.4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.1
12. R12
* 276. *
2.6 * 0.0 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0
13. R13
* 273. *
3.0 * 0.0 1.1 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0
14. R14
* 270. *
3.6 * 0.0 0.9 1.6 0.6 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0
15. R15
* 261. *
1.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0
16. R16
* 101. *
2.1 * 0.1 0.4 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0
17. R17
* 112. *
1.5 * 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0
18. R18
* 125. *
1.4 * 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0
19. R19
* 258. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.0
20. R20
* 205. *
1.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.8

C-4-15

Harbor Drive and Laurel Street - 2020
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0
G.
10.0
H.
10.0

Harbor1

*

3783

846

3639

1042 *

AG

4608

2.3

0.0

Harbor2

*

3639

1042

3425

1128 *

AG

4608

2.3

0.0

Harbor3

*

3425

1128

3263

1119 *

AG

5892

2.3

0.0

Harbor4

*

3263

1119

3042

1136 *

AG

8800

2.3

0.0

Harbor5

*

3042

1136

2778

1230 *

AG

8800

2.3

0.0

Laurel1

*

3425

1128

3430

1204 *

AG

1576

2.3

0.0

Laurel2

*

3263

1119

3430

1204 *

AG

4485

2.3

0.0

Laurel3

*

3430

1204

3754

1328 *

AG

2908

2.3

0.0

C-4-16

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3425
1115
1.8
2. R2
*
3457
1100
1.8
3. R3
*
3489
1085
1.8
4. R4
*
3395
1113
1.8
5. R5
*
3365
1112
1.8
6. R6
*
3335
1111
1.8
7. R7
*
3305
1110
1.8
8. R8
*
3275
1109
1.8
9. R9
*
3245
1108
1.8
10. R10
*
3215
1110
1.8
11. R11
*
3185
1112
1.8
12. R12
*
3529
1105
1.8
13. R13
*
3499
1115
1.8
14. R14
*
3469
1125
1.8
15. R15
*
3469
1155
1.8
16. R16
*
3235
1140
1.8
17. R17
*
3290
1170
1.8
18. R18
*
3350
1200
1.8
19. R19
*
3469
1185
1.8
20. R20
*
3450
1230
1.8

C-4-17

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
-------------*-------*-------*---------------------------------------1. R1
* 276. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
2. R2
* 279. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
3. R3
* 315. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0
4. R4
* 277. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
5. R5
* 277. *
1.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
6. R6
* 279. *
1.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.7 0.3 0.0 0.2 0.0
7. R7
* 280. *
2.0 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0
8. R8
* 282. *
2.0 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
9. R9
*
62. *
2.1 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.1
10. R10
*
72. *
1.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.1
11. R11
*
76. *
1.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0
12. R12
* 276. *
1.3 * 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
13. R13
* 274. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
14. R14
* 270. *
1.7 * 0.0 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
15. R15
* 262. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0
16. R16
* 101. *
1.1 * 0.0 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0
17. R17
* 112. *
0.8 * 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0
18. R18
* 125. *
0.8 * 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0
19. R19
* 258. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0
20. R20
* 232. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0

C-4-18

Harbor Drive and Laurel Street - 2035
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0
G.
10.0
H.
10.0

Harbor1

*

3783

846

3639

1042 *

AG

5054

1.5

0.0

Harbor2

*

3639

1042

3425

1128 *

AG

5054

1.5

0.0

Harbor3

*

3425

1128

3263

1119 *

AG

6839

1.5

0.0

Harbor4

*

3263

1119

3042

1136 *

AG

10201

1.5

0.0

Harbor5

*

3042

1136

2778

1230 *

AG

10201

1.5

0.0

Laurel1

*

3425

1128

3430

1204 *

AG

2038

1.5

0.0

Laurel2

*

3263

1119

3430

1204 *

AG

3363

1.5

0.0

Laurel3

*

3430

1204

3754

1328 *

AG

5401

1.5

0.0

C-4-19

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3425
1115
1.8
2. R2
*
3457
1100
1.8
3. R3
*
3489
1085
1.8
4. R4
*
3395
1113
1.8
5. R5
*
3365
1112
1.8
6. R6
*
3335
1111
1.8
7. R7
*
3305
1110
1.8
8. R8
*
3275
1109
1.8
9. R9
*
3245
1108
1.8
10. R10
*
3215
1110
1.8
11. R11
*
3185
1112
1.8
12. R12
*
3529
1105
1.8
13. R13
*
3499
1115
1.8
14. R14
*
3469
1125
1.8
15. R15
*
3469
1155
1.8
16. R16
*
3235
1140
1.8
17. R17
*
3290
1170
1.8
18. R18
*
3350
1200
1.8
19. R19
*
3469
1185
1.8
20. R20
*
3450
1230
1.8

C-4-20

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
-------------*-------*-------*---------------------------------------1. R1
* 276. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
2. R2
* 279. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
3. R3
* 281. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
4. R4
* 277. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
5. R5
* 277. *
1.1 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
6. R6
* 278. *
1.3 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
7. R7
* 280. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
8. R8
* 282. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
9. R9
*
63. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.1
10. R10
*
71. *
1.3 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
11. R11
*
76. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
12. R12
* 276. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
13. R13
* 274. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
14. R14
* 270. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
15. R15
* 261. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0
16. R16
* 259. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 112. *
0.5 * 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
18. R18
* 125. *
0.5 * 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
19. R19
* 258. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0
20. R20
* 205. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3

C-4-21

Harbor Drive and Laurel Street - 2050
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0
G.
10.0
H.
10.0

Harbor1

*

3783

846

3639

1042 *

AG

5427

1.5

0.0

Harbor2

*

3639

1042

3425

1128 *

AG

5427

1.5

0.0

Harbor3

*

3425

1128

3263

1119 *

AG

7830

1.5

0.0

Harbor4

*

3263

1119

3042

1136 *

AG

12486

1.5

0.0

Harbor5

*

3042

1136

2778

1230 *

AG

12486

1.5

0.0

Laurel1

*

3425

1128

3430

1204 *

AG

2735

1.5

0.0

Laurel2

*

3263

1119

3430

1204 *

AG

4656

1.5

0.0

Laurel3

*

3430

1204

3754

1328 *

AG

7391

1.5

0.0

C-4-22

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3425
1115
1.8
2. R2
*
3457
1100
1.8
3. R3
*
3489
1085
1.8
4. R4
*
3395
1113
1.8
5. R5
*
3365
1112
1.8
6. R6
*
3335
1111
1.8
7. R7
*
3305
1110
1.8
8. R8
*
3275
1109
1.8
9. R9
*
3245
1108
1.8
10. R10
*
3215
1110
1.8
11. R11
*
3185
1112
1.8
12. R12
*
3529
1105
1.8
13. R13
*
3499
1115
1.8
14. R14
*
3469
1125
1.8
15. R15
*
3469
1155
1.8
16. R16
*
3235
1140
1.8
17. R17
*
3290
1170
1.8
18. R18
*
3350
1200
1.8
19. R19
*
3469
1185
1.8
20. R20
*
3450
1230
1.8

C-4-23

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Harbor and Laurel
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
-------------*-------*-------*---------------------------------------1. R1
* 276. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
2. R2
* 278. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
3. R3
* 281. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
4. R4
* 277. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
5. R5
* 277. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
6. R6
* 278. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.0
7. R7
* 280. *
1.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.0
8. R8
* 282. *
1.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
9. R9
*
63. *
1.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.2
10. R10
*
70. *
1.6 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1
11. R11
*
76. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1
12. R12
* 276. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
13. R13
* 274. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
14. R14
* 270. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
15. R15
* 262. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0
16. R16
* 259. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 112. *
0.6 * 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0
18. R18
* 125. *
0.6 * 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0
19. R19
* 258. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0
20. R20
* 205. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.4

C-4-24

Miramar Road and Camino Santa Fe - 2012
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MiramarW1

*

3364

7774

3672

7824 *

AG

8472

5.2

0.0

MiramarW2

*

3672

7824

3915

7787 *

AG

8472

5.2

0.0

MiramarE1

*

4638

7897

4034

7774 *

AG

4737

5.2

0.0

MiramarE2

*

4034

7774

3915

7787 *

AG

4737

5.2

0.0

CSFN1

*

4078

8183

3946

8057 *

AG

3921

5.2

0.0

CSFN2

*

3946

8057

3915

7787 *

AG

3921

5.2

0.0

C-4-25

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3915
7774
1.8
2. R2
*
3945
7770
1.8
3. R3
*
3975
7766
1.8
4. R4
*
4005
7762
1.8
5. R5
*
3885
7778
1.8
6. R6
*
3855
7782
1.8
7. R7
*
3825
7786
1.8
8. R8
*
3928
7800
1.8
9. R9
*
3958
7796
1.8
10. R10
*
3988
7792
1.8
11. R11
*
3902
7804
1.8
12. R12
*
3872
7808
1.8
13. R13
*
3842
7812
1.8
14. R14
*
3905
7834
1.8
15. R15
*
3908
7864
1.8
16. R16
*
3931
7830
1.8
17. R17
*
3934
7860
1.8

C-4-26

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
*
5. *
4.0 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.8 0.1 2.6
2. R2
* 287. *
2.9 * 0.1 2.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
3. R3
* 285. *
2.6 * 0.2 1.9 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.1
4. R4
*
73. *
2.4 * 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.4 0.0 0.0
5. R5
*
21. *
2.8 * 0.0 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.7
6. R6
*
80. *
2.9 * 0.0 2.0 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.3
7. R7
*
85. *
3.0 * 0.0 2.0 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.2
8. R8
* 269. *
4.0 * 0.6 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9
9. R9
* 270. *
3.3 * 0.5 2.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.4
10. R10
* 271. *
2.9 * 0.5 1.7 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.2
11. R11
* 269. *
3.1 * 0.7 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12. R12
* 269. *
3.2 * 0.8 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 268. *
3.4 * 0.9 2.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14. R14
* 152. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.0
15. R15
*
21. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 1.1
16. R16
* 263. *
2.5 * 0.4 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
17. R17
* 259. *
2.2 * 0.5 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0

C-4-27

Miramar Road and Camino Santa Fe - 2020
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MiramarW1

*

3364

7774

3672

7824 *

AG

8741

2.4

0.0

MiramarW2

*

3672

7824

3915

7787 *

AG

8741

2.4

0.0

MiramarE1

*

4638

7897

4034

7774 *

AG

4884

2.4

0.0

MiramarE2

*

4034

7774

3915

7787 *

AG

4884

2.4

0.0

CSFN1

*

4078

8183

3946

8057 *

AG

3998

2.4

0.0

CSFN2

*

3946

8057

3915

7787 *

AG

3998

2.4

0.0

C-4-28

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3915
7774
1.8
2. R2
*
3945
7770
1.8
3. R3
*
3975
7766
1.8
4. R4
*
4005
7762
1.8
5. R5
*
3885
7778
1.8
6. R6
*
3855
7782
1.8
7. R7
*
3825
7786
1.8
8. R8
*
3928
7800
1.8
9. R9
*
3958
7796
1.8
10. R10
*
3988
7792
1.8
11. R11
*
3902
7804
1.8
12. R12
*
3872
7808
1.8
13. R13
*
3842
7812
1.8
14. R14
*
3905
7834
1.8
15. R15
*
3908
7864
1.8
16. R16
*
3931
7830
1.8
17. R17
*
3934
7860
1.8

C-4-29

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
*
5. *
1.9 * 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 1.2
2. R2
* 287. *
1.4 * 0.1 1.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
3. R3
* 285. *
1.2 * 0.1 0.9 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
4. R4
*
73. *
1.1 * 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.2 0.0 0.0
5. R5
* 289. *
1.3 * 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6. R6
*
80. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.1
7. R7
*
85. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 269. *
1.9 * 0.3 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4
9. R9
* 270. *
1.6 * 0.3 1.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2
10. R10
* 271. *
1.4 * 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1
11. R11
* 269. *
1.5 * 0.3 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12. R12
* 269. *
1.5 * 0.4 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 268. *
1.6 * 0.4 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14. R14
* 263. *
0.8 * 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
15. R15
*
21. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.5
16. R16
* 263. *
1.2 * 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5
17. R17
* 259. *
1.0 * 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5

C-4-30

Miramar Road and Camino Santa Fe - 2035
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MiramarW1

*

3364

7774

3672

7824 *

AG

8908

1.5

0.0

MiramarW2

*

3672

7824

3915

7787 *

AG

8908

1.5

0.0

MiramarE1

*

4638

7897

4034

7774 *

AG

4709

1.5

0.0

MiramarE2

*

4034

7774

3915

7787 *

AG

4709

1.5

0.0

CSFN1

*

4078

8183

3946

8057 *

AG

4273

1.5

0.0

CSFN2

*

3946

8057

3915

7787 *

AG

4273

1.5

0.0

C-4-31

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3915
7774
1.8
2. R2
*
3945
7770
1.8
3. R3
*
3975
7766
1.8
4. R4
*
4005
7762
1.8
5. R5
*
3885
7778
1.8
6. R6
*
3855
7782
1.8
7. R7
*
3825
7786
1.8
8. R8
*
3928
7800
1.8
9. R9
*
3958
7796
1.8
10. R10
*
3988
7792
1.8
11. R11
*
3902
7804
1.8
12. R12
*
3872
7808
1.8
13. R13
*
3842
7812
1.8
14. R14
*
3905
7834
1.8
15. R15
*
3908
7864
1.8
16. R16
*
3931
7830
1.8
17. R17
*
3934
7860
1.8

C-4-32

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
*
5. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.8
2. R2
* 287. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3. R3
* 285. *
0.8 * 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
4. R4
*
73. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.0
5. R5
*
21. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
6. R6
*
80. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
7. R7
*
84. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 269. *
1.2 * 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
9. R9
* 270. *
1.0 * 0.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
10. R10
* 271. *
0.9 * 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
11. R11
* 269. *
1.0 * 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12. R12
* 269. *
1.0 * 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 268. *
1.1 * 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14. R14
* 153. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3
15. R15
*
21. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4
16. R16
* 263. *
0.8 * 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
17. R17
* 259. *
0.7 * 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3

C-4-33

Miramar Road and Camino Santa Fe - 2050
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MiramarW1

*

3364

7774

3672

7824 *

AG

8892

1.5

0.0

MiramarW2

*

3672

7824

3915

7787 *

AG

8892

1.5

0.0

MiramarE1

*

4638

7897

4034

7774 *

AG

4696

1.5

0.0

MiramarE2

*

4034

7774

3915

7787 *

AG

4696

1.5

0.0

CSFN1

*

4078

8183

3946

8057 *

AG

4264

1.5

0.0

CSFN2

*

3946

8057

3915

7787 *

AG

4264

1.5

0.0

C-4-34

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
3915
7774
1.8
2. R2
*
3945
7770
1.8
3. R3
*
3975
7766
1.8
4. R4
*
4005
7762
1.8
5. R5
*
3885
7778
1.8
6. R6
*
3855
7782
1.8
7. R7
*
3825
7786
1.8
8. R8
*
3928
7800
1.8
9. R9
*
3958
7796
1.8
10. R10
*
3988
7792
1.8
11. R11
*
3902
7804
1.8
12. R12
*
3872
7808
1.8
13. R13
*
3842
7812
1.8
14. R14
*
3905
7834
1.8
15. R15
*
3908
7864
1.8
16. R16
*
3931
7830
1.8
17. R17
*
3934
7860
1.8

C-4-35

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Miramar and Camino SantaFe
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
*
5. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.8
2. R2
* 287. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3. R3
* 285. *
0.8 * 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
4. R4
*
73. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.0
5. R5
*
21. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
6. R6
*
80. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
7. R7
*
84. *
0.9 * 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 269. *
1.2 * 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
9. R9
* 270. *
1.0 * 0.2 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
10. R10
* 271. *
0.9 * 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
11. R11
* 269. *
1.0 * 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12. R12
* 269. *
1.0 * 0.2 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
* 268. *
1.1 * 0.3 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
14. R14
* 153. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3
15. R15
*
21. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.4
16. R16
* 263. *
0.8 * 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
17. R17
* 259. *
0.7 * 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3

C-4-36

Mira Mesa Road and Scranton Road - 2012
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MMW1

*

894

9298

1062

9418 *

AG

6558

5.2

0.0

MMW2

*

1062

9418

1208

9437 *

AG

6558

5.2

0.0

MME

*

1515

9447

1208

9437 *

AG

3257

5.2

0.0

ScrantonS

*

1240

9187

1208

9437 *

AG

2345

5.2

0.0

ScrantonN1

*

1122

9675

1202

9561 *

AG

1467

5.1

0.0

ScrantonN2

*

1202

9561

1208

9437 *

AG

1467

5.1

0.0

C-4-37

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
1221
9450
1.8
2. R2
*
1251
9452
1.8
3. R3
*
1281
9454
1.8
4. R4
*
1195
9448
1.8
5. R5
*
1165
9444
1.8
6. R6
*
1135
9440
1.8
7. R7
*
1194
9478
1.8
8. R8
*
1193
9508
1.8
9. R9
*
1220
9480
1.8
10. R10
*
1219
9510
1.8
11. R11
*
1195
9424
1.8
12. R12
*
1165
9420
1.8
13. R13
*
1135
9416
1.8
14. R14
*
1197
9394
1.8
15. R15
*
1199
9364
1.8
16. R16
*
1221
9424
1.8
17. R17
*
1251
9426
1.8
18. R18
*
1281
9428
1.8
19. R19
*
1227
9394
1.8
20. R20
*
1231
9364
1.8

C-4-38

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
* 250. *
3.3 * 0.6 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
2. R2
* 254. *
2.7 * 0.6 1.6 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.1
3. R3
* 256. *
2.2 * 0.5 1.0 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.1
4. R4
* 248. *
2.9 * 0.7 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5. R5
* 246. *
3.0 * 0.9 2.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6. R6
* 244. *
3.2 * 1.2 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7. R7
* 167. *
1.5 * 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.2
8. R8
* 169. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.0 0.3
9. R9
* 243. *
1.8 * 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
10. R10
* 236. *
1.3 * 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
11. R11
* 276. *
2.4 * 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
12. R12
* 280. *
2.3 * 0.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
13. R13
*
62. *
2.4 * 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
14. R14
*
7. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.4
15. R15
*
6. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.3
16. R16
* 277. *
2.5 * 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 274. *
2.0 * 0.1 1.5 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0
18. R18
* 274. *
1.7 * 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.0 0.0
19. R19
* 291. *
1.4 * 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0
20. R20
* 329. *
1.2 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0

C-4-39

Mira Mesa Road and Scranton Road - 2020
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MMW1

*

894

9298

1062

9418 *

AG

5782

2.4

0.0

MMW2

*

1062

9418

1208

9437 *

AG

5782

2.4

0.0

MME

*

1515

9447

1208

9437 *

AG

3151

2.4

0.0

ScrantonS

*

1240

9187

1208

9437 *

AG

1645

2.3

0.0

ScrantonN1

*

1122

9675

1202

9561 *

AG

2204

2.3

0.0

ScrantonN2

*

1202

9561

1208

9437 *

AG

2204

2.3

0.0

C-4-40

CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
1221
9450
1.8
2. R2
*
1251
9452
1.8
3. R3
*
1281
9454
1.8
4. R4
*
1195
9448
1.8
5. R5
*
1165
9444
1.8
6. R6
*
1135
9440
1.8
7. R7
*
1194
9478
1.8
8. R8
*
1193
9508
1.8
9. R9
*
1220
9480
1.8
10. R10
*
1219
9510
1.8
11. R11
*
1195
9424
1.8
12. R12
*
1165
9420
1.8
13. R13
*
1135
9416
1.8
14. R14
*
1197
9394
1.8
15. R15
*
1199
9364
1.8
16. R16
*
1221
9424
1.8
17. R17
*
1251
9426
1.8
18. R18
*
1281
9428
1.8
19. R19
*
1227
9394
1.8
20. R20
*
1231
9364
1.8
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CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
* 250. *
1.4 * 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
2. R2
* 254. *
1.1 * 0.2 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1
3. R3
* 256. *
0.9 * 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
4. R4
* 248. *
1.2 * 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5. R5
* 246. *
1.2 * 0.4 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6. R6
* 244. *
1.3 * 0.5 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7. R7
* 166. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 167. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2
9. R9
* 243. *
0.8 * 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
10. R10
* 236. *
0.6 * 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
11. R11
*
16. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3
12. R12
*
57. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
13. R13
*
62. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
14. R14
*
7. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
15. R15
*
4. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2
16. R16
* 277. *
1.0 * 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 276. *
0.8 * 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
18. R18
* 274. *
0.7 * 0.0 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
19. R19
* 342. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
20. R20
* 342. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1
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Mira Mesa Road and Scranton Road - 2035
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MMW1

*

894

9298

1062

9418 *

AG

5385

1.5

0.0

MMW2

*

1062

9418

1208

9437 *

AG

5385

1.5

0.0

MME

*

1515

9447

1208

9437 *

AG

2957

1.5

0.0

ScrantonS

*

1240

9187

1208

9437 *

AG

2382

1.5

0.0

ScrantonN1

*

1122

9675

1202

9561 *

AG

2596

1.5

0.0

ScrantonN2

*

1202

9561

1208

9437 *

AG

2596

1.5

0.0
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CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
1221
9450
1.8
2. R2
*
1251
9452
1.8
3. R3
*
1281
9454
1.8
4. R4
*
1195
9448
1.8
5. R5
*
1165
9444
1.8
6. R6
*
1135
9440
1.8
7. R7
*
1194
9478
1.8
8. R8
*
1193
9508
1.8
9. R9
*
1220
9480
1.8
10. R10
*
1219
9510
1.8
11. R11
*
1195
9424
1.8
12. R12
*
1165
9420
1.8
13. R13
*
1135
9416
1.8
14. R14
*
1197
9394
1.8
15. R15
*
1199
9364
1.8
16. R16
*
1221
9424
1.8
17. R17
*
1251
9426
1.8
18. R18
*
1281
9428
1.8
19. R19
*
1227
9394
1.8
20. R20
*
1231
9364
1.8
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CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
* 250. *
0.9 * 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
2. R2
* 254. *
0.7 * 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
3. R3
* 256. *
0.6 * 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
4. R4
* 248. *
0.7 * 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5. R5
* 246. *
0.7 * 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6. R6
* 244. *
0.8 * 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7. R7
* 165. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 167. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2
9. R9
* 243. *
0.5 * 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
10. R10
* 236. *
0.4 * 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
11. R11
*
16. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
12. R12
*
57. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
13. R13
*
62. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
14. R14
*
7. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
15. R15
*
5. *
0.3 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
16. R16
* 277. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 276. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
18. R18
* 274. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
19. R19
* 342. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
20. R20
* 342. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

C-4-45

Mira Mesa Road and Scranton Road - 2050
CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
1
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
I.

SITE VARIABLES
U=
0.5 M/S
BRG= WORST CASE
CLAS=
7 (G)
MIXH= 300. M
SIGTH=
10. DEGREES

II.

Z0= 100. CM
VD= 0.0 CM/S
VS= 0.0 CM/S
AMB= 0.0 PPM
TEMP= 16.0 DEGREE (C)

ALT=

0. (M)

LINK VARIABLES

LINK
* LINK COORDINATES (M)
*
EF
H
W
DESCRIPTION *
X1
Y1
X2
Y2 * TYPE VPH (G/MI) (M)
(M)
----------------*-------------------------*----------------------------A.
10.0
B.
10.0
C.
10.0
D.
10.0
E.
10.0
F.
10.0

MMW1

*

894

9298

1062

9418 *

AG

5383

1.5

0.0

MMW2

*

1062

9418

1208

9437 *

AG

5383

1.5

0.0

MME

*

1515

9447

1208

9437 *

AG

2918

1.5

0.0

ScrantonS

*

1240

9187

1208

9437 *

AG

2360

1.5

0.0

ScrantonN1

*

1122

9675

1202

9561 *

AG

2509

1.5

0.0

ScrantonN2

*

1202

9561

1208

9437 *

AG

2509

1.5

0.0
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CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
2
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
III.

RECEPTOR LOCATIONS

*
COORDINATES (M)
RECEPTOR *
X
Y
Z
------------*--------------------1. R1
*
1221
9450
1.8
2. R2
*
1251
9452
1.8
3. R3
*
1281
9454
1.8
4. R4
*
1195
9448
1.8
5. R5
*
1165
9444
1.8
6. R6
*
1135
9440
1.8
7. R7
*
1194
9478
1.8
8. R8
*
1193
9508
1.8
9. R9
*
1220
9480
1.8
10. R10
*
1219
9510
1.8
11. R11
*
1195
9424
1.8
12. R12
*
1165
9420
1.8
13. R13
*
1135
9416
1.8
14. R14
*
1197
9394
1.8
15. R15
*
1199
9364
1.8
16. R16
*
1221
9424
1.8
17. R17
*
1251
9426
1.8
18. R18
*
1281
9428
1.8
19. R19
*
1227
9394
1.8
20. R20
*
1231
9364
1.8
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CALINE4: CALIFORNIA LINE SOURCE DISPERSION MODEL
JUNE 1989 VERSION
PAGE
3
JOB: Mira Mesa and Scranton
RUN: Hour 1
(WORST CASE ANGLE)
POLLUTANT: Carbon Monoxide
IV.

MODEL RESULTS (WORST CASE WIND ANGLE )

*
* PRED *
CONC/LINK
* BRG * CONC *
(PPM)
RECEPTOR
* (DEG) * (PPM) *
A
B
C
D
E
F
-------------*-------*-------*-----------------------------1. R1
* 250. *
0.9 * 0.2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
2. R2
* 254. *
0.7 * 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1
3. R3
* 256. *
0.6 * 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
4. R4
* 248. *
0.7 * 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5. R5
* 246. *
0.7 * 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6. R6
* 244. *
0.8 * 0.3 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
7. R7
* 166. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1
8. R8
* 167. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2
9. R9
* 243. *
0.5 * 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
10. R10
* 236. *
0.4 * 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
11. R11
*
15. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
12. R12
*
57. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
13. R13
*
62. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
14. R14
*
7. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2
15. R15
*
5. *
0.3 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1
16. R16
* 277. *
0.6 * 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0
17. R17
* 276. *
0.5 * 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
18. R18
* 274. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
19. R19
* 342. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
20. R20
* 341. *
0.4 * 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1

C-4-48

Appendix C-5
Total Hazard Index Calculation
Non-Cancer Risk

Table C5-1
Calculation of Total Hazard Index at the MEIR

Acetaldehyde
140

Acrolein
0.35

Ground-level Concentration
HQ

0.2536
0.0018

0.0221
0.0631

Ground-level Concentration
HQ

0.1216
0.0009

0.0115
0.0329

Ground-level Concentration
HQ

0.1208
0.0009

0.0094
0.0269

Ground-level Concentration
HQ

0.1320
0.0009

0.0096
0.0275

REL, micrograms/cubic meter

Benzene

1,3-Butadiene
3
2
2012
0.4552
0.1003
0.1517
0.0502
2020
0.2363
0.0513
0.0788
0.0256
2035
0.2001
0.0427
0.0667
0.0214
2050
0.2070
0.0439
0.0690
0.0220

C5-1

DPM
5

Formaldehyde
9

Naphthalene

THI

2.1085
0.4217

0.6541
0.0727

0.0261
0.0029

0.7641

0.7191
0.1438

0.3237
0.0360

0.0193
0.0021

0.3201

0.8478
0.1696

0.3077
0.0342

0.0224
0.0025

0.3221

0.9493
0.1899

0.3316
0.0368

0.0230
0.0026

0.3486
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Appendix D-1 Project Tables for Alternatives Considered in Detail

Table D‐1
Alternative 1: No Project
TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND OPERATIONS
Service
Route
Description
COASTER
398
Santa Margarita River Bridge Replacement
COASTER
398
Sorrento to Miramar Double Track Phase 1
COASTER
398
San Onofre to Pulgas Double Track Phase 1
COASTER

398

Oceanside Transit Center Through Track

COASTER
COASTER
COASTER

398
398
398

Poinsettia Station Improvements
San Elijo Lagoon Double Track
Sorrento Valley Double Track

COASTER
COASTER

398
398

Tecolote/Washington St. Crossovers
Elvira to Morena Double Track

COASTER

398

San Diego River Double Track

COASTER

398

COASTER passenger rail frequencies: 30‐45 minutes
(AM), 120 minutes (mid‐day), 30‐36 minutes (PM)
Mid‐
510
Extend Trolley Blue Line from Old Town to University
Coast LRT
Towne Center. Route 150 becomes peak only route.
Rapid
215
Mid‐City Rapid Downtown San Diego to SDSU. 10
minute all‐day service. Replaces local route 15.
Rapid
225
South Bay Rapid Otay Mesa to Downtown San Diego.
15 minute peak service, 30 minute off‐peak.
Rapid
235
I‐15 Rapid Escondido to Downtown San Diego. 15
minute peak service, 30 minute off‐peak by 2020. 15
minute all‐day service by 2035.
Rapid
237
Rancho Bernardo Transit Station to UC San Diego via
I‐15. 15 minute peak service
Rapid
280
Escondido Transit Center to Downtown San Diego. 15
minute peak direction.
Rapid
290
Rancho Bernardo to Downtown San Diego. 15 minute
peak direction.
HIGHWAY GENERAL PURPOSE LANES
Freeway
From
To
Existing
Improvement
SR 76
S. Mission Rd I‐15
2C
4C
MANAGED LANES
Freeway
From
I‐805
SR 52
SR 15

I‐805

TOLL LANES
Freeway
From
SR 11
SR 125
SR 125
SR 905

Status
Opened 2013
Opened 2014
Construction 2014; open
2015
Construction 2015; open
2016
Construction 2015
Open 2017
Construction 2014; open
2015
Opened 2013
Construction 2015; open
2018
Construction 2015; open
2018
Takes effect 2018
Construction late 2015;
service begins 2019
Service began 2014
Construction 2015;
service begins 2016
Service began 2014

Service began 2014
Service began 2014
Service began 2014

Year
2017 (under construction)

To
Carroll Canyon
Rd
I‐8

Existing
8F

Improvement
8F+2ML

Year
2015 (under construction)

6F/8F

+2 Transit Only
Lanes

2016

To
Enrico Fermi Dr
SR 54

Existing
‐‐
Tolls

Improvement
4 toll lanes
Remove tolls

1

Year
2018
2042

Appendix D-1 Project Tables for Alternatives Considered in Detail

Table D-2
Alternative 2: SCS + Trans Alt 2
TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND OPERATIONS
Service
Route
Description
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak; 120-minute off-peak
COASTER
398
frequencies)
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak; 60-minute off-peak frequencies,
COASTER
398
grade separation)
COASTER double tracking Phase 2050 (completes double tracking; includes
COASTER
398
Del Mar Tunnel)
SPRINTER
399
SPRINTER efficiency improvements (20-minute frequencies)
Double tracking Oceanside to Escondido; includes 10-minute frequencies
SPRINTER
399
and six rail grade separations
SPRINTER
399
Branch Extension to Westfield North County
SPRINTER
588
SPRINTER Express
Phase I - Blue Line Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations,
Trolley
510
Blue/Orange Track Connection at 12th/Imperial
Trolley
510
Phase II - Blue Line rail grade separations (two)
Trolley
520
Orange Line Frequency Enhancements and four rail grade separations
Trolley
530
Green Line Frequency Enhancements
SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/Mid-City (transition of Mid-City Rapid
Trolley
560
to Trolley)
UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route
Trolley
561
510) - COASTER Connection Segment
Phase I - San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, National
Trolley
562
City/Chula Vista via Highland Ave/4th Ave
Trolley
562
Phase II - Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Trolley
563
Phase I - Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center
Trolley
563
Phase II - Balboa to Kearny Mesa
El Cajon Transit Center/Grossmont to San Diego International Airport ITC
Rapid
90
via SR 94, City College (peak only)
Rapid
235
Temecula (peak only) Extension of Escondido to Downtown Rapid
Route 640A: I-5 - San Ysidro to Old Town Transit Center via City College,
Rapid
640A/ 640B Chula Vista and National City
Route 640B: I-5 Iris Trolley/Palomar to Kearny Mesa via City College
Rapid
650
Chula Vista to Palomar Airport Road Business Park via I-805/I-5 (peak only)
Rapid
653
Mid City to Palomar Airport Road via Kearny Mesa/I-805/I-5
Rapid
870
El Cajon to UTC via Santee, SR 52, I-805
Rapid
890
El Cajon to Sorrento Mesa via SR 52, Kearny Mesa
San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via I-805/I-15/SR-52 Corridors; Otay Mesa Port
688/689/69
of Entry (POE) to UTC/Torrey Pines via Otay Ranch/Millennia,I-805 Corridor;
Rapid
0
Mid City to Sorrento Mesa via I-805 Corridor (Peak Only)
Kearny Mesa to Downtown via SR 163. Stations at Sharp/Children's Hospital
Rapid
SR 163 DARs
and Hillcrest, + DAR at SR 163/Fashion Valley Transit Center
Rapid extension of Iris to Otay Mesa Point of Entry (POE) with new service
Rapid
905
to Otay Mesa East POE and Imperial Beach
Rapid
550
SDSU to Palomar Station via East San Diego, Southeast San Diego, National
2

Year
2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
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City
Rapid
2
North Park to Downtown San Diego via 30th St
Rapid
10
La Mesa to Ocean Beach via Mid-City, Hillcrest, Old Town
Spring Valley to SDSU via Southeast San Diego, Downtown, Hillcrest, MidRapid
11
City
Rapid
28
Point Loma to Kearny Mesa via Old Town, Linda Vista
Rapid
30
Old Town to Sorrento Mesa via Pacific Beach, La Jolla, UTC
Rapid
41
Fashion Valley to UTC/UCSD via Linda Vista and Clairemont
Rapid
103
Solana Beach to Sabre Springs Rapid station via Carmel Valley
Rapid
120
Kearny Mesa to Downtown
Rapid
440
Carlsbad to San Marcos via Palomar Airport Road
Rapid
471
Downtown Escondido to East Escondido
Phase I - Solana Beach to UTC/UCSD via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities,
Rapid
473
Carmel Valley
Rapid
473
Phase II - Oceanside to Solana Beach via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities
Rapid
474
Oceanside to Vista via Mission Ave/Santa Fe Road Corridor
Rapid
477
Camp Pendleton to Carlsbad Village via College Blvd, Plaza Camino Real
Rapid
635
Eastlake to Palomar Trolley via Main Street Corridor
Rapid
636
SDSU to Spring Valley via East San Diego, Lemon Grove, Skyline
Rapid
637
North Park to 32nd Street Trolley via Golden Hill
Rapid
638
Iris Trolley to Otay Mesa via Otay, Airway Dr, SR 905 Corridor
Rapid
709
H Street Trolley to Millennia via H Street Corridor, Southwestern College
Rapid
910
Coronado to Downtown via Coronado Bridge
Streetcar
553
Downtown San Diego: Little Italy to East Village
Streetcar
554
Hillcrest/Balboa Park/Downtown San Diego Loop
Streetcar
555
30th St to Downtown San Diego via North Park/Golden Hill
Streetcar
565
Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach
Shuttle
San Marcos Shuttle (Capital cost to be funded by the City of San Marcos)
Airport
Airport Express Routes (Capital cost to be funded by aviation and other
Express
private funds)
San Diego International Airport Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) and I-5
Intermodal
Direct Connector Ramps
Intermodal
Phase I - San Ysidro ITC
Intermodal
Phase II - San Ysidro ITC
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
HIGHWAY GENERAL PURPOSE LANES
Freeway
From
To
Existing
Improvement
I-8
2nd Street
Los Coches
4F/6F
6F
SR 52
I-5
I-805
4F
6F
SR 56
I-5
I-15
4F
6F
SR 67
Mapleview St
Gold Bar Ln
2C
4C
SR 67
Gold Bar Ln
Scripps Poway
2C/4C
4C
SR 67
Scripps Poway
Dye Rd
2C/4C
4C
3

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2020
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
2025
Year
2048
2048
2048
2025
2040
2048
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SR 94
SR 125
Avocado Blvd
SR 94
Avocado Blvd
Jamacha
SR 94
Jamacha
Steele Canyon Rd
SR 125
San Miguel Rd
SR 54
SR 125
SR 94
I-8
SR 52
I-15
SR 125
HIGHWAY OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
Freeway
From
To
I-5
I-15
I-8
I-8
I-5
SR 125
I-8
SR 125
2nd Street
SR 76
I-15
Couser Canyon
MANAGED LANES
Freeway
From
To

4F
4C
2C/4C
4F
8F
4F/6F

6F
6C
4C
8F
10F
6F

2040
2048
2048
2048
2048
2035

Existing
8F
8F/10F
6F/8F
2C/4C

Improvement
8F+Operational
8F/10F+Operational
6F/8F+Operational
4C/6C+Operational

Year
2048
2048
2048
2040

Existing

Year

I-5

SR 905

Palomar St

8F

I-5

Palomar St

SR 54

8F

I-5

SR 54

SR 15

8F

I-5
I-5

I-8
La Jolla Village Dr

La Jolla Village Dr
I-5/805 Merge

I-5

I-5/I-805 Merge

SR 56

8F/10F
8F/14F
8F/14F
+2ML

I-5

SR 56

Manchester Ave

8F+2ML

I-5

Manchester Ave

SR 78

8F

I-5

Manchester Ave

SR 78

8F+2ML

I-5
I-5
I-5

SR 78
SR 78
Vandegrift Blvd

Vandegrift Blvd
Vandegrift Blvd
Orange County

8F
8F+2ML
8F

SR 15

I-5

SR 94

6F

SR 15

SR 94

I-805

6F

I-15

Viaduct

I-15

I-8

SR 163

8F

I-15

SR 78

Riverside County

8F

SR 52

I-805

I-15

6F

SR 52

I-15

SR 125

6F

Improvement
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 640)
8F +2ML (supports
Rapid Route 640)
10F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 640)
8F/10F+2ML
8F+2ML
8F/14F+4ML (supports
Rapid Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports
Rapid Routes 650, 653)
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Routes 650, 653)
8F+4ML (supports
Rapid Routes 650, 653)
8F+2ML
8F+4ML
8F+4T
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 610)
6F+2ML (supports
Rapid Routes 235, 610
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 690)
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 690)
8F+4T
6F+2ML (supports
Rapid Routes 653, 690,
870, 890
6F+2ML(R) (supports
Rapid Routes 654, 870,
890)

8F

4

2025
2025
2025
2048
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
2025
2040
2048
2025
2025
2025
2025
2048
2025
2025
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SR 54
SR 78
SR 78
SR 78

I-5
I-5
College Blvd
Twin Oaks

SR 125
College Blvd
Twin Oaks
I-15

6F
6F
6F
6F

SR 94

I-5

I-805

8F

SR 94

I-805

SR 125

8F

SR 125

SR 54

SR 94

6F

SR 125

SR 94

I-8

8F

I-805

SR 905

Palomar St

8F

I-805

SR 54

SR 94

8F +2ML

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F+2ML

I-805

SR 15

SR 163

8F

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F+2ML

I-805

SR 52

Carroll Canyon Rd

8F+2ML

MANAGED LANE CONNECTORS
Freeway
Intersecting Freeway
I-5
SR 78
I-5
I-805
I-15
SR 52
I-15
SR 78
SR 15
SR 94
SR 15
I-805
I-805
SR 52
I-805
SR 94
FREEWAY CONNECTORS
Freeway
Intersecting Freeway
I-5
SR 56
I-5
SR 78
I-15
SR 56
SR 94
SR 125
SR 94
SR 125
SR 11/
SR 125

6F+2ML
6F+2ML/Operational
6F+2ML/Operational
6F+2ML/Operational
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Routes 90, 235,
610)
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 90)
6F+2ML
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 90)
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 688)
8F+4ML (supports
Rapid Routes 628, 650,
688, 689)
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports
Rapid Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports
Rapid Route 650)
8F+2ML (supports
Rapid Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports
Rapid Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports
Rapid Routes 650, 653,
688, 690, 870, 890)

2048
2025
2030
2025
2025
2025
2048
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

Movement
South to East and West to North, North to East and West to South
North to North & South to South
West to North and South to East
East to South & North to West
South to West & East to North
North to North & South to South
West to North & South to East
North to West & East to South

Year
2025
2025
2048
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

Movement
West to North and South to East
South to East and West to South
North to West
South to East
West to North
SB 125 to WB SR 905, SB SR 125 to EB SR 11, SB SR 125 to SB SR

Year
2030
2025
2050
2020
2030
2022
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SR 905

905

Table D-3
Alternative 3: SCS + Trans Alt 3
TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND OPERATIONS
Service
Route
Description
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies and current 120-minute
COASTER
398
off-peak frequencies)
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies and 60-minute off-peak
COASTER
398
frequencies, and grade separation)
COASTER double tracking Phase 2050 (completes double tracking; includes Del
COASTER
398
Mar Tunnel)
SPRINTER
399
SPRINTER efficiency improvements (20-minute frequencies)
Double tracking Oceanside to Escondido; includes 10-minute frequencies and
SPRINTER
399
six rail grade separations
SPRINTER
399
Branch Extension to Westfield North County
SPRINTER
588
SPRINTER Express
Phase I - Blue Line Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations,
Trolley
510
Blue/Orange Track Connection at 12th/Imperial
Trolley
510
Phase II - Blue Line rail grade separations (two)
Trolley
520
Orange Line Frequency Enhancements and four rail grade separations
Trolley
530
Green Line Frequency Enhancements
SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/Mid-City (transition of Mid-City Rapid to
Trolley
560
Trolley)
UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route 510) Trolley
561
COASTER Connection Segment
Phase I - San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, National
Trolley
562
City/Chula Vista via Highland Ave/4th Ave
Trolley
562
Phase II - Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Trolley
563
Phase I - Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center
Trolley
563
Phase II - Balboa to Kearny Mesa
El Cajon Transit Center/Grossmont to San Diego International Airport ITC via SR
Rapid
90
94, City College (peak only)
Rapid
237
Temecula (peak only) Extension of Escondido to Downtown Rapid
Route 640A: I-5 - San Ysidro to Old Town Transit Center via City College, Chula
640A/
Rapid
Vista and National City
640B
Route 640B: I-5 Iris Trolley/Palomar to Kearny Mesa via City College
Rapid
650
Chula Vista to Palomar Airport Road Business Park via I-805/I-5 (peak only)
Rapid
653
Mid City to Palomar Airport Road via Kearny Mesa/I-805/I-5
Rapid
870
El Cajon to UTC via Santee, SR 52, I-805
Rapid
890
El Cajon to Sorrento Mesa via SR 52, Kearny Mesa
San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via I-805/I-15/SR-52 Corridors; Otay Mesa Port of
688/689
Entry (POE) to UTC/Torrey Pines via Otay Ranch/Millennia,I-805 Corridor; Mid
Rapid
690
City to Sorrento Mesa via I-805 Corridor (Peak Only)
SR 163
Kearny Mesa to Downtown via SR 163. Stations at Sharp/Children's Hospital
Rapid
DARs
and Hillcrest, + DAR at SR 163/Fashion Valley Transit Center
Rapid
905
Rapid extension of Iris to Otay Mesa Point of Entry (POE) with new service to
6

Year
2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
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Otay Mesa East POE and Imperial Beach
Rapid
550
SDSU to Palomar Station via East San Diego, Southeast San Diego, National City
Rapid
2
North Park to Downtown San Diego via 30th St
Rapid
10
La Mesa to Ocean Beach via Mid-City, Hillcrest, Old Town
Rapid
11
Spring Valley to SDSU via Southeast San Diego, Downtown, Hillcrest, Mid-City
Rapid
28
Point Loma to Kearny Mesa via Old Town, Linda Vista
Rapid
30
Old Town to Sorrento Mesa via Pacific Beach, La Jolla, UTC
Rapid
41
Fashion Valley to UTC/UCSD via Linda Vista and Clairemont
Rapid
103
Solana Beach to Sabre Springs Rapid station via Carmel Valley
Rapid
120
Kearny Mesa to Downtown
Rapid
440
Carlsbad to San Marcos via Palomar Airport Road
Rapid
471
Downtown Escondido to East Escondido
Phase I - Solana Beach to UTC/UCSD via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities, Carmel
Rapid
473
Valley
Rapid
473
Phase II - Oceanside to Solana Beach via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities
Rapid
474
Oceanside to Vista via Mission Ave/Santa Fe Road Corridor
Rapid
477
Camp Pendleton to Carlsbad Village via College Blvd, Plaza Camino Real
Rapid
635
Eastlake to Palomar Trolley via Main Street Corridor
Rapid
636
SDSU to Spring Valley via East San Diego, Lemon Grove, Skyline
Rapid
637
North Park to 32nd Street Trolley via Golden Hill
Rapid
638
Iris Trolley to Otay Mesa via Otay, Airway Dr, SR 905 Corridor
Rapid
709
H Street Trolley to Millennia via H Street Corridor, Southwestern College
Rapid
910
Coronado to Downtown via Coronado Bridge
Streetcar
553
Downtown San Diego: Little Italy to East Village
Streetcar
554
Hillcrest/Balboa Park/Downtown San Diego Loop
Streetcar
555
30th St to Downtown San Diego via North Park/Golden Hill
Streetcar
565
Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach
Shuttle
San Marcos Shuttle (Capital cost to be funded by the City of San Marcos)
Airport
Airport Express Routes (Capital cost to be funded by aviation and other private
Express
funds)
San Diego International Airport Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) and I-5 Direct
Intermodal
Connector Ramps
Intermodal
Phase I - San Ysidro ITC
Intermodal
Phase II - San Ysidro ITC
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
HIGHWAY GENERAL PURPOSE LANES
Freeway
From
To
Existing
Improvement
I-8
2nd Street
Los Coches
4F/6F
6F
SR 52
I-5
I-805
4F
6F
SR 56
I-5
I-15
4F
6F
SR 67
Mapleview St
Gold Bar Ln
2C
4C
SR 67
Gold Bar Ln
Scripps Poway
2C/4C
4C
SR 67
Scripps Poway
Dye Rd
2C/4C
4C
7

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2020
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
2025
Year
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
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SR 94
SR 125
Avocado Blvd
SR 94
Avocado Blvd
Jamacha
SR 94
Jamacha
Steele Canyon Rd
SR 125
San Miguel Rd
SR 54
SR 125
SR 94
I-8
SR 52
I-15
SR 125
HIGHWAY OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
Freeway
From
To
I-5
I-15
I-8
I-8
I-5
SR 125
I-8
SR 125
2nd Street
SR 76
I-15
Couser Canyon
MANAGED LANES/TOLL LANES
Freeway
From
To

4F
4C
2C/4C
4F
8F
4F/6F

6F
6C
4C
8F
10F
6F

2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050

Existing
8F
8F/10F
6F/8F
2C/4C

Improvement
8F+Operational
8F/10F+Operational
6F/8F+Operational
4C/6C+Operational

Year
2050
2050
2050
2050

Existing

I-5

SR 905

Palomar St

8F

I-5

Palomar St

SR 54

8F

I-5

SR 54

SR 15

8F

I-5
I-5

I-8
La Jolla Village Dr

La Jolla Village Dr
I-5/805 Merge

I-5

I-5/I-805 Merge

SR 56

8F/10F
8F/14F
8F/14F
+2ML

I-5

SR 56

Manchester Ave

8F+2ML

I-5

Manchester Ave

SR 78

8F

I-5

Manchester Ave

SR 78

8F+2ML

I-5
I-5
I-5

SR 78
SR 78
Vandegrift Blvd

Vandegrift Blvd
Vandegrift Blvd
Orange County

8F
8F+2ML
8F

SR 15

I-5

SR 94

6F

SR 15

SR 94

I-805

6F

I-15

Viaduct

I-15

I-8

SR 163

8F

I-15

SR 78

Riverside County

8F

SR 52

I-805

I-15

6F

Improvement
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 640)
8F +2ML (supports Rapid
Route 640)
10F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 640)
8F/10F+2ML
8F+2ML
8F/14F+4ML (supports
Rapid Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports Rapid
Routes 650, 653)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Routes 650, 653)
8F+4ML (supports Rapid
Routes 650, 653)
8F+2ML
8F+4ML
8F+4T
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 610)
6F+2ML (supports Rapid
Routes 235, 610
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 690)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 690)
8F+4T
6F+2ML (supports Rapid
Routes 653, 690, 870, 890
6F+2ML(R) (supports
Rapid Routes 654, 870,
890)
6F+2ML

8F

SR 52

I-15

SR 125

6F

SR 54

I-5

SR 125

6F
8

Year
2025
2025
2025(8F+2ML)
2050(10F)
2050
2050
2050
2050
2020
2050
2050
2050
2048
2025(6F+2ML)
2050(8F)
2025
2025
2025
2048
2025
2025

2050
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SR 78
SR 78
SR 78

I-5
College Blvd
Twin Oaks

College Blvd
Twin Oaks
I-15

6F
6F
6F

SR 94

I-5

I-805

8F

SR 94

I-805

SR 125

8F

SR 125

SR 905

San Miguel Rd

4T

SR 125

SR 54

SR 94

6F

SR 125

SR 94

I-8

8F

I-805

SR 905

Palomar St

8F

I-805

SR 54

SR 94

8F +2ML

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F+2ML

I-805

SR 15

SR 163

8F

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F+2ML

I-805

SR 52

Carroll Canyon Rd

8F+2ML

MANAGED LANE CONNECTORS
Freeway
Intersecting Freeway
I-5
SR 78
I-5
I-805
I-15
SR 52
I-15
SR 78
SR 15
SR 94
SR 15
I-805
I-805
SR 52
I-805
SR 94
HIGHWAY CONNECTORS
Freeway
Intersecting Freeway
I-5
SR 56
I-5
SR 78
I-15
SR 56
SR 94
SR 125
SR 94
SR 125
SR 11/
SR 125

6F+2ML/Operational
6F+2ML/Operational
6F+2ML/Operational
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Routes 90, 235, 610)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 90)
8F (supports Rapid Route
689)
6F+2ML
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 90)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 688)
8F+4ML (supports Rapid
Routes 628, 650, 688,
689)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports Rapid
Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports Rapid
Route 650)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid
Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports Rapid
Route 650)
8F+4ML (supports Rapid
Routes 650, 653, 688,
690, 870, 890)

2050
2050
2050
2025
2025
2041
2050
2025
2025
2050
2025
2050
2025
2025
2050
2050

Movement
South to East and West to North, North to East and West to South
North to North & South to South
West to North and South to East
East to South & North to West
South to West & East to North
North to North & South to South
West to North & South to East
North to West & East to South

Year
2025
2025
2050
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

Movement
West to North and South to East
South to East and West to South
North to West
South to East
West to North
EB SR 905 and WB SR 11 to NB SR 125, NB SR 905 to NB SR 125

Year
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
2050
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SR 905
SR 11/
SR 905

SR 125

SB 125 to WB SR 905, SB SR 125 to EB SR 11, SB SR 125 to SB SR
905

Table D-4
Alternative 4: Intensified Smart Growth + Trans Alt 4
TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND OPERATIONS
Service
Route
Description
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies and current 120-minute
COASTER
398
off-peak frequencies)
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies and 60-minute off-peak
COASTER
398
frequencies, and grade separation)
COASTER double tracking Phase 2050 (completes double tracking; includes Del
COASTER
398
Mar and UTC Tunnels)
COASTER
398
COASTER extension to National City
SPRINTER
399
SPRINTER efficiency improvements (20-minute frequencies)
Double tracking Oceanside to Escondido; includes 10-minute frequencies and
SPRINTER
399
six rail grade separations
SPRINTER
399
Branch Extension to Westfield North County
SPRINTER
588
SPRINTER Express
Phase I - Blue Line Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations,
Trolley
510
Blue/Orange Track Connection at 12th/Imperial
Trolley
510
Phase II - Blue Line rail grade separations (two)
Trolley
520
Orange Line Frequency Enhancements and four rail grade separations
Trolley
530
Green Line Frequency Enhancements
Orange Line Express – El Cajon to San Diego International Airport Intermodal
Trolley
522
Transit Center (ITC)
Trolley
540
Blue Line Express – Santa Fe Deport to San Ysidro via Downtown
SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/Mid-City (transition of Mid-City Rapid to
Trolley
550
Trolley
SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/Mid-City (transition of Mid-City Rapid to
Trolley
560
Trolley)
UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route 510) Trolley
561
COASTER Connection Segment
UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route 510) Trolley
561
COASTER to Mira Mesa Segment
Phase I - San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, National
Trolley
562
City/Chula Vista via Highland Ave/4th Ave
Trolley
562
Phase II - Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Trolley
563
Phase I - Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center
Trolley
563
Phase II - Balboa to Kearny Mesa
Otay Mesa East Border Crossing to Western Chula Vista via Otay
Trolley
564
Ranch/Millennia
Palomar Street Trolley Station to Carmel Valley via Mid-City, Kearny Mesa
Trolley
566
(Route 562 Express)
Trolley
510, 520, Downtown Trolley Tunnel
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Year
2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
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Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid

540, 522
and 560
430
235
650
652
653

Rapid

680

Rapid

692

Rapid
Rapid

870
890

Rapid

688/689/
690

Rapid

SR 163
DARs

Rapid

905

Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid

940
2
10
11
28
30
41
103
120
440
471

Rapid

473

Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid

473
474
477
635
636
637
638

Rapid

639

Rapid
Rapid
Streetcar
Streetcar

709
910
551
552

Oceanside to Escondido (peak only)
Temecula (peak only) Extension of Escondido to Downtown Rapid
Chula Vista to Palomar Airport Road Business Park via I-805/I-5 (peak only)
Downtown to UTC via Kearny Mesa Guideway/I-805
Mid City to Palomar Airport Road via Kearny Mesa/I-805/I-5
Otay Mesa Port of Entry (POE) to Sorrento Mesa via Otay Ranch/Millennia, I805 Corridor, I-15, Mid City, Kearny Mesa, SR 52
Grossmont Center to Otay Town Center/Millennium via Southwest College, SR
125, Spring Valley
El Cajon to UTC via Santee, SR 52, I-805
El Cajon to Sorrento Mesa via SR 52, Kearny Mesa
San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via I-805/I-15/SR-52 Corridors; Otay Mesa Port of
Entry (POE) to UTC/Torrey Pines via Otay Ranch/Millennia,I-805 Corridor; Mid
City to Sorrento Mesa via I-805 Corridor (Peak Only)
Kearny Mesa to Downtown via SR 163. Stations at Sharp/Children's Hospital
and Hillcrest, + DAR at SR 163/Fashion Valley Transit Center
Rapid/Rapid extension of Iris to Otay Mesa Point of Entry (POE) with new
service to Otay Mesa East POE and Imperial Beach
Oceanside to Sorrento Mesa via I-5, Carlsbad, Encinitas (peak only)
North Park to Downtown San Diego via 30th St
La Mesa to Ocean Beach via Mid-City, Hillcrest, Old Town
Spring Valley to SDSU via Southeast San Diego, Downtown, Hillcrest, Mid-City
Point Loma to Kearny Mesa via Old Town, Linda Vista
Old Town to Sorrento Mesa via Pacific Beach, La Jolla, UTC
Fashion Valley to UTC/UCSD via Linda Vista and Clairemont
Solana Beach to Sabre Springs Rapid station via Carmel Valley
Kearny Mesa to Downtown
Carlsbad to San Marcos via Palomar Airport Road
Downtown Escondido to East Escondido
Phase I - Solana Beach to UTC/UCSD via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities, Carmel
Valley
Phase II - Oceanside to Solana Beach via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities
Oceanside to Vista via Mission Ave/Santa Fe Road Corridor
Camp Pendleton to Carlsbad Village via College Blvd, Plaza Camino Real
Eastlake to Palomar Trolley via Main Street Corridor
SDSU to Spring Valley via East San Diego, Lemon Grove, Skyline
North Park to 32nd Street Trolley via Golden Hill
Iris Trolley to Otay Mesa via Otay, Airway Dr, SR 905 Corridor
Iris Trolley Station to North Island via Imperial Beach and Silver Strand,
Coronado
H Street Trolley to Millennia via H Street Corridor, Southwestern College
Coronado to Downtown via Coronado Bridge
Chula Vista Downtown
National City Downtown
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2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
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Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Shuttle
Airport
Express

553
554
555
557
558
559
565
-

Downtown San Diego: Little Italy to East Village
Hillcrest/Balboa Park/Downtown San Diego Loop
30th St to Downtown San Diego via North Park/Golden Hill
El Cajon Downtown
Escondido Downtown
Oceanside Downtown
Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach
San Marcos Shuttle (Capital cost to be funded by the City of San Marcos)
Airport Express Routes (Capital cost to be funded by aviation and other private
funds)
San Diego International Airport Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) and I-5 Direct
Intermodal Connector Ramps
Intermodal Phase I - San Ysidro ITC
Intermodal Phase II - San Ysidro ITC
Intermodal Otay Mesa East Intermodal Transit Center
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
Other
compliance, park & ride)
HIGHWAY GENERAL PURPOSE LANES
Freeway
From
To
Existing
Improvement
None.
MANAGED LANES/TOLL LANES
Freeway
From
To
Existing
Improvement
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
I-5
SR 905
Palomar St
8F
640)
8F +2ML (supports Rapid Route
I-5
Palomar St
SR 54
8F
640)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
I-5
SR 54
SR 15
8F
640)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Routes
I-5
Manchester Ave
SR 78
8F
650, 653)
I-5
Vandegrift Blvd
Orange County
8F
8F+2ML
6F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
SR 15
I-5
SR 94
6F
610)
6F+2ML (supports Rapid Routes
SR 15
SR 94
I-805
6F
235, 610)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
I-15
Viaduct
8F
690)
8F+2ML(supports Rapid Route
I-15
I-8
SR 163
8F
690)
I-15
SR 78
Riverside County 8F
8F+4T
6F+2ML (supports Rapid Routes
SR 52
I-805
I-15
6F
653, 690, 870, 890
SR 52
I-15
SR 125
6F
6F+2ML(R) (supports Rapid
12

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
2025
Year

Year
2025
2025
2025
2020
2048
2025
2025
2025
2025
2048
2025
2025
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SR 78

I-5

College Blvd

6F

SR 78

College Blvd

Twin Oaks

6F

SR 78

Twin Oaks

I-15

6F

SR 94

I-5

I-805

8F

SR 94

I-805

SR 125

8F

SR 125

SR 905

San Miguel Rd

4T

SR 125

SR 94

I-8

8F

SR 163

I-805

I-15

8F

I-805

SR 905

Palomar St

8F

I-805

SR 94

SR 15

8F

I-805

SR 15

SR 163

8F

I-805

SR 163

SR 52

8F

MANAGED LANE CONNECTORS
Freeway
Intersecting
Freeway
I-5
SR 78
I-5
I-805
I-15
SR 78
SR 15
SR 94
SR 15
I-805
I-805
SR 52
I-805
SR 94

Routes 654, 870, 890)
6F+2ML/Operational (supports
Rapid Route 690)
6F+2ML/Operational (supports
Rapid Route 690)
6F+2ML/Operational (supports
Rapid Route 690)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Routes
90, 235, 610)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
90)
6F+2ML(R) (supports Rapid
Route 689)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
90)
8F+2ML (Route 280/290)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
688)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
650)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
650)
8F+2ML (supports Rapid Route
650)

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2041
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

Movement

Year

South to East and West to North, North to East and West to South
North to North & South to South
East to South & North to West
South to West & East to North
North to North & South to South
West to North & South to East
North to West & East to South

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

Table D-5
Alternatives 5A, 5B, 5C and 5D
TRANSIT CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS AND OPERATIONS
Service
Route
Description
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies and current 120-minute
COASTER
398
off-peak frequencies)
COASTER double tracking (20-minute peak frequencies and 60-minute off-peak
COASTER
398
frequencies, and grade separation)
COASTER double tracking Phase 2050 (completes double tracking; includes Del
COASTER
398
Mar and UTC Tunnels)
COASTER
398
COASTER extension to National City
SPRINTER
399
SPRINTER efficiency improvements (20-minute frequencies)
13
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2025
2025
2025
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SPRINTER

399

SPRINTER
SPRINTER

399
588

Trolley

510

Trolley
Trolley
Trolley

510
520
530

Trolley

522

Trolley

540

Trolley

550

Trolley

560

Trolley

561

Trolley

561

Trolley

562

Trolley
Trolley
Trolley

562
563
563

Trolley

564

Trolley

566

Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid

510, 520,
540, 522
and 560
430
235
650
652
653

Rapid

680

Rapid

692

Rapid
Rapid

870
890

Rapid

688/689/
690

Rapid

SR 163
DARs

Trolley

Double tracking Oceanside to Escondido; includes 10-minute frequencies and
six rail grade separations
Branch Extension to Westfield North County
SPRINTER Express
Phase I - Blue Line Frequency Enhancements and rail grade separations,
Blue/Orange Track Connection at 12th/Imperial
Phase II - Blue Line rail grade separations (two)
Orange Line Frequency Enhancements and four rail grade separations
Green Line Frequency Enhancements
Orange Line Express – El Cajon to San Diego International Airport Intermodal
Transit Center (ITC)
Blue Line Express – Santa Fe Deport to San Ysidro via Downtown
SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/Mid-City (transition of Mid-City Rapid to
Trolley
SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Blvd/Mid-City (transition of Mid-City Rapid to
Trolley)
UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route 510) COASTER Connection Segment
UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route 510) COASTER to Mira Mesa Segment
Phase I - San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, National
City/Chula Vista via Highland Ave/4th Ave
Phase II - Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Phase I - Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center
Phase II - Balboa to Kearny Mesa
Otay Mesa East Border Crossing to Western Chula Vista via Otay
Ranch/Millennia
Palomar Street Trolley Station to Carmel Valley via Mid-City, Kearny Mesa
(Route 562 Express)

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025

Downtown Trolley Tunnel

2025

Oceanside to Escondido (peak only)
Temecula (peak only) Extension of Escondido to Downtown Rapid
Chula Vista to Palomar Airport Road Business Park via I-805/I-5 (peak only)
Downtown to UTC via Kearny Mesa Guideway/I-805
Mid City to Palomar Airport Road via Kearny Mesa/I-805/I-5
Otay Mesa Port of Entry (POE) to Sorrento Mesa via Otay Ranch/Millennia, I805 Corridor, I-15, Mid City, Kearny Mesa, SR 52
Grossmont Center to Otay Town Center/Millennium via Southwest College, SR
125, Spring Valley
El Cajon to UTC via Santee, SR 52, I-805
El Cajon to Sorrento Mesa via SR 52, Kearny Mesa
San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via I-805/I-15/SR-52 Corridors; Otay Mesa Port of
Entry (POE) to UTC/Torrey Pines via Otay Ranch/Millennia,I-805 Corridor; Mid
City to Sorrento Mesa via I-805 Corridor (Peak Only)
Kearny Mesa to Downtown via SR 163. Stations at Sharp/Children's Hospital
and Hillcrest, + DAR at SR 163/Fashion Valley Transit Center

2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
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Rapid

905

Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid

940
2
10
11
28
30
41
103
120
440
471

Rapid

473

Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid
Rapid

473
474
477
635
636
637
638

Rapid

639

Rapid
Rapid
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Streetcar
Shuttle
Airport
Express

709
910
551
552
553
554
555
557
558
559
565
-

Intermodal

-

Intermodal
Intermodal
Intermodal

-

Other

-

Other

-

Other

-

-

Rapid/Rapid extension of Iris to Otay Mesa Point of Entry (POE) with new
service to Otay Mesa East POE and Imperial Beach
Oceanside to Sorrento Mesa via I-5, Carlsbad, Encinitas (peak only)
North Park to Downtown San Diego via 30th St
La Mesa to Ocean Beach via Mid-City, Hillcrest, Old Town
Spring Valley to SDSU via Southeast San Diego, Downtown, Hillcrest, Mid-City
Point Loma to Kearny Mesa via Old Town, Linda Vista
Old Town to Sorrento Mesa via Pacific Beach, La Jolla, UTC
Fashion Valley to UTC/UCSD via Linda Vista and Clairemont
Solana Beach to Sabre Springs Rapid station via Carmel Valley
Kearny Mesa to Downtown
Carlsbad to San Marcos via Palomar Airport Road
Downtown Escondido to East Escondido
Phase I - Solana Beach to UTC/UCSD via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities, Carmel
Valley
Phase II - Oceanside to Solana Beach via Hwy 101 Coastal Communities
Oceanside to Vista via Mission Ave/Santa Fe Road Corridor
Camp Pendleton to Carlsbad Village via College Blvd, Plaza Camino Real
Eastlake to Palomar Trolley via Main Street Corridor
SDSU to Spring Valley via East San Diego, Lemon Grove, Skyline
North Park to 32nd Street Trolley via Golden Hill
Iris Trolley to Otay Mesa via Otay, Airway Dr, SR 905 Corridor
Iris Trolley Station to North Island via Imperial Beach and Silver Strand,
Coronado
H Street Trolley to Millennia via H Street Corridor, Southwestern College
Coronado to Downtown via Coronado Bridge
Chula Vista Downtown
National City Downtown
Downtown San Diego: Little Italy to East Village
Hillcrest/Balboa Park/Downtown San Diego Loop
30th St to Downtown San Diego via North Park/Golden Hill
El Cajon Downtown
Escondido Downtown
Oceanside Downtown
Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach
San Marcos Shuttle (Capital cost to be funded by the City of San Marcos)
Airport Express Routes (Capital cost to be funded by aviation and other private
funds)
San Diego International Airport Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) and I-5 Direct
Connector Ramps
Phase I - San Ysidro ITC
Phase II - San Ysidro ITC
Otay Mesa East Intermodal Transit Center
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
compliance, park & ride)
Other Improvements (Vehicles, transit system rehabilitation, regulatory
15

2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
2025
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compliance, park & ride)
HIGHWAY GENERAL PURPOSE LANES
Freeway
Year From
To
Existing
Improvement
None.
TOLL LANES
Freeway
From
To
Existing
Improvement
I-5
Vandegrift Blvd
Orange County
8F
8F+4T
I-15
SR 78
Riverside County
8F
8F+4T
EXISTING HIGHWAY GENERAL PURPOSE LANES CONVERTED TO MANAGED LANES
Freeway
From
To
Existing
With Improvements
I-5
SR 905
Palomar St
8F
6F+2ML
I-5
Palomar St
SR 54
8F
6F+2ML
I-5
SR 54
SR 15
8F
6F+2ML
I-5
Manchester Ave SR 78
8F
6F+2ML
SR 15
I-5
SR 94
6F
4F+2ML
SR 15
SR 94
I-805
6F
4F+2ML
I-15
Viaduct
8F
6F+2ML
I-15
I-8
SR 163
8F
6F+2ML
SR 52
I-805
I-15
6F
4F+2ML
SR 52
I-15
SR 125
6F
4F+2ML
SR 94
I-5
I-805
8F
6F+2ML
SR 94
I-805
SR 125
8F
6F+2ML
SR 125
SR 94
I-8
8F
6F+2ML
I-805
SR 905
Palomar St
8F
6F+2ML
I-805
SR 94
SR 15
8F
6F+2ML
I-805
SR 15
SR 163
8F
6F+2ML
I-805
SR 163
SR 52
8F
6F+2ML
SR 163
I-805
I-15
8F
6F+2ML
SR 78
I-5
College Blvd
6F
4F+2ML/Operational
SR 78
College Blvd
Twin Oaks
6F
4F+2ML/Operational
SR 78
Twin Oaks
I-15
6F
4F+2ML/Operational
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Year
2048
2048
Year
2025
2025
2025
2020
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
2025
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Appendix D‐2. Alternative Land Uses Methodology and Results
Alternative 4: Intensified Smart Growth Land Use
In this alternative, residential densities and employment intensities were increased relative to the Series
13 Regional Growth Forecast (i.e., the Sustainable Communities Strategy land use pattern identified in
the proposed Plan) within specified 2014 Smart Growth Opportunity Areas (SGOAs) identified on the
SANDAG Smart Growth Concept Map. Development assumptions for the Metropolitan Center, Urban
Center, and Town Center smart growth place types were modified to allow for increased residential and
employment development. Special Use centers were modified to allow for increased employment
development. There are no changes to other smart growth place types under this alternative. Different
assumptions are made for “existing/planned” SGOAs and “potential” SGOAs.
“Existing/planned” SGOAs develop at the maximum densities/intensities allowed under adopted plans
(i.e., 100 percent of plan capacity). Under the regional growth forecast, development typically occurs at
a level less than 100 percent of plan capacity, such as 75 percent. The “potential” SGOAs are not
reflected in the adopted plans used in the forecast (because they have the “potential” to be
incorporated into adopted plans at some point in the future). Therefore, this alternative assumes that
development within “potential” SGOAs would occur at the minimum residential and employment
density/intensity targets for smart growth place types as established by the SANDAG Regional
Comprehensive Plan and shown in the table below.
Minimum Density/Intensity Targets:
Smart Growth Place Type
Metropolitan Center
Urban Center
Town Center
Special Use Center

Minimum Residential Target
75 du/ac
40 du/ac
20 du/ ac
N/A

Minimum Employment Target
80 emp/ac
50 emp/ac
30 emp/ac
45 emp/ac

Source: SANDAG Regional Comprehensive Plan (2004).

Methodology
SANDAG staff modified the capacity table to ensure that the desired targets for density of 100 percent
would occur on parcels within the specified SGOAs. The first step in this process was to develop a list of
LCKeys (similar to assessor’s parcels) falling within the specified SGOAs based on the criteria outlined
above. Next, the “residential development point” table, which corresponds to the general plan codes
from each jurisdiction, was modified to allow for a development point of 100 percent. This ensures that
each parcel will develop to the maximum density allowed per adopted plans (for “existing/planned”
SGOAs) and per the smart growth place type residential targets (for “potential” SGOAs).
After these changes to the capacity file were made, a new capacity file was generated. The results
indicated that restricting growth to the specified SGOAs would not allow the Urban Development Model
(UDM) to site the full increment of forecasted growth for the region by 2050. There was both a shortage
of multi‐family and single‐family residential housing unit capacity. To accommodate all of the housing
growth forecasted in the region, capacity was relaxed under this alternative to allow further
development adjacent to the SGOAs. In this alternative, housing capacity within the specified SGOAs is
maxed out first, and then additional housing stock is sited in the “overflow” areas adjacent to SGOAs.
Summary of the region‐wide housing capacity file for this alternative:
Single Family Units
76,961

Multi-family Units
290,004

Total Units
424,581
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Results: Population, Housing Stock, and Employment Differences by Smart Growth Opportunity Areas
Table 1 compares housing stock by type and employment within the specified SGOAs for the Series 13
Regional Growth Forecast and Alternative 4. Overall, there is a significant increase in housing located
within the SGOAs in Alternative 4 as compared with Series 13. Between 2012 and 2050, total housing
stock within SGOAs between Series 13 and Alternative 4 differs by 35,397 total units – an increase of 7.7
percent for Alternative 4. By 2050, Alternative 4 results in approximately 0.6 percent more single family
units within SGOAs compared to Series 13. In terms of multi‐family housing stock, Alternative 4 has
34,468 more units within SGOAs – approximately 8.5 percent more than Series 13. As a result of the
overall increase in housing stock within SGOAs under Alternative 4 – an additional 250,151 units by 2050
– there is a corresponding increase in the total population within SOGAs of 644,848. By 2050, the
population of SGOAs would increase by 95,411 people in Alternative 4 – an 8.5 percent increase –
relative to Series 13.
Alternative 4 has approximately 5.2 percent more employment by 2050 within SGOAs compared with
Series 13; this can largely be attribute to the redevelopment of single family land to mixed use and/or
commercial uses.
Table 1. Population, Housing Stock by Type, and Employment within Smart Growth Opportunity Areas
Alternative 4 Intensified Smart Growth Land Use
Population
Housing Stock
Scenario
2012
2050
2012
2050
Series 13
572,108
1,121,545
244,587
459,341
Alternative 4
572,108
1,216,956
244,587
494,738

Single Family
2012
2050
56,828
51,902
56,828
52,192

Multi-Family
2012
2050
181,332
404,569
181,332
439,037

Employment
2012
2050
523,004
745,089
523,004
783,624

Alternative 5: Dense Cores Land Use
This alternative focuses housing and employment growth within four existing urbanized areas as
outlined in Urban Footprint’s “Multiple Dense Core” scenario (Scenario C). Specific emphasis is placed
on siting growth in the SGOAs and “transit‐proximate” areas. The same rules regarding target residential
densities from Alternative 4 were also applied here (i.e., parcels within specified SGOAs develop at 100
percent of capacity). A single family capacity shortage within the dense cores resulted in a modified
boundary that includes the 2035 Transit Priority Areas (TPAs) and modified control totals reducing single
family units and increasing multi‐family housing units.
Methodology
Similar to Alternative 4, SANDAG staff made modifications to the capacity file for this alternative to
restrict development to the multiple dense cores and Transit Priority Areas. All parcels falling outside of
the boundary were not allowed to develop or further intensify. Summary of region‐wide housing
capacity results for Alternative 5:
Single Family Units
21,712

Multi-family units
325,397

Total units
340,143

Modified DEFM control totals
With all capacity restricted to the Multiple Dense Cores and Transit Priority Areas it is necessary to
adjust the control totals for housing by structure type in order to accommodate all forecasted regional
growth within this area. Employment is similar to housing stock in that there is not quite enough
capacity in the dense cores alone to accommodate all the types of forecasted employment. As seen in
the summary of capacity above, with the substantial majority of available capacity being multi‐family,
only 21,712 total new single family units can be built under this alternative between 2012 and 2050.
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The DEFM component of the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, however, projects the need for 60,125
new single family units between 2012 and 2050. New control totals by structure type were generated
using the capacity totals above as the basis (so as not to exceed single family capacity of adopted plans
within the dense cores and TPA boundary) and the steps are outlined below:
1. Determine site‐specific projects for single‐ and multi‐family. UDM will respect the first 5 years of
growth (2012‐2017) with regard to single/multi‐family split in DEFM, ensuring no change site
specific projects for 2012 to 2017 identified by the jurisdictions. There are 13,949 single‐family and
48,537 multi‐family site specific projects.
2. Determine shortage of single‐family capacity (difference between DEFM single family stock
projections and single family capacity in modified Alternative 2 capacity file) and shift those units to
the multi‐family control totals.
3. Subtract single‐family site‐specific projects from new single family control to determine the
remaining single family units to be allocated between 2017 and 2050.
4. Apply DEFM yearly growth rates to the new single‐family increment and factor to match the
maximum growth allowed.
Results: Population, Housing Stock, Employment within Dense Cores
In this alternative, approximately 70 percent of the future housing growth is located within the Dense
Cores, with the remaining 30 percent being mostly located in the surrounding Transit Priority Areas
(TPAs). This paragraph describes forecasted growth under this alternative within Dense Cores only
(forecasted growth within Dense Cores and TPAs is shown in Table 3).
As shown in Table 2, total housing stock within the dense cores is approximately 4.7 percent higher than
in Series 13. The majority of this increase can be attributed to the significant increase in multi‐family
units. Between 2012 and 2020, multi‐family units increase by 244,961 units, or 97.4 percent. Multi‐
family housing stock within the Dense Cores in this alternative is 7 percent greater relative to Series 13
by 2050. Single family housing stock, by comparison, sees a slight increase within Dense Cores compared
to Series 13, approximately 0.7 percent higher than Series 13.
Between 2012 and 2050 employment grows from 884,704 to 1,269,654 within Dense Cores; over 5.1
percent more than 2050 employment in Dense Cores under Series 13.
Table 2. Population, Housing Stock by Type, and Jobs within Multiple Dense Cores
Scenario
Series 13
Alt. 5

Population
2012
2050
1,415,244
2,005,867
1,415,244
2,092,517

Housing Stock
2012
2050
521,457
734,519
521,457
768,982

Single Family
2012
2050
251,696
257,012
251,696
258,922

Multi-Family
2012
2050
251,381
463,750
251,381
496,342

Employment
2012
2050
884,704 1,208,028
884,704 1,269,654

Table 3. Population, Housing Stock, Employment within Multiple Dense Cores and Transit Priority Areas
Scenario
Series 13
Alt. 5

Population
2012
2050
2,199,450
2,924,206
2,199,450
3,052,023

Housing Stock
2012
2050
832,013
1,026,867
832,013
1,140,049

Single Family
2012
2050
457,838 467,359
457,838 469,063

3

Multi-Family
2012
2050
349,217 605,278
349,217 651,838

Employment
2012
2050
1,117,122 1,490,312
1,117,122 1,567,062
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Appendix D-3 Performance Measures for Alternatives Considered in Detail
Proposed Plan

PM ID Performance Measure
DEFM Total Population
DEFM Total Housing Unit
DEFM Total Employment
Total HH (excluding GQs)
Total Population (including GQs)
Total Employment
Total Higher Ed Enrollment
Total VMT (includes residents, truck, bus, E-E, E-I, I-E and visitor and
airport trips)

1A

1B
2A

3A
3B
4B
5A
6A
6B

6C

Daily VMT (All Vehicle Type) / Capita
Auto Operating Cost ($/mile)
Average peak-period travel time to work
drive alone
carpool
transit
bike
walk
Daily vehicle delay per capita (minutes)
Walk, bike, transit and carpool mode share (total trip does not
include truck/commercial/EE/EI)
drive alone
carpool
transit
bike
walk
Annual projected number of vehicle (driver/passenger) injury/fatal
collisions per thousand vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
Annual projected number of bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatal
collisions per thousand bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled (BPMT)
Average truck/commercial vehicle travel times to and around
regional gateways and distribution hubs (minutes)
Percent of income consumed by transportation costs (communities
of Concern and Non-Communities of Concern)
Average travel times to/from tribal lands (minutes)
Average travel times to/from Mexico (minutes)
San Ysidro
Otay Mesa
Otay Mesa East
Tecate
Average travel times to/from neighboring counties (Imperial,
Orange, Riverside) (minutes)

2012
3,143,429
1,165,818
1,450,913
1,103,024
3,014,440
1,432,951
214,158
79,289,103

2020
3,435,713
1,249,684
1,624,124
1,178,083
3,303,305
1,586,168
198,596
84,596,338

2025
3,601,158
1,301,870
1,675,306
1,236,915
3,457,991
1,634,685
205,277
87,059,067

2035
3,853,698
1,394,783
1,769,938
1,326,433
3,707,675
1,713,392
213,850
90,407,068

2050
4,068,759
1,491,935
1,911,405
1,407,810
3,935,771
1,836,828
216,421
94,196,529

2020
3,435,713
1,249,684
1,624,124
1,178,083
3,303,305
1,586,168
198,596
85,233,966

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

Alternative 3

Alternative 4

Alternative 5a

Alternative 5b

Alternative 5c

No Project

Trans Alt2 + SCS

Trans Alt3 + SCS

Trans Alt 4 + SG

Trans Alt5 + SCS

Trans Alt 5 + MDC

Trans Alt5 + MDC +
parking + transit

2025
3,601,158
1,301,870
1,675,306
1,236,915
3,457,991
1,634,685
205,277
88,433,483

2035
3,853,698
1,394,783
1,769,938
1,326,433
3,707,675
1,713,392
213,850
92,733,448

2050
4,068,759
1,491,935
1,911,405
1,407,810
3,935,771
1,836,828
216,421
97,577,569

2020
3,435,713
1,249,684
1,624,124
1,178,083
3,303,305
1,586,168
198,596
84,596,338

2025
3,601,158
1,301,870
1,675,306
1,236,915
3,457,991
1,634,685
205,277
87,218,598

2035
3,853,698
1,394,783
1,769,938
1,326,433
3,707,675
1,713,392
213,850
90,512,394

2050
4,068,759
1,491,935
1,911,405
1,407,810
3,935,771
1,836,828
216,421
94,196,529

2020
3,435,713
1,249,684
1,624,124
1,178,083
3,303,305
1,586,168
198,596
84,539,269

2025
3,601,158
1,301,870
1,675,306
1,236,915
3,457,991
1,634,685
205,277
86,713,885

2035
3,853,698
1,394,783
1,769,938
1,326,433
3,707,675
1,713,392
213,850
90,022,392

2050
4,068,759
1,491,935
1,911,405
1,407,810
3,935,771
1,836,828
216,421
94,196,529

2020
3,435,713
1,249,401
1,624,124
1,178,077
3,304,242
1,624,566
198,596
84,415,661

2025
3,601,158
1,301,973
1,675,306
1,236,916
3,451,950
1,679,674
205,277
86,486,257

2035
3,853,698
1,396,038
1,769,938
1,326,434
3,692,532
1,773,418
213,850
90,446,923

2050
4,068,759
1,493,739
1,911,405
1,407,788
3,922,675
1,914,869
216,421
93,385,838

2020
3,435,713
1,249,684
1,624,124
1,178,083
3,303,305
1,586,168
198,596
84,378,099

2025
3,601,158
1,301,870
1,675,306
1,236,915
3,457,991
1,634,685
205,277
85,250,656

2035
3,853,698
1,394,783
1,769,938
1,326,433
3,707,675
1,713,392
213,850
88,726,364

2050
4,068,759
1,491,935
1,911,405
1,407,810
3,935,771
1,836,828
216,421
91,733,483

2020
3,435,713
1,249,820
1,624,124
1,177,829
3,299,808
1,618,593
198,596
83,870,844

2025
3,601,158
1,303,317
1,675,306
1,236,352
3,449,953
1,677,062
205,277
84,572,916

2035
3,853,698
1,395,055
1,769,938
1,325,526
3,704,774
1,760,420
213,850
88,108,494

2050
4,068,759
1,492,981
1,911,405
1,406,883
3,927,983
1,903,615
216,421
90,868,610

Alternative 5d
Trans Alt5 + MDC +
parking + transit +
driving fee

2050
4,068,759
1,491,935
1,911,405
1,406,883
3,927,983
1,903,615
216,421

2050
4,068,759
1,491,935
1,911,405
1,406,883
3,927,983
1,903,615
216,421

90,255,698

85,751,192

25.2
$0.198
27
27
25
50
19
19
11

24.6
$0.240
28
28
26
50
20
19
11

24.2
$0.242
28
28
25
49
19
19
11

23.5
$0.267
28
28
25
47
20
19
11

23.2
$0.289
27
27
24
45
20
19
10

24.8
$0.240
29
29
26
50
20
19
12

24.6
$0.242
28
28
26
50
19
19
12

24.1
$0.267
29
29
26
51
19
19
13

24.0
$0.289
29
29
27
50
19
19
14

24.6
$0.240
28
28
26
50
20
19
11

24.2
$0.242
27
27
24
45
20
19
10

23.5
$0.267
27
27
25
46
20
19
10

23.2
$0.289
27
27
24
45
20
19
10

24.6
$0.240
28
28
26
50
20
19
11

24.1
$0.242
28
28
25
45
20
19
11

23.4
$0.267
28
28
25
46
20
19
11

23.2
$0.289
27
27
24
45
20
19
10

24.6
$0.240
28
28
25
50
19
19
11

24.0
$0.242
27
27
24
44
20
18
10

23.5
$0.267
28
28
25
44
20
18
11

23.0
$0.289
28
27
25
44
19
19
11

24.6
$0.240
28
29
26
50
19
19
11

23.7
$0.242
28
28
25
44
20
19
11

23.0
$0.267
28
28
26
45
20
19
11

22.5
$0.289
28
28
26
44
20
19
11

24.4
$0.240
28
28
26
50
19
19
11

23.5
$0.242
28
28
25
44
19
19
10.9

22.9
$0.267
28
28
25
44
20
19
11.1

22.3
$0.289
28
28
25
45
20
19
11.2

22.2
$0.289
28
28
25
43
19
19
11.0

21.1
$0.426
27
26
24
44
20
19
9.8

56.6%
42.0%
42.9%
1.9%
0.9%
10.9%

58.4%
40.0%
44.0%
2.4%
0.9%
11.1%

58.5%
39.9%
43.9%
2.5%
0.9%
11.2%

58.8%
39.5%
43.0%
3.3%
0.9%
11.6%

60.1%
38.1%
41.8%
3.8%
1.0%
13.5%

58.2%
40.2%
44.0%
2.2%
0.9%
11.1%

57.8%
40.5%
43.6%
2.2%
0.9%
11.1%

58.1%
40.3%
43.3%
2.4%
0.9%
11.5%

58.9%
39.3%
42.1%
2.6%
1.0%
13.3%

58.4%
40.0%
44.0%
2.4%
0.9%
11.1%

58.9%
39.4%
43.5%
3.3%
0.9%
11.3%

58.9%
39.4%
42.8%
3.6%
0.9%
11.6%

60.1%
38.1%
41.8%
3.8%
1.0%
13.5%

58.4%
40.0%
44.0%
2.4%
0.9%
11.1%

59.0%
39.4%
43.5%
3.3%
0.9%
11.3%

58.9%
39.3%
42.8%
3.6%
0.9%
11.6%

60.1%
38.1%
41.8%
3.8%
1.0%
13.5%

58.5%
39.9%
43.9%
2.4%
0.9%
11.4%

59.6%
38.8%
43.3%
3.6%
0.9%
11.7%

59.2%
39.1%
42.4%
3.9%
0.9%
11.9%

60.4%
37.8%
41.2%
4.3%
1.0%
13.9%

58.5%
39.9%
44.0%
2.4%
0.9%
11.1%

59.4%
39.0%
43.6%
3.6%
0.9%
11.3%

59.1%
39.1%
42.7%
3.9%
0.9%
11.6%

60.3%
37.9%
41.6%
4.2%
1.0%
13.5%

58.6%
39.8%
43.8%
2.5%
0.9%
11.4%

59.6%
38.7%
43.6%
3.6%
0.9%
11.6%

59.4%
38.8%
42.7%
3.9%
1.0%
11.8%

60.3%
37.9%
41.0%
4.4%
1.0%
13.9%

61.2%
37.1%
40.1%
6.4%
1.0%
13.7%

61.6%
36.5%
38.5%
7.4%
1.1%
14.6%

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.12

0.12

0.13

1.42

1.41

1.40

1.35

1.18

1.41

1.20

1.37

1.20

1.41

1.38

1.34

1.18

1.41

1.38

1.35

1.18

1.40

1.35

1.34

1.18

1.41

1.39

1.35

1.19

1.39

1.37

1.32

1.16

1.17

1.10

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

17

16

17

17

17

7.7%
27
17
16
14
52

8.2%
27
22
18
19
34
52

7.8%
26
22
18
19
34
50

8.0%
26
22
18
20
35
46

7.9%
25
19
18
16
22
44

8.3%
26
20
19
19
22
52

8.0%
26
20
19
19
21
51

8.3%
26
20
19
20
23
47

8.2%
26
19
19
16
18
46

8.2%
27
22
18
19
34
52

7.8%
26
22
18
19
34
50

7.9%
26.0
22.1
18
20
35
47

7.9%
25
19
18
16
22
44

8.1%
27
21.8
18
19
34
52

7.7%
26
21.7
18
19
33
50

7.9%
26
22.1
18
20
34
46

7.9%
25
19
18
16
22
44

8.0%
26
20
17
16
32
50

7.8%
25
19
16
15
32
50

7.8%
25
20
17
16
32
51

7.7%
25
19
17
15
27
51

8.1%
26
22
18
19
34
52

7.7%
26
22
18
19
33
50

7.9%
26
22
18
20
34
46

7.6%
25
20
18
17
26
45

8.0%
26
20
17
16
32
50

7.6%
26.4
18
15
16
30
50

7.7%
26.7
21
18
17
33
50

7.7%
26.6
18
18
15
21
51

7.1%
26.7
19
20
15
22
50

6.5%
25.2
20
23
16
24
46

57

59

59

61

63

60

61

63

68

59

58

61

63

59

59

61

63

58

59

62

64

60

61

63

66

59

61

63

66

66

65

22

23

22

22

22

23

22

23

23

23

22

22

22

23

22

22

22

23

22

23

23

23

22

23

23

22

22

23

23

23

23

35%

51%

52%

58%

61%

38%

38%

39%

41%

51%

59%

59%

61%

51%

59%

59%

61%

51%

60%

61%

61%

51%

59%

60%

61%

51%

61%

63%

64%

64%

64%

7A
7B
7B

Average travel times to/from military bases/installations (minutes)
Percentage of populationwithin 0.5 miles of a high frequency (<=15
min peak and midday) transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a high frequency
(<=15 min peak and midday) transit stop
Percentage of population within 0.5 miles of a transit stop
Percentage of employment within 0.5 miles of a transit stop

42%
78%
84%

62%
78%
87%

62%
78%
87%

69%
79%
88%

71%
80%
88%

46%
75%
83%

45%
75%
83%

45%
76%
83%

45%
76%
83%

62%
78%
87%

71%
79%
88%

71%
79%
88%

71%
80%
88%

62%
78%
87%

71%
79%
88%

71%
79%
88%

71%
80%
88%

62%
78%
87%

72%
80%
88%

72%
80%
88%

72%
80%
88%

62%
78%
87%

72%
79%
88%

72%
79%
88%

72%
80%
88%

62%
78%
86%

72%
80%
87%

73%
81%
88%

73%
81%
88%

73%
81%
88%

73%
81%
88%

7C

Percentage of population within 0.25 miles of a bike facility (class 1
and II, cycletrack, and bicycle boulevard)

56%

59%

59%

61%

64%

59%

59%

57%

57%

59%

64%

63%

64%

59%

63%

63%

64%

59%

63%

63%

63%

59%

63%

63%

64%

59%

64%

64%

64%

64%

64%

69%

72%

72%

73%

75%

72%

72%

72%

71%

72%

75%

76%

75%

72%

76%

76%

75%

71%

75%

75%

75%

72%

76%

76%

75%

70%

74%

75%

74%

74%

74%

12.2
13.1
11.6
8.7
3.7
1.0

12.4
13.2
11.9
9.9
3.8
0.9

12.1
12.9
11.7
9.9
3.7
0.9

12.0
12.8
11.3
10.2
3.8
0.9

11.9
12.9
11.2
10.3
3.9
0.9

12.3
13.1
11.8
9.6
3.8
1.0

12.0
12.8
11.5
9.5
3.7
0.9

11.7
12.5
11.3
9.7
3.63
0.94

11.5
12.4
11.1
9.3
3.8
1.0

12.4
13.2
11.9
9.9
3.8
0.9

12.3
13.1
11.9
10.5
3.9
0.9

12.0
12.9
11.4
10.5
3.9
0.9

11.9
12.9
11.2
10.3
3.9
0.9

12.4
13.2
11.9
9.9
3.8
1.0

12.2
13.0
11.8
10.5
3.9
0.9

12.0
12.8
11.3
10.6
3.8
0.9

11.9
12.9
11.2
10.3
3.9
0.9

12.2
13.1
11.7
10.0
3.8
1.0

12.1
12.9
11.8
10.6
3.8
0.9

12.0
12.9
11.3
10.6
3.8
0.9

11.7
12.6
11.1
10.5
3.8
0.9

12.3
13.1
11.9
9.9
3.8
1.0

12.1
12.8
12.0
10.8
3.9
0.9

11.9
12.7
11.2
10.9
3.8
0.9

11.7
12.7
11.1
10.5
3.9
0.9

12.2
13.0
11.8
9.9
3.8
0.9

12.0
12.6
12.0
10.8
3.7
0.9

11.6
12.5
10.9
10.6
3.9
0.9

11.5
12.4
10.9
10.6
3.9
0.9

11.6
12.5
11.0
10.9
3.8
0.9

11.1
11.9
10.5
11.3
3.9
0.9

6D
7A

7E

Percentage of employment within 0.25 miles of a bike facility (class
1 and II, cycletrack, and bicycle boulevard)
Average travel distance to work (drive alone, carpool, transit, bike,
and walk) (miles)
drive alone
carpool
transit
bike
walk
Total time engaged in transportation-related physical activity
(minutes)

26,618,485

28,964,474

24,066,196

26,614,272

28,993,712

27,370,035

29,884,216

36,303,437

38,677,037

7E

Total time engaged in transportation-related physical activity per
capita (minutes)

7

7

7

7

9

7

7

7

9

7

7.4

7.5

9

7.0

7.4

7.5

9

7

8

8

9

7

8

8

9

7

7.6

7.8

8.9

9.5

10.2

7F

Percent of population engaging in more than 20 minutes of daily
transportation related physical activity

12.9%

13.0%

13.0%

13.8%

15.8%

13.0%

13.0%

13.6%

15.7%

13.0%

13.9%

14.1%

15.8%

13.0%

13.9%

14.1%

15.8%

13.2%

14.5%

14.5%

16.4%

13.0%

14.1%

14.4%

16.0%

13.4%

14.3%

14.6%

16.5%

17.9%

19.1%

8A.

Percent of pop within 30 min of jobs and higher ed enrollment

9A
10A
10A

On-road smog-forming pollutants (pounds/day) per capita *
On-road CO2 emissions (tons/day)
On-road CO2 emissions (pounds/day) per capita

100.0%
86.1%
0.055
41,195
26.21

100.0%
88.0%
0.025
36,260
21.11

100.0%
88.3%
0.016
31,337
17.40

100.0%
88.7%
0.011
27,299
14.17

100.0%
89.2%
0.009
27,663
13.60

100.0%
84.5%
0.024
36,482
21.24

100.0%
84.3%
0.016
31,749
17.63

100.0%
84.7%
0.011
27,716
14.38

100.0%
85.2%
0.009
28,350
13.94

100.0%
88.0%
0.025
36,260
21.11

100.0%
88.9%
0.017
31,610
17.56

100.0%
88.9%
0.011
27,346
14.19

100.0%
89.2%
0.009
27,663
13.60

100.0%
88.0%
0.025
36,254
21.10

100.0%
88.9%
0.017
31,430
17.46

100.0%
88.9%
0.011
27,212
14.12

100.0%
89.2%
0.009
27,663
13.60

100.0%
88.4%
0.025
36,229
21.09

100.0%
89.0%
0.017
31,421
17.45

100.0%
89.2%
0.011
27,410
14.23

100.0%
89.6%
0.009
27,572
13.55

100.0%
88.0%
0.025
36,215
21.08

100.0%
88.9%
0.016
31,098
17.27

100.0%
88.9%
0.011
26,966
13.99

100.0%
89.2%
0.009
27,144
13.34

100.0%
88.5%
0.025
36,047
20.98

100.0%
89.4%
0.016
30,920
17.17

100.0%
90.1%
0.011
26,860
13.94

100.0%
90.5%
0.009
27,025
13.28

100.0%
90.5%
0.009
26,997
13.27

100.0%
90.5%
0.008
25,969
12.77

7C
7D

Auto
Transit

21,888,692

24,069,292

25,172,179

28,283,160

35,188,389

24,260,398

25,236,483

28,148,910

35,406,428

24,069,292

35,188,389

35,188,389

24,305,066

27,707,081

29,544,940

36,155,032

24,031,174

27,042,110

29,434,953

35,669,494

24,596,550

41,383,950

Alternative
2012
Alt 1 - 2020
Alt 1 - 2025
Alt 1 - 2035
Alt 1 - 2050
Proposed Plan - 2020
Proposed Plan - 2025
Proposed Plan - 2035
Proposed Plan - 2050
Alt 2 - 2020
Alt 2 - 2025
Alt 2 - 2035
Alt 2 - 2050
Alt 3 -2020
Alt 3 - 2025
Alt 3 - 2035
Alt 3 - 2050
Alt 4 - 2020
Alt 4 - 2025
Alt 4 - 2035
Alt 4 - 2050
Alt 5a - 2020
Alt 5a - 2025
Alt 5a - 2035
Alt 5a - 2050
Alt 5b - 2020
Alt 5b - 2025
Alt 5b - 2035
Alt 5b - 2050
Alt 5c - 2050
Alt 5d - 2050

Annual CO2

Annual PM10

tons/day
41,195
36,482
31,749
27,716
28,350
36,260
31,337
27,299
27,663
36,260
31,610
27,346
27,663
36,254
31,430
27,212
27,663
36,229
31,421
27,410
27,572
36,215
31,098
26,966
27,144
36,047
30,920
26,860
27,025
26,997
25,969

tons/day
5.40
4.98
5.07
5.23
5.47
4.99
5.04
5.19
5.39
4.99
5.12
5.21
5.39
4.98
5.10
5.18
5.39
4.99
5.10
5.22
5.36
4.97
5.02
5.12
5.26
4.95
4.99
5.09
5.23
5.23
5.01

Appendix D-4 EMFAC2014 (v.1.0.7) Output Summary for Alternatives Considered in Detail
PM 10
PM 10
PM 10
Annual gasoline Annual diesel
Annual PM2.5
Summer ROG Summer NOx
Tire Wear
Brake Wear Total Exhaust
consumption
consumption
thousand
thousand
gallons/day
gallons/day
tons/day
tons / day
tons / day
tons / day
tons/day
tons/day
2.76
0.73
3.55
1.11
4019.31
351.88
33.23
53.01
2.18
0.80
3.83
0.36
3422.96
409.76
17.48
24.49
2.16
0.83
3.97
0.27
2888.10
430.90
14.07
15.21
2.16
0.88
4.19
0.16
2371.74
500.74
10.34
10.75
2.24
0.93
4.42
0.12
2359.64
567.19
9.01
9.88
2.18
0.79
3.83
0.37
3390.79
416.70
17.35
24.86
2.15
0.82
3.95
0.27
2834.62
438.67
13.85
15.41
2.15
0.86
4.17
0.16
2307.73
516.87
10.03
10.77
2.20
0.91
4.38
0.11
2265.95
583.93
8.59
9.47
2.18
0.79
3.83
0.37
3390.79
416.70
17.35
24.86
2.19
0.82
4.02
0.28
2846.57
453.10
13.90
16.11
2.16
0.86
4.19
0.16
2309.73
519.38
10.04
10.80
2.20
0.91
4.38
0.11
2265.95
583.93
8.59
9.47
2.18
3390.19
416.67
17.34
24.85
0.79
3.83
0.37
2.18
2828.41
452.20
13.83
16.08
0.82
4.00
0.28
2.15
2296.72
518.27
9.99
10.80
0.86
4.17
0.16
2.20
0.91
4.38
0.11
2265.95
583.93
8.59
9.47
2.18
3380.25
422.78
17.32
25.03
0.79
3.83
0.37
2.18
2818.77
459.48
13.79
16.23
0.81
4.01
0.28
2.16
2307.58
526.98
10.04
10.93
0.86
4.20
0.16
2.19
2247.92
591.02
8.54
9.60
0.90
4.35
0.11
2.18
3387.94
415.08
17.32
24.80
0.79
3.82
0.37
2.15
2796.28
449.36
13.64
16.02
0.80
3.94
0.28
2.12
2274.50
514.87
9.88
10.81
0.85
4.12
0.16
2.15
2217.18
578.33
8.42
9.55
0.88
4.27
0.11
2.17
3364.76
419.47
17.22
24.87
0.78
3.80
0.37
2.14
2771.55
454.11
13.54
16.05
0.80
3.92
0.28
2.11
2260.34
517.18
9.82
10.80
0.84
4.09
0.16
2.14
2199.36
582.62
8.35
9.57
0.88
4.24
0.11
2.14
2187.38
590.14
8.29
9.57
0.87
4.25
0.11
2.05
2078.87
588.86
7.86
9.27
0.83
4.07
0.10

Winter CO

ROG+Nox

tons/day
274.45
129.78
97.16
73.20
68.16
128.79
95.42
71.26
65.08
128.79
95.91
71.26
65.08
128.71
95.66
71.12
65.08
128.50
95.32
71.51
65.06
128.68
94.76
70.63
64.32
127.86
93.97
70.15
63.77
63.61
60.33

tons / day
86.25
41.97
29.28
21.09
18.89
42.21
29.25
20.80
18.07
42.21
30.01
20.83
18.07
42.20
29.91
20.79
18.07
42.35
30.02
20.97
18.14
42.12
29.66
20.69
17.97
42.09
29.58
20.62
17.92
17.86
17.13

APPENDIX E-1
DETAILED HOLLAND VEGETATION COMMUNITY AGGREGATIONS
WITHIN SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
Holland Vegetation Communities used for 1995 Data (Unshaded)
Riparian and Wetlands
Alkali Playa
46000 Alkali Playa Community
Beach/Coastal Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
13300 Saltpan/Mudflats
13400 Beach
21230 Southern Foredunes
Disturbed Wetland
11200 Disturbed Wetland
Marsh
52120 Southern Coastal Salt Marsh
52300 Alkali Marsh
52310 Cismontane Alkali Marsh
52400 Freshwater Marsh
52410 Coastal and Valley Freshwater Marsh
52420 Transmontane Freshwater Marsh
52440 Emergent Wetland
Meadows and Seeps
45000 Meadow and Seep
45100 Montane Meadow
45110 Wet Montane Meadow
45120 Dry Montane Meadows
45300 Alkali Meadows and Seeps
45320 Alkali Seep
45400 Freshwater Seep
Non‐Vegetated Channel, Floodway, Lakeshore Fringe
13200 Non‐Vegetated Channel, Floodway, Lakeshore Fringe
Open Water
13000 Unvegetated Habitat
13100 Open Water
13110 Marine
13111 Subtidal
13112 Intertidal
13121 Deep Bay
13122 Intermediate Bay
13123 Shallow Bay
13130 Estuarine
13131 Subtidal
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APPENDIX E-1
Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
Holland Vegetation Communities used for 1995 Data (Unshaded)
13140 Freshwater
Riparian Forest/Woodland
60000 Riparian and Bottomland Habitat
61000 Riparian Forests
61300 Southern Riparian Forest
61310 Southern Coast Live Oak Riparian Forest
61320 Southern Arroyo Willow Riparian Forest
61330 Southern Cottonwood‐willow Riparian Forest
61510 White Alder Riparian Forest
61810 Sonoran Cottonwood‐willow Riparian Forest
61820 Mesquite Bosque
62000 Riparian Woodlands
62200 Desert Dry Wash Woodland
62300 Desert Fan Palm Oasis Woodland
62400 Southern Sycamore‐alder Riparian Woodland
Riparian Scrub
63000 Riparian Scrubs
63300 Southern Riparian Scrub
63310 Mule Fat Scrub
63320 Southern Willow Scrub
63321 Arundo donnax Dominant/Southern Willow Scrub
63330 Southern Riparian Scrub
63400 Great Valley Scrub
63410 Great Valley Willow Scrub
63800 Colorado Riparian Scrub
63810 Tamarisk Scrub
63820 Arrowweed Scrub
Vernal Pools
44000 Vernal Pool
44320 San Diego Mesa Vernal Pool
44322 San Diego Mesa Claypan Vernal Pool (southern mesas)
Uplands
Badlands
46100 Badlands/Mudhill Forbs
Chaparral
37000 Chaparral
37120 Southern Mixed Chaparral
37121 Granitic Southern Mixed Chaparral
37122 Mafic Southern Mixed Chaparral
37130 Northern Mixed Chaparral
37131 Granitic Northern Mixed Chaparral
E1‐2
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Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
Holland Vegetation Communities used for 1995 Data (Unshaded)
37132 Mafic Northern Mixed Chaparral
37200 Chamise Chaparral
37210 Granitic Chamise Chaparral
37220 Mafic Chamise Chaparral
37300 Red Shank Chaparral
37400 Semi‐Desert Chaparral
37500 Montane Chaparral
37510 Mixed Montane Chaparral
37520 Montane Manzanita Chaparral
37530 Montane Ceanothus Chaparral
37540 Montane Scrub Oak Chaparral
37800 Upper Sonoran Ceanothus Chaparral
37830 Ceanothus crassifolius Chaparral
37900 Scrub Oak Chaparral
37A00 Interior Live Oak Chaparral
37C30 Southern Maritime Chaparral
37G00 Coastal Sage‐Chaparral Scrub
Coastal Scrub
31200 Southern Coastal Bluff Scrub
32000 Coastal Scrub
32400 Maritime Succulent Scrub
32500 Diegan Coastal Sage Scrub
32510 Coastal form
32520 Inland form (>1,000 ft. elevation)
32700 Riversidian Sage Scrub
32710 Riversidian Upland Sage Scrub
32720 Alluvial Fan Scrub
37K00 Flat‐topped Buckwheat
Desert Dunes
22100 Active Desert Dunes
22300 Stabilized and Partially‐Stabilized Desert Sand Field
24000 Stabilized Alkaline Dunes
Desert Scrub
29000 Acacia Scrub
33000 Sonoran Desert Scrub
33100 Sonoran Creosote Bush Scrub
33200 Sonoran Desert Mixed Scrub
33210 Sonoran Mixed Woody Scrub
33220 Sonoran Mixed Woody and Succulent Scrub
33230 Sonoran Wash Scrub
33300 Colorado Desert Wash Scrub
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Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
Holland Vegetation Communities used for 1995 Data (Unshaded)
33600 Encelia Scrub
34000 Mojavean Desert Scrub
34300 Blackbush Scrub
36110 Desert Saltbush Scrub
36120 Desert Sink Scrub
39000 Upper Sonoran Subshrub Scrub
Forest/Woodland
70000 Woodland
71000 Cismontane Woodland
71100 Oak Woodland
71120 Black Oak Woodland
71160 Coast Live Oak Woodland
71161 Open Coast Live Oak Woodland
71162 Dense Coast Live Oak Woodland
71180 Engelmann Oak Woodland
71181 Open Engelmann Oak Woodland
71182 Dense Engelmann Oak Woodland
72300 Peninsular Pinon and Juniper Woodlands
72310 Peninsular Pinon Woodland
72320 Peninsular Juniper Woodland and Scrub
75100 Elephant Tree Woodland
77000 Mixed Oak Woodland
78000 Undifferentiated Open Woodland
79000 Undifferentiated Dense Woodland
81100 Mixed Evergreen Forest
81300 Oak Forest
81310 Coast Live Oak Forest
81320 Canyon Live Oak Forest
81340 Black Oak Forest
83140 Torrey Pine Forest
83230 Southern Interior Cypress Forest
84000 Lower Montane Coniferous Forest
84100 Coast Range, Klamath and Peninsular Coniferous Forest
84140 Coulter Pine Forest
84150 Bigcone Spruce (Bigcone Douglas Fir)‐Canyon Oak Forest
84230 Sierran Mixed Coniferous Forest
84500 Mixed Oak/Coniferous/Bigcone/Coulter
85100 Jeffrey Pine Forest
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Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
Holland Vegetation Communities used for 1995 Data (Unshaded)
Grasslands
42000 Valley and Foothill Grassland
42100 Native Grassland
42110 Valley Needlegrass Grassland
42120 Valley Sacaton Grassland
42200 Non‐Native Grassland
42300 Wildflower Field
42400 Foothill/Mountain Perennial Grassland
42470 Transmontane Dropseed Grassland
Great Basin Scrub
35000 Great Basin Scrub
35200 Sagebrush Scrub
35210 Big Sagebrush Scrub
Other Cover Types
Agriculture
18000 General Agriculture
18100 Orchards and Vineyards
18200 Intensive Agriculture
18300 Extensive Agriculture ‐ Field/Pasture, Row Crops
18310 Field/Pasture
18320 Row Crops
Eucalyptus Woodland
11100 Eucalyptus Woodland
Disturbed Habitat
11000 Non‐Native Vegetation
11300 Disturbed Habitat
Urban/Developed
12000 Urban/Developed
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DETAILED 2014 VEGETATION COMMUNITY AGGREGATIONS
WITHIN SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
2014 Alliances of Western San Diego County
(Unshaded)

2014 Associations of Western San Diego
County (Unshaded)

Riparian and Wetlands
Beach/Coastal Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
Ambrosia chamissonis‐Abronia maritima‐Cakile
maritima Association
Beach
Salt flat
Salt Ponds
Tidal/Mudfat

Abronia latifolia‐Ambrosia chamissonis Alliance
Beach
Salt flat
Salt Ponds
Tidal/Mudfat
Marsh
Anemopsis californica Alliance

Anemopsis californica‐Juncus arcticus Association
Arthrocnemum subterminale Association

Arthrocnemum subterminale Alliance
Bolboschoenus maritimus Alliance
Cressa truxillensis‐Distichlis spicata Alliance
Frankenia salina Alliance
Juncus acutus Provisional Alliance

Sarcocornia pacifica (Salicornia depressa) Alliance

Schoenoplectus americanus Alliance
Schoenoplectus caifornicus Alliance
Spartina foliosa Alliance
Typha (angustifolia, domingensis, latifolia) Alliance
Meadows and Seeps
Iva hayesiana Special Stands
Juncus acutus Provisional Alliance

Arthrocnemum subterminale‐Sarcocornia pacifica
Association
Bolboschoenus maritimus‐Sarcocornia pacifica
Association
Cressa truxillensis‐Distichlis spicata Provisional
Association
Frankenia salina‐Distichlis spicata Association
Juncus acutus‐Jaumea carnosa Provisional
Association
Sarcocornia pacifica Association
Sarcocornia pacifica‐Frankenia salina Association
Sarcocornia pacifica‐Jaumea carnosa Association
Sarcocornia pacifica‐Jaumea carnosa‐Batis maritima
Association
Sarcocornia pacifica‐Monanthochloe littoralis Special
Stands
Schoenoplectus americanus Association
Schoenoplectus americanus Association
Spartina foliosa Association
Typha domingensis Association
Typha latifolia Association
Iva hayesiana Special Stands
Juncus acutus Provisional Association
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Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
2014 Alliances of Western San Diego County
(Unshaded)

2014 Associations of Western San Diego
County (Unshaded)

Non‐Vegetated Channel, Floodway, Lakeshore Fringe
Lake Margin
Reservoir margin
Wash/Channel
Open Water
Dike
Eroded Bluff
Graded/Scraped/Maintained
Open Water
Rock outcrop
Riparian Forest/Woodland

Lake Margin
Reservoir margin
Wash/Channel
Dike
Eroded Bluff
Graded/Scraped/Maintained
Open Water
Rock outcrop
Platanus racemosa/Baccharis salicifolia Association
Platanus racemosa‐Populus spp./Salix lasiolepis
Association
Platanus racemosa‐Quercus agrifolia Association
Populus fremontii/Baccharis salicifolia Association
Populus fremontii‐Salix gooddingii/Baccharis
salicifolia Association
Quercus agrifolia/Salix lasiolepis Association
Quercus agrifolia/Toxicodendron diversilobum/Grass
Association
Salix gooddingii Association
Salix laevigata Association
Salix lasiolepis Association

Platanus racemosa Alliance

Populus fremontii Alliance

Quercus agrifolia Alliance
Salix gooddingii Alliance
Salix laevigata Alliance
Salix lasiolepis Alliance
Riparian Scrub
Artemisia dracunculus Alliance
Arundo donax Semi‐Natural Stands
Baccharis salicifolia Alliance
Naturalized Warm‐Temperate Riparian and
Wetland Semi‐Natural Stands
Pluchea sericea Alliance
Salix exigua Alliance
Schinus molle
Tamarix spp. Semi‐Natural Stands
Vernal Pools
Vernal Pools

Artemisia dracunculus Association
Arundo donax Semi‐Natural Stands
Baccharis salicifolia Association
Naturalized Warm‐Temperate Riparian and Wetland
Semi‐Natural Stands
Pluchea sericea Association
Salix exigua Association
Schinus molle
Tamarix spp. Semi‐Natural Stands
Vernal Pools
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Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
2014 Alliances of Western San Diego County
(Unshaded)

2014 Associations of Western San Diego
County (Unshaded)

Uplands
Chaparral

Adenostoma fasciculatum Alliance

Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Xylococcus bicolor
Alliance

Adenostoma fasciculatum Southern Maritime
Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐(Eriogonum fasciculatum,
Artemisia californica, Salvia mellifera) Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Ceanothus crassifolius
Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Ceanothus tomentosus
Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Lotus scoparius Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Xylococcus bicolor
Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Xylococcus bicolor‐
Ceanothus crassifolius Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Xylococcus bicolor‐
Ceanothus tomentosus Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Xylococcus bicolor‐
Ceanothus verrucosus Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Xylococcus bicolor‐
Pickeringia montana Association
Adenostoma fasciculatum‐Xylococcus bicolor‐Quercus
(berberidifolia, acutidens) Association
Arctostaphylos glandulosa‐Adenostoma fasciculatum
Association
Arctostaphylos glandulosa‐Adenostoma
fasciculatum/Chamaebatia australis Association
Arctostaphylos glauca‐Adenostoma fasciculatum
Association
Arctostaphylos rainbowensis
Ceanothus crassifolius Association
Ceanothus cyaneus Special Stands
Ceanothus leucodermis Association
Ceanothus spinosus Association
Ceanothus tomentosus Association
Ceanothus verrucosus Association
Cercocarpus minutiflorus Provisional Association
Quercus (berberidifolia, acutidens) Association
Quercus (berberidifolia, acutidens)‐Ceanothus
leucodermis Association
Quercus (berberidifolia, acutidens)‐Cercocarpus
minutiflorus Provisional Association

Arctostaphylos glandulosa Alliance

Arctostaphylos glauca Alliance
Arctostaphylos rainbowensis
Ceanothus crassifolius Alliance
Ceanothus cyaneus Special Stands
Ceanothus leucodermis Alliance
Ceanothus spinosus Alliance
Ceanothus tomentosus Alliance
Ceanothus verrucosus Alliance
Cercocarpus montanus Alliance

Quercus (berberidifolia, acutidens) Alliance
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Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
2014 Alliances of Western San Diego County
(Unshaded)

2014 Associations of Western San Diego
County (Unshaded)

Quercus (berberidifolia, acutidens)‐Adenostoma
fasciculatum Alliance
Quercus cedrosensis Special Stands
Quercus dumosa Alliance
Coastal Scrub
Agave shawii

Quercus (berberidifolia, acutidens)‐Adenostoma
fasciculatum Association
Quercus cedrosensis Special Stands
Quercus dumosa Association
Agave shawii
Artemisia californica Association
Artemisia californica‐Mimulus aurantiacus
Association
Artemisia californica‐Eriogonum fasciculatum‐
Malosma laurina Association
Artemisia californica‐Eriogonum fasciculatum‐
Opuntia littoralis/Dudleya (edulis) Coastal Association
Artemisia californica‐Eriogonum fasciculatum‐
Opuntia littoralis/Dudleya (edulis) Inland Association
Artemisia californica‐Salvia mellifera Association
Alliance only
Baccharis pilularis/Herbaceous Association
Baccharis sarothroides Association
Bahiopsis laciniata‐Artemisia californica‐Eriogonum
fasciculatum Association
Encelia californica‐Artemisia californica Association
Eriogonum fasciculatum/Salvia columbariae‐Mirabilis
laevis Provisional Association
Eriogonum fasciculatum‐Bebbia juncea Association
Eriogonum fasciculatum‐Salvia apiana Association
Isocoma menziesii Provisional Association
Keckiella antirrhinoides‐Artemisia californica
Association
Lotus scoparius Association
Lycium californicum Provisional Association
Malosma laurina‐Lotus scoparius Association
Nolina interrata
Rhus integrifolia Association
Salvia apiana‐Artemisia californica Association
Salvia mellifera‐Eriogonum fasciculatum Association
Salvia mellifera‐Malosma laurina Association
Alliance only
Simmondsia chinensis‐Bahiopsis laciniata Association
Simmondsia chinensis‐Ambrosia chenopodifolia
Provisional Association

Artemisia californica Alliance

Artemisia californica‐Eriogonum fasciculatum
Alliance

Artemisia californica‐Salvia mellifera Alliance
Atriplex lentiformis Alliance
Baccharis pilularis Alliance
Baccharis sarothroides Provisional Alliance
Bahiopsis laciniata Alliance
Encelia californica Alliance
Eriogonum fasciculatum Alliance
Isocoma menziesii Alliance
Keckiella antirrhinoides Alliance
Lotus scoparius Alliance
Lycium californicum Provisional Alliance
Malosma laurina Alliance
Nolina interrata
Rhus integrifolia Alliance
Salvia apiana Alliance
Salvia mellifera Alliance
Selaginella bigelovii Alliance
Simmondsia chinensis Alliance
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Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
2014 Alliances of Western San Diego County
(Unshaded)

2014 Associations of Western San Diego
County (Unshaded)
Toxicodendron diversilobum‐Artemisia
californica/Leymus condensatus Association
Alliance only

Toxicodendron diversilobum Alliance
Unnamed Coastal Scrub1
Forest/Woodland
Arbutus menziesii Alliance
Callitropsis forbesii Alliance
Calocedrus decurrens Alliance
Coast Redwood Forest
Fremontodendron mexicanum Special Stands
Pinus coulteri Alliance
Pinus torreyana Special Stands
Pseudotsuga macrocarpa Alliance

Alliance only
Callitropsis forbesii Provisional Association
Alliance only
Coast Redwood Forest
Fremontodendron mexicanum Special Stands
Alliance only
Pinus torreyana Special Stands
Alliance only

Quercus agrifolia Alliance
Quercus chrysolepis Alliance
Quercus engelmannii Alliance
Quercus kelloggii Alliance
Unnamed Forest/Woodland1
Grasslands
Avena (barbata, fatua) Semi‐Natural Stands
Brassica (nigra) and Other Mustards Semi‐Natural
Stands
Bromus (diandrus, hordeaceus)‐Brachypodium
distachyon Semi‐Natural Stands
Bromus rubens‐Schismus (arabicus, barbatus)
Semi‐Natural Stands
Deinandra fasciculata Provisional Alliance
Distichlis spicata Alliance
Mediterranean California Naturalized Annual
and Perennial Grassland Semi‐Natural Stands
Nassella pulchra Alliance
Western Cordilleran montane boreal summer
dry wet meadow
Great Basin Scrub
Artemisia tridentata Alliance
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Quercus agrifolia/Artemisia californica Association
Quercus agrifolia/Quercus (berberidifolia, acutidens)
Association
Alliance only
Quercus engelmannii/Salvia apiana Association
Quercus engelmannii‐Quercus
agrifolia/Toxicodendron diversilobum/Grass
Association
Alliance only
Alliance only
Avena (barbata, fatua) Semi‐Natural Stands
Brassica (nigra) and Other Mustards Semi‐Natural
Stands
Bromus (diandrus, hordeaceus)‐Brachypodium
distachyon Semi‐Natural Stands
Bromus rubens‐Schismus (arabicus, barbatus) Semi‐
Natural Stands
Deinandra fasciculata Association
Distichlis spicata‐Annual Grasses Association
Mediterranean California Naturalized Annual and
Perennial Grassland Semi‐Natural Stands
Nassella pulchra Association
Western Cordilleran montane boreal summer dry wet
meadow
Alliance only

APPENDIX E-1
Aggregated Vegetation Communities for purposes of this EIR (Shaded)
2014 Alliances of Western San Diego County
(Unshaded)

2014 Associations of Western San Diego
County (Unshaded)

Other Cover Types
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Disturbed Habitat
Carpobrotus edulis or Other Ice Plants ‐ Semi‐
Carpobrotus edulis or Other Ice Plants ‐ Semi‐Natural
Natural Stands
Stands
Cortaderia (jubata, selloana) Semi‐Natural Stands
Cortaderia (jubata, selloana) Semi‐Natural Stands
Cynara carduluncus
Cynara carduluncus
Glebionis coronaria semi natural stands
Glebionis coronaria semi natural stands
Ornamental
Ornamental
Pennisetum setaceum ‐ Semi‐Natural Stands
Pennisetum setaceum ‐ Semi‐Natural Stands
Washingtonia sp. / Phoenix sp.
Washingtonia sp. / Phoenix sp.
Eucalyptus Woodland
Eucalyptus (globulus, camaldulensis) Semi‐Natural
Eucalyptus (globulus, camaldulensis) Semi‐Natural
Stands
Stands
Urban/Developed
Developed
Developed
1 Nomenclature of this vegetation community within the 2014 vegetation mapping is to be determined.
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APPENDIX E‐2
SENSITIVE PLANT SPECIES
Species1
Abronia maritima
red sand‐verbena
Abronia villosa var. aurita
chaparral sand‐verbena

Acanthomintha ilicifolia
San Diego thorn‐mint

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Coastal dunes. Elevation range 0–10 meters (m).

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Chaparral, coastal scrub, desert dunes. Elevation range 80–1600m.

FT/SE

1B.1

Acmispon haydonii
pygmy lotus

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Acmispon prostratus
Nuttall's acmispon

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Adolphia californica
California adolphia

‐‐/‐‐‐‐

2B.1

Agave shawii
Shaw's agave

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

Ambrosia chenopodiifolia
San Diego bur‐sage

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

MSCP: NE
(covered in all 5
approved MSCP
Chaparral, coastal sage scrub, valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools.
Subarea
Found in clay soils. Elevation range below 1000m.
Planssubarea
plans)
MHCP: NE
Creosote bush scrub to pinyon‐juniper woodland; rocky sites. Elevation
range 600–1200m.
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Lotus nuttallinaus (Nuttall’s lotus) is now considered a synonym of this
documents
species (Jepson Flora Project 2013). Coastal scrub, beaches, and
approved MSCP
disturbed areas. Elevation range 0–30m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
Coastal sage scrub, chaparral, valley and foothill grassland. Found in
sandy/gravelly to clay soils. Elevation range below 400m.
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
approved MSCP
Coastal scrub, maritime succulent scrub, coastal bluff scrub. Has also
Subarea Plans
been found adjacent to Torrey Pine forest. Elevation range below 300m.
subarea plans
except for
Poway’sPoway)
Coastal sage scrub, maritime succulent scrub. Found on slopes of
canyons in open succulent scrub, usually with little herbaceous cover.
Elevation range 55–150m.

E2-1

Species1
Ambrosia monogyra
singlewhorl burrobrush

Ambrosia pumila
San Diego ambrosia

State/
Federal
Status2
‐‐/‐‐

CRPR
List/Code2

1B.1

Androsace elongata ssp. acuta
California androsace

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Aphanisma blitoides
aphanisma

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

FE

1B.1

Arctostaphylos otayensis
Otay manzanita

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Arctostaphylos rainbowensis
Rainbow manzanita

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Habitat
Coastal scrub, maritime succulent scrub, chaparral, Sonoran desert
scrub. Elevation range 10–500m.

2B.2

FE

Arctostaphylos glandulosa ssp. crassifolia
Del Mar manzanita

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

MSCP: NE
(covered in all
approved MSCP
Coastal sage scrub, valley and foothill grassland. Found in sandy loam of
Subarea Plans
clay soil. In valleys; persists where disturbance has been superficial.
subarea plans
Elevation range 20–415m.
except for
Poway’sPoway)
MHCP: NE
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, meadows and seeps,
pinyon and juniper woodland, valley and foothill grassland. Elevation
range 150–1200m.
MSCP (covered
in all approved
Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub, alkaline areas, coastal dunes. Found
MSCP Subarea
on bluffs and slopes near the ocean in sandy or clay soils. In steep
Planssubarea
decline on the islands and the mainland. Elevation range 1–305m.
plans except for
Poway’sPoway)
MSCP (covered
in all approved
MSCP Subarea
Coastal chaparral, closed‐coned coniferous forest. Found on sandy
Plans subarea
coastal mesas and ocean bluffs; in chaparral or Torrey pine forest.
plans except for Elevation range 0–365m.
Poway’sPoway)
MHCP: NE
MSCP (covered
in all approved
MSCP Subarea
Chaparral, cismontane woodland. Found in metavolcanic soils with other
Planssubarea
chaparral associates. Elevation range 275–1700m.
plans except for
Poway’sPoway)
Chaparral. Usually found in gabbro chaparral in Riverside and San Diego
counties. Elevation range 270–790m.

E2-2

Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

Artemisia palmeri
San Diego sagewort
Asplenium vespertinum
western spleenwort
Astragalus crotalariae
Salton milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Astragalus deanei
Dean's milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Astragalus douglasii var. perstrictus
Jacumba milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Astragalus insularis var. harwoodii
Harwood's milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Astragalus lentiginosus var. borreganus
Borrego milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Chaparral, coastal scrub, riparian forest. Found on open, brushy south‐
facing slopes in Diegan coastal sage, sometimes on recently burned‐over
hillsides. Elevation range 75–670m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, valley and foothill grassland. Found on
stony hillsides and gravelly or sandy flats in open oak woodland.
Elevation range 900–1370m.
Desert dunes, creosote bush scrub. Found in open sandy flats or stony
desert washes; mostly in creosote bush scrub. . Elevation range (‐50)–
500m.
Mojavean desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub/sandy. Elevation range
30–270m.

Astragalus leucolobus
Big Bear Valley woollypod
Astragalus magdalenae var. peirsonii
Peirson's milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Rocky dry areas, in pines or sagebrush. Elevation range 1450–2900m.

FT/SE

1B.2

Sand dune and sandy areas. Elevation range 50–250m.

Astragalus nutans
Providence Mountains milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Astragalus oocarpus
San Diego milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Astragalus pachypus var. jaegeri Jaeger's
milk‐vetch

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Astragalus sabulonum
gravel milk‐vetch

Chaparral, coastal scrub, riparian forest, riparian scrub, riparian
woodland. Sandy, mesic soils. Elevation range 15–915m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub/rocky. Elevation range
180–1000m.
Sonoran desert scrub (sandy or gravelly). Elevation range 0–250m.

Joshua tree woodland, Mojavean desert scrub, Pinyon and juniper
woodland, Sonoran desert scrub/sandy or gravelly. Elevation range 450–
1950m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, meadows. Found in openings in
chaparral or on gravelly flats and slopes in thin oak woodland. Elevation
range 305–1500m.
Coastal scrub, chaparral, valley and foothill grassland, cismontane
woodland. Found on dry ridges, in valleys and on open sandy slopes;
often in grassland and oak‐chaparral. Elevation range 365–915m.

2B.2

Desert sands to gravel. Elevation range 50–900m.

E2-3

Species1

Astragalus tener var. titi
coastal dunes milk‐vetch

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

FE/SE

1B.1

Atriplex coulteri
Coulter's saltbush

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Atriplex pacifica
South Coast saltscale
Atriplex parishii
Parish's brittlescale
Atriplex serenana var. davidsonii
Davidson's saltscale

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Ayenia compacta
California ayenia

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Azolla microphylla
Mexican mosquito fern

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Baccharis vanessae
Encinitas baccharis

Berberis fremontii
Fremont barberry
Berberis higginsiae
Fremont's mahonia

FT/SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

3.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP (covered
in all approved
Coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes. Found in moist, sandy depressions of
MSCP Subarea
bluffs or dunes along and near the Pacific Ocean; one recorded
Planssubarea
occurrence on a clay terrace. Elevation range 1–50m.
plans except for
Poway’sPoway)
Coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes, coastal scrub, valley and foothill
grassland. Found on ocean bluffs and ridge tops, as well as alkaline low
places. Elevation range 10–440m.
Coastal scrub, Diegan sage scrub, coastal bluff scrub, chenopod. Found
in alkaline soils. Elevation range 1–500m.
Alkali meadows, vernal pools, chenopod scrub, playas. Usually found on
drying alkali flats with fine soils. Elevation range 4–140m.
Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub. Found in alkaline soils. Elevation range
3–250m.
Mojavean desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub. Found in sandy and
gravelly washes in the desert; also found in dry desert canyons.
Elevation range 150–1095m.
Marshes and swamps. Elevation range 30–100m.
MSCP: NE
(covered in all 5
MSCP
Chaparral. Found on sandstone soils in steep, open, rocky areas with
documents
chaparral associates. Elevation range 60–720m.
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MHCP: NE
Chaparral, pinyon‐juniper woodland, Joshua tree woodland. Found on
dry, rocky points and slopes. Elevation range 840–1850m.
Rocky slopes, pinyon‐juniper woodland or chaparral areas. Elevation
range 700–1900m.
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Species1

Berberis nevinii
Nevin's barberry

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

FE/SE

1B.1

Bergerocactus emoryi
golden‐spined cereus

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Bloomeria clevelandii
San Diego goldenstar

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Boechera hirshbergiae
Hirshberg's rock cress

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Brodiaea filifolia
thread‐leaved brodiaea

FT/SE

1B.1

Brodiaea orcuttii
Orcutt's brodiaea

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Brodiaea santarosae
Santa rosa Basalt brodiaea

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, riparian scrub. Found
MSCP
on steep, north‐facing slopes or in low grade sandy washes. Elevation
documents
approved MSCP range 290–1575m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
Coastal scrub, sometimes chaparral margins. Limited to the coastal belt.
Usually found in clay soils. Elevation range 3–395m.
MSCP (covered Muilla c. is now considered a synonym of this species (Baldwin 2012).
in all MSCP
Chaparral, coastal sage scrub, valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools,
documents
mesa grasslands, scrub edges; clay soils. Often on mounds between
approved MSCP
vernal pools in fine, sandy loam. Elevation range 50–1090m.
Subarea Plans)
Pebble (or pavement) plains. Known occurrence at elevation of 1400m.
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans
subarea plans
except for
Poway’s)
MHCP: NE
MSCP: NE
(covered in all 5
MSCP
document
sapproved
MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MHCP: NE

Cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, playas, valley and foothill
grassland, vernal pools. Usually associated with annual grassland and
vernal pools; often surrounded by shrubland habitats. Found in clay
soils. Elevation range 25–860m.

Closed‐cone coniferous forest, meadows, cismontane woodland,
chaparral, valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools. Found in mesic,
clay soils; sometimes serpentine; usually in vernal pools and small
drainages. Elevation range 30–165m.

Valley and foothill grassland/basaltic. Elevation range 580–1045m.
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Species1
Bursera microphylla
little‐leaf elephant tree

State/
Federal
Status2
‐‐/‐‐

CRPR
List/Code2

‐‐/‐‐

Calandrinia breweri
Brewer’s calandrinia
California macrophylla
round‐leaved filaree
Calliandra eriophylla
pink fairy‐duster
Calochortus catalinae
Catalina mariposa lily

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

SR

1B.2

Camissoniopsis lewisii
Lewis’ evening‐primrose

‐‐/‐‐

3

Carex obispoensis
San Luis Obispo sedge

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Carlowrightia arizonica
Arizona carlowrightia
Castilleja lasiorhyncha
San Bernardino Mountains owl's‐clover

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Habitat
Sonoran desert scrub. Found on hillsides, in washes, and on canyon sides
in California; rocky sites. Elevation range 200–700m.

2B.3

Calamagrostis densa
dense reed grass

Calochortus dunnii
Dunn's mariposa lily

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Dry slopes. Associated with chaparral habitats. Elevation range 20‐2450
documents
approved MSCP m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
Chaparral, coastal scrub/sandy or loamy, disturbed sites and burns.
Elevation range 10–1220m
Cismontane woodland, valley and foothill grassland. Found in clay soils.
Elevation range 15–1200m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Found in sandy or rocky sites in the desert.
Elevation range 120–1500m.
Found in heavy soils in open grassland or scrub. Elevation range 1–
700m.
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
approved MSCP Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral. Found in gabbro or
Subarea Plans
metavolcanic soils; also known from sandstone; often associated with
subarea plans
chaparral. Elevation range 375–1830m.
except for
Poway’s)
Coastal bluff scrub, cismontane woodland, coastal dunes, coastal scrub,
valley and foothill grassland/sandy or clay. Elevation range 0–300m.
Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral, coastal prairie, coastal scrub,
valley and foothill grassland/often serpentinite seeps, sometimes
gabbro; often on clay soils. Elevation range 10–790m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Found in sandy, granitic alluvium, associated with
palm oasis in California. Elevation range 285–350m.
Meadows, flats, and open forest. Elevation Range 1000–2400m.
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Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Caulanthus simulans
Payson’s jewel‐flower

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Ceanothus cyaneus
Lakeside ceanothus

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Ceanothus otayensis
Otay Mountain ceanothus

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP (covered
in all approved
MSCP Subarea
Chaparral, coastal scrub/sandy, granitic. Elevation range 90–2200m.
Planssubarea
plans except for
Poway’s)
MSCP: NE
(covered in all 5
MSCP
Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral. Elevation range 100–1515m.
documents
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
Chaparral in metavolcanic or gabbroic soils. Elevation range 600–1100m.
MSCP (covered
in all approved
MSCP Subarea
Plans subarea
Chaparral. Elevation range 1–380m.
plans except for
Poway’s)
MHCP
Marshes and swamps (margins), vernal pools, valley and foothill
grasslands, alkaline locales, salt marshes. Elevation range 0–640m.
Valley and foothill grassland, chenopod scrub, meadows, playas, riparian
woodland. Found in alkali meadow, alkali scrub, also in disturbed places.
Elevation range 0–480m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Found on open rocky or sandy sites. Elevation
range 3–80m.
Coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes. Found on sandy sites. Elevation range
3–100m.

Ceanothus verrucosus
wart‐stemmed ceanothus

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Centromadia parryi ssp. australis
southern tarplant

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Centromadia pungens ssp. laevis smooth
tarplant

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Chaenactis carphoclinia var. peirsonii
Peirson's pincushion
Chaenactis glabriuscula var. orcuttiana
Orcutt's pincushion
Chaenactis parishii
Parish's chaenactis
Chamaebatia australis
southern mountain misery

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Chaparral. Found on rocky sites. Elevation range 1300–2500m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Chaparral (gabbroic or metavolcanic). Elevation range 300–780m.
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Species1
Chamaesyce abramsiana
Abram’s spurge
Chamaesyce arizonica
Arizona spurge

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Mojave desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub/sandy. Elevation range 0–
915m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Sonoran desert scrub. Found in sandy soils. Elevation range 50–300m.

Chamaesyce platysperma
flat‐seeded spurge

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Sonoran desert scrub, desert dunes. Found in sandy places or shifting
dunes. Possibly a waif in California; more common in Arizona and
Mexico. Elevation range 60–950m.

Chamaesyce revoluta
revolute spurge

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Mojavean desert scrub in rocky areas. Elevation range 1095–3100m.

Chloropyron maritimum ssp. maritimum
FE/SE

1B.2

Chorizanthe leptotheca
Peninsular spineflower

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Chorizanthe orcuttiana
Orcutt's spineflower

FE/SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

salt marsh bird's‐beak

Chorizanthe polygonoides var. longispina
long‐spined spineflower
Chorizanthe xanti var. leucotheca
white‐bracted spineflower
Cistanthe maritima
seaside calandrinia
Clarkia delicata
delicate clarkia

Clinopodium chandleri
San Miguel savory

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

MSCP (covered
in all approved
Formally Cordylanthus maritimus ssp. maritimus (Jepson Flora Project
MSCP Subarea
2013). Coastal salt marsh, coastal dunes. Limited to the higher zones of
Plans subarea
the salt marsh habitat. Elevation range 0–30m.
plans except for
Poway’sPoway)
Chaparral, coastal scrub, lower montane coniferous forest/alluvial fan,
granitic soils. Elevation range 300–1900m.
Coastal scrub, chaparral, closed‐cone coniferous forest. Found from Del
MHCP: NE
Mar to Point Loma, in San Diego County. Found in sandy sites and
openings; sometimes in transition zones. Elevation range 3–125m.
Chaparral, coastal scrub, meadows, valley and foothill grassland. Found
in gabbroic clay. Elevation range 30–1450m.
Mojavean desert scrub, pinyon and juniper woodland/sandy or gravelly.
Elevation range 300–1200m.
Coastal bluff scrub, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland/sandy.
Elevation range 5–300m.
Cismontane woodland, chaparral. Elevation range 235–1000m.
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Chaparral, Cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, riparian woodland,
documents
valley and foothill grassland. Rocky, gabbroic or metavolcanic substrate.
approved MSCP
Elevation range 120–1005m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
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Species1
Colubrina californica
Las Animas colubrina
Comarostaphylis diversifolia ssp.
diversifolia
summer holly

State/
Federal
Status2
‐‐/‐‐

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Mojavean desert scrub. Found on narrow, steep, rocky ravines or
washes. Elevation range 10–1000m.

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Convolvulus simulans
small‐flowered morning‐glory
Cordylanthus parviflorus
small‐flowered bird's‐beak

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Corethrogyne filaginifolia var. incana San
Diego sand aster

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Corethrogyne filaginifolia var. linifolia Del
Mar Mesa sand aster

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Cryptantha costata
ribbed cryptantha
Cryptantha ganderi
Gander's cryptantha
Cryptantha holoptera
winged cryptantha

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Cryptantha wigginsii
Wiggins' cryptantha

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Habitat

MSCP (Poway
MSCP Subarea
Plan only)
MHCP

Chaparral. Often found in mixed chaparral in California, sometimes post‐
burn. Elevation range 30–550m.
In chaparral open areas, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland/clay,
serpentinite seeps. Elevation range 30–700m.
Dry sagebrush scrub, pinyon‐juniper and Joshua‐tree woodland.
Elevation range 700–2200m.
Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub, chaparral. C. f. var. i. is now
considered a synonym of C. f. var. f. (Baldwin 2012) and is therefore no
longer considered sensitive.

MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
approved MSCP Chaparral, coastal scrub. C. f. var. l. is now considered a synonym of C. f.
var. f. (Baldwin 2012) and is therefore no longer considered sensitive.
Subarea Plans
except for
Poway)
MHCP: NE
Desert dunes, Mojavean desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub/sandy.
Elevation range 0–500m.
Sonoran desert scrub, desert dunes. Found on dunes and in washes.
Elevation range 170–400m.
Mojavean desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 100–
1690m.
This is a recently rediscovered species (Simpson et al. 2013). Closed
mixed coastal succulent scrub community, maritime succulent scrub, or
coastal sage scrub. Elevation range 6–274m.
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Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

Cylindropuntia californica var. californica
snake cholla

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Cylindropuntia fosbergii
pink teddy‐bear cholla
Cylindropuntia wolfii
Wolf’s cholla

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 85–850m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 100–1200m.

Deinandra conjugens
Otay tarplant

Deinandra floribunda
Tecate tarplant
Deinandra mohavensis
Mojave tarplant
Deinandra paniculata
paniculate tarplant
Delphinium hesperium ssp. cuyamacae
Cuyamaca larkspur
Delphinium parishii ssp. subglobosum
Colorado desert larkspur
Dichondra occidentalis
western dichondra

CRPR
List/Code2

FT/SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

SE

1B.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

SR

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
MSCP
documents
Chaparral, coastal scrub. Elevation range 30–150m.
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans
except for
Poway)

MSCP: NE
(covered in all
MSCP
Coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland. Found on coastal plains,
documents
mesas, and river bottoms; often in open, disturbed areas; clay soils.
approved MSCP
Elevation range 25–300m.
Subarea Plans
except for
Poway)
Chaparral, coastal scrub. Often in little drainages or disturbed areas.
Elevation range 70–1220m.
Riparian scrub, chaparral. Found in low sand bars in river beds; mostly in
riparian areas or ephemeral grassy areas. Elevation range 850–1600m.
Coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools/usually vernally
mesic. Elevation range 25–940m.
Lower montane coniferous forest, meadows. Found on dried edge of
grassy meadows, also described as in mesic sites. Elevation range 1210–
1630m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, pinyon and juniper woodland,
Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 600–1800m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, valley and foothill
grassland. Elevation range 50–500m.
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Species1

Dicranostegia orcuttiana
Orcutt's bird's‐beak

Dieteria asteroides var. lagunensis Mount
Laguna aster
Digitaria californica var.californica
Arizona cottontop
Ditaxis serrata var. californica
alifornia ditaxis
Downingia concolor var. brevior
Cuyamaca Lake downingia
Dudleya alainae
Banner dudleya
Dudleya attenuata ssp. attenuata
Orcutt's dudleya
Dudleya blochmaniae ssp. blochmaniae
Blochman's dudleya

Dudleya brevifolia
short‐leaved dudleya

Dudleya multicaulis
many‐stemmed dudleya

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

SR

2B.1

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

3.2

SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

3.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

‐‐/‐‐FSC

1B.1

SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
Coastal scrub. Found in coastal scrub associations on slopes; also
approved MSCP reported from intermittently moist swales, and in washes. Elevation
Subarea Plans
range 100–200m.
except for
Poway)
Cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous forest. Found in
openings in woodland or forest. Elevation range 800–2400m.
Mojavean desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub/rocky. Elevation range
290–1490m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 30–1000m.

MHCP

Meadows (mesic), vernal pools. Found on shores of Cuyamaca Lake in
San Diego County. Located in vernal seeps, lakes, and pools, and on
mudflats, with Orthocarpus, Limnanthes, and Collinsia. Elevation range
1400–1500m.
Desert mountains, rocky, shaded slopes. Possible hybrid; needs further
study. Elevation range 240–1700m.
Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub, chaparral. Found on rocky mesas,
canyons, and ridges. Elevation range 3–50m.
Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub, valley and foothill grassland. Found on
open, rocky slopes; often in shallow clays over serpentine or in rocky
areas with little soil. Elevation range 5–450m.

MSCP: NE
(covered in all
MSCP
Chaparral, coastal scrub. Found on Torrey sandstone soils; in pebbly
documents
openings. Elevation range 30–250m.
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
Chaparral, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland. Found in heavy,
often clayey soils or grassy slopes. Elevation range 0–790m.

E2-11

Species1

Dudleya variegata
variegated dudleya

Dudleya viscida
sticky dudleya

State/
Federal
Status2

‐‐/‐‐

CRPR
List/Code2

1B.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
MSCP
Chaparral, coastal scrub, cismontane woodland, valley and foothill
documents
grassland, vernal pools. Found in rocky or clay soils; sometimes
approved MSCP
associated with vernal pool margins. Elevation range 3–550m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
approved MSCP Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub, chaparral. Found on north and south‐
Subarea Plans
facing cliffs and banks. Elevation range 10–550m.
except for
Poway)
MHCP

‐‐/FSC‐‐

1B.2

Eriastrum harwoodii
Harwood’s woollystar

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Desert dunes. Elevation range 200–915m.

Ericameria cuneata var. macrocephala
Laguna Mountains goldenbush

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Chaparral. Endemic to the Laguna Mountains. Found among boulders; in
crevices in granitic outcrops and in rocky soil. Elevation range 1185–
1850m.
MSCP: NE
(covered in all 5
Coastal scrub, chaparral. Found on granitic soils, on steep hillsides.
MSCP
Elevation
range 100–600m.
documents
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)

Ericameria palmeri ssp. palmeri
Palmer's goldenbush

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Eriogonum evanidum
vanishing wild buckwheat
Eryngium aristulatum var. hooveri
Hoover's button‐celery

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Sandy areas. Elevation range 1100–2100m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Vernal pools, seasonal wetlands, occasionally alkaline soils. Elevation
range less than 50m.

E2-12

Species1

Eryngium aristulatum var. parishii
San Diego button‐celery

Eryngium pendletonense
Pendleton button‐celery

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

FE/SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP: NE

Habitat

Vernal pools, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland. Found on San
Diego mesa hardpan and claypan vernal pools, and in southern interior
basalt flow vernal pools; usually surrounded by scrub. Elevation range
15–620m.
Coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools. Located in
vernally mesic sites. Elevation range 15–110m.

MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
Coastal dunes, bluff scrub. Elevation range 0–60m.
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans
except Poway)

Erysimum ammophilum
coast wallflower

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Eucnide rupestris
rock nettle
Euphorbia misera
cliff spurge

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

MHCP

‐‐/FSC‐‐

2B.1

MSCP (covered
in all 5 MSCP
Chaparral, Diegan coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland. Often on
documents
exposed, level, or south‐sloping areas; often in coastal scrub near crest
approved MSCP
of slopes. Elevation range 3–485m.
Subarea Plans)
MHCP

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

Coastal dunes, marshes (coastal salt), playas. Elevation range 0–10m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Chaparral. Elevation range 213–620m.

FE/SR

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

SR

1B.3

Ferocactus viridescens
San Diego barrel cactus

Frankenia palmeri
Palmer's frankenia
Fraxinus parryi
chaparral ash
Fremontodendron mexicanum Mexican
flannelbush
Funastrum utahense
Utah vine milkweed
Galium angustifolium ssp. borregoense
Borrego bedstraw

Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 500–600m.
Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub. Found on rocky sites. Elevation range
10–500m.

Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral, cismontane woodland. Usually
scattered along the borders of creeks or in dry canyons; sometimes on
gabbro soils. Elevation range 10–490m.
Mojavean desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub. Sandy or gravelly soils.
Elevation range 150–1435m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Found on steep walls and (usually north‐facing)
slopes in rocky watersheds or canyons. Elevation range 350–1100m.

E2-13

Species1
Galium angustifolium ssp. jacinticum
San Jacinto Mountains bedstraw
Galium johnstonii
Johnston's bedstraw
Galium proliferum
desert bedstraw
Gentiana fremontii
Fremont's gentian
Geothallus tuberosus
Campbell's liverwort
Geraea viscida
sticky geraea
Gilia mexicana
El Paso gilia
Githopsis diffusa ssp. filicaulis Mission
Canyon bluecup
Grindelia hallii
San Diego gumplant
Harpagonella palmeri
Palmer’s grapplinghook
Hazardia orcuttii
Orcutt's hazardia
Helianthus niveus ssp. tephrodes
Algodones Dunes sunflower
Herissantia crispa
curly herissantia
Hesperevax caulescens
hogwallow starfish

Hesperocyparis forbesii
Tecate cypress

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Lower montane coniferous forest. Elevation range 1350–2100m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Open mixed forest. Elevation range 1650–2300m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Joshua tree woodland, Mojavean desert scrub, pinyon and juniper
woodland/rocky, carbonate (limestone). Elevation range 1190–1570m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Wet mountain meadows. Elevation range 2400–2700m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Coastal scrub, vernal pools. Elevation range 10–600m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

3.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

FSC/FC/ST

1B.1

SE

1B.2

Desert dunes. Elevation range 50–100m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 700–725m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Drying shrink‐swell clay of vernal pools, flats, steep slopes, occasionally
in serpentine soils. Elevation range 0–500m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Chaparral. Loamy coarse sand to gravelly sand soils; often In post‐
burned areas and in bulldozed areas. Elevation range 450–1700m.
Desert mountains; one occurrence recorded at Whale Peak. Elevation
range from 1000‐1475m.
Chaparral. Elevation range 450–700m.

MHCP: NE

Meadows, valley and foothill grassland, chaparral, lower montane
coniferous forest. Elevation range 180–1660m.
Chaparral, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland/clay. Elevation
range 20–955m.
Chaparral, coastal scrub, often on clay; in grassy edges of chaparral and
coastal scrub. Elevation range 0–85m.

MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral. Primarily on north‐facing
documents
slopes; groves often associated with chaparral. Elevation range 250–
approved MSCP
1500m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)

E2-14

Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral, riparian forest. Restricted to
the southwest slopes of Cuyamaca Peak, on gabbroic rock. Elevation
range 1030–1420m.
Coastal chaparral, coastal dunes, coastal scrub. Elevation range 0–
1225m.
Broadleaved upland forest, chaparral, cismontane woodland, riparian
forest, steep, rocky slopes. Elevation range 1360–2000m.
Chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest rocky outcrops. . Elevation
range 1500–4000m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, valley and foothill
grassland. Elevation range 60–1100m.
Coastal dunes, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland (saline flats
and depressions), vernal pools. Elevation range 5–1000m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, sandy or gravelly sites.
Elevation range 70–810m.
Mixed chaparral, vernal streams, and disturbed areas near roads. Clay
soil. Elevation range 400–1300m.

Hesperocyparis stephensonii Cuyamaca
cypress

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Heterotheca sessiliflora ssp. sessiliflora
beach goldenaster
Heuchera brevistaminea
Laguna Mountains alumroot
Heuchera rubescens var. versicolor San
Diego County alumroot
Holocarpha virgata ssp. elongata
graceful tarplant
Hordeum intercedens
vernal barley
Horkelia cuneata ssp. puberula
mesa horkelia
Horkelia truncata
Ramona horkelia
Horsfordia newberryi
Newberry's velvet‐mallow
Hosackia crassifolia var. otayensis
Otay Mountain lotus

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

‐‐/‐‐

3.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

3.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Hulsea californica
San Diego sunflower

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Hulsea mexicana
Mexican hulsea
Hulsea vestita ssp. callicarpha
beautiful hulsea

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest/rocky or gravelly, granitic.
Elevation range 915–3050m.

Hymenothrix wrightii
Wright's hymenothrix

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous forest, valley and
foothill grassland. Elevation range 1400–1550m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Chaparral, pinyon and juniper woodland, Sonoran desert scrub. Dry
rocky or gravelly slopes. Elevation range 100–1200m.

Ipomopsis tenuifolia
slender‐leaved ipomopsis

Sonoran desert scrub (rocky). Elevation range 3–800m.
Chaparral, metavolcanic, often in disturbed areas. Elevation range 910–
1005m.
Lower montane coniferous forest, upper montane coniferous forest, and
chaparral. Coarse to fine sandy loam in disturbed chaparral openings at
high elevations. Elevation range 1000–2915m.
Chaparral. Volcanic soils or burns and disturbed sites. Elevation range
665–1200m.

E2-15

Species1
Isocoma menziesii var. decumbens
decumbent goldenbush
Iva hayesiana
San Diego marsh‐elder
Juglans californica
Southen California black walnut
Juncus acutus ssp. leopoldii
southwestern spiny rush
Juncus cooperi
Cooper’s rush
Juncus luciensis
Santa Lucia dwarf rush
Lasthenia glabrata ssp. coulteri Coulter's
goldfields
Lathyrus splendens
pride‐of‐California

Lepechinia cardiophylla
heart‐leaved pitcher sage

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

MHCP

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Habitat
Coastal sage scrub intermixed with grasslands. Sandy soils; often in
disturbed sites. Elevation range 10–910m.
Marshes and swamps, playas, and riverwashes. Elevation range 10–
500m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub/alluvial. Elevation range
50–900m.
Coastal dunes (mesic), meadows and seeps (alkaline seeps), marshes
and swamps (coastal salt). Elevation range 3–900m.
Meadows and seeps (mesic, alkaline or saline). Elevation range 0–
1770m.
Chaparral, great basin scrub, lower montane coniferous forest,
meadows and seeps, vernal pools. Elevation range 300–2040m.
Tidal marsh, vernal pools, alkaline marsh. Usually found on alkaline soils
in playas, sinks, and grasslands. Elevation range 1–1400m.
Chaparral. Elevation range 200–1525m.

MSCP: NE
(covered in all 5
MSCP
documents
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
MSCP
documents
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans
except Poway)

Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral, cismontane woodland.
Elevation range 550–1370m.

Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral, coastal sage scrub, valley and
foothill grassland. Usually found in chaparral or coastal scrub;
sometimes in Tecate cypress woodland. Gabbro or metavolcanic
substrate. Elevation range 300–1000m.

Lepechinia ganderi
Gander's pitcher sage

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Lepidium flavum var. felipense Borrego
Valley pepper‐grass
Lepidium virginicum var. robinsonii
Robinson's pepper‐grass
Leptosiphon floribundus ssp. hallii Santa
Rosa Mountains leptosiphon

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Sonoran desert scrub, pinyon‐juniper woodland. Sandy, clay, or silty
soils. Elevation range 450–840m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Chaparral, coastal scrub. Dry soils, shrubland. Elevation range 1–945m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Sonoran desert scrub. Desert canyons. Elevation range 900–1275m.

E2-16

Species1
Leptosyne maritima
sea dahlia
Lessingia glandulifera var. tomentosa
Warner Springs lessingia
Lewisia brachycalyx
short‐sepaled lewisia

State/
Federal
Status2
‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Lilium humboldtii ssp. ocellatum
ocellated Humboldt lilly
Lilium parryi
lemon lily

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Coastal scrub, coastal bluff scrub. Occurs on a variety of soil types,
including sandstone. Elevation range 5–150m.
Chaparral. Sandy soils; Warner Ranch; San Diego County along roadsides
in high desert chaparral. Elevation range 860–1220m.
Lower montane coniferous forest, meadows. Dry to moist meadows in
rich loam. Elevation range 1400–2300m.
Chaparral cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, lower montane
coniferous forest, riparian woodland/openings. Elevation range 30–
1800m.
Lower montane coniferous forest, meadows and seeps, riparian forest,
upper montane coniferous forest. Wet, mountainous terrain; gen in
forested areas; on shady edges of streams, in open boggy meadows and
seeps. Elevation range 1300–2790m.
Meadows and seeps, vernal pools. Vernally moist areas and temporary
seeps of highland meadows and plateaus; often bordering lakes and
streams. Elevation range 600–1760m.
Chaparral. Dry slopes and flats; open sandy spots in chaparral, mostly in
loamy coarse sandy DG soil types. Elevation range 920–1400m.
Sandy washes in desert mountains, flat areas. Elevation range 900–
1100m.
Chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest. Sometimes in disturbed
areas; often in gravelly clearings. Elevation range 1060–2000m.
Pinyon and juniper woodland, Sonoran desert scrub. Dry, sandy, gently
sloping canyon washes, sandy soil pockets, and flats in steeper slopes
and drainages. Elevation range 425–1370m.

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

SE

1B.2

Linanthus bellus
desert beauty
Linanthus maculatus
Little San Bernardino Mtns. linanthus
Linanthus orcuttii
Orcutt's linanthus

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Lupinus excubitus var. medius Mountain
Springs bush lupine

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Lycium californicum
California box‐thorn
Lycium parishii
Parish's desert‐thorn
Lyrocarpa coulteri
Palmer's lyrepod
Malacothamnus aboriginum
Indian Valley bush‐mallow
Malperia tenuis
brown turbans

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Coastal bluff scrub, coastal scrub. Elevation range 5–150m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Coastal scrub, Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 300–1000m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Sonoran desert scrub (gravelly or rocky). Elevation range 120–795m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Limnanthes alba ssp. parishii
Parish's meadowfoam

Chaparral, cismontane woodland. Rocky, granitic soils, often in burned
areas. Elevation range 150–1700m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Sandy places and rocky slopes. Elevation range
15–335m.

E2-17

Species1
Matelea parvifolia
spearleaf
Mentzelia hirsutissima
hairy stickleaf
Mentzelia tricuspis
spiny‐hair blazing star
Mentzelia tridentata
creamy blazing star
Microseris douglasii ssp. platycarpha
small‐flowered microseris
Mimulus aurantiacus var. aridus
Jacumba monkey flower

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Mojavean desert scrub, Sonoran desert scrub. Dry rocky ledges and
slopes. Elevation range 440–1095m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Washes, fans, slopes; coarse rubble and talus
slopes; rocky sites. Elevation range ‐5–800m.
Sandy or gravelly slopes or washes in creosote‐bush scrub. Elevation
range 150–1280m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Mojavean desert scrub. Elevation range 700–1160m.

4.2

Cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland,
vernal pools/clay. Elevation range 15–1070m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Rocky chaparral, Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 750–1200m.

Mimulus clevelandii
Cleveland’s bush monkey flower

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Chaparral, cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous
forest/gabbroic, often in disturbed areas, openings, rocky. Elevation
range 815–2000m.

Mimulus diffusus
Palomar monkeyflower
Mirabilis tenuiloba
slender‐lobed four o'clock
Mobergia calculiformis
light gray lichen
Monardella hypoleuca ssp. intermedia
intermediate monardella

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Chaparral, yellow pine forest. Elevation range 0–2100m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 300–1095m.

‐‐/‐‐

3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Monardella hypoleuca ssp. lanata
felt‐leaved monardella

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Monardella macrantha ssp. hallii Hall's
monardella

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Coastal scrub. Abundant on cobbles in right habitat; only known from
one site in Baja California and one in the San Diego area.
Chaparral, oak woodland, occasionally conifer forest, dry slopes.
Elevation range 200–1250m.
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
Chaparral, cismontane woodland. Occurs in understory in mixed
MSCP
chaparral, chamise chaparral, and southern oak woodland; sandy soil.
documents
approved MSCP Elevation range 300–1575m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
Broadleaved upland forest, chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest,
cismontane woodland, valley and foothill grassland. Dry slopes and
ridges in openings within the above communities. Elevation range 695–
2195m.

E2-18

Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Monardella nana ssp. leptosiphon
San Felipe monardella

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Monardella stoneana
Jennifer's monardella

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Monardella viminea
willowy monardella
Mucronea californica
California spineflower
Muhlenbergia appressa
appressed muhly
Myosurus minimus ssp. apus
little mousetail
Nama stenocarpum
mud nama
Nasturtium gambelii
Gambel's water cress

Navarretia fossalis
spreading navarretia

Navarretia peninsularis
Baja navarretia

FE/SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

3.1

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

FE/ST

1B.1

FT

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest. Sometimes in openings and
fuel breaks or in the understory of forest or chaparral. Elevation range
1200–1855m.
Coastal scrub, chaparral, closed cone coniferous forest, riparian scrub.
Usually found In rocky, intermittent streambeds. Elevation range 10–
660m.

MSCP (covered
Coastal scrub/alluvial ephemeral washes with adjacent coastal scrub,
in all 5 MSCP
chaparral, or sycamore woodland. In canyons, in rocky and sandy places,
documents
approved MSCP sometimes in washes or floodplains. Elevation range 50–225m.
Subarea Plans)
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal dunes, coastal scrub, valley
and foothill grassland/sandy. Elevation range 0–1400m.
Coastal scrub, Mojavean desert scrub, valley and foothill
grassland/rocky. Elevation range 20–1600m.
MHCP: NE, OW

Vernal pools. Alkaline soils. Elevation range 20–640m.
Marshes and swamps. Lake shores, river banks, intermittently wet areas.
Elevation range 5–500m.
Marshes and swamps. Freshwater and brackish marshes at the margins
of lakes and along streams, in or just above the water level. Elevation
range 5–1305m.

MSCP (covered
in Chula Vista
and City of San
Diego Subarea
Plan’s)
MHCP: NE, OW

Vernal pools, chenopod scrub, marshes and swamps, playas. San Diego
hardpan and San Diego claypan vernal pools; in swales and vernal pools,
often surrounded by other habitat types. Elevation range 30–1300m.
Lower montane coniferous forest, chaparral. Wet areas in open forest.
Elevation range 1500–2425m.

E2-19

Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Navarretia prostrata
prostrate navarretia

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Nemacaulis denudata var. denudata
coast woolly‐heads
Nemacaulis denudata var. gracilis slender
woolly‐heads
Nemacladus twisselmannii
Twisselmann's nemacladus
Nolina cismontana
chaparral nolina

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Nolina interrata
Dehesa nolina

Ophioglossum californicum
California adder's‐tongue

Orcuttia californica
California Orcutt grass

SE/PT

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

FE/SE

1B.1

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP (covered
in La Mesa and
County of San
Diego [South
Coastal scrub, valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools. Alkaline soils in
County] County
grassland, or in vernal pools. Elevation range 15–700m.
MSCP
documents
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
Mildly protected coastal sand dunes. Elevation range 0–100m.
Coastal dunes, desert dunes, Sonoran desert scrub. In dunes or sand.
Elevation range 0–560m.
Granitic sands, rocks, yellow pine forest and near pinyon pine woodland.
Elevation of the known occurrence is1213m.
Chaparral, coastal scrub. Primarily on sandstone and shale substrates;
also known from gabbro. Elevation range 140–1275m.
MSCP: NE
(covered in all
Chaparral. Typically on rocky hillsides or ravines on ultramafic soils
MSCP
(gabbro or metavolcanic). Elevation range 180–855m
documents
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
Chaparral, valley and foothill grassland, vernal pools (margins)/mesic.
Elevation range 60–525m.
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
approved MSCP
Vernal pools. Elevation range 15–660m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP: NE,
OW
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Species1
Ornithostaphylos oppositifolia
Baja California birdbush
Orobanche parishii ssp. brachyloba
short‐lobed broomrape

Packera ganderi
Gander's ragwort

Penstemon clevelandii var. connatus
San Jacinto beardtongue
Penstemon thurberi
Thurber's beardtongue
Pentachaeta aurea ssp. aurea
golden‐rayed pentachaeta
Perideridia gairdneri ssp. gairdneri
Gairdner's yampah
Phacelia ramosissima var. austrolitoralis
south coast branching phacelia
Phacelia stellaris
Brand's phacelia
Pholistoma auritum var. arizonicum
Arizona pholistoma
Pickeringia montana var. tomentosa
Montane chaparral pea
Pilostyles thurberi
Thurber's pilostyles

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

SE

2B.1

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Chaparral. Associated with Ceanothus verrucosus and Salvia mellifera in
California. Elevation range 55–800m.
Coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes, coastal scrub/sandy. Elevation range
60–525m.

MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
Recently burned sites and gabbro outcrops. . Elevation range 400–
approved MSCP 1200m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway
Chaparral, pinyon and juniper woodland, Sonoran desert scrub/rocky.
Elevation range 400–1500m.
Chaparral, Joshua tree woodland, pinyon and juniper woodland,
Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 500–1200m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, lower montane
coniferous forest, riparian woodland, valley and foothill grassland.
Elevation range 80–1850m.
Broadleafed upland forest, chaparral, coastal prairie, valley and foothill
grassland, vernal pools/vernally mesic. Elevation range 6–300m.
Chaparral, coastal dunes, coastal scrub, Marshes and swamps (coastal
salt)/sandy, sometimes rocky. Elevation range 0–365m.

SR

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

3.2

FC

1B.1

Coastal scrub, coastal dunes. Open areas. Elevation range 5–1515m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Mojavean desert scrub. Elevation range 275–835m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Chaparral/gabbroic, granitic, clay. Elevation range 0–1700m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 0–365m.
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Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Habitat
Coverage3
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
documents
Closed‐cone coniferous forest, southern maritime chaparral. On dry,
approved MSCP
sandstone slopes. Elevation range 70–160m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, valley and foothill grassland. Elevation
range 15–585m.
Cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous forest, upper
montane coniferous forest. Elevation range 380–2225m.
Meadows and seeps. Mesic meadows of open pine forests and grassy
slopes, loamy alluvial to sandy loam soil. Elevation range 1350–2455m.
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Vernal pools. Vernal pools within grasslands, chamise chaparral or
documents
approved MSCP coastal sage scrub communities. Elevation range 90–200m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Vernal pools. Dry beds of vernal pools and moist swales with Eryngium
documents
aristulatum var. parishii and Orcuttia californica. Elevation range 85–
approved MSCP
250m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
Desert scrub, Joshua‐tree or pinyon‐juniper woodland, generally in
loose, sandy or gravelly soil. Elevation range 945–1830m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, riparian woodland. Elevation range
100–1000m.

Pinus torreyana ssp. torreyana
Torrey pine

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Piperia cooperi
chaparral rein orchid
Piperia leptopetala
narrow‐petaled rein orchid
Poa atropurpurea
San Bernardino blue grass

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

FE

1B.2

Pogogyne abramsii
San Diego mesa mint

FE/SE

1B.1

Pogogyne nudiuscula
Otay Mesa mint

FE/SE

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Sandy areas in Sonoran desert scrub. Elevation range 150–1000m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Chaparral, cismontane woodland, coastal scrub, riparian
woodland/sandy, gravelly. Elevation range 0–2100m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Desert washes or rocky slopes. Elevation range 0–800m.

Polygala acanthoclada
thorny milkwort
Polygala cornuta var. fishiae
Fish's milkwort
Proboscidea althaeifolia
desert unicorn‐plant
Pseudognaphalium leucocephalum
white rabbit‐tobacco
Pseudorontium cyathiferum
Deep Canyon snapdragon
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Species1
Psilocarphus brevissimus var. multiflorus
Delta woolly‐marbles
Quercus cedrosensis
Cedros Island oak

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/FSC‐‐

1B.1

MHCP

Quercus engelmannii
Engelmann oak

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

MHCP

Rhus aromatica var. simplicifolia
single‐leaved skunkbrush
Ribes amarum var. hoffmannii
Hoffmann's bitter gooseberry
Ribes canthariforme
Moreno currant
Ribes viburnifolium
Santa Catalina Island currant
Romneya coulteri
Coulter's matilija poppy

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Pinyon‐juniper woodland. Elevation range 1220–1370m.

‐‐/‐‐

3

Chaparral, riparian woodland. Elevation range 150–1190m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

Chaparral. Among boulders in oak‐manzanita thickets; shaded or
partially shaded sites. Elevation range 340–1200m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Chaparral. Among shrubs in canyons. Elevation range 30–300m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Chaparral, coastal scrub/often in burns. Elevation range 20–1200m.

Quercus dumosa
Nuttall's scrub oak

Rosa minutifolia
small‐leaved rose

SE

2B.1

Rubus glaucifolius
Cuyamaca raspberry

‐‐/‐‐

3.1

Rupertia rigida
Parish's rupertia

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Saltugilia caruifolia
caraway‐leaved woodland‐gilia

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Vernal pools and flats, Elevation range 10–500m.
Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral, coastal scrub. Elevation range
225–488m.
Closed‐cone coniferous forest, chaparral, coastal scrub. More common
scrub oak now is Q. berberidifolia Generally on sandy soils near the
coast; sometimes on clay loam. Elevation range 15–400m.
Occurs in canyons and on open slopes in foothill and coastal regions,
where it is associated with Engelmann oak woodland, chaparral, and
grassland. Elevation ranges up to 1300m.

MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Coastal scrub, chaparral. In California on cobbly soil at the head of a
documents
approved MSCP small, dry canyon on Otay Mesa. Elevation range 150–160m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)
The variety R. c. var. ganderi is no longer recognized as a separate taxa
(Baldwin 2012). Lower montane coniferous forest. Open, moist forest;
gabbro soils. Elevation range 1200–1730m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous forest,
meadows and seeps, pebble plain, valley and foothill grassland.
Elevation range 700–2500m.
Chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest/sandy, openings. Elevation
range 1400–2300m.
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Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Salvia eremostachya
desert sage
Salvia munzii
Munz' sage
Schizymenium shevockii
Shevock's copper‐moss

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Scutellaria bolanderi ssp. austromontana
southern skullcap

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Selaginella asprella
bluish spike‐moss

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Selaginella cinerascens
ashy spike‐moss
Selaginella eremophila
desert spike‐moss
Senecio aphanactis
rayless ragwort
Senecio astephanus
San Gabriel ragwort
Senna covesii
Coves' cassia
Sibaropsis hammittii
Hammitt's clay‐cress
Sidalcea neomexicana
Salt Spring checkerbloom

‐‐/‐‐

4.1

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Sonoran desert scrub (rocky or gravelly). Elevation range 700–1400m.
Coastal scrub, chaparral. Rolling hills and slopes, in rocky soil. Elevation
range 120–1090m.
Cismontane woodland. On metamorphic rocks, mesic sites. On rocks
along roads. Elevation range 750–1400m.
Chaparral, cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous forest. In
gravelly soils on stream banks or in mesic sites in oak or pine woodland.
Elevation range 425–2000m.
Cismontane woodland, lower montane coniferous forest, pinyon and
juniper woodland, subalpine coniferous forest, upper montane
coniferous forest/granitic, rocky. Elevation range 1600–2700m.
Chaparral, coastal scrub. Elevation range 20–640m.
Sonoran desert scrub. Shaded sites, gravelly soils; crevices or among
rocks. Elevation range 300–2425m.
Cismontane woodland, coastal scrub. Drying alkaline flats. Elevation
range 20–575m.
Coastal bluff scrub, chaparral/rocky slopes. Elevation range 400–1500m.
Sonoran desert scrub. dry, sandy desert washes, slopes. Elevation range
200–1070m.
Valley and foothill grassland, chaparral. Mesic microsites in open areas
on clay soils in grassland. Elevation range 730–1065m.
Alkali playas, brackish marshes, chaparral, coastal scrub, lower montane
coniferous forest, Mojavean desert scrub. Elevation range 0–1500m.

MSCP (covered
in all 5 MSCP
S. tenuilobatum is considered a synonym of S. xanti, (Baldwin 2012), a
documents
common species. and is therefore no longer considered sensitive.
approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)

Solanum xanti [S.tenuilobatum]
narrow‐leaved nightshade

‐‐/‐‐

Spermolepis echinata
bristly scaleseed
Sphaerocarpos drewei
bottle liverwort

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Sonoran desert scrub. Sandy or rocky sites. Elevation range 60–1500m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

Chaparral, coastal scrub. In openings; on soil. Elevation range 90–600m.
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Species1
Sphenopholis obtusata
prairie wedge grass
Stemodia durantifolia
purple stemodia
Stipa diegoensis
San Diego County needle grass
Streptanthus bernardinus
Laguna Mountains jewel‐flower
Streptanthus campestris
southern jewel‐flower
Stylocline citroleum
oil neststraw
Suaeda esteroa
estuary seablite
Suaeda taxifolia
woolly seablite
Symphyotrichum defoliatum
San Bernardino aster

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

‐‐/‐‐

2B.1

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.3

‐‐/‐‐

1B.1

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Wet meadows, stream banks, and ponds. Elevation range 240–2870m.
Sonoran desert scrub, sandy soils; mesic sites. Elevation range 180–
300m.
Chaparral, coastal scrub. Found in rocky, often mesic substrates.
Elevation ranges up to 2280m.
Chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest. Elevation range 670–
2500m.
Chaparral, lower montane coniferous forest, pinyon‐juniper woodland,
open, rocky areas. Elevation range 600–2790m.
Open, stable, often crusted sand, clay, dry drainage edges, between
Atriplex shrubs. Elevation range 60–300m.
Coastal salt marshes and swamps, in clay, silt, and sand substrates.
Elevation range 0–5m.
Coastal bluff scrub, coastal dunes, marshes and swamps (margins of
coastal salt). Elevation range 0–50m.
Meadows and seeps, marshes and swamps, coastal scrub, cismontane
woodland, lower montane coniferous forest, grassland. Vernally mesic
grassland or near ditches, streams and springs; disturbed areas.
Elevation range 2–2040m.

MSCP (covered
in all MSCP
Chaparral, coastal scrub, stony, decomposed gabbro soil. Elevation
documents
approved MSCP range 150–1000m.
Subarea Plans
except Poway)

Tetracoccus dioicus
Parry's tetracoccus

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Texosporium sancti‐jacobi
woven‐spored lichen
Thermopsis californica var. semota
velvety false lupine
Triquetrella californica
coastal triquetrella
Viguiera laciniata
San Diego County viguiera

‐‐/‐‐

3

Chaparral, open sites. Elevation range 290–660m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Lower montane coniferous forest. Elevation range 1000–1870m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Coastal bluff scrub, coastal scrub. Moss growing on soil. Elevation range
10–100m.

‐‐/‐‐

4.2

Chaparral, coastal scrub. Elevation range 60–750m.
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Species1
Viguiera purisimae
La Purisima viguiera
Wislizenia refracta ssp. palmeri
Palmer's jackass clover

State/
Federal
Status2

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

‐‐/‐‐

2B.3

Coastal bluff scrub, chaparral. Elevation range 365–425m.

‐‐/‐‐

2B.2

Chenopod scrub, desert dunes, Sonoran desert scrub, Sonoran thorn
woodland. Elevation range 0–300m.
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Species1

State/
Federal
Status2

Xanthisma junceum
rush‐like bristleweed
Xylorhiza orcuttii
Orcutt's woody‐aster

CRPR
List/Code2

Regional
HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

‐‐/‐‐

4.3

Chaparral, coastal scrub. Elevation range 240–1000m.

‐‐/‐‐

1B.2

Sonoran desert scrub, arid canyons; often in washes. Elevation range
265–365m.

1 Botanical species nomenclature follows Rebman and Simpson (2014) Checklist of the Vascular Plants of San Diego County. Elevations follow Baldwin et al 2012 and Jepson
Flora Project.

2 Sensitivity Codes
State Listed Plants
SE
=
State listed, endangered
SR
=
State listed, rare
ST
=
State listed, threatened
Federal Candidates and Listed Plants
FE
=
Federally listed, endangered
FT
=
Federally listed, threatened
FC
=
Candidate for federal listing
CRPR Threat Code Extensions
.1
=
Seriously endangered in California
.2
=
Fairly endangered in California
.3
=
Not very threatened in California

California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR)
1A =
Species presumed extinct.
1B =
Species rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere. These species are eligible
for state listing
.
2A =
Plants Presumed Extirpated in California, but more common elsewhere. These species are
eligible for state listing.
2B =
Species rare, threatened, or endangered in California but which are more common elsewhere.
These species are eligible for state listing.
3
=
Species for which more information is needed. Distribution, endangerment, and/or taxonomic
information is needed.
4
=
A watch list of species of limited distribution. These species need to be monitored for changes in
the status of their populations.

3 HCP/NCCP coverage is based on the cities of Chula Vista, La Mesa, Poway, and San Diego and the County of San Diego (South County) that have adopted Subarea Plans (i.e.,
NCCP/HCP) under the San Diego County MSCP and the City of Carlsbad that has an adopted Subarea Plan (i.e., NCCP/HCP) under the MHCP. Codes are as follows:NCCP
coverage is based on aggregate MSCP and MHCP data, respectively. Consult approved local subarea plans if coverage and narrow endemic statuses for a specific portion of an
MSCP or MHCP area are needed.
MSCP
=
Multiple Species Conservation Program covered species
MHCP =
Multiple Habitat Conservation Program covered species
(NE)
=
MSCP or MHCP narrow endemic species
OW
=
Obligate Wetland Species
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APPENDIX E‐3
SENSITIVE WILDLIFE SPECIES
Species1

Sensitivity Status2

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

Crustaceans

San Diego fairy shrimp
Branchinecta sandiegonensis

FE, IUCN:EN

Riverside fairy shrimp
Streptocephalus woottoni

FE, IUCN:EN

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MHCP (NE, OW)
MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MHCP: (NE, OW)

Insects
California mellitid bee
Melitta californica
Borrego parnopes cuckoo wasp
Parnopes borregoensis
Carlson's dune beetle
Anomala carlsoni
Cheeseweed owlfly (cheeseweed
moth lacewing)
Oliarces clara

Vernal Pools. Endemic to mesas in San Diego and Orange counties.

Endemic to western Riverside, Orange, and San Diego counties in
areas of tectonic swales/earth slump basins in grassland and coastal
sage scrub.

Found in desert regions. Habitat preferences not well studied to
date.
Found in Anza‐Borrego Desert State Park. Habitat preferences not
well studied to date.
Host preferences unknown. Known primarily from creosote bush
scrub. Once found in Borrego Springs, San Diego County.
Occurs in bajadas in association with creosote bush scrub.

dun skipper
Euphyes vestris harbisoni

FSC

globose dune beetle
Coelus globosus

IUCN:VU

haromonius halictid bee
Halictus harmonius

Xerces:CI

This species is restricted to riparian areas, intermittent streams, and
oak woodlands where its larval host plant, San Diego sedge (Carex
spissa), is present.
Inhabits coastal sand dune habitat, from Bodega Head in Sonoma
County south to Ensenada, Mexico. Inhabits foredunes and sand
hummocks; it burrows beneath the sand surface and is most
common beneath dune vegetation.
Known only from the foothills of the San Bernardino
Mountains and possibly found in San Jacinto
Mountains. Habitat preferences not well studied to date.

MSCP
MHCP (NE)

E3-1

Species1

Sensitivity Status2

Hermes copper butterfly
Lycaena hermes

FC, IUCN:VU, USFS:S

Laguna Mountains skipper
Pyrgus ruralis lagunae

FE, Xerces:CI

monarch butterfly
Danaus plexippus

USFS:S

quino checkerspot butterfly
Euphydryas editha quino

FE, Xerces:CI

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Found in southern mixed chaparral and coastal sage scrub at western
edge of Laguna mountains. Host plant is Rhamnus crocea.
Only in a few open meadows in yellow pine forest between 5,000
and 6,000 feet above sea level in the vicinity of Mount Laguna and
Palomar mountains. Host plant is Horkelia bolanderi clevelandi.
Roosts located in wind‐protected tree groves (eucalyptus, Monterey
pine, cypress), with nectar and water sources nearby. Winter roost
sites extend along the coast from northern Mendocino to Baja
California, Mexico.
Sunny openings within chaparral and coastal sage shrublands in parts
of Riverside and San Diego counties. Host plants include Plantago
erecta, p. patagonica, Castilleja exserta, Anterrhinum coulterianum,
Cordylanthus rigidus, and Collinsia concolor.
Inhabits areas adjacent to nonbrackish water along the coast of
California from San Francisco Bay to northern Mexico. Prefers clean,
dry, light‐colored sand in the upper zone. Subterranean larvae prefer
moist sand not affected by wave action.
Inhabits marine shoreline, from central California coast south to salt
marshes of San Diego. Also found at Lake Elsinore. Inhabits dark‐
colored mud in the lower zone and dried salt pans in the upper zone.

MHCP (NE)

MSCP

sandy beach tiger beetle
Cicindela hirticollis gravida
senile tiger beetle
Cicindela senilis frosti

Thorne’s hairstreak
Callophrys thornei

BLM:S2

wandering (saltmarsh) skipper
Panoquina errans

FSC, IUCN:NT

Habitat

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MHCP: OW

Occurs exclusively in cypress woodland.

Southern California coastal salt marshes. Requires moist saltgrass for
larval development.

western beach tiger beetle
Cicindela latesignata latesignata

Mudflats and beaches in coastal southern California.

western tidal‐flat tiger beetle
Cicindela gabbii

Inhabits estuaries and mudflats along the coast of southern
California. Generally found on dark‐colored mud in the lower zone;
occasionally found on dry saline flats of estuaries.

Mollusks

E3-2

Species1

Sensitivity Status2

mesa shoulderband
Helminthoglypta coelata

IUCN:VU

mimic tryonia (=California
brackishwater snail) Tryonia imitator

IUCN:DD

peak shoulderband
Helminthoglypta milleri
Warner Springs shoulderband
Rothelix warnerfontis
Fish
arroyo chub
Gila orcuttii
desert pupfish
Cyprinodon macularius
southern steelhead ‐ southern
California DPS
Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus
tidewater goby
Eucyclogobius newberryi
unarmored threespine stickleback
Gasterosteus aculeatus williamsoni
Amphibians
Arroyo toad
Anaxyrus californicus

California red‐legged frog
Rana draytonii

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Found in rock slides, beneath bark and rotten logs, and among
coastal vegetation. Known only from a few locations in coastal
San Diego County.
Found only in permanently submerged areas in a variety of sediment
types; able to withstand a wide range of salinities. Inhabits coastal
lagoons, estuaries, and salt marshes, from Sonoma County south to
San Diego County.
Found in rock piles. Known only from the type locality at Cuyamaca
peak in San Diego County.
Abandoned wood rat nests and fallen logs and leaf mold of Quercus
agrifolia.

USFS:S

CSC, AFS:VU, USFS:S

Found in weedy pools, backwaters, and among emergent vegetation
at the stream edge in small streams.

FE, CE, AFS:EN

Desert ponds, springs, marshes and streams in southern California.

FE, CSC, AFS:EN

Federal listing refers to populations from Santa Maria River south to
southern extent of range (San Mateo Creek in San Diego County).

FE, CSC, AFS:EN, IUCN:VU

Found in shallow lagoons and lower stream reaches with still but not
stagnant water and high oxygen levels. Brackish water habitats are
along the California coast from Agua Hedionda lagoon, San Diego
County to the mouth of the Smith River.
Found in weedy pools, backwaters, and among emergent vegetation
at the stream edge in small streams.

MSCP

FE, CE, CFP, AFS:EN

FE, CSC, IUCN:EN

FT, CSC, IUCN:VU

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)

E3-3

Rivers with sandy banks, willows, cottonwoods, and sycamores;
loose, gravelly areas of streams in drier parts of range.
Slow parts of streams, lakes, reservoirs, ponds, and other usually
permanent water sources; primarily in wooded areas in lowlands and
foothills, but also can be found in grassland. Typical habitat consists
of deep‐water pools ringed by thick vegetation (especially arroyo
willow or native cattails). Extirpated in San Diego County.

Species1

Sensitivity Status2

Coast Range newt
Taricha torosa

CSC

large‐blotched salamander
Ensatina klauberi

CSC, USFS:S

Southern mountain yellow‐legged
frog
Rana muscosa

FE, CE, CSC, IUCN:EN,
USFS:S

western spadefoot
Spea hammondii

CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:NT

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Lives in terrestrial habitats oak forests and chaparral, grasslands and
breeds in ponds, reservoirs, coastal drainages, or slow moving
streams.
Moist shaded evergreen and deciduous forests and oak woodlands
and higher elevations. Found under rocks, logs, other debris,
especially bark that has peeled off and fallen beside logs and trees.
Most common where there is a lot of coarse woody debris on the
forest floor.
Always encountered within a few feet of water. Federal listing refers
to populations in the San Gabriel, San Jacinto and San Bernardino
mountains only.
Occurs primarily in grassland and coastal sage scrub habitats, but can
be found in valley‐foothill hardwood woodlands. Vernal pools are
essential for breeding.

Reptiles
western pond turtle
Emys marmorata

CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:VU,
USFS:S

green turtle
Chelonia mydas

FT

silvery legless lizard
Anniella pulchra pulchra

CSC, USFS:S

orangethroat whiptail
Aspidoscelis hyperythra

CSC, IUCN:LC

coastal whiptail
Aspidoscelis tigris stejnegeri
sandstone night lizard
Xantusia gracilis

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)

Slow‐moving permanent or intermittent streams, small ponds, and
small lakes.

Warm waters of San Diego Bay and adjacent ocean areas.
MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MHCP
MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)

CSC, IUCN:VU

Sandy or loose loamy soils under sparse vegetation. Prefers soils with
high moisture content.
Inhabits low‐elevation coastal sage scrub, chaparral, riparian
habitats, and valley‐foothill hardwood habitats.
Found in areas with sparse vegetation, open areas, and in woodland
and riparian areas.
Inhabits a very small area of sandstone and mudstone.
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Species1

Sensitivity Status2

rosy boa
Charina trivirgata

IUCN:LC, USFS:S

barefoot gecko
Coleonyx switaki

CT, IUCN:LC, BLM:S

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3
MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)

San Diego banded gecko
Coleonyx variegatus abbotti
red‐diamond rattlesnake
Crotalus ruber

CSC, USFS:S

MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)

San Diego ringneck snake
Diadophis punctatus similis

USFS:S

MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)

Coronado island skink
Plestiodon skiltonianus interparietalis

CSC, BLM:S

MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)

California mountain kingsnake
(San Diego population)
Lampropeltis zonata (pulchra)

CSC, IUCN:LC, BLM:S,
USFS:S

Coast horned lizard
Phrynosoma blainvillii
flat‐tailed horned lizard
Phrynosoma mcallii
coast patch‐nosed snake
Salvadora hexalepis virgultea

CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:LC

Habitat
Desert, scrub chaparral from the coast to the Mojave and Colorado
deserts. Prefers habitats with a mix of brushy cover and rocky soil
such as coastal canyons and hillsides, desert canyons, washes, and
mountains.
Found in arid rocky areas on flatlands, canyons, and
thornscrub, especially where there are large boulders and rock
outcrops, and where vegetation is sparse.
Found in granite or rocky outcrops in coastal scrub and chaparral
habitats in coastal and cismontane southern California.
Occurs in rocky areas and dense vegetation in chaparral, woodland,
grassland, and desert areas from coastal San Diego County to the
eastern slopes of the mountains.
Moist habitats, including wet meadows, rocky hillsides, gardens,
farmland, grassland, chaparral, mixed coniferous forests, and
woodlands.
Prefers early successional stages or open areas. Found in rocky areas
close to streams and on dry hillsides in grassland, scrub, chaparral,
pinon‐juniper and juniper sage woodland, pine‐oak and pine forests
in coast ranges of southern California.
Inhabits a variety of habitats, including valley‐foothill hardwood,
coniferous, chaparral, riparian, and wet meadows.

MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)

Prefers friable, rocky, or shallow sandy soils in coastal sage scrub and
chaparral.
Restricted to fine wind‐blown sand in desert washes, desert flats, and
areas with creosote bush scrub in eastern San Diego county.

CCE, CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:NT
CSC

MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)

two‐striped garter snake
Thamnophis hammondii

CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:LC,
USFS:S

MSCP (Poway MSCP
only)

south coast garter snake
Thamnophis sirtalis ssp.

CSC
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Coastal sage scrub and chaparral in coastal southern California.
Highly aquatic, found in or near permanent fresh water. Often along
streams with rocky beds and riparian from sea level to about 7,000
feet in elevation.
Utilizes a wide variety of habitats including forests, mixed woodlands,
grassland, chaparral, farmlands, ponds, marshes, and/or streams.

Species1
Colorado Desert fringe‐toed lizard
Uma notata

Sensitivity Status2

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:NT

Granite Spiny Lizard

MSCP (Poway MSCP only)

Habitat
Colorado desert region; in sand dunes, dry lakebeds, sandy beaches
or riverbanks, desert washes, or sparse desert scrub. Requires fine,
loose, windblown sand (for burrowing).
Found on the desert slopes of the mountains and on the coastal side
inland to near the coast and north to the Santa Ana River where
there are large boulders and granite cliffsis with mixed vegetation,
including chaparral, scrub, and forest/woodland areas.sufficient plant
cover, and on the coastal side inland to near the coast and north to
the Santa Ana River.

Birds
MSCP (covered in all
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans MSCP documents
except Poway)

Canada goose
Branta canadensis
Brant
Branta bernicla

CSC, IUCN:LC (wintering
and staging)

California brown pelican
Pelecanus occidentalis californicus

FE, CE, CFP, BLM:S, USFS:S,
(nesting colony &
communal roosts)

double‐crested cormorant
Phalacrocorax auritus
great egret
Ardea alba
great blue heron
Ardea herodias
American bittern
Botaurus lentiginosus
snowy egret
Egretta thula
Reddish egret
Egretta rufescens

Salt marsh, fresh water marsh, grassland, agricultural fields.
Brackish water marsh, lagoons, and estuarine environments where
eel grass is prevalent.

MSCP (covered in all
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans MSCP documents
except Poway)
MHCP: OW

CWL, IUCN:LC (nesting
colony)
CDF:S, IUCN:LC (nesting
colony)
CDF:S, IUCN:LC (nesting
colony)

Open ocean, coastal strand, harbors, bays, and estuaries.

Nests along coast on sequestered islets. Usually on ground with
sloping surface, or in tall trees along lake margins.
Nests in tall, large trees in proximity to ponds, lakes, streams, or
other water sources.
Nests in dense reeds in proximity to ponds, lakes, or other
permanent water sources.
Nests in tall, large trees in proximity to ponds, lakes, streams, or
other water sources.
Nests in tall, large trees in proximity to ponds, lakes, streams, or
other water sources.

IUCN:LC
IUCN:LC (nesting colony)
MSCP (covered in all
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans MSCP documents
except Poway)
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Salt marsh and estuarine habitats.

Species1
least bittern
Ixobrychus exilis
black‐crowned night heron
Nycticorax nycticorax

Sensitivity Status2

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

BCC, CSC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

Colonial nester in marshlands and borders of ponds and reservoirs
that provide ample cover.
Nests in tall, large trees in proximity to ponds, lakes, streams, or
other water sources.

IUCN: LC (nesting colony)

white‐faced ibis
Plegadis chihi

FSC, SSC, CWL, IUCN:LC
(nesting colony)

Cooper's hawk
Accipiter cooperii

SSC, CWL, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

golden eagle
Aquila chrysaetos

BCC, SSC, BEPA, CFP, CWL,
CDF:S, BLM:S, IUCN:LC
(nesting and wintering)

ferruginous hawk
Buteo regalis

BCC, SSC, CWL, IUCN:LC
(wintering)

Swainson’s hawk
Buteo swainsoni

BCC, CT, BLM:S,
ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC,
USFS:S (nesting)

northern harrier
Circus cyaneus

CSC, IUCN:LC (nesting)

white‐tailed kite
Elanus leucurus

CFP, BLM:S, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

Habitat

MSCP (covered in all
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans MSCP documents
except Poway)
MHCP: OW
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MHCP
MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)

Shallow fresh‐water marsh. Dense tule thickets for nesting
interspersed with areas of shallow water for foraging.

Nests mainly in riparian growths of deciduous trees, as in canyon
bottoms on river floodplains; also, live oaks.

Rolling foothills, mountain areas, sage‐juniper flats, and desert. Cliff‐
walled canyons provide nesting habitat in most parts of range; also
large trees in open areas.

Open grasslands, sagebrush flats, desert scrub, low foothills, and
fringes of pinyon‐juniper habitats.

Inhabits grasslands, scrub, and agricultural habitats.

Coastal salt and fresh‐water marsh. Nests and forages in grasslands,
from salt grass in desert sink to mountain cienagas.
Open grasslands, meadows, or marshes for foraging and isolated,
dense‐topped trees for nesting and perching.

E3-7

Species1

bald eagle
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Osprey
Pandion haliaetus
Harris’ hawk
Parabuteo unicinctus
merlin
Falco columbarius
prairie falcon
Falco mexicanus

Sensitivity Status2
BCC, CE, CFP, BEPA, BLM:S,
CDF:S, IUCN:LC,
USFS:S (nesting and
wintering)
SSC, CWL, CDF:S, IUCN:LC
(nesting)
CDFW: WL, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MHCP: OW

Nests in tall oak and other tree species in eastern San Diego County
near the desert and desert transition zone.
Marshes, deserts, seacoasts, near coastal lakes and lagoons, open
woodlands, and fields. May roost in conifers.
Inhabits dry, open terrain, either level or hilly. Breeding sites located
on cliffs.

BCC, CSC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

American peregrine falcon
Falco peregrinus anatum

CE, FP, BCC, CFP, CDF:S
(nesting)

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MHCP

California black rail
Laterallus jamaicensis coturniculus

BCC, CT, CFP, BLM:S,
ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:NT

MSCP

FE, CE, CFP, ABC:WLBCC

western snowy plover
Charadrius nivosus nivosus

FT, BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC
(nesting)

Occurs primarily near large lakes with open water. Also, known to
nest in grasslands near small ponds.

Ocean shore, bays, freshwater lakes, and larger streams.

CWL, IUCN:LC (wintering)

Ridgway’s rail
Rallus obsoletus

Habitat

MSCP: NE (covered in all
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans MSCP documents
except Poway)
MHCP: OW
MSCP (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP: OW
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Coastal wetland areas, extensive riparian areas, and lakes.

Inhabits freshwater marshes, wet meadows, and shallow margins of
saltwater marshes bordering larger bays. Extirpated in San Diego
County.
Found in salt marshes traversed by tidal sloughs, where cordgrass
and pickleweed are the dominant vegetation. Requires dense growth
of either pickleweed or cordgrass for nesting.

Sandy beaches, salt pond levees, and shores of large alkali lakes.
Requires sandy, gravelly or friable soils for nesting.

Species1

Sensitivity Status2

mountain plover
Charadrius montanus

FPT, BCC, CSC,
ABC:WLBCC, BLM:S,
IUCN:NT (wintering)

black oystercatcher
Haematopus bachmani

BCC, IUCN:LC (nesting)

long‐billed curlew
Numenius americanus

BCC, SSC, CWL,
ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

gull‐billed tern
Gelochelidon nilotica
Caspian tern
Hydroprogne caspia
black skimmer
Rynchops niger
Forsters’ tern
Sterna forsteri

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3
MSCP (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)

MSCP (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)

elegant tern
Sterna elegans

FSC, SSC, CWL,
ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:NT
(nesting colony)

western yellow‐billed cuckoo
Coccyzus americanus (western DPS)

FT, BCC,CE, BLM:S, USFS:S
(nesting)

long‐eared owl
Asio otus

CSC, IUCN:LC (nesting)

Tidal mudflats, coastal strand, salt marshes, fallow agricultural fields,
and grasslands along the coast. Uncommon migrant and winter
visitor to San Diego County.
Only nesting is in south San Diego Bay salt works on bare dirt along
the tops of dikes.
Only nesting is in south San Diego Bay salt works on bare dirt along
the tops of dikes.
Nests in south San Diego Bay salt works on bare dirt along the tops of
dikes.
Nests in south San Diego Bay salt works and other coastal sites in
lightly vegetated sandy areas.

IUCN:LC (nesting colony)

FE,CE, CFP, ABC:WLBCC
(nesting colony)

Associated with dirt or short growing agricultural fields and
grassland. Prefers recently plowed or burned fields.

Rocky shoreline around Point Loma and North Island.

BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC,
IUCN:LC (nesting colony)
BCC, IUCN:LC (nesting
colony)
BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC,
IUCN:LC (nesting colony)

California least tern
Sternula antillarum browni

Habitat

MSCP: NE (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP
MSCP (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP (OW)

Colonial breeder on bare or sparsely vegetated, flat substrates: sand
beaches, alkali flats, land fills, or paved areas.

Estuarine and intertidal zones of beaches and mudflats for foraging,
and beaches, mudflats, and lagoon shoreline for roosting habitat.

Riparian forest nester, along the broad, lower flood‐bottoms of larger
river systems often mixed with cottonwoods, with lower story of
blackberry, nettles, or wild grape.
Riparian bottomlands grown to tall willows and cottonwoods; also
belts of live oak paralleling stream courses.

MSCP
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Species1

Sensitivity Status2

burrowing owl
Athene cunicularia

BCC, CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:LC
(burrow sites & some
wintering sites)

California spotted owl
Strix occidentalis occidentalis

BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC,
BLM:S, USFS:S, IUCN:NT

Costa’s hummingbird
Calypte costae
Allen’s hummingbird
Selasphorus sasin
white‐headed woodpecker
Picoides albolarvatus
Nuttall’s woodpecker
Picoides nuttallii
olive‐sided flycatcher
Contopis cooperi

ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)
BCC, ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)
BCC, ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)
BCC, ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)
BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC,
IUCN:NT (nesting)

southwestern willow flycatcher
Empidonax traillii extimus

FE, CE, ABC:WLBCC
(nesting)

vermillion flycatcher
Pyrocephalus rubinus

CSC, IUCN:LC (nesting)

loggerhead shrike
Lanius ludovicianus

BCC, CSC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

least Bell's vireo
Vireo bellii pusillus

FE, CE, ABC:WLBCC,
IUCN:NT (nesting)

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3
MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)

Habitat
Open, dry annual or perennial grasslands, deserts, and scrublands
characterized by low‐growing vegetation. Subterranean nester,
dependent upon burrowing mammals, most notably, the California
ground squirrel.
Nests in large oak and coniferous trees in mountainous areas, Prefers
closed canopy forests with nearby permanent water, and an
abundant source of woodrats (Neotoma species).
Common and widespread breeder in a variety of habitats from desert
scrublands, chaparral, sycamore, oak, and riparian woodlands.
Breeds in a slender strip along the coast primarily in the San Onofre
State Beach area.
Breeds in few locations in high elevation coniferous forests where
sugar pine is dominant.
Breeds throughout San Diego County (except in desert regions) in oak
and riparian forests.
An uncommon summer resident of coniferous woodlands in San
Diego County.

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MHCP: OW

Restricted to a few colonies in riparian woodlands scattered
throughout southern California. Riparian forests are integral to this
species’ persistence.
Breeds in golf courses and areas with short grass, often near sources
of water. Also nests in desert riparian areas.
Uncommon year‐ round resident of San Diego County. Found in
grassland, chaparral, desert, and desert edge scrub, particularly near
dense vegetation that it uses for concealing and protecting the nest.

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)
MHCP: OW
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Riparian woodland with understory of dense young willows or
mulefat and willow canopy. Nests often placed along internal or
external edges of riparian thickets.

Species1

Sensitivity Status2

gray vireo
Vireo vicinior

BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC,
BLM:S, USFS:S, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

California horned lark
Eremophila alpestris actia

CWL, IUCN:LC

purple martin
Progene subis

CSC, IUCN:LC (nesting)

bank swallow
Riparia riparia

CT, BLM:S, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

oak titmouse
Baeolophus inornatus

BCC, ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

coastal cactus wren
Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus
sandiegensis

BCC, CSC, USFS:S

Clark’s marsh wren
Cistothorus palustris clarkae

CSC

coastal California gnatcatcher
Polioptila californica californica
Bendire’s thrasher
Toxostoma bendirei
crissal thrasher
Toxostoma crissale
Le Conte’s thrasher
Toxostoma lecontei
Lucy’s warbler
Oreothlypis luciae

FT, CSC, ABC:WLBCC

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat
Nests in dry chaparral habitat (chamise and redshank are important
species) along primarily on south‐facing slopes.
Found year‐round in coastal strand, grasslands, and sandy deserts of
San Diego County. Typically a disturbance regime species exploiting
the open ground following plowed fields or fire in search of insects.
Found throughout the United States but is rare in San Diego County.
Restricted to mountain region of San Diego County. Nests in isolated
snags with holes.
Colonial nester. Nests primarily in riparian and other lowland habitats
west of the desert. Requires vertical banks/cliffs with fine‐
textured/sandy soils near streams, rivers, lakes, or ocean. Only
known colony extirpated from San Diego County.
Nests primarily in tree cavities in oak trees, but also known to use
sycamores.

MSCP: NE (covered in all
5 MSCP
documentscovered in all 5
approved MSCP Subarea
Plans)

MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MHCP

Coastal sage scrub with extensive stands of tall prickly pear or cholla
cacti (Opuntia sp.).
Nests along the coast in coastal salt marsh, fresh water marsh, and
areas of permanent water with reedy vegetation.
Diegan coastal sage scrub dominated by California sagebrush
(Artemisia californica) and flat‐topped buckwheat (Eriogonum
fasciculatum) below 2,500 feet elevation in Riverside County and
below 1,000 feet elevation along the coastal slope; generally avoids
steep slopes above 25% and dense, tall vegetation for nesting.

BCC, CSC, BLM:S,
ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:VU

Historically nested in Ocotillo Wells.

CSC, IUCN:LC

Nests in Borrego Valley mesquite bosque.

BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC,
IUCN:LC
BCC, CSC, BLM:S,
ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

Nests in desert washes in Anza‐Borrego and Clark Dry Lake.
Nests in Borrego Valley mesquite bosque.
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Species1

Sensitivity Status2

western bluebird
Sialia mexicana

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3
MSCP (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)

Habitat
Frequents open woodlands for foraging, but requires suitable
roosting and nesting cavities usually in snags. Availability of snags
may limit population density
A fairly common summer breeding resident found along mature
riparian woodlands consisting of cottonwood, willow, alder, and ash
trees. Restricted to this increasingly patchy habitat.
Summer breeding resident; inhabits riparian thickets of willow and
other brushy tangles near watercourses. Nests in low, dense riparian,
consisting of willow, blackberry, wild grape; forages and nests within
10 feet of ground.

yellow warbler
Dendroica petechia

BCC, CSC (nesting)

yellow‐breasted chat
Icteria virens

CSC, IUCN:LC (nesting)

MHCP: OW

FSC, SSC, CWL

MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MHCP

Grassy or rocky slopes with open scrub at elevations from sea level to
2,000 feet. Occurs mainly in coastal sage scrub.

BCC, CWL, ABC:WLBCC

MSCP

Occurs mainly in coastal sage scrub and chaparral habitats.

southern California rufous‐crowned
sparrow
Aimophila ruficeps canescens
Bell's sparrow
Amphispiza belli
summer tanager
Piranga rubra

Belding's savannah sparrow
Passerculus sandwichensis beldingi

CE, FSC

large‐billed savannah sparrow
Passerculus sandwichensis rostratus

FSC, CSC (wintering)

lark sparrow
Chondestes grammacus
grasshopper sparrow
Ammodramus savannarum

Nests in mature riparian vegetation where Fremont cottonwood
(Populus fremontii) is a dominant species.

CSC: IUCN:LC (nesting)
MSCP: NE (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP: OW
MSCP (covered in all
MSCP
documentsApproved
MSCP Subarea Plans
except Poway)
MHCP: OW

Found along beaches and shores with marsh habitat.

Occurs in open habitats adjacent to trees, brush, shrubs, and
chaparral.
Favors native grasslands with a mix of grasses, forbs, and scattered
shrubs.

IUCN:LC (nesting)
CSC, IUCN:LC (nesting)

Occurs primarily in grassland, saline emergent
wetland, and wet meadow habitats.

MSCP
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Species1

Sensitivity Status2

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

Habitat

black‐chinned sparrow
Spizella atrogularis
Brewer’s sparrow
Spizella breweri
chipping sparrow
Spizella passerina
northern cardinal
Cardinalis cardinalis

BCC, ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)
BCC, ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

Nests in dry semi‐open chaparral. Prefers areas with steep‐chaparral
covered slopes. Also nests in buckwheat and big sagebrush.
Nests in desert transition areas in the eastern part of San Diego
County in big sagebrush habitat.

IUCN:LC (nesting)

Nests in coniferous forests.

CWL, IUCN:LC

Known to occasionally occur in the Tijuana River Valley.

tricolored blackbird
Agelaius tricolor

CE, BCC, CSC, ABC:WLBCC,
BLM:S, IUCN:EN (nesting)

yellow‐headed blackbird
Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus
Lawrence’s goldfinch
Spinus lawrencei
Mammals
Mexican long‐tongued bat
Choeronycteris mexicana
California leaf‐nosed bat
Macrotus californicus
pallid bat
Antrozous pallidus
Townsend's big‐eared bat
Corynorhinus townsendii
spotted bat
Euderma maculatum
silver‐haired bat
Lasionycteris noctivagans
western red bat
Lasiurus blossevillii

MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)

Nests in deeply flooded freshwater marshes. Only confirmed nesting
was in Boulevard at Tule Lake.
Nests in areas with abundant food sources near meadows, creeks,
oak and riparian woodland.

CSC, IUCN:LC (nesting)
BCC, ABC:WLBCC, IUCN:LC
(nesting)

Occasionally found in San Diego County, which is on the periphery of
their range. Feeds on nectar and pollen of night‐blooming succulents.
Roosts in relatively well‐lit caves and around buildings.
Desert riparian, desert wash, desert scrub, desert succulent scrub,
alkali scrub, and palm oasis habitats.
Deserts, grasslands, shrublands, woodlands, and forests. Most
common in open, dry habitats with rocky areas for roosting.
Throughout California in a wide variety of habitats. Most common in
mesic sites. Roosts in the open, hanging from walls and ceilings.
Associated with prominent rock features; extreme, low desert
habitats to high elevation forests.
Primarily a coastal and montane forest dweller feeding over streams,
ponds, and open brushy areas.
Prefers habitat edges and mosaics with trees that are protected from
above and open below with open areas for foraging. Roosts primarily
in trees, 2–40 feet above ground, from sea level up through mixed
conifer forests.

CSC, IUCN:NT, WBWG:H
CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:LC,
WBWG:H
CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:LC,
USFS:S, WBWG:H
CCT, CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:LC,
USFS:S, WBWG:H
CSC, BLM:S, IUCN:LC,
WBWG:H

Freshwater marshes with cattails and other emergent vegetation.

MSCP

IUCN:LC, WBWG:M

CSC, IUCN:LC, WBWG:H
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Species1

Sensitivity Status2

hoary bat
Lasiurus cinereus

IUCN:LC, WBWG:M

western yellow bat
Lasiurus xanthinus

CSC, IUCN:LC, WBWG:H

western small‐footed myotis
Myotis ciliolabrum
long‐eared myotis
Myotis evotis
fringed myotis
Myotis thysanodes
long‐legged myotis
Myotis volans
Yuma myotis
Myotis yumanensis

BLM:S, IUCN:LC, WBWG:M
BLM:S, IUCN:LC, WBWG:M
BLM:S, IUCN:LC, USFS:S,
WBWG:H
IUCN:LC, WBWG:H
BLM:S, IUCN:LC,
WBWG:LM

western mastiff bat
Eumops perotis californicus

CSC, BLM:S, WBWG:H

pocketed free‐tailed bat
Nyctinomops femorosaccus

CSC, IUCN:LC, WBWG:M

big free ‐tailed bat
Nyctinomops macrotis
Dulzura pocket mouse
Chaetodipus californicus femoralis
northwestern San Diego pocket
mouse Chaetodipus fallax fallax

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

MSCP

CSC, IUCN:LC, WBWG:MH
CSC
CSC

pallid San Diego pocket mouse
Chaetodipus fallax pallidus

CSC

Stephens' kangaroo rat
Dipodomys stephensi

FE, CT, IUCN:EN

MSCP (Poway MSCP only)
MSCP (Poway MSCP only)

earthquake Merriam’s kangaroo rat
Dipodomys merriami collinus
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Habitat
Prefers open habitats or habitat mosaics, with access to trees for
cover and open areas or habitat edges for feeding. Roosts in dense
foliage of medium to large trees.
Found in valley foothill riparian, desert riparian, desert wash, and
palm oasis habitats. Roosts in trees, particularly palms forages over
water and among trees.
Desert scrub, semi‐arid regions, and rocky canyons. it roosts under
tree bark or bridges and in buildings.
Feeds along habitat edges, in open habitats, and over water. This
species roosts in buildings, crevices, spaces under bark, and snags.
Desert scrub, semi‐arid regions, and rocky canyons. it roosts under
tree bark or bridges and in buildings.
Most common in woodland and forest habitats above 4000 feet.
Trees are important day roosts; caves and mines are night roosts.
Desert scrub, semi‐arid regions, and rocky canyons. It roosts under
tree bark or bridges and in buildings.
Many open, semi‐arid to arid habitats, including conifer and
deciduous woodlands, coastal scrub, grasslands, and chaparral.
Roosts in crevices in cliff faces, high buildings, trees, and tunnels.
Variety of arid areas in southern California including: pine‐juniper
woodlands, desert scrub, palm oasis, desert wash, and desert
riparian.
Rugged, rocky habitats in arid landscapes; found in desert scrub,
woodlands, and evergreen forests.
Variety of habitats including coastal scrub, chaparral, and grassland in
San Diego County.
Coastal scrub, chaparral, grasslands, and sagebrush in western
San Diego County.
Desert wash, desert scrub, desert succulent scrub, and pinyon‐
juniper in eastern San Diego County. Sandy herbaceous areas, usually
in association with rocks or coarse gravel.
Primarily annual and perennial grasslands, but also occurs in coastal
scrub and sagebrush with sparse canopy cover. Prefers buckwheat,
chamise, brome grass, and filaree.
Occurs in a variety of shrub‐land type habitats including sage scrub
and chaparral.

Species1
Los Angeles pocket mouse
Perognathus longimembris
brevinasus
Jacumba pocket mouse
Perognathus longimembris
internationalis
Pacific pocket mouse
Perognathus longimembris pacificus
Colorado Valley woodrat
Neotoma albigula venusta
San Diego desert woodrat
Neotoma lepida intermedia

Sensitivity Status2

Open ground with fine sandy soils. May not dig extensive burrows,
hiding under weeds and dead leaves instead.

CSC

Desert riparian, desert scrub, desert wash, coastal scrub, and
sagebrush.

FE, CSC

Plant communities suitable for the Pacific pocket mouse consist of
shrublands with firm, fine‐grain, sandy substrates in the immediate
vicinity of the ocean. These communities include coastal strand,
coastal dunes, river alluvium, and coastal sage scrub growing on
marine terraces.

MSCP

Brushland and rocky cliffs with shallow caves.
Common to abundant in Joshua tree, piñyon‐juniper, mixed and
chamise‐redshank chaparral, sagebrush, and most desert habitats.
This species inhabits a variety of low, open and semi‐open scrub
habitats, including coastal sage scrub, mixed chaparral, low
sagebrush, riparian scrub, and annual grassland with scattered
shrubs.
Typical habitats include early stages of chaparral, open coastal sage
scrub, and grasslands near the edges of brush.

CSC

CSC

San Diego black‐tailed jackrabbit
Lepus californicus bennettii

CSC

American badger
Taxidea taxus

CSC, IUCN:LC

mountain lion
Puma concolor

CDFW Legally protected
species

southern mule deer
Odocoileus hemionus

1

Habitat

CSC,

southern grasshopper mouse
Onychomys torridus ramona

peninsular bighorn sheep DPS
Ovis canadensis nelsoni pop. 2

Regional HCP/NCCP
Coverage3

MSCP

MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)
MSCP (covered in all 5
MSCP documentscovered
in all 5 approved MSCP
Subarea Plans)

Coastal sage scrub, mixed chaparral, grassland, oak woodland,
chamise chaparral, mixed conifer, pinyon‐juniper, desert scrub,
desert wash, montane meadow, open areas, and sandy soils.
Forest and shrubland habitats throughout California where deer,
their primary prey, are found.

Coastal sage scrub, chaparral, riparian woodland, oak woodland.
Optimal habitat includes steep walled canyons and ridges bisected by
rocky or sandy washes, with available water.

FE, CT, CFP

Avian species nomenclature follows the American Ornithologists Union checklist found at: http://checklist.aou.org/taxa/.
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Non‐avian species nomenclature follows the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) Online Special Animals List at
https://www.dfg.ca.gov/biogeodata/cnddb/plants_and_animals.asp.
2

Sensitivity Status Key

Federal – U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
FE
=
Federally endangered
FT
=
Federally threatened
FPT
=
Federally proposed threatened
FC
=
Federally candidate
BCC
=
Federal Birds of Conservation Concern
State – California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW)
CE
=
California endangered
CT
=
California threatened
CCT
=
California candidate threatened
CCE
=
California candidate endangered
CFP
=
California fully protected species
CSC
=
California species of special concern
CWL
=
California watch list
IUCN – International Union for Conservation of Nature
DD
=
Data Deficient
EN
=
Endangered
LC
=
Least Concern
NT
=
Near Threatened
VU
=
Vulnerable

ABC – American Bird Conservancy
WLBCC =
U. S. Watch List of Birds of Conservation Concern
AFS – American Fisheries Society
EN
=
Endangered
VU
=
Vulnerable
BLM – Bureau of Land Management
S
=
Sensitive
CDF – California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
S
=
Sensitive
USFS – U.S. Forest Service
S
=
Sensitive
WBWG – Western Bat Working Group
H
=
High Priority
LM
=
Low‐Medium Priority
M
=
Medium Priority
MH
=
Medium‐High Priority
Xerces Society
CI
=
Critically Imperiled

3

HCP/NCCP coverage is based on the cities of Chula Vista, La Mesa, Poway, and San Diego and the County of San Diego (South County) that have adopted Subarea Plans (i.e., NCCP/HCP)
under the San Diego County MSCP and the City of Carlsbad that has an adopted Subarea Plan (i.e., NCCP/HCP) under the MHCPaggregate MSCP and MHCP data, respectively. Consult
local subarea plans if coverage and narrow endemic statuses for a
specific portion of an MSCP or MHCP area are needed. Codes are as follows:
MSCP
=
Multiple Species Conservation Program covered species
MHCP =
Multiple Habitat Conservation Program covered species
(NE)
=
MSCP or MHCP narrow endemic species
OW
=
Obligate Wetland Species
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APPENDIX E-4
WILDLIFE LINKAGES

Figure 2-2 and Table 2-2 in County of San Diego 1998
Final Multiple Species Conservation Program

Figure 6-1 in Penrod, K., R. Hunter, and M. Merrifield. 2001. Missing
Linkages: Restoring Connectivity to the California Landscape.

Wildlife Linkages Figure in South Coast Wildlands (SCW). 2008. South Coast
Missing Linkages: A Wildland Network for the South Coast Ecoregion.

APPENDIX E‐5
Draft Natural Community Conservation Plans and Habitat Conservation Plans
This appendix describes unapproved and unadopted (i.e., draft) plans that do not require analysis under
CEQA (see CEQA Guidelines Section 15125(d)(e)) in the San Diego Region. Discussion of these draft
plans is included for additional context on the NCCP/HCPs in the San Diego region.

Draft San Diego North County Multiple Species Conservation Program Subregional Plan
The Draft North County MSCP plan is in progress. The County of San Diego produced a preliminary
administrative draft of the plan for agency and stakeholder review in November 2006. The Draft North
County MSCP would complement the South County MSCP Subarea Plan adopted by the County of San
Diego Board of Supervisors in 1997.
The study area for this draft plan encompasses about 296,677 acres of unincorporated land roughly in
the areas north of the San Dieguito River, Elfin Forest and Harmony Grove, north of MCB Camp
Pendleton, DeLuz, Fallbrook, Rainbow, Pauma Valley, Lilac, Valley Center, Rancho Guejito, and the
majority of Ramona. The Subarea Plan is expected to cover 63 species. A second public review of the
draft plan occurred in 2009.

Draft San Diego East County Multiple Species Conservation Program Subregional Plan
The Draft East County MSCP plan is in progress. Development started in the fall of 2004. The East County
MSCP would complement the South County MSCP Subarea Plan adopted by the County of San Diego
Board of Supervisors in 1997. A preliminary draft map was released in December 2008, but a draft plan
has not been released.
The Draft East County MSCP study area covers 1,551,600 acres in eastern San Diego County. Native
American Reservations are excluded from the study area. The East County MSCP Subarea Plan will cover
the backcountry communities of Central Mountain, Cuyamaca, Descanso, Pine Valley, Desert/Borrego
Springs, Julian, Mountain Empire, Boulevard, Jacumba, Lake Morena/Campo, Potrero, Tecate, portions
of Dulzura, and Palomar/North Mountain. The East County MSCP proposes to cover up to 254 species.

City of San Diego Draft Vernal Pool Habitat Conservation Plan
The City of San Diego is the process of preparing a separate Vernal Pool HCP to cover seven threatened
and endangered vernal species, five plant and two crustacean species, not covered under the City’s
MSCP subarea plan. The Draft Vernal Pool HCP is envisioned as a comprehensive planning approach to
preserve vernal pool species and their habitat within the City’s jurisdiction. The Vernal Pool HCP Plan
Area encompasses 206,124 acres in the southwestern portion of the County. The HCP would create a
new preserve boundary and updated conditions of coverage for San Diego and Riverside fairy shrimp,
San Diego button celery, spreading navarretia, California orcutt grass, San Diego mesa mint and Otay
mesa mint. A preliminary Draft Vernal Pool Habitat Conservation Plan was released for public review on
March 10, 2015.
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APPENDIX E‐6
Land Use Categories
The table below details which land use classifications are categorized as undeveloped and developed
(i.e., spaced rural residential land use and other developed land uses) for purposes of biological
resources analysis in this EIR.
Land
Use
Code
1000
1100
1110
1120
1190
1200
1280
1290
1300
1401
1402
1403
1404
1409
1501
1502
1503
2001
2101
2103
2104
2105
2201
2301
4101
4102
4103
4104
4111
4112
4113
4114

Land Use Description

Regional Growth Analysis Category

Spaced Rural Residential
Single Family Residential
Single Family Detached
Single Family Multiple‐Units
Single Family Residential Without Units
Multi‐Family Residential
Single Room Occupancy Units (SRO's)
Multi‐Family Residential Without Units
Mobile Home Park
Jail/Prison
Dormitory
Military Barracks
Monastery
Other Group Quarters Facility
Hotel/Motel (Low‐Rise)
Hotel/Motel (High‐Rise)
Resort
Heavy Industry
Industrial Park
Light Industry ‐ General
Warehousing
Public Storage
Extractive Industry
Junkyard/Dump/Landfill
Commercial Airport
Military Airport
General Aviation Airport
Airstrip
Rail Station/Transit Center
Freeway
Communications and Utilities
Parking Lot ‐ Surface
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Developed ‐ Spaced Rural Residential
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use

Land
Use
Code
4115
4116
4117
4118
4119
4120
5001
5002
5003
5004
5005
5006
5007
5008
5009
6001
6002
6003
6101
6102
6103
6104
6105
6108
6109
6501
6502
6509
6701
6702
6703
6800
6801
6802
6803
6804
6805
6806

Land Use Description

Regional Growth Analysis Category

Parking Lot ‐ Structure
Park and Ride Lot
Railroad Right of Way
Road Right of Way
Other Transportation
Marine Terminal
Wholesale Trade
Regional Shopping Center
Community Shopping Center
Neighborhood Shopping Center
Specialty Commercial
Automobile Dealership
Arterial Commercial
Service Station
Other Retail Trade and Strip Commercial
Office (High‐Rise)
Office (Low‐Rise)
Government Office/Civic Center
Cemetery
Religious Facility
Library
Post Office
Fire/Police Station
Mission
Other Public Services
UCSD/VA Hospital/Balboa Hospital
Hospital ‐ General
Other Health Care
Military Use
Military Training
Weapons Facility
Schools
SDSU/CSU San Marcos/UCSD
Other University or College
Junior College
Senior High School
Junior High School or Middle School
Elementary School
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Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use

Land
Use
Code
6807
6809
7201
7202
7203
7204
7205
7206
7207
7208
7209
7210
7211
7601
7603
7604
7605
7606
7607
7609
8000
8001
8002
8003
9101
9200
9201
9202
9300
9400
9501
9502
9503
9504
9505
9506
9507
9700

Land Use Description

Regional Growth Analysis Category
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Undeveloped
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Undeveloped
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Undeveloped
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Undeveloped
Undeveloped
Undeveloped
Undeveloped
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use
Developed ‐ Other Developed Land Use

School District Office
Other School
Tourist Attraction
Stadium/Arena
Racetrack
Golf Course
Golf Course Clubhouse
Convention Center
Marina
Olympic Training Center
Casino
Other Recreation ‐ High
Other Recreation ‐ Low
Park ‐ Active
Open Space Park or Preserve
Beach ‐ Active
Beach ‐ Passive
Landscape Open Space
Residential Recreation
Undevelopable Natural Area
Agriculture
Orchard or Vineyard
Intensive Agriculture
Field Crops
Vacant and Undeveloped Land
Water
Bay or Lagoon
Lake/Reservoir/Large Pond
Indian Reservation
Public/Semi‐Public
Residential Under Construction
Commercial Under Construction
Industrial Under Construction
Office Under Construction
School Under Construction
Road Under Construction
Freeway Under Construction
Mixed Use
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APPENDIX E‐7
TABLE E‐7‐1
ESTIMATED DIRECT IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES FOR EACH TRANSPORTATION NETWORK IMPROVEMENT (ACRES) UP TO THE YEAR 20201

‐
‐

2.9
2.0

‐
‐

21.3
1.0

35.8
5.5

‐
‐

‐
‐

8.9
‐

3.0
‐

‐
‐

69.0
6.5

71.9
8.5

‐

‐

‐

0.1

‐

‐

0.1

30.3

12.7

‐

43.1

‐

‐

10.4

‐

‐

2.1

47.9

‐

60.3

103.4

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.6

‐

0.6

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

200.8

‐

200.8

201.4

‐
‐

< 0.1
‐

‐
‐

2.2
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

0.8
< 0.1

1.2
0.7

2.6
0.3

‐
‐

6.8
1.1

‐
‐

‐
‐

5.0
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

5.0
‐

11.8
1.1

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

0.6
< 0.1
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
0.5
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

0.6
< 0.1
0.5
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
0.5

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
0.5

0.6
< 0.1
0.5
0.5

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

< 0.1

‐

‐

< 0.1

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.5

‐

0.5

0.5

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
< 0.1
‐

‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
‐
< 0.1

< 0.1
< 0.1
0.1

0.9
< 0.1
0.4

< 0.1
0.2
0.3

‐
‐
‐

1.0
0.3
0.9

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
< 0.1
0.1

‐
‐
‐

‐
< 0.1
0.1

1.0
0.3
1.0

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

0.1
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

7.2
‐
0.4
0.4

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

7.3
‐
0.4
0.4

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
< 0.1

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
1.3

1.2
2.5
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

1.2
2.5
‐
1.3

8.6
2.5
0.4
1.7
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Uplands Total

Grasslands

Desert Scrub

Vernal Pools

Meadows and Seeps

Marsh

Total2

1.5
0.5

Great Basin Scrub

1.0
0.1

Forest/Woodland

0.1
1.1

Desert Dunes

Coastal Scrub

0.3
‐

Badlands

Chaparral

Riparian and Wetlands Total

‐
‐

Riparian Scrub

‐
0.2

Open Water

‐
‐

Non‐Vegetated Channel,
Floodway, Lakeshore
Fringe

Beach/Coastal
Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
‐
‐

Disturbed Wetland

Alkali Playa

Uplands

‐
‐

PROJECT1

Phased Managed Lanes
I‐805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Rd
I‐5 from Manchester Ave to SR 78
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes &
Operational Improvements
SR 76 from Mission to I‐15
Toll Lanes
SR 11/Otay Mesa East Port of Entry (POE) from SR 125 to
Mexico
Transit Projects
LOSSAN Double Tracking
510 Mid‐Coast LRT Extension
Active Transportation Projects
Bayshore Bikeway ‐ Main Street to Palomar
Bayshore Bikeway ‐ National City Marina to 32nd Street
Coastal Rail Trail ‐ Rose Creek
I‐15 Mid City ‐ Adams Ave to Camino Del Rio South
Inland Rail Trail ‐ San Marcos, Vista, CO of San Diego ‐ 4
projects)
San Diego River Trail ‐ I‐805 to Fenton Pkwy
San Diego River Trail ‐ Qualcomm Stadium
San Diego River Trail ‐ Short Gap Connections
Arterial Projects
Bear Valley Parkway North
Borden Road Widening and Improvements
Carroll Canyon Road
Citracado Parkway II

Riparian Forest/Woodland

Riparian and Wetlands

2

‐
< 0.1

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
< 0.1

‐
‐

0.3
‐

0.7
< 0.1

‐
‐

‐
‐

1.0
‐

1.0
‐

‐
‐

3.0
< 0.1

3.0
< 0.1

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.8

‐

‐

‐

5.3

‐

6.1

6.1

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
0.1

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
0.8
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
0.8
0.7
‐
0.1

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
0.3
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.3
‐
2.3
< 0.1
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.3
‐
2.3
0.3
‐

0.3
0.8
3.0
0.3
0.1

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

< 0.1

‐

0.1

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.1

El Camino Real ‐ El Camino Real to Tamarack Avenue
El Camino Real ‐ La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road
Heritage Road Bridge
Melrose Drive Extension
Otay Truck Route Widening
Poinsettia Lane Reach E ‐ Cassia Drive to Skimmer Court
San Vicente Road Improvements ‐
South Santa Fe Avenue North ‐ Montgomery Drive to
South of Woodland Drive
South Santa Fe Avenue South
SR67/Highland/Dye Intersection
Street Improvements: Discovery Street ‐ Craven Road to
West of Twin Oaks Valley Road
Via Vera Cruz Bridge and Street Improvements
Willow Street Bridge Project ‐ Bonita Road to
Sweetwater Road

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
0.7
‐
‐
<
0.1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
2.4
< 0.1
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
0.1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
0.5
‐
3.6
‐
‐
7.3

0.1
‐
0.7
0.1
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
< 0.1
‐
‐

0.1
3.0
0.7
3.7
< 0.1
‐
7.3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
2.6
2.4

‐
6.1
0.1
‐
‐
0.2
0.3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
1.2

‐
‐
0.2
3.2
1.4
< 0.1
3.6

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
6.1
0.3
3.2
1.4
2.9
7.4

0.1
9.1
1.0
6.9
1.4
2.9
14.8

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.1

‐

0.1

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.6

‐

0.6

0.7

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

0.2
‐

‐
‐

0.2
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
0.5

‐
‐

‐
0.5

0.2
0.5

‐

‐

‐

1.2

‐

‐

‐

0.9

‐

‐

2.1

‐

‐

1.1

‐

‐

‐

3.0

‐

4.1

6.2

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.6

‐

‐

0.6

‐

‐

0.1

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.1

0.7

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

< 0.1

‐

1.3

0.4

‐

1.6

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.6

Total2

‐

< 0.1

0.7

6.3

‐

0.3

2.9

57.6

20.8

< 0.1

89.0

‐

27.9

66.6

‐

‐

14.5

277.4

< 0.1

386.3

475.5

E7-2

Total2

Uplands Total

Grasslands

Desert Scrub

Vernal Pools

Meadows and Seeps

Marsh

Only includes transportation network improvements that will result in direct impacts to undeveloped vegetation communities.
Acreages have been rounded after summation.

Great Basin Scrub

‐
‐

Forest/Woodland

Coastal Scrub

‐
‐

Desert Dunes

Chaparral

‐
‐

Badlands

‐
< 0.1

Riparian Scrub

‐
‐

Open Water

‐
‐

Non‐Vegetated Channel,
Floodway, Lakeshore
Fringe

Beach/Coastal
Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats

‐
‐

Disturbed Wetland

Alkali Playa

Riparian and Wetlands Total

Uplands

Cole Grade Road
College Boulevard ‐ Vista Way to Old Grove Road
College Boulevard Reach A ‐ Badger Lane to Cannon
Road
Creekside Drive
Discovery Street Improvements
Dye Road Extension ‐
East Valley/Valley Center
El Camino Real
El Camino Real ‐ Cannon Road to Tamarack Avenue

PROJECT1

1

Riparian Forest/Woodland

Riparian and Wetlands

TABLE E‐7‐2
ESTIMATED DIRECT IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES FOR EACH TRANSPORTATION NETWORK IMPROVEMENT (ACRES) UP TO THE YEAR 2035

‐

‐

0.3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

Uplands Total

Total2

0.1
‐
0.1
5.4
0.7
< 0.1
0.3
1.4
3.4
2.1

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
< 0.1
2.3
‐
0.7
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

4.1
1.1
4.6
2.6
2.3
0.3
4.5
‐
‐
0.3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.3
0.5
5.4
7.3
‐
‐
‐
‐
0.1
1.2

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

4.4
1.6
12.3
9.8
3.0
0.3
4.5
‐
0.1
1.5

4.5
1.6
12.4
15.2
3.7
0.3
4.8
1.4
3.5
3.5

‐

0.1

‐

0.1

‐

0.5

‐

‐

3.6

‐

‐

‐

0.1

‐

3.7

4.2

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
0.1
‐
1.3
‐
‐

0.3
‐
< 0.1
0.1
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.3
0.1
< 0.1
1.3
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
0.2
‐
‐
0.1
‐

‐
0.9
0.1
‐
5.8
7.3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.8
0.4
‐
0.6
0.1
< 0.1

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.8
1.4
0.1
0.6
6.0
7.3

1.1
1.5
0.1
2.0
6.0
7.3

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

< 0.1
0.2

‐
‐

‐
‐

< 0.1
0.2

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

< 0.1
0.2

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.6

‐

‐

0.6

‐

‐

45.6

‐

‐

‐

10.6

‐

56.2

56.8

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

2.8
0.2
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
< 0.1
‐

‐
‐
‐

2.8
0.3
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
0.1

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
0.1

2.8
0.3
0.1

E7-3

Desert Dunes

Chaparral

Vernal Pools

Grasslands

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Coastal Scrub

‐
‐
0.1
2.1
0.1
‐
‐
< 0.1
< 0.1
1.1

Badlands

0.1
‐
‐
‐
0.1
‐
‐
0.8
3.2
1.0

Riparian Scrub

‐
‐
‐
‐
0.2
‐
< 0.1
0.6
0.2
‐

Open Water

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
<
0.1
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Marsh

Forest/Woodland

SR 78 from Twin Oaks to I‐15
I‐805 from SR‐52 to Carroll Canyon
I‐805 from SR‐54 to SR‐94
I‐805 from SR‐905 to Palomar
I‐805 from SR‐94 to SR‐15
SR 94 from I‐5 to I‐805
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and
Operational Improvements
SR 52 from Mast Blvd to SR‐125
SR 67 from Mapleview to Gold Bar Lane
Phased Toll Lanes
SR 241 from I‐5 to Orange County Line
Managed Lane Connectors
I‐5 and SR 78
I‐5 and I‐805
I‐805 and SR 94

Great Basin Scrub

‐

Riparian and Wetlands Total

‐
‐
‐
3.3
0.4
< 0.1
0.3
‐
‐
‐

Riparian Forest/Woodland

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Non‐Vegetated Channel,
Floodway, Lakeshore
Fringe

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
< 0.1
‐
‐
‐

Uplands

Desert Scrub

Phased Managed Lanes
I‐15 from I‐8 to SR‐163
I‐15 from SR‐94 to I‐805
I‐5 from I‐805 Merge to SR‐56
I‐5 from La Jolla Village to I‐805 Merge
I‐5 from Manchester Ave to SR‐78
I‐5 from SR‐54 to SR‐15
I‐5 from SR‐56 to Manchester Ave
I‐5 from SR‐78 to Vandegrift
I‐5 from SR‐905 to SR‐54
SR 78 from College Blvd to Twin Oaks
SR 78 from I‐5 to College Blvd

Meadows and Seeps

Beach/Coastal
Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

PROJECT1

Disturbed Wetland

Alkali Playa

Riparian and Wetlands

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.3

‐

0.3

0.3

‐
‐

0.2
‐

‐
‐

0.2
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

0.5
‐

2.3
< 0.1

1.5
0.1

‐
‐

4.6
0.1

‐
‐

6.0
‐

0.8
1.2

‐
‐

‐
‐

0.2
‐

< 0.1
0.6

‐
‐

7.1
1.8

11.8
1.9

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.9

‐

‐

0.9

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.6

‐

2.6

3.5

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.3

0.2

< 0.1

< 0.1

0.6

‐

0.1

4.2

‐

‐

‐

0.5

‐

4.8

5.3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.5
0.1
‐
‐
0.3
‐
0.4
< 0.1
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
< 0.1
‐
‐
‐
0.1
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
0.1
‐
0.7
‐
0.1
0.5

‐
‐
‐
0.1
0.2
‐
‐
0.9
< 0.1

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

0.5
0.1
< 0.1
0.2
0.5
0.7
0.5
1.0
0.5

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
1.2
‐
0.5
‐
‐
0.7

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
1.2
‐
0.8
‐
‐
0.7

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
2.4
‐
1.3
‐
‐
1.4

0.5
0.1
< 0.1
2.6
0.5
1.9
0.5
1.0
1.9

‐

‐

< 0.1

‐

‐

‐

< 0.1

1.6

0.3

‐

1.9

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.9

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.8

‐

‐

2.8

‐

‐

2.8

‐

‐

0.1

‐

‐

2.9

5.7

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
< 0.1

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
< 0.1

2.6
‐

0.1
‐

‐
‐

2.6
< 0.1

‐
‐

‐
‐

0.3
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

0.3
‐

‐
‐

0.6
‐

3.2
< 0.1

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.5

‐

‐

0.5

‐

‐

0.9

‐

‐

‐

0.3

‐

1.2

1.7

‐

0.2

< 0.1

8.8 < 0.1

‐

2.0

19.7

7.1

< 0.1

37.6

‐

9.4

95.8

‐

‐

0.3

34.7

‐

140.1

177.6

2

E7-4

Total2

Grasslands

Desert Dunes

Chaparral

Vernal Pools

Meadows and Seeps

Marsh

Only includes transportation network improvements that will result in direct impacts to undeveloped vegetation communities.
Acreages have been rounded after summation.

Uplands Total

‐

Great Basin Scrub

Forest/Woodland

‐

Coastal Scrub

‐

Badlands

Desert Scrub

Total
1

Riparian and Wetlands Total

‐

Riparian Scrub

‐

Open Water

‐

Non‐Vegetated Channel,
Floodway, Lakeshore
Fringe

Beach/Coastal
Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
‐

Disturbed Wetland

Alkali Playa
2

Uplands

‐

PROJECT1

Freeway Connector
SR 11/SR 905 and SR 125
Transit Projects
LOSSAN Double Tracking
SPRINTER Double‐tracking
Trolley Line 561 UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento
Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route 510)
Trolley Line 562 Phase I ‐ San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via
Mission Valley, Mid‐City, National City/Chula Vista via
Highland Ave/4th Ave
Active Transportation Projects
Chula Vista and National City Connections
Coastal Rail Trail ‐ Alta Loma Marsh Bridge
Coastal Rail Trail ‐ Reach 3 (Tamarack to Cannon)
Coastal Rail Trail ‐ Rose Canyon
Coastal Rail Trail ‐ Rose Creek/Mission Bay Connection
Coastal Rail Trail ‐ Roselle Canyon
Costal Rail Trail ‐ Carlsbad to Leucadia
El Cajon ‐ Santee Connections
Inland Rail Trail ‐ Oceanside
San Diego River Trail ‐ Bridge Connection (Sefton Field
to MV/YMCA)
San Diego River Trail ‐ Father Juniperro Serra Trail to
Santee
San Diego River Trail ‐ Mast Park to Lakeside Ballpark
San Diego River Trail ‐ Qualcomm Stadium to Ward Rd
Arterial Projects
Genesee Avenue ‐ Nobel Drive to SR 52

Riparian Forest/Woodland

Riparian and Wetlands

TABLE E‐7‐3
ESTIMATED DIRECT IMPACTS TO VEGETATION COMMUNITIES FOR EACH TRANSPORTATION NETWORK IMPROVEMENT (ACRES) UP TO THE YEAR 2050

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
1.4
6.6
0.2
0.3
0.5
2.3

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
< 0.1
‐
‐

‐
‐
0.9
‐
< 0.1
1.5
4.9

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
0.7
‐
‐
2.2
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
1.7
‐
< 0.1
3.7
4.9

< 0.1
1.4
8.2
0.2
0.3
4.1
7.2

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
0.1
0.1

‐
‐
‐
0.1
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
< 0.1
‐

‐
‐
0.4
0.5
2.6
‐
1.6
1.4

1.2
< 0.1
0.2
0.2
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

1.2
< 0.1
0.5
0.8
2.6
‐
1.6
1.5

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
2.2
< 0.1
9.0
‐
‐
‐
‐

2.6
2.2
< 0.1
15.2
4.4
1.0
9.6
0.7

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
8.1
0.1
‐
‐
‐

5.6
3.1
0.4
4.3
‐
0.1
< 0.1
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

8.2
7.5
0.4
36.6
4.6
1.1
9.6
0.7

9.3
7.5
1.0
37.4
7.1
1.1
11.3
2.2

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
6.9

‐
‐

‐
‐

< 0.1
‐

3.5
1.6

‐
0.9

‐
‐

3.5
9.4

‐
‐

1.7
‐

46.9
12.9

‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐

0.6
25.2

‐
‐

49.3
38.1

52.7
47.4

‐

‐

‐

0.7

‐

‐

< 0.1

0.6

2.0

‐

3.3

‐

‐

1.0

‐

‐

‐

1.3

‐

2.3

5.6

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.0

0.7

‐

1.7

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

1.7

‐

‐

‐

0.8

‐

‐

‐

0.6

< 0.1

‐

1.4

‐

1.2

3.6

‐

‐

< 0.1

6.3

‐

11.2

12.5

‐

‐

‐

0.1

‐

‐

‐

0.9

< 0.1

‐

1.1

‐

‐

2.4

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

2.4

3.5

E7-5

Total2

Uplands Total

Grasslands

Desert Scrub

Meadows and Seeps

Marsh

Great Basin Scrub

< 0.1
< 0.1
3.0
< 0.1
‐
< 0.1
< 0.1

Forest/Woodland

‐
1.4
2.4
0.1
0.3
‐
2.3

Desert Dunes

Coastal Scrub

‐
‐
< 0.1
0.1
‐
0.3
‐

Badlands

Chaparral

Riparian and Wetlands Total

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Vernal Pools

‐
‐
0.7
‐
‐
‐
‐

Riparian Scrub

‐
‐
0.3
‐
‐
0.2
‐

Open Water

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Non‐Vegetated Channel,
Floodway, Lakeshore
Fringe

Beach/Coastal
Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Disturbed Wetland

Alkali Playa

Uplands

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

PROJECT1

Phased Managed Lanes
SR 125 from SR‐54 to SR‐94
I‐15 Viaduct
I‐5 from I‐8 to La Jolla Village
I‐5 from SR‐78 to Vandegrift
SR 52 from I‐15 to SR‐125
SR 54 from I‐5 to SR‐125
I‐805 from SR‐15 to SR‐163
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and
Operational Improvements
SR 125 from San Miguel Road to SR‐54
SR 125 from SR‐905 to San Miguel Road
SR 56 from I‐5 to I‐15
SR 67 from Gold Bar to Dye Road
SR 76 from I‐15 to Couser Canyon
I‐8 from 2nd St to Los Coches
SR 94 from Avocado Blvd to Jamacha
SR 94 from Jamacha to Steele Canyon Rd
Phased Toll Lanes
I‐15 from SR‐78 to Riverside County Line
I‐5 from Vandegrift to Orange County Line
Transit Projects
LOSSAN double‐tracking
SPRINTER Branch Extension to Westfield North
County
Trolley Line 562 Phase II‐Kearny Mesa to Carmel
Valley
Trolley Line 563 Phase I ‐ Pacific Beach to Balboa;
Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center. Phase II‐

Riparian Forest/Woodland

Riparian and Wetlands

Total2

Uplands Total

Great Basin Scrub

Grasslands

Forest/Woodland

Desert Scrub

Desert Dunes

Coastal Scrub

Badlands

Chaparral

Uplands

Riparian and Wetlands Total

Vernal Pools

Riparian Scrub

Riparian Forest/Woodland

Open Water

Non‐Vegetated Channel,
Floodway, Lakeshore
Fringe

Meadows and Seeps

Marsh

Disturbed Wetland

Alkali Playa

PROJECT1

Beach/Coastal
Dunes/Saltpan/Mudflats

Riparian and Wetlands

Balboa to Kearny Mesa
Active Transportation Projects
Escondido Creek Bikeway ‐ El Norte Pkwy to
Northern Bikeway Terminus
I‐15 Bikeway ‐ Poway Rd interchange to Carmel
Mountain Rd
I‐8 Corridor ‐ San Diego River Trail to Riverside Drive
I‐805 Connector ‐ Bonita Rd to Floyd Ave
SR‐125 Connector ‐ Bonita Rd to U.S.‐Mexico Border
SR‐52 Bikeway ‐ I‐5 to Santo Rd
Total2
1
2

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.2

‐

‐

0.2

‐

0.2

‐

‐

‐

‐

< 0.1

‐

0.2

0.4

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.2

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

‐

0.2

0.2

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
‐
‐
2.4

‐
‐
0.1
0.3

‐
‐
‐
‐

< 0.1
‐
0.1
2.6

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
0.9

‐
0.4
1.2
0.4

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
1.1
0.5
0.2

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
1.5
1.8
1.6

< 0.1
1.5
1.8
4.2

‐

‐

9.2

0.8

‐

0.4

23.8

8.6

‐

42.9

‐

15.4 111.8

‐

‐

8.2

51.6

‐

187.6

229.8

Only includes transportation network improvements that will result in direct impacts to undeveloped vegetation communities.
Acreages have been rounded after summation.
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APPENDIX E‐8
TABLE E‐8‐1
Potentially Impacted Listed Plant Species within the San Diego Region Up to the Year 2020

Phased Managed Lanes
I‐805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road
I‐5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and Operational
Improvements
SR 76 from Mission to I‐15
Phased Toll Lanes
SR 11/Otay Mesa East Port of Entry from SR 125 to Mexico
Transit Projects
LOSSAN double‐tracking
510 Mid‐Coast LRT Extension
Active Transportation Projects
Bayshore Bikeway – National City Marina to 32nd Street
Coastal Rail Trail – Wisconsin to Oceanside Boulevard
I‐15 Mid‐City – Adams Avenue to Camino Del Rio South
Inland Rail Trail – San Marcos, Vista, County of San Diego – 4
projects)
San Diego River Trail – I‐805 to Fenton Parkway
San Diego River Trail – Qualcomm Stadium
San Diego River Trail – Short Gap Connections
Arterial Projects
Otay Truck Route Widening
Poinsettia Lane Reach E – Cassia Drive to Skimmer Court
El Camino Real Widening – Cassia to Camino Vida Roble
Heritage Road Bridge
South Santa Fe Avenue South
Plaza Boulevard Widening
Melrose Drive Extension
College Boulevard – Vista Way to Old Grove Road
SR 163/Clairemont Mesa Boulevard Interchange
South Santa Fe – Bosstick to Smilax

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

E8-1

X

Dunn's mariposa lily

X

Dehesa nolina

X

Cuyamaca larkspur

X

Small‐leaved rose

X

Gander’s ragwort

X

Peirson’s milk‐vetch

Short‐leaved dudleya

X

Orcutt’s hazardia

Otay tarplant

X

Mexican flannelbush

Orcutt’s spineflower

X

Thread‐leaved brodiaea

X

Coastal dunes milk‐vetch

X

Nevin’s barberry

X

Encinitas baccharis

X

Del Mar manzanita

X

San Diego ambrosia

X

San Diego thorn‐mint

Salt marsh bird’s‐beak

X

Upland Species1

San Bernardino blue grass

San Diego mesa mint

X

Mojave tarplant

California Orcutt grass

X

Parish's meadowfoam

Spreading navarretia

X

Willowy monardella

Otay Mesa mint

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2
Regional Growth and Land Use Change

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego button‐celery

Vernal Pool Species1

X

X

X

X

E8-2

Dunn's mariposa lily

Dehesa nolina

Cuyamaca larkspur

Small‐leaved rose

Gander’s ragwort

Peirson’s milk‐vetch

Orcutt’s hazardia

Mexican flannelbush

Short‐leaved dudleya

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2
Discovery Street Improvements
X
Street Improvements: Discovery Street – Craven Road to West of
X
Twin Oaks Valley Road
Creekside Drive
X
Borden Road Widening and Improvements
X
X
1
Species potential impacts based on known locations from existing data sources (e.g., CNDDB, SANDAG) and presence of suitable habitat. Listed species not shown are not anticipated to be impacted.
2
Transportation network improvements not listed are not anticipated to impact listed plant species.

Otay tarplant

Orcutt’s spineflower

Thread‐leaved brodiaea

Nevin’s barberry

Encinitas baccharis

Coastal dunes milk‐vetch

Del Mar manzanita

San Diego ambrosia

San Diego thorn‐mint

Upland Species1

San Bernardino blue grass

Mojave tarplant

Parish's meadowfoam

Willowy monardella

Salt marsh bird’s‐beak

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego mesa mint

California Orcutt grass

Spreading navarretia

Otay Mesa mint

San Diego button‐celery

Vernal Pool Species1

TABLE E‐8‐2
Potentially Impacted Listed Wildlife Species within the San Diego Region Up to the Year 2020

Phased Managed Lanes
I‐805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road
I‐5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and Operational Improvements
SR 76 from Mission to I‐15
Phased Toll Lanes
SR 11/Otay Mesa East Port of Entry from SR 125 to Mexico
Transit Projects
LOSSAN double‐tracking
510 Mid‐Coast LRT Extension
Active Transportation Projects
I‐15 Mid City – Adams Avenue to Camino Del Rio South
Plaza Bonita Bikepath
San Diego River Trail – I‐805 to Fenton Parkway
San Diego River Trail – Qualcomm Stadium
San Diego River Trail – Short Gap Connections
Arterial Projects
Avenida Encinas – Widen from Palomar Airport Road to Encina Wastewater Pollution Control Facility
Borden Road Widening and Improvements
Carroll Canyon Road
Citracado Parkway II
College Boulevard Reach A – Badger Lane to Cannon Road
Creekside Drive
Discovery Street Improvements
East Valley/Valley Center
El Camino Real
El Camino Real – Cannon Road to Tamarack Avenue
El Camino Real – La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road
El Camino Real – Lisa Street to Crestview Drive
El Camino Real and Cannon Road
El Camino Real Widening – Cassia to Camino Vida Roble
El Camino Real Widening – Tamarack Avenue to Chestnut Avenue
Heritage Road Bridge
Melrose Drive Extension
Otay Truck Route Widening
Poinsettia Lane Reach E – Cassia Drive to Skimmer Court

arroyo toad

tricolored blackbird

western snowy plover

California least tern

light‐footed Ridgway’s rail

southwestern willow
flycatcher

western yellow‐billed cuckoo

Belding’s savannah sparrow

least Bell’s vireo

Barefoot gecko

Laguna Mountains
skipper

Quino checkerspot butterfly

coastal California gnatcatcher

Stephens’ kangaroo rat

Pacific pocket mouse

peninsular bighorn sheep

Townsend's big‐eared bat

Hermes copper butterfly

flat‐tailed horned lizard

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Upland Species1

Riverside fairy shrimp

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego fairy shrimp

X

southern steelhead

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2
Regional Growth and Land Use Change

tidewater goby

Aquatic Species1

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

E8-3

X

X

San Vicente Road Improvements
Sea World Drive Widening and I‐5 Interchange Improvements
X
X
X
Street Improvements: Discovery Street – Craven Road to West of Twin Oaks Valley Road
Via Vera Cruz Bridge and Street Improvements
Willow Street Bridge Project – Bonita Road to Sweetwater Road
1
Species potential impacts based on known locations from existing data sources (e.g., CNDDB, SANDAG) and presence of suitable habitat. Species not listed are not anticipated to be impacted.
2
Transportation network improvements not listed are not anticipated to impact any listed wildlife species.

E8-4

X
X
X
X

X

flat‐tailed horned lizard

Hermes copper butterfly

Townsend's big‐eared bat

peninsular bighorn sheep

Pacific pocket mouse

Stephens’ kangaroo rat

coastal California gnatcatcher

Quino checkerspot butterfly

Laguna Mountains
skipper

Barefoot gecko

least Bell’s vireo

Belding’s savannah sparrow

Upland Species1
western yellow‐billed cuckoo

southwestern willow
flycatcher

light‐footed Ridgway’s rail

California least tern

western snowy plover

arroyo toad

tricolored blackbird

Wetland/Riparian Species1

Riverside fairy shrimp

San Diego fairy shrimp

southern steelhead

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

tidewater goby

Aquatic Species1

TABLE E‐8‐3
Potentially Impacted Listed Plant Species within the San Diego Region Up to the Year 2035

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2035 Projects
Phased Managed Lanes
I‐5 from SR‐905 to SR‐54
X
I‐5 from SR 54 to SR 15
X
X
I‐5 from I‐5/I‐805 Merge to SR 56
I‐5 from SR 56 to Manchester Avenue
X
I‐5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78
X
I‐5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift Boulevard
X
I‐15 from SR 94 to I‐805
X
I‐15 from I‐8 to SR 163
X
X
X
X
SR 78 from I‐5 to College Boulevard
SR 78 from College Boulevard to Twin Oaks
X
I‐805 from SR 905 to Palomar Street
X
I‐805 from SR 163 to SR 52
X
X
I‐805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road
X
X
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and Operational Improvements
SR 52 from Mast Boulevard to SR 125
X
SR 67 from Mapleview to Gold Bar Lane
X
Phased Toll Lanes
SR 241 from Orange County to I‐5
X
Freeway Connectors
I‐5 and SR 56
X
SR 94 and SR 125
X
Active Transportation Projects
Chula Vista and National City Connections
X
City Heights – Fairmount Corridor
Coastal Rail Trail – Reach 5 – Palomar Airport Road to Poinsettia Station
X
X
X
El Cajon – Santee Connections
X
Inland Rail Trail – Oceanside
X
San Diego River Trail – Father Junipero Serra Trail to Santee
X
San Diego River Trail – Mast Park to Lakeside Ballpark
X
1
Species potential impacts based on known locations from existing data sources (e.g., CNDDB, SANDAG) and presence of suitable habitat. Species not listed are not anticipated to be impacted.
2
Transportation network improvements not listed are not anticipated to impact any listed plant species.

E8-5

X

X

X
X

X

Dunn's mariposa lily

X

Dehesa nolina

X

X

Cuyamaca larkspur

X

X

Small‐leaved rose

X

X

Gander’s ragwort

X

X

Parish's meadowfoam

X

X

Orcutt’s hazardia

X

X

Mexican flannelbush

X

Short‐leaved dudleya

X

Otay tarplant

2035 Regional Growth and Land Use Change

Orcutt’s spineflower

X

Thread‐leaved brodiaea

X

Nevin’s barberry

X

Encinitas baccharis

Parish's meadowfoam

X

Coastal dunes milk‐vetch

Willowy monardella

X

Del Mar manzanita

Salt marsh bird’s‐beak

X

San Diego ambrosia

San Diego mesa mint

X

Upland Species1

San Diego thorn‐mint

California Orcutt grass

X

San Bernardino blue grass

Spreading navarretia

2020 Summary

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

Mojave tarplant

Otay Mesa mint

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego button‐celery

Vernal Pool Species1

X

X

X

X

X

X

TABLE E‐8‐4
Potentially Impacted Listed Wildlife Species within the San Diego Region Up to the Year 2035

tricolored blackbird

western snowy plover

California least tern

light‐footed Ridgway’s rail

southwestern willow flycatcher

western yellow‐billed cuckoo

Belding’s savannah sparrow

least Bell’s vireo

Barefoot gecko

Laguna Mountains skipper

Quino checkerspot butterfly

coastal California gnatcatcher

Stephens’ kangaroo rat

Pacific pocket mouse

peninsular bighorn sheep

Townsend's big‐eared bat

Hermes copper butterfly

flat‐tailed horned lizard

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2035 Regional Growth and Land Use Change

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

2035 Projects
Phased Managed Lanes
I‐5 from SR‐905 to SR‐54
I‐5 from SR 54 to SR 15
I‐5 from La Jolla Village Drive to I‐5/I‐805 Merge
I‐5 from I‐5/I‐805 Merge to SR56
I‐5 from SR 56 to Manchester Avenue
I‐5 from Manchester Avenue to SR 78
I‐5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift Boulevard
I‐15 from SR 94 to I‐805
I‐15 from I‐8 to SR 163
SR 78 from I‐5 to College Boulevard
SR 78 from College Boulevard to Twin Oaks
SR 94 from I‐5 to I‐805
I‐805 from SR 905 to Palomar Street
I‐805 from SR 94 to SR 15
I‐805 from SR 163 to SR 52
I‐805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Road
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and Operational Improvements
SR 52 from Mast Boulevard to SR 125
SR 67 from Mapleview to Gold Bar Lane
Phased Toll Lanes
SR 241 from Orange County to I‐5
Managed Lane Connectors
I‐5 and SR 78
I‐5 and I‐805
SR 15 and SR 94
SR 15 and I‐805
I‐805 and SR 94
Freeway Connectors
SR 11/SR 905 and SR 125

southern steelhead trout

2020 Summary

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

tidewater goby

arroyo toad

Upland Species1

Riverside fairy shrimp

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego fairy shrimp

Aquatic Species1

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

E8-6

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Transit Projects
LOSSAN double‐tracking
X
X
Trolley Line 561 UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route 510)
Trolley Line 562 Phase I – San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid‐City, National City/Chula Vista via Highland Avenue/4th Avenue
X
X
Active Transportation Projects
Chula Vista and National City Connections
X
Coastal Rail Trail – Reach 3 (Tamarack to Cannon)
X
X
X
Coastal Rail Trail – Reach 4 – Cannon Road to Palomar Airport Road
X
X
Coastal Rail Trail – Reach 5 – Palomar Airport Road to Poinsettia Station
X
X
Coastal Rail Trail – Rose Canyon
X
Coastal Rail Trail – Rose Creek/Mission Bay Connection
Coastal Rail Trail – Roselle Canyon
Costal Rail Trail – Carlsbad to Leucadia
X
X
X
El Cajon – Santee Connections
Inland Rail Trail – Oceanside
San Diego River Trail – Bridge Connection (Sefton Field to MV/YMCA)
San Diego River Trail – Father Junipero Serra Trail to Santee
San Diego River Trail – Mast Park to Lakeside Ballpark
San Diego River Trail – Qualcomm Stadium to Ward Road
Sweetwater River Bikeway Ramps
X
1
Species potential impacts based on known locations from existing data sources (e.g., CNDDB, SANDAG) and presence of suitable habitat. Species not listed are not anticipated to be impacted
2
Transportation network improvements not listed are not anticipated to impact any listed wildlife species.

E8-7

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

flat‐tailed horned lizard

Hermes copper butterfly

Townsend's big‐eared bat

peninsular bighorn sheep

Pacific pocket mouse

Stephens’ kangaroo rat

coastal California gnatcatcher

Quino checkerspot butterfly

Laguna Mountains skipper

Barefoot gecko

least Bell’s vireo

Upland Species1

Belding’s savannah sparrow

western yellow‐billed cuckoo

southwestern willow flycatcher

light‐footed Ridgway’s rail

California least tern

western snowy plover

tricolored blackbird

Wetland/Riparian Species1

arroyo toad

Riverside fairy shrimp

San Diego fairy shrimp

southern steelhead trout

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

tidewater goby

Aquatic Species1

TABLE E‐8‐5
Potentially Impacted Listed Plant Species within the San Diego Region Up to the Year 2050

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

2050 Projects
Phased Managed Lanes
I‐5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift Boulevard
SR 52 from I‐805 to I‐15
SR 52 from I‐15 to SR 125
SR 54 from I‐5 to SR 125
SR 94 from I‐805 to SR 125
SR 125 from SR 54 to SR 94
SR 125 from SR 94 to I‐8
I‐805 from SR 94 to SR 15
I‐805 from SR 15 to SR 163
I‐805 from SR 163 to SR 52
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and Operational Improvements
I‐5 from I‐15 to I‐8
I‐8 from I‐5 to SR 125
I‐8 from SR 125 to 2nd Street
I‐8 from 2nd Street to Los Coches
SR 52 from I‐5 to I‐805
SR 56 from I‐5 to I‐15
SR 94 from SR 125 to Avocado Boulevard
SR 94 from Avocado Boulevard to Jamacha
SR 94 from Jamacha to Steele Canyon Road
SR 125 from SR 905 to San Miguel Road
SR 125 from San Miguel Road to SR 54
SR 125 from SR 94 to I‐8
Phased Toll Lanes
I‐5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to Orange County
Managed Lane Connectors
I‐15 and SR 52
I‐805 and SR 52

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

E8-8

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

Dunn's mariposa lily

2050 Regional Growth and Land Use Change

X

X

Dehesa nolina

X

X

Cuyamaca larkspur

X

X

Small‐leaved rose

X

X

Gander’s ragwort

X

X

Peirson’s milk‐vetch

X

X

Orcutt’s hazardia

X

X

Mexican flannelbush

X

Short‐leaved dudleya

X

Otay tarplant

2035 Summary

Orcutt’s spineflower

X

Thread‐leaved brodiaea

X

Nevin’s barberry

X

Encinitas baccharis

Parish's meadowfoam

X

Coastal dunes milk‐vetch

Willowy monardella

X

Del Mar manzanita

Salt marsh bird’s‐beak

X

San Diego ambrosia

San Diego mesa mint

X

Upland Species1

San Diego thorn‐mint

California Orcutt grass

X

San Bernardino blue grass

Spreading navarretia

2020 Summary

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

Mojave tarplant

Otay Mesa mint

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego button‐celery

Vernal Pool Species1

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Transit Projects
LOSSAN double‐tracking
Trolley Line 560 SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Boulevard/Mid‐City (transition of Mid‐City
Rapid to Trolley)
Trolley Line 562 Phase II‐Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Trolley Line 563 Phase I ‐ Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center.
Phase II‐Balboa to Kearny Mesa
Active Transportation Projects
I‐805 Connector ‐ Bonita Road to Floyd Avenue
SR 125 Connector ‐ Bonita Road to U.S.‐Mexico Border
SR 52 Bikeway ‐ I‐5 to Santo Road
1
2

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

Species potential impacts based on known locations from existing data sources (e.g., CNDDB, SANDAG) and presence of suitable habitat. Species not listed are not anticipated to be impacted.
Transportation network improvements not listed are not anticipated to impact any listed plant species.
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X

Dunn's mariposa lily

Dehesa nolina

Cuyamaca larkspur

Small‐leaved rose

Gander’s ragwort

Peirson’s milk‐vetch

Orcutt’s hazardia

Mexican flannelbush

Short‐leaved dudleya

Otay tarplant

Orcutt’s spineflower

Thread‐leaved brodiaea

Nevin’s barberry

Encinitas baccharis

Coastal dunes milk‐vetch

Del Mar manzanita

San Diego ambrosia

Upland Species1

San Diego thorn‐mint

San Bernardino blue grass

Mojave tarplant

Parish's meadowfoam

Willowy monardella

Salt marsh bird’s‐beak

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego mesa mint

California Orcutt grass

Spreading navarretia

Otay Mesa mint

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

San Diego button‐celery

Vernal Pool Species1

TABLE E‐8‐6
Potentially Impacted Listed Wildlife Species within the San Diego Region Up to the Year 2050

tricolored blackbird

western snowy plover

California least tern

light‐footed Ridgway’s rail

southwestern willow
flycatcher

western yellow‐billed cuckoo

Belding’s savannah sparrow

least Bell’s vireo

Barefoot gecko

Laguna Mountains skipper

Quino checkerspot butterfly

coastal California gnatcatcher

Stephens’ kangaroo rat

Pacific pocket mouse

peninsular bighorn sheep

Townsend's big‐eared bat

Hermes copper butterfly

flat‐tailed horned lizard

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2035 Summary

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2050 Regional Growth and Land Use Change

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

2050 Projects
Phased Managed Lanes
I‐5 from I‐8 to La Jolla Village Drive
I‐5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift Boulevard
I‐15 Viaduct
SR 52 from I‐805 to I‐15
SR 52 from I‐15 to SR 125
SR 54 from I‐5 to SR 125
SR 94 from I‐805 to SR 125
SR 125 from SR 54 to SR 94
I‐805 from SR 15 to SR 163
I‐805 from SR 163 to SR 52

southern steelhead trout

2020 Summary

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

tidewater goby

arroyo toad

Upland Species1

Riverside fairy shrimp

Wetland/Riparian Species1

San Diego fairy shrimp

Aquatic Species1

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes and Operational Improvements
SR 76 from I‐15 to Couser Canyon
I‐8 from 2nd Street to Los Coches
SR 52 from I‐5 to I‐805
SR 56 from I‐5 to I‐15
SR 67 from Gold Bar Lane to Dye Road
SR 94 from Avocado Boulevard to Jamacha
SR 94 from Jamacha to Steele Canyon Road
SR 125 from SR 905 to San Miguel Road
SR 125 from San Miguel Road to SR 54
Phased Toll Lanes
I‐5 from Vandegrift Boulevard to Orange County
I‐15 from SR 78 to Riverside County
Managed Lane Connectors
I‐15 and SR 52
I‐805 and SR 52

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

E8-10

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

Freeway Connectors
I‐15 and SR 56
Transit Projects
LOSSAN double‐tracking
X
X
X
SPRINTER Branch Extension to Westfield North County
Trolley Line 560 SDSU to Downtown via El Cajon Boulevard/Mid‐City (transition of Mid‐City Rapid to Trolley)
Trolley Line 562 Phase II‐Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
X
Trolley Line 563 Phase I – Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center. Phase II‐Balboa to Kearny Mesa
Active Transportation Projects
Escondido Creek Bikeway – El Norte Pkwy to Northern Bikeway Terminus
I‐15 Bikeway – Poway Road interchange to Carmel Mountain Road
I‐56 Bikeway – Azuaga Street to Rancho Peñasquitos Boulevard
I‐8 Corridor – San Diego River Trail to Riverside Drive
I‐8 Corridor – Willows Road to SR 79
I‐805 Connector – Bonita Road to Floyd Avenue
SR 125 Connector – Bonita Road to U.S.–Mexico Border
X
X
SR 52 Bikeway – I‐5 to Santo Road
X
1
Species potential impacts based on known locations from existing data sources (e.g., CNDDB, SANDAG) and presence of suitable habitat. Species not listed are not anticipated to be impacted.
2
Transportation network improvements not listed are not anticipated to impact any listed wildlife species.
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X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

flat‐tailed horned lizard

Hermes copper butterfly

Townsend's big‐eared bat

peninsular bighorn sheep

Pacific pocket mouse

Stephens’ kangaroo rat

coastal California gnatcatcher

Quino checkerspot butterfly

Laguna Mountains skipper

Barefoot gecko

least Bell’s vireo

Upland Species1

Belding’s savannah sparrow

western yellow‐billed cuckoo

southwestern willow
flycatcher

light‐footed Ridgway’s rail

California least tern

western snowy plover

tricolored blackbird

Wetland/Riparian Species1

arroyo toad

Riverside fairy shrimp

San Diego fairy shrimp

southern steelhead trout

Regional Growth and Land Use Change /
Transportation Network Improvement2

tidewater goby

Aquatic Species1
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Appendix F: Climate Change Projections, Impacts, and Adaptation

APPENDIX F
CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECTIONS, IMPACTS, AND ADAPTATION
Introduction
This appendix provides background information on global climate change projections, impacts to various resource
areas used for the EIR impact analyses, and SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy and example adaptation measures.
A discussion of three climate change projections is provided: temperature, sea level rise, and precipitation.
Projections for wildfire, a secondary climate variable, are also provided. Potential impacts from these changes are
discussed for seven resource sectors: public health, water management, coastal resources, biodiversity/habitat,
agriculture, transportation and energy infrastructure, and emergency management. For both projections and
impacts, the geographic scale of the discussion begins with the State of California and scales down to the San
Diego region, depending on the data available.
Many global climate change projections and impacts are discussed for the year 2100, since many studies and
reports use 2100 as an end date. Please note that the proposed Plan’s farthest horizon year is 2050 not 2100.
During the timeframe of the proposed Plan, climate change effects likely to exacerbate the proposed Plan’s
impacts on selected resource areas include, but are not limited to:













Higher annual average temperature
More days of extreme high temperatures
Longer and more humid heat waves
More intense and frequent drought
Increased evaporation from soil, surface waters
More frequent, severe wildfires
Sea level rise
Less frequent, more intense rainstorms, more frequent watershed flood events
More frequent and severe coastal flooding
Spreading of pests and vector‐borne diseases
Changes in plant and animal species geographic range and distribution
Increased threats to survival of some plant and animal species, loss of habitat

In general, the effects listed above would increase between 2020 and 2050. Table F‐1 below summarizes the
linkages among the resources areas addressed in this EIR and projected climate change effects in the San Diego
region.
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Table F‐1: Linkages among Resource Areas Addressed in this EIR and Projected Climate Change
Effects in the San Diego Region
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More frequent, severe wildfires
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Sea level rise, more frequent and severe
coastal flooding
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Increased evaporation from soil, reservoirs

X
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More intense and frequent drought

X
X
X

Less frequent, more intense rainstorms,
more frequent flood events

Longer and more humid heat waves

Aesthetics and Visual Resources (4.1)
Agricultural and Forestry Resources (4.2)
Air Quality (4.3)
Biological Resources (4.4)
Cultural and Paleontological Resources (4.5)
Energy (4.6)
Geology, Soils, and Mineral Resources (4.7)
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (4.8)
Hazards and Hazardous Materials (4.9)
Hydrology and Water Quality (4.10)
Land Use (4.11)
Noise and Vibration (4.12)
Population and Housing (4.13)
Public Services and Utilities (4.14)
Transportation (4.15)
Water Supply (4.16)

More days of extreme high temperatures

Resource Area (EIR Section #)

Higher annual average temperature

Projected Climate Change Effects
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X
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X
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Table F‐2 summarizes the climate change projections and impacts discussed in greater detail in subsequent
sections of the appendix.
Table F‐2: Summary of Climate Change Projections and Impacts
Climate Projections
End‐of‐Century
 + 4–6°F in Coastal San Diego
 + 5–8°F in Inland San Diego
(Cayan et al. 2014)

Temperature

Mid‐Century
 + 3–4 °F in Coastal San Diego
 + 4–5°F in Inland San Diego
(Cayan et al. 2014)

Sea Level Rise

 Increased frequency, duration, and intensity of heat waves in San Diego region (CEP and SDF 2014)
 More humid heat waves with less cooling at night (CEP and SDF 2014)
End‐of‐Century
Mid‐Century
 Central Estimate(a): 0.9 ± 0.3 feet
 Central Estimate: 3.1 ± 0.8 feet
 Range(b): 0.4 – 2.0 feet
 Range: 1.4 – 5.5 feet
(NRC 2012; CO‐CAT 2013; SANDAG 2014; CDOT 2013)

Precipitation

Wildfire

 Higher storm surges, more extensive inland flooding, and increased erosion during storm events due to
higher sea levels (CEP and SDF 2014)
Mid‐Century
End‐of‐Century
 Up to 16% fewer rainy days per year in San
 Up to 18% fewer rainy days per year in San Diego
Diego region
region
 Up to 8% increase in avg. maximum daily
 Up to 16% increase in avg. maximum daily
precipitation in San Diego region
precipitation in San Diego region
(Cayan et al. 2014; CEP and SDF 2014)
(Cayan et al. 2014; CEP and SDF 2014)
 Overall drying trend with longer and more frequent droughts (CEC 2012; CNRA 2014)
 More precipitation falling as rain rather than snow (CEC 2012; CNRA 2014; CDOT 2013)
 Increase in number and intensity of extreme precipitation events (CEC 2012; CNRA 2014)
 Increase in number of large fires statewide (CEC 2012; Cal OES 2013)
 Increase in burn areas statewide (CEC 2012)
 Potential for larger fires and longer, less predictable fire season in San Diego (CEP and SDF 2014)
Climate Impacts

Public Health

Water
Management

Coastal
Resources

 Increased risk of heat‐related illnesses and deaths (CalEPA and CDPH 2013; Cal OES 2013; CNRA 2014; CEP
and SDF 2014)
 Increased health risks for vulnerable populations due to urban heat island effect (CAL EMA and CNRA 2012)
 Increased air pollution and associated health impacts due to higher temperatures, wildfires, and increased
energy demands (CNRA 2014; CEC 2012; CEP and SDF 2014)
 Changes in spread of vector‐borne diseases (CNRA 2014)
 Increased flooding and wildfire events contribute to injury, death, displacement, mental health burden
(CNRA 2014)
 Reduced water supply due to reduced mountain snowpack and drought (CalEMA and CNRA 2012, 2014)
 Increased risks to water supply from State Water Project and groundwater aquifers due to sea level rise and
salinity intrusion (Messner et al. 2009)
 Increased water demand due to population growth, higher temperatures, and longer intervals without rain
(CEP and SDF 2014)
 Increased inundation and erosion of beaches, resulting in loss of public access, tourism, and marine mammal
habitat (CNRA 2014; CCC 2015a).
 Increased bluff erosion from sea level rise and wave action (CNRA 2014)
 Increased inundation, flooding, erosion damage to coastal infrastructure (CNRA 2014)
 Increased pollution runoff harming water quality from sea level rise and flooding (CNRA 2014)
 Adverse effects to marine chemistry and ecology, with ripple effects to various economic sectors, due to
ocean acidification (CNRA 2014)
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Climate Impacts (continued)

Biodiversity/
Habitat

 Migration of some species northward in latitude and/or upward in elevation (CNRA 2009)
 Increases in tropical pathogens, parasites, and diseases due to higher temperatures (CNRA 2009, 2014)
 Increase in nonnative invasive species (CNRA 2009, 2014)
 Increase in species loss and extinction (CNRA 2009, 2014; CEP and SDF 2014)
 Increase in mismatches of timing of migration, breeding, pollination, and other ecological processes and
interactions (Kadir et al. 2013; CNRA 2009)

 Adverse effects on crop production due to higher temperatures, decreased water availability, and flooding
(CEC 2012; CDFA 2013; CNRA 2014)
 Adverse effects on agricultural production due to decreases in pollinators, increases in pests, and disruptions
Agriculture
to transportation and energy infrastructure (CEC 2012; CDFA 2013; CNRA 2014)
 Adverse effects on livestock production due to higher temperatures, decreased water availability (Walthall
et al. 2012)
 Increased peak electricity demand due to extreme heat (CEC 2009)
 Reduced hydropower output due to precipitation changes and snowpack loss (CEC 2012; CNRA 2014)
 Reduced transmission line and power plant efficiency due to higher temperatures (CEC 2012)
 Increased wildfire damage to transmission lines (CEC 2012; Sathaye et al. 2011)
Transportation
and Energy
 Increased flooding damage to coastal energy infrastructure (CEC 2012; Sathaye et al. 2011)
Infrastructure
 Increased risk of blackouts and power outages (Messner et al. 2009)
 Increased damage to coastal transportation infrastructure due to sea level rise and coastal storms (CDOT
2013; CNRA 2014)
 Increased damage to roads, highways, and rail due to extreme heat (CDOT 2013; CNRA 2014; FTA 2011)
 Increased risk to public safety and property (CNRA 2014)
Emergency
 Increased need for emergency management services and capacity (CNRA 2014)
Management
 Increased emergency response costs (CNRA 2014)
(a) Central estimate indicates the mean ± standard deviation for the A1B scenario.
(b) Ranges are the means for B1 and A1F scenarios. The lower end of the ranges could only occur under the most optimistic
scenarios.

Climate Change Projections
Temperature
California Statewide Projections
The State of California’s Preparing California for Extreme Heat: Guidance and Recommendations provides a
summary of projections for increased temperatures and extreme heat events in California (CalEPA and CDPH
2013). According to the guidance, models have been consistent in projecting increases in annual average
temperature of up to 5 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) by the 2030s and up to 10°F by the end of the century.
Temperature projections from Cayan et al. 2012, as referenced in Addressing Climate Change Adaptation in
Regional Transportation Plans (CDOT 2013), include the following statewide projections:







Summer temperatures are projected to increase more quickly than winter temperatures.
Temperatures in inland areas are likely to increase more quickly than in coastal regions.
Extreme heat events will become more common, last longer, and cover larger areas.
Temperature changes over the next 30 to 40 years are already determined, due to emissions which have
occurred to date. By 2050, temperatures are projected to increase by an additional 1.8 to 5.4 °F,
regardless of future emissions.
After 2050, temperature projections diverge for different emissions scenarios. By 2100, models project
temperature increases between 3.6 to 9°F.
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San Diego Regional Projections
Temperature varies considerably around the San Diego region due to local geographic characteristics. The Cayan et
al. 2014 temperature projections differentiate between coastal and inland San Diego region and predict greater
warming inland than near the coast due to the moderating effects of the Pacific Ocean. These projections indicate
that annual average temperature in San Diego’s coastal areas will increase 3–4 °F by mid‐century and 4–6°F by
end‐of‐century, depending on the greenhouse gas emissions scenario. Annual average temperatures in inland
areas are projected to increase 4–6°F by mid‐century and 5–8°F by end‐of‐century. The Climate Education Partners
and San Diego Foundation’s report San Diego, 2050 Is Calling. How Will We Answer? (CEP and SDF 2014) projects a
4.8°F increase in annual average temperature by 2050.
Heat waves are also projected to increase in frequency in the San Diego region. While heat wave days have
historically occurred twice per year in the San Diego region, by mid‐century, the region is projected to see heat
wave days occurring 12–16 times per year (Cayan et al. 2014). By end‐of‐century, heat wave days are projected to
occur 17–36 days per year.1 Heat waves are also expected to increase in duration. Historically, heat waves lasted 2
days on average, but by mid‐century, heat waves are projected to last 3–4 days on average (Cayan et al. 2014). By
end‐of‐century, heat waves are projected to last 4–5 days on average. Lastly, heat waves are projected to be more
humid with less cooling occurring at night (CEP and SDF 2014).
Sea Level Rise
California Statewide Projections
Relative rates of sea level rise vary along the California coast in relation to vertical land movement. The observed
rise per century is 8.0 inches in San Diego, 3.3 inches in Los Angeles, and 2.7 inches in Port San Luis; sea level rise is
falling in Crescent City at a rate of 2.9 inches per century due to vertical land uplift (NRC 2012). Sea level rise rates
are expected to accelerate considerably in the future (CEC 2012; NRC 2012).
San Diego Regional Projections
The California Coastal Commission (CCC) released Draftadopted Sea‐Level Rise Policy Guidance in October
2013August 2015 (CCC 20132015b) that recommends steps for addressing sea level rise in CCC planning and
regulatory actions. The guidance indicates that, at the time of writing, the 2012 National Research Council (NRC)
Report, Sea Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington, was the best available science on sea
level rise in California.
In March 2013, the Coastal and Ocean Working group of the California Climate Action Team (CO‐CAT) released
updated guidance and policy recommendations for incorporating sea level rise projections into planning and
decision making, and also based its findings on the 2012 NRC report (CO‐CAT 2013). SANDAG’s Climate Change
White Paper (SANDAG 2014) also references the projections from the 2012 NRC report. At the time of writing, the
2012 NRC report continues to be widely regarded as the best available science for sea level rise projections for the
California coast and the San Diego region. The report includes the ranges of three time horizons for the areas south
of Cape Mendocino, including San Diego (Table F‐3).
California Department of Transportation’s 2013 report, Addressing Climate Change Adaptation in Regional
Transportation Plans: A Guide for California MPOs and RTPAs, (CDOT 2013) references sea level rise projections
from State of California Sea‐Level Rise Interim Guidance Document (CO‐CAT 2010), which has since been updated
and revised (CO‐CAT 2013).
1

The definition of a heat wave day in this analysis is the occurrence of the 98th percentile maximum
temperature calculated from the historical period of 1970–2000 for at least 1 day.
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Table F‐3: Sea Level Rise Projections for South of Cape Mendocino
Time Period
2000–2030
2000–2050
2000–2050

Central Estimate
14.7 ± 5.0 cm
(0.5 ± 0.2 feet)
28.4 ± 9.0 cm
(0.9 ± 0.3 feet)
93.1 ± 24.9 cm
(3.1 ± 0.8 feet)

Range
4.6–30.0 cm
(0.2–2.0 feet)
12.7–60.8 cm
(0.4–2.0 feet)
44.2 –166.5 cm
(1.5 – 5.5 feet)

Source: NRC 2012
Note: Central estimate indicates the mean ± standard deviation for the A1B scenario. Ranges
are the means for B1 and A1F scenarios. The lower end of the ranges could only occur under
the most optimistic emissions scenarios.

Precipitation
California
Although uncertainties exist regarding the precise effects of climate change on precipitation in California, the
majority of global climate models predict drying trends across the state (CNRA 2009; Cayan et al. 2012; CEC 2012;
Cal OES 2013; CNRA 2014). California’s Mediterranean climate is expected to continue through the next century,
with warm, dry summers and relatively cooler and wet winters. Despite uncertainty surrounding the amount of
precipitation, a larger share of California’s precipitation is likely to fall as rain rather than snow because of
increasing temperatures (Cayan et al. 2012; CDOT 2013; CNRA 2014). Climate change is also expected to increase
the frequency and intensity of large precipitation events in California (Cayan et al. 2012; CEC 2012; CNRA 2014).
Cayan et al. 2012 analyzed 3‐day accumulations of precipitation to understand the potential for future flooding.
This research found that nearly all of California shows striking increases in maximum 3‐day accumulations,
including many instances of values far outside the historical distribution. Given overall drier conditions, with a
higher percentage of precipitation occurring as rain and within large precipitation events, the potential for floods is
also expected to increase (CNRA 2014).
San Diego Region
While the region is likely to retain its Mediterranean climate, projections indicate that the San Diego region will
likely see drier conditions. Projections indicate that the number of rainy days per year will decrease 8–16 percent
by mid‐century. At the same time, projections indicate that rainstorms will be more intense, with 8 percent more
rainfall during the biggest rainstorms by mid‐century (Cayan et al. 2014; CEP and SDF 2014).
Wildfire
California
Wildfire risk in California is anticipated to increase due to earlier snowmelt, higher temperatures, and longer dry
periods (CEC 2012; Cal OES 2013; CNRA 2014). The number of large fires statewide is estimated to increase 58–128
percent above historical levels by 2085. Burned areas will also increase 57–169 percent, depending on location
(CEC 2012). Wildfire risk will also be indirectly influenced by potential climate‐related changes in vegetation and
ignition potential from lightning. Nevertheless, human activities will continue to be the biggest factor in ignition
risk (CEC 2012). Studies also demonstrate that the distribution and degree of increased wildfire risk in California
will also be driven to a large extent by changes in land use and development, including rates of residential and
infrastructure expansion into fire prone areas (Bryant and Westerling 2012).
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San Diego Region
Southern California already experiences wildfire, and specific increases in the frequency and severity will depend
on factors including shifts in vegetation, Santa Ana wind behavior, temperature increases, and decreased soil
moisture due to longer periods of drought (CAL EMA and CNRA 2012; SANDAG 2014). Climate change models yield
a somewhat different prediction about the frequency, timing, and severity of future Santa Ana wind conditions
(Messner et al. 2009).
The wildfires of 2003 and 2007 in San Diego County resulted in more than $4.5 billion in damages, not accounting
for indirect costs like interrupted economic activity (CEP and SDF 2014). Hotter and drier climate will alter fuel
conditions in ways that promote larger, more catastrophic fires like the ones seen in 2003 and 2007 (CEP and SDF
2014). The fire season is likely to become longer and less predictable (CEP and SDF 2014).

Climate Change Impacts to Resource Areas
Public Health
Climate change poses a variety of public health risks, including risks related to heat, outdoor and indoor air quality,
water quality and availability, toxins, extreme weather events, flooding, infectious diseases, limitations on health
services, food safety and food security, and cascading impacts from impacts to lifeline infrastructure, including
power, water, and transportation (CNRA 2014).Vulnerable populations including the elderly, disabled, or low‐
income may be more sensitive than others and may have less ability to prepare for, cope with, or adapt to
changing conditions. These populations will be impacted disproportionately (CEC 2012).
Extreme Heat
Extreme heat brings greater risk of dehydration, heat stroke, heat exhaustion, heart attack, other heat‐related
illnesses, and death (CalEPA and CDPH 2013; Cal OES 2013; CNRA 2014).Heat waves do not cause the physical
damage that floods, fires, and earthquakes do, but they can be very deadly (Cal OES 2013). For example, a
California Department of Public Health study estimates that over 650 deaths occurred in an extended California
heat wave in 2006 (Hoshiko et al. 2010).
In highly populated areas within the San Diego region, “urban heat islands” exacerbate the public impacts that
heat waves have upon more vulnerable populations (CAL EMA and CNRA 2012). Urban heat islands refer to the
phenomenon of temperatures in urban areas being significantly higher than in surrounding, less urbanized areas
because pavement and building material absorb sunlight and heat (Imhoff et al. 2010). The most intense urban
heat island effects are often seen in neighborhoods where dense land use and impervious, paved surfaces
predominate and trees, vegetation, and parks are less common. Access to the cooling effects of urban greening
and open space is often most limited for low‐income urban communities (CalEPA and CDPH 2013).
Although greater warming due to climate change is anticipated in the region’s inland areas, populations in the
cooler coastal areas may also be at greater risk because individuals are less acclimatized to heat, people are less
aware of behaviors that can reduce exposure or reduce physiologic stress, the built environment is not designed
for warmer conditions, and such communities may not have plans for emergency heat mitigation measures
(CalEPA and CDPH 2013.)
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Increases in Ozone and Particulate Matter Air Pollution
Higher temperatures are expected to increase the frequency, duration, and intensity of conditions conducive to
the formulation of ozone (CNRA 2014). An increase in population exposure to ground‐level ozone is projected to
increase in San Diego in 2050 due to the increase in hot, sunny days (Messner et al. 2009). In addition, wildfires,
projected to increase in frequency and size, emit dangerous particulate matter. Particulate air pollution would also
increase as a result of increased energy demands due to higher temperatures (CEC 2012). All of these factors
would lead to poorer air quality in the San Diego region, exacerbating a range of health issues (CEP and SDF 2014).
Changes in Allergens
Changes in temperature, precipitation, and extreme weather events may also change the production, distribution,
and dispersion of air‐borne allergens such as pollen, mold, and indoor allergens. Although there are still no
definitive conclusions on how climate change will impact air‐borne allergens, particularly at the regional level,
models indicate that pollen will likely increase in many parts of the United States, seasonal timing of allergen
production may shift, and allergen content and potency may increase (CNRA 2014). Long‐term studies of plant
species have documented earlier flowering in response to increased winter and spring temperatures (Groffman et
al. 2014). In addition, as spring is advancing and fall is being delayed, the growing season is lengthening, which
exacerbates human allergies (Groffman et al. 2014). For example, a longer fall allows for bigger ragweed plants
that produce more pollen later into the fall (Groffman et al. 2014).
Rising pollen levels and longer pollen seasons increase allergic sensitivity and asthma episodes (USEPA 2008),
decrease economic productivity, and increase the number of school days missed each year (Staudt et al. 2010). In
fact, allergies are the sixth most costly chronic disease category in the United States, collectively costing the health
care system approximately $21 billion annually (Gambel et al. 2008).
Flooding and Wildfire
An increase in extreme events like flooding and wildfire would also impact public health. Flooding can lead to loss
of life, injury, and increased mental health burden; loss of property and employment; displacement; economic
disruptions; interruption of health services and mobility; and toxic or infectious exposures (CNRA 2014). Wildfire
may also cause property loss, displacement, injury, and loss of life (CNRA 2014).
Infectious Disease
Changes in temperature and precipitation associated with climate change may lead to changes in the spread of
vector‐borne diseases (CNRA 2014). Climate change could increase the mosquito population where more standing
water occurs, such as after extreme precipitation events (CNRA 2014; CEP and SDF 2014).Higher winter
temperatures could also increase the tick population (CNRA 2014). Heavy rainfall and flooding could lead to an
increase in water‐borne diseases (CNRA 2014).
Water Management
Climate change adds new vulnerabilities and exacerbates historical challenges to California’s water management
(CNRA 2014). The major impacts of climate change on the water management sector include changes in the timing,
form, and amount of precipitation; changed runoff patterns; increases in the frequency and severity of floods and
droughts; and sea level rise. These impacts can negatively affect water supplies, water quality, and water storage
and distribution infrastructure (CNRA 2014). Water demand is expected to increase across a range of sectors
(CNRA 2014).
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Precipitation Changes
Two primary sources of water used by the San Diego region are the State Water Project and the Colorado River,
which provide 75–95 percent of the region’s water supply, depending on the year (CEP and SDF 2014). In both
cases, these water supplies originate in mountain snowpack. Climate change will result in reduced snowpack due
to drier conditions and warmer conditions, (CalEMA and CNRA 2012; CNRA 2014). The state’s current water
management system relies on mountain snowpack acting as a huge winter and spring reservoir, with snow at some
altitudes not melting until well into June. Mountain regions will experience less precipitation overall. Even as
precipitation decreases, warmer temperatures will result in a higher percentage of annual precipitation falling as
rain, and in an earlier spring melt of the remaining snowpack. Existing reservoirs will be filled to capacity earlier in
the year, and no longer replenished in late spring. As a result, the total annual stored water volume will decrease,
resulting in a reduced water supply during dry seasons (CNRA 2014). Scientists are expecting a 12 percent decrease
in the runoff and streamflow that is replenishing San Diego’s major water sources (CEP and SDF 2014).
Groundwater/Drought
Groundwater supplies are less plentiful in the San Diego region than elsewhere in California due to lack of storage
capacity in local aquifers, availability of groundwater recharge, and degraded water quality (SDCWA 2015a). As a
result, only about 3 percent of regional supply comes from groundwater (SDCWA 2015a). During droughts,
groundwater use will likely intensify, potentially resulting in increased overdraft and subsidence, which can result
in permanent loss of storage and damage to overlying infrastructure, and further stress groundwater‐dependent
ecosystems (CNRA 2014).
Sea Level Rise
Sea level rise, coastal storm surge, sea level‐driven increases in ground water levels, and salinity intrusion pose
threats to San Diego’s water supplies imported from the Sacramento‐San Joaquin Delta via the State Water Project
(Messner et al. 2009). As seas rise, and freshwater flows decrease, the salinity influence of the Pacific Ocean moves
deeper into the California Delta, threatening the water quality of this major source of freshwater to the state
(SDCWA 2015b). Over the 5‐year period 2009–2013, 19 percent of the San Diego County Water Authority’s
(SDCWA) supply came from the State Water Project. Further threatening the State Water Project is the
vulnerability of the levees protecting the California Delta to damage and failure from flooding (Messner et al. 2009;
DWR 2009).
In addition, coastal groundwater aquifers are already vulnerable to salinization, which will be exacerbated by rising
sea levels (Heberger et al. 2009). While only 3 percent of San Diego’s regional supply comes from groundwater, in
2014, that roughly corresponded to 19,000 acre‐feet of water (SDCWA 2015a). As each single acre‐foot is
approximately 325,900 gallons, this is a non‐negligible amount of water that may be threatened by increased
salinity.
Changing Water Demand
SDCWA analyzed climate change impacts on water demand and found that, in 2035, the impact would range from
a 0.63 percent increase in demand under a B1 emissions scenario to a 1.8 percent increase under an A2 emissions
scenario. While potable water use has decreased more than 20 percent since 2007, SDCWA also notes that high
temperatures in 2015 have made it difficult to reduce water use compared to the same months a year earlier
(SDCWA 2015c).
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Coastal Resources
Three‐quarters of California’s population lives near the coastline, living, commuting, working, and recreating along
the shorelines. Downtown San Diego, and commercial and residential portions of Pacific Beach, Encinitas, and
Oceanside are only a few feet above existing sea level. Rising sea levels, coastal storms, and erosion put
infrastructure and natural assets at risk (CNRA 2014). Ocean acidification threatens the health of ocean ecosystems
and ocean‐based activities, including commercial fishing and coastal recreation (CNRA 2014).
Beaches and Bluffs
Sea level rise will result in the inundation of some beaches; for gently sloping beaches, a general rule of thumb is
that approximately 50 to 100 feet of beach width will be lost for every foot of sea level rise (CNRA 2014). Beaches
and bluffs also will be exposed to greater and more frequent wave action, due to the elevated seas as well as to a
possible increase in the frequency and severity of storm waves, resulting in more erosion (CNRA 2014). When the
means of protecting existing structures involves building sea walls or other “hard armoring” of the coast, there will
be an inevitable additional loss of beaches as a result (CNRA 2014). The loss of beaches due to armoring and sea
level rise will in turn result in loss of public beach access, tourism losses, losses of marine mammal haul‐out area
and sandy beach habitat, and loss of beach buffering capacity against future bluff erosion (CCC 2015a; Pendleton
et al. 2009).
Sea level rise can also result in loss of intertidal zones, where they are bordered by cliffs or man‐made structures.
Loss of this habitat is of particular concern because these zones nurture an incredible diversity of marine wildlife
and act as important nursery habitat for many marine species. The two primary intertidal marine reserves in San
Diego, Cabrillo National Monument and Scripps Coastal Reserve, are both bordered by steep cliffs and will lose
much of their intertidal habitats (Messner et al. 2009).
Infrastructure
Sea level rise and coastal erosion threaten coastal infrastructure, including transportation assets (ports, airports,
roads and highways, bridges, transit systems, and fueling infrastructure), water supply and delivery infrastructure,
and wastewater and storm water infrastructure (CNRA 2014). Rising sea levels will significantly increase the
challenge to transportation managers in ensuring reliable coastal transportation. Erosion, permanent inundation,
and temporary flooding from sea level rise can cause roadway, rail, and airport washout and damage, route
closures, travel delays, and disruption of transit services (CDOT 2013). Inundation of even small segments of the
intermodal transportation system can render much larger portions impassable, disrupting connectivity and access
to the wider network (CDOT 2011). Bridges can also be vulnerable to sea level rise. A North Coast Corridor study
found that multiple bridges along the railroad, Interstate 5, and State Highway 101 corridors may be vulnerable to
high water in the future (SANDAG and CDOT 2013).
The Sea Level Rise Adaptation Strategy for the San Diego Bay found that the storm water, wastewater,
transportation facilities, and commercial buildings sectors in the San Diego Bay are particularly vulnerable to sea
level rise and coastal flooding (ICLEI 2012). For example, parts of the San Diego International Airport were found to
be vulnerable to future localized flooding from blocked storm outfalls in the bay and, in 2100 scenarios, airport
operations will be vulnerable to Bay flooding and inundation, particularly from impacts on access roads, future
terminal areas, and portions of the runway/airfield (ICLEI 2012).
A range of climate change impacts to energy and transportation infrastructure is discussed further below.
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Hazardous Materials
The presence of facilities or land containing hazardous materials in coastal areas susceptible to flooding presents
toxic exposure risks for human communities and ecosystems. Hazardous materials can be spread by flood waters
to contaminate drinking water supplies, buildings and property, and ocean‐based food sources (CNRA 2014). A
2009 study evaluated sites containing hazardous materials at risk from sea level rise in California. In 2009, no such
sites were located in high flood risk areas (100‐year floodplain) in San Diego County, but with a 55‐inch sea level
rise, the high risk flood area along the San Diego County coast will expand and the number of hazardous waste
sites at risk will increase to 13 (Heberger et al. 2009).
Extreme Weather and Pollution Runoff
Sea level rise and extreme storm events may lead to increased flooding, which may result in water pollution from
nonpoint sources of contaminants (e.g. oil, pesticides, litter, nitrogen fertilizers, etc.) (CNRA 2014). Polluted storm
water runoff in coastal waters can cause serious public health problems as well as illness, death, and reproductive
failures in marine species (USEPA 2015). Extreme storm events may also increase releases of raw sewage into
marine environments, due to accidental spills from aging, cracked, and leaking sewer systems or due to overflows
of untreated or partially treated wastewater from combined sewer systems (State Water Board 2015).
Ocean Acidification
The chemistry of the world’s oceans is changing as increasing carbon dioxide is absorbed into the surface water.
This results in a decrease in pH, a process known as ocean acidification. Ocean acidification is considered a global
threat to marine ecosystems and has the potential to impact various economic sectors (e.g., fisheries, aquaculture,
tourism) and coastal communities in California, and may also have indirect effects on food security and biodiversity
(CNRA 2014). While oceanic uptake of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere provides some mitigation of
greenhouse gas emissions, it is having a profound long‐term impact on marine ecosystems (Kelly and Caldwell
2012).
Biodiversity/habitat
Climate change is adding pressure to ecosystems already stressed by habitat loss and fragmentation, pollution,
disease, population growth, and other human‐related impacts. This added pressure is significantly increasing the
risk of biodiversity loss and species extinction (CNRA 2014). There is evidence that changes to air and water
temperatures, changes to water quality and availability, sea level rise, ocean acidification, and altered wildfire
regimes are already affecting biological systems in California (Kadir et al. 2013). The 2009 California Climate
Adaptation Strategy (CNRA 2009) provides detailed information on projected impacts and risks to biodiversity, and
includes the impacts described below.
Species Migration
The population distributions of some North American species are expected to move northward in latitude and
upward in elevation. While this means a range expansion for some species, for others it means a range reduction,
movement into less hospitable habitat, or increased competition. Some species have nowhere to go because they
are already at the northern or upper limit of their habitat or because there are impediments to migration, such as
natural landscape features or human development (CNRA 2009). Modeling by the Center for Conservation Biology
at UC Riverside has shown that, in response to higher temperatures and reduced precipitation, vegetation types in
Southern California will tend to move to higher elevations. Suitable environmental conditions for coastal sage
scrub are predicted to decrease between 10 percent and 100 percent under altered climate conditions (Messner et
al. 2009).
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Chaparral responded in a manner similar to coastal sage scrub, although higher percentages of suitable habitat
remain under altered conditions. However, elevation shifts in San Diego County are substantially constrained as a
result of population growth and development, habitat degradation, unsuitable soils, or other physical limitations
(Messner et al. 2009). In addition, current high altitude habitats are not able to migrate to higher elevations and
are particularly vulnerable to species loss and extinction (CNRA 2014).
Pathogens, Parasites, and Disease
Climate change and shifts in ecological conditions could support the spread of pathogens, parasites, and diseases,
with potentially serious effects on human health, agriculture, and commercial fishing (CNRA 2009, 2014). For
example, projected warmer winter temperatures may increase insect survival and populations, including pest
species such as bark beetles that kill trees and impact habitat in San Diego County forests (Messner et al. 2009).
Invasive Species
Climate change may aid or accelerate the spread of invasive species that pose additional threats and stress to
native fish, wildlife, and plants (CNRA 2009, 2014). Extreme weather events projected to increase due to climate
change generally benefit invasive species given their tolerance to a wide range of environmental conditions.
Invasive species often have greater flexibility and can survive under variable and extreme conditions, such as flood
events or drought (CNRA 2009).
Extinction Risks
Climate change, along with habitat destruction, pollution, and other human‐related impacts, can act as a stressor
that contributes to species loss and extinction (CNRA 2014). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
estimates that 20–30 percent of the plant and animal species evaluated so far in climate change studies are at risk
of extinction if temperatures reach levels projected to occur by the end of this century (Fischlin et al. 2007). While
natural systems have some adaptive capacity to respond to change, many ecosystems may lack the ability to
survive the rate and scale of predicted change, threatening the survival of some species (CNRA 2009, 2014; CEP
and SDF 2014).
San Diego County is located in a biodiversity hotspot, which refers to a region that is both a significant reservoir of
biodiversity and is threatened with habitat destruction (Messner et al. 2009). San Diego has a large convergence of
fish, mammal, and plant hot spots all coinciding (Messner et al. 2009). At the same time, land use changes have
impacted biodiversity across San Diego County (Messner et al. 2009). As a result, San Diego County is one of two
counties with the most plants and animals at risk for extinction in the continental United States (Messner et al.
2009).
Changes in the Timing of Seasonal Life‐Cycle Events
Climate changes can lead to mismatches in the timing of migration, breeding, pollination, and food availability.
Warming has already impacted the seasonal timing of biological events in California, including flowering times, leaf
emergence, fall bird migration, and insect emergence (Kadir et al. 2013). A change in climate can disrupt biological
interactions and impact ecosystem dynamics by displacing existing biological interactions. For example, an earlier
occurrence of flowering may result in lack of pollination and plant reproduction if pollinators have not yet emerged
from dormancy or arrived from winter migration sites (CNRA 2009).
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Agriculture
Climate change is expected to exacerbate stresses on the agricultural sector. Changes in air, soil and water
temperature, soil moisture content, invasive pests, native pollinators, and water availability affect crop yield and
quality, crop species, and livestock management, making the agricultural sector highly sensitive to climate change
(CEC 2012).
Crops
Crops are sensitive to the availability of water, the quality of water, and the timing of water application (CDFA
2013; CNRA 2014). In general, water resources available for agricultural irrigation are expected to decrease, and
become less predictable, while risks of flooding also expected to increase (CNRA 2014). Both of these factors could
take a toll on crop production (CDFA 2013).
Crops are also sensitive to the magnitude of change in temperature, extreme temperature, and the timing of
temperature changes (CDFA 2013). Higher temperatures due to climate change are likely to result in the reduction
in yield of some of California’s most valuable specialty crops (CDFA 2013).Many of California’s crops require
distinct seasons, including specific chill temperatures and durations, and inadequate winter cold can cause late or
irregular blooming that decreases yields (CDFA 2013). Extreme summer temperatures can burn crops, and by
increasing evaporation, decrease soil moisture, causing and exacerbating drought conditions (CDFA 2013)
Indirect impacts could also take a toll on crop production, including decreases of pollinators and increases of pests,
disease, and invasive weeds, and disruptions to the transportation and energy infrastructure supporting
agricultural production (CEC 2012; CDFA 2013; CNRA 2014).
The combined effect on agriculture from multiple changing climate variables is complex and difficult to predict,
and can be a mix of positive and negative impacts (e.g., longer growing periods, but more pests); however, by
midcentury and beyond, climate change is projected to have overall detrimental impacts on most current crop
production (Walthall et al. 2012; CDFA 2013). San Diego County’s highest revenue crops include ornamental trees
and shrubs, indoor flowering and foliage plants, bedding plants, avocados, tomatoes, lemons, herbaceous
perennials, strawberries, and cactus and succulents (Farm Bureau 2015). Perennial crops, like avocados, lemons,
and strawberries, are semipermanent and therefore potentially more vulnerable to climate change than are
annual crops (Lobell et al. 2006). For example, research has found that climate change will likely put downward
pressure of yields of avocados by 2050 and San Diego County is one of the nation’s leading avocado producers
(Lobell et al. 2006; Farm Bureau 2015). A study of annual crops in California, including tomatoes, found that
climate change will decrease crop yields in the long term (Lee et al. 2009).
Studies have established that many impacts on perennials (such as peaches, strawberries, and almonds) vary by
crop, while nearly all annual crops (such as wheat and sunflowers) are expected to decline in the future (CEC
2012).
Livestock
Increasing air temperatures can also affect livestock production when temperature exceeds optimal levels. Heat
stress in livestock can result in reduced pregnancy rates, longer time needed to reach market weight, and reduced
milk production (Walthall et al. 2012).
Agricultural Workers
Higher temperatures and extreme heat could lead to increased incidences of heat stress in agricultural workers,
which may reduce productivity, and lead to illness, disability, or death in extreme exposures (CNRA 2014).
Energy and Transportation Infrastructure
California’s economy and its residents’ quality of life depend on safe and reliable energy and transportation
services. The energy sector provides services through a complex, integrated system involving generation,
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transmission, distribution, and consumption in homes, businesses, and other facilities (CNRA 2014). California’s
transportation infrastructure includes extensive roads and highways, railways, ports, airports, transit systems, and
a variety of supporting fueling systems (CNRA 2014). While both of these sectors are primary contributors to
greenhouse gas emissions, both are also vulnerable to climate change impacts, including extreme heat, sea level
rise, changes in precipitation, and wildfire (CNRA 2014).
Energy
California’s energy systems are vulnerable to a variety of climate stressors as reported in the California Climate
Change Third Assessment (CEC 2012). The primary climate stressors to the energy system in California are warmer
temperatures, less snowpack, more frequent extreme weather events, and sea level rise. Expected impacts include
higher energy demand, decreased production efficiency, and physical damage to power infrastructure from floods,
wildfire, and sea level rise.
Higher temperatures, especially during more frequent and intense heat waves, stress the electricity generation
and distribution system as cooling needs cause electricity demand to spike. A 2009 study estimates a 60–70
percent increase in peak electricity demand by 2050 (CEC 2009). Without adequate planning, hotter summers and
more intense heat waves could result in rolling blackouts and power outages (Messner et al. 2009).
While higher temperatures lead to higher electricity demand, higher temperatures could also lead to reductions in
electricity supply. Higher temperatures reduce the efficiency of thermal power plants, such as natural gas, solar
thermal, nuclear, and geothermal. Power plant cooling is less efficient at higher air temperatures and this, in turn,
reduces overall efficiency and the amount of energy generated (CNRA 2014).Transmission of electricity is also
impacted by higher temperatures as transmission lines experience lower efficiencies in high heat (CEC 2012).
Hydroelectric power, a key source of electricity during the summer peak demand period, will likely see reduced
capacity due to the loss of mountain snowpack and potential reductions in annual precipitation (CEC 2012; CNRA
2014). Alternative generation would need to be procured, likely at a higher cost (CNRA 2014).
Furthermore, transmission lines are vulnerable to damage by wildfires, which are likely to occur more frequently in
the coming decades (CEC 2012). The probability of exposure to fire of some transmission lines is expected to
increase by as much as 40 percent by end‐of‐century (Sathaye et al. 2011).
Sea level rise threatens about 20 existing coastal power plants in California (CNRA 2014; Sathaye et al. 2011).
These low‐lying power plants face the risk of flooding or partial flooding due to sea level rise and increased storm
surges. While none of these facilities are located in San Diego County, the interconnectivity of the grid means that
their impairment could impact the San Diego region.
Just as the electrical grid is vulnerable to climate change, the transportation fuel infrastructure and associated
facilities (e.g., refineries) that support transportation are vulnerable to extreme events, sea level rise, and coastal
inundation or levee failure (CNRA 2014).The infrastructure that provides natural gas to homes, industries, and
power plants is also vulnerable to indirect impacts of climate change. Vulnerability assessments and adaptation
studies for these parts of the energy system, however, have yet to be examined in more detail (CNRA 2014).
Transportation
Major transportation infrastructure, such as ports and airports, roads, highways, bridges, transit systems, and
energy and fueling infrastructure, faces increased risks of flooding and erosion due to sea level rise and extreme
precipitation events (CNRA 2014; CDOT 2013). The resulting damage to transportation infrastructure would lead to
service interruptions, route closures, travel delays, and impaired goods movement (CDOT 2013).
Extreme heat associated with climate change also threatens highways and railways as it may damage road
materials and other transportation infrastructure (CDOT 2013). High temperatures cause deformation of asphalt,
including buckling (CDOT 2013). Rail lines are also vulnerable to heat as metal rail lines kink under extreme heat
conditions, which can lead to rail breakage and train derailment (FTA 2011; CDOT 2013; CNRA 2014).
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Emergency Management
Emergency management is a comprehensive system of policies, practices, and procedures designed to protect
people and property from the effects of emergencies or disasters. It includes programs, resources, and capabilities
to mitigate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from effects of hazards (CNRA 2014). Disaster risks typically
associated with the San Diego region include earthquake, flood, and wildfire. However, the San Diego region also
faces emergency risks associated with landslides, dam failures, tsunami, and man‐made hazards (SDC OES 2010).
More extreme weather events, sea level rise, changing temperature and precipitation patterns, and more severe
and frequent wildfires will affect all aspects of emergency management. Climate stressors will affect existing
emergency management capabilities and increase needs for emergency management services (CNRA 2014).
Without appropriate preparation in the emergency management sector, climate change will increase risks to
public safety and property, and increase emergency response and recovery costs to government and taxpayers
(CNRA 2014).
Climate Change Adaptation
Climate change adaptation is the process of adjustment to reduce the negative impacts of climate change (IPCC
2014). Adaptation seeks to moderate or avoid harm or exploit beneficial opportunities (IPCC 2014). The 2010
SANDAG Climate Action Strategy states that adaptation will be critical to protecting the region from the impacts of
climate change. The strategy includes adaptation goals, objectives, and measures to protect transportation and
energy infrastructure. A 2014 North Coast Corridor study included a Coastal Sea Level Rise Analysis that provides
recommendations of future ocean water levels for consideration in the design of transportation improvements
(SANDAG and CDOT 2014). The 2015 update to the San Diego County Multi‐Jurisdictional Hazard Mitigation Plan
will also include climate change risks and strategies to mitigate those risks (ICLEI 2015). Local jurisdictions are also
planning for climate change impacts. For example, in 2011 climate adaptation measures were added to Chula
Vista’s Climate Action Plan (City of Chula Vista 2011). The cities around the San Diego Bay, the Port of San Diego,
and San Diego Airport also developed a sea level rise vulnerability assessment and strategy in 2012 (ICLEI 2012).
Below are examples of adaptation measures found in these local and regional plans and studies:
Transportation Sector Adaptation Measures (SANDAG 2010)






Conduct research aimed at developing transportation infrastructure materials better suited to withstand
high temperatures
Accelerate inspection schedules and prepare for increased maintenance costs
Address adaptation issues in the design and location of new projects, and when improvements are made
to existing infrastructure
Modify standards for the design, location, and construction of infrastructure to account for areas
potentially subject to storm surge, sea level rise, and more frequent flooding
Reduce building in floodplains and areas subject to storm surge or sea level rise
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Energy Sector Adaptation Measures (SANDAG 2010)2






Support the rollout of advanced metering infrastructure that enables electric vehicles, distributed
generation systems, and electricity consumption to be accurately monitored by end‐users and the utility
Participate in peak demand reduction programs and undertake peak demand measures at local
government facilities
Support a regional building retrofit program that can reduce overall and peak energy and water use in
older structures
Exceed Title 24 energy requirements for new construction through policy or incentives that work toward
an overall goal of zero net energy new homes by 2020 and net energy new commercial buildings by 2030
Request periodic briefings from utilities, the California Public Utilities Commission, and the California
Energy Commission on long‐term adaptation issues regarding energy infrastructure

Water Management Adaptation Measures




Evaluate and propose new ordinances to incorporate gray water plumbing (all residential properties) and
dual plumbing for indoor recycled water use (commercial properties in eastern area) for new
development projects (City of Chula Vista 2011)
At the subarea plan stage, development projects with 50 or more dwelling units (or equivalent) must
complete Water Conservation Plans to outline their strategies for maximizing indoor and outdoor water
use efficiency (City of Chula Vista 2011)

Coastal Resources Adaptation Measures





Institutionalize or mainstream sea level rise adaptation by incorporating sea level rise and associated
impacts into relevant local and regional plans and projects (ICLEI 2012)
Perform more detailed vulnerability assessments at a site‐specific level as significant plans or capital
projects are undertaken (ICLEI 2012)
Update the grading ordinance to require that all “tidally influenced” projects account for anticipated sea
level rise for the next 50 years into their project development and grading plans (City of Chula Vista 2011)
Update the Subdivision Manual to add requirements for development projects within “tidally influenced”
areas to demonstrate that the storm drain system is designed to prevent any property damage with a
100‐year storm occurring at the highest high tide with a projected 1.5 feet of sea level rise (City of Chula
Vista 2011)

2

Strategies that reduce energy use, whether used to reduce peak or overall demand, limit the potential for energy
infrastructure overload and associated brownouts or blackouts. Reduction of greenhouse gases is a co‐benefit of
these infrastructure protection measures.
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
This Appendix contains the following supporting documentation for Section 4.8 Greenhouse Gas
Emissions.

G‐1:

2012 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory and Projections for the San Diego Region

G‐2:

Local Climate Action Plan Conflict Analysis

G‐3:

Technical Methodology to Estimate GHG Emissions for the SANDAG Sustainable Communities
Strategy

G‐4:

Scenario 3 Greenhouse Gas Reduction Scenario Methodology

G-1
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Appendix G‐1
2012 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory and Projections for the
San Diego Region
A Summary of Methods and Data Used
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2012 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory and Projections for the San Diego Region
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1 INTRODUCTION
The San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) contracted the Energy Policy Initiatives Center
(EPIC) to estimate the 2012 regional greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions for San Diego County, project
emissions to 2050, and estimate the effect of existing statewide policies to reduce emissions. GHG
emissions estimates are to be included in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan and associated
Environmental Impact Report. This report summarizes the methodologies and data used to conduct
this analysis.
To the extent possible, EPIC followed the U.S. Community Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of
Greenhouse Gas Emissions1 (U.S. Community Protocol) for the following emissions categories:








On‐road transportation, including:
 Passenger cars and light duty vehicles
 Heavy duty trucks and vehicles
Electricity and natural gas
Water consumption
Solid waste
Wastewater
Civil Aviation

EPIC estimated emissions for the remaining categories based on California Air Resources Board
methods and those developed by EPIC based on local data. These categories include:









Other Fuels
Cogeneration
Industrial
Off‐Road
Land Use and Wildfires
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels

Summary of Results
Table 1 summarizes the results of the San Diego Regional GHG Emissions inventory for 2012.

1

ICLEI Local Governments for Sustainability USA, U.S. Community Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
Available at http://www.icleiusa.org/tools/ghg‐protocol/community‐protocol.
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Table 1: Summary of Greenhouse Gas Emissions in the San Diego Region, 2012
2012
Emissions Category

CO2e Emissions
(Million Metric Tons)

Percentage of
Total Emissions

15.7613.14

44.537.2%

7.97
2.84
1.89
1.75
1.64
1.43
1.37
0.92
0.81
0.64
0.52
0.16
0.11
0.08

22.65%
8.0%
5.4%
4.9%
4.6%
4.1%
3.9%
2.6%
2.3%
1.8%
1.5%
0.54%
0.3%
0.2%

0.05

0.1%

(0.65)
35.3934.67

‐1.8%N/A
100%

TransportationPassenger Cars & Light
Duty Vehicles
Electricity
Natural Gas
Heavy Duty Trucks & Vehicles
Solid Waste
Other Fuels
Industrial
Aviation
Off‐Road
Wildfire
Other ‐ Thermal Cogeneration
Water
Wastewater
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels (ocean‐going vessels
and harbor craft)
Development and Sequestration*
Total

Note: The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and
the new version of EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On‐road GHG emissions in the
Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).
* It is assumed that development leads to loss of vegetation and immediate loss of CO2e while sequestration
accounts for absorption of CO2e from increased vegetation. The sum of these emissions is negative (in parentheses),
that is, there is net absorption in 2012.

Table 2 provides the Regional GHG Emissions Forecast for 2020, 2025, 2035, and 2050. This forecast
includes the regional effects of existing (in 2012) statewide emission reduction policies and strategies,
including: Advanced Clean Cars vehicle efficiency standards, Zero Emissions Vehicles Mandate, Low
Carbon Fuel Standard, Renewable Portfolio Standard, energy efficiency and distributed solar programs,
waste diversion, water conservation, Cap and Trade Program, and high global warming potential (GWP)
strategies. The estimated reductions are based on the current implementation timeline for regulations,
many of which do not currently extend beyond 2020 or 2025. Therefore, the emissions reductions are
conservative estimates and the extension of current regulations and/or new future regulations would
lead to additional reductions beyond what is estimated here. See Section 17 for the methods for
calculating the reductions associated with these measures.
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Table 2: Regional Greenhouse Gas Emissions Forecast
2012 Inventory
2020
2025
2035
Emissions Categories
TransportationPassenger Cars
15.7613.14
13.7211.18
12.359.24
9.687.69
& Light Duty Vehicles
Electricity
7.97
6.41
6.32
6.05
Natural Gas
2.84
2.79
2.76
2.73
Heavy Duty Trucks & Vehicles
1.89
1.89
1.99
2.03
Solid Waste
1.75
0.84
0.88
0.93
Other Fuels
1.64
1.64
1.65
1.66
Industrial
1.43
1.45
1.46
1.49
Aviation
1.37
1.52
1.59
1.72
Off‐Road
0.92
0.95
1.14
1.47
Wildfire
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
Other ‐ Thermal Cogen
0.64
0.65
0.67
0.71
Water
0.52
0.57
0.59
0.63
Wastewater
0.16
0.12
0.13
0.15
Rail
0.11
0.15
0.17
0.23
Agriculture
0.08
0.06
0.05
0.03
Marine Vessels (excluding
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
pleasure craft)
Development + Sequestration
‐0.65
‐0.62
‐0.60
‐0.56
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
‐1.39
‐1.39
‐1.39
Cap and Trade
‐0.5
‐0.5
‐0.5
High GWP Measures
‐0.43
‐0.43
‐0.43
35.434.7
28.828.1
27.726.6
25.5
Total

2050
9.647.46
5.76
2.69
2.33
0.98
1.66
1.60
1.82
1.79
0.81
0.77
0.67
0.15
0.30
0.02
0.05
‐0.51
‐1.39
‐0.5
‐0.43
25.926.0

Note: emissions are presented in million metric tons of CO2e. The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the
project description and the new version of EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On‐road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR
were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

Overview of the Report
The Regional GHG Emissions Forecast, Table 2, is based on reasonably foreseeable emissions based on
regulations currently in place. The emissions were calculated by first creating a business‐as‐usual (BAU)
projection, then subtracting the estimated emissions reductions due to current regulations. This report
describes the methodology used to both calculate the BAU projection and emission reductions
associated with current regulations.
Section 2 provides common assumptions used to estimate GHG emissions. Sections 3 to 16 provide the
methods used to create the BAU projection for each category of emissions. The BAU projection is
based on anticipated growth in the region in the absence of policies and regulations to reduce GHG
emissions. Each category section also describes how methods may vary from those used in the
previous regional inventories 2 and, where applicable, limitations of the approach. Section 17
summarizes methods used to estimate the greenhouse gas reductions from existing statewide policies
that will affect emissions into the future.
2

The regional inventories from 2008 and 2010 are available at http://www.sandiego.edu/law/centers/epic/reports‐papers/reports.php.
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2 COMMON ASSUMPTIONS AND SOURCES
The following section provides common assumptions used in more than one emissions category.

Carbon Dioxide Equivalent
Carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O) are the primary GHGs emitted by fossil
fuel combustion from the majority of emissions categories. The combination of these gases is
represented as carbon‐dioxide equivalent (CO2e), which is the common expression of GHG emissions.
In general, the Global Warming Potentials (GWPs) used to convert CH4 and N2O to CO2e are consistent
with 100‐yr GWPs reported by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in their Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4) in 20073 (see Table 3). However, transportation GHG emissions based on the
EMFAC 2014 model were converted from CO2 to CO2e by multiplying by a conversion factor of 1.055.4
Table 3: Global Warming Potentials used in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Greenhouse Gas
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
Methane (CH4)
Nitrous Oxide (N2O)

Global Warming Potential (GWP)
1
25
298

Background Data
Table 4 presents a summary of common activity data used to estimate overall GHG emissions. Activity
data are those that lead directly or indirectly to GHG emissions.
Table 4: Common Data Used in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Inventory
Data Category
Population5
Electricity Use (GWh)6
Natural Gas Use
(Million Therms)7
Water Consumption
(Gallons)8
Vehicle Miles Traveled
(miles/day)9

2012
3,143,429
19,737

2020
3,435,713
21,550

2035
3,853,698
25,846

2050
4,068,759
30,116

522

532

581

631

172,102,737,000

188,105,286,750

210,989,965,500

222,764,555,250

79,462,664
79,473,075

84,936,378
84,814,180

91,107,910
90,661,689

95,293,858
94,479,905

Note: The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On‐road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).
3

Climate Change 2007: Working Group I: The Physical Science Basis, Section 2.10.2 Direct Global Warming Potentials, Table 2.14
A conversion factor is required because only CO2 emissions, not CO2‐equivalents, are modeled by the EMFAC model for on‐road
transportation. The conversion factor is derived by dividing the average CO2e emissions (12,100 lbs/year) from a passenger fleet vehicle
of 63.5% cars and 36.6% light duty trucks by the average CO2 emissions (11,470 lbs/year) for the same fleet.U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency, Unit Conversion, Emissions Factors, and Other Reference Data, November 2004, page 6. Available at
http://www.epa.gov/cpd/pdf/brochure.pdf.
5
SANDAG Series 13. Provided by SANDAG, email February 6, 2015.
6
California Energy Demand 2015‐2025 Revised Forecast, Volume 1: Statewide Electricity Demand, End‐User Natural Gas Demand, and
Energy Efficiency. California Energy Commission, Electricity Supply Analysis Division. Publication Number: CEC‐200‐2014‐009‐SF‐REV.
7
California Energy Demand Forecast 2015‐2025.
8
Based on the estimated reported per capita consumption of 150 gallons in 2010. San Diego County Water Authority, from chart “Water
Authority Service Area Water Use” at http://www.sdcwa.org/sites/default/files/images/water‐management/WaterUse1990‐2014.
9
EMFAC 2014, the latest version of the Emissions Factor model developed by California Air Resources Board to assess vehicle tailpipe
emissions. Available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/msei/modeling.htm.
4
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Emissions Factors
Table 5 shows the emissions factors used to calculate the emissions reductions due to the major
federal and state GHG mitigation measures described in Section 17. These factors change depending
on the target year and as the state and federal measures, such as the Renewable Portfolio Standard,
are implemented.
Table 5: Emissions Factors Used in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Inventory

Emissions Factor
Natural Gas CO2e Emissions Factor10

Value
0.0054

Units
Metric Tons CO2e/Therm

2012 Electricity CO2e Emissions Factor11

785

lbs CO2e/MWh

2012 Fleet CO2e Emission Factor12

543

Grams CO2e/Mile

2012 Passenger Vehicles Only CO2e
Emissions Factor13

478

Grams CO2e/Mile

Business‐as‐Usual Emissions Projection
Table 6 provides the Business‐as‐Usual (BAU) projection for 2020, 2025, 2035 and 2050. The BAU
projection is based on anticipated growth in the region in the absence of policies and regulations to
reduce GHG emissions. The one exception to this is the on‐road transportation sector. On‐road
transportation emissions are based on EMFAC2014 output, where BAU emissions projections from the
transportation sector include the effects of California’s Advanced Clean Cars Program, which includes
the Federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy Standards, the Pavley tailpipe emissions standards (2012
– 2016 model years) and the Low Emissions Vehicles LEV III GHG regulation (2017 – 2025 model years).
The transportation projections also include changes due to SB375, electric vehicle miles and
California’s heavy‐duty aerodynamics regulation. In contrast, other sectors do not reflect effects of
major state regulations on GHGs in the BAU projection. See sections below for methods and
projections.

10

California Air Resources Board Documentation of California’s 2000‐2012 GHG Inventory. Available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/doc/doc_index.php. See also California’s 2000‐2012 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory Technical
Support Document 2014 Edition. Available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/doc/methods_00‐12/ghg_inventory_00‐
12_technical_support_document.pdf.
11
Developed by EPIC from data from a) Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form 1. Available at http://www.ferc.gov/docs‐
filing/forms/form‐1/viewer‐instruct.asp and b) U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated
Database 2010 (eGrid). Available at http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy‐resources/egrid/.
12
EPIC, developed from EMFAC 2014 data.
13
EMFAC 2014.
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Table 2: Regional Business‐As‐Usual (BAU) Projection
Emissions Categories
TransportationPassenger
Cars & Light Duty Vehicles
Electricity
Natural Gas
Heavy Duty Trucks & Vehicles
Solid Waste
Other Fuels
Industrial
Aviation
Off‐Road
Wildfire
Other ‐ Thermal Cogen
Water
Wastewater
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels (excluding
pleasure craft)
Development + Sequestration
Total

2012 Inventory

2020

2025

2035

2050

15.7613.14

13.8811.44

12.569.45

9.937.94

9.947.76

7.97
2.84
1.89
1.75
1.64
1.43
1.37
0.92
0.81
0.64
0.52
0.16
0.11
0.08

8.63
2.89
1.89
1.91
1.64
1.45
1.52
0.95
0.81
0.65
0.57
0.17
0.15
0.06

9.18
2.98
1.99
2.00
1.65
1.46
1.59
1.14
0.81
0.67
0.59
0.18
0.17
0.05

10.09
3.16
2.03
2.13
1.66
1.49
1.72
1.47
0.81
0.71
0.63
0.20
0.23
0.03

10.99
3.44
2.33
2.25
1.66
1.60
1.82
1.79
0.81
0.77
0.67
0.21
0.30
0.02

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

0.05

‐0.65
35.434.7

‐0.62
34.734.1

‐0.60
34.533.4

‐0.56
33.733.8

‐0.51
35.836.0

Note: emissions are presented in million metric tons of CO2e.
Note: The revised numbers in this table reflect the minor modifications to the project description and the new version of EMFAC2014
(v1.0.7) released by ARB in May 2015. On‐road GHG emissions in the Draft EIR were calculated using EMFAC2014 (v1.0.1).

Methods to Calculate 1990 Emissions
SANDAG first prepared a GHG inventory in 2009 to better understand the emissions sources in the
region and to serve as a resource for local and regional decision makers as they consider ways to
reduce emissions at the local and regional levels. To that end, emissions were calculated based on
historical GHG emissions from 1990 to 2006 using the best available data, and then estimated future
emissions to 202014. The inventory includes the entire population and all economic sectors of San
Diego County, with the exception of some military activities. To the extent possible, the study followed
the same calculation methodology used by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to develop the
statewide GHG inventory. In some instances, when doing so could yield a more accurate or precise
result or when data were unavailable, the project modified the CARB method.
Subsequent to that initial study, in 2013, a 2010 GHG emissions inventory was developed. The 1990
GHG emission levels are of 29 MMT CO2e is included in the appendix to that study (Table 2)15.
14

San Diego County Greenhouse Gas Inventory: A Summary of Methods Used, March 2009 – can be found at
http://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_374_13259.pdf.
15
Energy Policy Initiative Center, March 2013 San Diego County Updated Greenhouse Gas Inventory ‐ can be found at
http://catcher.sandiego.edu/items/usdlaw/EPIC‐GHG‐2013.pdf.
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3 ON‐ROAD TRANSPORTATION
The on‐road transportation category is the single largest contributor of GHG emissions in San Diego
County, accounting for about 43% of total emissions in 2012. Emissions from on‐road transportation
are the result of fuel combustion (gasoline, diesel, electricity use) from motorized vehicles on San
Diego County freeways, highways, streets, and roads. The vehicle classes included in this category are:
passenger cars; light‐, medium‐, and heavy‐duty trucks; buses; motor homes; and motorcycles.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
To estimate emissions from on‐road transportation activity, EPIC used EMFAC201416, the California Air
Resources Board model for estimating emissions from mobile sources. Input files to run the model as
well as output files containing all emissions data, including CO2 were provided by SANDAG. While
output emissions projections from EMFAC2014 include the effects of the most recent Advanced Clean
Cars program17, which includes federal fuel economy standards for passenger cars and light‐duty trucks
applying to new vehicle model years through 2025, SB375, electric vehicles and certain truck
regulations, the effect of these regulations on GHG emissions are de minimis in 2012.
The GHG emissions associated with the generation of electricity used to power electric vehicle miles
reflected in EMFAC 2014 are included in the Electricity category of this regional inventory.

Business‐as‐usual Projection
Emissions for 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050 were estimated using EMFAC2014, with input and output
files provided by SANDAG. Intermediate years were interpolated linearly. Output emissions include the
effects of the most recent Advanced Clean Cars program18, which includes federal fuel economy
standards for passenger cars and light‐duty trucks applying to new vehicle model years through 2016
and California’s ZEV III GHG regulation19 for model years 2017‐2025. The projections also include the
changes due to SB 375, electric vehicle miles and a heavy duty truck regulation as described below.
3.1.1 EMFAC2014 Assumptions


EMFAC 2014 was used to develop on‐road transportation GHG emissions for the baseline year
2012 and for 2025, 2035 and 2050. The regulations and standards that are accounted for in
EMFAC2014 include: 20
o Advanced Clean Cars Program21, which includes the Federal Pavley GHG regulation
(2012 – 2016 model years) and California’s LEV III GHG regulation (2017 – 2025 model
years).
o The Heavy‐Duty GHG Phase 1 (2013) regulation, which includes the 2013 Tractor‐Trailer
Greenhouse Gas Regulation Amendments and Federal Fuel Efficiency Standards for

16

EMFAC 2014.
California Air Resources Board. California’s Advanced Clean Cars Program. Available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/consumer_info/advanced_clean_cars/consumer_acc.htm.
18
CARB, California’s Advanced Clean Cars Program.
19
California Air Resources Board. Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Program, 2014. Available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/zevprog/zevprog.htm.
20
Personal Communication with California Air Resources Board, email dated April 24, 2015.
21
CARB, California’s Advanced Clean Cars Program, see
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/consumer_info/advanced_clean_cars/consumer_acc.htm
17
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Medium‐ and Heavy‐Duty Engines and Vehicles (this is also known as the Phase 1 /
Smartway regulation
o Truck and Bus Regulation (2014) Amendments
What was previously known as the “CARB Heavy‐Duty Vehicle Aerodynamics Regulation” was
amended in 2013 (see item 2 above) and the amended regulation is reflected in EMFAC2014.22
As per previous communication with CARB23, EMFAC 2014 also includes effects of electric
vehicle miles at a level of 15.7% of new vehicle sales per year through 2050.
EMFAC2014 does not account for GHG benefits from the “Regulation to Reduce Greenhouse
Gas Emissions from Vehicles Operating with Under Inflated Tires.”24 This is accounted for in the
transportation forecast (Table 2).

Differences from Previous Inventory
Previous regional inventories of 2010 and 2012 were based on EMFAC2011 as well as regional origin‐
destination VMT data provided by SANDAG25. However, O‐D VMT data was not used for this update.
This regional inventory reflects only the update of EMFAC 2014.

4 ELECTRICITY
Electricity consumption is a significant source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in San Diego County,
accounting for about 23% of total emissions. The following sections summarize the methods used to
estimate emissions from this category.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
EPIC estimated emissions from electricity using the Built Environment (BE.2) method from the U.S.
Community Protocol.26 The method recommends multiplying the community’s annual electricity use
by the average annual electricity GHG emission factor expressed in pounds of CO2e per megawatt‐hour
(lbs CO2e/MWh). EPIC used annual electricity consumption data for San Diego County (San Diego
region) provided by San Diego Gas & Electric27 to estimate 2012 emissions.28 Because about 9% of the
electricity consumption in the SDG&E Service Territory occurs outside of San Diego County, where
needed the data was scaled to the San Diego Region by multiplying total demand by 91%. To account
for transmission and distribution losses, that number was then increased by 6%.
The emissions factor for electricity represents a weighted average for all electricity use to serve
electricity usage in San Diego County. Many sources affect the emissions factor for electricity,
including the quantity and fuel source of the following sources of electricity:

22

Personal Communication with CARB, email dated April 24, 2015.
Personal Communication between CARB, SANDAG, and EPIC, telephone conversation April 23, 2015.
24
Personal Communication with CARB, email dated April 24, 2015.
25
See Methodology for Regional Greenhouse Gas Inventory 2012 based on EMFAC2011, provided to SANDAG October 2014.
26
ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol.
27
San Diego Gas & Electric data request. Personal communication with Dinah Willer, SDG&E Account Manager (Email December
30,2013).
28
California Energy Demand Forecast 2015‐2025.
23
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power plants owned by the local utility,
power plants not owned by the local utility but from which it purchases electricity to supply
customers,
distributed generation, including photovoltaics, and
cogeneration.

The GHG emission factor was derived using data from annual Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) Form 1 generation reports 29 , U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Emissions &
Generation Resource Integrated Database 2010 (eGrid)30, and SDG&E. Emission factors associated with
electricity generated by SDG&E were derived from FERC Form 1 reports and in consultation with
SDG&E.31 For purchased power, EPIC developed emission factors based on FERC Form 1 data on
purchased power and U.S. EPA’s eGrid specific electric plant emissions. To account for thermal energy
associated with cogeneration, U.S. EPA’s eGRID also provides for the allocation of cogeneration
emissions between electric production and thermal energy. The emissions factors derived for purposes
of estimating regional GHG emissions were validated by SDG&E personnel for accuracy.
The emissions factor for electricity for 2012 is 785 lbs CO2e/MWh. Because the San Onofre Nuclear
Generation Station (SONGS) went offline in 2012, the calculated emissions factor for 2012 is higher
than in the previous years.

Business‐as‐usual Projection
To project business‐as‐usual (BAU) emissions for the electricity category, the emissions factor for 2012
was held constant to 2050. Because the CEC’s annual electricity consumption data is only forecasted to
2025, values beyond 2025 were extrapolated using a linear forecast based on the Series 13 San Diego
regional population forecast developed by SANDAG.
4.1.1 California Energy Commission Forecast Assumptions
Because the inventory is based on energy data from the CEC, it is important to note the major
assumptions in their forecasting methods. The following provides a list of programs and policies that
are included in the CEC’s electricity consumption forecast to 2025.32




Renewable Portfolio Standard –15% of retail electricity sales in 2012.
o Assumes direct access providers have the same GHG intensity as retail sellers
Utility Energy Efficiency Programs – electric savings from 2013‐14 program cycle
Residential Category
o 1975 HCD Building Standards
o Title 24 Residential Building Standards: 1978, 1983, 1991, 2005, 2010, 2013
o Federal Appliance Standards 1988, 1990, 1992
o 1976‐82 Title 20 Appliance Standards
o AB 1109 Lighting (Through Title 20)

29

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form 1. Available at http://www.ferc.gov/docs‐filing/forms/form‐1/viewer‐instruct.asp.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated Database 2010 (eGrid). Available at
http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy‐resources/egrid/.
31
Personal communication with David Barker, SDG&E, email January 22, 2014.
32
California Energy Demand Forecast 2015‐2025.
30
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o 2002 Refrigerator Standards
o 2011 Television Standards
o 2011 Battery Charger Standards
Commercial Category
o Title 24 Non‐Residential Building Standards: 1978, 1984, 1998, 2001, 2005, 2010, 2013
o 1978 Title 20 Equipment Standards 2004 Title 20 Equipment Standards
o 1984 Title 20 Non‐Res. Equipment Standards
o 1985‐88 Title 24 Non‐Residential Building AB 1109 Lighting (Through Title 20)
o Standards 2011 Television Standards
o 1992 Title 24 Non‐Residential Building
o 2011 Battery Charger Standards

Differences from Previous Inventory
In previous inventories, it was assumed that electricity providers other than SDG&E had the same
emissions factor. In this version, to the extent possible, all sources of electricity have a separate
emissions factor. A weighted average is used to calculate a final emissions factor, with total electricity
consumed as the weighting factor.

Limitations
The method used to estimate an emissions factor for electricity consumed in San Diego County has
limitations. First, due to lack of data, we used default values for several electricity sources in
determining emissions from purchased power. Second, the latest version of U.S. EPA’s eGrid only
provides data for 2010. It is likely that emissions factors for power plants do not change significantly
year to year, but having actual emissions factors for power plants for each year of the analysis would
be more accurate. Third, the total electricity used to develop the emissions factor is greater than the
total sales reported for SDG&E in Sempra Energy’s SEC Form 10‐K and the CEC in the 2015‐2025
electricity forecast. This discrepancy is likely explained by the inclusion of transmission losses in some
reported values but not in others.

5 NATURAL GAS
The combustion of natural gas for end‐use applications accounts for 8% of GHG emissions in the San
Diego region. This category calculates emissions from natural gas consumption for purposes other than
electricity production, including commercial, industrial, and residential end‐use consumption.
Emissions associated with natural gas consumption during cogeneration are not included in this
category, because those emissions are accounted for separately in the electricity category and the
Other ‐ Thermal Cogeneration category.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
Emissions from natural gas consumption in the San Diego region were estimated using method Built
Environment (BE.1) from the U.S. Community Protocol. To estimate emissions from the combustion of
natural gas, the Protocol recommends multiplying community fuel use by an emissions factor for
natural gas. EPIC used an emissions rate of 0.0054 MT CO2e/therm for San Diego County, based on
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emissions factors for CO2, N2O, and CH4 from the California Air Resources Board.33 EPIC used
community fuel use data from the California Energy Commission (CEC) Demand Forecast 2015‐202534
for the SDG&E Service Territory and data provided by San Diego Gas & Electric.35

Business‐as‐usual Projection
To project business‐as‐usual (BAU) emissions for the natural gas category, EPIC used fuel use data from
California Energy Commission (CEC) Demand Forecast 2015‐2025 and SDG&E. Since natural gas
consumption forecasts are not available out to 2050, EPIC extrapolated beyond 2025 using a linear
projection based on SANDAG’s Series 13 regional population.36 When projecting emissions to 2050, the
emissions factor for 2012 (0.0054 MT CO2e) was held constant. See section 4.2.1 for assumptions
included in the CEC Demand Forecast.

6 OTHER FUELS
The Other Fuels category represents about 5% of GHG emissions from fuels not accounted for in other
categories. These fuels include distillate (other than in power production), coal (other than in power
production), kerosene, gasoline (other than in the transportation category), liquefied petroleum gas
(LPG), residual fuel oil (other than in power production), and wood. Emissions from this category are
divided into sectors according to the California Air Resources Board (CARB) statewide GHG inventory:
agriculture, commercial, residential, transport, energy, and manufacturing. The relative distribution of
emissions by sector is provided in Figure 1.
Agriculture
7%

Commercial
7%

Residen al
13%
Manufacturing
55%

Transport
2%
Energy
16%

Figure 1 Relative Distribution of Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Other Fuels (2012)

33

CARB 2000‐2012 GHG Inventory.
California Energy Demand Forecast 2015‐2025.
35
San Diego Gas & Electric data request. Personal communication with Dinah Willer, SDG&E Account Manager (Email December
30,2013).
36
SANDAG Series 13, provided via personal communication with Andrew Martin, SANDAG, email on February 6, 2015.
34
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Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
EPIC used statewide GHG emissions from the California Air Resources Board’s California state
greenhouse gas inventory to calculate regional estimates.37 Statewide emissions were scaled down to
San Diego County using relevant economic, population, or transport data. At the time of developing
this inventory, detailed GHG emissions from CARB’s inventory were only available to 2011, so values
from 2012 to 2050 were projected linearly.
6.1.1 CARB Categories Included
The following list is provided in terms of category numbers, subcategory numbers, codes, headings and
fuel types used within each type of activity according to the CARB 2013 state inventory. CARB in turn
uses the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) category, subcategory names and codes as
specified in the IPCC 2006 Guidelines for GHG Inventories, to be consistent with the U.S. EPA when the
U.S. EPA reports the national inventory to the Climate Change Convention. Below are only those
categories, subcategories, activities and fuel types causing emissions in the San Diego region, as
evidenced by the existence of economic activity data for these categories in the San Diego region.
Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled to San
Diego County using gross income from agriculture production from 2008 and 2011.38 An average of
these values was applied to all other years.


1A4c: Agriculture/Forestry/Fishing/Fish Farms > Ag Energy Use
o Distillate > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Kerosene > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Gasoline > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Ethanol > CH4, CO2, N2O

Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled to San
Diego County using manufacturing data from the 2007 Economic Census.39 More recent economic data
was not available at the time of this project so that these values would be expected to somewhat
overestimate emissions reductions that followed from the recent recession and that are reflected in
the on‐road transportation and electricity and natural gas sectors.


1A4a: Commercial/Institutional > Not Specified Commercial
o Distillate > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Coal > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Kerosene > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Gasoline > CH4, CO2, N2O
o LPG > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Residual Fuel Oil > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Wood (wet) > CH4, N2O

37

CARB 2000‐2011 GHG Inventory.
California Department of Food and Agriculture, California Agricultural Statistics 2008 Summary Report. Available at
http://www.cdfa.ca.gov/statistics/PDFs/AgResourceDirectory2008/1_2008_OverviewSection.pdf
39
U.S. Census Bureau, 2007 Economic Census, available at https://www.census.gov/econ/census/.
38
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Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled to San
Diego County using annual population data from the US Census Bureau.40


1A4b: Residential > Household Use
o Distillate > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Kerosene > CH4, CO2, N2O
o LPG > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Wood (wet) > CH4, N2O

Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled down
to San Diego County using current and projected vehicle miles traveled from the 2008 California Motor
Stock, Travel, and Fuel Forecast.41


1A3: Transport > Not Specified Transportation
o LPG > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Residual Fuel Oil > CH4, CO2, N2O

Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled down
to San Diego County using data on purchased power.42


1B2: Oil and Natural Gas
o Not Specified Industrial > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Pipelines > Natural Gas > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4, CO2



1A1: Energy Industries > Pipelines
o Natural Gas Pipelines > Natural Gas > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Non‐ Natural Gas Pipelines > Natural Gas > CH4, CO2, N2O

Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled down
to San Diego County using manufacturing data from the 2007 Economic Census.43


1A2f: Manufacturing Industries and Construction > Non‐ Metallic Minerals > Stone, Clay, Glass,
and Cement > Cement
o Distillate > CH4, CO2, N2O
o LPG > CH4, CO2, N2O
o MSW > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Petroleum Coke > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Residual Fuel Oil > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Tires > CH4, CO2, N2O



1A2k: Manufacturing Industries and Construction > Construction
o Gasoline > CH4, CO2, N2O

40

U.S. Census Bureau, QuickFacts for San Diego County. Available at http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/06073.html.
California Department of Transportation. 2008 California Motor Stock, Travel, and Fuel Forecast. Available at
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/tsip/smb/documents/mvstaff/mvstaff08.pdf
42
FERC Form 1.
43
2007 Economic Census.
41
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1A2m: Manufacturing Industries and Construction > Non‐Specified Industry
o Distillate > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Gasoline > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Kerosene > CH4, CO2, N2O
o LPG > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Petroleum Coke > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Residual Fuel Oil > CH4, CO2, N2O



1B2: Oil and Natural Gas > Manufacturing
o Chemicals and Allied Products > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Construction > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Electric and Electronic Equipment > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Food Products > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Plastic and Rubber > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Primary Metals > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Pulp and Paper > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
o Storage Tanks > Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4

5.1.2 CARB Categories Not Included
Several categories were included in CARB’s statewide inventory, but not in our inventory for San Diego
County. Emissions from the following categories were set to zero, because data from the US Census
Bureau on 2011 Business Patterns in San Diego County indicated no economic activity for these
categories.


1A1b: Petroleum Refining
o Associated Gas > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Catalyst Coke> CH4, CO2, N2O
o Distillate> CH4, CO2, N2O
o LPG > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Petroleum Coke > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Refinery Gas > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Residual Fuel Oil > CH4, CO2, N2O



1A1c: Manufacture of Solid Fuels and Other Energy Industries
o Associated Gas > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Crude Oil > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Distillate > CH4, CO2, N2O
o Residual Fuel Oil > CH4, CO2, N2O



1B2: Oil and Natural Gas > Manufacturing: Stone, Clay, Glass, and Cement: Fugitives > Fugitive
Emissions > CH4



1B2a: Oil > Petroleum Refining: Process Losses: Fugitives > Fugitive Emissions > CH4
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1B3: Other Emissions from Energy Production > In State Generation: Merchant Owned >
Geothermal Power – Geothermal > CO2



1B3: Other Emissions from Energy Production > In State Generation: Utility Owned >
Geothermal power > CO2

Limitations
The emissions values for this category are not calculated using actual fuel use data or modeled
emissions data as in other categories. Rather, EPIC scaled down statewide totals using the ratio of
relevant activity in San Diego County relative to the statewide totals. Though EPIC selected data
sources to most accurately reflect the ratio of regional to statewide GHG emissions, these ratio values
are not based on observed GHG emissions in San Diego County. Actual fuel data for the Other Fuels
category would yield a more accurate estimate of emissions.

7 COGENERATION
Cogeneration is the process of combusting natural gas or other fuels to generate electricity and
thermal energy that can be used in cooling or heating applications. The analysis requires the
breakdown of emissions between those related to electricity and those related to thermal. The
following sections summarized the method used to estimate emissions from Cogeneration and to
allocate them between the electricity category and the Other‐Thermal Cogeneration category.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
For the purposes of the regional inventory, cogeneration is divided into categories of self‐serve and
utility purchased power. Self‐serve represents the energy generated and consumed on site. Other
cogeneration facilities generate electricity to sell to an electric utility. In some cases a combination of
the two occurs: an on‐site cogeneration facility consumes part of the electrical generation and sells
part to an electrical utility. Another factor is the location of the cogeneration facility, whether in the
region or outside the region.
To estimate emissions from the different possible cogeneration sources, two different data sets are
required: total natural gas consumption in the SDG&E natural gas service territory44 and the quantity of
electricity SDG&E purchased on behalf of its customers from cogeneration sources.45 Because these
data sources are both incomplete and overlapping, and some aspects of the data are included in the
emissions factor for electricity, a careful accounting is necessary.
7.1.1 Emissions from Total Natural Gas Consumption Data
EPIC received total natural gas consumption data from SDG&E46 and the California Energy Commission
(CEC).47 SDG&E data included economic sectors and customer type (bundled or transportation only).

44

Quarterly Fuel and Energy Report Data 2008‐2012 for SDG&E. Natural Gas by Rate Code. Personal Communication with Andrea Gough,
California Energy Commission Staff, email on 8‐13‐13. Note that SDG&E’s natural gas service territory is San Diego County. Therefore, no
adjustment is required to limit the analysis to San Diego County as with electricity.
45
FERC Form 1.
46
San Diego Gas & Electric data request. Personal communication with Dinah Willer, SDG&E Account Manager (Email December 30,2013)
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CEC data included a breakdown of natural gas used for cogeneration. To calculate emissions from
cogeneration, EPIC used total gas consumption data provided by the California Energy Commission
(CEC) to determine the average percentage of cogeneration use compared to total gas consumption.
EPIC then used this percentage to derive cogeneration gas consumption in the San Diego Region from
natural gas data provided by San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E). Converting this natural gas quantity
to emissions represents total emissions from cogeneration plants located within the San Diego region
for both electricity and thermal energy, regardless of the disposition of electricity (consumed on site or
sold to SDG&E).
Once cogeneration use had been multiplied by the greenhouse gas emissions factor for natural gas
(0.0054 MMT CO2e/therms), the resulting emissions were split into either the electric or thermal heat
category by using a weighted average of the thermal/electric split for cogeneration facilities in the San
Diego Region.48
7.1.2 Emissions from SDG&E Purchased Power Data
As described in Section 4, SDG&E purchased power was used to develop the overall emissions factor
for electricity. A subset of purchased power is cogeneration. SDG&E purchases power from
cogeneration facilities both inside and outside of the San Diego Region. Data for purchased power only
provided electricity and does not take into account the thermal aspects of cogeneration. EPIC used U.S.
EPA eGrid to determine the thermal emissions for each cogeneration plant that sold energy to SDG&E.
From this calculation, it is possible to determine both electric and thermal emissions from facilities
from which SDG&E purchased electricity that are located inside and outside the San Diego region.
7.1.3 Reconciliation of Both Data Sets
The emission estimates from total natural gas data capture in‐region cogeneration but does not
include emissions associated with plants outside the San Diego region. The purchased power data
capture emissions only from plants that sell electricity to SDG&E and do not capture self‐serve
emissions. Therefore it is necessary to reconcile results from both data sets to avoid under or double
counting. Table 6 summarizes the distribution of cogeneration from each data source.

47

Quarterly Fuel and Energy Report Data 2008‐2012 for SDG&E. Natural Gas by Rate Code. Personal Communication with Andrea Gough,
California Energy Commission Staff (Email on 8‐13‐13).
48
eGRID 2010.
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Table 7 Distribution of Cogeneration Emissions
Natural Gas Data
Electric

Thermal

Self‐Serve
Emissions in Electric category

Sold to SDG&E
Emissions from in‐region
thermal emissions already in
purchased power data.
Subtract from emissions total
from natural gas data.

Emissions in Other: Cogen‐
thermal category

Emissions in Other: Cogen‐
thermal category

Purchased Power Data used for Emissions Factor for Electricity
Electric

Thermal

In‐Region
Out‐of‐Region
Included in Electric Category via Included in Electric Category via
emissions factor for electricity. emissions factor for electricity.
(Subtract from Natural Gas data
emisisons total)
Not included in emissions
factor for electricity. Already
accounted for in Natural Gas
data.

Emissions in Other: Cogen‐
thermal category

Business‐as‐usual Projection
To project emissions from cogeneration, EPIC took the average ratio of natural gas consumption for
cogeneration49 for years 2010‐2012 and the natural gas consumption total in the California Energy
Commission 2015‐2025 Energy Demand Forecast.50 This ratio was then applied to the California Energy
Commission 2015‐2025 Energy Demand Forecast through 2025. These values were further projected to
2050 using the best‐fit curve.

Differences From Previous Inventory
The main methodological difference between how emissions from the electricity category were
calculated in previous and the current inventory is that EPIC developed a method to account for
cogeneration that is sold to SDG&E, which is embedded in the emissions factor for electricity,
separately from cogeneration that is produced in the region but consumed on site. Also, data from
eGrid allowed more accurate separation of cogeneration emissions associated with electricity
production and that associated with thermal energy.

49

Quarterly Fuel and Energy Report Data 2008‐2012 for SDG&E. Natural Gas by Rate Code. Personal Communication with Andrea Gough,
California Energy Commission Staff (Email on 8‐13‐13).
50
California Energy Demand 2015‐2025 Forecast.
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8 INDUSTRIAL
Emissions from the industrial category result from the processing of materials to manufacture items
such as mineral aggregate products, chemicals, metals, refrigerants, electronics, and other consumer
goods. Additionally, gases with high global warming potential are used in air conditioning units and
refrigeration, and in the manufacture of electronics, fire protection equipment, insulation, and
aerosols. This category focuses on industrial processes that directly release carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases by processes other than fuel consumption.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
EPIC used the categories in the CARB state Greenhouse Gas Inventory51 Industrial Category and scaled
down statewide emissions based on ratio values from relevant manufacturing, transportation,
population, and energy data in San Diego and the state.
8.1.1 CARB Categories Included
Emissions from the following CARB categories were calculated for San Diego County. As described in
Section 6.1.1, the following categories are category numbers, subcategory numbers, headings, codes
and fuel types used within each type of activity according to the CARB 2014 state inventory. Below are
only those categories, subcategories, activities and fuel types causing emissions in the San Diego region,
as evidenced by the existence of activity data for these categories in the San Diego region.
Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled to San
Diego County using current and projected vehicle miles traveled from the 2008 California Motor Stock,
Travel, and Fuel Forecast.52


2D1: Industrial Lubricant Use
o Not Specified Industrial > Fuel consumption – Lubricants
o Not Specified Transportation > Fuel consumption – Lubricants



2G4: Other Industrial Product‐ CO2, Limestone
o Not Specified Industrial > CO2 consumption
o Not Specified Industrial > Limestone and dolomite consumption
o Not Specified Industrial > Soda ash consumption

Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory53 and scaled
down to San Diego County using manufacturing data from the 2006 and 2007 Economic Census.54


2D3: Industrial Solvent Use
o Solvents & Chemicals : Evaporative losses : Fugitives > Fugitive emissions

51

CARB 2000‐2012 GHG Inventory.
California Department of Transportation. 2008 California Motor Stock, Travel, and Fuel Forecast. Available at
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/tsip/smb/documents/mvstaff/mvstaff08.pdf.
53
CARB 2000‐2011 GHG Inventory.
54
2007 Economic Census.
52
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Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled to San
Diego County using annual population data from the US Census Bureau.55




2E: Electronic Industry
o Manufacturing : Electric & Electronic
Semiconductor manufacture > C2F6
o Manufacturing : Electric & Electronic
Semiconductor manufacture > C3F8
o Manufacturing : Electric & Electronic
Semiconductor manufacture > C4F8
o Manufacturing : Electric & Electronic
Semiconductor manufacture > CF4
o Manufacturing : Electric & Electronic
Semiconductor manufacture > HFC‐23
o Manufacturing : Electric & Electronic
Semiconductor manufacture > NF3
o Manufacturing : Electric & Electronic
Semiconductor manufacture > SF6

Equip. : Semiconductors & Related Products >
Equip. : Semiconductors & Related Products >
Equip. : Semiconductors & Related Products >
Equip. : Semiconductors & Related Products >
Equip. : Semiconductors & Related Products >
Equip. : Semiconductors & Related Products >
Equip. : Semiconductors & Related Products >

2F: Product Uses as‐ Not Specified Commercial
o Use of substitutes for ozone depleting substances > CF4
o Use of substitutes for ozone depleting substances > HFC‐125
o Use of substitutes for ozone depleting substances > HFC‐134a
o Use of substitutes for ozone depleting substances > HFC‐143a
o Use of substitutes for ozone depleting substances > HFC‐236fa
o Use of substitutes for ozone depleting substances > HFC‐32
o Use of substitutes for ozone depleting substances > Other ODS substitutes

Emissions from the following categories are taken from the California state inventory and scaled down
to San Diego County using data on purchased power.56


2G1b: Other Industrial Product‐ Electrical
o Imported Electricity : Transmission and Distribution > Electricity transmitted
o In State Generation : Transmission and Distribution > Electricity transmitted

8.1.2 CARB Categories Not Included
Emissions from the following categories were used in CARB’s statewide inventory but set to zero in the
regional inventory because Economic Census data from 2007 indicated no economic activity in San
Diego County57.





2A1: Manufacturing: Stone, Clay, Glass, and Cement: Cement > Clinker Production> CO2
2A2: Manufacturing: Stone, Clay, Glass, and Cement: Lime > Lime Production> CO2
2B2: Manufacturing: Chemical and Allied Products: Nitric Acid > Nitric Acid Production > N2O
2H3: Petroleum Refining: Transformation > Fuel Consumption

55

U.S. Census Bureau, QuickFacts for San Diego County. Available at http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/06073.html.
FERC Form 1 and SDG&E.
57
2007 Economic Census.
56
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Business‐as‐usual Projection
GHG emissions from 2012 to 2050 were projected using data from SANDAG on the projected changes
in land use in the Industrial sector. EPIC determined the ratio of industrial activity in San Diego to that
in California in 2012 and increased this ratio by the percentage change in land use between 2012 and
2020, 2025, 2035, and 2050.

Differences from Previous Inventory
The main difference between the emissions projection this time and previous 2012 projection is the
use of SANDAG’s Industrial sector land use data for the projection instead of a ratio based on the state.
Statewide Industrial emissions increase much more significantly to 2050, which does not appear to
match expected industrial land use patterns in the San Diego region.

Limitations
Industrial emissions and projections are not based on observed GHG emissions in San Diego County.
Using actual data for San Diego sources of emissions would yield more accurate emissions levels. Also,
while use of SANDAG’s land use data for industrial could increase accuracy of these values, it is not
clear whether emissions would increase because of the same or slightly expanded land use footprint.

9 CIVIL AVIATION
Eleven airports, including the region’s primary commercial and international airport at Lindbergh Field,
contribute to about 4% regional GHG emissions. However, only emissions from commercial aviation
operations at the San Diego International Airport at Lindbergh Field are included in this inventory, as
the majority of commercial flights depart from this airport. Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions included
in the civil aviation category result from the combustion of jet fuel and aviation gasoline used by
commercial aircraft.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
Because many airports have reported greenhouse gas emissions in accordance with the Airport
Cooperative Research Program (ACRP), the ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol 58 recommends that
communities preparing regional greenhouse gas inventories use existing airport inventories for the
Civil Aviation category.
The San Diego County Regional Airport Authority prepared an inventory for the San Diego International
Airport based on 2008 data59. The inventory lists GHG emissions from several categories, including
purchased electricity, employee transportation, and ground service vehicles. However, emissions from
these categories are already captured in other categories of the inventory, so EPIC only included
emissions from aircraft fuel use in the Civil Aviation category. As the airport’s inventory is calculated
from 2008 data, EPIC used passenger data from the San Diego International Airport60, normalized with
population data61, to calculate 2012.
58

ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol.
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority Air Quality Management Plan, 2008. Available at
http://www.san.org/sdcraa/airport_initiatives/environmental/air_quality.aspx.
60
San Diego International Airport Historical Passenger Data. Available at
http://www.san.org/sdia/at_the_airport/education/airport_statistics.aspx.
61
SANDAG Series 13.
59
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Business‐as‐usual Projection
EPIC also used passenger data from the San Diego International Airport62, normalized with population
data63 to project emissions to 2050.

Differences from Previous Inventory
The previous inventories estimated greenhouse gas emissions from civil aviation by using jet fuel and
aviation gasoline purchase data and aircraft passenger data. EPIC adopted a new methodology for the
2012 inventory to comply with the ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol for this category.

Limitations
Because the San Diego International Airport’s GHG Inventory only includes GHG emissions from 2008,
EPIC had to project emissions using historical passenger data. As trends in number of passengers may
not be directly correlated to trends in GHG emissions, this method may not accurately allocate
emissions to the Aviation sector.

10 OFF‐ROAD
Off‐road vehicles and equipment contribute approximately 3% of regional greenhouse gas emissions
via fuel combustion in internal combustion engines. The off‐road category includes the following
equipment sub‐categories: construction and mining equipment, industrial equipment, airport ground
support, pleasure craft, recreational equipment, lawn and garden equipment, agricultural equipment,
transport refrigeration units (TRU), military tactical support equipment, other portable equipment, and
rail yard operations.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
To the extent possible, EPIC followed the California Air Resources Board (CARB) methodology to
calculate emissions from off‐road equipment in San Diego County. In 2007, CARB released the
OFFROAD model64, which calculates emissions from all off‐road sources. CARB is currently replacing
the OFFROAD model with several category‐specific models phased in over time. EPIC used CARB’s
updated models65 to calculate GHG emissions for off‐road categories when available. These categories
include airport ground support, construction and mining equipment, and industrial equipment. For all
other categories, the team used the OFFROAD model to calculate emissions.

Business‐as‐usual Projection
For off‐road categories without an updated CARB model, the OFFROAD2007 model was used to
calculate emissions for 2010, 2020, and 2040 for the San Diego Air Basin. Intermediate years were
interpolated and values between 2040 and 2050 were projected using a best‐fit curve. For some off‐
road categories, a new model was available, which calculated emissions to 2029. For these categories,
emissions were then projected to 2050 using a linear forecast.

62

San Diego International Airport Historical Passenger Data.
SANDAG Series 13.
64
California Air Resources Board OFFROAD2007 Model. Available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msei/categories.htm#offroad_motor_vehicles.
65
California Air Resources Board In‐Use Off‐Road Model. Available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/msei/categories.htm#offroad_motor_vehicles.
63
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Differences from Previous Inventory
The previous inventory also relied on CARB’s methodology to calculate emissions from off‐road
equipment. However, at that time, CARB had not yet developed any category‐specific models, so
calculations for all off‐road categories were generated from the OFFROAD 2007 model.

Limitations
At the time that emissions from this sector were calculated, CARB’s updated models for off‐road
equipment were not available. As a result, OFFROAD 2007 was used to calculate emissions from
several off‐road categories. Therefore, the methods used to calculate emissions from this sector may
have since been revised and, thus, emissions reported here may either under‐ or over‐estimate actual
GHG emissions from the off‐road category.

11 LAND USE & WILDFIRES
Land use and development influence regional greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in several ways. First,
vegetation cover can act to reduce GHG emissions through carbon sequestration, as growing plants
take up carbon dioxide (CO2). Second, when vegetation is displaced by development, not only is there a
loss of a carbon sink, but decomposing plants also release CO2 into the atmosphere. Additionally,
during wildfires, burning vegetation emits CO2, nitrous oxide (N2O), and methane (CH4). The amount of
each gas emitted depends primarily on the ecosystem involved. The classes of vegetation and their
relative cover in San Diego County are given in Figure 3.

Agriculture
6%
Woodlands
6%

Conifer
Forest
3%

Hardwood
Forest
0%

Grasslands
7%

Chaparral
36%
Developed
14%
Scrub
28%

Figure 2 Relative vegetation cover in San Diego
County

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions and Business‐as‐Usual Projection: Land Use
To the extent possible, carbon uptake by vegetation was estimated using the methodology from the
California Air Resources Board (CARB) Winrock Study66, which relates land use changes to greenhouse
gas emissions and quantifies carbon sequestration by vegetation type.

66

California Air Resources Board. Carbon Emission Factors Subworkgroup, 2010. Section 2. Available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/fuels/lcfs/workgroups/ewg/010511‐final‐rpt‐carbon‐emiss‐factors.pdf.
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EPIC downloaded vegetation data for San Diego County as a GIS shapefile from SANDAG.67 The data,
originally categorized into 130 vegetation types by Holland Classification Code, was then reclassified
into seven types to match the Winrock study: Scrub, Shrub (Chapparal), Hardwood Forest, Conifer
Forest, Grasslands, and Woodlands. EPIC added the class “Scrub” to the Winrock classification to
include ecosystems prevalent in San Diego County; all other classes appear in the Winrock study.
The effect of development on carbon sequestration by vegetation was quantified by analyzing land use
GIS shapefiles from SANDAG for 2008, 2012, and 205068 to produce an output shapefile of vegetation
available for carbon uptake in 2008, 2012, and 2050. Attributes labeled “open space park/preserve,”
“park active,” “landscape open space,” “undevelopable natural area,” or “vacant/undeveloped land”
were considered undeveloped; all other land use attributes were considered developed. For each year,
the attributes considered “developed” were clipped out to produce shapefiles that represent
undeveloped land in the County. Each of these shapefiles was then overlaid on the vegetation
shapefile, and the vegetation shapefile clipped to match the areas of undeveloped land, producing
maps of vegetation available for carbon uptake in 2008, 2012, and 2050. Finally, annual carbon uptake
was calculated by multiplying the land cover area of each vegetation type by its appropriate uptake
rate. Uptake by vegetation for intermediate years was interpolated linearly.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions and Business‐as‐Usual Projection: Wildfires
Fire burn perimeter data from SANDAG’s website was overlaid on the vegetation shapefile in GIS to
determine the area of each vegetation type burned by wildfires annually. Carbon dioxide and methane
emissions from burned vegetation were then estimated using the method of Akagi et al. (2011).69
Because SANDAG’s fire perimeter data is only available through 2010, an average of emissions from
wildfires from 1990 to 2010 was taken and held constant from 2012 to 2050.

12 WATER
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from a community’s water consumption result from electricity and
natural gas use from supply and conveyance (upstream processes), treatment and distribution within
the region, and end use. The magnitude of water emissions depend upon the source of the water, the
distance and topography traversed in conveyance, treatment processes, and the amount and nature of
the end use. Emissions presented in this category represent only those associated with upstream
supply and conveyance. Emissions associated with other aspects of the water cycle are captured in the
Electricity and Natural Gas categories and the data necessary to accurately break out water end use
energy use from regional totals is not available.

67

ECO_VEGETATION_CN shapefile from SANDAG Regional GIS Warehouse. Available at
http://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=21&fuseaction=home.classhome.
68
Land_Use_2008, LANDUSE_CURRENT, and LANDUSE_PLANNED shapefiles from SANDAG Regional GIS Warehouse. Available at
http://www.sandag.org/index.asp?classid=21&fuseaction=home.classhome.
69
Akagi, S. K., Yokelson, R. J., Wiedinmyer, C., Alvarado, M. J., Reid, J. S., Karl, T., Crounse, J. D., and Wennberg, P. O., 2011. Emission
factors for open and domestic biomass burning for use in atmospheric models, Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 4039‐4072. Doi:10.5194/acp‐11‐
4039‐2011.
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12.1 Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
To the extent possible, emissions from water consumption in San Diego County were estimated using
the WW.14 method from the ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol.70 The method considers each element of
the water cycle (supply and conveyance, treatment and distribution) individually, using a community‐
specific energy consumed per unit of water for each process of the water system. A sum of the
emissions from each process is then taken to estimate total GHG emissions from a community’s water
use.
To estimate gallons of water consumed in San Diego County per year, the reported annual per capita
consumption for 201071 was multiplied by the regional population.72 The result was then split into
groundwater and surface water using the freshwater breakdown for San Diego County from the United
States Geological Survey. 73 For upstream supply and conveyance emissions, surface water
consumption was multiplied by an energy intensity value from the Navigant Consulting report,
prepared for the CEC. 74 Emissions from groundwater extraction were calculated by multiplying
groundwater consumption by the groundwater extraction energy intensity value from the California
Public Utilities Commission for the Southern California.75 The energy intensity for surface water
treatment used to calculate emissions from water treatment was a Southern California‐specific value
from the U.S. Community Protocol. 76 Finally, emissions from groundwater and surface water
conveyance and distribution were estimated by multiplying total water consumption by energy
intensities available from a CEC study of 200677 and then by the emissions factor for electricity.78

12.2 Business‐as‐usual Projection
Business‐as‐usual emissions were estimated to 2050 using the SANDAG Series 13 population forecast,
holding per‐capita water consumption constant from 2012 to 2050.

12.3 Differences from Previous Inventory
The previous inventories did not break out the emissions associated with water as a separate category.
They included GHG emissions from water treatment and distribution in the electricity and natural gas
categories. In addition, upstream emissions from water supply and conveyance were not included in
the previous inventories.

70

ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol.
Based on the estimated reported per capita consumption of 150 gallons in 2010. San Diego County Water Authority, from chart “Water
Authority Service Area Water Use” at http://www.sdcwa.org/sites/default/files/images/water‐management/WaterUse1990‐2014.
72
SANDAG Series 13.
73
U.S. Geological Survey Estimated Use of Water in San Diego County, 2010. Available at http://ca.water.usgs.gov/water_use/index.html,
doi:10.5066/F7KD1VXV.
74
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2006. Refining Estimates of Water‐Related Energy Use in California. California Energy Commission, PIER
Industrial/Agricultural/Water End Use Energy Efficiency Program. CEC‐500‐2006‐118.
75
California Public Utilities Commission, Embedded Energy in Water Studies, Appendix G: Groundwater Energy Use. Available at
http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/PUC/energy/Energy+Efficiency/EM+and+V/Embedded+Energy+in+Water+Studies1_and_2.htm
76
ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol.
77
Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2006. See also Adapted from Implications of Future Water Supply Sources for Energy Demands.
78
EPIC derived emissions factor for electricity. See Section 4.1 for more information.
71
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12 RAIL
The Rail category of the regional greenhouse (GHG) gas inventory includes both passenger and freight
rail. Like many modes of transport, GHG emissions from both passenger and freight rail result from the
combustion of fuels in internal combustion engines.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
Detailed activity or fuel consumption data for rail transportation were not available within the
timeframe of this project for San Diego County. Therefore, GHG emissions for the County were scaled
from the California Air Resources Board (CARB) statewide inventory79 to San Diego County, based on
the number of support establishments for rail in the county and state.80

Business‐as‐usual Projection
Because GHG emissions from CARB’s inventory were only available to 2011 at the time these values
were calculated, emissions for 2012 to 2050 were projected linearly.

Differences from Previous Inventory
The previous inventory also scaled emissions from rail from the CARB statewide inventory to the San
Diego region. However, the value used in the previous inventory to scale statewide emissions to the
County was based on data from the U.S. Economic Census on the “total sales, shipments, receipts,
revenue, or business done by domestic establishments” for rail transportation.

Limitations
Because the rail category in CARB’s statewide inventory is not separated into freight and passenger rail
sub‐categories, it was difficult to find a ratio value that would capture both of these activities. EPIC
used the number of support establishments for rail in the county and state as a ratio value because it
best captured both freight and passenger rail activities. However, it may not represent the exact ratio
of all rail in the county compared to the state. Better data for this category would yield more accurate
emissions estimates. Further, an estimate of GHG emissions based on fuel consumption from both
freight and passenger rail would more accurately represent emissions from rail.

13 SOLID WASTE
Emissions from solid waste constitute about 5% of GHG emissions in the region. These emissions are a
result of biodegradable, carbon‐bearing waste decomposing in largely anaerobic environments,
producing landfill gas composed of approximately 50% methane and 50% carbon dioxide. The water
content of a landfill determines how fast the waste will decay, and, if water is unavailable, the waste
will not decay. Therefore, a large portion of the carbon in the waste will not degrade under these
conditions and will be sequestered as long as the landfill’s anaerobic and low‐moisture conditions
persist. Consequently, the degradation process can take 5 to 50 years.

79
80

CARB GHG Inventory 2000‐2011.
U.S. Census Bureau 2011 County Business Patterns (NAICS). Available at http://censtats.census.gov/cgi‐bin/cbpnaic/cbpdetl.pl
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Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
Solid waste emissions were estimated using method SW.4 from the ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol.
This method uses disposed waste in a given year81, the characterization of waste82, and a default
emission factor (0.06 MT CO2e/wet short ton) from the U.S. EPA Waste Reduction Model (WARM)83 to
estimate emissions from the disposal of solid waste by the San Diego Region. Because a recent waste
characterization study was not available for the City of San Diego or the Region, it was assumed that
the City’s characterization was the same as that reported in a 2008 statewide study for California. A
75% diversion rate is assumed in 2020 and beyond, as per EPA regulations84, and a 55 % CH4 capture
rate is used, as recommended by the U.S. Community Protocol as the default value, increasing to 75%
in 2020 and beyond, as reflected by best practice.85

Business‐as‐usual Projection
Per capita emissions rates for 2012 were used to project emissions out to 2050, based on SANDAG’s
population forecast.86

Differences from Previous Inventory
Method SW.4 differs from the previous inventory’s methodology in two ways. First, method SW.4
estimates GHG emissions from waste disposed by San Diego County, regardless of whether or not the
landfills are located inside or outside the County boundary. The previous inventory, on the other hand,
used data from waste disposed in the 26 landfills in the county to estimate emissions from solid waste.
Second, method SW.4 estimates future emissions resulting from solid waste disposed of in the
inventory year. In contrast, the previous inventory used solid waste data from previous years (back to
1950) to estimate inventory year emissions.

Limitations
Since an updated waste characterization for San Diego County was not available when emissions from
this category were calculated, a study from 2008 was used. Additionally, since an emissions factor was
not available for each category reported in the study, a default emissions factor for mixed solid waste
was used. Therefore, calculations that include more recent waste characterization in addition to
emissions factors specific to each category of a waste may be more precise in allocating emissions to
the Solid Waste sector.

14 WASTEWATER
The treatment of domestic wastewater produces methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions.
This category estimate such emissions resulting from community‐generated wastewater treatment.
81

California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) Disposal Reporting System (DRS). Available at
http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/DataCentral/.
82
California Department of Resources Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle). California 2008 Statewide Waste Characterization Study.
Available at http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/publications/Documents/General/2009023.pdf.
83
U.S. EPA. Waste Reduction Model (WARM). Available at http://epa.gov/epawaste/conserve/tools/warm/index.html.
84
AB 341 was amended in 2011 to read that it is state policy to achieve at least 75% diversion by 2020.
85
LA County Solid Waste Management Department. Measuring Landfill Gas Collection Efficiency Using Surface Methane Concentrations,
Huitric and Kong. Available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/ccea/comments/april/huitric_kong.pdf.
86
SANDAG Series 13.
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Method used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
Due to lack of consistent data for wastewater treatment facilities in the San Diego Region, emissions
from the treatment of wastewater were estimated using data from Point Loma Wastewater Treatment
Plant in the City of San Diego and used as a proxy for other plants in the region. The Point Loma
Wastewater Treatment Plant treats approximately 175 million gallons of wastewater per day87, which
are generated by more than 2.2 million residents, over half of the County’s population.
In order to calculate emissions from wastewater, EPIC used GHG emission data from Point Loma
Wastewater Treatment Plant as reported to the California Air Resources Board (CARB) in 2010.88
Annual emissions were divided by gallons of wastewater processed at the plant in that year to estimate
a typical CO2e/gallon of wastewater processed in San Diego County.
In order to obtain an estimate for total gallons of wastewater produced in San Diego County, EPIC
multiplied ICLEI’s value for per capita wastewater production in California (100 gallons/day)89 by the
regional population.90 EPIC then multiplied the total gallons of wastewater produced by our estimate
of typical CO2e/gallon of wastewater processed to calculate total GHG emissions from wastewater
treatment in the San Diego Region.

Business‐as‐usual Projection
The per capita wastewater production value for California (100 gallons/day) was multiplied by
SANDAG’s Series 13 population projection91 to estimate emissions to 2050.

Differences from Previous Inventory
The previous inventory estimated emissions from wastewater using per capita emissions factors for
nitrous oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4) provided by CARB.

Limitations
Due to lack of more specific information on the total amount of regional wastewater treatment and
emissions, the Wastewater sector may somewhat underestimate regional emissions by using Point
Loma treatment emissions as a proxy. The Point Loma Treatment Plant is not as energy intensive as
more modern plants in the region, which treat to a higher level of purity before discharge. The Point
Loma facility is permitted as a chemically enhanced advanced primary treatment facility while more
modern plants treat to secondary levels, which require greater energy use.92

87

Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant Annual Report 2010, Section 3 Plant Operations. Available at
http://www.sandiego.gov/mwwd/pdf/pm/2010plantoperations.pdf.
88
Emissions from Point Loma Wastewater Treatment Plant from Report to CARB in 2010.
89
ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol.
90
SANDAG Series 13.
91
SANDAG Series 13.
92
EPIC Personal conversation with Encina wastewater treatment plant manager comparing the Encina treatment facility energy use with
that of Point Loma, March 2015.
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15 AGRICULTURE
Emissions from agriculture make up only a small portion of the County’s greenhouse gas (GHG)
inventory, as emissions from livestock are less than 1% of total regional GHG emissions. These
emissions are broken into two categories: enteric fermentation and manure management. Enteric
fermentation is a microbial fermentation process that occurs in the stomach of ruminant animals,
producing methane that is released through flatulence and eructation. Manure management, on the
other hand, is the process by which manure is stabilized or stored. Anthropogenic methane (CH4) and
nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions result from livestock manure, and the amount of gas produced depends
on the manure management system involved.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
EPIC followed the ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol for Emissions from Domestic Animal Production
within a Community (A.1 and A.2). Method A.1 addresses enteric fermentation from livestock
production. Methane emissions due to enteric fermentation are derived from the population93 and
emissions factors for each animal type.
Method A.2 addresses emissions from manure management. Emissions from manure management are
derived from data on animal populations94, animal characteristics, and manure management practices.
Method A.2 is broken up into three sub‐categories, including methane emissions from manure
management (A.2.1), direct nitrous oxide emissions from manure management (A.2.3), and indirect
nitrous oxide emissions from manure management (A.2.4).

Business‐as‐usual Projection
EPIC projected both enteric fermentation and manure management emission estimates to 2050 using a
logarithmic decay model. First, EPIC calculated historical emissions from livestock to 2012, then used a
logarithmic decay function to calculate emissions in subsequent years out to 2050. As livestock
production in San Diego County is decreasing over time, this model produced a more reasonable result
than a linear model.

Differences from Previous Inventory
While the previous inventory used a direct calculation method provided in the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) statewide GHG inventory, the method used in the 2012 inventory relied on an equation
from the U.S. Community Protocol. The two methods are similar, because they both use livestock
population data to estimate GHG emissions.

Limitations
Because historical data showed a decrease in livestock population, using a linear projection to 2050
would cause emissions from agriculture to become negative. As such, an exponential decay function
was used. This function may not accurately account for emissions from the Agriculture sector, but is
more reasonable than a linear projection based on historical trends.

93
94

National Agricultural Statistics Service. Available at http://quickstats.nass.usda.gov.
National Agricultural Statistics Service.
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16 MARINE VESSELS
Emissions from marine vessels in San Diego County are largely attributed to the Port of San Diego,
which serves as a transshipment facility for San Diego, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino and Imperial
Counties, northern Baja California, Arizona, and other areas east of California. The specific emissions
included in the marine vessels category are broken into two sub‐categories as follows:



Ocean Going Vessels (OGV)—these include auto carriers, bulk carriers, passenger cruise vessels,
general cargo vessels, refrigerated vessels (reefers), roll‐on roll‐off vessels (RoRo), and tankers
for bulk liquids.
Harbor Craft—these include tugboats, ferries, and commercial fishing vessels.

Method Used to Estimate 2012 Emissions
Emissions from marine vessels in San Diego County were quantified based on the Port of San Diego’s
2012 Maritime Air Emissions Inventory (June 2014).95 The report provided estimates for emissions
from both Harbor Craft and Ocean Going Vessels (OGV) for 2012.

Business‐as‐usual Projection
Since methodologies differed between the Port’s 2006 and 2012 inventories, values for intermediate
years were not interpolated. Instead, the 2012 values were held constant from 2012 to 2050.

Differences from Previous Inventory
In previous inventories, CARB provided emissions data from its 2007 statewide inventory, and those
inventories were scaled to the San Diego region. Using the Maritime Air Emissions Inventory likely
more accurately allocates emissions to the Marine Vessels sector, as it is based on local data.

Limitations
Due to lack of relevant data that could be used to project emissions to 2050, emissions were held
constant from 2012 on. Therefore, the Marine Vessels sector likely does not include future business‐as‐
usual trends.

17 REGIONAL GHG EMISSIONS PROJECTIONS
The Regional GHG Emissions Forecast (Table 2) includes the emission reductions that would result from
adopted statewide policies and regulations in place in 2012. The forecast was calculated by first
estimating the BAU projection for each emissions sector (described in sections 3 through 16), then
subtracting the estimated GHG emissions reductions due to regulations. This describes the methods
used to calculate these emissions reductions. The estimated reductions are based on the current
implementation timeline for regulations, many of which do not currently extend beyond 2020 or 2025.
Therefore, these emissions reductions are conservative estimates and the extension of current
regulations and/or new future regulations would lead to additional reductions beyond what is
estimated here.

95

Port of San Diego 2012 Maritime Air Emissions Inventory, June 2014. Available at https://www.portofsandiego.org/ordinances‐a‐
resolutions/doc_view/6325‐2012‐maritime‐air‐emissions‐inventory‐report.html.
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Transportation
As noted in Section 3.1, the EMFAC 2014 emissions projections include the effects of the most recent
Advanced Clean Cars program96, which includes federal fuel economy standards for passenger cars and
light‐duty trucks applying to new vehicle model years through 2016, as well as California’s ZEV III GHG
regulation97 for model years 2017‐2025. The projection also accounts for the effects of SB 375, electric
vehicle miles and one heavy duty truck regulation.
To show the effects of other adopted statewide policies, EPIC estimated the emissions reductions from
a) the Regulation to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Vehicles Operating with Under Inflated
Tires, b) the Low Carbon Fuel Standard, and c) Off‐Model Measures calculated by SANDAG and
provided by SANDAG.




The expected reduction from The Regulation to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions from
Vehicles Operating with Under Inflated Tires98 in 2020 was scaled from the state to the San
Diego region using a ratio of vehicle miles traveled. The resulting reductions were held constant
from 2020 to 2050.
The reduction amounts from the Low‐Carbon Fuel Standard99 were based on an estimated
intensity reduction as required by the regulation, 10% from 2011 to 2020. As such, emissions
reductions were calculated by reducing emissions from the Transportation sector by 10% in
2020. This reduction was held constant to 2050.

Electricity
EPIC estimated emissions reduction values for the following policies.


Renewable Portfolio Standard: this was held constant at 33% renewable energy in electricity
supply from 2020 to 2050. The baseline year (2012) level was 15%.



State Solar ‐ Net metered: The projection to 2020 and 2035 was linear based on the net
metering cap for SDG&E in 2017 of 607 MW, followed by multiplying the photovoltaic
projection provided by the California Energy Commission100 by the ratio of actual reported in
December 2014101 to CEC forecast for the years thereafter.
o Programs and policies that encourage customer‐sited distributed solar photovoltaics
include the California Solar Initiative (and previously the Emerging Renewables
Program), New Solar Homes Partnership, and Net Metering. California’s current
residential rate structure, an inclining block structure that charges a higher marginal
rate as consumption increases, also encourages customers to install solar
photovoltaics at their premises. In addition to state measures, a federal tax credit
and accelerated depreciation also provide financial incentive for this technology.

96

CARB Advanced Clean Cars Program.
CARB Zero Emission Vehicle (ZEV) Program.
98
California Air Resources Board, Tire Inflation Regulation. Available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/tire‐pressure/tire‐pressure.htm.
99
California Air Resources Board, Low‐Carbon Fuel Standard Program. Available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/fuels/lcfs/lcfs.htm.
100
Personal Communication with California Energy Commission Staff Asish Gautam, email October 22, 2013.
101
San Diego Gas & Electric, Advice Letter 26890‐E. Progress Towards the Net Energy Metering Transition Trigger Level in Compliance
with Decision 14‐03‐041.
97
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State Solar – Shared: The reductions associated with shared solar were kept fixed at the
regulatory cap for shared solar in the SDG&E service territory of 59 MW for 2020, 2025, 2035
and 2050, as the Green Tariff Shared Renewables program (SB 43) allows up to 59 MW of solar
to be installed in SDG&E territory under a pilot that lasts until January 1, 2019.102



Electricity Efficiency: Reductions were based on a study by Navigant for the California Public
Utilities Commission for 2015‐2025. These values were projected to 2050.103
o The California Public Utilities Commission developed the Strategic Energy Efficiency
Plan with detailed goals and targets for improvement in energy use among all
sectors of the economy in California.104 California has numerous policies to help to
realize the long‐term strategic goals in the Plan and to encourage energy efficiency,
including standards for new buildings and appliances, programs administered by
investor‐owned utilities under the auspices of the California Public Utilities
Commission, and specific requirements for commercial buildings to disclose energy
use as required by AB 1103.

Natural Gas
Reductions from increased natural gas efficiency as a result of policies listed in Section 17.2 for
electricity were projected through 2050 on the basis of a study on the potential of natural gas
efficiency measures for the CEC.105

Wastewater
A capture rate of 98% was used for 2020, 2025, 2035 and 2050, considered reasonable as the literature
suggests106 that biogas capture systems for anaerobic lagoons are the simplest and easiest method to
capture nearly all emissions from treatment. It is assumed that most wastewater treatment emissions
will be captured by this or equivalent ways by 2020107.

Solid Waste
Landfill waste diversion rate of 75% was used as the state goal for 2020 according to AB341.108 A 75%
capture rate was used for projections as the best‐case scenario commonly used by the EPA.109 These
rates were held at 75% for the projection years through 2050.

102

State of California Public Utilities Commission, 2014. Decision Approving Green Tariff Shared Renewables Program for San Diego Gas
and Electric Company, Pacific Gas and Electric Company, and Southern California Edison Company Pursuant to Senate Bill 43. Available at
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M143/K989/143989599.PDF.
103
2013 California Energy Efficiency Potential and Goals Study, Final Report. Available at
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M088/K661/88661468.PDF.
104
Engage 360, 2011. California Energy Efficiency Strategic Plan. Available at http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/A54B59C2‐D571‐
440D‐9477‐3363726F573A/0/CAEnergyEfficiencyStrategicPlan_Jan2011.pdf.
105
2013 California Energy Efficiency Potential and Goals Study, Final Report.
106
Global Methane Global Initiative, Table 1, https://www.globalmethane.org/documents/ww_fs_eng.pdf,.
107
Requirement to implement 98% capture rate by 2020 has been set in the City of San Diego Climate Action Plan 2012 throughout its
evolution since 2012, see http://www.sandiego.gov/planning/genplan/cap/pastmeetings.shtml for archived climate action plans as well
as current 2015 draft City of San Diego Climate Action Plan, at http://www.sandiego.gov/planning/genplan/cap/. Communication with
City of San Diego public works department staff has indicated since 2012 that this is reasonable and feasible.
108
AB 341 Bill Text. Available at http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/11‐12/bill/asm/ab_0301‐0350/ab_341_bill_20111006_chaptered.html.
109
Huitric and Kong.
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Other CARB Measures
The following measures to address high GWP emissions are expected to have a GHG reduction impact
in the San Diego region:





H‐1 Motor Vehicle A/C Refrigerant Emissions
H‐4 Remove High GWP use in Consumer Products
H‐6 Refrigerant Tracking/Reporting/Repair Deposit Program
H‐6 Leak Reduction and Recycling in Electrical Applications

CARB estimates the statewide reductions from these measures to be 0.2, 0.2, 4.9 and 0.1 MMT CO2e in
2020110. These values were scaled to San Diego region as a ratio of similar activities in San Diego versus
California. This came to about 8% average of the total state reduction in San Diego.

Effect of Cap and Trade
The Update to the Scoping Plan provides that about 23 MMT CO2e will be reduced by the state Cap and
Trade program statewide.111 To estimate the San Diego region’s portion of the total state’s covered
emissions, EPIC used the ratio of the San Diego region’s covered emissions to statewide covered
emissions based on reported data for 2013.112 San Diego region’s covered emissions under Cap and
Trade was roughly 2% of the total covered emissions. Two percent of 23 MMT is approximately 0.5
MMT CO2e, which was considered to be the share of cap and trade emissions reductions attributable
to the San Diego region. This value was held constant through 2050.

110

California Air Resources Board. Greenhouse Gas Reductions from Ongoing, Adopted, and Foreseeable Scoping Plan Measures, 2014.
Available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/inventory/data/tables/ar4_first_update_to_scoping_plan_2014‐05‐22.pdf.
111
California Air Resources Board. First Update to the Climate Change Scoping Plan, 2013. Table 5, page 93. Available at
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/2013_update/first_update_climate_change_scoping_plan.pdf.
112
California Air Resources Board. 2013 GHG Facility and Entity Emissions. Available at http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/reporting/ghg‐
rep/reported‐data/ghg‐reports.htm.
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Appendix G‐2
Local Climate Action Plan Conflict Analysis
The Impact GHG‐2 analysis includes an evaluation of conflicts with adopted local Climate Action Plans
(CAPs). Table G‐1 summarizes the results of the CAP conflict analysis.
Table G‐1
Local Climate Action Plan Conflict Analysis
Policy or Measure

Conflict Analysis
1

City of Carlsbad Climate Action Plan
Measure A: Install Residential PV
systems

The proposed Plan would not conflict with installation of renewable
energy on residential buildings.

Measure B: Install Commercial and
Industrial PV systems

The proposed Plan would not conflict with installation of renewable
energy on commercial and industrial buildings.

Measure C: Promote Building
Cogeneration for Large Commercial
and Industrial Facilities

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the promotion of building
cogeneration for large commercial and industrial facilities.

Measure D: Encourage Single‐
Family
Residential
Efficiency
Retrofits

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in single‐family residential buildings.

Measure E: Encourage Multi‐Family
Residential Efficiency Retrofits

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in multi‐family residential buildings.

Measure F: Encourage Commercial
and City Facility Efficiency Retrofits

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in commercial and city facility buildings.

Measure G: Promote Commercial
and City Facility Commissioning, or
Improving Building Operations

The proposed Plan encourages commercial and city facility commissioning
and improved building operations.

Measure H: Implementation of
Green Building Code

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in new buildings.

Measure I: Replace Incandescent
Bulbs with LED Bulbs

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency, including replacing incandescent bulbs with LED bulbs.

Measure J: New Construction
Residential and Commercial Solar
Water
Heater/Heat
Pump
Installation & Retrofit of Existing
Residential

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency, including solar water heater/heat pump installations.

Measure K: Promote Transportation
Demand Management

The proposed Plan would increase frequency and availability of mass
transit options, including the COASTER, as well as constructing HOV lanes

1

The Carlsbad CAP has GHG reduction targets of 15% below 2005 levels by 2020, and 49% below 2005 levels by
2035. Because these reductions would be achieved through a combination of federal, state, regional and local
actions for all sources of GHG emissions within the City, the Regional Plan’s per capita GHG emissions reductions
for passenger vehicles only (15% in 2020 and 21% in 2035) do not conflict with the City targets. Although the
Regional Plan’s total regional GHG emissions percentage reductions from all sources would be lower than the
City’s percentage reductions, there is no conflict because the City’s CAP makes different assumptions about
federal, state, and in particular local GHG reduction measures that would be implemented to achieve the City’s
target.
G2‐1

Policy or Measure

Conflict Analysis
that encourage carpooling and alternative commute modes.

Measure L: Increase Zero‐Emissions
Vehicle Travel

The proposed Plan includes EV charging facilities and funding for
infrastructure for low carbon fuels and would not conflict with Measure L.

Measure
Citywide
Projects

M: Develop More
Renewable
Energy

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the development of more
citywide renewable energy projects.

Measure N: Reduce the GHG
Intensity
of
Water
Supply
Conveyance,
Treatment,
and
Delivery

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of strategies to
reduce the GHG intensity of water supply, conveyance, treatment, and
delivery.

Measure
O:
Encourage
Installation of Greywater
Rainwater Systems

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of strategies to
encourage installation of greywater and rainwater systems.

the
and

City of Chula Vista Climate Action Plan
Measure #1: High Efficiency Or
Alternative Fuel Replacement
Vehicles For The City Fleet

The proposed Plan includes EV charging facilities and funding for
infrastructure for low carbon fuels and would not conflict with Measure
#1.

Measure #2: Encourage City‐
Contracted Fleet Operators To
Adopt The Use Of High Efficiency
(Hybrid) Or Alternative Fuel
Vehicles

The proposed Plan includes EV charging facilities and funding for
infrastructure for low carbon fuels and would not conflict with Measure
#2.

Measure #3: Business Energy
Assessments

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of Measure #3.

Measure #4: Green Building
Standards

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in new buildings

Measure #5: Solar and Energy
Efficiency Conversion

The proposed Plan encourages solar and energy efficiency conversion.

Measure #6: Smart Growth Around
Trolley Stations

The proposed Plan includes increased frequency of mass transit services
and encourages access to alternative forms of transit, including the Trolley.

Measure #7: Turf Lawn Conversion

The proposed Plan would not conflict with Measure #7.

City of Encinitas Climate Action Plan
Objective: Increase Energy
Efficiency of Residential Buildings

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in residential buildings

Objective: Promote Renewable
Energy Installations on Residential
Buildings

The proposed Plan would not conflict with installation of renewable
energy on residential buildings.

Objective: Promote the
Construction of Green Buildings

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in residential buildings

Objective: Promote the
Construction of Green Buildings

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in non‐residential buildings

Objective: Increase Energy
Efficiency of Non‐Residential
Buildings

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in non‐residential buildings

G2‐2

Policy or Measure

Conflict Analysis

Objective: Promote Renewable
Energy Installations on Non‐
Residential Buildings

The proposed Plan would not conflict with installation of renewable
energy on non‐residential buildings.

Objective: Reduce Waste from City,
Citizen, and Business Operations

The proposed Plan would not conflict with waste reduction policies.

Objective: Conserve Water
Resources

The proposed Plan would not conflict with programs to promote water
conservation

Objective: Reduce Employee
Transportation Impacts

The proposed Plan provides increased frequency and availability of mass
transit and encourages alternative transportation modes and would not
conflict with the objective.

Objective: Increase Water
Efficiency and Reuse

The proposed Plan would not conflict with programs to promote water
conservation

Objective: Institutionalize Green
Building Practices

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in non‐residential buildings

Objective: Install Renewable
Energy Systems

The proposed Plan would not conflict with installation of renewable
energy on non‐residential buildings.

Objective: Revise Parking
Standards and Policies

The proposed Plan would not conflict with adoption of local parking
standards and policies.

Objective: Promote Bicycle Use for
Commuting and Recreation

The proposed Plan encourages the development of bicycle facilities and
bike sharing programs.

Objective: Encourage Alternative
Commute Modes

The proposed Plan would increase frequency and availability of mass
transit options, including the COASTER, as well as constructing HOV lanes
that encourage carpooling and alternative commute modes.

City of Escondido Climate Action Plan
City of Escondido Municipal
Programs

The proposed Plan would not conflict with Municipal Programs designed to
reduce GHG emissions from employee commute, city facilities, or water
conservation measures. The proposed Plan would encourage and support
public transportation options.

Community‐Wide Programs

The proposed Plan would not conflict with local business programs, or the
San Diego Regional Climate Protection Initiative. The proposed Plan is
consistent with the Energy Roadmap Program.

Statewide Energy Reduction
Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with statewide energy reduction
measures.

Local Energy Reduction Measures

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in buildings. The proposed Plan would not conflict with
installation of renewable energy on buildings or with energy retrofits.

Other Energy Reduction Measures

The proposed Plan encourages energy efficiency and would not conflict
with local energy reduction measures.

Statewide Area Source Reduction
Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with statewide area source GHG
reduction measures.

Local Area Source Reduction
Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with local area source GHG
reduction measures.

Other Area Source Reduction
Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with other area source GHG
reduction measures.
G2‐3

Policy or Measure

Conflict Analysis

Statewide Water Reduction
Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with statewide water conservation
measures.

Local Water Reduction Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with local water treatment, water
conservation, or recycled water use measures.

Other Water Reduction Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with other water reduction
measures.

Statewide Solid Waste Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with statewide solid waste reduction
measures.

Local Solid Waste Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with local solid waste reduction
measures.

Other Solid Waste Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with other solid waste reduction
measures.

Local Construction Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with local construction measures.

Statewide Transportation Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of statewide
measures to reduce GHG emissions from transportation.

Local Transportation Measures

The proposed Plan would encourage VMT reduction through providing
increased mass transit options, encouraging smart growth, and facilitating
alternative transportation modes. The proposed Plan provides for bicycle
facilities consistent with the Bicycle Master Plan; provides for increase
SPRINTER access and frequency, and transportation demand management
programs.

Other Transportation Measures

The proposed Plan would encourage development of alternative
transportation modes, including the SPRINTER, within the region.

City of National City Climate Action Plan
Energy

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in residential and non‐residential buildings, and implementation
of renewable energy programs. The proposed Plan encourages energy
efficiency requirements for new construction and the use of renewable
resources and alternative energy. The proposed Plan would not conflict
with implementation of energy policies.

Transportation and Land Use

The proposed Plan encourages smart growth policies that include mixed
uses and access to transit and alternative transportation modes. The
proposed Plan encourages low‐carbon transportation options. The
proposed Plan would include the construction of HOV and managed lanes
to reduce traffic congestion.

Solid Waste

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of solid waste
reduction strategies.

Water and Wastewater

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of water
conservation strategies and strategies to encourage use of reclaimed
water.

Government Operations

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of programs to
reduce GHG emissions from government operations.

City of San Diego Climate Protection Action Plan
Existing Policies, Initiatives, and Resolutions

G2‐4

Policy or Measure

Conflict Analysis

100‐14 Procurement Policy:
Recycled Products

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s policies to procure
recycled products.

200‐05 Planting of Trees on City
Streets

The proposed Plan supports urban tree planting programs and would not
conflict with the City’s policies on tree planting programs.

200‐09 Street Tree Plan‐Central
Business District

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s policies on tree
planting programs.

200‐17 Alternative Fuels

The proposed Plan supports construction of infrastructure to increase
access to alternative fuels.

400‐02 Biosolids Beneficial Use

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s policies for biosolids.

400‐09 Action Plan for City’s Future
Water Supply

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s plans for future water
supply.

400‐11 Action Plan for
Implementation of Water
Conservation Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of water
conservation strategies and strategies to encourage use of reclaimed
water.

400‐12 Implementation of Water
Reclamation/Reuse

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of water
conservation strategies and strategies to encourage use of reclaimed
water.

600‐05 Community Plans

The proposed Plan encourages smart growth policies that include mixed
uses and access to transit and alternative transportation modes, and
would not conflict with the adoption of community plans.

600‐14 Development Within Areas
of Special Flood Hazard

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s policies on
development within areas of special flood hazard.

600‐23 Open Space Preservation
and Maintenance

The proposed Plan supports development in urbanized areas to preserve
open space. The proposed Plan includes measures to conserve open space
in the Region by promoting compact development in existing developed
areas.

600‐30 General Plan Amendments
to Shift Land from Future
Urbanizing to Planned Urbanizing
Area

The proposed Plan supports development in urbanized areas in the Region
by promoting compact development in existing developed areas.

600‐34 Transit Planning and
Development

The proposed Plan would encourage VMT reduction through providing
increased mass transit options, encouraging smart growth, and facilitating
alternative transportation modes. The proposed Plan provides for bicycle
facilities; provides for increase Trolley and COASTER access and frequency,
and transportation demand management programs.

600‐39 Land Guidance

The proposed Plan supports development in urbanized areas in the Region
by promoting compact development in existing developed areas.

700‐20 San Diego Port Policy

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the San Diego Port Policy.

900‐01 Economic Development

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s policies for economic
development.

G2‐5

Policy or Measure

Conflict Analysis

900‐02 Energy Conservation and
Management

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in residential and non‐residential buildings. The proposed Plan
would not conflict with implementation of energy conservation and
management policies.

900‐06 Solid Waste Recycling

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of solid waste
reduction strategies.

900‐14 Green Building

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency and water conservation in residential and non‐residential
buildings. The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of
energy and water conservation policies.

900‐18 Purchase of Energy Efficient
Products

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s policies to purchase
energy efficient products.

n/a Community Forest Initiative

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the Community Forest
Initiative.

R‐298412 50 MW Additional
Renewable Power by 2013

The proposed Plan encourages implementation of renewable energy
programs. The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of
renewable energy policies.

600‐34 Transit Planning and
Development

The proposed Plan would encourage VMT reduction through providing
increased mass transit options, encouraging smart growth, and facilitating
alternative transportation modes. The proposed Plan provides for bicycle
facilities; provides for increase Trolley and COASTER access and frequency,
and transportation demand management programs.

Fuel Efficiency Policy

The proposed Plan includes EV charging facilities and funding for
infrastructure for low carbon fuels, promotes efficient development, and
would not conflict with the City’s policy on fuel efficiency.

Recommended Policies and Initiatives
Environmentally Preferable
Purchasing Policy

The proposed Plan would not conflict with the City’s Environmentally
Preferable Purchasing Policy.

Fuel Efficiency Policy

The proposed Plan includes EV charging facilities and funding for
infrastructure for low carbon fuels, promotes efficient development, and
would not conflict with the City’s policy on fuel efficiency.

City of Vista Climate Action Plan
Municipal Operations Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with adoption of local municipal
measures to reduce GHG emissions, including CAP implementation, energy
efficiency lighting, renewable energy programs, employee commute
alternatives, and recycling.

Energy Measures

The proposed plan encourages implementation of energy efficiency
measures for new and existing buildings, use of smart meters, renewable
energy installations, and tree planting programs.

Transportation and Land Use
Measures

The proposed Plan encourages development of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, and includes increased mass transit options including increased
frequency of the SPRINTER, and implementation of smart growth policies.

Solid Waste Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of solid waste
reduction strategies.

Community Education and

The proposed Plan would not conflict with community education and
G2‐6

Policy or Measure
Outreach Measures

Conflict Analysis
outreach.

Transportation and Land Use
Measures

The proposed Plan encourages development of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities, will increase mass transit options including increased frequency
of the SPRINTER, and implementation of smart growth policies.

Adaptation Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of climate
adaptation and resiliency programs.

City of San Marcos Climate Action Plan
Local Government Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with local government measures
designed to reduce GHG emissions, including CAP Implementation,
Municipal Energy Efficiency and Conservation, Solar Energy for City
Buildings and Facilities, Low Emission Fleet Vehicles, Employee Commute
Alternatives, Municipal Solid Waste Diversion, Tree Planting on City
Property.

Energy Measures

The proposed Plan encourages Green Building practices and energy
efficiency in residential and non‐residential buildings, and implementation
of renewable energy programs. The proposed Plan would not conflict with
local government measures designed to reduce GHG emissions, including
Energy Efficiency of Existing Buildings, Energy Efficient New Construction,
Energy Efficiency Outreach and Incentives, Smart Meters, On‐Site Small‐
Scale Solar Energy

Transportation and Land Use
Measures

The proposed Plan would encourage VMT reduction through providing
increased mass transit options, encouraging smart growth, and facilitating
alternative transportation modes. The proposed Plan would not conflict
with Smart Growth, Bicycle and Pedestrian Environment, Transit Travel,
Commute Trip Reduction, Traffic Flow and Vehicle Idling, Low
Carbon/Alternative Fuel Vehicles Programs.

Off‐Road Equipment Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with measures designed to reduce
GHG emissions from off‐road engines.

Water and Wastewater Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of water
conservation strategies and strategies to encourage use of reclaimed
water.

Solid Waste Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of solid waste
reduction strategies.

Urban Greening Measures

The proposed Plan encourages the planting of trees and would not conflict
with urban greening measures.

Community Education and
Outreach

The proposed Plan would not conflict with community education and
outreach.

Adaptation Measures

The proposed Plan would not conflict with implementation of climate
adaptation and resiliency programs.
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Appendix G‐4. Scenario 3 Greenhouse Gas Reduction Scenario Methodology
This document describes a greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction scenario, “Scenario 3,” that assumes
the region has 100% renewable energy in electricity 100% electric vehicles in the total fleet by 2050. The
GHG emissions projections presented in the EIR includes only policies and regulations in place in 2012
(Appendix G‐1). In contrast, Scenario 3 includes reductions from policies beyond those in place in 2012.
“Scenario 3” was developed to analyze the effects of major changes in policies and regulations that would
cause major increases in renewable energy use and electric vehicle penetration. Figure 1 and Table 1 below
depict the reductions achieved in Scenario 3 vs. the reference points for emissions reductions. The
reference points for the San Diego region, based on Executive Orders B‐30‐15 (40% below 1990 levels by
2030) and S‐3‐05 (80% below 1990 levels by 2050), are hypothetical since these goals are applicable to the
whole state and not to any particular region. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, even with these aggressive
reduction measures, regional GHG emissions would still be higher than the 2050 reference point for the San
Diego region based on Executive Order S‐3‐05.
Table 1. Scenario 3 GHG Emission Reductions
2012
35.4

BAU Projection
Electricity and Natural Gas Sector Reductions
Renewable Electricity
Solar ‐ Net Metered
Solar ‐ Shared
Electric Efficiency
Net Electricity Emissions
Natural Gas Efficiency
Net Natural Gas Emissions
Transportation Sector Reductions
Electric Vehicles
Regional Charger Program
Car Share
Vanpool
Carpool
CARB Tire Pressure Program
CARB Heavy Duty Vehicle Aerodynamics Program
Net Transportation Emissions
Solid Waste and Water Reductions
Divert Solid Waste and Capture Emissions
Net Solid Waste Emissions
Capture Wastewater Emissions
Net Wastewater Emissions
Net Emissions
(before Statewide Measures)
Statewide Measures
Cap and Trade
High‐Global Warming Potential Reduction Measures
Low Carbon Fuel Standard
Remaining Emissions
Reference Points
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2020
34.7

2025
34.5

2035
33.7

2050
35.8

2.8

1.6
0.2
0.0
0.4
6.4
0.1
2.8

2.2
0.5
0.0
0.6
5.8
0.2
2.8

3.7
1.1
0.1
0.9
4.4
0.4
2.7

12.2
1.9
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.7
2.7

15.8

0.3
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
13.4

1.6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
10.7

3.4
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
6.3

9.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.2

1.1
0.8
0.0
0.1

1.1
0.9
0.0
0.1

1.2
0.9
0.1
0.1

1.3
1.0
0.1
0.2

35.4

30.7

27.9

22.7

9.0

35.4
‐

0.5
0.4
1.4
28.4
29.0

0.5
0.4
1.4
25.5
23.2

0.5
0.4
1.4
20.4
14.5

0.5
0.4
1.4
6.7
5.8

8.0

1.8
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Figure 1. Scenario 3 GHG Emissions Reductions
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The following methods were used to calculate GHG reductions under Scenario 3.
Transportation
This scenario assumes that electric vehicle (EV) miles will replace all fleet miles traveled by 2050. The Low
Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS) reductions are kept constant at the 2020 level as emissions reductions from
LCFS are assumed to occur mostly upstream. Therefore the proportion that would benefit San Diego region
in 2020 is fixed through 2050.
The scenario also assumes that the California Energy Commission (CEC) forecast for electric vehicle
electricity to 2025 increases beyond 2025 at the same rate as it did in the years 2015‐2025. This amount of
electricity use results in emissions in the electricity sector beyond that contained in the EMFAC 2014 EV
projections presented in the EIR.
Electricity
Scenario 3 assumes that 100% of the electricity produced will be based on renewable sources with zero
emissions. Scenario 3 also assumes a portion of renewable generation from non‐SDG&E photovoltaic (PV)
from shared solar and Net Energy Metering.
Natural Gas
Reductions from increased natural gas efficiency as a result of policies assumed in the GHG projections
presented in the EIR are retained for Scenario 3 (Section 17.2 of Appendix G‐1). There are no changes in
assumptions for natural gas in Scenario 3 compared with the GHG projections presented in the EIR.
Wastewater
Reductions from wastewater treatment emissions as a result of policies assumed in the GHG projections
presented in the EIR are retained for Scenario 3 (Section 17.2 of Appendix G‐1). There are no changes in
assumptions for wastewater in Scenario 3 compared with the GHG projections presented in the EIR.
Solid Waste
Reductions from solid waste emissions as a result of policies assumed in the GHG projections presented in
the EIR are retained for this Scenario 3 (Section 17.2 of Appendix G‐1). There are no changes in
assumptions for solid waste in Scenario 3 compared with the GHG projections presented in the EIR.
Other CARB Measures
There are no changes in Scenario 3 compared with the GHG projections presented in the EIR.
Cap and Trade
There are no additional changes in Scenario 3 compared with the GHG projections presented in the EIR.
The Cap and Trade effects are fixed at the 2020 level through 2050.
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Plan Name
CARLSBAD
La Costa Master
Plan(Revised)

Date Adopted
(Month/Year)
MP 149
a. 1/14/1974 for
original MP.

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
a. Large master planned community
including residential and
commercial.

b. La Costa Town b. LCTS: - 63 medium density
Square (LCTS)
residential units,
approved in
32 SFR residential,
2009.
258,417 sf. (total) commercial,
55,000 sf. Office

Carrillo Rancho

MP 139
10/16/1972 &
7/6/93

Large residential master planned
community that is nearly built out

Bressi Ranch

MP 178
7/22/2002

Residential, commercial and
industrial master planned community
that is largely built out. Mostly
vacant graded industrial lots remain.

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)
a. Built out except scattered
single family home lots.
b. LCTS: Remaining 52 med.
density units/FY 15-16
32 SFR/FY 15-16
217,597 sf commercial/
FY 13-14
40,820 sf commercial/
FY 15-16
55,000 sf office/FY 15-16
Built-out with the exception of
1 Community Facility site –
34,308 sf. Church/FY 14-15.

Residential built out.
Industrial remaining –
estimate 939,323 sf expected by
2033.
PA 3 (Lots 10-13 ViaSat)
143,100 sf/FY 14-15 thru FY
15-16
PA 4 (two hotels on 1 lot):
Staybridge Suites – 73,737 sf
(106 rms.) and Holiday Inn –
83,693 sf (113 rms.)/FY 14-15
PA 13: remaining 60,521 sf
private school/FY 19-20
through FY 27-28

Link to
Document

Notes

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

N/A

*Proposition A was adopted by voters in 2013, at a Special Election, and requires voter approval of land use changes. Not only does Proposition A affect how amendments are
made to planning policy documents, but the ballot measure modifies building height standards in the City. Proposition A restricted the height of any structure to the lower of two
stories or 30 feet, citywide. Proposition A’s height limitation of two stories and/or 30 feet effectively constrains residential development in multi-family zones. It is anticipated
that Proposition A’s impact on building heights would reduce the maximum inventory capacity in the DCM-1 and DCM-2 zones of the Downtown Encinitas Specific Plan and the
N-CM1, N-CM2, NCM-3, and N-CRM1 zones of the North 101 Corridor Specific Plan as reflected above. Also, additional small-lot infill sites/parcels may be lost due to less
financial incentives for redevelopment.
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CARLSBAD (continued)
La Costa Resort &
MP 03-02
Spa Master Plan
9/27/2004

Villages of La
Costa

Robertson Ranch

MP 98-01
11/5/2001

MP 02-03
11/20/2006

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
La Costa hotel and 137 commercial
dwelling units. Project planned in
phases.

Remaining – 116 commercial
dwelling units comprising
206,366 sq. ft. expected by
2030.

N/A

Large master planned community.
Residential neighborhoods are builtout

Non-residential remaining –
5,000 sf. Church/FY 13-14
15,412 sf day care expected by
FY 24-25.

N/A

Master planned community separated
into 2 villages.
East Village (485 total DUs):
78 Multi-family units
87 attached SFR homes
320 SFR homes
66,000 sf office (PA 22)
West Village (672 total DUs):
364 Multi-family units
308 SFR
140,000 sf commercial
16,500 sf daycare

Poinsettia Shores

MP 175
1993

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Built out with the exception of vacant
15 and 6 acre parcels in the Ponto
area.

Residential remaining – 271
units expected by 2016.
East Village – 395 units
constructed, remaining 90 SFR
units expected by FY 16-17
66,000 sf office expected by
FY 29-30.
West Village –
364 MF units –construction to
begin in 2016.
SFR construction to begin
FY18-19 thru FY 29-30.
Commercial:
16,500 sf. day care expected by
FY 23-24,
140,000 sf. commercial
expected to begin by FY 19-20
and end by FY 21-22.
Residential remaining – 161
units expected by 2020.
Commercial/hotel remaining –
144,635 sf. expected by 2021.
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Link to
Document

Notes
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG..
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CARLSBAD (continued)
Aviara Master Plan
MP 177
12/21/1987

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Aviara MP built out with the
exception of 8 single family home
lots.

Remaining 9 units expected by
2027

N/A

Green Valley

MP 92-01
2/5/1996

Built out with the exception of a
vacant 7 acre parcel that currently is
approved for a 2 story, 21,000 sf
office building.

Remaining 21,900 sf office
expected by 2018.

N/A

Arroyo La Costa

MP 88-01
6/5/1990

Built out with the exception of a
church expansion and a 28 acre
school site.

Remaining – 30,000 sf church
by 2027.

N/A

La Costa Downs

SP 201
6/24/1991

40 lot single family subdivision –

Nearly built out.
Remaining 5 units expected by
2029

N/A

Carlsbad Airport
Business (Park)
Center

SP 200
10/27/1986

38 lot industrial park, mostly built
out.

2 vacant industrial lots
remaining (4.9 ac. and 2 ac.)
59,851 sf. expected by 2025.

N/A
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Link to
Document

Notes
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CARLSBAD (continued)
Zone 20 Specific
SP 203
Plan
12/13/1993

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Mostly built out.

Remaining residential –87 units
expected by 2032.
Remaining non-residential –
133,067 sf of church uses
expected by 2032 (two existing
churches have planned
expansions).

N/A

Remaining development:
PA 1 (GIA): up to 200,000 sf
exp./ projected for FY 22-23
thru FY 30-31;
PA 5 (Carlsbad Ranch Resort):
future hotel expansion: 96 rms
(estimate 53,178 sf) and 188
add’l timeshare units (estimate
200,991 sf) from FY 14-15 thru
FY 32-33.
PA 8a: Floral Trade Center site
(4 phases totaling 108,000 sf)
not expected to commence until
FY 17-18
Remaining: 1,611,403 sf. of
development expected by 2032

N/A

Carlsbad Ranch
Specific Plan

SP 207
3/8/1993

Non-residential SP

Carlsbad Oaks
North

SP 211
10/14/2002

Industrial Park
23 total industrial lots.
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Link to
Document

Notes
North Coast Calvary:
remaining 86,733 sf.
expansion expected between
2020-2032
Reedemer by the Sea:
remaining 46,334 sf
expansion expected between
2020-2027.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CARLSBAD (continued)
Carlsbad Airport
SP 181
Centre
8/4/81

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Industrial park SP, mostly built out.
2 vacant industrial lots remaining.

Remaining – 87,000 sf.
expected by 2025.

N/A

Carlsbad Research
Center

SP 180
8/3/82

Industrial park SP, mostly built out.

Estimate 200,300 sf by FY 2232

N/A

Fenton Carlsbad
Center Specific Plan

SP 07-02
10/07/08

Non-residential SP for office uses.
Built out except one lot.

Remaining – 80,000 sf. office
expected by 2025.

N/A

Sunny Creek Specific
Plan

SP 191
4/5/1985

Holly Springs: 127 MFR and 43 SFR
Cantarini Ranch: 105 SFR
Rancho Milagro: 19 SFR
Other: 165 SFR (no discretionary
approvals yet)

Construction not expected to
commence until 2020 or later.

Quarry Creek Master
Plan

MP 10-01
4/4/2013

636 DUs
3,000 sf daycare
1,500 sf recreation bldg.

Construction expected to
commence FY 17-18 through
FY 19-20

Westfield Carlsbad

SP 09-01
7/9/2013

Built out, but remodeling mall.

Demo 148,159 sf and
reconstruct 150,495 sf (11,336
sf net increase)/FY 13/14
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Link to
Document

Notes
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Plan Name
CHULA VISTA
San Miguel Ranch
Sectional Planning
Area (SPA) Plan

Date Adopted
(Month/Year)
12/17/96
Reso. 18532
10/19/99
Reso. 19631

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

889 SFD
563 MFD
14.3 acres commercial use
13.7 acres school
4.6 community purpose facility
21.6 community park
3.5 neighborhood park
2112 SFD
283 MFD
20 acres school
7 acres religion
1 acre fire station
27 acres neighborhood park
661 SFD
14.3 acres for elem school
24.8 acres for middle school
1.1 acres for fire station

Project is 90.5% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2016.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Project is 99.7% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2015.

N/A

Project is 96% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2016.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG..

Rolling Hills Ranch
SPA Plan

3/24/92
Reso. 16555

Eastlake Woods SPA
Plan

6/20/06
Reso. 2006-190

Eastlake Vistas SPA
Plan

6/20/06
Reso. 2006-190

777 SFD
938 MFD
12.1 acres commercial
10.8 acres CPF
13.5 aces neighborhood park

Project is 88.3% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2017.

N/A

Otay Ranch Village 7
SPA Plan

10/12/04
Reso. 2004-330

Project is 95% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2015.

N/A

Otay Ranch Village
11 SPA Plan

10/23/01
Reso. 2001-364

804 SFD
316 MFD
3.7 acres commercial
23.4 acres for high school
11.1 acres for elem school
2.8 acres CPF
7.0 acres park
1101 SFD
1203 MFD
10.0 acres commercial
11.0 acres elementary school
25.0 acres middle school
6.0 acres CPF
17.0 acres parks

Project is 98.1% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2015.

N/A
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The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CHULA VISTA (continued)
Otay Ranch Village 2 5/23/06
SPA Plan
Reso. 2006-155
11/4/2014
Reso. 2014-209-12

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

1405 SFD
3140 MFD
14.0 acres commercial (130,000sf)
91.5 acres industrial
68.4 acres parks
14.1 acres CPF
19.8 elementary school
140 SFD

Project is 19.5% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2025.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Project is 62.1% complete. Full
buildout per the plan is
expected 2017.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
Pending entitlement
processing. Land use changes
associated with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City of Chula Vista adopted
general plan, including the
Land Use and Circulation
Elements. Based on timing
of these improvements, the
updated information would
be provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.

Bella Lago SPA Plan

4/8/03
Reso. 2003-143

Otay Ranch Village 3
SPA Plan

Project approved
12/4 2014.

484 SFD
360 MFD
4.0 acres CPF
86.5 acres industrial

Project is 0% complete. Full
buildout by 2025.

N/A

Otay Ranch Village 4
SPA Plan

Project approval
estimate Spring
2016.

160 SFD
150 MFD

Project is 0% complete. Full
buildout expected by 2025.

N/A
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CHULA VISTA (continued)
Otay Ranch Village 8 12/17/13
West SPA Plan
Reso. 2013-270

Otay Ranch Village 8
East SPA Plan

Project approved
12/4 2014.

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

621 SFD
1429 MFD
300,000 sf commercial
28.0 acres park
5.8 acres CPF
32.4 acres school

Project is 0% complete. Full
buildout expected by 2025.

N/A

3106 MFD
41.0 acres active rec / comm. Park
4.0 acres CPF

Project is 0% complete.
Buildout by 2030.

N/A
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Link to
Document

Notes
Grading plans and Final
Maps are being processed.
Land use changes associated
with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City’s adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these
improvements, the updated
information would be
provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.
Land use changes associated
with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City’s adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these
improvements, the updated
information would be
provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CHULA VISTA (continued)
Otay Ranch Village 9 6/13/2014
SPA Plan
Reso. 2014-091

Otay Ranch Plan
Area 10 (Village 10)
SPA Plan

Project approved
12/4/2014.

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

266 SFD
3734 MFD
1.5 million sf commercial
25.1 acres park
5.0 acres CPF
22.0 acres school

Project is 0% complete.
Buildout by 2030.

N/A

2650 MFD
4.0 acres CPF

Project is 0% complete.
Buildout by 2030.

N/A
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Link to
Document

Notes
Land use changes associated
with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City’s adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these
improvements, the updated
information would be
provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.
Land use changes associated
with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City’s adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these
improvements, the updated
information would be
provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
CHULA VISTA (continued)
Eastern Urban Center 9/15/09
(EUC) SPA Plan
Reso. 2009-224

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

2983 MFD
3,487,000 sf non-residential

Project is 0% complete.
Buildout by 2030-35.

N/A

N/A

Urban Core Specific
Plan

04/26/2007

7762 MFD
3,700,000 sf office
4,000,000 sf retail

Project is 2% complete.
Buildout by 2050.

Palomar Gateway
Specific Plan

08/13/2013

1,700 dwelling units
50,000 sq. ft. office
300,000 sq. ft. retail

Project is 1% complete.
Buildout by 2030

Adopted in
2002/Amended
2008

Additional 144 condo hotel rooms,
additional 19,000 square feet of
conference center, and a new spa and
fitness center.

78 condo hotel rooms, and new
spa and fitness center
constructed. The term of the
Development Agreement ends
in 2025.

CORONADO
Hotel Del Coronado
Master Plan &
Development
Agreement
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N/A

Link to
Document

Notes
273 mf units are under
construction and 116 mf units
are under building permit
processing. The development
allowed in this Specific Plan
area is consistent with the
land use and population
projections previously
provided to SANDAG.
Plan is primarily urban infill
and redevelopment over time.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
Plan to be implemented as
primarily transit oriented
development and urban infill
within the next 30 years. The
development allowed in this
Plan area is consistent with
the land use and population
projections previously
provided to SANDAG.
This is not a Specific Plan
but a Master Plan with a
Development Agreement. No
future construction schedule
has been submitted to the
City of Coronado.
Development in the Specific
Plan area is consistent with
the land use and population
projections previously
provided to SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Plan Name
DEL MAR
The Garden Del Mar
Specific Plan

Date Adopted
(Month/Year)
August 4, 2008

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
25,527 SF site
19,650 GSF commercial/office
condominium development
43 office condo spaces ranging from
1,500 and 5,500 SF
approved uses:
Office/restaurant/café/retail uses,
pedestrian oriented streetscape and
plaza, 106 underground parking
spaces.

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)
No development has occurred
and the parcel with entitlements
has been sold. Specific Plan
does not expire until modified.

Link to
Document

http://www.delmar.ca.us/
DocumentCenter/View/25
6

Notes
The development allowed is
consistent with the zoning.
All development over 11,000
sf in the Central Commercial
Zone requires a Specific Plan
and public vote in Del Mar.
Targeted to be LEED
certified, also includes
bicycle parking, motorcycle
parking and parking for
alternative fuel/technology
All other Precise Plans and
Specific Plans in Del Mar are
fully implemented:
Del Mar Hotel Specific Plan
(L’Auberge)
Del Mar Plaza Specific Plan
Carmel Valley Precise Plan.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

EL CAJON
Specific Plan No. 502

3/2007

8 Single Family Dwellings

2 Single Family Dwellings /
2016

H-11

See Ordinance No. 4875

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
EL CAJON (continued)
Specific Plan No. 490 10/2005

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

103 Townhomes

55 Townhomes / 2016

See Ordinance No. 4820

Specific Plan No. 462

6/2004

Automobile Sales and Service /
Buildout assumes that existing
residential areas will be demolished

Automobile Sales and Service
area is established, but could be
expanded

See Ordinance No. 4773

Specific Plan No. 438

3/1991

Expands the range of commercial
and residential uses on East Main
Street near Pepper Drive

Detached single family
dwellings have been
constructed

See Ordinance No. 4273

Specific Plan No. 403

2/1988

Permits flexibility in uses near
Gillespie Field, including process
offices / Buildout assumptions are
unknown

Industrial buildings along
Cuyamaca Street have been
constructed, large vacant areas
remain undeveloped

See Ordinance No. 4067

Specific Plan No. 291

2/1988

Permits flexibility in uses near Weld
Blvd. and Cuyamaca St., including
commercial uses / Buildout
assumptions are unknown

Industrial buildings along the
west side of Cuyamaca Street
have been constructed,
properties to the east have
development potential

See Ordinance No. 4066
& 4933

Specific Plan No. 182

6/2005

Mixed Use Urban Village

Existing conditions / Unknown

See Ordinance No. 4813
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Notes
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Plan Name
ENCINITAS
Downtown Encinitas
SP

North 101 Corridor
SP

Home Depot SP

Date Adopted
(Month/Year)

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Feb. 9, 1994
(subsequently
amended)

56.5 acres of residential only zoning
37.1 acres of commercial and/or
mixed use
1.3 acres of office professional
3.05 acres of P/SP
14.1 acres of park/beach park
18.6 acres of transportation corridor
(railroad ROW)

Various infill development

May 21, 1997
(subsequently
amended)

83.1 acres of residential only zoning
53.3 acres of commercial and/or
mixed use
7.5 acres of P/SP
0.2 acres of park
32.7 acres of transportation corridor
(railroad ROW)

Various infill development

September 8, 1993

10 acres of home improvement
center
17 single family homes
5.1 acres of commercial
37.2 acres of open space

Home improvement center
2.5 acres of commercial

Buildout in 2050

Buildout in 2050

Buildout in 2050
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Link to
Document

http://archive.ci.encinitas.
ca.us/weblink8/browse.as
px?startid=665625

http://archive.ci.encinitas.
ca.us/weblink8/browse.as
px?startid=665626

http://archive.ci.encinitas.
ca.us/weblink8/browse.as
px?startid=670249

Notes
The potential development
allowed in this Specific Plan
area (198.6 total acres) has
been modified from previous
projections due to Prop A.*
D-CM1: from 718 to 431
units
D-CM2: from 194 to 117
units. The City of Encinitas
is in the process of updating
its general plan. Anticipated
land uses proposed in the
Specific Plan would be
included in the updated
general plan.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area (231.5
total acres) has been
modified from previous
projections due to Prop. A.*
N-CM1, N-CM2, NCM-3, NCRM1: from 566 to 340
units. Development in the
Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
ENCINITAS (continued)
Encinitas Ranch SP
September 28,
1994
(subsequently
amended)

Cardiff SP

ESCONDIDO
Specific Plan Area
(SPA) #1
Emerald Heights
(Palos Vista)

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

446 low single-family homes
81 medium single-family homes
612 multi-family homes
179 acres of open space
171.8 acres of golf course
750,000 sq. ft. of regional
commercial
22.8 acres of school/community use

Residential component built
out.
Commercial is 95% built out

http://archive.ci.encinitas.
ca.us/weblink8/browse.as
px?startid=665627

Effective Date
May 8, 2013

3.35 acres of residential zoning (C-R11) @ up to 11 du/ac equating to 37
dwelling units
13.21 acres of general commercial
.53 acre of office professional

The CSP area is primarily built
out; incremental
infill/redevelopment may occur
in the future.

http://www.ci.encinitas.ca
.us/Government/PublicD/
CardiffSP/

July 1989

980 Acres
692 Single Family Units

653 Units are occupied and 39
Units are approved for
construction and anticipated by
2020

http://www.escondido.org
/Data/Sites/1/pdfs/Plannin
g/PalosVistaSpecificPlan.
pdf
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Notes
The majority of development
allowed in this Specific Plan
area (852.8 total acres) is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG. However,
pursuant to an amendment in
2009, an allowance for an
additional 55,000 sq.ft. of
commercial was added which
is included in the 750,000 sq.
ft. noted.
Formal certification was
received by the CA Coastal
Comm. on 5/8/2013
Only minor changes from the
land use designations of the
general plan occurred
resulting in -2.1 acs GC;
+2.72 acs R-11; & -.62 ac
OP. Updated information
was provided to SANDAG as
part of the Series 13 Regional
Growth forecasts.
N/A

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
ESCONDIDO (continued)
SPA #2
May 1997
Sager Ranch
(Daley Ranch)

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

150 Acres
100 Single Family Units

The 2012 General Plan
language approves 100 Units
for the sub-area Sager Ranch,
but no entitlements have been
granted. Development is
anticipated by 2020.

Link to
Document

SPA #4
Valley View

February 2003

1590 Acres
800 Single Family Units

80 Units have been constructed
and occupied in Ranch
Vistamonte Specific Plan area
Remaining 715 units are not
anticipated by 2020.

http://www.escondido.org
/Data/Sites/1/pdfs/Plannin
g/RanchoVistamonteSpec
ificPlan.pdf

SPA #5
Northeast Gateway

December 2003

418 Acres
517 Single Family Units

370 Units are constructed and
occupied. Area is expected to
be built out by 2020.

http://www.escondido.org
/Data/Sites/1/pdfs/Plannin
g/NortheastGatewaySpeci
ficPlan.pdf

SPA #7
Bernardo Mountain

N/A

317 Acres

This property has been
purchased as open space and
has no development potential.

N/A
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Notes
The approved 1987 Sager
Ranch Specific Plan has been
superseded by the 2012
General Plan update; new
specific plan required.
Consistency review of the
updated Specific Plan with
the approved Escondido
General Plan will be
required. New information
will be provided to
SANDAG for future
updating of the regional
growth forecasts.
SPA #4 includes the 133-acre
Rancho Vistamonte Specific
Plan Area and the 1,100-acre
area anticipated as the Safari
Highlands Specific Plan. The
development allowed in this
Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
N/A

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
ESCONDIDO (continued)
SPA #8
September 2002
Escondido Research
Technology Center
(Harmony Grove)

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
476 Acres

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)
This property is a nonresidential area and has no
residential development
potential.

Link to
Document

http://www.escondido.org
/Data/Sites/1/pdfs/Plannin
g/ERTCSpecificPlan.pdf
http://www.escondido.org
/Data/Sites/1/media/PDFs
/Planning/HarmonyGrove
SpecificPlan.pdf

SPA #9
Downtown Area

June 1986
Updated August
2013

475 Acres
5,275 Multi-Family Units

SPA #11
Montreux

May 1993

345 Acres

SPA #12
Hidden Trails(East
Grove)

December 1997

500 Acres
297 Single Family Units

SPA#13
Imperial Oakes
Corporate Center

NA

163 acres

As of November 2014, 870
Units are occupied; 312 Units
have been approved but not
constructed. A portion of the
remaining units are expected to
be built out by 2020.
This property has been
purchased as open space and
has no development potential.
292 Units constructed and
occupied. Remaining Units
expected to be built out by
2020.

http://www.escondido.org
/Data/Sites/1/media/PDFs
/Planning/DowntownSpec
ificPlan.pdf

The 2012 General Plan
designates the area as an
employment center, with
existing residential properties in
the 24.5-acre area along Iris
Lane anticipated to develop at
Urban I (5.5 du/acre) densities.
No specific plan or entitlements
have been granted. Remaining
units not expected to be built
out by 2020.

NA
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N/A

http://www.escondido.org
/Data/Sites/1/media/PDFs
/Planning/EastGroveSpeci
ficPlan.pdf

Notes
SPA #8 is an industrial
employment center which
includes the approved 160acre ERTC Specific Plan
area, the approved 15-acre
Harmony Grove Industrial
Park Specific Plan area, and
an additional 301 acre
expansion area.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
N/A

The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
As part of the Specific Plan
entitlement process, a
consistency analysis with the
approved general plan will be
completed. Future land use
projections will be provided
to SANDAG for regional
growth and land use
projection updates.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
IMPERIAL BEACH
Seacoast Inn Specific December 5, 2007
Plan

LA MESA
Downtown Village
Specific Plan

April 1990

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

78-Room, 4-Story Hotel with a fullservice restaurant and conference
rooms on a 1.15 acre site

Construction began in March
2011 and was completed in
January 2014

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Type of development allowed:
Mixed Use
Commercial/Retail
Single-family residential
Multi-family residential
Civic Center

No development on the four
specific development sites.

http://www.cityoflamesa.c
om/index.aspx?nid=837

The central focus of this
specific plan is to provide
design standards for public
improvements (streets,
sidewalks, landscaping, etc.)
and for private development
(remodeling and infill) within
a densely developed, 161acre area of the City.

Buildout assumptions:
4 specific development sites
identified, comprising 10.3 acres.
Buildout assumptions not quantified.

Other new development:
18 mixed-use units
Police Station 83,000 sq.ft
County Library 17,000 sq.ft.
Mini-storage facility 46,000
sq.ft.
Reinvestment in this area is
ongoing. No buildout date
identified, although the plan
assumes a 20 year timeframe.

H-17

The City is currently
updating this plan. Land use
changes associated with the
proposed development would
require consistency analysis
with the City’s adopted
general plan, including the
Land Use and Circulation
Elements. Based on timing
of these improvements, the
updated information would
be provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
LA MESA (continued)
Grossmont Specific
April 1985
Plan
Amended 1994

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
Type of development allowed:
Commercial/Retail
Medical Center Campus
Multi-family residential
Buildout assumptions:
260 multi-family homes
Includes, but is not limited to:
1,600,000 square feet of new
commercial retail and office space

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)
Residential buildout 100%
complete (911 multi-family
units built).
Medical Center Campus
buildout 75% complete (Briar
Patch site has not been
redeveloped).
Commercial retail/office
buildout approximately 50%
complete.
Full buildout completion date
unknown.
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Link to
Document

http://www.cityoflamesa.c
om/index.aspx?nid=837

Notes
The City anticipates updating
this plan to evaluate future
development potential of
Grossmont Shopping Center.
Land use changes associated
with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City’s adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these
improvements, the updated
information would be
provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
LA MESA (continued)
West Central Specific April 1987
Plan

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
Type of development allowed:
Mixed Use
Commercial retail/offices
Commercial/manufacturing
Multi-family homes
Single-family homes
Buildout assumptions:
A) 2.86 undeveloped acres for multiunit residential
B) 2.08 undeveloped acres for
general commercial
C) 2.42 acres for single-family and
multi-family homes
D) Other opportunities for
redevelopment identified within the
plan area but not specifically
quantified.

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)
Site A) 0% buildout
Site B)100% buildout
(construction of 70th Street
trolley station)
Site C) 0% buildout
Site D) Approximately 110
single-family and multi-family
homes have been built in
various locations.
Full buildout completion date
not specified by plan.
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Link to
Document

http://www.cityoflamesa.c
om/index.aspx?nid=837

Notes
This plan was rescinded as
part of the 2012 Centennial
General Plan update because
it is obsolete.
Current Mixed-Use Overlay
zoning along El Cajon
Boulevard is expected to
result in new development
not anticipated by the
specific plan. Land use
changes associated with
future proposed development
would require consistency
analysis with the City’s
adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these
improvements, the updated
information would be
provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Plan Name
LEMON GROVE
Downtown Village
Specific Plan (DVSP)

Date Adopted
(Month/Year)

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

June 2005;
Amended
January 2009
April 2012

Mixed Use; Transit Oriented Dev.
546-819 residential units (25-45
du/ac min.)
789,449 sq. ft. commercial
579,846 sq. ft. office
169,111 sq. ft. civic

0% complete/ 2050

http://www.ci.lemongrove.ca.us/documentcent
erii.aspx
open community
development folder and
click on DVSP

Two mixed use projects have
been constructed and an 84
unit condominium project
has been filed. The 2050
Forecast assumed similar
densities.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

OCEANSIDE
Rancho del Oro

9/1980

Residential (largely detached singlefamily); commercial; light industrial;
open space

At least 90% built-out, with
some multifamily residential
land yet to be developed.

N/A

Mission Cove

2/2014

288 units of income-restricted
housing for families and seniors with
approximately 10,000 square feet of
commercial space

Under construction, with buildout expected to occur in phases
over several years

Rancho del Oro encompasses
a broad area in the central
portion of the City, mostly
straddling College Blvd.
north of Oceanside Blvd.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
14.59 acres zoned for light
industrial use on the south
side of Mission Avenue
between Carolyn Circle and
Foussat Road.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Plan Name
POWAY
Hidden Valley Ranch
Specific Plan

South Poway
Specific Plan

Poway Road
Specific Plan

Date Adopted
(Month/Year)

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

November 2003

The Hidden Valley Ranch (HVR)
specific plan project approved 41
single-family lots on approximate
420-acre site located in the Old
Coach area

One existing home, less than 5
percent buildout. Buildout
anticipated by 2020.

N/A

December 2002

650 acres of Light
Industrial/Industrial Park, 28 acres
of commercial, and 231 single family
homes. 8.9 million sq. ft. of
buildings completed to date, 10
million sq. ft. expected at buildout.
.Poway Road Specific Plan (PRSP)
located in the commercial center of
Poway. Approximately 237 acres
along Poway Road. Commercial
Zones include Community Business,
Town Center, Mixed-Use,
Commercial General, and
Automotive Commercial General.
Residential zones include Residential
Apartment, Residential
Condominium, Residential Single
Family Two and Residential Single
Family Seven. Approximately 5.5
acres are vacant.

Project approximately 90%
complete. Full buildout per the
plan is expected by 2020.

http://docs.poway.org/We
bLink8/ElectronicFile.asp
x?docid=42630&&dbid=
0

Approximately 80% complete.
Town Center and other
redevelopment will potentially
develop by 2025

http://poway.org/323/Plan
ning-ReferenceDocuments

685 single-family dwelling units* +
300 room resort hotel

296 units to date
264 units to go*

http://www.sandiego.gov/
planning/community/profi
les/delmarmesa/plan.shtm
l

May 1996

SAN DIEGO, CITY OF
Del Mar Mesa
Initial: 1996
Specific Plan
Amended June,
2000
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Notes
Revised in 2014.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The City of Poway is
proposing a Corridor Study
that will modify the PRSP.
This includes a mixed-use
master planning effort in the
Town Center (also part of the
SANDAG smart growth area
intended to revitalize the
properties on Poway Road.
This effort may also include a
plan to renovate the
Community Park. The
development allowed in this
Plan area is consistent with
the land use and population
projections previously
provided to SANDAG.
*Current assumptions
estimate 560 total dwelling
units. The development
allowed in this Specific Plan
area is consistent with the
land use and population
projections previously
provided to SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, CITY OF (continued)
Carmel Valley
Sept 1987
(NCW) Employment
Center 2 Precise Plan

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Apx 100-acre Employment Center:
commercial office, light industrial,
apx 12-acre visitor commercial

23-acre CO/LI to go
7-acre VC to go

http://www.sandiego.gov/
planning/community/profi
les/carmelvalley/plan.sht
ml

Carmel Valley
(NCW)
Neighborhood 8

Sept 2006

926 dwelling units, 4.5-acres
Neighborhood Commercial

769 units to date
157 units to go*
4.5 NC to go

http://www.sandiego.gov/
planning/community/profi
les/carmelvalley/plan.sht
ml

(North City West)
Neighborhood 9
Town Center Precise
Plan

Sept 1986

2277 dwelling units*, 528,800 sf
commercial retail, 200,000 sf
commercial office, park, school,
library, transit center/park-and-ride

Apx 150k sf retail
Apx 50k office
transit facility

N/A

Carmel Valley
Neighborhood 10
Precise Plan

June 1997

1551 dwelling units, 4 ac
neighborhood commercial, school,
park

4 ac neighborhood commercial
to go

N/A

NTC Precise Plan

July 17, 2001

95% built out. Remaining 16
ac visitor hotel to be
constructed on east side of boat
channel.

http://www.sandiego.gov/
ntc/redevelopment/index.s
html

Quarry Falls Specific
Plan

October 21, 2008

365 dwelling units on 37 ac, 22 ac
educational use, 23 ac office use, 107
ac mixed use, 46 ac park/open space,
54 ac, boat channel, 21 ac visitor
hotel, 16 ac business hotel, 9 ac
metropolitan wastewater dep’t., 26 ac
regional public safety training use
When fully implemented, Quarry
Falls will provide almost 60 acres of
public parks, open space and trails; a
maximum of 4,780 residential units,
a target of 480,000 square feet of
retail space; and a target of 420,000
square feet office/business park uses.

Currently under construction,
approximately 1/3 built

http://www.sandiego.gov/
planning/community/profi
les/missionvalley/pdf/plan
s/quarryfallsspecificplan.p
df
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Notes
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, CITY OF (continued)
Levi-Cushman
August 11, 1987
Specific Plan

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

1329 residential units, 1000 hotel
rooms, 200,000 sq ft of retail space,
2,582,000 sq ft of office space

Summer 2014 initiated an
amendment to specific plan to
increase the number of
residential units.

http://www.sandiego.gov/
planning/community/profi
les/missionvalley/pdf/plan
s/lcfull.pdf

Atlas Specific Plan

December 13, 1988

216,658 sf office space and 3,396
hotel rooms

Currently processing several
amendments to allow
residential development

http://www.sandiego.gov/
planning/community/profi
les/missionvalley/pdf/plan
s/atlasfull.pdf

First San Diego River
Improvement Project
Specific Plan

November 16,
1982

1,274,000 sf office space, 815,500 sf
retail space, 875 hotel rooms, 2,535
residential units

Mostly built out, with exception
of two residential towers and
townhomes at the Hazard
Center site, which were
approved in 2010.

http://www.sandiego.gov/
planning/community/profi
les/missionvalley/pdf/plan
s/fsfull.pdf

SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF
Campus Park / Horse 05/11/11
Creek Ridge
(Residential)

416-acre project site consisting of:
0% complete; Estimated
751 total dwelling units divided as
completion date: 2030
follows:
- 521 single family dwellings
- 230 attached multi-family dwellings
157,000 sf of professional office
space
61,200 sf of town center commercial
8.5-acre public park
3.8 acres HOA private parkland
197 acres biological open space
H-23

N/A

Notes
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
Land use changes associated
with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City’s adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these improvements, the updated information would be provided by
the City to SANDAG for use
in future regional forecasting
and updating of the
transportation plan. No major
land use consistency impacts
are anticipated.
The development allowed in
this Specific Plan area is
consistent with the land use
and population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF (continued)
Campus Park West
6/18/14

Cielo Del Norte

12/03/03

East Otay Mesa

7/27/94 & 9/15/10

Greenhills Ranch

9/1/04

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

116-acre project site consisting of:
513,000 square feet of general
commercial space
283 attached multi-family dwelling
units
120,000 square feet of industrial
space
31 acres of biological open space
482 acre SP. Proposes 154 units plus
46 from the Rancho Cielo transfer.
147 acres (46 units) transferred from
Rancho Cielo to Cielo del Norte.

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A

3,012.7 acre project site consisting
of:
28 ac Activity Node Overlay; 56 ac
Commercial Center Overlay; 11 ac
District Commercial;
292 ac Heavy Industrial;
692 ac Mixed Industrial;
363 ac Light Industrial;
814 ac Technology Business
Park;
311.3 ac Rural Residential;
241 ac Conservation/Limited Use;
350.4 ac Circulation Corridor
SP 98-004; TM 5140RPL7; R 98006; ER 98-14-020: Phase I on 51.9
acres proposes 31 single family
residential units on 12.17 acres.
Phase 2 consists of 44.2 acres has no
development proposed.

Roughly 10% of the project has
been constructed (300 acres of
the 3012.7) Estimated
completion date: 2050

http://www.sdcounty.ca.g
ov/dplu/docs/East_Otay_
Mesa_Business_Park_Spe
cific_Plan.pdf

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A
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The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF (continued)
Harmony Grove
2/7/07
Village

Hidden Meadows

9/17/03

Meadowood

1/11/2012

Mesquite Trails
Ranch

9/24/08

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
468 acre project site consisting of:
189 ac Open Space/Recreation;
177 ac Residential Units (742 du);
66 ac Streets;
22 ac Equestrian Ranch
12 ac Institutional
2 ac Commercial Development
675 acre project site consisting of:
931 Residential Units:
84.5 ac Estate (35 units)
299.4 ac Single Family (716 units)
21.7 ac Townhomes (120 units)
2.8 ac Condominiums (60 units)
97.2 ac Natural Open Space
148.1 ac Improved Open Space
389-acre site consisting of:
844 total dwelling units divided into:
- 355 detached single family
dwellings; and
- 489 attached multi-family
dwellings
8-acre public park site
122 acres of biological open space
49 acres of agricultural open space
12 acres for an elementary school
5-acre wastewater treatment plant
No commercial uses proposed
117.9 acre project site consisting of:
25.4 ac Recreational Vehicles (480
lots)
18.5 ac Roadways
4.8 ac Community Center
0.9 ac Secondary Center
3.2 ac Maintenance and Storage
65.1 ac General Use Open Space
191.6 ac Natural Open Space

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

20% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

80% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF (continued)
Montecito Ranch
8/4/10

Mountain Gate

7/6/83

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
935-acre project site consisting of :
417 Single Family Residential units;
8.3 acre public park;
11.9 acre historic park;
No school; No commercial uses;
571 acres of biological open space
693.7 acre project site consisting of:
250.51 ac Single Family Residential
(156 units)
172.59 ac Agricultural Open Space
250.68 ac Open Space
20.19 ac Streets/Driveways

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)
0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050

N/A

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A
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Link to
Document

Notes
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
Extension of the expiration
date for TM 5193RPL3 to
November 7, 2011 for the
construction of 148 single
family detached units on one
acre minimum lots. The lots
are clustered according to a
Specific Plan, impacting
209.7 acres of the 692.8-acre
site, an additional 2.6 acres of
off-site impacts, and
dedicating 247.2 acres as
easements for conservation of
biological resources. 115
acres of the existing avocado
orchard (225 acres) will be
maintained in a series of
agricultural lots that will be
managed by the Home
Owners Association. The
development allowed in this
Plan area is consistent with
the land use and population
projections previously
provided to SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF (continued)
Orchard Run
6/22/05

Otay Ranch

Pala Mesa

Peppertree Park

10/28/1993

1/24/74

8/14/91

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
118.3 acre project site consisting of:
300 residential units:
77 ac Single Family (248 units)
4 ac Townhomes (52 units)
1.4 ac Community Recreation
18.9 Floodplain Open Space
9.1 Greenbelt Open Space
5.8 ac Wastewater Treatment Plant
1.6 ac circulation
County portion:
SF – 12,531 units, MF – 11,080 units
(6,550.8 acres); mixed use
commercial (including hotel, visitor
commercial, recreational,
neighborhood parks, major roads and
schools)– 2656.8 acres; Open Space
– 13,691 acres.
403.75 acre project site consisting of:
534 residential units:
154.20 ac PRD residential (521 units)
47.15 ac Residential Estates (13
units)
57.90 ac Lodge Suites (100 suites/83
lodge rooms)
137 ac Open Space and Recreation
4 ac Commercial
3.5 ac Maintenance Facility/ Public
Services
162.9 acre project consisting of 267
single family dwelling units
11 acres office/professional

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

30 to 50 year buildout
30 to 50 year buildout

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050+

4 ac Commercial area has been
built out along with 458 of 534
residential units constructed.
60% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050

70% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF (continued)
The Pointe Specific
8/1/90
Plan

Rams Hill Country
Club

12/10/86

Rancho Cielo

3/4/84

Rancho Santa Fe

9/21/04

Santa Fe Creek

10/20/93

Santa Fe Valley

12/13/95

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

653 acre site consisting of 855 single
family dwelling units
88 multi-family units
Destination Resort
Golf Course
Commercial
Office/Professional
560 acres consisting of 1,360
dwelling units
25 acres for hotel and tennis complex
13 acres for clinic
346 acres for a golf course
8 acre country club and golf pavilion
30 acre commercial use
313 acres future planning area
1832 acres for permanent open space
The original Specific Plan (SP 81-04)
covered an area of 3,525 acres in size
and included residential, commercial,
and recreational land uses.

60% completed – all residential
units built
Non-residential portion of the
site incomplete
Estimated built-out 2050

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

50% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

50% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050

N/A

445.9 project site consisting of a
country club, golf course, and
associated residential units:
181 ac Estate Lots (205 units)
264.9 Golf Course, clubhouse,
parking, maintenance facilities
The original Specific Plan (92-001,
R91-032, TM5013, Log 92-08-010)
approved estate residential for 56 lots
on 194 acres. The development
would be clustered into 3 planning
areas.
3,160 acres project site consisting of:
1,262.5 ac Residential (1,200 units)
1,386.4 ac Open Space
14.3 ac Commercial Uses
32.2 ac Community Facilities

N/A

N/A

90% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050

N/A

60% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN DIEGO, COUNTY OF (continued)
Sugarbush
10/13/10

USDRIP

8/9/00

Viejas Hills Estates

8/2/06

Warner Springs
Ranch

11/5/81

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

115.5 acre project site consisting of;
30.14 Estate Residential (45 units)
77.56 ac Open Space
6.67 ac Circulation

0% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2050

N/A

552 acre project site consisting of:
569 Single Family Residential Units
(69 ac)
28 ac Commercial
401 ac Industrial
155ac open space
75 ac Circulation
7 ac Elementary School
20 ac Middle School/ Fire Station
181.7 acre project site consisting of:
41.6 ac Single Family Residential (27
lots)
140.08 ac Open Space

70% complete; Estimated
completion date: 2030

http://www.sdcounty.ca.g
ov/dplu/docs/usdrip/USD
RIP_Riverway_SP.rdo.pd
f

N/A

N/A

2,885 acre project site consisting of:
69 acre Resort with 250 cottages
152 acre 18 hole golf course
35 acre Private airport
10 acre village commercial
Community school
1.5 acre wastewater treatment plant
Approx. 2,400 acre future planning
area

90% of 1983 approved SP
built-out; Estimated completion
date including amendments
2060

N/A
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Notes
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
Land use changes associated
with the proposed
development would require
consistency analysis with the
City’s adopted general plan,
including the Land Use and
Circulation Elements. Based
on timing of these
improvements, the updated
information would be
provided by the City to
SANDAG for use in future
regional forecasting and
updating of the transportation
plan. No major land use
consistency impacts are
anticipated.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Plan Name
SAN MARCOS
San Marcos Creek SP

University District
SP

Heart of the City SP

Scripps Health Care
Campus

Date Adopted
(Month/Year)
August 2007

November 2009

January 1988

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions
Mixed Use
1,265,000 sf commercial
589,000 sf office
2300 multi-family units

Mixed Use
1,000,000 sf commercial
938,000 sf office
30,000 sf civic/community
2600 multi-family units
800 student housing

13 ac business park
66 ac town center
48 ac commercial
16 ac neighborhood commercial
12 ac office professional
5 ac mixed use (108 apartments and
approx. 12,000 s.f. commercial)
9 ac commercial manufacturing
36 ac hospital complex
2,127 Multi-family units
1,335 Single-family units
38.63 ac Medical Offices

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)
0% built out

1.3% built out
0% built out
0% built out
0% built out
13% built out

50% built out
75%
35%
100%
100%
100%

100%
50%
99.70%
0% built out

H-30

Link to
Document

http://www.sanmarcos.net/index.aspx?pa
ge=327

http://www.sanmarcos.net/index.aspx?pa
ge=328

N/A

N/A

Notes
Existing non-conforming
commercial, industrial,
single-family residential, and
mobile home park, and
vacant land within the plan
area.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
Existing non-conforming
industrial and single-family
residential, and vacant land
within the plan area.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
For CSUSM, refer to the
approved Master Plan (state
property not the jurisdiction
of San Marcos).
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
N/A

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN MARCOS (continued)
University Commons August 2003
SP aka: Old Creek
Ranch

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

10.3 ac industrial
401 single-family units
1123 multi-family units

79% built out
100%
100%

N/A

San Elijo Hills SP

November 1990

12.5 ac commercial
2496 single-family units
972 multi-family units

64% built out
92%
100%

N/A

Palomar Station SP

July 2007

Mixed Use
54,400 sf retail
5,000 sf restaurant
370 multi-family units

100% built out
0% built out
0% built out
100% build-out

N/A

Meadowlark SP

September 2004

33 single-family units

0% built out

N/A

Davia Village

December 2013

416 Multi-Family Units
15,000 sq. ft. Mixed-Use Com/Retail

0% built out
0%

N/A

Mulberry Specific
Plan

June 2014

55 Single-Family Units
71 Multi-Family Units

0% built out
0%

N/A

H-31

Link to
Document

Notes
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and population projections previously
provided to SANDAG.

Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
Plan Name
(Month/Year)
SAN MARCOS (continued)
El Dorado II
April 2014

SANTEE
Town Center Specific
Plan

VISTA
Downtown Vista SP

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Link to
Document

Notes

120 multi-Family Affordable Units
7,000 sq. ft. Mixed-Use Com/Retail

0% built out
0%

N/A

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and population projections previously
provided to SANDAG.

October 1986

Mixed Use. Please note some
information on this table has changed
due to amendments to the Specific
Plan described under “other relevant
notes.”

No exact data is available on
percentage build-out to date.
Approximately 50-75% is the
best estimate for current
buildout. There is no timeline
for buildout completion.

ftp://sntbberry.cityofsante
eca.gov/PlanDocs/STCSP
lan.pdf

1. Riverview Office Park
Master Plan amendment in
2006.
2. Removal of Mission
Creek Development from
specific plan.
3. R30/Mixed use
amendment to 20-acre
portion of specific plan in
2010.
4. R-22 amendment to three
parcels totaling approximately 15 acres in 2013.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and population projections previously
provided to SANDAG.

March 2010

352-acre area with a variety of uses:
Area 1: mix of residential (up to 838
du’s) and commercial, office, and
retail (1,064,689 sf)
Area 2: limited residential (122 du’s),
primarily commercial (shopping and
entertainment) (400,069 sf)
Area 3: future pedestrian-oriented
mixed-use and retail (270 du’s;
587,944 sf);
Area 4: residential (450 du’s) and
retail and restaurants (572,152 sf);

N/A

www.cityofvista.com

The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
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Appendix H
Proposed Plan
Subregional Plan Consistency Analysis
Date Adopted
(Month/Year)

Type of Development
Allowed/Buildout Assumptions

Development Occurred todate/Buildout expected (Year)

Plan Name
VISTA (continued)
Vineyards SP

August 2007

Mix of 46 live/work condominium
townhomes, 59 detached single
family homes, and 3 open space lots

Not built

N/A

Adobe SP

November 2006

159 single-family residential homes
and 8 open space lots

Under construction, buildout
expected in 2017

N/A

Pheasant Hills SP

September 2007

15 single-family residential homes

Not implemented

N/A

H-33

Link to
Document

Notes
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
The development allowed in
this Plan area is consistent
with the land use and
population projections
previously provided to
SANDAG.
This SP is recommended for
deletion as part of the GP
Update. The City would
provide SANDAG with
updated information on the
Specific Plan (removal from
GP land use projections).
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APPENDIX I
Table I-1
Local Bus Route Operational Improvements
Phase
Year
2020

Service
Local Bus

Route
2

Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

4
7
8
9
11
18
25
27

Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

28
35
83
88
89
101

Local Bus

103

Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

105
302
304
305
323
325
334
335
351
352
353
354
355
444
445
446
649
661
668
675
704
705
707

Description
North Park to Downtown San Diego via
30th St
Skyline-Paradise Hills to Centre City
La Mesa to Downtown San Diego
Clairemont Mesa to Old Town
Clairemont Mesa to Old Town
College Area to Skyline-Paradise Hills
Mission Valley Circulator
Kearny Mesa to Mission Valley
Pacific Beach to Kearny Mesa Transit
Center
Point Loma to Old Town
Point Loma to Old Town
Uptown to Centre City
Old Town to Mission Valley
Solana Beach to University City
University City to Oceanside (modeled as
301)
Solana Beach to Sabre Springs Rapid
station via Carmel Valley
University City to Old Town
Oceanside to Vista
Encinitas to San Marcos- College
Vista to Escondido
Carlsbad NW to Oceanside
Oceanside to Carlsbad NW
Vista Circulator
Vista Circulator
Escondido Circulator
Escondido Circulator
San Marcos- Richland to Escondido
Escondido to Escondido
Escondido Circulator
Carlsbad NW to Carlsbad SW
Carlsbad SW to San Marcos- College
Carlsbad NW to Carlsbad SW
Kearny Mesa Circulator
Otay Mesa Circulator
Kearny Mesa Circulator
Rancho Bernardo Circulator
Chula Vista to Chula Vista
Chula Vista to Chula Vista
Chula Vista to Chula Vista

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
10/15
10
15
30/30
7-24/12-24
30/30
30/30
7.5-15/15
30/30
60/60
30/30

15
5
15
15
7.5
15
30
15

15
10
15
15
15
15
30
15

20-30/30
30/30
60/60
30/30
NA
30/30

15
15
30
15
15
15

15
15
30
15
15
15

NA

30

30

30/30
30/30
60/60
30/30
60/120
30/30
40/40
NA
30/30
30/30
NA
30/30
NA
NA-90/NA
90-180/NA
NA-90 /NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
30/30
30-60/30-60
NA-60/60

15
15
60
15
60
30
30
15
15
15
15
15
30
20
20
20
15
15
15
15
15
30
30

15
15
60
15
60
30
30
NA
15
15
15
15
30
120
120
120
15
15
15
NA
15
30
30
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Phase
Year
2020
(Cont.)

2035

Service
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

Route
709
715
815
833
834
842
848
851
874/875
916
917
921
928
933
934
961
962
963
966
967/968
972
973
978
979
992
1
3
4
5

Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

6
8
9
11
13
14
18
25
28

Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

31
34
35
41
44
83
84

Description
Chula Vista to Chula Vista
Chula Vista Circulator
El Cajon to El Cajon
Santee to El Cajon
Santee Circulator
Sabre Springs to Mira Mesa
Lakeside to El Cajon
Spring Valley to La Mesa
El Cajon Circulator
SE San Diego- Encanto Circulator
SE San Diego- Encanto Circulator
Mira Mesa to University City
Kearny Mesa to Mission Valley
Otay Mesa to Nestor to Imperial Beach
Otay Mesa to Nestor to Imperial Beach
SE San Diego- Encanto National City
Spring Valley to National City
National City to National City
City Heights to North Park
National City Circulator
Sorrento Valley Coaster Connection
Sorrento Valley Coaster Connection
Sorrento Valley Coaster Connection
Sorrento Valley Coaster Connection
Centre City to Lindbergh Field
La Mesa to Uptown
Uptown to Southeast San Diego-Encanto
Skyline- Paradise Hills to Centre City
Southeast San Diego -Encanto to Centre
City
City Heights to Old Town
Clairemont Mesa to Old Town
Clairemont Mesa to Old Town
College Area to Skyline/Paradise Hills
Grantville to National City
La Mesa to Grantville
Mission Valley Circulator
Kearny Mesa to Mission Valley
Point Loma to Kearny Mesa via Old Town,
Linda Vista
Mira Mesa to University City
University City to Old Town
Point Loma to Old Town
Mission Valley to University City
Clairemont Mesa to Old Town
Uptown to Centre City
Point Loma Circulator

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
15-30/30
15
15
NA
30
30
30/30
15
15
30-60/30-60
30
30
90-NA/180
60
60
NA
20
60
30/30
20
30
60-45/60
30
30
30/30
15
15
30-60/30-60
30
30
30-60/30-60
30
30
30/30
15
15
30/30
15
30
15-12/12
10
10
12-15/12
10
10
15-30/15-30
15
15
30/30
15
15
30/30
15
15
NA
30
30
60/60
30
30
45/NA
20
120
45/NA
20
120
45/NA
20
120
45/NA
20
120
15/15
10
10
15-30/15-30
10
10
15/15
10
10
30/30
10
10
15/15
10
10
15/15
30/30
30/30
7.5-15/15
15/15
60/60
30/30
60/60
20-30/30

10
10
10
10
10
30
10
15
10

10
10
10
10
10
30
10
15
10

30/120
NA
30/30
15/15
15/15
60/60
60/60

15
10
10
10
10
15
30

15
10
10
10
10
15
30
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Phase
Year
2035
(Cont.)

Service
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

Route
88
101
302
303
304
305
306
308
313
315
318
323
325
334
335
351/352
353
354
355
358/359
371
388
444
445
446
646/647/
648
649
661
668
675
701
704
712
715
716
815
816
832
833
854
856
871/872
874/875
901

Local Bus
Local Bus

904
906

Description
Old Town to Mission Valley
University City to Oceanside
Oceanside to Vista
Oceanside to Vista
Encinitas to San Marcos- College
Vista to Escondido
Fallbrook to Vista
Escondido to Solana Beach
Oceanside to Oceanside
Pendleton/De Luz to Oceanside
Oceanside to Vista
Carlsbad NW to Oceanside
Oceanside to Carlsbad NW
Vista Circulator
Vista Circulator
Escondido Circulator
San Marcos/Richland to Escondido
Escondido to Escondido
Escondido Circulator
Escondido Circulator
Ramona to Escondido
Escondido Circulator
Carlsbad NW to Carlsbad SW
Carlsbad SW to San Marcos/ College
Carlsbad NW to Carlsbad SW
Mission Valley Circulator
Kearny Mesa Circulator
Otay Mesa Circulator
Kearny Mesa Circulator
Rancho Bernardo Circulator
Chula Vista to Chula Vista
Chula Vista to Chula Vista
Chula Vista to Chula Vista
Chula Vista Circulator
Chula Vista Circulator
El Cajon to El Cajon
Valle de Oro to El Cajon
Santee Circulator
Santee to El Cajon
La Mesa to El Cajon
Valle de Oro to College Area
El Cajon Circulator
El Cajon Circulator
Otay Mesa/Nestor to Coronado- Centre
City
Coronado Circulator
Otay Mesa-Nestor to San Ysidro

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
30/30
10
10
30/30
10
10
30/30
10
10
15/15
10
10
60/60
30
30
30/30
10
10
30/60
30
30
60/60
30
30
60/60
30
30
30/60
30
30
60/60
30
30
60/120
30
30
30/30
15
15
60/60
15
15
NA
15
15
30/30
10
10
NA
10
10
30/30
10
10
NA
15
15
120/120
60
60
90/360
60
60
120/120
60
60
NA-90/ NA
20
60
90-180/ NA
20
60
NA-90/ NA
20
60
NA
10
10
NA
NA
NA
NA
15/15
30/30
15/15
NA
NA
30/30
30/30
45-60/60
30-60/30-60
30-60/60
30/30
60/60
30/30
15/30

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
15
10
10
20
30
20
20
20
30
10
15

10
10
10
NA
10
10
10
30
10
10
30
30
30
20
30
30
10
15

NA-60/60
15/15

30
10

30
10
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Phase
Year
2035
(Cont.)

Service
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

Route
921
923
928
929
932
936
944
955
961

Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus
Local Bus

962
963
964
972/973
978/979
984

Description
Mira Mesa to University City
Ocean Beach to Centre City
Kearny Mesa to Mission Valley
Otay Mesa-Nestor to Centre City
Otay Mesa-Nestor to National City
Spring Valley to College Area
Poway to Sabre Springs
College Area to National City
South East San Diego-Encanto to National
City
Spring Valley to National City
National City to National City
Scripps Miramar Ranch to Mira Mesa
Sorrento Mesa Coaster Connection
Sorrento Mesa Coaster Connection
Mira Mesa to Mira Mesa

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Service Frequency (minutes)
2012
Proposed
Peak/Off-Peak Peak Off-Peak
30/30
10
10
30/30
15
15
30/30
15
15
15/14
10
10
15/15
10
10
30/30
15
15
NA
20
30
15/15
10
10
15-30/15-30
10
10
30/30
30/30
30-60/30-60
45/NA
45/NA
NA

10
10
15
20
20
20

10
10
30
60
60
60
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APPENDIX J
MINERAL RESOURCES
Table J-1. Conversion of Undeveloped MRZ-2 Lands under the Proposed Plan
Regional Growth and Land Use Change and Transportation Network Improvements, Relative to 2012
Converted MRZ-2 Lands (acres)
2012-2020
2012-2035
2012-2050
Regional Growth and Land Use Change
1,914.41
4,006.91
5,556.38
Transportation Network Improvements
89.81
266.10
623.89
Total
2,004.22
4,273.01
6,180.27

Table J-2. Conversion of Undeveloped MRZ-2 Lands
Transportation Network Improvements, 2012 to 2020
Transportation Network Improvement Project
Phased Managed Lanes
I-805 from SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Rd
I-5 from Manchester Ave to SR 78
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes & Operational Improvements
SR 76 from Mission to I-15
Toll Lanes
SR 11/Otay Mesa East Port of Entry (POE) from SR 125 to Mexico
Transit Projects
LOSSAN Double Tracking
510 Mid-Coast LRT Extension
Active Transportation Projects
Bayshore Bikeway - Main Street to Palomar
Bayshore Bikeway - National City Marina to 32nd Street
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Creek
I-15 Mid City - Adams Ave to Camino Del Rio South
Inland Rail Trail - San Marcos, Vista, CO of San Diego - 4 projects)
San Diego River Trail - I-805 to Fenton Pkwy
San Diego River Trail - Qualcomm Stadium
San Diego River Trail - Short Gap Connections
Arterial Projects
Bear Valley Parkway North
Borden Road Widening and Improvements
Carroll Canyon Road
Citracado Parkway II
Cole Grade Road
College Boulevard - Vista Way to Old Grove Road
College Boulevard Reach A - Badger Lane to Cannon Road
Creekside Drive
Discovery Street Improvements

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Converted MRZ-2
Lands (acres)
15.19
Subtotal 15.19
68.62
Subtotal 68.62
Subtotal 0
Subtotal 0
1.52
1.60
1.35
Subtotal 4.47
-
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Transportation Network Improvement Project
Dye Road Extension East Valley/Valley Center
El Camino Real
El Camino Real - Cannon Road to Tamarack Avenue
El Camino Real - El Camino Real to Tamarack Avenue
El Camino Real - La Costa Avenue to Arenal Road
Heritage Road Bridge
Melrose Drive Extension
Otay Truck Route Widening
Poinsettia Lane Reach E - Cassia Drive to Skimmer Court
San Vicente Road Improvements South Santa Fe Avenue North - Montgomery Drive to South of Woodland Drive
South Santa Fe Avenue South
SR67/Highland/Dye Intersection
Street Improvements: Discovery Street - Craven Road to West of Twin Oaks Valley Road
Via Vera Cruz Bridge and Street Improvements
Willow Street Bridge Project - Bonita Road to Sweetwater Road
TOTAL, 2012 to 2020

Converted MRZ-2
Lands (acres)
1.43
0.10
Subtotal 1.53
89.81

Table J-3. Conversion of Undeveloped MRZ-2 Lands
Transportation Network Improvements, 2021 to 2035
Transportation Network Improvement
Phased Managed Lanes
I-15 from I-8 to SR-163
I-15 from SR-94 to I-805
I-5 from I-805 Merge to SR-56
I-5 from La Jolla Village to I-805 Merge
I-5 from Manchester Ave to SR-78
I-5 from SR-54 to SR-15
I-5 from SR-56 to Manchester Ave
I-5 from SR-78 to Vandegrift
I-5 from SR-905 to SR-54
I-5 from 905 to Palomar
SR 78 from College Blvd to Twin Oaks
SR 78 from I-5 to College Blvd
SR 78 from Twin Oaks to I-15
I-805 from SR-52 to Carroll Canyon
I-805 from SR-54 to SR-94
I-805 from SR-905 to Palomar
I-805 from SR-94 to SR-15
SR 94 from I-5 to I-805
Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes & Operational Improvements
SR 52 from Mast Blvd to SR-125
SR 67 from Mapleview to Gold Bar Lane

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

Converted MRZ-2
Lands (acres)
39.47
20.45
1.28
34.24
Subtotal 95.44
32.06
10.22
Subtotal 42.28
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Converted MRZ-2
Lands (acres)

Transportation Network Improvement
Managed Lane Connectors
I-5 and SR 78
I-5 and I-805
I-805 and SR 94
Freeway Connector
SR 11/SR 905 and SR 125

Subtotal 0

Transit Projects
LOSSAN Double-tracking
SPRINTER Double-tracking
Trolley Line 561 UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon (extension of Route
510)
Trolley Line 562 Phase I - San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via Mission Valley, Mid-City, National
City/Chula Vista via Highland Ave/4th Ave
Active Transportation Projects
Chula Vista and National City Connections
Coastal Rail Trail - Alta Loma Marsh Bridge
Coastal Rail Trail - Reach 3 (Tamarack to Cannon)
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Canyon
Coastal Rail Trail - Rose Creek/Mission Bay Connection
Coastal Rail Trail - Roselle Canyon
Coastal Rail Trail - Carlsbad to Leucadia
City Heights – Fairmount Corridor
El Cajon - Santee Connections
Inland Rail Trail - Oceanside
San Diego River Trail - Bridge Connection (Sefton Field to MV/YMCA)
San Diego River Trail - Father Junipero Serra Trail to Santee
San Diego River Trail - Mast Park to Lakeside Ballpark
San Diego River Trail - Qualcomm Stadium to Ward Rd
I-8 Flyover – Camino del Rio South to Camino del Rio North

Subtotal, 2021 to 2035
Subtotal, 2012 to 2020
Total, 2012 to 2035

Table J-4. Conversion of Undeveloped MRZ-2 Lands
Transportation Network Improvements, 2036 to 2050

Phased Managed Lanes
SR 125 from SR-54 to SR-94
I-15 Viaduct

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

17.40
Subtotal 18.17
0.14
0.85
3.21
5.10
0.61
0.29
Subtotal 10.2

Arterial Projects
Genesee Avenue - Nobel Drive to SR 52

Transportation Network Improvement

0.77
-

Subtotal 0
176.29
89.81
266.10

Converted
MRZ-2 Lands
(acres)
9.11
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Converted
MRZ-2 Lands
(acres)

Transportation Network Improvement
I-5 from I-8 to La Jolla Village
I-5 from SR-78 to Vandegrift
SR 52 from I-15 to SR-125
SR 54 from I-5 to SR-125
I-805 from SR-15 to SR-163
SR 52 from I-805 to I-15

88.03
52.90
42.44
Subtotal 192.48

Phased Highway General Purpose Lanes & Operational Improvements
SR 125 from San Miguel Road to SR-54
SR 125 from SR-905 to San Miguel Road
SR 56 from I-5 to I-15
SR 67 from Gold Bar to Dye Road
SR 67 from Gold Bar to Scripps Poway Parkway
SR 76 from I-15 to Couser Canyon
I-8 from 2nd St to Los Coches
SR 94 from Avocado Blvd to Jamacha
SR 94 from Jamacha to Steele Canyon Rd
SR 125 from SR 94 to I-8

7.99
36.75
14.01
16.64
0.87
Subtotal 76.26

Phased Toll Lanes
I-15 from SR-78 to Riverside County Line
I-5 from Vandegrift to Orange County Line

34.46
Subtotal 34.46

Transit Projects
LOSSAN double-tracking
SPRINTER Branch Extension to Westfield North County
Trolley Line 562 Phase II-Kearny Mesa to Carmel Valley
Trolley Line 563 Phase I - Pacific Beach to Balboa; Kearny Mesa to El Cajon Transit Center. Phase
II-Balboa to Kearny Mesa
LOSSAN double-tracking
Managed Lane Connector
I-15 from I-15 to SR-52

40.56
Subtotal 45.1
1.93
Subtotal 1.93

Active Transportation Projects
Escondido Creek Bikeway - El Norte Pkwy to Northern Bikeway Terminus
I-15 Bikeway - Poway Rd interchange to Carmel Mountain Rd
I-8 Corridor - San Diego River Trail to Riverside Drive
I-805 Connector - Bonita Rd to Floyd Ave
SR-125 Connector - Bonita Rd to U.S.-Mexico Border
SR-52 Bikeway - I-5 to Santo Rd
I-56 Bikeway - Azuaga St to Rancho Penasquitos Blvd
Subtotal, 2036 to 2050
Subtotal, 2021 to 2035
Subtotal, 2012 to 2020
Total, 2012 to 2050

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Program Environmental Impact Report

4.54

0.63
2.09
4.56
0.28
Subtotal 7.56
357.79
176.29
89.81
623.89
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APPENDIX K
RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
This Appendix contains the following responses to comments on the Draft EIR and Draft Regional Plan.
K-1:

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR

K-2:

Comments and Responses on the Draft Regional Plan
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Appendix K-1
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
The Draft Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR) for San Diego Forward the Regional Plan (the
Regional Plan) was distributed for public review on May 21, 2015, for a 55-day public review period that
ended July 15, 2015. The Draft EIR was made available online, at public libraries throughout the region,
and at SANDAG’s office. A total of 34 comment letters or other written documents such as e-mails
(hereinafter collectively referred to as “comment letters”) were received before the close of the public
review period. After the close of the public review period but before publication of the Final EIR, 3 more
letters were submitted.
Table 1 provides a list of all comments received, including the name of the public agency, organization,
or individual that submitted the letter and the date of the letter. Each comment letter also has been
assigned an identification number in Table 1. Each comment letter is reproduced in its entirety and is
aligned side-by-side with the response(s) to the letter. Where commenters provided multiple
comments, each comment is identified with a bracket and an identifying number in the margin of the
comment letter.
All comment letters received on the Draft EIR, including the comments received after the close of the
public comment period but before publication of the Final EIR, were evaluated for significant
environmental issues, and written responses to comments on environmental issues were prepared.
In addition to comments related to environmental issues, several of the comment letters submitted on
the Draft EIR also include individual comments on the content of the Plan itself that are not related to
the adequacy of the Draft EIR. In those cases, this document identifies the specific reference number
assigned to that comment in the matrix of Regional Plan comments and responses where the response
can be found (e.g., “Please see the response to Plan comment 901”). In addition, for ease of reference
the matrix of responses to comments on the Regional Plan is included as Appendix K-2 to the Final EIR.
Master Responses
SANDAG has prepared the following six Master Responses dealing with common themes raised in the
comment letters.
•

Master Response 1: Draft EIR Evaluates a Reasonable Range of Alternatives

•

Master Response 2: Project Funding, Phasing, and TransNet

•

Master Response 3: Greenhouse Gas Analysis Accurately Reflects Requirements of State Law
and GHG Policies

•

Master Response 4: Draft EIR GHG Technical Methodology and Assumptions

•

Master Response 5: GHG Mitigation Measures Meet CEQA Requirements

•

Master Response 6: Mitigation Measures that Other Agencies “Can and Should” Implement
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For ease of reference the text of each Master Response is provided below. Individual responses
reference the Master Response number when all or part of a response is included within a Master
Response (e.g., “Please see Master Response 1”).
Table 1
List of Comment Letters on the Draft EIR for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
Identification
Public Agency, Organization, or Individual
Date of Letter
Number
1
Ad-Hoc Public Health Stakeholders Working Group
July 8, 2015
2
Andrea Monk
July 12, 2015
3
Anne Barron
July 13, 2015
4
Anne MacMillan Eichman
June 25, 2015
5
Boulevard Community Planning Group
July 15, 2015
6
California Coastal Commission, San Diego District Office
July 15, 2015
7
California State Parks, San Diego Coast District
July 14, 2015
8
Carolyn Chase, San Diego Earth Day
July 15, 2015
9
Casa Familiar
July 20, 2015
10
Circulate San Diego
July 15, 2015
11*
Cindy Rocco
July 17, 2015
12
City of Escondido
July 10, 2015
13
City of La Mesa
July 15, 2015
14
City of San Diego
July 15, 2015
15
Climate Action Campaign
July 15, 2015
16
County of San Diego
July 15, 2015
17
Environmental Health Coalition
July 15, 2015
18
Lauren Tanny
July 15, 2015
19
Mike Bullock
June 18, 2015
20
Myles Pomeroy
July 14, 2015
21
Robert Little
May 28, 2015
22
Russ Cunningham, City of Oceanside
July 15, 2015
23
Samantha Ollinger, BikeSD
July 15, 2015
24
San Diego County Bicycle Coalition
July 15, 2015
25
San Diego County Air Pollution Control District
July 15, 2015
26
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority
July 15, 2015
27
San Diego Sierra Club
July 15, 2015
28
Sara Kent
July 15, 2015
29
SD350
July 14, 2015
30
SimCenter
July 8, 2015
31
Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association
July 14, 2015
32
Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association
July 13, 2015
33
State Clearinghouse
July 7, 2015
34
Transportation Justice Coalition
July 15, 2015
35
Walt Brewer
July 14, 2015
36*
Democratic Club of Carlsbad and Oceanside (DEMCCO)
August 17, 2015
37*
City of Oceanside
August 18, 2015
Notes:
* Letters 11, 36, and 37 from Cindy Rocco, the Democratic Club of Carlsbad and Oceanside (DEMCCO), and the
City of Oceanside, respectively, were received after the close of the public comment period. CEQA does not
require a Lead Agency to respond to comments received after the close of the comment period; however,
SANDAG has chosen to respond to all comments nonetheless.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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Master Response 1
Draft EIR Evaluates a Reasonable Range of Alternatives
Introduction
Comments assert that the range of alternatives evaluated in the EIR does not meet CEQA’s requirement
to evaluate a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that would avoid or substantially
reduce the project’s significant environmental impacts. Comments also assert that all alternatives
evaluated in the Draft EIR are infeasible for financial and other reasons because they accelerate all
transit and alternative transportation projects to the first ten years of the Plan with insufficient funding.
Comments also state that the Draft EIR should have considered a number of additional alternatives,
including:
•

The San Diego Quickway Proposal

•

The 50-10 Transit Plan

•

A modification of Alternative 5D to add specific elements related to transit efficiency and
affordability, prioritization of transit projects in overburdened communities, safe streets for all,
and innovative freeway strategies

•

A “transit-friendly” alternative suggested by Circulate San Diego that is more financially feasible
and takes a “more moderate” approach to accelerating transit projects, but would still reduce
vehicle trips and GHG emissions

•

A feasible alternative that would substantially reduce vehicle trips and vehicle miles traveled
(VMT), or substantially reduce regional GHG emissions consistent with Executive Orders B-30-15
and S-3-05

As explained below, the Draft EIR does evaluate a reasonable range of alternatives that achieve most of
the basic project objectives and that are potentially feasible. The discussion also explains why the Draft
EIR was not required to consider the five alternatives listed above.
Range of Alternatives
As discussed in Chapter 6 of the Draft EIR, 17 potential alternatives were initially considered for further
detailed analysis. Of these, eight alternatives to the proposed project were evaluated in detail. The eight
alternatives evaluated in detail included alternatives with features suggested by the public such as a
greater emphasis on transit projects, accelerating transit investments to the first ten years of the Plan,
and planning for a modified, more compact land use pattern.
The eight alternatives evaluated in detail are described in Draft EIR Section 6.2 (pages 6-6 through 6-32)
and summarized in Draft EIR Section ES.6 (pages ES-44 through ES-47). They are as follows:
•

Alternative 1: No Project

•

Alternative 2: Sustainable Communities Strategy/Advanced Revenue Constrained Transit plus
Revenue Constrained Highway (SCS Plus Transportation Alternative 2)
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•

Alternative 3: Sustainable Communities Strategy/Advanced Revenue Constrained Transit plus
Delayed Revenue Constrained Highway (SCS Plus Transportation Alternative 3)

•

Alternative 4: Intensified Smart Growth/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit plus Modified
Managed Lanes (Smart Growth Intensification Plus Transportation Alternative 4)

•

Alternative 5A: Sustainable Communities Strategy/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit
plus Highway General Purpose Lane Conversion (SCS Plus Transportation Alternative 5A)

•

Alternative 5B: Multiple Dense Cores/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit plus Highway
General Purpose Lane Conversion (Dense Cores Plus Transportation Alternative 5A)

•

Alternative 5C: Multiple Dense Cores/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit plus Highway
General Purpose Lane Conversion plus New Transit and Parking Policies (Dense Cores Plus
Transportation Alternative 5C)

•

Alternative 5D: Multiple Dense Cores/Advanced Revenue Unconstrained Transit plus Highway
General Purpose Lane Conversion plus New Transit and Parking Policies plus New Driving Fee
(Dense Cores Plus Transportation Alternative 5D)

Draft EIR Section 6.5 (pages 6-28 to 6-36) explains why other alternatives suggested by the public during
EIR scoping were not evaluated in detail, either because they did not meet the project objectives, they
were potentially infeasible, or they were similar to the eight alternatives already evaluated in detail.
Alternatives Respond to Public Concerns Expressed During Scoping
As the Draft EIR explains (p. 6-2), SANDAG listened to public input about alternatives expressed during
the EIR scoping process, and used this input develop the reasonable range of alternatives. Public input
requested alternatives that substantially reduce GHG emissions, air quality impacts, and Vehicle Miles
Traveled (“VMT”). The alternatives selected for detailed consideration incorporate many of the major
transportation investments and policy options that commenters suggested, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advancing public transit (capital and operations) and active transportation investments to 2025
(the first 10 years of the proposed Plan)
Including investments from the unconstrained transit network (e.g., investments for which
available funding was not identified in the proposed Plan)
Delaying and eliminating general purpose highway and managed lane investments
Converting existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes
Providing more compact land use patterns
Substantially lowering transit fares
Substantially increasing the price of parking
Substantially increasing the cost of driving

Feasibility of Alternatives Evaluated in Detail
The feasibility of alternatives is considered twice in the CEQA process. At the outset, the Draft EIR
considered a reasonable range of alternatives that are “potentially feasible” (CEQA Guidelines §
15126.6(a) At the conclusion of the EIR process, the decision-makers (in this case the SANDAG Board of
Directors) makes final determinations as to the feasibility of alternatives, considering information in the
Draft EIR, additional information in the Final EIR and elsewhere in the administrative record, and policy
factors. (See Guidelines Section 15091(a)(3).)
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This final determination of feasibility may include policy considerations. Where the feasibility of
alternatives evaluated in the EIR is dependent upon changes in existing laws, regulations or funding
patterns for transportation improvements, the SANDAG Board must consider the likelihood that such
changes will occur within the time frame for implementation of relevant elements of the proposed Plan.
Regarding financial feasibility in particular, the Draft EIR properly treated the alternatives evaluated in
detail as potentially financially feasible. It did note that the feasibility of each alternative would be
affected by a number of factors such as availability of funding. For all action alternatives, the Draft EIR
notes (e.g., Draft EIR p. 6-8 for Alternative 2):
“This alternative does not reflect fiscal constraint under current and expected funding forecasts
as required by state and federal transportation law because the amount of funds required
would exceed the anticipated available revenues (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23
CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) Future state and federal budgets and funding priorities would have to
change.”
The fact that budgets and funding priorities would need to be revised to implement an alternative does
not automatically mean that an alternative is “unaffordable” or financially infeasible for purposes of EIR
evaluation. Although the changes to state and federal funding patterns that would be necessary to make
some of the alternatives financially feasible are not currently pending, they could occur in future years,
for example, due to recognition of the problems posed by GHG emissions from transportation and land
use activities. Evaluation of these alternatives enables both the public and SANDAG decision-makers to
understand the potential environmental advantages of these alternatives and their relative
effectiveness in achieving the multiple objectives of the proposed Plan, should necessary funding
become available in the future. Such information may also be useful to SANDAG and the public in
responding to or formulating support for legislative policy changes and funding priorities at the local,
state and federal level.
Comments suggest that the action alternatives should include financing plans to show how SANDAG
would fund accelerated transit. 1 The comments mistakenly assume that accelerated transit and active
transportation projects must be “paid for” by “freeing up” funding from delayed highway and managed
lane projects. This assumption is incorrect, as transportation funding sources are not interchangeable,
but rather limited to specific transportation modes. (See Master Response 2 for further detail.)
Comments assert that SANDAG staff reports and Board committee meeting transcripts demonstrate
that the Draft EIR’s alternatives were financially infeasible, and allege that SANDAG “knew” about this.
As the Draft EIR acknowledges, it is understood that the feasibility of various alternatives is contingent
upon increases in funding currently expected to be available for public transit improvements. However,
information in these reports and transcripts demonstrates only that implementation of the action
alternatives would be more costly, and that additional revenue sources would need to be found; the fact
that an alternative is more costly than a proposed project or requires additional revenues does not
automatically mean that it is financially infeasible. The staff reports and Board committee transcripts
contain no conclusions finding that the Draft EIR action alternatives would be financially infeasible.

1

Please note that an EIR is not required to include an economic feasibility analysis of the alternatives that
demonstrates their financial feasibility. (See, e.g., San Franciscans Upholding the Regional Plan v. San Francisco
th
(2002) 102 Cal.App.4 656, 691.)
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Alternatives Suggested by Commenters
General Principles. Some of the alternatives suggested by commenters are variations of alternatives
that the Draft EIR evaluated in detail. CEQA does not require an EIR to consider multiple variations on
the alternatives analyzed in a Draft EIR, or to consider additional potential alternatives that are not
“considerably different” than those already evaluated in the EIR.
Other alternatives suggested by commenters are alternatives to one component of the proposed Plan,
e.g., transit-only alternatives, rather than comprehensive alternatives addressing the SCS and highway
network improvements as well as transit. To be legally adequate under federal transportation law and
SB 375, the proposed Plan is required to address transit projects, highway projects, and sustainable land
use patterns; all three components are integrated into the basic project objectives described in EIR
Section 2.4 (page 2-6).
An EIR must discuss alternatives to a project in its entirety but is not required to discuss alternatives to
each particular component of a project. Also, an EIR need not evaluate in detail alternatives that would
not substantially lessen the proposed project’s significant environmental impacts. As discussed below,
the potential alternatives proposed for evaluation in comments on the Draft EIR fail to meet one or
more of these criteria.
San Diego Quickway Proposal. Comments suggest that the proposed Plan should have evaluated an
integrated transit proposal called “Quickway” because it may be a useful tool to help transition from bus
rapid transit to rail transit. A Summary of the Quickway Proposal (Move San Diego 2014) is as follows:
“The Quickway Proposal is distinguished by its emphasis on creating a regional network of
integrated services that make it easier and faster to move by transit throughout the region. At
the heart of the plan is the MetroXpress system: a network of regional express routes that
operate partially on dedicated rights of way, partially on roads, that is designed to reduce the
number of transfers as well as the travel time of many transit trips. Underlying the MetroXpress
is an expansion of the San Diego Trolley network, with its “pearls on a string” network concept
(i.e., stations are spaced approximately a mile apart, and all vehicles stop at all stations along a
route) using BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) vehicles operating nearly entirely within dedicated rights of
way (which are shared with the MetroXpress network). Streetcar services are reintroduced to
the region. Local bus routes still fill the gaps and reach into many neighborhoods, and the
Coaster Commuter Train is maintained in the Plan. Finally, a new service, the Fun’n’Sun Line, is
introduced; it is a special bus route, operating partly in dedicated right of way, that ties together
the region’s principle tourism sites.”
The Quickway proposal is not a comprehensive alternative, but rather a modification to the transit
component of the proposed Plan. Both concepts accomplish the same goals of higher speed and
frequent service on transit networks that include rail and bus rapid transit services. The key difference is
that bus rapid transit services in the proposed Plan use freeway Managed Lanes and arterial transit
priority measures to achieve higher travel speeds and trip reliability, while the Quickway proposal uses
an extensive level of dedicated guideways, tunnels, and grade separations. Given the extensive level of
these capital infrastructure elements, SANDAG’s experience with major capital projects suggests that
the capital costs would exceed the revenue available. The Quickway proposal would also not
substantially lessen the proposed Plan’s transportation (total VMT), GHG, or other significant impact
given the similarity in transit network connectivity.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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50-10 Transit Plan. Similarly, comments suggest that the proposed Plan should have evaluated the 5010 Transit Plan (CNFF 2011). Under the 50-10 plan, 50 years of transit improvements would be
implemented over the next decade. The plan calls for halting “any” highway construction until the
transit system is fully functional. An equally critical element of the plan calls for modification of the
TransNet program to re-prioritize transit over highway projects. (See Executive Summary, page 1.)
The 50-10 Transit Plan is not a comprehensive alternative, but rather a modification to the accelerated
transit component already included of the action alternatives; its feasibility would be affected by the
same financial and other factors listed in the Draft EIR’s discussion of these alternatives. Also, the delays
in highway investments it envisions are similar to those included in Alternatives 3, 4, and 5A through 5D.
Lastly, as shown by the Draft EIR’s analysis of Alternative 5D in Chapter 6, the 50-10 Transit Plan would
not substantially lessen the proposed Plan’s transportation, GHG, or other significant impacts.
Alternative 5D, which moves more than 35 years of transit projects into the first ten years of the Plan
(coupled with further land use and transportation measures intended to reduce VMT and GHG
emissions), still does not reduce Plan impacts to less than significant levels.
Modified Alternative 5D (“Community Supported Alternative”). Comments suggest numerous
modifications to Alternative 5D “to most accurately reflect the principles of transportation justice.”
Categories of modifications are as follows: increase transit efficiency and affordability, prioritization of
transit projects in overburdened communities, safe streets for all, and innovative freeway strategies. As
discussed in responses to comments 17-45 to 17-59, these strategies either are already included in
Alternative 5D or represent variations in the location or timing of the transportation network
improvements already included in Alternative 5D. As shown by the Draft EIR’s analysis of Alternative 5D
in Chapter 6, the Community Supported Alternative would not substantially lessen the proposed Plan’s
transportation, GHG, or other significant environmental impacts.
One category of suggested modifications was to prioritize transit projects in overburdened communities.
As noted in the Draft EIR (p. 6-31), prioritizing transit investments in overburdened communities would
advance certain social goals, but would not substantially lessen the significant environmental impacts of
the proposed Plan. Transit projects included in the alternatives were selected for their potential to
increase overall transit utilization as an alternative to other forms of transportation, and thus reduce
environmental impacts. By making investments in lower-income and minority communities as well as
other communities, the Regional Plan gives everyone an opportunity to participate in the economy,
which benefits all of our communities. Additionally, many of the planned projects will enhance
connectivity between overburdened communities, jobs and housing. So even when infrastructure is
added outside of overburdened communities it can have positive effects on those communities.
For example, the Mid-Coast project will connect with other Trolley lines serving Mission Valley, East
County, and South County. As an extension of the existing Blue Line, it will offer a one-seat (no transfer)
ride from the international border and communities south of Downtown San Diego all the way to
University City. This new service will enhance direct public access to other regional activity centers and
improve travel options to employment, education, medical, and retail centers throughout the public
transit network.
SANDAG shares concerns about social equity, and included a social equity analysis in Chapter 4 of the
Regional Plan to determine how the Regional Plan would benefit or burden disadvantaged populations
in comparison to the rest of the region.
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The results showed that disadvantaged populations will share proportionately in having better access to
more transportation options and that no particular population group will experience heavier burdens of
air pollutant emissions than any other group. SANDAG contracted with 12 Community Based
Organizations to develop the social equity metrics used in Chapter 4, and to track and evaluate social
equity opportunities and issues throughout the duration of the Plan’s development.
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act requires that SANDAG ensure that no disparate impacts will result from the
Plan for minority populations. Chapter 4 of the Plan explains SANDAG’s determination that the Plan will
not cause disparate impacts for minorities or disproportionate effects for low income populations.
Some commenters requested fare subsidies for disadvantaged communities. The proposed Plan relies
on a 35 percent farebox recovery from all services through 2050. TransNet also provides additional
subsidies of transit fares for seniors. Additional fare reductions through subsidies would threaten the
ability to implement the projects phased in the Plan, including the increase in service frequencies on
existing lines that are planned in the urban areas for 2020 and 2035.
More Feasible Transit-Friendly Alternative. Circulate San Diego suggests that the Draft EIR should have
evaluated a “transit-friendly” alternative that is more financially feasible, takes a “more moderate”
approach to accelerating transit projects, but would still reduce vehicle trips and GHG emissions. Such
an alternative would essentially amount to a variation to the transit project phasing of Alternative 2 that
accelerates some, but not all, constrained transit projects to the first ten years of the Plan, with other
transit projects accelerated less rapidly. As demonstrated by modeling conducted for the Final EIR, this
type of alternative would not substantially lessen the proposed Plan’s transportation, GHG, or other
significant impacts.
In response to Circulate San Diego’s request, SANDAG modeled a more moderate “transit friendly”
alternative that advances certain proposed Plan transit investments to 2025 and delays certain highway
and managed lane investments until after 2025:
•

Advances the following proposed Plan transit investments to 2025:
o
o
o
o
o

•

Trolley Route 562 (Phases I and II)
Blue Line Frequency Enhancements
Orange Line Frequency Enhancements
Rapid Route 550
Del Mar Fairgrounds Station Platform for COASTER passenger rail service on the LOSSAN
Corridor

Delays the following proposed Plan highway and managed lane investments until after 2025:
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Two highway general purpose lanes on an approximately 3 mile segment of SR 67
(Mapleview to Gold Bar Ln). These are the only general purpose lane highway
investments in the Plan in 2025 or sooner.
Two managed lanes on SR 78 from I-15 to I-5
Two managed lanes on SR 94 from 5 to 805
Two managed lanes on I-5 from La Jolla Village Drive to I-805
Two managed lanes on I-5 from SR 78 to Vandegrift Blvd
Two managed lanes on I-15 from I-8 to SR 163
Two managed lanes on I-805 from SR 94 to SR 15
Managed lane connectors: I-5 and SR 78; I-5 and I-805; I-15 and SR 78; I-15 and I-805; I805 and SR 94;
Freeway connectors: I-5 and SR 78; SR 94 and SR 125
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This scenario was modeled using the same performance measures and EIR metrics used to evaluate the
proposed Plan (see Plan Appendix N). In general, this scenario demonstrates similar performance in
2025 to the proposed Plan, and would not avoid or substantially lessen any of the proposed Plan’s
significant impacts. Below are results for select performance measures for 2025 related to VMT, GHG
emissions, and transit use (Table 1-1). Modeling was not done for 2035 or 2050 because the scenario
suggested by Circulate Scenario was specifically focused on accelerating certain projects to 2025.
•

Daily VMT per capita would decrease under this scenario, from 25.2 miles per person per day in
2012 to 24.0 miles per day in 2025. This is similar to the proposed Plan, which would decrease
daily VMT per capita to 24.2 miles per day in 2025, 0.2 miles per day higher than this scenario.
(See Impact T-1.)

•

Total vehicle miles traveled would increase under this scenario, from about 79.3 million in 2012
to 86.6 million in 2025. This is similar to modeling results for the proposed Plan, which would
reach 87.1 million total annual VMT in 2025, about 0.5 percent higher than under this scenario.
(See Impact T-1.)

•

On-road CO2 emissions would decrease under this scenario, from about 41,200 tons per day in
2012 to about 31,200 tons per day in 2025. This is similar to the proposed Plan, which would
decrease on-road CO2 emissions to about 31,300 tons per day in 2025, about 0.5 percent higher
than this scenario. Total annual regional GHG emissions would decrease under this scenario,
from about 34.67 million metric tons CO 2 e (MMTCO 2 e) in 2012 to about 26.53 MMTCO 2 e in
2025. This is similar to the proposed Plan, which would decrease total annual regional GHG
emissions to about 26.58 MMTCO 2 e in 2025, about 0.2 percent higher than this scenario. (See
Impact GHG-1.)

•

Transit mode share would increase under this scenario, from about 1.9 percent in 2012 to 2.8
percent in 2025. This is similar to the proposed Plan, which would achieve transit mode share of
2.5 percent in 2025, 0.3 percent lower than under this scenario.
Table 1-1. Performance Comparison of the Proposed Plan and “Transit Friendly” Scenario,
2012-2025
2025
“Transit
Performance measure
2012
Proposed
Friendly”
Plan
Scenario
Daily VMT per capita (miles/person/day)
25.2
24.2
24.0
Total annual VMT (miles/year)
79,300,000 87,100,000
86,600,000
On-road CO2 emissions (tons/day)
41,200
31,300
31,200
Total regional GHG emissions (MMTCO2e)
34.67
26.58
26.53
Transit mode share
1.9%
2.5%
2.8%
Source: SANDAG 2015.

As the modeling of this alternative, as well as modeling of the other Draft EIR alternatives demonstrates,
accelerated or increased transit investments alone cannot achieve substantial reductions in total VMT.
Transit investment does reduce VMT in the region, but SANDAG alternatives modeling shows that it has
more modest VMT reductions than many people believe. For example, substantially increasing service
frequencies would not substantially reduce regional VMT.
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Substantially increasing service frequencies reduces the wait time for a bus, but it does not change the
amount of time it takes from the boarding location to the destination. For example, with the
introduction of the I-15 Rapid service, a trip from Escondido to Downtown currently takes approximately
one hour. Even if the frequency is doubled on the line, the average rider might save 5 minutes waiting to
leave the station in Escondido. The route still takes an hour start to finish. Overall the rider’s trip time is
reduced less than 10 percent for double the cost.
Also, SANDAG and the region’s transit operators cannot cost-effectively serve many existing low-density
neighborhoods in the San Diego region with traditional transit investments. Even with substantial
increases in density around the region over the life of the proposed Plan, many suburban areas of the
region will remain relatively low density and rely on automobile travel.
Generally, research conducted for the ARB indicates that increases in transit ridership do not directly
translate into decreases in driving, since not all new transit trips replace driving. In addition, the low
market share for transit in many regions means that even significant increases in transit ridership may
translate into a small decrease in total driving (ARB 2013).
Alternative that Reduces VMT Below Existing Levels. Comments suggest the Draft EIR should have
evaluated a financially feasible project alternative that substantially reduces VMT below existing levels.
Alternative 5D (the environmentally superior alternative) does achieve some reductions in the proposed
Plan’s VMT (nine percent, Draft EIR, p. 6-27). As the Draft EIR explains (page 6-27), Alternative 5D, while
potentially feasible, would already require major changes in state road pricing policy, land use policies,
parking policies, and transit funding, changes that would affect its feasibility to implement. An
alternative that further reduces total VMT, e.g., slightly below 2012 levels, would require even greater
compact development, driving cost increases, and transit service improvements than Alternative 5D. An
alternative including these further VMT-reduction measures has more major feasibility concerns, and is
not currently feasible for several reasons, including:
•

Further substantial changes that would be needed in policy and legislation. These would include
still further changes in state road pricing policy, land use policies, and parking policies that are
not reasonably foreseeable.

•

Lack of funding for further transit service improvements (recognizing that, as discussed above,
increased transit investments alone cannot achieve substantial VMT reductions). See Master
Response 2 for a detailed discussion of why substantially more funds for transit investments are
not currently available.

•

Severe economic and social impacts caused by substantial increases in driving costs. Alternative
5D raises the cost of driving by nearly 50 percent per mile from $0.289 / mi to $0.426 / mi.
From a consumer standpoint, increases in fuel or vehicle user costs can be a trade-off with
discretionary expendable income for purchasing food, clothing, and other personal items,
especially for lower income households. A significant increase in fuel cost or vehicle user fees
would also result in lower spending in other areas of the economy, and economic disruption
would occur in adjusting to higher fuel or vehicle registration prices.

•

Lack of authority for SANDAG and local governments to implement such further measures. For
example, SANDAG has no authority to increase state road pricing, or require local governments
to implement land use or parking policies. Local governments have no authority to increase
state road pricing or substantially increase transit funding.
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•

SANDAG’s inability to control the total regional population growth that causes total VMT
increases. As SANDAG modeling indicates, population growth is the main driver of future VMT
growth. By 2050, Alternative 5D reduces VMT per capita by 16 percent compared to 2012
(compared to an 8 percent reduction under the proposed Plan). Population growth under the
proposed Plan, however, increases by 30 percent. Even with substantial decreases in driving per
capita, under Alternative 5D total VMT still increases by 8 percent compared to 2012 because
population growth outpaces driving reductions. The San Diego region’s population growth is
driven by births within the region and longer life expectancy of existing residents. The proposed
Plan actually forecasts a net out-migration of San Diego residents to other parts of the United
States. SANDAG does not have the ability to lower fertility rates or affect mortality rates.

To achieve even greater reductions in VMT substantially below 2012 levels would be even more
infeasible, based on the above factors as well as the infeasibility of VMT-reducing scenarios evaluated by
the Draft California Transportation Plan (Caltrans 2015). (See Draft EIR, page 4.8-38.) These scenarios
included currently infeasible measures such as a 75% increase in auto operating cost, and 2) major
transit service improvements consisting of doubling all transit services, doubling transit speeds, free
transfers, reduced transfer wait times, and high speed rail fares reduced by 50 percent.
Alternative that Reduces GHG Emissions Consistent with State 2030 and 2050 Goals. Comments
suggest that the Draft EIR should have evaluated an alternative that meets or that is on the trajectory
towards achieving state 2030 and 2050 GHG reduction goals. Alternative 5D (the environmentally
superior alternative) does achieve some reductions in the proposed Plan’s on-road GHG emissions (six
percent, Draft EIR, p. 6-27).
Regarding the feasibility of achieving further substantial reductions, the Draft EIR (pp. 4.8-37 through
4.8-39) explains the infeasibility of an alternative (or mitigation measures) that could meet regional
reference points based on the state 2030 and 2050 GHG reduction goals. Such an alternative has more
major feasibility concerns than Alternative 5D. Recent studies have shown that full implementation of
many of the measures that could result in a 40% reduction of GHG emissions by 2030 and an 80%
reduction of GHG emissions by 2050 in the San Diego region would require major changes in clean
technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal policies and regulations. 2 Full implementation of
these changes is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement.

2

For example, the Draft EIR describes one recent study (Greenblatt 2015) which found the following policies would
allow the state to come close to meeting, but still not meet, the 2050 EO GHG reduction goal: increasing the
average fleet gasoline efficiency to 54 MPG, doubled high-speed rail deployment, replacing all natural gas use in
buildings with electric heat pumps by 2050, 50% residential zero net energy retrofits by 2030, adding 2.2 GW
nuclear power capacity by 2050, and building 8 carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) facilities at power plants.
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Master Response 2
Project Funding, Phasing, and TransNet
Introduction
Several comments assert that there is substantial flexibility in federal and state sources of
transportation funds (e.g., highway funding sources can be spent on transit and active transportation
projects) and that SANDAG can take advantage of such flexibility to advance the completion of transit
and active transportation projects to earlier years of the proposed Plan. Comments also assert that
SANDAG has the flexibility to advance transit and active transportation projects to earlier years of the
Plan without amending the TransNet Extension Ordinance (SANDAG 2004). Other comments question
the allocation of funding for transportation improvements over the 35-year horizon of the Plan and
assert that most of the Plan’s funding is being allocated to highways in the early years of the Plan and
transit and active transportation in the later years of the Plan. Further, comments recommend “frontloading” transit investments in the earlier years and building highways in the later years of the plan, if
needed. Several comments assert that the supposed flexibility of Federal and State funding sources and
the flexibility of the TransNet Extension Ordinance are not treated transparently in the Plan, and that
the Plan makes incorrect assumptions about the flexibility of transportation funding sources including
TransNet.
As explained the Chapter 3 of the Draft plan, the “…majority of the funding sources are tied to certain
types of projects (for example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and
SANDAG does not have the authority to interchange them. These constraints come with specific
provisions from Congress or the state Legislature.” Despite these constraints, the proposed Plan
provides a balance among all modes, and allocates half of all funding to public transit (not including
Managed Lanes investments, which directly support the Plan’s public transit investments). So-called
”front loading” of additional transit investment requires that the draft Plan also fund modes other than
transit. For instance, managed lanes within highways are necessary to make the Plan’s investments in
Rapid bus service competitive with cars, and signal priority technology along local streets and roads are
necessary to make transit operate on a more timely and efficient basis and therefore more appealing.
Additionally, the toll revenues generated from these managed lanes are used to support transit services
operating on the facility. The following discussion of revenue sources generally explains the allowable
use of transportation funds and provides the public with a basic understanding of transportation funding
and its uses and limitations.
Overview: Where Transportation Funds Come From, and How They Can Be Invested
Funding Distribution
All funds used for surface transportation projects and programs in the region, regardless of whether
SANDAG, local jurisdictions or other transportation agencies control the use of those funds, are included
in the Plan to provide a more complete picture of all funds available. Of the approximately $204 billion
in transportation expenditures identified in the proposed Plan, SANDAG, as an agency, has direct
authority or discretion over approximately 29 percent (about $59 billion) of the overall funds, including
TransNet funds, state and federal formula funds such as State Transportation Improvement Program
(STIP) and Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) funds, as well as local transportation funds
from a future sales tax measure. The majority of the funds, some 71 percent (about $145 billion) are
“pass through” funds that flow directly to local jurisdictions (cities and the County) or to other agencies
(Caltrans and transit operators). SANDAG does not have any discretion or authority over these funds,
but is required to include them in the Regional Plan for full disclosure.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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Federal and State laws require SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of
the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that plan. (Government Code Section
65080(b)(4); 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) In addition, there are further constraints on when money
becomes available during the lifespan of the Regional Plan, meaning funding programs typically are
approved or collected on an annual basis and cannot be advanced. There are also constraints on which
dollars stay with SANDAG and which dollars are distributed directly to other agencies to maintain,
operate, and rehabilitate the transportation network.
For instance, federal formula funds such as Federal Transit administration (FTA) Section 5307 or
Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP), are apportioned annually; SANDAG can make
assumptions about how much can be anticipated in the future based on historical data but cannot
advance any project(s) that need the funding in years prior to apportionment. Other funds that SANDAG
cannot advance and re-direct to transit include funds going to other agencies, such as the State Highway
and Protection Program (SHOPP) funds, which are managed by the California Transportation
Commission and are used for safety, operations and rehabilitation projects on the state highway system
by Caltrans.
TransNet Extension Ordinance
The proposed Plan (pp. 112-113) describes basic features of TransNet, the County-wide transportation
sales tax, which was first approved in 1987 and initially expired in 2008. It implemented major transit
and highway projects. It also funded improvements to local streets and roads, as well as bike and
pedestrian facilities. In November 2004, San Diego County voters approved an extension of TransNet to
2048. The TransNet extension became effective in April 2008. The revenues included in the Regional
Plan are based on actual receipts to FY 2014. The Plan assumes an annual increase based on the growth
in taxable retail sales as projected by SANDAG’s revenue forecasting model.
To make the program’s benefits available more quickly, the SANDAG Board of Directors approved jumpstarting several regional transportation projects by implementing the TransNet Early Action Program
(EAP). SANDAG has issued bonds under the TransNet extension that currently amount to about $1.5
billion. These bonds support the accelerated delivery of major transit and highway projects across the
region. The EAP strategy is to borrow against future TransNet revenues, in order to leverage additional
federal and state funds. Through the EAP, a variety of high-priority transportation projects have been
accelerated. These major construction and infrastructure projects include I-5; I-15; I-805; SR 52 and SR
76; the Mid-Coast Corridor Transit Project (Trolley) from Old Town to the University of California, San
Diego campus and the University City community; the Super Loop Transit Project, also in the University
City community; the I-15 Managed Lanes and Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) service from Escondido to San
Diego; the Mid-City Rapid Project; and the South Bay BRT from Otay Ranch to downtown San Diego via I805. In fact, the EAP has advanced work on most TransNet transit corridors and has completed or is in
the process of performing preliminary engineering, designing or constructing all but one project (BRT
Service from San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa) identified in the Ordinance.
The TransNet extension includes added features. It supports an innovative environmental mitigation
program to offset biological impacts of future transportation improvements while at the same time
reducing overall costs and accelerating the delivery of projects. The estimated set-aside was $850
million back in 2004 The extension also provides a smart growth incentive fund; this program provides
funding for transportation-related infrastructure improvements and planning efforts that support smart
growth development in designated Smart Growth Opportunity Areas.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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The estimated set-aside was $280 million back in 2004. Another $280 million (from 2004) is slated for
active transportation: bicycle paths and facilities, pedestrian improvements, neighborhood safety
projects, and the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program. These funds are leveraged to access other
funding sources.
With the exception of certain “lock box” projects, projects included in the TransNet Extension Ordinance
may be modified by a two-thirds vote of the SANDAG Board of Directors. The TransNet Ordinance
requires the Board of Directors to evaluate the expenditure plan every ten years (first reevaluation will
occur in 2018) to ensure the ordinance is aligned with the region’s priorities, which could change over
time. Of the three “lock box” projects, one (SR 52 Extension) is complete and open to the public, the
second (SR 76 widening) is under construction with a segment already open to users, while the third
(Mid-Coast Corridor Trolley Extension) is in its final engineering phase with construction scheduled to
begin in 2016. 3
How the Plan and EIR Address Transit and Transit Acceleration
The Plan’s Funding Allocation Emphasizes Transit
The Draft Regional Plan (p. 109) identifies how the nearly $204 billion in transportation expenditures
included in the investment plan will be allocated. Regardless of which agencies expend the funds, an
overall breakdown of expenditures is as follows:
•

Fifty percent is for public transit (29% for capital projects and 21% for operations).

•

Fifteen percent is for Managed Lanes and connectors, including those that support public
transit.

•

Thirteen percent is for improvements to local streets and roads and rail grade separations.

•

Eight percent is for rehabilitating highways and making them work more efficiently.

•

Six percent is for other highway lanes and connector improvements.

•

Four percent is for servicing debt.

•

Three percent is for projects that promote walking and bicycling, as well as smart growth.

•

One percent is for managing the overall transportation network and the demands on it to make
it more efficient.

As mentioned above, the Regional Plan dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger
investment than any previous RTP. Improvements will include enhanced frequencies on Trolleys and
most buses (15 minutes or better by 2020, 10 minutes or better by 2035); new Rapid transit in key
corridors that utilize limited stops, faster boarding methods, and signal priority technology for higherspeed service; expanded Light Rail Transit (LRT) and Express LRT service that will expand and enhance
the existing SPRINTER network; expanded commuter rail services via improvements to the COASTER;
high-speed rail; and streetcars/shuttles in high-density neighborhoods. In addition, the bulk of the
highway expenditures in the Regional Plan are for Managed Lane projects that directly support
timeliness and efficiency for transit and carpooling.
3

For status of TransNet early action program projects please see: http://keepsandiegomoving.com/transnetabout-early.aspx
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Transit Investments are not “Backloaded”
Table 3.2 of the proposed Plan demonstrates that the Plan does not allocate most funds to highways in
the early years of the proposed Plan, and does not delay transit investments to later years of the
proposed Plan. Rather, the Plan makes realistic assumptions on infrastructure planning and construction
and associated funding across all modes, and presents them in Year of Expenditure dollars, per federal
requirements, which may give the impression that a significant amount of the investments are made in
the latter part of the Plan. Due to inflation, one dollar in 2015 is worth more than $2 in 2050. As a result,
the same project completed in 2015 would cost more than twice as much to complete in 2050 simply
because of the effects of inflation.
Together, transit and active transportation investments constitute 47 percent of plan expenditures in
2014-2020, 52 percent in 2021-2035, and 56 percent in 2035-2050 (these totals do not include managed
lane investments, which directly support carpooling and the Plan’s transit investments). As mentioned
above, the bulk of “highway” expenditures in the Plan are for managed lane projects that directly
support transit and carpooling.
Draft EIR Described and Evaluated Accelerated Transit Alternatives
To address scoping comments requesting further acceleration of transit investments, the Draft EIR
describes and evaluates several alternatives that accelerate transit investments (both constrained and
unconstrained), and delay or eliminate highway and managed lane investments. Alternatives 2 and 3
accelerate all revenue constrained transit investments to 2025 (the first ten years of the proposed Plan).
Alternatives 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D accelerate all transit investments (both constrained and unstrained) to
2025. All alternatives except Alternative 2 delay or eliminate managed land and/or highway
investments. Alternatives 5A through 5D go further by converting some existing general purpose lanes
to managed lanes to operate proposed Rapid transit routes.
As mentioned in the Draft EIR, however, the feasibility of these alternatives would be affected by a
number of financial factors. None reflect fiscal constraint as required by state and federal transportation
law. (See, e.g., Draft EIR p. 6-8 for further explanation.) Also, eliminating the Plan’s investments in
several highway general purpose lanes, freeway connectors, managed lanes, and connectors, as called
for by Alternatives 4 and 5A-D, would require amending the Transnet Extension Ordinance with at least
two-thirds approval of the SANDAG Board of Directors. (See e.g., draft EIR p. 6-14 for further
explanation.) Also see Master Response 1 for more detail on the EIR analysis of alternatives.
Additional Financial Constraints on Further Accelerating Transit
The above discussion describes the financial constraints on SANDAG’s ability to further accelerate transit
investments. Generally, these include SANDAG’s lack of control of pass-through funds, regulatory
requirements that the Plan be financially constrained, and the general lack of flexibility to reallocate
funding from many funding sources. Additional financial constraints are discussed below.
Redirecting TransNet Funds
SANDAG has received several comments proposing that SANDAG redirect state and federal matching
funds for TransNet projects to accelerate non-TransNet projects. The TransNet Ordinance assumes a 50
percent match in funds from other sources in order to complete the capital projects.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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In other words, to carry out the voter-approved list of projects included in the Ordinance, half of the
funding in effect must come from other sources. The proposed Plan identifies the funding needed to
match (“matching funds”) the TransNet funds. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet
projects to advance non-TransNet transit projects would create a funding hole that would prevent
SANDAG from completing all TransNet Ordinance capital projects approved by the voters.
Comments have asserted that the Board has flexibility to advance transit projects forward, and to delay
TransNet highway projects into the future, by re-directing state and federal funds, and that no
amendments to the Ordinance would be required. In fact, amendments to the Ordinance would likely be
required. Approximately 90% of the state and federal formula funds that SANDAG has discretion over
are used to match TransNet funds to complete voter-approved projects. As mentioned above, redirecting these state and federal matching funds away from TransNet projects would create a funding
hole in the TransNet program that is not addressed in the commenters’ proposals. Redirecting these
funds to advance non-TransNet projects would potentially force completion of some TransNet projects
beyond the horizon of the Ordinance. The Plan seeks to complete all TransNet projects and to avoid this
result.
Using Other Funding Sources for Transit
Commenters have mentioned the use of other funding sources for transit called TIGER or New Starts.
Funding under these two programs is highly competitive in nature – the eligible projects and sponsor
agencies under TIGER are expansive – port and freight rail, local roads, transit and highway projects.
Sponsor agencies can be state or local agencies. With the pool of projects and sponsors larger than most
transportation funds, the odds of successfully securing funds are low, and a local match is required. New
Starts funding is specifically for major transit projects but also highly competitive and requires minimum
of 50 percent local match.
To assume that these two funding sources are reliable and sustainable to fund a multi-year, multi-billion
capital program would not be financially prudent. The proposed Plan assumes reasonable amounts of
TIGER and New Start funding, to better reflect the on-again, off-again probability of receiving funds. The
TIGER program, for example, is now in its seventh cycle. SANDAG has applied every year, but recognizing
that this is a highly competitive program at the national level, only two San Diego region projects have
been awarded grants in seven years. In 2015, $9.8 billion in project applications nationwide were
submitted requesting a portion of the $500 million available (Progressive Railroading 2015). In a similar
fashion, the New Starts program is highly competitive. SANDAG has been working for about 10 years to
secure over $1 billion in New Starts Funds for the Mid-Coast Trolley Extension project.
Other fund sources mentioned by commenters include Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ),
Regional Surface Transportation Program (RSTP) and FTA formula funds. FTA formula funds are mostly
pass-through funds to the transit agencies; SANDAG cannot determine the use of these funds. The FTA
formula funds are assumed to continue to be used for transit capital projects and for operation of transit
services by the transit agencies. The CMAQ and RSTP funds form the bulk of the matching funds for the
TransNet capital program and as such, already support the completion of TransNet projects, including
Managed Lanes along I-805 that will help make the South Bay Rapid service operate on a more timely
and efficient basis, as well as improvements along the I-5 North Coast Corridor, including double
tracking along the LOSSAN rail corridor.
All of the above funding sources are already included in the Plan at reasonable funding levels.
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Lack of Funds for Transit Operating Expenses
Advancing capital transit projects requires that additional transit operating funds be identified. These
operating funds are required to pay for the costs to operate transit service that are not covered by the
fares. The lack of additional funding for transit operating expenses is another major constraint on
accelerating capital additional investment in transit.
Funding for operations comes mainly from fares, Transportation Development Act (TDA), TransNet and
State Transit Assistance funds. New fund sources that support transit operations in the Plan are not
available today, but are assumed to become available in the future. Besides fares, most of the other
operating funds that support transit operations in the Plan are sales-tax based and are used mostly in
the years they are collected. Funding is not available to operate and maintain additional transit projects
in the earlier years as it is currently being used to fund the existing network.
In recent years state funding for transit operations, including State Transit Assistance, was reduced,
which resulted in major service cutbacks in rail and bus services. Even if additional services were to be
advanced which would generate additional fares collected, there is no identified funding to pay for the
subsidies required to fully pay the operations of these advanced new services.
Other funds typically used for transit capital projects, including FTA or CMAQ formula funds, limit the
use of these funds for operations. Other funds that pay for highway or local street and roads capital
programs, including STIP, RSTP or state gas tax funds, are similarly precluded from being used for transit
operations by statute or other limitations.
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Master Response 3
Greenhouse Gas Analysis Accurately Reflects Requirements of State Law and GHG Policies
Introduction
Several comments contend that the EIR GHG impact analysis is inadequate. They assert that the Plan
must “comply” with the Executive Order (EO) B-30-15 and EO S-3-05 GHG reduction goals or trajectory,
or commit to a regional target based on the EOs. Comments suggest that failure to comply with the EO
GHG reduction goals is of particular concern given the Court of Appeal decision on the prior 2050
RTP/SCS EIR. Comments also suggest that proposed legislation (SB 32) will require SANDAG to achieve
an EO-based GHG reduction goal.
Comments state that the DEIR incorrectly concludes the proposed plan does not conflict with AB 32’s
2020 emissions reduction target and AB 32’s intent that GHG emissions continue to be reduced beyond
2020. They also assert that the proposed Plan is inconsistent with SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy
(CAS), which they assert “references and adopts” EO-S-3-05 and includes commitments to the region
doing its part to meet the EO goals. Lastly, comments assert that the proposed Plan is inconsistent with
the City of San Diego’s GHG reduction goal and draft Climate Action Plan (CAP), which reference EO-S-305.
As explained below, although the EIR compares the proposed Plan GHG reductions to regional reference
points based on the EO, the proposed Plan is not required to “comply” with the EO GHG reduction goals
or trajectories, even if they become codified by SB 32. Also, the Draft EIR’s conclusions that the Plan was
consistent with AB 32, the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy, and local CAPs were properly supported.
Summary of State Law and Policy
Executive Order S-3-05. As described in the Draft EIR (page 4.8-8), EO S-3-05, among other things,
established the following GHG emission reduction goals for California: reduction to 2000 levels by 2010;
to 1990 levels by 2020; and to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. The Supreme Court is currently
reviewing the legal relationship between the Executive Order’s 2050 state goal and the regional GHG
impact analysis performed for the 2011 SANDAG 2050 RTP/SCS EIR. (Cleveland National Forest
Foundation v. SANDAG (2011) Court of Appeal, 4th District, Div. 1 Case No. D063288. Cal. Supreme Court
Case No. S223603.)
Executive Order B-30-15. As described in the Draft EIR (p. 4-8-8), EO B-30-15, among other things,
establishes a new interim statewide greenhouse gas emission reduction target to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 in order to ensure California meets its target of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. It further orders that all
state agencies with jurisdiction over sources of greenhouse gas emissions to implement measures to
achieve reductions of greenhouse gas emissions to meet the 2030 and 2050 greenhouse gas emissions
reductions targets.
AB 32. As described in the Draft EIR (pages 4.8-8 and 9), AB 32 requires that statewide GHG emissions be
reduced to 1990 levels by 2020. The Legislature also expressed the intent that that the statewide GHG
emissions limit continue in existence and be used to maintain and continue reductions in emissions of
greenhouse gases beyond 2020. (Health and Safety Code Section 38551(b).)
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AB 32 requires that ARB develop a Scoping Plan presenting the main strategies California will implement
to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. ARB approved the initial Scoping Plan in
2008, and approved the first update to the Scoping Plan in 2014. The update concludes that California is
on track to meet the 2020 GHG limit and is well positioned to maintain and continue reductions beyond
2020.
SB 32. In September 2015, SB 32 bill failed to pass the Assembly and became a two-year bill that could
be considered again next year. SB 32 (Pavley, as amended in the Assembly on September 10, 2015), is a
bill that would require ARB to approve a statewide GHG emissions reduction limits equivalent to 40%
below the 1990 level by 2030. This bill would therefore codify the statewide emissions reduction goal
established by EO-B-30-15.
SB 375. As described in the Draft EIR (p. 4.8-10), Senate Bill 375 provides for a planning process to
coordinate land use planning and RTPs to help California meet the GHG reductions established in AB 32.
SB 375 requires RTPs prepared by MPOs, including SANDAG, to incorporate an SCS in their RTPs that
demonstrates how the region would achieve GHG emission reduction targets set by ARB. On September
23, 2010, ARB adopted regional targets for major MPOs. SANDAG’s current targets are per capita CO 2
emission reductions from passenger vehicles of 7 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by 2035 relative to
2005 levels, and the proposed Plan meets and actually exceeds these targets (see proposed Plan p. 94).
Impact GHG-4 Properly Considers Consistency with State’s Ability to Achieve Executive Order Goals
EIR Impact Analysis. Impact GHG-4 analysis in the Draft EIR (pages 4.8-33 through 4.8-36) evaluates
whether the proposed Plan is inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the Executive Order S-3-05
goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. The analysis also
evaluates whether the proposed Plan is inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the Executive
Order B-30-15 goal of reducing California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030. To
perform this analysis, SANDAG estimated 2035 and 2050 emissions reduction reference points for the
region. The Draft EIR notes that there is no current legal or planning requirement that the SANDAG
region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in
order for the State to achieve the Executive Orders’ goals. The proposed Plan’s impacts nevertheless
were considered significant because total emissions in the San Diego region exceeded the 2035 and
2050 regional GHG reduction reference points.
Plan Not Required to Meet EO B-30-15 and S-3-05 Goals or Trajectory. SANDAG recognizes that
substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in
its regional plans and programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. SANDAG’s
Climate Action Strategy documents many of the region’s ambitious programs to reduce GHG emissions.
However, as the Draft EIR notes (p. 4.8-33), that there is no current legal or planning requirement that
the SANDAG region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide
percentage in order for the State to achieve the Executive Orders’ goals. More specifically, there is no
legal or planning requirement that the proposed Plan achieve these reductions or be on a trajectory to
achieve these reductions.
The Court of Appeal decision referenced by commenters (and now depublished) called for a comparison
between the proposed Plan’s emissions and the state’s 2050 GHG reduction goal, and an assessment of
whether the RTP/SCS emissions are consistent with the state goal. Based on a new analysis using
updated GHG emissions projections, the current EIR on the proposed Plan presents this comparison and
consistency analysis. The Court of Appeal majority expressly noted there was no statute or regulation
translating the Executive Order’s goals into comparable regional GHG reduction targets.
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SB 32 (Pavley, as amended 6/1/15) is a bill that amends AB 32 and would codify as state targets the
2030 and 2050 GHG reduction targets established by EOs. SB 32 does not specify how the 2030 and
2050 emissions reductions would be achieved by specific sources or sectors, or even require ARB to
prepare a scoping plan to make these determinations, as the Legislature did for the AB 32 2020 target.
Therefore, if passed by the Legislature and signed by the Governor, there is nothing in SB 32 that would
directly or indirectly require the San Diego region or proposed Plan to achieve the EO GHG 2030 and
2050 emission reductions or be on a trajectory to achieve them.
Impact GHG-2 Properly Concludes the Proposed Plan Would Not Conflict with AB 32
The Draft EIR (p. 4.8-25) states its analysis methodology for Impact GHG-2 as follows:
“The AB 32 analysis evaluates whether the proposed Plan would conflict with the State’s ability to
achieve the AB 32 target of reducing statewide GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020. In
addition to establishing a statewide emissions limit to be achieved by 2020, AB 32 also includes a
provision stating the intent of the Legislature that the statewide GHG emissions limit continue in
existence and be used to maintain and continue reductions in GHG emissions beyond 2020 (HSC
Section 38551[b]). Statewide goals for GHG emissions reductions beyond 2020 have since been
expressed in Governor’s Executive Orders, including goals of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030
(EO-B-30-15) and goals of 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050 (EO-S-3-05), which are evaluated in
Impact GHG-4. Therefore, the AB 32 analysis in Impact GHG-2 analysis focuses on whether the
region would achieve a regional reference point based on the 2020 target.”
The AB 32 Scoping Plan and its update implement AB 32’s 2020 GHG reduction target. The Scoping Plan
and its 2014 update do not establish 2020 GHG emissions reduction targets for specific geographic
regions such as the SANDAG region.
While the Scoping Plan update discusses setting a mid-term target between 2020 and 2050, it does not
recommend any numeric post-2020 targets, nor does it recommend a specific plan or specific actions
showing how the state would meet the 2050 EO-S-3-05 emissions reduction goal. Therefore, the EIR
properly concludes that the proposed Plan would not conflict with AB 32 because it would not conflict
with AB 32’s 2020 emissions reduction target.
However, the Draft EIR does not ignore analyzing the Plan’s consistency with AB 32’s intent that
emissions reductions be continued beyond 2020. It assesses this consistency in Impact GHG-4 because it
is more meaningful to do so, given that the Executive Orders have established statewide quantitative
post-2020 GHG reduction goals. In that analysis, the Draft EIR determines that the Plan is inconsistent
with the state’s ability to achieve the post-2020 goals, notwithstanding the fact that the State has no
plan analogous to the AB 32 Scoping Plan showing how the state could achieve the Executive Order
2030 and 2050 GHG reduction goals.
Impact GHG-2 Properly Concludes the Proposed Plan would Not Conflict with the Climate Action
Strategy
Impact GHG-2 properly concludes that the proposed Plan would not conflict with SANDAG’s Climate
Action Strategy (CAS) (SANDAG 2010). As noted in the Draft EIR (p. 4.8-27), the CAS identifies a range of
potential policy measures for consideration in long-term planning documents such as the proposed Plan.
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The CAS helps SANDAG identify land use, transportation, and related policy measures and investments
that reduce GHG emissions from transportation and land use. The CAS acknowledges that long-term
reductions will require “fundamental changes in policy, technology, and behavior” that are beyond its
scope.
The Draft EIR concludes that the proposed plan is consistent with the CAS because it is consistent with
the CAS goals and objectives relevant to the proposed Plan. (See Table 4.8-9.) Contrary to commenters’
assertions, there is nothing in the CAS that directly or indirectly commits the SANDAG region or SANDAG
to achieving the state EO S-3-05 2050 GHG reduction goal, or that adopts the EO goal. Although the CAS
discusses the EO 2050 goal, it does not adopt it, nor does it set or commit to numerical GHG reduction
targets. Therefore, there is no conflict between the proposed Plan and the CAS’ discussion of the
Executive Order.
Impact GHG-2 Properly Concludes the Proposed Plan Would Not Conflict with the Adopted
City of San Diego Climate Action Plan
Based on the analysis in Appendix G-2, the Draft EIR properly concludes that the proposed Plan would
not conflict with the currently adopted City CAP, the 2005 City of San Diego Climate Protection Action
Plan (City of San Diego 2005). At the time of Draft EIR preparation, the City of San Diego was preparing a
new 2015 CAP (which has now been published, see City of San Diego 2015). However, because the 2015
CAP was still in draft form at the time of EIR preparation and subject to change, it cannot serve as the
basis for an EIR consistency determination with an adopted CAP.
The Draft EIR analysis methodology for Impact GHG-2 clearly explains that the analysis focuses on
conflicts with adopted local climate action plans consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.4,
which directs lead agencies to consider compliance with adopted statewide, regional, or local plans for
the reduction of GHG emissions when assessing the significance of GHG impacts. Therefore, the Draft
EIR appropriately does not evaluate the proposed plan for conflicts with the City’s draft climate action
plan because it is not an adopted plan.
Nevertheless, the proposed Plan does not conflict with the draft San Diego CAP. The City’s draft plan
establishes the following City-specific GHG reductions goals for 2020 (25% below 2010 levels), 2030
(41% below 2010 levels), and 2035 (50% below 2010 levels). It then shows how these targets could be
achieved through a combination of federal, state, regional, and local actions. Under regional actions, the
City’s draft plan shows that SANDAG compliance with SB 375 regional GHG targets from passenger
vehicles would help the City meet its GHG reduction targets. According to the City’s draft plan (Table
3.1), SANDAG’s SB 375 reductions would account for about 9 percent of the reductions needed to meet
the City’s 2020 target, about 8 percent of reductions needed to meet the 2030 target, and about 8
percent of reductions needed to meet the 2035 target. All other reductions would come from federal,
state, or local actions. In fact, most of the reductions in the City’s plan would result from federal and
state actions: 90 percent of reductions in 2020, 74 percent of reductions in 2030, and 65 percent of
reductions in 2035.
Commenters also assert that the proposed Plan conflicts with a City of San Diego resolution (Resolution
309230, adopted October 8, 2014) alleged to have adopted official City GHG reduction goals. That
resolution requests that the Mayor or designee prepare the CAP to achieve certain long-term GHG
reduction targets. Specifically, the resolution directs that “the CAP reduce citywide GHG emissions by
15% below the baseline amount by 2020 and by 49% below the baseline by 2035.”
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The resolution does not adopt the GHG reduction goals as official City policy independent of the CAP,
but rather instructs that the CAP currently being prepared achieve these goals. The City Council would
officially adopt the GHG reduction goals (assuming they have not changed) when the final CAP is
adopted. Therefore, there is no conflict between the proposed Plan and adopted City GHG reduction
goals. Also, as discussed above, there is nothing in the proposed Plan than conflicts with the draft
Climate Action Plan that uses the resolution’s goals.
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Master Response 4
Draft EIR GHG Technical Methodology and Assumptions
Introduction
Several comments are centered on the SB 375 targets established for SANDAG by the California Air
Resources Board for per capita CO2 emissions reduction targets for passenger vehicles in 2020 and
2035. Some commenters question the use of a 2005 baseline year for the SB 375 GHG reduction targets
as opposed to other baseline years used in the Draft EIR analysis of total regional GHG emissions and
vehicle miles traveled (VMT). Others characterize SB 375 as a “VMT reduction” law, and question why
the Plan’s per capita VMT reductions are different from the Plan’s per capita CO2 reductions from
passenger vehicles. There are also comments questioning the validity of the SB 375 results because they
do not have a 1:1 relationship with VMT results reported elsewhere in the Plan and EIR.
Comments also assert that SANDAG’s demonstration of compliance with the SB 375 targets improperly
accounts for the benefits of state laws and programs for cleaner vehicles and fuels, while others assert
the methodology improperly accounts for the benefits of local land use changes. Some comments assert
that the Plan and Draft EIR are deficient for not providing “sufficient” information explaining how the
Plan achieves its SB 375 GHG reductions. Other comments question why the proposed Plan results in
greater per capita CO2 reductions from passenger vehicles relative to the previous plan adopted in
2011.
Other comments assert that the Draft EIR GHG analysis made improper assumptions about state laws
and programs, and improperly accounted for future GHG reductions of such laws and programs when
estimating future regional GHG emissions during the time horizon of the proposed Plan.
Comparing SB 375 GHG Targets for Passenger Vehicles, Total Regional GHG Emissions, and Vehicle
Miles Traveled
Many of the comments submitted to SANDAG compare GHG and VMT metrics that use different
reference years and vehicle classes. As described in Draft EIR Chapter 4.0, physical conditions as they
existed in 2012 are in general used as the baseline for the EIR impact analysis, corresponding with the
release of the NOP on December 14, 2012. For example, 2012 is used as the base year in the Draft EIR
analysis of whether total regional GHG emissions would directly or indirectly increase under the
proposed Plan (Impact GHG-1) and whether per capita or total vehicles miles traveled would increase
under the proposed Plan (Impact T-1).
However, the California Air Resources Board requires that 2005 be used as the reference year for
evaluating per capita CO2 reductions from passenger vehicles in accordance with SB 375, so SANDAG
uses a 2005 baseline year when presenting its compliance with SB 375 regional targets in the proposed
Plan and Draft EIR (Impact GHG-3).
In addition, SB 375 requires per capita GHG reductions from passenger vehicles only. Therefore, when
the Draft EIR evaluates the proposed Plan for conflicts with SB 375 regional GHG targets (Impact GHG-3
in the Draft EIR), the analysis is limited to GHG emissions emitted from passenger vehicles. Other GHG
analyses in the Draft EIR include all vehicle classes, as well as all other transportation and nontransportation sources of GHG emissions in the region (Impacts GHG-1, GHG-2, and GHG-4 in Section
4.8). Similarly, the Draft EIR analyses related to VMT also include all vehicle classes (e.g., Impact T-1,
Impact T-2 in Section 4.15).
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Table 4-1 summarizes the different metrics, baseline years, vehicle class assumptions, and GHG sources
used for the Draft EIR analysis of SB 375 GHG targets, total regional GHG emissions, and vehicle miles
traveled.
Table 4-1
Comparison of Metrics, Baseline Year, Vehicle Classes and GHG Sources for
SB 375 GHG Targets for Passenger Vehicles, Total Regional GHG Emissions, and Vehicle Miles Traveled
EIR Analysis

Metric

Impact GHG-1
Total regional
(Section 4.8)
GHG emissions
Impact GHG-3
Per capita CO2
(Section 4.8)
(SB 375)
Impact T-1
Total and
(Section 4.15)
per capita VMT
Source: Draft EIR.

Units
Metric
tons/year
Pounds/day
Miles/year,
miles/day

Baseline
Year
2012

Vehicle
Classes
All

2005

Passenger
Vehicles
All

2012

GHG Sources
All regional transportation and
non-transportation sources.
Passenger vehicles only.
n/a

Comparing Per Capita CO2 emissions and Per Capita VMT
For all transportation and non-transportation sources, the Draft EIR properly includes an analysis of
change in per capita VMT in 2020, 2035, and 2050 relative to existing (2012) conditions (Section 4.15,
Impact T-1). Relative to the 2012 baseline, daily per capita VMT for all vehicle classes would decrease
about 2 percent by 2020, 6 percent by 2035, and 7 percent by 2050.
For SB 375 passenger vehicles only, the Draft EIR also properly evaluates changes in per capita CO2
emissions in 2020 and 2035 relative to a 2005 baseline (Section 4.8, Impact GHG-3). Relative to the 2005
baseline, per capita CO2 emissions for passenger vehicles would decrease by about 18 percent by 2020
and 24 percent by 2035. Because SB 375 does not require a 2050 target, per capita CO2 emissions for
passenger vehicles in 2050 are not reported in the Draft EIR. However, the proposed Plan reports (Plan
Appendix C, Attachment 2) that such emissions would decrease by about 29 percent by 2050 relative to
the 2005 baseline.
Regarding VMT, some of the comments inaccurately compare the percentage reductions from a 2012
baseline for per capita VMT for all vehicles with the percentage reductions from a 2005 baseline for per
capita CO2 emissions for passenger vehicles. In order to provide an accurate comparison of percentage
reductions in per capita CO2 emissions and per capita VMT, it is necessary to measure from the same
baseline year and include the same vehicle classes. Table 4-2 provides an accurate comparison of
percentage reductions for these metrics for several years (2005, 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050) and for
both passenger vehicles and all vehicles.
The Relationship between VMT and GHG Emissions
Many of the comments refer to changes in VMT in association with changes in GHG emissions. While
there is a relationship between VMT and CO 2 emissions (the main component of GHG emissions), it is
not a 1-to-1 relationship, and there are a number of factors that may affect CO 2 emissions but may not
necessarily affect VMT. For one, the level of traffic congestion and speeds at which vehicles travel on the
transportation network affect the efficiency of passenger vehicle operations, which affects fuel
consumption and related GHG emissions.
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Table 4-2
Per Capita Measurements of CO 2 Emissions and Vehicle Miles Traveled,
Passenger Vehicles and All Vehicles, 2005 to 2050
Year
4

2005
2012
2020
2035
2050

SB 375 Passenger Vehicles
All Vehicles
CO2 per capita
VMT per capita
CO2 per capita
VMT per capita
pounds/day % reduction1 miles/day % reduction1 pounds/day % reduction1 miles/day % reduction1

26.0
23.1
22.0
20.3
18.4

-11%
-15%
-21%
-29%

25.4
23.8
23.2
21.9
21.5

-6%
-9%
-14%
-15%

27.5
26.2
21.1
14.2
13.6

-5%
-23%
-48%
-49%

26.9
26.3
25.6
24.4
23.9

2%
5%
9%
11%

Notes:
1. Percent reduction measured from 2005 baseline.
2. SB 375 CO2 per capita include off-model adjustments as discussed in Plan Appendix B, including ARB’s requirement
to reduce EMFAC2014 (v1.0.7) model results by two percent.

In addition, implementation of vehicle efficiency and transportation fuel regulations described in the
Draft EIR (see pages 4.8-11 and 12) will create more fuel-efficient vehicles and lower the carbon content
of fuels. In fact, it is likely that the Draft EIR underestimates the emission reductions in 2050 since the
analysis only accounts for measures that have been incorporated into existing laws and regulations. The
major transportation-related (Advanced Clean Car) regulations used for EIR impact analyses include
reductions that only go out to 2020 and 2025. After 2020 or 2025 (depending on the regulation), the
model used to calculate emissions holds the benefit of regulations constant through 2050. Since
population continues to grow and more vehicles are on the road, the emissions increase, which
diminishes the overall benefit of the regulations when evaluating total, and not per-capita, emissions.
While it is anticipated that the Legislature will pass new laws to require increased emission reductions in
the transportation sector, further attenuating the relationship between VMT and GHG reductions, the
Draft EIR does not make assumptions about any such future laws.
The Draft EIR’s transportation and GHG impact analyses clearly demonstrate that large future GHG
emissions reductions can be achieved without proportionate reductions in VMT. Total annual VMT is
projected to increase from 79 million in 2012 to 95 million in 2050, about a 20% increase (Table 4.15-7,
p. 4.15-24). Over the same time period, due the factors described above, total on-road GHG emissions
are projected to substantially decrease, from 15.7 MMTCO 2 e annually in 2012 to 9.6 MMTCO 2 e annually
in 2050 about a 61% decrease (Table 4.8-8, p. 4.8-24).
SB 375 Requires GHG Reductions, Not VMT Reductions
Several commenters assert that SB 375 requires VMT reductions from passenger vehicles. However, that
is not correct. As described in the Draft EIR (e.g., Chapter 2.0, Section 4.8), GHG emissions – not VMT –
are the metric identified in the legislation and used by the ARB to determine compliance with SB 375.
(Government Code § 65080(b)(2)(A). The regional targets established for SANDAG pursuant to SB 375
require GHG reductions from passenger vehicles; there are no targets for VMT reductions. While VMT
reductions are certainly one way of reducing passenger vehicle GHG emissions, there is not a 1:1
relationship between VMT and GHG emissions as described above, and large reductions in GHG
emissions can be achieved without proportionate reductions in VMT.
Estimates of VMT and GHG emissions for 2005 are based on the ARB target setting process in 2010. The
information provided for 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050 is from the 2015 SANDAG Regional Plan and EIR.

4
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Breakdown of the Plan’s SCS Components that Contribute to SB 375 Per Capita GHG Reductions
Several comments inquire about the specific components of the proposed Plan’s SCS and their
contribution toward SB 375 per capita GHG reductions from passenger vehicles. These components are
identified in Figure 4-1. It shows that about half of the reductions are due to the Plan’s investments in
transportation capital projects, operations improvements, and transportation demand management
(TDM) measures that support teleworking (i.e., working from home or telecommuting). About one
quarter of the reductions are due to changing land use and population characteristics, and another
quarter are due to increases in auto operating costs.
Figure 4-1. Contribution of Plan Components to Passenger Vehicle GHG Reductions in 2050
Transit Capital
Projects
6.6%

Managed Lane
Capital Projects
5.4%
Transit Service
Improvements
3.4%

Active
Transportation
Projects
0.1%

Land Use and
Population
Characteristics
25.2%

Auto Operating
Cost
25.3%

HOV/Managed
Lane Policy
0.6%

Managed Lane and
Freeway
Connectors
0.1%
TDM (Telework)
Measures
33.3%

Proposed Plan Transit and Managed Lane Investments (Capital and Operational)
The proposed plan includes capital and operational investments in transit and managed lane
infrastructure.
Transit Capital and Operations
Over the course of the proposed Plan, many new transit services would be introduced, and transit
frequencies would be increased from 15 or 30 minutes to 10 minute all-day service on most bus routes.
(See proposed Plan, Chapter 2)
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Trolley service would improve from 15 minute to 7.5 minute all day frequencies (except Blue Line, which
is currently 7.5 minute peak and 15 minute off-peak). SPRINTER service would improve from 30 minute
to 10 minute all-day service. Increasing transit frequencies increases overall all transit ridership in a
corridor. ARB found that for every 1 percent increase in frequency, bus ridership increased by 0.5
percent (ARB 2013). SANDAG’s Activity Based Model shows similar findings as shown in Table 4-3. The
proposed Plan’s transit capital and operations investments contribute to passenger vehicle GHG
reductions by providing transit service in new areas and improving existing transit services, which
decreases the amount of driving.
Table 4-3. The Effect of Transit Service Frequency Changes on Transit Boardings
Scenario

Transit
Trips

% Diff of
Transit
Trips

Elasticity
(Transit
Trips)

Boardings

% Diff of
Boardings

Elasticity
(Boardings)

Elasticity
in ARB
Research

2012 Baseline
225,985
n/a
n/a
359,485
n/a
n/a n/a
Increase frequency
by 50%
287,526
27%
0.5
493,718
37%
0.7
Increase frequency
by 25%
252,414
12%
0.5
413,869
15%
0.6
0.5
Decrease frequency
by 25%
210,624
-7%
0.3
328,012
-9%
0.4
Decrease frequency
by 50%
198,027
-12%
0.6
303,610
-16%
0.6
Source: SANDAG model results; ARB 2013.
Notes:
1. Elasticity is the degree to which one variable is sensitive to changes in another. For example, if a 25 percent
increase in number of boardings results from a 50 percent transit frequency increase, then the “elasticity” is
0.5 (25 percent divided by 50 percent).

HOV and Managed Lanes
The proposed Plan increases the miles of managed lanes (“lane-miles”) in the San Diego region. These
additional lane-miles facilitate transit operations and encourage carpooling in major corridors. As a
result, the managed lanes reduce congestion compared to a no-build scenario, and they provide direct
connections for transit riders and carpoolers between existing residential and employment centers that
do not exist today. ARB research indicates that optimal speeds from the standpoint of minimizing GHG
emissions are generally between 30 and 50 miles per hour, and that stop-and-go driving related to
traffic signals and congestion generates excessive GHG emissions relative to smooth traffic flow (ARB
2014a). The HOV and managed lane investments contribute to passenger vehicle GHG reductions
because they allow HOVs and other vehicles to operate more efficiently by bypassing traffic congestion
in general purpose lanes and they support the proposed Plan’s investments in Rapid bus service.
Additionally, in 2035, the proposed Plan includes a shift in HOV policy from 2-plus occupancy to 3-plus
occupancy carpools on all managed facilities. The occupancy increase requirement for carpoolers
effectively reduces roadway capacity for drivers in the region. The SANDAG Activity Based Model and
generally accepted research indicates that reductions in roadway capacity contribute to passenger
vehicle GHG reductions because they reduce the amount of driving (ARB 2014b).
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Land Use and Population Characteristics
Land Use
In 2012, nearly half of the households in the region were living in low-density neighborhoods (less than
5 households per acre). By 2050, that number decreases to less than 40 percent. At same time, San
Diego’s most urban neighborhoods (those with densities greater than 15 households per acre), will grow
from 18 percent to 29 percent of the total households within the region (see Figure 4-2).

Figure 4-2. Proposed Plan: Percentages of Households by Density Range
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Base Year: 2012

Horizon Year: 2050

Residents in more urban, higher-density neighborhoods make fewer auto trips than other areas of the
region and when they do drive their trips tend to be shorter. For example, in San Diego’s lowest density
communities, the average household makes 8 separate car trips on a daily basis and each of those trips
is about 8.4 miles. In San Diego’s more urban neighborhoods (15-20 households per acre), the average
household makes less than 5 car trips per day and each trip is only about 6 miles long (see Figure 4-3).
Over time the proposed Plan SCS, by focusing more housing in existing and urbanizing communities,
reduces VMT and passenger vehicle GHG emissions by reducing the number and length of driving trips.
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Figure 4-3. Vehicle Trip Characteristics by Household Density (2012)
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Population
The projected population characteristics reflect an older population with fewer workers per capita. Over
the life of the proposed plan, the median age is expected to increase from 35 to 39 years, and the
number of people over the age of 70 will double. Person trip rates peak during a person’s mid-adult
years (30-50) around 3.5 trips per person per day (see Figure 4-4). By the time a person reaches 70,
there average trip rate declines to less than 3 trips per day. With an aging population, regional residents
make fewer trips per person on average in the horizon year of the proposed plan compared to the base
year. Fewer trips per capita results in few vehicle trips per capita and results in lower GHG emissions per
capita.
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Auto Operating Costs
SANDAG updated its auto operating costs, utilizing a methodology consistent with other MPOs and
based upon data from the US Department of Energy. The Department of Energy issues an annual
forecast of motor vehicle gasoline prices. The 2013 forecast is paired with historical information from
2005 to compute a consistent fuel price ratio that will be used by each MPO (DOE 2013a). The target
value for the calculation is not the midpoint between the low and high forecast, but rather threequarters of the way between the low and high forecasts, plus 32 cents ($2010) – the 32 cents accounts
for gasoline generally being more expensive in California than the rest of the nation. The update results
in auto operating costs increasing by 21 percent, 35 percent, and 46 percent in 2020, 2035 and 2050,
respectively, compared to base year conditions.
SANDAG model sensitivity results indicate that a 1 percent change in auto operating cost results in a
0.05 percent reduction in VMT, which in turn would reduce GHG emissions. For example, a 46 percent
increase in auto operating cost would result in over 2 percent reduction in VMT. The SANDAG model
sensitivity is consistent with the findings on sensitivity from ARB of -0.02 to -0.1.
TDM (Telework) Measures
In 2013 SANDAG conducted a regional employee commute survey of 2,000 employees that reside in the
San Diego region. Results from the survey revealed that telework is more prevalent than previously
expected with eleven to twelve percent of commuters reporting that they telework on a given midweek
day. The proposed Plan provides incentives for teleworking (i.e., working from home) by providing
employers throughout the region with telework consulting services and support through its Employer
Outreach Program investment strategy whereby organizations throughout the region are assisted with
designing and implementing customized commuter programs. With this program, the rate of working
from home increases from 7 percent of total workers in 2012 to 18 percent of total workers by 2050.
The increase in teleworking contributes to passenger vehicle GHG reductions by reducing the amount of
driving.
SB 375 Per Capita GHG Reductions: Differences Between the prior plan adopted in 2011 and the
Proposed Plan
Several comments question why the proposed Plan results in greater per capita CO2 reductions from
passenger vehicles relative to the prior plan adopted in 2011. The main reasons are summarized below.
The Proposed Plan’s SCS Reduces Low-Density Development in Rural Unincorporated Areas
By 2050, the proposed Plan’s SCS 5 includes land use changes that lower the population of rural,
unincorporated areas of the County by 45,000 residents compared to the prior plan’s SCS 6 (see Figure 45). This change has a beneficial impact on CO2 emissions from passenger vehicles because average
vehicle trip lengths of residents in the unincorporated areas are about 33 percent greater than the
regional average in 2050. 7
5

Series 13 Unincorporated Profile:
http://datasurfer.sandag.org/api/forecast/13/jurisdiction/unincorporated/export/pdf
6
Series 12 Unincorporated Profile:
http://datasurfer.sandag.org/api/forecast/12/jurisdiction/unincorporated/export/pdf
7
Based on the proposed plan model results, the average vehicle trip for a resident of the unincorporated area in
2050 is approximately 8.5 miles while the average vehicle trip for a resident in the incorporated cities is 6.4 miles.
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Figure 4-5. Reduced Low Density Development in Rural Unincorporated Areas, Proposed Plan vs. 2011
Plan
More Compact Land Use Pattern in the Proposed Plan’s SCS
During the last 15 years, local jurisdictions have changed their land use plans significantly, resulting in
more compact development patterns that concentrate future growth in urbanized areas, reduce sprawl,
and preserve more land for open space and natural habitats. 8 Compared to the prior plan, the proposed
Plan’s SCS includes the San Marcos Creek and University Specific Plans near the SPRINTER light rail
corridor, with planned housing capacity greater than the entire City of Solana Beach currently has, and
planned capacity increases in National City near the existing Blue line and planned Purple trolleys results
in opportunities for over 10,000 additional multifamily housing units.
In terms of jobs, SANDAG expects the existing employment centers to continue to thrive. The University
Towne Centre (UTC)/Sorrento Valley/Torrey Mesa employment cluster will continue to be the largest
job center in the region. SANDAG expects Downtown San Diego to add another 30,000 jobs by 2050. The
Otay Mesa border area will become a much larger job center growing from just over 15,000 jobs today
to over 45,000 by 2050.
8

Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast: Draft Subregional Forecast” staff report, presented to the SANDAG Board of
Directors on September 13, 2013. Available at: http://www.sdforward.com/fwdDoc/about/Item%202%20%20KBRCDANKKR%20-%20Series%2013%20Subregional%20Forecast.pdf
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Finally, Chula Vista will add nearly 50,000 new jobs as the Chula Vista Bayfront, downtown investments,
and new planned communities in eastern Chula Vista come online. And as mentioned previously, the
proposed Plan’s SCS includes land use changes that reduced the population of low-density rural areas in
the unincorporated County by about 45,000 residents compared to the prior plan.
The Proposed Plan’s SCS Advances Transit and Delays Highway Investment
In comparison to the prior plan, the proposed Plan advances several transit projects while delaying
several highway investments. Examples of transit advancements, as well as new transit projects added
to the revenue constrained network in the Regional Plan are as follows:
Transit Projects Phased Earlier:
•

Route 562 (“Purple Line”) Trolley: This project was previously designed to run between San
Ysidro and UTC and was phased in 2050. The Regional Plan configuration of this route was
extended from UTC to Carmel Valley with the first phase, San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, planned
for 2035 which is 15 years earlier than was planned in the prior plan.

•

Route 399 SPRINTER: Efficiency improvements on the SPRINTER rail corridor were phased earlier
in 2025 (previously 2030 in the prior plan) to allow for 20-minute peak frequencies.

New Revenue Constrained Transit Projects:
•

Route 550 Rapid: This Rapid route was added to the Revenue Constrained component of the
Regional Plan and is designed to connect SDSU to Palomar Station via East San Diego. Previously,
this route was conceived as a Trolley route but was not included in the revenue constrained
portion in the prior plan.

•

Route 905 Rapid: This Rapid route was added to the Revenue Constrained component of the
Regional Plan and is designed to connect the Iris Trolley Station with the new Otay Mesa Port of
Entry (POE) with limited stop service. Previously, this route was not included in the prior plan.

•

Route 41 Rapid: This Rapid route was added to the Revenue Constrained component of the
Regional Plan and is designed to connect Fashion Valley to UTC via Linda Vista and Clairemont.
Previously, this route was not included in the prior plan.

•

Route 103 Rapid: This Rapid route was added to the Revenue Constrained component of the
Regional Plan and is designed to connect Solana Beach to the Sabre Springs Rapid station via
Carmel Valley. Previously, this route was not included in the prior plan.

•

Route 440 Rapid: This Rapid route was added to the Revenue Constrained component of the
Regional Plan and is designed to connect Carlsbad to the Escondido Transit Center via Palomar
Airport Road. Previously, this route was not included in the prior plan.

•

Route 477 Rapid: This Rapid route was added to the Revenue Constrained component of the
Regional Plan and is designed to connect Camp Pendleton to Carlsbad Village. Previously, this
route was not included in the prior plan.

•

Route 565 Streetcar: This Streetcar route was added to the Revenue Constrained component of
the Regional Plan and is designed to connect Mission Beach to La Jolla via Pacific Beach.
Previously, this route was not included in the prior plan.
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Examples of highway investments that are delayed in the proposed Plan, compared to the prior plan are
as follows:
•

I-5 North Coast Corridor (SR 78 to Vandegrift Blvd.): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from
2035 to 2040.

•

I-5 North Coast Corridor (Manchester Ave. to SR 78): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from
2030 to 2035.

•

I-5 (La Jolla Village Drive to I-5/I-805 Merge): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to
2025.

•

I-805 (SR 52 to Carroll Canyon Rd): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to 2030.

•

I-15 (I-8 to SR 163): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to 2025.

•

SR 125 (SR 94 to I-8): 2 additional General Purpose lanes delayed from 2030 to 2050.

•

SR 52 (I-805 to I-15): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2035 to 2040.

•

SR 78 (I-5 to College and Twin Oaks to I-15): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to
2025.

•

SR 78 (College to Twin Oaks): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to 2030.

•

SR 94 (I-5 to I-805): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to 2025.

•

I-805 (SR 905 to Palomar): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2030 to 2035.

•

I-805 (SR 54 to SR 94): 2 additional Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to 2035.

•

I-805 (SR 94 to SR 15): 2 Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to 2025.

•

I-805 (SR 94 to SR 15): 2 additional (+4 Total) Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to 2040.

•

I-805 (SR 52 to Carroll Canyon): 2 additional (+4 Total) Managed Lanes delayed from 2020 to
2030.

•

SR 56 (I-5 to I-15): 2 additional general purpose lanes delayed from 2040 to 2050.

•

SR 67 (Gold Bar Lane to Scripps Poway Parkway): 2 additional general purpose lanes delayed
from 2030 to 2040.

•

SR 67 (Scripps Poway Parkway to Dye Road): 2 additional general purpose lanes delayed from
2030 to 2050.

Auto Operating Cost Changes
SANDAG updated its auto operating costs to be consistent with other MPOs across the state of
California. These consistency changes resulted in an increase of 6 percent and 26 percent in auto
operating cost in 2020 and 2035, respectively, compared to the prior plan. As explained previously,
increased operating costs reduce VMT, and therefore also reduce GHG emissions.
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Income
The forecast for the proposed plan lowers the forecast for median household income by 17 percent in
2050 compared to the prior forecast. The proposed plan still forecasts an increase of 24 percent in real
income growth over the life of the plan. Income forecasts were lowered based on the feedback from an
expert review panel of demographers, economists, and academics based on historical trends in income
in the region. Based on SANDAG model analysis, for every 1 percent increase in income, VMT would be
expected to rise by about 0.1 percent. Therefore, an income reduction of 17 percent would be expected
to have an approximately 1.7 percent decrease in VMT, and thereby also cause a reduction in passenger
vehicle GHG emissions.
Survey Calibration
The transportation model used to evaluate the proposed plan reflects the 2006 household travel survey
and other observed data from the last several years. The SANDAG ABM relies on information collected
from the following surveys collected since 2006.
Table 4-4
Survey Data Reflected in SANDAG Transportation Model
Name
Year
Agency
Sample Size
Household travel behavior survey
2006-2007
SANDAG
3,536 households
Transit on-board survey
2009
SANDAG
28,303 trips
Parking inventory survey
2010
SANDAG
parking lots and meters
Parking behavior survey
2010-2011
SANDAG
1,563 persons
Border crossing survey
2010
SANDAG
1,500 persons
Visitor survey
2011
SANDAG
600 persons
Special event survey
2011
SANDAG
1,500 persons
Interregional travel survey
2006
SANDAG
1,301 persons
Vehicle classification & occupancy survey 2006
SANDAG
671,827 vehicles
Taxi passenger survey
2009
MTS/SANDAG 988 persons
Air passenger survey
2009
SDRAA
8,771 persons
The prior plan was developed using a travel model estimated from the 1996 household travel survey and
calibrated to observed conditions from 2004-2008. The most substantial difference between the two
travel surveys was more accurate reporting of short trips. The proposed Plan also benefits from the
2009 National Household Travel Survey and an oversample of bicycle trips in the region. Shorter trips
expose more trips to the possibility of being bike or walk accessible. With more trips now “eligible” for
walking and biking, the number trips that are chosen to be walk trips increases and drives down VMT
and GHG emissions. This is evident in the draft plan’s 15 percent active transportation mode share in
2050 compared to 2.5 percent active transportation mode share in the prior plan.
Reduction from Prior Plan Does Not Rely on Regulations
The above factors explain the reduction in passenger vehicle per capita GHG emissions between the
2011 plan and the proposed Plan. These factors do not include changed assumptions about stricter
vehicle efficiency and fuel regulations, as explained below.
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Benefits of State Laws and Programs Were Excluded from SB 375 GHG Reductions (Impact GHG-3)
Several comments assert that the methodology used in the proposed Plan and Draft EIR to demonstrate
compliance with SB 375 GHG targets improperly accounts for the benefits of state laws and programs
for more efficient vehicles and cleaner fuels. However, the SB 375 analysis does not reflect or take credit
for GHG reductions that result from implementation of the Advanced Clean Cars/Pavley and Low Carbon
Fuel Standard rules.
SANDAG uses the ARB’s EMFAC2014 computer model to estimate SB 375 related GHG emissions. In
developing EMFAC2014, ARB created a specific process (called a “custom activity mode”) for purposes
of assessing conformance with SB 375 targets. SANDAG uses the custom activity mode for SB 375
compliance when modeling SB 375 GHG emissions reductions under the proposed Plan, as well as the
project alternatives analyzed in Chapter 6.0 of the Draft EIR. As described in ARB’s EMFAC2014 User’s
Guide (e.g., ARB 2014e, Section 5.2, p. 34), the Advanced Clean Cars/Pavley and Low Carbon Fuel
Standard rules are deactivated when the model is run for SB 375 compliance. Therefore, when SANDAG
presents modeling results for SB 375 GHG reductions in the proposed Plan and EIR, those results do not
include GHG reductions from State laws and programs for more efficient vehicles and cleaner fuels.
SANDAG anticipates its methodologies for GHG analysis will be accepted by ARB as appropriate for
demonstrating that the proposed Plan meets the SB 375 regional GHG reduction targets (See Draft EIR
Appendix G-3.) After adoption of the Regional Plan, in accordance with SB 375, SANDAG will submit its
SCS to the ARB for review, including the quantification of the GHG emissions reductions the SCS would
achieve and a description of the technical methodology used to obtain that result. Review by ARB will be
limited to acceptance or rejection of SANDAG’s determination that the SCS submitted would achieve the
SB 375 GHG emissions reduction targets. (Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(J)(ii)).
SANDAG Assumptions for Total Regional GHG Emissions from All Sources Meet CEQA Requirements
(GHG-1, GHG-2, GHG-4)
Several comments assert that Draft EIR analyses of total regional GHG emissions from all sources (GHG1, GHG-2, GHG-4) include improper assumptions about state laws and programs, and improperly
account for future GHG reductions of such laws and programs when estimating future regional GHG
emissions during the time horizon of the proposed Plan.
The Draft EIR analysis of total regional GHG emissions is based on all sources of GHG emissions in the
region. It includes the proposed Plan’s forecast of future population and employment in the region,
future land use, and future transportation network improvements. Draft EIR Appendix G-1 documents in
detail the methods used to develop projections of total GHG emissions, and Appendix G-3 documents in
greater detail the methods used to project on-road GHG emissions. Draft EIR Appendix G-1 provides
detailed explanations of the assumptions and methodology used in the Draft EIR GHG analysis. SANDAG
contracted with experts in GHG emissions, climate change, and energy policy at the Energy Policy
Initiatives Center (EPIC) at the University of San Diego School of Law to prepare Appendix G-1.
Historical emissions for 1990 used in the Draft EIR were based on a 2013 study completed by EPIC. This
2013 study updated the regional GHG emissions inventory for San Diego County for years 1990 to 2010.
In the EIR for the prior plan, SANDAG used a value of 15 percent below 2005 levels as a proxy for 1990
levels, which amounted to 25 MMT CO 2 e. In the updated study completed by EPIC, the historical 1990
level was determined to be 29 MMT CO 2 e based on methods consistent with the U.S. Community
Protocol for Accounting and Reporting of GHG Emissions and the California Air Resources Board.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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To estimate emissions from on-road transportation activity, EPIC used EMFAC2014, the California Air
Resources Board’s computer model for estimating emissions from on-road cars and trucks. Emissions
assumptions for other sectors were based on County-wide GHG emissions developed by the EPIC; see
Draft EIR Appendix G-1. To the extent possible, EPIC followed the U.S. Community Protocol for
Accounting and Reporting of Greenhouse Gas Emissions (U.S. Community Protocol) for the following
emissions categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

On-road transportation
Electricity and natural gas
Water consumption
Solid waste
Wastewater
Civil Aviation

EPIC estimated emissions for the remaining categories based on ARB methods and those developed by
EPIC based on local data. These categories include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Fuels
Cogeneration
Industrial
Off-Road
Land Use and Wildfires
Rail
Agriculture
Marine Vessels

Table 2 of Draft EIR Appendix G-1 provides the Regional GHG Emissions Forecast for 2020, 2025, 2035,
and 2050. This forecast includes the regional effects of existing (in 2012) statewide emission reduction
policies and strategies, including: Advanced Clean Cars vehicle efficiency standards, Zero Emissions
Vehicles Mandate, Low Carbon Fuel Standard, Renewable Portfolio Standard, energy efficiency and
distributed solar programs, waste diversion, water conservation, Cap and Trade Program, and high
global warming potential (GWP) strategies. The estimated GHG reductions are based on continued
implementation of GHG reductions using requirements set under current laws and regulations
Therefore, the Draft EIR’s emissions reductions are conservative estimates, and do not account for
increased levels of GHG reductions likely under new laws and regulations that may be enacted and
implemented.
Section 17 of Appendix G-1 provides detailed descriptions and citations documenting how SANDAG
accounted for GHG reductions from existing, adopted state laws, regulations, and programs in the Draft
EIR GHG analysis. This approach is consistent with the technical approach of the City of San Diego draft
Climate Action Plan (City of San Diego 2015), which assumes that existing state and federal laws and
programs will account for substantial majorities of the GHG reductions needed to meets the targets the
City has set for itself (state and federal laws and programs account for 90 percent of the City’s GHG
reductions by 2020, 74 percent of reductions by 2030, and 65 percent of reductions by 2035).
Some comments incorrectly assert that certain state laws have expiration dates or sunset provisions,
and as a result, assert that it was improper for the Draft EIR analysis to account for GHG reductions from
these laws after those dates. For example, since state law requires certain utilities to procure 33 percent
of their electricity from renewable sources by 2020, and does not set renewable electricity targets
beyond 2020, comments assert this law will no longer exist after 2020, and therefore the analysis should
assume no GHG reductions after 2020 from renewable electricity. Comments apply this logic to other
state laws.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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However, there are no provisions in these laws indicating that they would sunset after their target
dates, or that the GHG reductions achieved by these laws would disappear. The analysis properly
assumes that existing State laws will be implemented. The analysis holds compliance constant
throughout the life of the Plan (e.g., the renewable electricity target remains constant at 33 percent
from 2020 to 2050). The reason that GHG emissions from the electricity sector continue to decline from
2020 to 2050 despite the constant RPS percentage is because the same percentage is applied to the
increasing amount of electricity being generated as population and jobs in the region continue to
increase. Thus, the total amount of renewable electricity and related GHG reductions would increase
with a constant RPS percentage. 9 The same logic applies to assumptions about GHG reductions from
Advanced Clean Cars vehicle regulations; the regulations’ target year is 2025, but due to vehicle
turnover, these regulations would continue to result in cleaner vehicles and related GHG reductions
after 2025 as new vehicles are manufactured and sold in compliance with the regulations, and those
cars replace older vehicles with relatively higher GHG emissions.
Comments also assert that SANDAG improperly assumes reductions from state programs because they
will expire after their target years. Draft EIR Appendix G-1 Section 17 explains in detail the assumptions
used to project GHG reductions from state programs in the analysis. For example, with the state Capand-Trade program, the analysis takes the statewide GHG reductions anticipated by the state
government, and then calculates the region’s proportionate share of those reductions. The target year
for Cap-and-Trade is 2020, and the Draft EIR holds the 2020 GHG reduction amount constant through
2050, as explained in in Appendix G-1. It does not assume any additional GHG reductions from Cap-andTrade after the year 2020. Similar explanation and documentation is provided for each state program
used in the analysis.
Some comments assert that the Draft EIR cannot assume any GHG reductions from state laws or
programs unless they will occur with “certainty”, or if they are “guaranteed” to occur. However, there is
some uncertainty inherent in future projections, in particular for future projections of GHG emissions all
the way to the middle of this century (2050). Drafting and EIR necessarily involves some degree of
forecasting, there is no requirement that EIR forecasts be “certain” or “guaranteed.” Guidelines § 15144.
SANDAG provides ample substantial evidence supporting the GHG emissions forecasts in Draft EIR
Section 4.8 and Appendix G-1.

9

But in fact, SB 350 (DeLeon) of 2015, if signed by the Governor, would increase the RPS from 33% to 50% by 2030.
This would result in greater GHG emissions reductions from the electricity sector than assumed under the
proposed plan.
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Introduction

Master Response 5
GHG Mitigation Measures Meet CEQA Requirements

Several comments suggest that the mitigation measures included in the Draft EIR greenhouse gas (GHG)
impact analysis are inadequate, and that CEQA requires adoption of all feasible GHG reduction
measures. Comments generally state that GHG mitigation measures to be implemented by other
agencies are not mandatory. They also assert that the Draft EIR mitigation measures do not
demonstrate specific GHG reductions achieved from each measure by 2050; for example, they assert
GHG reductions are not quantified for changed Smart Growth grant criteria, mobility hubs, an
alternative fuel readiness plan, complete streets policies, and Climate Action Plan (CAP) development.
One comment states the GHG mitigation measures “have no nexus” to the 2050 horizon year of the
Plan. Some comments disagree with SANDAG’s explanation regarding lack of authority to require other
public agencies to mitigate impacts, citing Mitigation Measure GHG-1A as an example of the exercise of
such authority.
Comments also suggest additional GHG (or VMT reduction) mitigation measures such as: parking pricing
measures, road user pricing, cap and trade, electrifying COASTER, “energy net zero” buildings, adoption
of a community choice energy district, elimination of managed lanes and freeway expansions, replacing
signalized intersections with traffic circles, reallocating more highway funds to transit, “good bicycle
projects” and bicycle traffic skills education, and higher density development near transit stops.
As explained below, the Draft EIR presented many feasible and enforceable mitigation measures for
reducing GHG mitigation impacts, some to be implemented by SANDAG and some to be implemented by
other agencies. It properly explained why other mitigation measures were either considered infeasible
or already incorporated into the proposed Plan or alternatives. The below response also addresses the
status and feasibility of the specific additional GHG mitigation measures suggested by comments.
Draft EIR GHG Mitigation Measures
The Draft EIR identifies the following potentially feasible mitigation measures to reduce GHG impacts
(Draft EIR pages 4.8-39 through 4.8-44). SANDAG is responsible for implementing plan-level mitigation
measures (GHG-4A through 4D), as well as those measures applicable to transportation projects for
which SANDAG is the lead agency. (Note that for many transportation projects (approximately 75%) in
the proposed Plan, SANDAG is not the lead agency.)
•

GHG-4A Allocate Competitive Grant Funding to Projects that Reduce GHG Emissions.

•

GHG-4B Adopt a Detailed Regional Mobility Implementation Plan to Reduce GHG Emissions

•

GHG-4C Fund Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

•

GHG-4D Adopt a Plan for Transportation Fuels that Reduce GHG Emissions

•

GHG-4E Assist in the Preparation of Climate Action Plans and Other Measures to Reduce GHG
Emissions.

•

GHG-4F Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Transportation Projects.

•

GHG-4G Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Transportation Projects.
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•

GHG-4H Implement Measures to Reduce GHG Emissions from Development Projects.

•

AQ-2A: Implement Construction Best Management Practices for Fugitive Dust.

•

AQ-4A: Reduce Exposure to Localized Particulate and/or TAC Emissions.

•

AQ-4B: Reduce diesel emissions during construction from off-road equipment.

•

AQ-4C: Reduce diesel particulate emissions from on-road vehicles used in construction

•

EN-3B Develop Energy Demand Calculations and Reduce Energy Demand

GHG Mitigation Measures Meet CEQA Requirements
CEQA requires an EIR to identify potentially feasible mitigation measures to minimize a proposed
project’s significant adverse impacts. (CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1).) For GHG impacts, the
Guidelines authorize a wide range of possible mitigation measures. (CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(c).) The
Draft EIR’s mitigation measures comply with CEQA’s requirements. As explained in the Draft EIR (pages
48-36 and 37):
“Many features currently included in the proposed Plan (e.g., the SCS’ increased transit and active
transportation investments) have the effect of reducing GHG emissions that might otherwise occur.
Mitigation measures presented in the Draft EIR are additional feasible GHG reduction measures not
included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would or other agencies could implement. The Draft EIR
presents three types of potentially feasible GHG reduction mitigation measures:
•
•
•

Plan- and policy-level mitigation measures SANDAG has committed to implement;
Mitigation measures for transportation network improvements and programs, which
SANDAG has committed to implement for its projects and which other transportation
project sponsors can and should implement for their projects and
Mitigation measures for development projects.

“While SANDAG has the authority to implement the mitigation measures it has committed to, it has
no legal authority to require other transportation project sponsors or local jurisdictions to
implement mitigation measures for specific projects for which they have responsibility and
jurisdiction. As explained in Section 4.0, mitigation can include measures that are within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency. SANDAG in its CEQA findings may find that
those measures assigned to other agencies can and should be adopted by those other agencies
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2)).”
“Other potential mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions are included as components of the
project alternatives in Chapter 6.0, rather than as individual mitigation measures in this section.
These include still more compact land use patterns, accelerated and increased transit investments,
reduced or no highway investments, and policies to reduce transit fares, increase parking prices, and
establish road user fees.”
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Infeasibility of Additional Mitigation Measures to Achieve Further Deep GHG Emission Reductions
The Draft EIR (pp. 4.8-36 through 4.8-39) summarizes several recent studies addressing the infeasibility
of other mitigation measures designed to reduce GHG emissions proportional to the 2030 and 2050
goals of EO B-30-15 and EO S-3-05. As the Draft EIR notes (p. 4.8-39):
“Full implementation of many of the measures that could result in a 40% reduction of GHG
emissions by 2030 and an 80% reduction of GHG emissions by 2050 in the San Diego region
would require major changes in clean technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal
policies and regulations. The…mitigation measures [presented in the Draft EIR] would help
reduce regional GHG emissions through reducing VMT, increasing use of alternative fuels, and
other measures; they would reduce inconsistency of the propose Plan’s GHG emissions with the
state’s ability to achieve the EO B-30-15 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction goals. However, full
implementation of changes required to achieve the Executive Orders’ goals is beyond SANDAG’s
or local agencies’ current ability to implement.
GHG Mitigation Measures to be Implemented by Other Agencies
For the adoption of a long-range plan such as the proposed Plan, the CEQA Guidelines expressly provide
that GHG mitigation may include the identification of specific measures that may be implemented on a
project-by-project basis. CEQA Guidelines §15124.4(c). Note that the CEQA Guidelines provide that,
although mitigation measures must be fully enforceable, if a lead agency determines that a mitigation
measure cannot be legally imposed on other agencies, the EIR need not propose or analyze it. CEQA
Guidelines §§15126.4(2)(5). Nevertheless, the Draft EIR does discuss GHG mitigation measures that
SANDAG cannot legally impose because it is reasonable to expect other agencies to implement them.
Please refer to Master Response 6 for further explanations as to why the Draft EIR’s treatment of GHG
mitigation measures to be implemented by other agencies meets CEQA requirements.
Quantification of Effectiveness and Performance Standards
Commenters request quantification of GHG mitigation measure effectiveness, including a nexus to 2050
GHG emissions reduction. Quantitative methods do not exist to quantify the exact number of tons that
would be reduced by each measure. For example, the GHG emissions models used to quantify the
proposed Plan’s regional GHG emissions are not fine-grained enough to accurately detect GHG benefits
of measures such as changing grant criteria. Additional discussions of GHG mitigation measures have
been added to Draft EIR Section 4.8, and are summarized below.
Mitigation Measure GHG-4A. It is not possible to precisely quantify the effectiveness of mitigation
measure GHG-4A because SANDAG does not know the specific details of grant applications that local
jurisdictions will submit in future funding cycles. However, this measure would result in GHG reductions
because it requires that jurisdictions have locally adopted climate action plans in order to be eligible for
grant funding. Currently, there are seven adopted climate action plans and two additional publicly
available draft climate action plans in the San Diego region with GHG reduction targets that generally
require GHG emissions to be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020 (also expressed as 15 percent below 2005
levels) and continued reductions after 2020.
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Mitigation Measure GHG-4B. Implementation of mitigation measure GHG-4B would reduce GHG
emissions because the implementation of mobility hubs would promote increased trips by walking,
biking, transit, and carpooling, which reduce VMT, and in turn reduce GHG emissions. For example,
research shows that increasing access to transit can reduce VMT anywhere from 0.5 to 24.5 percent
(ARB 2013).
Mitigation Measure GHG-4C.Mitigation measure GHG-4C would fund an expanded electric vehicle
charging network that will reduce on-road GHG emissions by an estimated 390,000 lbs CO 2 (177 metric
tons) by 2035 and 455,000 lbs CO 2 (206 metric tons) by 2050 through the extended range of plug-in
hybrid electric vehicles (Regional Plan Appendix C).
Mitigation Measure GHG-4D. Implementation of mitigation measure GHG-4D will provide a regional
plan and associated resources to expand the use of alternative transportation fuels (compressed natural
gas, propane, hydrogen, biofuels, and electricity) in the San Diego region. While the precise GHG
reductions associated with GHG-4D cannot be quantified because SANDAG does not know the timing
and future penetration rates of alternative fuels, the readiness plan and resources will build upon the
efforts to date of the San Diego Regional Clean Cities Coalition. The Coalition estimates that GHG
reductions from the use of alternative fuels (excluding electricity) by fleets in the San Diego region
amounted to 20,051 MTCO 2 in 2013 (DOE 2013b).
Mitigation Measure GHG-4E. Implementation of mitigation measure GHG-4E would increase the GHG
reduction benefits from the development and implementation of local climate action plans, as described
for GHG-4A, and would continue to advance GHG reductions achieved from the SANDAG Energy
Roadmap Program. The Energy Roadmap Program has assisted cities in obtaining funding for climate
action plan related activities including GHG emissions inventory quantification, climate action plan
development, and climate action plan implementation. The Energy Roadmap Program also provides
funding and energy planning assistance to local governments to implement projects that save energy
and reduce energy-related GHG emissions. To date, San Diego Gas & Electric estimates that SANDAG’s
Energy Roadmap Program has resulted in up to about 7.3 million kWh of annual energy savings and
about 2,800 MTCO 2 e of annual GHG reduction across 13 local cities (SDG&E 2015).
Other Comments. Comments also request that the Draft EIR present performance standards for
mitigation measures assigned to other agencies to be implemented in site-specific land use and
transportation projects. As the Draft EIR (p. 4.0-3) notes, lead agencies will have to tailor project-specific
mitigation measures to reflect their applicability and feasibility for each particular project when it is
proposed. At that time, either project-specific GHG reduction effectiveness can be quantified, or projectspecific performance standards can be set.
Comments also express concerns that second-tier mitigation measures assigned to other agencies would
not actually be enforced or implemented. Please see Master Response 6 for a discussion of why
SANDAG cannot require other agencies to implement second-tier mitigation, but why it is nevertheless
reasonable to expect them to do so.
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Measures Suggested in Draft EIR Comments
Comments suggest additional GHG (or VMT reduction) mitigation measures for consideration in the EIR
such as: parking pricing measures, road user pricing, cap and trade, electrifying COASTER, “energy net
zero” buildings, adoption of a community choice energy district, elimination of managed lanes and
freeway expansions, replacing signalized intersections with traffic circles, reallocating more highway
funds to transit, “good bicycle projects” and bicycle traffic skills education, and higher density
development near transit stops. As explained below, these measures are either variations of measures
already included in the proposed Plan, EIR alternatives, or Draft EIR mitigation measures; are infeasible;
and/or would not substantially reduce regional GHG emissions.
Parking Pricing Policies. The Draft EIR evaluates changing parking pricing policies as part of Alternatives
5C and 5D. These alternatives include doubling hourly, daily, and monthly parking prices for areas with a
parking charge. As the Draft EIR (p. 6.0-25) notes, SANDAG modeling indicated that increased parking
costs in existing pay-to-park areas have measurable, but minimal impact, on regional VMT. This is
consistent with other recent modeling studies indicating parking pricing has a small impact on regional
VMT.
Based on this background, SANDAG staff determined a 100 percent price increase to daily and monthly
parking price in existing pay to park areas would be needed to show any measurable reduction in VMT.
The full suite of GHG-reducing measures included in Alternative 5D 10 resulted in only a 6% reduction in
on-road GHG emissions compared to the proposed Plan.
ARB research on the effectiveness of parking pricing found that, “modeling of parking pricing has
indicated a smaller impact on regional VMT. A study of four California regions … indicated regional VMT
reductions of 2.3 to 2.9 percent were possible if solo commuters were charged $3.00 per day for
workplace parking.” All of the studies were conducted in urbanized areas, so they may not be directly
transferrable to a regional context. ARB also cautions that linking parking pricing to VMT can be
problematic, “as drivers may attempt to avoid parking charges or select alternative destinations,
especially for shopping trips.”
The comments discussed other approaches to increasing the cost of parking as possible mitigation
measures, but these were minor variations on the pricing strategies evaluated in Alternatives 5C and 5D
that did not require separate evaluation under CEQA.
Also, Mitigation Measure GHG-4A does encourage local parking strategies, including parking pricing,
that reduce GHG emissions through revision of SANDAG grant program criteria. Mitigation Measure
GHG-4H includes parking pricing and other parking measures to reduce GHG emissions in the list of
project-specific mitigation measures for development projects.

10

All revenue constrained/unconstrained transit and active transportation implemented by 2025; no new
managed lanes; conversion of existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes; no highway investments; dense
cores land use pattern; and new transit, parking pricing, and auto operating cost strategies.
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Road User Pricing. The Draft EIR evaluates increasing auto operating costs, which is the basic objective
of road user pricing, as part of Alternative 5D. As the Draft EIR (p. 6-26) notes, SANDAG chose 50 percent
as the maximum change that produces reliable VMT reduction results from the SANDAG model, with the
expectation that it would further lower VMT by at least 2 percent.11 Alternative 5D increased user fees
by 50 percent more than the increased fuel price assumed in the Plan. The full suite of GHG-reducing
measures included in Alternative 5D resulted in only a 6% reduction in on-road GHG emissions
compared to the proposed Plan. Also, SANDAG would not have the ability to implement road user
pricing increases directly. Finally, the comments discuss other potential approaches to increasing the
cost of driving, but these were minor variations on the pricing strategies evaluated in Alternatives 5C
and 5D that did not require separate evaluation under CEQA.
Cap and Trade. Cap and trade is an existing state program administered by ARB and integrated in the
emissions projections for 2020, 2035, and 2050. The ARB Scoping Plan Update provides that about 23
MMT CO2e will be reduced statewide by the state Cap and Trade program. To estimate the San Diego
region’s portion of the total state’s covered emissions, SANDAG’s consultant, EPIC used the ratio of the
San Diego region’s covered emissions to statewide covered emissions based on reported data for 2013.
San Diego region’s covered emissions under Cap and Trade was roughly 2% of the total covered
emissions, or 0.5 MMT CO2e. This value for emission reductions was held constant through 2050. Since
reasonable estimates of GHG emissions reductions from Cap and Trade are already integrated into the
GHG impact analysis, it was not appropriate to double-count these reductions as a GHG mitigation
measure.
Electrifying COASTER. Emissions from passenger and freight rail together account for 0.3 percent of
total regional GHG emissions in 2012, and an estimated 1 percent in 2050. These future projections do
not account for USEPA emissions regulations that will apply to new locomotives purchased over the life
of the proposed Plan. As of 2015, all new locomotives purchased must meet USEPA Tier 4 emissions
regulations which dramatically reduce emissions from diesel locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains
will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan, all locomotives
and SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low emission locomotives. Given that existing regulations
are already in place to substantially reduce emissions from diesel locomotives, and that electrifying
COASTER is a single project, electrifying coaster alone would not substantially reduce projected regional
GHG emissions.
Also, electrification along the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors would be logistically difficult due to the
mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak,
Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional
non-electrified diesel locomotives for the foreseeable future.

11

Most people need to make a minimum number of trips on a daily basis for employment, medical appointments,
shopping, and the like. In areas without alternatives to driving, auto trips would still occur out of necessity. At a
certain price point, most discretionary trips would cease, but mandatory trips would continue regardless of price.
SANDAG knows of no recent or relevant study of a large scale road user program to compare model sensitivities.
State DOTs only recently have begun testing road user fee pilot programs, but the findings are not directly
transferrable to a regional analysis. ARB’s SB 375 policy papers concluded, “No operational distance charging
programs for passenger cars currently exist. Therefore, evidence on effect size is available only from models and
pilot programs.” (ARB 2014d)
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Electrification along the sensitive coastal LOSSAN corridor would also be inconsistent with the coastal
communities’ plans due to the overhead catenary wires that would adversely impact coastal views and
require the reconstruction or removal of many railway overcrossings in order to provide the necessary
clearance for overhead catenary wires. Also, rights-of-way in the coastal area are generally not available
for the electrical substations and transmission lines that would be required.
“Energy Net Zero” Buildings. The state has a goal for all new residential buildings to be “zero net
energy” by 2020 and all new commercial buildings to be “zero net energy” by 2030. These goals are
accomplished through increasingly stringent energy codes for buildings. Mitigation Measure GHG-4H
supports these state goals and includes measures to reduce energy consumption and increase
renewable energy resources in the list of second-tier mitigation measures for development projects.
These include measures to reduce net energy consumption from new development discussed in
mitigation Measure EN-3B. More energy net zero buildings are a specific method of accomplishing this,
so there was no need for the Draft EIR to evaluate energy net zero buildings as a stand-alone separate
mitigation measure.
Community Choice Energy District. Community Choice Energy Districts give customers a choice in their
energy provider in order to purchase cleaner energy. With Community Choice Energy Districts, cities and
counties contract with a licensed energy service provider to purchase energy in bulk, build renewable
energy generating facilities, and implement energy efficiency programs. Some local governments in
California have formed Community Choice Energy Districts as a mechanism to procure more renewable
energy resources than is offered by their investor-owned utility; this reduces GHG emissions. Mitigation
Measure GHG-4E includes a measure to assist local governments in preparing climate action plans and
evaluating GHG reduction strategies, which could include the establishment of a Community Choice
Energy District. Also, Mitigation Measures GHG-4H and EN-3B include measures to expand use of
renewable energy resources, which mirrors the goal of establishing a Community Choice Energy District.
Elimination of Managed Lanes and Freeway Expansions. Alternatives 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D, eliminate
managed lanes and highway investments. The full suite of GHG-reducing measures included in
Alternative 5D resulted in only a 6% reduction in on-road GHG emissions compared to the proposed
Plan.
Managed lanes are necessary to support the proposed Plan’s transit investments and make them
successful. As discussed in Master Response 2, the revenue from managed lanes supports the cost of
operating transit services in those corridors, and managed lanes are necessary to make the Plan’s Rapid
bus services competitive with cars. Additionally, with the exception of a less than three mile stretch of
State Route 11, the proposed Plan does not propose any new freeways. (SR 11 would serve the future
Otay Mesa East port of entry and offer an alternative to the congested ports of entry at Otay Mesa and
San Ysidro, benefiting the regional economy and the economy by reducing border-crossing wait times.)
Highway improvements (including additional highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational
improvements) complement, complete the existing highway network and alleviate existing bottlenecks
and account for only 6 percent of the proposed Plan’s total investments.
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Traffic Circles. Traffic circles (roundabouts) are an example of transportation system management
strategies, which are already included in the proposed Plan (see Chapter 3). Traffic circles are small
projects that alone would not substantially reduce regional GHG emissions. Studies report a wide range
of results on the effectiveness of traffic circles in reducing GHG emissions, with some studies showing an
actual increase in GHG emissions (ARB 2014g).
Reallocating More Highway Funds to Transit. Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan
built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period covered by
that plan. A majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, highway
operations and maintenance) and SANDAG does not have the authority to interchange them. These
constraints come with specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. That being said, 50
percent of the plan's investment is allocated toward the operation, maintenance, and development of
the transit system. This percentage is roughly true of all time periods in the plan. See Master Response 2
for more information on why major reallocations of highway funds to transit are infeasible.
“Good Bicycle Projects” and Bicycle Traffic Skills Education. The proposed Plan’s active transportation
investments already promote “good bicycle” projects and bicycle skills education. The Regional Plan’s
Active Transportation Network includes all projects found in the Regional Bike Plan (which includes
more than 500 miles of bicycle routes), as well as bicycle improvements in and around highway and
freeway interchanges, and various educational programs, including bicycle safety education. Also,
Mitigation Measure GHG-4H includes measures to increase bicycle facilities and their use in the list of
project-specific mitigation measures for development projects. However, these bicycle facilities alone
would not substantially reduce regional GHG emissions; no studies have been identified that provide
direct evidence of the impact of bicycling strategies on reducing GHG emissions (ARB 2014h).
While the bicycle facilities will not alone substantially reduce GHG emissions, the key word here is alone.
The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices, including
increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, biking and walking with no modes acting alone or
attempting to provide the only mobility solution. In many cases, the specific projects included in the
Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple travel modes. For example, a new trolley line, such
as Route 562 from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa, would include the development of “mobility hubs” that
enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share
services, and shuttle services. These Mobility Hubs utilize and leverage the bicycle mode to create more
transit trips and vice versa, all while getting more people out of their cars. And the planning of those
transit trips on Managed Lanes facilities provides priority access for Rapid transit services and
carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes, many of those trips
originating on bike.
Higher Density Development near Transit Stops. The proposed Plan recognizes the need for and
encourages higher density development near transit. As discussed in Master Response 4, higher density
development near transit stops included in the proposed Plan leads to reduced per capita GHG
emissions from passenger vehicles.
The proposed Plan (Chapter 2) recognizes that the region has made great strides in planning for more
compact, higher density, and walkable developments situated near transit and in the incorporated areas
of the region. The SCS land use pattern accommodates 79 percent of all housing and 86 percent of all
jobs within the portion of the region covered by the Urban Area Transit Strategy (UATS), where the
greatest investments in public transit are focused. Also, the proposed Plan includes SANDAG’s Smart
Growth Concept Map, which serves as a tool to focus future growth and development closer to areas
with existing and planned transit.
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Also, as the proposed Plan (Chapter 2) notes, today about a third of the region lives within a half mile of
high-frequency public transit. By 2050, the Plan projects that number to increase to more than 60
percent, which is attributable to local planning for more housing near transit stations and to
investments in more high frequency transit routes closer to existing and future housing. These changes
will help reduce per capita GHG emissions.
The Regional Plan (Chapter 2 and Appendix U.4) also includes a Regional Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) Strategy. The strategy focuses on identifying tools, techniques, and actions for implementing and
prioritizing transit oriented development in the areas identified on the Smart Growth Concept Map.
Implementing the Regional TOD Strategy will be an important step toward implementing higher density
near transit stops.
Also, the Draft EIR includes progressively higher levels of higher density development near transit stops
in the smart growth area intensification land pattern in Alternative 4, and in the dense cores land use
pattern in Alternatives 5B, 5C, and 5D. As discussed in more detail in Master Response 4, in 2013
SANDAG performed analysis of the potential for alternative land use scenarios to reduce GHG emissions.
This analysis showed that even very ambitious scenarios that would limit future land development to
existing urban cores served by transit would only reduce GHG emissions an additional 1-3 percent
relative to the region’s adopted land use plans. Although the effectiveness of higher density near transit
stops in reducing GHG emissions was not separately modeled, the full suite of GHG-reducing measures
included in Alternative 5D resulted in only a 6% reduction in on-road GHG emissions compared to the
proposed Plan.
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Master Response 6
Mitigation Measures that Other Agencies “Can and Should” Implement
Introduction
The EIR prepared for the proposed Plan is a first-tier Program EIR. “Second-tier projects” that would
implement the plan include site-specific transportation network improvements and development
projects. Many draft EIR mitigation measures for second-tier projects, recognizing that agencies other
than SANDAG (e.g., local governments, transit districts, and Caltrans) are responsible for
implementation, state that such agencies “can and should” implement them. Comments assert that
there is no guarantee these agencies will actually implement these mitigation measures, and question
whether they will be imposed on second-tier projects.
One comment suggests that mitigation measures that are responsibility of agencies other than SANDAG
be revised to state that the measures would be implemented by project proponents as requested by the
lead agencies. Comments also express concerns that local governments have insufficient resources to
feasibly implement, monitor, or enforce some of the “can and should” mitigation measures assigned to
them.
SANDAG can commit to feasible mitigation measures that are within its responsibility and jurisdiction.
However SANDAG will not be the lead agency for the majority of the second-tier projects that
implement the proposed Plan. In those instances, SANDAG in its CEQA findings may find that those
measures are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another agency, and that such measures can
and should be adopted by such other agency. Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2).
The Draft EIR also recognizes that due to project or site-specific circumstances, it may not be feasible for
individual lead agencies to implement all of the “can and should” mitigation measures listed for a
particular significant impact. Implementing agencies are required by CEQA to exercise discretion in
selecting and imposing mitigation measures based on all relevant feasibility concerns, including costs
and available funding, enforcement mechanisms, effectiveness as applied to the specific project in
question and collateral environmental or other effects that may result from implementation of the
mitigation measure. How these factors may affect individual mitigation decisions for the many individual
projects anticipated in the Plan cannot be realistically assessed in a Program EIR for the entire Plan.
EIR Mitigation Approach
When CEQA findings are adopted, SANDAG will commit to those feasible mitigation measures that are
within its responsibility and jurisdiction by making the finding that its mitigation measures “have been
required in, or incorporated into, the project.” (Public Resources Code §21081(a)(1); Guidelines
§15092(a)(1).) These include mitigation measures implemented through future regional planning efforts,
as well as by a limited number of second-tier transportation projects that SANDAG directly approves or
carries out. 12
CEQA recognizes that a lead agency such as SANDAG may not have the legal authority to adopt and
implement every mitigation measure listed in an EIR. CEQA does not give agencies powers that they do
not otherwise possess, or to exercise authority that is vested entirely in other public agencies.
Guidelines § 15040.
12

Transportation projects that SANDAG directly approves or carries out consist primarily of transit capital and
active transportation projects.
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When SANDAG makes “can and should” findings at the end of the CEQA process, there is no further
requirement that SANDAG find that mitigation measures that are solely within the responsibility and
jurisdiction of another agency have been incorporated into the project. Public Resources Code § 21081;
Guidelines § 15091(a)(2). That finding is reserved for mitigation measures within SANDAG’s
responsibility and jurisdiction. Nevertheless, as discussed below, it is reasonable to expect that the other
agencies will actually implement the mitigation measures assigned to them.
The Draft EIR on (pages 4.8-36 and 37) explains the EIR’s general approach to GHG mitigation. This
approach is applicable to the other significant impacts described in the EIR.
"Many features currently included in the proposed Plan (e.g., the SCS, increased transit and active
transportation investments) have the effect of reducing GHG emissions that might otherwise occur.
Mitigation measures presented in this section are additional feasible GHG reduction measures not
included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would or other agencies could implement. Presented
below are three types of feasible GHG reduction mitigation measures:
•
•
•

Plan- and policy-level mitigation measures SANDAG has committed to implement;
Mitigation measures for transportation network improvements and programs, which
SANDAG has committed to implement for its projects and which other transportation
project sponsors can and should implement for their projects; and
Mitigation measures for development projects implementing regional growth and land use
changes, which local jurisdictions can and should implement.

“While SANDAG has the authority to implement the mitigation measures it has committed to, it has
no legal authority to require other transportation project sponsors or local jurisdictions to
implement mitigation measures for specific projects for which they have responsibility and
jurisdiction. As explained in Section 4.0, mitigation can include measures that are within the
responsibility and jurisdiction of another public agency. SANDAG in its CEQA findings may find that
those measures assigned to other agencies can and should be adopted by those other agencies
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(2)).”
When SANDAG is a pass-through agency for funding, it is the funding agency’s responsibility to place
conditions on grant funding. When SANDAG is the direct source of funding (versus a pass-through
agency), such as for the Smart Growth and Active Transportation capital project grants, SANDAG will
require as a grant condition the implementation of those proposed Plan mitigation measures that are
applicable to, and feasible for, the project type being funded.
Transportation Project Mitigation
SANDAG has limited authority to approve individual second-tier transportation network improvement
projects in the RTP. Many individual transportation projects in the RTP would be implemented by
Caltrans, and local governments. For example, Caltrans would implement most of the managed lane and
highway projects shown in Tables 2.0-7 through 2.0-11; and local governments would implement the
arterial project shown in Table 2.0-13. As required by CEQA and agency-specific CEQA procedures
(e.g., the Caltrans Standard Environmental Reference), these agencies routinely implement the
types of mitigation measures assigned to them during project design, CEQA review, and/or project
construction, and the Draft EIR has made a preliminary determination that these mitigation measures
are feasible and effective. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that these agencies will actually
implement them.
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Land Use Plan and Project Mitigation
SANDAG has no authority to adopt local land use plans or approve local land use projects that will
implement the SCS. SB 375 specifically provides that nothing in SB 375 supersedes the land use authority
of cities and counties, and that cities and counties are not required to change their land use plans and
policies, including general plans, to be consistent with an RTP/SCS. (Government Code §65080(b)(2)(K).
Local governments are the main agencies responsible for mitigation of the impacts of land use plans and
projects that implement the SCS, and SANDAG has no concurrent authority to mitigate the impacts of
land use plans and policies. Local governments routinely implement the types of mitigation measures
assigned to them during project design, CEQA review, and/or project construction, and the Draft EIR has
made a preliminary determination that these mitigation measures are feasible and effective. Therefore,
it is reasonable to expect that local governments will actually implement them.
A recent, relevant example of local government implementation of mitigation measures addressing the
land use change and regional growth projected to occur as a result of implementation of local general
plans is provided below (City of Escondido 2012).
•

An Air Quality Impact Analysis shall be prepared for projects within the General Plan Update
boundary that exceed one of the air quality study trigger criteria in Table 4.3 12, Air Quality
Impact Analysis Trigger Criteria.
Table 4.3-12 Air Quality Impact Analysis Trigger Criteria
Project Size that would
Trigger Air Quality
Impact Assessment

Land Use
Single Family Residential
Apartments: 6-20 du/acre
Apartments: – > 20 du/acre
Condominiums
Mobile Home Park
Supermarket
Restaurant, Fast Food w/drive through
Restaurant, Quality Sit Down
Neighborhood/County Park (undeveloped)
Motel
Standard Commercial Office (<100,000 sf per office site)
Neighborhood shopping center

•

300 du
370 du
420 du
370 du
400 du
25,000 sf
6,500 sf
43,000 sf
880 acres
480 rooms
190,000 sf
35,000 sf

Single Family
Dwelling Unit
Equivalent
1 du/1 du
1 du/1.23 du
1 du/1.4 du
1 du/1.23 du
1 du/1.33 du
1 du/83.33 sf
1 du/21.67 sf
1 du/143.33 sf
1 du/2.93 acre
1 du/1.6 room
1 du/633.33 sf
1 du/116.67 sf

Siting Sensitive Receptors near sources of Toxic Air Contaminants. A Health Risk Assessment
(HRA) shall be prepared by a qualified air quality professional for development of new sensitive
receptors proposed in the General Plan Update planning area within 500 feet of a waste transfer
facility. A Health Risk Assessment (HRA) shall be prepared for development of new sensitive
receptors in the General Plan Update planning area proposed within one mile of industrial land
uses, medical facilities, or research and development facilities that generate a potential source
of Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs). The project shall not be considered for approval until an HRA
has been completed and approved by the City. The methodology for the HRA shall follow the
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment and SDAPCD guidelines for the preparation
of HRAs. If a potentially significant health risk is identified, the HRA shall identify appropriate
measures to reduce the potential health risk to below a significant level, or the sensitive
receptor shall be sited in another location.
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Project-Specific Mitigation Measures May Not Apply to Every Project
Comments suggest that a lead agency may wish to assign some project-specific mitigation measures to
project proponents, or may not have the funding or ability to implement particular measures. Although
second-tier lead agencies routinely implement the types of mitigation measures assigned to them during
project design, CEQA review, and/or project construction, the Draft EIR recognizes that due to project or
site-specific circumstances, it may not be feasible for individual lead agencies to implement all of the
“can and should” mitigation measures listed for a particular significant impact. As stated on p. 4.0-3 of
the Draft EIR:
“Since the nature of individual future projects, resources and legal authority of the approving
agency or agencies, physical circumstances of the project, and local policy considerations for all
future projects implementing the Plan will vary widely, the mitigation actions included in lists,
while generally feasible for many projects, may or may not be feasible for specific projects. In
each case, the lead agency (and any responsible agencies) for an individual project will have to
determine which mitigation actions are specifically applicable to the project, and the degree to
which the recommended mitigation actions can feasibly be implemented based on projectspecific circumstances.”
Similarly, lead and responsible agencies for an individual project will have to determine whether the
lead agency, the project proponent, or another entity is responsible for implementation of particular
mitigation measures.
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Letter 1
Ad-Hoc Public Health Stakeholders Working Group

1-1
This comment provides introductory statements and no further response is
required. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the commenter’s support
for Alternative 5D before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.
1-2
This comment states that the Draft EIR does not adequately explain why Alternative
5D should be rejected. However, the Draft EIR does not reject Alternative 5D, and
therefore the Draft EIR does not provide any explanation for Alternative 5D being
rejected. Before the Board of Directors makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan, it will make findings (as required by CEQA) explaining why different
alternatives considered in the EIR were not adopted.

1-1

1-2
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1-3

1-3
Please see the response to comment 1-10.

1-4
1-5

1-4
The Draft EIR discloses the physical health impacts of the Draft Regional Plan’s air
emissions; see Section 4.3. EIRs are not required to include an economic or costbenefit analysis, so these are not included in the EIR. (CEQA Guidelines Section
15131.)

1-6
1-7

1-5
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 381 explaining that
SANDAG’s support of active transportation programs reflects their importance to
local communities. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment
before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

1-8

1-6
This comment about a monitoring program for TDM strategies is not related to the
adequacy of the Draft EIR. As part of the Plan’s performance monitoring program,
SANDAG will monitor the success of the Plan’s TDM strategies. Performance
monitoring indicators related to implementation of TDM strategies include
commute mode share, travel times and volumes for all modes, and vehicle
ownership. Refer to Chapter 5 of the Plan for more details on Plan performance
monitoring.
1-7
Responses are provided to specific comments on the environmental impact analysis
raised elsewhere in this letter.
1-8
These general comments are noted and require no further response.
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1-9
Please see the response to comment 1-2.

1-9

1-10
Development of the list of transportation network improvements included in the
Draft Regional Plan was based in part on transportation project evaluation criteria,
1-10 which include a cost-effectiveness criterion. The cost-effectiveness criterion
monetized a number of factors such as fuel costs, GHG emissions, smog-forming
pollutants, physical activity, travel time savings, safety, and the value of jobs
created by the project, which were compared to the capital, operating, and
maintenance cost of the project. Thus, the projects in the Draft Regional Plan have
already been evaluated for cost-effectiveness. The transportation project
evaluation criteria are provided in Appendix M to the Regional Plan. The Draft EIR
properly focuses on disclosing the physical environmental impacts of the proposed
Plan and the alternatives that were considered in detail.

1-11 1-11

As described in Chapter 4, the Regional Plan provides many benefits, and can
achieve its vision, goals and objectives even though some of its adverse impacts,
such as the ones identified in the comment, are significant and unavoidable. This is
due to the long term nature of the plan and fact that all regional growth and its
effects are included in the analysis, as part of the proposed Plan.
Chapter 5 of the Regional Plan outlines actions to assure that the Regional Plan
achieves its vision, goals, and objectives, including the Healthy Environment and
Communities Goal.
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1-11
(cont.)
1-12
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 385 addressing these
comments on the cost benefit analysis prepared for the proposed Plan. The
SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the commenter’s support for Alternative
5D before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan. Regarding EIR
content, please note that EIRs are not required to include an economic or costbenefit analysis, so these are not included in the EIR. (CEQA Guidelines Section
15131.)
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Note that the Draft EIR evaluates the health impacts of the Regional Plan’s air
emissions in Impacts AQ-2 and AQ-4. Also, regarding the induced travel referenced
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Regional Plan’s addition of lane miles does not induce substantial vehicle travel.
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1-12
(cont.)
1-13
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to response to Plan comment 386 explaining that the
1-13 proposed Plan includes full-build out of the entire regional bike network and
incorporates investments in safe bike and pedestrian access into improvements for
other modes of travel including public transit and highway. The SANDAG active
transportation grant program provides incentives for complete streets policies by
awarding higher points to local jurisdictions with adopted complete streets policies.
The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a
decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.
1-14
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to responses to Plan comments 387 and 388 identifying
examples of how SANDAG is already linking TDM investments with rail and
managed lane investments in the I-5 north coast corridor and the I-805 south
corridor. These Plan responses also describe SANDAG’s ongoing efforts to monitor
1-14 the effectiveness of TDM investments toward goals for reduced vehicle miles
traveled and the proposed Plan’s regional mobility hub strategy, which will invest in
transportation services, amenities, and urban design enhancements to bridge the
distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The SANDAG
Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on
adopting a final Regional Plan.
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1-15
1-14
This comment relates to the Draft EIR analysis for Impact T-3, which analyzes
(cont.) whether implementation of the proposed Plan would decrease the performance of
public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities. To perform this analysis, the Draft EIR
uses 10 performance measures from the proposed Plan related to the performance
of public transit, walking, and biking facilities, including the performance measures
1-15 referred to in this comment related to the percentage of population and
employment within 0.5 miles of a transit stop and a high frequency transit stop. The
commenter correctly points out that the percentage of population and employment
within 0.5 miles of a transit stop and a high frequency transit stop increases
between 2012 and 2050.
The table referenced by the commenter (4.15-16) also includes the “peak period
walk/bike mode share” performance, which demonstrates the percentage of trips
completed by walking and biking would increase from 2012 to 2050 under
implementation of the proposed Plan. In determining the percentage of walk trips
under implementation of the proposed Plan, the travel demand model takes into
1-16 account several factors related to how “walkable” areas are, including but not
limited intersection density, distance to activities, elevation changes, and physical
barriers (freeways, canyons, bodies of water, etc.). The SANDAG travel demand
model is described in detail in Appendix T to the Regional Plan.
1-16
As explained in Draft EIR Chapter 4.0, the impact analysis for the 16 resource topics
considered in Sections 4.1 to 4.16 incorporates the climate change effects, including
sea level rise, that may exacerbate the proposed Plan’s impacts for that resource
topic. Table F-1 in Drat EIR Appendix F-1 identifies all of the EIR resource topic
sections that incorporate the effects of climate change-caused sea level rise.
Appendix F also provides a detailed description of scientific studies related to sea
level rise in California and the San Diego region, including the California Coastal
Commission Draft Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance document mentioned in this
comment.

1-17
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Table ES-1 is a summary table only and is not intended to re-iterate details of each
mitigation measure as described in EIR Chapter 4. Details regarding responsibilities
for mitigation measure implementation, including local agency responsibilities, will
be provided in a separate mitigation monitoring and reporting program (MMRP)
that the SANDAG Board of Directors will consider for approval in conjunction with
approval of the proposed Regional Plan. As a result the EIR executive summary has
not been revised to include this detail as recommended in this comment.
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1-18
1-17 This comment generally asserts that the Draft EIR should identify “more funds for
(cont.) mitigation”, encourage “strong” mitigation measures, and “increase the level of
resources” for mitigation of significant air quality impacts (i.e., PM 10 and PM 2.5
emissions and toxic air contaminant (TAC) emissions and their related health
impacts under Impacts AQ-2, AQ-3, and AQ-4). The comment also implies that the
only mitigation measure identified in the Draft EIR for significant air quality impacts
is Mitigation Measure GHG-4A, in which SANDAG would allocate competitive grant
funding to projects that reduce GHG emissions by adopting new or revised grant
criteria to give greater weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce GHG emissions
(as described in the Draft EIR, this measure also would reduce significant air quality
impacts associated with PM 10 and PM 2.5 emissions and TAC emissions and their
related health impacts). The comment does not provide specific examples of
additional feasible mitigation measures that were not included in the Draft EIR, or
1-18 specific suggestions for how mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR should
be revised.
The Draft EIR also identifies a total of 13 potentially feasible mitigation measures to
substantially lessen the significant air quality impacts associated with PM 10 and
PM 2.5 emissions and TAC emissions and their related health impacts: GHG-4A, GHG4B, GHG-4C, GHG-4D, GHG-4E, GHG-4F, GHG-4G, and GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ4B, AQ-4C, and EN-3B. Of these, Mitigation Measures GHG-4C and GHG-4E include
additional funding commitments. The Draft EIR explains how each of these
measures lessen the significant air quality impacts under Impact AQ-2 (pp. 4.3-57 to
4.3-59), Impact AQ-3 (pp. 4.3-65), and Impact AQ-4 (pp. 4.3-83 to 4.3-88), and why
the impacts remain significant and unavoidable after mitigation.

1-19
1-20
1-21
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1-19
The proposed Plan includes a social equity analysis, which concludes that the Plan’s
air quality impacts would not disproportionately burden any disadvantaged
populations. The social equity analysis is described in proposed Plan Chapter 4 and
Appendix H.
1-20
The Draft EIR includes mitigation measures for impacts associated with increased
cancer risk analyzed in AQ-4. These measures include GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4C,
GHG-4D, GHG-4E, GHG-4F, GHG-4G, and GHG-4H. In addition, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, and
AQ-4C were specifically included to reduce TAC emissions. Finally, EN-3B also would
reduce impacts associated with TAC emissions. Details of those mitigation measures
that are project-specific would be tailored to reflect the project-specific magnitude
of human health impacts.
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1-21 1-20
(cont.) Please see the response to comment 1-18.

1-22

1-23

1-21
As requested in the comment, Mitigation Measure AQ-4A in the Draft EIR states
that SANDAG shall, and other transportation project sponsors can and should
evaluate the potential TAC emissions and related health impacts of projects
identified in the proposed Plan, including cancer risk and noncancer risks for
schools. This mitigation measure directs agencies to use applicable procedures and
guidelines for such analysis (for example, California Air Pollution Control Officers’
Association [CAPCOA], California Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
(OEHHA), and/or USEPA air toxics health risk assessment guidance). As described in
EIR Section 4.3 (p. 4.3-69) and Appendix C (p. C-17), the health risk assessment
analysis provided in Draft EIR Impact AQ-4 uses the final OEHHA guidance from
2015, which includes OEHHA-recommended age sensitivity factors to take into
account the increased sensitivity to carcinogens during early-in-life exposure.
1-22
This comment incorrectly asserts that there is no mobile source air toxics
analysis/health risk assessment provided in the Draft EIR. Section 4.3 of the Draft
EIR provides a detailed health risk assessment under Impact AQ-4 (pp. 4.3-66 to 4.388). Additional documentation on the health risk assessment methods and results is
provided in EIR Appendix C. Methods used for the EIR health risk assessment meet
generally accepted professional standards and use data that are more recent than
the studies mentioned in the comment.
1-23
The proposed Plan includes a social equity analysis, which concludes that the Plan’s
air quality impacts would not disproportionately burden any disadvantaged
populations. The social equity analysis is described in proposed Plan Chapter 4 and
Appendix H.

1-24
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1-24
The Draft EIR includes an analysis to determine if the plan would be inconsistent
with the state’s ability to meet Executive Order B-30-15 (and EO S-3-05), and
concludes that it would be inconsistent. That analysis can be found in the
Greenhouse Gas Emissions section of the Draft EIR under significance criterion
GHG-4. See Master Response 3 for more detail. Also, as Draft EIR Appendix F
presents strategies for adaptation to climate change impacts.
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(cont.)

1-25

1-26
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1-25
Section 4.2.1.1 of the Draft EIR, including Figures 4.2-1 through 4.2-3, describes the
location of existing agricultural resources within the region. Additionally, the
location of regional growth and land use change that would convert agricultural
lands to nonagricultural uses within the region is shown in Figure 4.2-4. Figure 4.2-4
provides labeling identifying local jurisdictions, which provides further context for
where impacts are projected to occur. The proposed Plan analyzed in this EIR covers
the entire San Diego region. As a result, information for impacts to agricultural
resources is also expressed at a regional level, rather than a community/city level.
1-26
Language has been added to Mitigation Measure AG-1 in Section 4.2 to include that
any easements acquired because of agricultural land conversions be located with
the city or community that the conversion occurs in or, where applicable, within the
Coastal Zone, if feasible. Also, language has been added to state that where projectspecific mitigation is not feasible other commensurate solutions may be used, such
as payment of an agricultural resource impact fee made pursuant to an approved
in-lieu fee program. Additional language has also been added to Mitigation
Measure AG-1 to avoid or reduce fragmentation of agricultural land to enhance
overall production value and operation viability.
As identified in Draft EIR Section 4.9 there is potential for ground disturbance to
occur during construction of projects on lands containing residual hazardous
substances from earlier agricultural uses. Section 4.9.2 identifies federal, state, and
local regulations that exist to reduce the potential for humans or the environment
to be impacted by generation of hazardous emissions or handling of hazardous
material during pre-construction, demolition, and or construction activities.
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1-27

1-28

1-27
Text in Mitigation Measure BIO-1B and BIO-1C in Section 4.4 has been clarified to
note compensatory mitigation and monitoring would be “as specified through
consultation with resource agencies, and consistent with approved MSCP or MHCP
documents, applicable federal and state regulatory requirements.” In regards to
having an option to mitigate as existing mitigation banks, this is stated as an option
in Mitigation Measure BIO-1B.

1-28
This comment summarizes the Draft EIR noise analysis of Section 4.12 and then
suggests that the region should work with local agencies to implement Federal
Railroad Administration “quiet zone” requirements for new and existing at-grade
rail crossings. In Mitigation Measure N-1B, the Draft EIR describes several measures
that SANDAG, and other agencies can and should implement to substantially lessen
the noise impacts of the proposed Plan, including a measure to, “Implement FRA
“quiet zone” requirements in cooperation with local jurisdictions (i.e., reducing or
eliminating the requirement for train locomotives to blast their horns) for new atgrade rail crossings.”
This provision of Mitigation Measure N-1B has been revised as follows in the Final
EIR to reflect this comment (revised text is underlined):
“Implement FRA “quiet zone” requirements in cooperation with local
jurisdictions (i.e., reducing or eliminating the requirement for train locomotives
to blast their horns) for Plan improvements at new and existing at-grade rail
crossings.”

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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Letter 2
Andrea Monk
2-1
This comment acknowledges SANDAG’s disclosures of adverse effects and generally
asserts that unspecified mitigation measures in the Draft EIR are not adequate, so a
specific response is not possible. (There are approximately 53 mitigation measures
identified in the Draft EIR).

2-1

2-2

2-2
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 572 explaining that many
of the areas cited in this comment are well-served by transit today, and that the
proposed Plan includes a number of new Trolley and Rapid lines and local bus
service improvements that will improve transit access in these areas. The SANDAG
Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on
adopting a final Regional Plan.

2-3

2-3
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 573 explaining that this
comment’s suggested strategy of limited-duration pilot projects is something that is
in use today by regional transit agencies like MTS to try out new transit services and
evaluate their performance before making them permanent. The SANDAG Board of
Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan.
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Letter 3
Anne Barron

3-1
Please see Master Response 3 explaining how the Regional Plan and Draft EIR
comply with the requirements of state law and policy related to GHG emissions.
There are no federal mandates for GHG emissions reduction that are directly
applicable to the Regional Plan or Draft EIR.

3-1

3-2

3-3

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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3-2
As described in Draft EIR Chapter 2.0 (p. 2-10), the proposed Plan would preserve
over 50 percent of the region’s land as open space, parks, or habitat. See Draft EIR
Chapter 6.0 and Master Response 1 for discussion of the EIR alternatives analysis
that considers in detail seven action alternatives that advance transit projects to the
first 10 years of Plan, and comparison of the alternatives’ impacts to those of the
proposed Plan. Please also refer to the response to Plan comment 575 explaining
that the proposed Plan includes significant investment in new rail and Rapid
services as well as improvements to the existing Trolley and bus system and the
various ways in which public health considerations are integrated into the proposed
Plan. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a
decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.
3-3
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to response to Plan comment 576 explaining that the vast
majority of “highway” improvements in the proposed Plan are investments in
managed lanes that allow carpools, vanpools, and Rapid transit services to bypass
traffic congestion in general purpose travel lanes. It also explains that the proposed
Plan will benefit those not working traditional 9-5 work hours by improving local
bus service on most urban routes to 10 minutes all day and that SANDAG invests in
carpooling and vanpooling mobility options instead of transit in rural areas because
rural areas typically do not have the land use densities or urban design
characteristics to support transit. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this
comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan. The Supreme
Court is currently reviewing the adequacy of the 2050 RTP/SCS EIR.
September 29, 2015
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3-3
(cont.)

3-4

3-5

3-6

3-4
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 577 addressing these
comments on the proposed Plan’s long-range forecasts and economic analyses. The
SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision
on adopting a final Regional Plan. The Draft EIR Appendix F discusses impacts of
climate change and regional adaptation measures. And Chapter 2 of the Regional
plan explains that the Plan’s transportation network improvements will be designed
to take future sea level rise into account.
3-5
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 577 addressing these
comments on the proposed Plan’s economic analyses and consideration of
economic issues. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before
it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan. Regarding agriculture, the
Regional Plan preserves about half of the region’s 2.7 million acres as farmland,
open space, parks, or habitat (see Chapter 2 of the proposed Plan).
3-6
Please see Master Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR Chapter 6 properly
evaluates a reasonable range of alternatives, including those that advance all transit
investments to the first ten years of the Regional Plan Please see Master Response
3 explaining how the Regional Plan and Draft EIR comply with the requirements of
state law and policy related to GHG emissions.
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Letter 4
Anne MacMillan Eichman

4-1

4-1
The Draft Regional Plan does not rely heavily on widening highways. It dedicates
half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any previous
RTP. The bulk of the highway expenditures in the Regional Plan are for Managed
Lane projects that directly support timeliness and efficiency for transit and
carpooling. See Regional Plan Appendix 2 and Draft EIR Chapter 2.
Draft EIR Section 6.5.2 explicitly addresses the “Third Alternative” (also referred to
as “Scenario 3” and “Healthy People and Economy Scenario”) and explains that
major elements of this scenario are included in the Draft EIR action alternatives
considered in detail. Draft EIR action alternatives 4 and 5A through 5D eliminate all
of the proposed Plan’s highway investments. Please see Master Response 1 for a
further explanation of how the Draft EIR alternatives do help place “transit first.”

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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Letter 5
Boulevard Community Planning Group

5-1
This comment is not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. According to the 2010
Census, Boulevard is a “Census designated place” with a population of 315 people.
According to the proposed Plan’s forecast, the 2012 population of Boulevard was
approximately 402 people, although because the Boulevard community is a small
area within a regional forecast the population estimate produced by the forecast is
not as precise as for larger geographic areas such as incorporated cities or
community plan areas. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment
before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

5-1

5-2
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 74 for a response to the
comment that the proposed Plan is biased against rural areas. The SANDAG Board
of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on adopting a
final Regional Plan.

5-2

5-3
Draft EIR Section 4.6 Impact EN-3 provides analysis concluding that implementation
of the proposed Plan would result in the construction of new or expanded energy
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental effects,
including but not limited to short-term construction and long-term operational
impacts related to air quality, biological resources, noise, traffic, and water supply.
Draft EIR Mitigation Measures EN-3A and EN-3B would reduce impacts associated
with the construction of new or expanded energy facilities, but it cannot be
guaranteed that all future project-level impacts can be mitigation to a less than
significant level. Please also refer to the response to Plan comment 75 explaining
how the SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy includes goals for both distributed
generation and large-scale renewable energy.

5-3

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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5-4

5-5

Appendix K-1 Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
5-4
The Draft EIR evaluates whether the proposed Plan would substantially reduce
groundwater quantity or quality in Section 4.10, Impact HWQ-2. Section 4.16
considers the water supply impacts of the proposed Plan, including groundwater
sources of supply. Section 4.1 Impact AES-3 evaluates whether the proposed Plan
would substantially degrade the character of an area, including adding a visual
element of urban character to an existing rural area. Impacts to scenic vistas also
are evaluated in Section 4.1 in Impact AES-1, and Draft EIR Section 4.4 evaluates the
proposed Plan’s impacts on wildlife and other biological resources. Please also refer
to the response to Plan comment 76 for discussion of the many ways in which the
proposed Plan’s public outreach process included rural populations. The SANDAG
Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on
adopting a final Regional Plan.
5-5
The Draft EIR evaluates the proposed Plan’s impacts for the following resource
topics mentioned in this comment: wildland fire impacts in Section 4.9 Impact HAZ5, groundwater resources impacts in Impact HWQ-2 in Section 4.10 and Impact WS1 in Section 4.16, air quality impacts in Impacts AQ-1 to AQ-5 in Section 4.3,
character impacts in Impact AES-3 in Section 4.1, wildlife and other biological
resources impacts in Impacts Bio-1 to BIO-4 in Section 4.4., and health impacts of
air emissions in Impacts AQ-2 and AQ-4 in Section 4.3. Please also refer to the
response to Plan comment 77 explaining that SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy
acknowledges that large-scale renewable energy infrastructure must be sited in a
way that minimizes adverse impacts to surrounding communities and the
environment. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before it
makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

5-6

5-6
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Response to Plan comment 76 explains that the proposed Plan’s BenefitCost analysis concluded there are no disproportionate impacts to low-income
populations, and that more of the proposed Plan’s benefits accrue to low-income
populations than to the rest of the population. Please refer to the responses to Plan
comments 78 and 79 explaining how the SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy
addresses these comments. Also see response to Plan comment 80 explaining that
SANDAG has no role in, and takes no position on, the planning and siting of
individual energy projects. The Draft EIR (pages 4.6-2 and 4.6-3) identifies SDG&E
renewable energy projects that are approved, online, or in development. The
SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision
on adopting a final Regional Plan.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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5-6
(cont.)
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5-6
(cont.)

5-7
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the responses to Plan comments 81 and 82 addressing
these comments regarding limited public transit choices in Boulevard/Jacumba and
other rural communities and senior and disabled transportation services. The
SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision
on adopting a final Regional Plan.

5-7

5-8
This comment provides statements about small rural water districts and companies
that are not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. No further response is
required.

5-8

5-9

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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5-9
A description of the Campo-Cottonwood Creek Sole Source Aquifer has been added
to the water supply setting in Section 4.16. The water supply impact analysis has
been revised to analyze the Regional Plan’s impacts on this aquifer, and concludes
these impacts are less than significant.
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5-9
(cont.)
5-10
Live Oak Springs Water Company has been added to Table 4.16-1 in the Final EIR.

5-10

5-11
Draft EIR Mitigation Measures WS-1B states that SANDAG shall and other
transportation project sponsors and local jurisdictions can and should use reclaimed
(also known as recycled) water to reduce the use of potable water (including
groundwater).

5-11

5-12
This commentary about an SDG&E substation project is not related to the adequacy
of the Draft EIR. No further response is required.

5-12

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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5-13
Please see response to comment 5-11.

5-13

5-14
Please see response to comment 5-11.

5-14
5-15
This commentary about groundwater data for energy and transmission projects is
not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. No further response is required.

5-15

5-16
As explained in Draft EIR Chapter 2.0 (p. 2-13), utility-scale renewable energy power
plants and associated infrastructure are considered part of the proposed Plan
project description. The environmental impacts of implementing the proposed Plan,
including impacts on scenic vistas, native habitat, wildlife corridors, overall
aesthetic and visual resources, and eligible scenic highways are analyzed in Draft
EIR Sections 4.1 to 4.16.

5-16

5-17
Draft EIR Section 4.6 (Tables 4.6-1 and 4.6-2, pp. 4.6-3 to 4.6-4) provide a detailed
listing of SDG&E renewable energy projects approved and online as of March 2015,
and approved and in development as of March 2015. Section 4.6 (p. 4.6-2) cites a
2015 statistic from the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) that SDG&E
obtained 23.6 of its energy from renewable resources in 2013. The comments about
targeting of rural low-income communities and point of use energy and storage
systems are not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR and no further response is
required.

5-17
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5-17
(cont.)

5-18
Draft EIR Table 4.8-5 (p. 4.8-18) includes a footnote explaining that the County of
San Diego rescinded its Climate Action Plan in April 2015 and is currently preparing
a new plan. Draft EIR Table 4.6-2 (p. 4.6-4) lists SDG&E renewable energy projects
approved or in development as March 2015 according to the CPUC. This table
describes the current status of the renewable energy projects referenced in this
comment (Lan West, Lan East, Rugged, Tierra Del Sol, Desert Green, and Energia
Sierra Juarez) according to the most recent data available from the CPUC.

5-18

5-19
Please see response to comment 5-16. Because utility-scale renewable energy
power plants and associated infrastructure are considered part of the proposed
Plan project description, the Draft EIR accounts for impacts of these facilities in the
direct impact analysis rather than the cumulative impact analysis.

5-19

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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5-20
Draft EIR Chapter 4.0 (p. 4.0-2) explains that each resource area section (4.1 to
4.16) describes the climate change effects that may exacerbate the proposed Plan’s
impacts, and references a more detailed discussion of climate change effects in
Appendix F. In Section 4.16, the Draft EIR describes the climate change effects that
may exacerbate the proposed Plan’s water supply impacts, including the effects of
hotter and drier weather and reduced rainfall as mentioned in this comment. Draft
EIR Appendix F provides more detail about climate change effects, including how
they are expected to impact the San Diego region.
5-21
EIR Section 4.16 evaluates the water supply impacts of the proposed Plan, including
within the community of Boulevard and the Campo-Cottonwood sole source
aquifer. It concludes that the proposed Plan would not increase water demands in
these areas such that existing supplies would be inadequate, and therefore new or
expanded water supplies or entitlements would not be needed.
5-22
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to responses to Plan comments 83 and 84 addressing the
comments on the Jacumba/Jacume Port of Entry, the Desert Line Project, and the
bicycle and pedestrian improvements for I-8 on-off ramps. The SANDAG Board of
Directors will consider the commenter’s recommendations for Regional Plan
content before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.
5-23
The Draft EIR GHG analysis methodology accounts for the role of vegetation in
sequestering carbon (and reducing GHG emissions) and in releasing carbon
(increasing GHG emissions) when vegetation is displaced by development (see
Appendix G-1, Section 11, p. 23). It also accounts for GHG emissions from a wide
variety of construction and other off-road equipment (see Appendix G-1, Section
10, p. 22).
5-24
SANDAG understands “electrical pollution” to mean electromagnetic fields (EMFs)
associated with electricity facilities such as transmission lines. Although the
potential health impacts of exposure to EMFs are controversial, a significant
scientifically verifiable relationship has not been established. (See California Public
Utilities Commission 2006.) Also, there are no federal or state standards limiting
human exposure to EMFs. SDG&E’s comprehensive reviews of the science indicate
that the body of data does not demonstrate that exposure to power-frequency
magnetic fields causes cancer or other health risks (SDG&E 2015b).
5-25
See response to comment 5-24.

5-20
5-21

5-22

5-23

5-24
5-25
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5-26
See response to comment 5-24 regarding EMF impacts. Regarding heath impacts of
ground currents from electrical projects, a significant scientifically verifiable
relationship has not been established. Also, there are no federal or state standards
limiting human exposure to ground currents from electrical facilities.

5-26

5-27
Electricity used to pump or transport water in rural areas is included in the energy
consumption projections presented in the Draft EIR (Impact EN-1). GHG emissions
from energy used to pump or transport water in rural areas are included in different
categories of the GHG inventory and projections depending on the type of energy
used. For example, if electricity is used to pump water, the electricity-related
emissions are reported in the “electricity generation” category (Appendix G-1
Section 4). If the water is transported by truck, the GHG emissions from that truck
would be reported in the “on-road transportation” category (Appendix G-1 Section
3). The comment about water being trucked from the City of San Diego is not
related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR and no further response is required.

5-27

5-28

5-28
This comment on the SDG&E ECO Substation project is not related to the adequacy
of the Draft EIR and no further response is required.

5-29

5-29
Please see response to comment 5-27.
5-30
As explained in Draft EIR Chapter 4.0, the EIR is a Program EIR that analyzes the
impacts of the proposed Plan at the same level of detail as the proposed Plan.
Because the EIR analyzes the impacts of the proposed Plan’s transportation
network improvements and all forecasted regional growth and land use change in
the region between 2012 and 2050, the EIR analysis is at times general and
qualitative. Draft EIR Section 4.15 evaluates the proposed Plan’s transportation
impacts related to issues including but not limited to vehicle miles traveled (Impact
T-1), induced vehicle travel (Impact T-2), safety of drivers, pedestrians, and people
on bikes (Impact T-4), Please refer to the response to Plan comment 85 addressing
these comments on proposed Plan Appendix H Social Equity and the comment on
the outreach meetings. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment
before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

5-30
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5-30
(cont.)

5-31
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 86 addressing these
comments on the SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy. The SANDAG Board of
Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan. SANDAG will also consider these comments during the next update
to the Regional Energy Strategy.

5-31

5-32
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 87 addressing these
comments on the SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy. The SANDAG Board of
Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan.

5-32
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5-32
(cont.)
5-33
GHG emissions from the Costa Azul facility are not considered in this section
because the facility is not located in the SANDAG region, but these emissions are
considered in the cumulative impact analysis in Chapter 6 as part of global
emissions. Please also refer to the response to Plan comment 88 addressing the
comments on the Costa Azul facility. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider
this comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

5-33

5-34
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 86 addressing this
comment on renewable energy issues. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider
this comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

5-34
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Letter 6
California Coastal Commission, San Diego District Office

6-1
This comment provides introductory statements and no further response is
required.

6-1

6-2
References to the following Coastal Act policies have been added to the Final EIR:
Section 30240 (p. 4.4-42), Sections 30210 and 30213 (p. 4.14-20), Section 30253(c)
(p. 4.3-25), Section 30253(d) (p. 4.6-10, 4.8-15, 4.15-17), Section 30233 (p. 4.4-42),
Section 30231 (p. 4.10-26), Section 30236 (p. 4.10-26), and Section 30253(a) (p.
4.10-26).

6-2
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6-3
6-2
Draft EIR Mitigation Measure BIO-1B specifically states that payment of in-lieu fees
(cont.) or purchase of credits at an existing authorized mitigation bank is not appropriate
within the coastal zone. Instead, this measure states that SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsors, County of San Diego, cities, and other local
jurisdictions can and should, “provide compensatory mitigation for impacts inside
6-3
the Coastal Zone within the Coastal Zone as close as is feasible to the impact.” (p.
4.4-69 and 4.4-70)
6-4
As explained in Draft EIR Chapter 4.0, the impact analysis for 16 resource topics
considered in Sections 4.1 to 4.16 incorporates the climate change effects that may
exacerbate the proposed Plan’s impacts, including sea level rise. Because the
proposed Plan horizon year is 2050, the Draft EIR impact analysis appropriately
identifies impacts of the proposed Plan out to the year 2050. Table F-1 in Draft EIR
Appendix F-1 identifies all of the EIR resource topic sections that incorporate the
effects of climate change-caused sea level rise. Appendix F also provides a
description of scientific studies related to sea level rise in California and the San
Diego region, including the California Coastal Commission Draft Sea Level Rise Policy
6-4
Guidance document mentioned in this comment. Appendix F reports sea level rise
projections from the 2012 National Research Council report, Sea Level Rise for the
Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington, which the Coastal Commission’s
Draft Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance refers to as the best available science on sea
level rise in California. Appendix F was revised to reflect the adoption of a final
guidance document in August 2015. Please also refer to the response to Plan
comment 89 describing the ways in which climate change effects and sea level rise
are considered in the proposed Plan and in various SANDAG programs including the
Environmental Mitigation Program and the Regional Shoreline Preservation
Strategy.
6-5
Regarding GHG emissions, the EIR (Impact GHG-4) concludes that the Plan would be
inconsistent with the State’s ability to achieve the Executive Order GHG reduction
goals. The Draft EIR mitigation measures referenced in this comment are identified
6-5
in the Draft EIR as actions that SANDAG shall and other agencies can and should
implement to avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts of the proposed
Plan. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider adopting these and all other
mitigation measures included in the Draft EIR for approval in conjunction with
approval of the proposed Plan. Please note that EIR Chapter 6 discusses alternatives
rather than mitigation measures. The EIR alternatives offer additional components
that reduce VMT and GHG emissions. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider
the merits of the alternatives before it makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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6-6
Please see Master Response 2 explaining that approximately half of the Plan’s
funding is expended on public transit and active transportation during each phase
of the Plan (2014 to 2020, 2021 to 2035, and 2036 to 2050). These totals do not
include expenditures on managed lanes, which are necessary to support many of
the Plan’s investments in Rapid bus service and also support carpooling. Also, see
Master Response 4, which outlines additional detail about how the plan phases
transit and highway investments. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider each
of the action alternatives considered in detail in the Draft EIR (including Alternative
5D) and make written findings regarding their feasibility before taking action on the
Final Plan. Although the comment recommends further investigation into the
alternatives, it does not offer a specific new alternative that should have been
considered in the EIR. Chapter 6.0 Tables 6.0-3 and 6.0-4 compare the impacts of
the eight alternatives considered in detail for each of the 16 resources topics
analyzed in the Draft EIR for 2020, 2025/2030, 2035, and 2050. Alternative 5D
would be the most protective of coastal resources in large part because it would
eliminate all of the proposed Plan’s highway and managed lane investments; as a
result there would be no such investments in the Coastal Zone under these
alternatives. It would also lower transit fares, increase transit service frequencies
and increase auto operating costs within the Coastal Zone, thus reducing VMT and
related environmental impacts (e.g., air and GHG emissions, water quality) in the
Coastal Zone. Alternative 5D would achieve the greatest GHG and VMT reductions
among the alternatives.

6-6

6-7

6-7
Please refer to the response to Plan comment 91 explaining that there are no
definitive plans for a shuttle service from Old Town to the airport, and that the
proposed Plan includes two airport express bus routes identified through
coordination with the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority. The SANDAG
Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision on
adopting a final Regional Plan.
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Letter 7
California State Parks, San Diego Coast District

7-1
This comment provides introductory statements and no further response is
required.

7-1

7-2
Post-construction practices would be implemented and maintained to reduce storm
water pollution and prevent water quality degradation in strict accordance with the
San Diego Regional Municipal Storm Water Permit (Order R9_2013-0001) (Regional
Water Quality Control Board 2013), Caltrans NPDES Permit (Order 2012-0011-DWQ)
(State Water Resources Control Board 2012), and other applicable regulations.
Proposed projects have to be designed to maintain pre-development hydrology
(e.g., undeveloped site with 100 percent pervious surface) in compliance with the
hydromodification requirements enforced under the Municipal Permit (i.e., Order
R9-2013-0001). Other associated regulations require site designs that target specific
water quality impairments in receiving waters, as well as controlling potential
construction/operational water quality impacts. These design requirements would
be subject to review and approval by local municipalities before construction
permits would be issued. Despite funding challenges, project proponents would be
required to include storm water quality controls and runoff improvements in urban
infill development designs, including any retrofit/redevelopment issues and
associated upgrades to existing storm water systems to control increased storm
water flows and maintain predevelopment hydrology. The availability of statesponsored grants (e.g., Proposition 84 [the Safe Drinking Water, Water Quality and
Supply, Flood Control, River and Coastal Protection Bond Act of 2006], Proposition 1
Storm Water Grant Program, Clean Beaches Initiative Grant Program) would help
alleviate the financial burden posed by storm water regulations.

7-2
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7-3
Additional language has been included in mitigation measure CULT-1A to ensure
that adequate resources are available to develop minimization and avoidance
methods in consultation with Native Americans. Further, mitigation measure CULT1B requires that areas identified in any required monitoring and mitigation plan be
monitored during the grading phase of individual projects by a qualified
archaeologist and tribal monitor if needed. Language has also been included in the
Regional Growth and Land Use Change portion of the 2020, 2035 and 2050 analyses
in Section 4.5.4 to describe increased use of public lands and resulting impacts to
cultural resources.

7-3

7-4

“PS-1 Would implementation of the proposed Plan result in the
substantial physical deterioration of public facilities or cause substantial
adverse physical impacts associated with the provision of or need for new
or physically altered (i.e., expanded) public facilities, in order to maintain
adequate…recreation facilities.”

7-5

7-6

7-7

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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The Draft EIR (p. 4.14-9) describes the hundreds of parks and recreational facilities
in the region, and acknowledges that the region has over one million acres of park
and open space areas that provide recreational opportunities. This section
specifically describes the California Coast Trail and its role in providing coastal
access. In Section 4.14, Impact PS-1, the Draft EIR properly analyzes impacts to
recreational facilities with the following significance criterion:

The Draft EIR concludes that in 2020, 2035, and 2050, forecasted regional growth
and land use change would result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated
with substantial physical deterioration of existing facilities and the construction of
new or expanded public facilities, including recreation facilities. This is identified as
a significant impact, and the Draft EIR identifies physical mitigation measure PS-1A
to avoid or reduce this physical environmental impact.
7-5
The Draft EIR analyzes cumulative impacts to aesthetics and visual resources,
including viewsheds, in Section 5.2.1 (p. 5-8 to 5-12). The Draft EIR concludes that
the Plan would have a cumulatively considerable contribution to significant
cumulative impacts on scenic vistas and visual character, and identifies mitigation
measure AES-1A to avoid or reduce impacts to public views of scenic vistas. This
mitigation measure calls for development of project–specific visual resources
mitigation measures during project level CEQA review.
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7-6
The Draft EIR analyzes the noise and vibration impacts of the proposed Plan in
Section 4.12. The analysis specifically addresses groundborne vibration and noise
impacts to historic structures, and proposes a mitigation measure (N-4A) that
specifically protects the integrity of historic structures from vibration impacts (see
p. 4.12-54). In addition, the analysis properly addresses noise impacts to noisesensitive land uses, which are defined to include wildlife species and their habitat
(see p. 4.12-3). Draft EIR Section 4.4 also analyzes the effects of noise on wildlife
species (e.g., Analysis Methodology for Impact BIO-2, p. 4.4-74) and wildlife
corridors (e.g., Impact BIO-4, p. 4.4-90 to 4.4-91) and identifies mitigation measures
7-7
to protect wildlife species from noise impacts during construction and operations
(cont.) (e.g., mitigation measure BIO-2A, p. 4.4-86; mitigation measure N-1A, p. 4-12-33 to
4.12-35). Moreover, each of the noise and vibration mitigation measures (N-1A, N1B, N-4A, and N-4B) would reduce noise and vibration impacts to park lands,
historic structures, and wildlife when transportation network improvements or
development projects are implemented near these resources.

7-8

7-7
The indirect impact discussion for both vegetation communities and special status
species discloses the impacts of exotic species. Mitigation Measure BIO-1C details
mitigation monitoring and notes that weed (i.e., invasive species) control would be
addressed within monitoring plans. Additionally, Mitigation Measure BIO-1D (best
management practices) has been updated to note there would be “no planting or
seeding of invasive plant species on the most recent version of the California
Invasive Plant Council (Cal-IPC) California Invasive Plant Inventory. Draft EIR
Mitigation Measure BIO-1D has been revised to more specifically address the
invasive plant species impacts. It states that that SANDAG shall, and other
transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local
jurisdictions can and should avoid exotic plant invasion by prohibiting the planting
or seeding of invasive plant species according to the most recent version of the
California Invasive Plant Council (Cal-IPC) California Invasive Plant Inventory. In
regards a regional integrated invasive plant control plan, SANDAG does not have
authority to require other transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego,
cities, or other local jurisdictions to participate in such a planning effort.
7-8
These are concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 8
Carolyn Chase, San Diego Earth Day
8-1
Please refer to the response to Plan comment 412 addressing this comment. The
SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this comment before it makes a decision
8-1 on adopting a final Regional Plan. Note that Chapter 6 of the Draft EIR does discuss
alternatives to the draft Region Plan that include major changes in transportation
network improvement components. Regarding amending the TransNet project list,
please see Master Response 2.
8-2
About 50 percent of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are for public transit, while
an additional 15 percent are for Managed Lanes and connectors, which support the
Plan’s Rapid bus investments. About 8 percent of the expenditures are for
rehabilitating highways and making them work more efficiently, and about 6
8-2
percent are for new highway lanes or highway connectors. Please see Master
Response 1 regarding the range of alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIR and Master
Response 5 regarding Draft EIR GHG mitigation measures. Master response 1
addresses the Quickway proposal, and Master Response 5 addresses electrifying
the COASTER. First completing all of the proposed Plan’s trolley investments and
then removing the region’s entire Trolley system and replacing it with a bus rapid
transit system would not avoid or lessen the proposed Plan’s significant impacts.
Construction impacts would be higher because of the additional construction
activity associated with completing all of the Trolley investments, and then
construction required to remove all of those investments and remove the entire
existing Trolley system and replace it with a bus rapid transit system. Please also
refer to the response to Plan comment 412.
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Letter 9
Casa Familiar

9-1
These are introductory statements and no further response is required.

9-1

9-2
Draft EIR Section 4.3 (Impact AQ-4) analyzes exposure of residences and schools
throughout the region to Toxic Air Contaminant (TAC) emissions generated by the
regional freeway and highway network and rail. Draft EIR Figure 4.3-2 shows that
data from the Chula Vista air quality monitoring station were used to represent the
San Ysidro community (and other areas) in the analysis since it is the closest and
most representative station for which data existed at the time of Draft EIR
preparation. A San Ysidro monitoring station did not exist in the Draft EIR baseline
year of 2012. Please also refer to the response to Plan comment 103.

9-2

9-3
Proposed Plan investments in the community of San Ysidro include but are not
limited to: frequency enhancements for the Blue Line Trolley, construction and
operation of a new Trolley line connecting San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa and Carmel
Valley via Mission Valley, Mid-City, Southeast San Diego, National City and Chula
Vista, new Rapid bus service, improvements to local bus service, construction of the
San Ysidro Intermodal Transit Center, and active transportation investments. Please
refer to the response to Plan comment 104 for response to the comment about a
social equity process or map to identify how investments are being made for
communities of concern. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider this
comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

9-3
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9-4
The Draft EIR action alternatives considered in detail in Chapter 6.0 include
completion of Trolley 540 (Blue Line Express) by 2025. The action alternatives also
include Rapid routes 688/689/690 from San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa and Rapid
route 640 from San Ysidro to Old Town Transit Center completed by 2025 and
Trolley Route 562 from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa completed by 2025. See Draft EIR
Appendix D. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits of
the alternatives before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.

9-4
9-5

9-6

9-7
9-8

9-5
The Draft EIR alternatives considered in detail include completion of all active
transportation projects by 2025. Active transportation retrofits at freeway
interchanges are not specifically included in the alternatives considered in detail in
the Draft EIR because the benefits of these types of site-specific improvements to
improve pedestrian and bicycling conditions (e.g., shorter pedestrian crossings,
pavement markings, traffic calming) are difficult to quantify in the regional
transportation model.
Retrofit projects to improve access to existing transit stops and stations are
included in the Unconstrained Transportation Network. However, these projects
will be considered through the implementation of Mobility Hub projects for which
funding is included in the Revenue Constrained Plan. The SANDAG Board of
Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives and the
commenter’s recommendations before it makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan.
9-6
The Draft EIR action alternatives considered in detail in Chapter 6.0 include
complete of both phases of the San Ysidro ITC by 2025. See Draft EIR Appendix D.
The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits of the
alternatives before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan
9-7
The Draft EIR action alternatives considered in detail in Chapter 6.0 include 50
percent reduction in transit fares. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the
comparative merits of the alternatives before it makes a decision on adopting a
final Regional Plan
9-8
These are concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 10
Circulate San Diego
10-1
This comment provides introductory statements and no further response is
required.

10-1

10-2
10-3

10-4
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10-2
Please see Master Response 2 for responses to assertions made in the TransNet
Today report. Master Response 2 explains why the SANDAG Board does not have
the flexibility to redirect TransNet funds as recommended by the commenter.
10-3
Responses to the DEIR comment letter are provided on the following pages.
10-4
Please see the responses to Plan comments 172 to 178 for responses to the
comment letter on the Regional Plan. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider
these comments before it makes a decision on adopting a final Regional Plan.
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10-5
Please see Master Response 2 regarding SANDAG’s implementation of the TransNet
10-5 ordinance. Master Response 2 explains why the SANDAG Board does not have the
flexibility to redirect TransNet funds as recommended by the commenter.
10-6 10-6
Please see Master Response 1, including the discussion entitled “Feasibility of
Alternatives Evaluated in Detail” which indicates that the Draft EIR properly
10-7 characterizes all action alternatives considered in the Draft EIR as “potentially
feasible.”
10-7
See response to comment 10-6.
10-8
Please see Master Response 2 for responses to assertions made in the TransNet
Today report. Master Response 2 explains why the SANDAG Board does not have
the flexibility to redirect TransNet funds as recommended by the commenter. Also,
please refer to Appendix O of the proposed Plan, which describes the flexibility and
constraints
associated with each Plan funding source. The commenter is correct
10-8
that the order in the implementation of TransNet projects does not require a twothirds vote of the SANDAG Board. The Board could, for example, advance the sole
remaining transit project in the TransNet Ordinance (San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa
BRT Service) that has not yet been started without a two-thirds vote. However,
what the commenter is referring to is re-directing funds that are required to
complete all TransNet projects away from the TransNet program to advance nonTransNet transit projects, in effect causing a funding hole that would preclude
completion of all TransNet projects. Adding non-TransNet transit projects to the
Ordinance to allow for the use of matching state and federal funds would require
the two-thirds vote. The commenter also implies that the SANDAG Board could
exercise flexibility to amend the scope of highway projects that are in the
10-9 Ordinance without a two-thirds vote. Table 1 of the Ordinance includes the specific
scope of the improvements, including both project limits and number of lanes to be
added. Any deviation from this scope would require a two-thirds vote of the
SANDAG Board. This is independent of any agreements that SANDAG may have with
Caltrans.
10-10 10-9
SANDAG appreciates the comment letters received on the DEIR and is responding
to the environmental issues raised. Please see responses to comments by
Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association (comment letter 32). Responses to
other EIR comment are presented throughout this response to comments appendix.
Also, please see Master Response 3 explaining how the Regional Plan and Draft EIR
comply with the requirements of state law and policy related to GHG emissions.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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10-10
This comment accurately identifies some of the significant and unavoidable impacts
of the proposed Plan. This comment also alleges that the proposed Plan does not
10-11 meet its own objectives, but does not provide any facts or evidence to support that
assertion. Table 6.0-1 in Chapter 6.0 of the Draft EIR shows that the proposed Plan
meets all of the basic objectives of the project.

10-12 10-11

See Master Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR properly considered a range of
potentially feasible alternatives that would lessen the significant impacts of the Plan
as well as the feasibility of alternatives evaluated in detail. Some 17 potential
alternatives were initially considered and eight of these (including the no project)
were evaluated in detail. The eight alternatives evaluated in detail include
alternatives with features suggested by the public including a greater emphasis on
transit project and the like. Please also see Draft EIR, Chapter 6.0.

10-13 10-12

10-14

As Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 explains, except for the CEQA-required No Project
Alternative, each of the seven action alternatives considered in detail was
specifically designed to reduce GHG emissions and air quality impacts of the
proposed Plan by reducing total VMT. As explained in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 (p. 6-1),
“The range of alternatives analyzed in detail in the EIR is in large part based on
public and stakeholder requests (including requests made by Circulate San Diego) to
avoid or substantially lessen GHG emissions and air quality impacts by reducing
total VMT.”

Moreover, “The alternatives selected for detailed consideration incorporate many
of the major transportation investments and policy options that commenters
(including Circulate San Diego) suggested would lead to major reductions in VMT,
10-15 including but not limited to:
•

10-16

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Advancing public transit (capital and operations) and active transportation
investments to 2025 (the first 10 years of the proposed Plan)
Including investments from the unconstrained transit network (e.g.,
investments for which available funding was not identified in the proposed
Plan)
Delaying and eliminating general purpose highway and managed lane
investments
Converting existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes
Providing more compact land use patterns
Substantially lowering transit fares
Substantially increasing the price of parking
Substantially increasing the cost of driving.”
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Also, Section 6.5.4 of the Draft EIR (p. 6-32) provides a detailed summary of

10-17 Circulate San Diego’s February 2015 requests for elements to be included in the EIR

alternatives analysis, explains how major elements of their request were
incorporated into the alternatives considered in detail in the Draft EIR. Circulate San
Diego requests that were included in the Draft EIR alternatives considered in detail
include, but are not limited to: alternative land use patterns, the Accelerated
10-18 Network Scenario that advances transit and active transportation project of the
Plan to the first 10 years, advancement of transit projects from the unconstrained
revenue scenario, conversion of general purpose lanes to managed lanes, delay of
highway investments to later years of the Plan, and lower transit fares. Lastly, see
Master Response 1 regarding the infeasibility of an alternative that substantially
reduces VMT.
10-13
Please see response to comment 10-12 and Master Response 1.
10-14

10-19 Please see Master Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR properly considered a

reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives in accordance with CEQA
requirements and the infeasibility of an alternative that substantially reduces VMT.

10-20

10-15
Draft EIR Section 6.5.2 (pp. 6-29 to 6-30) explains in detail the specific elements of
10-21 the “Third Scenario” (also called the “Healthy People and Economy Scenario” or
“Accelerated Network”) as identified by Circulate San Diego and other groups, and
explains how major elements of their request were incorporated into the
alternatives considered in detail in the Draft EIR, including their request to forward
transit and active transportation investments to the first 10 years of the Plan.
Moreover, as described in Draft EIR Section 6.5.4, Circulate San Diego sent SANDAG
a letter on February 10, 2015, specifically requesting that the Accelerated Network
Scenario be included in the EIR alternatives analysis. Lastly, this comment asserts
that the Third Scenario was not financially viable. Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 (p. 6-4)
explains that the Draft EIR considers potentially feasible alternatives, and
acknowledges that some elements of the alternatives would require major changes
in the availability of funding. However, as explained in Master Response 1, the Draft
EIR does not make a determination about the financial feasibility of any of the
action alternatives or individual alternative components, and SANDAG has not
made such a determination.
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10-21 10-16
cont. Please see Master Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR properly considered a
10-22

10-23

range of potentially feasible alternatives.

10-17
As explained in the response to comment 10-12 and in detail in Draft EIR Chapter
6.0, the range of alternatives considered in the Draft EIR was developed in large
part based on comments from stakeholders like Circulate San Diego and others,
who sent letters to SANDAG identifying specific suggestions for policies and
investments they asserted would reduce the Plan’s GHG emissions, air quality, and
VMT impacts. Also see response to comment 10-15.
10-18
Please see Master Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR properly examined a
reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives. Also, please refer to Appendix
O of the proposed Plan, which describes the flexibility and constraints associated
with each Plan funding source.
10-19
Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 (p. 6-4) explains that the Draft EIR considers potentially
feasible alternatives, and acknowledges that some elements of the alternatives
would require major changes in the availability of funding. However, the Draft EIR
does not make a determination about the financial feasibility of any of the action
alternatives or individual alternative components, and SANDAG has not made a
determination about the financial feasibility of any of the action alternatives or
individual alternative components. See Master Response 1 for more detail.
10-20
Please see Master Response 1 for an explanation of why the action alternatives
considered in the Draft EIR are potentially feasible.

10-21
10-24 This comment mistakenly assumes that accelerated transit and active
transportation projects must be “paid for” by “freeing up” funding from delayed
highway and managed lane projects. This assumption is incorrect, as explained in
Master Response 2, because although many sources that typically fund highway
and managed lane projects may be able to be used for transit capital projects,
others may not. Recent examples include Prop 1B Corridor Mobility Improvement
Account (CMIA), a fund source that specifically targeted improvements to highway
and managed lane corridors. Similar limitations on other fund sources would
preclude their use on transit capital projects. Additionally, in most cases, state and
federal funding for capital projects cannot be used for transit operations. SANDAG
does not have the authority to change these limitations.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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10-25

10-26

10-27

10-28

10-29
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10-22
See response to comment 10-21. EIR Chapter 6.0 (p. 6-11) explains that the intent
of Alternative 3 is to further reduce total VMT by combining the accelerated
completion public transit and active transportation projects with delayed
completion of highway investments. These main features of Alternative 3 are
consistent with prior Circulate San Diego requests in letters to SANDAG to evaluate
EIR alternatives that include accelerated completion of transit and active
transportation projects to the first 10 years (or 12 or 15 years) of the proposed Plan
and to delay highway construction to later years of the proposed Plan (see Draft EIR
Section 6.5.4 describing the contents of the Circulate San Diego letter and how the
main elements were included in the EIR alternatives analysis). Please see Master
Response 1 for more detail.
10-23
See response to comment 10-21 Further delaying managed lane and highway
investments would not “free up” funds to pay for accelerating transit. Draft EIR
Chapter 6.0 (p. 6-13 and 6-19) explains that the intent of Alternatives 4 and 5 is to
further reduce total VMT and related GHG emissions and air quality impacts
through additional land use and transportation components suggested by the public
and stakeholders, including Circulate San Diego. For example, main features of
Alternatives 4 and 5 are consistent with prior Circulate San Diego requests in letters
to SANDAG to evaluate EIR alternatives include accelerated completion of transit
and active transportation projects to the first 10 years (or 12 or 15 years) of the
proposed Plan, advancing unconstrained revenue scenario transit and active
transportation projects to the first 10 years of the proposed Plan, converting
existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes, lowering transit fares, and
modifying land use patterns based on a SANDAG evaluation of alternative land use
patterns in 2013 (see Draft EIR Section 6.5.4 describing the contents of the Circulate
San Diego letter and how the main elements were included in the EIR alternatives
analysis).
10-24
For purposes of CEQA EIR alternatives, “feasible” means capable of being
accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into
account economic, environmental, legal, social, and technological factors (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15364). Thus, contrary to these assertions, speculative “political
factors” are not relevant to the determination of whether an EIR alternative is
considered feasible.
10-25
Please see Master Response 2 addressing assertions made in the TransNet Today
report about funding flexibility, TransNet, and project phasing.
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10-26

10-29 This comment suggests that the Draft EIR should have evaluated in detail a set of
(cont.) alternatives that advances only “some” transit and active transportation projects,

and delays only “some” TransNet projects (presumably the latter refers to
TransNet-funded highway and managed lane projects). SANDAG modeled a more
moderate “transit friendly” alternative that advances certain transit investments to
2025 as suggested by Circulate San Diego and delays certain highway and managed
lane investments until after 2025. The model results shows that in 2025 such a
scenario would perform very similarly to the proposed Plan, and would not avoid or
substantially lessen any of the proposed Plan’s significant impacts. Total VMT would
still increase by 2025 under this scenario, and the increase would be just half a
percent lower than 2025 total VMT under the proposed Plan. Similar to the
10-30 proposed Plan, on-road CO2 emissions would decrease from 2012 to 2025, and
would be half a percent lower under this scenario relative to the proposed Plan.
Total regional GHG emissions would be 26.53 MMTCO2e under this scenario
compared to 26.58 MMTCO2e under the proposed Plan, a difference of 0.2 percent.
Please see Master Response 2 for more detail on the more moderate “transit
friendly” scenario and its performance.
10-27
The Draft EIR discussions of alternatives 4 and 5A-5D note that the feasibility of
these alternatives would be affected by a number of factors, including federal laws
setting requirements for the proposed Plan’s funding and land use assumptions, as
well as federal budgets and transportration project funding priorities (see Draft EIR
pp. 6-19 to 6-26). Please also see Master Response 1 explaining that Alternatives 4
and 5 were properly included in the Draft EIR as potentially feasible alternatives
considered in detail. Please refer to Appendix O of the proposed Plan, which
describes the flexibility and constraints associated with each Plan funding source.
10-28
See response to comment 10-21 regarding the mistaken assumption that
accelerated transit and active transportation projects must be “paid for” by “freeing
up” funding from delayed highway and managed lane projects. Please see Master
Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR properly evaluated a reasonable range of
potentially feasible alternatives in accordance with CEQA requirements. Also see
response to comment 10-26 and Master Response 2 explaining that SANDAG
modeling shows that a more moderate “transit friendly” scenario would perform
very similarly to the proposed Plan and would not avoid or substantially lessen any
of the proposed Plan’s significant impacts.
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10-29
10-30
Please see Master Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR properly evaluated a
(cont.)
reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives in accordance with CEQA
requirements. Draft EIR Section 6.5.4 (pp. 6-32 to 6-33) summarizes Circulate San
Diego’s February 10, 2015, letter, explains that major elements of their request are
included in the alternatives evaluated in detail in the Draft EIR, and identifies that
reasons that certain elements were rejected from detailed consideration in the EIR.
10-30
One of Circulate San Diego’s requests in its February 10, 2015, letter was for
SANDAG to include the following elements in its EIR alternatives analysis: advance
the transit and active transportation projects of the proposed Plan to the first 10
years, or a scenario that is as aggressive but is financially feasible, or advance transit
and active transportation investments to the first 12 or 15 years of the proposed
Plan instead of the first 10 years. SANDAG properly included the first of these
options (advance transit and active transportation projects to the first 10 years of
10-31 the Plan) in the EIR alternatives considered in detail because of its potential ability
to avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts of the proposed Plan, in
particular significant impacts related to GHG emissions, air quality impacts, and
total VMT. Alternate timing scenarios that go slower than completing all transit and
active transportation investments in the first 10 years would have equal or less
ability to reduce GHG, air quality, and VMT impacts (see Draft EIR p. 6-36), and
therefore were not required to be analyzed as alternatives in the Draft EIR. CEQA
does not require that an EIR consider multiple variations of the same alternatives
(i.e., transit and active transportation investment scenarios that are “as aggressive”
as scenarios already included in the EIR alternatives analysis). See Master Response
1 for more detail.
10-31
Please refer to the responses to Plan comments 172 to 178 for responses to
Circulate San Diego’s comment letter on the proposed Plan. The SANDAG Board of
Directors will consider the commenter’s scenario before it makes a decision on
adopting a final Regional Plan.
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The scenario described in this comment would advance the following projects for
completion by 2025: a new Trolley line (Phases I and II of Route 562 aka the
“purple” line), a new platform on the LOSSAN rail corridor (at Del Mar Fairgrounds),
operate a new Rapid service (route 550), and improve service frequencies on the
existing Orange and Blue trolley lines. Rapid route 550 and the platform at the Del
Mar Fairgrounds are completed by 2025 in the proposed Plan. Each of these
projects is completed by 2025 in one or more the EIR action alternatives considered
in detail.
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10-31
(cont.)
10-31
It also would delay “some of the highway and managed lane projects” to later years
(cont.)
of the Plan. The action alternatives evaluated in detail in the Draft EIR demonstrate
that this scenario would fail to avoid or substantially lessen any of the proposed
Plan’s significant impacts. As explained by the Draft EIR alternatives analysis (e.g.,
see Section 6.5.8), this scenario is a permutation of the alternatives already
considered in detail in the Draft EIR, and it is properly rejected from detailed
consideration because it would have equal or less ability to reduce significant air
quality, GHG emissions, and total VMT impacts.

10-32 SANDAG modeled a more moderate “transit friendly” alternative that advances the

transit investments to 2025 as suggested by Circulate San Diego and delays certain
highway and managed lane investments until after 2025. The model results shows
that in 2025 such a scenario would perform very similarly to the proposed Plan, and
would not avoid or substantially lessen any of the proposed Plan’s significant
impacts. Total VMT would still increase by 2025 under this scenario, and the
increase would be just half a percent lower than 2025 total VMT under the
proposed Plan. Similar to the proposed Plan, on-road CO2 emissions would
decrease from 2012 to 2025, and would be half a percent lower under this scenario
relative to the proposed Plan. Please see Master Response 2 for more detail on the
more moderate “transit friendly” scenario and its performance.

The scenario described in this comment would also complete by 2025 safe routes to
transit retrofits at existing stations, active transportation retrofits at freeway
interchanges, and increase the amount of funding in the existing TransNet Smart
Growth Incentive Program. SANDAG agrees that safe routes to transit, active
transportation investments, and smart growth funding are important to achieving
the proposed Plan’s vision and goals, and as such has included in the proposed Plan
funding for safe routes to transit improvements for all of the Plan’s new transit
stations, funding for active transportation improvements as part of all of the Plan’s
highway and freeway interchange projects, and ongoing funding of the TransNet
Smart Growth Incentive Program. The proposed Plan also includes full build-out of
the entire regional bike network. SANDAG will continue to explore additional
funding for safe routes to transit retrofits at existing transit stations, active
transportation improvements at existing freeway and highway interchanges, and
additional funds to provide incentives for local efforts to implement smart growth.
As explained in proposed Plan Appendix E, the proposed Plan’s mobility hub
implementation strategy will explore opportunities to implement safe routes to
transit projects at existing transit stations as part of mobility hub implementation.
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10-31 (cont.)
Also, the Draft EIR (p. 6-31) explains that the safe routes to transit and active
transportation retrofits are not included in the alternatives considered in detail
because the benefits of these types of site-specific improvements to improve
pedestrian and bicycling conditions (e.g., shorter pedestrian crossings, pavement
markings, traffic calming) are difficult to quantify in the regional transportation
model. However, the alternatives considered in detail include completion of all of
the Plan’s active transportation projects by 2025. See Master Response 1 for more
detail.
10-32
This conclusion summarizes preceding comments Please see the preceding
responses to comments in this letter as well Master Responses 1 and 2 for more
detail addressing comments about the EIR alternatives and project funding,
phasing, and TransNet.
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10-33
Please see Master Response 2 for responses to the main conclusions and findings of
the TransNet Today report. Also, please refer to Chapter 3 of the proposed Plan,
which describes funding for the proposed Plan, and Appendix O of the proposed
Plan, which describes the flexibility and constraints associated with each Plan
funding source. Please see the following responses to comments for responses to
additional comments and assertions made in the body of the TransNet today
report.

10-33
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10-33
(cont.)
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10-34

10-34 This response addresses the Executive Summary of TransNet Today. Please see

responses to Plan comments 172 and 173 for responses to finding 1 that the
proposed Plan is inadequately designed to reduce GHG emissions, and promote
health, equity, and economic development. In response to findings 2 and 3, please
see Master Response 2 as well as the additional information below.

Commenters are correct that funding is limited; however, the assertion that
SANDAG has access to significant state and federal sources that can be used for
nearly any project is partially incorrect. Commenters are correct that certain
federal funds such as RSTP and CMAQ may be used to fund transit projects.
However, the amount of the funds is not significant in size and a substantial portion
of these are already being used to complete projects that support improved transit
services, including rail double tracking and managed lanes. Lastly, these state and
federal funds are for the most part restricted to transit capital projects. SANDAG
does not have the flexibility to shift these state or federal funds to operations of an
advanced transit system. Without sufficient funds for operations, the advancement
of transit capital projects would not work financially. Commenters are correct that
SANDAG may be able to tap into a growing number of competitive funding
programs that reward innovation and sustainability. In fact, SANDAG already has
been applying for these programs and been successful despite the significant
number of applicants and the limited amount of funds that are available. However,
competitive grant programs in which priorities are set, managed and revised by
others are not a reliable fund source that can be used to prudently develop
financing packages for projects that may take years to complete.
Commenters assert that the most important perceived limiting factor that stands in
the way of a transformational Regional Plan is TransNet. In fact, TransNet has been
the catalyst to advance a significant number of transit projects. Eight of the nine
transit projects in TransNet have either been completed or preliminary engineering
and design work is under way to complete them. Other improvements along HOV
and managed lanes on I-15, I-805 and I-5 that make Rapid bus services reliable and
competitive have also been completed.
In response to comment regarding the ability to implement and adapt TransNet
without amending its text, please see Master Response 2 for additional
information. TransNet recognizes that priorities may evolve over time and
prescribes a review every ten years.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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10-35
This response addresses comments in the Introduction section of the TransNet
Today report. SANDAG h acknowledges considerable progress has been made in
addressing GHG reduction goals by a significant increase in funding for expanding
its regional public transit systems, biking and walking infrastructure and investing in
a smarter and more efficient transportation network, and appreciates the
commenters’ acknowledgment and recognition.
Commenters assert that “by placing a greater priority on long-term GHG reductions
to align with state goals and regional equity, SANDAG can ensure the region will
attract maximum federal and state revenues” incorrectly implies that it (1) pursuing
this course of action somehow provides a guarantee of maximum federal and state
revenues and that (2) SANDAG is not placing a greater priority on long-term GHG
10-35 reductions. SANDAG has placed a greater priority in these priorities as
acknowledged by the commenters. Moreover, SANDAG has applied for grants to
these new fund sources, including TIGER, Active Transportation Program funds and
the various programs created as a result of Cap and Trade and been successful in
securing grants under both. However, the relatively small size and the highly
competitive nature of these programs limit the formation of robust financial
packages with which to complete large transformative projects. Submitting more
applications would not lead to a substantial increase in funding given that these
programs are small, and managed at the state and national level, so that
geographic distribution is often a limiting factor.
SANDAG agrees that there is some, though limited flexibility inherent in many
transportation funding sources, including TransNet, state and federal funds.
SANDAG has used this flexibility to complete or perform preliminary engineering
and design in eight of the nine transit projects in the Ordinance, as well as
completing managed lanes that make Bus Rapid Transit reliable along I-15, I-805
and I-5.
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10-35
(cont.)
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10-36
This response addresses the Funding Source Review section of the TransNet Today
report. Please also see Master Response 2 for discussion of the Plan’s funding
sources.
In general, SANDAG agrees with comments regarding the availability of state and
federal fund sources to match TransNet funds. The comment, however, implies that
SANDAG is not currently taking advantage of the availability or flexibility allowed
under the programs. Many of these state and federal sources, including STP and
CMAQ are already being used to match TransNet funds to complete many of the
transit projects in the Ordinance, as well as to complete managed lanes that make
Bus Rapid services reliable and time competitive with driving. SANDAG agrees that
the SANDAG Board has discretion to program some of these funds, including STP
and CMAQ; however, the SANDAG Board does not have the authority to allocate
funding to projects under the TAP, NHPP, or HSIP programs. These programs are
managed by other agencies, including the California Transportation Commission,
Caltrans and others. Formula Transit funds are currently provided to the region’s
transit agencies for use in their transit systems. SANDAG agrees there are other
competitive, discretionary and financing programs, and SANDAG is already applying
10-36 for these in an effort to maximize these resources to SANDAG. T However, these
programs are highly competitive and regional agencies like SANDAG may not
influence the outcome of these competitive programs. Other programs mentioned
in the comments, such as New Starts and TIFIA, are programs that SANDAG is
already pursuing in order to advance the Mid-Coast trolley extension.
SANDAG agrees with comments regarding the use of state funds for transit projects.
TDA and STA funds, for example, are already provided to the transit agencies for
capital and operating needs. A portion of TDA is also allocated to non-motorized
projects and supports SANDAG’s Active Transportation program.
While the comments regarding the State Fuel Tax program are correct in that they
historically have been used for highway projects, the vast majority of these funds
are currently dedicated by the California Transportation Commission to Caltrans to
rehabilitate and maintain the aging state highway system and limited new funds
have been identified by the CTC for transit.
SANDAG also agrees that new funding programs created from the Cap and Trade
framework offer new opportunities to fund transit and active transportation
projects. SANDAG welcomes these new fund sources as they support
implementation of the region’s efforts to complete projects in these areas.
Unfortunately, the size of and competition for these statewide programs only
allows for relatively small grants that are insufficient to complete large-scale
projects. Regardless, SANDAG has applied to these programs and been successful in
securing grants.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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10-36 (cont.)
The comment that “SANDAG will receive growing allocations on an annual basis”
fails to mention that these programs, in particular those based on Cap and Trade
funds, are not formula based, and therefore increases in program size do not
necessarily guarantee increases in funds to the San Diego region. In other words,
applying for more grants in these statewide competitive programs does not
necessarily translate into getting more funding. Regardless, SANDAG’s efforts in the
areas of transit and active transportation do provide a strong foundation to be a
strong competitor to secure at a minimum its 8% of its statewide population share.
The commenter asserts that “competitive funds point the way to the future”.
SANDAG agrees that competitive funds are likely to continue in the future. Given
SANDAG’s focus on large, significant transit projects and its aggressive Active
Transportation Program, SANDAG has been successful in applying for many of these
competitive grant programs. To project that competitive funds will continue to
10-36 grow in proportion to the overall funding appears to be speculative.

(cont.)
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(cont.)
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10-36
(cont.)
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10-37
This response addresses the Regional Funding section of the TransNet Today report.
Please also see Master Response 2 for additional discussion of the Plan’s funding
sources including TransNet.
In response to the comment that “SANDAG has wide discretion in terms of the
scope and timing of the projects themselves”, the TransNet Ordinance clearly
identifies the scope of improvements approved by the voters. This includes projects
limits (e.g., from this location to that location) and specific improvements (e.g.,
number of managed lanes). SANDAG agrees that the Ordinance does not prescribe
the timing of the projects in the Ordinance. Amending the Ordinance, including the
scope of a project, while allowed under certain limited conditions, requires a twothirds vote of the Board.
The commenter further proposes to redirect state or federal funds that are needed
to implement TransNet projects and are assumed as a match as part of the
Ordinance, to non-TransNet projects. This would create a hole in the TransNet
financial plan that would in effect cause completion of all voter-approved TransNet
10-37 projects to occur beyond the time horizon of the ordinance.
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The comment that “reducing the scope of TransNet projects that don’t further
regional goals would have the positive effect of freeing up TransNet and other
federal, state, and regional funds to be invested in other more innovative projects”
appears to be in conflict with the comment that “SANDAG can still fulfill its
covenant with the voters, within the time frame required by the TransNet
measure.” Further, the comment that “With most successful regional
transportation sales taxes, voters have shown a propensity to vote in favor of
measures that outline in great specificity what their votes will pay for. As such it is
wise for these measures to contain relatively high obstacles to change what is in the
ordinance so as to be consistent with voter wishes. TransNet achieves this
specificity while containing provisions that allow for flexibility in implementation,
provided there is regional political consensus to alter the modal distribution and
scope of investments” appears to propose that sales tax measures should be
specific enough to attract a sufficient number of voters, but flexible enough to allow
subsequent changes by regional leaders that in and of themselves may not have
attracted those voters in the first place. The flexibility allowed in the Ordinance was
intended to allow policy makers to make appropriate and relevant changes that
they feel voters would have supported, including the advancement of projects
included in the Ordinance. It is reasonable to assume that voters approved the
flexibility in the Ordinance in order to make modest adjustments in the Ordinance
and not necessarily to make wholesale changes to reduce scope of highway and
managed lane projects.
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10-37
(cont.)
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(cont.)
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10-38
SANDAG agrees that SANDAG has made commendable progress since the original
1987 TransNet ordinance. SANDAG appreciates the acknowledgement and
recognition of these efforts.

10-38
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Letter 11
Cindy Rocco
11-1
These are general comments and no further response is required.

11-1

11-2
The proposed Plan does not prioritize highways over other modes. Approximately
half of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are for public transit in each phase (20142020, 2021-2035, and 2036-2050). See Master Response 2 for more detail.

11-2
11-3
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11-3
These are general comments and no further response is required.
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11-4

11-4
These are general comments and no further response is required.

11-5
When the SANDAG Board of Directors considers approval of the final Regional Plan,
11-5 it will consider adopting a statement of overriding considerations indicating
whether the Plan’s benefits outweigh its significant environmental impacts. Please
see response to comment 11-2 and Master Response 2 explaining that the
proposed Plan does not frontload highway investment; about half of the proposed
Plan’s expenditures are for public transit. See Master Response 3 explaining that
the Plan meets the only state-mandated GHG emissions reduction targets, the SB
375 per capita GHG emissions reductions targets for passenger vehicles in 2020 and
2035.
11-6
This is a general comment and no further response is required.

11-6
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11-7
Please see response to comment 11-2 explaining that the proposed Plan does not
frontload highway investment; about half of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are
for public transit. As explained in Master Response 1, the draft EIR also evaluates in
detail seven action alternatives that seek to reduce the proposed Plan’s GHG
emissions through measures such as accelerating transit investments, eliminating
11-7 highway and managed lane investments, and converting general purpose lanes to
managed lanes that accommodate transit. See Master Response 3 explaining that
the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly incorporates the requirements of State law and
policy. The Draft EIR identifies the significant environmental impacts of the
proposed Plan in 2020, and 2035, and 2050 (i.e., the entire life of the proposed
Plan) and identifies mitigation measures to avoid or substantially lessen the
proposed Plan’s significant impacts, including 8 mitigation measures to reduce GHG
emissions. See Master Response 5 for more detail on the Draft EIR GHG mitigation
measures.
11-8
The horizon year of the proposed Plan is 2050, so that is also the EIR horizon year.
As a result, the Draft EIR evaluates significant impacts for 2050, as well as two
interim years: 2020 and 2035. Federal law requires Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (such as SANDAG) to include a minimum 20-year planning horizon
when preparing a Regional Transportation Plan (MAP-21§§ 1105, 1201; 23 USC 104,
11-8 134; 23 CFR Part 450). The state of California, through SB 375 requires MPOs to
demonstrate how they will meet GHG reduction targets for passenger vehicles for
the years 2020 and 2035. Draft EIR Section 4.10 evaluates the hydrology and water
quality impacts of the proposed Plan and concludes they would be less than
significant. Also, the Draft EIR discusses many of the climate change impacts on the
region, and adaptation measures, for the year 2100, since many studies and reports
use 2100 as an end date.
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11-9
Please see response to comment 11-2 explaining that the proposed Plan does not
frontload highway investment; about half of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are
for public transit. See Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis
properly incorporates the requirements of State law and policy. The Draft EIR
identifies the significant GHG environmental impacts of the proposed Plan in 2020,
11-9 and 2035, and 2050 (i.e., the entire life of the proposed Plan) and identifies
mitigation measures to avoid or substantially lessen the proposed Plan’s significant
impacts, including 8 mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions. See Master
Response 5 for more detail on the Draft EIR GHG mitigation measures. The draft EIR
also evaluates in detail 7 action alternatives that seek to reduce the proposed Plan’s
GHG emissions through measures such as accelerating transit investments,
eliminating highway and managed lane investments, and converting general
purpose lanes to managed lanes that accommodate transit. . Regarding litigation on
adequacy of the 2011 RTP/SCS EIR, the Court of Appeal decision has been
depublished and the matter is pending before the Supreme Court.
11-10
Please see response to comment 11-2 explaining that the proposed Plan does not
frontload highway investment; about half of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are
for public transit. Also see Master Response 1 describing the 7 action alternatives
analyzed in detail in the Draft EIR, which include measures such as advancing
11-10 completion of the Plan’s transit and active transportation investments, completing
additional transit investments and delaying and eliminating highway and managed
lane investments. Also see the response to Plan comment 590 addressing the
proposed Plan’s prioritization of transit investments. Lastly, SANDAG agrees that
allowing transit vehicles to use shoulder lanes is a potential strategy to improve
reliability and travel times for Rapid bus service. For example, SANDAG approved a
Bus on Shoulder Demonstration Project that will allow Rapid bus service to use
seven miles of shoulder lanes along I-805 and SR 94 during congested periods as a
bypass of main lanes.
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11-11
These are comments on the Draft Plan and do not relate to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 590 addressing the proposed
Plan’s prioritization of transit investments. SANDAG agrees that allowing transit
vehicles to use shoulder lanes is a potential strategy to improve reliability and travel
times for Rapid bus service. For example, SANDAG approved a Bus on Shoulder
Demonstration Project that will allow Rapid bus service to use seven miles of
shoulder lanes along I-805 and SR 94 during congested periods as a bypass of main
lanes. Application of these types of shoulder lane projects could be applied on other
highway corridors where there are no Managed Lane improvements planned or in
advance of any planned Managed Lane improvements.

11-11
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11-11
(cont.)

11-12
See response to comment 11-9 addressing the time horizon of the proposed Plan
and the Draft EIR. The other comments on this slide do not related to the adequacy
of the Draft EIR. Please refer to the responses to Plan comments 593 and 594.

11-12
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11-13
These are comments on the Draft Plan and do not relate to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Regarding pure express and local lanes, please see the responses to Plan
comments 593 and 595.

11-13
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11-14
These are comments on the Draft Plan and do not relate to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 596 for response to these
comments regarding the application of technologies to transportation systems.

11-14
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11-15
These are general comments and are not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Draft EIR Section 4.8 evaluates the hydrology and water quality impacts of the
proposed Plan.

11-15
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11-16
These are general comments and are not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR.

11-16
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11-17
These are general comments and are not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
Impacts of constructing transportation network improvements, including
constructing bridges, are addressed in EIR Chapter 4. Please see responses to Plan
comments 593, 597, and 598 for responses to comments on the Buena Vista
Lagoon, other coastal lagoons, and the I-5 North Coast Corridor improvements.

11-17
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11-17
(cont.)
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11-17
(cont.)
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11-17
(cont.)
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11-17
(cont.)
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11-17
(cont.)
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11-17
(cont.)
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11-17
(cont.)
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11-17
(cont.)

11-18
Please see response to comment 11-2 explaining that the proposed Plan does not
frontload highway investment; about half of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are
11-18
for public transit.
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11-19
These are comments on the Draft Plan and are not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. For responses to these comments, please see the response to Plan
comments 598 and 603.

11-19

11-20
These are comments on the Draft Plan and are not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 601 addressing the I-5/SR 78
connector project.

11-20
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11-20
(cont.)
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11-20
(cont.)

11-21
These are comments on the Draft Plan and are not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the responses to Plan comments 602 and 603 for responses to
comments related to pocket parks, Cassidy Street, and suggested North Coast
Corridor modifications. The availability of various funding sources is discussed in
Master Response 2.

11-21
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11-21
(cont.)
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11-21
(cont.)
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11-21
(cont.)

11-22
These are comments on the Draft Plan and are not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 601 for response to this
comment about measuring the Plan’s success. Chapter 5 of the Regional Plan
describes a monitoring program to assess how well the Plan will achieve its goals
and objectives.

11-22
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11-22
(cont.)
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11-22
(cont.)
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Letter 12
City of Escondido
12-1
Please see Master Response 6. Circumstances of individual projects will vary. Lead
and responsible agencies for an individual project will have to determine whether
the lead agency, the project proponent, or another entity is responsible for
implementation of particular mitigation measures
12-2
Please see Master Response 6. As explained in the Master Response, second-tier
mitigation measures may not apply to every project. This is true regardless of
whether the term “may” is used in the text of the mitigation measure.
12-3
Please see Master Response 6. As explained in the Master Response, the Draft EIR
recognizes that due to project or site-specific circumstances, it may not be feasible
for individual lead agencies to implement all of the “can and should” mitigation
measures listed for a particular significant impact. Therefore, it is not necessary to
add “where feasible” to the text of mitigation measures.

12-1

12-2
12-3

12-4

12-4
Mitigation measure LU-1A is identified in the Draft EIR to avoid or reduce impacts of
transportation network improvements on physically dividing established
communities. Consistent with this comment, the measure directs SANDAG and
other transportation project sponsors to design new transportation network
improvements within established communities to avoid the creation of barriers that
physically divide established communities with measure that include, but are not
limited to: selecting alignments within or adjacent to existing public rights-of-way,
designing sections above or below-grade to avoid physical division of communities,
and providing for direct crossings, overcrossings, or undercrossing at regular
intervals for various modes of travel (e.g., pedestrians/bicyclists, vehicles).
This mitigation measure does not include the suggestions to include local full
frontage improvements and connections as part of transportation network
improvements because doing so would not directly avoid or substantially lessen
impacts related to the physical division of communities. With regard to complete
streets features, SANDAG policy requires that complete streets features be included
in all SANDAG projects (see proposed Plan Appendix U.2). In addition, Caltrans
1
Deputy Directive 64-R2 directs Caltrans to implement complete streets.
1
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12-4
(cont.)
12-5
Please see Master Response 6 explaining how the Draft EIR recognizes that due to
12-5 project or site-specific circumstances, it may not be feasible for individual lead
agencies to implement all of the “can and should” mitigation measures listed for a
particular significant impact. When making these decisions, lead agencies would
consider factors such as whether it is feasible to monitor specific measures for
particular project, and whether imposing measures on specific projects may not be
efficient. SANDAG appreciates the suggestions to develop a toolkit and reorganize
the mitigation measures into design features and operational measures. The EIR
Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program, to be adopted as a separate
document, can serve this purpose because it lists all EIR mitigation measures and
indicates whether they would be implemented during planning/design/CEQA
review, construction, or post-construction or whether they are ongoing.
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Letter 13
City of La Mesa
13-1
The Draft EIR does not distinguish between “local” and “regional” impacts. As
described in Draft EIR Chapter 4.0, the Draft EIR includes three broad types of
mitigation measures: 1) plan- and policy-level mitigation measures assigned to
SANDAG; 2) mitigation measures for transportation network improvements and
programs, assigned to SANDAG and other transportation project sponsors; and 3)
mitigation measures for development projects implementing regional growth and
land use changes, which local jurisdictions implement. This comment expresses
concerns with number 3 – mitigation measures identified for impacts of
development projects implementing regional growth and land use change, which
local jurisdictions implement. Because the regulation and approval of
development projects is within the jurisdiction and authority of local agencies like
the City of La Mesa, the Draft EIR appropriately identifies mitigation measures for
13-1 the impacts of development projects as the responsibility of agencies like the City
of La Mesa. Also see the response to comment 13-2.
13-2
The Draft EIR does not “place” mitigation measures on cities. Mitigation
measures are not adopted until CEQA findings are made, when SANDAG may find
13-2 measures assigned to other agencies can and should be adopted by those
agencies. SANDAG has no authority to require other agencies to implement these
mitigation measures. Funding for implementing various local mitigation measures
13-3 could come from a variety of sources, including project proponents and SANDAG
(see, e.g., Mitigation Measures GHG-4A and GHG-4E). For example, the Smart
Growth Incentive Program and Active Transportation Program provide
13-4 competitive grant funding to local jurisdictions for implementation of smart
growth planning and capital projects and active transportation projects. Also see
Master Response 6.

13-5 13-3

Table 4.1-3 of the Draft EIR (p. 4.1-11) has been revised as suggested in this
comment: “Mt. Helix” has been deleted and the SR 124 typo has been revised to
read, “SR 125”.

13-4
Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2. CEQA would not require
the implementation of economically infeasible mitigation measures.
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13-5
SANDAG has no authority to require other agencies to implement these mitigation
13-5 measures. These mitigation measures are intended to be implemented on a
(cont.) project-specific basis, and do not call for revisions to zoning ordinances or design
guidelines. Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2.

13-6

13-7

13-8

13-9

13-10
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13-6
As explained in Master Response 6, these mitigation measures may not apply to
every project. The lead agency for an individual project will have the authority and
responsibility to determine which mitigation actions, if any, are specifically
applicable to the project, and the degree to which the recommended mitigation
actions can feasibility be implemented based on project-specific circumstances.
Also see the response to comment 13-1.
13-7
Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2. These mitigation measures
are intended to be implemented on a project-specific basis, and do not call for
building code amendments.
13-8
Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2. As Master Response 6
explains, the Draft EIR recognizes that due to project or site-specific circumstances,
it may not be feasible for individual lead agencies to implement all of the “can and
should” mitigation measures listed for a particular significant impact. When making
these decisions, lead agencies would consider factors such as whether it is feasible
to monitor specific measures for particular project, and whether imposing
measures on specific projects may not be efficient.
13-9
Please see the responses to comments 13-1, 13-2, and 13-8.
13-10
Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2. The mitigation measure is
designed to reduce significant impacts using significance criteria from CEQA
Guidelines Appendix G. As explained in Master Response 6, this mitigation measure
may not apply to every project. The lead agency for an individual project, such as
the City of La Mesa, will have the authority and responsibility to determine which
mitigation actions, if any, are specifically applicable to the project, and the degree
to which the recommended mitigation actions are necessary, based on projectspecific circumstances.
September 29, 2015
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13-10
(cont.)
13-11 13-11

Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2. The City would have the
discretion to decide whether and how to implement this mitigation measure for
individual projects.
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13-12
Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2. CEQA requires SANDAG’s EIR
to identify mitigation measures for impacts caused by SANDAG’s implementation of
the Regional Plan, even if these measures would ultimately be implemented by
other agencies. Implementing agencies would have the discretion to tailor these
mitigation measures for individual projects over time, so they would not remain
static.

13-13
Please see the responses to comments 13-1 and 13-2. The mitigation measure is
designed to reduce significant impacts using significance criteria from CEQA
Guidelines Appendix G. As explained in Master Response 6, this mitigation measure
may not apply to every project. The lead agency for an individual project, such as
the City of La Mesa, will have the authority and responsibility to determine which
13-13 mitigation actions, if any, are specifically applicable to the project, and the degree
to which the recommended mitigation actions are necessary, based on projectspecific circumstances.

13-14

13-14

13-15 Mitigation measure WS-1C states that local jurisdictions such as the City of La Mesa

can and should ensure that adequate water supply will be available to meet or

13-16 satisfy project water demands during the planning, design, and project-level CEQA

review of development projects, and provide documentation in the form of an SB
610 Water Supply Assessment, SB 221 Water Supply Verification, or other capacity
analysis. Cities and counties are responsible for implementing SB 610 and 221 when
reviewing the water supply impacts of development projects.
However, as explained in Master Response 6, this mitigation measure may not
apply to every project. The lead agency for an individual project, such as the City of
La Mesa, will have the authority and responsibility to determine which mitigation
actions, if any, are specifically applicable to the project, and the degree to which the
recommended mitigation actions are necessary, based on project-specific
circumstances.
13-15
SANDAG will make the MMRP will be publicly available for review before the Board
of Directors considers certifying the Final EIR.
13-16
These are concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 14
City of San Diego

14-1
These are introductory statements and no further response is required.

14-1

14-2
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14-2
(cont.)

14-3

14-3
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 204 addressing the
suggested modifications to the first strategy in Plan Chapter 1.

14-4

14-4
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 205 addressing SANDAG’s
Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy.

14-5

14-6

14-5
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 205 indicating that the
narrative in proposed Plan Chapter 2 on achieving GHG reductions beyond 2035
was revised to address this comment. Please note that the Draft EIR includes
several mitigation measures that are intended to reduce VMT as well as GHG
emissions. See Mitigation Measures GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4E, and GHG-4H. Please
also note that the proposed Plan would decrease per capita VMT, from 25.2 miles
per person per day in 2012 to 23.2 miles per day in 2050, a decrease of about 13
percent.
14-6
Operation of Rapid Route 30 is advanced to the year 2025 in several alternatives
analyzed in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0: Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D.
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14-7
Operation of Rapid service to Sorrento Mesa along the I-805 corridor (Routes
688/689/690) is advanced to the year 2025 in several alternatives analyzed in detail
in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0: Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D.

14-7

14-8

14-9

14-8
Trolley Route 560 is advanced to the year 2025 in several alternatives analyzed in
detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0: Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D.
14-9
Trolley Route 562 is advanced to the year 2025 in several alternatives analyzed in
detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0: Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D.
14-10
Trolley Route 563 connecting Pacific Beach to Kearny Mesa is advanced to the year
2025 in several alternatives analyzed in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0: Alternatives
2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D.

14-11
Advancing the SR 56 widening from I-5 to I-15 from 2050 to an earlier phase is not
14-10 evaluated in any of the alternatives considered in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0
because advancing the addition of lanes to an existing freeway from the later years
to the earlier years of the proposed Plan would not avoid or substantially lessen any
significant impacts of the proposed Plan. The alternatives considered in detail were
14-11 focused in large part on reducing significant impacts related to GHG emissions, air
quality, and total VMT through components such as advancing transit projects,
delaying or eliminating highway investments, and more compact land use patterns.

14-12 14-12
14-13

Trolley Route 561 connecting UTC to Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon
is advanced to the year 2025 in several alternatives analyzed in detail in Draft EIR
Chapter 6.0: Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D.

14-13
14-14 Rapid service connecting the Airport ITC to Airport passenger terminals are
advanced to the year 2025 in several alternatives analyzed in detail in Draft EIR
Chapter 6.0: Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D.
14-14
Managed lanes along SR 163 from I-8 to I-15 is advanced to the year 2025 in
Alternative 4 of Draft EIR Chapter 6.0.
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14-15
These freeway connectors from I-8 to I-5 are not evaluated in any of the
alternatives considered in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 because freeway
connectors would not avoid or substantially lessen any significant impacts of the
14-15
proposed Plan. The alternatives considered in detail were focused in large part on
reducing significant impacts related to GHG emissions, air quality, and total VMT
through components such as advancing transit projects, delaying or eliminating
highway investments, and more compact land use patterns.

14-16

14-16
The station relocation and connections described in this comment are advanced to
the year 2025 in several alternatives analyzed in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0:
14-17 Alternatives 2, 3, 4, 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D. In addition, SANDAG will soon begin an
advanced planning study to examine the connections described in this comment.

14-18 14-17

Thank you for this comment. Trolley Route 563 extends from Pacific Beach to El
Cajon Transit Center. The description in Plan Appendix A has been corrected.

14-19 14-18

The SR 905 widening from I-805 to Mexico is not evaluated in any of the
alternatives considered in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 because it would not avoid
or substantially lessen any significant impacts of the proposed Plan. The alternatives
considered in detail were focused in large part on reducing significant impacts
related to GHG emissions, air quality, and total VMT through components such as
advancing transit projects, delaying or eliminating highway investments, and more
14-20 compact land use patterns.
14-19
SANDAG agrees that safe routes to transit investments are important and as a
result the proposed Plan includes funding for safe routes to transit investments as
part of all new transit stations identified in the Plan.The transportation model used
to evaluate the proposed Plan and alternatives does not account for the localized
effects of Safe Routes to Transit investments and therefore they are not included as
part of the alternatives considered in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0.
14-20
The Draft EIR has been revised to include the suggested text (see p. 4.10-17).
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14-21 14-21

These are concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 15
Climate Action Campaign

15-1
These are introductory statements and no further response is required.

15-1

15-2
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis accurately
reflects the requirements of state law and policy. This comment summarizes the
contents of the Draft EIR and no response is required. The SANDAG Board of
Director will consider this comment before it makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan.

15-2
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15-2
(cont.)

15-3
As this comment points out, the proposed Plan would result in significant and
15-3 unavoidable impacts under Impact GHG-4 in 2020, 2035, and 2050, as described in
Section 4.8, and in 2025 and 2030, as described in Section 4.17. Section 4.8 provides
a detailed listing of mitigation measures to reduce this impact, and a detailed
explanation of why the impact would remain significant and unavoidable with
mitigation measures. Please also see Master Response 3 explaining that the EIR
GHG analysis accurately reflects the requirements of state law and policy and
Master Response 5 addressing the Draft EIR GHG mitigation measures.
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15-3
(cont.)

15-4

15-5

15-6
15-7
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15-4
This comment does not raise significant environmental issues related to EIR
content. This comment will be forwarded to the Board of Directors for their
consideration. Please note that San Diego Forward will achieve greater GHG
emissions reductions than the RTP/SCS adopted in 2011, so in that context the
region is not “falling behind.”
15-5
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the EIR GHG analysis accurately
reflects the requirements of state law and policy. SB 32 is now a two-year bill, and
limited to codifying the Executive Order B-30-15 2030 target. As the Master
Response explains, if SB 32 is eventually signed into law, the EIR’s GHG impact
analysis would still be adequate, and the proposed Plan would continue to comply
with state legal requirements for GHG emissions reduction.
15-6
About 50 percent of expenditures in the proposed Plan are for public transit. This
figure does not include Managed Lanes investments, which account for about 15
percent of expenditures and are integral to the regional transit network as they
support travel lanes for Rapid bus service. Traditional highway investments account
for only about 6 percent of expenditures in the proposed Plan. Also see Master
Response 2 addressing the proposed Plan’s expenditures and funding priorities.
September 29, 2015
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Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the EIR GHG analysis accurately
reflects the requirements of state law and policy. As explained in the Master
response, that there is no current legal or planning requirement that the SANDAG
region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the
statewide percentage in order for the State to achieve the Executive Order EO B-3015 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction goals. The comment is correct that the Regional
Plan is more than a transportation plan; it integrates a Sustainable Communities
Strategy and SANDAG’s Regional Comprehensive Plan.
15-8
See response to comment 15-7 and Master Response 6 for discussion of mitigation
measures that other agencies can and should implement. This comment asserts
that, “SANDAG admits they are responsible for mitigation measures outside their
control and jurisdiction…” but the Draft EIR states the opposite (emphasis added):
“In many instances, mitigation measures included in this EIR that would avoid
or substantially lessen significant impacts of the proposed Plan fall under the
responsibility and jurisdiction of other implementation agencies, such as cities,
the County, Caltrans, public transit agencies, or other special districts. Since
other project agencies would be responsible for certain mitigation measures
identified in this EIR, SANDAG in its CEQA findings may find that those
measures, if feasible, can and should be adopted by those other agencies…” (p.
4.0-4)
Moreover, Chapter 4.0 further discusses the fact that, while SANDAG is responsible
for mitigation within its jurisdiction and authority, other local jurisdictions are
responsible for implementation of mitigation measures within their authority and
jurisdiction (emphasis added):
“The EIR includes three broad types of mitigation measures: 1) plan- and policylevel mitigation measures assigned to SANDAG; 2) mitigation measures for
transportation network improvements and programs, assigned to SANDAG and
other transportation project sponsors; and 3) mitigation measures for
development projects implementing regional growth and land use changes,
which local jurisdictions implement.” (p. 4.0-3)
“Many of the mitigation measures include lists of mitigation actions that can be
implemented in connection with individual future transportation and
development projects proposed in the Plan, or which will be undertaken under
the land use authority of local governments. (p. 4.0-3)
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15-9

15-10

15-9
The Draft EIR considers State Executive Order GHG reduction targets in Impact
GHG-4, Section 4.8. See Master Response 3 for detailed explanation of how the
Draft EIR GHG analysis properly incorporates the requirements of State law and
policy. There is no requirement that the Plan “comply” with state GHG reduction
requirements other than the SB 375 targets. Because this comment does not raise a
significant environmental issue related to EIR content, no further response is
required. This comment will however be forwarded to the Board of Directors for
their consideration. Regarding footnote 3, the Draft EIR considers the Executive
Order GHG targets in Impact GHG-4. Public meetings on the Draft EIR directly
2
addressed the Impact GHG-4 analysis, as did extensive public comments on both
the proposed Plan and Draft EIR.
15-10
Please see Master Response 1 explaining that SANDAG properly evaluated a
reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that would lessen the Plan’s
significant impacts, including its significant GHG emissions impacts, in accordance
with CEQA requirements. As explained in Master Response 1, no feasible alternative
exists that could meet regional reference points based on the state 2030 and 2050
GHG reduction goals.
The Draft EIR identifies 8 feasible mitigation measures that would reduce VMT,
increase use of alternative fuels, and other measures that would reduce the Plan’s
inconsistency with the state’s ability to achieve the Executive Order GHG reduction
goals. The Draft EIR provides a detailed four-page discussion (pp. 4.8-36 to 4.8-39)
documenting the major changes that would need to occur throughout the
economy, society, and across all levels of Federal, state, and local government in
order to meet the Executive Order goals for reducing statewide GHG emissions 40
percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050, and
it provides documentation demonstrating that many if not most of the major
changes needed to meet the Executive Order targets are outside the ability of
SANDAG or local agencies to implement. Some of the major changes outside
SANDAG’s authority that would be needed to meet the Executive Order GHG
reduction goals include but are not limited to: major increases in renewable
electricity, major improvements in vehicle fuel efficiency and/or technology

2

For example, see SANDAG Board of Directors Meeting. June 12, 2015. See report for Item 2
(p. 4). Available at: http://www.sandag.org/uploads/meetingid/meetingid_4070_19270.pdf
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15-10 (cont.)
(e.g., electric vehicles) and major increases in use and deployment of these
technologies by citizens and the private sector, new nuclear power plants,
installation of currently unproven carbon capture and sequestration technology at
power plants, a 75 percent increase in driving costs, and major improvements in
building energy efficiency.

15-11

15-12

15-13
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15-11
Please see the response to comment 15-10 and Master Responses 1, 2, and 3. The
Regional Plan will have many benefits, as described in Regional Plan Chapter 4.
Before approval of the Regional Plan, the SANDAG Board of Directors must weigh
these and other benefits against the Plan’s significant unavoidable impacts when
deciding whether to adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations. Also, as
described in Master Response 1, SANDAG properly evaluated a reasonable range of
potentially feasible alternatives that would lessen the Plan’s significant impacts,
including its significant GHG emissions impacts. The Board of Directors will consider
the comparative merits of these alternatives before it makes a decision on adopting
a final Regional Plan. Also, please see responses to comment letters 9 (Circulate SD)
and 17 (Environmental Health Coalition).
15-12
This comment incorrectly states that the Draft EIR mitigation measures do not apply
to the year 2050. In fact, the eight GHG mitigation measures (and all mitigation
measures) identified in the Draft EIR would apply for the duration of the Plan. The
Draft EIR mitigation measures will be compiled into a separate mitigation
monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) that the SANDAG Board of Directors will
consider for approval in conjunction with approval of the proposed Plan.
15-13
Please see Master Response 5 explaining that the Draft EIR’s GHG mitigation
measures meet CEQA requirements; SANDAG would enforce mitigation measures
for which it is responsible, and other agencies would enforce the mitigation
measures for which they are responsible. Also refer to Master Response 5 and
Section 4.8 of the Final EIR for information quantifying the effectiveness of the GHG
mitigation measures for which SANDAG is responsible. Information has been added
to Section 4.8 of the Final EIR to quantify the effectiveness of GHG mitigation
measures when feasible.
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15-13
(cont.)

15-14
15-15
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15-14
This comment states in part that electrification of the transportation system and
“green(ing) the grid” (presumably this means increasing the amount of electricity
generated from renewable sources) are two of the only ways to reduce GHG
emissions. As explained in the response to comment 15-10 and in detail in the Draft
EIR, these are two examples of the major changes needed if the State is going to
meet the Executive Order GHG reduction goals that are outside of SANDAG’s ability
to implement. This comment further states that significant VMT reductions are
needed to reduce GHG emissions. As explained in detail in the Draft EIR and in the
response to comment 15-10, the EIR specifically developed alternatives that would
reduce the Plan’s significant GHG emissions and air quality impacts by reducing
VMT. Even the most aggressive of these alternatives – Alternative 5D – would not
avoid the Plan’s significant VMT and GHG emissions impacts, although VMT would
increase at a slower rate and on-road GHG emissions would be six percent lower
than under the Plan. Appendix G-4 in the Draft EIR includes analysis indicating that
even with aggressive GHG reduction policies and regulations (100% renewable
energy and 100% electric vehicles) the region would not meet an equal share of
reductions to meet both the 2030 and 2050 Executive Orders (although there is no
requirement that the San Diego region would be responsible for levels of GHG
reduction expressed in the Executive Orders).
15-15
Please see Master Response 1 explaining that no feasible alternative exists that
could meet regional reference points based on the state 2030 and 2050 GHG
reduction goals. Master Response 1 also explains that SANDAG properly evaluated a
reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that would lessen the Plan’s
significant impacts, including its significant GHG emissions impacts, in accordance
with CEQA requirements.
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15-15
cont.
15-16

15-16 These are concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 16
County of San Diego

16-1

16-2
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16-1
These are introductory statements and no further response is required.

16-2
These are general statements and no further response is required.
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16-2
(cont.)
16-3
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 208 for response to the
16-3 comment regarding ground access improvements surrounding the McClellanPalomar and Gillespie Field airports.
16-4
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 209 explaining that the
16-4 proposed Plan has been revised to include recognition of the County of San Diego
Community Trails Master Plan trail system.

16-5
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16-5
The Draft EIR analysis of impacts from forecasted regional growth and land use
change is appropriately based on the currently adopted land use plans of local
jurisdictions , as reflected in the Regional Growth Forecast, including the County of
San Diego’s General Plan. Following Regional Plan adoption, SANDAG will remain in
contact with County staff to stay abreast of changes in the County’s land use
planning.
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16-6

16-7

16-6
Figure 4.4-3 has been updated to show all the federally and/or state listed plant
species for which we have data. There is not location data in the USFWS, CNDDB, or
SanBios databases for one species, Gambel’s water cress. This has been footnoted
on the figure.
A footnote has been add to note that acreages provided in Table 4.4-10 (2020) are
the sum of all regional growth and land use change and transportation network
improvements that would impact critical habitat up to 2020. A footnote has also
been added to Table 4.4-11 (2035) and 4.4-12 (2050) to note impact is cumulative
for each table. Table 4.4-11 (2035) includes impact up to 2035 (i.e., 2020 plus 2035).
Table 4.4-12 (2050) includes impact up to 2050 (i.e., 2035 plus 2050).
The “NCCP Coverage” column has been updated to “Regional HCP/NCCP” in
Appendix E-2 and E-3. The tables are intended to highlight those species covered by
regional conservation plan. Species covered by individual HCPs are not included in
the tables. Approved HCP/NCCP subarea plans have been double checked and
updated to ensure species covered by approved plans are included and properly
noted in the appendix tables.
16-7
These are concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 17
Environmental Health Coalition

17-1

17-2

17-3
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17-1
These are introductory statements or statements that summarize more detailed
comment below. No further response is required.

17-2
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to response to Plan comment 251 explaining that SANDAG
complies with Title VI which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color, or
national origin and evaluates for disparate impacts that may result from the Plan on
low-income populations based on federal guidance. The response to Plan comment
251 explains that the Social Equity Analysis included in proposed Plan Appendix H
analyzes disadvantaged populations (including minority and low-income) under the
proposed Plan against the rest of the population as required by federal agencies
that provide funding to SANDAG. Table H-15 shows the impacts of particulate
emissions on the communities identified by the commenter.
17-3
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 252 for responses to the
comments on the Plan’s definition of “disadvantaged communities”, explanation of
the benefits of SANDAG’s ABM transportation model compared to CalEnviroScreen,
and explanation that the proposed Plan’s social equity analysis methodology does
not “skew” the analysis.
September 29, 2015
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17-3
(cont.)

17-4

17-5

17-6
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17-4
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 253 for explanation of the
80/20 rule used in the proposed Plan social equity analysis.
17-5
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 254 explaining why travel
time is a better measure of access to jobs, education, and services than distance,
that the proposed Plan would improve transit access to jobs/education, and that
the proposed Plan results in significantly improved access to high frequency transit
stops for all disadvantaged populations.
17-6
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 255 explaining that the
suggestions for additional measures will be considered by SANDAG during the
development of performance measures for the next Regional Plan (SANDAG is
required to adopt an updated Plan every four years).
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17-8

17-9
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17-7
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 256 describing the travel
affordability measure approved by the SANDAG Board.
17-8
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 257 addressing this
comment for additional social equity metrics.
17-9
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. As explained in the response to Plan comment 258, SANDAG developed a
methodology to analyze particulate matter exposure for the proposed Plan based
on recommendations from the ARB Land Use Handbook, school siting
requirements, and OEHHA studies. The Draft EIR, Section 4.3.2.2 and Appendix C,
explain ARB’s 500 feet exposure methodology. In addition, the particulate impact
analyses included in the Draft EIR (Impact AQ-2) estimates populations exposed to
new or worse particulate standard violations. The toxic air contaminant (TAC)
impact analysis in the Draft (EIR) (Impact AQ-4) estimates population exposure to
certain cancer risk levels.
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17-9
(cont.)
17-10
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 259 explaining how the
Unconstrained Network was developed as part of a public process that included 14
community-based organizations in disadvantaged communities. Also see proposed
Plan Appendix H, Table H-2, which shows that the Unconstrained Plan was part of
17-10 the Plan’s outreach, Public Participation Plan, and Public Involvement Plan.
17-11
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 260 explaining that there
are legal restrictions prohibiting local hire provisions and that SANDAG is in the
process of implementing a new labor compliance system that will monitor local
17-11 hiring practices of contractors working on SANDAG projects.
17-12
This comment incorrectly states that Impact GHG-4 is found less than significant in
17-12 the Draft EIR. GHG-4 is a significant and unavoidable impact in 2035 and 2050. See
Draft EIR Section 4.8. Impact GHG-2 is less than significant in 2020, 2035, and 2050.

17-13
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17-13
SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG
emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans and programs to do
its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. SANDAG’s Climate Action
Strategy documents many of the region’s ambitious programs to reduce GHG
emissions The Draft EIR meets CEQA requirements to analyze compliance with State
laws. It analyzes the proposed Plan for conflicts with the statewide 2020 GHG target
established by AB 32 (Impact GHG-2) and the regional GHG targets for passenger
vehicles established pursuant to SB 375 (Impact GHG-3).
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17-13 (cont.)
The Draft EIR evaluates whether the proposed Plan would be inconsistent with the
state’s ability to achieve Executive Order B-30-15 and S-3-05 goals of reducing
California’s GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent
17-14 below 1990 levels by 2050. Also, please see Master Response 3 for further
explanations of how the Draft EIR’s GHG analysis meets CEQA requirements.
17-14
Draft EIR Section 4.8 (see pp. 4.8-36 to 4.8-39) provides a discussion of the features
of the proposed Plan that reduce GHG emissions as well as additional feasible GHG
reduction measures not included in the proposed Plan that SANDAG would and
17-15 other agencies can and should implement. It also explains why additional mitigation
measures are not feasible, for example, because they are not within the authority
of SANDAG or local agencies to implement. Also see Master Response 5 for
discussion of why the Draft EIR’s GHG mitigation measures meet CEQA
requirements.
17-15

17-16 Draft EIR Section 4.8 evaluates whether the proposed Plan would conflict with the

State’s ability to achieve the AB 32 target of reducing statewide GHG emissions to
the 1990 levels by 2020. The Draft EIR acknowledges that in addition to establishing
a statewide emissions limit to be achieved by 2020, AB 32 also includes a provision
stating the intent of the Legislature that the statewide GHG emissions limit
continue in existence and be used to maintain and continue reductions in GHG
emissions beyond 2020 (HSC Section 38551[b]). Statewide goals for GHG emissions
reductions beyond 2020 have since been expressed in Governor’s Executive Orders,
including goals of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 (EO-B-30-15) and goals of
80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050 (EO-S-3-05), which are evaluated in Impact
17-17
GHG-4. Also see Master Response 3 discussing how the Draft EIR GHG analysis
meets CEQA requirements.

17-16
This comment makes inaccurate conclusions about the significance of Impact
GHG-2. The Impact GHG-2 analysis clearly demonstrates that the proposed Plan
17-18 would not conflict with the statewide AB 32 GHG target because 2020
regional GHG emissions would be less than the region’s 1990 level (pp.
4.8-25 to 4.8-27). However, the Draft EIR does in fact find that total regional GHG
emissions in 2035 and 2050 would be inconsistent with the statewide GHG
reduction goals expressed in Executive Orders B-30-15 and S-3-05, and identifies
this as a significant and unavoidable impact. See response to comment
17-14 for discussion of the mitigation measures identified to reduce the
significant impact identified for GHG-4. Also see Master Response 3 for a
discussion of how the Draft EIR’s GHG analysis meets CEQA requirements.
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17-17
Please see Master Response 3 explaining how the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly
incorporates the requirements of state law and policy. Also note there is no
provision in the executive orders or elsewhere that SANDAG is required to “comply”
with Executive Order S-3-05. Moreover, the State does not have a plan in place to
17-18 meet the Executive Order goals, and it is currently unknown if or how the goal will
(cont.) be met. It is also currently unknown if or how the statewide goal will be translated
into locally or regionally applicable standards or requirements. Draft EIR Section 4.8
provides detailed discussion demonstrating that it is not possible for an agency with
relatively narrow authorities and jurisdiction like SANDAG to reduce regional GHG
emissions from all sources at the scale required to meet the statewide Executive
Order goals. Achieving a 40 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80
percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2050 will require major changes in
technology, markets, and state and federal policies affecting nearly every aspect of
social and economic activity in California. The mitigation measures identified in the
Draft EIR would reduce inconsistency of the propose Plan’s GHG emissions with the
17-19 state’s ability to achieve the EO B -30-15 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction goals.
However, full implementation of changes required to achieve the Executive Orders’
goals is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement. Also, SB
32 is now a two-year bill and limited to codifying the EO B-30-15 2030 GHG
reduction target. If passed by the Legislature and signed by the Governor in 2016,
there is nothing in SB 32 that would directly or indirectly require the San Diego
region or proposed Plan to achieve the EO GHG 2030 emission reduction target or
be on a trajectory to achieve it. Regarding the lawsuit mentioned in the comment,
the Court of Appeal decision has been depublished, and the matter is currently
being heard by the Supreme Court.
17-18
Please see Master Response 4 explaining the differences in SB 375 compliance
methodology between the proposed Plan and Draft EIR and the 2011 plan and EIR.
Master Response 4 also addresses the comment about the 2005 baseline for SB 375
compliance. The 26% increase in highway cost between plans is largely due to the
17-20 movement of highway projects to later phase years and a related adjustment for
“Year of Expenditure”. When phasing and "Year Of Expenditure" dollars are
removed, the increase in highway project costs between the two plans is 4% which
is similar to the inflation between the base financial years of the prior plan and the
proposed Plan (2010 to 2014). Regarding adding freeway lanes, as discussed in
Master Response 2, the Regional Plan dedicates half of its projected expenditures
to transit, a larger investment than any previous RTP. In addition, the bulk of the
highway expenditures in the Regional Plan are for Managed Lane projects that
directly support timeliness and efficiency for transit and carpooling, with only 6% of
the Plan’s expenditures allocated to adding highway general lanes.
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17-19
The comment implies the Regional Plan is inconsistent with a “number of” local
GHG reduction plans, but since it mentions only the City of San Diego specifically,
this response focuses on the City of San Diego. This comment makes misstatements
about the relationship between the proposed Plan and the City of San Diego’s draft
climate action plan, and asserts that the proposed Plan would conflict with the
17-20 City’s draft plan, and a result, the Draft EIR should have identified a significant
impact for Impact GHG-2 in Section 4.8. However, as explained in Master Response
(cont.) 3, the Draft EIR properly reached a conclusion of less than significant impact for
GHG-2 as explained below.
The Draft EIR analysis methodology for Impact GHG-2 explains that the analysis
focuses on conflicts with adopted local climate action plans consistent with CEQA
Guidelines Section 15064.4, which directs lead agencies to consider compliance
17-21 with adopted statewide, regional, or local plans for the reduction of GHG emissions
when assessing the significance of GHG impacts. Therefore, the Draft EIR
appropriately does not evaluate the proposed plan for conflicts with the City’s draft
climate action plan because it is not an adopted plan, but rather a draft plan subject
to change.
Second, a comparison with the City’s draft climate action plan, though not required
by CEQA, demonstrates that the proposed Plan would not conflict with the draft
climate action plan. The City’s draft plan establishes the following City-specific GHG
reductions goals for 2020 (25% below 2010 levels), 2030 (41% below 2010 levels),
and 2035 (50% below 2010 levels). It then shows how these targets will be achieved
through a combination of federal, state, regional, and local actions. Under regional
17-22 actions, the City’s draft plan shows that SANDAG compliance with SB 375 regional
GHG targets from passenger vehicles will help the City meet its GHG reduction
targets. According to the City’s draft plan (Table 3.1), SANDAG’s SB 375 reductions
will account for about 9 percent of the reductions needed to meet the City’s 2020
target, about 8 percent of reductions needed to meet the 2030 target, and about 8
percent of reductions needed to meet the 2035 target. All other reductions would
come from federal, state, or local actions. In fact, most of the reductions in the
City’s draft plan would result from federal and state actions: 90 percent of
reductions in 2020, 74 percent of reductions in 2030, and 65 percent of reductions
in 2035.

17-23 This comment also asserts that the proposed Plan would conflict with the City’s
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draft plan targets of 50% commute mode share for transit, biking, and walking by
2035. However, Chapter 3 of the City’s draft plan shows that the City intends to
achieve these goals through City-implemented actions, including implementation of
its mobility element and City of Villages Strategy, pedestrian improvements,
implementation of its Bicycle Master Plan, implementation of a Traffic Signal
Master Plan, implementation of a Roundabout Master Plan, and through TransitOriented Development (Actions 3.1 through 3.6).
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17-19 (cont.)
The proposed Plan would not conflict with any of these City-implemented actions,
and moreover, contains many features that would complement these actions,
including but not limited to major transit and active transportation investments
within the City of San Diego and TDM programs such as carpooling, mobility hubs,
17-23 and teleworking.

(cont.) Lastly, the comment also asserts that the proposed Plan conflicts with a City of San

Diego resolution (Resolution 309230, adopted October 8, 2014) regarding GHG
targets. The resolution directs that “the CAP reduce citywide GHG emissions by 15%
below the baseline amount by 2020 and by 49% below the baseline by 2035.” The
17-24 resolution does not adopt the GHG reduction goals as official City policy
independent of the CAP, but rather instructs that the CAP currently being prepared
to achieve these goals. The City Council would officially adopt the GHG reduction
goals (assuming they have not changed) when the final CAP is adopted. Therefore,
there is no conflict between the proposed Plan and adopted City GHG reduction
goals.
17-20
This comment incorrectly compares the Draft EIR results for percentage reductions
in per capita VMT from all vehicles (measured from a 2012 baseline) and in per
capita CO2 emissions from passenger vehicles (measured from a 2005 baseline as
required by ARB pursuant to SB 375). These metrics use different vehicle classes
and baseline years. See Master Response 4 describing the proposed Plan
17-25 components that contribute to passenger vehicle GHG reductions and explaining
the differences between the per capita VMT and CO2 emission metrics reported in
the Draft EIR.
17-21
This comment incorrectly asserts that the SB 375 methodology for calculating per
capita GHG reductions accounts for GHG reductions from state regulations and
programs for cleaner vehicle technology and fuels (i.e., Advanced Clean Cars
program and the Low Carbon Fuel Standard). In fact, the benefits of these
regulations and programs are explicitly excluded from SANDAG’s SB 375 compliance
17-26 methodology as explained in more detail in Master Response 4. Master Response 4
also describes the contributions of various proposed Plan components to passenger
vehicle GHG reductions and explains the differences between the SB 375
methodology used in the proposed Plan and Draft EIR, and the plan and EIR
adopted in 2011. This comment also appears to criticize the inclusion of GHG
reductions from local land use planning in the SB 375 methodology. However, the
RTP and SCS are required to be based on the latest planning assumptions.
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17-22
The Draft CTP has not been adopted, and once it is adopted, would represent a
2040 vision for California transportation rather than a set of specific requirements
for SANDAG’s Regional Plan. As discussed on Draft EIR p. 4.8-38, the Draft CTP
presents hypothetical scenarios on how deep reductions in GHG emissions from the
transportation sector could be achieved with an aggressive set of strategies
requiring major VMT reduction, as well as improvements in vehicle and fuel
17-26 technologies. Using the Draft CTP framework, Chapter 2 of the proposed Plan
(cont.) discusses scenarios for the SANDAG region showing how an 80% reduction in mass
GHG emissions from passenger vehicles might be met by highly aggressive
implementation of ZEV penetration and VMT reduction measures. Full
implementation of these measures is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current
ability to implement.
The Draft EIR action alternatives do not include transit only lanes because as
discussed in response to comment 17-56 the alternatives already include the
elimination of managed lanes and conversion of existing highway general purpose
lanes to managed lanes to accommodate Rapid bus routes. Similar to managed
lanes, transit only lanes benefit Rapid bus routes by allowing them to bypass traffic
congestion in general purpose travel lanes. CEQA does not require that an EIR
consider multiple variations of the alternatives considered in detail.
17-23
This comment provides introductory statements about the Draft EIR energy
analysis, which the comment also ties to the Draft EIR GHG analysis. The specific
17-27 comments are responded to below.
17-24
The Draft EIR properly concluded that Impact GHG-1 would be less than significant
in 2020, 2035, and 2050 because total regional GHG emissions would be lower in
these future years relative to the 2012 baseline. See responses to the comments
below explaining that the Draft EIR energy and GHG analyses make appropriate and
reasonable assumptions.
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17-25
This comment makes misstatements about assumptions used in the Draft EIR
energy and GHG analysis. SANDAG contracted with experts at the Energy Policy
Initiatives Center (EPIC) at the University Of San Diego School Of Law to prepare
17-28 Appendix G-1, which includes detailed assumptions used to project GHG emissions.
The Draft EIR assumptions about state laws and programs are reasonable and meet
CEQA requirements. This is explained in detail in Master Response 4. For example,
State law requires certain utilities to achieve 33 percent renewable electricity by
2020; the Draft EIR assumes the 33 percent requirement will remain constant from
2020 to 2050.
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17-25 (cont.)
The ARB anticipates that a certain amount of GHG reductions will come from the
State Cap-and-Trade Program by 2020; the Draft EIR determines the region’s
17-28 proportionate share of these statewide reductions and holds that amount constant
from 2020 to 2050. There are no provisions in these programs indicating that they
(cont.) would sunset after their target dates.

17-29 17-26

The Draft EIR properly accounted for continued growth in net metered and shared
solar electricity generation by following projections provided by the California
Energy Commission (CEC) and San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E). The net metered
17-30 solar projection to 2020 and 2035 was linear based on the net metering cap for
SDG&E in 2017 of 607 MW, followed by multiplying the photovoltaic projection
provided by the CEC by the ratio of actual reported in December 2014 to CEC
forecast for the years thereafter. It should be noted that the CEC forecast extends
17-31 to the year 2025, which is beyond 2017, the anticipated end of net metering in its
current format, and therefore accounts for changes in solar PV installations
influenced by the changes to net metering.
While the SB 43 program, Green Tariff Shared Renewables (GTSR) program, ends in
2019, the California Public Utilities Commission has stated that existing subscribers
17-32 as of January, 2019 may continue to participate after that date. The Draft EIR
assumes a constant level of solar electricity that aligns with the 59MW cap for
SDG&E. The Draft EIR assumes full implementation of the program due to the
requirements for the utility to actively market the program as well as the incentive
available to the utility to subtract GTSR retail sales from their RPS requirement
17-33 calculation.
Lastly, this comment and others like it suggest that regulatory certainty or
guarantees are required in order to develop projections of GHG emissions.
However, there is some uncertainty inherent in future projections, in particular for
future projections of GHG emissions all the way to the middle of this century
17-34 (2050). (UC Davis 2015) Drafting an EIR necessarily involves some degree of
forecasting, there is no requirement that EIR forecasts be “certain” or
“guaranteed.” CEQA Guidelines Section 15144.
17-27
The Draft EIR Chapter 2.0 discusses in detail SANDAG’s Series 13 regional growth
forecast, the source of the statistic that over 80 percent of future housing growth
by 2050 is forecast to be multifamily (see pp. 2-4 to 2-5, 2-7 to 2-12).
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17-27 (cont.)
The Draft EIR also references Regional Plan Appendix J, which describes the detailed
methodology, based on reasonable assumptions, used to develop housing
projections in the regional growth forecast. As explained in the Draft EIR, one of the
major inputs into the regional growth forecast are the adopted land use plans of the
local cities and County government. The growth forecast also demonstrates that
adopted local land use plans have sufficient capacity to accommodate the region’s
forecasted population, housing unit, and job growth through 2050. The Draft EIR
also explains the changes in local land use plans that have been happening for the
last 15 years, and how they relate to the current trend of more urbanized
development and more multifamily housing.
17-28

17-36 As explained in more detail in Master Response 4, the Renewable Portfolio

Standard (RPS) does not expire in 2020; it sets a target of 33 percent renewable
electricity to be achieved by that year. The Draft EIR properly (and conservatively)
assumes that the 33 percent target will remain in effect and not increase from 2020
to 2050. A constant 33 percent target would lead to greater amounts of renewable
electricity since the total amount of electricity generated would increase between
2020 and 2050 due to population, housing, and employment growth (see Appendix
G-1 Table 4 showing growth in total electricity use in the region from 2012 to 2050).
The assumption of the renewable electricity target remaining constant for 30 years
from 2020 to 2050 is conservative and likely overestimates future emissions
because it does not account for the fact that California has set aggressive emissions
reductions goals for 2030 and 2050, and will likely pass additional laws and
implement additional programs in an attempt to achieve those goals. For example,
currently pending legislation (SB 350, Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act) in
the state Legislature would increase the RPS requirement to at least 50 percent
17-37 renewables by 2030. Even greater amounts of renewable electricity would be
required to achieve the state’s aggressive GHG reduction goal for 2050. But because
the State has not adopted any laws or programs beyond 2020, the Draft EIR analysis
conservatively assumes no additional renewable electricity requirements beyond
2020.
This comment also asserts that the Draft EIR’s assumptions about the RPS and solar
photovoltaic installations are responsible for decreases in total and per capita
energy use reported in Draft EIR Section 4.6. However, the contents of Section 4.6
(see Tables 4.6-3 to 4.6-5) show that the analysis of total and per capita energy use
are based on not just on electricity consumption as suggested by this comment;
rather, these tables clearly present energy use from electricity, natural gas,
gasoline, diesel, and construction.
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17-28 (cont.)
These tables also show that total electricity, natural gas, construction fuel use, and
diesel use would increase under the proposed Plan, while total gasoline
consumption would decrease. The results demonstrate that major reductions in
gasoline consumption between 2012 and 2050 are driving the reductions in total
and per capita energy use.

17-37
(cont.)

17-38

17-29
The Draft EIR (p. 4.9-19) provides a qualitative discussion of Title 24 standards,
which states in part that,
“The 2016 Title 24 Standards will go into effect on January 1, 2017, and would
likely contribute to further reductions in reliance on fossil fuel energy sources
by requiring greater energy efficiency relative to the adopted 2013 standards.
The State’s adopted energy goals require all new residential construction in
California to be ZNE by 2020. The ZNE goal means new buildings must use a
combination of improved efficiency and distributed renewable energy
generation to meet 100 percent of their annual energy needs (CEC 2012). While
there is no guarantee that this goal would be achieved by 2020, any progress
toward this goal would further reduce the region’s reliance on fossil fuels, and
increase its reliance on renewable energy sources.
However, the quantitative analysis of energy use and GHG emissions is based on
the adopted 2013 standards and energy projections from the California Public
Utilities Commission (see Draft EIR Appendix G-1, p. 10 and p. 33). See Master
Response 4 for more discussion of the Draft EIR assumptions and methodology for
projecting future GHG emissions and energy use.

17-39 17-30

Please see the preceding responses to comments and Master Response 4
addressing comments on the energy and GHG analyses of the Draft EIR. The Draft
EIR properly analyzed and supported the significance conclusions for energy and
GHG impacts in Sections 4.6 and 4.8.
17-31
The Draft EIR properly reached a conclusion of less than significant impact under
Impact EN-2 because implementation of the proposed Plan would not result in
increased reliance on fossil fuels and decreased reliance on renewable energy
sources. Detailed future energy use calculations and supporting qualitative analysis
is provided to support the less than significant conclusion for 2020, 2035, and 2050
(see pp. 4.6-18 to 4.6-23 and Appendix G-1). The flaws in the energy impact analysis
methodology asserted by this commenter are addressed in the preceding responses
to comments.
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17-32
This comment agrees with the Draft EIR conclusion of significant impact under
Impact EN-3. No further response is required.

17-39 17-33
(cont.) Draft EIR Section 4.8 identifies 8 feasible mitigation measures to reduce GHG

emissions from both forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned
transportation
network improvements. See Master Response 5 explaining that the
17-40
Draft EIR mitigation measures meet CEQA requirements.
17-34

17-41 See the other responses to comments in this letter for responses to the specific
comments on the Draft EIR GHG and energy impact analyses. See Master Response
5 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG mitigation measures meet CEQA requirements.

17-35
In Draft EIR mitigation measure GHG-4A, SANDAG proposes to revise the criteria of
two existing grant programs (TransNet Smart Growth Incentive Program and Active
17-42 Transportation Grant Program) in order to give greater weight to a project’s ability
to reduce GHG emissions. These are existing competitive grant programs in which
local cities and the County can choose to apply to SANDAG for funding. This
mitigation measure, while providing incentives to reduce GHG emissions, does not
impose mandatory requirements on funding recipients as suggested in this
comment. Rather, it requires SANDAG to change the grant criteria to give greater
17-43 weight to a project’s ability to reduce GHG emissions. Therefore, this mitigation
measure is consistent with the Draft EIR text cited in this comment explaining that
SANDAG does not have the legal authority to impose mitigation measures on other
transportation project sponsors and local jurisdictions. See also Master Response 2
for more detail on SANDAG’s limited authority and discretion over transportation
funding, and Master Response 6 for more detail on Draft EIR mitigation measures
that “can and should” be implemented by other transportation project sponsors
17-44 and local jurisdictions.
17-36
See Master Response 5 for explanation of how the Draft EIR GHG mitigation
measures meet CEQA requirements, and Master Response 6 for more detail on
Draft EIR mitigation measures that “can and should” be implemented by other
transportation project sponsors and local jurisdictions. SANDAG has no authority to
require CAPS, Complete Streets Policies, and other local measures to be
enforceable and specific. Also see the response to comment 17-19 explaining why it
is not appropriate to apply the City-specific GHG reduction targets in the City of San
Diego draft climate action plan to the proposed Plan.
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17-37
See Master Response 5 explaining why unbundling of car parking costs is not
identified as a feasible GHG mitigation measures in the Draft EIR. SANDAG modeling
indicates that increased parking costs in existing pay-to-park areas has minimal
impact on regional VMT; also, a 100% increased parking costs was included and
evaluated in Alternative 5D. Local agencies may wish to implement this measure
voluntarily, and SANDAG’s Parking Toolbox provides guidance for local
implementation of unbundled parking costs and other parking measures.
17-38
The Draft EIR mitigation measures (see GHG-4F and 4G, EN-3B, and WS-1A) require
measures to reduce energy and water use in transportation improvements and
development projects as suggested in this comment, such as energy efficient
lighting systems, design measures to reduce energy consumption and increase use
of renewable energy, design measures to reduce water consumption, construct
buildings that meet LEED or equivalent standards, reduce conventional fossil fuel
energy use at power plants, and increase water conservation. Please also refer to
the response to Plan comment 261 for discussion of the ways in which SANDAG
promotes energy and water efficiency, clean energy supplies efficient buildings,
benchmarking, and energy audits through the Regional Energy Strategy and
17-44 SANDAG Energy Roadmap Program.
(cont.) 17-39
This comment incorrectly states that the Draft EIR identifies significant impacts for
PM10 and PM2.5 emissions for all years under Impact AQ-2; the Draft EIR identifies
significant impacts for PM10 only in 2020, 2025, and 2030, and PM10 and PM2.5 in
2035 and 2050. This comment also requests analysis of how both average and
worst case future projections of regional temperature change in 2020, 2035, and
2050 will affect ozone formation on these years. The Draft EIR provides this analysis
in two ways: (1) Section 4.3 Impact AQ-2 and Impact AQ-3 provide quantitative
future projections of ozone precursor emissions (ROG and NOx) from sources
included in the proposed Plan and cumulative sources in the region.
In all instances, Plan-related and cumulative future ozone precursor emissions are
much lower in the future (2020, 2035, and 2050) relative to 2012. (2) The analysis
methodology for Impact AQ-2 and Impact AQ-3 specifically identifies the climate
change effects that are likely to exacerbate the proposed Plan’s air emissions, and
notes that in general these climate change effects would increase between 2020
and 2050. The Draft EIR then refers to the reader to Appendix F, which provides
more detailed discussion of the relationship between climate change effects and air
quality impacts, including specifically how higher temperatures associated with
climate change would increase the frequency, duration, and intensity of conditions
conducive to ozone formation (see Appendix F, p. F-8).
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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17-40
This comment expresses agreement with the Impact AQ-3 significance conclusions
and no further response is required.
17-41
This comment expresses agreement with the Impact AQ-4 significance conclusions
17-44 and does not raise any issues with the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Please note that
CEQA does not require a social equity analysis. Please refer to the matrix of Plan
(cont.)
comments and responses for discussion of the Plan’s social equity analysis.
17-42
As explained in Draft EIR Chapter 4.0, the EIR includes three broad types of
mitigation measures: 1) plan- and policy-level mitigation measures assigned to
17-45 SANDAG; 2) mitigation measures for transportation network improvements and
programs, assigned to SANDAG and other transportation project sponsors; and 3)
mitigation measures for development projects implementing regional growth and
land use changes, which local jurisdictions implement. The Draft EIR further
explains that SANDAG is responsible for implementing those mitigation measures
within its responsibility, jurisdiction, and statutory authority. Mitigation can also
17-46 include measures that are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another
public agency (CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 [a][2]). In many instances, mitigation
measures included in this EIR that would avoid or substantially lessen significant
impacts of the proposed Plan, such as Mitigation Measure AQ-4A, fall under the
responsibility and jurisdiction of other implementation agencies, such as cities, the
County, Caltrans, public transit agencies, or other special districts.

17-47 Since other project agencies would be responsible for certain mitigation measures

identified in this EIR, SANDAG in its CEQA findings may find that those measures, if
feasible, can and should be adopted by those other agencies (CEQA Guidelines
Section 15091(a)(2)). Details regarding responsibilities for mitigation measure
implementation will be provided in a separate mitigation monitoring and reporting
17-48 program (MMRP) that the SANDAG Board of Directors will consider for approval in
conjunction with approval of the proposed Plan. Please see Master Response 6 for
more detailed explanation of how the Draft EIR’s identification of mitigation
measures within the responsibility of other public agencies meets CEQA
requirements.

17-49
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17-43
For each mitigation measure identified in the Draft EIR, including mitigation
measures AQ-2A referenced in this comment, SANDAG clearly identifies the agency
or agencies responsible for implementation. As stated in Draft EIR Chapter 4.0 and
response to comment 17-42, additional details regarding responsibilities for
mitigation measure implementation will be provided in a separate mitigation
monitoring and reporting program (MMRP) that the SANDAG Board of Directors will
consider for approval in conjunction with approval of the proposed Plan.
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17-43 (cont.)
See Master Response 6 for more explanation of why it is appropriate for SANDAG to
identify mitigation measures within the jurisdiction and responsibility of other
public agencies. Transportation projects that SANDAG directly approves or carries
out consist primarily of transit capital projects and regional active transportation
17-49 projects. Managed lane and highway investments are primarily carried out by
Caltrans, while transit operations are the responsibility of agencies like MTS and
(cont.)
NCTD. Local jurisdictions also directly approve and carry out transportation
projects, such as regional arterials, local streets and roads, and active
transportation projects.

17-50 17-44

Please see Master Response 2 for responses to the requests that SANDAG: should
advance certain transit and active transportation projects to earlier years of the
proposed Plan, should move funds from highway and managed lane projects to
transit and active transportation projects, prioritizes freeways over transit and
active transportation in the proposed Plan, and makes improper assumptions about
funding. Master Response 2 also responds to the comment’s assumption that
17-51 transportation funding is more “fungible” than the proposed Plan suggests. Also
refer to response to Plan comment 262 addressing these funding comments.

17-52 17-45

This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 263 explaining the process
used to develop the proposed Plan through consultation and involvement with
community-based organizations (CBOs) located in disadvantaged communities. The
17-53 analysis developed with the CBOs concluded that the proposed Plan does not result
in any disparate impacts to disadvantaged communities.

17-46
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 264 addressing the Plan’s
compliance with SB 375 GHG reduction targets and its consideration of public
health. Response to Plan comment 264 also explains that several highway projects
17-54 were delayed in the proposed Plan compared to the prior plan, thus their costs are
higher in the proposed Plan due to inflation. Also, please see Master Response 4
regarding the methodology used to calculate the Regional Plan’s per capita GHG
emissions reductions from passenger vehicles, for the contributions of proposed
Plan components to passenger vehicle GHG reductions, and for explanation of why
SB 375 GHG reductions are higher for the proposed Plan relative to the prior plan
adopted in 2011.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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17-56

17-57
17-58

Appendix K-1 Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
17-47
Please see Master Response 3 explaining how the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly
incorporates the requirements of state law and policy. See Master Response 1
explaining how the Draft EIR alternatives analysis examine seven potentially
feasible action alternatives in detail with the express purpose of trying to maximize
reductions in vehicle miles traveled and GHG emissions. Also note there are no
provisions in the executive orders or elsewhere that SANDAG is required to
“comply” with Executive Orders B-30-15 and S-3-05. Moreover, Draft EIR Section
4.8 provides detailed discussion demonstrating that it is not possible for an agency
with relatively narrow authorities and jurisdiction like SANDAG to reduce regional
GHG emissions from all sources at the scale required to meet the statewide
Executive Order goals. The Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 detailed analysis of alternatives to
the proposed Plan further demonstrates that SANDAG does not have the authority
or jurisdiction to unilaterally reduce regional GHG emissions from all sources at the
scale required to meet the Executive Order goals. Achieving a 40 percent reduction
below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2050 will
require major changes in technology, markets, and state and federal policies. The
Draft EIR provides detailed discussion of these major changes and how they are
outside of SANDAG’s authority and jurisdiction. The mitigation measures identified
in the Draft EIR would reduce inconsistency of the propose Plan’s GHG emissions
with the state’s ability to achieve the EO B -30-15 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction
goals. However, full implementation of changes required to achieve the Executive
Orders’ goals is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement.

17-48
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
17-59 Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 265.
17-49
This comment accurately identifies that Draft EIR Alternative 5D includes various
components by 2025 as suggested by stakeholders during EIR scoping and
development of the proposed Plan, including 10 minute all-day bus service in urban
areas, all active transportation projects, further increases in transit service
frequency, and conversion of general purpose lanes to managed lanes to
accommodate Rapid bus routes.
17-50
All seven action alternatives considered in detail in the EIR advance urban core bus
route 10-minute all-day frequency improvements to 2025 (see Table 6.0-2, footnote
1). Alternatives 5C and 5D include the increased frequencies on 44 transit routes
mentioned in this comment.
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Draft EIR alternatives 5C and 5D reduce transit fares by 50 percent.
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17-52
The Draft EIR (p. 6-33 to 6-34) explains why this request for prioritization of transit
projects in overburdened communities was rejected from detailed consideration in
the Draft EIR. In order to evaluate the availability of increased transit and active
transportation investments to avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts
of the proposed Plan, the alternatives considered in detail include major
investments in transit capital and active transportation improvements and major
transit operations improvements in a variety of communities, including
communities identified by the CalEnviroScreen model but not restricted to only
those communities. The social equity analysis provided in proposed Plan Appendix
H shows that the proposed Plan does not result in disparate impacts to
disadvantaged populations, including minority and low-income populations. Also
refer to the response to Plan comment 252 addressing CalEnviroScreen.
17-53
As shown in Draft EIR Appendix D, each of these transit projects is advanced to
2025 in one or more of the seven action alternatives considered in detail in the
th
Draft EIR. The Regional Plan already proposes the 54 Street BRT (also known as
Rapid Route 550) for implementation by 2025. The Trolley orange and blue lines
are already double tracked in the existing condition, and the Draft EIR action
alternatives include construction of additional track for express services on the
orange and blue lines.
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17-54
SANDAG agrees that safe routes to transit are important to achieving the proposed
Plan’s vision and goals, and as such has included in the proposed Plan funding for
safe routes to transit improvements for all of the Plan’s new transit stations.
SANDAG will continue to explore additional funding for safe routes to transit
retrofits at existing transit stations. As explained in proposed Plan Appendix E, the
proposed Plan’s mobility hub implementation strategy will explore opportunities to
implement safe routes to transit projects at existing transit stations as part of
mobility hub implementation. As explained in the Draft EIR (p. 6-31), the
unconstrained active transportation network includes Safe Routes to Transit
investments for existing transit stations that are not served by Rapid routes under
the proposed Plan, and bicycle and pedestrian improvements for highway
interchanges that are not improved under the proposed Plan. These are not
included in the alternatives considered in detail because the benefits of these types
of site-specific improvements to improve pedestrian and bicycling conditions (e.g.,
shorter pedestrian crossings, pavement markings, traffic calming) are difficult to
quantify in the regional transportation model. However, the alternatives considered
in detail include completion of all active transportation projects by 2025. See
response to comment 17-52 explaining why the Draft EIR action alternatives
considered in detail do not prioritize investments in overburdened communities.
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17-55
SANDAG agrees that active transportation investments are important to achieving
the proposed Plan’s vision and goals, and as such has included in the proposed Plan
funding for active transportation improvements as part of all of the Plan’s highway
and freeway interchange projects. Retrofit active transportation improvement
projects surrounding existing highway on- or off-ramps will be considered for
implementation as part of future operations and maintenance projects using State
Highway Operations and Preservation Program (SHOPP) dollars. The proposed Plan
also includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network. SANDAG will
continue to explore additional funding for active transportation improvements at
existing freeway and highway interchanges. Similar to Safe Routes to Transit
investments, active transportation retrofits at freeway interchanges and safe routes
to schools investments are not included in the alternatives considered in detail
because the benefits of these types of site-specific improvements to improve
pedestrian and bicycling conditions (e.g., shorter pedestrian crossings, pavement
markings, traffic calming) are difficult to quantify in the regional transportation
model. However, the alternatives considered in detail include completion of all
active transportation projects by 2025, and CEQA does not require that an EIR
consider multiple variations of the alternatives considered in detail. Therefore, the
EIR does not include an additional alternative in which active transportation
projects are advanced to 2021 instead of 2025. See response to comment 17-52
explaining why Draft EIR action alternatives considered in detail do not prioritize
investments in overburdened communities.
17-56
Draft EIR action alternatives 5A through 5D eliminate the Plan’s investments in
managed lanes and highway general purpose lanes and convert existing highway
general purpose lanes to managed lanes to accommodate Rapid bus routes and
high occupancy vehicles as suggested by this comment.
17-57
The Draft EIR action alternatives do not include transit only lanes because as
discussed in response to comment 17-56 the alternatives already include the
elimination of managed lanes and conversion of existing highway general purpose
lanes to managed lanes to accommodate Rapid bus routes. Similar to managed
lanes, transit only lanes benefit Rapid bus routes by allowing them to bypass traffic
congestion in general purpose travel lanes. CEQA does not require that an EIR
consider multiple variations of the alternatives considered in detail.
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17-58
Draft EIR action alternatives 5A through 5D eliminate the Plan’s investments in
managed lanes on SR 94 from SR 15 to I-5 and convert existing highway general
purpose lanes to managed lanes as suggested by this comment. See response to
comment 17-57 explaining why the alternatives do not also include transit only
lanes. The Draft EIR action alternatives do not include a transit station within the
center of SR 94 and localized improvements to bicycle and pedestrian safety
because these are minor variations of SR 94 improvements already included in
Alternatives 5A-5D. The Draft EIR alternatives already include the Rapid route 235
and advancement of all regional active transportation projects to 2025, and CEQA
does not require that an EIR consider multiple variations of the alternatives
considered in detail.
17-59
Please refer to the response to Plan comment 266 explaining that the proposed
Plan provides mobility options for all the region’s residents within the reality of
financial constraints. Also, please see Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 and Master Response 1
explaining how the range of alternatives analyzed in the Draft EIR is based in large
part on public and stakeholder requests to avoid or substantially lessen the GHG
emissions and air quality impacts of the proposed Plan by reducing total VMT. The
Plan’s funding sources including their limitations are discussed in more detail in
Master Response 2, proposed Plan Chapter 3, and proposed Plan Appendix O.
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Letter 18
Lauren Tanny

18-1
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18-1
Please see Master Response 3 explaining how the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly
incorporates the requirements of state law and policy. Also note there is no
provision in the executive orders or elsewhere that SANDAG is required to “comply”
with Executive Order S-3-05 or B-30-15 statewide GHG reduction goals. Moreover,
the State does not have a plan in place to meet the Executive Order goals, and it is
currently unknown if or how the statewide goals will be met. It is also currently
unknown if or how the statewide goals will be translated into locally or regionally
applicable standards or requirements. Draft EIR Section 4.8 provides detailed
discussion demonstrating that it is not possible for an agency with relatively narrow
authorities and jurisdiction like SANDAG to reduce regional GHG emissions from all
sources at the scale required to meet the statewide Executive Order goals.
Achieving a 40 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent
reduction below 1990 levels by 2050 will require major changes in technology,
markets, and state and federal policies affecting nearly every aspect of social and
economic activity in California. The mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR
would reduce inconsistency of the propose Plan’s GHG emissions with the state’s
ability to achieve the EO B -30-15 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction goals. However, full
implementation of changes required to achieve the Executive Orders’ goals is
beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement.
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Letter 19
Mike Bullock

19-1
These are introductory statements and no further response is required.

19-1
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19-1
(cont.)
19-2
The Draft EIR evaluates the significant environmental impacts of the proposed Plan
for 16 different resource topics; GHG emissions are analyzed in Draft EIR Section
4.8. Section 4.8 explains how the four significance criteria selected to analyze the
proposed Plan’s GHG emissions are consistent with the CEQA Guidelines. The
significance criteria also reflect science-based targets to achieve climate
stabilization from the State of California, including AB 32’s statewide target for
2020, SB 375 regional targets for passenger vehicles, and Executive Order B-30-15
and S-3-05 statewide goals for 2030 and 2050. Also see Master Response 3
explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly incorporates State law and
policy. Appendix F discusses the impacts of climate change (i.e., climate
destabilization) in the San Diego region, as well as adaptation measures SANDAG
and other agencies are implementing. SANDAG agrees that zero emission vehicles
are an important part of a strategy to reduce passenger vehicle GHG emissions. In
2014, SANDAG adopted a Regional Plug-in Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan that
provides strategic and technical guidance to help the San Diego region support the
growing use of electric vehicles in the Sa Diego region. Also, Draft EIR Mitigation
Measure GHG-4C requires that SANDAG provide approximately $30 million in
funding for the installation of publicly-available charging infrastructure for electric
vehicles. Please also note that as shown in Draft EIR Section 4.15, the proposed Plan
would decrease per capita VMT from 25.2 miles per person per day in 2012 to 23.2
miles per person per day in 2050, an approximately 8 percent decrease.

19-2
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19-2
(cont.)

19-3
See Master Response 2 addressing comments about reallocation of TransNet and
other funding sources from highway to transit projects. The Regional Plan dedicates
half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any previous
RTP. In addition, the bulk of the highway expenditures in the Regional Plan are for
Managed Lane projects that directly support timeliness and efficiency for transit
and carpooling. Only 6% of the Plan’s expenditures are for expansion of highway
general purpose lanes.

19-3
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19-3
(cont.)
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Letter 20
Myles Pomeroy

20-1
The commenter is correct that the solid black line in Figure 4.8-1 in the Draft EIR
displays GHG emissions from all sources in the region, which includes sources for
which SANDAG has no jurisdiction or authority. Moreover, the analysis in Draft EIR
Section 4.8 Impact GHG-1, GHG-2, and GHG-4 reflect GHG emissions from all
sources in the region. Draft EIR Appendix G-1 describes these sources in detail. In
response to this comment, Figure 4.8-1 has been revised to label the solid black line
as “Total Regional GHG Emissions”.

20-1

20-2
The commenter is correct that the Figure 2-22 in the draft Plan is based on per
capita targets for passenger vehicles, whereas Figure 4.8-1 is based on total
emissions from all sources. Theproposed Plan would meet the SB 375 regional GHG
targets for passenger vehicles for 2020 and 2035 assigned to SANDAG by the State
Air Resources Board (ARB). The commenter also correctly points out that the ARB’s
targets are based on per capita emissions from passenger vehicles. There are no SB
375 targets for total emissions from passenger vehicles.

20-2
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Letter 21
Robert Little

21-1
21-1
Draft EIR Section 4.8 provides detailed discussion of several studies describing the
potential magnitude of changes across virtually all aspects of economic and social
activity in California in order to meet the steep statewide GHG reduction goals
expressed in Executive Orders B-30-15 and S-3-05. See also Master Response 1 for a
discussion of why an alternative that would meet the EO-based regional reference
point GHG reductions is currently infeasible.
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Letter 22
Russ Cunningham, City of Oceanside
22-1
There is an important distinction between the RHNA allocation and the Regional
Growth Forecast. The RHNA allocation is based upon what local plans and zoning
could allow to be built while the Regional Growth Forecast is a forecast of what is
likely
to be built. The RHNA allocation is conducted at the regional level after a
22-1
RHNA determination is set by the State Department of Housing and Community
Development for the region. The SANDAG Board of Directors set the RHNA
allocations in October 2011. While the Regional Growth Forecast was one of the
factors used to determine local allocations, the Board of Directors established
several additional factors including local plan capacity for housing. As a result, a
RHNA allocation may exceed Regional Growth Forecast projections.

22-2

22-2
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 194.
22-3
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 197 for response to the
22-3 comment regarding commuting patterns and North County job growth.
22-4
Draft EIR Section 4.13 evaluates whether the proposed Plan would displace
substantial numbers of people or housing units, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere. As explained in the Draft EIR Section 4.13 analysis
methodology for Impact POP-2, the analysis considers whether forecasted regional
22-4 growth and land use change and planned transportation network improvements
would physically displace substantial numbers of housing units, thus requiring the
construction of replacement housing elsewhere. In response to the comment that
the analysis implies that redevelopment will displace residents with less means than
those who would subsequently occupy the new housing, the Draft EIR analysis
focuses on the physical displacement of housing units, and whether such physical
displacement would require that replacement housing be constructed. It does not
make assumptions about the social or economic status of the occupants of housing
units that could be physically displaced as a result of the proposed Plan. Mitigation
measure POP-2A is identified to reduce this impact, but the Draft EIR concludes that
there are no feasible measures that would reduce the impact to less than
significant.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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Letter 23
Samantha Ollinger, BikeSD

23-1

23-2

23-3

23-4
23-5
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23-1
Forecasted increases in population, housing units, and jobs from 2012 to 2050 are
fundamentally embedded in a variety of the Draft EIR’s projections of future
conditions, including total and per capita VMT. It is not possible to estimate future
vehicle miles traveled without also considering factors like the size of the future
population, the number and location of future housing units and jobs, among
others.
SANDAG prepares a forecast of future population, housing, and employment every
four years based on the latest available data. Key data inputs into the forecasting
process include vital events (i.e., births and deaths), migration patterns, housing
construction, and national employment data. Forecasts since the 1970s have
historically been within 5 percent of actual population and housing growth in the
region. At the neighborhood level, the forecast has less accuracy due to the nature
of local land use planning. The goal of each SANDAG forecast is to provide policy
makers reasonable information based on currently available trends for the
placement, timing, and demand for infrastructure (e.g., transportation, water,
schools, parks) across the San Diego region. The SANDAG forecast is peer reviewed
by local government officials, academics, and real estate experts.
23-2
Please see Master Response 5 explaining that the Draft EIR properly identified GHG
mitigation measures that meet CEQA requirements.
23-3
SANDAG’s understanding is that this comment is referring to the new development
exaction fee described in the TransNet Extension Ordinance (Section 9. Regional
Transportation Congestion Improvement Program). Section 9A of the Ordinance
specifies that each local agency in the San Diego region shall contribute $2,000
(adjusted annually for inflation) in exactions from the private sector for each newly
constructed residential housing unit in that jurisdiction to the Regional
Transportation Congestion Improvement Program (RTCIP). These exactions ensure
future development contributes its proportional share of the funding needed to pay
for the Regional Arterial System and related regional transportation facility
improvements as defined in SANDAG’s most recent adopted Regional
Transportation Plan. Each local agency establishes an impact fee or other revenue
Funding Program by which it collects and funds its contribution to the RTCIP. Each
local agency is responsible for establishing a procedure for providing its monetary
contribution to the RTCIP. The RTCIP revenue will be used to construct
improvements on the Regional Arterial System such as new or widened arterials,
traffic signal coordination and other traffic improvements, freeway interchange and
related freeway improvements, railroad grade separations, and improvements
required for regional express bus and rail transit.
September 29, 2015
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23-3 (cont.)
While overseen by SANDAG, the RTCIP is implemented by each local agency. As
specified in Section 16 of the Ordinance, Section 9, which includes the new
development exaction fee, cannot be amended without voter approval.
23-4
Transportation mode share performance measures for 2012, 2020, 2035, and 2050
are included in the Draft EIR Section 4.15 analysis of Impact T-2 and T-3. Draft EIR
Section 4.15 Impact T-1 evaluates whether the proposed Plan would increase
average daily vehicle miles traveled per capita or total vehicle miles traveled. Both
average daily VMT per capita and total VMT are quantified for 2012, 2020, 2035,
and 2050.
23-5
CEQA requires that the Draft EIR identify the significant impacts of the proposed
Plan, and propose feasible mitigation measures to avoid or substantially lessen
significant impacts. CEQA also requires evaluation of alternatives that avoid or
substantially lessen significant impacts of the proposed Plan. As a result, CEQA does
not require that SANDAG mitigate existing environmental conditions (in this case
noise levels). Further, Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 Tables 6.0-3 and 6.0-4 analyze each of
the 8 alternatives considered in detail for their ability to avoid or substantially
lessen the significant impacts of the proposed Plan.
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Letter 24
San Diego County Bicycle Coalition

24-1
This comment includes introductory statements and no further response is
required.
24-2
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
24-1 Draft EIR. The action alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR in Chapter 6 do include
accelerating all transit and active transportation to the first 10 years of the Plan.
Please see the response to Plan comment 400 explaining that the proposed Plan
includes full build-out of the regional bike network by 2050, including $200 worth of
projects to be implemented within the next 10 years through the Regional Bike Plan
Early Action Program.

24-2

24-3
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 401 identifying the proposed
Plan’s specific performance monitoring indicators.

24-4
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 402 explaining that local
24-3 projects including resurfacing projects funded with TransNet funds are required to
provide routine accommodation for people who walk or bike per SANDAG Board
Policy 21 and that SANDAG coordinates regional bikeway projects with local
resurfacing projects where possible.

24-4

24-5
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Alternatives 5C and 5D in the Draft EIR include reducing transit fares by
24-5 50%; see Draft EIR Chapter 6. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 403 for
response to this comment about reducing transit fares and safer walking and biking
facilities.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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24-5
(cont.)

24-6

24-7

24-8
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24-6
The proposed Plan Draft EIR analysis of alternatives in Chapter 6.0 includes multiple
alternatives that convert existing lanes to managed lanes along this section of SR 94
as suggested by this comment (see Alternatives 5A-5D). Please also see the
response to Plan comment 404 addressing the addition of managed lanes along SR
94 from I-805 to Downtown San Diego.
24-7
The City of San Diego’s draft Climate Action Plan says that the City will achieve its
own bicycle mode share targets for 2020 and 2035 by implementing the City of San
Diego’s Bicycle Master Plan (see Strategy 3 in Chapter 3). The City’s draft Climate
Action Plan accounts for GHG reductions from SANDAG actions separate from local
reductions attributed to City actions. The proposed Plan includes completion of
many active transportation projects by 2020 and 2035, many of which are located
in the City of San Diego and consistent with the City’s Bicycle Master Plan. Please
see the response to Plan comment 405 addressing this request to increase active
transportation funding.
24-8
This comment expresses support for EIR Alternative 5D. The SANDAG Board will
consider the Draft EIR Alternatives before making a decision on a final Regional
Plan.
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Letter 25
San Diego County Air Pollution Control District

25-1
Some elements in Alternative 5D are also in the proposed Plan. See DEIR Table 6.01. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the commenter’s support for as
many Alternative 5D components as possible before it makes a decision on
adopting a final Regional Plan.

25-1

25-2
This comment includes general statements and no further response is required.

25-2
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25-3
The comment indicates that the emission inventory data for electric utilities in
Table 4.3-5, the 2012 Air Emissions Inventory, may be incorrect because the
emissions of PM2.5 are higher than the emissions of PM10. The data in the table
were obtained directly from the California Air Resources Board’s (ARB) Almanac
Emission Projection Data for 2012 Estimated Annual Average Emissions for the San
1
Diego Air Basin. For the electric utilities sector, the data posted on the ARB’s
website report emissions of 0.51 tons per day for PM2.5, versus 0.37 tons per day
for PM10. A query was sent to the ARB to request clarification. The ARB responded
via email on July 28, 2015, indicating that the PM10 value reported on their
emission inventory website is incorrect, and should be 0.51 tons per day and
include the value for PM2.5. Draft EIR Table 4.3-5 has been updated to reflect the
correct value. This change does not affect any conclusion within the EIR.
25-4
The comment indicates that footnote numbers are included in the text discussing
OEHHA’s inhalation cancer potency and Reference Exposure Levels, and requests
that source documentation be added. In Paragraph 6 on Page 4.3-14, the text
presents the Reference Exposure Level in units of micrograms per cubic meter, for
which the abbreviation µg/m3 has been used. The abbreviation for micrograms per
cubic meter was not intended as a footnote, and was defined in Paragraph 5
preceding the discussion of the Reference Exposure Level. Likewise, the inhalation
-1
cancer potency factor of 1.1 has units of (milligrams per kilogram per day) , with
the superscript text indicating that the units are 1/(milligrams per kilogram per
day); it is not a footnote. The Reference Exposure Level and inhalation cancer
potency factor are both listed in the OEHHA March 2015 Final Air Toxics Hot Spots
Program Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments, in Appendix
L, OEHHA/ARB Approved Health Values for Use in Hot Spots Facility Risk
Assessments. This document has been cited in the Draft EIR, and is listed in the
references (Chapter 8.0). A citation to this reference has been included in
Paragraph 6, Page 4.3-14, of the Draft EIR to clarify the source of the toxicity values.
As also discussed in the Draft EIR, Page 4.3-16 and Page 4.3-66, and as discussed in
detail in Appendix C of the EIR, the health risk assessment was conducted in
accordance with the guidance that was formally adopted by OEHHA in March 2015.
The analysis therefore accounts for increased sensitivity of children to exposure to
toxic air contaminants, and uses the Age Sensitivity Factors recommended within
the March 6, 2015 guidance to calculate potential health risks. The analysis is not
based on the 2003 OEHHA risk assessment methodology.

25-2
(cont.)
25-3

25-4

25-5

25-6

25-7

25-8
25-9

http://www.arb.ca.gov/app/emsinv/2013/emssumcat_query.php?F_YR=2012&F_
DIV=4&F_SEASON=A&SP=2013&F_AREA=AB&F_AB=SD#0.
1
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25-5
The Draft EIR (see p. 4.3-14) recognizes the various sources of diesel PM emissions
identified in the comment, including but not limited to on-road diesel-fueled
vehicles, construction and mining equipment, agricultural equipment, transport
refrigeration units, shipyards, warehouses, and heavy equipment repair yards.

25-9
(cont.)

25-6
Thank you. The Final EIR reflects the new attainment date of July 20, 2015.

25-10

25-7
The comment states that the discussion on Pages 4.3-23 and 4.3-24 indicating that
all engines manufactured after 2011 must meet Tier 4 interim or Tier 4 emission
standards is not strictly correct because replacement engines may be manufactured
2
to lower emission tiers. The USEPA includes a provision in their engine regulations
to include a replacement engine exemption that allows nonroad engine
manufacturers to provide customers with newly manufactured engines that meet
previous-tier emission standards in order to replace engines already in use. The
USEPA intended this exemption to apply in cases where engines certified to current
standards do not have the physical or performance characteristics needed to power
equipment that was originally equipped with an older engine. The text in the
discussion has been amended to include this clarification.

25-11
25-12
25-13

25-8
This comment notes that the APCD is scheduled to release the updated RAQS in
2015, but that the release may not occur until 2016. The EIR (Section 4.3.2.3) has
been revised to note the potential 2016 release date.

25-14

25-9
Tables 4.3-7, 4.3-8, and 4.3-9 have been revised to reflect the correct SIP emissions
budget values. The updated values do not change any Draft EIR conclusions.

25-15

25-10
The Draft EIR correctly concludes that the four federally-approved transportation
control measures (TCMs) established in the 1982 SIP have been fully implemented,
and that the level of implementation established in the SIP has been surpassed. See
proposed Plan Appendix B for more information. Appendix B, page 26 further
provides: “Ridesharing, transit, bicycling, and traffic flow improvements continue
to be funded, although the level of implementation established in the SIP has been
surpassed. Information regarding transit projects can be seen in Table B.15 and
Appendix A.” Please also see the response to Plan comment 47 addressing TCM
implementation.

25-16

2

Nonroad Compression-Ignition Engines -- Exhaust Emission Standards. Available at
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/nonroad/nonroadci.htm.
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25-11
See response to comment 25-9.

25-16
(cont.)

25-12
See response to comment 25-9.
25-13
Draft EIR Section 4.3 (p. 4.3-34) has been revised to reflect the correct amount of
172,783 additional transit vehicle miles traveled between 2012 and 2050.

25-17

25-14
This comment expresses support for including in the proposed Plan, where feasible,
the components reducing VMT and particulate emissions that are evaluated in Draft
EIR Chapter 6.0. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the commenter’s
support for these components before it makes a decision on adopting a final
Regional Plan.

25-18

25-19

25-15
Draft EIR Impacts AQ-2 and AQ-3 properly evaluate proposed Plan air pollutant
emissions against existing adopted state and federal air quality standards (i.e.,
CAAQS and NAAQS). This comment about the region’s potential attainment status
under future unspecified “tightening” of the NAAQS is noted.

25-20

25-16
This comment generally asserts that “more funds for mitigation should be
provided” for the significant impacts identified for Impact AQ-4 and implies that the
only mitigation measure identified in the Draft EIR for this significant impact is
Mitigation Measure GHG-4A, in which SANDAG would allocate competitive grant
funding to projects that reduce GHG emissions by adopting new or revised grant
criteria to give greater weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce GHG emissions
(as described in the Draft EIR, this measure also would reduce significant air quality
impacts associated with TAC emissions and their related health impacts). The Draft
EIR includes mitigation measures for Impact AQ-4 in addition to Mitigation Measure
GHG-4. The comment does not provide any specific examples of additional
mitigation measures that were not included in the Draft EIR

25-21

25-22

The Draft EIR p identifies 13 feasible mitigation measures to substantially lessen the
significant air quality impact under Impact AQ-4 associated with TAC emissions and
their related health impacts: GHG-4A, GHG-4B, GHG-4C, GHG-4D, GHG-4E, GHG-4F,
GHG-4G, and GHG-4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ-4C, and EN-3B. The Draft EIR
explains how each of these measures lessens the significant air quality impacts
under Impact AQ-2 (pp. 4.3-57 to 4.3-59), Impact AQ-3 (pp. 4.3-65), and Impact AQ4 (pp. 4.3-83 to 4.3-88), but why the impacts remain significant and unavoidable
after mitigation.
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25-17
With mitigation measure AQ-4B, SANDAG proposes to exceed the existing USEPA
3
and ARB standards for off-road diesel engines by requiring the use of Tier 2
equipment by 2015 and Tier 3 equipment by 2020; and by allowing for the retrofit
of engines with an ARB Level 3 Verified Diesel Emissions Control Strategy (VDECS),
unless the equipment meets Tier 4 standards. As noted in the Draft EIR (p. 4.3-88),
meeting Tier 2 standards by 2015 would reduce diesel PM emissions up to 63
percent compared to Tier 1 equipment, Tier 3 standards would reduce diesel PM
emissions up to 63 percent, and Tier 4 standards would reduce diesel PM emissions
up to 95 percent. In response to the commenter’s suggestion to require use of Tier
3 equipment by 2015 and Tier 4 equipment by 2020, SANDAG has made the
following revision to Mitigation AQ-4B (new text shown in underline):

25-23

25-24

AQ-4B Reduce diesel emissions during construction from off-road equipment.
For impacts to air quality from construction exhaust as a result of transportation
network improvements and programs or development projects, during project-level
CEQA review and construction, SANDAG shall, and other transportation project
sponsors, the County of San Diego, cities, and other local jurisdictions can and
should, implement BMPs to reduce TAC (and PM) impacts from off-road equipment,
including, but not limited to, the following:
•

Ensure off-road equipment greater than 25 hp that will be operating for
more than 20 hours during construction meets the following requirements:
o

25-25

o

o

25-26

By 2015, provide engines that meet or exceed either USEPA or ARB Tier
2 off-road emission standards; by 2020, provide engines that meet or
exceed either USEPA or ARB Tier 3 off-road emission standards; or
Retrofit engines with an ARB Level 3 Verified Diesel Emissions Control
Strategy (VDECS), if available for the equipment being used, unless the
equipment meets Tier 4 emission standards.
If project-specific analysis demonstrates that the above measures would
not adequately reduce impacts (as determined by the project-level lead
agency), then by 2015, provide engines that meet or exceed either
USEPA or ARB Tier 3 off-road standards, and by 2020, provide engines
that meet or exceed either USEPA or ARB Tier 4 off-road standards.

25-18
SANDAG has revised Mitigation Measure AQ-4C to define late model engines in onroad equipment as 2010 or new model years (p. 4.3-88).
3

ARB and USEPA Off-Road Compression-Ignition (Diesel) Engine Standards (NMHC+NOx/
CO/PM in g/bhp-hr). http://www.arb.ca.gov/msprog/offroad/orcomp/orcomp.htm.
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25-19
To clarify, none of the alternatives evaluated in detail in the Draft EIR are able to
reduce total VMT below the 2012 level; not per capita VMT as stated in this
comment. Per capita VMT decreases throughout the life of the proposed Plan from
2012 to 2050. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the commenter’s
support for Alternative 5D components before it makes a decision on adopting a
final Regional Plan.

25-27

25-20
Draft EIR Chapter 5.0 explains that California High Speed Train (HST) is a cumulative
project and is not part of the proposed Plan. SANDAG has no authority over the
design, alignment, or funding of the HST. The analysis of cumulative energy impacts
in Section 5.2.6 cites information on energy consumption published by the
California High Speed Rail Authority (HSRA) in environmental documents for the
HST. The Draft EIR also notes that the HSRA does not currently have a schedule for
implementation of a San Diego segment of HST.

25-28

25-21
The analysis of rail emissions assumed that locomotive emissions are best
represented using the USEPA locomotive emission factors, which assume a gradual
phase-in of cleaner engines. Rather than making an assumption regarding the
schedule for replacement of engines within the SPRINTER locomotives, which is
unknown at this time, use of the USEPA fleet emission factors provides a means of
4
estimating locomotive emissions based on the fleet average in the United States.
25-22
As discussed in the response to Comment 25-4, and the Draft EIR, Page 4.3-16 and
Page 4.3-66, and as discussed in detail in Appendix C, the health risk assessment
was conducted in accordance with the guidance that was formally adopted by
OEHHA in March 2015. The analysis therefore accounts for increased sensitivity of
children to exposure to toxic air contaminants, and uses the Age Sensitivity Factors
recommended within the March 6, 2015 guidance to calculate potential health
risks. The analysis is not based on the 2003 OEHHA risk assessment methodology.
25-23
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please note that CEQA does not require a social equity analysis. Please
refer to the response to Plan comment 45 for response to this comment on the
proposed Plan’s social equity analysis of disadvantaged populations’ exposure to
particulate matter emissions.
4

USEPA Locomotive Exhaust Emission Standards. Available at:
http://www.epa.gov/otaq/standards/nonroad/locomotives.htm
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25-24
As explained in Master Response 4, SANDAG’s methodology for compliance with SB
375 targets for passenger vehicle GHG reductions exclude GHG reductions from
State regulations for cleaner vehicles and cleaner fuels (i.e., Advanced Clean Cars
Program and Low Carbon Fuel Standard). SB 375-related GHG reductions are based
on the land use pattern and transportation investments and programs of the
proposed Plan. See Master Response 4 for more details. Master Response 4
discusses how various strategies contribute to the SB 375 passenger vehicle GHG
emission reductions. Response to Plan comment 48 explains that proposed Plan
Appendix C has been revised to present estimated contributions of several
strategies toward passenger vehicle GHG reductions.

25-28
(cont.)

25-25
The proposed EPA actions referenced in this comment are not reflected in the Draft
EIR analysis of future total regional GHG emissions because they are not final or
adopted. With respect to state and federal laws and regulations, the Draft EIR GHG
analysis only accounts for GHG reductions from existing adopted federal and state
laws and programs. See Master Response 4 for more detail. SANDAG will consider
these actions, if adopted by EPA, in future Regional Plan EIRs.

25-29

25-30

25-26
See response to comment 25-25.

25-31

25-27
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the responses to Plan comments 49 and 50 addressing the
comments regarding transit priorities, transit costs, and arterials.

25-32

25-28
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the responses to Plan comments 51, 52, 53, and 54 for
responses to these active transportation comments.
25-29
See response to comment 25-20 explaining that HST is a cumulative project and is
not part of the proposed Plan. The environmental impacts of the HST are
considered in Draft EIR Chapter 5.0 analysis of cumulative impacts.

25-33

25-34

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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This comment is not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR. Please see the
response to Plan comment 48 addressing the comment about the relationship
between the proposed Plan and a statewide Sustainable Freight Initiative to be
adopted at a future time by the California Air Resources Board and the April 2015
Sustainable Initiative White Paper.
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25-31
The Draft EIR Section 4.15 analysis of transportation impacts includes two
significance criteria (Impact T-1 evaluating increases in per capita and total vehicle
miles traveled and T-2 evaluating whether the proposed Plan induces substantial
vehicle travel) that were specifically developed in light of the Preliminary Discussion
Draft of Updates to the CEQA Guidelines for Implementing SB 743 published by OPR
in August 2014, the most recent draft published by OPR as of this writing. OPR has
not publicly announced the release date of a revised draft or final guidelines. If and
when OPR recommends final CEQA Guidelines amendments to implement SB 743
and those amendments are adopted by the California Natural Resources Agency to
become part of the CEQA Guidelines, SANDAG will consider revisions to the regional
traffic impact study guidelines in light of the adopted amendments.

25-34
(cont.)

25-35

25-32
Draft EIR Mitigation Measures GHG-4C and GHG-4D respectively direct SANDAG to
fund ($30 million) the installation publicly available electric vehicle charging points
and adopt a regional readiness plan for the deployment of alternative fuel
infrastructure in the region, which includes providing local jurisdictions with
technical assistance on streamlined permitting, inspection, building codes and
installation of electric vehicle charging infrastructure. Draft EIR Mitigation Measure
GHG-4F directs SANDAG to incorporate infrastructure electrification and electric
vehicle supply equipment into construction and operation of transportation
network improvements for which it is responsible. Mitigation Measure GHG-4H
states that local jurisdictions can and should implement measures that increase
vehicle efficiency or reduce the carbon content of fuels, such as installation of
electric vehicle charging infrastructure. Please also see the response to Plan
comment 55 addressing proposed Plan and other SANDAG efforts to support
installation of electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
25-33
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 56 for response to this
request to document how much of each Plan funding source goes to certain modes
or project types. See proposed Plan Chapter 3 and Appendix O and Master
Response 2 for additional detail on the proposed Plan’s funding sources.
25-34
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 57 for response to the
comment about arterial project costs and local jurisdictions’ implementation of
complete streets.
25-35
These are concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 26
San Diego County Regional Airport Authority

26-1

26-2

26-3
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26-1
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 406 addressing the Plan
narrative describing the ITC.

26-2
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 407 explaining that the
suggested edits have been incorporated into proposed Plan Chapter 2.
26-3
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 408 explaining that the
green build opening date has been corrected in proposed Plan Chapter 2.
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26-4

26-5

26-4
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 409 explaining that the
suggested revisions have been made to the proposed Plan Appendix A tables.
26-5
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 410 indicating that this
project’s completion date is 2016 in the proposed Plan (2020 references the
proposed Plan phase, not completion date).
26-6
These suggested edits have been incorporated into the EIR.

26-6

26-7

26-7
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 409.
26-8
These suggested edits have been incorporated into the EIR.

26-8

26-9

26-10
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26-9
This suggested edit has been incorporated into the EIR.
26-10
These suggested edits have been incorporated into the EIR.
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26-11 26-11

The updated aviation forecast referenced in this comment was not available at the
time of Final EIR preparation. As a result, the aviation forecast used in the Draft EIR
is the most recently available information and therefore it is appropriately used in
the Draft EIR.
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Letter 27
San Diego Sierra Club

27-1
These are introductory statements and no further response is required.

27-1

27-2

27-3
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27-2
Draft EIR Mitigation Measure GHG-4A proposes to adopt new or revised grant
criteria to give greater weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce GHG
emissions. While there is a relationship between VMT and passenger vehicle GHG
emissions, the mitigation measure does not propose to award funds based directly
on VMT reduction as asserted in this comment. See Master Response 4 for more
detail on the relationship between passenger vehicle GHG emissions and VMT.
27-3
This comment provides background information about the primary author of the
comment letter and no further response is required.

September 29, 2015

27-3
(cont.)
27-4

27-5

27-6
27-7

27-8
27-9
27-10
27-11
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27-4
Draft EIR Section 4.8 Impact GHG-4 (p. 4.8-33 to 4.8-39) evaluates whether
implementation of the proposed Plan would be inconsistent with the State’s ability
to achieve the Executive Order B-30-15 and S-3-05 goals of reducing California’s
GHG emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990
levels by 2050. See Master Response 3 for more detail on how the Draft EIR GHG
analysis properly incorporates State law and policy. The response to Plan comment
448 also responds to this comment about the proposed Plan’s contribution to
climate stabilization.
27-5
State law requires that SANDAG demonstrate compliance with the 2020 and 2035
per capita GHG reduction targets for passenger vehicles established by the
California Air Resources Board pursuant to SB 375. Draft EIR Section 4.8 Impact
GHG-3 (p. 4.8-31 to 4.8-32) demonstrates that implementation of the proposed
Plan would not only meet, but exceed the targets. Please see Master Response 4
explaining that SANDAG’s methodology for SB 375 compliance does not take credit
for state regulations for clean cars and low carbon fuels. Master Response 4 also
explains that while passenger vehicle GHG emissions and VMT are related, it is not a
1-to-1 relationship.
27-6
Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 evaluates in detail several action alternatives that would delay
or eliminate the proposed Plan’s highway and managed lane investments while
advancing the completion of the proposed Plan’s transit and active transportation
investments and advancing completion of additional transit projects not included in
the proposed Plan. Please see Master Response 1 for more detail on the Draft EIR
alternatives, and Master Response 2 explaining that many funding sources are tied
to certain types of projects (e.g., transit infrastructure, highway operations and
maintenance) by Congress or the state Legislature and SANDAG does not have the
authority to interchange them. Please also refer to response to Plan comment 448.
27-7
These comments on the definition of smart growth and the criteria used to evaluate
bicycle transportation strategies are not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
This comment will be forwarded to the Board of Directors for their consideration.
27-8
All public comments on the proposed Plan and EIR and SANDAG’s responses to
those comments are publicly available online.
27-9
SANDAG modeling indicates that increased parking costs in existing pay-to-park
areas has minimal impact on regional VMT; also, a 100% increased parking costs
was included and evaluated in Alternative 5D. Local agencies may wish to
implement this measure voluntarily, and SANDAG’s Parking Toolbox provides
guidance for local implementation of unbundled parking costs and other parking
measures. Please see Master Response 5 for the status and feasibility of unbundling
the cost of parking and driving as a mitigation measure to reduce GHG emissions.
September 29, 2015
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27-10
This comment indicates that the aforementioned comments are documented in
Reference 1. No further response is required.

27-11
SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG
emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans and programs to do
its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. SANDAG’s Climate Action
27-12 Strategy documents many of the region’s ambitious programs to reduce GHG
emissions. Draft EIR Section 4.8.1 properly describes existing conditions related to
GHG emissions, including background information on various greenhouse gases,
their sources, and their potential to trap heat in the Earth’s atmosphere and
contribute to global warming. The Draft EIR notes that CO2 is the most common
GHG, and that CO2 emissions primarily result from combustion of fossil fuels. The
27-13 United States is identified as the second largest contributor to worldwide emissions.
It describes the main sources of GHG emissions in the state and in the San Diego
region. The effects of climate change (“climate destabilization”) are summarized,
with detailed description (22 pages) based on scientific studies of how climate
change is anticipated to impact California and the San Diego Region provided in
Draft EIR Appendix F. Section 4.8 also describes the regulatory setting for GHG
emissions, including descriptions of AB 32 and Executive Orders B-30-15 and S-3-05
27-14 goals for statewide GHG reductions. The statewide GHG reduction goals adopted by
the Legislature in AB 32 and expressed by the Governor’s Executive Orders are
based on limiting global warming to 2 degrees Celsius or less by 2050, which the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) – the world’s leading authority
on climate change science – has identified as necessary to avoid potentially
catastrophic climate change impacts.
The Draft EIR properly follows CEQA requirements to identify the “significant”
27-15 impacts of the proposed Plan including GHG emissions impacts out to 2050 (the
horizon year of the proposed Plan) and also considers impacts in interim years of
2020 and 2035. Specifically, three Draft EIR GHG emissions significance criteria are
based on State laws and policies that in turn are based on the level of GHG
reductions that the IPCC says are needed to avoid “potentially catastrophic” climate
change impacts: Impact GHG-2 considers whether the proposed Plan would conflict
with the AB 32 goal of reducing statewide emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, Impact
GHG-3 considers whether the proposed Plan would conflict with SB 375 reduction
targets for passenger vehicles which the State’s Climate Change Scoping Plan shows
27-16
are needed to help meet the AB 32 2020 goal, and GHG-4 evaluates whether the
proposed Plan would be inconsistent with the state’s ability to achieve Executive
Order B-30-15 and S-3-05 goals of reducing statewide emissions 40 percent below
27-17 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050. Draft EIR Section
5.2.8 considers whether the proposed Plan would contribute to cumulatively
considerable GHG emissions in combination with worldwide GHG emissions; it
concludes that the combination of global emissions and total regional emissions
under the proposed Plan would be inconsistent with the Executive Order reduction
goals for 2030 and 2050.
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27-11 (cont.)
As explained in Chapter 4.0, each resource topic analyzed in Sections 4.1 through
27-18 4.16 describes applicable climate change effects that may exacerbate the proposed
Plan’s impacts, and references the detailed description of statewide and regional
impacts of climate change in Draft EIR Appendix F. Also see Master Response 3
explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly incorporates the requirements
of state law and policy.
27-12
Under CEQA, the Draft EIR’s role is not to set targets, but rather to disclose
information. Draft EIR Section 4.8.3 explains that SANDAG properly selected four
significance criteria for evaluating the proposed Plan’s GHG emissions impacts
based on CEQA Guidelines Appendix G and Guidelines Section 15064.4. The criteria
build on the Appendix G questions and Guidelines Section 15064.4 to analyze the
Plan’s impacts in relation to the GHG targets established in AB 32, SB 375, Executive
Order B-30-15 and S-3-05, and adopted local climate action plans. As explained in
response to comment 27-11, three Draft EIR GHG emissions significance criteria are
based on State laws and policies that in turn are based the level of GHG reductions
that the IPCC says are needed to avoid “potentially catastrophic” climate change
impacts.
27-13
The comment correctly states that the state is primarily responsible for policies
related to road pricing and passenger vehicle efficiency and fuels. GHG emissions –
not VMT – are the metric identified by the Legislature in SB 375 and used by the
ARB to determine compliance with SB 375. The regional targets established for
SANDAG pursuant to SB 375 require GHG reductions from passenger vehicles; there
27-19 are no targets for VMT reductions. Also see Master Response 4 for more detail on
the requirements of SB 375 and discussion of the relationship between passenger
vehicle GHG emissions and VMT.
27-14
Draft EIR Chapter 2.0 provides a detailed description (70 pages) of the proposed
Plan. The Draft EIR analysis of total regional GHG emissions (Impacts GHG-1, GHG-2,
and GHG-4) is based on all sources of emissions in the region, including the
proposed Plan’s forecast of future population and employment in the region, future
land use, and future transportation network improvements. The Draft EIR also
clearly explains that the future projections of emissions are also based on the
27-20 regional effects of existing statewide emission reduction policies and strategies.
Because the Draft EIR does not assume any additional state laws or policies to
reduce GHG emissions beyond what is adopted and existing today, the Draft EIR
actually conservatively overestimates future emissions, in particular for the outer
years of the Plan. See Master Response 4 for more detail on how the assumptions
used in the Draft EIR GHG analysis meet CEQA requirements.
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27-15
27-20
CEQA Guidelines Section 15125 requires that an EIR describe existing physical
(cont.) environmental conditions as they exist at the time the notice of preparation is
published. It further states that existing physical environmental conditions will
27-21 normally constitute the baseline by which the lead agency determines whether an
impact is significant. SANDAG published the notice of preparation for the Draft EIR
in December 2012, and therefore the Draft EIR impact analysis in Sections 4.1 to
4.16 generally uses 2012 conditions as the baseline for the analysis of the proposed
Plan’s environmental impacts. Moreover, Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 evaluates in detail 8
alternatives to the proposed Plan, including the CEQA-required No Project
Alternative. Table 6.0-3 compares the impacts of the No Project Alternative to the
impacts of the proposed Plan for all 16 resource topics evaluated in the Draft EIR,
and in four timeframes: 2020, 2025/2030, 2035, and 2050.

27-22 27-16

SANDAG’s methodology for determining compliance with SB 375 GHG reduction
targets for passenger vehicles properly excludes the benefits of state laws and
programs for cleaner vehicles and fuels. See Master Response 4 for more details on
SANDAG’s SB 375 methodology. Also see response to comment 27-13 explaining
that SB 375 regulates GHG emissions – not VMT – from passenger vehicles.
27-17
Table 6.0-3 of Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 compares the impacts of the No Project
Alternative to the impacts of the proposed Plan for all 16 resource topics evaluated
in the Draft EIR, for four timeframes: 2020, 2025/2030, 2035, and 2050.

27-18
This comment presents VMT calculations that do not match the VMT calculations
presented in the Draft EIR (see Section 4.15, Chapter 6.0, and Appendix D-3).The
table presented by the commenter is presented below with the correct values from
the Final EIR and appendices.
Total Annual VMT, No Project Alternative and Proposed Plan
No Project Alternative
Proposed Plan
2012 to 2020
85,233,966
84,596,338
2012 to 2035
92,733,448
90,407,068
2012 to 2050
97,577,569
94,196,529
Please also note that in addition to VMT, the proposed Plan has many other
performance measures and benefits (see proposed Plan Chapter 4). Also note that
27-23 under CEQA, existing environmental conditions, not the no project alternative, are
used as the baseline for measuring impacts. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(1).
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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27-19
This comment improperly equates its own VMT reduction calculations (which do
not match the EIR’s VMT calculations; see response to comment 27-18) with future
GHG reductions under the proposed Plan. Please Draft EIR Section 4.8 for analysis
of both total regional GHG emissions under the proposed Plan (GHG-1, GHG-2, and
GHG-4) and SB 375 per capita GHG emissions from passenger vehicle use under the
proposed Plan (GHG-3). Also see Master Response 4 explaining the relationship
among SB 375 targets for passenger vehicles, total regional GHG emissions, and
VMT.
27-20
Through SB 375, the Air Resources Board has established per capita GHG reduction
targets for passenger vehicle use for 2020 and 2035 for the San Diego region; there
are no targets for VMT or driving. SANDAG must demonstrate compliance with
27-23 these GHG targets through preparation of an SCS as part of its Regional
Transportation (i.e., the proposed Plan), and do so in accordance with the detailed
(cont.) technical methodology approved by the state. See Master Response 4 for more
detail.
27-21
Please see response to comments 27-19 and 27-20, and Master Response 4.
27-22
The Draft EIR does not conclude that new technology and more research and
development are the only reasons steep declines in GHG emissions are currently
infeasible (see pp. 4.8-37 through 4.8-39). Please also see Master Response 5
describing the status and feasibility of the GHG mitigation measures suggested in
this comment and in reference 3, including reallocating highway funds to transit,
unbundling the cost of parking a road user charge, bicycle projects, and higher
density near transit stops.. The alternatives evaluated in Chapter 6.0 include
strategies to increase the cost of parking and the costs of driving in order to reduce
total VMT and related GHG emissions. As described in this comment and in Draft
EIR Section 4.8, Cap-and-Trade is a state program implemented by the ARB
pursuant to the authority granted to them by AB 32. Neither SANDAG nor other
local jurisdictions can feasibly implement changes to the state’s Cap-and-Trade
program because they have no legal or regulatory authority to do so; only the ARB
has such authority. As a result, changes to the Cap-and-Trade program are not
proposed in the Draft EIR as a feasible mitigation measure for the proposed Plan’s
27-24 significant GHG emissions impacts.
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27-23
27-24 Draft EIR Section 4.8 and Appendix G-1 explain that the future projections of
emissions are also based on the regional effects of existing statewide emission
(cont.) reduction policies and strategies. This includes the San Diego region’s share of
statewide emissions reductions that ARB anticipates from Cap-and-Trade, which
amounts to about 2 percent of the total statewide reductions. This information is
based on the ARB’s Scoping Plan Update, which quantifies the reductions that ARB’s
Cap-and-Trade program will contribute to the overall statewide goal for 2020. The
Scoping Plan Update does not quantify how the Cap-and-Trade program (or any
other individual state policies or programs) will contribute to any numeric post2020 statewide goals or post-2020 changes in fuel costs or VMT. Since post-2020
changes to the Cap-and-Trade program and their potential role in meeting any
numeric post-2020 statewide GHG reductions goals or in causing higher fuel costs
or lower VMT are unknown, it is not possible for SANDAG to make informed
assumptions about the timing and content of future changes to the Cap-and-Trade
27-25
program and how such changes will affect total regional emissions, future fuel
costs, or future VMT. Because the Draft EIR does not assume any additional state
laws or policies to reduce GHG emissions beyond what is adopted and existing
today, the Draft EIR conservatively overestimates future emissions, in particular for
the Plan’s outer years. See Master Response 4 for more detail on how the
assumptions used in the Draft EIR GHG analysis meet CEQA requirements. Also note
that the proposed Plan transportation modeling analysis assumes future fuel price
increases based on US Department of Energy data as explained in Master Response
4.
27-24
The Draft EIR project description in Chapter 2.0 properly describes the proposed
Plan’s transportation network improvements, which include new managed lanes.
27-26 The discussion of managed lanes notes that such investments are focused on
making carpooling, vanpooling, and transit more time competitive with driving by
ensuring these driving alternatives can use managed lanes to bypass congestion in
general purpose lanes. Please see the response to Plan comment 453 for response
to the comment that the Plan fails to justify managed lanes and freeway
expansions.
27-25
Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 includes several action alternatives that either delay, reduce,
or completely eliminate the proposed Plan’s investments in managed lanes and
traditional highway investments. As explained in Draft EIR Section 4.8’s overview to
27-27 the GHG mitigation measures, other potential mitigation measures to reduce GHG
emissions are included as components of the project alternatives in Chapter 6.0,
rather than as individual mitigation measures in this section.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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27-25 (cont.)

27-27 It further notes that Alternatives and mitigation measures are two alternative
(cont.) means for avoiding or reducing a project’s significant environmental impacts. See

CEQA Guidelines Section 15002(h). This comment also refers to the induced travel
and growth inducing impacts of carpool lanes. Draft EIR Section 4.15 (Impact T-2)
shows that the proposed Plan does not induce substantial vehicle travel, and Draft
EIR Chapter 7.0 analyzes the growth-inducing effects of the proposed Plan. Please
see the response to Plan comment 453 for response to the comment that managed
lanes do not result in more carpooling.

27-28

27-29

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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27-26
Please see Master Response 5 discussing the status and feasibility of electrifying the
COASTER and SPRINTER rail services, as well as regulatory measures being
implemented to substantially reduce diesel particulate emissions from these trains.
Also see Draft EIR Section 4.3 (Impact AQ-4), which evaluates whether the proposed
Plan would expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations,
including diesel particulate matter and other toxic air contaminants from on-road
vehicles and diesel locomotives. Impact AQ-4 identifies the locations in which
increases in cancer risk would exceed 10 in one million and total cancer risk would
exceed 100 in one million as a result of the proposed Plan, and quantifies the
number of people, housing units, and schools that would be located within these
areas.
27-27
Draft EIR Section 4.8 identifies Mitigation Measure GHG-4A, which would require
that SANDAG shall revise the TransNet Smart Growth Incentive Program and Active
Transportation Grant Programs in several specified ways in order to award the
funding to projects that directly reduce GHG emissions, including revising the
criteria by which the funding is awarded. Draft EIR Section 4.15 identifies this
mitigation measures as a measure that would also reduce the proposed Plan’s
significant impact of an increase in total VMT (Impact T-1). It explains that
Mitigation Measure GHG-4A would reduce VMT by adopting new or revised grant
criteria to give greater weight to a project’s ability to directly reduce GHG emissions
through, among other means, directly reducing VMT, for example, through parking
strategies. Also, SANDAG would require locally adopted CAPs and complete streets
policies, both of which typically reduce VMT, as prerequisites to be eligible for grant
funding. SANDAG’s smart growth incentive program provides competitive grant
funding to capital and planning projects in smart growth opportunity areas (SGOAs).
SGOAs are defined by high frequency transit service and higher residential and nonresidential land use densities that support transit service. Thus, by directing funding
to projects within SGOAs the smart growth incentive program contributes to more
compact land use patterns, transit ridership, walking, biking, and lower VMT.
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27-27 (cont.)
It is not clear how changing the program to fund projects outside of smart growth
areas as suggested by the commenter would contribute to VMT reductions, and
could potentially lead to higher VMT if directed toward projects with relatively
lower densities not served by transit.

27-29
(cont.)

27-28
Please see Master Response 4 describing the proportion of the proposed Plan’s SB
375-related GHG reductions from passenger vehicles that result from the Plan’s
active transportation investments. In addition, see the action alternatives evaluated
in detail in Chapter 6.0, all 7 of which advance completion of all the Plan’s active
transportation investments to 2025 in order to measure their ability to reduce total
VMT and related GHG emissions. The project evaluation criteria for active
transportation projects are provided in proposed Plan Appendix M, and include a
criterion for GHG emissions reduction. Please also note the proposed Plan includes
full build-out of the regional bike plan.
27-29
Draft EIR Mitigation Measure GHG-4H states that the County and cities can and
should implement measures that reduce VMT through parking strategies based on
the SANDAG Regional Parking Management Toolbox, including: parking pricing
strategies, reduced minimum parking requirements, residential parking permit
programs, and others. Please see Master Response 5 discussing the status and
feasibility of unbundling parking costs as a measure to mitigate the Plan’s significant
GHG emissions impacts. SANDAG modeling and ARB research indicates that
increased parking costs in existing pay-to-park areas has minimal impact on regional
VMT, in contrast to the much higher VMT reductions suggested in this comment.
Table 2 provided by the commenter as evidence of VMT reductions from parking
pricing reports parking use reductions associated with parking pricing (not VMT
reductions), and the comment appears to inappropriately equate parking use
decreases with regional VMT reductions. The parking use decreases reported in this
table do not necessarily translate into equivalent reductions in total VMT (e.g., just
because someone no longer parks at their workplace does not mean they have
necessarily stopped driving altogether). Also see alternatives 5C and 5D evaluated
in Chapter 6.0, which include increased parking costs as a strategy to reduce total
VMT and related GHG emissions. The comment regarding a parking demonstration
project will be considered by the SANDAG Board of Directors prior to their taking
action on approving the Plan.
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27-29
(cont.)

27-30
Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 Alternative 5D among other things increases the cost of
driving by 50 percent (i.e., adds road-usage charge pricing) as a means to further
reduce total VMT and related GHG emissions. Road user pricing as a mitigation
measure is discussed further in Master Response 5. As explained in Draft EIR
Section 4.8’s overview to the GHG mitigation measures, other potential mitigation
measures to reduce GHG emissions are included as components of the project
alternatives in Chapter 6.0, rather than as individual mitigation measures in this
section. It further notes that Alternatives and mitigation measures are two
alternative means for avoiding or reducing a project’s significant environmental
impacts. See CEQA Guidelines Section 15002(h). The comment regarding SANDAG’s
need to send a letter to the RUC TAC will be forwarded to the Board of Directors.

27-30
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27-30
(cont.)

27-31 27-31

Please see Master Response 5 addressing the status and feasibility of the GHG
mitigation measures suggested in this comment, including requiring new buildings
to be energy net zero and adopting community choice energy districts under the
State’s Community Choice Aggregation law.
27-32

27-32 Please see response to comment 27-11.
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27-32
(cont.)

27-33
The first sentence of the Executive Summary explains that it is the Draft EIR for San
Diego Forward: the Regional Plan, which it identifies as the proposed Plan. It goes
on to describe the proposed Plan in more detail. The proposed Plan is described in
greater detail (70 pages) in Draft EIR Chapter 2.0.
27-34
Please see response to comment 27-11.
27-35
Many of the areas of controversy listed in Section ES.3 are related to GHG
emissions, including analysis of alternatives that substantially reduce total VMT and
GHG emissions, identification of mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions
(including parking policies), comparison of GHG emissions to statewide GHG
reduction goals of AB 32 and Executive Order S-3-05 (see response to comment 2711 explaining the relationship between these statewide targets and the level of
global GHG reductions identified by the IPCC as needed to avoid catastrophic
climate change impacts).
27-36
See response to comment 27-18 addressing Table 1 of this comment letter.
27-37
Section ES.6 appropriately summarizes the contents and findings of Draft EIR
Chapter 6.0.
27-38
See response to comment 27-18 addressing Table 1 of this comment letter. Under
CEQA, existing environmental conditions, not the no-project alternative, are used as
the baseline for measuring impacts. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(1).
27-39
As explained in Chapter 4.0, the regulatory setting discussion of Sections 4.1 to 4.16
summarized the federal, state, and local laws, regulations, plans and policies that
are relevant to each resource topic and its significance criteria. SB 1077 (Chapter
835, Statutes of 2014) among other things requires that the State study alternatives
to the gas tax and develop a pilot program to identify and evaluate issues related to
potential implementation of a road user charge. The provisions of this do not
change the environmental impacts of the proposed Plan (including but not limited
to transportation, GHG emissions, and air quality) and therefore the Draft EIR
appropriately does not include this law. Also, please see response to comment 2730.
27-40
As the comment notes, the Supreme Court is considering the adequacy of the EIR
prepared for the last RTP/SCS. Many other comments on the current Draft EIR
demonstrate this is common knowledge.

27-33
27-34
27-35
27-36
27-37
27-38

27-39

27-40
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27-41
Draft EIR page 1-1 summarizes the following CEQA requirements:

27-40
(cont.)

“CEQA requires that decision makers make informed decisions on a project,
considering the information presented in the EIR. CEQA allows for the proposed
Plan to be approved even if there are significant and unavoidable environmental
impacts. This can occur if decision makers find that social, economic, or other
benefits outweigh the unavoidable significant impacts. In such a case, a
“statement of overriding considerations” would be adopted, stating the specific
reasons for approving the project, based on information contained in the EIR and
other information in the record (CEQA Guidelines Section 15093).”

27-41

Per CEQA Guidelines Section 15093, the SANDAG Board of Directors will consider
adoption of a statement of overriding consideration in conjunction with its
consideration of adoption of the proposed Plan.

27-42

27-42
All 16 environmental resources areas addressed in the Draft EIR are referred to as
“resource areas” including GHG emissions. Using the description “GHG emissions” is
consistent with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines, which directs lead agencies like
SANDAG to determine the significance of a project’s GHG emissions on the
environment (e.g., see Guidelines Section 15064.4 and Guidelines Appendix G).

27-43

27-44

27-43
Draft EIR Section 4.3 (see p. 4.3-5 to 4.3-7) describes the San Diego region’s status
as a marginal nonattainment area for the federal 8-hour O3 standard, a “serious”
nonattainment area for the state 1-hour and 8-hour O3 standards, a nonattainment area for the state 24-hour and annual PM10 standards, and a
nonattainment area for the state annual PM2.5 standard. The region is in
attainment for federal 24-hour PM10 and PM2.5 standards, and unclassified for the
federal annual PM2.5 standard. The region is a federal maintenance area for CO.

27-45

27-46

27-44
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly
incorporates the requirements of state law and policy and Master Response 5
regarding the adequacy of the Draft EIR’s GHG mitigation measures.
27-45
To help implement California’s 2020 statewide reduction goal in AB 32, the Air
Resources Board has established per capita GHG reduction targets for passenger
vehicle use for 2020 and 2035 for the San Diego region. SANDAG must demonstrate
compliance with these GHG targets through preparation of an SCS as part of its
Regional Transportation Plan (i.e., the proposed Plan), and do so in accordance with
the detailed technical methodology approved by the state. The proposed Plan
exceeds the targets for 2020 and 2035. See Master Responses 3 and 4 for more
detail.

27-47
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27-45 (cont.)
Also see the proposed Plan Chapter 2 discussion of possible pathways for additional
GHG emissions reduction from transportation after year 2035 demonstrating that
while the proposed Plan and existing ARB regulations would result in additional
passenger vehicle GHG reductions after 2035, more actions outside SANDAG’s sole
control and jurisdiction (e.g., more electric vehicles, greater VMT reduction) would
be needed to achieve the steep reductions for 2050 set forth in the Executive
Order.

27-47
(cont.)

27-48

27-46
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 448 for response to the
comment about the Plan’s goals and objectives.

27-49

27-47
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 449 for response to the
comments related to TDM and pricing.

27-50
27-51

27-48
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 450 for response to the
comment regarding I-5 managed lanes and demand and fare box return for the
COASTER.

27-52

27-49
The Court of Appeal decision on the adequacy of the 2011 RTP/SCS EIR has been
depublished, and the matter is urgently being reviewed by the Supreme Court. Page
1-1 of the Draft EIR states that it has been prepared in accordance with CEQA’s
requirements.

27-53

27-50
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 451 for response to the
comment about bus rapid transit service on I-5 and its effects on COASTER
ridership.

27-54

27-51
Please see response to comment 27-18 addressing Table 1 of this comment letter.
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27-52
Alternatives 5A through 5D among other components feature elimination of the
Plan’s managed lane and highway investments. Draft EIR Table 6.0-4 compares the
environmental impacts of these alternatives to the impacts of the proposed Plan,
including total VMT (see pp. 6-99 to 6-103). Total VMT increases under these
alternatives are compared to total VMT increases under the proposed Plan for
2020, 2025/2030, 2035, and 2050. Among the alternatives, Alternative 5D results in
lowest total VMT increase. From 2012 to 2050, total VMT would increase by 7.2
million miles per year, or 9 percent, under Alternative 5D. Under the proposed Plan,
total VMT would increase by 15.7 million miles per year, or 20 percent, from 2012
to 2050. Also see response to comment 27-18 addressing Table 1 of this comment
letter.
27-53
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 453 for response to the
managed lanes comments. Also note that the ARB’s Cap-and-Trade program does
not cap or otherwise regulate the levels of driving in the San Diego region or
elsewhere in the state.

27-57

27-58

27-59
27-60

27-55
Please see response to comment 27-11.

27-61

27-56
Please see response to comment 27-11. Current atmospheric concentrations of
GHGs have been added to Sections 4.8.1 and 5.8.2.

27-62
27-63
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27-54
Draft EIR Section 4.8 identifies feasible mitigation measures to reduce GHG
emissions. Other potential mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions are
included as components of the alternatives evaluated in Chapter 6.0. These include
still more compact land use patterns, accelerated and increased transit
investments, reduced or no highway investments, and policies to reduce transit
fares, increase parking prices, and establish road user fees. Also, Appendix F
discusses adaptation measures that can reduce the adverse impacts of climate
change.
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27-57
Please see Master Response 5.
27-58
Please see response to comment 27-23.
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27-59
The Draft EIR Section 4.8 regulatory setting describes the current status of ARB’s
Low Carbon Fuel Standard, and notes that ARB is currently considered amendments
1
to the LCFS . These amendments do not change the LCFS goal of reducing the
carbon intensity of transportation fuels used in California by at least 10 percent by
2020.
27-60
The Draft EIR appropriately references California Green Building Standards Code
because these regulations apply to the proposed Plan’s forecasted regional growth
and land use change. These adopted regulations have a strong influence on the
level of GHG emissions that would result from the regional growth and land use
change identified in the proposed Plan. Because the U.S. Green Building Council’s
Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) green building certification
program is a voluntary program through which projects can apply to be recognized
as having achieved different levels of certification based on the extent to which
they incorporate strategies and materials that save energy and water, reduce GHG
emissions, promote renewable energy, among others. Because it is a voluntary
program, it is not discussed in the regulatory setting discussion of laws, regulations,
policies and plans related to the proposed Plan’s GHG emissions. However, Draft
EIR Mitigation Measure GHG-4G states that local jurisdictions can and should
require that development projects achieve LEED or equivalent standards.
27-61
Draft EIR p. 4.8-15 explains that goals, objectives, and policy measures are included
in the Climate Action Strategy to further describe how GHG emissions reductions
could be achieved. Reducing total VMT is one of several options presented in this
guidance document as possible ways to reduce GHG emissions. The Climate Action
Strategy identifies a range of potential policy measures for consideration in longterm planning documents such as the proposed Plan. It does not establish any
numeric goal for reducing VMT. See Master Response 3 for more detail on the
Climate Action Strategy.
27-62
AB 32 requires ARB to adopt rules and regulations to “achieve the maximum
technologically feasible and cost-effective” GHG reductions. Health and Safety Code
Section 35860. This requirement for ARB regulations is not relevant to SANDAG’s
Regional Plan. Please also see Master Response 3 explaining that Impact GHG-2
properly concludes that proposed Plan would not conflict with AB 32.
27-63
Tables 4.8-6 and 4.8-7 shows total GHG emissions in the region from 2012 to 2020
and 2012 to 2035 respectively for 19 emissions categories, including on-road
transportation. The on-road transportation emissions reflect GHG reductions from
State regulations and the proposed Plan.

27-63
(cont.)
27-64
27-65

27-66
27-67
27-68
27-69
27-70

27-71

27-72

1
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27-63 (cont.)
The assumptions for on-road transportation are described in detail in Draft EIR
Appendix G-1. Impact GHG-3 in Section 4.8 shows the proposed Plan’s SB 375 GHG
reductions from passenger vehicle use. These GHG reductions result from the
proposed Plan’s SCS and exclude the benefits of the State regulations. Also, please
see Master Response 4 regarding methods used to estimate GHG emissions
reductions.
27-64
This comment is not related to the adequacy of the Draft EIR.

27-74

27-75
27-76

27-77

27-65
See Draft EIR Appendix F for a discussion of sea level impacts in California and the
San Diego by 2050 and summary of the EIR resource topics in Sections 4.1 through
4.16 in which sea level rise is considered in the impact analysis. Also, please see
Draft EIR Impact HWQ-4 regarding existing design standards, designed to reduce
risks of increased coastal flooding due to sea level rise.
27-66
The SB 375 GHG reductions shown in Tables 4.8-10 and 4.8-11 are a result of the
proposed Plan. State programs are excluded from calculation of SB 375-related
reductions. See Master Response 4 for more detail.
27-67
See Draft EIR Table 6.0-3 (p. 6-51 to 6-53) showing that SB 375 GHG emissions from
passenger vehicle use in are higher in 2020 and 2035 under the No Project
Alternative relative to the proposed Plan.
27-68
See response to comment 27-66.
27-69
See response to comment 27-67.

27-78

27-79
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27-70
As explained in Master Response 4, VMT (“level of driving”) reduction is only one
way to reduce GHG emissions, and, steep reductions in GHG emissions can be
achieved without proportional steep reductions in VMT. Also see Master
Responses 3 and 5.
27-71
The project evaluation criteria for active transportation projects are provided in
proposed Plan Appendix M, and include a criterion for GHG emissions reduction.
Please also note the proposed Plan encourages bicycle use by including full buildout of the regional bike plan.
27-72
Please see Master Response 5 for discussion of the status and feasibility of a GHG
mitigation measure that replaces traffic signals with traffic circles.
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27-73
Please see Master Response 5 for discussion of the status and feasibility of parking
pricing as a GHG mitigation measure. See also response to comment 27-29.
27-74
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 455 for response to the
comments that the proposed Plan’s managed lane investments are not needed and
that the funds for those investments should instead be allocated to transit
operations and improvements. Also see Master Response 2 for responses to
comments that the proposed Plan should re-allocate funding from highway or
managed lane investments to transit operations and transit capital improvements.
27-75
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 456 indicating that proposed
Plan performance measure 8 measures the percentage of population residing
within 30 minutes of jobs and higher educational enrollment by transit and other
travel modes.

27-80

27-81

27-82

27-76
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 457 for response to this
comment about VMT reduction and subsidies for bike traffic skills classes.
27-77
Section 4.15’s discussion of the TransNet Extension Ordinance clearly explains that
certain provisions of the ordinance may be amended by a two-thirds vote of the San
Diego Board of Directors. As a result the discussion has not been revised.

27-83

27-78
This commentary is unrelated to the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
27-79
See responses to comments 27-11, 27-15, and 27-17 explaining that the Draft EIR
appropriately uses existing physical conditions as the baseline for evaluating the
proposed Plan’s significant impacts, appropriately identifies the “significant”
impacts of the proposed Plan, and appropriately compares the No Project
Alternative to the proposed Plan in the Chapter 6.0 alternatives analysis.
27-80
The paragraph referenced in this comment is describing the feasibility of Alternative
5D, which would reduce total VMT. In part, the paragraph explains that this
alternative would require a major State road pricing policy change, and major
changes in land use policies, parking policies, and transit funding; it does not say
that significant changes in state road user charges and parking policies are needed.
See Master Response 1 for more detail on the EIR alternatives analysis.

27-84

27-85

27-86
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27-81
See responses to comments 27-15 and 27-17 explaining that the Draft EIR
appropriately uses existing physical conditions as the baseline for evaluating the
proposed Plan’s significant impacts and appropriately compares the No Project
Alternative to the proposed Plan in the Chapter 6.0 alternatives analysis. The tables
referenced in this comment are part of the Impact T-2 analysis. Draft EIR Table 6.0-3
compares the impacts of the No Project Alternative and the proposed Plan for
Impact T-2.
27-82
This comment does not address the adequacy of the Draft EIR.
27-83
Current atmospheric GHG concentrations have been added to Section 5.2.8. Please
see response to comment 27-11.

27-90

27-84
Please see response to comment 27-11.
27-85
This comment quotes part of a sentence in the middle of a paragraph on p. 5-38.
When read in its context, this statement is stating that there are no precise
methods for measuring the incremental increase in global average temperature
from a single’s project GHG emissions. But to avoid confusion, this statement has
been deleted in the Final EIR.

27-91

27-86
Please see Master Response 4 explaining that the Draft EIR used proper
assumptions in its estimates of total regional GHG emissions under implementation
of the proposed Plan.
27-87
The discussion on p. 5-39 is based on the more detailed discussions in Section 4.8.
Section 4.8 summarizes academic and scientific studies documenting the types of
major technological, legal, regulatory, behavioral and other changes affecting nearly
all aspects of economic and social life in California (not just major changes in clean
technologies, e.g., renewable energy, utilization) that would be needed to meet the
Executive Order target of an 80 percent reduction in GHG emission below 1990
levels by 2050.
27-88
Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 evaluates seven action alternatives. These alternatives are
based in large part on components that would reduce GHG emissions and air quality
impacts by reducing total VMT under the proposed Plan. Also, as explained in
Master Response 4, VMT reduction is only one way to reduce GHG emissions, and,
steep reductions in GHG emissions can be achieved without proportional steep
reductions in VMT.
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27-89
The water supply impacts of the proposed Plan are analyzed in Draft EIR Section
4.16. This section includes discussion of the role of climate change effects in
exacerbating the proposed Plan’s water supply impacts, and references the more
detailed discussion of how climate change is anticipated to impact water supply in
California and the San Diego region in Draft EIR Appendix F.
27-90
Draft EIR Chapter 6 includes a meaningful evaluation of the alternatives and
comparison to the impacts of the proposed project, as required by CEQA. (CEQA
Guidelines Section 15126.6(d).) Also, please note that under CEQA, existing
environmental conditions, not the no-project alternative, are used as the baseline
for measuring impacts. CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)(1).
27-91
Please see responses to comments 27-11 and 27-22.
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Reference 1
This document is a compilation of prior general public comments on the proposed
Plan submitted before the proposed Plan and Draft EIR were published. It does not
raise specific significant environmental issues related to Draft EIR content, so it is
not possible for SANDAG to provide specific responses. It also lists references that
were not included with the Draft EIR comment letter.
Some of the general topics raised by these comments are addressed in the
preceding responses to Sierra Club’s comment letter, as well as Master Responses 3
and 5.
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Reference 2
This document is a general paper related to the Regional Plan that was prepared
before the proposed Plan and Draft EIR were published. It does not raise specific
significant environmental issues related to Draft EIR content, so it is not possible for
SANDAG to provide specific responses. Some of the general topics raised by this
paper, in particular the feasibility and effectiveness of strategies suggested to
reduce VMT and GHG emissions, are addressed in the preceding responses to Sierra
Club’s comment letter, as well as Master Response 5. It should also be noted that
ARB, not SANDAG, sets SB 375 per capita GHG reduction targets for the region, and
that SB 375 requires that the targets be for GHG emissions reductions from
passenger vehicles, not for “driving” or VMT. Also, the document lists references
that were not included with the Draft EIR comment letter.
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Reference 3
This document is a general paper related to the Regional Plan that apparently was
prepared before the proposed Plan and Draft EIR were published. It does not raise
specific significant environmental issues related to Draft EIR content, so it is not
possible for SANDAG to provide responses. Some of the general topics raised by this
paper, in particular the feasibility and effectiveness of strategies suggested to
reduce VMT and GHG emissions, are addressed in the preceding responses to Sierra
Club’s comment letter, as well as Master Response 5. It should also be noted that
ARB, not SANDAG, sets SB 375 per capita GHG reduction targets for the region, and
that SB 375 requires that the targets be for GHG emissions reductions from
passenger vehicles, not for “driving” or VMT. Also, the document lists references
that were not included with the Draft EIR comment letter.
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Reference 4
This document is a general paper on parking pricing unrelated to the Regional Plan
or Draft EIR that was prepared before the Draft EIR Notice of Preparation was
published. It does not raise specific significant environmental issues related to Draft
EIR content, so it is not possible for SANDAG to provide specific responses. Also, the
document lists references that were not included with the Draft EIR comment
letter. Some of the general topics raised by this paper are addressed in the
preceding responses to Sierra Club’s comment letter, as well as Master Response 5.
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Reference 5
This document is a general paper on parking pricing unrelated to the Regional Plan
or Draft EIR that was prepared before the proposed Plan and Draft EIR were
published. It does not raise specific significant environmental issues related to Draft
EIR content, so it is not possible for SANDAG to provide specific responses. Also, the
document lists references that were not included with the Draft EIR comment
letter. Some of the general topics raised by this paper are addressed in the
preceding responses to Sierra Club’s comment letter, as well as Master Response 5.
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Reference 6
This document is a general paper on parking pricing unrelated to the Regional Plan
or Draft EIR that was prepared before the Draft EIR Notice of Preparation was
published. It does not raise specific significant environmental issues related to Draft
EIR content, so it is not possible for SANDAG to provide specific responses. Also, the
document lists references that were not included with the Draft EIR comment
letter. Some of the general topics raised by this paper are addressed in the
preceding responses to Sierra Club’s comment letter, as well as Master Response 5.
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Letter 28
Sara Kent

28-1
These are introductory comments and no further response is required.

28-1
28-2
Please see Master Response 2 explaining that about half of the proposed Plan’s
expenditures are for public transit. This is true of the Plan as a whole, and for each
phase of the Plan (2014 to 2020, 2021 to 2035, and 2036 to 2050). It also explains
that the proposed Plan does not allocate most highway funds to the early parts of
the plan and does not allocate most transit funds to the later years of the plan. It
also explains that most “freeway” spending is for managed lanes, which are integral
to the proposed Plan’s transit investments. Managed lanes allow Rapid bus service
28-2 to be time competitive with driving by allowing transit vehicles to bypass
congestion in main lanes. Please also see the response to Plan comment 950. With
respect to the driving habits of younger people referenced in this comment and in
Exhibit A, the SANDAG transportation model used to evaluate the proposed Plan’s
performance (including the amount of driving), is based on the latest available
information from travel surveys and other observed data from the last several
years. A listing of the most recent surveys and other data reflected in the
transportation model used to evaluate the proposed Plan is provided in Master
Response 4. Please also see proposed Plan Appendix T for detailed discussion of the
SANDAG transportation model including its consideration of variables like age,
income, employment status, and other demographic characteristics.
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28-2
(cont.)

28-3
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28-3
Draft EIR Sections 4.8, 4.10, and 4.15 analyze the GHG emissions, hydrology and
water quality, and transportation impacts of the proposed Plan, respectively. Also
see Master Response 4 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly
considers consistency with the state’s ability to achieve Executive Order goals.
Master Response 1 explains the infeasibility of an alternative (or mitigation
measures) that could meet regional reference points based on the state 2030 and
2050 GHG reduction goals under Executive Orders S B-30-15 and S-3-05. With
respect to the phenomenon of induced travel referenced in this comment and in
Exhibit B, SANDAG analyzed in Draft EIR Section 4.15 Impact T-2) whether the
proposed Plan’s addition of lane miles would induce substantial vehicle travel and
concluded that the impact would be less than significant. Please also see the
response to Plan comment 951.
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28-3
(cont.)

28-4

28-5

28-6
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28-4
In comparison to the prior plan, the proposed Plan advances completion of a new
Trolley line and SPRINTER rail line frequency improvements to earlier phases of the
Plan, adds seven new transit projects to the proposed Plan, and delays completion
of about 18 highway or managed lane projects. About half of the proposed Plan’s
expenditures are for public transit. Also note that only about six percent of
proposed Plan expenditures are for traditional highway expansion. See Master
Response 2 for more detail on the proposed Plan’s expenditures by transportation
mode Also, Master Response 3 explains that SB 32, if it were to become law in
2016, would not directly or indirectly require the San Diego region or proposed Plan
to achieve the EO GHG 2030 and 2050 emission reductions or be on a trajectory to
achieve them. Please also see the response to Plan comment 952 regarding the
below-grade transit station at UTC.
28-5
Draft EIR Section 4.15 (Impact T-4) evaluates whether the proposed Plan would
result in a substantially higher rate of systemwide accidents, collisions, injuries, or
fatalities (by mode), including both vehicle injuries/fatalities and
bicyclist/pedestrian injuries/fatalities. It concludes the impact is less than significant
for 2020, 2035, and 2050 because the rate of vehicular fatal/injury collisions would
not increase under the proposed Plan, and the rate of bicycle/pedestrian injuries
and fatalities would decrease. Health impacts of the proposed Plan’s air emissions
are evaluated in Draft EIR Section 4.3 (Impacts AQ-2 and AQ-4.)The Draft EIR
evaluates in detail five alternatives that include elimination of all of the proposed
Plan’s highway investments; four of these alternatives include elimination of all
highway and managed lane investments, while another includes elimination of all
highway investments and significantly scales back managed lane investments.
Please also see the response to Plan comment 953.
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28-6
Please see Master Response 1 for an explanation of why the Draft EIR did not
consider the 50-10 Transit Plan in detail as an alternative. The 50-10 Transit Plan is
not a comprehensive alternative, but rather a modification to the accelerated
transit component already included of the action alternatives; its feasibility would
be affected by the same financial and other factors listed in the Draft EIR’s
28-6 discussion of these alternatives. Also, the delays in highway investments it envisions
(cont.) are similar to those included in Alternatives 3, 4, and 5A through 5D. Lastly, as
shown by the analysis of Alternative 5D, the 50-10 Transit Plan would not
substantially lessen the proposed Plan’s transportation, GHG, or other significant
impacts. Alternative 5D, which moves 50 years of transit projects into the first ten
years of the Plan (coupled with further land use and transportation measures
intended to reduce VMT and GHG emissions), still does not reduce Plan impacts to
less than significant levels. Please also refer to the response to Plan comment 954.
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Exhibit A is a general article on the driving habits of younger drivers. This issue is
discussed in response to comment 28-2. The article does not raise specific
significant environmental issues related to Draft EIR content, so it is not possible for
SANDAG to provide specific responses.
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This document is a general article on traffic congestion. This issue is discussed in
response to comment 28-3. The document was published before the proposed Plan
and Draft EIR were published The article does not raise specific significant
environmental issues related to Draft EIR content, so it is not possible for SANDAG
to provide specific responses.
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This exhibit is not a comment on the EIR, but rather a description of the 50-10
Transit Plan. The exhibit was published before the proposed Plan Draft EIR Notice
of Preparation was published Response to comment 28-6 presents reasons why the
Draft EIR did not evaluate the 50-10 Plan Transit plan in detail.
The exhibit does not raise specific significant environmental issues related to Draft
EIR content, so it is not possible for SANDAG to provide specific responses.
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This exhibit is not a comment on the EIR, but rather a study of the 50-10 Transit
Plan. It was published before the proposed Plan and Draft EIR were published.
Response to comment 28-6 presents reasons why the Draft EIR did not evaluate the
50-10 Plan Transit plan in detail.
The exhibit does not raise specific significant environmental issues related to Draft
EIR content, so it is not possible for SANDAG to provide specific responses
Nevertheless, general responses to some of the information in this report are
provided below.
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The report states that “most regional transportation models … forecast a return to
the type of growth in VMT last seen in the 1990s.” This statement, however, ignores
the chart on the prior page that shows total VMT growing until 2007. VMT did
decline and stagnate during the 2008 recession, but since 2011, VMT has been
increasing again.
The report asserts that the SANDAG transportation model assumes fixed VMT per
capita. VMT and VMT per capita are outputs of the model and not model inputs.
More importantly, SANDAG modeling of the proposed plan indicates VMT per
capita will drop by 8 percent from 2012 to 2050. The SANDAG model forecasts
travel behavior based on a statistical analysis of revealed traveler preferences
collected from surveys. This is the state of the practice in transportation modeling
across the United States. The model is sensitive to new transit investment based on
factors such as travel times, density, income, and diversity of land uses.
The report implies that the SANDAG model is inaccurate because it is overly
complex stating, “As complexity increases, models also often become unstable.
They therefore become poor at making predictions, or adapting to different
scenarios.” SANDAG added complexity to its modeling framework in order to
complete more detailed policy analysis (e.g., social equity), some of which was
requested by the commenters. The SANDAG model provides the ability to analyze
impacts at a detailed level.
On page 20, the report states that “each additional transit trip and walk trip is
assumed to substitute for an auto person trip.” The report offers no justification or
evidence for why such a transition would occur other than the fact that there is
more transit.
Finally, the report overestimates the total emissions reduced from its “scenarios”.
The report assumes that each of its scenarios is mutually exclusive and therefore
the benefits of each can simply be summed. However, demographic changes would
cause changes on land use and transit usage that are already accounted for in the
other scenarios.
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Letter 29
SD350

29-1

29-1 These are introductory comments and no further response is required.

29-2

29-2 In comparison to the prior plan, the proposed Plan achieves deeper reductions in

passenger vehicle GHG emissions. The prior plan achieved per capita CO2
reductions of 14 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by 2035. By comparison, the
proposed Plan would achieve reductions of 15 percent by 2020 and 21 percent by
2035. Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis
properly considers the requirements of state law and policy. See Master Response 4
for discussion of the proposed Plan components that contribute to the greater SB
375 GHG reductions under the proposed Plan relative to the prior plan. Please also
see the response to Plan comment 949.
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29-3
SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG
29-3 emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans and programs to do
its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. However, there is no legal or
planning requirement that the proposed Plan achieve the Executive Order
reductions or be on a trajectory to achieve these reductions. Please see Master
Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly considers the
requirements of state law and policy.

29-4 29-4

Federal and State laws require SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on
reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period
29-5 covered by that plan. (Government Code Section 65080(b)(4); 23 CFR
450.322(f)(10)(ii)).) SANDAG cannot under the law put together a plan and then
later determine how to fund it. Please also see Master Response 3 explaining that
the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly considers the requirements of state law and
policy.

29-6

29-5
Please see Master Response 2 addressing the limited flexibility of local TransNet
funds and other transportation funding sources.
29-6
See Master Response 1 explaining that the Draft EIR properly analyzed a range of 8
potentially feasible alternatives to the proposed Plan. As Draft EIR Chapter 6.0
explains, the range of alternatives analyzed in detail in the EIR is in large part based
on public and stakeholder requests to avoid or substantially lessen GHG emissions
and air quality impacts by reducing total VMT. The alternatives selected for detailed
consideration incorporate many of the major transportation investments and policy
options that commenters suggested would lead to major reductions in VMT,
including but not limited to:

29-7

•
•

29-8
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Advancing public transit (capital and operations) and active transportation
investments to 2025 (the first 10 years of the proposed Plan)
Including investments from the unconstrained transit network (e.g.,
investments for which available funding was not identified in the proposed
Plan)
Delaying and eliminating general purpose highway and managed lane
investments
Converting existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes
Providing more compact land use patterns
Substantially lowering transit fares
Substantially increasing the price of parking
Substantially increasing the cost of driving.
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29-9

29-6 (cont.)
Master Response 1 also explains that, the Draft EIR properly treated the
alternatives evaluated in detail as potentially financially feasible. It did note that the
feasibility of each alternative would be affected by a number of factors such as
availability of funding. The fact that budgets and funding priorities would need to
be revised to implement an alternative does not automatically mean that an
alternative is financially infeasible for purposes of EIR evaluation.

29-7
“Scenario 3” is not one of the EIR alternatives to the proposed Plan evaluated in
detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0. Rather, as explained in Section 4.8, Scenario 3 is a
29-10 scenario for the San Diego region showing how future regional GHG emissions
would be affected by major changes in technologies, markets, and state and federal
regulations. It is presented for comparison purposes with the analysis of total
regional emissions presented in the Draft EIR, which is based on implementation of
current laws, regulations, policies, and programs. For example, Scenario 3 includes
a move toward 100 percent renewable electricity, 100 percent zero emission
passenger vehicle fleet, and 90 percent landfill waste diversion. With these
measures, total regional GHG emissions would be about 77 percent below 1990
levels by 2050, which would fall short of the Executive Order reference point of 80
percent below 1990 levels by 2050. In this scenario, electricity and passenger
vehicles contribute zero emissions; emissions remain primarily from industrial
sources, natural gas, aviation, and off-road fuel use. The Draft EIR also describes
other changes affecting nearly all aspects of economic and social life in California
that would be needed to achieve the statewide Executive Order GHG reduction
goals. As the Draft EIR explains, full implementation of the changes required to
achieve the Executive Order goals is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current
ability to implement.
29-8
Please see Master Response 5 for discussion related to the Draft EIR GHG mitigation
measures. Also see Master Response 6 for discussion related to mitigation
measures that other agencies can and should implement. Regarding the feasibility
of a Regional Plan consistent with Executive Order GHG state reduction goals, see
Master Response 1 and response to comment 29-7.
29-9
Please see response to comment 29-6. Also see Master Response 1 explaining the
infeasibility of an alternative that substantially reduces VMT.
29-10
Please see Master Response 1 explaining the adequacy of the EIR alternatives
analysis, and Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly
considers the requirements of state law and policy.
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Letter 30
SimCenter

30-1
These are introductory statements and no further response is required.

30-1

30-2

30-3

30-2
The proposed Plan’s SCS identifies the location of forecasted regional population,
housing unit, and job growth between 2012 and 2050. The growth forecast is based
on the adopted general plans of local jurisdictions (state law requires that local
zoning regulations be consistent with local general plans). (See proposed Plan
Chapter 2.) The proposed Plan has a horizon year of 2050; therefore the Draft EIR
analyzes impacts out to 2050. Draft EIR Appendix F describes climate change effects
including sea level rise on California and the San Diego region out to 2050’; coastal
cities and other public agencies including SANDAG, Caltrans, the Port of San Diego,
and the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority have developed plans and
strategies to adapt to sea level rise in transportation and land use planning, Coastal
flooding hazards caused by sea level rise would be considered during project-level
CEQA evaluations. Also, local coastal programs and coastal development permits
would be required to comply with Coastal Commission Sea Level Rise Policy
Guidance. Also see response to Plan comment 459.
Draft EIR Section 4.13 evaluates whether the proposed Plan would induce
substantial population growth, and concludes that it would be a significant impact.
It goes on to explain that SANDAG has no control over the amount of growth the
region would experience during implementation of the proposed Plan.
30-3
See Master Response 3 explaining how the Draft EIR analyzes the proposed Plan for
conflicts or inconsistency with AB 32 and Executive Orders B-30-15 and S-3-05.
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30-4

30-5
30-6
30-7
30-8

30-4
AB 32 established a statewide GHG emissions limit equal to 1990 levels; it does not
establish numeric statewide targets for any year other than 2020. There are two
Governor’s executive orders expressing statewide reduction goals for 2030 and
2050; however these executive orders do not establish targets for total regional
emissions for SANDAG or any other region of the state as implied by this comment.
The State has set regional GHG reduction targets from passenger vehicle use that
SANDAG is required to demonstrate compliance with in the proposed Plan; it meets
and exceeds those targets as described in Draft EIR Section 4.8 Impact GHG-3.
In Impact GHG-4, the Draft EIR provides a detailed discussion of how it determined
regional reference points for 2035 and 2050 based on the statewide Executive
Order reductions for 2030 and 2050 in EO-B-30-15 and EO-S-3-05. It explicitly notes
that there is no requirement that the SANDAG region’s emissions be reduced by the
same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentages in order for the
State to achieve the Executive Order goals. The Draft EIR then compares total
regional emissions in 2035 and 2050 under implementation of the proposed Plan to
the regional reference points based on the Executive Orders. See Master Response
3 for further information.

30-9

30-5
The Draft EIR (pp. 4.8-36 to 4.8-44) provides a detailed discussion supporting the
30-10 conclusion of significant and unavoidable impact. As noted in Master Response 5,
the Draft EIR summarizes several recent studies addressing the infeasibility of other
mitigation measures designed to reduce GHG emissions proportional to the
30-11 Executive Order 2030 and 2050 goals.
30-6
The Draft EIR text preceding the statement quoted in this comment explains in
30-12 detail why full implementation of the major technological, legal, regulatory,
behavioral, and other changes affecting nearly every aspect of economic and social
life in California is beyond the jurisdiction and authorities of SANDAG and other
local agencies. Also see response to comment 30-5.
30-7
The following information from the City’s draft climate action plan shows that the
plan is primarily relying on implementation of actions outside SANDAG’s control
and jurisdiction.
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30-13 30-7 (cont.)

The City of San Diego’s draft climate action plan establishes the following Cityspecific GHG reductions goals for 2020 (25% below 2010 levels), 2030 (41% below
2010 levels), and 2035 (50% below 2010 levels) (City of San Diego 2015). It then
shows how these targets will be achieved through a combination of federal, state,
regional, and local actions. Under regional actions, the City’s draft plan shows that
SANDAG compliance with SB 375 regional GHG targets from passenger vehicles will
help the City meet its GHG reduction targets. According to the City’s draft plan
(Table 3.1), SANDAG’s SB 375 reductions will account for about 9 percent of the
reductions needed to meet the City’s 2020 target, about 8 percent of reductions
needed to meet the 2030 target, and about 8 percent of reductions needed to meet
the 2035 target. All other reductions would come from federal, state, or local
actions.

Most of the reductions in the City’s plan would result from federal, state, and
regional actions: 90 percent of reductions in 2020, 74 percent of reductions in 2030,
and 65 percent of reductions in 2035. That means local actions account for about 1
30-14 percent of reduction in 2020, 18 percent of reductions in 2030, and 27 percent of
reductions in 2035. Moreover, most of the reductions from local actions are from a
single measure – achieving 100 percent renewable electricity on the city-wide
electrical grid by 2035 through Community Choice Aggregation or a similar program
(62 percent of reductions from local actions by 2030, 74 percent of reductions from
local action by 2035). This is substantially more than the existing State requirement
for 33 percent renewable electricity, which is reflected in the Draft EIR projection of
total regional GHG emissions to 2050. Unlike the City of San Diego, SANDAG does
not have any jurisdiction or authority over the generation of electricity in the San
Diego region.
30-8
In comparison to the prior plan, the proposed Plan advances completion of a new
Trolley line and SPRINTER rail line frequency improvements to earlier phases of the
Plan, adds seven new transit projects to the proposed Plan, and delays completion
of about 18 highway or managed lane projects. The cost of the highway and
managed lane projects is higher in the proposed Plan due to the effects of inflation.
See Master Response 4 for more detail. The Court of Appeal decision mentioned in
this comment has been depublished, and the matter is currently pending before the
California Supreme Court.
30-9
Please see the response to Plan comment 460 for response to this comment on
more freeways not being needed because of VMT trends.
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30-10
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 460 for response to this
comment.
30-11
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 460 for response to this
comment.
30-12
Please see Master Response 1 for discussion of the 50-10 transit plan.
30-13
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 460 for response to this
comment. Also, Master Response 1 explains why the 50-10 Transit Plan was not
considered as an alternative in the Draft EIR.
30-14
These are concluding remarks and no further response is required.
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Letter 31
Southern California Tribal Chairmen’s Association

31-1
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the responses to Plan comments 428 and 429. Responses to
specific comments on the EIR are responded to below in the responses to
comments 31-4 to 31-10 and 31-12 to 31-17.

31-1
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31-1
(cont.)

31-2
This comment expresses the SCTCA’s general concern related to cultural resources
information contained in the Draft EIR. The specific EIR issues are raised in
subsequent comments and responded to below in responses to comments 31-4 to
31-10 and 31-12 to 31-17. Please also see the responses to Plan comment 429.

31-2

31-3
These are concluding remarks and no further EIR response is required. Please see
the response to Plan comment 430.

31-3
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31-4
See comments and responses 31-5 through 31-10 describing specific ways SCTCA
recommended language has been included in the EIR. Please also see the response
to Plan comment 431 explaining that Chapter 1 of the proposed Plan was revised in
response to this comment.

31-4
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31-5

31-5
SCTCA recommended language has been added to subsection 4.5.1.1 Cultural
Setting of the EIR under Prehistoric Setting. Please also see the response to Plan
comment 431 explaining that Chapter 1 of the proposed Plan was revised in
response to this comment.

31-6

31-6
SCTCA recommended language has been added to the subsection 4.5.1.1 of the EIR
under American Period (1846-Present). Please also see the response to Plan
comment 431 explaining that Chapter 1 of the proposed Plan was revised in
response to this comment.

31-7

31-7
SCTCA recommended language has been added to subsection 4.5.1.1 of the EIR
under American Period (1846-Present). Please also see the response to Plan
comment 431 explaining that Chapter 1 of the proposed Plan was revised in
response to this comment.
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31-8

31-9

Appendix K-1 Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
31-8
Mitigation measure Cult-1A language has been modified as shown below to clarify
the role of tribal consultation in identifying and mitigating impacts to CEQA-defined
historical resources and unique archaeological resources, including those located
outside reservations. Please also see the response to Plan comment 431 explaining
that Chapter 1 of the proposed Plan was revised in response to this comment (new
text is underlined).
“CULT–1A DEVELOP PROJECT-LEVEL MEASURES. During project-level CEQA
review of transportation network improvements or development projects that
would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a CEQA-defined
“historical resource” or significantly affect a unique archeological resource,
SANDAG shall, and transportation project sponsors, the County of San Diego,
cities, and other local jurisdictions can and should, develop project-level
protocols and mitigation measures, consistent with CEQA Guidelines Section
15126.4(b) and in consultation with the State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO) as needed, to avoid or reduce impacts to CEQA-defined historical
resources and unique archaeological resources. Allow for adequate resources
to identify (through survey, consultation, or other means) cultural resources in
order to develop minimization and avoidance methods where possible.
Consult with appropriate Native American representatives to provide necessary
input as to resources that are of concern. These may include natural areas that
contain resources of importance to tribes that are located outside of
reservations. Project-level mitigation measures include, but are not limited to,
the following…”
31-9
Please see response to comment 31-8. Please also see the response to Plan
comment 431 explaining that Chapter 1 of the proposed Plan was revised in
response to this comment.
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31-10
31-10
Please see the response to comment 39-8 explaining that Mitigation Measure CULT1A language has been modified to clarify the role of tribal consultation in identifying
and mitigating impacts to CEQA-defined historical resources and unique
archaeological resources, including those located outside reservations.

31-11
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and not related to the adequacy of the Draft
31-11 EIR. Please see the responses to Plan comments 430 to 446.
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31-11
(cont.)
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31-11
(cont.)

31-12
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31-12
Draft EIR Section 4.10 narrative and maps properly describes the characteristics of
the existing physical environment related to hydrology and water quality (including
maps and narrative of the region’s watersheds), and then analyzes the impacts of
the proposed Plan’s forecasted regional growth and land use change and planned
transportation network improvements on those existing physical characteristics.
Please see the response to Plan comment 446 for discussion of the proposed Plan
maps that have been revised to identify the location of tribal nations.
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31-13

31-13
SCTCA recommendations have been incorporated in the EIR as follows:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
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Add a Kumeyaay perspective: An introductory paragraph was added under
Prehistoric Setting in subsection 4.5.1.1 Cultural Setting. It states that the
prehistoric sequence discussed is based primarily on archaeology (scientific and
historical evidence), which addresses tangible things like technology,
subsistence remains, and settlement positioning.
Change description of Historic Period: The requested statement regarding
Spanish colonists arriving in 1769 was added in subsection 4.5.1.1 under
Prehistoric Setting.
Revise to include the continued existence of free Kumeyaay during the Spanish
occupation: A paragraph was added to the discussion of the Spanish Period in
subsection 4.5.1.1 that describes Mission land policies and native resistance
movements, and notes the limited influence of the missions in portions of the
region.
Include a description of Indian land tenure practices: A paragraph was added
under Ethnographic Background in subsection 4.5.1.1 that briefly discusses
these practices and cites the suggested sources.
The last paragraph in 31-13 states that buried cultural resources may be
present and that certain features of the natural landscape may also be
considered cultural resources. The potential for buried resources is already
addressed in the EIR. At this time, no specific landscape features (e.g., plants,
animals, habitats, and use areas) have been identified as cultural resources that
would experience significant impacts under the proposed Plan.
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31-13
(cont.)

31-14

31-14 The Draft EIR evaluates the impacts of the proposed Plan, which includes forecasted

regional growth and land use change and planned transportation network
improvements, including regionals arterials. Draft EIR Section 2.6 explains that lead
agencies implementing second-tier projects can use this EIR as a first-tier EIR.

31-15 31-15

The comment restates the EIR conclusion that impacts to historical resources and
unique archaeological resources are significant and remain significant and
unavoidable following application of mitigation measures CULT-1A and CULT-1B.

31-16

31-16 As described in subsection 4.5.3 Significance Criteria, SANDAG used CEQA Appendix

G (V) criterion (d) addressing human remains in developing significance criteria
CULT-2. Significance criteria CULT-2 indicates that the proposed Plan would have a
significant cultural resources impact if it would disturb any human remains,
including those interred outside of formal cemeteries, in violation of existing laws
and regulations protecting human remains (emphasis added). It is reasonably
foreseeable that projects implementing the proposed Plan would be designed to
follow existing laws and regulations protecting human remains, not to violate such
laws and regulations. Since projects under the proposed Plan would be designed to
adhere to existing laws and regulations protecting human remains, and because
these laws and regulations outline treatment options and protocols for situations in
which a project might disturb human remains, the proposed Plan would not exceed
the significance criteria and the impact is less than significant. Mitigation measures
are therefore not required.
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31-17
31-17
The EIR authors have consulted works by Carrico (2008), Miskwish (2007), and
Shipek (2008), as well as both Anderson’s and Shipek’s chapters in Before the
Wilderness (Anderson and Blackburn 1993) and this information has been
incorporated in Final EIR revisions to Section 4.5 Cultural and Paleontological
Resources. The reference by Luomala (1978) has also been added.
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31-17
(cont.)
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Letter 32
Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association

32-1
This comment includes introductory statements and no further response is
required.

32-1

32-2
Draft EIR Section 4.8 analyzes the proposed Plan’s GHG emissions. Please see
Master Responses 3, 4, and 5 for more detail on the Draft EIR GHG analysis,
including how it properly incorporates the requirements of state law and policy, its
technical methodology and assumptions, and GHG mitigation measures identified in
the Draft EIR to reduce emissions. Master Response 1 explains how the Draft EIR
properly analyzed a reasonable range of feasible alternatives.

32-2
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32-3
Please see Master Response 4 explaining among other things that: SB 375 requires
per capita GHG reductions – not VMT reductions – from passenger vehicle use; the
Draft EIR Section 4.8 (Impact GHG-3) analysis of per capita GHG reductions for
passenger vehicle use from a 2005 baseline are not directly comparable to the Draft
EIR Section 4.15 (Impact T-1) analysis of per capita VMT reductions for all vehicles
from a 2012 baseline; the relationship between VMT and emissions is not 1-to-1;
and the benefits of state laws and programs are excluded from SB 375 GHG
reductions.
32-4
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR properly considers the
proposed Plan’s consistency with the State’s Ability to achieve Executive Order
goals and properly concludes the proposed Plan would not conflict with the Climate
Action Strategy. There is no current legal or planning requirement that the SANDAG
region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the
statewide percentage in order for the State to achieve the Executive Orders’ goals

32-3

32-5
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see response to Plan comment 468 for response to this
comment about incorporating energy and water strategies into the proposed Plan.

32-4

32-6
Please see Draft EIR Section 4.8 (p. 4.8-25) and Appendix G-1 explaining the
differences between the region’s estimated 1990 GHG emissions levels in the Draft
EIR and the EIR for the prior plan. See Master Response 4 for more detail. The 2005
baseline for SB 375 GHG reductions is the same for the proposed Plan and the prior
plan. CARB has established the SANDAG region’s baseline as 26.0 pounds per
person per day. Please see Master Response 4 explaining that the Draft EIR’s
assumptions for total regional GHG emissions from all sources meet CEQA
requirements. Master Response 4 also provides a listing of transit projects phased
earlier in the proposed Plan relative to the prior plan, new transit projects in the
plan that were not included in the prior, and highway investments delayed in the
proposed Plan compared to the prior plan. Please see Master Response 2
addressing comments about the “flexibility” of transportation funding sources.
Draft EIR Chapter 2.0 summarizes the methods used to forecasted future regional
growth in population, housing units, and jobs. Detailed regional growth forecast
documentation is provided in proposed Plan Appendix J. Also see Master Response
1 explaining that in order to reduce total VMT and GHG emissions, 5 of the 7 action
alternatives evaluated in detail in Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 feature elimination of all of
the proposed Plan’s highway investments; 4 of these 5 also eliminate all of the
proposed Plan’s managed lane investments, while the other significantly scales back
the proposed Plan’s managed lane investments.

32-5

32-6
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32-6
(cont.)
32-7
This comment correctly identifies some of the significant and unavoidable impacts
of the proposed Plan. This comment also asserts that the proposed Plan does not
meet its own objectives, but does not provide any facts or evidence to support that
assertion. Table 6.0-1 in Chapter 6.0 of the Draft EIR, as well as Draft Plan Chapters
2, 4, and 5, shows that the proposed Plan meets all of its basic objectives. Per CEQA
Guidelines Section 15088.5, neither this comment letter nor any other information
added to the EIR after the Draft EIR public review period constitutes “significant
new information” requiring recirculation of the EIR. In response to the comment
that the proposed Plan is a “minor update” of the prior plan, please see Master
Response identifying changes between the proposed Plan and the prior plan,
including earlier phasing of a new trolley line from 2050 to 2035 (Route 562 or the
“purple line”) and earlier phasing of SPRINTER light rail service improvements from
2030 to 2025; seven new transit projects that were not included in the prior plan,
18 highway and managed lane projects that have been delayed to later years of the
proposed Plan compared to the prior plan, and a more compact land use pattern
that for example includes 45,000 fewer residents in the low density rural
unincorporated area of the region. Please also see the response to Plan comment
467.

32-7
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32-8 32-8

This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 469 explaining that
SANDAG prepared a “Quick Guide” summarizing the main strategies and
components of the proposed Plan in both English and Spanish.

32-9
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
32-9 the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 470 for response to
these comments on proposed Plan Chapter 1.

32-10
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly
considers the requirements of state law and policy. It explains that the Draft EIR
properly considers consistency with the state’s ability to achieve executive order
GHG reduction goals and properly concludes that the proposed Plan would not
32-10 conflict with AB 32. Master Response 3 explains that the proposed Plan is not
required to meet Executive Order B-30-15 or S-3-05 statewide GHG reduction goals
and explains that the error in the assertion that the Climate Action Strategy adopts
Executive Order S-3-05 or its statewide reduction goals. Master Response 5
provides more detail about the Draft EIR GHG mitigation measures. Please also see
the response to Plan comment 470.

32-11 32-11

This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 471 addressing the
proposed Plan’s goals and objectives and performance measures.

32-12 32-12

This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 472 for response to this
comment on proposed Plan Chapter 1.
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32-13
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see response to comment 32-7 for response to the comment
that the proposed Plan is a “minor retooling” of the prior plan. Please also see the
32-13 response to Plan comment 473. Regarding litigation on the EIR for the 2011
RTP/SCS, the Court of Appeal decision has been vacated and the matter is currently
pending before the Supreme Court. The prior plan itself was not subject to legal
challenge.

32-14
Please see Master Response 4 explaining differences between the SB 375 GHG
32-14 reductions identified in the prior plan and the proposed Plan. The 2005 baseline for
SB 375 GHG reductions is the same for the proposed Plan and the prior plan. CARB
has established the SANDAG region’s baseline as 26.0 pounds per person per day.
Please also see the response to Plan comment 470.
32-15
Please see Master Response 4 explaining the differences between the Draft EIR
32-15 analysis of per capita CO2 emissions and per capita VMT, and the reasons for those
differences. Master Response 4 also explains that SB 375 requires GHG reductions,
not VMT reductions. The Master Response explains why large reductions in GHG
emissions are achievable without proportionate reductions in VMT. See Draft EIR
Chapter 4.0 (e.g., p. 4.0-1) for discussion of the environmental baseline used in the
Draft EIR’s impact analysis. Please also see the response to Plan comment 470.
32-16

32-16 This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of

the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 474 addressing the
proposed Plan policy objectives. From the broader Plan objectives, the Draft EIR
selected a narrower range of basic project objectives in order to more efficiently
develop a range of potentially feasible alternatives.
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32-17
Please see response to comment 17-19 and Master Response 3 for detailed
explanation of the relationship of the proposed Plan’s GHG emissions to the draft
City of San Diego Climate Action Plan. Also, the comment references “a number” of
local climate actions plans but specifically identifies only the City of San Diego draft
plan, so no specific response can be provided regarding potential inconsistencies
32-17 with these other local plans. Draft EIR Impact GHG-2 and Appendix G-2
demonstrate that the proposed Plan would not conflict with the seven local climate
action plans that had been adopted before Draft EIR publication. Please also see the
response to Plan comment 474.
32-18
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 475 explaining that the
wording has been revised to “will improve” in the final plan.
32-19
32-18 This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 476 for response to the
comment on addressing water issues in the proposed Plan.
32-20
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
32-19 the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 476. Please note that
the Draft EIR includes Mitigation Measure WS-1A, which describes additional water
conservation measures that can and should be implemented for individual projects
implementing the Regional Plan.
32-21
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
32-20 the Draft EIR. As shown in EIR Section 4.8 and Appendix G-1, passenger vehicles
represent about 37 percent of total regional GHG emissions as of 2012. Please also
refer to the response to Plan comment 477.
32-22
32-21 Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the proposed Plan and EIR accurately
reflect the requirements of state law and policy related to GHG emissions. It also
discusses the relevance of the state Executive Orders to SANDAG and the proposed
Plan. Master Response 3 also explains that the Climate Action Strategy is a guidance
document that identifies a range of potential policy measures for consideration in
32-22 long-term planning documents like the proposed Plan; it does not commit SANDAG
or the region to achieving the numerical targets set forth in the executive orders.
Please also see Master Response 4 explaining the reasons for the higher passenger
vehicle GHG reductions in the proposed Plan compared to the prior plan. Master
Response 4 also explains that SB 375 does not establish VMT metrics, and notes
that both the prior plan and the proposed Plan use the same 2005 baseline for SB
375 calculations. Also see the response to Plan comment 477.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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32-23

Appendix K-1 Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR

Please see Master Response 4 for an explanation of why the proposed Plan’s GHG
emissions are lower than the 2011 plan’s GHG emissions. Draft EIR Appendix G-1
describes the methods used in the total regional GHG emissions projections used in
the Draft EIR for 16 GHG emissions categories. For each, it describes differences
from the prior inventory, which was used in the prior plan’s EIR. Each of the 8
alternatives evaluated in detail in the Draft EIR are analyzed using the same
modeling tools and methodologies as the proposed Plan. The environmental
impacts of each alternative are compared to the impacts of the proposed Plan for
all 16 resource topics evaluated in the Draft EIR for 4 time points: 2020, 2025/2030,
2035, and 2050. Please also see the response to comment 477.

32-24
Per capita VMT would decrease under the proposed Plan as analyzed in Draft EIR
Section 4.15. Please see Master Response 4 explaining the differences between the
Draft EIR analysis of per capita CO2 emissions (SB 375 GHG reductions) and per
capita VMT, and the reasons for those differences. The Master Response explains
why large reductions in GHG emissions are achievable without proportionate
reductions in VMT. Under the proposed Plan, average peak-period travel time to
work for all travel modes would increase by one minute from 2012 to 2020 and
2012 to 2035, and then return to the 2012 level by 2050. However, average travel
time to work using transit would decrease under the proposed Plan, from 50
minutes in 2012 to 45 minutes in 2050. Carpool time to work also would decrease,
from 25 minutes in 2012 to 24 minutes in 2050. The proposed Plan also would
32-24 improve transit, carpool, and drive alone travel time to work compared to the No
Project Alternative. Please also see the response to comment 477.
32-25 The Draft CTP has not been adopted, and once it is adopted, would represent
a 2040 vision for California transportation rather than a set of specific directives or
requirements for SANDAG’s Regional Plan. As discussed on Draft EIR p. 4.8-38, it
presents hypothetical scenarios on how deep reductions in GHG emissions from the
transportation sector could be achieved with an aggressive set of strategies
requiring major VMT reduction, as well as improvements in vehicle and fuel
technologies. Using the Draft CTP framework, Chapter 2 of the Regional Plan
discusses scenarios for the SANDAG region showing how an 80% reduction in mass
GHG emissions from passenger vehicles might be met by highly aggressive
32-25 implementation of ZEV penetration and VMT reduction measures. Full
implementation of these measures is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current
ability to implement. Please also see response to Plan comment 477.
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32-25
(cont.)
32-26
Master Response 4 provides a breakdown of the proposed Plan’s SCS components
32-26 that contribute to SB 375 per capita GHG reductions from passenger vehicle use.
Please also see the response to Plan comment 477.
32-27
Master Response 4 provides a breakdown of the proposed Plan’s SCS components
that contribute to SB 375 per capita GHG reductions from passenger vehicle use.
32-27 The SCS land use pattern is more than a mere compilation of local plans, as
explained in Regional Plan Appendix J. Regional Plan Appendix J describes methods
used to develop the regional growth forecast, upon which the SCS land use pattern
is based. For example, while based on adopted local land use plans, the SCS’s
forecasted compact growth pattern also is determined by the proposed Plan’s
32-28 investments in transit and other transportation network improvements in existing
higher density urbanized areas of the region. Please also see the response to Plan
comment 478.

32-29

32-28
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 478.
32-29
Please see Master Response 2 addressing among other things constraints and
limitations of transportation funding sources, project phasing, and the TransNet
extension ordinance. Also see responses to Circulate San Diego’s Draft EIR comment
letter (letter 10) and the response the Plan comment 478.

32-30
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
32-30 the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 479 explaining that
proposed Plan Chapter 5 explains how SANDAG implements the regional vision
through incentives and collaboration. Also, please see response to comment 32-27.
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32-30 32-31
(cont.) The land use scenarios referenced in this comment are not the same as the Draft

EIR alternatives. The land use scenarios were examined by SANDAG in 2013 to fulfill
a commitment made by SANDAG when it adopted the prior plan in 2011 (SANDAG
2013). The purpose was to understand the potential of alternative land use
scenarios to further reduce GHG emissions beyond the Series 13 Regional Growth
Forecast (which is used in the proposed Plan SCS). Please also see the response to
Plan comment 479. The 7 action alternatives evaluated in detail in Draft EIR Chapter
6.0 feature different transportation network improvements, transportation policy
options, and more compact land use patterns based on stakeholder suggestions for
32-31 reducing total VMT, GHG emissions, and air quality impacts. The Draft EIR
alternatives include three different land use assumptions combined with different
transportation network improvements and transportation policy option scenarios in
order to evaluate how different combinations of land use patterns and
transportation networks and policies reduce total VMT and GHG emissions and
other impacts. The land use assumptions included in the EIR action alternative are:
(1) the proposed Plan’s SCS, (2) an intensified Smart Growth Land Use alternative,
32-32 and (3) Multiple Dense Cores alternative. The proposed Plan’s SCS is described in
the proposed Plan and appendices, while the other two alternative land uses are
described in detail in Draft EIR Appendix D-2.

32-32
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
32-33 the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 480 for response to the
comment on the role of TransNet funding used to conserve open space.
32-33
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 481 explaining that
SANDAG provides guidance for local governments to improve their urban forests
through two documents, Designing for Smart Growth and Designing for Pedestrians,
32-34 both of which address the importance of tree canopies and climate-appropriate
vegetation to create a better street environment. Incentives to employ these design
recommendations are provided through the Smart Growth Incentive Program and
Active Transportation Grant Program. Planting trees also has been added to
Mitigation Measure 4H as an additional measure to reduce GHG emissions from
development projects.
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32-34
The major elements of the alternatives evaluated in detail in the Draft EIR are based
on the major transportation investments and policy options that the public and
stakeholders suggested would lead to major reductions in total VMT and GHG
emissions, including but not limited to:
• Advancing public transit (capital and operations) and active transportation
32-35
investments to 2025 (the first 10 years of the proposed Plan)
• Including investments from the unconstrained transit network (e.g.,
investments for which funding was not identified in the proposed Plan)
• Delaying and eliminating general purpose highway and managed lane
investments
• Converting existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes
• Providing more compact land use patterns
• Substantially lowering transit fares
• Substantially increasing the price of parking
• Substantially increasing the cost of driving.
Please see Master Response 1 for discussion of the Quickway proposal and the 5010 Plan, and why they were not considered in detail as alternatives in the Draft EIR.
32-36 Also see the response to Plan comment 482.
32-35
Draft EIR alternatives 5A – 5D eliminate all of the proposed Plan’s investments in
managed lanes and highways; Alternative 4 significantly scales back the proposed
Plan’s managed lane investments and eliminates all of the proposed Plan’s highway
investments. Please see Master Response 1 for discussion of the Quickway proposal
and 50-10 Plan. Also see the response to Plan comment 482 addressing these
comments, including the comments on the SANDAG travel demand model. The
SANDAG travel demand model procedures are described in proposed Plan Appendix
B and additional model documentation is provided in proposed Plan Appendix T.
The travel demand model land use assumptions are based on the adopted land use
32-37 plans of local jurisdictions.
32-36
Please see responses to comments 32-24 and 32-35. Also see Master Response 1
explaining why the 50-10 plan was not considered in detail in the Draft EIR. The
proposed Plan’s forecast of future total VMT increases are based on the latest
available surveys and other observed data of travel behavior. These are discussed in
Master Response 4 and in more detail in proposed Plan Appendix T. Master
Response 4 also describes how the proposed Plan advances completion of a major
32-38
new Trolley line and SPRINTER service improvements, identifies 8 new transit
projects, and delays about 18 highway and managed lane projects compared to the
prior plan. Please note that the Draft EIR Impact T-2 analysis demonstrates that the
proposed Plan’s additions of lane miles do not induce substantial vehicle travel.
Also see the response to Plan comment 482.
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32-38 32-37
(cont.) EIR mitigation measure GHG-4F states that SANDAG shall incorporate infrastructure

electrification into project design. This measure has been revised to include
charging for electric bikes as an example of infrastructure electrification. Please also
32-39 see the response to Plan comment 482.

32-38
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 483 for response to the
comments on the proposed Plan mobility hub implementation strategy.

32-40 32-39

Please see Master Response 5 for an explanation of why increasing parking prices
was not considered a feasible mitigation measure in the Draft EIR. Also, Draft EIR
alternatives 5C and 5D among other components feature substantially increased
parking costs to evaluate the ability of these policy options to lower total VMT and
GHG emissions and other impacts. See Master Response 1 for more detail. Also see
32-41 the response to Plan comment 484.
32-40
Draft EIR Mitigation Measure GHG-4D calls for SANDAG to set aside about $30
million in proposed Plan funding for the installation of publicly available electric
vehicle charging infrastructure. Also, the proposed Plan allocates about half of its
expenditures to public transit. Also see the response to Plan comment 485.

32-42 32-41

Each of the 7 action alternatives evaluated in detail in the Draft EIR would at
minimum complete all of the proposed Plan’s transit investments (including grade
separations) by 2025 – the first 10 years of the proposed Plan. Please see Master
Response 1 for more detail. Refer to the response to Plan comment 486 for
information about the proposed Plan’s rail-grade separation investments.

32-42
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
32-43 the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 486 describing the
proposed Plan’s investments in safe routes to transit for new transit stations and
active transportation investments as part of the proposed Plan’s freeway
interchange investments.
32-43
Please see Master Response 4 explaining that the benefits of state laws and
32-44 programs are excluded from SB 375 GHG reductions. Adopted federal and state
laws and regulations are included in the Draft EIR projections of total regional GHG
emissions as also explained in Master Response 4. It also provides a breakdown of
the proposed Plan components that contribute to the SB 375 GHG reductions, and
describes reasons for differences in the SB 375 GHG reductions between the
proposed Plan and the prior Plan. Please also see response to Plan comment 486.
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32-44
Please see Master Response 1 addressing the Quickway Proposal and the 50-10
Plan. Also see the response to Plan comment 486.
32-45

32-45 About half of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are for public transit. This is true for

the life of the proposed Plan, and individual phases (2014-2020, 2021-2035, 20362050). These numbers do not include expenditures for the proposed Plan’s
32-46 managed lane investments, which are key to many of the proposed Plan’s transit
investments. Please see Master Response 2 for more detail on the proposed Plan’s
expenditures and description of transportation project funding constraints and
limitations. Also see the response to Plan comment 487.

32-47

32-46
Please see Master Response 3 for discussion of why the proposed Plan is consistent
with the Climate Action Strategy. Also see the response to Plan comment 487.

32-48 32-47

This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 487.

32-48
32-49 Please see Master Response 2 for discussion of transportation project funding,
phasing, and the TransNet extension ordinance, including funding constraints and
limitations. Also see the response to Plan comment 487.
32-49
Draft EIR Sections 4.6 and 4.16 respectively evaluate the energy and water supply
impacts of the proposed Plan. Additional energy and water conservation measures
are include in Mitigation Measures N-3B and WS-1A, respectively. Also see the
32-50 response to Plan comment 488.
32-50
Please see Master Response 5 for discussion of the feasibility of community choice
aggregation as a feasible mitigation measure. Please also see the response to Plan
comment 488 for response to the comments related to distributed generation and
building efficiencies.
32-51

32-51 This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of

the Draft EIR. Please note that the Draft EIR includes Mitigation Measure WS-1A
and WS-1B, which describes additional water conservation and water reuse
measures that can and should be implemented for individual projects implementing
the Regional Plan. Also see the response to Plan comment 476 for response to the
comments on water supply and demand.
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32-51
(cont.)

32-52 32-52

This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 489.

32-53

32-54
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32-53
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 489.

32-54
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please refer to the response to Plan comment 490.
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32-55
The proposed Plan would comply with approved HCP/NCCP conservation plans;
therefore, impact BIO-4 which addresses conflicts with provision of an adopted
HCP, NCCP, or other conservation plan is less than significant. These plans would
require biologically equivalent or superior compensation of habitat or project
redesign if there was encroachment into hardline preserve areas that help maintain
connectivity.
Many of the regional corridors identified from the South Coast Missing Linkage
studies and other areas of the County are in areas where there are unapproved
HCP/NCCPs (e.g., North County and East County). Without a regional plan and
approved HCP/NCCPs in place to guide development in a way that ensures
connectivity between core habitats in those areas of the County, impacts could
remain significant and unavoidable as described under Impact BIO-3 which
addresses interfering with movement of species. Therefore, the significance
conclusions for impacts BIO-3 and BIO-4 are appropriate and have not been
changed.

32-55

32-56
Please see response to comment 17-19 and Master Response 3 for detailed
explanation of how the Draft EIR GHG analysis relates to the City of San Diego’s
Draft Climate Action Plan. Although this is not an adopted climate action plan, the
proposed Plan does not conflict with the draft San Diego plan.

32-56

32-57

32-58
This comment addresses a summary of the Draft EIR impact conclusion for Impact
T-2 in the Executive Summary. The impact analysis is provided in Draft EIR Section
4.15, which explains in detail the methodology used to perform the analysis and the
reasons supporting the impact conclusion.

32-58
32-59

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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32-57
This comment addresses summaries of Draft EIR Mitigation Measures LU-2A and
POP-2A that are provided in the Draft EIR Executive Summary. The full text and
details of these measures are provided in Draft EIR Section 4.11 and 4.13
respectively.

32-59
This comment agrees with the impact conclusions for Impacts WS-1 and WS-2.
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32-60
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32-60
Draft EIR Mitigation Measures WS-1A and WS-1B require that SANDAG shall and
other agencies can and should reduce use of potable water through
implementation of water conservation measures and strategies to increase the use
of reclaimed (recycled) water.
32-61
Please see the responses to comments on Attachment A to this comment. Also
Master Response 1 addressing the Draft EIR analysis of alternatives and Master
Response 5 addressing Draft EIR GHG mitigation measures.

32-61

32-62
This comment does not address the adequacy of the Draft EIR.

32-62

32-63
Draft EIR Section 1.2 among other things explains that the Draft EIR is a Program
32-63 EIR. Please see Master Response 4 discussing the relationship between the EIR
analyses of VMT and GHG emissions, including different baselines used for different
analyses.
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32-64
The Draft EIR properly analyzes the impacts of the proposed Plan’s forecasted
regional population, housing unit, and job growth and land use change and planned
transportation network improvements. Thus, the environmental impacts of the
proposed Plan’s relationship between population-housing and jobs are analyzed in
32-63 the Draft EIR. For example, the impacts of the proposed Plan’s population-housing
(cont.) and jobs relationship on per capita and total VMT are addressed in Draft EIR Section
4.15 Impact T-1. This comment also implies that the proposed Plan’s jobs-housing
balance is not appropriate because the percentage of change in housing units and
jobs in certain jurisdictions of the region is not 1 to 1. However, planning research
indicates that there is no single numerical indicator of “balance”, and that jobshousing balance should be measured based on total jobs and housing units within
an area, not based on percentage change (ARB 2014c). The comment also implies
that the proposed Plan jobs-housing “imbalance” is leading to more vehicle use.
However, the Draft EIR analysis in Section 4.15 demonstrates that per capita vehicle
use decreases under the Plan (Impact T-1) and that the Plan does not induce
32-64 substantial vehicle travel (impact T-2).
32-65
Please see Master Response 6 addressing Draft EIR mitigation measures that other
agencies can and should implement. SANDAG cannot mandate that other agencies
implement mitigation measures assigned to them. The Master Response explains
how lead agencies routinely implement the types of mitigation measures assigned
to them during project design, CEQA review, and/or project construction, but that
due to project or site-specific circumstances, it may not be feasible for individual
32-65 lead agencies to implement all of the “can and should” mitigation measures listed
for a particular significant impact.
32-66
The Draft EIR did not underestimate the potential loss of agricultural lands. Please
see Draft EIR Section 4.2 (p. 4.2-17) for explanation of fundamental differences
between the Draft EIR Impact AG-1 analysis and the County’s methodology. In
summary, the County methodology accurately identifies existing agricultural lands
32-66with a rural or semi-rural residential designation, but greatly overestimates the
actual physical conversion of agricultural land that would likely occur as a result of
rural residential development by assuming that all agricultural land with a rural
residential designation would be subdivided and developed to the maximum
32-67theoretical extent allowed under the County Land Use Map. The County
methodology does not take into account a variety of reasonably foreseeable factors
and available information related to land development, including economic and
demographic trends, physical and regulatory constraints, proximity to job centers,
access to transportation networks, and historical development patterns.
Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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32-66 (cont.)
By contrast, the SANDAG methodology takes these factors into account to provide a
finer-grain, essentially parcel-level forecast of how rural and semi-rural residential
32-67 areas on the County Land Use Map would likely develop with housing, and by when.
(cont.) Thus, the SANDAG methodology constitutes a more reasonable and accurate
method for estimating actual physical conversion of existing agricultural lands to
non-agricultural use as a result of the proposed Plan’s forecasted regional growth
and land use change.
32-67

32-68 The level of detail in the biological impact analysis was appropriate for an EIR on a
Regional Plan covering the entire San Diego region over a 50-year time horizon. .
Vegetation communities were lumped into aggregated groups because detailed
analysis of each specific vegetation community would not be useful at the regional
scale of this Program EIR. The definition of Sensitive Vegetation Communities for
this Draft EIR includes an extensive list of categories of sensitive communities and
habitats. Furthermore as a later comment (32-68) points out, Table 4.4-2 does list
the specific sensitive habitats associated with the sensitive species.

32-69 The comment also states, “because there are numerous climate change scenarios

and vegetation change forecasts are not precise, a detailed analysis of vegetation
community effects may not be appropriate at this time.” The potential effects of
climate change are generally noted in the impact analysis and shifts in vegetation
communities and the effect on species are discussed in Appendix F Climate Change
Projections, Impacts and Adaptation. Furthermore, as stated in Section 1.3, this EIR
32-70 provides a foundation for second-tier CEQA documents for subsequent projects.
The project-specific impacts for individual projects will be addressed in future
environmental reviews. Project-specific CEQA review would take place at the time
of impact and existing vegetation communities present on site including those such
as maritime succulent scrub and other communities with limited distribution would
be analyzed at that time, thus accounting for changes in climate that occur in the
32-71 interim.
32-68
The level of detail in the biological impact analysis was appropriate for an EIR on a
Regional Plan covering the entire San Diego region over a 50-year time horizon. As
noted in comment response to 32-67, vegetation communities were aggregated
into groups to provide a useful overview of the extent of vegetation impacts for the
region up to 2050. As noted in the methods, the presence of suitable habitat (i.e.,
identified by vegetation communities) were reviewed using GIS methods and used
to identify potential species impacts.
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32-71 The comment states, “the plan does not evaluate effects on the associated
(cont.) vegetation sub-types.” However, this contradicts the previous comment stating, “a

detailed analysis of vegetation community effects may not be appropriate at this
time.” The assessment of habitats for individual sensitive species as mentioned
does list the sensitive habitats associated with the species. As noted in comment
response to 32-67, due to the programmatic scale of the proposed Plan and the fact
32-72 that individual projects implementing the proposed Plan will address more site
specific conditions, the analysis focused on the larger scale trends of impacts.
32-69
Thank you for this comment. SANDAG has revised mitigation measure BIO-1C to
state that required components of Habitat Management and Monitoring Plans and
Mitigation and Monitoring Plans are to reflect the latest available information on
climate change impacts and adaptation measures. Please also see response to
comment 32-67.
32-70
Please see response to comment 32-55 for response to the comment about the less
than significant conclusion for Impact BIO-4 in Section 4.4.
32-71
The Draft EIR methodology and assumptions for projecting total regional GHG
32-73 emissions are described in Draft EIR Appendix G-1. For more detail see Master
Response 4, which explains the differences in GHG reductions in the proposed Plan
versus the 2011 RTP/SCS.
32-72
This comment discusses part but not all of the analysis in Draft EIR Section 4.8. It
does not address the adequacy of the analysis. .
32-73
The Draft EIR methodology and assumptions for projecting total regional GHG
emissions are described in Draft EIR Appendix G-1. For more detail see Master
Response 4. Also see Draft EIR Section 4.8 Impact GHG-3 showing that the proposed
Plan meets and exceeds the SB 375 GHG reduction targets assigned to SANDAG by
the state ARB.
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32-73
(cont.)

32-74
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the proposed Plan properly considers
consistency with the state’s Executive Order GHG reductions goals and properly
concludes that the proposed Plan would not conflict with AB 32 or adopted Climate
Action Plans. Impact GHG-2 demonstrates that the San Diego region does reduce its
2020 GHG emissions consistent with the statewide percentage reduction required
by AB 32. Also see Master Response 4 describing the assumptions used in the Draft
EIR’s future projections of total regional GHG emissions from all sources. Master
Response 4 also explains the different methods used to estimate the region’s 1990
GHG emissions level in the Draft EIR compared to the EIR for the prior plan in 2011.

32-74
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32-74
(cont.)

32-75
The Draft EIR’s finding that Impact GHG-3 is less than significant is adequately
supported by information included in the Draft EIR GHG-3 impact analysis and
Appendix G-2, which describes the assumptions and methodology for passenger
vehicle GHG projections in detail. Please see Master Response 4 providing a
32-75 breakdown of the proposed Plan’s SCS components that contribute to SB 375 per
capita GHG reductions and explanation of the differences between the Draft EIR
analysis of per capita CO2 emissions and per capita VMT, and the reasons for those
differences. Master Response 4 also clarifies that SB 375 requires GHG reductions –
not VMT reductions. The Master Response explains why large reductions in GHG
emissions are achievable without proportionate reductions in VMT.

32-76

32-76 Please see Master Response 4 for explanation of the differences between the Draft

EIR analysis of per capita CO2 emissions and per capita VMT, and the reasons for
those differences. The Master Response explains why large reductions in GHG
emissions are achievable without proportionate reductions in VMT.
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32-76
(cont.)
32-77

32-78

32-79

32-80

32-81
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32-77
This comment agrees with the impact conclusion for Impact T-1,
32-78
This comment agrees with the impact conclusion for Impact WS-1.
32-79
Draft EIR Mitigation Measures WS-1A and WS-1B require that SANDAG shall and
other agencies can and should reduce use of potable water through
implementation of water conservation measures and strategies to increase the use
of reclaimed (recycled) water.
32-80
Please see response to comment 32-7 addressing the comment on the proposed
Plan achieving its own objectives and see Master Response 1 addressing the
alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR.
32-81
Please see Master Response 3 explaining among other things that the Climate
Action Strategy does not establish “commitments” or other enforceable actions for
SANDAG and see Master Response 1 addressing the alternatives evaluated in the
Draft EIR. The Draft EIR properly concludes, based on the analysis in Impact GHG-2,
that the Regional Plan is consistent with the Climate Action Strategy.
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Letter 33
State Clearinghouse

33-1
This letter documents SANDAG’s compliance with State Clearinghouse review
requirements for draft environmental documents pursuant to CEQA.

33-1
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Letter 34
Transportation Justice Coalition

34-1
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34-1
Please see Master Response 4 for discussion of the differences in SB 375 GHG
reductions between the proposed Plan and the prior plan and a listing of new
transit projects in the proposed Plan, earlier phasing of transit projects in the
proposed Plan, and the highway and managed lane investments that are delayed in
the proposed Plan (relative to the prior plan). The 26% increase in highway cost
between plans is largely due to the movement of highway projects to later phase
years. When phasing and "Year Of Expenditure" dollars are removed, the increase
in highway project costs between the two plans is 4% which is similar to the
inflation between the base financial years of the prior plan and the proposed Plan
(2010 to 2014). Please also see the response to Plan comments 248 and 249.
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34-2
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR properly considers
consistency of the proposed Plan with the 2030 and 2050 statewide GHG
reductions targets in Executive Orders B-30-15 and S-3-05, that the proposed Plan is
not required to meet the Executive Order goals or trajectory, and that SB 32, if
signed into law in 2016, would not create such a requirement. See Master
Response 1 explaining how the Draft EIR alternatives analysis examine seven
potentially feasible action alternatives in detail with the express purpose of trying
to reduce vehicle miles traveled and GHG emissions. Also note there are no
provisions in the executive orders or elsewhere that SANDAG is required to
“comply” with Executive Orders B-30-15 and S-3-05. Moreover, Draft EIR Section
4.8 provides detailed discussion demonstrating that it is not possible for an agency
with relatively narrow authorities and jurisdiction like SANDAG to reduce regional
GHG emissions from all sources at the scale required to meet the statewide
Executive Order goals.. Achieving a 40 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2030
and 80 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2050 will require major changes in
technology, markets, and state and federal policies. The Draft EIR provides detailed
discussion of these major changes and how they are outside of SANDAG’s authority
and jurisdiction. The mitigation measures identified in the Draft EIR would reduce
inconsistency of the propose Plan’s GHG emissions with the state’s ability to
achieve the EO B -30-15 and EO-S-3-05 GHG reduction goals. However, full
implementation of changes required to achieve the Executive Orders’ goals is
beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement.

34-2

34-3

34-3
This comment accurately identifies that Draft EIR Alternative 5D includes various
components by 2025 as suggested by stakeholders during EIR scoping and
development of the proposed Plan, including 10 minute all-day bus service in urban
areas, all active transportation projects, further increases in transit service
frequency, and conversion of general purpose lanes to managed lanes to
accommodate Rapid bus routes. All seven action alternatives considered in detail in
the EIR advance urban core bus route 10-minute all-day frequency improvements
to 2025 (see Table 6.0-2, footnote 1). Alternatives 5C and 5D include the increased
frequencies on 44 transit routes mentioned in this comment. Draft EIR alternatives
5C and 5D reduce transit fares by 50 percent. The Draft EIR (p. 6-33 to 6-34) and
Master Response 1 explain why the request for prioritization of transit projects in
overburdened communities was rejected from detailed consideration in the Draft
EIR.
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34-3 (cont.)
In order to evaluate the availability of increased transit and active transportation
investments to avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts of the proposed
Plan, the alternatives considered in detail include major investments in transit
capital and active transportation improvements and major transit operations
improvements in a variety of communities, including communities identified by the
CalEnviroScreen model but not restricted to only those communities. The social
equity analysis provided in proposed Plan Appendix H shows that the proposed Plan
does not result in disparate impacts to disadvantaged populations, including
minority and low-income populations.

34-3 As shown in Draft EIR Appendix D, each of these transit projects is advanced to
(cont.) 2025 in one or more of the seven action alternatives considered in detail in the
th

Draft EIR. The Regional Plan already proposes the 54 Street BRT (also known as
Rapid Route 550) for implementation by 2025. The Trolley orange and blue lines
are already double tracked in the existing condition, and the Draft EIR action
alternatives include construction of additional track for express services on the
orange and blue lines.

34-4

SANDAG agrees that safe routes to transit (“are important to achieving the
proposed Plan’s vision and goals, and as such has included in the proposed Plan
funding for safe routes to transit improvements for all of the Plan’s new transit
stations. SANDAG will continue to explore additional funding for safe routes to
transit retrofits at existing transit stations. As explained in proposed Plan Appendix
E, the proposed Plan’s mobility hub implementation strategy will explore
opportunities to implement safe routes to transit projects at existing transit stations
as part of mobility hub implementation. As explained in the Draft EIR (p. 6-31), the
unconstrained active transportation network includes Safe Routes to Transit
investments for existing transit stations that are not served by Rapid routes under
the proposed Plan, and bicycle and pedestrian improvements for highway
interchanges that are not improved under the proposed Plan. These are not
included in the alternatives considered in detail because the benefits of these types
of site-specific improvements to improve pedestrian and bicycling conditions (e.g.,
shorter pedestrian crossings, pavement markings, traffic calming) are difficult to
quantify in the regional transportation model. However, the alternatives considered
in detail include completion of all active transportation projects by 2025.
SANDAG agrees that active transportation investments are important to achieving
the proposed Plan’s vision and goals, and as such has included in the proposed Plan
funding for active transportation improvements as part of all of the Plan’s highway
and freeway interchange projects. The proposed Plan also includes full build-out of
the entire regional bike network. SANDAG will continue to explore additional
funding for active transportation improvements at existing freeway and highway
interchanges.
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34-3 (cont.)
Similar to Safe Routes to Transit investments, active transportation retrofits at
freeway interchanges and safe routes to schools investments are not included in
the alternatives considered in detail because the benefits of these types of sitespecific improvements to improve pedestrian and bicycling conditions (e.g., shorter
pedestrian crossings, pavement markings, traffic calming) are difficult to quantify in
the regional transportation model.
However, the alternatives considered in detail include completion of all active
transportation projects by 2025, and CEQA does not require that an EIR consider
multiple variations of the alternatives considered in detail. Therefore, the EIR does
not include an additional alternative in which active transportation projects are
advanced to 2021 instead of 2025.
Draft EIR action alternatives 5A through 5D eliminate the Plan’s investments in
managed lanes and highway general purpose lanes and convert existing highway
general purpose lanes to managed lanes to accommodate Rapid bus routes and
high occupancy vehicles as suggested by this comment. The Draft EIR action
alternatives do not include transit only lanes because the alternatives already
include the elimination of managed lanes and conversion of existing highway
general purpose lanes to managed lanes to accommodate Rapid bus routes. Similar
to managed lanes, transit only lanes benefit Rapid bus routes by allowing them to
bypass traffic congestion in general purpose travel lanes. CEQA does not require
that an EIR consider multiple variations of the alternatives considered in detail.

34-5

Draft EIR action alternatives 5A through 5D eliminate the Plan’s investments in
managed lanes on SR 94 from SR 15 to I-5 and convert existing highway general
purpose lanes to managed lanes as suggested by this comment. The Draft EIR action
alternatives do not include a transit station within the center of SR 94 and localized
improvements to bicycle and pedestrian safety because these are minor variations
of SR 94 improvements already included in Alternatives 5A-5D. The Draft EIR
alternatives already include the Rapid route 235 and advancement of all regional
active transportation projects to 2025, and CEQA does not require that an EIR
consider multiple variations of the alternatives considered in detail.
34-4
Please see Master Response 2 for responses to the comment’s assumption that
transportation funding is more “fungible” than the proposed Plan suggests.
34-5
This comment addresses the Draft Plan and is not related to the adequacy of the
Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 266. Also, please see Draft EIR
Chapter 6.0 and Master Response 1 explaining how the range of alternatives
analyzed in the Draft EIR is based in large part on public and stakeholder requests to
avoid or substantially lessen the GHG emissions and air quality impacts of the
proposed Plan by reducing total VMT.
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Letter 35
Walt Brewer

35-1

Responses to Comments on the Draft EIR
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35-1
Draft EIR Table 4.6-5 includes a footnote explaining that kilowatt hours (kWh) are
converted into British thermal units (Btu) using the conversion factor of 1 kWh
equals 3,412 Btu, the standard factor for conversion of kWh to Btu.

35-2

35-2
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 740.

35-3

35-3
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 741.

35-4

35-4
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 742.
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Letter 36
Democratic Club of Carlsbad – Oceanside

36-1

36-2
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36-1
Please see Master Response 3 explaining that the Draft EIR properly considers
consistency of the proposed Plan with the state’s ability to achieve Executive Order
B-30-15 and S-3-05 statewide GHG reduction goals and that the proposed Plan is
not required to meet the Executive Order goals or trajectory. Please see Master
Response 2 explaining that about half of the proposed Plan’s expenditures are for
public transit, about 15 percent are for managed lanes (which support the Plan’s
transit investments), about 8 percent is for rehabilitating highways and making
them work more efficiently, and 6 percent is for other highway lanes and freeway
connector improvements. The Draft EIR evaluates the proposed Plan’s air quality
impacts in Section 4.3. In particular, the health impacts of the proposed Plan’s air
quality impacts are considered in Impacts AQ-2 and AQ-4. The Draft EIR identifies
13 mitigation measures (GHG 4A through 4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ-4C, and EN3B) to reduce the proposed Plan’s significant air quality impacts and related health
impacts. Please also see the response to Plan comment 968.
36-2
This comment provides general statements about DEMCCO.
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36-3
The VMT calculations presented in Table 1 do not match the VMT calculations
presented in the Draft EIR; please see response to comment 27-18 for more detail.
Also see Master Responses 3 and 4 discussing among other things the relationship
between GHG emissions and VMT, the Draft EIR’s proper consideration of proposed
Plan consistency with state Executive Order statewide GHG reductions, and
explanation that the proposed Plan is not required to meet the Executive Order B30-15 or S-3-05 goals or trajectory. Also note that while this figure is Draft EIR
Figure 4.8-1 (p. 4.8-33) the commenter has changed the title in this letter. Please
note that, as explained in Master Response 4, large reductions in GHG emissions are
achievable without proportionate reductions in VMT.
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36-4

36-5

36-6
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36-4
This comment addresses the proposed Plan and is not related to the adequacy of
the Draft EIR. Please see the response to Plan comment 968. Please note that
Impact T-2 demonstrates that the proposed Plan’s addition of lane miles does not
induce substantial vehicle travel.

36-5
Draft EIR Sections 4.3 and 4.12 analyze the air quality and noise impacts of the
proposed Plan, and identify mitigation measures to reduce the proposed Plan’s
significant air quality and noise impacts. Also, 4 of the 7 action alternatives
considered in detail in the Draft EIR eliminate all of the proposed Plan’s highway
and managed lane investments, and an additional action alternative eliminates the
proposed Plan’s highway investments and significantly scales back the proposed
Plan’s managed lane investments.

36-6
Draft EIR Section 4.3 Impacts AQ-2 and AQ-4 provide detailed localized analysis of
the proposed Plan’s air quality impacts and the related health impacts. The Impact
AQ-2 and AQ-4 methodologies identify localized air quality and health impacts
within as well as beyond 500 feet of freeways. The analysis also determined that
none of the local streets and roads in the region meet ARB guidance for specified
traffic volumes on urban or rural roads within 500 feet of sensitive receptors. The
500 foot buffer is also incorporated into Mitigation Measure AQ-4A requirements
to reduce exposure to toxic air emissions. The Draft EIR identifies 13 mitigation
measures (GHG 4A through 4H, AQ-2A, AQ-4A, AQ-4B, AQ-4C, and EN-3B) to reduce
the proposed Plan’s significant air quality impacts and related health impacts.
Section 4.3 also provides detailed discussion of the health impacts of exposure to
air pollution including exposure to particulate emissions (PM2.5 and PM10) and
diesel PM (see pp. 4.3-9 to 4.3-11 and 4.3-12 to 4.3-16).
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36-6
(cont.)

36-7
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36-7
This comment makes concluding statements and no further response is required.
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Letter 37
City of Oceanside

37-1

37-2

37-3

37-4
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37-1
Please note that this letter was received after the close of the Draft EIR comment
period, and that SANDAG has included responses in the Final EIR although not
required to do so. SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state,
and regional GHG emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans
and programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. However,
there is no current legal or planning requirement that the San Diego region’s
emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide
percentage in order for the state to achieve the Executive Order S-3-05 GHG
reduction goal (80 percent below 1990- levels by 2050). Please see Master
Response 1 explaining that SANDAG properly evaluated a reasonable range of
potentially feasible alternatives that would lessen the Plan’s significant impacts,
including its significant GHG emissions impacts, in accordance with CEQA
requirements. As explained in Master Response 1, no feasible alternative exists that
could meet regional reference points based on the state 2030 and 2050 GHG
reduction goals. Please also see the response to Plan comment No. 959 explaining
that the only managed GHG targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 GHG
emissions reduction targets for passenger vehicles.
The Draft EIR identifies 8 feasible mitigation measures that would reduce VMT,
increase use of alternative fuels, and other measures that would reduce the Plan’s
inconsistency with the state’s ability to achieve the Executive Order GHG reduction
goals. The Draft EIR provides a detailed four-page discussion (pp. 4.8-36 to 4.8-39)
documenting the major changes that would need to occur throughout the
economy, society, and across all levels of Federal, state, and local government in
order to meet the Executive Order goals for reducing statewide GHG emissions 40
percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050, and
it provides documentation demonstrating that most of the major changes needed
to meet the Executive Order targets are outside the ability of SANDAG or local
agencies to implement. Examples of major changes outside SANDAG’s authority
that would be needed to meet the Executive Order GHG reduction goals include but
are not limited to: major increases in renewable electricity, major improvements in
vehicle fuel efficiency and/or technology (e.g., electric vehicles) and major increases
in use and deployment of these technologies by citizens and the private sector, new
nuclear power plants, installation of currently unproven carbon capture and
sequestration technology at power plants, a 75 percent increase in driving costs,
and major improvements in building energy efficiency.
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37-2
The proposed Plan assumes that projects will be implemented throughout the life
of the Plan (from adoption through 2050) as suggested by this comment. All seven
action alternatives considered in detail in the EIR advance the completion of the
proposed Plan’s transit capital and operations improvements to 2025 and advance
urban core bus route 10-minute all-day frequency improvements to 2025, which
would benefit early morning and late night commuters (see Draft EIR Table 6.0-2).
Alternatives 5C and 5D include additional frequency improvements on 44 transit
routes. Draft EIR alternatives 5C and 5D reduce transit fares by 50 percent, which
would make riding transit more affordable, including for individuals at or below the
regional median income level. Please also see response to Plan comment 960
explaining that the proposed Plan dedicates half of its projected expenditures to
transit, a larger investment than any previous plan. Please refer to response to Plan
comment 251 explaining that SANDAG complies with Title VI which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of race, color, or national origin and evaluates for
disparate impacts that may result from the Plan on low-income populations based
on federal guidance. The response to Plan comment 251 also explains that the
Social Equity Analysis included in proposed Plan Appendix H analyzes disadvantaged
populations (including minority and low-income) under the proposed Plan against
the rest of the population as required by federal agencies that provide funding to
SANDAG. The analysis found that the Plan did not result in any disparate impacts.
The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of
transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects
included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple transportation
modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit.
37-3
The Draft EIR (p. 6-33 to 6-34) explains why requests for prioritization of projects in
overburdened communities was rejected from detailed consideration in the Draft
EIR. In order to evaluate the availability of increased transit and active
transportation investments to avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts
of the proposed Plan, the alternatives considered in detail include major
investments in transit capital and active transportation improvements and major
transit operations improvements in a variety of communities, including
communities identified by the CalEnviroScreen model but not restricted to only
those communities.
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37-3 (cont.)
Please also see response to Plan comment 960 explaining that retrofit projects to
improve access to existing transit stops and stations, and in areas surrounding
freeway interchanges, are included in the Unconstrained Network. Though they are
not being funded as part of the Revenue Constrained Network in this Regional Plan,
they will continue to be considered for funding in future regional plans. The
Regional Plan also prioritizes providing safe access wherever new transit stations
and freeway interchanges are built, as it is more efficient and cost-effective to
include safe bike and pedestrian access as new projects are constructed, rather
than after the project is already on the ground (see proposed Plan Chapter 2 and
proposed Plan Appendix A).
37-4
Please see the response to Plan comment 960 explaining that the Regional Plan
incorporates Managed Lane/High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) improvements on
corridors with substantial traffic congestion to support carpools, transit services,
and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the Interstate 15 corridor). Conversion of
general purpose lanes to create additional Managed/HOV lanes would be governed
by federal and state laws and regulations, Also, several alternatives evaluated in the
Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) (5A, 5B,5C, and 5D) convert general
purpose lanes to managed lanes that support carpools. The Board of Directors will
consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider
adoption of the final Regional Plan.
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Appendix K-2 - 2015 Comments and Responses on Draft Regional Plan

Appendix K-2 Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan Public Comments and Draft Responses
COMMENTS RECEIVED BY THE CLOSE OF THE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD ON JULY 15, 2015
No.

Name

Agency

Comment

Response

Source

1

Angel Fuerte

Able-Disabled
Advocacy
–
Community
Based
Organization
(CBO) Workshop

San Diego County needs to invest into more crosswalks

The Draft Regional Plan includes funding for pedestrian improvements such as marked crosswalks, through Safe Routes to Transit projects, bicycle and
pedestrian improvements at freeway interchanges, Regional Bike Network projects, and through the Active Transportation grant program and Smart
Growth Incentive Program. Your comment also has been shared with staff from the County of San Diego.

Comment
Card

2

Cindy Lennon

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

I have two issues I would like to comment on. Transportation plans that
involve the use of public transportation/mass transit fail to address one
issue of particular importance to persons with disabilities and seniors
(growing demographic) - lack of restrooms available. You expect some
to take a 1-3 hour ride without restrooms available. Even at the HUBS,
there are no public restrooms! You need to incorporate restrooms into
the planning. There seems to be a push to incorporate bike lanes. Also
not the best choice for persons with disabilities and seniors. Short
section of bike routes will do little to relieve traffic congestion. I would
view riding a bike with cars around me as dangerous. I don't consider
them a good option and would place less emphasis on them.

Restrooms are available at certain Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) transit centers for the use of patrons, including 12th & Imperial, Old Town,
El Cajon, and San Diego State University. Hours and access vary by location. Unfortunately, the maintenance and security costs are high due to misuse
and vandalism. These expenses reduce funds available for MTS to provide transit services. It is recognized that restrooms are a desirable feature, but
until a more cost-effective solution becomes available, adding additional facilities is unlikely.

Comment
Card

Active transportation improvements pay particular attention to the region's most vulnerable populations: seniors, people with disabilities, and
schoolchildren. It is important to note that active transportation projects, such as Safe Routes to Transit projects, will provide safer access for these
vulnerable populations, through pedestrian enhancements and traffic calming. Additionally, even Regional Bike Plan projects will include improvements
such as traffic calming and streetscape enhancements that will benefit pedestrians, in addition to people who bike.

3

David Dios

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

I want for my kids to have safe public transportation.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan lays out a future where there is a rich network of transit services available for us and the next
generations.

Comment
Card

4

E. Carter

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

Portland, OR Hanau & Frankfurt Germany green/sustainability
programs. Earthquake resistant building. Bus & Shuttle programs with
DOD and bases for employees to ease congestion.

The SANDAG Transportation Demand Management division (iCommute) works with military bases throughout the region to promote transportation
services that reduce single occupancy vehicle trips. For example, iCommute manages the Regional Vanpool Program which provides a $400 per month
subsidy for eligible vanpools. The military is the leading industry sector for vanpools in the program. iCommute also partners with military bases to
actively promote the federal Transportation Incentive Program (TIP) to military employees. TIP is a subsidized benefit that provides up to $130 per
month to military personnel that vanpool or take transit.

Comment
Card

5

Edward Acosta

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

I would like it if the connected bike lanes were done soon.

By 2050, the Regional Plan includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network. This includes $200 million worth of projects that will be
implemented within the next ten years, through the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program.

Comment
Card

6

Erica Cresta

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

It's a pretty good plan

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Comment
Card

7

Gregario

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

You guys are doing great.

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Comment
Card

8

Jonathan Chase

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

Buses are cool ;)

We appreciate your comment. We, too, believe that local buses and Rapid transit are a key component to the region's transportation system. Today,
buses account for nearly two-thirds of transit ridership and, with this plan, we will invest even more resources for local route improvements as well as
the regional Rapid services. By 2020, existing bus services in the urbanized areas will experience increased frequencies to 15 minutes all day, and by
2035, service will increase to 10 minutes all day. By 2050, we will have 32 new bus Rapid services.

Comment
Card

9

R. Salas

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

We should add outlets into the Trolley. They also should add another
Trolley because they get packed (Blue Line). The new Trolley (Cars) that
they "made" should be changed back to the new (old) one.

There is no plan or proposal at this point to add charging outlets to the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) buses or Trolleys. The costs of and the time
required to manage and maintain such fixtures would likely draw resources from core activities of providing transit service and maintaining other
vehicle systems.

Comment
Card

MTS has increased Blue Line frequencies during the weekday peaks to every 7.5 minutes to address high ridership demand. The ability to add more
capacity is limited by block lengths in downtown and constraints of the downtown operating environment. However, better frequencies will still be
considered as demand warrants and resources are available.
Comment doesn't specify the reason for preferring older Trolley cars, but MTS intends to continue purchase of low floor vehicles as they are
substantially more convenient for seniors and the disabled and reduce dwell times at stations, improving schedule reliability and passenger experience.
10

Rebecca Taylor

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

The 78 is getting more and more congested. HOV lanes are needed.

The Interstate-5 (I-5) to College Avenue segment and the Twin Oaks to Interstate-15 (I-15) segment along the State Route 78 (SR 78) are both
anticipated to be complete by 2025, with two new Managed Lanes. The middle portion of SR 78 is planned for completion by 2035. Both SR 78
connectors are included in the Draft Regional Plan by 2025.

Web

No.

Name

Agency

Comment

Response

Source

11

Rebecca Taylor

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

The transit system needs to be put at the forefront of the plan. The
communities of concern depend on public transportation and right
now it is failing them.

Improvements to the transit system are a key part of the Draft Regional Plan, with a significant percentage of projected future revenues going to rail,
Rapid, and local bus projects. In addition, many of the highway projects are focused on developing a regional network of Managed Lanes facilities that
will be used by the Rapid services operating on Managed outlined in the draft plan to bypass congestion in the main freeway lanes.

Web

12

Ricardo Ramirez

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

It's a really good plan for our future

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along and participate by visiting the project website, SDForward.com, and joining our e-mailing list.

Comment
Card

13

Tihanna Smith

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

I think they are going to make San Diego a better place

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Comment
Card

14

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

There is a need to return to collaborative communication between bus
lines to assist riders make connections.

The two transit operators (the Metropolitan Transit System and North County Transit District) try to ensure that transfer connection meets are met.
Most are "time points" on the system schedule, which means that drivers are not allowed to leave before that scheduled time. Unfortunately, traffic
congestion impacts time schedules and some transfer meets are missed. The Draft Regional Plan includes increasing frequencies on most urban bus
routes to every ten minutes throughout the day, which will make transfers more convenient since the wait time between buses is reduced.

Comment
Card

15

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

Making sure that the information is user friendly and available.

Regional travel information is available through a number of different venues including the iCommuteSD.com website, 511SD.com website (as well as
the mobile app available for iOS and Android), shiftsandiego.com, and the transit operator's websites (SDMTS.com and GONCTD.com). SANDAG,
Metropolitan Transit System, and North County Transit District are all active on social media (Facebook and Twitter) and provide travel information
updates on a daily basis, as well. Information regarding transportation services and information for seniors, persons with disabilities, and social service
recipients can be found on our partner agency's website, FACTSD.com.

Comment
Card

16

Able-Disabled
Advocacy – CBO
Workshop

Very Good information. Thanks for answering questions regarding
traffic, Park & Rides and Freeways. - Good Job.

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along and participate by visiting the project website, SDForward.com, and joining our email list.

Comment
Card

17

Bahed Hernandez

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The 78 needs to be widened and include carpool lanes asap.

The Interstate 5 to College Avenue segment and the Twin Oaks to Interstate 15 segment along the State Route 78 (SR 78) are both proposed to be
complete by 2025, with two new Managed Lanes. The middle portion of SR 78 would be complete following these projects. Both SR 78 connectors
are included in the plan by 2025.

Web

18

Barbara Reeves

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

Better bus service is needed along San Marcos Blvd.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes creation of a network of 15 minute service frequencies on bus routes in the urbanized areas
by 2020, and every 10 minutes by 2035.

Web

19

Barbara Reeves

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

More planned preservation is a good thing.

Approximately half of the County of San Diego would be conserved as open space. The local jurisdictions are in various stages of the adoption of
regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by identification, conservation
and management of an interconnected of habitat lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program
(EMP) which has conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned in the future that will both protect open space, implement
regional habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of regional transportation projects.

Web

20

Barbara Reeves

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The rapid transit bus lines in North County need to be included sooner
in the plan.

The timing of the transit improvements in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan is based on project rankings and available funding, among
other factors. Unfortunately there are not sufficient funds to implement as many projects as early as we would like.

Web

21

Bill Baker

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

Focus on open space preservation is critical.

We appreciate your comment and thank you for participating in this planning process. Approximately half of the County of San Diego would be
conserved as open space. The local jurisdictions are in various stages of the adoption of regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect
wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by identification, conservation and management of an interconnected network of habitat
lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program which has conserved over 3,400 acres to date.
Additional acquisitions are planned in the future that will both protect open space, implement regional habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the
future mitigation requirements of regional transportation projects.

Web

22

Bill Baker

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

Access to the airport is vital for the county.

Access from/to the airport can be done by taking any Trolley line or bus routes serving downtown San Diego, and then boarding the Route 992 airport
bus (which runs every 15 minutes). We are also working to establish a pedestrian link from the Middletown Trolley station that is served by the Green
Line and future Mid-Coast Trolley line to a new on-airport shuttle bus (to be operated by the San Diego Regional Airport Authority) that will run from
the new rental car facility now under construction along Pacific Highway. This pedestrian link and shuttle stop will be located a short 1/8 mile walk
from the Trolley station and is scheduled for completion in mid-2016. Trolley riders will be able to use the shuttle at no cost.

Web
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23

Cindy Li

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The mobility hubs are desperately needed in North County.

Thank you for your comment. SANDAG is in the process of developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation
services, amenities, and urban design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy
will recommend improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit
throughout the San Diego region. Mobility hub locations will be prioritized based on a variety of factors including the mix of land uses and the type
and frequency of available transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas will also be leveraged to identify viable sites for mobility hub investments.

Web

24

Cindy Li

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The bike access improvements are great.

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Web

25

David Hernandez

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

Cost of rapid bus trips must be affordable. Downtown to North County
public Transportation is very difficult.

The cost of riding Trolley, Rapid, and local bus services is less than the cost of owning and operating a car. While it is understood that the cost of using
transit can be a challenge for some people, fares are an important part of the funding picture for operating transit. Given the limited amount of funding
available for transit operations, reducing fares would likely mean that Trolley and bus services would have to be reduced to cover the loss in revenues.
Discounts are available for seniors, persons with disabilities, and youth. Many companies will partially or fully subsidize the cost of monthly transit passes.

Web

26

David Hernandez

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

There needs to be an easier and quicker way to get to Mexico from
North County.

Currently transit riders can take the COASTER to downtown San Diego and then connect to the Blue Line Trolley to the San Ysidro Trolley Station. The
Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes Rapid Express services on the future Interstate 5 Managed Lanes from San Ysidro to Downtown
that will be a faster alternative to the Blue Line, as well as increased COASTER service frequencies.

Web

27

Kurt Lemrise

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

Route 353 is confusing.

Please contact the North County Transit District Customer Service for support with route planning (760-966-6500) or check gonctd.com. A map of this
existing route can be found athttp://www.gonctd.com/wp-content/uploads/Schedules/353.pdf.

Web

28

Kurt Lemrise

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The plan predicts many more jobs in the future. This will be a good
thing for San Diego County.

San Diego's economy is projected to remain competitive into the future.

Web

29

Leticia Macias

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

Rapid service from South County to Palomar Airport road will be great
and helpful.

Thank you for your feedback. Rapid service 650, Chula Vista to Palomar Airport Road Business Park, is included in the Draft San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan. New Rapid services are also planned in a number of arterial and freeway corridors to provide higher-speed services for people making
longer distance trips. For a full list, please see Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing.

Web

30

Lin Wu

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

I find that many people using the HOV lanes are not commuting. It is
people on vacation or families. The HOV should be 3 or more people.
They should have to be driving age or above.

Currently, High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes and Express or Managed Lanes in the San Diego region give priority access to carpools with two or
more persons. Other regions in California have increased the occupancy requirement, especially during rush hours. SANDAG monitors the performance
of the HOV lanes and if levels of service were to drop below acceptable conditions, increasing occupancy to three or more people would be evaluated.

Web

31

Lin Wu

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

I like that access to public transportation will improve for communities
of concern in this new plan.

Thank you for participating in the process. Please follow along by visiting the project website, SDForward.com and joining our emailing list.

Web

32

Maria Lopez

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The high speed rail will be great and is much needed.

Thanks for your comment. SANDAG continues to coordinate with California High-Speed Rail Authority.

Web

33

Martin Ramirez

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

We need to get managed lanes across the entire 78 freeway.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes the addition of Managed Lanes on the State Route 78 corridor from Interstate 5 to Interstate 15.

Web

34

Martin Ramirez

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The pick up times for buses need to be expanded to all hours of the
day. Many people work at night but no buses are available.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes the creation of a 15 minute all-day network of Trolley and bus services in the urban areas of
the region by 2020, and a ten-minute all-day network by 2035, including later evening service.

Web
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35

Mary Aguirre

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

I like that the open space is being protected even with the growth of
the County.

Based upon current plans, approximately half of the County of San Diego will be conserved as open space. Local jurisdictions in the region are in various
stages of the adoption of regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by
identification, conservation and management of an interconnected network of habitat lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet
Environmental Mitigation Program which has conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned in the future that will both protect
open space, implement regional habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of regional transportation projects.

Web

36

Rich Thompson

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The high speed rail will be good to find new and cheaper housing
options and new jobs.

The California High-Speed Rail Authority is currently working with local jurisdictions in other corridors to properly integrate high-speed rail stations into
the community, including smart growth areas and activity centers that could potentially include affordable housing components. We would expect a
similar effort for future stations in the San Diego region.

Web

37

Rich Thompson

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

Pricing of public transportation needs to be more affordable.

Balancing the cost of transit fares and service levels is the heart of the matter. There are limited operating funds available and all funding is being used
to maximize service. While many people would like fare levels to be lowered, this could have a negative impact on the funding available for service.
Discounts are available for seniors, persons with disabilities, and youth (18 and under). The $5 Day Pass allows unlimited use of most rail and bus
services (fares for COASTER and Rapid Express are higher).

Web

38

Rosa Quintana

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The high speed rail to the airport will be helpful. This needs to be done
soon.

Thanks for your comment. The Los Angeles to San Diego segment of the rail line is included as Phase 2 in the California High-Speed Rail Authority
plans. SANDAG continues to coordinate with the Authority.

Web

39

Rosa Quintana

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The regional bike plan should be implemented soon. This is lacking in
San Diego.

By 2050, San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network. This includes $200 million worth of projects
that will be implemented within the next ten years, through the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program.

Web

40

Tammy Perry

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The cost of public transportation needs to be lowered for the
communities of concern.

Balancing the cost of transit fares and service levels is the heart of the matter. There are limited operating funds available and all funding is being used
to maximize service. While many people would like fare levels to be lowered, this could have a negative impact on the funding available for service.
Discounts are available for seniors, persons with disabilities, and youth (18 and under). The $5 Day Pass allows unlimited use of most rail and bus
services (fares for Coaster and Rapid Express are higher).

Web

41

Tammy Perry

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The regional bike plan needs to be put in place and implemented soon.

SANDAG adopted the Regional Bike Plan in 2010, as well as a Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program (EAP) in 2013 that will build $200 million worth
of projects over the next ten years. These EAP projects are currently being planned and implemented. By 2050, San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
includes implementation of the entire Regional Bike Network.

Web

42

Teresa Beltran

Alliance for
Regional
Solutions – CBO
Workshop

The double tracking on the Sprinter will definitely help with commute
time. This I am looking forward to.

We appreciate your feedback. Efficiency improvements to provide 20-minute frequencies are planned to be implemented first. The SPRINTER Express
and the extension to Westfield North County are anticipated to be implemented in later phases of the Regional Plan.

Web

43

Roya Golchoobian

American Public
Works
Association

We find the main objective of your plan in line with our organization's
mission and philosophy in such areas as identifying short- and longterm transportation alternatives that cover all options, including
highway, transit, and pedestrian facilities, identifying the strategies for
sustainability of growth without jeopardizing future plans, and for
keeping our eye on the big picture, while accommodating growth in
ways that protect our quality of life. We are very encouraged by your
plans for creating mobility choices that protect the environment while
stimulating economic growth for protecting -- for projection of an
annual increase of 53,000 new jobs in the region, for 14.4 billion
dollars increasing our GDP, and 5.9 billion dollars increase in local
income, and for accommodating population in housing growth while
presenting 55 percent of the region's open space.

We appreciate your feedback and are grateful for your interest in our region's future. Please continue to follow the development of the plan through
our project website SDForward.com.

Court
Reporter

In regards to your comment "We are very encouraged by your plans for creating mobility choices that protect the environment while stimulating
economic growth for protecting -- ...for 14.4 billion dollars increasing our GDP..." The statistic from our Economic Impact Analysis refers to Gross
Regional Product, as opposed to Gross Domestic Product.
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Robert J. Kard

Air Polution
Control District
County of San
Diego (APCD)

The San Diego County Air Pollution Control District (District) has
reviewed the San Diego Forward Regional Plan (Plan) and the
associated Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) documents, and
provides the following comments: The San Diego County Air Pollution
Control District (APCD) supports the regional plan's focus on
sustainability, alternative transportation, compact land use, and
minimizing and mitigating the effects of climate change. Our region
will be greatly challenged over the next 40 years if we are to meet our
air quality and greenhouse gas reduction goals and the regional plan
will play a key role in ensuring we adequately reduce the emissions of
those harmful air pollutants. One of the County's Sustainable
Environment Strategic Initiatives is to "Enhance the quality of the
environment by focusing on sustainability, pollution prevention and
strategic planning." Although we understand the funding and
operational constraints outlined in the alternatives analysis, many of the
ideas proposed in Alternative 5D that contribute to this strategic
initiative must be accomplished. For example, we believe incentivizing
denser land use in the urban cores, strengthening and accelerating the
construction of the transit and active transportation networks, and
implementing strategies for discouraging single occupant vehicle trips
are all crucial to achieving this vision. As such, we strongly encourage
incorporating as many as possible of the Alternative 5D ideas into the
final adopted plan.

Thank you for reviewing the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) and appendices. As noted in the comment, the Draft Regional
Plan focuses on sustainability, alternative transportation options, compact land use, and minimizing and mitigating the effects of climate changes.
Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a transportation plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time
period covered by that plan. The Regional Plan is updated every four years, and with those updates, we continually reassess the region's financial
projections for transportation-related investments. Over 50 percent of the projected revenues in this plan are allocated to transit. In addition, our
various incentive programs and resources are aimed at smart growth, active transportation, environmental mitigation, habitat planning, energy and
climate action planning, and specialized transportation services for seniors. The Regional Plan strives to provide mobility options for all the region's
residents within the reality of financial constraints. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the Regional Plan and the alternatives evaluated in the
Draft Environmental Impact Report when making a decision on approval of the Regional Plan later this fall.

Letter

45

Robert J. Kard

APCD

The District offers the following specific comments on the Plan and the
EIR: Air Quality The driving force behind the District's work is our
mission to improve air quality to protect public health and the
environment. The choices the region makes about our transportation
system over the next 35 years will have a great impact, for better or
worse, on our air quality. Given the current and future regulatory
environment for air quality, the District supports options that minimize
emissions of criteria pollutants and toxic air contaminants (TACs). It also
encourages strong mitigation measures to minimize impacts of the
plan. We have the following comments regarding the EIR's analysis of
and impacts to air quality.

Based upon your suggestions, additional clarification regarding air quality will be included in the final San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan and
appendices. There is a section earlier in Appendix H that discusses how the disadvantaged populations were selected and thresholds for low-income
and seniors.

Letter

In order to obtain the grams-per-person measure for each population, SANDAG staff ran the CT-EMFAC emissions model on scenarios at link level to
obtain PM10 emissions. Using geographic information system (GIS) proximity analysis, the buffer of 500 feet on either side of roadways was created.
We developed a GIS model using map algebra to calculate the PM10 spatial distribution over the buffer area and the average PM 10 exposure per
person for each population group.

Plan Appendix H Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis - Although
the social equity analysis analyzed the differences in impact between
the different scenarios, it does not seem to have analyzed the impacts
of the Preferred Scenario to determine if this scenario
disproportionately impacts disadvantaged communities compared to
non-disadvantaged communities. For example, the analysis for Average
Particulate Matter does not specify how the "population vs nonpopulation" were selected and compared. Please provide more details
on page 45 to outline how populations for analysis were selected and
how the grams-per person measure was obtained for each population.
46

Robert J. Kard

APCD

EIR Page 4.3-19 references the attainment date for San Diego meeting
the 2008 Eight-Hour Ozone Standard. Due to a recent U.S. Court
decision, the attainment date for marginal areas is now July 20, 2015,
three years after the designation date under Section 182(a) of the
Clean Air Act. The EIR document states the date as December 31,
2015, which was the original date EPA included in their rulemaking.

The date established through a Court decision referenced in your comment will be updated in the final Appendix B and the Environmental Impact
Report.

Letter
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47

Robert J. Kard

APCD

EIR Page 4.3-29 - "As discussed in the Air Quality Planning and
Transportation Conformity analysis, there are four federally approved
Transportation Control Measures (TCMs) that must be implemented in
San Diego, which the SIP refers to as transportation tactics. They
include ridesharing, transit improvements, traffic flow improvements,
and bicycle facilities and programs . ... The TCMs have been fully
implemented." The use of the words "fully implemented" implies that
there are no additional projects in these categories that could be
implemented. Although these TCMs are currently in place, there is
room in the plan to expand on them and increase their effectiveness
and impact going forward to 2050. The Plan and EIR should discuss
these enhancements, taking credit for going beyond the original
measures.

The 1982 SIP established four TCMs, which include ridesharing, transit, bicycling, and traffic flow improvements. While the level of implementation
established in the SIP has been surpassed, SANDAG continues to fund and implement projects and programs in all of these four areas. The important
role of these projects and programs is highlighted in Chapter 2 and Appendices A, E, and U.16 of the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan.

Letter

48

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Greenhouse Gas Emissions As Governor Brown states in Executive
Order B-30-15 "[C]limate change poses an ever-growing threat to the
well-being, public health, natural resources, economy, and the
environment of California, including loss of snowpack, drought, sea
level rise, more frequent and intense wildfires, heat waves, more severe
smog, and harm to natural and working lands, and these effects are
already being felt in the state." Moving into the future, these effects,
and California's increasingly stringent greenhouse gas emission targets,
will require fundamental changes to our transportation system. The
District supports SANDAG's efforts to include all measures possible to
minimize the greenhouse gas emissions of our region and mitigation
measures to ameliorate their effects. Plan Page 24 - It is encouraging to
see that the plan shows the region meeting the 2020 and 2035 targets
for reducing greenhouse gas emissions from passenger vehicle use.
However, it is impossible to assess this conclusion without more details.
Specifically, the document should quantify how each strategy in the
plan contributes to this GHG reduction. How much of the reductions in
GHGs are due to low carbon fuels, more efficient vehicles, fewer miles
traveled, more transit, walking, and bicycling, or other strategies?

Final Regional Plan Appendix C will present the estimated contributions of several strategies toward reducing per capita greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions from passenger vehicles to address the Senate Bill 375 (SB 375) targets. Consistent with California Air Resources Board SB 375 modeling
protocols, the per capita GHG emissions reductions do not take credit for reductions due to low carbon fuels or more efficient vehicles.

Letter

Thank you for bringing the California Air Resource Board's (ARB) Sustainable Freight Strategy (SFS) to our attention as it relates to the Regional Plan. As
you may know, the development of the SFS has been conducted with the input of a wide variety of freight stakeholders throughout the entire state
including government agencies, environmental and health advocates and private industry, among others. As such, SANDAG has been directly involved
in this process and has reviewed and provided feedback to the April 2015 Sustainable Freight: Pathways to Zero and Near-Zero Emissions Discussion
Draft document referred to in the comment.
SANDAG's Regional Plan is in alignment with ARB's goals and objectives and SANDAG will continue to work closely with ARB to define and
advance immediate-term, mid-term and long-term goals and objectives, which will consider the feasibility of a variety of freight projects.

EIR Chapter 2 - The EIR states that no additional improvements related
to Goods Movement beyond those identified in phases through 2050
are planned. The California Air Resources Board (CARB) will be
adopting a- statewide Sustainable Freight Initiative within the next 24
months that will aim to transform the goods movement sector into a
zero or near zero emission system by 2050. It would be beneficial to
align the objectives within SD Forward to the ideas presented in the
Sustainable Freight Initiative White Paper (April 2015). One example of
a project that might need to be included in the Regional Plan includes
electric charging infrastructure serving zero-emission trucks at the Ports
of Entry and Port of San Diego.

49

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Transit is one of the important ways the region can minimize vehicle
miles traveled (VMT) and the associated air pollution and greenhouse gas
production while still providing mobility options. The District supports
SANDAG's and the region's efforts to accommodate smart growth and
to provide a robust transit system serving our current needs and future
growth areas. The District encourages SANDAG to prioritize transit
projects as much as possible in this and future planning efforts. Plan Page
51 - New Rapid Service on Arterials - How do the arterial projects listed in
Table A-3 relate to these proposed transit projects?

All projects included in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan are ranked based on a number of factors, including smog-forming pollutants
and greenhouse gas emissions. Major transit capital investments, like arterial Rapid services, are located along key arterial corridors that have the ability
to attract high numbers of riders, including new transit users who may be solo drivers today. Table A.3 includes arterial projects under the jurisdiction
of the cities and County.
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50

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Plan Appendix A, Table A.2 - Some projects under Transit Facilities have
$0 cost, such as a new San Marcos shuttle. If there are additional
operational costs associated with these new transit facilities, where are
those costs taken into account?

The $0 cost refers to the capital cost; outside of vehicles which are accounted for in a separate line item, these projects would operate on existing
streets with no capital improvements needed to operate. Operational costs for all transit services listed in the Draft Regional Plan are included in Table
3.2 Major Expenditures by Mode. However, for the San Marcos shuttle service, the operating costs would be covered by the City of San Marcos or
other sources.

Letter

51

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Active Transportation: Active transportation provides people options
that not only minimize air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions but
also improve their health, and the livability and economy of their
communities, while reducing congestion. As such, the District supports
SANDAG's efforts to encourage and prioritize active transportation
opportunities in the Plan. Plan Page 58 Active Transportation
Improvements Related to Highway and Freeway Interchanges - The
plan includes incorporating crossing improvements for active
transportation as part of future interchange projects. Is there a list of
projects available for this item? For example, Figure 2.14 shows no
interchange improvements on the Managed Lane project on SR 94
between Interstate 5 and Interstate 15. Will those interchanges be
improved as part of the project but were not included in the map, or
does their absence from the map indicate an absence of the
interchange improvements?

In accordance with Deputy Directive 64, Caltrans will primarily be responsible for including active transportation improvements at freeway interchanges
as part of their projects. Figure 2.14 will be corrected to show active transportation improvements associated with the Managed Lane project on State
Route 94 between Interstate 5 and Interstate 15.

Letter

52

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Plan Page 107 - We are concerned that the region may not see $67
million from the State Active Transportation Funds by 2020, as
assumed. Are there other funding strategies SANDAG might tum to if
local jurisdictions do not compete as well as expected for these
statewide funds? Plan Page 109 - "Three percent of funding is aimed
at projects that promote walking, and bicycling, as well as smart
growth." Given the emphasis of the plan on encouraging VMT
reduction and moving to other modes of transportation, we believe
that more of the total funding should be going to support active
transportation projects. Plan Page 109 - "More than a third of total
expenditures is designated for the operation, maintenance, and
rehabilitation of transit, highways, and local streets and roads." Is any
of this money designated for maintenance and rehabilitation of the
active transportation network, or is that assumed as part of the regular
maintenance responsibilities of the various agencies?

The revenue forecast is based on historical data including how successful SANDAG has been in statewide and nationwide competitive processes. There
is an opportunity to review and revise as appropriate these forecasts in the next update to the Regional Plan. The Active Transportation Program
consists of two competitive programs, a region-wide one and a state-wide one. In the first two cycles alone, the region-wide program distributed
$26.4 million to the San Diego region. In the first state-wide competitive cycle, applicants from the San Diego region secured an additional nearly
$14 million. A second cycle is currently underway. Additional cycles in both programs are anticipated to occur by 2020.

Letter

The SANDAGs aggressive work to perform preliminary engineering on many Active Transportation corridors to position them to compete in future
cycles makes the assumption of $67 million through 2020 a reasonable one. Once projects are completed, local jurisdictions that benefit from these
facilities implement maintenance and operations activities from existing, eligible sources.

53

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Plan Page 144 - The Air Pollution Control District strongly supports
Action 6 "Incorporate regional transportation model enhancements to
provide more robust data regarding bicycle and pedestrian travel and
public health outcomes."

SANDAG is continuing to expand its tools and techniques to quantify the impacts of investments in active transportation.

Letter

54

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Plan Appendix A Figures A.7, A.8, and A.9 - Please include Safe Routes
to Transit projects on these maps, similar to Figure A.17.

Thank you for your comment. Safe Routes to Transit projects will be included as part of the phased Active Transportation Network maps in
Appendix U.16, in the more detailed assessment included in the Active Transportation Implementation Strategy.

Letter

55

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Plan Page 75 Building Infrastructure for More Environmentally-Friendly
Vehicles - Is there funding in the plan allocated for this infrastructure,
or for working with local jurisdictions to create streamlined permitting
and changes to building codes?

Related to electric vehicles, the Draft Regional Plan recommends the establishment of a Regional Charger Program by setting aside approximately
$30 million of Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program funds expected between 2020 and 2050 (approximately $1 million
annually) to fund the installation of publicly available electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS).The funding is identified in mitigation measure GHG-4C:
Fund Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure on page 4.8-40 of the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan Program Environmental Impact Report.
Regarding support for permit streamlining, the San Diego Regional Plug-In Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan referenced on page 76 of the draft Plan
identifies some best practices for local jurisdictions on the permitting and inspection of EVCS. Additionally, the California Energy Commission has
awarded SANDAG a grant to provide more technical support to local jurisdictions in their permitting and inspection processes. This approximately twoyear project began in July 2015.

Letter

56

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Plan Page 110, 111 Figure 3.4 Project Expenditures, and Table 3.2
Expenditures by Mode - Please document how much of each outlined
funding source is planned to be dedicated to each mode or project
type. For example, how much of the CMAQ funding is proposed to be
spent on transit, managed lanes, local streets, and active
transportation, respectively?

Specific fund sources are not assigned to specific projects. Flexible funds may be used for either highway, transit, non-motorized or local street and road
uses. Some funds are restricted. For example, State Highway Operations and Preservation Program (SHOPP) funds are used to rehabilitate the state
highway system. In aggregate form, in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan), over 54 percent of the funding is proposed for
transit and non-motorized projects, 15 percent for Managed Lanes and connectors, 6 percent for highway lanes and connectors. Remaining funds are
proposed for local agencies and debt service. The typical uses for these funds are documented in Chapter 3 of the Draft Regional Plan.
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57

Robert J. Kard

APCD

Plan Appendix A Table A.3 Phased Revenue Constrained Arterial
Projects - It would be helpful to have cost estimates for these projects
also included in this document rather than having to refer to the 2014
RTIP. Are the proposed transit and active transportation improvements
in the regional plan for these corridors included in these projects listed
in Table A.3? Do all of these projects include improvements for
bicycling and walking as recommended in SANDAG's complete streets
policy? If bicycle, pedestrian, and transit improvements are included in
the arterial projects, they should be included in the project description.

For projects that will be implemented in the near term, the RTIP contains the most up to date project information as projects costs are revised on a
frequent basis throughout the implementation of a project. Information on project details and funding for projects programmed in the RTIP can be
accessed at https://projecttrak.sandag.org/.

Letter

Local jurisdictions are required by the California Complete Streets Act of 2008 to incorporate Complete Streets into their general plans as they revise
their circulation elements. In accordance with the SANDAG Complete Streets Policy, SANDAG encourages local agencies to implement Complete
Streets principles if a circulation element revision is not planned in the near future, and to include Complete Streets principles in their project
implementation.

58

Brad Barnum

Associated
General
Contractors

Brad Barnum, board member of the Associated General Contractors,
that are building your infrastructure. We support the Regional Plan,
and we ask you to stay the course. I'm not sure how many of you
know of a Grateful Dead song called, "Truckin," and the quote is,
"what a long strange trip it's been." And I'll tell you, if you were all
there in 2004 when, two or three weeks after the November election,
TransNet won. The coalition that surrounded that was incredible. And
thank you for helping make that happen. Since that time, you've had
SB 468, the Kehoe Bill. Agency attended the hearing in Solana Beach in
2011 in January and February. I can tell you the opposition from that
bill and the opponents of that up the 5 corridor was incredible. You
never thought that would come around, and that passed. And that was
a big coalition, and that was needed to get you where you are at now.
The Coastal commission approval of the North Coast Corridor Project -can you believe you got that through? That's a great success story for
everybody that was involved. Labor was behind you, the business
community, and the transportation construction community was
behind you. Now you have the EIR. It sounds like you're going to be
there in a few weeks, and we wish you the best on that. We will be
behind you as you go forward. In 2004, voters wanted you to have a
balanced approach, and you're doing that, so we ask you to continue
to stay the course. Thank you.

Thank you for your support. We appreciate your comment.

Court
Reporter

59

G. Maxes

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

94 East Expansion does not need to happen. Will only create more
eastbound congestion.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along SR 94 between I-805 and Downtown San Diego. The addition of
these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route. Local representatives and
community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating community-based alternatives into
the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on shoulder alternative. While current law
does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an opportunity to employ this strategy in
the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also being considered and as a result
Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another alternative would provide communities
along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation of the future SR 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV
direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Web

60

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

The Bus #10 and #7 on Saturdays and Sundays should have stops every
15 minutes at College and University.

Route 7 operates service through College & University every 12 minutes on Saturday and Sunday. Weekend Route 10 service to College & University
was discontinued for budgetary reasons in 2010, but frequent access is still available via Route 7 and a transfer at the City Heights Transit Plaza. MTS
will consider extending Route 10 on weekends in the future pending available resources and sufficient ridership demand.

Web

61

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

The drivers need to have more patience with the passengers and I am
in favor of the changes for the prosperity of our communities. More
security

MTS encourages riders to contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555 if they experience any issues with bus operators.

Web

Rider safety and security is a priority for MTS. In addition to a large team of enforcement officers and security guards, many MTS buses and Trolley and
stations have security camera systems that record activity. Also, MTS encourages riders to contact the Transit Enforcement Department at
(619) 595-4960 or text (619) 318-1338 if they witness suspicious or criminal activity on MTS vehicles or property. More information on MTS Safety and
Security initiatives can be found on the MTS website on the "MTS Safety & Security" page.

No.
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BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

Estoy muy acuerdo en que estén mejorando el servicio. Pero, estoy en
desacuerdo con la manera que actúan los choferes. No tienen paciencia
y no esperan para que la gente se siente y así empezar el bus. Una vez
un chofer no espero para que me bajara y provoco que se me
quebraran los lentes. Eduquen a sus empleados.

MTS encourages riders to contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555 if they experience any issues with bus operators. MTS alienta a
los pasajeros a contactar el Departamento de Servicio a Clientes al (619) 557-4555 en caso de tener algún problema con conductores de autobús.

Web

I am very much in favor of improving the transit service. But I do not
agree with the way in which the drivers behave. They don't have
patience and they don't wait for the people to be seated before they
start driving the bus. On one occasion, a driver didn't wait for me to
get off the bus and I broke my glasses. Educate your employees.
63

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

The buses on Saturday and Sunday should run every 15 minutes.

Route frequencies are driven by the level of ridership demand. Saturday and Sunday demand is lower on most routes, although some do operate every
15 minutes or better, even on weekends. For example, Routes 7, 8, 9, 30, 201/202, 204, and 215 operate every 12-15 minutes on Sundays (Routes 8
and 9 seasonally). As demand increases on other routes, MTS will consider adding frequencies, pending available resources to do so.

Web

64

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

Good start it off

Thank you for your feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Web

65

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

I like the service, but I would like that services in some routes were
more frequent. I would also like more services on Saturday and Sunday
and more flexible pricing for monthly passes.

The Draft Regional Plan includes increasing service frequencies on most urban routes to every 10 minutes all day, including higher frequencies on
weekends. The next generation of smart cards will make the Compass Card easier to use and simplify fare payment.

Web

Me gusta su servicio pero me gustaría que en algunas líneas fueran
más frecuentes los servicios. Sábados y domingo que haya más servicios
y precios más flexibles para pases mensuales.
66

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

Me gustaría saber más acerca de los cambios y los pases del mes y que
haya más pases gratis para los niños o precios reducidos. Y que el
sábado y el domingo sean más continuos los autobuses.
María Luisa
I would like to know more about the changes and the monthly passes
and that there were more free passes for children or reduced prices. I
would also like more busses on Saturdays and Sundays.
Maria Luisa

El borrador del Plan Regional incluye el aumento en la frecuencia de servicios en la mayoría de las rutas urbanas a cada 10 minutos durante todo el día,
incluyendo mayor frecuencia los fines de semana. La próxima generación de tarjetas inteligentes hará que la Tarjeta Compass sea más fácil de usar y
simplificará las formas de pago.
Children 5 and under ride MTS buses and Trolleys for free, and youth 6-18 can purchase discounted passes. Details of all fares and passes for MTS
services are available on-line at www.sdmts.com or by calling the MTS Information and Trip Planning office at (619) 233-3004.

Web

Route frequencies and days of service are driven by the level of ridership demand. Saturday and Sunday demand is lower in most areas, and in some it
is insufficient to warrant that service. As demand increases in these areas, MTS can add service to match, pending available resources to do so. For
more specific requests, riders can contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555.
Niños de 5 años o menores viajan gratis en autobuses de MTS y en el Trolley, y jóvenes de 6 a 18 años pueden adquirir pases con descuento. Detalles
de todas las tarifas y pases para servicios de MTS están disponibles en línea enwww.sdmts.com o llamando a la oficina de Información y Planificación
de Viajes al (619) 233-3004.
La frecuencia de las rutas y días de servicio son determinadas por el nivel de demanda de pasajeros. Los sábados y domingos tienen una demanda
menor en la mayoría de las áreas, y en algunas otras la demanda no es suficiente para proveer el servicio. Al tiempo que la demanda aumente en
dichas áreas, MTS puede añadir servicios para satisfacer la demanda, dependiendo en la disponibilidad de recursos. Para peticiones más específicas,
pasajeros pueden contactar el Departamento de Servicio al Cliente al (619) 557-4555.
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BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

I see no discrepancies in the new expansion plan, I believe that all
phases of the plan when executed will significantly improve the pace of
transportation, but also the over all tempo of the residents in the
community for the better. With this expansion, transit enforcement
workers should be retrained in etiquette, work ethics, and restraint. A
lot of transit enforcement feel the need to use excessive force when
confronting people.

MTS encourages riders to contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555 if they experience any issues with transit enforcement officers.

Web

68

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

¿Qué es lo que piensan de nuestra seguridad estando en sus sistemas
de transporte públicos? Podrían poner seguridad en los trolleys? Si
hubiera seguridades en los trolley producirían más empleos, lo que
significa menos pobres y menos desempleados.

Rider safety and security is a priority for MTS. In addition to a large team of enforcement officers and security guards, many MTS buses and Trolley and
stations have security camera systems that record activity. Also, MTS encourages riders to contact the Transit Enforcement Department at
(619) 595-4960 or text (619) 318-1338) if they witness suspicious or criminal activity on MTS vehicles or property. More information on MTS Safety
and Security initiatives can be found on the MTS website on the "MTS Safety & Security" page.

Web

What do you think of our safety while using your public transportation
systems? Could you put safety officers at the trolleys? It would produce
more jobs, which means fewer poor people and less unemployment.

La seguridad y protección de los pasajeros son una prioridad para MTS. Aunado al amplio equipo de oficiales de seguridad, muchos autobuses de MTS
y Trolley y estaciones tienen sistemas de cámaras de seguridad que graban la actividad de los usuarios. Asimismo, MTS alienta a los pasajeros a
contactar al Departamento de Aplicación de Tránsito al (619) 595-4960 o mensaje de texto al (619) 318-1388 si son testigos de actividad sospechosa o
criminal en vehículos o propiedad de MTS. Más información sobre Seguridad de MTS e iniciativas de Seguridad puede ser encontrada en el sitio web
de MTS en la página “MTS Safety & Security.”
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BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

Would like to see in the plan an underground train system like in
Japan.

Undergrounding rail systems is significantly more expensive than at-grade or even elevated rail alignments. In some areas (e.g. the tunnel on the Green
Line at San Diego State University) are justified given the difficulty of implementing an at-grade or elevated line. This type of situation is common in
systems like Japan where dense land use development makes underground alignments the only real option available. But where at-grade alignments
are feasible, they offer a more cost-effective project and allow limited transit funding to be used to implement additional transit project improvements.

Web

70

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

Faster service that way there is a smaller chance of someone being late.
Also, something that provides shade for every stop.

MTS has been taking steps to increase the speed of service: streamlining routings, consolidating bus stops, and most recently, implementing signal
priority measures on Rapid routes. Unfortunately these measures are reduced in effectiveness by increased traffic and congestion, so we are continually
evaluating ways to improve our efficiency. Suggestions from riders on specific routes are welcome by contacting our Customer Service Department at
(619) 557-4555.

Web

Shelter locations are prioritized by the number of daily boardings at each location. MTS endeavors to install shelters at high ridership stops, where
space and necessary infrastructure is available. Some locations are not possible for a shelter because there is insufficient width to maintain accessibility
requirements, the sidewalk is not level or otherwise suitable for the installation, or the number of rider boardings is too low to warrant a shelter.
Although there are a limited number of shelters available, MTS is happy to review any location upon request for a future installation. Such comments
can be submitted to the MTS Customer Service Dept. MTS is currently purchasing up to 600 shelters, which will represent a 35 percent increase in the
number of shelters provided.
71

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

To whom it may concern, MTS - The drivers are very aggressive when
they drive. They do not wait until they sit down. They are not
courteous. Also bus stops are not welcoming, they are dirty and there
is no chair or place to sit down and wait for the buses. They also ask to
many times for papers and do not put the ramp down for the elderly. Concerned citizen

MTS encourages riders to contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555 if they experience any issues with bus operators.

Web

72

BAME CDC –
CBO Workshop

I appreciate the upgrade that the transportation system is making but
we need more benches and sun/rain protectors on the Oceanview
route, Logan, Imperial, Madera Ave, Logan Heights and Encanto
Communities. We also need more respect from drivers. They are often
rude, disrespectful, and look down on us. They have yelled at me,
pulled away before I had even had a chance to hold on to something
and have seen others fall-- I don't want this to happen to me. I am over
60 and am very upset at their behavior. Please take action to remedy
this. Thank you for your attention to this grave matter.

Shelter locations are prioritized by the number of daily boardings at each location. MTS endeavors to install shelters at high ridership stops, where
space and necessary infrastructure is available. Some locations are not possible for a shelter because there is insufficient width to maintain accessibility
requirements, the sidewalk is not level or otherwise suitable for the installation, or the number of rider boardings is too low to warrant a shelter.
Although there are a limited number of shelters available, MTS is happy to review any location upon request for a future installation. Such comments
can be submitted to the MTS Customer Service Dept. MTS is currently purchasing up to 600 shelters, which will represent a 35% increase in the
number of shelters provided.

Web

We're here in support of the Plan as well. BIOCOM leads the advocacy
efforts for the southern California life science community with more
than 650 members, including biotechnology and medical device
companies, universities, basic research institutions, and support service
firms. San Diego's life science cluster employs 60,000 people, and
supports another 158,000 jobs, for a total county-wide impact of over
218,000 jobs. This represents 37 -- 37 billion dollars in economic
activity. As an advocacy organization, we are engaged in ensuring that
the life science industry has every tool for success, including the
necessary infrastructure for the transportation of employees and
products. SANDAG has worked closely with the public, including
BIOCOM, to create a balanced plan that includes both public transit
and highway improvements. This balance is a necessary and realistic
approach to transportation in our region. Effective, efficient
transportation systems are vital to our companies, both as employers
and manufacturers, and will be critical to San Diego's economic future.

Thank you for your comment. We encourage you to continue following the development of the plan by visiting SDForward.com.

73

Melanie Nally

BIOCOM

MTS encourages riders to contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555 if they experience any issues with bus operators.

Court
Reporter
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

At our regular meeting held on July 2nd, after reviewing issues,
concerns, and options, the Boulevard Planning Group (BPG) voted
unanimously (7-0-0) to authorize the Chair to submit comments on
their behalf. The BPG is an elected community land use advisory group,
located in fire-prone and groundwater dependent rural eastern San
Diego County, under the jurisdiction of San Diego County. County
policy requires that our comments be sent to them directly and copied
to non-County entities. These comments, focused on rural impacts and
concerns, are limited in scale and scope due to a lack of time and other
obligations. According to conflicting and erroneous census summaries,
Boulevard’s population is somewhere between 319, 1,099, and 1,700,
with approximately 24 % or our population listed as American Indian.
The Campo, Manzanita, and La Posta tribal communities are adjacent
to the Boulevard Planning Area and our communities share the same
resources and schools. A majority of our school children qualify for free
meals. We believe our current predominantly low-income population is
between 1,200 and 1,500. We feel that SANDAG’S Regional Plan and
key goals (Mobility Choices; Habitat and Open Space Preservation;
Regional Economic Prosperity; Environmental Stewardship; Partnerships
and Collaboration; and Healthy and Complete Communities) have not
really been applied to our area. There seems to be a chronic bias
towards urban areas, while shunting the harmful industrial scale
projects into our sensitive and scenic rural areas, even though we all
pay into the same system.

The Draft Regional Plan supports a greater focus on housing and job growth in the region’s urbanized areas with existing and planned infrastructure;
protecting sensitive habitat and open space; investing in a transportation network that gives people transportation options and reducing greenhouse
gas emissions; addressing the housing needs of all economic segments of the population; and implementing the plan through incentives and
collaboration.

Letter
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Our Group generally supports point-of-use generation and storage
projects, with proper installation, filters, and clean inverters on new
and existing homes, ranches, schools, Border Patrol facilities, tribal
casinos, and similar participating facilities. We strongly oppose
industrial scale projects that suck up millions of gallons of local solesource drought-stressed potable groundwater resources, increase
traffic on rural roads that were never designed for this type of heavy
traffic/abuse, provide few to no local jobs, alter our rural community
character and quality of living, increase already significant fire risk and
degrade property values, wildlife habitat, and public health and safety.
We are unwilling hosts.

The Regional Energy Strategy (RES) includes goals for both distributed generation and large-scale renewable energy, which aligns with the State's
preferred loading order for meeting electricity needs and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. The RES, beginning on page 51, acknowledges that
siting of large-scale renewable energy infrastructure must be done in a way that considers and minimizes adverse impacts to the surrounding
community and environment.

Letter
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Main issues of concern include but are not limited to the following:
Limited backcountry outreach, taxation without representation,
exploitation of drought - stressed sole-source groundwater resources,
renewable energy conversion of rural neighborhoods, scenic and other
natural resources and wildlife, disproportionate impacts to
predominantly
low-income
communities,
inadequate
rural
transportation funding.

Several of the community-based organizations in our CBO Outreach Network focused on rural populations, including the El Cajon Collaborative, the
Mountain Empire Collaborative, and Vista Community Clinic. The rural population is represented on the SANDAG Board by a rural County Supervisor.
The County sits on all Policy Advisory Committees and the Director of Planning sits on the Regional Planning Technical Working Group. San Diego
Forward's Sustainable Communities Strategy aims to address the issues mentioned. There were no disproportionate impacts to low-income
populations found in the Benefit-Cost analysis of the Plan. Indeed, more benefits accrued to low-income populations than the rest of the population.

Letter
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Mega Region = exploitation of resources with little to no benefits for
impacted communities: Boulevard and Jacumba are included in the
Mega Region and are targeted for exploitation and conversion of our
absentee-owned ranchlands, public lands, and open space, into a
commercial industrial renewable energy/transmission sacrifice zone,
where no such zoning exists. If allowed to proceed, the planned
conversion would overwhelmingly benefit San Diego’s urbanized areas
at the expense of our fire-prone wildlands, drought-stressed
groundwater resources, currently clean air quality, property values,
rural and scenic character, wildlife, public health and safety, and rural
quality of life. The addition of thousands of acres and hundreds of
miles of fire-sparking and fire-fighting electrical obstacles increases
already high insurance costs for our impacted residents.

The Regional Energy Strategy, beginning on page 51, acknowledges that siting of large-scale renewable energy infrastructure must be done in a way
that considers and minimizes adverse impacts to the surrounding community and environment.
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

SANDAG's Regional Energy Planning - From our rural view, the Guiding
Principles including Social Equity and Environmental Justice are merely
empty catch phrases that have not resulted in additional or noticeable
protections/benefits for the disproportionate impacts we have been,
and continue to be, subjected to at the hands of SANDAG and other
local entities, developers, and organizations. SANDAG should do what
they can to prioritize, protect, and incentivize property owners and
their rights to install point-of-use renewable energy generation and
storage. The 2012 RES update is now outdated due to the Rapid
growth/spread of renewable energy. SDG&E’s current on-site DG/PV
installation rate is much higher than expected. As of May 15, 2015, the
San Diego Reader reported that SDG&E claimed a rate of 32%
renewable energy including 369MW of rooftop solar, 59MW from 11
solar projects in San Diego County, and 789MW from 6 large-scale
solar projects in Imperial County. The article also includes SDG&E’s map
of projects (below), that show additional in-state and out-of-state
energy project locations. SDG&E reports they will be compliant with
33% renewables mandate by the end of 2015.

The Regional Energy Strategy includes goals to increase the total amount of clean distributed generation, support the development of renewable
energy resources to meet and exceed the requirements set by the Renewable Portfolio Standard, and implement cost-effective steps and incentives to
reduce peak demand, including energy storage. SANDAG works with local governments and other stakeholders to implement these goals by providing
assistance and information on financing and incentives, resources on ways to streamline permitting, and education and training on clean energy.
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

On page 64, Recommended Actions that raise concerns for our rural
communities and for which no community outreach has taken place in
the impacted areas, that we are aware of: RE-1 (Identify potential
locations in the region that could accommodate utility-scale renewable
energy infrastructure). Disproportionately impacted communities are
usually the last to be informed— placing them in an unjust position of
trying to catch up and undo what has already been done behind the
scenes, with little to know transparency. RE-2 (Explore options to prepermit zones of appropriate land for renewable energy development –
renewable energy parks). § Developers often quietly approach legislators
and decision makers, in an ex- party manner, to support changes that
place outside interests over community interests, with no notice to those
communities. Rural communities then have to belatedly scramble to find
a way and funds defend themselves against often publicly funded
projects and developers and biased decision makers. RE-3 (Identify
existing barriers to siting large-scale renewable energy installations (e.g.,
renewable energy parks) in the San Diego region). So-called barriers and
freedom of speech are often our only defense against well-funded and
politically connected crony capitalism and politically driven projects. Rural
communities have rights, too, and deserve protection rather than
concerted efforts by outsiders to alter long-fought community plans and
zoning. Mountain Empire Health/Collaborative was funded by SANDAG
for rural community outreach that did not include any meetings in
Boulevard or Jacumba. Campo is about an hour round-trip from
Boulevard and longer from Jacumba.

RE-1, RE-2, and RE-3 are recommended actions to implement the Renewable Energy goal of the Regional Energy Strategy (RES). While SANDAG has
not taken action to implement these measures, a description of the efforts made by other regional entities since the 2009 RES adoption is included on
page 4 of the RES Goals Summary Report included in Appendix U.9.
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

While we appreciate the services they do provide for rural residents, on
the issue of renewable energy projects and San Diego Forward,
Mountain Empire Health/Collaborative has a conflict-of-interest
because, despite major community opposition, they have accepted
potentially quid-pro-quo money from several energy developers in
exchange for supporting their projects, including Iberdrola (200MW
Tule Wind), Soitec Solar (80 MW Rugged Solar, 60MW Tierra Del Sol
Solar, 5MW LanWest and 22MW LanEast), and the Hamann
Companies who are absentee hosts to Soitec’s Rugged Solar. We
strongly oppose any Infrastructure Financing Districts or similar
renewable energy overlay zones for our communities. Some recent IFD
proposals did not even allow a vote by local residents/property owners.
How equitable is that?? Calling them renewable energy “parks” is a
misnomer. At ground zero, they are ugly, noisy, water-sucking, dust,
glare, and electrical-pollution-generating industrial energy zones
enclosed by 6 foot chain link fences topped with barbed wire—
converting fragrant chaparral, scenic pasture lands and high meadow
habitat and blocking wildlife corridors. o Commercial urban and
suburban properties/warehouses with lots of flat roof space and lots of
open parking lot spaces can and should be covered with PV parking
shade covers. They make far better targets for so-called renewable
energy parks, and don’t require such extensive, expensive, and
destructive transmission projects that generate a high guaranteed rate
of return for monopoly utilities and increased rates for consumers.

SANDAG has no role in, nor takes a position on, individual energy plants and projects. The regulatory bodies responsible for decisions pertaining to the
energy projects identified in your comment would be the local jurisdiction and the California Public Utilities Commission. Within the proposed regional
plan draft environmental impact report (Draft EIR), SANDAG identifies all SDG&E renewable energy projects that are approved, online or in
development in Tables 4.6-1 and 4.6-2 on pages 4.6-2 through 4.6-3. The Draft EIR does recommend SANDAG consider PV shading and energy
efficiency measures similar to those you suggested for transportation projects on page 4.8-42.

Letter
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Limited Public Transit Choices: Boulevard/Jacumba and other rural
communities have very limited public transit options. Our communities
are not even included on most of the maps.

Providing cost-effective public transit services in rural areas characterized by low density, auto-oriented development patterns is difficult. The Draft
Regional Plan assumes that most transit investments will be in the Urban Area Transit Strategy boundary where land uses are conducive to new and
expanded transit services. That being said, there is the possibility for modest service improvements in rural areas like Boulevard and Jacumba, notably
for seniors and persons with disabilities using a variety of federal, state, and local funding sources.

Letter
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Senior & Disabled Transportation Services: It is our understanding,
through Mountain Empire Health, SANDAG currently provides about
$5,000 towards gas cards for people who are willing to transport
disabled and seniors to town and back from rural east county. Those
grant funds are appreciated. However, drivers do not get paid anything
for their time and they must have Red Cross training which limits
participation. SANDAG should consider providing and/or reinstating
funds for a transport vehicle and drivers. Rural tribally owned casinos
offer an untapped potential win-win opportunity for additional rural
transportation and park and ride options (GHG reductions) through
sharing casino shuttle buses and parking resources/expenses for nongaming public transit. Outreach, details, and SANDAG or other funding
options would need to be proposed, worked out with, and approved
by, willing individual tribal governments/entities.

The Coordinated Public Transit - Human Services Transportation Plan (Coordinated Plan [Appendix U.1]), developed every two years, addresses senior
transportation and rural area transportation needs. The Coordinated Plan provides a five-year blueprint for the implementation of public transit and
social service transportation concepts described in the current Regional Transportation Plan. It establishes a regional strategy to provide transportation
to recognized transportation-disadvantaged groups, including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and persons with limited means.

Letter

Appendix A: The planned Jacumba/Jacume Port of Entry is listed on
page 38 and the Desert Line project and $1.82 billion in 2014 dollars
on page 38 seems to be a pie-in-the-sky project based on the current
condition of the mostly original cross ties and tracks that are
overgrown and filled or eroded in many places. Both are listed as
Projects of interest to SANDAG; to be financed by other parties. If they
ever come to fruition, both projects will impact our rural communities
and resources, and will require a significant amount of water. Where
will that water come from?

As you correctly point out, these two projects are listed as Unconstrained Projects since no funding has been identified for them. If these projects were
to move toward implementation when funding is identified, environmental reviews would be conducted.

83

Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

The development of the next Coordinated Plan will begin in September 2015, with extensive outreach later in the fall, including in the rural areas of
San Diego. This comment will be revisited during the development of the next Coordinated Plan.
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Table A-5 on page 47; Bicycle/Pedestrian improvements listed for I-8
on-off ramps at a cost of $500,000 to $3 million each: I-8 at Pine
Valley, Buckman Springs, Kitchen Creek, Crestwood, Boulevard,
Jacumba, In ko Pah. Our communities would prefer to have those
millions of dollars used for other local improvements that better serve
residents. We rarely see bicycles on I-8 in our area, most use Hwy 94
and Historic Route 80. Boulevard does not even have a library or real
community center, but we are still trying.

The projects listed in your comment are identified in the Unconstrained Transportation Network as future needs. No funding has been identified for
these projects.

Letter
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Appendix H Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis: As of July 1st,
Latinos are officially the new majority in California. How will this new
majority impact the definition of MINORITY (endnote #2) and the LowIncome Minority data used in the Draft Regional Plan and DEIR?
Predominantly low-income rural communities should qualify as
“disadvantaged”, regardless of their ethnic composition. Large scale
energy/transmission projects, meant to serve urban/suburban San
Diego, generate lots of heavy traffic, heavy equipment, and heavy
water trucks that frequently exceed load limits on local roads and
damage roadbeds on our limited number of paved roads, including the
concrete bed of Historic Route 80 and Historic Route 94. Rural
transportation issues/concerns are not readily evident in the Regional
Plan or DEIR. Mountain Empire Health/Collaborative did hold several
meetings but none were held in Boulevard or Jacumba, according to
the write up @ page 67, which includes several spelling errors. We do
support the Highest Priorities listed on page 67: Seniors and our
region’s youth are most impacted by the lack of mobility. Lack of
transportation connectivity further impacts the health conditions of our
region’s population. Limited transportation options coupled with
limited access to food is a challenge. Limited access to technology does
not allow our region to be informed on para-transit programs.
Reopening the volunteer driver reimbursement program.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) follows Title VI of the Civil Rights Act which defines minority populations as a
protected class of persons of certain race, ethnicity or national origin; the Title VI definition is not based on majority/minority distinctions. Low-income
rural populations are considered disadvantaged in the Social Equity Analysis.

Letter

The Coordinated Public Transit - Human Services Transportation Plan (Coordinated Plan [Appendix U.1]), developed every two years, addresses senior
transportation and rural area transportation needs. The Coordinated Plan provides a five-year blueprint for the implementation of public transit and
social service transportation concepts described in the current Regional Transportation Plan. It establishes a regional strategy to provide transportation
to recognized transportation-disadvantaged groups, including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and persons with limited means.
The development of the next Coordinated Plan will begin in September of 2015, with extensive outreach later in the fall, including in the rural areas of
San Diego.
Local roadway projects and maintenance are under the purview of the County of San Diego. Your comments have been shared with staff at the
County of San Diego.
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Appendix U9 Regional Energy Strategy: Renewable Energy on page 4
of The County’s 2013-2015 Strategic Energy Plan appears to focus on
streamlining small scale wind and solar and point-of-use generation—
not industrial scale projects. The County’s Climate Action Plan has been
rescinded after court losses. The County’s Comprehensive Renewable
Energy Plan has apparently stalled with the next meeting date for the
Phase One report expected to be in the fall of 2015. The County’s
Wind Energy Ordinance has unresolved CEQA litigation in the Court of
Appeals. Iberdrola’s 200MW Tule Wind project was approved in 2012
for approximately 13,000 acres (abutting the Boulevard Planning Area)
but has not yet started construction; they have no Power Purchase
Agreement and no Eagle Take Permit; they also requested a 2- year
extension for BLM’s Notice To Proceed. BLM granted a one-year
extension to December 2015, saying a 2-year extension may not be in
the public interest. o Invenergy’s lease with the Campo Kumeyaay
Nation for the 160MW Shu’luuk Wind and solar project (abutting
Boulevard Planning Area) was terminated after the tribe voted it down
due to inadequate lease payments and health concerns. Enel Green
Power’s 90-150 MW Jewel Valley Wind and solar project in Boulevard
was withdrawn after the Wind Energy Ordinance was approved to
include low-frequency noise limits and restriction of new wind energy
projects to the Wind Resource Area in the NE section of Boulevard near
the Tule Wind project in McCain Valley (McCain Valley National
Cooperative Land and Wildlife Management Area and McCain Valley
Recreation Area). SDG&E withdrew their 57 MW Manzanita Wind
project after failing to secure site control from the Manzanita Band of
Kumeyaay Nation whose members have complained of adverse health
and well being impacts generated by noise and electrical pollution
generated by the existing 50MW Kumeyaay Wind turbines located on
Campo tribal lands next door.

The Regional Energy Strategy (RES) does not make recommendations on specific energy projects (e.g., power plants or transmission lines). It does
assess the regional need for energy resources based on data and forecasts developed and adopted by the California Energy Commission. SANDAG
uses this information to help determine energy goals that support state and regional sustainability efforts. The RES serves as a voluntary resource for
member agencies as they develop their own plans and strategies. That said, SANDAG will continue to monitor the County of San Diego's energy and
climate planning efforts, in addition to the efforts of all our member agencies and we expect to include efforts throughout the region in future
updates of the Regional Energy Strategy.

Letter

Intermittent wind and solar projects cannot and should not be
compared to base load energy that can generally provide energy 24/7
for decades. Wind and solar projects have unproven track records for
longevity with some thin film PV projects already having to replace
faulty panels. The plan’s comparison of the cost of renewable energy to
base load gas-fired power does not include the cost of load-following
backup generation or energy storage which can significantly increase
the costs of renewable. Congress has yet to extend multiple lucrative
incentives (PTC-ITC) that artificially reduce the price of wind and solar
through billions in tax payer dollars. If not extended, or if the incentives
are extended at reduced rates, the cost of renewable energy will
increase accordingly. The plan does not appear to address the
significant and historic drop in natural gas prices, related to increased
domestic production through fracking. The drop in natural gas prices
has triggered Sempra’s rush to export cheap gas through multiple LNG
facilities that are being converted from import to export facilities. That
means the gas will still be burned for fuel somewhere, while local
energy costs rise to support renewables. The cost of renewable energy
also appears to neglect the cost of concrete, the mining of silica sand,
rare earth, steel and other materials required for wind and solar
components, and the GHG emissions generated for manufacturing and
transporting those materials, for the planned transition from fossil
fuels. The cost of SDG&E’s $1.9 billion Sunrise Powerlink, $465 million
East County (ECO) Substation east of Jacumba, and other multi-million
projects must be included in the cost of renewables, including the
disproportionate and unreimbursed costs to impacted communities and
resources.
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

[Draft Regional Plan Appendix U.9] - Progress since Regional Energy
Strategy adoption @ page 6: San Diego County has made significant
progress on reducing energy/water use at their facilities and meeting
LEED standards on new construction. SDG&E’s Borrego Microgrid23
project, which has been around since 2010, should be added to UCSD
microgrid resource listed.

The County of San Diego's efforts to reduce energy and water use at their facilities support the goals of the Regional Energy Strategy. SDG&E's Borrego
Springs Microgrid Demonstration Project is included on page 13 of the Regional Energy Strategy Goals Summary Report included in Appendix U.9.
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Donna Tisdale

Boulevard
Planning Group

Draft Regional Plan Appendix U.9- 4.4.1 Greenhouse Gas Emissions in
the San Diego Region & Table 4-2: It is unclear if the Green House Gas
(GHG) Emissions are included for Sempra’s Costa Azul LNG import
facility, located in the San Diego area, just south of the border. Sempra
is transitioning Costa Azul into an export facility. The Costa Azul facility
shares San Diego’s air basin and within the MEGA REGION. The cooling
and heating process required to convert natural gas to and from
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) is highly energy intensive and should be
counted for local emissions. LNG is also transported via diesel run ships
and those transportation emissions must also be counted.

The GHG emissions from the energy used by Sempra's Costa Azul LNG import facility are not accounted for in the San Diego Regional GHG Emissions
Inventory since the Inventory only covers emission sources within San Diego County. However, emissions associated with the combustion of LNG in San
Diego County are accounted for in the Inventory.
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Kanani Brown

California
Coastal
Commission

Given the proximity of significant portions of the County’s key regional
infrastructure adjacent to the coast, it is imperative that transportation
and land use planning carefully anticipate the effects of predicted sea
level rise and associated hazards. Ensuring that coastal infrastructure is
designed to accommodate for the projected range of sea level rise
throughout the life of projects in accordance with the relevant policy
and guidelines of the various federal, state, and local agencies is an
increasing concern to the Coastal Commission. Although Appendix F
(Climate Change Projects, Impacts, and Adaptation) of the DEIR does
mention end-of-century climate change projections, it is unclear
whether sea level rise conditions have been modeled for the entirety of
the expected life of major infrastructure projects, which for most
bridges, for example, would be approximately 75-100 years. Projects
should be modeled to include both tidal and fluvial hydraulics across
this range of projected increases in global mean sea level rise as applied
to the local area (e.g. San Diego County open coast) and in the context
of storm surge, wave run-up, and erosion and other variables affecting
water levels as applicable. Additionally, while Appendix F does list
examples of adaptation measures found in other local and regional
plans and studies, it is unclear whether these adaptation measures have
been incorporated into the Regional Plan. Although the Regional Plan
may duplicate other plans’ adaptation measures, it should be revised to
make clear commitments regarding the suite of adaptation measures
that are to be included in the Regional Plan itself. The list of adaptation
measures described in the Regional Plan is also brief (Page F-16); and
therefore, we recommend that these be augmented with adaptation
measures from the California Coastal Commission Sea Level Rise Policy
Guidance, the final version which is scheduled to be adopted by the
Commission at the August 12-14, 2015 meeting.

SANDAG understands how sea level rise and climate change can threaten public health, the regional economy, and infrastructure investments. This is
recognized in the San Diego Forward Chapter 2 - A Strategy for Sustainability. SANDAG considers potential impacts of climate change on
transportation projects by designing infrastructure to withstand impacts of sea level rise, extreme heat, and intense rain events.

Email

Further, through the Environmental Mitigation Program, SANDAG is studying climate change impacts on regional habitat and species to better
understand how to manage habitat preserve areas in the future. Finally, SANDAG has been coordinating regional shoreline preservation to reduce
impacts from rising sea levels and has built two regional sand replenishment projects. The California Coastal Commission recognizes shoreline
preservation and sand replenishment as a strategy to minimize the impacts of shoreline erosion caused by sea level rise. SANDAG will continue to seek
opportunities to maintain the region's shoreline and implement the Regional Shoreline Preservation Strategy.
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Kanani Brown

California
Coastal
Commission

While this Plan includes more investment in transit and active
transportation than any previous RTP, it fails to prioritize public transit
and active transportation projects in the first phases (2025 or 2035)
and instead defers these projects to later phases of the Plan (2050) to
minimize total VMT and GHG emissions. Review of the various
alternatives analyzed for comparison indicates that several of the
proposed alternatives with increased focus on transit priorities are
options that would reduce impacts to numerous coastal resources
while still achieving all of the project objectives. For example, under
Alternative 5D total VMT would increase by only 7.2 million miles per
year, or 9 percent, by 2050 compared to an increase of 15.7 million
miles per year, or 20 percent by 2050 under the proposed Regional
Plan. We recommend that further investigation into these alternatives is
warranted to determine what system of transportation projects is most
protective of sensitive coastal and environmental resources while at the
same time achieving the project objectives. While there may be existing
constraints that make the environmentally superior alternative
infeasible today, the Regional Plan is a long-range planning document
and there will likely be changes in policy and funding for transit within
its planning horizon – especially if SANDAG advocates for such
changes. At the very minimum, certain components of the
environmentally superior alternative (e.g. prioritization of public transit
and active transportation projects) should be seriously considered for
inclusion in the final Regional Plan.

The phasing of the Draft Regional Plan ‘s transit and active transportation investments are consistent with federal and state legal requirements that a
Regional Transportation Plan be based upon reasonable assumptions of the revenues available during each time period covered by that plan. Over 50
percent of the plan's investment is allocated toward the operation, maintenance, and development of the transit system for all time periods covered by
the plan. SANDAG has included as many transit projects in the 2020 and 2035 phases of the Plan as are feasible given funding restraints and project
approval timelines. A large transit project included in the last phase of the Draft Regional Plan is the High-Speed Train service. SANDAG does not
control this project as it will be funded by the California High-Speed Rail Authority, which controls the timing of this project. SANDAG has also
included nearly $590 million (in year of expenditure) in active transportation projects in the earliest phase of the Draft Plan and an additional
$1.7 Billion (in year of expenditure) in the second phase of the Draft Plan.

Letter

The San Diego International Airport is a major visitor-serving facility
within the Coastal Zone and the Airport Transit Plan should be
referenced and considered as a part of the Regional Plan. The San
Diego County Regional Airport Authority is in the process of updating
their Airport Transit Plan with its completion anticipated this fall. While
some components of this plan are identified in the Regional Plan,
including the Intermodal Transit Center, other components such as an
express bus or shuttle between the airport and the Old Town Transit
Center are lacking and should be included in the document. The airport
is an integral part of San Diego’s transportation system and it is
important that new transit links such as the Old Town Transit Center
shuttle and Intermodal Transit Center are included as part of this plan
to ensure public access to and along the coast is maximized while
minimizing VMT and energy consumption. We look forward to future
collaboration on improvements to the transportation system located
within the San Diego region, and appreciate the commitments
presented within the Regional Plan to preserve and enhance coastal
resources. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate
to contact me at our San Diego District Office.

SANDAG works closely with the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority on connecting transit services to the airport. The Draft Regional Plan
includes two airport express routes based on their plans from the I-5 and I-15 corridors (the idea here being a service similar to the Flyaway services to
LAX). While a shuttle service from Old Town to the airport has been discussed, there are no definitive plans as yet and a number of issues to be
worked out. Should these plans progress to a more defined level, we can include in upcoming regional plans (they are updated every 4 years).
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Kanani Brown

California
Coastal
Commission

To address scoping comments requesting further acceleration of transit and active transportation investments, all of the Draft EIR’s action alternatives
accelerate transit and active transportation investments to the first ten years of the proposed Plan. The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the
comparative merits of these alternatives and their components, including the environmentally superior alternative (Alternative 5D), before it makes a
decision on adopting a final Regional Plan. Although the comment recommends further investigation into the alternatives, it does not recommend a
particular alternative that the EIR should have evaluated.
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Bill Figge

California
Department of
Transportation
(Caltrans)

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) would like to
thank the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) for
providing the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) for
review. The Regional Plan, including its Sustainable Communities
Strategy (SCS), is built on an integrated set of public policies, strategies,
and investments to maintain, manage, and improve the transportation
system so that it meets the diverse needs of the San Diego region
through 2050. The Federal government requires metropolitan planning
organizations, such as SANDAG, to complete a long-range
transportation plan covering a minimum timeline of 20 years in order
to receive Federal transportation funds. Caltrans has reviewed the
Regional Plan and found that it has fulfilled all the requirements of the
Caltrans 2015 Regional Transportation Plan Guidelines pursuant to
California Government Code Section 14522.

Thanks for your review of the Draft Regional Plan and your acknowledgment that the draft Plan meets the state RTP guidelines.

Letter
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Bill Figge

California
Department of
Transportation
(Caltrans)

Caltrans offers the following comments: For the checklist, when listing
where in the document SANDAG met the requirements, it would be
more helpful if SANDAG incorporated the required language in the
body of the document (Chapters 1-5). A large portion of the checklist
refers the reader to the appendices without page numbers which
inhibited the process of reviewing the checklist with the draft.

SANDAG will add page numbers to references in the RTP checklist and will make a greater effort to identify more explicitly the location of required
language in the final Regional Plan and Appendices.

Letter
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Bill Figge

California
Department of
Transportation
(Caltrans)

Chapter 1, page 16, we recommend listing the data source for all of
the assumptions of the 2050 demographic projects. If the source is the
SANDAG Regional Growth Forecast, we recommend referencing it on
this page for clarity.

The regional growth forecast is the source of this information and is mentioned on page 15.

Letter
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Bill Figge

California
Department of
Transportation
(Caltrans)

Caltrans participates in SANDAG's implementation of a comprehensive
public outreach and involvement program to support development of a
collaborative Regional Plan and SCS. As part of this multi-modal
cooperation, Caltrans and SANDAG staff worked closely to align
modeling and air quality conformity with specific Caltrans project
schedules. The Regional Plan includes SANDAG's efforts to promote
alternative modes of transportation beyond single occupant vehicles.
The Regional Plan's investment strategy focuses heavily on expanding
public transit and active transportation (biking and walking), while also
reconfiguring existing highways to promote carpooling, public transit,
and other alternatives to driving alone. The Regional Plan includes
projects that will use nearly 50 percent of the Regional Plan's revenues
toward transit infrastructure and operations. Through its work with
regional partners and development of substantial performance
measures, SANDAG has shown how its SCS will meet and exceed the
California Air Resources Board's targets, reducing GHG emissions by 18
percent in 2020 and 24 percent in 2035. Caltrans appreciates the
opportunity to review the Regional Plan and looks forward to working
with SANDAG to provide for a multimodal transportation network in
the San Diego region, as planned for in the Regional Plan and SCS.

We appreciate Caltrans’ collaboration throughout the development of the Draft Regional Plan and also look forward to a continued partnership to
implement the final Regional Plan.
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Michelle Boehm

California HighSpeed Rail
Authority

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on SANDAG's April 2015
Draft of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. The California HighSpeed Rail Authority (Authority) is pleased to report that the California
High-Speed Rail (HSR) Program will contribute to economic
development, enable a cleaner environment, improve air quality,
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, support efficient mobility, and
increase livability in California and the San Diego region. As such, the
HSR Program is broadly consistent with the principles and goals of San
Diego Forward including the sustainability principles. San Diego
Forward highlights many of the benefits that the San Diego region will
receive from the HSR Program. Specifically: • The HSR connection to
the planned Airport Intermodal Transit Center. This will provide
passengers with direct connections between HSR and San Diego
International Airport, in addition to Amtrak, COASTER, Trolley, and
other local transit services. • Recognition that HSR "could help alleviate
problems caused by exhausted capacity at San Diego International
[Airport] from 2035 to 2050."

SANDAG will continue to work with the California High-Speed Rail Authority on the more detailed planning and engineering associated with highspeed rail alignments in the San Diego region.
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Michelle Boehm

California HighSpeed Rail
Authority

San Diego Forward notes that the Authority's 2014 Business Plan does
not provide a specific timeline for extension of HSR to San Diego.
Despite this, the Authority welcomes discussion to begin early planning
for service to the San Diego region. The 2014 Business Plan proposes
HSR stations in both the Downtown San Diego/Airport and Escondido
areas. Beyond the HSR system itself, the Authority-in collaboration with
many partner agencies-is also implementing a statewide rail
modernization plan that will provide near- and long-term benefits to
the regional transportation networks that connect to HSR. Several
sections of San Diego Forward discuss improvements to the San Luis
Obispo-Los Angeles-San Diego (LOSSAN) rail corridor. Some of these
capital improvements contain funding from The Safe, Reliable HighSpeed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21' 1 Century (Proposition lA),
which was the original authorizing statute for the HSR Program. This
act authorizes $950 million in bond funds for capital improvements to
intercity rail lines, commuter rail lines, and urban rail systems that will
provide direct connectivity to the HSR system and its facilities. Of the
fifteen Proposition lA-funded HSR connectivity projects, four are
located in SANDAG's jurisdiction: 700 N Alameda, Room 3-532, Los
Angeles, CA 90012 • www.hsr.ca.gov 1. Blue Line Light Rail
Improvements: This project consists of improvements to existing
infrastructure, including replacing deteriorated rails and tracks;
replacing and rehabilitating switches and signaling; and reconstruction
of existing platforms to accommodate low-floor vehicles. The
implementing agency is SANDAG, which has received $57.8 million in
Proposition 1A funds for the project through the Urban and Commuter
Rail Program. 2. Positive Train Control, San Onofre to San Diego: The
project will implement PTC along the LOSSAN corridor between San
Onofre and Downtown San Diego. The implementing agency is the
North County Transit District, which has received $24.0 million in
Proposition lA funds from the Intercity Rail Competitive Program. 3.
North San Diego County Transit District, Positive Train Control: The
project consists of implementing all aspects of PTC along the LOSSAN
Corridor. The implementing agency is the North County Transit District,
which has received $17.8 million of Proposition 1A funds for the
construction phase through the Urban and Commuter Rail Program. 4.
Positive Train Control, Moorpark to San Onofre: The project will
implement PTC along the LOSSAN corridor between Moorpark and San
Onofre. While this area is mostly north of the San Diego region, the
improvements will provide indirect benefits by improving operations
and safety for Amtrak and Metrolink trains that serve San Diego. The
implementing agency is the Southern California Regional Rail Authority,
which has received $46.6 million in Proposition lA funds through the
Intercity Rail Formula Program for the project.

SANDAG will continue to work with the California High-Speed Rail Authority, both on specific high-speed train (HST) alignments in the region and
improvements to the LOSSAN corridor that will serve as a feeder service to the HST stations in Orange and Los Angeles counties.
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Michelle Boehm

California HighSpeed Rail
Authority

Finally, as part of our advanced planning for the Los Angeles-San Diego
section of the HSR Program, we have initiated a Strategic Investment
Plan with SANDAG and other partners of the Inland Corridor Group.
This effort will identify transportation projects planned by SANDAG and
local jurisdictions that will improve connectivity to HSR and potentially
can be packaged into a comprehensive investment strategy. This plan
also will identify regional and local land use plans and strategies that
promote optimal land uses that can be supported by HSR.

SANDAG will continue to participate as a member of the Inland Corridor Group on high-speed train alignments and connectivity projects specific to
the San Diego region as well as the larger southern California region.

Letter

Thank you for considering these comments. The Authority looks
forward to ongoing collaboration with SANDAG on issues of shared
interest, including passenger rail modernization, expansion of
complementary transit services, and station area planning that will
leverage the investments being made in multi-modal transit
infrastructure at the state, regional and local levels and improve air
quality. We invite you to visit our website at www.hsr.ca.gov for
additional information. Please contact Mr. David VanDyken, Southern
California
Planning
Liaison,
at
(916)
669-6631
or
david.vandyken@hsr.ca.gov if you have any questions.
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Barbara Cobb

Cardiff Town
Council

I don't like the idea of roundabouts at Birmingham and I-5 especially. It
will change the look and feeling of our community from a small town
to a busy major intersection and a busy large town like any other.
There are many other ways to handle traffic at this intersection. A
roundabout feels like surgery when you don't need it.

The Final Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement for the I-5 North Coast Corridor Project includes the traditional diamond
interchange and a roundabout option at the Birmingham and I-5 Interchange. The roundabout option was included at the request of the City of
Encinitas. Proposed modifications to freeway interchanges are subject to the Caltrans Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE) Policy which requires various
types of interchange configurations to be considered. Each type of configuration has various benefits and drawbacks which are included in the
evaluation. While roundabouts can be effective in calming traffic and better accommodate non-motorized roadway users, they are not necessarily the
best solution in all locations. Future improvements at the Birmingham/I-5 interchange will require additional design studies to identify the most
functional configuration. The result of these future studies will be shared with the City and the public.

Web
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Alma Bejarano

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Solicitamos que se construya la central intermodal de San Ysidro más
pronto para incrementar la productividad de esta zona y que la
población de San Ysidro no esté aislada de la innovación y de los
beneficios.

A study which developed a concept for a potential future San Ysidro Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) was completed in 2014. The study explored
different financing strategies for building the facility including potential for public private partnerships. If additional funds are identified this project
could be advanced. In addition to the ITC, the draft Regional Plan includes multiple transit projects serving San Ysidro, including Rapid routes 905 from
the Iris Street Trolley station to the Otay Mesa POE, 640A from San Ysidro to Old Town Transit Center via City College, 640B from Iris Trolley to Kearny
Mesa via City College, 688 from San Ysdiro to Sorrento Mesa (peak period), and a new Trolley line - Route 562 from San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa and
Carmel Valley along the I-805 corridor.

Comment
Card

We request that the intermodal transit station at San Ysidro be built
sooner in order to increase the productivity of this area, and the
population of San Ysidro is not isolated from the innovation and
benefits.

Un estudio que plantea un concepto para una posible Estación Intermodal de Transporte Publico en San Ysidro (ITC, por sus siglas en inglés) fue
completado en el año 2014. El estudio exploró diversas estrategias financieras para llevar a cabo la construcción de dicho centro intermodal de
transporte, incluyendo una posible asociación entre el sector público y privado. Si fondos adicionales son identificados, este proyecto podría
implementarse antes de lo previsto.
Aunado a la Estación Intermodal, el borrador del Plan Regional incluye múltiples proyectos de transporte público que ofrecen servicios en San Ysidro,
incluyendo la Ruta Rápida 905 que va de la estación de Trolley en Iris Street hacia la garita de Otay Mesa, 640A de San Ysidro a Old Town Transit
Center vía City College, 640B de la estación Iris a Kearny Mesa vía City College, 688 de San Ysidro a Sorrento Mesa (durante horas pico), y una nueva
línea de Trolley – Ruta 562 de San Ysidro a Kearny Mesa y Carmel Valley a lo largo de I-805.
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Alma Bejarano

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Que los autobuses exprés a San Ysidro 644 y 688 circulen más veces al
día.
We request that the express buses routes to San Ysidro 644 and 688
circulate more times a day.

Route 640A which will travel from San Ysidro to Old Town Transit Center via City College is planned to have 10 min peak period frequencies and 15
minute off-peak frequencies. Route 688 from San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via I-805/I-15/SR 52 corridors is planned to have 15 minute peak-period
frequencies.
La Ruta 640A, la cual viajará de San Ysidro hacia el Centro de Transito de Old Town a través de City College, está planeada para realizar viajes cada 10
minutos durante horas pico, y cada 15 minutos durante horas de menor demanda. La Ruta 688 que viajará de San Ysidro a Sorrento Mesa a través de
las autopistas I-805/I-15/SR 52 está planeada para realizar viajes cada 15 minutos durante horas pico.
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David Flores

Casa Familiar

Casa Familiar through its community workshops and input would
request that since the Blue Line Express project was not considered and
instead offered Bus Rapid Transit service as an option that it be
implemented within the first 5 years of the plan instead of later. The
community really uses both the Blue line Trolley and the Bus service
and there are many families and individuals that need this service to be
more efficient and frequent. It is an inequity a community with high
use has to wait much longer to receive any type of express service.
While the community supports the Early Bike Action program for
connecting bicycle infrastructure from the border to the Bayshore
bikeway, much more is needed to deal with active transportation
connections and freeway/pedestrian/bicycle improvements. Casa
Familiar also supports Alternative 5, the Environmentally Superior
Strategy since the community has not and will not be a recepient of
freeway/highway infrastructure. It is a lower income community that
should be identified as a disadvantaged community by Cal EPA for
Greenhouse Gas Reduction Funds and whose projects under this plan
should be prioritized. Casa Familiar, as part of the CBO Network,
appreciates SANDAG's efforts in reaching out to communities of
concern through this network in order to present more information in
Spanish to community members.

The Draft Regional Plan includes implementation of express bus service on I-5 from San Ysidro to downtown San Diego, Old Town Transit Center and
Kearny Mesa before 2030. Because of the congestion along I-5, the timing of this service is tied to the completion of the Managed Lanes that will
allow the express service to bypass the congested main lanes.

Web

As part of the SANDAG CBO Network, the Border Health Equity Study
and our seat at the Public Health Stakeholder Group, our work with
SANDAG staff continues to grow and has been very productive for the
community of San Ysidro and the clients that we serve. Many of our
clients are low-income residents of the South Bay that use public
transportation on a very frequent, if not daily basis.

The Plan does not include Managed Lane or Highway improvements on corridors surrounding the San Ysidro community. Several new transit routes
are planned to serve the area including Route 562 which will run from San Ysidro to Carmel Valley providing access to jobs along the 805 corridor and
the Rapid Route 905 which will provide an east-west connection to Otay Mesa and Otay Mesa East. Additionally, Rapid route 688 will provide peak
period service to Sorrento Mesa, one of the region's larger employment centers.

Letter
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David Flores

Casa Familiar

The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider each of the alternatives analyzed in detail in the Draft EIR - including Alternatives 5A-5D - and make
written findings about their feasibility as part of the CEQA environmental review process before taking action on the Final Plan.

Overall, for San Ysidro, the following points have been brought to our
attention from the presentations and workshops of San Diego Forward
- Because San Ysidro's freeway infrastructure is built out, no investment
is being made by SANDAG in any scenario or alternative for freeway
infrastructure. No managed/toll lanes, Highway projects, Operational
Improvements or Freeway Connectors.
104

David Flores

Casa Familiar

Casa Familiar suggests a social equity process or map be included that
identifies how investments are being made for communities of
concern. This is a lot of funding over the life of The Regional Plan to
not identify this disparity. The current pilot Healthy Communities
Assessment Tool presented by U.S. HUD consultants through SANDAG
Regional Planner, Stephan Vance, could serve to measure health and
other indicators that could clearly serve in a social equity process.

The Healthy Community Index is a pilot project of HUD, but shows promise in demonstrating the current conditions of a community. This concept will
be considered in the next update the Regional Plan. The Title VI analysis for the Regional Plan analyses the traveler and their demographic
characteristics. The analysis did not find any disparate affects or disproportionate impacts on disadvantaged populations.

Letter
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David Flores

Casa Familiar

Due to the fact that $0 in investment is being made for freeway
infrastructure projects in San Ysidro and also due to the fact that
SANDAG is not considering the Trolley 540 Blue Line Express Project,
residents and Casa Familiar urge the SANDAG Board to: a. EXPEDITE
Rapid Service - prioritize to be built by the year 2020, instead of 2035,
since there will be no other "express" service for such huge
transportation ridership. b. INCLUDE the following Active
Transportation projects currently in the "Unconstrained" category
found on page 45 and page 46 of Appendix A: 1. Calle Primera
between Willow Rd and Via de San Ysidro (Safe Routes to Transit) u.
Dairy Mart Rd I San Ysidro Blvd at I-5 (Bike & Ped. Improvements) v. Via
De San Ysidro at I-5 (Bike & Ped. Improvements) IV. Camino De La Plaza
at I-5, 1-805 (Bike & Ped. Improvements) v. E. San Ysidro Blvd at I-805
(Bike & Ped. Improvements)

No freeway investments are proposed in San Ysidro since there is no congestion northbound from the border on either I-5 or I-805 to SR 905 and the
southbound traffic delays are dependent on inspections or operations at the border which SANDAG does not control. The Rapid improvements are
planned around 2026-2040 timeframe; the timing of these improvements is coordinated with the Managed Lanes improvements along the two
freeway corridors that the Rapid services will use.

Letter

Retrofit projects to improve bike/pedestrian access to existing transit stops and stations are included in the Unconstrained Network. However, these
projects will be considered through the implementation of Mobility Hub projects which are included in the Revenue Constrained Plan.
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David Flores

Casa Familiar

We urge the SANDAG Board to also consider compressing the timeline
of the San Ysidro Intermodal Transit Center into one Phase to be
completed by 2035, or once again have a more aggressive timeline for
this much needed infrastructure. Adjust Phase 1 to 2020 and Phase 2
to 2035. The heavy ridership on the Blue Line Trolley from San Ysidro
continues to provide success for SANDAG.

A study which developed a concept for a potential future San Ysidro Intermodal Transit Center was completed in 2014. The study explored different
financing strategies for building the facility including potential for public private partnerships. If additional funds are identified this project could be
advanced.

Letter
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David Flores

Casa Familiar

The comment we have heard over and over at our presentations and
workshops in San Ysidro continue to revolve around the issue of
bringing back ''transfers" capability and/or reducing transit fares for
seniors and students.

Fare policies at SANDAG and MTS were changed to replace timed transfers and two-hour passes with a Day Pass, valid for unlimited rides all day on
most MTS buses and Trolleys for the price of a round trip Trolley ticket. The vast majority of MTS riders already use a multiday or monthly pass to ride
the system; cash passengers represent a small percentage of ridership. In part this is because already offers substantial discounts to seniors, youth, and
the disabled. Senior/disabled monthly passes are discounted 75 percent; youth monthly passes are priced at 50 percent of the adult pass price. In
addition, the senior/disabled cash fare is a 50 percent discount over the adult cash fare. While offering a two-hour pass may provide a discount to
some riders, a system wide reduction in fare revenue would result in fewer resources available to provide service or subsidize the other fare discounts.

Letter
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David Flores

Casa Familiar

We applaud SANDAG for creating the CBO Network, this has provided
great input necessary for outreach and advocacy; and for accepting
and working with the San Ysidro community on the Border Health
Equity Study. Including San Ysidro in the Regional Bike Plan-Early
Action Program, and identifying the benefits to the region with the
new 562 Trolley are investments that are applauded by the community
and Casa Familiar.

Thank you for your continued participation in the process.

Letter
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Guadalupe
Bejarano

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Es un proyecto maravilloso muy ambicioso, pero a muy largo plazo. Por
favor, que no se extienda más el tiempo.

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Comment
Card

It is a wonderful and very ambitious project, but it is planned for a very
long term. Please do not extend the time.

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
Le agradecemos por su participación en el proceso de planificación. En cuanto a su comentario relacionado al tiempo del desarrollo de los proyectos,
leyes federales y estatales requieren que SANDAG desarrolle un plan basado en suposiciones razonables de los recursos que estarán disponibles
durante el periodo cubierto por el Plan. Los proyectos serán implementados entre el presente y el año 2050. Por favor refiérase al Apéndice A, el cual
incluye la lista de proyectos de transporte público, autopistas y Carriles Exprés, e instalaciones para bicicletas que serían construidos para el 2020,
2035, y el 2050.
Para más información sobre la disponibilidad de fondos, por favor refiérase al Capítulo 3: Financiando Nuestro Futuro.
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Guadalupe
Bejarano

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Que las rutas 640 y 688 exprés se construyan dentro de los primero 5
años.
I hope that the 640 and 688 Express bus routes are constructed within
the first five years.
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Luz Camacho

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Please move forward the transportation module at the San Ysidro
Border Crossing. We need this project to be finished sooner than it is
planned. The current situation is horrible. Also, express bus services in
the San Ysidro/Otay region are urgent need.

Federal and state laws require SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the
period covered by that plan. Based on projected funding, projects are phased in to the plan depending on when expected funds are available. Both
Rapid Routes 640 and 688 are slated for implementation by 2030.

Comment
Card

Leyes federales y estatales requieren que SANDAG desarrolle un plan regional basado en suposiciones razonables de los recursos que estarán
disponibles durante el periodo cubierto por el Plan. Basado en el presupuesto estimado, los proyectos son agendados en el plan dependiendo en la
disponibilidad de fondos. Ambas, las Rutas Rápidas 640 y 688, esperan ser implementadas para el año 2030.
Improvements to the San Ysidro Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) are included in the Draft Regional Plan, along with Rapid Express services that would
connect San Ysidro to the north via both the I-5 and I-805 corridors. the San Ysidro ITC project could be advanced if additional funding, including
private/public partnerships are identified.
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Margarita
Velázquez

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

¿Por qué no involucrar a personas jóvenes con ideas más futuristas en
vez de a personas de la tercera edad?

To support the development of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, SANDAG implemented a comprehensive public outreach and involvement
program. Early in the planning process, the agency developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to guide the public outreach program. Per Government
Code Section 65980(b)(2)(E), Public Involvement Plans for individual projects or plans must draw upon the SANDAG Public Participation Plan, which
serves as a guiding framework for all of the agency’s PIPs. The Public Participation Plan was adopted by the SANDAG Board of Directors on December
21, 2012, and the PIP was subsequently adopted on February 22, 2013. Information regarding SANDAG's public involvement processes and outreach
programs can be found in Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.

Comment
Card

Why are you not involving young people with fresh and futuristic ideas
instead of seniors?

Outreach events were attended by participants of all ages, and feedback was considered, regardless of age. The Regional Plan workshops welcomed all
ages to each event. In addition, the Community-Based Organizations also provided outreach to their communities, including youth.
Con el fin de apoyar el desarrollo de San Diego Forward: El Plan Regional, SANDAG implementó un programa de alcance y participación pública. En las
etapas tempranas del proceso de planeación, la agencia desarrolló un Plan de Participación Pública (PIP, por sus siglas en inglés) con el fin de guiar el
programa de alcance público. Por estipulación del Código Gubernamental Sección 65980(b)(2)(E), Planes de Participación Pública para proyectos o
planes deben basarse en el Plan de Participación Pública de SANDAG, el cual sirve de marco de referencia para todos los Planes de Participación Pública
de la agencia. El Plan de Participación Pública fue adoptado por la Junta de Directivos de SANDAG en Diciembre 21 de 2012, y el PIP fue adoptado en
Febrero 22 de 2013. Información relacionada a los procesos de participación pública y programas de alcance pueden ser encontrados en la Apéndice F:
Programas de Participación Pública.
Participantes de todas las edades estuvieron presentes en eventos de alcance público y sus comentarios fueron considerados sin importar su edad. Los
talleres del Plan Regional dieron la bienvenida a personas de todas las edades. Ademas, las Organizaciones Comunitarias también proporcionaron
alcance público, incluyendo jóvenes.
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María Jimenez

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Que los proyectos no sean tan a largo plazo y que en los nuevos
proyectos de autopistas se construyan amortiguadores de ruido.
We need projects that are not long-term, and that the new highway
projects include sound walls.

Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period
covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around $204 billion over 35 years, we don’t have all the money right now. Also, a majority of the
funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and we don’t have the
authority to interchange them. These constraints come with specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. The “revenue constrained
scenario” for transportation investments detailed in our Regional Plan plays by those rules. It’s what we can do given the budget we project.

Comment
Card

The analysis of sound wall mitigation is conducted at the project implementation level and not at the program level for the Regional Plan. Individual
environmental analysis is conducted on each project including mitigation.
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María Swadener

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Más líneas peatonales de Tijuana a San Ysidro, y de San Ysidro a
Tijuana.
It would be good to have more pedestrian lanes from Tijuana to San
Ysidro and from San Ysidro to Tijuana.

Actualmente, la Administración de Servicios Generales de Estados Unidos (GSA, por sus siglas en inglés) está llevando a cabo un proyecto de expansión
y reconfiguración para mejorar la Garita de San Ysidro. La reconfiguración de la Garita incluye mejoras para atender vehículos y peatones dirigiéndose
hacia ambos lados de la Garita, incluyendo casetas de inspección primarias, área de inspección secundaria, áreas administrativas, así como instalaciones
de cruces peatonal en los lados Este y Oeste del cruce fronterizo. El número de líneas peatonales hacia el Norte incrementará de 13 a 22 líneas en el
lado Este de la Garita. Aunado a esto, una instalación peatonal en el lado Oeste está actualmente en fase de construcción, la cual proveerá acceso
directo a Virginia Avenue en el lado de EE.UU., y abrirá 10 nuevas líneas peatonales hacia el Norte y dos líneas reversibles de acceso peatonal. Una vez
que el proyecto sea completado, se espera que disminuyan las largas demoras en el cruce fronterizo.

Comment
Card

Currently, the U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) is executing an expansion and reconfiguration project to improve the San Ysidro land port of
entry (POE). The POE reconfiguration project calls for north and southbound capacity improvements for vehicles and pedestrians, including primary
booths, a secondary inspection area, administration space, and pedestrian processing facilities on the western and eastern ends of the port. The
number of northbound pedestrian lanes will increase from 13 to 22 lanes on the eastern side of the POE. Additionally, a western pedestrian facility is
currently under construction, which will provide direct access to Virginia Avenue on the U.S. side, and will open ten new northbound and tworeversible pedestrian processing lanes. Once the expansion project is complete, the increased capacity is projected to reduce the long border crossing
delays at this POE.
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María Swadener

María Swadener

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

To make routes 688 and 640 more frequent. We cannot wait too long
to have a better service.Agilizar las rutas 688 y 640. No podemos
esperar tanto tiempo para tener mejor servicio.

No podemos esperar 20 años para tener un mejor servicio de
transporte de la garita de Otay al centro de Chula Vista.
We cannot wait 20 years to have a better transportation service from
the Otay Mesa POE to Chula Vista.

These two Rapid services operating on Manages Lanes are planned for implementation by 2030. Rapid 640 would operate every 10 minutes in the peak
period, 15 minutes in the off-peak. Rapid 688 is a commuter-oriented service that would operate every 15 minutes during the weekday peak periods.

Comment
Card

La implementación de estos 2 servicios de Autobús Rápidos está planeada para el año 2030. La Ruta Rápida 640 operaria cada 10 minutos durante
horas pico, y cada 15 minutos durante horas regulares. La Ruta Rápida 688 es un servicio enfocado en viajes al trabajo, que operaría cada 15 minutos
durante horas pico.
There is currently an express route 950 and local Route 905 that connect the Otay Mesa border crossing to the Iris Street Trolley station, where
passengers can then transfer to the Blue Line to travel to western Chula Vista. The South Bay Rapid, now in final design, will connect the Otay Mesa
border crossing to Downtown San Diego via Otay Ranch and eastern Chula Vista. The project is scheduled for completion in late 2017/early 2018.
Actualmente existe la ruta exprés 950 y la Ruta local 905 que conectan la garita de Otay Mesa con la estación de Trolley en Iris Street, donde pasajeros
pueden transferir a la Línea Azul del Trolley para viajar al oeste de Chula Vista. El South Bay Rapid, que se encuentra en su etapa final de diseño,
conectará la garita de Otay Mesa con el centro de San Diego vía Otay Ranch y el este de Chula Vista. El proyecto está programado para ser finalizado a
finales de 2017/inicios de 2018.

Comment
Card

No.
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Pachita Salas

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

Necesitamos que las rutas 644, 950, y 688 sean más rápidas para
transportarse. Las necesitamos pronto

Route 644 is neither a current or planned bus route within the San Diego region. Local bus route 950 (Iris Trolley station to Otay Mesa), like many
other local bus routes in the region, will benefit from a 15-minute frequency increase by 2020, and a ten-minute frequency enhancement in 2035.
Rapid route 688 (San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa) is a peak period only service that is slated for implementation by 2030. This route was ranked 12th out
of all transit service projects, with other transit routes scoring higher and therefore prioritized earlier in the plan. For more information on the ranking
of each project by mode, please see Appendix M, Transportation Project Evaluation Criteria and Ranking.

Comment
Card

We need the bus routes 644, 950, and 688 to be faster for
transportation. We need them sooner.

Actualmente, la Ruta 644 no existe y tampoco está contemplada para su planeación en la región de San Diego. La Ruta de autobús 950 (Iris Trolley
Station a Otay Mesa), como muchas otras rutas de autobús en la región, se verán beneficiadas de un incremento en la frecuencia cada 15 minutos
para el año 2020, y un aumento a 10 minutos en la frecuencia para el 2035. La Ruta Rápida 688 (San Ysidro a Sorrento Mesa) es un servicio que estará
en funcionamiento solamente durante horas pico, y su implementación está planeada para el año 2030. Esta Ruta fue posicionada en el puesto
número 12 en la lista de todos los proyectos de transporte público, con otras rutas siendo priorizadas en las etapas más tempranas del plan. Para más
información sobre la lista de prioridades en cada proyecto, por favor refiéranse a la Apéndice M, Criterio de Evaluación y Clasificación de Proyectos de
Transporte.
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Steve Otto

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

There should be more funds for transit. The “pie chart” is distorted,
including a new managed lane referred as transit.

San Diego Forward invests over 50 percent in transit. That does not include Managed Lanes/Connectors which would be an additional 15 percent
(some used for transit). See Figure 3.4 on page 110 of Chapter 3.

Comment
Card

It should be more proportional. More money for transit in South
County (environmental justice)
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Steve Otto

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

South County projects should be constructed earlier. High transit
demand is happening now, not in 2035. We need to start express bus
routes #640 and #688.

The Draft Regional Plan is responding to this demand for increased mobility options by including a rich network of Trolley, Rapids operating on
Managed Lanes and arterials, and high frequency local bus improvements over the coming years. Because federal and state laws requires SANDAG to
develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that plan, projects are
phased in to the plan depending on when expected funds are available. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Both Rapid Routes 640
and 688 are slated for implementation by 2030.

Comment
Card

120

Steve Otto

Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

We need Rapid Bus connector from San Ysidro Intermodal Station to
the new Eastlake Rapid Bus at Palomar/I-805 intersection. We need reestablish Bus-Trolley-Bus transfers.

The Draft Regional Plan includes Rapid 688 that will provide service from San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa via the I-805 corridor and includes a stop at the
I-805/Palomar St station and tie in to the South Bay Rapid service.

Comment
Card

Trolley-bus transfers are inefficient and open to fraud. The Day Pass serves this same purpose, allowing the rider access to all Trolley and local/express
bus services for the day. Discounted monthly passes also are available.

No.
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Casa Familiar –
CBO Workshop

300,000 personas cruzan todos los días de Tijuana a San Diego. Está
tomado en cuenta el volumen de cruce peatonal en el plan?

Yes, the Regional Plan takes into account crossborder travel between Baja California and the San Diego region. Please see Appendix U.14: Borders for
information related to border crossings.

Comment
Card

300,000 people cross daily from Tijuana to San Diego. Does the plan
take into account the volume of pedestrian crossing?

The U.S. General Services Administration (GSA) is executing a major expansion and reconfiguration project to improve the San Ysidro POE, which is the
busiest POE in the region. The San Ysidro POE handled an estimated 59 million bidirectional crossings in 2014 (shown in Figure U14.4). The
reconfiguration project calls for north and southbound capacity improvements for vehicles and pedestrians, and pedestrian processing facilities on the
western and eastern sides of the port. Improvements to southbound capacity also are part of the project. When completed, the POE will increase its
capacity from 24 to 34 northbound lanes, with a total of 63 inspection booths. The number of northbound pedestrian lanes will increase from 13 to
22 lanes on the eastern side of the POE. In addition, there is a temporary connection of the I-5 with the El Chaparral POE on the Mexican side. When
the realignment of I-5 is complete, it will terminate at Camino de la Plaza to provide direct access to Virginia Avenue on the U.S. side, and will increase
the number of southbound vehicle lanes from five to ten, as well as 10 new northbound pedestrian lanes and two southbound reversible lanes. Once
the expansion project is complete, the increased capacity is projected to reduce the long border crossing delays at this POE.
In addition, an effort to improve pedestrian and bicycle mobility in our border region is a study completed by the Imperial County Transportation
Commission (ICTC) to analyze existing conditions and access issues for people walking or bicycling across the six POEs that connect Imperial and San
Diego counties with Baja California (Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation Access Study of the California-Baja California Border Crossings). SANDAG
and Caltrans also participated in the study along with Mexican partner agencies. It developed recommendations on how to improve facilities,
infrastructure and connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists who travel through the POEs
Sí, el Plan Regional toma en consideración los viajes transfronterizos entre Baja California y la región de San Diego. Por favor refiérase al Apéndice
U.14: Fronteras para información relacionada a los cruces fronterizos.
La Administración de Servicios Generales de Estados Unidos (GSA por sus siglas en inglés) está llevando a cabo un proyecto de expansión y
reconfiguración para mejorar la Garita de San Ysidro, la garita más concurrida en la región. La Garita de San Ysidro atendió un estimado de 59
millones de cruces en ambas direcciones en 2014 (mostrado en la Figura U14.4). El proyecto de reconfiguración toma en cuenta las mejoras a la
capacidad para atender vehículos y peatones cruzando hacia ambas direcciones, así como también instalaciones para inspección de peatones en el lado
Este y Oeste del puerto fronterizo. Las mejoras a la capacidad para atender viajeros hacia el Sur también son parte del proyecto. Cuando sea
completado, la Garita incrementara su capacidad para atender viajeros hacia el Norte de 24 a 34 carriles, sumando un total de 63 puestos de
inspección. El número de líneas peatonales hacia el sur incrementara de 13 a 22 líneas en el lado Este de la Garita. Así mismo, existe una conexión
temporal de la autopista I-5 con la Garita de El Chaparral en el lado Mexicano. Cuando el realineamiento de la autopista I-5 sea completado, terminara
en Camino de la Plaza para proveer un acceso directo a Virginia Avenue en el lado Estadounidense, e incrementará el número de carriles viajando hacia
el Sur de cinco a diez carriles, así como 10 nuevas líneas peatonales hacia el Norte y dos reversibles hacia el sur. Una vez que el proyecto de expansión
sea completado, el aumento en la capacidad proyecta reducir las largas demoras en los cruces fronterizos en esta Garita.
Aunado a esto, un esfuerzo para mejorar la movilidad de peatones y bicicletas en nuestra región fronteriza es el estudio completado por la Comisión
de Transporte del Condado de Imperial (ICTC por sus siglas en inglés) para analizar condiciones existentes y cuestiones de acceso para personas
cruzando caminando o usando bicicleta a través de las seis Garitas que conectan los condados de Imperial y San Diego con Baja California (Pedestrian
and Bicycle Transportation Access Study of the California-Baja California Border Crossings). SANDAG y Caltrans también participaron en el estudio
junto con agencias Mexicanas. El Estudio desarrolló recomendaciones en cómo mejorar instalaciones, infraestructura y conectividad para peatones y
ciclistas que viajan a través de las Garitas.

122

City Heights
Community
Development
Corporation
(CDC) / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Interesting meeting, a lot of info. Enjoyed working in group activity.
*Purple Line * Safe Routes.

We are thrilled that you found the public workshop interesting and we appreciate your participation in the draft plan review process. For more
information on the Draft transportation networks and Safe Routes to Transit, please see Chapter 2, A Strategy for Sustainability, and Appendix A,
Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing.

Web

123

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Support purple line Trolley; more safe and well lit walking areas; happy
about Blvd Transit Plaza.

Thank you for your comments -- initial advanced planning studies for the Purple Line will begin later this year, and the SR 15 in-line stations are now
under construction.

Web

124

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Please listen to our community. We are activists; we are cultured; we
are educated. Act upon our decisions quickly. Priority: Purple Line and
safe routes for pedestrians on El Cajon Blvd.

We appreciate your involvement in the planning process. The feedback received from the on-going outreach process influences and helps guide the
development of the draft plan. Comments submitted on the draft plan will be included in Appendix F: Public Involvement Program, along with a staff
response to each comment.

Web

For more information on the Draft transportation networks and Safe Routes to Transit, please see Chapter 2, A Strategy for Sustainability, and
Appendix A, Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing.

No.
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City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

I believe the 54th Rapid is a priority. The 955 takes too long and the
drivers are slow. Bus passes for youth.

Rapid 550 is one of the highest ranked Rapid services in the Draft Regional Plan given its projected high ridership.

Web

126

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN

My top priorites are: 1) Purple line Trolley; 2) 54th Street Rapid; 3) MidCity bikeways.

These are all top-ranked projects in the Draft Regional Plan. Appendix A of the draft Plan shows the proposed phasing of these projects.

Web

127

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Prioritize transit over freeways and highways

Much of the highway improvements are to create a system of Managed Lanes facilities, which give priority access to Rapid services and
carpools/vanpools. These facilities provide time-competitive travel for alternatives to single-occupant vehicle travel. Transit capital and operations
account for half of the investment plan in the Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for services and programs that
support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER
Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new intermodal transit centers. A "Safe Routes
to Transit" program is included in the Plan to fund improvements designed to make it easier and safer to access new transit stations. The Mid-City
centerline stations on the SR 15 corridor currently are under implementation.

Web

125

Name

1.

Trolleys;

2.

safe routes;

3.

centerlines.

Discounted youth monthly passes are already available.

128

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Please advance the purple line to 2025. Thank you so much

The proposed Purple Line is the highest ranked transit project in the Draft Regional Plan, and initial planning studies will begin later this year. Because
of the magnitude of constructing a trolley line of this length and the extensive environmental review and public outreach involved, implementation by
2025 would be a challenge. There will be better idea of the project timeline once these initial planning studies are completed in 2016. Funding will
also need to be identified.

Web

129

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

1.

Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web

130

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

We need a better bike route because the street bike road isn't working
for me and need room for cars and a bike route for the riders. I think
that 15 and 94 freeways would be better option for those people

Many of the Regional Bicycle Plan Early Action Program projects, which are included in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, will build separate,
dedicated facilities for people who ride bikes (through cycletracks and class I facilities).

Web

131

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Trolley lines; bike & walking; carpooling …. Support local taxi drivers by
providing community vouchers. They are part of our public transport
system. Support free youth bus passes.

The San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone,
including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. Taxi vouchers are included in the Coordinated Plan (Appendix U.1)
as an implementation strategy to provide access for low income, senior and disabled persons. Discounted fares are available for seniors, persons with
disabilities, and youth (18 and under).

Web

132

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

We need overpass connectivity. Fairmount with Mission Gorge to avoid
that horrid intersection.

Local jurisdictions have purview over local streets. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web

133

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

I would like to see more Rapid transportation going down University
Ave. to downtown. The 7 and 10 get really crowded and it's a hassle to
go down University when public transportation is always crowded and
buses are always late.

Additional service along the University Ave corridor is included in the Draft Regional Plan in two ways:

Web

134

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Need an emphasis to protect bikers--protected lanes. Even better if we
can separate pathways for different routes: dedicated bike and slow
vehicle streets (i.e. golf carts, whatever to reduce congestion between
cars and bikes/walkers.

Many of the Regional Bicycle Plan Early Action Program projects, which are included in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, will build separate,
dedicated facilities for people who ride bikes (through cycletracks and class I facilities), and people who walk (through class I facilities).

Web

135

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

University Avenue and El Cajon Blvd. are always congested. It takes
longer to arrive from A-Z on these roads. Expanding the two will be
very helpful to City Heights' residents and businesses.

These streets are under the purview of local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of San Diego.

Web

136

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Make walkable communities the highest priority. Reallocate funding
away from road and highway program wherever possible. Freeeways
can wait, but our communites cannot! Vehicle miles driven (VMT) is
going down across our county. We need to design our transportation
system to help it go down locally. Stop expanding freeways!

Highway improvements (including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational improvements) complement and complete the existing highway
network. The draft Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and
certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee,
in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.

Web

2.

I want more street lighting at Azalea Park. Can we get
solar/wind lighting to lower cost of operating?
more community gardens. Fruit trees

1.
2.

upgrade of the limited stop Rt 10 service to a Rapid service and,
implementation of ten-minute all-day frequencies on bus and trolley services in the urban core areas that includes University Ave

No.

Agency

Comment
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City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

I believe that we need to prioritize the Purple Line Trolley project and
then the buses, and for them to pass more frequently.

The proposed Purple Line is the highest ranked transit project in the Draft Regional Plan, and initial planning studies will begin later this year.

Web

138

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

For City Heights residents, it's very important that the Purple Line
Trolley begins as soon as possible. Thanks.

The proposed Purple Line is the highest ranked transit project in the Draft Regional Plan, and initial planning studies will begin later this year. Because
of the magnitude of constructing a trolley line of this length and the extensive environmental review and public outreach involved, it will take a
number of years to implement. There will be better idea of the project timeline once these initial planning studies are completed in 2016. Funding will
also need to be identified.

Web

139

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

I think that the bus transit should be increased to speed up daily
service.

The Draft Regional Plan includes increasing service frequencies on most bus routes within the urban core to every 10 minutes throughout the day. New
Rapid services are also planned in a number of arterial streets and managed lane corridors to provide higher-speed services for people making longer
distance trips.

Web

140

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

I am a huge fan of fighting childhood obesity, so my number one
charge is helping biking be safe and more accesible, especially for
school students. Children should ALWAYS have the safe option to get
to school (no matter where they live!). Safe bike routes and more bike
paths please!

Safe access for vulnerable populations, such as schoolchildren, is a principle that guides the active transportation investments in San Diego Forward:
The Regional Plan. The draft Plan includes funding for Safe Routes to School programs, and Safe Routes to School infrastructure improvements will be
included in the implementation of Regional Bicycle Plan projects and Safe Routes to Transit projects, when schools fall within their project area
boundaries.

Web

141

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

I think there should be measurable driving reduction goals based on
current modern miles driven now and goals for reduction each year.
Adopt measurable performance goals.

The SANDAG Board of Directors approved 22 quantitative performance measures which are used to evaluate the performance of the Regional Plan.
With the exception of the greenhouse gas reduction targets established by the California Air Resources Board, the Board has not adopted quantitative
goals or targets for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan.

Web

142

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Improve the bus service with more routes, more frequency, cleaner
buses, and more courteous drivers. Also, start work on the Trolley
projects already.

The Draft Regional Plan includes increases to existing bus and trolley services in the urbanized areas to every 15 minutes all day by 2020 and
10 minutes all day by 2035. A number of new trolley and Rapid services are also included. Planning studies for several new rail lines will begin later this
year.

Web

143

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

The residents of City Heights need the frequency of the buses to
increase during the week and the weekends, when people go out with
their families.

The Draft Regional Plan includes increases in service frequencies on trolley and bus routes in the City Heights area to every 15 minutes throughout the
day by 2020 and every 10 minutes throughout the day by 2035, including additional frequencies on weekends.

Web

144

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

For me, public transportation is very important. The Trolley is the fastest
service for many of us. The Route 10 should run 7 days a week.

The Draft Regional Plan includes increased service frequencies on trolley and bus routes in the urbanized areas. A new Rapid 10 is also included that
includes service 7 days a week.

Web

145

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

I like to see a Purple Line Trolley for residents of South Bay that work in
City Heights. I live in Bonita but I work in City Heights and sometimes it
takes me up to an hour to get to work. And the same happens on my
way home in the afternoon, from 3-5:30, the traffic very heavy.

The planned Trolley Route 562 "Purple Line" is one of the highest priority transit projects in the Draft Regional Plan. Initial planning studies will begin
later this year.

Web

146

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Start with Bike and Pedestrian paths; improve public transport; freeway
overpass.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investment plan in the Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for
services and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new trolley lines by 2050, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued
COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new
intermodal transit centers.

Web

137

Name

The draft Plan also includes additional service frequency to 10 minutes all day on most routes within the urban core area.

Also included in the Plan are 8 Managed Lane Connectors and 7 Freeway Connectors throughout the network to provide connectivity. The Regional
Plan also incorporates safer interchange crossings for bicycles and pedestrians as part of all future freeway and highway interchange projects.
The Draft Regional Plan includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network and by 2025 $200 million in projects will be implemented through
the bicycle Early Action Program funded through the TransNet sales tax measure. Most bike projects will have safety improvements not only for
bicyclists but also for pedestrians. The Regional Plan incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments in other modes of travel, including
public transit and highway improvements-- a practice already assumed by SANDAG in ongoing planning and construction of capital projects.
147

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Improve the frequency of buses between communities. Install lights in
the pedestrian areas to prevent accidents. Improve the Trolley stations
in the less favorable communities.

The Draft Regional Plan includes improvements in service frequencies on most bus routes in the urbanized areas to every 15 minutes all day by 2020
and to 10 minutes all day by 2035. A "Safe Routes to Transit" program would fund improvements designed to make it easier and safer to access
transit stations. The recent Trolley Renewal project has upgraded all trolley stations along the Blue and Orange Lines.

Web

No.
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148

City Heights
CDC / Mid-City
CAN – CBO
Workshop

Purple Line Trolley is priority; Bus Rapid transit takes less time (15
minute frequency); 955 takes too long, too many run late. I need to
travel by bus to work! I need to arrive faster and more reliably on time
to my work.

Both the Trolley Route 562 (Purple Line) and Rapid 550 (providing limited stop service in the local Rt 955 corridor) are two of the highest priority
projects in the Draft Regional Plan.

Web

149

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Very important to note that there is a need for more jobs in Chula Vista
so that people do not have to travel long distances, also need
affordable housing.

As outlined in Chapter 1, the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast estimates that nearly 50,000 new jobs will be added in Chula Vista as the Chula Vista
Bayfront, downtown investments, and new planned communities in eastern Chula Vista, come on line. In addition, the Otay Mesa border area will
become a much larger job center, growing from about 15,000 jobs today to more than 45,000 by 2050. Similarly, in South County, National City's
general plan provides opportunities for more than 10,000 additional multifamily homes near the Blue Line Trolley and the planned Trolley line
connecting San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via the Interstate 805 corridor.

Web

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I agree on everything you say, thank you.

We appreciate your feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Web

151

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Need Trolley and bus to Chula Vista from Otay border.

Rapid 225 (South Bay Rapid), now in final design, will operate from the Otay Mesa border crossing to downtown San Diego via eastern Chula Vista
and Otay Ranch. For access to western Chula Vista, passengers today can ride MTS Routes 905 or 950 connecting the Otay Mesa border crossing to
the Iris Trolley station, then connecting to the Blue Line or local buses.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Is a great project, and with help of the population in a short time we
be have with best life in a future.

Thank you for the comment; SANDAG appreciates your feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visitingwww.SDForward.com.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I would like to see more transportation to Otay Border and also to the
beach.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a new Rapid service that will connect the Otay Border Crossing with downtown San Diego via Otay Ranch, Chula
Vista, and National City. This project is currently in final design and is expected to open in early 2018. The project will include development of an Otay
Mesa Transit Center that will serve the new Rapid service and existing MTS Routes 905 and 950; it will be located within a short walk of the border
crossing.

Web

150

Name

Pablo Gomez

In terms of access to the beach, there are a number of existing bus routes that go to various beaches in the region -- the Draft Regional Plan calls for
frequencies on most of these routes to be increased to every 10 minutes throughout the day by 2035. Several new Rapid lines would provide highspeed access to beach areas in Imperial Beach, Ocean Beach, Pacific Beach, and in North County.
154

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

It’s an excellent future for our generation.

Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Web

155

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

It’s better to have more Trolleys and busses for better transportation.

We appreciate your comment and agree that both Trolleys and buses are the backbone for an efficient, safe, and convenient public transportation
system. The Regional Plan calls for five new trolley lines and 32 new Rapid transit routes in addition to local bus routes.

Web

156

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

It would be better if you extend the Trolleys and trains to go to further
places for the same amount of money (fare?).

All Trolley services are the same fare ($2.50 one way) and passengers can transfer between the Blue/Orange/Green Lines at no extra fare to complete a
one-way trip. A $5.00 Day Pass allows unlimited access of most MTS trolley and bus services, and NCTD Breeze and SPRINTER services.

Web

157

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

We need a mode of transportation from Otay border to Chula Vista,
Trolley (train) transfer from San Ysidro to Chula Vista.

A new Rapid line called the "South Bay Rapid" will connect the Otay Mesa border crossing to downtown San Diego via Otay Ranch and eastern Chula
Vista--this project is scheduled to open in early 2018. The draft plan also includes a new trolley line connecting San Ysidro to Carmel Valley along the I805 and I-15 corridors via Chula Vista, National City, Southeastern San Diego, Mid-City, Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, University City, and Sorrento
Mesa.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

My comment is why there no lighting at 3rd Ave and Moss St next to
Villa Campestre Apartments and Hilltop Ave. It’s very dark and there is
no street lighting, there is a lot of vandalism. There is no street lighting
by the golf course on 3rd and Hilltop. What will be built in the old KMart building on 3rd and Moss?.

Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of Chula Vista.
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

These meetings should be more often.

We have held meetings on different stages of the Plan throughout the process with support from the Chula Vista Collaborative. It is important to note
that meetings are expensive to conduct and resources are limited. Between meetings, information is provided through less costly approaches including
email blasts, newsletters and website updates.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I wish there would be service to the beaches and north of San Diego.
Also the Trolley or bus transportation to the Otay Border.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a new trolley line connection to Pacific Beach. In addition, there are several new Rapid lines that would connect to
beach areas in Imperial Beach, Ocean Beach, and in north county communities. A new Rapid line called the "South Bay Rapid" will connect the Otay
Mesa border crossing to downtown San Diego via Otay Ranch and eastern Chula Vista--this project is scheduled to open in early 2018.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

This is a wonderful project for our future generation and is good that
they are thinking right and doing things much better than before. Keek
up the good work and our children and their children will thank you for
a job very well done.

We greatly appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

All the information in this presentation was all very interesting. I wish
there would be more Freeways in the Future.

SR 11 is the only new freeway proposed in the plan, but there will be operational and managed lane improvements to several other existing freeways.
Please see Appendix A for the complete list of proposed Managed Lanes and highway improvements.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

We need Trolley transportation to the beach and Otay Border.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a new Trolley line connection to Pacific Beach. In addition, there are several new Rapid lines that would connect to
beach areas in Imperial Beach, Ocean Beach, and in north county communities. A new Rapid line called the "South Bay Rapid" will connect the Otay
Mesa border crossing to downtown San Diego via Otay Ranch and eastern Chula Vista--this project is scheduled to open in early 2018.

Web

164

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I am content.

We appreciate your participation in this planning process. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Web

165

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Is there a way to make transit cheaper for Chula Vista residents?

Fares pay for only 42 percent of every ride MTS provides. To decrease fares, there would need to be a greater public subsidy for transit or a decrease in
service. Even with the current fares, riding transit is more cost efficient than driving (studies show that eliminating a car for a family household would
save about $11,000 per year). Monthly passes for a family of five for unlimited transit use for a year would cost a little over $3,000. Also, MTS allows
two kids to ride free on weekends. Kids under six ride free. Youth passes are 50 percent off.

Web

Theoretically, a local jurisdiction could subsidize transit fares for its residents but the cost of that subsidy would be borne by that jurisdiction.
166

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Good presentation but waiting until 2050 for transportation needs to
catch up will be taxing.

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Web

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I wish there was service to the beaches north of San Diego by Trolley.
Also transportation by Trolley or bus to Otay Border.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a new Trolley line connection to Pacific Beach. In addition, there are several new Rapid lines that would connect to
beach areas in Imperial Beach, Ocean Beach, and in north county communities. A new Rapid line called the "South Bay Rapid" will connect the Otay
Mesa border crossing to downtown San Diego via Otay Ranch and eastern Chula Vista--this project is scheduled to open in early 2018.

Web

168

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Right now we learned that there is a population of 3.1, and by 2050
there will be growth of 1 million. In the area of Chula Vista we do not
have a variety of buildings to help children in their growth and
academics such as arts, culture.

Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of Chula Vista.

Web

169

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I'm okay with everything that you reported for the future of our
generations, thanks to you our representatives.

Thank you for your comment. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Web

170

Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I hope that with these improvements, the cost of housing and living
cost, got down so that SD is no longer one of the most expensive cities
to live in.

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L, is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for
housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the
region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the
housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs
that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households.
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Colin Parent

Circulate San
Diego

Today, join Circulate San Diego and our supporters and ask SANDAG
to: Advance public transit to early years in the plan, instead of waiting
for new investments after 2035, fully-fund the region's active
transportation network, to ensure biking, walking, and safe access to
public transit, and ensure that greenhouse gas emissions are reduced,
public safety is preserved, and that health and equity measures drive
outcomes.

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, full funding of the Regional Bicycle Plan, and other bicycle and pedestrian projects. In many cases, the specific projects included
in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new trolley line would include the development of “mobility
hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services.

Comment
Card

How you can make your comments: Make your comments in the Q&A
portion of the event. Provide oral testimony with the transcription
service provided by SANDAG. Submit comments to SANDAG online
at:http://sandiegoforward.org/fwdAsp/planningusercomments.aspx

In terms of the request to advance transit projects, there is no identified funding source to support the operation of these services. SANDAG has
carefully phased the transit projects that are included in the plan so that enough operating dollars will be available through 2050.
Regarding greenhouse gas emissions, the Draft Regional Plan demonstrates that on-road emissions (total and per capita) are reduced. Additionally,
health and equity measures were considered in the development of the transportation network. More information on these can be found in Appendix
M (project ranking criteria] and Appendix N (transportation network performance measures).

Want to get more involved? Contact: Colin Parent, Circulate San Diego
Policy Counsel.
172

Colin Parent

Circulate San
Diego

On behalf of Circulate San Diego, whose mission is to create excellent
mobility choices and vibrant, healthy neighborhoods, I am writing to
provide comments to the Draft 2015 Regional Plan (Regional Plan)
published by the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG).
We are pleased to have this opportunity to provide our input into this
process. We believe that SANDAG has an opportunity, and an
obligation, to adopt a Regional Plan that reduces greenhouse gasses
(GHGs), improves health, and strengthens the economy. Today,
Circulate San Diego is publishing three documents and submitting
them to SANDAG. 1. TransNet Today: TransNet Today is a report in
partnership with the nonprofit TransForm which demonstrates that
SANDAG has substantial flexibility over how to implement the TransNet
Extension Ordinance. 2. DEIR Comment Letter: Circulate San Diego’s
DEIR comment letter explains why SANDAG’s environmental analysis
for their Regional Plan fails to analyze feasible alternatives that are
consistent with SANDAG’s flexibility to implement TransNet, as outlined
in TransNet Today. 3. Regional Plan Comment Letter: Circulate San
Diego’s letter regarding the Regional Plan requests that SANDAG
advance transit and active transportation projects, without amending
TransNet, as TransNet Today explains can be done. I. Summary.
Circulate San Diego is asking the SANDAG Board to make modest,
valuable, and achievable changes to the 2015 Draft Regional Plan to
improve transportation and land uses in the region. Our request is
organized around five main ideas. 1. Circulate San Diego cannot
support a Regional Plan that would prevent the region from reaching
the GHG reduction goals in Governor’s Executive Order S-3-05. 2.
Circulate San Diego is not asking for TransNet to be amended. 3. For
San Diego to remain competitive with State and Federal funding, it
must accelerate early transit and active transportation projects. 4.
SANDAG has a variety of mechanisms available to pay for the
advancement of transit and active transportation. 5. Circulate San
Diego would support a Regional Plan that advances key projects that
benefit the region. SANDAG should shift the below projects to be
completed before 2025: • Orange Line Trolley Frequency
Enhancements • Blue Line Trolley Frequency Enhancements •
Construction of the 562 Trolley line (“The Purple Line”) • Rapid 550
Construction • Del Mar Fairgrounds Permanent Seasonal Rail Platform •
Safe Routes to Transit Retrofits at Existing Stations • Active
Transportation Retrofits at Freeway Interchanges • Enhancing the
Smart Growth Incentive Program

As explained in Chapter 3 of the Draft Regional Plan…”majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit
infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and SANDAG does not have the authority to interchange them. These constraints come with
specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature.” Despite these constraints, the draft Plan provides a balance among all modes, and allocates
half of all funding to public transit (not including Managed Lanes investments, which directly support the Plan’s public transit investments). So-called
‘front loading’ of additional transit investment requires funding other modes in order to advance transit, which the draft Plan does. For instance,
managed lanes within highways are necessary to make the Plan’s investments in Rapid bus service competitive with cars, and signal priority technology
along local streets and roads are necessary to make transit operate on a more timely and efficient basis and therefore more appealing. That being said,
two of the projects requested for advancement (Rapid 550 and the Del Mar Fairgrounds Train Platform) are already phased by 2025.
SANDAG’s current greenhouse gas targets are per capita CO2 emission reductions from passenger vehicles of 7 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by
2035 relative to 2005 levels, and the draft Plan exceeds these targets.
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Colin Parent

Circulate San
Diego

Circulate San Diego cannot support a Regional Plan that would prevent
the region from reaching the GHG reduction goals in Governor’s
Executive Order S-3-05. California took an extraordinary step in 2005
when Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order S-3-05,
calling for reductions in GHGs through 2050. That order has been
ratified by the legislature several times over, and affirmed by Governor
Schwarzenegger’s successor Governor Brown. Governor Brown,
through his own Executive Order B-30-15, established interim targets
for reductions in GHGs through 2030 including a 50% reduction in
petroleum use. While the 2030 and 2050 emissions targets called for
by the Executive Order have not yet been adopted by the California
Legislature, there is little doubt that they will be. SANDAG’s Draft 2015
Regional Plan fails to meet these targets, and may permanently set the
region’s transportation system in a direction that would prevent San
Diego from achieving necessary GHG reductions. SANDAG must adopt
a Regional Plan that advances certain transit and active transportation
projects to ensure that the region is prepared to meet the 2030 and
2050 GHG goals. Only by advancing transit and active transportation
projects in the Regional Plan will SANDAG avoid locking itself into a
transportation system that is overly dependent on cars and less
competitive for federal and state transportation dollars. Similarly, as
SANDAG contemplates a Quality of Life revenue measure, it must also
draft that measure with an eye to ensure that it funds a mix of projects
that help the region achieve the 2050 GHG goals.

The Draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives as well as advancing transit and active transportation projects. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility
hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services.
Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested
main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on
existing Trolley , Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with
other projects that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
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Colin Parent

Colin Parent

Circulate San
Diego

Circulate San
Diego

In addition to the GHG-reducing projects included in the Draft Regional Plan, the draft EIR for the Plan identifies additional feasible mitigation
measures to further reduce GHG emissions. SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG emissions are an urgent
priority, and strives in its regional plans and programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. However, there is no current legal or
planning requirement that the SANDAG region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order
for the state to achieve the Executive Order B-30-15 or S-3-05 GHG reduction goals. Regarding legislative adoption of the Executive Order goals, SB 32
(Pavley, as amended 6/1/15) is a bill that would codify as state targets the 2030 and 2050 GHG reduction targets established by EOs. SB 32 does not
specify how the 2030 and 2050 emissions reductions would be achieved by specific sources, sectors, or regions.
If the SANDAG Board of Directors decides to pursue the revenue measure referenced by the commenter, the projects it will fund will be developed as
part of a public process. The commenter is encouraged to participate in that process.

Circulate San Diego is not asking for TransNet to be amended.
Circulate San Diego is not asking the SANDAG Board to amend
TransNet to implement the 2015 Regional Plan. SANDAG can keep
faith with the voters that approved TransNet, and simultaneously
advance transit projects faster than the Draft 2015 Regional Plan.
Circulate San Diego has published along with this letter a report titled
“TransNet Today” on the implementation of TransNet. The report
demonstrates that SANDAG has significant flexibility with federal and
state funds, as well as within TransNet itself. SANDAG can accomplish
substantial acceleration of transit projects within the 2015 Regional
Plan without requiring the SANDAG Board to amend the TransNet
Ordinance with a two-thirds vote.

The TransNet Ordinance recognizes that to implement its capital projects, a 50/50 match of other funds, state and federal funds primarily, is needed.
The proposal in this comment would redirect state and federal funds that are needed to complete TransNet projects to non-TransNet transit projects,
resulting in a financial hole in the TransNet program and the potential delay of completion of TransNet projects beyond the horizon of the sales tax
measure. The flexibility included in the TransNet Ordinance is intended to give the Board the ability to complete the projects and programs approved
by the voters to the greatest extent possible.

For San Diego to remain competitive with State and Federal funding, it
must accelerate early transit and active transportation projects. As
explained in our report “TransNet Today,” Federal and State funding is
increasingly shifting toward a competitive grant model, and away from
formula funding for regions to spend as they wish. The new funding
reality rewards regions that invest in transit and active transportation.
This changing terrain for transportation funding requires a
corresponding change by SANDAG. For the San Diego region to remain
competitive when applying for state and federal grants, SANDAG must
shift the region’s investments toward transit and active transportation.
If SANDAG fails to modernize the region’s transportation plans, not
only will the region have a mediocre transportation network, but we
will lose out on future funding opportunities.

SANDAG pursues funding from these newer sources and has been successful at securing grants for some projects. As an example, SANDAG has begun
a Bike Early Action Program to initiate the project delivery process and position active transportation projects for programs such as the state's Active
Transportation Program. Both the state's and the regional Active Transportation programs are competitive and therefore, the funding plans for these
multi-year projects cannot necessarily count on these fund sources as reliable and sustained. Rather, funding from successful applications allows the
region to stretch its own TransNet and other Active Transportation funds to implement more of these projects.

Letter

Further, the proposal to advance transit projects would require additional operating dollars not currently identified in the Draft Regional Plan. In most
cases, capital dollars cannot be used for operating expenses.

Also, these new Active Transportation fund sources have not done away other more traditional fund sources but have rather complemented those
traditional fund sources to allow regions to complete projects that offer a greater range of transportation options. Limiting the region's efforts to
Active Transportation or transit projects could mean forgoing funds for other modes of transportation, including highway, expressways and local
streets and roads.
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Colin Parent

Circulate San
Diego

SANDAG has a variety of mechanisms available to pay for the
advancement of transit and active transportation. There are a variety of
ways SANDAG can fund the advancement of transit programs within
the 2015 Regional Plan, without amending TransNet. a. Circulate San
Diego has out lined SANDAG ’s broad flexibility for using its funds,
including TransNet. As the Circulate San Diego report TransNet Today
identifies, SANDAG controls a wide variety of funding sources, most of
which are very flexible. Even TransNet itself is more flexible than is
often recognized. While TransNet does require a certain set of projects
to be included in SANDAG’s Regional Plan, TransNet provides great
flexibility as to when those projects are built. SANDAG can free up
substantial funding to advance transit projects, by rebalancing TransNet
projects to later periods in the Regional Plan. Rebalancing projects will
free up early State and Federal funds that were planned for TransNet
projects, which can be used to support transit projects earlier in the
Regional Plan timeline. b. Circulate San Diego is not asking for any
particular projects to be eliminated. Circulate San Diego is agnostic as
to how the SANDAG Board effectively funds the advancement of
transit in the 2015 Regional Plan. We are sensitive to the difficult policy
and political choices that the SANDAG staff and Board must navigate
to accomplish what Circulate is asking for. To accomplish the requests
from Circulate San Diego, the SANDAG Board could rely on the
following options: 1. Rebalancing the timing of TransNet highway or
managed lane construction later in the 2015 Regional Plan. 2.
Removing or changing the scale of highway construction plans in the
Regional Plan that perform poorly by SANDAG’s own measurements. 3.
Assuming higher revenue from a Quality of Life measure either by
advancing it to 2016, or by assuming more than a quarter cent of
revenue dedicated to transit capital and operations. c. SANDAG is
planning to spend more than $12 Billion on highway expansion
projects before 2035, funds that could instead be used for transit and
active transportation. The Draft 2015 Regional Plan assumes that
SANDAG will spend about $12.722 Billion on highway and managed
lane construction between 2015 and 2035. [Please see the table
attached to this comment: "Funds that can be shifted for accelerating
Transit, Safe-Routes, and Incentive programs (in thousands of dollars)"]
SANDAG would not have to eliminate these projects to pay for
accelerated transit and active transportation. Instead, SANDAG can and
should push back some of those projects to later years in the plan
(between 2035 and 2050), freeing up early-year funds to invest in
transit and active transportation. SANDAG would still maintain faith
with the voters that approved TransNet, and the Board members that
hope to see more highway construction by keeping those projects in
the Regional Plan, just somewhat later than they are currently
programmed.

The TransNet Ordinance recognizes that in order to implement its capital projects, a 50/50 match of other funds, state and federal funds primarily, is
needed. The proposal in this comment would re-direct state and federal funds that are needed to complete TransNet projects to non-TransNet transit
projects, resulting in a financial hole in the TransNet program and the potential delay of completion of TransNet projects beyond the horizon of the
sales tax measure. The flexibility included in the TransNet Ordinance is intended to give the Board the flexibility to complete the projects and programs
approved by the voters to the greatest extent possible.
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Further, the proposal to advance transit projects would require additional operating dollars not currently identified in the Plan. In most cases, capital
dollars cannot be used for operating expenses.
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Colin Parent

Circulate San
Diego

Circulate San Diego would support a Regional Plan that advances key
projects that benefit the region. Circulate San Diego has identified a
variety of projects that SANDAG can advance earlier in the Regional
Plan. By moving these projects to be completed before 2025, SANDAG
can adopt a Regional Plan that reduces greenhouse gases, improves
health, and strengthens the economy. Moving projects like these
forward will help the region prepare to meet the GHG goals the
Governor’s Executive Order establishes through 2050. Circulate San
Diego recommends that SANDAG advance the following projects. A
more detailed list with phase and costs is attached to this letter.

As explained the Chapter 3 of the Draft Regional Plan …”majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit
infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and SANDAG does not have the authority to interchange them. These constraints come with
specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature.” Despite these constraints, the draft Plan provides a balance among all modes, and allocates
half of all funding to public transit (not including Managed Lanes investments, which directly support the Plan’s public transit investments). So-called
‘front loading’ of additional transit investment requires funding other modes in order to advance transit, which the draft Plan does. For instance,
managed lanes within highways are necessary to make the Plan’s investments in Rapid bus service competitive with cars, and signal priority technology
along local streets and roads are necessary to make transit operate on a more timely and efficient basis and therefore more appealing. That being said,
two of the projects requested for advancement (Rapid 550 and the Del Mar Fairgrounds Train Platform) are already phased to be open to traffic by
2025. The Trolley frequency advancements are constrained by the phasing of revenue for operations. The Route 562 Trolley ("Purple Line") is one of
the highest priority projects in the Regional Plan. It is possible the project could be implemented sooner depending on funding availability and project
readiness. Trolley projects are major capital projects and take a number of years to implement given the planning, environmental, design, and
construction work that needs to be done, as well as ensuring sufficient time for public involvement throughout the process. Initial planning studies for
the line will begin later in 2015. Additionally, SANDAG will continue to explore the ability to fund Active Transportation retrofit projects.

Letter

SANDAG has the power to make modest, valuable, and achievable
changes to the Draft Regional Plan to improve transportation and land
uses in the region. To achieve the GHG reduction goals that the region
must eventually meet, SANDAG must take action today. Circulate San
Diego has outlined a clear and actionable plan for SANDAG to
implement. TransNet is not a barrier, and the competitiveness of the
region for future funding opportunities is at stake. For Circulate San
Diego to support SANDAG’s plan, it must successfully advance key
transportation projects that will truly help move San Diego forward.

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both
new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas.
Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
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Colin Parent

Circulate San
Diego

•

Orange Line Trolley Frequency Enhancements - $402 million

•

Blue Line Trolley Frequency Enhancements - $741 million

•

Construction of the 562 Trolley line (“The Purple Line”) $5.4 billion

•

Rapid 550 Construction - $59 million

•

Del Mar Fairgrounds Permanent Seasonal Rail Platform $72 million

•

Safe Routes to Transit Retrofits at Existing Stations - $500 million

•

Active Transportation Retrofits at Freeway Interchanges - $56 million

•

Enhancing the Smart Growth Incentive Program - $70 million
These projects are projected to cost approximately $7.3 billion.
This is far less than the $12 billion SANDAG plans to spend on
highway construction through the 2035 period in its Draft 2015
Regional Plan. SANDAG can fund all of these projects before
2025 by shifting only some of its highway construction into later
plan years.

SANDAG agrees that TransNet is not a barrier to implement these plans and, in fact, has been a significant tool to advance the completion of several
major projects, including bus Rapid Services and Express Lane additions that make fast Rapid services possible, leveraging state and federal funds in the
process. It has also made possible the acquisition of thousands of acres in mitigation properties and is key to leverage future FTA funds to complete the
Mid-Coast Trolley to the UTC area. Completion of all projects in the Ordinance helps maintain the trust and confidence that voters have as they ponder
their options in future years.

179

Marcy Bonham

City Heights
Town Council
grant/ Mosaics

I want a street that connects Fairmount with Mission Gorge to offer a
BYPASS of the existing intersection. PLEASE??? It would clean up the
air a little, & save us ALL Wasted Time.

Local jurisdictions have purview over local streets. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web
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Marcy Bonham

City Heights
Town Council
grant/ Mosaics

I'd like to see a few more street lights in Azalea Park. I understand that
the City has a study which shows where they are needed. If we can do
Solar, instead of the traditional ones, it could save money, & we could
do more of them.

Local jurisdictions have purview over local streets including lighting. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web
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Marcy Bonham

City Heights
Town Council
grant/ Mosaics

We need to get on the Graffiti problem better.

The goal of the San Diego County Multi-Discipline Graffiti Abatement Program is to utilize technology (Graffiti Tracker) to better document graffiti and
identify and convict the most prolific offenders regionally. The system may enhance law enforcement’s ability to identify graffiti taggers and gather
evidence for prosecution of multiple acts of vandalism, which could result in longer sentences and larger fines, as well as serve as a deterrent to other
individuals.

Web

To determine if the anticipated benefits of Graffiti Tracker are realized, SANDAG conducted an evaluation to determine how implementation varied
across the region and what the impact was for all agencies participating in the pilot program. The final report was completed in June 2012 and can be
accessed below. Results from the evaluation include the number of incidents documented during the pilot program, as well as how many incidents
were linked across jurisdictions, how many cases were solved, and how much restitution was ordered.
For more information on the Graffiti Tracker program, please visit: sandag.org.
182

Marcy Bonham

City Heights
Town Council
grant/ Mosaics

I've noticed that we have curbs by Fire Hydrants that are NOT painted
Red. Is THAT the standard now?

Local jurisdictions have purview over local streets. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web
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Marcy Bonham

City Heights
Town Council
grant/ Mosaics

I want another Mailbox in Azalea Park, & think the best place for it
would be on 43rd, on the parking strip near the Police Station. We
could pull up & NOT get out of the car-- like in ANY upscale
neighborhood.

SANDAG does not control the placement of mailboxes. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web
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Frank Rivera

City of Chula
Vista Public
Works
Department

Table M.12 Rail Grade Separation Project Rankings:

The draft Appendix M inadvertently included the rail grade separation table that was shared with the SANDAG Transportation Committee in May
2014. The final table, which was shared with Transportation Committee in June 2014, will be included in the Final Regional Plan. This table includes
the correct ADT data.

Email

City of Chula
Vista Public
Works
Department

Table M.13 Regional Arterials by Jurisdiction: The Chula Vista Regional
Arterial System was updated by Council Resolution 2014-016 on
November 18, 2014. Attached please find the resolution and the
Exhibit A which lists the revisions individually. Note that not all of the
locations were included in Table M.13. The revisions are noted below:

Thank you for forwarding the City Council revisions. Staff has reviewed them and changes will be incorporated to Table M.13 Regional Arterials by
Jurisdiction in the final Regional Plan.

Email

The Regional Bicycle Network includes a number of projects that will be implemented by agencies other than SANDAG. Table A.1 reflects projects that
are implemented by SANDAG. A note regarding this segment will be added to the table for clarification.

Email

185
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Frank Rivera

Frank Rivera

City of Chula
Vista Public
Works
Department

It appears that the "name" portion of the table is reversed for the H
Street and Palomar Street entries. H Street Average Daily Trip (ADT)
volumes are in the 40,000 range (4-lane roadway) while at Palomar
Street, the ADT volumes are in the 50,000 range. Thus Palomar Street
should be ranked higher than H Street.

•

Bay Blvd from E Street to Stella Street (south Chula Vista limits)

•

Beyer Way from Main Street to City of San Diego limits (south
Chula Vista limits)

•

E Street from San Diego Bay to Bonita Road

•

H Street from San Diego Bay to Hilltop Drive

•

J Street from Marina Parkway to Broadway is missing and it is
bisected by the interchange at Interstate-5.

•

Main Street from West City Boundary to SR-125

•

Marina Parkway should also be included since it is the southerly
extension of E Street and the westerly extension of J Street. This
roadway will serve a future convention center and hotel site.

•

Olympic Parkway from I-805 to Hunte Parkway

•

Palomar Street from Bay Blvd to Orange Avenue

We also have the following comment on Table A.1 Active
Transportation Projects: Bayshore Bikeway Chula Vista (Segment 6 & 7)
from E Street to H Street is not shown. The segment that is within
(parallel) to railroad corridor is not shown in draft RTP. Conversely, the
San Diego Unified Port District will construct the link along the
waterfront as those roadways are constructed.
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James Nakagawa

City of Imperial
Beach

Chapter 2: p. 48: Request that the Otay-Iris Rapid Route 905 be
extended to the beaches of Imperial Beach. p. 100: Imperial Beach is
supportive of the border wait time reduction programs such the new
enhanced border crossing facility at the San Ysidro POE and the
anticipated Cross Border Xpress at the Rodriguez Airport as such
improvements would improve not only the regional economy but our
local economy as well. Chapter 5 (Ensuring Performance): p.143
(Implementation): A significant amount of congestion and pollution
occurs at intersections. Naval Base Coronado has plans for a Coastal
Campus adjacent to the northern city limits of Imperial Beach that will
create a significant amount of traffic on our road system, particularly
along SR 75/Palm Avenue. We would recommend that the signal light
system along this route be synchronized to mitigate the traffic and
pollution impacts that are anticipated.

An extension of Rapid Route 905 to Imperial Beach will be proposed for inclusion in the final Regional Plan.

Web

188

Brad Raulston

City of National
City

SANDAG continues to work with state and federal agencies on both sides of the border on border transportation issues, including delays at the border.
A review of local roadway impacts should be evaluated in the specific Coastal Campus development project environmental analysis.

The Plaza/805 BRT station should remain a high priority for the new
proposed BRT route from Otay. National City would also like to see BRT
routes along the 5 corridor integrated into existing trolley stations.

The Plaza/I-805 BRT station is part of the Phase II improvements for the South Bay Rapid service. This in-line station needs to be coordinated with the
planned Managed Lanes facility planned for the I-805 corridor north of SR 54, which is included in the 2035 phasing period.

Web

The planned Rapid service along the south I-5 corridor is designed to provide express level service along the corridor, which means limiting the number
of station stops. For National City, a station is proposed to be added at the 24th St Trolley station where it would connect not only to the Blue Line but
also the local bus routes serving National City.

189

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

The follow-up study of ways to expand alternative fuel use (Near Term
Action Item 5) should evaluate the viability of hydrogen fuel cell
technology.

SANDAG received an alternative fuel readiness planning grant from the California Energy Commission (CEC). As part of the CEC contract a multistakeholder group was formed to advise on the development of a regional alternative fuel readiness plan (Plan). The Plan is expected to be released in
early 2016 and will address barriers to alternative fuel infrastructure deployment and vehicle adoption, including hydrogen, and contain sector-specific
toolkits comprised of best practices and resources. Currently there is one hydrogen fueling station in the region, with A California Road Map noting
the viability of two more stations in the future.

Web

190

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

Continuing Action 4 involves implementation of the Multiple Species
Conservation Program and Multiple Habitat Conservation Program.
One of the principal challenges facing the City of Oceanside is funding
the implementation of our Draft MSCP Subarea Plan. Indeed, final
approval of this plan may be contingent upon the City's ability to
identify adequate and reliable funding sources. Together comprising a
broader, regional conservation effort, local subarea plans would appear
to be good candidates for regional funding. Perhaps SANDAG can
assist Oceanside and other member jurisdictions in securing adequate
funding for subarea plan implementation.

With the adoption of the TransNet Extension Ordinance adopted by the voters in 2004, SANDAG committed to place a measure on the ballot that
would enable the region to fill the regional funding gap in the habitat conservation plans. SANDAG is currently analyzing the feasibility of a November
2016 ballot measure which could meet this regional funding need for the habitat conservation plans, as well as other regional needs.

Web

191

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

As part of the anticipated "enhancements" of the regional
transportation model (Near Term Action Item 6), perhaps SANDAG can
assist member jurisdictions in estimating local VMT for the purposes of
calculating associated GHG emissions. Such assistance would greatly
aid the updating of local GHG inventories.

The SANDAG Service Bureau provides modeling and analytical support to its member jurisdictions. SANDAG has developed an ITE-approved ICLEI
approach to analyzing VMT at the jurisdictional level for local GHG analysis.

Web

192

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

What are the corridors being considered for inclusion in the Integrated
Corridor Management Plan (Near Term Action Item)? What criteria will
be used to determine if a corridor qualifies for inclusion in the plan?

The Integrated Corridor Management strategy serves as an example of how to come together across modes and agencies to make best use of
technology assets to improve regional mobility, improve coordination, cooperation, and interconnectivity across freeway, local arterial, and regional
transit management systems. The proposed Near Term Action focuses on augmenting this region’s commitment to working together and expand the
ICM philosophy throughout all transportation corridors in the region but focus on initiating the design efforts for up to three corridor only as a near
term action. SANDAG anticipates that the selection and identification of future ICM corridors will be based on the completion of a regional corridor
assessment to be developed with input, coordination, and guidance from local and regional transportation partners. The assessment is planned to be
completed by Spring 2016. Elements that will be considered in the assessment will include, but not limited to, assure consistency with other on-going
or planned SANDAG regional programs or initiatives, the San Diego Forward: Regional Plan, existing and future corridor performance levels, and
institutional commitment for working together.

Web
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Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

The City of Oceanside includes considerable agricultural resources,
most of which lie within the Morro Hills Neighborhood Planning Area.
There is considerable market pressure to convert these resources to
residential use. What kinds of incentive programs is SANDAG
contemplating to protect farmland and preserve the financial viability
of farming in the region (Continuing Action 1)? Perhaps SANDAG can
sponsor a study of the role locally sourced food products play in the
regional economy and convene stakeholders to discuss ways to sustain
and expand the "farm-to-table" phenomenon that has become a
signature feature of San Diego culture.

The Plan recognizes the important role agriculture plays in contributing to San Diego's economic diversity and well-being, protecting our environment
and open space, and providing local foods. That said, land use authority (agricultural and otherwise) is the purview of the local jurisdictions (the 18
cities and the County). SANDAG stands ready to participate in region-wide studies on economic and land use issues in support of our member
agencies.

Web

194

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

2) There is a common misconception that future population growth in
our region will continue to be driven primarily by in-migration, which
leads many stakeholders to argue that new housing growth should be
curtailed (in order to preserve quality of life, ensure adequate water
supply, etc.). SD Forward provides an opportunity to educate
stakeholders about current demographic trends in the region and the
reality that most of our population growth over the forecast period will
be due to natural increase. This is an essential point that SD Forward
can do a better job of communicating.

That is an excellent point. Much of the region's growth - nearly two thirds - is a result of natural increase, or existing residents having children and
then aging in place. The remaining third of the growth is driven primarily by migration. Domestic migration is influenced by the local economy
(quantity and types of jobs available) and home prices. We expect San Diego County, much like the state of California, to continue experiencing net
out-migration as people leave the state in search of economic opportunity or a lower cost of living elsewhere. International migration remains fairly
constant and is tied to federal policy.

Web

195

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

How will the member jurisdictions be engaged in the development of
the first phase of the Regional Mobility Hub Strategy (Near Term Action
Item 4)? Is it anticipated that regional funding will be available for the
implementation of mobility hubs? How will funding/implementation be
prioritized?

SANDAG is in the process of developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban
design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend
improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San Diego
region. Mobility hub locations will be prioritized based on a variety of factors including the mix of land uses and the type and frequency of available
transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas will also be leveraged to identify viable sites for mobility hub investments. Pilot projects would also be
implemented to demonstrate how mobility hub concepts can be incorporated at both new and existing transit stations.

Web

Input from local jurisdictions will be essential to the development of an implementation strategy that meets the needs of residents, employees, and
visitors. A stakeholder outreach plan was recently developed and includes close coordination between SANDAG and local jurisdictions. Availability of
funding through the life of the Regional Plan allows for the implementation of up to 20 mobility hubs by 2035 at a cost of $258 million. SANDAG aims
to explore additional mobility hub implementation funding opportunities through federal and state grants in addition to public-private partnerships.
196

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

As part of the refinement of planning and modeling tools to assess the
public health implications of regional and local plans and projects
(Continuing Action 3), SANDAG should include assessment of air
quality in TOD areas.

SANDAG continues to make improvements to our modeling capabilities. With this plan we had the benefit of a new transportation model with
enhancements to better estimate biking and walking. We anticipate additional enhancements for the next plan and will consider the possibility of
conducting the analysis suggested.

Web

197

Russ Cunningham

City of
Oceanside

With 77% of future job growth anticipated in the City of San Diego,
the City of Chula Vista, and the unincorporated county, does this mean
that the predominate commuting patterns we see today - e.g., North
County residents commuting up and down the I-5 and I-15 corridors will be maintained? Even with the introduction of viable alternatives to
private vehicle transportation (e.g., enhanced rail service, BRT), it is
likely this mode of travel will remain the dominant choice of
commuters unless we invest significantly in "first-mile/last-mile"
improvements that make it easier for commuters to access public
transit from their homes and job sites. If this isn't going to happen,
then perhaps we should be doing more to promote job growth in
North County.

Continued travel up and down the Interstate 5 for both commute and non-commute trips will be enhanced by Managed Lane investments along the
North Coast Corridor similar to highway improvements already implemented on Interstate 15 in the North County. Managed Lanes on both corridors
prioritize those travel modes that aim to reduce vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas emissions such as carpools, vanpools, and Rapid transit
services.

Email

Additionally, SANDAG has several efforts underway to address first-mile/last-mile transit connectivity. For example, a study that evaluates first and last
mile solutions for employment centers served by Rapid transit service is currently under development. Strategies being examined include bike and
pedestrian improvements, integration of shared mobility services (e.g. carshare, bikeshare, on-demand shuttles) to extend the reach of transit, and
other amenities (e.g. real-time travel information, mobile/concierge services) that make it more convenient to ride transit.
SANDAG is also in the process of developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban
design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend
improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation strategies for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San
Diego region. Mobility hub locations will be prioritized based on a variety of factors including the mix of land uses and the type and frequency of
available transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas, including employment and special use centers, will also be leveraged to identify viable sites
for mobility hub investments.
Mobility hub investments will complement other efforts that seek to improve access to transit such as Safe Routes to Transit investments and the Active
Transportation Early Action Program. Mobility hub planning is also being coordinated with other regional planning efforts that encourage transitoriented development (e.g. SANDAG Regional Transit Oriented Development Strategy) and capital and planning projects funded through the SANDAG
Smart Growth Incentive and Active Transportation Grant Programs. Availability of funding through the life of the Regional Plan allows for the
implementation of up to 20 mobility hubs by 2035. SANDAG aims to explore additional mobility hub implementation funding opportunities through
federal and state grants in addition to public-private partnerships.
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David DiPierro

City Of
Oceanside,
Development
Services
Department

In Appendix M on page 9, SR76 between I-5 and Melrose Drive (is
shown to be widened from 4 to 6 lanes) and is ranked at #33. The City
of Oceanside’s current Circulation Element shows that this section of
SR76 will be widened to 6 lanes by the year 2030. Based on the current
ranking of this project in the RTP the City does not foresee this
widening project being completed by 2030. Therefor e it is requested
that the project be moved up in rank and funded so that it will be
constructed to a 6 lane facility by the year 2030.

The widening and improvements to four lanes for the western segment were completed in 1999 (TransNet I). The widening to six lanes is not part of
TransNet extension and based on rankings it has remained in the unconstrained network. The Board accepted the preferred revenue constrained
network in September 2014 to develop the Draft Regional Plan. The project will be re-evaluated again in the next plan update to compete for regional
funds.

Web

199

David DiPierro

City Of
Oceanside,
Development
Services
Department

In Appendix M on page 25, the Inland Rail Trail Oceanside is ranked
#71. The City of Oceanside is recognized by the League of American
Bicyclists as a Bicycle Friendly Community because of our outstanding
bicycle facilities and the efforts put forth in promoting biking in the
community. It is requested that this project be moved up in the
ranking, funded, and constructed sooner, rather than later.

Ranking of Active Transportation Network projects are identical to project rankings for the Regional Bicycle Plan Early Action Program and in Riding to
2050: The San Diego Regional Bicycle Plan. Project rankings may be reconsidered when the Regional Bicycle Plan is next updated.

Web

200

David DiPierro

City Of
Oceanside,
Development
Services
Department

In Appendix M on page 44, Arterial 108 Oceanside Boulevard Hill
Street to Melrose Drive. Hill street has been renamed Coast Highway.

Thank you for providing this information. The name of the arterial you mentioned in your comment has been updated and the updated name will be
reflected in the final Regional Plan, specifically Appendix M: Transportation Project Evaluation Criteria and Rankings.

Web

201

Myra Herrmann

City of San
Diego

The City of San Diego (“City”) CEQA has received the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) prepared by SANDAG and
distributed it to multiple City departments for review. Following are
comments on both the Regional Plan and the DEIR for your
consideration. The following City Departments have provided
comments to the County on the DEIR for this project: Planning
Department, Transportation & Storm Water, and the Development
Services Department, as further detailed below. General Policy
Comments provided by the Planning Department: The City of San
Diego recognizes the importance of the Regional Plan in helping to
shape San Diego’s future, and appreciates the opportunity to
comment. With the City of San Diego being home to 42 percent of the
region’s population and the largest job centers in the region, we have a
keen interest in the planning and programming of the infrastructure
investments identified in the Regional Plan. Overall, the City’s General
Plan is consistent with the Regional Plan’s policy framework, as both
plans call for smart growth development, emphasizing the need to
target new growth in areas served by transit. Both plans also strive for
greater sustainability, and recognize that investments in transportation
and goods movement play a large role in maintaining and improving
economic prosperity. We are relying on the Regional Plan for the transit
we need to move into the future, for investments to support economic
prosperity, for provision of a balanced, multi-modal transportation
system that meets the needs of all users of the public right-of-way, and
to help us meet the greenhouse gas reduction targets we have
identified in our draft Climate Action Plan.

We appreciate your review of the Draft Regional Plan and your support and feedback. We look forward to continued partnership and collaboration.

Letter
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Myra Herrmann

City of San
Diego

SANDAG plays a key role in planning for transit in the metropolitan
area and providing incentives for growth to be focused in smart growth
areas. To strengthen the transit/land-use connection we recommend
including a near term action item to prioritize grant funding, transit
operations dollars and infrastructure in Smart Growth Opportunity
Areas (SGOAs), using the anticipated regional Transit- Oriented
Development Strategy as a guide.

Before the SANDAG Board of Directors releases the Call for Projects for each cycle of TransNet grant programs, SANDAG consults with working
groups, policy advisory committees, and the public to review and propose modifications to the criteria. Once the criteria are approved, the Board uses
the updated criteria for the Call for Projects. Upon embarking on the next grant cycles, the criteria will be reviewed for these issues. In addition, local
jurisdictions will be encouraged to use their TransNet Local Streets and Roads funds for capital infrastructure improvements in the smart growth areas
to further support transit oriented development in priority locations. A continuing action will be proposed in Chapter 5 under the Innovative Mobility
and Planning section about continuing to support the SANDAG TransNet Smart Growth Incentive and Active Transportation Grant Programs, seeking
additional funding to leverage both programs, and enhancing resources in the Smart Growth Tool Box.
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Myra Herrmann

City of San
Diego

The City of San Diego recognizes that not all SGOAs are equal in terms of
readiness for supporting economic prosperity, serving the population,
and increasing the supply and variety of housing types. The City supports
the recommendation from the draft SANDAG Regional Transit Oriented
Development Strategy (July 2014) stating: “If TODs are to be successful,
integral to the region’s Sustainable Communities Strategy, and
transformative for the region’s management of future growth, they
should become a priority of all parties involved in their implementation.”
Implementing the soon to be adopted Regional TOD strategy (page 37) is
an important priority for the City of San Diego, and will require much
coordination in order to ensure success for SGOAs.

Thank you for your review of the Draft TOD Strategy. We appreciate your participation and agree that high levels of coordination between SANDAG
and all of the local jurisdictions, as well as many local agencies and stakeholders, will continue to be necessary to ensure the success of the Smart
Growth Opportunity Areas, as well as the success of the implementation of the Regional Plan itself.

Letter
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Myra Herrmann

City of San
Diego

To further emphasize the importance of transit, the City suggests that
SANDAG modify the first of the “five strategies” bullet points on page
26 to state that the region’s housing and job growth should be directed
to urbanized areas that are connected to the regional transit system,
rather than to “existing and planned transportation infrastructure.” This
reiterates the smart growth vision in the 2004 Regional Comprehensive
Plan which called for new growth and development to occur in
urbanized areas, near existing public facilities and transportation
infrastructure, referenced on page 29, San Diego Forward.

The existing language for the first strategy found in draft Chapter 2 ("Focus housing and job growth in urbanized areas where there is existing and
planned transportation infrastructure") reflects the multi-modal nature of the transportation network and is necessary to acknowledge that biking and
walking, as well as carpooling/vanpooling, in addition to public transit, are also critical forms of transportation that help serve our most urbanized
areas. To emphasize the connection between the more compact development forecasted in urbanized area with public transit, a specific reference to
transit will be added to this strategy while maintaining the more global reference to the choices inherent to the revenue constrained network since one
of the three goals in the Regional Plan is to create transportation choices. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Plan are aimed at
accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of
options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority
access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a
rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley , Rapid, and local bus
services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide
range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Letter
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Myra Herrmann

City of San
Diego

The City of San Diego supports the concept of Mobility Hubs and
appreciates this discussion in the Regional Plan. Mobility hubs can help
solve first mile/last mile challenges and better serve the existing, built
neighborhoods as well as new activity centers and will be critical to
helping the City achieve its draft Climate Action Plan goals for reducing
vehicle miles traveled. SANDAG should add language to reflect better
connected land use and transportation planning that helps people drive
fewer miles alone, or more specifically, “Reducing vehicle miles
traveled” as a bullet point on page 95, under the section “Looking past
2035- possible pathways for additional greenhouse gas emissions
reductions from transportation.” This premise is understated in the
overall regional planning but is not outlined as a goal or strategy. The
City of San Diego supports a regional strategy that reduces Vehicle
Miles Traveled per capita to reduce climate emissions, as outlined in
Figure 2.22 on page 96.

SANDAG is developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. Mobility Hub features can include carshare,
bikeshare, neighborhood electric vehicles, scootershare, bike parking and support services, dynamic parking strategies, real-time traveler information,
wayfinding, real-time ridesharing, and improved bicycle and pedestrian connectivity. The strategy will recommend improvements, conceptual designs,
and implementation strategies for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San Diego region.

Letter

Updates to the narrative will be included in the section titled Looking Past 2035 – Possible Pathways for Additional Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Reductions from Transportation in the final Chapter 2.
SANDAG will work with the City of San Diego and Caltrans on the inclusion of any future interim improvements on the SR 56 corridor. Should funding
become available for the whole corridor, SANDAG will look to advance this project in future plans.

Mobility Issues to be Evaluated in the EIR:
Evaluate accelerating the widening of SR-56 from I-5 to I-15 as a
means to leverage the City of San Diego’s contribution of over $30M in
impact fees to the project. The SR 56 widening from I-5 to I-15 is
shown in the 2050 Revenue Constrained Network. The City and
Caltrans have entered into a Project Initiation Document (PID) to
evaluate phased design and construction of the additional two lanes
and operational improvements to the corridor.
206

Nicole Capretz

Climate Action
Campaign

It’s important to pull apart these SANDAG promoted myths versus
facts, which have caused San Diego to remain focused on a freeways
first transportation strategy.

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both
new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley , Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas.
Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
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Andrew Spurgin

County of San
Diego

The County of San Diego (County) has received and reviewed the Draft
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Plan) and associated Draft EIR.
The County appreciates SANDAG’s efforts to merge the Regional
Transportation Plan, the Sustainable Communities Strategy, and the
Regional Comprehensive Plan in order to provide an easily accessible
document that includes an overall vision for the San Diego region.
County staff also appreciates SANDAG considering previously
submitted County comments during preparation and review of the
draft Plan. Transportation The County agrees with the Regional Plan
that investments in transportation infrastructure and operation must be
coordinated with complimentary land use plans and project
development in effort to assist the State of California in meeting the
goals to reduce the emission of greenhouse gasses created by vehicle
travel. The County shares these goals and they are reflected in the
County’s recently adopted 2011 General Plan. Although the County
has rescinded our recently adopted Climate Action Plan (by court order)
we are diligently pursuing the collaborative development of a new
Climate Action Plan (CAP). This new CAP will further the goals of the
Regional Plan, the County General Plan and support California’s
leadership in reducing greenhouse gas emissions not only from
transportation, but all emission sources. Consistent with the Mobility
Element of the County General Plan, the County has begun the
development of an Active Transportation Plan which will advance a
Complete Streets Policy to provide safe mobility for all users.

We appreciate your review of the Draft Regional Plan and support. We look forward to our continued partnership and collaboration.

Letter
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Andrew Spurgin

County of San
Diego

Airports: Incorporating the Regional Aviation Strategic Plan (RASP) and
Airport Multimodal Accessibility Plan (AMAP) assumptions into the
development of the Plan is an important part of planning for the
region’s future transportation needs as aviation travel is expected to
grow substantially according to projections from the San Diego
Regional Airport Authority and SANDAG. The ground transportation
network surrounding McClellan-Palomar and Gillespie Field airports
should be prioritized to accommodate increased demand as San Diego
International Airport nears operational capacity.

SANDAG and the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority continue to coordinate on both aviation and ground access improvements, particularly
at San Diego International Airport. The Regional Plan also includes ground access improvements to other airports such as Gillespie Field and McClellanPalomar Airport, which are coordinated with local jurisdictions.

Letter
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Andrew Spurgin

County of San
Diego

Parks and Recreation The County’s trails and pathway network provides
safe, secure, healthy, affordable, and convenient travel choices
between the places where people live, work, and play while reducing
use of personal vehicles, thereby reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Please consider incorporating a discussion of the County’s Community
Trails Master Plan and encourage investment in trail and pathways that
connect people with places where they live, work, and play.

Recognition of the County of San Diego Community Trails Master Plan (CTMP) trail system will be added to the final Chapter 2 and to Figure A.14 in
Appendix A.

Letter
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Consider how growth will affect the community regarding: Safety,
health access, schools and recreation.

In 2014, the Board of Directors approved the performance measures (discussed in Appendix N: Evaluating the Performance of the Transportation
Network) used to analyze the Revenue Constrained Regional Plan scenarios which include safety, health access, schools and recreation. Additionally,
the performance measures include updated metrics to evaluate goods movement, multimodal mobility, social equity, public health, air quality, and the
relationship between land use and transportation. The performance of the 2050 Revenue Constrained Scenario compared to existing conditions
(2012), 2020, 2035, 2050, and 2050 No-Build is shown in Table N.1.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Transit ticket /pass reader machines could be more efficient. The
compass system should be more efficient, now it requires identification
in addition to the card, put photo on card to avoid this.

Thank you for this comment. Both the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) and the North County Transit District (NCTD) have moved to photo
identification on Compass Cards for reduced fare passengers. This program started approximately 3 years ago and is replacing existing transit
identification as those older forms expire. This necessarily is a gradual replacement as not to overly burden those who require proof of eligibility.

Web

As to making the entire ticket / pass / Compass more efficient, the goal of SANDAG and of MTS and NCTD is to lower barriers to access transit and this
includes fare payments. Both operators are already experimenting with mobile ticketing solutions and SANDAG has longer-term plans to implement a
Universal Transportation Account to allow patrons easier access to transportation choices.
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

There are jobs in East Chula Vista, but no transportation.
Transportation ends at 9:00 pm and we are not off work until 11:00
pm, our concern is in the area of Palomar , L St, and Hilltop. Routes are
needed later at night, lots of people walking at that hour despite
working hours are already heavy and still walk this annihilating us.
Think of low-income people without transportation, and jobs that we
are doing for 2 people.

The Draft Regional Plan includes increasing service frequencies and service spans throughout the day. Please review the transit projects in Appendix A
of San Diego Forward. There are a number of major enhancements which speak to your issues. 1) 15 min frequencies for local bus routes in key
corridors by 2020 and 10 min by 2035; 2) the implementation of a number of 'Rapid' buses between key employment centers and connecting to the
Trolley. For example, Route 635 Rapid for Eastlake to Palomar Trolley via Main St. by 2035.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Develop safer bike lanes to encourage more use. Currently as a parent
you are fearful because of the speed of the cars and want to avoid
accidents.

With the development of the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program, SANDAG is implementing as many protected bikeways and bike boulevards
with traffic calming as possible. Studies show that well designed bike facilities such as these will attract more riders and improve safety for all roadway
users.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Having more fluid lanes in Eastlake. People should respect crossing and
cross at lights. Need more streets and public transportation to be at
different levels.

There are several grade separation projects (separating transit and auto) included in the Draft Regional Plan on the Orange and Blue Line Trolley
corridors as well as on the SPRINTER and COASTER services to increase safety and improve traffic flow. Your comment regarding streets in the City of
Chula Vista has been shared with City staff.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Sustainability projects should be prioritized, the ecological impact of
projects in cities must be taken into account because we are in a
border region; conducting forecasting studies should not be to the year
2050 because of those who will actually live the benefits are not the
ones making the decisions and visualizing the needs and consequences
that this will bring in regards to the mental and physical health of our
society is of the outmost importance.

One of the reasons that the plan extends to the year 2050 is to match the sales tax revenues from the TransNet Ordinance with future projects.
Transportation projects and services will be implemented between now and 2050, benefiting current and future generations. In terms of health and
sustainability, public health has been considered throughout the Draft Regional Plan development including a Public Health White Paper, Project
Evaluation Criteria, Performance Measures, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, Preferred Transportation Network, and the Draft Plan for San Diego
Forward.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I think its an idea or better said a very interesting and necessary project.
Growth is taking giant leaps when it comes to population, but not
services. More and more services are limited. In my experience, I can
say there is a lot of need in areas such as Logan and its surroundings,
areas that are centric, in regards to the planning for housing,
transportation, green areas and jobs. But very importantly safety and
programs for youth and families. Thank you for thinking of the future.

The Regional Plan identifies smart growth and sustainable development as important strategies to direct the region’s future growth toward compact,
mixed-use development in urbanized communities and then connecting those communities with a variety of transportation choices. The Smart Growth
Concept Map includes locations where local communities have identified existing, planned, and potential higher density mixed-use development near
existing and planned public transit. The Smart Growth Tool Box provides regional planners with tools and funding programs to help communities
achieve these goals at the local level.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I like that everything is planned and that population growth will not
affect the environmental and mobility that is accessible and above all
job growth and this will improve the economy. What I do not like is
that there are many homeless in Chula Vista.

Thank you for your feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com. Your comments have also been shared with
staff at the City of Chula Vista.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

This plan that presents us SANDAG is very good. But for most of Chula
Vista it is necessary that public transportation (buses) be more frequent,
because the time it takes for the buss to get to stops is too slow.

Thank you for your feedback and we appreciate your participation in the planning process. The Draft Regional Plan includes increased frequencies to
existing local bus services in the urbanized areas to every 15 minutes all day by 2020 and 10 minutes all day by 2035.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Trolley, be more aware of the maintenance pen, because there are
times when it is paralyzed and try to see when passing the Trolley will
not stop the traffic.

Thank you. We will take note of Trolley operations and the protection barriers.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

I think of Broadway Avenue, by Moss, Naples, Oxford and Palomar.
Having more surveillance because there are a lot of homeless.

Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of Chula Vista.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Respect the space needed for each car because there are people who
occupy two spaces per car when parking, its important to mark spaces.

Thank you for your comment. While parking management decisions such as parking space allocation lie with the local jurisdictions, SANDAG has
developed a Regional Parking Management Toolbox to assist local jurisdictions and partner agencies with their parking management efforts. More
information on the Regional Parking Management Toolbox can be found onhttp://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/parking-toolbox.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Very important to increase employment and to facilitate transportation
so that employees and students can mobilize. More access to Eastlake
area as the exits from Freeway 805 are too congested. Need more road
and more expanded without affecting green areas.

Investments in transportation infrastructure will create Jobs from construction and operations, and in addition the investments will enable the private
sector to create jobs as a result of an improved transportation system (compared to the no-build scenario). Improvements to the I-805 corridor are
included in the Draft Regional Plan. In terms of preservation, the plans shows that about 55 percent of the land in the region will be preserved as
permanent open space.

Web
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Chula Vista
Community
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Between G and H is a very unsafe area, the homeless gather there
because this area is neglected and is very dangerous.

Thank you for your feedback. Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of Chula Vista.

Web

DEMCO

The freeway 5 should not be expanded. When I lived in Europe, I did
not have a car and was able to get around the entire city of Berlin,
Gerrmany . I became very comfortable taking public transportation to
reach my destination. Gas is not going to last forever and we will need
other ways to get around the county when we run out of petro
products.

We appreciate your comment and interest in our region's future. The North Coast Corridor I-5 Express Lanes project will serve Rapid transit services, as
well as, carpools and vanpools; solo drivers will be able to utilize the Express Lanes for a fee.

Web

I've participated in the development of the San Diego Forward in many
ways, specifically in technical working groups, public focus groups, and
recently was on the panel at the May 13 East County meeting. In my
review of the Plan and also at my comments on the panel, I wanted to
underscore here again today how critical it is to create jobs where
people already live and to develop the integrated transportation
infrastructure underneath it that allows those jobs to be created. That's
what we're doing in East County. We've recently -- the cities of Santee
and El Cajon and the County of San Diego -- joined together to put the
first-ever-triad jurisdiction, special youth center on the Smart Growth
Concept Map. The intent of that center is to ensure that the integrated
multi-modal transportation will be what's required to produce the
really good jobs where people already live. That includes transit, which
is balanced within the plan, but it also includes the ability to move
goods and services. You're not going to move goods produced, like
Taylor Guitars on transit systems. So we applaud you for having a
balanced approach, and thank you very much.

Thank you for the comment; your feedback is appreciated. In response to new employment opportunities, transportation investments in the San Diego
region are projected to create jobs from construction and operation of the transportation system but also would enable the creation of jobs by the
private sector by facilitating the linkages between companies, their suppliers, employees and customers. Please continue to follow along in this process
by visiting SDForward.com.
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Name

Eva Kerckhove

JoMarie Diamond

East County
Economic
Development
Council

In terms of your comment regarding offering more mobility and transportation options in the region, this is the primary aim of the Regional Plan.
While the majority of Managed Lane and highway improvements will support alternative commutes (via transit, carpool, vanpool, etc.), half of the
plan's expenditures are dedicated to the development of new transit services, as well as the operation of those services.
Court
Reporter
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David Wick;
Hixson

Rob
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East Otay Mesa
Property Owners
Association;
Otay Mesa
Property Owners
Association

On behalf of the East Otay Mesa Property Owners Association (EMPOA)
and the Otay Mesa Property Owners Association (OMPOA), we are
writing to share the support of both our organizations for San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan. Our organizations represent the interests
of landowners in both the City of San Diego and County of San Diego
areas of Otay Mesa.

Thank you for your comments and support of the Draft Regional Plan. The Otay Truck Route Widening project has been identified within the Draft
Regional Plan in Appendix A, Table A.3 to be completed as a City of San Diego project within the 2020 timeframe. Further information details are
provided within the 2014 Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) in Table 3-1 regarding the phasing of the project.

Letter

We all know that our region is poised for growth, and this is especially
true in the Otay Mesa community, one of the last areas of the region
that has land available for commercial, industrial and residential
development. With its location adjacent to the U.S./Mexico border,
Otay Mesa is in a unique position to create thousands of jobs while
taking advantage of international trade.
But, this job growth is dependent on significant infrastructure
investment to ensure efficient goods movement, and transportation
options that will allow workers to be able to access new jobs.
We urge SANDAG to include funding for road improvements to La
Media Road and the Otay truck routes to ensure these roads can
handle additional cross commerce truck shipments and also allow those
working in the Otay Mesa area to get to their jobs. San Diego
Forward's planned investments in the SR-11/Otay Mesa East Port of
Entry and freeway connectors, as well as improved transit access
through projects such as the South Bay Rapid, will help to ensure that
Otay Mesa has the infrastructure needed to support this economic
development.
San Diego Forward lays out a sound and balanced strategy to
accommodate our region's future growth while protecting the
environment, promoting economic development, and maintaining our
quality of life.
El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Creating open space by adding open space to new development is
called STEALING.

The Plan assumes that more than half of the region will be conserved as open space based upon local general plans. Local jurisdictions are in various
stages of the adoption of regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by
identification, conservation and management of an interconnected network of habitat lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet
Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) which is the funding source that has conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned
in the future that will both protect open space, implement regional habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of
regional transportation projects.

Web

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

This is a need for more charging stations for electric cars NOW!

In Jan. 2014, SANDAG adopted a regional plug-in electric vehicle (EV) readiness plan to address barriers to more EV charging stations, and we
coordinate with local jurisdictions on funding opportunities if they become available. SANDAG will launch a new, 2-year EV readiness project in July
2015 that offers assistance to local governments related to siting, permitting, and inspecting EV chargers at various types of locations such as
workplaces and apartments.

Web
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

We need a bus pull out for El Cajon. Washington in El Cajon traffic
jams up all of the time.

Comments related to specific locations can be sent to the MTS Customer Service Dept. who will forward to the appropriate personnel for
consideration. Bus stop installation is coordinated with the traffic engineering department of the local jurisdiction. MTS will review stops at El Cajon
Blvd. and Washington Ave. in the City of El Cajon to determine if any adjustments may be required.

Web
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Traffic appears to get congested behind buses and stopped vehicles
especially in El Cajon.

Roadway capacity and design are responsibilities of the local jurisdictions in which MTS operates. In selected locations, bus stops are located or built so
that the bus does not have to pull out of the flow of traffic, in order to minimize delay to the bus when re-entering the traffic stream. This enhances
reliability and performance of the transit route, especially in busy corridors. In these cases, other traffic may occasionally experience a short delay while
the bus is stopped, or can utilize the adjacent lane to move around the stopped bus.

Web
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Traffic in So. County via I-5 and 805 are heavily impacted TODAY!
Please consider removing or reducing the toll for the 125 to encourage
more use of this roadway. Traffic patterns are heavily impacted during
morning rush hour leaving South Bay and again during evening hours,
when drivers return.

South Bay Expressway is a “user financed” transportation facility where the costs to build and maintain the road are primarily paid for by the people
who use it. Instead of solely relying on tax dollars, it is financed, built, operated, and maintained with tolls collected from drivers who choose to use it
to save time and reduce stress in their daily lives.

Web

227

228

Susan Freedman

Because it was initially built as a toll road, it was possible to bring the SR 125 toll road into service decades earlier than would have been possible
relying on tax dollars. At this point, there are no plans to completely eliminate the tolls on South Bay Expressway until the franchise agreement with
the State of California runs out in 2042. However, as of June 30, 2012, all tolls on the facility have been reduced. FasTrak tolls dropped by 25 percent
to 40 percent depending on the trip. The new tolls range from 50 cents to $2.75 for FasTrak users and from $2 to $3.50 for cash and credit card
users.
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

What is the plan for Mountain Empire? If no growth is projected for
rural East County how will the current economy be sustained?

Growth projections for all areas are based on the general plans, community plans, and/or specific plans for those areas. The economic health of a
community is not necessarily dependent on growth, but on the best utilization of existing resources.

Web
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Hopefully transit prices will not increase because I would love to be
able to afford using the new buses and trolleys.

While no fare increases are being proposed at this time, fares do have to increase over time to account for increases in operating costs. Any fare
increases that might be proposed in the future would examine other possible alternatives and solicit public input.

Web
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Additional bus lines are needed in Mountain Empire. It's the county's
responsibility to provide adequate transportation to all residents in the
County.

Transit works best in areas where there is a strong interface between land use and transit planning. Transit works best where existing and planned
densities and urban design makes transit easily accessible for large numbers of people and garner a level of ridership that makes the investment in
transit cost-effective. With this in mind, an "Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary" was established (see map on Page 35 of the Draft Regional Plan)
that reflects those areas of the region where there is a strong transit/land use interface.

Web

Mountain Empire communities are characterized by relatively low density and a land use design geared towards automobile travel. This does not mean
there will be no transit outside the Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary, but future improvements in terms of the number of routes and service
frequency will likely be minimal.
235

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

DMV adjustment or incorporation of driving, technology and cars for
2050. Place plan and comment cards in library and community centers
for rural communities who do not use internet or not accessible.

Technology is advancing efficiency improvements in vehicles. SANDAG realizes the growing potential for this convergence of technology and
transportation and considers future vehicle automation, infrastructure electrification/vehicle charging programs, as well as queue jump/transit signal
prioritization, among other technologies. For more information on the technologies considered in this plan, please see Appendix E: Transportation
System and Demand Management Programs, and Emerging Technologies.

Web

Each library in the county was sent a DVD of the draft plan and its appendices. There were a number of different ways to comment on the draft plan,
varying from web-based commenting to calling in comments or sending them by regular mail. For a full list of the ways to comment on the plan,
please see Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.
236

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Reduce or eliminate cost of 125 Toll Road and increase use. Interstates
805 and 5 are severely impacted NOW in South County. New HOV
lanes on Interstate 805 are painted white, not yellow. Vehicles often
cross-over the solid white lines.

As part of SANDAG's acquisition of SR 125 South Bay Expressway, a substantial reduction in tolls was planned and implemented within the first six
months of the execution of the SANDAG/Caltrans franchise agreement. The reduction in tolls was designed not only to incent more usage of the
facility, but also to target trip diversion from the southern end of the I-805 corridor. The toll reduction was implemented July 1, 2012. As of October
31st, 2012, studies showed approximately 2000 daily trips were being transferred from the south I-805 corridor to the SR 125.

Web

The double white lines seen on the new carpool lanes on I-805 reflect the new Federal pavement marking standard for carpool lanes. Caltrans is
implementing the switch in striping color (from yellow to white) throughout California for all new carpool lanes. Yellow lines on existing carpool lanes
will be restriped to white as part of on-going highway maintenance. Regardless of color, crossing double white or yellow lines is a violation of
California Vehicle Code and can result in a fine on the first offense. Enforcement of this part of the Vehicle Code is the responsibility of the California
Highway Patrol (CHP). Caltrans, CHP and other local partners continue to work together to enforce this relatively new standard in an effective manner.
237

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Appreciate the presentation. Like focus on accessibility for lower
income residents.

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along in this process and participate by visiting the project website, SDForward.com, and joining our emailing list.

Web
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Great presentation however I live in Lemon Grove and work in East
County, covering Lemon Grove to Jacumba. The greatest need that I
hear from seniors and underserved families, is a concern regarding
Trolley and COASTERs running on the weekends from San Diego to
North County. There is a need for an increase in MTS transportation
within the cities in East County.

Transit works best where existing and planned densities and urban design makes transit easily accessible for large numbers of people and garner a
level of ridership that makes the investment in transit cost-effective. With this in mind, an "Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary" was established (see
map on Page 35 of the Draft Regional Plan) that reflects those areas of the region where there is a strong transit/land use interface.

Web

Unlike the cities of Lemon Grove and El Cajon, areas to the east of El Cajon are characterized by relatively low density and a land use design geared
towards automobile travel. This does not mean there will be no transit outside the Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary, but future improvements in
terms of the number of routes and service frequency will likely be minimal.
Regarding service frequencies, the draft Plan includes frequency improvements for most services within the Urban Area Transit Boundary to every 10
minutes throughout the day.

239
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Any chance Main Street could be car free.

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

In El Cajon, we would like to see more frequent small buses (8-10)
passengers every 15 minutes.

Local streets are the purview of the local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of El Cajon.

Web

According to City of El Cajon staff, El Cajon's Main Street is part of the historic route 80 and is a primary thoroughfare in El Cajon. It traverses the City
from west to east and connects the City's downtown area with other major streets, commercial districts, the civic area, and downtown neighborhoods.
Main Street currently carries approximately 14,000 trips per day in the downtown area. At this time if a portion of Main Street were closed, the
adjacent parallel streets are not designed to support the diverted traffic.
The Draft Regional Plan includes increases of service frequencies to every 10 minutes throughout the day for transit services in the Urban Area Transit
Boundary, which includes the City of El Cajon.

Web
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El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

We would need to expedite the transportation serves that would
directly connect to job centers from El Cajon. 2050 is too far; we would
need these lines to be opened as soon as possible.

In terms of transit improvements connecting East County to key regional job centers, while some projects like Rapid 870/890 are in the 2050 phasing
plan, there are other earlier projects that will benefit East County. These include:

Web

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Interested in more bike lanes and walkable community to be focused
on and funding generated early in the plan. Increase in Trolley/bus
system and frequency. Transportation to airport.

•

- the Mid-Coast Trolley project that will connect to the University City/UCSD area; this will be under construction soon; East County riders can
take the Green Line to Old Town where connections to the Mid-Coast Line can be made

•

- the new Trolley Line 562 that will be implemented by 2035 will connect San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa via the I-805 and I- 15 corridors; a transfer
connection to the Green Line will be included, allowing East County riders improved access to Kearny Mesa and South County. Rapid 90 will
provide commuter express service from East County to downtown San Diego via the SR 94 corridor by 2035.

The Draft Regional Plan includes $4 .9 billion (year of expenditure) in funding for bicycle and pedestrian projects and programs interspersed
throughout the 35-year life of the plan. It also includes funding to increase service frequencies on most Trolley and bus services to every 10 minute
throughout the day by 2035.

Web

Transportation to the airport will focus on connecting the existing rail corridor served by Trolley, COASTER, and Amtrak to the terminals located along
Harbor Drive by an on-airport shuttle link. The first phase of this link will provide a pedestrian connection from the existing Middletown Trolley station
to a new shuttle station the Regional Airport Authority will construct as part of their new on-airport shuttle service. This link is projected for completion
by mid-2016.
243

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Bike safety is a big concern. There is a need to add more bike lanes and
to maintain existing bike lanes. A very dangerous section going north
on Fairmont onto bike lane that bridges the freeway on-ramp area.
Pavement is in disrepair and weeds are overgrown. More people would
ride if they felt safer.

The Fairmount corridor is in SANDAG's Regional Bike Plan and is part of the Early Action Program. Maintenance is the responsibility of local
jurisdictions. In the City of San Diego street maintenance requests can be submitted online athttp://apps.sandiego.gov/streetdiv/sreq.jsp

Web

244

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

Mountain Empire communities continue to be neglected in terms of
transit and transportation planning/improvements. There is a dire need
for public transit due to geographic isolation from goods and services
in East county, although they participate in the 1/2 cent TransNet sales
tax!

Transit works best where existing/planned densities and land use design makes transit easily accessible for large numbers of people and garner a level
of ridership that makes the investment in transit cost-effective. With this in mind, an "Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary" was established (see map
on Page 35 of the Draft Regional Plan) that reflects those areas of the region where there is a strong transit/land use interface.

Web

El Cajon
Collaborative –
CBO Workshop

WATER. Our main concern should be that we still need WATER.

Water is a significant concern, particularly in this time of severe drought in the state of California. In its Urban Water Management Plan, which is
updated every five years, the San Diego County Water Authority is required to adequately demonstrate regional water supply reliability over the next
25 years. The most recent plan, adopted in 2010, quantifies the regional mix of existing and projected local and imported supplies necessary to meet
future retail demands within the Water Authority’s service area. In addition, it also includes sections on scenario planning and contingency analysis. See
response to Comment No. 373.

Web

Encanto
Planning

I have three issues I'd like to bring to your attention. One for health
and safety reasons, we need a bridge for Trolley and trains on Euclid
Avenue at Market. Two, we need Trolleys that go to the beaches, the
Zoo and the park for the community. Three, we need honesty about
the railroad tracks. These are not just Trolley tracks. There are freight
trains that use these tracks. The setbacks are not appropriate for
housing and apartments. There's a pretense that they're only Trolleys
on this track and, therefore, the setbacks for public housing is not
sufficient for freight trains and there's going to be a disaster sooner or
later because of that problem.

The Draft Regional Plan includes:

Court
Reporter

Three, we need honesty about the railroad tracks. These are not just
Trolley tracks. There are freight trains that use these tracks. The
setbacks are not appropriate for housing and apartments. There's a
pretense that they're only Trolleys on this track and, therefore, the
setbacks for public housing is not sufficient for freight trains and
there's going to be a disaster sooner or later because of that problem.

Freight trains operate on the Orange Line between 12th & Imperial Transit Center and Bradley Avenue in El Cajon and on the Blue Line south of 12th
& Imperial Transit Center. Those lines were built on existing freight rail right-of-way and MTS is required to permit continued freight service (through
freight and light rail will not operate at the same time in the same location). Ensuring safe operations is of paramount importance to MTS in the
operations of trolley and freight services, and all federal and state regulations are strictly adhered to. Furthermore, it is important that transportation
projects are coordinated closely with local development plans. SANDAG works regularly with the region's planning directors to collaborate on regional
and local plans and projects.

245
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247

Leslie Dudley

Leslie Dudley

Encanto
Planning

Mountain Empire communities are characterized by relatively low density and a land use design geared towards automobile travel. This does not mean
there will be no transit outside the Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary, but future improvements in terms of the number of routes and service
frequency will likely be minimal.

1.

A grade separated (elevated) crossing of the Orange Line at Euclid Ave.

2.

A trolley connection from the Mid-Coast Trolley Line Balboa station to Pacific Beach. There are also a number of new Rapid lines that would
provide connections to a number of beaches in the region, including Imperial Beach, Ocean Beach, and beaches in North County. The new MidCity Rapid Line provides fast and frequent connections to Balboa Park/Zoo. Long term, the draft plan shows this Rapid line being converted to a
trolley line.

3.

Freight trains operate on the Orange Line between 12th & Imperial Transit Center and Bradley Avenue in El Cajon and on the Blue Line south of
12th & Imperial Transit Center. Those lines were built on existing freight rail right-of-way and MTS is required to permit continued freight
service (though freight and light rail will not operate at the same time in the same location). Ensuring safe operations is of paramount
importance to MTS in the operations of trolley and freight services, and all federal and state regulations are strictly adhered to. Furthermore, it
is important that transportation projects are coordinated closely with local development plans. SANDAG works regularly with the region's
planning directors to collaborate on regional and local plans and projects.
Court
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Environmental
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CDC, MAAC,
San Diego
Housing
Federation,
BikeSD, Union
Yes, Center on
Policy Initiatives,
San Diego 350,
Sierra Club,
Climate Action
Campaign

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan (Draft) and the Draft Environmental Impact Report. The
signatories of this letter believe that the foundation for a regional
transportation plan should embrace the principles of transportation
justice. Such a foundation ensures that overburdened communities
have increased access to transportation options, that there are
improvements to public health and safety, and that there is equity in
transportation planning, policies, and investment. There is no greater
threat to public health and our quality of life than climate change. It is
imperative that we meet all state greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction
targets in order to protect our future. The draft Regional Plan’s
calculated GHG reduction levels for compliance with SB 375 seem
substantially greater than the previous (2011) RTP/SCS plan. This is
encouraging; however, because there are many similarities between
the San Diego Forward: Regional Plan and the Regional Transportation
Plan 2050 (from 2011) it’s unclear how the reduction is achieved. For
example, one alarming feature of the Regional Plan is that it calls for
essentially the same number and types of freeway projects as the RTP
2050.

The draft Plan shows that the region not only meets but exceeds the per capita greenhouse gas reduction targets for passenger vehicles set by the
California Air Resources Board (ARB). Additionally, public health has been considered throughout the Regional Plan update process. The draft Plan
includes a Public Health White Paper, Project Evaluation Criteria, Performance Measures, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, and the Preferred
Transportation Network, all of which take public health into consideration.
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Environmental
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Housing
Federation,
BikeSD, Union
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Policy Initiatives,
San Diego 350,
Sierra Club,
Climate Action
Campaign

Additionally, there is more funding dedicated to freeways with an
increased cost between 2011 and 2015 plans. Therefore, we are
compelled to believe that the new modeling software may have led to
different results in the analysis and would like further clarity on this.

Increases in highway cost between plans are largely due to the movement of highway projects to later years in the draft Plan. When phasing and "Year
of Expenditure" dollars are removed, the increase in project costs between the two plans is 4 percent which is similar to the inflation between the base
financial years of the Plans (2010 to 2014).

Final Regional Plan Appendix C will present the estimated contributions of several strategies toward reducing per capita GHG emissions from
passenger vehicles to address the SB 375 targets. Consistent with ARB SB 375 modeling protocols, the per capita GHG emissions reductions do not
take credit for reductions due to low carbon fuels or more efficient vehicles.
The SANDAG Activity Based Model (ABM) uses the latest research and data to estimate travel in the region. The SANDAG ABM model uses the same
techniques and methods for determining travel behavior as other leading metropolitan planning organizations across the country. There are a few
differences, however, that account for the varying results obtained for the SB 375 targets when comparing SANDAG's 2011 Regional Transportation
Plan to the Draft Regional Plan. These differences include, for example, aligning fuel costs with Department of Energy fuel forecasts, fewer rural
residents, and more compact land use patterns in the SCS.
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We can only endorse San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan if there is a
more significant movement toward transportation justice. We outline
below what a significant movement towards transportation justice and
pathway for greater GHG reductions would include in our description
of the community supported alternative.

Federal law requires SANDAG to prepare a Regional Transportation Plan that could be implemented with reasonably expected revenues. The Regional
Plan provides mobility options for all the region's residents within the reality of financial constraints. The strategies suggested in the comment are
either already included in Alternative 5D, or represent variations in the location or timing of the transportation network improvements already included
in Alternative 5D. The Draft EIR outlines a number of factors, including funding constraints that affect the feasibility of Alternative 5D. The Board of
Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
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COMMUNITY SUPPORTED ALTERNATIVE:

Regarding the State Route 94 project, based on input from the community, Caltrans will evaluate the additional alternatives noted above as part of the
environmental analysis for the SR 94 Express Lanes project. In the meantime, SANDAG and Caltrans are pursuing the implementation of an interim Bus
on Shoulder Project along both I-805 and SR 94 to coincide with the opening of the South Bay Rapid in late 2017/early 2018.

Out of the alternatives that were presented in the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) for the San Diego Forward Plan, we believe
Alternative 5D is by far the most reflective of transportation justice
principles. The DEIR refers to this alternative as the ‘environmentally
superior alternative.’ This alternative contains key elements that the
community has consistently advocated for, including the following: Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for Urban Core local bus
routes by 2025; - Complete all active transportation projects in the
proposed Plan by 2025; - Increased frequencies for 44 transit routes
where ridership was at or near capacity of the vehicles; and - Convert
existing general purpose lanes to Managed Lanes to accommodate
Rapid routes that would operate in new Managed Lanes under the
proposed Plan. We support key elements noted in Alternative 5, with
modifications to most accurately reflect the principles of transportation
justice and provide an achievable framework. We are specifically asking
for an alternative to be adopted that contains the following: Transit
Efficiency & Affordability
▪ Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for Urban Core local bus
routes and expand bus service for early morning and late night
commuters by 2025. ▪ Increase frequency of transit on the 44 routes
where ridership was at or near capacity of the vehicles. ▪ If housing and
transportation cost burden exceeds 45% of household income, adults
will be eligible for transit access assistance through subsidized or free
transit passes depending upon need. ▪ No cost transit passes for the
youth of families at or below the regional median income level.
Prioritization of Transit Projects in Overburdened Communities ▪
Complete all (constrained and unconstrained) public transit capital
projects and public transit operations improvements first by 2025 that
are located within the most overburdened communities in our region.
Much of where overburdened communities are located overlaps with
the boundaries for infrastructure priorities as identified in the Urban
Area Transit Strategy report. For example, the type of transit projects in
these prioritized communities we would like to see completed by 2025
include the following: SR 15 to SR 94 (Centerline Rapid 235) TransitOnly Connector (Phasing 2035); 54th Street BRT (Phasing 2035); Purple
Line Trolley (Phasing 2035); Orange Line Frequency Enhancements
Grade Separation (Phasing 2035); Blue Line Frequency Enhancements
Grade Separation (Phasing 2050); and Double Tracking of Blue Line
and Orange Line (unconstrained network). Safe Streets for All
▪ Complete all retrofits for safe routes to new and existing transit,
prioritizing infrastructure in overburdened communities by 2025
(retrofits for safe routes to existing transit only in unconstrained
network). ▪ Complete all Active Transportation Retrofits for
Bicycle/Pedestrian Improvements at Freeway Interchanges by 2025,
prioritizing overburdened communities first (unconstrained network). ▪
Expand and implement safe routes to school with emphasis on
increasing walk and bike mode share to school to 10% by 2021,
prioritizing infrastructure in overburdened communities first.
▪ Complete all active transportation projects in the proposed Plan by
2021, prioritizing infrastructure in overburdened communities first.
Innovative Freeway Strategies▪
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SANDAG complies with Title VI, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color or national origin and evaluates for disparate impacts that
may result from the Plan on low-income populations based on federal guidance. Appendix H - Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis in the draft
Plan, analyzes the Preferred Scenario to the No Build and compares the three disadvantaged populations identified in the beginning of the process
(including minority and low-income status) against the rest of the population as required by the federal agencies that provide funding to SANDAG.
Appendix H does provide information on impacts of the plan. For example, Table H-15 shows the impacts of particulates on the communities the
commenter identifies.
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Eliminate the proposed Plan’s investments in highways that adds
general purpose lanes and managed lanes, but instead allow for
operational improvements. ▪ Do not add lanes for shared HOV and
Rapid bus use. Instead convert existing general purpose lanes to
managed lanes to accommodate Rapid routes and HOV that would
operate in new Managed Lanes under the proposed Plan. ▪ Usage of
existing right-of-way for transit only lanes. For example, innovative
community supported strategies for the SR 94 include the following:
Innovative Community-Supported Alternative 1- Convert an existing
general purpose lane on the MLK, Jr. Freeway (SR-94) for High
Occupancy Vehicles (HOV) and transit use. Innovative CommunitySupported Alternative 2- Install transit only lanes using the existing
right-of-way (shoulder and/or median). Regional & Local Transit- In
both preferred alternatives improve regional and local transit options by
providing transit access to the CenterLine and South Bay Rapid with a
transit station in the impacted community along the MLK, Jr. Freeway
(SR-94). Additionally, in both preferred alternatives, uphold the promise
of the transit-only connection from the SR-15 to the MLK, Jr. Freeway
(SR-94) for the CenterLine Rapid 235. Complete Corridor- In both
preferred alternatives, increase the funding of bike and pedestrian
infrastructure along the MLK, Jr. Freeway (SR-94) project corridor and
fixing the dangerous SR-94 freeway off-ramps/on-ramps to create a
Complete Corridor.
Conclusion: A different approach, rather than the one SANDAG is
currently moving forward with in the Draft Regional Plan, needs to be
one that significantly reduces Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions,
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in the region from the transportation
sector, and one that ensures transportation justice. Therefore, the
undersigned organizations are united in our request to support key
elements of Alternative 5 presented in the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (DEIR) for the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan as outlined
in this letter.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

1.

Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis - It is important to analyze
the impacts of the proposed plan, and the alternatives, on
disadvantaged communities. The analysis done for this project, as
summarized in Appendix H, is flawed in significant ways and fails
to adequately identify or quantify foreseeable impacts of the plan
on those who are transit dependent, low income, or already
exposed to higher levels of transportation hazards.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

A. Definition of Disadvantaged - The analysis done for this project, as
summarized in Appendix H, is flawed in significant ways and fails to
adequately identify or quantify foreseeable impacts of the plan on
those who are transit dependent, low income, or already exposed to
higher levels of transportation hazards. The analysis includes three
groups in its definition of “disadvantaged communities”-- seniors over
75, households with income up to 200% of federal poverty level, and
minorities. No other indicators of disadvantage, such as linguistic
isolation, lack of a car, or unemployment, are included that would help
more accurately delineate and define disadvantage. Additionally, the
analysis does not combine these indicators, which is problematic in the
case of seniors. The analysis does not consider the fact that some
seniors are disadvantaged, while the category of seniors also includes a
large number of affluent people who are not at any disadvantage in
their ability to travel. Assuming all seniors are disadvantaged, without
consideration of other defining factors, skews the analysis. The greater
socio- economic affluence a person has, the fewer mobility barriers
they have. Further, no consideration of cumulative impacts is included.
Many households in the CalEnviroScreen high-ranked census tracts, or
in the areas identified as disadvantaged communities in the maps
included on pages 12 to15 of Appendix H, are exposed to higher
pollution levels than average, have higher collision rates than average,
have higher asthma hospitalization rates than average, and have
greater exposure to hazardous materials. The accumulation of these
persistent risks place certain communities at an even greater
disadvantage and these communities should be prioritized for
improvements in transit infrastructure. In general, elimination of the
community level of analysis erases the real and significant social equity
divisions between, for example, low income, minority families living
adjacent to the 94 freeway in Logan Heights and affluent retirees living
in La Jolla. Our recommendation is to use CalEnviroScreen2.0 to rank
census tracts and to designate the top 25% within the region as
disadvantaged communities.

The Regional Plan’s definition of “disadvantaged communities” is based on appropriate indicators and thresholds. The three populations and
corresponding thresholds were derived through an iterative process between the Community-Based Organization (CBO) Outreach Partner Network,
made up of members representing low-income and minority communities, and SANDAG technical services staff to determine the most meaningful
demographic characteristic that could be projected for the social equity analysis. The stakeholders went through a process of mapping the static data
such as 'linguistic isolation' and 'educational attainment' with rates of poverty and determined that poverty was the all-encompassing characteristic of
vulnerability. The section of 'existing conditions' was recommended to provide a static profile of those characteristics that while important could not be
used in the modeling process.
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B. Threshold of significance for social inequity - Greater explanation is
needed for how a 20% variation between disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged populations was determined to be “significant.” We
believe this threshold is too high. The analysis of the threshold only
compares the proposed plan to the No Build alternative. The proposed
plan should compare to the Alternative Plans also.

The method is called the 80/20 rule, and is explained in the draft Plan. The calculation is not based on a 20 percent variation, but rather a 20
percentage point difference between the low-income population compared to non-low-income population or minority versus non-minority population.
There is an example of how the 80/20 calculation is done on pg. 24 of Appendix H.

C. Calculation of Average Peak Travel Time to Work - While this is a
relevant measure of social equity in transportation planning, the travel
times should be normalized by miles traveled. According to the
Brookings Institution, the average resident in the San Diego region can
only reach 29% of jobs within 90 minutes on public transit.
Furthermore, workers below the poverty line are significantly more
likely to commute to work by bus/trolley (6.1% vs. 2.3%) or by walking
(14.8% vs. 1.5%) than those over 200% of the Federal poverty
threshold. Low-income, car-less residents whose only option to travel
to work is via transit, have fewer employment opportunities due to the
current coverage of the transit work.

The Brookings Institution places San Diego in the top 25 percent of metropolitan regions based on its combined assessment of coverage, frequency,
and employment access. SANDAG uses an alternative technique to measure job access. For regions such as San Diego, travel time is a better measure
of access to jobs, education, and services than miles. Increased travel time is partially a measure of congestion and affects, not only access to jobs, but
impacts to individuals and the regional economy and air quality. Travel time is also an indicator of quality of life.
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Monique Lopez
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Health Coalition

Environmental
Health Coalition

The benefit of the ABM model is that it models the traveler at a household level, not a census tract or traffic analysis zone level like EnviroScreen. This
means the modeling data from ABM is a much more fine-grained than achievable when looking at large geographic tracts using EnviroScreen.
Furthermore, EnviroScreen cannot be used to model or predict the future; it is simply a snapshot of past or existing locations of disadvantaged groups.
The social equity analysis in the draft Plan projects the impacts to low-income, minority, and senior persons over 75 years. Use of ABM means that a
low-income or minority traveler, whether in Logan Heights or La Jolla, is captured in the model and analysis.
The Regional Plan’s methodology does not “skew” the analysis as the commenter claims. As the commenter notes, Appendix H does provide
information on exposure to pollution. The other factors (e.g., hospitalization, collision rates) would not provide different correlations than the data
utilized in the Regional Plan’s analysis. The same is true for combining the indicators. The data would not result in different trends or correlations than
those provided in the Regional Plan.
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The social equity analysis was conducted on the Preferred Plan and the No Build Alternative. CEQA does not require a social equity analysis of
alternatives in an EIR.

The findings are summarized in draft Appendix H and draft Appendix N. All modes are taken into account for peak travel time. Statistics also are
broken out by mode and each disadvantaged population. Implementation of the Draft Regional Plan would improve transit access to jobs/education.
The data in draft Appendix H demonstrate the benefits of the plan compared to the No-Build Scenario for low-income and minority populations. For
example, access to high frequency transit stops improves significantly for all disadvantaged populations in the 2050 Revenue Constrained Network
Scenario. For the low income population, access increases from 47 percent to 61 percent in 2020 and from 49 percent to 70 percent in 2050 as
compared to the No-Build Scenario (p.29).
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

D. Additional Travel Time Analysis Needed - In addition, the analysis
should break out, separately, those commuters who do not work at
home; low income people are more likely to work at home (2013
American Community Survey) and this skews the analysis if the travel
times are averaged across all commuters. In addition to calculation of
the percentage of the population that can access jobs, schools, health
care, and other locations within 30 minutes, the analysis should identify
the percentage of the population, disadvantaged and nondisadvantaged separately, that not only cannot get to these locations
within 30 minutes, but realistically cannot get there at all. Trips that
require more than 2 hours, that require walking more than 5 miles, or
require a taxi for those who do not have a car, for example, are
infeasible for the majority of people.

The performance measures are updated during the development of each Regional Plan and approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors. Your
suggestions for additional measures will be considered in the development of the performance measures for the next Regional Plan.
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E. Travel Affordability - A metric for travel affordability is needed for
the Social Equity analysis, such as percentage of households that spend
more than 15% of income on transportation.

The performance measure approved by the SANDAG Board for travel affordability is 'Change in Income Consumed by Out-of Pocket Transportation
Costs'. A social equity calculation was done using this measure for the Alternative Scenarios and then the Preferred Scenario versus No Build in the
Draft Plan.
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Health Coalition

F. Additional Metrics Needed for Social Equity Analysis - EHC
recommends these additional metrics for analysis of social equity
impacts of the proposed plan and the plan alternatives.

Thank you for suggesting these metrics. The performance measures approved by the SANDAG Board and the subset selected for the social equity
analysis were used for the Alternative Network Scenarios analyzed in the summer of 2014. Based on those findings the Board selected the Preferred
Scenario.
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•

Collision hazards for disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged
populations;

•

Percentages of adults whose job choices are limited by lack of
transit options;

•

Percentages of adults who limit or forego health care because of
lack of transit options;

•

Percentage of the population that will have Safe Routes to
Transit Stops by 2020, 2035, and 2050.
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Environmental
Health Coalition

G. Analysis of Disproportionate Exposure to Traffic Pollutants - The
analysis estimates the per person exposure to PM10 within 500 feet of
freeway links. It is not clearly explained how this metric is derived. It is
not a standard measure of population exposure to pollutants. EHC
offers two lines of thought on alternative measures that provide more
valid indicators of social equity in exposure to traffic pollutants.

In the Draft Plan, SANDAG developed a methodology to analyze particulate matter exposure based on recommendations from the California Air
Resources Board Land Use Handbook, school siting requirements, and OEHHA studies. The Draft EIR, Section 4.3.2.3 and Appendix C explains the 500
feet exposure methodology.
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1.

Percentage of minority populations living within 500 feet of a
freeway. Based on analysis of 2010 census block population,
minorities comprise 52% of the county’s population, but are
57% of the population in census blocks within 500 feet of a
freeway. Clearly, minority populations are exposed to higher
levels of freeway traffic pollutants than are non-Hispanic whites.

2.

Exposure of disadvantaged communities to traffic density and/or
diesel particulate matter, as calculated by OEHHA for
CalEnviroScreen. Given that the proposed plan will continue to
incentivize travel by car, it will result in increased traffic on
surface streets as well as on freeways. Thus, a measure of
exposure to total traffic density is an appropriate indicator of the
plan’s disproportionate impact on disadvantaged populations.
An example of this indicator is provided below. Two definitions
of disadvantaged communities are used in this example:
SANDAG LIM census tracts, and CalEnviroScreen top 25%
census tracts. The baseline to which these communities are
compared is the score for the combined cities of the region: It is
clear that, using two different definitions of disadvantaged
communities, these areas rank higher than average metropolitan
areas of the region on measures of traffic density and estimated
exposure to diesel particulate matter. We suggest that a similar
analysis should be done for future years.

In addition, the particulate impact analyses included in the Draft EIR (Impacts AQ-2) estimates populations exposed to new or worse particulate
standard violations. The toxic air contaminant (TAC) impact analysis in the Draft (EIR) estimates population exposure to certain cancer risk levels.
The environmental burden Performance Measure utilized in San Diego Forward was PM10 (not diesel). The methodology as explained in Appendix H
was to analyze the relative exposure using a 500 foot buffer. The modeled results are in the Appendix. There was no disparate impact or
disproportionate burden for minority populations in the Title VI analysis.

AQ-4: We concur with the finding that the plan would expose sensitive
receptors to TACs in all years. As noted in our comments on the Social
Equity appendix to the proposed plan, we believe that exposure to
TACs such as diesel PM is not distributed equally. Disadvantaged
populations are disproportionately located within 500 feet of freeways
and are also exposed to higher overall traffic density. Both of these
factors result in greater exposure to traffic related pollutants such as
benzene, butadiene, and diesel exhaust. This impact is not only
significant but constitutes an environmental injustice.
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Environmental
Health Coalition

H. Community Outreach - The Community Based Outreach partnership
is an important model for engaging communities most affected by the
regional planning process. People who are most impacted by poor air
quality from the transportation sector and inefficient transit network of
the Regional Plan are the most linguistically and culturally marginalized.
While progress has been made, there is still room for improvement.
Many community members, especially those who have participated in
multiple points of the process, have shared that they do not know or
believe their input is actually affecting the plan. It’s unclear how that
feedback loop is shared with public at large, outside of the
communities we work in. Lastly, the unconstrained plan has no public
engagement and it is unclear how unconstrained projects are identified
and determined. We recommend a public engagement process to
create the project list for the unconstrained plan.

SANDAG is required to have both a Public Participation Plan (PPP) and a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) for a large planning effort such as the Regional
Plan. SANDAG takes this responsibility seriously and endeavored to involve the public in the preparation of the draft Plan, including the development
of the Unconstrained Network, which was developed as part of a public process with multiple venues for participation. Fourteen community-based
organizations in disadvantaged communities were selected in a competitive process to create a network that could work to engage their communities
in the process beginning in early 2013. All of the input gathered and feedback has funneled back into the development of the network. There are
multiple reports available on our website documenting the stakeholder input. See also, Appendix H, Table H-2 which shows that the Unconstrained
Plan was part of the outreach and PPP and PIP.
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Environmental
Health Coalition

I. Local Hire Policy - Targeted local hire policies and policies create real
and effective pathways for low-income people and disadvantaged
workers into good construction jobs. These programs ensure that
transit investments fulfill the promise of job creation by directing them
to the communities that need them the most. The U.S. Department of
Transportation recently launched a pilot program and proposed rule
permitting local and state transit agencies to establish local hiring
requirements on federal funded transit projects. We recommend that
SANDAG pursue a local hire policy for transit projects that will be built.

Thank you for your recommendation that SANDAG pursue a local hire policy for transit projects. Under DOT regulations, there are legal restrictions
prohibiting DOT from allowing recipients to use local hire provisions.
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(See http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/pilot/2015/Local_Hire_Final_Q_and_A_2015-03-09.pdf.)
The Common Grant Rule, which establishes uniform administrative rules for Federal grants and subawards and is applicable to all agencies across the
Federal Government, prohibits the use of local preferences. The FHWA and FTA also have general statutory mandates requiring full and open
competition in the award of contracts under grant programs. These statutes have been interpreted and applied as prohibiting all economic and social
contracting requirements on FHWA and FTA federally-assisted projects that do not relate to the cost-effective use of Federal funds. Recently, the U.S.
Department of Justice (DOJ) clarified the mandate of the FHWA competitive bidding statute (which is similar to the FTA statute) as allowing any
contracting requirement that does not unduly restrict competition. DOT is implementing a pilot program in order to evaluate the use of these
requirements and determine whether they unduly restrict competition.
In the meantime, the agency is in the process of implementing a new labor compliance system that will monitor local hiring practices by contractors
that are working on SANDAG projects. SANDAG has allocated resources to develop a system that will provide real time information of local workers on
SANDAG construction projects. SANDAG supports job creation in our local economy and many of our public works projects include local companies
and workers. Implementing a system to monitor and provide feedback on local worker data to our contractors is a major step forward in increasing
local worker participation on SANDAG transit projects.
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B. Energy - Chapter 4 of the proposed plan’s description states that the
San Diego (and Tijuana) region imports up to 90% of its energy and
80% of its water each year. Our region must increase its energy
efficiency in addition to transitioning our energy supply to local, clean,
renewable energy. The proposed plan, a combined RTP and RCP,
should provide guidelines and propose requirements for SANDAG’s
funding recipients to implement measures to substantially reduce the
region’s energy and water demand. Such guidelines and requirements
could be included in Mitigation Measures GHG-4A & GHG-4E (as we
suggested above) or as separate measures. The plan should address
and identify means to provide requirements and incentives that
promote options to create more local, clean distributed generation and
energy choices. Also, the proposed plan should address and identify
means to provide incentives and requirements that promote building
efficiencies, such as energy benchmarking and energy audits, and
funding and requirements for energy efficiency upgrades.

SANDAG does not have the authority to require energy and/or water reductions and therefore has not created requirements in this area. SANDAG has
taken action through guidance documents, tools, and/or incentives to support local and regional efforts to reduce energy use. Mitigation Measures
GHG-4A and GHG-4E demonstrate this by integrating GHG considerations into SANDAG grant programs.
SANDAG and the Regional Plan promote energy and water efficiency, clean energy supplies, building efficiencies, benchmarking, and energy audits
through the Regional Energy Strategy (RES) and Energy Roadmap Program (ERP). The RES includes goals that pertain to energy efficiency, water
efficiency, clean onsite distributed generation, the local green economy, and seven other important topics. The RES is a policy guide for the region that
is used by local and regional governments to inform their sustainability efforts. The RES and a progress report on achieving each RES goal are included
as Appendix U.9.
The ERP is a voluntary program that all eligible member agencies are participating in, and through which they have received tailored Energy Roadmap
Reports for their individual jurisdictions. Using the RES for policy guidance, the ERP describes ways each jurisdiction can reduce energy use in their
municipal operations and in their communities. The ERP has performed over 250 energy audits of municipal sites in the region and benchmarked all
sites at which benchmarking is applicable. In addition, The ERP provides information on available sources of funding to undertake energy efficiency
upgrades, including rebates/incentives, SDG&E On-Bill Finance Program, Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) programs, and California Energy
Commission low-interest loans for local governments.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

7. Funding - In advocating that SANDAG move up or include from the
unconstrained network certain transit projects and active transportation
projects (as listed in the Community Supported Alternative section of
this letter) we are asking that SANDAG do this by moving funds that
are currently designated for freeway projects that add managed and/or
general purpose lanes. We are specifically concerned about SANDAG’s
current practice of either changing the phasing of transit/active
transportation projects to a later phase or removing transit/active
transportation projects from being implemented to include specific
projects that the community is very much in support of including and
expediting. Shuffling of transit/active transportation projects without
changing funding allocations by mode-share does not lead the region
on a pathway toward transportation justice. The transportation
network assessed by the Draft Regional Plan must include a “revenue
constrained” alternative and the financing plan must demonstrate how
it can fund the network. Draft Regional Transportation Plan, Chapter 2,
Page 27. However, the apparent presumption stated by SANDAG is
that previous decisions by SANDAG boards, which have prioritized
freeways and roads over transit/walking/biking, have already
established an unchangeable revenue constraint-based network. The
SANDAG board can alter previous funding decisions and shift funding
such that transit/walking/biking projects receive earlier funding than
previously planned. Furthermore, transportation funding is more
fungible than the Plan suggests. Federal regulations define Financial
Plan and Fiscally constrained: Financial plan means documentation
required to be included with a metropolitan transportation plan and TIP
(and optional for the long-range statewide transportation plan and
STIP) that demonstrates the consistency between reasonably available
and projected sources of Federal, State, local, and private revenues and
the costs of implementing proposed transportation system
improvements. Financially constrained or Fiscal constraint means that
the metropolitan transportation plan, TIP, and STIP includes sufficient
financial information for demonstrating that projects in the
metropolitan transportation plan, TIP, and STIP can be implemented
using committed, available, or reasonably available revenue sources,
with reasonable assurance that the federally supported transportation
system is being adequately operated and maintained. For the TIP and
the STIP, financial constraint/fiscal constraint applies to each program
year. Additionally, projects in air quality nonattainment and
maintenance areas can be included in the first two years of the TIP and
STIP only if funds are "available" or "committed."(23 CFR 450.104,
emphasis added). Thus, per federal regulations, the RTP must include
financials to show the plan can be implemented using reasonably
available revenue sources. This does not mean the money has to be in
the bank or even already allocated. Also, per Gov. Code Section
65080(b)(4)(A), SANDAG must include: "A financial element that
summarizes the cost of plan implementation constrained by a realistic
projection of available revenues. The financial element shall also
contain recommendations for allocation of funds.

All of the legal references are correct. In fact, that same language is what guides the type of projects the region can assume to fund. Furthermore, the
current assumptions on the use of the future funds are consistent with federal and state requirements for the plan. In particular, the short term
financial constraint is included in the Regional Transportation Improvement Program. Additional sources that are considered to be reasonably available
have also been already assumed, and they have allowed the addition of more projects, including transit projects into the Draft Regional Plan, consistent
with your comment and request. Part of being "reasonable" is that these assumptions should be at a level, use and timing consistent with past
approvals. Assuming, for example, that a substantial amount of funding will become available for transit-only improvements in the very near term
would not be considered in the realm of the reasonable. SANDAG's reliance on financial constraint is not intended to exclude certain projects or
programs, but rather, to comply with federal requirements, and to meet a higher standard of forecasting that can be used for transportation planning.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

Community Supported Alternative - We believe that the foundation for
a regional transportation plan should embrace the principles of
transportation justice. Such a foundation ensures that overburdened
communities have increased access to transportation options, that
there are improvements to public health and safety, and that there is
equity in transportation planning, policies, and investment.

From the beginning of the planning process, Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) representing lower income and minority populations in the
region, were consulted and involved. A key task for CBOs was to define the vulnerable populations that needed to be considered in the Plan and to
identify the measures used to evaluate the benefits and burdens of the Plan on the defined vulnerable communities. The analysis found that the Plan
did not result in any disparate impacts. This analysis was also done in accordance with Title VI which requires making investments that provide
everyone -- regardless of age, race, color, national origin, income, or physical agility -- with opportunities to work, shop, study, be healthy, and play.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

There is no greater threat to public health and our quality of life than
climate change. It is imperative that we meet all state greenhouse gas
(GHG) reduction targets in order to protect our future. The draft
Regional Plan’s calculated GHG reduction levels for compliance with SB
375 seems substantially greater than the previous (2011) RTP/SCS plan.
This is encouraging; however, because there are many similarities
between the San Diego Forward: Regional Plan and the Regional
Transportation Plan 2050 (from 2011) it’s unclear how the reduction is
achieved. For example, one alarming feature of the Regional Plan is
that it calls for essentially the same number and types of freeway
projects as the RTP 2050. Additionally, there is more funding dedicated
to freeways with an increased cost of 27% between 2011 and 2015
plans. Therefore, we are compelled to believe that the new modeling
software may have led to different results in the analysis and would like
further clarity on this.

The draft Plan shows that the region not only meets but exceeds the per capita greenhouse gas reduction targets for passenger vehicles set by the
California Air Resources Board (ARB). Additionally, public health has been considered throughout the Regional Plan update process. The draft Plan
includes a Public Health White Paper, Project Evaluation Criteria, Performance Measures, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, and the Preferred
Transportation Network, all of which take public health into consideration.
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Unfortunately, we do not believe that the draft of San Diego Forward:
The Regional Plan (“Regional Plan”) embraces the principles of
transportation justice; therefore, we do not support SANDAG’s
“preferred” scenario. We can only endorse San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan if there is a more significant movement toward
transportation justice. We outline below what a significant movement
towards transportation justice and pathway for greater GHG reductions
would include in our description of the community supported
alternative.

Thank you for your participation in the planning process. The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices
to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both
new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas.
Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

265

Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

Final Regional Plan Appendix C will present the estimated contributions of several strategies toward reducing per capita GHG emissions from
passenger vehicles to address the SB 375 targets. Consistent with ARB SB 375 modeling protocols, the per capita GHG emissions reductions do not
take credit for reductions due to low carbon fuels or more efficient vehicles.
Increases in highway cost between plans are largely due to the movement of highway projects to later years in the draft Plan. When phasing and "Year
of Expenditure" dollars are removed, the increase in project costs between the two plans is 4 percent which is similar to the inflation between the base
financial years of the Plans (2010 to 2014).
The SANDAG Activity Based Model (ABM) uses the latest research and data to estimate travel in the region. The SANDAG ABM model uses the same
techniques and methods for determining travel behavior as other leading metropolitan planning organizations across the country. There are a few
differences, however, that account for the varying results obtained for the SB 375 targets when comparing SANDAG's 2011 Regional Transportation
Plan to the Draft Regional Plan. These differences include, for example, aligning fuel costs with Department of Energy fuel forecasts, fewer rural
residents, and more compact land use patterns in the SCS.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

A county transportation commission created pursuant to Section
130000 of the Public Utilities Code shall be responsible for
recommending projects to be funded with regional improvement
funds, if the project is consistent with the regional transportation plan.
The first five years of the financial element shall be based on the fiveyear estimate of funds developed pursuant to Section 14524. The
financial element may recommend the development of specified new
sources of revenue, consistent with the policy element and action
element." The plan implementation is therefore constrained by a
“realistic projection” of available revenues, but the plan may also
recommend the development of new sources. Likewise, 23 CFR
450.322(f)(10)(ii) requires SANDAG and the State to include a financial
plan that involves “ estimates of funds that will be available to support
metropolitan transportation plan implementation, as required under §
450.314(a).” However, the financial plan shall also include
“recommendations on any additional financing strategies to fund
projects and programs included in the metropolitan transportation
plan. In the case of new funding sources, strategies for ensuring their
availability shall be identified.” (23 CFR 450.322(f)(10)(iii)). Also, “[f]or
illustrative purposes, the financial plan may (but is not required to)
include additional projects that would be included in the adopted
transportation plan if additional resources beyond those identified in
the financial plan were to become available.” (23 CFR
450.322(f)(10)(vii)). Thus, the language is somewhat lenient and allows
SANDAG to ultimately determine what reasonable financial forecasts
include. SANDAG should therefore include reasonable potential
funding sources to increase the availability of transit options. Though
potential sources have to be realistic, SANDAG’s reliance on financial
constraints to eliminate viable transit options seems to be a post-hoc
justification. At the very least SANDAG should include community
supported alternatives with the caveat that they will be implemented
should funding options materialize per 23 CFR 450.322(f)(10))(viii).
These are crucial points that must be discussed and treated more
transparently because improper assumptions about funding can
obfuscate or incorrectly dismiss opportunities for changing key
elements of this plan.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

Out of the alternatives that were presented in the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (DEIR) for the San Diego Forward Plan, we believe
Alternative 5 is by far the most reflective of transportation justice
principles. The DEIR refers to this alternative as the ‘environmentally
superior alternative.’ This alternative contains key elements that the
community has consistently advocated for, including the following:
Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for Urban Core local bus
routes by 2025; Complete all active transportation projects in the
proposed Plan by 2025; Increased frequencies for 44 transit routes
where ridership was at or near capacity of the vehicles; and convert
existing general purpose lanes to managed lanes to accommodate
Rapid routes that would operate in new Managed Lanes under the
proposed Plan. We support key elements noted in Alternative 5, with
modifications to most accurately reflect the principles of transportation
justice and provide an achievable framework. We are specifically asking
for an alternative to be adopted that contains the following: Transit
Efficiency & Affordability ▪ Implement 10-minute all-day frequencies for
Urban Core local bus routes and expand bus service for early morning
and late night commuters by 2025. ▪ Increase frequency of transit on
the 44 routes where ridership was at or near capacity of the vehicles. ▪
If housing and transportation cost burden exceeds 45% of household
income, adults will be eligible for transit access assistance through
subsidized or free transit passes depending upon need. ▪ No cost transit
passes for the youth of families at or below the regional median
income level. Prioritization of Transit Projects in Overburdened
Communities ▪ Complete all (constrained and unconstrained) public
transit capital projects and public transit operations improvements first
by 2025 that are located within the most overburdened communities in
our region.18 Much of where overburdened communities are located
overlaps with the boundaries for infrastructure priorities as identified in
the Urban Area Transit Strategy report. For example, the type of transit
projects in these prioritized communities we would like to see
completed by 2025 include the following: - SR 15 to SR 94 (Centerline
Rapid 235) Transit-Only Connector (Phasing 2035); - 54th Street BRT
(Phasing 2035); - Purple Line Trolley (Phasing 2035); - Orange Line
Frequency Enhancements Grade Separation (Phasing 2035); - Blue Line
Frequency Enhancements Grade Separation (Phasing 2050); and

Federal law requires SANDAG to prepare a Regional Transportation Plan that could be implemented with reasonably expected revenues. The Regional
Plan provides mobility options for all the region's residents within the reality of financial constraints. The strategies suggested in the comment are
either already included in Alternative 5D, or represent variations in the location or timing of the transportation network improvements already included
in Alternative 5D. The Draft EIR outlines a number of factors, including funding constraints that affect the feasibility of Alternative 5D. The Board of
Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
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- Double Tracking of Blue Line and Orange Line (unconstrained
network). Safe Streets for All
▪ Complete all retrofits for safe routes to new and existing transit,
prioritizing infrastructure in overburdened communities by 2025
(retrofits for safe routes to existing transit only in unconstrained
network).
▪ Complete all Active Transportation Retrofits for Bicycle/Pedestrian
Improvements at Freeway Interchanges by 2025, prioritizing
overburdened communities first (unconstrained network).
▪ Expand and implement safe routes to school with emphasis on
increasing walk and bike mode share to school to 10% by 2021,
prioritizing infrastructure in overburdened communities first.

Regarding the State Route 94 project, based on input from the community, Caltrans will evaluate the additional alternatives noted above as part of the
environmental analysis for the SR 94 Express Lanes project. In the meantime, SANDAG and Caltrans are pursuing the implementation of an interim Bus
on Shoulder Project along both I-805 and SR 94 to coincide with the opening of the South Bay Rapid in late 2017/early 2018.
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Monique Lopez

Environmental
Health Coalition

Complete all active transportation projects in the proposed Plan by
2021, prioritizing infrastructure in overburdened communities first.
Innovative Freeway Strategies ▪ Eliminate the proposed Plan’s
investments in highways that adds general purpose lanes and managed
lanes, but instead allow for basic operational improvements. ▪ Do not
add lanes for HOV/Rapid bus use. Instead convert existing general
purpose lanes to managed lanes to accommodate Rapid routes and
HOV that would operate in new Managed Lanes under the proposed
Plan. ▪ Usage of existing right-of-way for transit only lanes. For
example, innovative community supported strategies for the SR 94
include the following: Innovative Community-Supported Alternative 1Convert an existing general purpose lane on the MLK, Jr. Freeway (SR94) for High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV) and transit use. Innovative
Community-Supported Alternative 2- Install transit only lanes using the
existing right-of-way (shoulder and/or median). Regional & Local
Transit-

Response

Source

The Regional Bike Plan was adopted in 2010. The Regional Bike Network was developed around providing connections between Smart Growth
Opportunity Areas, regional transit, and major activity centers. At the Plan level these connections are identified as corridors. As projects move in to
implementation specific alignments are developed. The network was prioritized to focus initially on areas that have the highest potential for more
people riding bikes. With the adoption of the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program (EAP) SANDAG is currently focusing resources on
implementation of the highest priority projects as identified in the EAP. When the Regional Bike Plan is updated in the future suggested changes to the
network will be considered comprehensively to maintain the integrity of network connectivity.
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In both preferred alternatives improve regional and local transit options
by providing transit access to the CenterLine and South Bay Rapid with
a transit station in the impacted community along the MLK, Jr. Freeway
(SR-94). Additionally, in both preferred alternatives, uphold the promise
of the transit-only connection from the SR-15 to the MLK, Jr. Freeway
(SR-94) for the CenterLine Rapid 235. Complete Corridor- In both
preferred alternatives, increase the funding of bike and pedestrian
infrastructure along the MLK, Jr. Freeway (SR-94) project corridor and
fixing the dangerous SR-94 freeway off-ramps/on-ramps to create a
Complete Corridor. A different approach, rather than the one SANDAG
is currently moving forward with in the Draft Regional Plan, needs to
be one that significantly reduces Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions,
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in the region from the transportation
sector, and one that ensures transportation justice. Therefore, the
undersigned organizations are united in our request to support key
elements of Alternative 5 presented in the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (DEIR) for the San Diego Forward Plan as outlined in this letter.
267

Friends of Rose
Canyon

I. In Draft Appendix A, Figure A.8 and Figure A.9, the Class 1 Bike
Paths shown in Rose Canyon from Gilman to Nobel and in Roselle
Canyon should be deleted. This route for the CRT should also be
deleted from the Regional Bike Plan. The City of San Diego is well
along in the process of selecting a different route for this portion of the
Coastal Rail Trail. The City hired a consultant and established a Public
Working Group (SANDAG was on the PWG) and community input
process to evaluate various alignments for the CRT. A large number of
criteria were used to develop and evaluate a number of alternatives for
this segment of the CRT. The alternative shown in Figure A.8 scored so
badly, that it was eliminated very early in the process. It also faced
overwhelming community opposition. In addition, the City of San
Diego deleted the Rose Canyon and Roselle Canyon portions of the
CRT from their 2011 Updated Bike Master Plan. The route for the CRT
between Gilman and the Sorrento Valley Coaster Station that the
consultants scored the best, and that had overwhelming community
support, was the alignment up Gilman, through UCSD, connecting the
new separated bike path that Caltrans is currently building from Voigt
Drive to the Sorrento Valley Coaster Station. SANDAG’s map should
reflect this alternative.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

II. Figure A.3 shows one alignment for the HSR. This should be
corrected. The CHSRA has two alternatives for the segment between I15 and downtown San Diego (see Attachment A). These are shown on
the CAHSRA map for the LA to SD section that is Attachment A to
these comments.

Until a final alignment is chosen by the California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA), SANDAG is showing the alignment documented in the CHSRA's
programmatic environmental document. The final Regional Plan will include a map showing the High-Speed Rail Alternative Alignments.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

III. The Miramar Hill Tunnel options (26a and 26b) for the LOSSAN
corridor appear to have been deleted from the plan. They should be
retained and evaluated for construction at an early date. They are
shown in Attachment B to these comments. This tunnel would provide
a major time savings to all trains. Compared to the huge cost of some
of the highway projects, such as the I-805 North, which simply attract
more cars and provide little time savings, a Miramar Hill rail tunnel
would provide a substantial time savings to every train (Coaster,
Amtrak, freight) 24 hours a day. This could lead to a large increase in
ridership. The tunnel under I-5 (26b) is a much more direct route,
which presumably would provide maximum time savings. The concept
of a station under UCSD for this alignment should be studied. This
alternative would also provide tremendous environmental benefits, as
removing the tracks from Rose Canyon would open up extensive
wetland and upland areas that could be used for mitigation for other
projects. This would provide great environmental benefit to Rose
Canyon, the MHPA, the Rose Canyon wildlife corridor, and the Rose
Creek watershed, the major tributary of Mission Bay. Tunnel option
26a goes east and would have a station under UTC. This alternative
appears to involve a major curve and to take the train well to the east
even of UTC. It would be slower and provide less environmental benefit
to Rose Canyon and the Rose Creek watershed.

The Sorrento to Miramar Phase 2 double track and curve realignment project is currently in the design stage, which would add a second track and
straighten curves along the Miramar Hill section of the LOSSAN corridor. This will allow for additional trains in the future. SANDAG will also studying
how better to connect the Sorrento Valley COASTER station to both University City and the Sorrento Mesa employment area. These improvements are
likely to be a more cost effective solution than a tunnel due to its high capital cost.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

The I-805 North project: Delete the Nobel DAR, Park & Ride Parking Lot
and Bus Station .These elements of the I-805 North Project are not
specifically listed in the TransNet Ordinance. The DAR/PK & Ride/Bus
Station individually and collectively are unnecessary, extremely costly,
environmentally damaging, and add little if any benefit to the I-805
North project. The full I-805 North project includes: - widening the 805
by four lanes between SR-52 and Mira Mesa Blvd (adding four Managed
Lanes in the middle) - DAR ramps at Mira Mesa Blvd - DAR ramp at
Nobel, plus a BRT station, and Park and Ride parking lot Reasons to
delete the Nobel Drive Park & Ride, Bus Station and DAR On 10/29/08,
Dave Schumacher (Principal Planner, SANDAG) sent an email to Chris
Schmidt at CALTRANS stating that he had met with MTS and “bottom
line, it doesn’t appear there is much need for an off-street bus facility and
the park-and-ride demand for the reverse commute direction is likely
small.” In that email thread, Michael B. Daney, Senior Transportation
Planner at MTS raised multiple concerns, including the lack of need for a
bus station there, who would bear the cost of the station, the minimal
need for any park and ride spaces there, and the problem with taking the
Super Loop off the street to enter the station. The Nobel Park and
Ride/Bus Station/DAR are not key elements of the I-805 North Project.
Quite the contrary: the traffic and other studies show no need for or
benefit from these aspects of the project, and their cost is enormous. The
Managed Lanes and Carroll Canyon DAR are not dependent on, or
enhanced by, the Nobel Park and Ride/Bus Station and DAR Major
problems with the Nobel Park and Ride, Bus Station, and DAR are born
out by: - Data in the I-805 North MND - The “Interstate 805 Managed
Lanes North Project Final Existing Conditions & Traffic Operations Analysis
Report”, Nov. 3, 2009, prepared for SANDAG by Caltrans and URS Corp.
- SANDAG’s 2020 and 2050 BRT Network plan

The plan for the Nobel Drive DAR and Transit Center has evolved considerably over time. In 2008-2009 there was little transit service or connectivity
planned for this location. The current plan has four Rapid bus routes and one Light Rail Transit (LRT) route utilizing the station. These services are
designed to connect with the existing SuperLoop service and integrate with the upcoming Mid-Coast LRT service. The Nobel Drive DAR and Transit
Center is expected to be one of the more heavily used facilities in the region. The Nobel Drive DAR and Transit Center is also a candidate for future
designation as a Mobility Hub. Mobility Hubs are transportation centers located in smart growth opportunity areas served by high frequency transit
service. They provide an integrated suite of transportation services, amenities, and urban design enhancements that bridge the distance between
transit and an individual’s origin or destination. Mobility hubs are places of connectivity, where different modes of travel—walking, biking, ridesharing,
Rapid and light rail services—come together seamlessly, and where there is a concentration of employment, housing, shopping, and/or recreation.
Mobility hubs feature a range of transportation choices including: bikeshare, carshare, neighborhood electric vehicles, bike parking, dynamic parking
management strategies, real-time traveler information, real-time ridesharing, demand-based shuttle or jitney services, bicycle and pedestrian
improvements, wayfinding, urban design enhancements, and supporting systems like mobile applications, electric vehicle charging, smart intersections,
and a universal payment system to make it easy to access a wide range of travel choices.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

The Nobel Park and Ride, Bus Station and DAR come at a huge cost to
taxpayers with little benefit to commuters, transit riders and either
carpool or single occupancy vehicles. The 2007 estimated cost for the
P&R/Bus Station/DAR is $82 mil. That did not include financing, and
was assuming that the DAR retaining walls do not drive the need to
also widen the Nobel Dr. bridge over the 805, a possibility mentioned
in the MND. Among the many reasons for the high cost is that the
Nobel DAR requires that the high 805 bridge over Rose Canyon be
widened an additional amount beyond what is required for adding the
four MLs. Taxpayers will also have to pay the cost of operations and
maintenance for the Nobel Pk & Ride/Bus Station/DAR. It is unclear who
will be responsible for this – whether it will be the responsibility of MTS
or some other entity. Furthermore, a major goal of the entire I-805
North project, especially the Nobel Pk & Ride, Bus Station and DAR, is
to encourage people to use alternative modes of travel to the Single
Occupancy Vehicle (SOV). On p. 8- 13 of the Caltrans/URS study, Table
8.6-1 shows that the entire I-805 North project, including the 4
managed lanes, the Carroll Canyon DAR and the Nobel P&R/Bus
Station/DAR do little to achieve that goal:

There are a number of transportation improvements planned for the UTC/Golden Triangle area including Managed Lanes on I-805, Direct Access Ramp
(DAR) at Noble Drive, I-805/SR 52 West-to-North and South-to-East HOV Connectors, four Rapid Bus routes and one LRT route that would serve the
Nobel Drive DAR and Transit Center. Updated transportation model runs based on the latest approved land use plans for the UTC/Golden Triangle area
show that the Build scenario compared to the No-Build scenario will reduce the amount of vehicle trips by 30,000 per day on major arterials in and out
of the UTC/Golden Triangle area. In other words, the investment in transit and carpool infrastructure is expected to substantially reduce the amount of
traffic in the UTC/Golden Triangle area as compared to doing nothing. Regarding the cost of ongoing maintenance and operations, SANDAG has an
agreement with Caltrans for Caltrans to provide operations and maintenance for facilities build on and as part of the highway system. TransNet, the
region's half-cent transportation improvement measure program, provides for the operation and maintenance for new transit facilities built as part of
the measure.
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The Nobel Drive DAR is planned to accommodate four future Rapid services including Routes 30, 650, 689 and 870 from central, east and south
county, providing essential connections to the University City area. Additionally, it is planned that the station at Nobel Drive and I-805 will
accommodate future Trolley service (Route 562) by 2050. Cumulatively, these routes help reduce auto traffic by approximately 30,000 vehicles per
weekday based on the 2050 travel demand model estimates.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

•

The 2030 Build alternative vs. No Build alternative increases the
number of non-single occupancy vehicle person work trips in the
morning peak by just 216 NB and 223 SB (presumably that
includes all riders in BRT busses, carpools, vanpools, etc.).

•

The 2030 Build alternative vs. No Build alternative increases the
number of non-single occupancy vehicle person work trips in the
afternoon peak by 134 NB and by 356 SB. Since the entire I-805
North project does almost nothing to achieve its stated goal,
there is no rationale for including the incredibly expensive,
unnecessary, and environmentally destructive Nobel Park and
Ride/Bus Station and DAR. It would be a stunning waste of
taxpayer money for transit to build these facilities.

The Nobel/805 area is a poor location for a bus station. Busses providing
service to the high-density employment area along LJVD and north of
LJVD would travel out of their way to exit at Nobel. The current 960 from
the Euclid Trolley Station to UTC, which used to exit at Nobel, has been
switched to exit at LJVD. Even for those few BRT buses planned to exit at
Nobel, there is no need for a station – an on-street stop would be
quicker. If riders want to connect from a BRT bus to the Super Loop, they
can do so directly on Nobel Drive or Judicial Drive at one of the existing
Super Loop stops. Making the Super Loop add in a stop at this new bus
station would take the Super Loop out of direction, lengthening the ride
for the vast majority of users. MTS emails during the planning process for
this station make this point. Making busses navigate a bus facility here
would slow the BRT route as well as the Super Loop buses. Taxpayers
would need to operate and maintain the facility. Although this is also a
bad location for the DAR, if built, the DAR would function better without
the bus station by allowing drivers to access Nobel Drive more directly.
Eliminating the bus station would reduce the I-805 North’s project’s
environmental impact, as the location is environmentally sensitive and
would require extensive grading.

Additionally, the Nobel Drive interchange is better positioned for implementation of a direct connector ramp that transit and carpools/vanpools can use
to connect directly from the I-805 Managed Lanes to the arterial street network in University City. This location also works well for both existing and
future transit services and is in one of the top five performing DARs in the region. Furthermore, the La Jolla Village Drive/I-805 interchange is too
congested to accommodate a direct connector ramp.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

Building a 175-car parking lot in this location makes no sense

The Draft Regional Plan includes the following transit routes that include service to the Nobel Drive Transit Center. Route 30 will provide all day service
between Old Town and Sorrento Mesa via University City. Route 689 will provide peak period commuter service between Otay Mesa and the UTC
Transit Center. Route 650 will provide peak period commuter service between Chula Vista and Carlsbad. Route 870 will provide all day express service
between El Cajon and the UTC Transit Center. The Purple Line Trolley will provide all day service between San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via the I-805
and I-15 corridors and communities of Kearny Mesa/Mission Valley/Mid-City/Southeastern San Diego/inland South Bay. These routes will be designed
to maximize efficiency and ridership. The parking lot will be designed to serve a variety of carpool and transit trips for travelers both traveling to and
leaving from the UTC area. When the parking lot reaches capacity, measures can be implemented to provide parking preference for targeted uses.
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•

The primary commute in this area is NB in the morning to the
high- density employment areas in the Golden Triangle/Sorrento
Valley and SB in the afternoon. This parking lot would be at the
wrong end of the commute.

•

Any parking lot in this area that does not charge a fee becomes
free parking for UCSD students. This occurs along all the streets,
and in area shopping malls that do not enforce time limits. To
avoid paying to park on campus, students park in any available
free parking. It is highly likely that a number of students would
simply drive from outlying areas, park in this lot and hop the
Super Loop (they get low- cost transit passes), thus not reducing
car traffic and leaving taxpayers to foot the bill to build and
maintain the parking lot.

•

Only three bus routes are planned to use this station, two of
them operating only weekdays at peak hours. Those planned to
use it would actually do better not to have to navigate a station
here and instead have on-street stops. Some of these bus routes
would likely provide better service if they were re-routed to
exit/enter the I-805 at La Jolla Village Drive instead of at Nobel,
as LJ Village Drive and the area north of it is where the high
density employment is. The 2050 Revenue Constrained Network
includes 3 BRT routes that would pass through the Nobel bus
station location:

•

Rt. 689 will run only on weekdays at peak hours: having this bus
exit on Nobel and drive a long way through areas with little
employment and out of the way for residents to access it before
it gets to UTC is a very poor route. Moreover, from Nobel to
UTC, and up to Executive Drive, it simply duplicates the existing
and more frequent Super Loop.

•

Rt. 870 will run only on weekdays at peak hours, and similar to
Rt. 689, takes a long out-of-direction detour by following Nobel.

•

Rt. 680, which will serve Sorrento Mesa, exiting the I-805 at
Mira Mesa Blvd, is planned for all day. It will exit the 805 to stop
at the Nobel bus station, then get right back on the 805, thus
lengthening the ride for most passengers who are coming from
points south. This maneuver would require a bus station large
enough to accommodate a huge turn-around area for buses for
this problematic stop on a single BRT route. It is certainly
possible that this out of direction stop would be discontinued
from the route at some point. The 2050 Revenue Constrained
Local Bus Network shows no local busses going anywhere near
the Nobel/805 area (the Super Loop runs nearby, coming south
on Judicial and turning west on Nobel).
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

The Nobel/805 area is a poor location for a bus station. Busses providing
service to the high-density employment area along LJVD and north of
LJVD would travel out of their way to exit at Nobel. The current 960 from
the Euclid Trolley Station to UTC, which used to exit at Nobel, has been
switched to exit at LJVD. Even for those few BRT buses planned to exit at
Nobel, there is no need for a station – an on-street stop would be
quicker. If riders want to connect from a BRT bus to the Super Loop, they
can do so directly on Nobel Drive or Judicial Drive at one of the existing
Super Loop stops. Making the Super Loop add in a stop at this new bus
station would take the Super Loop out of direction, lengthening the ride
for the vast majority of users. MTS emails during the planning process for
this station make this point. Making busses navigate a bus facility here
would slow the BRT route as well as the Super Loop buses. Taxpayers
would need to operate and maintain the facility. Although this is also a
bad location for the DAR, if built, the DAR would function better without
the bus station by allowing drivers to access Nobel Drive more directly.
Eliminating the bus station would reduce the I-805 North’s project’s
environmental impact, as the location is environmentally sensitive and
would require extensive grading.

The Nobel Drive DAR is planned to accommodate four future Rapid services including Routes 30, 650, 689 and 870 from central, east and south
county, providing essential connections to the University City area. Additionally, it is planned that the station at Nobel Drive and I-805 will
accommodate future Trolley service (Route 562) by 2050. Cumulatively, these routes help reduce auto traffic by approximately 30,000 vehicles per
weekday based on the 2050 travel demand model estimates.

Letter

Additionally, the Nobel Drive interchange is better positioned for implementation of a direct connector ramp that transit and carpools/vanpools can use
to connect directly from the I-805 Managed Lanes to the arterial street network in University City. This location also works well for both existing and
future transit services and is in one of the top five performing DARs in the region. Furthermore, the La Jolla Village Drive/I-805 interchange is too
congested to accommodate a direct connector ramp.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

The Nobel DAR is hugely expensive, unnecessary, and poorly located.

The Noble Drive DAR will provide direct access to a key housing and employment centers on the I-805 corridor. The DAR is designed to provide quick
and direct access for carpool, vanpool, and Rapid bus traffic. The DAR has been strategically located to connect to existing SuperLoop transit service
and in close proximity to the future Mid-Coast LRT service. The time savings, ease of access, and mobility benefits provided by the Nobel Drive DAR to
carpool, vanpool, and BRT patrons, especially during peak-periods, are expected to be substantial. An intermediate access point to the south of La Jolla
Village Drive will not provide a similar benefit to the Nobel Drive DAR. The DAR concept is a key component to the regional strategy to build a system
within the existing freeway system that focuses on the mobility needs of carpool, vanpool, and Rapid bus travel providing transportation choices and
advantages over the use of the single-occupant vehicle. Once the DAR is in place along with the other planned transit and managed-lane systems, the
Noble Drive DAR is expected to be one of the region's top performing DARs.

Letter

•

The DAR is particularly expensive to build here because it
requires widening the 805 bridge over Rose Canyon by even
more than is necessary for adding the Managed lanes. This
additional widening of the bridge increases the environmental
impact as well.

•

The number of BRT routes and busses that would use the DAR is
small, since Nobel is a poor location to exit the 805 for the
purpose of reaching the high-density employment areas.

•

Instead of the Nobel DAR, the I-805 North project should
provide an IAP (intermediate access point) on the I-805 for NB
vehicles, allowing them to exit the Managed Lanes south of La
Jolla Village Drive and exit onto La Jolla Village Drive (the main
employment area). Oddly, there is no IAP planned to make it
possible for vehicles to do this. Thus, carpools, buses, and
vanpools seeking to reach the high-density employment area
along and to the north of LJVD are not allowed to exit the ML
off the 805 NB onto LJVD/Miramar Rd. The absence of this IAP
may in fact drive down the usage of the managed lanes. Instead
of forcing users to get on and off at Nobel and driving an extra
distance on local streets, it would be far simpler, less expensive,
more useful and more flexible to have an IAP allowing I-805 NB
access from the MLs to LJVD. Is it the existence of the long
Nobel DAR structure that in fact makes this obvious location for
an IAP somehow impossible to include?

•

There appears to be an IAP that allows I-805 SB traffic to enter
the managed lanes just south of the on-ramp from LJVD. And
just to the north of LJVD, there is also an IAP that allows access
from the Managed Lanes to LJVD, which makes sense.

•

Given that the LJVD/805 on and off ramps must be redesigned as
part of the I-805 North project, might it be possible for LJVD onramps to the I-805 SB to include a second HOV lane or be
otherwise designed to better accommodate busses, carpools,
vanpools, etc.? Similarly, might it be possible for the I-805 NB off
ramp to LJVD to be redesigned to better serve busses, carpools
and vanpools? The MND p. 12 states: “Outward main lane shifts
would necessitate the realignment of the following existing ramps
and connectors within the project limits” – NB off-ramp to Nobel
SB on-ramp from Nobel NB off-ramp to LJVD NB on-ramp from EB
LJVD NB on-ramp from WB LJVD SB on-ramp from EB LJVD SB onramp fro WB LJVD SB off-ramp to LJVD
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

The Travel Time Savings in the CALTRANS/URS traffic study for the I805 North project shows minimal savings by almost every measure (p.
9-25) - There is little time savings between the 2030 Build and No-Build
alternatives. - There is little time savings between the existing and 2030
Build alternative - In the 2030 Build Alternative, there is little time
difference between the Managed Lanes and General Purpose Lanes.
For the 2030 Build Alternative, travel time in the MLs is 45 seconds
faster than in the GP lanes in the am peak period and 30 seconds faster
in the pm peak period. Given these projections, busses, carpools and
vanpools should simply use the MLs and use IAPs to exit at LJVD (where
much of the traffic is seeking to go) or just use the GP lanes. There is
no justification for the Nobel DAR. The Caltrans/URS traffic study (p.
805) provides projections on the time savings for the 2030 Build and
No-Build options. It shows that for the time required to travel the
length of the I-805 North project the time savings is almost nonexistent. Thus there is no rationale in terms of time savings for the
massive and costly Nobel DAR ramp. It makes no sense to route traffic
onto the Nobel DAR, forcing buses, carpools and vanpools to enter and
exit the MLs at a location inconvenient to the high-density employment
area. The DAR ramp comes at a tremendous cost, both monetary and
environmental. This is in part due to the fact that just south of the
Nobel/805 intersection, the I-805 is on a high bridge over Rose Canyon.
This bridge will be widened to add the second HOV lane. However,
building the Nobel DAR will require additional widening of the bridge.
The DAR is also a massive fixed structure. If the MLs and the IAPs need
adjusting to function well, that can be done. If the DAR turns out to be
a poor decision, it will be a huge, costly white elephant with the cost of
its construction and long-term maintenance paid for by taxpayers for
decades. The DAR is a facility whose only justification for construction
is weekday peak traffic periods. It is a project with minimal if any
usefulness, huge environmental impact on Rose Canyon, and huge
cost. The Nobel Park and Ride/Bus Station/DAR come a tremendous
environmental cost to Rose Canyon and the Rose Creek watershed, the
major tributary of Mission Bay. They are near vernal pools, and adjacent
to MHPA protected habitat. They would also require major grading and
fill, as the land is not flat. This area is some of the last remaining open
space enjoyed by the surrounding urban residents.

The Noble Drive DAR will facilitate use of alternative transportation modes to provide direct access to a key housing and employment centers on the I805 corridor. The DAR is designed to provide quick and direct access to and from the Managed Lanes that provides priority access for carpool,
vanpool, and rapid bus traffic. The DAR has been strategically located to connect to existing SuperLoop transit service and in close proximity to the
future Mid-Coast LRT service. The time savings referenced in the Caltrans/URS study are averaged over long periods of time. The time savings, ease of
access, and mobility benefits to carpool, vanpool, and BRT patrons, especially during peak-periods, are expected to be substantial. In general, the DAR
concept is a key component to the regional strategy to build a system within the existing freeway system that focuses on the mobility needs of carpool,
vanpool, and rapid bus travel providing transportation choices and advantages over the use of the single-occupant vehicle. Once the DAR is in place
along with the other planned transit and managed-lane systems, the Noble Drive DAR is expected to be one of the region's top performing DARs.
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277

Friends of Rose
Canyon

In summary, even with the huge expense of the entire $657 million I805 North project, the actual increase in Non-Single Occupancy Work
Trips, is minimal: 216 additional Non-Single Occupancy Work Trips in
2030. Projected Non-Single Occupancy Work Trips: 2006 NB AM peak:
701 2030 No-Build NB AM peak: 1051 2030 Build NB AM peak: 1,267
Increasing the number of Non-Single Occupancy Work Trips is,
according to SANDAG, a key measure of the project’s success. If the
Nobel Park and Ride/Bus Station/DAR were of any significant benefit,
this number would be far higher. It would be a timely and wise move
to delete the Nobel Park and Ride/Bus Station/DAR from the I-805
North project. This would save millions of tax payer dollars and
contribute substantially to the protection of open space land in the
Rose Canyon greenbelt. In fact, the I-805 North project provides so
little benefit at such huge cost, not only should the Nobel Park and
Ride/Bus Station/DAR be deleted, the following should also be deleted:
- the remaining unbuilt portion of the I-805 North widening Managed
Lanes Project - the I-805/ SR 52 Managed Lane Connector Deletion of
the remaining unbuilt portion of the I-805 North project is supported
by Table 9.9-1: Performance Measures Summary from the “Interstate
805 Managed Lanes North Project Final Existing Conditions & Traffic
Operations Analysis Report” prepared by URS and Caltrans for
SANDAG. (See Attachment C) This table gives existing conditions and
travel times savings in both GP (General Purpose Lanes) and ML
(Managed Lanes) for the 2030 No Build and 2030 Build Alternatives. It
also provides the Non SOV (Single Occupancy Vehicle) Person Work
Trips for existing conditions and the 2030 Build and No Build Scenarios.
This shows that both the time savings and the increase in Non SOV
Person Work Trips are minimal in the 2030 Build alternative.

There are a number of transportation improvements planned for the UTC/Golden Triangle area including Managed Lanes on I-805, Direct Access Ramp
(DAR) at Noble Drive, I-805/SR 52 West-to-North and South-to-East HOV Connectors, four Rapid Bus routes and one LRT route that would serve the
Nobel Drive DAR and Transit Center. Updated transportation model runs based on the latest approved land use plans for the UTC/Golden Triangle area
show that the Build scenario compared to the No-Build scenario will reduce the amount of single-occupant vehicles by 30,000 trips per day on major
arterials in and out of the UTC/Golden Triangle area. In other words, the investment in transit and carpool infrastructure is expected to substantially
reduce the amount of traffic in the UTC/Golden Triangle area as compared to doing nothing. An important component of the region's mobility
strategy is to build a system within the existing freeway system that focuses on the mobility needs of carpool, vanpool, and Rapid bus travel providing
transportation choices and advantages over the use of the single-occupant vehicle. The transportation investment planned for the UTC area is designed
to reduce traffic and improve mobility as compared to making no improvements.
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Friends of Rose
Canyon

Delete the trolley line that comes from Kearney Mesa to Nobel Drive to
UTC (See Attachment D). This line simple duplicates BRT routes at a
vastly greater cost and would likely be far slower. The cost and
environmental impact to build it would likely be huge. The route down
Nobel, like the route for BRTs proposed to take that route, would be a
long, slow, route with little connection to either residences or
businesses.

The future commuter peak period and Trolley services along the I-805 corridor that interface with Nobel Drive and UTC provide service to different
markets creating the need for both service types. The commuter service provides long-distance auto equivalent trips that are attractive to riders who
have access to a personal vehicle but desire to take transit as a result of its time and cost-savings advantages among other factors. The Trolley service
on the I-805 provides all-day service for other trips for all travelers, focusing more on multiple destinations rather than speed to meet a variety of trip
purposes with access to multiple land use types including shopping, recreation, jobs, housing and open space.

Letter

GENI

Why does the SD Forward Plan not come close to achieving the GHG
emission (reduction) targets set by the State through AB-32? Research
has shown that it is possible to reach these targets. The San Diego
Climate Action Plan shows that it is possible for the city of San Diego.
Why would it not be possible for the region? SD Forward should - at a
minimum - hit the AB32 targets. Why is there such a focus on building
so many roads when there is a downward trend in vehicle miles
travelled and new housing and building developments will be focussed
on a more compressed area? By building roads, you are encouraging
people to travel by car. What is needed is FIRST more transit options to
enable and stimulate residents to use other ways of transport: it's
better for the environment, better for people's health, and cheaper in
the long run. A 35 year plan should be visionary, not an additional
building block on an existing situation (adding lanes to highways).
There should be more options still for bikers. Combined with good
transit options, so many more people would travel by bike in this area
of near-perfect weather and natural beauty. Other cities have proved
that it is possible. San Diego can do it too. And on a personal note,
please do consider transit options around Mount Soledad.

Draft EIR Section 4.8 provides detailed analysis demonstrating that under implementation of the Draft Regional Plan, the region would not conflict
with the AB 32 statewide GHG target of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 or conflict with SB 375 regional GHG targets for passenger
vehicles. Supporting documentation for the analysis is provided in EIR Appendix G

Web
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Name

Bryony van Tuyll

The Draft Regional Plan dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, and a bulk of the highway expenditures in the Draft Regional Plan are for
managed lane projects that directly support transit and carpooling. The Draft Regional Plan also allocates three percent of expenditures to projects that
promote walking, bicycling, and smart growth.
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Andy Hamilton

HHSA Live Well
Physical Activity
Committee

The North Central Live Well Leadership Team’s Physical Activity
Committee (PAC) is comprised of the County’s Health and Human
Services Agency, community stakeholders, and health organizations in
Clairemont and Linda Vista that are committed to increasing
opportunities for physical activity by creating healthy, safe, and
accessible spaces. The PAC recognizes the immense effort required to
create the San Diego Forward regional plan (Plan), and applauds its
emphasis on expanding transportation options in the region. The PAC
has responded to many requests from residents who seek to address
neighborhood speeding and congestion issues that compromise the
safety of residents who wish to walk and bike, and to access transit
stops. We have worked within our target communities to reduce
dangerous driving and excessive speeds. Typically, the most popular
and effective traffic calming solutions -- corner bulb-outs and traffic
circles – are rejected in favor of stop signs or speed bumps due to
limited traffic calming budgets. To date, the TransNet Local Streets and
Roads Program has been interpreted by SANDAG to restrict funding for
traffic calming from this source to smart growth areas. As a result,
many residents who would opt to walk, bike, or use transit continue to
drive, adding to congestion. The PAC requests this restriction be
removed, to allow greater access to congestion relief projects that will
foster safe and healthy communities for all.

SANDAG works with the Cities/County Transportation Advisory Committee to review the eligibility of certain type of local street and road projects
within the confines of the TransNet Ordinance. SANDAG suggests reaching out to public works staff from the relevant jurisdictions so that this
proposal can be considered for further discussion.

Letter
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Andy Hamilton

HHSA Live Well
Physical Activity
Committee

A second area of concern is the overcrossings of Interstate-805 on
Balboa Avenue and Clairemont Mesa Boulevard. These corridors are
gateways into nearby commercial areas. Currently, the I-805 ramps
only allow vehicles to pass safely. Infrastructure for bicyclists and
pedestrians is minimal and unsafe, blocking access through these
gateways. While we understand Caltrans has plans to eventually
redesign all of the freeway crossings to safely accommodate all modes,
this could take several decades. The PAC requests SANDAG elevate
these projects in the Plan, to ensure safety and accessibility for multimodal transportation in Clairemont and other neighborhoods facing
the same issue. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Bicycle/pedestrian improvements at freeway interchanges identified in the Draft Regional Plan will take place as the managed lanes projects they are
associated with are built (2035 in the case of the Balboa Ave./Clairemont Mesa Blvd. area). It is much more efficient and cost-effective to include active
transportation improvements at the same time that the overall managed lanes project is being built, rather than before or after.
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Hiba

International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

You should offer more buses.

The plan includes increased frequencies to most major, existing bus services in the urbanized areas to every 15 minutes all day by 2020 and 10 minutes
all day by 2035. Additionally, the plan includes 32 new regional Rapid transit services.

Web
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Qusyoonan Zakiya

International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

I like the idea of a bus going from El Cajon to the airport.

We appreciate your support and feedback. The Draft Regional Plan proposes Rapid route 90 with service from the El Cajon Transit Center to the San
Diego International Airport Intermodal Transit Center.

Web
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Shamoon Jeejo

International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

1.

Increase in the number of buses.

Web

2.

The buses should be newer and bigger.

3.

There should be buses going from El Cajon to the airport.

4.

Buses should run after midnight.

The Draft Regional Plan includes the creation of a ten-minute all-day network of Trolley and bus services in the urban areas of the region by 2035,
including later evening service. Bus vehicles normally have a life of about 12 years and are replaced regularly with brand new vehicles, many of which
are the larger articulated vehicles. Access from El Cajon to the airport can be done by taking the Orange Line to downtown San Diego, alighting at the
America Plaza station, and then boarding the Route 992 airport bus (which runs every 15 minutes).

285

Suzan Al Jaher

International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

1.

Please increase the number of buses. 2. It would be good to
have a bus from El Cajon to the airport 3. Please don't allow
loud annoying cars. 4. Please decrease the time between buses
from 1/2 hour to 1/4 hour.

The Draft Regional Plan includes the creation of a ten-minute all day network of Trolley and bus services in the urban areas of the region by 2035,
including later evening service. Bus vehicles normally have a life of about 12 years and are replaced regularly with brand new vehicles, many of which
are the larger articulated vehicles. Access from El Cajon to the airport can be done by taking the Orange Line to downtown, San Diego alighting at the
America Plaza station, and then boarding the Route 992 airport bus (which runs every 15 minutes).

Web
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Wafa Sleman

International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

I would like buses on Washington and Chase Streets (El Cajon) because
if I want to go anywhere I have to go to Main st first and then it costs
$10 a day to go to Cuyamaca.

Local bus service is provided on Washington Street via Routes 874/875 to provide access to the El Cajon Transit Center which is a future Rapid bus
station and connection with existing Trolley service. The cost of day pass is $5.00.
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International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

I am curious as to the status of the 94 highway improvements. Begin
Date?

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along SR 94 between I-805 and Downtown San Diego. The addition of
these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route. Local representatives and
community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating community-based alternatives into
the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on shoulder alternative. While current law
does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an opportunity to employ this strategy in
the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also being considered and as a result
Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another alternative would provide communities
along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation of the future SR 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV
direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Web
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International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

How will making buses and trolleys go different routes provide more
jobs? What about safety hazzards, bike racks? Busses and trolleys
should run later.

Increased trolley and bus services create additional jobs for operators and maintenance personnel. Not clear what the comment is concerning
"hazards", but rail and bus operators receive extensive training that ensure safe transit operations. All buses and rail vehicles are accessible to bicycles,
and additional bicycle facilities at stations are planned.

Web
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International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

Bike racks needed on the Trolleys.

MTS understands the limited space available in Trolley cars for bicycles. Unfortunately increasing space for bicycles would remove seats and other
available space for passengers, especially those with mobility devices. MTS is working with SANDAG on the placement of bicycle infrastructure at
station locations to reduce some of the need for passengers to travel on the system with their bicycle on board.

Web
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International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

This program is very good for opening new lanes and we want the
roads to become always not busy in order to arrive to work and school
and shopping easily. Please also we need to run the buses a long time
after 10pm everyday and the price is now high, please lower it. At last,
thank you for this plan for roads and safety is very important and
necessary.

Thanks for your comments. The transportation network was evaluates based on factors such as access to work, school and shopping which are
included and discussed in detail in Appendix N. Additionally, the Draft Regional Plan includes improvements in service frequencies on most bus routes
in the urbanized areas to every 15 minutes all day by 2020 and to 10 minutes all day by 2035. A "Safe Routes to Transit" program would fund
improvements designed to make it easier and safer to access new transit stations. In terms of transit fares, no increases are being proposed at this
time, fares do have to increase over time to account for increases in operating costs. Any fare increases that might be proposed in the future would
evaluate other possible alternatives and solicit public input.

Web
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International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

1.

Why does it not have a bus after 7pm? 2. Why does not have a
bus on Saturday and Sunday? 3. Good to have a bus to the
airport.

Route frequencies are driven by the level of ridership demand. Saturday and Sunday demand is lower on most routes, although some do operate every
15 minutes or better, even on weekends. For example, Routes 7, 8, 9, 30, 201/202, 204, and 215 operate every 12-15 minutes on Sundays (Routes 8
and 9 seasonally). As demand increases on other routes, MTS will consider adding frequencies, pending available resources to do so. For more specific
requests, riders can contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555. Bus service to the airport will continue to be provided.

Web
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International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

Also when does the MTS expect to phase out the Old (Mighboy) trolley
cars? What is SANDAGs projected revenue from trolley system for
2015/2016? Does SANDAG foresee an increase in disability/senior.
monthly fares? Need a dedicated trolley car for bikes.

All of the original model Trolley cars (Siemens U2) were retired by January 2015. The second series of Trolley car (Siemens SD100), also a high-floor car,
will remain in the fleet for the foreseeable future, though used only in trainsets with low-floor cars.

Comment
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International
Rescue
Committee –
CBO Workshop

1.

I would like there to be a bus from El Cajon to the airport at all
times.

Web

2.

They should offer buses on weekends from El Cajon to
surrounding areas and neighborhoods before it returns.

The Draft Regional Plan includes the creation of a ten-minute all day network of Trolley and bus services in the urban areas of the region by 2035,
including more weekend service. Access from El Cajon to the airport can be done by taking the Orange Line to downtown San Diego, alighting at the
America Plaza station, and then boarding the Route 992 airport bus (which runs every 15 minutes).

294

Jacobs Center
for
Neighborhood
Innovation (JCNI)
– CBO
Workshop

My concern is regarding the 2 hour bus passes. They are only good for
one way. Is it possible to make the bus passes good for round trip and
extend the two hr. restriction?

MTS does not have any plans to offer a two-hour pass at this time. There is a Day Pass available for $5, or a variety of multi-day and monthly passes
that all allow unlimited trips. There are also discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders.

Web
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JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Perhaps all this infrastructure and movement, instead of helping will be
more harmful the community in general. It's important to keep in mind
the community not just the high level but the medium and low.

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid
transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of
both new trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban
areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone. The system is intended to benefit everyone. No particular population is disproportionately
affected. See Appendix H - Social Equity Analysis and Engagement for more details.
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Name

MTS projects that Trolley fare revenues in Fiscal Year 2015/2016 will be $42.1 million. No specific changes in MTS fares are proposed at this time.
MTS understands the limited space available in Trolley cars for bicycles. Unfortunately increasing space for bicycles would remove seats and other
available space for passengers, especially those with mobility devices. MTS is working with SANDAG on the placement of bicycle infrastructure at
station locations to reduce some of the need for passengers to travel on the system with their bicycle on board.
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JCNI – CBO
Workshop

How can we reduce the traffic on the freeway. The Public
Transportation is too slow and takes too long.

Freeway congestion is alleviated when there is an increase in public transit ridership and other modes of alternative transportation, such as walking and
biking. The Trolley, SPRINTER, and Rapid services offer fast and reliable transit options with limited stops in key travel corridors. As displayed in Figure
A.10, Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing, many local bus routes in key corridors will also see service frequencies increased to
every 15 minutes by 2020, and additionally, to 10 minutes by 2035. Transportation Systems and Demand Management strategies are also a vital
component in decreasing freeway congestion and helping commuters choose alternative travel options. Please see Chapter 2: A Strategy for
Sustainability, for a more in depth discussion of the Regional Plan transportation improvements.

Web
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JCNI – CBO
Workshop

A person who is 40-50 yrs old needs to be checked to see if he/she is
carrying a valid Senior card/pass? If they are Seniors they should be
obligated to show ids. A two hour transfer ticket should be available.
We need a round trip pass instead.

All riders paying a discounted fare or riding on a discount pass are required to carry identification and have it available for inspection. A combination
Compass Card/photo identification is available that enables riders to carry the single card. While MTS has recently increased enforcement of the
identification requirement, riders paying a discounted fare should anticipate inspection at any time by an enforcement officer or other MTS personnel.

Web

MTS does not have any plans to offer a two-hour or round-trip pass at this time. There is a Day Pass available for $5, or a variety of multi-day and
monthly passes that all allow unlimited trips. There are also discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders.

298

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

I would like to see Hilltop and Euclid connected.

Local jurisdictions have purview over local streets. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web
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JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Pay more attention to the Corner of Euclid and Market, the traffic is
always heavy and backed up.

Local jurisdictions have purview over local streets. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web

300

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

I like the ideas and the plans but I think it will take too long.

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Web

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
301

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Why wait for the streets and roads to be improved? Why wait so long?

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Web

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
302

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

We need a stoplight to cross the street at the Trolley Station on 47th
Street.

47th Street is a city street under the purview of the City of San Diego. Installation of traffic controls such as crosswalks and signals also is under the
purview of the city. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web

303

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

We need cheaper bus fares.

Fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local, state, and federal
funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be reduced accordingly.
However, MTS does offer a variety of fare products and discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders. Details
of all fares and passes for MTS services are available on-line at www.sdmts.com or by calling the MTS Information and Trip Planning office at
(619) 233-3004. Information on NCTD fares and passes is available on-line at http://www.gonctd.com/customer-service-information or by calling NCTD
Customer Service at (760) 966-6500.

Web

304

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Everything looks good in your plans that you have, but it will take a
long time before we see the results of these structures, (plans).

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Web

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
305

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

All these changes sound good, but I think it will take too long.

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Web

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
306

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

The bus fares should be good for 2 hours, (departure and return).
Sometimes one has to go to the store and it is less than 2 hours, one
cannot pay two times.

MTS does not have any plans to offer a two-hour pass at this time. There is a Day Pass available for $5, or a variety of multi-day and monthly passes
that all allow unlimited trips. There are also discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders. Details of all fares
and passes for MTS services are available on-line at www.sdmts.com or by calling the MTS Information and Trip Planning office at (619) 233-3004.

Web

No.
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JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Bus passes are too expensive and there are no benches on the bus
stops, (dirty). Near the Trolley station there is too much traffic needing
to stop sometimes more than 10 minutes and it's especially bad when
the Trolley is late.

Pass prices and fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local,
state, and federal funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be
reduced accordingly. However, MTS does offer a variety of fare products, including passes that allow unlimited trips, and discounted cash fares and
monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders. Details of all fares and passes for MTS services are available on-line at www.sdmts.com or
by calling the MTS Information and Trip Planning office at (619) 233-3004.

Web

Bus benches and amenities are prioritized by the number of daily boardings at each location. Some locations are not possible for a bench because
there is insufficient width to maintain accessibility requirements, the sidewalk is not level or otherwise suitable for the installation, or the number of
rider boardings is too low to warrant a bench. However, MTS is happy to review any location upon request for a future installation. Such comments
can be submitted to the MTS Customer Service Dept. at (619) 557-4555.
Regarding the comment about traffic near the Trolley station: the location and nature of the problem are unclear. If this references an issue that can be
addressed by MTS, comments are welcome to be submitted to the MTS Customer Service Dept. at (619) 557-4555.
308

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

There are a lot of people selling drugs at the Trolley Station on Euclid
and Market.

MTS encourages riders to contact the Transit Enforcement Department at (619) 595-4960 or text (619) 318-1338 if they witness suspicious or criminal
activity on MTS vehicles or property.

Web

309

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

The 47th St Trolley Station needs an area for bicycles.

SANDAG maintains free and secure bicycle parking at many MTS transit stations. While there are no bike lockers currently at the 47th Street Trolley
Station, SANDAG will evaluate it as a potential future location. Today, there are bike lockers at the nearby Euclid Avenue Station. Information on all
bike locker locations as well as bike locker registration is available at icommutesd.com or by calling 511 and saying "biking".

Web

310

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Please reduce the fares for the bus lines and Trolley for everyone.

Fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local, state, and federal
funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be reduced accordingly.
However, MTS does offer a variety of fare products, including passes that allow unlimited trips, and discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for
qualifying seniors and disabled riders. Details of all fares and passes for MTS services are available on-line at www.sdmts.com or by calling the MTS
Information and Trip Planning office at (619) 233-3004.

Web

311

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Security needs to check fares of the passengers. Also the problem in
the Trolley areas are the bikes in the area with trains and cars. There is
no room for families and children.

MTS enforcement officers conduct random inspections of fares on the Trolley system. Enforcement of identification requirements for discounted passes
is also conducted by officers on Trolleys and on MTS buses.

Web

During peak times, only one bicycle is allowed per Trolley car; at other times, two bicycles per car are allowed. Recognizing the growth of demand to
bring carts, strollers, bicycles, and other large objects on MTS vehicles, MTS revised its Cart, Stroller, and Cargo Policy in 2012. For more information on
policies related to bicycles and other objects on MTS, please visit the MTS website at www.sdmts.com.

312

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

My concern is that once we exit Euclid on to 94 there is much
congestion, (along Euclid) and it is dangerous. Before we do any more
projects why don't we address this problem? What is going to happen
this part of California where the San Andreas fault crosses? We don't
know if it will do that is reach that point of destruction, what you
believe it will. This is not a secure place so as to put more money on
street maintenance and bridges and everything that is necessary.

The City of San Diego is developing a freeway interchange modification project which would make improvements to better accommodate bicyclists
and pedestrians. The project is in the design phase and part of the City's capital improvement program. Estimated completion is by 2018.

Web

313

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

To reduce the transit fare because with the number of family members
it is a lot to pay during a day and is more easy to use our cars. Also
need to increase the routes to the Southeast San Diego area so we can
use more frequently.

Fares pay for only 42 percent of every ride MTS provides. To decrease fares, there would need to be a greater public subsidy for transit or a decrease in
service. Even with the current fares, riding transit is more cost efficient than driving (studies show that eliminating a car for a family household would
save about $11,000 per year). Monthly passes for a family of five for unlimited transit use for a year would cost a little over $3,000. Also, MTS allows
two kids to ride free on weekends. Kids under six ride free. Youth passes are 50 percent off.

Web

Fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local, state, and federal
funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be reduced accordingly.
However, MTS does offer a variety of fare products and discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders. Details
of all fares and passes for MTS services are available on-line at www.sdmts.com or by calling the MTS Information and Trip Planning office at (619)
233-3004.
Transit fares are addressed in the Regional Fare Ordinance which is managed by SANDAG and the two transit operators. In the Draft Regional Plan,
fares are generally assumed to keep pace with inflation/cost of providing rail and bus services, although there is no specific timing on when fare
changes might occur.
314

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Repair and fix the Euclid Transit Center it is long overdue.

MTS recently rehabilitated all of the stations along the Orange Line, including the Euclid Avenue Transit Center, with new Trolley shelters, platforms,
and passenger amenities. Additionally, MTS is planning a major cleaning of the channel and replacement of the bus shelters. Other short term
improvements could include enhanced lighting and restoration of the pavement in the bus area. For the long-term, there are substantial public and
private improvements constructed and planned for the Encanto area, including Lincoln Park and the Market Street corridor. This will undoubtedly
extend to the transit center itself. MTS will work with its local partners to ensure that any long-term improvements to the Euclid station are mutually
beneficial to the community and its riders, create a positive impact on the area, and enhance the environment.

Web
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JCNI – CBO
Workshop

I would like to see a transportation link between Santee and Lakeside. I
do not see any projection up to 2050 in linking these two towns. At
the moment people have to go to El Cajon just to be able to get to
Lakeside.

Transit works best where existing and planned densities and urban design makes transit easily accessible for large numbers of people and garner a
level of ridership that makes the investment in transit cost-effective. With this in mind, an "Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary" was established (see
map on Page 35 of the Draft Regional Plan) that reflects those areas of the region where there is a strong transit/land use interface.

Web

We also need a bridge over the 'park' and we don't want to pay to use
the freeways. And do not remove green areas, we need more parks.

In order to address your first comment, we would need to have more information as to which 'park' you are referring to in your comment. In general,
however, your comment regarding the need for more parks is addressed by working closely with the specific municipal jurisdiction involved in a given
transportation infrastructure project.

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Lakeside is characterized by relatively low land use densities and a land use design geared towards automobile travel. This does not mean there will be
no transit outside the Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary, but future improvements in terms of the number of routes and service frequency will
likely be minimal.
Web

The Draft Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain
clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn,
is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.
317

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

To reduce the fare because with the number of family is a lot to pay
during a day is more easy to use a car. Also they need to increase the
routes to the southeast and more frequently.

Fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local, state, and federal
funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be reduced accordingly.
However, MTS does offer a variety of fare products, including passes that allow unlimited trips, and discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for
qualifying seniors and disabled riders.

Comment
Card

Route frequencies and days of service are driven by the level of ridership demand. As demand increases in these areas, MTS can add service to match,
pending available resources to do so. In the southeastern portion of our service area, MTS will be adding service on Routes 709, 712, 950, and 961 in
September 2015. For more specific service requests, riders can contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555.
318

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Reduce the fares (bus, trolley) for everyone.

While no fare increases are being proposed at this time, fares do have to increase over time to account for increases in operating costs. Any fare
increases that might be proposed in the future would evaluate other possible alternatives and solicit public input.

Comment
Card

319

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

The Trolley station needs an area for bicycles.

Most MTS stations offer some type of bicycle rack if space is available. Some MTS stations also offer bicycle lockers, managed by SANDAG's iCommute
program. More information is available at www.icommutesd.com.

Comment
Card

320

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

There are a lot of people selling drugs at the Trolley Station on Euclid.

MTS encourages riders to contact the Transit Enforcement Department at (619) 595-4960 or text (619) 318-1338 if they witness suspicious or criminal
activity on MTS vehicles or property.

Comment
Card

321

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

There are a lot of people selling drugs at the trolley station.

MTS encourages riders to contact the Transit Enforcement Department at (619) 595-4960 or text (619) 318-1338 if they witness suspicious or criminal
activity on MTS vehicles or property.

Comment
Card

322

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

All these changes sound good, but I think it will be a long (plazo?)

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Comment
Card

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
323

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

The bus fares should be good for 2 hours, depart and return.
Sometimes one has to go to the store and it's less than two hours, one
cannot pay two times.

MTS does not have any plans to offer a two-hour pass at this time. There is a Day Pass available for $5, or a variety of multi-day and monthly passes
that all allow unlimited trips. There are also discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders.

Comment
Card

324

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Cheaper bus fares, no bridges over the park, we don't want to pay to
use freeways, do not remove green areas

Fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local, state, and federal
funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be reduced accordingly.
However, MTS does offer a variety of fare products, including passes that allow unlimited trips, and discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for
qualifying seniors and disabled riders.

Comment
Card

The Draft Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain
clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn,
is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.
Based upon current plans, approximately half of the County of San Diego will be conserved as open space. Local jurisdictions are in various stages of
the adoption of regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by
identification, conservation and management of an interconnected network of habitat lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet
Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) which has conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned in the future that will both
protect open space, implement regional habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of regional transportation projects.
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JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Everything looks good in your plans that you have, but it will be a long
time before we see the results of this structure.

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Comment
Card

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
326

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

I like the idea but I think it will take too long.

We thank you for your participation in this planning process. Regarding your comment relating to timing of the projects, federal and state laws
requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the period covered by that
plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway and managed lanes,
and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Comment
Card

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
327
328

Amelia Castillo

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

Need a stop light to cross the street at the Trolley station on 47th St.
Need to feel safe crossing the street.

Local jurisdictions control the traffic signals for the local streets and roads. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Comment
Card

JCNI – CBO
Workshop

There is no cultural competency or support, particularly for Latinos, in
regards to the Spanish language and the staff.

In order to accommodate Spanish speakers, SANDAG provided interpreters, a contracted, bilingual court reporter, Spanish speaking staff, and
translated materials at all of the public workshops. Additionally, one workshop was conducted solely in Spanish. An archived video of this workshop
can be found here:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_SpJTRtvWM&feature=youtu.be

Court
Reporter

No.
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329

Patricia Wilson

Las Palmas
Condominium
Association

I am writing on behalf of the Las Palmas Condominium Association
(“Las Palmas”) relative to a proposed alternative bike route through the
La Jolla Colony area of North University City that we understand
remains in the SANDAG Regional Bike Plan. As a community, we are
very concerned about the effects of your proposed Alternatives 6 and 7
on our residents with any resulting loss of on-street, curb-side parking
on Regents Road caused by these alternatives. Background Las Palmas
is a 218-unit condominium community, one of thirteen subassociations in the greater La Jolla Colony Master Association. The
community has ties to the north University City employment market as
well as the nearby UC San Diego campus, with many students and
faculty living here, biking to school or to work, and riding to the
university using UCSD shuttles, MTS and the SuperLoop. As a result of
the University, our area is now designated a campus area impact zone,
and, if built today, the City would have allowed for increased on-site
and on-street, curb parking. Remove Alternatives 6 and 7 from
Regional Plan Instead of the increased parking to accommodate today’s
needs for a University residential area , the City seriously reduced our
off-street parking by fifty-three (53) vehicles in 1984, under PRD # 820171 as revised April 4, 1984 when adding a Class II bike lane on both
Arriba and Palmilla. On street curb parking was also reduced by
twenty-seven (27) spaces at Madrid Condominium Association, an
association of 123 units directly across Palmilla from Las Palmas. In fact,
when you add up all the on-street parking available to both Las Palmas
and Madrid on this PRD, there is already a deficit of spaces on the
nearest streets of Porte de Palmas and Porte de Merano. That deficit
results in the need to continue to use on-street, curb parking on
Regents Road between Arriba and the Canyon. This point brings us to
the problems we see with your proposed alternative routes 6 and 7. •
Aside from the cul de sacs of Porte de Palmas and Porte de Merano,
the only nearby street available to us for on-street parking is Regents
Road, using spaces from Arriba south to Rose Canyon. During the day,
these spaces are usually filled with UCSD students taking shuttles to
UCSD. At night these spaces are used by not only Las Palmas resident
vehicles but also by other nearby associations, such as Playmore Terrace
West. • Arriba, east of Regents, has limited parking on the north side
due to day-time school parking restrictions, and the north side is also
filled by day with UCSD students taking shuttles to the campus. By
night Arriba is filled with vehicles from other associations, such as
Playmore Terrace West. • If Regents Road is not available to Las Palmas,
neighboring associations and out of area UCSD student parking could
migrate into our limited local street parking on Porte de Merano and
Porte de Palmas. Without the use of parking spaces on Regents Road,
our residents will not have sufficient on-street parking nearby, and the
City will be in violation of its own PRD. If Alternatives 6 and 7 remove
any parking from Regents Road, Las Palmas vigorously opposes these
Alternatives and instead supports the Gilman Alternatives 1 and 2
which is also supported by Council President Sherri Lightner in her City
Infrastructure Plan. Closing While we at Las Palmas do support urban
biking and all its benefits – reduced environmental impact, less traffic,
increased biker safety and connectivity among residential, employment
and education centers – we are concerned about the very real impact
on our community. Due to the lack of local parking occasioned by PRD
# 82-0171 as revised, we strongly oppose any Alternative that would
remove any parking from Regents Road. As owners within the La Jolla
Colony Master Association, we also oppose Alternatives 4 and 5 as
they relate to the use of our private land in La Jolla Colony.

We are aware of the City of San Diego's change in preferred alignment for this route. However, the Regional Bike Network is not being amended as
part of the Regional Plan process. This change will be addressed during the update process sometime in the future. One of the primary factors in
developing the regional network is providing safe connections in and between Smart Growth Opportunity areas. A goal of the Regional Bike Network
will continue to be regional bike facilities to connect to and serve the UC and UTC communities. At the point at which project level analysis is initiated
on this alignment, SANDAG will work with the community on these specific concerns, including potential parking loss.
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330

Jose

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Wake up, politicians and government. You've known we need changes
and now we're paying the price. How much will the fares rise because
of this?

Draft Regional Transit fares are addressed in the Regional Fare Ordinance which is managed by SANDAG and the two transit operators. In the Draft
Regional Plan, fares are generally assumed to keep pace with inflation/cost of providing rail and bus services, although there is no specific timing on
when fare changes might occur.

Web

331

Penny Cupertino

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

I live in Linda Vista and I'd love improved transportation. Good for the
government for doing this. We need it. Good things are happening in
San Diego this year

Thank you for your comment. A full list of the regional transportation projects in San Diego Forward can be found in Appendix A: Transportation
Projects, Costs, and Phasing. Please continue to follow along in this process by visitingwww.SDForward.com.

Web

332

Phuong Do

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

They should connect Point Loma to Kearny Mesa through Linda Vista
Rapid Bus route first. It should be a priority. It'd help Linda Vista
residents get to medical appointments and social services located in
Point Loma faster, and that should be the most pressing issue.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a limited-stop Rapid service connecting Pt .Loma with Kearny Mesa via the Old Town Transit Center.

Web

333

Rene

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

The Plan should include wider buses, more seats for the disabled, or
bans on large unfolded strollers. Basically stop letting people with bulky
strollers take up so much space. It stops others from riding. I saw it a
few weeks ago and had to call and report it because the driver almost
didn't let a wheelchair on because the stroller was in the way. Take
better care of your passengers

MTS' Cart, Stroller, and Cargo Policy (effective March 1, 2012) already requires that strollers be collapsed once on-board and after the child has been
removed. Additionally, we provide courtesy seating at the front of the bus for seniors and the disabled. While not all passengers abide by these
policies, our drivers make every attempt to reasonably accommodate all users. MTS encourages riders to contact the Customer Service Department at
(619) 557-4555 if they experience any issues with bus operators.

Web

334

Rene

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

We don't need more Trolleys. They're a waste of money that could be
spent elsewhere.

Trolley lines, when built in corridors with high demand, provide a cost effective investment. The operating subsidy per passenger on the Metropolitan
Transit System's Trolley lines in FY 13 was $0.88 vs $2.26 for the fixed-route bus system. The new proposed Trolley lines in the Draft Regional Plan all
serve high demand travel corridors.

Web

335

Rene

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

The Plan should give fare discounts to single parents with kids under
18. We give discounts to seniors, students, whoever, but not to single
parents who need it all the way up through 18 years of age. My 12
year old daughter goes from City Heights where we live to Linda Vista
for school every day and I can't afford our bus passes any more
because she doesn't qualify for discounts now. Make it affordable!

A youth pass is available to all riders 6-18 years of age (must have qualifying identification). A 12-year old would definitely qualify for this discounted
pass, which is a 50 percent savings over the regular monthly pass price.

Web

336

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Cons: specific call for more Rapid Bus Transit lines; strong support for
this type of transit.

The Draft Regional Plan includes 30 new Rapid lines along freeway, managed lanes, and key arterial corridors throughout the region.

Web

337

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Pros: Support around use of interconnected hubs via Smart Growth,
and the expansion of such hubs to provide retail, housing,
employment, and transportation all in one location.

Thank you for your comment. SANDAG is in the process of developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation
services, amenities, and urban design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy
will recommend improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit
throughout the San Diego region. A mix of land uses are key components of this concept, and smart growth opportunity areas will be leveraged to site
viable mobility hub locations.

Web
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338

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Cons: More buses and bus routes are needed; specific frustration
expressed over length of time it takes to get down the hill to Fashion
Valley; buses are too time consuming and not an attractive option.

The Draft Regional Plan includes 30 new Rapid lines along freeway, managed lanes, and key arterial corridors throughout the region, along with a
network of 10 minute all day service frequencies on most rail and bus services in urban areas.

Web

339

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

This plan looks good, but at the end of the day, how will this affect our
water supply? And how much water will be used to build these new
Trolleys and transportation routes?

Amid the ongoing drought, water is a significant concern within the State of California. SANDAG works closely with the San Diego County Water
Authority to ensure a reliable water supply for future growth. The SANDAG Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast used in the Regional Plan is also being
used by the Water Authority in its Urban Water Management Plan to project future water demands. See response to Comment No. 373.

Web

340

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Using the Trolley takes too damn long. The daily commute from La
Mesa to work in Linda Vista means 2 busses and 1 Trolley, so 1 1/2 -2
hours one way. More bus lines is a good thing!

The Draft Regional Plan includes 30 new Rapid lines along freeway and key arterial corridors throughout the region (including limited stop Rapid
Express commuter services similar existing Rapid Express Routes 280/290 in the I-15 corridor), along with a network of 10 minute all day service
frequencies on most local routes in urban areas.

Web

341

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

The Plan is okay but they need more buses on the weekend. You have
to wait too long and there's not enough active routes.

The Draft Regional Plan includes creation of an all-day ten-minute frequency network of rail and bus services in the urban areas that includes increased
service frequencies on weekends.

Web

342

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Linda Vista is very lucky to be between the 163, I-8, I-5, etc., but we
need more public transit connections.

As displayed in Figure A.10, Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing, many local bus routes in key corridors will see service frequencies
increased to every 15 minutes by the year 2020, and additionally, to 10 minutes by 2035. Rapid Route 28 will provide connections from Linda Vista to
Kearny Mesa via Old Town.

Web

343

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

I like that the Plan is not expanding out, rather up. I look forward to
the Blue Line expansion!

We appreciate your comment and agree that preserving open space while building within our existing footprint is the best approach for the San Diego
region. As the cities and County evolve over time, they update their General Plans, which SANDAG then uses to forecast future demographic trends.
One major influencing factor to the update of these General Plans has been the 2004 Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP), developed by SANDAG in
partnership with the local jurisdictions. The RCP identified smart growth and sustainable development as important strategies to direct the region's
future growth toward compact, mixed-use development in urbanized communities. As the cities and County updated their plans, such concepts played
a major role in how to accommodate growth in their communities.

Web

Should you like more information on the Blue Line extension, or "Mid-Coast", please visitwww.KeepSanDiegoMoving.com.
344

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Highways and driving are good. No complaints now or with the Plan

We appreciate your satisfaction with the plan. The Regional Plan supports a flexible highway system. By "flexible" we mean that some highway lanes
can be dedicated to certain users to create a wide range of time-competitive travel choices on our highway system, including Managed Lanes. Highway
improvements complement and complete the existing highway network, in addition to increasing the efficiency of the regional transportation system.
A major goal of the Regional Plan is to improve mobility for everyone by creating more travel choices in a way that protects the environment and fuels
our regional economy. So whether it's driving a car on the highway, taking the local bus or one of the regional Rapid services, catching the COASTER,
SPRINTER, or Trolley, jumping on a bike, or just taking a walk, the Regional Plan outlines a comprehensive, interconnected transportation system that
recognizes the importance of each mode.

Web

345

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

The cost of living in Linda Vista is already too expensive. I hope this Plan
with increased transit doesn't drive the cost higher.

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L, is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for
housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the
region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the
housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs
that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households. The Regional Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) Strategy (Appendix U-4 of the Regional Plan) includes recommendations regarding the importance of locating affordable housing near transit
stations and along major bus corridors.

Web
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Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Driving on highways is too busy during rush hour traffic 7am-9am, so
we need to make the roads wider. Expanding Genesee is a good start.

The City of San Diego has an improvement project for the I-5/Genesee interchange and also a future widening project for segments of Genesee Ave.
Appendix A, Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing, includes a detailed list of proposed projects in the Draft Regional Plan.

Web

347

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

We don't need more buses; we need more Trolleys. The Blue and
Purple Line Trolley plans are great!

The proposed Trolley lines help improve the backbone of the regional transit system along with the existing and proposed Rapid services on Managed
Lanes and freeways that provide similar service frequencies and speed of trolley lines. Since many areas of the region won't have direct walk access to
trolley and Rapid services operating on Managed Lanes and freeways, a rich network of ten-minute frequency all day local bus and arterial Rapid
services are an important part of the transit plan.

Web

348

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

No more buses. They're less environmentally friendly.

Since many areas of the region won't have direct walk access to trolley services, a rich network of ten-minute frequency all day local bus and arterial
Rapid services are an important part of the transit plan. The current bus fleet is approaching 100 percent alternative fueled vehicles (Compressed
Natural Gas) and all future vehicles will operate on alternative fuels.

Web

349

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

We must have better access to the airport in this Plan. It must be a
priority!

The Draft Regional Plan includes several improvement proposals that address the concerns raised:

Web

350

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

We should have the Trolley connect through the Linda Vista
community. Blue and purple lines are great, but they still miss us in
Linda Vista.

The proposed Trolley lines help improve the backbone of the regional transit system along with the existing and proposed Rapid services on freeways
and Managed Lanes that provide similar service frequencies and speed of Trolley lines. Unfortunately, it is not practical from a cost-effectiveness
standpoint to have Trolley lines operating in all locations of the region. Given this, the draft plan includes a rich network of ten-minute frequency all
day local bus and arterial Rapid services throughout the urban areas, including Linda Vista.

Web

351

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

The Plan is a good step, but when jobs open up for construction and
building, require they hire local and don't give the jobs to the Chinese.
Still, I like the Plan.

SANDAG contracts and does business with a number of different firms ranging from engineering, design, marketing, all the way to general contractors
and construction management. Under DOT regulations, there are legal restrictions prohibiting DOT from allowing recipients to use local hire provisions.
(See http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LocalPrograms/pilot/2015/Local_Hire_Final_Q_and_A_2015-03-09.pdf.)

Web

352

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

The Plan should ban e-cigarettes from being used on buses or Trolleys.

On June 18, 2015, the MTS Board of Directors unanimously voted to include in its Ordinance No. 13 the use of electronic cigarettes as a prohibited
activity at MTS stops and on MTS vehicles.

Web

353

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Stop investing in big projects like the Plan, Qualcomm, or a library
downtown we don't need, and instead on homes and resources for the
homeless!

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L, is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for
housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the
region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the
housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs
that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households. Implementation of these local programs will
help provide housing for lower income households and the homeless.

Web

•

A direct connector ramp to and from north I-5 to Pacific Highway that will facilitate easier access to the airport vs the current I-5 ramps that
require use of a number of local streets.

•

- An intermodal center located just south of Washington St along the existing trolley, COASTER, and Amtrak corridor that will provide a direct
pedestrian connection to an on-airport shuttle system that will connect to the passenger terminals. The first phase of this intermodal center will
be providing an improved pedestrian connection from the existing Middletown trolley station to an on-airport shuttle stop to be located just
west of the Pacific Highway-Palm St. intersection. When completed in mid-2016, Trolley passengers will have a short walk (<1/8 mile) link to
the shuttle that they can use free of charge.

SANDAG consultants and contractors must comply with all the requirements of Title VI and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, and
the regulations issued thereunder (Executive Order 11246), the California Fair Employment Practices Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990,
and any other applicable federal and state laws and regulations subsequently enacted, which prohibit discrimination based on race, color or national
origin, as well as other protected classes of individuals.
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Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

We need more freeways because the traffic is too much. It takes too
long to drive and it takes too long on the bus or Trolley. We really need
the bullet train connecting San Diego with other places.

SR 11 is the only new freeway proposed in the plan, but there will be operational and managed lanes improvements on several existing freeways. The
Express or Managed Lanes, which give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles, also allow fee-paying
solo drivers to pay for the use of the Express Lanes. The collected fee then goes to support transit service along the same corridor. An example of this
feature can now be seen on the Interstate 15 corridor.

Web
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Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Very supportive of the Plan. I learned about it at my environmental
planning and urban design class at SDSU last year. I like the ideas of
bike and pedestrian friendly streets, building up and not out, and more
connections.

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along in this process and participate by visiting the project website, SDForward.com, and joining our emailing list.

Web

356

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

A new trolley is great to UTC and UCSD, but we also need a Trolley
through North Park. It's an affluent area so it'd serve the businesses
and connect downtown.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a Trolley line between downtown San Diego and San Diego State University via the Park Blvd and El Cajon Blvd
corridors.

Web

357

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

The bus drivers [should] be more responsible and work with them to be
more responsible.

MTS encourages riders to contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555 if they experience any issues with bus operators.

Web

358

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

We need more public transportation. I moved here from L.A. because
of the traffic, and now here we don't have enough public
transportation. Trolleys and buses are a good thing so more is better. It
keeps people off the roads.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a number of improvements to create a rich network of Trolley and bus services, including new lines and upgrade of
the existing services to ten-minute all day service frequencies.

Web

359

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

Put more bike lanes in the roads so people can ride and so they can be
more safe and they don't block the sidewalk

SANDAG's Regional Bikeway Program looks to locate safe bike facilities as part of key roadway corridors.

Web

360

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

If there could be more time frames for the buses to run because
sometimes they only run every hour or half an hour. Also, to get there
at the time said. Finally, some buses that are older do not work
properly and if the back door is jammed they have to go back to the
front and exit, so new buses would be a good idea. Thank you!

Route frequencies are driven by the level of ridership demand. As demand increases on a route, MTS can add service to match, pending available
resources to do so. For more specific requests, riders can contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555.
MTS replaces a portion of its bus fleet each year to ensure that older buses are regularly cycled out of service as they reach the end of their useful life.
Riders noticing specific problems with any MTS equipment can also bring that to the attention of our Customer Service Department for a resolution.

Web

361

Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

I have to walk a lot in order to get to a bus stop. I believe it is a bit
expensive [to still ride]. I like the idea of the new route (San Diego
Forward), as well as the bicycle route.

Walking is always a part of the transit journey and the Draft Regional Plan includes funding for improvements to make the walking environment safer
and more pleasant to use. We are also looking at creation of "mobility hubs" at key transit stations that could provide a number of options for
accessing transit such as carshare, bikeshare, and community shuttles.

Web

354

Name

Additionally, the San Diego to Los Angeles route of the High Speed Rail are included in the plan. This is a project of the California High Speed Rail
Authority. A map of the alternative alignments can be found in Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing.
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Linda Vista
Collaborative,
Bayside
Community
Center – CBO
Workshop

[San Diego Forward] is a great project and an intelligent way to
mobilize the community to get around the city and at the same time to
exercise.

We appreciate your comment. San Diego Forward aims to provide safe, secure, healthy, affordable, and convenient travel choices between the places
where people live, work, and play in the region. Please follow along on the Regional Plan development by visiting SDForward.com.

Web

363

charles poverman

Little Italy
Residents
Association

I'm with LIRA. Our position is this: We are seeking a third alternative
that doesn't rely on widening the freeway. It is naive and statically
unsupportable of SANDAG to assert that wider freeways will mean
lower Greenhouse Gas Emissions. Can you offer us another alternative?

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both
new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley , Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas.
Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Web

364

Steve Chung

Military Working
Group

Brown Field Airfield - Any expansion to accommodate commercial
cargo at Brown Field will create flight safety hazards w/ NASNI and SD
Airport. This is due to geographic terrain and variation in flight patterns
that would be required for commercial cargo on their
approach/departure patterns at Brown Field.

Thank you for the comment. SANDAG will continue to monitor potential commercial developments at the Brown Field Airfield.

Email

365

Steve Chung

Military Working
Group

*High-Speed Rail for Multi-Modal Transit Center - Any intersect for the
high-speed rail thru our SPAWAR facility at Old Town Center (OTC) is
problematic for the Navy. Also, we are having trouble confirming is if
there are any proposals to widen or augment the right-of-way for the
existing rail lines (located directly adjacent to the northerly edge of
OTC). If high-speed and other rail types are proposed for connection to
this location, would they be using the same tracks? more tracks, a
more robust track?

The California High-Speed Rail Authority has not determined the final alignment for high-speed train service in the San Diego Region. No additional
conventional rail improvements in the Old Town Transit Center area are included in the Draft Regional Plan that would be outside the railroad right of
way.

Email

366

Steve Chung

Military Working
Group

*"Rapid Transit" proposed for apparent connection to NB Point Loma
via Rosecrans - In Figure 2.11 shown in green, we would like additional
details for this connection to determine potential impacts to our
security protocols and required stand-off distance requirement.

No studies have been done to date on this proposed Rapid service; assessing how it might serve the military base would be an important part of those
future studies.

Email

367

Tammy Daubach

Mt. Empire
Collaborative

Since there is nothing for the Boulevard area, we fully support the
senior driving program. Please keep it up!

The Senior Mini-Grant program funded with TransNet sales tax dollars is funded through the length of the tax measure to 2048. SANDAG also helps
fund senior transportation by passing through Federal grant funds that support specialized transportation for both seniors and persons with disabilities.
Additionally, the Coordinated Plan (Appendix U.1) provides a five-year blueprint for the implementation of public transit and social service
transportation concepts described in the Regional Plan. It establishes a regional strategy to provide transportation to recognized transportationdisadvantaged groups, including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and persons with limited means.

Web

368

Tammy Daubach

Mt. Empire
Collaborative

Please continue to support the Senior Driving Program for the
backcountry area.

The Senior Mini-Grant program funded with TransNet sales tax dollars is funded through the length of the tax measure to 2048. SANDAG also helps
fund senior transportation by passing through Federal grant funds that support specialized transportation for both seniors and persons with disabilities.
Additionally, the Coordinated Plan (Appendix U.1) provides a five-year blueprint for the implementation of public transit and social service
transportation concepts described in the Regional Transportation Plan. It establishes a regional strategy to provide transportation to recognized
transportation-disadvantaged groups, including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and persons with limited means.

Web

We appreciate your feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Court
Reporter

Please keep the senior driving program for East County. We need this
program in the Campo, Boulevard, and Jacumba areas.
369

Ted Shaw

NAIOP San
Diego

I'm here today on behalf of NAIOP San Diego. We are a commercial,
industrial, and office trade association. We have over 500 members
representing tens of thousands of individual employees. We support
the balanced approach in the San Diego Forward Plan. We believe that
we need to address both the current and future needs, excluding one
or the other is not the appropriate response. The movement of goods,
services, employees across this county is critical to our economic health.
We urge you to move forward with the Plan.
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Marcus Bush

National City
Planning
Commission

The removal of the Blue Line Express Route 540 project from the
Constrained Network decreases the performance of transit facilities by
further expanding the freeway instead of investing in public transit. The
Orange Line Express project was also removed and I believe should be
put back into the Constrained Network of the SD Forward: The
Regional Plan, but these comments focus on the Blue Line Express.
SANDAG has stated that the replacement public transit project for the
Blue Line Express is Rapid Bus Route 640. However, this route is
dependent on expansion of the I-5 Freeway, which includes General
Purpose lanes in the National City segment of the I-5 Corridor, that
further increase VMT. In addition, the proposed Managed Lanes are
not exclusively used for public transit and should not be considered as
effective as the Trolley from a time-saving perspective since the
Managed Lanes are not a transit-only dedicated right of way and can
be used by carpoolers and potentially, single-occupancy vehicles that
pay a toll to use them. These Managed Lanes are more susceptible to
traffic congestion during rush hours compared to the exclusive
dedicated right of way for the Trolley. In addition, the Rapid Bus Route
640 and associated expansion of the I-5 Freeway will have a much
higher cost than the Blue Line Express. According to SANDAG's own
official analysis (see the Appendix A of the Plan), the Blue Line Express
will cost a total of $391 million which is significantly cheaper than the
combined cost of the Rapid Bus Route 640 ($93 million) and the I-5
Freeway Expansion ($651 million) at $744 million. According to
SANDAG Staff, Metropolitan Transit System’s (MTS) “revised view” is
that the “$391 (million) cost is actually too low given the right-of-way
costs.” If that’s the case, their analysis needs to be made public and
SANDAG should edit the cost estimate from the current Appendix A,
and any other part of the document where this estimate is mentioned.
Furthermore, Staff stated that a Downtown Tunnel would be required
and I haven’t seen that part of the formal analysis, nor should it be
required since there’s sufficient trolley right-of-way extending from the
South, San Ysidro Station all the way until the 12th and Imperial
Transfer Station. Please include the Blue Line Express and Orange Line
Express projects in the Constrained Network of the Plan for 2035 and
delay the I-5 Freeway Expansion and Rapid Bus Route 640 until 2050.
The savings from these projects could be used for Smart Growth
Incentive Grants and Active Transportation Grant Programs to promote
smart growth and infill land use development which promote transit,
bike and walking facilities. Please call me with any questions. Sincerely,
Marcus Bush Chair, National City Planning Commission

The Blue Line Express service would have been very costly to implement given the limited right-of-way available along the Blue Line where additional
trackway would be needed at several station locations and the need for a downtown Trolley tunnel (the C St/Park Blvd corridor is at capacity now). The
Draft Regional Plan addresses the need for higher speed services in the South County area in two ways: 1) addition of two limited stop Rapid services
(Rapid 640A/640B) that will provide high speed service along the I-5 corridor in the planned Managed Lanes facility to downtown, Old Town, and
Kearny Mesa and, 2) the addition of new Rapid routes along the I-805 corridor Managed Lanes (Rapid 688/689/690) that will provide high-speed
service to job centers in Kearny Mesa, Sorrento Mesa and UTC. The Managed Lanes provides priority access to transit and carpools/vanpools and can
be managed to ensure maintenance of LOS C conditions similar to the way the Managed Lanes along the north I-15 are managed. As noted in your
comment, Managed Lanes on both corridors also will facilitate travel by carpools and vanpools. Additionally, Rapid service development in National
City can be implemented much earlier than Express Trolley given the lower cost, as shown in the phasing table (Table A.2) in Appendix A. The Rapid
service also is better suited to longer distances and can provide faster service than the Express Trolley, thereby providing an auto-equivalent transit trip
from National City while retaining connections to the existing Blue Line Trolley. The lower cost of these projects also enables the construction of several
other Rapid services throughout the region providing additional connectivity and regional benefit.

Web
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Edward Wigdahl

Neighborhood
Nation

Seniors; homeless; underemployed; students; drop-outs; legal and
undocumented aliens; low-income families and individuals, will present
great challenges for tomorrow's leaders. It is important that today's
planners consider these groups when designing for the future San
Diego Region. They are not going away. Ed Wigdahl; Stakeholder's
Representative, Neighborhood Nation.

Promoting social equity in transportation planning requires involvement from a wide variety of communities and stakeholders. In the not so distant
past, cities and communities with high concentrations of low-income residents and minority populations in the San Diego region as well as federally
recognized tribes were underserved and underrepresented in the planning process. SANDAG continually strives to engage the most vulnerable and
disenfranchised communities of the region in the planning and decision-making process, and improve methods for analyzing how the Regional Plan
and other planning efforts at SANDAG affects those populations.

Web

From the beginning of the preparation of the Draft Regional Plan, SANDAG engaged affected communities in the planning process through an
innovative collaborative effort with Community-Based Organizations and Collaboratives from around the region (see Appendix G: Social Equity).
SANDAG incorporated their issues and concerns into the design and decision-making process, as well as in the definition of disadvantaged
communities, the development of social equity project evaluation criteria and performance measures. The goal of these efforts is for low-income and
minority (LIM) communities to share equitably in the benefits of the transportation investments without bearing a disproportionate burden from the
system when compared to non-LIM communities.
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Edward Wigdahl

Neighborhood
Nation

One Suggestion from Neighborhood Nation Stakeholders meeting held
in June is to make better use of the air space above freeways by laying
foundations for parks; library's, art colonies and other community
useful projects. As well thought out roadways go into design, open up
creative juices in the community to make plans for the use of the
otherwise wasted but valuable air space above. J. Loeb; Stakeholder's
Representative, Neighborhood Nation

Thank you for your suggestion. While it cannot be integrated into the Regional Plan at this time, the idea could be given consideration in the next update
to the plan. Per the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Airspace Guidelines to 23 CFR 710.405 - 710.407 (revised August 10, 2010), "The right to
use this area [air rights] by public entities or private parties for interim non-highway uses may be granted in airspace leases, as long as such uses will not
interfere with the construction, operation or maintenance of the facility; anticipated future transportation needs; or the safety and security of the facility
for both highway and non-highway users. Private or public uses of airspace may occur, but the protection and preservation of the nation's highway
capacity is essential... An airspace lease may range from a short term use with few or no tenant improvements to a long-term use with substantial
structures... The common element for successful airspace leasing activities is coordination among the various interested participants. A good highway
airspace agreement must reflect legal, planning, environmental, design, construction, maintenance, insurance, safety, and security requirements.
Participants involved in evaluating a leasing proposal may include the proposed airspace user, affected sections of the SDOT/SHA, Local Public Agencies
(LPA), and as appropriate, the FHWA. The FHWA has final approval on leases of airspace on Interstate systems...Since the events of 9/11, security has
become a significant issue to be considered when making decisions regarding transportation infrastructure. This is true of the decision process for airspace
leasing. All airspace lease requests should be evaluated by SDOT/SHA, other state agencies with security expertise or responsible for the state's critical
infrastructure protection, and (when appropriate per the Stewardship Agreement) FHWA staff with expertise in safety and security matters. In certain
instances, due to the design, configuration, and complexity of the airspace facility, it may be appropriate to obtain an independent safety and security
analysis to assist the SDOT/SHA and the FHWA in making a determination whether to approve the airspace lease request."

Web

373

Ted Ross

NLSS

The entire future is predicated on ENOUGH water to sustain existing
inhabitants. Suggesting the levels of growth without establishing a
contingency plan should the drought last for decades is IRRESPONSIBLE
if not criminal. The growth is nothing more than a PONZI scheme
which
is
self
fulfilling..more
people...more
transportation
needed...more taxes to pay for more, more, more.

The San Diego County Water Authority has plans and strategies in place to provide long-term supply reliability for the region and manage prolonged
droughts. These plans are developed in coordination with the retail member agencies and SANDAG. Similar to how SANDAG is required by law to
update its transportation plan every four years, the Water Authority is also required by law to update its Urban Water Management Plan (UWMP) every
five years. The purpose of the UWMP is to document the water supplies and conservation efforts necessary to meet existing and future water
demands. In the Water Authority’s UWMP, a diverse resource mix of local and imported supplies is identified to meet the water demands of the San
Diego region. Per a 1992 memorandum of agreement signed between the Water Authority and SANDAG, the Water Authority utilizes SANDAG’s
official growth forecast to project future water demands within the region. This coordination ensures linkage between local jurisdictions’ general plans
and the Water Authority’s projected water demands. It also ensures that the Water Authority is identifying the appropriate mix of resources to meet
the existing and future growth within the region. The UWMP also includes a scenario planning process that identifies the uncertainties associated with
implementation of the resource mix and the adaptive strategies to manage the uncertainties. Updates of the UWMP are provided to SANDAG and the
local land-use jurisdictions for their use when developing land use plans and policies.

Web

The Water Authority also has a Water Shortage and Drought Response Plan that identifies potential actions that can be taken from a regional
perspective to minimize or avoid impacts due to shortages. The plan identifies a multi-faceted approach to managing long-term droughts, including
both extraordinary conservation and supply enhancement. The Water Authority recently activated the plan in February 2014, immediately following the
Governor’s declaration of a statewide drought emergency in January 2014.
California is facing an unprecedented four year drought. For the first time in California’s history, the Governor is mandating urban water use
reductions statewide due to the severity of the drought. State emergency regulations have been adopted to carry out the Governor’s mandate that
identify a reduction target for each urban water agency. With assistance from the Water Authority, the retail water agencies within San Diego County
are taking the steps necessary to meet the mandated reduction target.
According to the Water Authority, the Governor’s focus is on demand reduction statewide due to the drought, without taking into account the
available supply to serve a community. The actual supply shortage due to drought in the San Diego region is minimal this year (1-2 percent), even with
a 15 percent imported supply cutback from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. Investments by the Water Authority and its member
agencies in local supplies and long-term Colorado River water transfers are able to offset the supply shortage from the Metropolitan Water District this
year. In the fall of 2015, the Carlsbad Desalination Plant is planned to begin producing a local drought-proof supply for the region. This demonstrates
that the supply diversification strategy identified in the UWMP can result in supply reliability. Unfortunately, the state’s mandated conservation targets
do not take into account the local investments made in drought-proof supplies. The water conserved in response to the state’s mandate is being stored
by the Water Authority in local reservoirs, primarily the newly expanded San Vicente Dam. Having water stored locally in San Diego County will be
critical, should the drought continue, to offset potential deeper cutbacks from the Metropolitan Water District.
As part of its planning process, SANDAG works in conjunction with each of the local land use jurisdictions and other agencies to update the region’s
long range growth forecast. While the region is still growing, the forecast projects an average annual growth rate of less than one percent between
now and 2050 – the slowest growth rates compared with any previous forecast. Most of our growth – almost two thirds – will be internal growth,
meaning our children’s children. In addition, the forecast shows that our growth patterns will become more concentrated in the region’s most
urbanized areas over time, minimizing land devoted to landscaping and reducing land dedicated to impervious surfaces, such as streets and driveways.
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Cristine Brosas

Operation
Samahan, Inc –
CBO Workshop

A more efficient Trolley service should be implemented. As a college
student who relies heavily on public transportation, I honestly think
that San Diego needs to work on its public transportation (putting
more Trolley lines, more bus services to residential areas).

The draft Plan includes a number of new trolley lines and Rapid services, along with establishment of a system of ten-minute all-day service in the
urbanized area for trolley, Rapid, and local bus routes.

Web

Operation
Samahan, Inc –
CBO Workshop

While this plan sounds nice, prices get higher in high density areas,
therefore pushing us to locations east of business saturated areas. This
does not do much for those that still need to commute.

Providing adequate housing for a growing number of people, at all income levels and all stages of life is one of the thirteen policy objectives in San
Diego Forward. Local plans have been updated to provide more housing choices – more apartments, townhomes, condominiums, and single-family
homes. SANDAG provides funding incentives through two TransNet grant programs to jurisdictions planning for and building affordable housing.

Web
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Operation
Samahan, Inc –
CBO Workshop

The bus line concept from Eastlake/East San Diego is highly needed.
The express freeway would be more helpful if the prices were more
affordable. Also, only going from 125 N -> 54 does not suffice for
most travelers who need to get to the 5 freeway. Trolley lines only
benefit those traveling from San Ysidro to Downtown and vice versa, as
well as going to SDSU and Mission Valley. Going further to La Jolla and
even Clairemont/Kearny Mesa area would be beneficial.

A direct bus line from Eastlake to East County via the SR 125 corridor was evaluated in past years but not included in the plan due to low ridership.
Under the Draft Regional Plan, that trip will be able to be made by using Rapid 225 and then transferring to Rapid 550, the Orange Line, or local buses
depending on the exact destination. Rapid 225 is currently in final design and scheduled for completion in 2017, while Rapid 550 is planned for
implementation by 2025.

Web

Otay Mesa
Chamber of
Commerce

I would like to express the Chamber's full support of, basically,
highways, reconfiguring highways, and potentially expanding them to
support freight management. We have a very important cross-border
manufacturing community in San Diego County from DJO Orthopedics
in Vista to Scantibodies in Santee, to Hunter in San Marcos, as well as
the many cross-border manufacturers in the City of San Diego,
including Honeywell, Kyocera. We need to support these companies
that are fueling our economy. We need to support highways that are
so important to truck traffic, and our freight management system.
Thank you.

Thank you for your comments. SANDAG will continue to work with the Otay Mesa Chamber of Commerce to support regional Goods Movement
policies, projects, programs and funding opportunities including working with industry freight stakeholders.

Court
Reporter

As part of SANDAG's acquisition of SR 125 South Bay Expressway, a substantial toll decrease was implemented within the first six months of the
executed SANDAG/Caltrans franchise agreement. This reduction in tolls was intended to incentivize more local usage of the facility, particularly making
short trips more affordable. The toll reduction was implemented July 1, 2012. For users of SR 125 South Bay Expressway that are interested in traveling
to the I-5 corridor, there are choices already available, including connecting via SR 54, or SR 94, and or I-805.

377

Alejandra
Teran

378

Marcy Bonham

Pop St Project

Synchronize the traffic lights, Please??

Local jurisdictions control the traffic signals for the local streets and roads. Your comment has been shared with staff in the City of San Diego’s
Transportation & Storm Water Department.

Web

379

Marcy Bonham

Pop St Project

Could we bring back a sign that used to be on El Cajon Blvd.? "The
Walking Man's Friend" was a neon art piece of a man in Top hat &
Tails, whose legs blinked off & on, so that it appeared that his legs
were 'walking.' I'd like to help do this project, if it gets approved. I'm
having trouble finding a picture of the original neon sign. Any ideas?

Local jurisdictions have purview over local streets including the street furniture, and art. Your comment has been shared with staff in the City of San
Diego’s Transportation & Storm Water Department.

Web
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Public Health
Stakeholder
Group-Ad Hoc
Subcommittee

As you may be aware, the Public Health Stakeholder Group (PHSG) is
an advisory group to San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG
staff), created to facilitate collaboration and recommendations in
implementing Healthy Works projects. This group engages a range of
professionals, including public health, design, engineers, community
stakeholders, and land use and transportation planners. While the
Healthy Works-funded activities were completed at the end of
September 2014, the SANDAG Board of Directors allocated funding to
continue the PHSG through adoption of San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan

Public Health has been fully incorporated throughout the development of San Diego Forward including the Public Health White Paper, Project
Evaluation Criteria, Performance Measures, Development of the Transportation Network, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, Preferred Transportation
Network, and the Draft Plan for San Diego Forward.

Letter

The SANDAG Board of Directors will consider the Regional Plan and the alternatives evaluated in the draft EIR when making their decision on approval
of the Plan later this fall.

The PHSG recently reviewed the Draft Regional Plan and associated
Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) currently being circulated by
SANDAG. Overall, the Draft Regional Plan and EIR documents are wellwritten, organized, and comprehensive. PHSG members recognize the
good work that went into the preparation of the Draft Regional Plan
and EIR documents and the importance of providing leadership on
mobility and access planning for the region. The Draft Regional Plan
not only considers various public health initiatives in several areas of the
document, but SANDAG also takes great strides at responding to
requests for more efficient use of the existing system and manage
traffic demand.
We continue to urge the SANDAG board to invest in the safety, health,
and welfare of our children and grandchildren. By focusing on
sustainability, alternative transportation, compact land use, and
minimizing and mitigating the effects of climate change, we can make
a real difference in the lives of our residents. Although we understand
the funding and operational constraints outlined in the alternatives
analysis, many of the ideas proposed in Alternative 5D, such as
incentivizing denser land use in the urban cores, strengthening and
accelerating the construction of the transit and active transportation
networks, and strategies for discouraging single occupant vehicle trips
are important to making the changes we need for healthier
communities. As such, we support Alternative 5D, or a similar strategy
that is driven by health and sustainability perspectives, as a planning
vision for our region’s future.
381

Public Health
Stakeholder
Group-Ad Hoc
Subcommittee

The analysis of the Draft Regional Plan does not capture what the true
health costs are in association with the Project. More accurate life-cycle
and full costs-benefit analysis is needed.
The Draft Regional Plan should prioritize active transportation funding
to support and benefit Safe Routes to Transit infrastructure.

A cost benefit analysis was completed for the Draft Regional Plan. It considered both increases in transportation-related physical activity and decreases
in emissions costs. There are, however, aspects related to the health and other benefits of active transportation that are difficult to capture, and
SANDAG's support of active transportation programs reflect their importance to our communities.
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Over the last decade, the State of California has signed into law several
statutes to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions due to the serious
threat of climate change. The GHG targets set through Senate Bill 375
(Steinberg, 2008) are not merely academic numbers for SANDAG to
achieve through modeling assumptions – they represent a critical
societal strategy needed to address climate change. In several recent
surveys of physicians in the United States, close to 70 percent report
that they are seeing the effects of climate change in their patients, here
and now. As PHSG members, we have a responsibility to point out that
climate change is not just a climate issue – it is an urgent health issue.
On June 23, 2015, the Lancet Commission on Health and Climate
Change released a special report that concludes that climate change is
“the biggest health threat of this century.” But what is our biggest
threat is also our biggest opportunity. Shifting from automobile use to
more walkable and transit-using communities will not only reduce
carbon and air pollution, but the accompanying physical activity also
will yield huge reductions in cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
osteoporosis, and some cancers – not to mention improvements in
mental health and well-being. We need swift and robust investments in
infrastructure to make active transportation in our communities easy,
affordable, and safe.

San Diego Forward projections show that the San Diego region will not only meet but exceed SB 375 greenhouse gas emission reduction targets set by
the California Air Resources Board for future years in 2020 and 2035, and that the region will continue to decrease per capita GHG emission from cars
and light trucks beyond 2035.. San Diego Forward recognizes the interconnections between public health, the built environment, and climate change.
Thank you for your comment and we look forward to continuing to work with the health community.

Letter

Cost-effectiveness was used as one of the criteria for all projects in San Diego Forward. Transit projects, for example, were compared against one
another for precisely the reason the commenter suggests. Cost-effectiveness included travel-time savings, emissions, safety, and other benefits, but
cost-effectiveness was not the only project prioritization criterion.

Letter

Thank you for promoting opportunities to incorporate health in
transportation planning and the opportunity to comment on the Draft
Regional Plan for the San Diego Region. We thank you for the
opportunity to comment and look forward to working with SANDAG
staff in addressing our concerns.
383

Public Health
Stakeholder
Group-Ad Hoc
Subcommittee

II. Cost Effectiveness
Given that the Draft Regional Plan is a financially constrained
document, the cost effectiveness of the projects under consideration
for inclusion in the Draft Regional Plan has significant environmental
consequences. Inclusion of projects that have a relatively high cost for
each new transit rider may preclude the inclusion of other projects that
have a relatively low cost for each new transit rider. The mix of transit
projects in the Draft Regional Plan could have different results in terms
of overall ridership and VMT depending on the cost effectiveness of the
projects. The final EIR should, therefore, evaluate the cost effectiveness
of all projects under consideration for inclusion in the Draft Regional
Plan.
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III. Proposed Plan - Impacts and Overrides

The Regional Plan vision is to provide innovative mobility choices and planning to support a sustainable and healthy region, a vibrant economy, and an
outstanding quality of life for all. The three goals of the Regional Plan include Healthy Environment & Communities, Innovative Mobility and Planning
and a Vibrant Economy.

Letter

There is a considerable gap between the Vision of the Draft Regional
Plan Vision and the effect of the Draft Regional Plan (or what the Draft
Regional Plan achieves). As stated in the Draft Regional Plan, the goals
are to “provide innovative mobility choices and planning to support a
sustainable and healthy region, a vibrant economy, and an outstanding
quality of life for all.” However, in Table ES-1, there are a number of
significant impacts of the proposed Draft Regional Plan that undermine
the social and ecological determinants of health and the Draft Regional
Plan’s Healthy Communities Goal, listed as follows:
•

Agricultural and Forestry Resources: significant impacts noted for
AG-1, AG-2, FR-1

•

Air Quality: significant impacts noted for AQ-2, AQ-3, AQ-4

•

Biological Resources: significant impacts noted for BIO-1, BIO-2,
ad BIO-3

•

GHG Emissions: significant impacts noted for GHG-4

•

Hazards and Hazardous Materials: significant impacts noted for
HAZ-5

•

Land Use: significant impacts noted for LU-1

•

Transportation: significant impacts noted for T-1

•

Water Supply: significant impacts noted for WS-1

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services.
Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested
main lanes.
The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing
Trolley , Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs, vision and goals
along with other projects that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
Public Health has also been fully incorporated throughout the Regional Plan update process including a Public Health White Paper, Project Evaluation
Criteria, Performance Measures, Unconstrained Transportation Network, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, Preferred Transportation Network, and
the Draft Plan for San Diego Forward.
A cost benefit analysis was completed for the Draft Regional Plan. It considered both increases in transportation-related physical activity and decreases
in emissions costs. There are, however, aspects related to the health and other benefits of active transportation that are difficult to capture, and
SANDAG's support of active transportation programs reflect their importance to our communities.
San Diego Forward projections show that the San Diego Region will not only meet but exceed SB 375 greenhouse gas emission reduction targets set
by the California Air Resources Board for 2020 and 2035..
Approximately 1/2 of the County of San Diego would be conserved as open space. The local jurisdictions are in various stages of the adoption of
regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by identification, conservation
and management of an interconnected of habitat lands.
In summary, as described in the Draft Regional Plan, by 2050 the Plan will do the following:
•

Preserve more than half our land as open space

•

Exceed greenhouse gas reduction targets

•

Provide more mobility choices

•

Invest $204 billion in transportation in our most urbanized areas

•

Yield almost $2 for every dollar invested

•

Reduce number of people driving alone in peak periods

•

Provide 100 new miles of Trolley and SPRINTER service

•

Increase transit access from 35 percent to 61 percent

•

Increase jobs close to transit from 42 percent to 71 percent

•

Reduce collision rates for bicycles and pedestrians by 18 percent

Because of the size and scale of the Plan, there are impacts, as pointed out, which are discussed in the Draft EIR.
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In a typical EIR review process, various environmental, economic, social
and other considerations and benefits derived from the development of
the Draft Regional Plan may override and make infeasible any
alternatives to the Project or further Mitigation Measures beyond those
incorporated into the Project. Our concern is that the analysis of the
Draft Regional Plan does not quite capture or fully disclose the health
costs associated with the Project. The PHSG requests that more
accurate life-cycle and full cost-benefit analysis, particularly including
the costs of chronic disease, be added to the overall assessment of the
Draft Regional Plan.

A cost benefit analysis was completed for the Draft Regional Plan. It considered both increases in transportation-related physical activity and decreases
in emissions costs. There are, however, aspects related to the health and other benefits of active transportation that are difficult to capture, and
SANDAG's support of active transportation programs reflect their importance to our communities.

Letter

1.

The potential benefits of physical activity are complex to estimate. In our initial research, the CA Costs of Physical Inactivity study seemed both
locally appropriate and robust. However, when the assumption was challenged, SANDAG looked deeper into the literature and saw that the
$1,100 figure was on the high end of the range of studies, most of which were clustered in the $0.02-$0.05/minute range, rather than the
~$0.20/minute that the $1,100 suggests. SANDAG felt the need to be conservative in interpreting the results of highly varied research, and
went with a lower figure ($0.0325/minute) for both the project-level performance evaluation and the BCA of the entire Plan. SANDAG is open
to studies and analysis that would suggest a different value, either on a per-minute basis, or for the value of exceeding the activity threshold
that we used in the BCA

•

2.

The economic costs of health care are indeed significant.

3.

The economic value of time is based not on what alternate activity in which a person would engage (unknown), but rather on the extensive
literature on how people value their time generally. This allows us to calculate an economic value of a scarce commodity that has no direct price.

4.

The travel model on which the congestion relief values are calculated does indeed take into account increasing future congestion. In fact, the
resident (non-commercial) time-savings benefits for transit are indeed larger than those for auto travel over the life of the analysis for this
reason. Health, emissions, and other ancillary benefits were calculated for all travel modes in the analysis.

The economic analysis of the Draft Regional Plan cited a study
that estimated cost savings of improved active transportation
and activity of approximately $1,100 per person/year. SANDAG
reduced that value to $182 per person/year based on an
increase of 15 minutes of additional activity per day. These
figures underestimate the real costs and potential cost savings
that could be truly invested in more beneficial ways (education,
housing, recreation, etc.).

•

The United States spent $2.3 trillion or 16 percent of gross
domestic product (GDP) on health care, more than it spent in
any other sector of the economy. The Congressional Budget
Office projects that by 2016, the percentage of GDP consumed
by health care will equal 20 percent. One in three San Diego
County residents has at least one or more chronic diseases, with
treatment costing $4.6 billion annually. The same report showed
that by 2020 the number of deaths from chronic diseases is
projected to increase by 36 percent if no changes are made in
risk behaviors. The chronic disease costs in 2007 were reported
to be an average of nearly $12,000 for every man, woman and
child in San Diego per year. That is the total direct and indirect
costs. Just the direct treatment costs are almost $2,000 per
person per year. These figures do not account for an individual’s
diminished quality of life.

•

The economic analysis of the Draft Regional Plan is overly
influenced by the opportunity cost of wait time. The analysis
assumes that the value of an individual’s “wait-time” translates to
about $11.39 per hour. If we were going to perform an economic
evaluation on “time,” any value or costs generated should be
based on the amount of time recaptured or repurposed for
business activity or for spending more disposable income.

•

The benefits of the congestion relief appear to be assumed to
yield benefit value over the life of the Project, whereas they
typically only last a few years due to the incentive to drive more
and latent demand is realized. Unlike construction of more
freeway lanes to reduce congestion, construction of truly great,
safe, continuous, and connected complete streets and bike ways
should be the top priority – they will continue to pay dividends
long after the new lanes are congested again. This is because
they directly improve health, reduce VMT, particulates, and
GHG, and support local businesses (people spend money on
foot far easier and readily than in a car or bus or train).
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IV. Active Transportation

By 2050, the Regional Plan includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network. Most bike projects will have safety improvements not only for
bicyclists but also for pedestrians. The Draft Regional Plan incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments in other modes of travel,
including public transit and highway improvements-- a practice already assumed by SANDAG in ongoing planning and construction of capital projects.

Letter

Public Health
Stakeholder
Group-Ad Hoc
Subcommittee

V. Safe Routes to Transit and Transportation Demand Management:
SANDAG coordinates a number of transportation alternative programs
that are increasing the number of commuters who carpool, vanpool,
use transit, bike, walk, and telework. Over the past few years, SANDAG
has been extremely effective at getting thousands enrolled into various
TDM programs. Of the planned transportation network improvements
by 2050, the most relevant to this impact analysis include double
tracking at certain locations on the Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis
Obispo (LOSSAN) Rail Corridor and SPRINTER rail corridors, increases in
COASTER frequencies, trolley extensions, Rapid transit vehicle
implementation, etc. As shown in Table 4.15-16, by 2050 there would
be substantially more transit boardings (1.8% of all peak period mode
trips in 2012 to 2.3% in 2020, 3.1% in 2035, and 3.7% in 2050).
Transit is one of the important ways the region can minimize VMT and
the associated air pollution and GHG production while still providing
mobility options. It will be important to link effective and efficient TDM
programs to the phasing of various network improvements.

Thank you for your comment. SANDAG recognizes the benefits of developing TDM programs to support transportation infrastructure and service
improvements and the TDM division is developing customized TDM programs for specific transportation projects. For example, a comprehensive TDM
plan was developed for the North Coast Corridor to support the investment in HOV facilities and rail improvements. The implementation of this plan is
underway. Similarly, a TDM plan is under development for the Interstate 805 South Express Lanes project to incorporate TDM strategies into corridor
improvements.

We support the efforts of SANDAG to accommodate smart growth and
to provide a robust transit system serving our current needs and future
growth areas. To that end, we encourage SANDAG to prioritize transit
projects as much as possible in this and future planning efforts.

The draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan establishes goals for participation in TDM programs to include vanpool, carpool, telework, and shared
mobility services through 2050. The SANDAG Transportation Demand Management (TDM) division continually collects and evaluates data on TDM
program participation to ensure progress towards meeting goals for reduced vehicle miles traveled. Further the TDM division conducts regular surveys
to assist with determining the effectiveness of TDM programs and opportunities for growth. This includes a triennial Regional Commute Behavior
Survey as well as employee commute surveys that are conducted at worksites throughout the region on an ongoing basis.

Public Health
Stakeholder
Group-Ad Hoc
Subcommittee

We support the effort of the Draft Regional Plan to “incorporate
regional transportation model enhancements to provide more robust
data regarding bicycle and pedestrian travel and public health
outcomes.” Given the emphasis of the Draft Regional Plan on
encouraging VMT reduction and moving to other modes of
transportation, we believe that more of the total funding should be
going to supporting active transportation projects. There should be
strict restrictions on regional investments in communities and areas that
do not meet the key principles of smart growth or for agencies that
have not adopted a Climate Action Plan or Complete Streets Policy.

•

•

TDM performance and evaluation criteria are needed to make
sure we are on track to monitor progress in reducing VMT. TDM
strategies should be accountable so that their effectiveness can
be measured, future implementation can be evaluated, and
smarter investments can be made.
More funding “first and last mile improvements” are needed to
make transit more accessible and successful. For example, Safe
Routes to Transit improvements should be given a funding
priority since the improvements will connect people to transit
and typically also will complete walking and bike connections on
major arterials that already serve housing, employment areas,
and provide access to goods and services.

In the Active Transportation grant program, SANDAG incentivizes adoption of Complete Streets policies by local jurisdictions by awarding higher points
to those applicants that have adopted such policies.

Letter

SANDAG also has several efforts underway to improve connections to transit. For example, a study that evaluates first and last mile solutions for
employment centers served by Rapid transit service is under development. Strategies being examined include bike and pedestrian improvements,
integration of shared mobility services (e.g. carshare, bikeshare, on-demand shuttles) to extend the reach of transit, and other amenities (e.g. real-time
travel information, mobile/concierge services) that make it more convenient to ride transit.
Additionally, SANDAG is in the process of developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities,
and urban design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend
improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San Diego
region.

SANDAG has several efforts underway to address first and last mile connectivity. For example, a study that evaluates first and last mile solutions for
employment centers served by Rapid transit service is under development. Strategies being examined include bike and pedestrian improvements,
integration of shared mobility services (e.g. carshare, bikeshare, on-demand shuttles) to extend the reach of transit, and other amenities (e.g. real-time
travel information, mobile/concierge services) that make it more convenient to ride transit.
Additionally, SANDAG is in the process of developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities,
and urban design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend
improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San Diego
region. Mobility hub locations will be prioritized based on a variety of factors including the mix of land uses and the type and frequency of available
transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas will also be leveraged to identify viable sites for mobility hub investments. Availability of funding
through the life of the Regional Plan allows for the implementation of up to 20 mobility hubs by 2035. SANDAG aims to explore additional mobility
hub implementation funding opportunities through federal and state grants in addition to public-private partnerships.
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Public Health
Stakeholder
Group-Ad Hoc
Subcommittee

Page 5 of Appendix G to the Draft EIR, lists common assumptions used
in the GHG emissions inventory. It also shows the number of
”VMTs/day and population estimates based on Series 13 Forecast. The
numbers break down to 25.27 VMTs/day in 2012, 24.72 miles in 2020,
23.64 in 2035, and 23.42 in 2050. When looking at the difference
between years 2012 and 2020, we are essentially asking people to shift
their mode behavior for 0.55 miles per person per day. It also could
mean that we are asking people to carpool, walk, bike, or take transit
on average eight more days in a calendar year. It could also mean that
we are asking about 68,000 people to ditch their cars completely by
the year 2020 (when extrapolating this to the region’s total
population). A fundamental question for decision makers will be to
determine if we are doing enough to get people out of their cars and
carpooling, walking, biking, or taking transit by years 2020, 2035, and
2050.

The Draft Regional Plan shows a reduction in VMT per capita through the implementation of the transportation network and through implementation
of land use decisions that have been made by the cities and county to develop within their existing boundaries. The transportation component of the
Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives to driving alone which helps reduce vehicle miles traveled.
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VII. Transportation Infrastructure and Sea Level Rise Guidance

SANDAG understands how sea level rise and climate change can threaten public health and the regional economy. This is recognized in the San Diego
Forward Chapter 2 - A Strategy for Sustainability. SANDAG considers potential impacts of climate change on transportation projects by designing
infrastructure to withstand impacts of sea level rise, extreme heat, and intense rain events.

Letter

Sea level rise and coastal erosion threaten coastal infrastructure,
including transportation assets. As described on Page F-10, rising sea
levels will significantly increase the challenge to transportation
managers in ensuring reliable transportation operations. A North Coast
Corridor study found that multiple bridges along the railroad, Interstate
5, and State Highway 101 corridors may be vulnerable to high water in
the future.
The public review draft of the revised Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance
document, currently being circulated by the California Coastal
Commission, provides an overview of the best available science on sea
level rise for California and recommended methodology for addressing
sea level rise in coastal commission planning and regulatory actions.
Although as detailed in the Draft Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance
publication there are a number of adaptation strategies that can be
explored, current guidance is putting a focus on retreat strategies that
relocate or remove existing development out of hazard areas and limits
the construction of new development in these areas.
Shoreline armoring is a common protection for linear infrastructure,
such as highways and rail lines. Although near-term adaptation may
allow near-term sea wall protection, long-term retreat may not be
feasible for critical infrastructure in built out environments. To enhance
transportation planning coordination and decision-making, we need to
better understand coastal hazard risks and how best to protect coastal
resources, including transportation infrastructure over time. Given the
range of impacts that could occur as a result of sea level rise, the
region would benefit from having a vulnerability assessment and
adaptation plan conducted for significant regional infrastructure.

Further, through the Environmental Mitigation Program, SANDAG is studying climate change impacts on regional habitat and species to better
understand how to manage habitat preserve areas in the future. Finally, SANDAG has been coordinating regional shoreline preservation to reduce
impacts from rising sea levels and has built two regional sand replenishment projects. SANDAG will continue to seek opportunities to maintain the
region's shoreline and implement the Regional Shoreline Preservation Strategy.
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Sean Karafin

San Diego
Regional
Chamber of
Commerce,
Public Policy and
Economic
Research

It's important that we approach this growth that we've been talking
about in a thoughtful way. We need to protect our environment. We
obviously need to protect our quality of life, and we also need to
protect and allow for our economy to grow with the population. The
concepts included in this Plan, looking at accommodating more
compact development, multi-modal transportation system connecting
housing to job centers -- these are all very important things. And I
don't have to tell people in this room how diverse our region is and
how each of our communities have such unique needs. We need more
fast and reliable transit. We do need a broad and safe active
transportation network. And we need to target our investments and
our roads and our highways so that those investments support transit
service, carpools, and the efficient movement of goods. And the people
in this room, again, know that that's code for jobs. That's how we
create jobs in this region. This plan directs investments to keep our
economy moving, creating jobs, and helping us meet those greenhouse
gas reduction targets that we're trying so hard to do. Thank you.

We appreciate your comment and your support for the Draft Regional Plan. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Court
Reporter
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Alison Farrin

Ramona Trails
Association

In our review of the San Diego Forward Plan, there does not appear to
be any significant reference or weight given to the enacted County
Master Trails Plan. This plan was designed to connect communities on
both a pathway and off-road basis, enabling citizens to use nonmotorized transport to reach live/work/play destinations. I would think
it should be an integral part of your forward planning as it specifically
states it is to be the implementing document!

We will incorporate the County Regional Trails Plan into Figure A.14 in the final Regional Plan.

Email

What happened? http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/parks/trails.html
On January 12, 2005, the San Diego County Board of Supervisors
unanimously approved the adoption of the County Trails Program and
the Community Trails Master Plan (CTMP). The County Trails Program
will be utilized to develop a system of interconnected regional and
community trails and pathways. These trails and pathways are intended
to address an established public need for recreation and transportation,
but will also provide health and quality of life benefits associated with
hiking, mountain biking, and horseback riding throughout the County's
biologically diverse environments. The County Trails Program involves
both trail development and management on public, semi-public, and
private lands. The Community Trails Master Plan will be the
implementing document for the trails programs and contains adopted
individual community trails and pathways plans.
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Mike Lutz

Rancho
Bernardo
Community
Planning Board

The Rancho Bernardo Community Planning Board (Planning Board)
appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the draft San
Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan). We also thank you
for attending our June Planning Board meeting to present the Regional
Plan and answer our questions . Following your presentation , the
Planning Board discussed the proposals in the Regional Plan and
identified a number of issues that we believe warrant comment. As a
result, the Rancho Bernardo Community Planning Board approved, by a
vote of 11-0-0, forwarding the comments presented below to SANDAG
for consideration and possible inclusion in the Final Regional Plan.
Transportation Improved Access to and from Transit Stations: The
Planning Board supports the Regional Plan's recommendation for
"making a strong link between how we design local development
projects and how we design the regional transit systems that serve
them." There must however also be more thought given to how we
can improve accessibility to and from existing transit facilities,
particularly transit facilities such as the Rancho Bernardo Transit
Station, which serves both residents traveling to work from Rancho
Bernardo and employees traveling from other areas to Rancho
Bernardo's industrial park. Local transit service to and from the transit
station is extremely limited, requiring most residents to drive to the
transit station and limiting opportunities for employees of the industrial
park to take advantage of available regional bus service. The Regional
Plan recommends making transit more convenient; providing local
transit opportunities to and from existing transit facilities is consistent
with this recommendation . The region has made significant
investments in our existing transit facilities; therefore, it only makes
sense that we attempt to maximize that investment by improving
accessibility to and from these facilities.

SANDAG is developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend improvements,
conceptual designs, and implementation strategies for different communities served by high-frequency transit in the San Diego region; to address
access to and from existing and new transit facilities. The plan will prioritize mobility hub locations based on a variety of factors including the mix of
land uses and the type and frequency of available transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas, including employment centers, will also be leveraged
to identify viable sites for mobility hub investments. Additionally, a wide range of new and emerging shared mobility services (e.g. carshare, bikeshare,
scootershare, on-demand shuttles) will be evaluated and incorporated to provide residents, employees, and visitors with a range of options that
connect to and from transit services.

Letter
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Mike Lutz

Rancho
Bernardo
Community
Planning Board

Improvements to the I-5/SR 56 Interchange: To improve east/west
access between I-15 and I- 5, the Planning Board requests that
consideration be given to accelerating the construction dates for
constructing the westbound SR 56 to northbound I-5 ramp and the
southbound I-5 to east bound SR 56 ramp. Further, the timing for
widening SR 56 should be accelerated and the widening project should
include a Fastrak/carpool lane. Consideration should also be given to
providing a FastTrak/carpool lane on SR 52 between I-805 and I-5.

Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period
covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around $204 billion over 35 years, we don’t have all the money right now which requires some projects
to be phased in later years. However, Caltrans and the City of San Diego are currently exploring the use of Development Impact Fee dollars for
operational improvements on the west end of the SR 56 corridor near I-5. The draft Plan includes a future widening of SR 52 between I-805 and I-5.
Advanced planning studies for this segment of SR 52 would analyze various alternatives.

Letter
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Mike Lutz

Rancho
Bernardo
Community
Planning Board

Bicycle Planning: The Planning Board supports the Regional Plan's
proposal to expedite the completion of Class 1 and other appropriate
bicycle facilities throughout the County to provide safe access for all
riders.

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visiting SDForward.com.

Letter
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Mike Lutz

Rancho
Bernardo
Community
Planning Board

High-Speed Train Service: The Planning Board continues to oppose the
inclusion of a proposal to extend the High Speed Rail line down the I15 corridor from Escondido to downtown San Diego within the
Regional Transportation Plan. The Regional Plan should not assume the
alignment has been approved, as CEQA and NEPA have not yet been
completed for this alignment and there are alternatives to this
alignment that need to be considered and evaluated before any final
decision can be made.

Until a final alignment is chosen by the California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA), SANDAG is showing the alignment documented in the CHSRA's
programmatic environmental document. A map showing the alternative alignments will be included in the final Regional Plan in Appendix A.
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Mike Lutz

Rancho
Bernardo
Community
Planning Board

Public Facilities Meeting the Active Recreational Needs of the Region:
The Regional Plan must provide solutions for achieving the objective of
creating "great places for everyone to ...play," while also ensuring that
the resources intended for protection in our open space preserves will
indeed be preserved. Accommodating another one million residents
within our already developed communities will require more than
walkways and plazas to satisfy the Region's active recreational needs.
The Management Strategic Plan for Conserved Lands in Western San
Diego County (version 08.27.2013) identifies human use of lands
purchased to preserve species and habitats lost to development
elsewhere in the region as a stressor that may impact sensitive species
and necessitate the need for management to ensure species
persistence. Education programs and park stewards can help, but these
actions do not address the unmet need of providing open space for
active recreation. Although the conserved lands can provide some
needs, other open space areas and areas that can accommodate field
sports must be identified to meet the active recreational needs of
current and future residents in the region. In addition, funding sources
for purchasing land to accommodate active recreational uses (e.g., field
sports, mountain biking, cross country running) should be examined in
the Regional Plan. Significant funding has been expended to preserve
our sensitive resources, so it is imperative that we take the steps
necessary to ensure the continued protection of these resources.

While we agree that recreational facilities are an important component of local quality of life and public health, the Regional Plan, by virtue of
SANDAG responsibilities, focuses on protecting parklands, open space, natural resource areas, and farmland at the regional scale. Public facilities such
as field sports, mountain biking, cross country running, and other recreational amenities, fall under the domain of local jurisdictions and community
groups.

Letter
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Mike Lutz

Rancho
Bernardo
Community
Planning Board

Land Use Ensuring Protection of Prime Industrial Lands: "San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan, serves as a blueprint for how our region
will grow, and how SANDAG will invest in transportation infrastructure
that will provide more choices, strengthen the economy, promote a
healthy environment, and support thriving communities." The focus of
the Regional Plan seems to be on sustainability, housing, and
transportation, with limited discussion about jobs and job creation;
both essential components of a strong economy and vibrant
communities. The Planning Board would like to see a greater focus on
the regional economy as a whole, including a recommendation to
protect prime industrial lands throughout the region. Ensuring regional
economic prosperity and vibrant communities requires the availability
of good paying jobs, the type of jobs provided within the areas set
aside for prime industrial uses. To ensure the protection of prime
industrial lands and the types of jobs generated in these areas, the
Planning Board requests that the Regional Plan include the
recommendation that member agencies evaluate existing zoning to
ensure that the uses permitted within designated prime industrial lands
are not resulting in the erosion of prime industrial uses over time. The
Rancho Bernardo Community Planning Board appreciates the
opportunity to review and provide comments on the draft San Diego
Forward Regional Plan.

The Plan assumes most of the region's employment growth within established employment areas which include the employment areas along the I-15
corridor. One of the 13 policy objectives in the Plan is to "invest in transportation projects that provide access for all communities to a variety of jobs
with competitive wages". As such, the Plan does not propose adding housing to employment areas, rather providing transportation options from
where people live to the job center. Land use and zoning decisions are not within SANDAG's purview and are the responsibility of local land use
authorities.
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Andy Hanshaw

San Diego
County Bicycle
Coalition

The San Diego County Bicycle Coalition (SDCBC) is a 501(c)3 non-profit
organization. We promote bicycling as a safe, enjoyable, and reliable
form of transportation and recreation. We advocate for the rights of
people on bikes as well as support infrastructure that provides a safe
and connected bicycle network across San Diego County.
We are writing to provide comment on Draft San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan. We would like to congratulate SANDAG for the progress
that has been made over the course of the plan’s development to
prepare a draft Regional Plan ready for public comment and review.
SANDAG was responsive to information and input provided at their
community workshops and public meetings to develop a Regional Plan
that balances the environmental, economic, and social well-being of
the San Diego region. The SDCBC supports the stated goals of the
Regional Plan, which include strengthening the economy, promoting a
healthy environment, supporting thriving communities, and installing
infrastructure that provides more transportation choices to residents
and visitors of San Diego County.

Thank you for your review of the Draft Regional Plan and providing comments and support.

Letter

We support the efforts of SANDAG to develop a Regional Plan that
increases transportation choices for everyone, supports our economy,
maintains our quality of life, and protects the environment. The
following comments and suggestions would strengthen those goals
and address shortcomings in the plan.
400

Andy Hanshaw

San Diego
County Bicycle
Coalition

One primary concern of ours is in regard to the timeliness of active
transportation project planning and implementation processes. The
active transportation goals in the DRP are attainable, but they must be
carried out in a timely manner. We feel that currently there is
significant delay in the development of non-car transportation,
ultimately making the realization of the DRP’s goals (healthy
environment and communities, innovative mobility and planning, and
vibrant economy (p. 10)) difficult to attain. We urge SANDAG and its
member agencies to accelerate the implementation of bicycle and
transit projects.

By 2050, the Draft Regional Plan includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network. This includes $200 million worth of projects that will be
implemented within the next ten years, through the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program.

Letter
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Andy Hanshaw

San Diego
County Bicycle
Coalition

We would like more transparency in the Plan regarding performance
monitoring indicators. While general categories are included, we feel
specifics should be as well. For instance, bicycle miles traveled or
multimodal level of service – we would like to know if these or other
indicators are currently planned to be in use.

The next Regional Performance Monitoring Report proposed to include the following performance monitoring indicators: Commute Mode Share,
Annual Transit Boardings, Travel volumes for all modes including bikes and pedestrians using the regional Bike Counter Network and Alternative fuel
vehicle ownership.

Letter
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Andy Hanshaw

San Diego
County Bicycle
Coalition

Further attention to and consideration of the “resurface/repurpose”
concept would be wise both economically and environmentally. If while
resurfacing a roadway, it was also repurposed by the addition of bike
facilities such as buffered and non-buffered bike lanes and bike paths.
This practice would be beneficial both economically by minimizing
expenses and environmentally by minimizing land use.

Local projects (including resurfacing projects) funded with TransNet funds are required to provide routine accommodation for people who walk or
bike, per SANDAG Board Policy 21. Furthermore, regional bikeway projects are coordinated with local resurfacing projects where possible.

Letter
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Andy Hanshaw

San Diego
County Bicycle
Coalition

We feel incentives to shift the mode of travel from the car to more
active modes of transportation must be offered such as reduced transit
fares and safer biking and walking facilities that access communities
throughout the county. We feel that in order to improve air quality,
reduce VMTs, and promote the health and safety of both communities
and the environment, projects that offer alternatives to car travel must
be prioritized.

Balancing the cost of transit fares and service levels is the heart of the matter. There are limited operating funds available and all funding is being used
to maximize service. While many people would like fare levels to be lowered, this could have a negative impact on the funding available for service.
Discounts are available for seniors, persons with disabilities, and youth (18 and under). The $5 Day Pass allows unlimited use of most rail and bus
services (fares for COASTER and Rapid Express are higher).

Letter

In terms of incentivizing healthy and accessible communities, SANDAG offers two TransNet grant programs, the Smart Growth Incentive Program and
the Active Transportation Program. Both programs offer matched funding for planning and capital projects that ultimately create more multi-modal,
accessible, and vibrant communities.
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Andy Hanshaw

San Diego
County Bicycle
Coalition

The expansion of transportation choices should support the needs of all
communities. Some freeway expansions, such as the SR-94 do not do
that. Improving transit on the SR-94 is an admirable goal. However, the
two alternatives being studied in the Draft EIR call for widening of the
freeway to build new HOV lanes which will increase Vehicle Miles
Traveled through the heart of San Diego’s most walkable, bikeable,
compact, and transit-oriented communities – Golden Hill, Sherman
Heights, City Heights, and South East San Diego. We support the
community’s request to include the two innovative, communitysupported alternatives in the DEIR. This suggestion to convert existing
lanes rather than building out to install new ones supports our
previously stated concept of “resurface/repurpose.”

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along SR 94 between I-805 and Downtown San Diego. The addition of
these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route. Local representatives and
community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating community-based alternatives into
the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on shoulder alternative. While current law
does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an opportunity to employ this strategy in
the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also being considered and as a result
Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another alternative would provide communities
along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation of the future SR 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV
direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Letter

405

Andy Hanshaw

San Diego
County Bicycle
Coalition

In order to achieve the City of San Diego’s ambitious draft Climate
Action Plan (CAP) goal of 6 percent bicycle commuter mode share by
2020, the portion of the budget allocated to projects that promote
bicycle infrastructure must be increased. Many studies and surveys have
shown that bicycle commuter mode share is directly proportional to the
amount allocated to active transportation in the budget. We ask that
SANDAG consider increasing the portion of the budget allocated to
active transportation sector from 3 percent to 6 percent. Additional
bicycle facilities and programs are also an appropriate mitigation
measure for projects included in the DRP that actually increase VMT
and emissions from cars.

Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period
covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around $204 billion over 35 years, we don’t have all the money right now. Also, a majority of the
funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and we don’t have the
authority to interchange them. These constraints come with specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. The “revenue constrained
scenario” for transportation investments detailed in our Regional Plan plays by those rules. It’s what we can do given the budget we project.

Letter
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Ted Anasis

San Diego
County Regional
Airport
Authority

San Diego Forward –The Regional Plan Draft, April 2015 Page 52,
Sidebar on Page 83, Goal #16 on Page 147 and Appendix A The text
implies that the Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) is on San Diego
International Airport property. The text should clearly state that the ITC
is a SANDAG project located adjacent, but not on San Diego
International Airport or under the planning jurisdiction of the Airport.
Discussion of the ITC should be clear to describe the ITC directly north
of the Airport across Pacific Highway with a pedestrian connection to
the Airport. The text should not imply the ITC is located on Airport
property since the purpose of the ITC is to provide linkages for surface
transit modes in proximity to the Airport.

The language in Chapter 2 on Page 52 and Page 147 will be revised to indicate the ITC is located adjacent to the airport. The sidebar on Page 83
already does indicate the ITC will be located along the rail corridor. The Appendix A project listing is simply the title of the project and is not meant to
provide details on the specific project location.

Letter

407

Ted Anasis

San Diego
County Regional
Airport
Authority

Page 81, First bullet: There is inaccurate information in this paragraph.
Recommend the first sentence be corrected: In 2014, more than 18
million annual passengers used the San Diego International Airport
(SDIA). Recommend the third sentence be corrected: There are 12
public use airports in the San Diego region as well as four military
airports/airfields. Tijuana International Airport is located directly south
of the U.S. border.

We will incorporate the suggested edits into Chapter 2: A Strategy for Sustainability.

Letter

408

Ted Anasis

San Diego
County Regional
Airport
Authority

Page 83, Second paragraph The Green Build opened in August 2013,
not August 2014.

We will correct the date pointed out in your comment in Chapter 2: A Strategy for Sustainability.

Letter
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Ted Anasis

San Diego
County Regional
Airport
Authority

Appendix A, Pages 4, 11, 12, 22, 30, 34, 47 Footnotes to Airport
Express Routes should be revised to read “Capital cost may be funded
by aviation and other private funds.”

We will revise the footnotes on the tables located in these pages to indicate that implementation of these services is dependent upon funding from
aviation and other private sources.

Letter

Page 2-53, Table 2.0-6; San Diego International Airport Intermodal
Transit Center (ITC). Service frequency should include footnote: Service
frequency should consider when airport passengers and employees
must be at the Airport in the early morning, late evenings, and
weekends.

The comment refers to both span of service as well as frequency of service. The need for early morning, late evening, and weekend service for
passengers and employees makes sense given the hours of airport operations. The Draft Regional Plan includes funding for increased transit operations
that includes increased span of service and increases in service frequencies for rail and bus services in the urbanized area.
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Ted Anasis

San Diego
County Regional
Airport
Authority

Appendix A, Page 30 – Goods Movement SDIA Interior Northside
Roadway will be completed by 2016 (not 2020).

Thank you for the clarification for this project's completion date. We coordinated all airport-related improvements with the San Diego County Regional
Airport Authority and have a completion date of 2016 for this particular project.

Letter

Table A.4 is meant to provide the regional projects which have ancillary freight benefits as well as direct freight benefits and are included in the
revenue constrained plan. It is essentially an extension of Table A.2 which includes the phased year that each project will be completed. These
timeframes are based on the interim time periods; 2020, 2035 and 2050.
As you have stated, this particular project will be completed by 2016. This falls within the 2020 timeframe. This timeframe is not meant to equate to a
completion date for all projects; for example five separate projects could be completed by 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 and 2020 and all fall within this
timeframe.
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Theresa Andrews

San Diego
County Tax
Payers
Association

Few issues are as inherently relevant to taxpayers as transportation and
infrastructure. Our Board has not yet taken formal position on the San
Diego Forward Plan, but we have a long history of support for
SANDAG transportation investment. We supported the TransNet halfcent sales tax because we recognize the need for investment in San
Diego's transportation infrastructure. The benefits of that investment
are now becoming evident, as we see the expansion of the Trolley,
light rail, and freeways from those dollars. With our population
continuing to grow and the expected addition of about one million
new San Diegans over the next 35 years, it is wise to plan now, to
accommodate new jobs, homes, commutes, and movement -- and
movement of goods and services. SANDAG has put together a
balanced plan of transit, road, and freeway improvements, and
upgrades for active transportation that addresses the GHG reduction
goals realistically and honestly. We will continue our analysis of the
plan as it moves forward in the process. But at this stage, we believe it
shows great promise for handling San Diego's population and
economic growth over the next several decades.

We appreciate your interest in the Draft Regional Plan and support for transportation infrastructure investments in the San Diego region.

Court
Reporter
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Carolyn Chase

San Diego Earth
Day

The RTP plan fails plan to sufficiently reduce transportation-related
greenhouse gas emissions and continues to plan massive investments in
low-performing transit and freeway projects, instead of amending the
TransNet sales tax project list. In fact, they do not offer any alternatives
that is anything other than a continuation of old ideas that have
seemingly locked us into a low-performing, car-oriented approach to
transportation planning, since they pursue projects conceived decadeas
ago instead of making changes based on new approaches. Do
SANDAG forecasts account for change driving options, i.e. how many
using Uber, Lyft, Car2go - will not need a second car or any car to get
around, thus reducing VMT? The usage of what was previously
unaccounted for existing car capacity should be considered. SANDAG
planners and analysis should be planning transit that attracts drivers,
based on market research, and therefore reduces traffic. Instead of
expanding freeways, they should be converting current lanes to transit
and carpools. But in order for this to work, they must have higher
performing transit systems along the lines of what's proposed in the
San Diego Quickway Proposal found at: San Diego Quickway Proposal
https://www.facebook.com/quickwayproposal?fref=nf This system
should have been included in the EIR as another alternative. Instead we
keep pursuing old ideas that are not compliant with either our needs or
the requirements to adapt to a changing climate, or the possibilities
that other regions are implementing. The Coaster should be electrified.
Funding is driving planning, rather than planning driving the funding
and this is a receipt for continued traffic and low-performing transit.
The end result of this impedes regional growth, rather than
accomodating it or attracting it. Smart growth requires smart transit, so
please consider a higher performing transit alternative, without slow,
expensive trollies that require transfers to get most places in the region.
The trolley system should be completed and in the long run, converted
off of rails and into a bus-Rapid transit system.

The Draft Regional Plan exceeds the SB 375 greenhouse gas emission reduction targets established by the California Air Resources Board. The Draft EIR
(Impact GHG-2) demonstrates that the proposed Plan would not conflict with the State’s ability to achieve the AB 32 target of reducing statewide
GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020.

Web
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

Honorable SANDAG Board and Committee members: On behalf of the
San Diego Housing Federation, I am writing the San Diego Association
of Governments (SANDAG) to submit our comments and feedback for
the draft of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. Founded in 1990,
the San Diego Housing Federation (SDHF) serves as the collective voice
of those who support, build, and finance affordable housing in the San
Diego region. As an interested stakeholder in SANDAG’s work, SDHF
staff have participated in several of the San Diego Forward workshops
and we appreciate the opportunity to provide this feedback on the
draft plan. While we are pleased to see housing identified as important
in Chapter One of the Regional Plan, we are disappointed to see little
in the plan that will actually address our region’s housing needs. With
housing so largely overlooked, the Regional Plan will do little to help
improve regional transit into the future. This is troubling for many
reasons, especially because, as is noted in SANDAG’s 2008 Regional
Prosperity Study, if today’s housing trends continue, “what will look
like a transportation problem in 2030 will have actually been caused by
a housing problem that could have been prevented by acting today.”

The transportation plan continues to evolve over time based on experiences locally and throughout the country. Services like Uber/Lyft, Car2Go are
being factored into the development of Mobility Hubs. SANDAG has kicked off a study to develop a Regional Mobility Hubs Strategy that envisions key
rail and Rapid transit stations serving as hubs for a number of mobility options that can improve first mile/last-mile connections to transit. We are on
the forefront of developing this concept and are working toward implementation of pilot mobility hub applications that can leverage both public and
private sector funding.
With regards to freeway projects, the majority of improvements involve development of a regional network of Managed Lanes facilities that give
priority to carpools, vanpools, and Rapid services that operate on the Managed Lanes. The draft plan recognizes that, while transit is an effective
solution for urbanized areas, it may not be a cost-effective solution for many areas that are characterized by low density, auto-oriented development.
While future growth is focused on more transit-oriented development land uses, increasing non-drive alone travel choices like carpooling/vanpooling,
bicycle facilities, etc. to these existing non-transit oriented areas is also important to the overall goal of reducing GHG emissions. Conversion of general
purpose lanes to create additional Managed/HOV lanes would be governed by federal and state laws and regulations, Also, several alternatives
evaluated in the Draft EIR (5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D) convert general purpose lanes to managed lanes that support carpools. The Board of Directors will
consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
High performing transit services are the aim of the plan. While transfers are often required, a key component of the plan is the creation of a network
of ten-minute all day bus and Trolley service in the urbanized areas which will make transfers less onerous and more convenient. Bus Rapid transit
services are an important part of the plan and a cost-effective solution for many corridors. Rail investment is a cost effective solution in other corridors.
The characteristics of each corridor are evaluated to determine the best investment strategy for that corridor and how it fits into the overall regional
transit system.
Electrification along the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors would be challenging due to the mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak,
Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional nonelectrified locomotives for the foreseeable future. Electrification is not identified in the LOSSAN Programmatic EIR. Electrification along the sensitive
coastal LOSSAN corridor would be inconsistent with the coastal communities due to the overhead catenary wires that would potentially impact coastal
views and the lack of available right-of-way for in the coastal area for electrical substations and transmission lines. As of 2015, all new locomotives
purchased must meet US EPA' Tier 4 emissions regulations which dramatically reduce emissions from diesel locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains
will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan, all locomotives and SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low
emission locomotives.
"Increasing the supply and variety of housing types affordable to people of all ages and income levels" is one of the 13 policy objectives in the Plan. In
addition, the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L, is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning
for housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate
the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the
housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs
that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households. Other ways the Regional Plan addresses
housing needs include: 1) the Regional Transit Oriented (TOD) Strategy (Appendix U-4 of the Regional Plan), which recommends that affordable
housing be located in Smart Growth Opportunity Areas (SGOAs) located on the Smart Growth Concept Map and/or transit oriented districts; and 2)
the Smart Growth Incentive Program (SGIP) which supports housing in transit oriented SGOAs using grants that are evaluated based on existing and
planned housing density and affordable housing factors (Board Policy No. 033) and other criteria.
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

In order for the Regional Plan to take greater strides in reducing GHG
emissions and addressing affordable housing needs as a part of
solution to make such reductions, we offer the following comments
and recommendations: Explore ways SANDAG can provide direct
funding for housing. In order to better connect transit to riders, we
urge SANDAG to look for ways to provide direct funding for affordable
housing. This could be accomplished through state legislation, similar
to SB 1685 (Kehoe), a SANDAG-sponsored bill that expanded purposes
for which revenue can be used to allow for funding of environmental
mitigation measures. A similar bill could be introduced that would
provide SANDAG with flexibility to fund housing to spur investment in
affordable housing near transit as part of GHG reduction strategies. If
this is done promptly, SANDAG could and should include affordable
housing as a component of the proposed Quality of Life ballot
measure. As we mentioned in our January 2015 letter to the SANDAG
Board of Directors, lack of affordable housing has forced more San
Diegans to “drive to qualify” in order to find an affordable place to
live. This is unsustainable and must be addressed as a part of a regional
Quality of Life initiative.

"Increasing the supply and variety of housing types affordable to people of all ages and income levels" is one of the 13 policy objectives in the Plan. It
is known that additional funding is needed to support affordable housing and the SANDAG Board of Directors has identified the need for affordable
housing in their legislative program. In addition to the RHNA, SANDAG prioritizes TransNet grant funding in communities that are planning for and
building affordable housing. The prioritization implements SANDAG Board Policy 33, which rewards local jurisdictions for planning and building
affordable housing. SANDAG also has committed to continue collaborating with local jurisdictions and developers on funding applications to state and
federal affordable housing programs. The SANDAG Board of Directors recognizes that there are many needs in the region and is currently analyzing a
potential funding measure that could be placed on a future ballot, though no decisions have been made regarding what will be included in the
measure.

Letter
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

Work with transit agencies to identify land for transit-oriented
affordable housing. SANDAG should also work with the San Diego
Metropolitan Transit System and North County Transit District to
identify land owned by these agencies that could be set aside for
affordable housing. Earlier this year, the Los Angeles Metropolitan
Transit Agency voted to set aside 35 percent of its own land for
development of apartments near transit for low-income residents.
Recognizing that a majority of their riders are low-income and
struggling to pay rent, LA Metro’s land dedication is a step in the right
direction to keep ridership up rather than forcing riders to abandon
transit and begin to drive as they are forced to move further away from
transit hubs in search of a place to live that they can afford. Providing
land set-asides near transit also makes affordable housing development
at these sites more feasible by eliminating competition from marketrate developers that drives up the cost of land at these sites.

SANDAG will adopt a Regional Transit Oriented Development Strategy which includes actions to further joint development opportunities. The Strategy
will be included as Appendix U. It is important to recognize that joint development of MTS property is guided by MTS Board Policy 18 and has four
major goals: 1. Integration of transportation facilities into existing and proposed developments to meet community needs; 2. Promotion and
enhancement of the use of public transportation; 3. Maximization of the recovery of public capital costs and increase of the return on public
investment; and 4. Enhancement and protection of the transportation corridor and its environs. To achieve these, MTS has worked with a variety of
developers, including some building affordable housing. More information is available on the Joint Development Program page at www.sdmts.com.

Letter

NCTD's policies allow for the pursuit of joint development opportunities when such opportunities provide physical enhancements to the District's
public transit system in combination with revenue production or other financial benefits. NCTD requires that all excess real estate without an FTA
interest be sold or leased at fair market value. NCTD policies do allow for the disposition of excess real estate at less than fair market value for other
public purposes at the discretion of the NCTD Board of Directors.
NCTD
is
currently
forwarding
transit-oriented
developments
through
public-private
partnerships
at
several
locations.
NCTD will continue to work with the respective jurisdictions within which the transit-oriented developments are located, along with private sector
partners, to determine appropriate locations, types and proportions of housing at each site. Affordable housing may be considered where it benefits
transit patrons and enhances the overall community.
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

Incentivize strong local-level housing programs As noted in Appendix
U-13, one strategy SANDAG could implement to encourage affordable
housing development is to provide incentives for local jurisdictions to
meet their affordable housing needs. This could be accomplished by
dramatically increasing funding for the Smart Growth Incentive
Program and putting in place measures that ensure funds are allocated
to jurisdictions with strong affordable housing and anti-displacement
programs and policies. Rewarding cities that have strong housing
programs, such as inclusionary housing policies, housing impact fees
and other tools that promote affordable housing as a part of residential
growth furthers smart growth principles by providing adequate
opportunity for affordable housing in proximity to transit and other
services. SDHF would be pleased to work with SANDAG to identify how
to create such guidelines for the Smart Growth Incentive Program.

SANDAG recently awarded its third cycle of grant funding for the TransNet Smart Growth Incentive Program. The fourth cycle is expected to be issued
in the next several years. As part of the grant program, the working groups, Policy Advisory Committees, Board of Directors, and the public, are asked
to provide input on the criteria before each "call for projects" is released. This provides an opportunity to review how the program is working and
determine whether any changes should be made. If new statewide Cap and Trade funding sources potentially become available, SANDAG would
attempt to leverage the TransNet funds to supplement the current SGIP funding amounts.

Letter
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

Even if SANDAG does not pursue our first recommendation to pursue
avenues to allow the agency to directly fund affordable housing
programs, the agency can put in place requirements associated with
any Quality of Life initiative that will direct funds only to those cities
with strong affordable housing policies and programs. This could help
generate hundreds of millions of dollars for affordable communities
throughout the region.

While SANDAG is discussing a 'Quality of Life' funding measure that may be placed on a future ballot, the SANDAG Board of Directors has not
reached any decision about what may be included in such a measure. SANDAG is obligated to include funding for implementing the regional share of
the habitat conservation plans as outlined in a provision of the TransNet Extension Ordinance.
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

Help make San Diego competitive for other funding sources. The Draft
Regional Plan continues to prioritize freeway expansion and other autocentric investment over public transportation and active transit. By not
prioritizing transit, the Regional Plan not only falls short in meeting
GHG reduction goals, but leaves San Diego continuing to fall behind in
competition for transit-related funding programs that reward robust
transit infrastructure. Programs such as the state’s Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) Housing Program and the newly created
Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities (AHSC) Program that
provide funding for affordable homes near transit rely on availability of
adequate sites for development. The Regional Plan can help increase
the potential to tap into these resources by investing in public transit
and active transportation rather than highway expansion.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investments proposed in the Draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is
proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit. The Draft Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines by 2050, 32 new Rapid transit
services, continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines,
and three new intermodal transit centers.

Letter

SANDAG’s current targets are per capita CO2 emission reductions from passenger vehicles of 7 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by 2035 relative to
2005 levels, and the proposed Plan exceeds these targets.
In terms of funding, the Plan includes over 30 funding sources (both existing and projected). Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan
built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around
$204 billion over 35 years, we don’t have all the money right now. Also, a majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for
example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and we don’t have the authority to interchange them. These constraints come
with specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. The “revenue constrained scenario” for transportation investments detailed in our
Regional Plan plays by those rules. It’s what we can do given the budget we project.

419

Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

Strengthen SANDAG’s Regional Transit Oriented-Development Strategy
In its current form, the Regional Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
Strategy does not go far enough to implement the recommendations
made in the strategy document. Once again, this is an area where
SANDAG has opportunity to flex its power of the purse strings and
incentivize cities that have policies and land uses in place that reflect
the best practices identified in the Regional TOD Strategy document.
This rewards jurisdictions that are TOD ready.

The Draft Regional Transit Oriented Districts (TOD) Strategy is being reviewed by working groups and stakeholders. Based on comments received to
date, refinements are being made to identify early actions that SANDAG, the transit agencies, and local jurisdictions can take following the Strategy's
acceptance by the SANDAG Board of Directors and inclusion as Appendix U-4 of the Regional Plan.
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

SANDAG should be a regional leader on housing issues We reiterate
the points made in our January 2015 letter to SANDAG’s Board of
Directors – SANDAG must take steps to clearly identify ways housing
fits into its work and this could begin by reconvening the Regional
Housing Working Group. This action is recommended as a best practice
in SANDAG’s housing affordability white paper on Regional TransitOriented Development Strategy and makes sense for working to meet
GHG reduction goals. According to a recent study published by the
Center for Neighborhood Technology, housing affordability, availability,
and location near transit – particularly for households with lowerincomes – plays a critical role in our ability to reduce vehicle miles
traveled and increase transit ridership. This report, released on July 14,
concluded, “In short, due to the residential selection, household
composition, receptivity to higher density housing, and income levels,
allocating land and funding to enable development of location-efficient
areas in a way that is affordable to lower-income households is
expected to yield greater VMT benefits per parcel and per person than
allocating the same land to higher-income people.” If SANDAG is truly
dedicated to its GHG reduction goals, it must take more of a leadership
role to address regional housing issues. Additionally, in other regions,
we have seen Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and other
transportation agencies demonstrate significant leadership on
affordable housing issues. Both the Southern California Association of
Governments (SCAG) and LA County MTA have convened housing
developers to cross-educate on opportunities such as the Affordable
Housing and Sustainable Communities program. While SANDAG staff
have made efforts in this area, most recently at the Complete
Communities Marketplace convening in 2013, such leadership has not
been forthcoming from the SANDAG board, and instead seems to be
going in the opposite direction as evidenced by the agency doing away
with its housing working group.

Thank you for bringing the CNT report on locating affordable housing near transit to our attention. We appreciate being made aware of this recent
study on how to reduce vehicle miles travelled and increase transit ridership.

Letter

For the upcoming AHSC cap-and-trade funding we plan to work with stakeholders and potential applicants to identify transportation projects (both
regional and local) that can be used in the next funding cycle.
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Bruce Reznik

San Diego
Housing
Federation

Closing In San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, SANDAG has the
opportunity to lay a framework that will have impacts for many years
to come. The San Diego Housing Federation urges SANDAG to adopt a
plan that will significantly increase resources to create housing
opportunities for low-income residents, spur early and ongoing
investment in transit and active transportation, and maximize
environmental and social equity outcomes. We are looking to you to be
the leader in shaping a better future for all residents in our region,
especially for those most impacted by pollution. Thank you for the
opportunity to provide these comments. We look forward to
continuing to work with SANDAG to preserve and increase the region’s
supply of affordable homes.

SANDAG looks forward to continuing to work with the San Diego Housing Federation on ways to maximize our transit investments, ensure the most
efficient and effective use of our TransNet grant funds (Smart Growth Incentive and Active Transportation Grant Programs), maximize both
environmental and social equity outcomes, and support affordable housing in the region through our grant programs, the Regional Transit Oriented
Development Strategy, and other collaborative efforts.
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Robin Rivet

San Diego Tree
Map

Urban forestry is conspicuously missing from your draft Plan, and
almost all your photos show palm trees and lawns; neither of which are
particularly sustainable for our San Diego future, but we desperately
need more healthy mature trees with larger canopies. A regional
canopy assessment would be a good beginning. Where is a baseline
map? I would be happy to discuss any details about the impact this
could bring our region.

You are correct that the Draft Regional Plan does not include urban forestry. While it is true that healthy mature trees with large canopies are an
important part of place-making and play an important role in the health of our residents and local communities, local jurisdictions are responsible for
the maintenance of local streets and roads, where many of the trees would be planted. That said, TransNet, the region's half cent sales tax for
transportation improvements, does include an allocation to local jurisdictions for local street and road projects which could be used for landscaping,
such as trees that would contribute toward the urban canopy. Similarly, SANDAG coordinates with local agencies where regional projects are
constructed and could include trees that are sensitive to the context of the particular project.

Email

We appreciate your support and feedback throughout the development of the Regional Plan. The Port of San Diego and SANDAG have a long
tradition of collaboration and cooperation and we, too, look forward to continuing this partnership in the future.

Letter

It is correct that SANDAG's 2004 Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP) contained detailed information on regional water quality issues and on funding
needs for storm water management. When SANDAG decided to merge the RCP with the Regional Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities
Strategy (RTP/SCS) in 2012, a greater focus was placed on the areas for which SANDAG has direct responsibility, transportation and land use
coordination. At that time, the SANDAG policy advisory committees and the SANDAG Board of Directors provided direction on the various issue areas
to be included in the plan. Because SANDAG is not the primary agency responsible for these two issue areas, these topics were not included in any
significant level of detail. The Regional Water Quality Control Board is the primary responsible agency.

Letter

[Please see the attached email from Robin Rivet as it provides
information regarding a webinar titled, "Resilient Cities: Strengthening
resilience through green space and stewardship"]
423

Jason H. Giffen

San Diego
Unified Port
District

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan (Draft Regional Plan), dated April 24, 2015.
Overall, the San Diego Unified Port District (District) staff is impressed
with the scope and content of the Draft Regional Plan, and is
encouraged by the positive outcomes that are predicted as a result of
implementing the strategies contained in the Draft Regional Plan.
As you know, the District has a strong interest in the future of the San
Diego region, from an economic, environmental, and equity
standpoint. The District is currently involved in a multi year "Integrated
Planning" process leading to an update of its Port Master Plan. The
District appreciates the opportunity to work cooperatively with the San
Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) during this process, and
looks forward to continued collaboration as we move into the next
phase of the process in the coming months.

424

Jason H. Giffen

San Diego
Unified Port
District

The following are the District's specific comments with regard to the
Draft Regional Plan: Water Quality Planning, Implementation and
Funding The District supports the proposed strategy that would
"protect the environment by preserving sensitive habitat, open space
and farmland" (p. 36). However, the District would have liked to have
also seen a discussion in the Draft Regional Plan regarding regional
water quality issues. The 2004 SANDAG Regional Comprehensive Plan
(RCP) (Chapter 4D) contained an extensive discussion of regional water
quality issues, and included specific policy objectives and recommended
actions related to planning, implementation and funding for water
quality restoration, enhancement and protection (see RCP, pp. 154172). In addition, Chapter 7 of the RCP contained an analysis of
funding needs for Storm Water Management (pp. 319-320) and
included specific recommended actions (p. 346). The District would like
to see SANDAG address these issues, and provide an update on the
status of the actions recommended in the RCP in the final version of
the Regional Plan.
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Jason H. Giffen

San Diego
Unified Port
District

Transportation System Investments for Commuters and Tourists The
District supports the proposed strategy to "invest in a transportation
network that gives people transportation options and reduces
greenhouse gas emissions" (p. 37). The District sees many
opportunities to work with SANDAG to improve access to existing and
future public transit service through strategies identified in the Draft
Regional Plan. Specifically, the District is interested in working with
SANDAG to promote Transit Oriented Development (TOD) planning
strategies and emerging Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
innovations. The District is particularly interested in the concept of
"mobility hubs" as referenced in the Draft Regional Plan (see pp. 7172) at key locations and near major District employment centers (such
as the Tenth Avenue Marine Terminal and the National City Marine
Terminal), as well as in activity centers and tourist destinations for
which the District is responsible for land use planning. The District
would like to see a clearer description in the final Regional Plan of how
SANDAG will prioritize its TOD investment strategies and "mobility
hub" projects in relation to these types of centers. In addition, the
District is interested in investigating the use of "proactive parking
programs" to serve existing and planned activity centers within the
District's planning area, and would like to get a better understanding
of the role that SANDAG will play in implementing these types of
programs.

We appreciate your interest in the mobility hub concept. The development of a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy is underway and will
identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or
destination. The strategy will recommend improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by highfrequency transit throughout the San Diego region. Mobility hub locations will be prioritized based on a variety of factors including the mix of land
uses and the type and frequency of available transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas, including employment and special use centers, will also
be leveraged to identify viable sites for mobility hub investments. Mobility hub investments also will be coordinated with the Regional TOD Strategy
that is under development.

Letter

Transportation System Investments for Goods Movement The District is
pleased to see that SANDAG has included a section in the Draft
Regional Plan on "transporting goods more efficiently" (pp. 79-82),
and has included a diagram that illustrates an "Unconstrained Goods
Movement Strategy" (Figure 2.16), along with a listing of "Revenue
Constrained Freight and Goods Movement Projects" for which
potential funding has been identified in the Draft Regional Plan
(Appendix A, Table A-4). The District supports the designation of the
"Port Terminals and Access Improvements at Harbor Drive" as one of
the "Key Project Locations" in Figure 2.16. The District is also
interested in the concept of a regional "Logistics Center I Yard" at an
unknown location north of the District Terminals that are shown in
Figure 2.16, and would like to learn more about this project and how it
might meet some of the needs of port shippers. Finally, the District is
pleased to see SANDAG's commitment to "support the development of
policies, programs, and funding for moving goods in the state and
nation, as well as for infrastructure in the region that supports moving
goods" (p. 147).

Thank you for the feedback and support regarding the inclusion of Goods Movement as a key multimodal component of the Draft Regional Plan.
SANDAG will continue to work with the San Diego Unified Port District regarding the development of goods movement policies, programs and
funding opportunities. The Logistics Center is a concept in the unconstrained goods movement strategy at this point. We will collaborate on this
concept with Port District staff in any future developments.

426

Jason H. Giffen

San Diego
Unified Port
District

While parking management decisions lie with local jurisdictions, SANDAG provides resources and tools to support local jurisdictions with proactive
parking management efforts. SANDAG recently completed a Regional Parking Management Toolbox to assist staff and policy makers from local
jurisdictions with developing comprehensive parking management programs rooted in data collection and analysis. SANDAG will continue to assist
local jurisdictions with the development and implementation of parking management programs that encourage TOD, support economic development,
and expand transportation choices.
SANDAG staff looks forward to collaborating with District staff on promotion of TOD and TDM strategies.
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Jason H. Giffen

San Diego
Unified Port
District

Improved Ground Access to San Diego International Airport The Draft
Regional Plan contains good background discussion on the coordinated
planning efforts, in 2009, between SANDAG, the San Diego County
Regional Airport Authority, and the City of San Diego, which evaluated
improved intermodal access to the airport and determined actions that
could reduce traffic on surrounding arterial streets (pp. 83-84). Since
then, the Terminal 2 improvements have been completed and
construction of the Consolidated Rental Car Facility (CONRAC) is
underway. Now, the District is looking forward to learning more about
the next phase of improvements to the airport which will be evaluated
under the forthcoming Airport Development Plan. The District is also
looking forward to the Airport Development Plan strategy on its
coordination with SANDAG relative to the Airport lntermodal Transit
Center (lTC) and ground access plans. Thank you again for the
opportunity to comment on the Draft Regional Plan. The District looks
forward to working in close partnership with SANDAG in an effort to
provide a comprehensive vision for the future growth and development
of the San Diego region. If you have any questions regarding these
comments, please contact me at (619) 686-6473 or via email at
jgiffen@portofsandiego.org.

Draft RegionalImproved access to the airport from the Trolley, COASTER, Amtrak rail corridor via the proposed Airport ITC is an important regional
project.

Letter

Southern
California Tribal
Chairmen's
Association
(SCTCA)

The Southern California Tribal Chairmen's Association, (SCTCA) , would
like to submit this letter as our formal comments on San Diego Forward
:The Regional Plan. These comments were derived as a group in a
process involving representatives from the member tribes of SCTCA.
Although these comments were based on a larger group consensus, it
does not preclude individual tribes from sending in their comments in
separately. To begin, SCTCA, would like to recognize the relationship
that has been built with SANDAG, one which continues to grow and
strengthen in a very positive manner. The fact that tribes are now
included in the Plan, and are actively engaged the development
process, speaks to the success of our work together. For example, the
SCTCA worked hard to double the number of Tribal Transportation
Plans included in the document and SANDAG made sure the Tribal
Consultation Plan was developed in collaboration with SCTCA. Part of
that consultation plan included the tribes reviewing the document to
give their feedback the results of which are to follow. In general the
tribes appreciated the holistic approach to the Plan. The fact that it
takes into account not only transportation but also housing , energy,
environment , etc., helps demonstrate the intent for "Smart Growth"
and collaboration within the San Diego Region. Of course we are also
pleased that tribes are included in the document , are included in the
process and are acknowledged as sovereign nations. This is a great
stride forward and we hope to continue that momentum as we move
into the future.

SANDAG appreciates the working relationship with the SCTCA. Thank you for your participation in the tribal consultation process.
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SCTCA

When looking at the document as a whole tribes are indeed included,
however, we are still separate from the main document. The tribal
information is found in an addendum, which is fine, but that
information is not translated into the actual Plan. Someone reading the
Plan will not see how the tribes are an actual participant within the
region. We would like to see the tribes discussed, not as a side note
but in each chapter of the Plan because we affect, and are affected by
the San Diego Region's ambitions and growth. For example our tribal
businesses have quite an impact on the larger San Diego economy but
that is not mentioned in the Plan. Our casinos bring employment,
goods, and tourist dollars to the region. The tribal financial and social
investments that benefit the region are not clearly documented in the
Plan. The tribes have also made investments in road mitigation on
highways such as CA 76 and regional arterials which positively impact
the county. We believe this acknowledgement can go a long way in
helping people see the value in our contributions and therefore
increase the priority in some of our road projects. One way the tribes
could be better represented in the Plan is in the mapping. Tribes would
like to be acknowledged on every map that includes
boundaries/borders. As individual sovereign nations, our borders and
land bases should be made apparent. Any map that contains the
border with Mexico or neighboring counties should contain tribal
borders as well. When people look at the Plan they need to see that
tribes are not only a part of the region but have distinct land bases with
unique land use authority mirroring Mexico and as such have special
tax authority used daily through the movement of goods and services.

Thank you for bringing this to our attention. We will update maps in the Plan and Tribal Consultation Appendix to accurately reflect tribal areas
consistent with how local jurisdictions have been represented. For the Plan document, tribal information from Appendix G was incorporated

Letter

throughout the core chapters as relevant.

Another way to better represent the tribes outside of the main Plan is

in the EIR. When looking at the EIR the tribes found huge gaps in tribal
specific information. There is no acknowledgement of the cultural
perspectives in conservation, no tribal information on their maps and
the references they use are completely out of date. The tribes are very
concerned about the lack of inclusion in the EIR because tribes are
most in danger of being negatively impacted by development in the
region. Our cultural resources are of the utmost importance to us but
not acknowledged anywhere in the EIR. The issues with the EIR are too
numerous to mention in this letter so we have included an itemized list
of changes we would like to see made.

430

SCTCA

SCTCA believes that the work we have done with SANDAG has been
positive and has built a healthy foundation for moving forward. We
were glad to have been so involved in the process but wish that our
involvement would have translated into more transportation projects
that benefit the tribes. As major employers in the region our roads are
a very important part of transportation and the local economy. We
hope that moving forward we can work together to find ways to fund
some of the most pressing transportation issues on our roads.

We appreciate the involvement of the SCTCA in facilitating the tribal consultation process. We will continue to work with the tribal nations in the
region to determine ways to respond to tribal needs in transportation. Midway through this cycle of the Regional Plan, SANDAG and the SCTCA
submitted a proposal to Caltrans to develop an Intraregional Tribal Transportation Strategy to build on discussions throughout the process. The
proposal was successful. This will be a near term action in San Diego Forward to examine tribal transportation needs in a comprehensive way. The
results will be considered in future updates to the Regional Plan.
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SCTCA

During our review of the Regional Plan one of our cultural resource
experts, Lisa Haws, spent many hours making some very specific and
detailed suggestions for changes in the Plan and EIR. Her general
observation was the same as indicated in the letter; that the tribal data
was present but was, as she put it, ‘exiled to the appendices of the
Plan.’ The following are specific recommendations for both the Plan
and EIR to incorporate tribal issues directly in the documents.

Staff incorporated tribal references from Appendix G into the body of San Diego Forward, including Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. We will edit the final
Chapter 1 to include text on page 12.

Letter

Recommended Changes
To improve the Regional Plan and the EIR, it is recommended to review
language approved in Appendix G, U and white papers and incorporate
the statements consistently into appropriate areas of the Regional Plan
and EIR (project description, project location, Indian reservations, tribal
governments, borders, economic development, cultural resources, etc.).
For Example:
Add language from Appendix G, Page 4 to Regional Plan pages 2-3
and to EIR.
Tribal Nations in San Diego: Of the 109 federally recognized Indian
tribes in California, 18 are located in San Diego County. The tribal
members of today's band represent four Indian cultural/linguistic
groups who have populated this entire region for more than 10,000
years, taking advantage of its abundant natural resources and diverse
ecological system for their livelihoods. The four nations are: the
Luiseno, Cahuilla, Cupeno, Kumeyaay.
Add language from Appendix G, Page 5 to the Regional Plan page 12
and to EIR.
Tribal Perspective: The region is home to 19 Native American
reservations representing 18 tribal governments, the most in any
county in the United States. Reservations have generally been
established by Executive Order, and most of the land within the
boundaries of reservations is owned by tribes and held in trust by the
federal government. Native American reservations currently cover more
than 116,000 acres, or approximately 4 percent of the region's land.
Four tribal groupings make up the indigenous peoples of San Diego
County: the Kumeyaay/Diegueno, the Lusiseno, the Cuperno, and the
Cahilla.
Add language on Tribal Economic Development:
Appendix G, Page 7: Tribal Economic Development: 10,000 jobs, a $ 1
billion industry, $263 million in goods and services, and $500 million in
payroll... Those tribes who do not have gaming facilities continue to
have economic development, transportation, and infrastructure needs
which
have
not
been
met.
And Appendix U.14, Page 11: Tribal government perspective jobs/housing: Barona, Campo, Sycuan, Viejas - I8 corridor (6000
employees) / Pala, Pauma, Rincon, San Pasqual - SR 76 (5,000
employees). Each gaming facility 6-12,000 guests. $263 million in
goods and services.
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431
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Comment
Add language on Tribal Environmental:
Appendix G, Page 10: Tribal Environmental Context:…environmental
conservation is important to tribal nations, but tribal lands are only a
fraction of the acreage originally agreed to in the treaty negotiations in
the 1800s and are now surrounded by land controlled by federal, state,
or private parties. As efforts increase to preserve habitat throughout
the region, pressures for tribal lands to be considered open space or
endangered species habitat has risen.
Appendix G, Page 10: …as reservations are a fraction of traditional
native territories, there are many important natural areas with cultural
significance located outside the reservation in areas where tribes have
limited influence or control.
Develop language on Tribal Cultural Resources: Develop definition of
“Cultural Resources” which may be all the aspects of the physical and
supra-physical environment that human beings and their societies value
for reasons having to do with culture. Included are culturally valued
sites, buildings, and other places, plants and animals, landscapes,
atmospheric phenomena, sights and sounds, artifacts and other
objects, documents, traditions, arts, crafts, ways of life, means of
expression, and systems of belief. (Source: Tom King)
Page 21: Appendix G: Cultural Resources: As many California tribes
were moved away from their traditional lands or had their land base
restricted in size, it is often the case that lands of cultural significance
to the tribes do not exist within the boundaries of the reservations. This
can cause conflicts between tribes and developers and/or land use
authorities that propose development on land that the tribe does not
control, but has cultural or religious significance to it.
Page 8: Tribal concerns and values when it comes to the environment
are not widely known. While most conservation planning is done from
a species and biological perspective, tribal conservation planning comes
from a cultural perspective….Certain plants and animals have a great
cultural significance to tribes in the region, but do not necessarily fit
the definition of endangered species. Tribes have raised the issue that
conservation programs assume that tribal lands are open space. Page 8.
Page 12: Cultural resources have been destroyed with early
transportation projects, which makes the few remaining even more
precious. State and federal government "steam- rolling" tribes in the
process of construction.
Page 12: Tribal Elder Phoenix: Kumeyaay lands stretch to the ocean.
Requests jurisdictions let the tribe know when major construction
projects are happening, so the resources can be gathered.
This
will
result
in
a
better
understanding:
• Cultural Resources are impacted by Climate Change: Oaks, acorn,
willows, tulle, and sea level rise. Figure 2.20 (Chapter 2) should include
a
bubble
for
Cultural
Resources.
• Cultural Resources include components of archeology, biology and
habitat conservation: TransNet funded projects should also include an
evaluation of cultural resources on lands acquired, cooperative land
management with tribes or tribal organizations, conservation
easements
and
a
tribal
education
components.
• Cultural Resources may be impacted by a range of activities
associated with transportation project than include excavation, grading,
soil removal associated with routine maintenance in existing rights-ofway, infill, redevelopment, and/or expansion of infrastructure
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431
cont.

SCTCA

Changes to the Regional Plan: Page 12: Add federally recognized tribes
or tribal governments to: As we plan for our region, recognize the vital
economic, environmental, cultural, and community linkages between
the San Diego region and Baja California.

432

SCTCA

Page 14: Add statement about uniqueness of San Diego from
Appendix G: Tribal Nations in San Diego & Appendix U.14 Tribal
Perspective Partners at Our Borders: Coordinated intergovernmental
planning with our cross border partners, neighboring counties, and
tribal governments within the San Diego region helps promote
collaborative solutions to protect our quality of life.

A statement as suggested will be included in the final Chapter 1.

Letter
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SCTCA

Pages 15 – 82: Add Appendix G, Attachment 6 North Corridor Tribal
Transportation Improvement; Appendix G, Attachment 7 South
Corridor Tribal Transportation Improvement; and, Figure U14.1
California Baja California Border Region. Currently, all maps show only
the western portion of the county. Page 83 map has small insert of
Tecate border crossing. This effectively removes the majority of tribal
lands from the visual discussion. Although the focus is on smart growth
and sustainability which does focus on growth in urban areas, the tribal
transportation needs and border implications are important.

All maps in the final Regional Plan where jurisdiction labels are included will include tribal lands labels in the final document. That said, there are some
maps that by virtue of the purpose of the information being shared are showing the Western two-thirds of the region because they are showing the
transportation network. In the case of the Goods Movement map on pg. 82 the reason there is an inset of Tecate is to show the California/Baja
Railroad.

Letter
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SCTCA

Page 26: Add definition of environment/sensitive habitat which may
include cultural resources as defined by tribes to: discussion of the five
strategies to move us toward sustainability: …protect the environment
and help ensure the success of smart growth land use policies by
preserving sensitive habitat, open space and farm land.

Cultural resources will be added to the final Chapter 2.

Letter
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SCTCA

Page 35: Figure 2.4 2050 Housing and Employment Densities and
Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary. Add language from U.14 Tribal
Government Perspective on jobs/housing to support tribal contribution
to the economy and transportation to work demand. Expand the map
to show employment densities on tribal lands.

All maps in the Plan where jurisdiction labels are included will include tribal lands labels in the final document. That said, there are some maps that by
virtue of the purpose of the information being shared are showing the Western two-thirds of the region because they are showing the transportation
network. In doing so, the employment and population data demonstrates the employment centers on tribal lands.
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SCTCA

Page 36: Recommend that projected funded by TransNet half-cent
sales tax back in 2004 and provision to fund the $850 million
Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) to help mitigate the
environmental impacts of transportation projects, include a new
prioritization of projects that not only protect endangered species and
critical habitat, but a broader definition that recognized cultural
resources within the context and partnerships with tribes or tribal land
conservancies for appropriate management of resources.

Thank you for this suggestion. This topic is part of the set of collaborative strategies between the SCTCA and SANDAG developed from the 2015 Tribal
Summit and will require additional analysis and action.
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SCTCA

Page 78: Add Tribal Transportation Projects: Appendix G - Attachment
6 & 7 for comprehensive discussion of borders and Tribal Economic
Development. Add Figure U14.1 California Baja California Border
Region April 2015.

Based on public feedback from the 2050 RTP, SANDAG developed the Regional Plan as a concise document with several appendices that delve into
each topic area in detail. Examples are the Appendix G - Tribal Consultation and Appendix U14 Borders.
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SCTCA

Page 90: Add a bubble for Cultural Resources to Figure 2.20 Climate
Impacts in the San Diego Region. Cultural Resource definition includes
plants and animals that will be impacted by climate change: oaks,
acorns, willows, reeds, and traditional foods. Climate Change is
impacting archeological resources. The San Diego County
Archaeological Society (SDCAS) is surveying approximately 10,000
acres across the coastal region of San Diego County to assist agencies
in preparing for the effects of climate change on archaeological
resources. This effort will involve coordination with federal, state and
local agencies, tribal governments, and a large group of volunteers.

Text will be added to the final Chapter 2 to recognize the potential climate impacts to cultural resources, in addition, the San Diego Climate Science
Alliance is a partnership formed to create and support a network of leaders, scientists, and natural resource managers focused on sharing ecosystembased resiliency approaches to safeguard our communities and natural resources from climate change risks. The Climate Science Alliance includes a
number of state, federal, and local partners, including local tribes in the San Diego region. More information is available
at:http://www.climatealliancesd.com/.
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439

SCTCA

Page 105: Add description of funding available and brought by Tribal
Governments to the region for transportation and road improvements
to Financing Our Future: Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a
Regional Plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will
be available during the time period covered by that plan.

A reference to contributions from Tribal Governments will be incorporated into the final Chapter 3.
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SCTCA

Page 126: Add the twelve tribal nations’ long range plans to the maps
and discussion to facilitate better coordination and regional
understanding.

The Northern/Southern Tribal Corridor maps in Appendix G - Tribal Consultation - document the Plan projects in relation to projects of concern to
tribes which are mostly found in the County Circulation Element. These maps serve as a basis for continued dialogue on tribal needs and the scope of
the Regional Plan. Many of these projects fall outside the purview of the Regional Plan, but are important. That is why SANDAG/SCTCA pursued grant
funding to support a more in-depth analysis of the issues.
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SCTCA

Page 128: Add "Realizing the benefits of living among bordering Tribal
Governments" to the discussion of realizing the benefits of living on an
international border.

Thank you for the suggestion. This concept will be incorporated.
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SCTCA

Page 140: Add to the section on Ensuring Performance: The Regional
Plan calls for using federal, state, regional, and local transportation
funds, in conjunction with locally-generated incentives, as catalysts to
promote smart growth, economic prosperity, and sustainable
development; a discussion of transportation funding available to tribal
governments that would not otherwise be available to the local, state
and federal land owners. Include a statement on the intent to
collaborate to increase future funding.

Thank you for this comment. There is ample discussion in Appendix G regarding collaborative planning and funding. A reference to tribal funding will
be added to the final Chapter 3.
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SCTCA

Page 144: Add language regarding the broader environment, habitat,
cultural resources discussions in Appendix G and U.14, SB 18 and AB
52 and consider how these resources have or have not been protected
by TransNet projects to the section Near-Term Actions: Complete the
comprehensive 10-year review of the TransNet Program in accordance
with the TransNet ordinance and for use in the next regional plan.

The TransNet Ordinance specifies the approach to the 10-year review which does not include an analysis of how resources have been protected.
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444

SCTCA

Page 145: In the section on Continuing Actions: Health Environment
and Communities - Continue to support wildlife and habitat
conservation through the acquisition, management, and monitoring of
the regions' habitat preserve areas through the TransNet EMP incentive
program and implementation of the Multiple Species Conservation
Program and Multiple Habitat Conservation Programs, add language
regarding the broader environment, habitat, cultural resources
discussions from Appendix G, U.14, SB 18 and AB 52 and consider
how these resources have or have not been protected by TransNet
projects. Consider how the implementation of the Multiple Species
Conservation Program and Multiple Habitat Conservation Program may
adversely impact tribal economic development.

The regional conservation plans being developed by the local jurisdictions take into consideration the broader environmental and economic issues in
their jurisdictions. These plans do not apply to tribal lands which retain their own governance and land use decisions. San Diego Forward: The Regional
Plan builds off the existing jurisdictions land use plans to promote an interconnected system of open space. Conformance with CEQA and other
legislative requirements are taking into consideration by the local jurisdictions.
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SCTCA

Appendix C, Page 10-11: Require consultation with each tribal
government to correct and update Figure C.2 2020 Land Use and
Figure C.3 2035 in the Land Use Sustainable Communities Strategy
Documentation and Related Information. Both maps incorrect for the
Sycuan Indian Reservation. Parts of the Sycuan Reservation are coded
as Open Space Parks. The Viejas Indian Reservation is color coded as
Spaced Rural Residential, Agriculture and Indian Reservation. Figure C.6
San Diego Regional Habitat Preservation Lands. Require addition of
tribal reservation lands and consultation with each tribal government to
correct and update their lands to accurately reflect where conserved
and proposed conservation lands are adjacent to tribal lands.

SANDAG requested tribal land use updates from each tribe in the beginning of the forecasting process for Regional Plan. Through the tribal
consultation process this issue of whether or not to show tribal land use has been contentious for many tribes. Tribal land use was not utilized for
calculations of conserved open space. This could be a subject of a collaborative planning process with the tribal nations in the region and incorporated
in the next plan update.
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SCTCA

Review all maps and ensure a Regional Perspective:

All maps in the final Regional Plan where jurisdiction labels are included will include tribal lands labels in the final document. That said, there are some
maps that by virtue of the purpose of the information being shared are showing the Western two-thirds of the region because they are showing the
transportation network.

Letter

•

Accurately reflect the land base of San Diego Tribal Nations in
the 2020 and 2050 maps (Figure C.2-3): If the maps are out of
date, the analysis is wrong. Ex: Sycuan and Viejas.

•

Any map that shows a local jurisdiction (city/county) and/or
border context should also show the Tribal Nations: San Diego
Regional Habitat Preserved Lands (Figure C.6). Tribes are
concerned about the encroaching designation of conservation
lands on tribal borders.

•

Provide a regional map to accompany 2020 & 2035 Housing and
Employment Density to demonstrate the job creation, housing
needs, and economic contributions generated on tribal lands
across the county.

•

• Provide a regional map that includes the tribal transportation
plans and the connectivity to regional infrastructure.

SCTCA

THE EIR MUST INCLUDE TRIBAL PROJECTS AND SHOW THE
CONNECTIONS TO COUNTY ROADS AND REGIONAL ARTERIALS. The
EIR may be used for agencies to tier project specific CEQA review. This
is valuable for tribal governments to ensure faster and more cost
efficient environmental review when working with the County or other
agencies on future projects.

It is not clear which tribal projects are being referenced in the comment; however, the Regional Arterial projects are listed in Appendix A of the
Regional Plan. Other local projects are not analyzed in the EIR for the Regional Plan; however, regional and cumulative impact analysis that is included
in the EIR could be used in subsequent environmental analyses to make those future review processes more efficient. Tribal projects that receive
funding from the Bureau of Indian Affairs are included in the RTIP but only at the level of funding.
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Sierra Club San
Diego

Above all else, SANDAG must adopt an RTP that will ensure that
SANDAG does its part to stabilize the climate at a livable level. This
means exceeding the reductions specified in the Governor’s Executive
Order S-3-05 (“S-3-05”).

The only mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 per capita GHG emissions reduction targets for
passenger vehicles. The proposed Plan exceeds these targets. The Draft EIR demonstrates that the proposed Plan would not conflict with the State’s
ability to achieve the AB 32 target of reducing statewide GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020. Although the Draft EIR compares the proposed
Plan’s GHG reductions to a 2030 regional reference point based on Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-30-15 and a 2050 regional reference point
based on Executive Order S-3-05, there is no mandate for the proposed Plan to “comply” with these Executive Order state GHG reduction goals.

Email

The money allocated to freeway expansion, including Managed Lanes
should be reallocated to build and operate transit.
In Section 2.2, the goal of a “healthy” and “sustainable” community is
identified. This is followed by listing 3 broad goals and 6 policy
objectives. Q20: Since the proposed Plan does not even come close to
supporting S-3-05 and a realistic climate-stabilizing target, and
therefore contributes in a major way to climate destabilization, which
will end most current life forms on the planet, wouldn’t you agree that
none of the broad goals or policy objectives on Page 2-4 are achieved?

The draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit
services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. Planned roadway improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation
system. The Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain
clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Managed Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in
turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor. In order to provide these
transportation choices and make the transportation network work as a whole, Managed Lanes are needed. With the exception of State Route 11, the
Regional Plan does not propose any new freeways. Highway improvements (including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational
improvements) complement and complete the existing highway network.
Also, redirecting funds from managed lanes to additional transit investments transit would jeopardize the proposed plan’s transit investments.
Managed lanes are necessary to support the draft Plan’s transit investments and make Rapid bus service competitive with cars.
To carry out its legally-mandated fair share of GHG emissions reduction, SANDAG is required to reduce per capita greenhouse gas emissions from
passenger vehicles based on targets set by the California Air Resources Board pursuant to SB 375.
SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans and
programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy documents many of the region’s ambitious
programs to reduce GHG emissions. However, as the Draft EIR notes (p. 4.8-33), that there is no current legal or planning requirement that the
SANDAG region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order for the State to achieve the
Executive Orders’ goals.
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Sierra Club San
Diego

Page 2-5 says that both Scenario 1 and 2 have the same TDM, a loaded
phrase, because no one likes to have their demand for anything to be
managed. The bias comes when an incentive to drive is reduced and
this is called TDM. To fix this problem, the following is from Page n of
Reference 4:

Thank you for your comment. The Draft Regional Plan envisions an interconnected transportation system that provides choices. The SANDAG
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) division manages programs and services that reduce traffic congestion by encouraging the use of
transportation alternatives. This includes educating the public on their transportation choices and providing incentives and support for vanpooling,
carpooling, transit, biking and telework.
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NEW DEFINITIONS TO PROMOTE AN OBJECTIVE VIEW OF PRICING
•

The “fair price” means the price that accounts for all costs. •
The “baseline amount of driving” means the driving that results
from the application of the fair price.

•

“Zero transportation demand management” (“zero TDM”) is
the amount of demand management that results when the fair
price is used. It will result in the baseline amount of driving.

•

“Negative TDM” refers to the case where the price is set below
the fair price. This will cause driving to exceed the baseline
amount. Since TDM is commonly thought to be an action that
reduces driving, it follows that negative TDM would have the
opposite effect.

•

“Positive TDM” refers to the case where the price is set above
the fair price. This would cause the amount of driving to fall
below the baseline amount. Clearly, so-called “free parking” is
an extreme case of negative TDM. The only way to further
encourage driving would be to have a system that pays a driver
for the time their car is parked. Q21: Would you please adopt
the convention shown in the above words from a peer-reviewed
AWMA report?

While parking management decisions lie with local jurisdictions, SANDAG provides resources and tools to support local jurisdictions with proactive
parking management efforts. SANDAG recently completed a Regional Parking Management Toolbox to assist staff and policy makers from local
jurisdictions with developing comprehensive parking management programs that include pricing strategies for managing parking demand.
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Sierra Club San
Diego

Regarding the Managed Lanes on I-5, how much will they reduce the
demand and fare box return of the COASTER train?

We have not done any ridership model runs that could specifically answer this question. National research that we have seen indicates there may be
some, but modest, unrealized transit ridership with implementation of Managed Lanes. Our experience with the I-15 Managed Lanes/Rapid Bus system
shows that both ridesharing and Rapid usage increased with its implementation.
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Sierra Club San
Diego

Since one of the objectives is to support TOD and since the COASTER
stations support TOD, why do you support BRT on the I-5 and
Managed Lanes on I-5, since they will reduce the COASTER ridership?

The BRT services on I-5 (Rt 650) and on Coast Highway (Rt 473) serve different markets than the COASTER. The COASTER is designed to serve long
distance tripmaking between North County and South County, with a very limited number of stations. Rapid 650 is a peak period, peak direction
commuter service connecting inland South Bay and Mid-City to the Palomar Airport Rd employment area, while Rapid 473 serves medium distance
tripmaking along the Coast Highway between Oceanside and UTC plus Carmel Valley (station spacing is more frequent, similar to that on the Mid-City
Rapid). The idea here is to have a range of service types in a given corridor, each serving different trip needs. There are many corridors where this
service model is being used already (e.g. north I-15 corridor where there is the local Route 20, the all day, all stop I-15 Rapid, and peak period
commuter services on Rapid Express 280/290).
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Sierra Club San
Diego

Q25: Table 1 above shows that the proposed plan only reduces VMT by
less than 2% in 2035 so how can you claim a “Sustainability Emphasis”
when the VMT reduction is so small and the plan does not even
support achieving S-3-05?

SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans and
programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. However, there is no current legal or planning requirement that the SANDAG
region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order for the state to achieve the Executive
Order S-3-05 GHG reduction goal (80 percent below 1990- levels by 2050).
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The Regional Plan includes various sustainability measures which include promoting alternative-fuel vehicle deployment; efforts to preserve, restore,
enhance, and mange regionally significant open space; and the Energy Roadmap program aimed at increasing energy efficiency in the region.
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Sierra Club San
Diego

On Page 2-16 there is over a half page describing Managed lanes. In the
section of this letter, “Failure to Identify the Elimination of the Managed
Lanes and Other Freeway Expansions as an Obviously-Feasible Mitigation
Measure”, it is shown that there will be no time advantage for a car
pooler, given the option to use the Managed Lanes.

Improving average travel times savings is one of several performance measures to help assess the performance of the San Diego Forward: The Regional
Plan. Transportation Network improvements proposed in the Regional Plan, including the Manage Lanes network places emphasis on improving
mobility and providing commuters with flexible and valid alternative transportation choices to driving alone and reducing travel times for all trips. Table
4.15‐1 illustrates the 2012 Peak Period Work Trips by Transportation Mode, and per environmental impact findings, from 2012 to 2050 the
percentage of drive‐alone peak period work trips would decrease by approximately four percent, while the percentage of such trips on other modes
would increase by over three percent.
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Q27: Do you understand that there will be no time advantage to using
the Managed Lanes and if so, why was this not pointed out to the
reader in the Page 2-16 discussion?
Q28: Why do you claim that the Managed Lanes will ensure higher
speeds to those using them when the Table 4.15-1 shows as many car
pooler and SOVs at rush hour, leading to a conclusion that there will be
no higher speeds on Managed Lanes.
Q29: Since cap and trade will need to cap the levels of driving to about
15% below 2005 levels by 2030 or 2035, why would the Managed
Lanes save time, since there would be no congestion even if the
Managed Lanes are not built?
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Sierra Club San
Diego

Q34: Since Executive Order B-16-12 calls for widespread use of ZEVs
for public transportation (Page 4.8-8), why doesn’t the proposed Plan
call for electrification of the COASTER and the SPRINTER before 2050?

The Managed Lanes are designed to give priority access to transit, carpool, and vanpool users free of charge while applying congestion pricing for
people driving alone thus it is an important strategy in the region as an interconnected management strategy. Managed Lanes not only support
carpools, or driving alone modes but also bus Rapid services. Rapids operate on Managed Lanes facilities that include direct access ramps. These
network improvements ensure that Rapid services have fast and reliable travel by allowing the bypass of main lane congestion.
Managed Lanes is a strategy that SANDAG has an influence on for reducing the levels of driving alone, improving network efficiencies and reliability
for all modes while promoting alternative modes of travel and thus influencing and supporting greenhouse emissions reductions. The implementation
of Managed Lanes is one part of a broader strategic program in the Regional Plan that support the reduction of per capita greenhouse gas emissions
for passenger vehicles based on targets set by the California Air Resources Board as required by SB 375.

Electrification along the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors would be challenging due to the mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak,
Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional nonelectrified locomotives for the foreseeable future. Electrification is not identified in the LOSSAN Programmatic EIR.
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Electrification along the sensitive coastal LOSSAN corridor would be inconsistent with the coastal communities due to the overhead catenary wires that
would potentially impact coastal views and the lack of available right-of-way for in the coastal area for electrical substations and transmission lines.
As of 2015, all new locomotives purchased must meet US EPA' Tier 4 emissions regulations which dramatically reduce emissions from diesel
locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan, all locomotives and
SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low emission locomotives.
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Transportation, Section 4.15 of the DEIR
Q58: Regarding the Managed Lane description on Page 4.15-2, isn’t it
in effect betting against California’s work to support climate
stabilization by assuming the needed driving reductions, documented,
for example, in References 3 and 4, will never occur and so there will
actually be a need for highway expansion?
Q59: Given the severity of our climate crisis, wouldn’t it be better to
spend the $31 billion dollars needed for Managed Lanes (Page 2-14)
for transit operations and improvements, since if we achieve climate
stabilization targets there will be no need for additional traffic lanes?

I-5 improvements referenced in this comment are part of the North Coast Corridor (NCC) Program. The NCC program is a comprehensive package of
transportation, environmental, coastal access, and community enhancement projects to improve the quality of life throughout the region. The planned
transportation improvements, which include Express Lanes on Interstate 5, double tracking the coastal rail line, and new bike paths, will provide the
region additional travel choices. The final environmental document for the highway portion of the NCC Program identified the Express Lanes Only
project as the preferred alternative because this option has the smallest environmental footprint, requires the fewest property relocations, and has the
lowest construction cost. Additional program information can be found at KeepSanDiegoMoving.com/NCC.
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Regarding induced traffic, Draft EIR Impact T-2 evaluates whether the Regional Plan’s total increases in roadway lane miles (including I-5 widening as
well as other roadway projects) would induce substantial vehicle travel. The impact analysis concludes that the Regional Plan’s induced travel impact
would not be significant.
Regarding the I-5/SR78 connector project, the Regional Plan documents a network of multi-modal improvements to be implemented over 35 years. As
specific projects move forward toward implementation, they are refined in greater detail. Alternative designs are identified in project-level planning to
achieve the purpose and need for the improvements.
The I-5/SR78 connector project is identified in the Draft Regional Plan because of the need to address an existing and future deficiency in the
transportation network. At the project level of planning, alternatives will be developed to address the deficiency while at the same time assessing the
impacts to the environment. Impacts to sensitive habitats such as the Buena Vista Lagoon and sensitive receptors such as school children will be
carefully analyzed in the project-specific environmental analysis. While a project may be included in the Regional Plan, a specific design will not be
selected until such time as the project level environmental review process is complete. Many of the concerns raised in your comments are best
addressed by the project level environmental review process, which is currently in the scoping phase. SANDAG has shared your comments with the I5/SR78 connector project development team.
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Given Table 15.2, what percent of people live within a half mile of a
transit stop on a transit line that connects to a transit stop that is within
a half mile of their work, with the transit trip time being than 40
minutes?

Appendix N Performance Measure 8 identifies the percentage of the population residing within 30 minutes of jobs and higher educational enrollment
by travel mode.
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Q61: Given the information on bike facilities on Pages 4-15-9, do you
have any estimates as to the VMT reduction per dollar spent for the
different types of facilities and also for subsidizing the League of
American Bicyclist’s Traffic Skills 101 class?

These specific metrics are not included in the Draft Regional Plan; please see Appendix M for criteria used for evaluating projects and Appendix N for
network performance measures.
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Peter Meisen

SimCenter et al.

The objective of the event was to obtain a perspective from three experts
on whether SANDAG’s 2015 ‘SD Forward: the Regional Plan’ goes far
enough in addressing environmental and quality of life issues in the San
Diego region. The event started with a summary of the plan as presented
by SANDAG. Response presentations were then provided by:

Thanks for submitting a summary of the event the SimCenter hosted.

Letter

Below are the main criticisms to the plan as well as unanswered
questions, raised by the speakers and participants in the ensuing
discussions. Initial questions to the SANDAG plan, from participants:

a.

Future growth in housing units reflects demand for new housing from migration and births in the region. The allocation of housing is based on
the plans and policies of the local jurisdictions. SANDAG works extensively to collect data on zoning, general plans, and constraints to
development (including floodplains, steep slopes, and any restrictions in coastal communities.)

Letter

Regarding the population expectations in 2050:

b.

Population growth in the region is determined by a number of factors including birth rates (the average number of children born to a woman in
her lifetime), deaths, domestic migration (the number of people moving in or out of the region to other places in the country), and international
migration (people moving to or from other countries).

•

Nicole Capretz, Executive Director, Climate Action Campaign

•

Jana Clark, Board Member of the Cleveland National Forest
Foundation (CNFF)

•

Samantha Ollinger, Executive Director, BikeSD

Although coming from different angles, the three experts were aligned
in stating that the SD Forward plan is unacceptable both in terms of
protecting the environment and improving quality of life in the San
Diego region.
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SimCenter et al.

a.
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Peter Meisen

SimCenter et al.

Where will those people be living? The Scripps Institute of
Oceanography expects that in 100 years, 1-2 meters of coast will
have eroded. How much has that development been taken into
account?

b.

Who puts a break on population growth?

c.

Does the plan look at zoning and changes in zoning regulations
to accommodate other developments?

Response from Cleveland National Forest Foundation Although the
2011 plan was deemed unsatisfactory in addressing climate and public
health impacts of investing heavily in freeways vs. public transit, the
2015 plan provides almost the same number of roadway projects as
the unsatisfactory 2011 plan (and at a higher cost). SANDAG has
recognized that the growth in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) is
significantly less than they had estimated in both 2008 and 2011.
Analyses by specialists show that there is actually a downward trend in
VMT: more freeways are not needed. With job and housing growth
more compressed, and in areas with lower than average VMT per
capita. More transit options are needed in these areas (not more
roads!) New development projects (such as Lilac Hills Ranch) are being
planned within the rural environment of North County. Next to the
environmental consequences of urban sprawl in rural areas, residents
of these communities will significantly increase VMT, need for roads,
and emissions. Rather than encouraging sprawl and spending budget
on building roads for these developments, the projects should be
stopped. San Diego needs a transit first alternative. The 50-10 Transit
plan released by the CNFF shows that a transit first alternative is
possible.

Much of the region's growth - nearly two thirds - is a result of natural increase, or existing residents having children and then aging in place.
The remaining third of the growth is driven primarily by migration. Domestic migration is influenced by the local economy (quantity and types
of jobs available) and home prices. We expect San Diego County, much like the state of California, to continue experiencing net out-migration
as people leave the state in search of economic opportunity or a lower cost of living elsewhere. International migration remains fairly constant
and is tied to federal policy.
c.

Yes. The plan considers local zoning from each of the jurisdictions.

The Draft Regional Plan dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any previous RTP. The Regional Plan is based on
the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling,
and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple transportation modes, including
pedestrian, bicycle, and transit.
The draft Plan shows that the region not only meets but exceeds the per capita greenhouse gas reduction targets for passenger vehicles set by the
California Air Resources Board. Additionally, public health has been considered throughout the Regional Plan update process. The draft Plan includes a
Public Health White Paper, Project Evaluation Criteria, Performance Measures, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, and the Preferred Transportation
Network, all of which take public health into consideration.
The Plan shows a reduction in VMT per capita through the development of a transportation network that offers more choices and through
implementation of land use decisions that have been made by the cities and County to develop mostly within their existing boundaries. Total VMT
increases due to the impacts of population growth with the addition of about a million new people and a half million new jobs by 2050. Highway
improvements (including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational improvements) complement and complete the existing highway
network. Planned improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system. The Draft Regional Plan is weighted toward transit
projects, not highway projects. It includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and
certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Managed Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This
fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.
The Draft EIR for the Regional Plan analyzes a range of alternatives. All action alternatives advance 35 years of transit into the first 10 years of the plan
(from 2015 to 2050, which is the horizon year of the plan), similar in concept to the 5010 Transit Plan. The 5010 Transit Plan also envisions delays in
highway The 5010 Transit Plan also envisions delays in highway investments similar to those included in Draft EIR Alternatives 3, 4, and 5A through 5D.
The feasibility of these alternatives is affected by funding constraints, among other factors. The Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits
of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
The comment on the 2011 Plan appears to reference litigation on the 2050 RTP/SCS EIR that is currently pending before the Supreme Court. The Court
of Appeal decision on that EIR has been vacated, and the Supreme Court decision is pending. Both the 2011 Plan and the Draft Regional Plan include
substantial transit investments.
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Peter Meisen

SimCenter et al.

Response BikeSD

This comment significantly overestimates the amount of bicycle miles traveled in the San Diego region. By 2050, the Regional Plan includes full buildout of the entire regional bike network. Bicycle miles travelled (BMT) increases by 75 percent from 2012 to 2050. Many projects will include separate,
dedicated access for people who walk or bike. The Regional Plan incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments in other modes of
travel, including public transit and highway improvements-- a practice already assumed by SANDAG in ongoing planning and construction of capital
projects.

Letter

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investment plan in the Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for
services and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued
COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new
intermodal transit centers.
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Peter Meisen

SimCenter et al.

•

With the budget to be spent on bike paths, why is there no
change in vehicle miles travelled (VMT) by bike between 2012
(3.28% of VMT) and estimated 2050 (3.27%)? Is enough being
done to stimulate biking?

•

Why invest heavily in widening short stretches of road (e.g. the 2
miles on the 94 from Sherman Heights), when more bike paths
are needed in urban areas?

•

Other cities protect their environments and open areas (e.g.
NYC, Bogotà) by increasing bike lanes or road usage by bikes at
the expense of roads for cars. San Diego should be able to
increase and further promote bike use in view of protecting the
environment

General: The SD Forward plan seems to be a glossy presentation
showcasing imagery of biking, nature, and cleaner transit choices when
in fact it is still mostly focused on increasing road transport.

Chapter 3: Financing Our Future, provides a detailed description of the overall investment plan proposed for San Diego Forward. Additionally, to view a
detailed list of the transit, active transportation, managed lanes and highway investments, please view Appendix A Transportation Projects, Costs, and
Phasing. For a full discussion of the Transportation Systems Management and Transportation Demand Management programs, please view Appendix
E: Transportation System and Demand Management Programs, and Emerging Technologies.
463

Peter Meisen

SimCenter et al.

At what point in time will the transit infrastructure/system make
travelling by public transit competitive with traveling by car?

This is the focus of the Draft Regional Plan -- in many cases, transit is a time competitive alternative, but in many other cases, it is not. The draft plan
includes a wide range of transit improvements to make transit both time competitive and convenient to use. This translates to new rail and Rapid lines
on Managed Lanes to serve corridors with little or no transit service today, as well as increasing service frequencies on existing rail and bus services to
ten-minutes all day.
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Peter Meisen

SimCenter et al.

Why are politicians/representatives who state they are environmentminded vote for plans that do not protect the environment and quality
of life?

This is not a comment on the Draft Regional Plan. SANDAG requests that this commenter direct this question directly to the representatives of concern.
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Samuel Greene

Southeast Alano
Club

What is your projected plan for restrooms, truck stops and rest areas
for commercial drivers (ie. semi trucks, buses, etc)? As far as I can tell
there is no projected plan for this. My concern is that truck drivers do
not have any place to stop for food, restrooms or resting places. Truck
drivers consequentially are stopping on off-ramps and street parking
congesting those areas growing truck traffic and safety in the region.
According to the summary report findings and recommendations of the
Comprehensive Regional Goods Movement Plan and Implementation
strategy (See pdf in website noted below) the projected growth in truck
traffic is anticipated to significantly grow through 2035. Noted on page
15 "According to California Highway Patrol’s Statewide Integrated
Traffic Records System (SWITRS), there were 99 fatal truck-involved
accidents in the SCAG region in 2009 and 2,564 truck-involved
accidents that resulted in injuries. One estimate calculates the average
cost per fatal crash involving commercial vehicles at $7.2 million."
http://www.camsys.com/pubs/CRGM_OnTheMove_ExecSummary.pdf

The Draft Regional Plan includes truck stops and rest areas (page 82 in Chapter 2). There are two locations planned for the future near the
Interstate 15 and State Route 76 interchange, and near the State Routes 905 and 125 and new State Route 11 interchanges.

Web

What is your projected plan for restrooms at Trolley stops and bus
areas? My concern is not only for those that frequently use the transit
systems such as people going to work, students, mothers and their
children, and the elderly but also for the people that do not use the
transit systems all the time such as Padres fans, tourists, those that
perform their civic duty downtown at the court house. Not having
restrooms currently causes men and women to urinate in parking lots,
behind bushes, etc. The odor currently at these terminals is terrible
causing people to not want to use these transportation options.

Restrooms are available at certain MTS transit centers for the use of patrons, including 12th & Imperial, Old Town, El Cajon, and SDSU. Hours and
access vary by location. There are no plans to install additional public restrooms at MTS transit centers, due to the significant resources required to
maintain and secure them. Unfortunately, the maintenance and security costs with the few restrooms MTS does provide are extraordinarily high, due
to frequent damage, destruction and theft of fixtures, vandalism, and illegal activities. These expenses reduce funds available for MTS to provide transit
services. Please note that many Downtown destinations already provide restrooms for their users, including the courthouses, civic buildings, schools,
and Petco Park. Other public restrooms are available near the Civic Center, 12th & Imperial, and Gaslamp Quarter stations.
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Samuel Greene

Southeast Alano
Club

These two planned facilities are within the unconstrained portion of the Regional Plan, meaning that there is no funding identified currently for these
projects. Inclusion in the Regional Plan positions these projects to compete for funding as funding opportunities come up.

Web
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

The Southwest Wetlands Interpretive Association (SWIA) has reviewed
the Regional Plan (proposed plan) and Draft EIR (DEIR) and provides
comments on both documents. SWIA is a non-profit environmental
organization that has, for nearly 40 years, worked to conserve and
enhance coastal wetlands of the Tijuana River Valley/Estuary and
elsewhere in southern California. Climate change effects, which result
largely from Rapidly increasing human-derived greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, pose a great threat to those conservation and enhancement
investments (over $30 million to date). Among those threats are sea
level rise, increased temperatures and decreased and/or altered
precipitation- all of which will negatively impact the region's habitats,
species and human health and welfare.

Thank you for reviewing the Draft Regional Plan and EIR and providing comments on the documents. The Draft Regional Plan describes efforts in the
region to both reduce GHG emissions and prepare for the impacts of climate change. The threats from climate change are described on pages 89 and
90 in draft Chapter 2, as well as in the Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation White Paper, included in Appendix Q. SANDAG works closely with
partners in the region to assess climate vulnerabilities and implement strategies to improve resiliency and preparedness in the face of climate change.

Letter

Thank you for reviewing the Draft Regional Plan and EIR and providing comments on the documents. The Draft Regional Plan describes efforts in the
region to both reduce GHG emissions and prepare for the impacts of climate change. The threats from climate change are described on pages 89 and
90 in draft Chapter 2, as well as in the Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation White Paper, included in Appendix Q. SANDAG works closely with
partners in the region to assess climate vulnerabilities and implement strategies to improve resiliency and preparedness in the face of climate change.

The DEIR documents that many Significant and Unmitigatable Impacts
will remain if the proposed plan is implemented (just to cite some of
these- GHG emissions related to long-term state goals, VMT, water
supply, and sensitive habitats/species/movement). The proposed plan,
which is essentially a minor update of the flawed 2011 RTP/SCS, does
not meet the project's objectives for a combined RTP/SCS and RCP.
Based on these deficiencies, and others we cite in our comments, we
respectfully request that SANDAG not approve the proposed plan nor
certify the DEIR. A new proposed plan that incorporates our comments
and recommendations and those of other entitles referenced in our
comments should be prepared and submitted for public review and
recirculated for CEOA review.
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

The RCP-component fails to incorporate critical elements of a "quality
of life" blueprint, such as goals, guidelines and recommendations to
improve the region's non-transportation based energy efficiencies/noncarbon energy supply, reduce per capita water demand and improve
water supply reliability. As the regional blueprint, the plan should
outline strategies for the region to achieve coherent, consistent
improvements- while acknowledging that the responsibilities for
implementing such improvements rest with the local governments and
other local entities.

A discussion on energy is included in Chapter 2 of the Regional Plan in the context of reducing GHG emissions. Figure 2.19 recognizes that energy
sources (electricity and natural gas end uses) account for about one third of the region’s GHG emissions. The Plan identifies ways SANDAG and local
governments support cleaner energy choices, in particular through the Energy Roadmap Program. The Roadmap Program and other regional energy
planning efforts are guided by the principles, recommendations and goals developed in the SANDAG Regional Energy Strategy (RES). The RES serves as
an energy policy blueprint for the San Diego region and is included in Appendix U.9. As discussed in Chapter 1, one of SANDAG’s primary
responsibilities is transportation planning. SANDAG invests in public transit, highways, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, freight corridors, and
technologies to better manage our regional transportation system and the everyday demands on it. We also provide financial incentives and offer grant
programs to various jurisdictions and organizations. Through these activities, SANDAG influences policies for how local governments use land, protect
the environment, and grow their economies. SANDAG collaborates with a variety of partners, one of which is the San Diego County Water Authority,
to bring together local plans for sustainable growth. We will add reference to the Water Authority in this section of the plan, and will add a section
entitled, “The Importance of Water” to the end of Chapter 1 to provide an overview of water issues and the water planning process. We will also add
reference to water supply and conservation in various places and the responsibilities by the Water Authority in these areas, with the goal of conveying
the importance of water conservation, diversification, and supply reliability, to the sustainability of the region. Please see response to Comment No.
373 for additional information on water.
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

An Executive Summary is needed to help orient the reader and provide
a coherent overview of the proposed plan.

Because the Regional Plan shares a host of rich data, strategies, trends and research, SANDAG created a document in both English and Spanish known
as the Quick Guide. This document is a guide to the Regional Plan and helps to outline the main strategies and components represented in the
Regional Plan. Digital copies of the Quick Guide may be found on the project website, SDForward.com. Hard copies are available at the front desk of
the SANDAG offices (401 B Street, Suite 800. San Diego, CA 92101).
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Chapter 1 (Our Region, Our Future), Pages 2-6. As noted in the
proposed plan (the Regional Plan), the San Diego region is at a
crossroads and this plan is intended to provide the roadmap for
regional growth and development as well as other important key
“quality of life” guidance for the region. While it has a primary focus
on the transportation network and sustainable communities strategies,
the plan is a combined Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable
Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and Regional Comprehensive Plan
(RCP), so it must also clearly identify and demonstrate how it addresses
the RCP’s broad issues (policy areas including urban form,
transportation, housing, healthy environment, economic prosperity,
public facilities, our borders, and social equity). A combined RTP-RCP is
a new approach for SANDAG, and it is very important that the format
and text establish and demonstrate which elements (e.g., objectives,
guidelines, measures and actions) of the document are RTP, RCP or
RTP-RCP-based. This is particularly important because the RTP has
specific obligations (i.e., per capita VMT-based greenhouse gas [GHG]
emission reductions) whereas the RCP serves as a non-regulatory
blueprint/guidance document with recommendations for how the local
governments and agencies can achieve the RCP’s objectives.

Thank you for your interest in the Plan. San Diego Forward represents the first time in which the Regional Comprehensive Plan and the Regional
Transportation Plan have been combined to demonstrate how our transportation network can best complement a more urban and compact region, in
order to create healthier and more vibrant communities.

Letter

The San Diego region’s GHG emissions are about 7.5% - a substantial
fraction - of the state’s total GHG emissions. It is crucial that the
proposed plan (Regional Plan) identify measures that will reduce GHG
emissions for both the near-term (i.e., 2020 and 2035) and long-term
(i.e., 2050 and beyond). SANDAG’s own Climate Action Strategy
(approved in 2010) states that this region must do its part to reduce
GHGs that contribute to climate change. The strategy references and
adopts the Governor’s Executive Order S-3-05 and its goal to reduce
the state’s GHG emissions by 80% below 1990 levels by 2050 and by
2030 the region must have met and gone below the 1990 level and be
well on its way to doing its share for achieving the 2050 state GHG
emission reductions – which will require fundamental changes in policy,
technology and behavior (emphasis added). However, the proposed
plan’s approach neither commits the region to reduce its GHG
emissions in proportion to its contributions to statewide GHG emissions
to meet the AB 32 GHG target (see DEIR discussion of GHG-2) nor does
it put the region on a trajectory to meet the state’s GHG emission
reduction targets for 2030 and 2050. This is a major failure of the
proposed plan.
The current document references reducing GHG emissions and meeting
SB 375 targets. As will be described in the Chapter 2 comments, this
document uses different calculation methods for VMT and GHG
emissions than the 2011 plan. The changed methods raise at least two
important questions: (1) what is the relationship of the new reported
GHG reductions compared to the 2011 document’s reductions and (2)
how do the new calculation methods affect the comparison to the
2005 GHG baseline that is specified in SB 375 - that is, should/does this
document also use the new calculation methodology to change the
2005 baseline so that we are comparing apples to apples?

The only mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 per capita GHG emissions reduction targets for
passenger vehicles. The proposed Plan exceeds these targets. The Draft EIR demonstrates that the proposed Plan would not conflict with the State’s
ability to achieve the AB 32 target of reducing statewide GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020. Although the Draft EIR compares the proposed
Plan’s GHG reductions to a 2030 regional reference point based on Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-30-15 and a 2050 regional reference point
based on Executive Order S-3-05, there is no mandate for the proposed Plan to “comply” with these Executive Order state GHG reduction goals, nor
does the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy 'adopt' the 2050 Executive Order goal as stated in the comment.
While there is a relationship between VMT and CO2 emissions, it is not a one to one relationship.Regional Plan Appendix C includes additional
information on the relative contributions of several strategies toward achieving the SB 375 targets. Please note that the per capita GHG emissions
reductions do not take credit for reductions due to low carbon fuels or more efficient vehicles. Differences in results obtained for the SB 375 targets
when comparing SANDAG's 2011 Regional Transportation Pan to the Draft Regional Plan are attributable, for example, to aligning fuel costs with
Department of Energy fuel forecasts, fewer rural residents, and more compact land use patterns in the Regional Plan SCS. Draft EIR Appendix G-3
presents the technical methodology used to estimate GHG emissions reductions to achieve the SB 375 targets for passenger vehicles. The 2005
baseline for SB 375 GHG reductions is the same for the proposed Plan and the prior plan. ARB has established the SANDAG region’s baseline as 26.0
pounds per person per day.
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Additionally, the proposed plan (and DEIR) present confusing analyses:
for instance, SB 375 requires a comparison of the target years’ (2020
and 2035) per capita CO2 emissions for passenger and light-truck
vehicles against a 2005 per capita CO2 emissions baseline, but the DEIR
presents per capita VMT comparisons for 2020, 2035 and 2050 against
a 2012 per capita VMT baseline (Tables 4.15-5, 6, 7). The relatively
minor decreases in per capita VMT do not appear to support the
proposed plan’s assertion that it is achieving the new, substantially
higher per capita CO2 emissions. The Regional Plan and EIR must
clearly identify what has changed regarding the environmental
baseline, what assumptions have changed in the plan, and what key
SANDAG-RTP/SCS actions/targets have changed since the preparation
of the 2011 document.
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Given that this plan sets the framework and priorities for the next 35
years of transportation and other structural and land use investments,
with an expected cost of over $200 billion, it is essential that it outlines
the most efficient and cost-effective policies, guidance, funding,
incentives and priorities to implement actual projects and actions. It
must demonstrate a pathway to meet and ensure implementation of
the plan’s goals, consistent with the best available information on the
most probable future conditions and the needs of the citizens. As
discussed in the rest of this comment letter, there are a number of
significant issues, priorities and approaches that are missing from the
proposed plan.

The Draft Regional Plan was developed to address the goals and policy objectives established by the SANDAG Board of Directors. Please refer to
discussion of the draft Plan performance measures in draft Chapter 2 and Appendix N.
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Chapter 1, Page 4. The Sustainable Communities Strategy (policy) also
calls for developing/proposing opportunities - and identify incentives –
that
can
improve
the
region’s
(Metropolitan
Planning
Organization’s/MPOs) development patterns, population densities,
transportation mode shares, etc. These items should be expanded upon
in this brief SCS description and point to specific parts of the document
that expound on these items.

The purpose of Table 1.1 in Chapter 1 is to identify where legally required elements of the Regional Plan can be found. We will modify the Table of
Contents to show that incentives are included in Chapter 5.

Letter
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Chapter 1, Page 8. The previous RTP (2011 RTP/SCS) document forms
the basis for much of the draft Regional Plan. [Note: A news article in
The Fallbrook Bonsall Village News, dated August 28, 2014, quoted
SANDAG staff, who stated that (for the 2015 plan) “Largely we have
the same project mix” (as the 2011 plan) and “All of us are really trying
to focus on implementation, not starting over with a new plan”] That
approach raises a serious concerns because the 2011 document/EIR has
been challenged and found legally inadequate in regard to CEQA
impact assessments and mitigation, and the State Supreme Court
affirmed four of five key appellate court rulings and is still reviewing
the fifth ruling. The 2011 document, which barely met the CARB,
VMT/GHG reduction for 2035, also demonstrated that its approach
would soon thereafter show an erosion of those gains and be unable
to continue to reduce VMT. Minor “retooling” of the 2011 RTP/SCS is
not an acceptable or feasible basis for the 2015 plan, which must
create an effective, timely transportation system network that optimally
matches the best projections of needs; continue to reduce GHGs; and
guide the region toward a better quality of life (strong economy,
healthy environment and thriving communities). And, all of that must
derive from the best available information (including assumptions used
in modeling), integrated from the San Diego Region as well as from
other areas/sources, where relevant.

SANDAG’s current targets are per capita CO2 emission reductions from passenger vehicles of 7 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by 2035 relative to
2005 levels, and the proposed Plan exceeds these targets.

Letter

In terms of the similarity between the two Plans, San Diego Forward primarily includes the same mix of highway projects as the 2050 RTP, but phases
them in different ways to maximize transit investment on the Managed Lane corridors. A majority of the transit projects are the same between the
Plans. However, critical differences exist with regard to the number of Rapid bus projects, which is higher in the Draft Regional Plan. Some of these
projects were previously included in the Unconstrained network in the 2050 RTP/SCS.
The Court of Appeal decision on the 2050 RTP/SCS EIR referenced by the comment has been depublished and is currently being reviewed by the
Supreme Court. The 2050 RTP itself was not subject to legal challenge.
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Chapter 1, Pages 11-12. The six policy objective categories address the
regional transportation plan and sustainable communities strategy as
well as regional comprehensive plan concerns (e.g., “create great
places for everyone to live, work and play.”) These plan objectives
differ from what is summarized as the plan’s objectives in Section 2.0
(Project Description) and Section 6 (Alternatives) of draft EIR. The
Regional Plan should more clearly identify its objectives in relationship
to the requirements of SB 375 and the RCP. The policy objective
“Environmental Stewardship” should include language to “Promote
and implement actions that complement local government and
business efforts to mitigate and adapt to climate change effects” and
“Promote and implement actions that reduce the region’s water
demand and improve water reuse.” The latter issue is very important
because the San Diego region, as well as the rest of the state, is facing
projected, long-term water supply deficiencies – and providing
guidance for reducing the San Diego region’s water consumption
should be a critical aspect of this plan.

The policy objectives in Chapter 1 were approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors before the release of the Draft Regional Plan as a way to guide
the planning process. The first bullet point under Environmental Sustainability is intentionally broad enough to be inclusive of a variety of
environmental issues. SANDAG does not have authority over water issues, and as such, relies on cooperation and collaboration with the San Diego
County Water Authority. A section on the Importance of Water will be added to Chapter 1 to emphasize the importance of water and clarify the
respective roles of SANDAG and the CWA, and a continuing action will be added to Chapter 5 emphasizing the need to continue to collaborate on
water forecasting. In addition, a section describing the collaboration between SANDAG and the CWA will be added to Appendix J, the Regional
Growth Forecast.

Letter

As described in Chapter 2, SANDAG works closely with local governments to support development and implementation of local climate action
plans through the Energy Roadmap Program. The Regional Plan helps to implement local climate action plans by achieving SB 375-required per
capita GHG reductions from passenger cars and light duty trucks. In addition, implementation of the Regional Energy Strategy (Appendix U.9)
and the Regional Plug-in Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan (Appendix U.12) support implementation of many GHG reduction strategies identified
in local climate action plans.

Chapter 1, Pages 13-14. As noted in the proposed plan, SANDAG is
uniquely situated to bring together decision-makers from all over the
region, particularly the 18 cities and the county. Many of those local
governments have prepared Climate Action Plans (approved or in draft
status) that the San Diego Forward plan must help implement. Because
the sector responsible for the largest greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
is transportation (44% of the region’s GHG emissions), it is essential for
SANDAG’s RTP/SCS to present a “roadmap” that will significantly
reduce GHG emissions by transportation and complement the local
governments’ land use and climate change goals and plans.
Importantly, a number of those local plans call for greater reductions in
GHG emission reductions than this proposed plan would provide (i.e.,
the city of San Diego’s draft climate action plan calls for a reduction in
GHG emissions by about 49% from the 1990 GHG baseline by 2035
and by 80% from the 1990 GHG baseline by 2050). To put the region
on a realistic trajectory to align with the state’s - and some local cities’ GHG reduction goals, this plan should identify and help commit the
region to achieve a reduction in GHG emissions in 2030 by 40% below
the baseline and by about 49% below the baseline in 2035 – which are
substantially greater reductions than what this proposed plan would
yield. That appears to be inconsistent with at least some of the member
agencies’ approved or in-review (e.g., draft city of San Diego) climate
action plan goals and would negatively impact their implementation.
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Chapter 1, Page 19. Suggest revising the wording “…how thinking
about development, transportation, technology, and sustainability is
paving the way for the future.” to something less ironic, such as
“…how new approaches to development, transportation, technology,
and sustainability will improve the region’s future.”

Thank you for your comment. We will replace "paving the way" with "will improve".
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Chapter 2 (Sustainability), Pages 23-24. Because the proposed plan is
both a RTP/SCS and RCP, critical regional issues such as addressing how
to reduce water demand and maintain a reliable supply must be
integral to the sustainable communities strategy. The plan does not
provide sufficient discussion of this issue nor provide guidelines and
proposed implementation measures to reduce the region’s water
demand. Establishing a regional goal for water use and identifying
measures and incentives to reduce water use must be coordinated with
the region’s water agencies and local governments (specific
recommendation is provided later in these comments). Our region’s
water current demand could be substantially reduced, as evidenced by
other southern California cities: Santa Barbara’s average per person
water demand is about 66 gallons per day and the Goleta Water
District reported 55 gallons per person per day. Melbourne, Australia,
which has a population of about 4.3 million, was able to cut in half its
per capita water use in response to the Millenium Drought mostly by
implementing
and
enforcing
low-technology
solutions
(http://www.wateronline.com/doc/low-tech-methods-carried-australiathrough-year-drought-0001).

Water demand and supply are significant concerns for the San Diego region, as well as for California. (Please see Comment No. 373). Regarding longterm reduction targets, in 2009 the California Governor signed into law the Water Conservation Act of 2009 (SBX7-7). The law requires urban
agencies to reduce their potable per capita usage by 20 percent by 2020. The San Diego County Water Authority and its member agencies support
reducing water use as a means to providing a reliable water supply and are implementing conservation programs and measures to meet the SBX7-7
target and obtain long-term permanent conservation savings. Since 2007 per capita water use has already dropped approximately 30 percent.

Letter

Water demand and supply are significant concerns for the region. This
region has enacted some water conservation measures and practices,
but the experiences/examples from other cities and water agencies in
southern California as well as major arid metropolitan areas (e.g.
Melbourne, Australia) demonstrate that the San Diego region could
achieve substantial additional reductions in demand. A key part of the
sustainable communities strategy must be a robust and implementable
set of guidelines, measures and incentives that will enable the region to
achieve much greater water reductions – which should include a vastly
expanded water reuse component. Information from the city of San
Diego’s
website
on
water
resources
(http://www.sandiego.gov/water/index.shtml) states that the per person
daily water use is about 88 gallons per day and that about 50% of
residential water use is for outdoor landscaping. The region overall has
a higher average per person daily consumption, and that needs to be
substantially reduced to address both the forecasted population growth
and future hotter and drier conditions the will result from projected
climate change. A relevant example of a sustainable water reduction
program is the city of Melbourne, which was able to reduce per capita
water use by 50% while maintaining its human, economic and
environmental sustainability. Based on real-world experiences, it
appears realistic to have the proposed Regional Plan set an overall goal
– with interim targets - to reduce the San Diego region’s outdoor water
use by 50% or more and indoor use by 10% by 2030-2035. These
reductions are consistent with plan’s forecasted substantial increase in
new multifamily residences, which have less landscaping per resident.
Also, the plan could include a goal to substantially increase the
percentage of water reuse as a part of the potable and non-potable
water supplies. Those water savings and augmentations would go far
towards meeting the water needs of the projected population growth
to 2035 and beyond.

According to the Water Authority, there are a number of factors to consider when comparing the per capita water use of communities, two of the
primary factors being climate (temperature and precipitation) and population density. Contained on the California State Water Resource Control Board
website is a fact sheet describing why it’s not appropriate to compare per capita water use across water suppliers (communities). Please see link below
and text. For example, Melbourne Australia receives well over 20 inches of rain per year on average, which is twice that of San Diego. Melbourne also
has a more even monthly distribution of rainfall throughout the year. Limiting outdoor watering on a permanent basis is easier to obtain when there is
more rainfall throughout the year. As used in SBX7-7, per capita water use is an important figure to gage how an agency is performing over time.
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/water_issues/programs/drought/docs/factors.pdf
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Bill Tippets

Southwest
Wetlands
Interpretive
Association
(SWIA)

Chapter 2, Page 23. The first paragraph should provide the more
relevant percentage of vehicle (transportation)-derived GHG emissions
for the San Diego Region (i.e., 44%), not just reference the national
percentage.

A description of regional GHG emissions, including passenger vehicles transportation emissions, begins on page 87 of draft Chapter 2.

Letter

Chapter 2, Page 24. This section should include and clarify the
relevance of other state of CA GHG reduction goals, including
Governor’s Executive Order 5-03-05 and recent commitments that the
state/governor have made that establish a reduction target of 80%
below the baseline by 2050 (as well as the recent Order B-30-15 that
sets an interim GHG reduction target of 40% from the baseline for
2030). Although this RTP/SCS has a primary directive to meet GHG
emission requirements per SB 375, SANDAG’s own Climate Action
Strategy directs it to have the region do its part to achieve the state’s
higher reduction targets. The draft Regional Plan’s calculated GHG
reduction levels are substantially greater than the previous (2011)
RTP/SCS plan, which is encouraging, but some (much?) of the
additional reduction appears to be caused by a changed calculation
methodology – not an actual reduction caused by new measures in the
proposed plan as compared to the previous plan. Is the VMT- based
GHG calculation methodology in the proposed plan a fully comparable
basis for comparison with the SB 375 VMT-GHG methodology that
established the San Diego region’s 2005 baseline and 2020 and 2035
reduction requirements?
The proposed plan states it substantially improves the region’s VMTbased GHG emission reductions by 18 and 24%, respectively, for 2020
and 2035 (vs. 14% and 13%, respectively, in the previous document).
However, based on information presented elsewhere in this plan and in
the draft EIR, it appears that a significant portion of the proposed
plan’s “additional” GHG emission reductions are an artifact of changed
GHG calculation methods and assumptions. [See Draft EIR Appendix D,
Section 3.3: “The ICLEI U.S. Community Protocol advises using O-D
VMT data for modeling on-road transportation emissions, a departure
from the type of VMT data used in previous inventories. Previous
regional inventories in 2008 and 2010 used what is known as
“clipped” VMT, which includes all VMT within the boundaries of the
region, and does not account for where a trip begins and where it
ends. The ICLEI Community Protocol’s recommendation to use O-D
VMT data instead of “clipped” VMT data lowers the total regional VMT
value by about 6% compared with the “clipped” VMT in 2012 for the
San Diego Region.”]. This new methodology has the effect of altering
the baseline and anticipated GHG emissions, which creates difficulties
when comparing the 2015 and 2011 plans and the project alternatives
analysis in the draft EIR. In addition, based on information in the draft
EIR, this Plan appears to use a different approach to how
existing/expected future GHG reductions are embedded into the plan’s
projected GHG emissions – an approach that was not utilized in the
2011 RTP/SCS.

The only mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 per capita GHG emissions reduction targets for
passenger vehicles. Draft Chapter 2 describes how the proposed Plan meets and exceeds these targets for 2020 and 2035. A discussion regarding
GHG reductions beyond 2035 begins on page 95 and references the efforts to date to evaluate strategies to meet the statewide climate goals
(Appendix D also provides additional information). Appendix C of the Plan includes the technical methodology to estimate SB 375 VMT and GHG
emissions submitted to the Air Resources Board.
SB 375 requirements for per capita CO2 reductions apply only to passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks while the per capita VMT analysis included in
Draft EIR Section 4.15 includes all vehicle classes. In both analyses, per capita VMT declines from either a 2005 or 2012 baseline to 2050. The proposed
Plan meets and exceeds the SB 375 targets assigned to SANDAG. While there is a relationship between CO2 and VMT, it is not one-to-one. Other
factors, such as congestion and speed effect vehicle fuel economy and impact CO2 emissions.
The methods and data used for the 2012 GHG Inventory and Projections for the San Diego Region are described in both Appendix D of the Regional
Plan and Appendix G of the EIR. As described in the methodology document, on-road transportation emissions for 2012 and forecasted emissions
were calculated based on VMT output from SANDAG's model as well as EMFAC2014, which does not account for the O-D VMT breakdown. This
methodology is consistent with previous regional GHG inventory calculations.
The draft California Transportation Plan (CTP) provides a long-range policy framework to meet our future mobility needs and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. The draft CTP defines goals, performance-based policies, and strategies to achieve our collective vision for California's future statewide,
integrated, multimodal transportation system. The draft plan envisions a sustainable system that improves mobility and enhances our quality of life. The
draft plan addresses many of the concerns you raise and is intended as policy guidance for the State of California. Additional details are available
at:http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/tpp/californiatransportationplan2040/. SANDAG staff continues to participate in the Caltrans CTP 2040 development.
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The proposed plan’s transportation impacts on GHGs needs to be
better explained. For instance, the GHG discussions in Section 4.8 and
related appendices of the draft EIR raise serious concerns regarding
VMT and GHG emission reductions. The discussion includes statement
that the plan will not reduce regional VMT to or below the 2012
(baseline) and is projected only onto reduce per capita VMT in 2020,
2035 and 2050 by about 2%, 6.3% and 7.1%, respectively, compared
to 2012. This implies that the proposed plan does not reduce per capita
VMT sufficiently (affecting concomitant GHG emissions) as a means to
meet SB 375 (which specifies passenger vehicle per capita VMT-based
GHG emission reductions of 7% by 2020 and 13% by 2035 compared
to the 2005 GHG baseline). [Note – the use of the 2012 baseline in the
DEIR is confusing in part because SB 375 uses a 2005 baseline for the
per capita VMT-GHG emission reduction comparison.] Although per
capita VMT and per capita GHG emissions (calculated based on VMT
for passenger and light truck vehicle VMT) are not exactly comparable,
it is not clear how these relatively low per capita VMT reductions
translate to the large per capita GHG reductions in the proposed plan.
While SB 375 does not extend to 2050 and as new (non-carbon
consuming) vehicles enter the market, the relationship between VMT
and GHG will change, this plan clearly shows it will fail to reduce per
capita VMT. Additionally, the proposed plan is only expected to reduce
average travel time by one minute in 2050 compared to 2012 and
work commute times would be no different between 2012 and 2050.
Those findings do not support the plan’s assertion that it would create
an effective roadmap for the region’s future in terms of a more robust
and efficient transportation network.
The state of California’s Department of Transportation has given a clear
signal to all transportation agencies to refrain from building new road
capacity in its draft California Transportation Plan (CTP) 2040, which
includes a key recommendation in the draft to “[a]void funding
projects that add road capacity and increased maintenance costs.” is a
perfect example of that balance. The CTP provides guidance consistent
with state transportation and climate change goals while supporting
city, county, regional and state leaders’ authority to shape the build-out
of the multimodal system. Decision-makers at state, regional, county
and city levels would retain the freedom and flexibility to develop plans,
select the highest performing projects, and enact policy, procedures
and funding programs, within state policy parameters – and in specific
projects, may increase road capacity. However, the CTP provides clear
guidance that roadway expansion projects are not the preferred
options in most situations.
It is not clear in the document how much of the new GHG emission
reductions are attributable the revised GHG calculation methods and
the local jurisdictions’ independent land use/development decisions,
and how much is attributable to the policies, actions and incentives
that this plan calls for. Also, as noted below, there appear to be more
effective transit system approaches and priorities that could more
closely align the region’s transportation sector with those state targets.
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Chapter 2, Page 26. The five building blocks and strategies that form
the basis of the SCS would, if appropriately implemented, address the
expectations of SB 375. The plan is not clear what aspects of “land use
pattern” changes SANDAG’s SCS will cause or substantially influence.
The plan notes that local governments have (nearly all) the land use
authority, and the plan cannot dictate land use. However, this SCS
must also be able to demonstrate how its land use and transportation
system components will reduce vehicular VMT and passenger vehiclederived GHG emissions. If the extant local governments’ land use plans
are already capable of effecting most of those reductions (having
adopted smart growth/denser buildout), what will the RTP/SCS do to
further those reductions, and what transportation network
improvements best support and incentivize improvements on those
plans?

Each time that SANDAG embarks on preparing a Regional Plan, SANDAG and the local jurisdictions incorporate the most recent land use assumptions
into the Regional Growth Forecast. These land use assumptions are based on changing local land use plans. The region has seen shifts in projected
land use patterns between the 1999 forecast and the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast, moving from a forecast that projected significant
development in the unincorporated areas of the County to a forecast that contains most of the region's growth to the western third of the region via
increased housing and employment capacities in jurisdictions' most urbanized areas and increased open space and habitat preservation in the eastern
areas of the unincorporated County. Over the years, SANDAG has consistently encouraged policies that promote smart growth and sustainable
development. These include focusing future growth in the most urbanized areas, where the region has existing and planned transportation
infrastructure. In order to continue to reduce GHG emissions, the plan calls for investing in a transportation network that provides people with a
greater variety of transportation choices, including more transit and active transportation. This plan, more than any previous SANDAG Regional Plan,
includes more transit services, more active transportation investments, and for the first time, the concept of mobility hubs and emerging technologies
to help address the first mile/last mile gap. This plan also includes incentives and policies for smart growth and active transportation, as well as
incentives and policies that protect, acquire, manage, monitor, and maintain the region's open space and habitat. The regional growth forecast is a
tool that helps the region plan ahead to match transportation investments to projected land use patterns. However, local jurisdictions, not
SANDAG, are responsible for making land use decisions and approving development projects. As those decisions are made, SANDAG incorporates
them into the next forecast.

Letter

This plan is also an RCP, so many other strategies should be included to
address the RCP expectations, and that are not already addressed by
the RTP/RCP process. This document does not provide a clean sense of
how the two processes (RTP and RCP) integrate policies,
projects, implementation etc.
Chapter 2, Page 27. The transportation network assessed by the
Regional Plan must include a “revenue constrained” alternative and the
financing plan must demonstrate how it can fund the network.
However, the apparent presumption is that previous decisions by
SANDAG boards, which have prioritized freeways and roads over
transit/walking/biking, have already established an unchangeable
revenue constraint-based network. The SANDAG board can alter
previous funding decisions and shift funding such that
transit/walking/biking projects receive earlier funding than previously
planned. Furthermore, transportation funding is more fungible than
this document suggests, as documented in a recent report prepared by
Circulate San Diego (www.circulatesd.org) “TransNet Today” that
concludes TransNet and SANDAG's other funding sources are flexible
and can be implemented to advance transit and active transportation
projects. These are crucial points that must be discussed and treated
more transparently because improper assumptions about funding (and
as discussed later in these comments, modeling assumptions) can
obfuscate or incorrectly dismiss opportunities for changing key
elements of this plan.

Every four years, SANDAG updates its regional transportation plan. This cycle, the SANDAG Board of Directors made a decision to merge the Regional
Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 2004, with the next Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy. At the beginning of the
planning effort, a survey was conducted, focus groups were held, a kick-off workshop was conducted, and discussions with SANDAG working groups
and Policy Advisory Committees were held to solicit ideas for inclusion in the plan. The results were presented to the SANDAG Board of Directors over
a series of meetings, and ultimately, the Board adopted the vision, goals, and policy objectives to guide the planning process and the content to be
included in the plan. In an effort to make the plan as accessible and understandable to as many residents as possible, staff attempted to shorten the
length of the plan document in comparison to previous plans. While the plan is shorter, it includes more appendices than previous plans, and much of
the detailed and technical information is included in the multiple appendices. (For example, information from the Borders chapter in the RCP is now
included in the Borders Appendix.) It should be noted that not all components of the RCP are carried over into this plan (for example, parks, libraries,
police, fire, and hospitals). However, new topics are included to reflect changing conditions and Board direction (for example, emerging technologies
and mobility hubs), at the direction of the Board to focus the plan on regional priorities more directly under the purview of SANDAG.
The prioritization of projects in the Draft Regional Plan is done every four years, with projects moving up or down in priority according to the Boardapproved ranking criteria. Funding commitments are made for projects under construction. Funding is not as fungible as the comment suggests. State
and federal requirements govern the use of these funds. And, a commitment to the voters to complete projects and programs they voted for guides
the Board. SANDAG pursues all opportunities for funds, including Active Transportation Program funds. These programs are competitive and SANDAG
does not control the outcome of grant applications.
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Chapter 2, Page 28. The document states that SANDAG was created
through a public vote to serve as a “regional growth management
review board” and to fund the transportation system (which SANDAG
acknowledges are its responsibilities). This implies that the region
expected SANDAG to both revise and provide feedback on our growth
(i.e., where and how development occurs) and to be the key link
between regional growth and the transportation system network. This
plan must clearly show which elements/projects SANDAG is directly
responsible for, how it is using its review (and feedback) responsibilities
to get local governments to reflect regional growth/transportation
needs, and the most effective incentives it can provide to local
governments to make those changes. In addition, the RTP/RCP must
provide guidance on non RTP-based policies, programs/measures,
projects and funding that the region should be implementing to
achieve the RCP goals. Pages 29-30 document how the actions of local
governments have already changed their general plans/land use plans
so that substantial shifts in development/population densities are being
achieved. What is SANDAG proposing that substantially improves upon
the extant plans (beyond what is explained in pages 30-31)?

Chapter 5 (pages 140-142) explains how SANDAG implements the regional vision through incentives and collaboration. Providing funding to local land
use authorities to update and implement their land use plans to reflect the regional vision and working collaboratively with member agencies and
partners to address issues of regional significance collectively. In addition, Chapter 5 (pages 149-150) summarizes the Performance Monitoring
Program used to monitor implementation of the plan.

Letter

The intent of this exercise was to determine if additional land use changes could further reduce greenhouse gas reductions. The results showed that
the region's cities are moving in the right direction as a result of the land use decisions that have been made as our local jurisdictions continue to
update their plans. These results also emphasized that the transportation network can respond to these land use changes and can have a much
larger impact, than the land use, on greenhouse gas emissions reductions in the region. However, the land use exploratory piece set the stage for the
transportation network development which looked at a multiple options and phasing opportunities within the requirements to meet our regional
emissions reductions targets under SB 375 and the Plan exceeds these targets under the preferred transportation network.

Chapter 2, Pages 32-33. The document states “we paired up each
hypothetical (land use) scenario with the transportation network from
the 2050 RTP/SCS, and studied whether they could lower emissions
beyond those projected with the land uses in the Regional Growth
Forecast.” And the discussion states that “The three scenarios had the
potential to continue to lower emissions in comparison to the forecast,
but at a much slower pace – up to an additional 1 to 3 percent over
the next 35 years. Scenarios B and C were projected to achieve the
greatest reductions.” That approach raises two major concerns: (1) If
the alternative scenarios are likely to only result in small differences
compared to the proposed plan, this implies that the RTP/SCS effort
has not proposed scenarios that reflect a reasonable range of feasible
alternatives for analysis in the draft EIR. (2) Applying only one
transportation system (i.e., the revenue constrained transportation
network from the 2050 RTP/SCS) to the three land use scenarios
seriously constrains the analysis of combined land use and
transportation network interactions/synergies. Why should the
proposed plan and alternatives rely on the application of only the
previously-defined network (and priority of projects) from the 2050
RTP/SCS when other seemingly viable alternative transportation system
approaches (see below) could have been applied to that analysis?
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Chapter 2, Page 36. TransNet funding has been important to the
region’s commitment to conserve open space, but the document
should clarify that federal, state and other local government sources
provide the bulk of the funding for open space conservation.

TransNet is the primary funding source to conserve open space in the San Diego region and it has been leveraged to acquire federal, state and other
local government sources of funding.
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Chapter 2, Page 41. The complete streets policy should be
accompanied by a discussion of and provide guidance/incentives in the
Regional Plan that address how local governments could improve their
“urban forests” in conjunction with complete street projects. Urban
forests provide benefits including heat relief, greenhouse gases and air
pollution reductions, improved economic value of neighborhoods and
reduced crime. For example, the city of San Diego’s draft Climate
Action Plan (CAP) would require the city to complete a citywide tree
canopy assessment, set an urban tree canopy coverage
target/milestones and integrate urban trees into street and other
development projects.

SANDAG provides guidance for local governments to improve their urban forests through two documents, Designing for Smart Growth and Designing
for Pedestrians, both of which address the importance of tree canopies and climate-appropriate vegetation to create a better street environment.
Incentives to employ these design recommendations are provided through the Smart Growth Incentive Program and Active Transportation Grant
Program. The Complete Streets policy approved by the SANDAG Board of Directors also directs SANDAG to provide best practice design guidance and
training to SANDAG staff and staff from local agencies, so policy and practice are in place that address this comment.
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Chapter 2, Pages 47-57. The discussion of the various modal
opportunities – based on the 2050 RTP/SCS transportation network –
appears to have dismissed VMT reduction and other benefits from
other transportation system opportunities [Note: the draft EIR
considered but rejected as infeasible a host of public-requests to
analyze these alternatives, in part claiming the project alternatives
incorporated all of the key features of these alternatives]. Specifically, a
revised integrated bus rapid transit proposal known as “Quickway”
(www.quickwayproposal.wix.com/proposal) and a transit-first option
known
as
the
“50-10
Plan”
(http://www.transitsandiego.org/50_10_transit_plan)
that
revises
current SANDAG projects and funding to prioritize transit projects
appear to provide benefits that the 2050 RTP/SCS network and project
priorities do not. Advancing transit over roadways (freeway lanes, some
arterials) is essential. Quickway may be a useful tool to help transition
from (bus) rapid transit to rail transit as ridership and population
changes warrant. These options should be described in the overall
analysis of the transportation network and funding (and priorities).

The Quickway proposal is a modification to the transit component of the proposed Plan. Both concepts accomplish the same goals of higher speed and
frequent service on transit networks that include rail and bus rapid transit services. The key difference is that bus rapid transit services in the proposed
plan use Managed Lanes and arterial transit priority measures to achieve higher travel speeds and trip reliability, while the Quickway proposal uses an
extensive level of dedicated guideways, tunnels, and grade separations. Given the extensive level of these capital infrastructure elements, our
experience with major capital projects suggests that the capital costs would exceed the revenue available. While the proposed Plan does make
assumptions on the transit mode for each corridor served for costing and modeling purposes, an alternatives analysis would be done at the project
development stage. This alternatives analysis would assess a range of transit modal options based on the specific land use and physical geography
characteristics within each project corridor.

Letter

The Quickway approach would not require the proposed new managed
lanes, can accommodate all transportation modes, utilizes alreadytested/in-place transit system components, more closely focuses transit
stations and lines with major use/demand centers, and has preliminary
capital and operating costs that are below those of the proposed
plan/projects. This would allow SANDAG to eliminate or greatly scaledown new freeway and managed lanes (and funding), perhaps even
arterials (consistent with the draft CTP). From a modeling perspective,
the Regional Travel Model (RTM), is used to determine where people
are, where they're going, and how they will choose to get there. But, it
is very complicated and incorporates assumptions that may not be
appropriate: (1) Mode Choice Component -the part of the model that
determines whether someone will choose their transit alternative or
drive -does not accurately measure or predict what choice San Diegans
would make on a transit system that looks or behaves differently from
our current system; and (2) it assumes that future land uses will be
concentrated around proposed transit stations, even though experience
over the past 30+ years is that the market does not always want to
build up around SANDAG-chosen station locations.
The 5010 Plan proposes a rail transit prioritization and presents a
number of critical transportation-related assumptions that do not
appear to have been considered by SANDAG in the Regional Plan
assessment of “transit-first” alternatives. Specifically, the 5010 Plan
cites national data compiled by the Department of Transportation
showing that “standard” assumptions about VMT and population
growth are no longer appropriate - its Figure 1 and text illustrate and
describe how actual VMT in the past 10 or so years has been
substantially lower than estimates of VMT in past/current modeling.
Second, the plan cites transportation sources who agree that increasing
roadway capacity increases VMT and greenhouse gas emissions. And,
for congested metropolitan areas, adding new capacity to existing of
limited-access highways is unlikely to reduce congestion or associated
GHG in the long-run. Based on many studies – including SANDAG’s
own VMT projections in its 2007 and 2011 RTPs and the draft 2015
RTP - the evidence clearly shows that VMT is consistently lowering, yet
the Regional Plan proposes no significant removal of road projects –
and advancement of more transit projects – despite clear evidence to
warrant those changes. The Los Angeles region is proposing a forwardlooking transit plan to build a rail system that would have stations
within 3 miles of 7.8 million residents.

The provision of secure bike parking at transit stations is included in the draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan by way of the Regional Bike
Parking Program and implementation of current planning efforts (e.g. Safe Routes to Transit and Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy). Currently, the
SANDAG iCommute Program manages more than 800 bike lockers at more than 60 transit stations and Park & Ride lots. The Sabre
Springs/Peñasquitos Transit Station features the first group bike parking facility of its kind in the San Diego region and is equipped with 20 lockable
bike racks, a bike pump, and a repair workstation. SANDAG continues to work with Caltrans, MTS, NCTD, and local jurisdictions to ensure adequate
and secure bike parking is available as a first and last mile travel solution.
The provision of electric bikes, and other similar personal electric vehicles will be considered as part of the concept development the regional Mobility
Hubs Implementation Strategy.
Further, the SANDAG iCommute program conducts outreach to increase commuter and community awareness of, and participation in transportation
demand management programs and campaigns, including the use of bicycle facilities; bicycle education and encouragement.
The Draft EIR for the Regional Plan analyzes a range of alternatives. All action alternatives advance 35 years of transit into the first 10 years of the plan
(from 2015 to 2050, which is the horizon year of the plan), similar in concept to the 5010 Transit Plan. The 5010 Transit Plan also envisions delays in
highway The 5010 Transit Plan also envisions delays in highway investments similar to those included in Draft EIR Alternatives 3, 4, and 5A through 5D.
The feasibility of these alternative is affected by funding constraints, among other factors. The Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits
of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
The Quickway proposal is a modification to the transit component of the draft Regional Plan. Both concepts accomplish the same goals of higher
speed and frequent service on transit networks that include rail and bus rapid transit services. The key difference is that bus rapid transit services in the
proposed plan use Managed Lanes and arterial transit priority measures to achieve higher travel speeds and trip reliability, while the Quickway proposal
uses an extensive level of dedicated guideways, tunnels, and grade separations. Unlike the Managed Lanes facilities that accommodate bus rapid
transit and carpools/vanpools, the Quickway facilities would only accommodate bus rapid transit services. Carpooling/vanpooling are an integral part of
the draft Plan's goal of increasing use of alternative modes, especially in areas where transit is not a cost-effective investment due to low density land
uses and auto-oriented street design.
The SANDAG transportation model is based on the revealed travel preferences of San Diego residents and visitors collected through surveys and direct
observation. The mode choice components of the model use factor in frequency of service, land use density and diversity near transit stations, walk
accessibility, and other factor proven to be statistically significant indicators of transit ridership. The model adequately represents the response of San
Diego residents and visitors to the introduction of any new transit service.
Developers have shown an interest in building near transit over the last 30 years. Much of the development near the Green Line in Mission Valley was
completed in the last 20 years. Most of the 25,000 housing units downtown were built in the last 15 years. The Grossmont Trolley station added
significant new housing at the end of the last decade. In the North County, jurisdictions have already seen development around the SPRINTER corridor
and some recently have increased densities in their plans to support new development near transit.
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Chapter 2, Page 58. The adopted Regional Bike Plan would
substantially improve upon currently deficient biking opportunities. The
adopted
bike
plan
must
have
sufficient
flexibility
to
accommodate/adapt to changes to the currently presumed
transportation network such as if a transit-prioritized system were to
replace the current proposed plan. Increasing bike ridership must be an
essential component of the bike planning effort and include effective
incentives to encourage ridership. Each transit station must have safe,
simple bike parking structure with racks for holding and locking bikes –
preferably covered (and with solar PV panels). Also, SANDAG should
consider how to provide incentives, possibly through places of
employment, to partially subsidize electric bikes. Electric bikes make
bike commuting practical for many people who would not be able or
willing to ride a standard bike to work (or as part of a bike-transit
commute)
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Chapter 2, Pages 71-72. The mobility hub concept should be a priority
component of the region’s transportation system – and expanded to
emulate the SuperStation concept proposed in Quickway. The
proposed plan would only develop three hubs by 2020 and another 17
by 2035, which would seriously impede incentives for developers to
focus building in smart growth centers and slow the creation of an
effective, multi-modal Rapid transportation system. These
superstations/hubs will be especially valuable to accommodate the shift
in modal share to (mass/public) transit and active transit – and link with
transit-oriented development and other smart growth components.
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The development of a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy is underway. The strategy will identify transportation services, amenities, and
urban design enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will also recommend
improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San Diego
region. Mobility hub locations will be prioritized based on a variety of factors including the mix of land uses and the type and frequency of available
transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas will also be leveraged to identify viable sites for mobility hub investments.

Letter

Mobility hub investments will complement other efforts that seek to improve access to transit such as the Safe Routes to Transit investments and Active
Transportation Early Action Program. Mobility hub planning is also being coordinated with other regional planning efforts that encourage transitoriented development (e.g. SANDAG Regional Transit Oriented Development Strategy) and capital and planning projects funded through the SANDAG
Smart Growth Incentive and Active Transportation Grant Programs. Availability of funding through the life of the Regional Plan allows for the
implementation of up to 20 mobility hubs by 2035. SANDAG aims to explore additional mobility hub implementation funding opportunities through
federal and state grants in addition to public-private partnerships.
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Chapter 2, Page 74. The increased modal share of transportation by
transit and active transportation should be linked with changes to
parking availability and rates. Presently, the “real costs” of vehicle
parking are essentially being “subsidized” and that subsidization
should be phased out with the improvements to transit/active
transportation options.

Thank you for your comment. While parking management decisions lie with local jurisdictions, SANDAG provides resources and tools to support local
jurisdictions with proactive parking management efforts. SANDAG recently completed a Regional Parking Management Toolbox to assist staff and
policy makers from local jurisdictions with developing comprehensive parking management programs that include pricing strategies for managing
parking demand.
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Chapter 2, Page 75. The transition from high-gas consuming vehicles
to low consumption/zero emission vehicles should be encouraged
through actions and incentives in the Regional Plan. Particularly, the
proposed plan should provide incentives for replacing existing lowerMPG, petroleum cars and light trucks as well as encouraging new
drivers to choose electric vehicles. However, this transition should not
detract from or reduce the incentive to produce a transit-prioritized
transportation system for the region. The key to an effective
transportation plan and network is to reduce total vehicle miles, not
just to make them more efficient/less polluting.

The Regional Plan does recommend the establishment of a Regional Charger Program by setting aside approximately $30 million of Congestion
Management and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program funds expected between 2020 and 2050 (approximately $1 million annually) to fund the
installation of publicly available electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS). The funding is identified in mitigation measure GHG-4C: Fund Electric Vehicle
Charging Infrastructure on page 4.8-40 of the Draft Regional Plan Program Environmental Impact Report. Incentives for plug-in
electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel-cell electric vehicles are provided through the California Air Resources Board's Clean Vehicle Rebate Program. These
programs are complementary to the transportation investments and other programs outlined in the regional plan which include transit, bicycle and
pedestrian improvements. Further, SANDAG's grant programs award funding to projects that demonstrate implementation of smart growth principles.
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Chapter 2, Page 77. As part of the improved rail/Trolley system the plan
proposes to retrofit grade separations at 20 key crossings by 2050. The
text should identify where those crossings are and when each is
scheduled, and how the timing was determined. Apparently grade
separations are not proposed for the Rapid (bus) projects? The
Quickway referenced earlier identifies its grade separated crossings and
where at-grade crossings and tunnels would be appropriate. And, the
buildout could occur within 10-15 years, which advances transit
compared to the proposed plan. In addition to rail/trolley grade
separation, the proposed plan must provide guidance (as part of the
transportation system network “blueprint”) regarding pedestrian and
cyclist “safe routes to travel.” Increasing population densities (and
pedestrian and cyclist travel) in smart growth areas will necessitate
better measures to provide safe and efficient travel. The proposed plan
should include guidelines that the subsequent projects would use to
ensure greater safety. For example, the July 12, 2015, Los Angeles
Times’ analysis of pedestrian accidents, injuries and deaths
demonstrated that most incidents occur in a relatively small number of
densely population centers where safety infrastructure – and increased
public awareness campaigns – have not been implemented. The
proposed plan should provide a basic outline of what types of safety
features/improvements would make those areas safer.

The grade separation projection are listed in Appendix M, Table M-12. No grade separations are needed for the Rapid Bus system; the Rapid routes
that utilize the Managed Lanes facilities are already grade separated from local streets and the arterial Rapid routes operate in city street rights-of-way
in mixed-flow traffic in most areas, but do utilize dedicated lanes, queue jump lanes, and transit signal priority treatments to bypass congested street
segments.
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Chapter 2, Pages 93-96. The projected additional GHG emission
reductions under the draft Regional Plan are calculated to be
substantially greater than the region’s reductions in the 2011 plan.
However, much of the reduction derives from state and federal vehicle
efficiencies and low carbon fuel requirements (that do not affect VMT)
as well as from previous local government land use decisions to reduce
sprawl development (including adoption of habitat conservation plans
that align with densification) and that help reduce VMT. SANDAG’s
Regional Plan should identify additional Sustainable Community
Strategy (SCS) approaches and incentives for local governments that
provide SB 375-required VMT (GHG) emission reductions from land use
and transportation. Also, the document must clearly identify how much
of the current proposed plan’s greater (than the 2011 plan’s)
GHG/VMT reductions are a result of the new elements added to the
plan, because, as SANDAG staff has stated, the Regional Plan utilizes
the 2011 plan’s 2050 RTP/SCS transportation network and project
(freeway and roadway) prioritization, with only some modifications. It is
not clear that the draft Regional Plan appropriately attempted to
incorporate and analyze approaches like Quickway and the 50-10 Plan,
and what their GHG emissions (and VMT) reduction benefits would be.

Regarding Safe Routes to Transit types of safety features/improvements that might make transit station areas safer, these improvement types are
included in Appendix U.19, the Active Transportation Implementation Strategy.
Figure 2.22 on page 96 illustrates regional GHG emissions before and after reductions from state and federal vehicle efficiency policies. There are a few
differences that account for the varying results obtained for the SB 375 targets when comparing SANDAG's 2011 Regional Transportation Plan to the
Draft Regional Plan. These differences include, for example, aligning fuel costs with Department of Energy fuel forecasts, fewer rural residents, and
more compact land use patterns in the draft Regional Plan SCS.
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Chapter 3, Pages 105 et seq. (financing). The Draft Plan documents
that it will require new sources of funds to implement all of its
identified actions/projects. More discussion is needed regarding how
funding could be structured to allow for advancing transit projects
(e.g., a combined Quickway/50-10 approach) in contrast to the current
schedule, which commits to construct a number of freeway and
managed roadway projects that could be deferred or deleted when a
comprehensive transit approach is prioritized over roadways. As noted
in SANDAG’s adopted Climate Action Strategy, the region needs to
make fundamental changes in policy, technology and behavior…to
meet the challenges of successfully addressing climate change and
promoting its quality of life.

A key goal of the Draft Regional Plan is to increase use of alternative modes, including transit, walking, bicycling, and ridesharing. About half of the
Draft Plan’s expenditures are devoted to new and expanded public transit. This is true for the life of the proposed Plan, and individual phases (20142020, 2021-2035, 2036-2050). These numbers do not include expenditures for the draft Plan’s managed lane investments, which make up the vast
majority of highway expenditures. The Managed Lanes are designed as multi-modal facilities that provide priority access to transit (Rapid services) and
ridesharing (carpools and vanpools). These facilities will be managed to ensure free-flow travel for transit and ridesharing, providing a significant travel
time savings over the congested main lanes and making these alternative modes are a more attractive travel choice.

Letter

Because a “Quality of Life” initiative or similar local financing will be
needed to support our future transportation system network, the final
network must reflect the most probable needs and opportunities in the
region to increase the likelihood of a public vote to approve it.

We agree that new funding sources are needed to supplement existing sources in order to complete all projects proposed in the Draft Regional Plan.
As you mention, any proposal subject to voter approval will need to appropriately reflect and address transportation needs to increase the likelihood of
the public to approve it.
As explained in Chapter 3, the majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (e.g., transit infrastructure or highway
operations/maintenance) which means SANDAG does not have the broad authority to interchange them. Funding sources come with specific
provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. In addition, the TransNet Ordinance, as a program, assumes that a 50 percent match of state and
federal sources is needed to complete all the capital projects in the ordinance. Shifting the state and federal funds that are currently used to match the
TransNet funds would create a financial gap and potentially lead to some TransNet projects being completed beyond the time 2048 horizon of the
Ordinance.

If the new funding is used to prioritize transit-first projects, then past
funding decisions will need to be revised to allow some of those funds
to be redirected from freeways/roadways. As noted previously in these
comments, there is much more flexibility in how the various funding
sources (including TransNet) can be utilized (see previous reference to a
report by Circulate San Diego, “TransNet Today”). That is not to imply
that no funds should be applied to new freeways and roadways,
particularly needed maintenance, rather that the allocation of funds
should be directed to the most effective/efficient projects and
transportation modes.
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Chapter 4, Page 128. This section of the proposed plan’s description
states that the San Diego (and Tijuana) region imports up to 90% of its
energy and 80% of its water each year. The proposed plan, a
combined RTP and RCP, should provide guidelines and propose
incentives and implementation measures to substantially reduce this
region’s energy and water demand.
Our region must increase its energy efficiency in addition to increasing
our internal energy supply. Non-transportation energy supply and
demand concerns are not specifically required RTP/SCS issues, but these
issues should be included in the “RCP guidance” component of the
proposed plan. The plan should address and identify means to provide
incentives that promote Community Choice Aggregation (CCA) and
increased distributed generation. CCA allows cities and counties to
aggregate the buying power of individual customers within a defined
jurisdiction in order to secure alternative energy supply contracts on a
community-wide basis, but allowing consumers not wishing to
participate to opt out. Several large metropolitan/urban regions of the
state already have approved CCAs. The plan should also address and
identify means to provide incentives that promote distributed
generation, particularly solar PV, wind and co-generation. Also, the
proposed plan should address and identify means to provide incentives
that promote building efficiencies.

While SANDAG coordinates with the San Diego County Water Authority (CWA) on the regional growth forecast, which is used to inform the CWA's
Urban Water Management Plan, SANDAG is not responsible for establishing guidelines or identifying incentives to reduce water demand. That
responsibility lies specifically with the CWA, the Metropolitan Water District, and other water-related state and federal agencies. That said, we have
added information to Chapters 1 and 5 acknowledging the impacts of the drought, explaining the benefits of compact development vis a vis water
consumption, and calling for continued collaboration between the two agencies on this resource.
Regarding energy demand, SANDAG has taken action through guidance documents, tools, and/or incentives to support local and regional efforts to
reduce energy use. Additionally, SANDAG and the Regional Plan promote energy and water efficiency, clean energy supplies, building efficiencies,
benchmarking, and energy audits through the Regional Energy Strategy (RES) and Energy Roadmap Program (ERP). The RES includes goals that pertain
to energy efficiency, water efficiency, clean onsite distributed generation, the local green economy, and seven other important topics. The RES is a
policy guide for the region that is used by local and regional governments to inform their sustainability efforts. The RES and a progress report on
achieving each RES goal are included as Appendix U.9.
The ERP is a voluntary program that all eligible member agencies are participating in, and through which they have received tailored Energy Roadmap
Reports for their individual jurisdictions. Using the RES for policy guidance, the ERP describes ways each jurisdiction can reduce energy use in their
municipal operations and in their communities. The ERP has performed over 250 energy audits of municipal sites in the region and benchmarked all
sites at which benchmarking is applicable. In addition, The ERP provides information on available sources of funding to undertake energy efficiency
upgrades, including rebates/incentives, SDG&E On-Bill Finance Program, Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) programs, and California Energy
Commission low-interest loans for local governments.
Your comment regarding including energy in the "RCP guidance" component of the proposed plan refers to the plan's five building blocks and five
strategies to move us toward sustainability shown on page 26 of Chapter 2. Non-transportation energy supply and demand is an inherent part of the
first building block, "A land use pattern that accommodates our region’s future employment and housing needs, and protects sensitive habitats and
resource areas." Three of the regional energy planning efforts that helped inform this building block were the SANDAG Climate Action Strategy,
Regional Energy Strategy (RES), and Energy Roadmap Program for local governments which are referenced on pages 75-76 of Chapter 2. The RES is
the long-range strategy built on guiding principles and containing goals for increasing energy efficiency, distributed generation, and nine other
important aspects to this region's energy supply and use. The Roadmap program is the mechanism that SANDAG uses since 2010 to inform local
governments about energy rebates and incentives that they, their local businesses, and/or residents can take advantage of from SDG&E, the State and
other sources. Through these mechanisms, SANDAG also has supported development of best practices and guidebooks on zero net energy policies,
solar permitting, and accessing distributed generation incentives.
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Chapter 5, Pages 143-149. Although SANDAG “doesn’t have direct
responsibility for issues such as water quality, water supply, solid waste,
education, libraries, police/crime, hospitals, local parks, and other issues
that have regional significance” (Page 149), it has committed to
prepare/update the Regional Comprehensive Plan as part of this
Regional Plan. Much of the discussion and description of immediate
action/implementation focuses on the transportation aspects of the
RTP/SCS, with little direct reference to actions that reflect “RCP”
concerns. The “continuing actions” list is mostly a list of generic actions
with some specific actions that implement portions of the currently
approved transportation system network. As noted in many of the
previous comments in this letter, the Regional Plan must also clearly
reflect and include “RCP” guidance and actions that will improve the
region’s quality of life and sustainability: for example, it should identify
guidelines, incentives and actions that improve our non-transportation
energy supply and demand, our water supply and demand, and our
region’s green infrastructure (e.g., urban forest). The local governments
and agencies that are directly responsible for implementing those issues
would benefit greatly from RCP guidance to help coordinate their
actions.

While the intent of the Regional Plan is to be broad and inclusive, there are many agencies in the region that have direct responsibility for issues that
are referenced in the plan and that contribute to the region's quality of life. SANDAG's primary responsibilities relate to transportation planning and
the interrelationships of transportation to these other issues. We recognize that implementation is a collaborative process with many agencies and
stakeholders, through a series of iterative cycles. There are several actions in the plan that directly relate to energy and climate change that draw upon
the Regional Energy Strategy. We will add an action regarding collaboration with the San Diego County Water Authority on the Urban Water
Management Strategy and its implementation. We will add an action regarding collaboration with the San Diego County Water Authority on the longterm forecasting process.

Letter
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Chapter 5, Page 150/Figure 5.1. Appropriate performance measures
are essential for determining how well the region is implementing the
Regional Plan’s commitments and whether its guidance is being
followed. Many of the proposed performance monitoring indicators are
appropriate and would provide measures of compliance/effectiveness
of the Regional Plana. A number of the proposed indicators are
monitored by other entities (e.g., water supply-demand, water quality,
water body impairment) and the Regional Plan should clarify which
indicators SANDAG does/would actively monitor and which indicators it
would gather from other entities. Most importantly, the Regional Plan’s
performance monitoring should focus on the effects (consequences)
arising from implementing the Regional Plan’s key objectives/actions as
summarized in the draft EIR (page 6-1 and Table 6.0-1).

Appendix S, Monitoring Performance, lists the responsible agency and data source for each of the indicators shown on Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5. The
indicators are aimed at monitoring the Goals and Policy Objectives of the Plan. The next monitoring report is due out in 2017.
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However, the plan does not propose guidelines and possible
implementation measures that could greatly reduce region’s future per
capita water consumption. The accompanying comment letter on the
Regional Plan indicates that a substantial reduction of the current
(2012) population’s per capita water consumption is not infeasible
given examples from other urban areas could nearly accommodate the
expected new population growth. The “RCP” element of the proposed
plan should provide a much more complete assessment of water
demand reduction measures and implementation ideas that could be
employed to achieve that level of per capita water use reduction across
the region.

The Plan acknowledges that water demand and supply are significant concerns for the San Diego region, and California. Similar to how SANDAG is
required by law to update its transportation plan every four years, the San Diego County Water Authority is also required by law to update its Urban
Water Management Plan every five years. As part of the planning process, SANDAG works in collaboration with each of the local jurisdictions and
other agencies to update the region’s regional growth forecast which is used by the County Water Authority in their planning efforts. SANDAG reports
on water consumption and diversity of the water supply through our on-going Performance Monitoring program which is summarized on pages 149
and 150. It is not within SANDAG purview to set or enforce conservation measures.
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Ramel Wallace
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Dear San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG)

Thank you for your comment and for your interest in learning more about the regional planning process. We urge you to visit our project website,
SDForward.com, and join our e-mail list. Throughout the development of these planning documents (updated every four years), we conduct a
substantial public outreach process that is both continual and iterative. We urge you to continue to stay involved in the next Regional Plan update.

Email

The Draft Regional Plan also considers technology to maximize mobility. Please see Chapter 2 and Appendix E of the Draft Regional Plan for detailed
discussion.

Fax

My name is Ramel Wallace and I was born and raised in San Diego. I
grew up around the Ocean View, Barrio area and have invested my
time in many places along the 94 freeway. I was recently featured on
your San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan video and gained a great
knowledge about your companies involvement in expanding
transportation and communication. I am a business owner in Barrio
Logan, of a multi media art space called The Chrch, the idea is that Art
is our Religion. ThChrch (pronounced The Church), is a multi-media,
live events & education center, was created by the community it sits in.
We are a self-funded, grassroots organization who encourage
entrepreneurial artists in their quest for self-sustainability. Anything you
can sense we can create.
We encourage artist to think bigger than
themselves, And our ultimate goal is to record the first album while
orbiting the earth. One of the most encouraging things that has
happened this year was that I was selected to Go to the Grammy's with
Ryan Lewis through Delta Airlines. Once Delta got behind us I knew
this was my destiny and that people were listening, not only to my
music but my message. Another thing I realized is that I love to travel
and get a knew perspective on life, and how it increases
communication amongst people. I really love the fact that SANDAG is,
San Diego's primary public planning, transportation, and research
agency. It is something I excel to accomplish on a grassroots level
and/or to be a representative of the culture to a company like
yourselves. Once Delta got involved, Amtrak soon followed offering the
artist in ThChrch all expense transportation to shows, as we cross
promote both brands. This all aligned perfectly with the idea of
traveling and reaching a hand out to my own city. Please let me know
how we can help with The Regional Plan, as I am in Barrio Logan, 5
minutes from downtown and expanding everyday. The word
gentrification is being throw around, but I think it's all about
integrating the right way and paying attention, acknowledging and
improving communication. How can thChrch help you help others?
Ryan Lewis talks honesty on Delta Innovation Class
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrNNHP3Pybs
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fgoq7-fGaSE
State Route 94: An 'inner state of mind
http://www.sdcitybeat.com/sandiego/blog-744-state-route-94-an-innerstate-of-mind.html
Orko Eloheim gives guidance to hip-hop hopefuls
http://www.nbcsandiego.com/blogs/sounddiego/Orko-Eloheims-HipHop-College-296595701.html
Donate
http://www.gofundme.com/thchrch
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It is difficult to respond to 2050 "San Diego Forward" with any positive
comments because the plan consists of only 19th century technology,
thinking, planning and devices. Why are we spending Billions, Billions,
and Billions on Bikes, Buses and Broadening cement? How are Bikes,
Buses and cars transit, much less mass transit, (irrespective of what a
legislature attempts to call them)? Congress can designate that a webfooted, duckbilled small water-foul is a giraffe, and that foul remains a
duck. Judges enjoy these plays.
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BUSES were transit in the 20th century, but modernly, due to massive
intrusion of "traffic", how are they a modern modem for moving
people? Intercity well-run bus systems work in some isolated cities but
how do buses respond to the needs of large-spread, big county needs?
Don't they use gas; congest highways, add CO2 to the atmosphere? Is
San Diego County is one of the largest counties in the United States,
distinct in it's geography and distances between borders? How are
Buses, a completely inadequate transit, an adequate 'response' to the
long-ignored transit problem in San Diego? Besides the other deficits,
aren't buses caught in the same traffic vicissitudes as vehicles? During
gridlock, NO lanes are passable. Doesn't the fact that Buses have to
leave freeway and enter ordinary traffic for passengers, make it another
time-waster, non-transit friendly device?

Bus vehicles bought now are required to use alternative fuels, which have less pollutants than the gas or diesel engines of the past. Compressed
Natural Gas (CNG) is the commonly used fuel, and electric and hydrogen fuel cells powered vehicles are likely in the near future.

Fax

Buses can get caught in congestion -- that is why the draft Plan includes implementation of Managed Lane facilities in freeway corridors that gives
priority access to transit and carpools/vanpools and are managed to ensure free-flow conditions. For arterial streets, use of dedicated lanes, queue
jump lanes, and transit signal priority are all measures the draft Plan includes to help increase operating speeds and reliability.
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BIKES are great recreation and a commute when work-home is
reasonable, and weather permitting, one person per bike. Which major
cities have classified BIKES as transit? How do bikes constitute "the
carrying of people, goods, or materials from one place to another," the
definition of transit? By definition, transit requires transport of
multiples. Does the 2050 contain HOV BIKE lanes, only for use of
multiples on bike, such as our vehicle freeway HOV lanes? Has Caltrans
noted that, concurrent with San Diego's building more bike 'routes',
there is a fairly large rise in bike deaths, accidents, and notable bicycle
traffic violations putting them and others at risk?

While many bicycle trips are made for the purposes of recreation or commuting, many bicycle trips are also made for other utilitarian and commercial
purposes, such as errands, shopping, and for the delivery of goods via courier services or restaurant delivery services. Additionally, studies in American
cities and cities abroad have demonstrated "safety in numbers" when it comes to bicycling; specifically, as safer bicycle facilities are built, the number
of people bicycling increase, and the number of bicycle-related collisions actually decreases relative to the number of people riding bicycles.

Fax
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BROADENING CEMENT is what Caltrans does and while the 2050 plan
is vague regarding exactly where all the freeways and side road
enhancements will be made, don't closer studies done by other San
Diego groups maintain that the roadway expansion is as great as it was
in the prior 2050 plan that a recent court found invalid because of
CEQA violations, (perhaps the reasons for being jejune)? (There is a
larger Big Book, which carries more details of the plan). What is
Caltrans explanation for this cynical, painful, disappointing and more
than maddening "new Caltrans plan"? How can Caltrans justify
expending the money, time, effort, and resources to create and
produce this extraordinarily extravagant, expensive, detailed study,
decisive plan, with graphics, maps, pies, multiple expositions, etc. all to
put before the public, government (and eventually the courts), which is
the same mess that has already been rejected soundly as overly
emphasizing on cars and light trucks, not enough transit? San Diego
Taxpayers should fulminate at this irresponsible, profligate, complete
disregard for the hard-earned tax dollars that disappeared in this
attempt to defraud the very taxpayers that paid for it.

Caltrans was consulted on the development of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, but the San Diego Association of Governments, or SANDAG is
the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) and the Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA) for the San Diego region; SANDAG and
Caltrans are different agencies.

Fax

RAIL: There is some rail, double-tracking Amtrak with a tunnel in Del
Mar, all of which was in the prior plan. How does this rail plan differ
from the prior plan, now on appeal? Caltrans designates Trolley as
"light rail", and the Trolley has been, and continues in this plan to
reach La Jolla. Isn't North County completely abandoned again? Isn't
the "transit fix" for North County heavily reliant on a tortured express
bus system that loops through La Jolla before dumping at the big UTC
connection of all things great and transit, bus, bike and trolley? How
long from Oceanside to downtown San Diego will this big cum-byahhh trip take by 'express bus'? How long does it take TODAY by
single person vehicle? Is it true that by 2050, per the 2050 plan, North
County will not even have Trolley connection? Arguable, Trolley is not
light rail, because any system that travels on surface streets is always
subject to surface street traffic problems. Irrelevant to North County
because we don't get it anyway, right?

The draft Plan includes a number of transit modes and service types based on the needs in a given corridor. For Oceanside to UTC and San Diego,
there are three transit service types planned: 1) doubletracking the rail corridor to allow for increased service frequencies and improved travel times for
COASTER and Amtrak services that serve long distance tripmaking, 2) Rapid Bus along the Coast Highway corridor that offer frequent, limited-stop,
faster service for riders making medium distance trips between the various communities along the coast, and 3) improved local bus service with
frequent bus stops that serve short distance tripmaking. There will also be improved access from the COASTER/Amtrak to the University City and
Sorrento Mesa employment areas. Regarding light rail, the SPRINTER service is a light rail technology that utilizes diesel multiple unit vehicles rather
than overhead catenaries Trolley vehicles on the San Diego Trolley system; double tracking improvements on the SPRINTER line will allow for increased
service frequencies and higher speeds.
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As the MPO for the region SANDAG is required by law to develop a Regional Transportation Plan every four years.
Transit capital and operations account for half of the proposed investments in the Draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is
proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services,
continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three
new intermodal transit centers.
Regarding the litigation mentioned in the comment, the Court of Appeal decision on the 2050 RTP/SCS EIR has been vacated, and the Supreme Court
is currently reviewing the decision.

Fax
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ACTUAL SOLUTION - REAL LIGHT RAIL: Don't Modern 21st century
cities build light rail, mag-rail, underground systems, even pods to
move people, transit? Isn't the concept of "MODERN TRANSIT", any
transit, the movement of a number of people in an efficient manner?
Efficient, particularly in CA, is not measured in cost-effectiveness since
most transit is subsidized, the measurement is TIME. How can buses
and bikes quality as "movers of PEOPLE in an efficient timely manner?"
Built historically around car/vehicle culture, California politics and
culture have changed, and said changes are now integrated via
legislation, mainly CEQA. Aren't courts are required to uphold the
mandated emission levels built into the laws, irrespective of "plans"
government department's devise? Wasn't this was the basis of the
recent court rejection of first Caltrans 2050 plan? Didn't the court,
rejecting the 2050 plan stress that the plan's emphasis on "cars and
light trucks", did not meet CEQA requirements/goals? One of the four
Caltrans panelists at the UTC exposition stated that he preferred to
start with an elevated light rail line right down the middle I-5 and I-15,
but this was rejected. On inquiry about this, the answer was it was
"extremely expensive". Would a light rail or monorail over I-5 and I-15
with feeder stations/platforms at the rail, and parking lots below
constitute modern 21st Century transit? Once the major overhead is
accomplished, can't horizontal overheads can be inserted in the major
east-west feeders highways? Isn't it true that besides moving
substantial numbers of people to substantial DIFFERENT locations,
quickly, efficiently, and with ease, vast emissions are reduced, safety is
increased, and the trillions spent on deaths and serious vehicular
accidents each year is greatly reduced? Many people are unaware of
the excessive emergency services and healthcare costs related to vehicle
accidents per years, which is over 4 billion yearly. Death, paralysis,
broken limbs, broken families, rehabilitation, most families have felt the
loss or harm from a family member or close friend related to this
disaster. Transit accidents cause more per persons harm, but they are
so infrequent, they are near insignificant statistically. Imagine reducing
this 4 billion to 2 billion or less. Car dependent California leads the
costs and accident rates over all other states.

Both cost-effectiveness and operational efficiency are factored into the evaluation of transit projects. Cost-effectiveness is a key evaluation factor for
prioritizing major capital projects and ensuring that public funds are wisely used; it is also used by the Federal Transit Administration in ranking projects
across the nation for receipt of limited federal New Starts Program funding. Operational efficiency is equally important and involves maximizing speed
and reliability, as well as achieving cost-effective operations.

Fax
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Isn't it true that the only viable issue is the same issue that exists for
every meaningful issue - money? Wouldn't overhead rail constitute a
big, major, commitment to a future San Diego, a future statement that
this City-by-the-Sea is part of the future, not stuck forever in the past,
is ready for being the Finest City, the easiest City to navigate, to work
in, to travel in, to enjoy, to love, not another Los Angeles city of
cement? Aren't cars, bikes and buses dependent on cement/cementlike surfaces?

Overhead, or grade separated rail is used where need be to ensure high-speed operations, but is not the solution in all areas. In many areas, at grade
alignments work equally well and are more cost effective, both from a capital and operating cost standpoint. In other areas, grade-separated
alignments can create noise and visual impacts on adjacent communities that need to be evaluated.

Fax

Either we throw BILLIONS DOWN THE DRAIN NOW, in the trash bin of
failure, following the trail of past failure, failed attempts, failed
highways, failed bus systems, failed plans, failed, failed, failed, failed,
failed litigation, or we: "DO IT ONCE, DO IT RIGHT": do it once and do
it right, for a meaningful change. Wouldn't this commitment be the
right thing to do - spend all the transit dollars on building the
overheads NOW, and the future funds on expanding it until we have
overhead transit equivalent to the major cities throughout the world?
Isn't spending transportation dollars on 19th Century technology
wasteful, unintelligent, and not responsive to current and future need?

Where overhead facilities are needed due to right-of-way constraints, the draft Plan assumes their construction. Where at-grade, but still dedicated
transit facilities can be built, the speed and reliability of transit is still maintained but a lesser cost.
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Isn't the proposed 2050 plan intended to be transformative of society?
Precisely, how does the proposed 2050 plan relieve traffic with transit?
Does Caltrans really believe that a 3+ million population of people will
transform to bikes and buses because Caltrans won't give them transit.
Isn't part of this "transportation" plan, meant to transform society to
STATE's wishes, rather than State providing for the NEEDS of society?

The Draft Regional Plan is aimed at creating a number of transportation choices to single-occupant vehicles travel. No one transportation mode is the
answer. Creating time competitive public transit, roads that provide priority treatment for transit, carpools/vanpools, and establishment of a regional
system of bikeways and improved pedestrian pathways are lessons learned from other cities that have created "transformative" change.

Fax
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Why is "housing" and creating housing sections near transit centers
(which we don't have) even in a transportation plan? Isn't the purpose
of a free society to allow people to work, play, LIVE where they want,
and State to accommodate the people's free choices? How do BIKES
AND BUSES accommodate transit to people that don't want to bike or
take buses? What is the incentive to take a bus? What is the incentive
to use a bike to go to work? Isn't it true that cars get people to their
destinations faster than bikes and/or busses? Given the truth (generally)
of that statement, why is Caltrans' 2050 offering the public more of
what doesn't work? Can the reason be that STATE wants to dictate
OUR LIVING, OUR STYLE of LIFE, OUR CHOICES (lack thereof) by NOT
PROVIDING ADEQUATE TRANSIT? Doesn't this plan aim to force people
into denser, low and middle-income housing because vehicle travel
become effectively so ineffective and/or impossible? What authority
does state have to spend billions to change society, not provide
adequate transportation plan? Where is STATE'S authority to force
small town living on people in a large metropolitan county? What has
Caltrans done to ASK the PEOPLE what they want? Is Caltrans aware
that surveys have shown the citizens of San Diego want MASS TRANSIT
(by it's commonly accepted definitions, which does not include bike or
busses)? What surveys/studies does Caltrans have that show this San
Diego County wants to move to bikes and buses as a "mode" of
transportation in place of mass transit? IDENTIFY by name, company,
date and source of the surveys/studies Caltrans has that show that San
Diego County wants to move to bikes and buses as a major "mode of
transportation"? IDENTIFY by name, company, date and source of the
surveys/studies Caltrans has that show that San Diego County wants to
move to bikes and buses as a major "mode of transportation", by the
persons/entities that paid for these surveys/studies? Distinguish with
specificity how this proposed plan is substantially CEQA compliant that
a court would be able to sustain this plan over the last plan which was
disapproved by the court, with litigation still on appeal? How does this
proposed plan not constitute a defiant, enormous waste of taxpayers'
money, when it does not cure the defects of the same/similar plan that
is on appeal? How could Caltrans do this to the taxpayers when
Caltrans knows that this plan does not comply with the defects in the
prior plan on appeal?

The Regional Plan includes housing for various reasons, including the fact that residential land uses, in addition to commercial, retail, employment, and
other land uses, affect the physical layout of the transportation network as well as the performance of the transportation system. In addition, Senate
Bill 375 requires metropolitan planning organizations such as SANDAG to prepare and include a "Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA)" in
regional transportation plans every eight years. The RHNA is found in Appendix L and provides the framework for planning for housing in our region.
The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. Our Regional Growth Forecast projects changing demographics, including the aging of the population
and an increase in "millenials" (from the Generation Y cohort). These significant changes in demographics are indicating the need for more
transportation choices. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For
example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as
bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and
carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and
Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit will be a key
element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to
driving alone. Regarding the litigation mentioned in the comment, the Court of Appeal decision on the 2050 RTP/SCS EIR has been vacated, and the
Supreme Court is currently reviewing the decision. Please note that while Caltrans prepares a statewide transportation plan as an umbrella framework
for regional and local plans, SANDAG, not Caltrans, is responsible for preparing and adopting the Regional Plan.

Fax

502

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

Isn’t it true that this plan, if adopted, will only increase the dependence
on vehicles if/when people reject bike-commute and buses, as they
always have? What is the name of all of the major cities throughout
the world that depend on bike and buses for “transit”? With respect to
the cities named in the prior question, what is the size of the city area,
the size of population, and the distance from work most of the
population lives? With respect to the cities named in the prior question,
what date the city was established and what country are they in?

By 2050 with the implementation of the plan, more people would travel by transit, biking, and walking as they opt to take advantage of the
transportation network improvements proposed in the plan. Many cities in the U.S. and throughout the world have mature and robust transit systems
and bicycle facilities that provide convenient options for travel (e.g. San Francisco, New York, Boston, Washington D.C., London, Seoul).

Fax
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503

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

2050 is NOT a transportation plan; it is a social community adjustment
system to make any real transit so impossible, so unattainable that we
move to high density, close to bus-bike-work social change. Where is
Caltrans authorized to be in the business of Social engineering rather
than transportation? If Caltrans’ plan is considered by a court to be
more social engineering than transportation, can Caltrans use OUR
DESIGNATE TRANSPORTATION FUNDS for this purpose? Can State of
California obtain Federal Transportation funds if the plan is determined
to be social engineering vs a Transportation plan?

A transportation system that offers more choices to get around allows people to choose different ways to travel and offers more choices that improve
the connections between businesses and their workers, customers, and partners--fueling the economy. This ultimately makes the system itself more
functional, because more choices allow people and businesses to choose the best options for them--for the kinds of trips they're making and the time
of day they're making them.

Fax

504

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

Smart, efficient, effective overhead travel that avoids the vicissitudes of
surface traffic has standing room only subscription in all the major cities
that built it, Did It Once and Did It Right, and are continuing to add to
it. What is the name of every major city in AMERICA that is spending
MAJOR “transit dollars” on bikes and busses as a mode of “mass
transportation”? With respect to the prior question, state the yearly
amount/approximate that each major city in AMERICA is spending on
bikes and busses, as “transit dollars”, or “mass transit”?
Incomprehensible is the only word that can really describe, 2050, San
Diego Forward; unimaginable that a county would think to spend this
much money on an impossible dinosaur, which can’t work.

Cities throughout the country from New York City to Portland, Oregon to Los Angeles are investing in public transportation and bicycle facilities. These
cities have chosen to invest in a range of transportation alternatives that, together, help create an increased level of viable transportation choices.

Fax

505

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

How does the proposed 2050 plan incorporates the highest
transportation necessity of the people? How does the proposed 2050
plan meet the definition of meaningfully modern RAPID TRANSIT?

The Draft Regional Plan is based on the transit concepts developed as part of the Urban Area Transit Strategy (see Appendix U.17). A key part of this
strategy is to invest in transit in areas where there is strong transit-supportive land uses. Doing so maximizes the number of potential users of transit, is
cost-effective, and recognizes that there are some areas of the region where transit is simply not a viable alternative. Transit is an important piece of
the puzzle for improving regional mobility, but is not the only piece. Creating a wide range of alternative that also include car/vanpooling, bicycling,
and increased walkability are also important elements.

Fax

506

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

How does the proposed 2050 plan use the taxpayers dollars in a
responsible, non-wasteful manner, both in planning and building?

The Draft Regional Plan and the prioritization of projects contained therein are developed through an open, participatory process. Established industry
standards that seek to maximize the use of taxpayer dollars are used in their implementation. As an example, the Independent Taxpayer Oversight
Committee (ITOC), an independent citizen committee, oversees the use and performance in the use of TransNet funds through program reviews,
annual fiscal audits and triennial performance audits. The ITOC's meetings are open to the public who may attend.

Fax

507

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

NORTH COUNTY What obligation, if any, does Caltrans have to the
populace of North County? Is it true that the “light rail” trolley won’t
come north to Del Mar, the most southern part of North County by
2050? Are the rights of North County citizens equal to the rights of
other parts of San Diego County? Does Caltrans believe that North
County transportation needs are answered with buses and bikes?

As noted in a previous comment you made, a number of factors go into the planning of future transit projects, the most important being the land use
design around a potential rail or Rapid line. The cost effectiveness of a transit project works best where the greatest number of people can easily
access stations. The lower density, auto-oriented development patterns that characterize much of North County make it difficult for a major capital
transit project like a new rail line to be an effective investment.

Fax

The plan also includes a number of Managed Lanes improvements in the North County area that make carpooling and vanpooling more time
competitive to single-occupant vehicle travel. In areas that are not conducive to major transit investments, these two options can be a more effective
strategy than transit.
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508

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

Many parts of North County are thought of as “more affluent” than
other parts of San Diego. What percentage of the more affluent areas
has Caltrans estimated will regularly use the “Express Bus” by 2050?
What percentage of the more affluent areas has Caltrans estimated will
regularly use bikes for transportation in 2050? What percentage of the
more affluent areas has Caltrans estimated will regularly use the
“improved hard rail, Amtrak” by 2050? What kind of “mass transit”
has Caltrans contemplated that could logically incentivize a more
affluent area to trade vehicles for the mass transit? Why isn’t Caltrans
proposing any of these systems? If such systems are that much more
expensive, shouldn’t the public be the entity that decides where to put
the transportation money? If not, why not? Would doing
transportation plan wrong 5 times, cost more than doing it right the
first time, over period of time? Or is that just not the political will of the
State? What transportations systems in MAJOR AMERICAN cities did
Caltrans study before and during the composing of the proposed 2050
plan? What major International cities did Caltrans study/consider in
drafting the 2050 plan? Did Caltrans consider the major distinctions
between European cities and American cities while drafting the
proposed 2050 plan? What distinctions did Caltrans make between the
major European cities and the major American cities regarding
transit/transportation did Caltrans make? Does Caltrans recall the
multiple taxpayer paid studies, hundreds of millions dollars, not surveys,
done to find where to locate the airport before San Diego understood
that the people did NOT want it moved? Then they expanded it, and
will likely at some point, extend a runway onto the ocean for the
largest aircraft as has been done in other cities. Point made? Consider
that a question, please.

A number of factors go into the planning of future transit projects. One of the most important is the land use and access around a potential rail or
Rapid line. The cost effectiveness of a transit project works best where the greatest number of people can easily access stations. The lower density,
auto-oriented development patterns that characterize much of North County make it difficult for a large capital transit project like a new rail line to be
an effective investment. Lower cost bus services are often more cost effective transit investments for these areas.

Fax

That being said, there are areas in North County where higher level transit investments have been effective -- the COASTER and SPRINTER corridors
being the best examples. SANDAG has worked closely with local jurisdictions to locate higher density, walkable communities adjacent to stations.
Reflective of these land use changes, the Draft Regional transit plan includes investments in doubletracking improvements that will allow for increased
service frequencies over time. In addition to these two corridors, arterial Rapid services (limited-stop, high frequency service) is planned along several
key arterial corridors.
In terms of lessons learned from other cities, we consistently look at other cities for lessons learned in the planning, engineering/design, construction,
and operation of transit. For the development of the 2050 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) approved in 2011, we undertook an Urban Area Transit
Strategy study that included a peer review panel made up of transportation experts from around the world. The results of that study (which is included
as Technical Appendix 7) were used to develop the details of the transit plan in the 2050 RTP

509

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

How long in actual time will it take someone to go from Oceanside to
Downtown San Diego by bus, said time to include all the time wasted
in transferring to other mode(s) of transportation? How many stops
does the “Express Bus” coming from Oceanside make before
deadheading in La Jolla? How long does this trip take, including all the
stops? How many stops does the “light rail” trolley make from UTC to
Downtown San Diego? What is the total time of this trip by express
bus, Oceanside to Downtown San Diego including the stop and wait
times?

The Draft Regional Plan includes funding for a number of different transit modes that serve different trip types. Local buses are designed for shorter
distance trips and have frequent stops. Trolley, SPRINTER, and Rapid services are designed for medium distance tripmaking and so have fewer stops
and their own separate right-of-way or transit priority measures to ensure higher-speed operation. COASTER and Rapid Express services on Managed
Lanes are focused on longer distance tripmaking with very limited stops and utilization of separate rights-of-way or freeway Express Lanes to maximize
travel speeds. In the draft plan, most key travel corridors have all three of these types of service that then allow the rider to choose the best mode of
travel depending on the trip they are making.

Fax

510

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

The State of California, San Diego County, and the People of San Diego
deserve to have a transportation plan that 1) incorporates the highest
transportation necessity of the people, 2) is meaningfully modern
RAPID TRANSIT, 3) uses the taxpayers dollars in a responsible, nonwasteful manner, both in planning and building, 4) looks to what
works in large cities all over America and the World, 5) refuses to not
acknowledge that the county is now a major metropolitan city, and the
7th largest city in the U.S. 6) recognizes that the past, long standing
policy of ignoring the significant Rapid transit needs of a large
metropolitan area has created a serious deficit which needs immediate
and ongoing attention which will necessarily be costly and take time,
but the radical change has to start NOW.

The Draft Regional Plan incorporates all the ideals you have outlined. The draft plan factors in not just the current population and employment levels,
but the growth that is projected to occur between now and 2050. The proposed transit investments are based on continuous reflection on lessons
learned in other cities (including peer review panels made up of experts from other cities). Projects are ranked according to a number of criteria, capital
cost effectiveness being one of the most important. The investment in transit is significant, ranging from new rail lines, to a network of Rapid services
operating on Managed Lanes and arterials, to creation of a system of ten-minute all day service frequencies on rail, Rapid, and local bus services in the
urbanized areas of the region.
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511

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

Does Caltrans admit San Diego county is one of the largest counties in
the United States? Does Caltrans admit that San Diego is now a major
metropolitan city, and the 7th largest city n the U.S? (Varies from 6th
to 8th largest, depending on date survey taken)? Does Caltrans
recognizes that the past, long standing policy of ignoring the
significant Rapid transit needs of a large metropolitan area has created
a serious deficit which needs immediate and ongoing attention which
will necessarily be costly and take time? Does Caltrans believe that an
efficient, costly, time-consuming system that does not start NOW, will
only be much more costly if delayed to ‘tomorrow’? Does Caltrans
believe price of things don’t go up? Has Caltrans discussed how they
will handle the problems that arise if (when) this plan fails and the
public is seriously furious with more wasted transportation money, with
inadequate results? Why doesn’t Caltrans conduct independent surveys
by unaffiliated pollsters on what the people of this San Diego County
WANT with respect to transportation?

The California Transportation Plan (CTP) provides a long-range policy framework to meet our future mobility needs and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. The CTP defines goals, performance-based policies, and strategies to achieve our collective vision for California's future statewide,
integrated, multimodal transportation system. The plan envisions a sustainable system that improves mobility and enhances our quality of life. The plan
addresses many of the concerns you raise and is intended as policy guidance for the State of California. Additional details are available
at:http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/tpp/californiatransportationplan2040/.

Fax

512

Noel Spaid

Torrey Pines
Community
Planning Board

It is time to put a Rapid transit overhead system, with costs, vs. bikes
and buses to the people in a referendum before we spend more
millions on useless costly plans and lawsuits. We are tired of wasting
taxpayers’ money on failure. Isn’t it time for government to hear what
the people want? The deliberate process is the most remarkable
manner of fleshing out the best ideas, the finest minds, the most
cogent plans, and results acceptable to the majority. We believe our
government would agree with this. Do It Once, Do It Right.

SANDAG conducted an extensive, three-year public input process where plan the plan’s goals, objectives, project rankings, and evaluation of
alternative transportation scenarios were discussed at public meetings and workshops before the Draft Regional Plan was developed. Ideas and
comments from the public were factored into the preparation of the Draft Plan. See Appendix F for details on the Public Involvement Program.

Fax

513

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

The consideration of open space is important and I'm glad to see it's
being considered. However, North County SD seems to be an after
thought taking long to complete.

San Diego Forward assumes that approximately half of the County of San Diego would be conserved as open space. The local jurisdictions are in
various stages of the adoption of regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the
region by identification, conservation and management of an interconnected of habitat lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet
Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) which has conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned in the future that will both
protect open space, implement regional habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of regional transportation projects.

Web

514

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Bus transportation to Mira Costa College in Cardiff to Encinitas. Why
not until 2050? The sooner the better.

The Mira Costa College San Elijo campus is currently served by NCTD's Flex service; NCTD has evaluated possibly serving it with local Breeze service, but
there is no timetable for implementation. The Draft Regional Plan doesn't propose other transit service. The area has very low land use densities that
make it difficult to serve cost-effectively with transit as compared to other areas.

Web

515

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Create more affordable housing units throughout the North County.

Providing affordable housing is one of the 13 policy objectives in San Diego Forward. In addition, the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA),
found in Appendix L, is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for housing in our region. The most recently adopted
regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above
moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the housing elements of local General Plans, which
identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements include programs that assist in the production of affordable housing
for very low, low and moderate income households. The Regional Transit Oriented Development Strategy (Appendix U-4) recommends that local
jurisdictions support/plan for the location of affordable housing in Smart Growth Opportunity Areas (SGOAs) shown on the Smart Growth Concept
Map and/or in transit oriented districts.

Web

516

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Do more to outreach to community hosting table at farmer's markets,
street festivals/community events not enough for municipalities to do
outreach/venue. More efforts to connect North County other than
freeway lanes. It seems lots of effects for San Diego City/versus rest of
the region.

Appendix F: Public Involvement Program, includes all of the public outreach that took place throughout the Regional Plan update. Outreach event
locations vary, but are chosen based the ability to reach high numbers of the public and near public transit lines. We appreciate your comment
regarding outreach at farmer's markets, street festivals, and community events. We will certainly consider this for future outreach events.

Web

Relating to your comment regarding connecting North County to the rest of the region, SANDAG has identified several North-South transit
investments such as double-tracking the LOSSAN corridor, several Rapid transit lines running along the Interstate-(I-) 5 and Highway 101 corridors, as
well as the I-15 corridor. Similarly, the draft Plan has several transit routes that connect North County to these regional transit lines, including Route
103, Route 440, as well as the SPRINTER Express. A full list of all transportation projects and their respective descriptions can be found in Appendix A:
Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing.
Relating to your comment regarding transportation investment prioritization, each transportation project was evaluated by mode and prioritized
according to performance. A number of factors were considered when evaluating the projects, all of which support the main goals of San Diego
Forward. For more information on how projects were evaluated, please see Appendix N: Evaluating the Performance of the Transportation Network.
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517

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

There should be higher priority on improving the COASTER schedule
from North County to San Diego. Every time I try to take it, it doesn't
go at the convenient times. Even to go out on a weekend night, the
last departure from San Diego is 11:15 which is too early to go to a
show, go out etc. The more it doesn't meet my needs, the less likely I
am to keep trying to take transit instead of drive.

The Draft Regional Plan includes an increase in peak frequencies to 20 minutes by 2020; off-peak service would be every 2 hours. There is also a Rapid
bus service planned (Rapid Route 473) for the Highway 101 corridor that would provide limited stop service between Oceanside and UTC. The first
phase project between Solana Beach and UTC via Carmel Valley is included in the 2035 phasing period.

Web

518

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Are there any plans at all to expand the SPRINTER more Inland? Has
this been considered?

The Draft Regional Plan includes an extension of the SPRINTER from Escondido Transit Center south to Westfield North County Shopping Center by
2050. No other extensions are planned. Double-tracking of the existing SPRINTER line to allow for increased service frequencies is included in the draft
Plan.

Web

519

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Can the COASTER extend operation times later during the evening.

The Draft Regional Plan includes an increase of service frequencies to 20 minutes in the peak and some limited evening service.

Web

520

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I look forward to seeing this in the near future.

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along and participate by visiting the project website, SDForward.com, and joining our e-mailing list.

Web

521

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

When is all the construction going to start?

The SANDAG Board will consider adoption of the Regional Plan in fall 2015. Construction already has started on some projects included in the current
regional transportation plan. Please see Appendix A of the Draft Regional Plan for the projects anticipated to be implemented by 2020 and beyond.

Web

522

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I suggest there should be more transportation from Murrieta to
Oceanside and Vista to get to work and community college. Build them
now not until 2035.

Transit service from South Riverside County into San Diego County is handled by the Riverside Transit Agency; they currently operate a commuter
service to Escondido and Oceanside as part of their Commuter Link Express program.

Web

523

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

North County Carpool Lanes should NOT take 20 years to be
completed. We need carpool lanes ASAP!!! Traffic in North County on
the SR 78 is ridiculous during the peak traffic hours. It takes about 1
hour from Oceanside to Escondido. When there is an accident, it takes
longer. Please put SR 78 on the top of priorities.

The SR 78 segment from Interstate-5 (I-5) to College Avenue, as well as the Twin Oaks to Interstate-15 (I-15) segment are both proposed to be
complete by 2025 which are the areas most congested during peak hours, with one Managed Lanes in each direction. The middle portion of SR 78
would follow. Additionally, both SR 78 connectors with I-5 as well as the SR 78 and I-15 connector are included in the draft plan and anticipated for
completion by 2025. Caltrans is conducting studies on the I-5/SR 78 connectors.

Web

524

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I like the plan. I encourage as much public education on the region's
plan as possible. I did not hear any clear strategies as to how this
information will be disseminated to the communities.

We appreciate your feedback and agree that involving the public early and at all times is a major component in building a comprehensive vision and
plan for our region's future.

Web

To support the development of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, SANDAG implemented a comprehensive public outreach and involvement
program. Early in the planning process, the agency developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to guide the public outreach program. Per Government
Code Section 65980(b)(2)(E), Public Involvement Plans for individual projects must draw upon the SANDAG Public Participation Plan, which serves as a
guiding framework for all of the agency’s PIPs. The Public Participation Plan was adopted by the SANDAG Board of Directors on December 21, 2012,
and the PIP was subsequently adopted on February 22, 2013.
Information regarding SANDAG's public involvement processes and outreach programs can be found in Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.
The planning process for the Regional Plan is iterative; the feedback that we receive from our partners and the public is considered and influences the
development of the plan. SANDAG has worked to keep the project site (www.SDForward.com) up to date, provide updates on the plan via social
media (Facebook, Twitter, E-mail), presented at the SANDAG Board of Directors and other SANDAG Policy Advisory Committees meetings (all of which
are open to the public), and send out media advisories and press releases for major milestones related to the plan.
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Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Create agreements with college campuses. Incorporate more services
from COASTER and High School. Still doesn't look that there is a lot for
North County. The public transportation/COASTER, SPRINTER rails are
primarily concentrated in San Diego and immediate areas. Yes to
expansion of Managed Lanes to North County. Planned preservation is
good. Let’s work with what we've already destroyed/developed rather
than decreasing our green space. Changes that occur in transit won't
even happen until 2050!? Toll lanes either need to be managed
properly or not even introduced. I have gone through 2 in LA and
haven't had to pay.

Both transit operators (MTS and NCTD) have agreements with a number of college campuses where the college provides reduced cost passes for using
rail and bus services.

Web

526

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I work in Vista and live in Escondido. My husband works in Carlsbad
and lives in Escondido. The SR 78 freeway is the worst freeways in San
Diego County. I am very disappointed to hear that the Managed Lanes
for the SR 78 will not be worked on for another 20 years. It's a parking
lot now at the rush hour. Something needs to be done in the next 5
years.

The Interstate-5 (I-5) to College Avenue segment along the State Route 78 (SR 78), as well as the Twin Oaks to Interstate-15 (I-15) segment along the
SR 78 are both proposed to be complete by 2025 to address the most congested areas of the corridor, with two Managed Lanes improvements. The
middle portion of SR 78 would be completed following these projects. Both SR 78 connectors with I-5 as well as the Managed Lane connector with
I-15 are included in the plan by 2025. Caltrans is conducting studies for the I-5/SR 78 connectors.

Web

527

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Like focus on preserving open space as well as promoting smart growth
efforts. Would like to see more emphasis in North County region
sooner. It is a high growth area for the county, but it doesn't appear to
be prioritized until after 2035.

The Regional Plan focuses extensively on smart growth efforts and open space preservation throughout the region. There are many efforts happening
in North County along these lines. For example, the County of San Diego completed a general plan update in 2011, the cities of Escondido, Vista, and
Oceanside completed general plan updates in 2012, Solana Beach completed a general plan update in 2014, and the City of Carlsbad has a general
plan update underway. In addition, the City of San Marcos has drafted Specific Plans for the San Marcos Creek and University districts adding mixed
use developments near Cal State-San Marcos and the SPRINTER Rail Corridor. Now that many of these planning efforts have been completed, North
County is poised for more smart growth construction in the coming years.

Web

528

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Great presentation to keep us informed and involved

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along in this process and participate by visiting the project website, SDForward.com, and joining our emailing list.

Web

529

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I find San Diego Forward to be very interesting movement. further
publication would benefit. This was the first time I've I heard of it.

We appreciate your feedback regarding outreach and are glad that you are engaging in the regional planning process. We continue to look for new
ways to engage the public in this process, and while we do work with our partner agencies, local Community-Based Organizations, and other
organizations to spread the word about our outreach and get individuals involved in this process, we are always looking to improve our efforts.

Web

525

Name

In terms of transit coverage, transit improvements are focused in areas where land uses allow convenient access to streets where transit is located. Low
density, suburban land uses like those found in many areas of North County are difficult areas to provide cost effective transit services. That being said,
the Draft Regional Plan includes frequency improvements on COASTER and SPRINTER, several new Rapid services in North County and frequency
improvements to ten-minute all day service on many North County local bus routes.

To support the development of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, SANDAG implemented a comprehensive public outreach and involvement
program. Early in the planning process, the agency developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to guide the public outreach program. Per Government
Code Section 65980(b)(2)(E), Public Involvement Plans for individual projects must draw upon the SANDAG Public Participation Plan, which serves as a
guiding framework for all of the agency’s PIPs. The Public Participation Plan was adopted by the SANDAG Board of Directors on December 21, 2012,
and the PIP was subsequently adopted on February 22, 2013.
Information regarding SANDAG's public involvement processes and outreach programs can be found in Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.

530

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

No toll lane on the 15!

The new toll lanes included in the Draft Regional Plan will be built if it is determined that future revenues can pay for those facilities. The I-15 toll lane
from SR 78 to Riverside County is not included in the Plan until the later phases of the draft Plan. The existing non-tolled lanes will continue to be
available.

Web

531

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Applaud keeping open areas in county. Progress on expansion of
highway lanes seems to slow.

More than 1/2 of the County of San Diego would be conserved as open space. The local jurisdictions are in various stages of the adoption of regional
habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by identification, conservation and
management of an interconnected of habitat lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP)
which has conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned in the future that will both protect open space, implement regional
habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of regional transportation projects.

Web

Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period
covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around $204 billion over 35 years (in year of expenditure), we don’t have all the money right now. Also, a
majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and we
don’t have the authority to interchange them. These constraints come with specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. The “revenue
constrained scenario” for transportation investments detailed in our Regional Plan plays by those rules. It’s what we can do given the budget we project.
532

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Happy to see 55% open space in plan -that is what makes San Diego a
great place to live and work.

Comment noted.

Web
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533

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Bus to Mira Costa College -Thank you!

The Mira Costs College San Elijo campus is currently served by NCTD's Flex service; NCTD has evaluated possibly serving it with local Breeze service, but
there is no timetable for implementation. The draft Plan has no proposals for other transit service. The area has very low land use densities that make it
difficult to serve cost-effectively as compared to other areas.

Web

534

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I think more outreach to our minorities needs to be done. I think
people still don't know what SANDAG is and how to give input.

In the development of San Diego Forward, SANDAG made a concerted effort to reach out to the most vulnerable communities in the region from the
very beginning of the process. Fourteen community-based organizations, including the Vista Community Clinic, were contracted to partner with
SANDAG to get the word out and engage their communities in the process. Please see Appendix H - Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis for
details.

Web

535

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

If accomplished, the mobility hub can impact and affect a lot of lowincome communities in a positive way. It will allow access to people
who otherwise wouldn't have any. How do you plan on incorporating
this to rural North County? Most of this renovations take place in the
city leaving rural North County behind.

SANDAG is developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend improvements,
conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San Diego region. A mix of
land uses and residential and employment densities are key components of this concept.

Web

536

Name

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Is there any way to speed up the projects? 2050 is a long time from
now and we continue facing continues traffic issues across the SR 78 including a high volume of accidents."

While the rural North County may not be located within close proximity of high-frequency transit, other affordable transportation solutions are
available. For example, SANDAG offers complimentary ridematching and trip planning services through the iCommute program. Commuters can use
these tools to find carpools and vanpools traveling in the same direction allowing them to save time and money in their daily commute. The Regional
Vanpool Program provides a subsidy of up to $400 per month for eligible vanpools to off-set the cost of the vehicle lease. North County commuters
have the option of using the Interstate 15 Express Lanes at no charge as an incentive to carpooling and vanpooling. Commuters who carpool, vanpool,
take transit, bike, or walk to work are also eligible for the Guaranteed Ride Home (GRH) program which provides a free ride home in a taxi or rental
car up to three times per year in the event of personal or family illness or emergency; unscheduled overtime; or being stranded at work due to carpool
or vanpool driver leaving for an emergency. More information on these services can be found at 511sd.com/iCommute.
Federal and state laws require SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the
period covered by that plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway
and managed lanes, and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Web

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
The Interstate-5 (I-5) to College Avenue segment along the State Route 78 (SR 78), as well as the Twin Oaks to Interstate-15 (I-15) segment along the
SR 78 are both proposed to be complete by 2025 to address the most congested segments of the corridor, with two Managed Lanes. The middle
portion of SR 78 would be complete following these projects. Both SR 78 connectors with I-5 as well as the Managed Lane connector with I-15 are
included in the plan by 2025. Caltrans is conducting studies on the I-5/SR 78 connectors.

537

538

539

The draft Plan calls for capital improvements that would allow for an increase of service on the SPRINTER Line to every 20 minutes by 2025, with full
doubletracking of the line that would enable 15 minute service by 2035.

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Very interesting for the economy; prioritize housing and SPRINTER
projects to be accomplished by 2025 instead of 2050. We want to
enjoy it.

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Great projects for the future. Very informative. Public transportation
more frequency with concentration to major points. Affordable
housing in all areas.

Thank you for your feedback. As displayed in Figure A.10, Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing, many local bus routes in key
corridors will see service frequencies increased to every 15 minutes by 2020, and additionally, to 10 minutes by 2035.

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I am concerned and wonder if they are thinking about the low-income
community while developing these projects that are really good. I want
it to know if they are collaborating with solar appliance companies.
Much money and time is invested in roads, but nothing gets fixed. At
the end, roads are worse. We need sidewalks in our communities for
our own safety. There are many roads with no sidewalks.

SANDAG partnered with community-based organizations around the region in the most disadvantaged communities to engage low income, minority,
newcomers, and seniors, including the Vista Community Clinic, and encourage their input in developing San Diego Forward. SANDAG supports all of
the jurisdictions on energy saving and has developed Energy Road Maps for almost all of the jurisdictions. See Appendix U.9 Regional Energy Strategy.
As part of San Diego Forward, the SANDAG Board of Directors has adopted a 'Regional Complete Streets Policy' which encourages the design of
streets for all users. See Appendix U.2 for more details.

Web

The housing elements of local General Plans identify sites for housing for all income levels within each local jurisdiction. All of the 15 SPRINTER stations
are located within Smart Growth Opportunity Areas (SGOAs) shown on the Smart Growth Concept Map. To incentivize residential and employment
development in these areas, SANDAG provides grants for planning and capital projects. The Regional Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Strategy
(Appendix U-4 of the Regional Plan) recommends that local jurisdictions support development in SGOAs and transit oriented districts by focusing their
capital improvement programs and other funding resources to provide infrastructure/public facilities in these areas.
Web

In response to your housing comment, the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L, is updated every eight years and helps
provide the framework for the planning and construction of affordable housing in our region by using the most recently adopted regional growth
forecast.
Web
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540

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

In reality, will housing be affordable for low-income? How will
transportation system help?

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L, of San Diego Forward is updated every eight years and provides the framework
for planning for housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used
to allocate the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to
prepare the housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also
include programs that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households. Local jurisdictions typically
plan for lower income housing near transit stations. Also, funding used to finance lower income housing typically is allocated based on proximity to
public transit.

Web

541

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

These long-term projects are smart. San Diego will continue being an
important city, offering a good quality of life for its residents, but I am
very concerned about high housing costs and that there are no polices
to control that. We need policies to refrain landlords from raising rent
fees whenever they feel like it. There is a long waiting list for lowincome housing and the requirements make it impossible for people
who make the minimum wage.

Local jurisdiction housing elements of General Plans address the housing needs for households who fall into four income categories -- very low, low,
moderate, and above moderate. Housing that is rent or price restricted for very low and low-income households is in short supply. A number of
statewide initiatives have been proposed or are funded to help provide affordable housing for low-income households. This is a long term issue that
requires the implementation of a number of policies and programs at the state and local level. Rent control is an issue addressed at the local
jurisdiction level, not the regional level.

Web

542

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

My comment is that something should be done in regards to the high
housing cost. Housing is becoming more expensive every day. Please do
something in the plan that makes housing more accessible.

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L, is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for
housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the
region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the
housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs
that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households.

Web

543

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

We need more parks, affordable housing, less traffic and healthy
communities.

The Regional Plan address regional housing needs, regional transportation, and the need for healthy communities, and proposes actions to move the
region forward in these areas.

Web

544

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

The workshop was very informative and it has new information about
the transportation system smart growth projects.

For additional information about our current Smart Growth Incentive Program, please see Chapter 2, A Strategy for Sustainability, and visit
sandag.org/smartgrowth.

Web

545

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

We need polices to control rent fees. Low income housing is a good
idea, but will it work?

Rent control is a local issue. The Regional Plan addresses housing through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L,
which is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth
forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income
housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for
housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low,
low and moderate income households.

Web

546

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

This long-term plan is very good, but the bad part is that I will not
enjoy it (2050). Our community needs polices to control rent fees. I
believe everything is connected and we should not put aside the
housing concerns. We need policies to control rent fees.

Rent control is a local issue. The Regional Plan addresses housing through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L,
which is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth
forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income
housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for
housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low,
low and moderate income households.

Web

547

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

This long-term plan is very good, but the bad part is that I will not
enjoy it (2050). Our community needs polices to control rent fees. I
believe everything is connected and we should not put aside the
housing concerns. We need policies to control rent fees.

Rent control is a local issue. The Regional Plan addresses housing through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L,
which is updated every eight years and provides the framework for planning for housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth
forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income
housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for
housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low,
low and moderate income households.

Web

548

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

We need more low-income housing for people like us who make the
minimum wage. Rent is very expensive.

The Regional Plan addresses affordable housing through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in Appendix L. It is updated every
eight years and provides the framework for planning for housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other
demographic data and planning factors are used to allocate the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19
jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to prepare the housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income
levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also include programs that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate
income households.
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549

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I agree with SANDAG’s plans, but I would like to see more open spaces
in the community.

One of the five strategies in the Regional Plan is to "Protect the environment by preserving sensitive habitat, open space, and farmland." About half of
our region's 2.7 million acres have been preserved as open space and parks, habitat, or farmland. By 2050, 55 percent will be preserved, according to
our regional growth forecast. Our region is fortunate to have a local funding source for preserving natural habitats. The TransNet half cent sales tax
includes a provision to fund an $850 million "Environmental Mitigation Program" (EMP) to purchase habitat as mitigation for future transportation
projects. In addition, the EMP provides funding, through a competitive incentive program, to acquire, manage, and monitor sensitive lands in habitat
preservation planning areas. Urban open space areas that have habitat value are eligible for funding through the EMP. In addition to these regional
habitat conservation efforts, local jurisdictions also plan for parks and open spaces, which are available to local residents for recreational uses.

Web

550

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I would like the issue of housing to be taken very seriously. Today we
work just to pay the rent; sometimes we have neither money to eat nor
for clothes.

The Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA), found in San Diego Forward Appendix L, is updated every eight years and provides the framework
for planning for housing in our region. The most recently adopted regional growth forecast and other demographic data and planning factors are used
to allocate the region’s very low, low, moderate, and above moderate income housing needs to all 19 jurisdictions. These housing needs are used to
prepare the housing elements of local General Plans, which identify sites for housing for all income levels. Local jurisdiction housing elements also
include programs that assist in the production of affordable housing for very low, low and moderate income households.

Web

551

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I would like to see more low-income housing to be constructed in our
communities. One of the downsides with this plan is that the rural
areas are being left out. Communities such as Fallbrook, Pala, Pauma,
Rainbow, De Luz and Bonsall, which are communities that for many
years have been neglected in many aspects and it seems that once
again we are being left out from change.

Providing adequate housing for a growing number of people, in all income levels and at all stages of live is one of the 13 policy objectives in San Diego
Forward.. SANDAG addresses housing through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment which is included in Appendix U.

Web

552

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

The project is very ambitious but necessary. Although I like SANDAG’s
project, it seems that it is a long-term plan. Housing and 78 must be a
priority in the plan.

Housing projections are an important component of the demographic forecast included in the Draft Regional Plan. In terms of SR 78 improvements,
the segment from Interstate-5 (I-5) to College Avenue along the State Route 78 (SR 78), as well as the Twin Oaks to Interstate-15 (I-15) segment along
the SR 78 are both proposed to be complete by 2025 to address the most congested segments of the corridor, with two Managed Lanes
improvements. The middle portion of SR 78 would be complete following these projects. Both SR 78 connectors with I-15 as well as the Managed
Lane connector with I-15 are included in the plan by 2025. Caltrans is conducting studies on the I-5/SR 78 connectors.

Web

553

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

Will the transportation system includes driverless cars?

With the Regional Plan horizon ending of 2050, one must seriously consider the reality and impact of driverless vehicles on the urban landscape.

Web

554

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

I would like to see more support for environment friendly
transportation and access for people powered vehicles.

The Draft Regional Plan includes full implementation of the entire regional bike network. Most bike projects will have safety improvements not only for
bicyclists but also for pedestrians. The Regional Plan incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments in other modes of travel, including
public transit and highway improvements-- a practice already assumed by SANDAG in ongoing planning and construction of capital projects.

Web

555

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

The bike project is very good. It will help families and also will reduce
chronic diseases.

Thanks for your comment. The Draft Regional Plan proposes investments for completing the Regional Bike Network and for supporting Safe Routes to
School and Safe Routes to Transit.

Web

556

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

We need work for the entire community and seniors.

The economic analysis shows that the implementation of San Diego Forward will result in significant job and GDP benefits over the life of the plan.
These benefits come not just from the construction and operation of the transportation system, but primarily from the private sector taking advantage
of the increased efficiency of the transportation system. SANDAG estimates that in the average year, San Diego Forward means more than 50,000
additional jobs versus a "no-build" scenario where we do little to improve the transportation system.

Web

557

Vista
Community
Clinic – CBO
Workshop

We need the expansion of the SR 78 sooner. Traffic is very bad every
day from Monday through Friday.

Currently this project has been split in two segments in order to advance the most congested portions, at the east and west ends of the freeway near
the I-15 and I-5 freeways. Two new Managed Lanes would be built at each end of the Oceanside to Escondido corridor by 2025 and the middle
portion (College Avenue to Twin Oaks) by 2030.

Web

Webster
Community
Council

The Webster Community utilizes the A Street on-ramp to the SR 94
Freeway and must stay open. There are 2 other on-ramps to the SR 94
freeway from the side communities of Home Ave and Euclid. There are
large truck/semis from FedEx and a private moving company on 47th,
along with Coca Cola plant that already congest the Euclid and Home
Ave. entrances and also use the A Street on-ramp. If A Street is closed
then it will further congest Euclid and Home Ave on-ramps...and leave
Webster LOCKED into the area.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along SR 94 between I-805 and Downtown San Diego. The addition of
these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route. Local representatives and
community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating community-based alternatives into
the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on shoulder alternative. While current law
does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an opportunity to employ this strategy in
the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also being considered and as a result
Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another alternative would provide communities
along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation of the future SR 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV
direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Web

558

Name

Jonathan Olow

The timeline and the impact of driverless vehicles is covered in detail in the Emerging Technology white paper. At this early stage in the development of
this technology, SANDAG role is in the realm of planning for the eventual adoptions. Driverless vehicles have the potential of increasing road safety as
well as mobility and environmental benefits in well conceived future plans.
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559

Jonathan Olow

Webster
Community
Council

Trolley Impacts - Keep traffic moving and suggest the Trolley lines
either go under or over traffic signals.

The Draft Regional Plan includes grade-separations of key intersections on both the Blue and Orange Lines. Please see Appendix M for the list of rail
grade separations (Table M.12).

Web

560

Youthbuild/
Able-Disabled
Advocacy (A-DA)
– CBO
Workshop

Need Rapid bus transportations. Trolley and signal lights need to be
aligned sometime waiting over 5 minutes to get through a signal.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a rich network of Rapid services operating on Managed Lanes and arterials. These projects include the use of transit
signal priorities, queue jump lanes, and dedicated transit rights-of-way to minimize delays.

Comment
Card

561

Youthbuild/ADA – CBO
Workshop

In 50 years the world will look all brand new & government is gonna
build new houses, new trolley stations and new technology.

We appreciate your comment and your participation in the planning process. The Regional Plan is updated every four years using the most accurate
and up-to-date information available at the time. With each iteration of the plan, planning strategies reflect the most current estimates and forecasts in
areas such as population, housing, employment density, etc. Similarly, the plan is also able to incorporate the research and planning of emerging
technologies.

Comment
Card

562

Youthbuild/ADA – CBO
Workshop

Amazing to learn about the future and new things to come.

We appreciate your interest in our region's future. Please follow along in this process and participate by visiting the project website, SDForward.com,
and joining our e-mailing list.

Comment
Card

563

Youthbuild/ADA – CBO
Workshop

SANDAG is cool

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along and participate by visiting the project website,SDForward.com, and joining our e-mailing list.

Comment
Card

564

Youthbuild/ADA – CBO
Workshop

Make power outlets for your phones so it can charge on the
Trolley/buses

There is no plan or proposal at this point to add charging outlets to MTS buses or Trolleys. The costs of and the time required to manage and maintain
such fixtures would likely draw resources from core activities of providing transit service and maintaining other vehicle systems.

Comment
Card

565

Youthbuild/ADA – CBO
Workshop

This is a good idea

Thank you for your feedback. Please follow along and participate by visiting the project website,SDForward.com, and joining our e-mailing list.

Comment
Card

566

Youthbuild/ADA – CBO
Workshop

It's a good idea

We appreciate your support and feedback. Please continue to follow along in this process by visitingSDForward.com.

Comment
Card

It could be beneficial to incorporate recreational features into the EMP
and SANDAG land procurement. Hiking trails; running and bike paths,
picnic areas. While the EMP will focus on species preservation, there is
a lot of space and land. Public participation and enjoyment could yield
positive quality of life improvements for the region.

Recreation compatible with open space is currently allowed in much of the open space area conserved in the region. The regional conservation
planning efforts and the jurisdictional land use plan envisions these uses to continue leading to a healthy and enjoyable use of the San Diego region's
open space areas while continuing to protect sensitive species.

Comment
Card

Transportation to and from the eastern portion of Southeast San Diego
is incredibly difficult for residents without vehicles of their own.
Increased transit frequency would help low income families access
higher paying jobs in a more timely fashion than they can now. For
families with several members, travelling by bus and Trolley becomes
incredibly expensive. Bus fares are very high for low-income/working
families.

The Draft Regional Plan includes increased service frequencies on all trolley and bus routes in the urbanized area to every 15 minutes throughout the
day by 2020 and to every 10 minutes throughout the day by 2035. In addition, several new trolley lines and Rapid lines will provide higher speed
connections throughout the region, making it easier to access key job centers.

Web

567

568

Alejandro Garcia

Fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local, state, and federal
funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be reduced accordingly.
However, MTS does offer a variety of fare products and discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders. Details
of all fares and passes for MTS services are available on-line at www.sdmts.com or by calling the MTS Information and Trip Planning office at
(619) 233-3004.
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Alison Farrin

The Plan Says: In short, our transportation investments are not just
about the transportation projects themselves. They’re also about the
surrounding land uses that make our communities livable and vibrant,
and the improvements to our streets to make them friendlier and safer
for all users, including people who walk and bike. If you truly believe
this, where is the county regional trails plan in your transportation
planning? Countywide, people asked for trails and pathways that
would make connections within our communities and keep us out of
our cars when going to school and recreating. There are miles and
miles of pathways and trails in the County master plan that are not
mentioned in your plan. In addition, the MSCP mandates that PUBLIC
USE and ACCESS be part of the planning for those areas set aside as
open space. In Otay and Ramona our public access is being seriously
abused by Fish and Wildlife restrictions that are arbitrary, capricious,
violate their own standards and are clearly designed to keep the public
off public land that was far more accessible when the land was private.
10 years ago, Ramona identified 244 miles of trails and pathways to
connect our community. It appears that most other areas of the county
have identified similar amounts of trails and pathways. How have you
included this community identified transportation and environmental
priority in your planning? Sad to say, in 10 years, Ramona has a net loss
of trails and pathways, while under the trails plan we are supposed to
have added 40 miles by 2020. Our children no longer walk or bike
anywhere, as most communities do not have good trail paths or
residential pathways that stay off busy streets. The number of cars on
the street could be successfully reduced by connecting our residential
use centers, schools, playgrounds,and open spaces together by a
network of trails and pathways. It feels nearly criminal to load the bike
or the horse on the trailer and put the kids in the car to drive a couple
of miles to park, unload and then ride or walk in the minimal open
spaces to which we have access. A truly thoughtful Regional Plan
would change that.

Connections were considered and prioritized when developing the Regional Bike Network. More direct inclusion of trails in the transportation network
is evolving gradually. Restrictions on how funding can be used are changing gradually as well. Part of the difficulty in more comprehensive inclusion is
the inability to accurately model what benefits, or usage, would result from investing in developing more trails. Here again there is a gradual evolution
of the capabilities of the transportation model. Bicycle and pedestrian components of the travel demand modeling tools are improving, but more
meaningful output is still several years away.

Web

Allen Jones

No mention of COASTER Electrification.

Electrification along the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors would be challenging due to the mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak,
Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional nonelectrified locomotives for the foreseeable future. Electrification is not identified in the LOSSAN Programmatic EIR.

Web

Electrification along the sensitive coastal LOSSAN corridor would be inconsistent with the coastal communities due to the overhead catenary wires that
would potentially impact coastal views and the lack of available right-of-way for in the coastal area for electrical substations and transmission lines.
As of 2015, all new locomotives purchased must meet US EPA' Tier 4 emissions regulations which dramatically reduce emissions from diesel
locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan, all locomotives and
SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low emission locomotives.
571

Allen Jones

Was desalination considered?

Yes, desalination is considered. The San Diego County Water Authority’s Urban Water Management Plan includes development of seawater
desalination in San Diego County as a way to assist the region in diversifying its water resources, reduce dependence on imported supplies, and
provide a new drought-proof, locally treated water supply. The Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Plant, which is expected to provide 56,000 acre feet of
water per year, is anticipated to be completed by fall 2015.

Web

572

Andrea Monk

A couple of comments: The discussion addresses commuting to work
and school; however, many vehicle trips are made for recreational
purposes, as one can see by looking at San Diego's weekend traffic
congestion. Although transit continues to improve, there is no
convenient way to get to Balboa Park from the airport or the growing
Mission Valley area and no way to get to Mission Bay on transit. (I've
tried - the bus drops you off where it's impossible to cross I-5). These
are just a couple of examples of destinations that are not well-served
by transit. Kearny Mesa and Mira Mesa are others.

While not all areas are as well served as others, many of the areas you cited are well served by transit today:

Email

•

Airport to Balboa Park: Take Route 992 from the airport to downtown, transfer at any stop along Broadway to Rapid 215 that connects directly
to Balboa Park; both routes operate every 15 minutes throughout most of the day

•

Airport to Mission Valley: Take Route 992 from the airport to the Santa Fe Depot stop on Broadway, transfer to the Green Line at Santa Fe
Depot for direct connections to Mission Valley; both route operate every 15 minutes throughout most of the day

•

Mission Bay: there are several routes serving various locations in Mission Bay - Route 8, 9, 27, and 30

•

Kearny Mesa and Mira Mesa: both these areas are served by several local, express and Rapid services

The Draft Regional Plan includes a number of new Trolley and Rapid lines that will improve access to these areas, along with development of a
network of ten-minute all day service on these and other routes in urban areas.
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Andrea Monk

With regards to the political infeasibility of huge increases in transit
funding or in cost of driving, perhaps some limited-area, limitedduration pilot projects would be feasible. That is, increase frequency of
bus (or vanpool, or taxicab under contract with MTS) service to a
defined area for a certain number of months. (And advertise the service
heavily!) The fact that some 85% of the population lives somewhere
that is only a 30-minute commute to work or school on transit supports
the belief that some smaller tweaks could get the percentage of transit
users above 2%. An attractive and convenient pilot project could also
get new users "used to" transit and would give planners a better idea
of which improvements to give the most "bang for the buck."

This strategy of trying out new services is something that is in use today. MTS, for example, has implemented several new services in recent years to
areas based on service requests as pilot routes that have to achieve a certain performance level after a given period of time in order to become
permanent services. There are also ongoing monitoring and adjustments being made to existing routes by both transit operators to maximize ridership
and minimize costs.

Email

574

Andrea Monk

I would be interested in reading a summary of the comments
submitted if one is prepared.

A summary of comments received on the Draft Regional Plan and staff draft responses will be compiled and shared at a future meeting of the
SANDAG Board of Directors.
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Anne Barron

San Diego needs mass transit- efficient, linked and affordable for all
San Diegans. A responsive plan must move mass transit projects and
open space/habitat preservation to the fore. These reductions if met by
a regional San Diego plan will also result in tremendous improvements
in public health (asthma, dementia, heart disease, obesity, etc.),
improved mass transit times enhancing people’s access to both regional
and local enterprises, better forecasting and models of future
conditions, the list goes on.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a significant investment in both new rail and Rapid services, as well as improvements to the existing Trolley and bus
system. The rich network of transit services will improve the access, connectivity, and convenience of using transit. Fares are a part of using transit, but
improvements, over time, to the Compass Card will make it easier to use transit for everyone.
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In a nutshell: No more highways or roads. Your plan as proposed has
little more than what was in the 2011 plan already deemed inadequate
by the courts. The new Trolley line to UC, the increase in bike
accessibility and linkage to existing transit hubs you propose is exactly
what is needed in the rest of the Plan Elements. More “neighborhood”
bus or light rail loops are needed than the 4 small ones proposed,
building on existing MTS loops (i.e.., the City Heights loop must
connect more of the area’s destinations with the surrounding housing
blocks and the main transit hubs at Euclid and along University). The
COASTER service must be expanded (increase trips and connections
into LA) and safe infrastructure installed to accommodate the increased
use. Expanded loops are desperately needed in East County, particularly
in El Cajon with its abysmal air pollution indices. Existing bus schedules
often cannot accommodate the numbers of people with mobility
devices. Evening hour service is severely curtailed, particularly in
Lakeside/Santee area. This is unfair to those whose work hours are not
within the “9-5” transit scheduling. The plan also discriminates against
the more rural population centers, providing much less access and
forcing people to choose cars over rent. I have attended almost all of
your public input sessions; these additional mass transit services were
demanded by participants at all sessions. Where are they in the plan?
Scheduling out much- needed transit projects to 30 years is
unacceptable for the people who live and work in our region.

It is important to note that the vast majority of highway improvements are aimed at developing a regional Managed Lanes system which provides
priority access for Rapid services operating on Managed Lanes and carpools/vanpools. The Managed Lanes allow the Rapid services to bypass
congested main lane traffic -- the new I-15 Rapid service is an example of how the Managed Lanes improve travel speeds.
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Anne Barron

Agency

Public health considerations have been incorporated throughout the Regional Plan development including a Public Health White Paper, Project
Evaluation Criteria, Performance Measures, evaluation of transportation network scenarios. A Public Health Stakeholders Working Group provided
input throughout the development of the draft Plan.
Approximately 1/2 of the County of San Diego would be conserved as open space. The local jurisdictions are in various stages of the adoption of
regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by identification, conservation
and management of an interconnected of habitat lands.

The Draft Regional Plan also includes a rich network of not only new rail and Rapid services, but also increasing span of service and service frequencies
to ten-minutes all day on most routes in the urban areas. These improvements will make it easier for those not working the traditional 9-5 work hours
to use transit.
The draft plan focuses transit in the urban areas where land use densities and urban design make transit accessible and easy to use. Rural areas are
characterized by low density, auto-oriented development that is difficult for transit to serve. In these areas, other options like increasing options for
carpooling and vanpooling is a more effective strategy for improving mobility. SANDAG's iCommute department is focused on these kinds of efforts.
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I am disturbed that despite public demand for better mass transit, the
2015 draft remains firmly entrenched in out-dated planning strategies,
ignoring current scientific forecasts that climate change will cause
significant coastal changes, extended droughts and fire seasons along
with population disruption. Your plan forecasts and models of the
economic, population and recreational distributions over the next 50
years don’t include this data, and so are most likely incorrect. For
instance, the light rail planned along the southern coastal communities
between Ocean and Pacific Beaches will be under water. This is a
terrible waste of public monies, criminally negligent in the face of
credible scientific models. Plan elements also discount the incredible
diversity of the San Diego commercial scene, where small businesses
are the main blood of the regional economy. Agriculture is all but
ignored, despite the fact that San Diego County has one of the densest
urban farming zone in the country and a vibrant farmers’ market
sector. The solid waste management sector is also expanding Rapidly;
zero waste is the future. The plan has no plan to incorporate and
support new economic expansions, relying instead on the status quo
Big Business needs.

We appreciate your interest in the future of the San Diego region.
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Since 1972, the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) has produced long-range forecasts of population, housing, and employment that
are used as a basic resource by elected officials, planners, academics, and the general public. These forecasts represent the best assessment of the
changes we can anticipate for the region and its communities based on the best available information and well-proven and verified computer models.
The forecasts are developed through a collaborative effort with experts in demography, housing, the economy, and other disciplines, and the close
cooperation of the local planning directors and their staffs.
Regarding your comments on the prominent economic sectors within San Diego, please refer to Chapter 2: Benefits of the Plan, and Appendix P:
Economic Impact Analysis and Competitive Analysis for a more detailed discussion of what was included in our economic analyses as they relate to the
implementation of the Regional Plan.
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Bob Spencer

Thank you very much for hosting the comments. I'm a little chagrin. I
don't think you did quite the job in publicizing the meeting (public
hearing held on 6/18/15). I got it last minute from a City Council
Member in Oceanside and just zipped over, so anyway in any event, I
appreciate the meeting. I don't know that the general public heard
about it in quite the manner that I thought it might be.

Senate Bill 375 requires that SANDAG conduct two public hearings to gather public input following the release of the Draft Regional Plan. SANDAG
held two public hearings (June 12th and June 18th), as well as hosted a series of public workshops in communities throughout the region, to maximize
opportunities for public input. Additionally, SANDAG accepted comments through the project webpage (SDForward.com), by mail, fax, phone, and
TTY up until the comment deadline, July 15, 2015. Prior to the hearings, the specific dates and times for both hearings were listed on sdforward.com,
a flier, in the agenda of the June 12, 2015 Board of Directors Meeting, as well as shared through SANDAG E-blasts. Additional information on
SANDAG's public outreach efforts is included in Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.
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Bob Spencer

I'm going to do a rudimentary cost benefit analysis of it (I-5 North
Coast Corridor project?) -- I understand the major benefit is to alleviate
traffic down the I-5 corridor, make things a little faster. I don't know if
all of the costs have been calculated in this global, you know, laudable
goal. All of the data that I've seen, it's going to take a long time for
this project to be completed. It's a major project; you're going to be
doing it in small segments. I might be misinformed, but I think it will
take 25 or 30 years to complete the project. During those 25 or 30
years, you're actually going to slow down traffic when you build.
Traffic was affected during the construction of the I-15 and the 210.
When freeways are built, you have to work on it; when you work on it,
you have to lessen the traffic, so this has to be into the cost benefit
equation. All of the traffic delays for the next 30 years, if you make it
through the court system and break ground and start, then once you
get this project built, (I don't think it's going to happen but it may), I
will agree there's a good chance that you could alleviate traffic for
maybe a long-term, but for sure for a short-term. However, we need to
look at history. If you look at our neighbors to the north, Los Angeles
has tried to build their way out of freeway problems. They haven't
added lanes. They've added all freeway systems and it's made the
congestion worse. People that were sharing rides, finding other ways
to travel have gotten back on the freeways. I think that it's very
shortsighted and if we take into account -- that the new drivers coming
on and also, in 30 years who's to say what transportation is going to
be jetpacks, more busing, more things. Do we even know the internal
combustion engine is going to be moving people at that rate?

While highway improvements are one part of the overall vision, the North Coast Corridor (NCC) Program is a comprehensive package of
transportation, environmental, coastal access, and community enhancement projects to improve the quality of life throughout the region. The planned
transportation improvements, which include Express Lanes on Interstate 5, double tracking the Coastal rail line, and new bike paths, will provide the
region additional travel choices. It's been more than 40 years since major freeway improvements were made to I-5 in the NCC. Because the highway
improvements will need to be built over the next 30 years, Phase 1 includes the flexibility for future transportation technology that could be developed
during later construction phases. As part of the construction phase Caltrans will create a Traffic Management Plan (TMP) to keep motorists informed
about the construction activities. Elements of the TMP will include a construction project website, a 24-hour hot line phone number and electronic
message signs to provide real time information to the public. Finally, the final environmental document for the highway portion of the NCC Program
identified the Express Lanes Only project as the preferred alternative because this option has the smallest environmental footprint, requires the fewest
property relocations, and has the lowest construction cost. Additional program information can be found at KeepSanDiegoMoving.com/NCC.
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Carmela Simoncini

I am pleased that the plans for the High Speed Rail project include a leg
going from San Diego to Riverside. However, that is a long way off. I
commute daily to Riverside, but there is no public transportation that
can take me all the way to work, accommodating a 9 to 5 workday.
The Metrolink leaves from Oceanside, but requires a 40 mile drive for
me from Point Loma, because there is no train that can get one to
Oceanside in time for the OCIE train. Additionally, that Metrolink line
does not arrive in Riverside until 9:53 a.m. To return from Riverside by
Metrolink, I would have to leave Riverside by 3:30 p.m. Any later
Metrolink would mean I get home at 10 p.m. or later. So Metrolink is
not feasible. This means that I take Amtrak to Orange County, and
then drive from OC to Riverside. This is a 45 mile drive each way,
because there are no daily bus or rail connections between Orange
County and Riverside that would get me to work at a reasonable hour
and allow me to put in a full workday. Surely there must be a way to
coordinate the various rail commuting options so people can get to
Riverside County and back. With the growing number of people buying
homes in Temecula and Murrietta while working in San Diego,
burdening the I-15 corridor, it seems logical to improve commuting
options between San Diego and Riverside.

We agree that today, this is a difficult commute. However, the Plan does include additional COASTER service, including additional "reverse commute"
trips, those originating in downtown San Diego and terminating in Oceanside. SANDAG is a member of the Los Angeles-San Diego-San Luis Obispo
(LOSSAN) Rail Corridor Agency, which oversees Amtrak's Pacific Surfliner service but whose members include the rail owners and operators along the
entire southern California coastal corridor. Metrolink, COASTER, and LOSSAN coordinate passenger services in the corridor and plan to continue these
efforts as additional passenger rail service is added, making the connections you need easier and more frequent and convenient. More information on
that plan is available at www.lossan.org
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Chase Weinholtz

Bus stop locations - will there be strategic changes to placing? [Such as]
secure areas to lock bikes if the pick-up location is not within walking
distance.

Bus stops are selected for safe and accessible locations at a frequency that offers necessary availability but doesn't unduly slow the service. Suggestions
from riders on specific routes and locations are welcome by contacting our Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555.
Some MTS stations offer bicycle lockers, managed by SANDAG's iCommute program. More information is available at icommutesd.com.
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Chase Weinholtz

Life cycle analysis - net carbon reduction?

The greenhouse gas inventory and analysis for passenger vehicles included in the Draft Regional Plan does not include a “life cycle” carbon analysis, but
follows protocols for SB 375 analyses established by the California Air Resources Board. The Draft EIR greenhouse gas inventory and analysis emissions
from all source also does not use a “life cycle” carbon analysis, but rather follows professionally-accepted protocols; See Draft EIR Appendix G.
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Chase Weinholtz

Proximity to stations/stops is a major point in transportation decision
making. On demand convenience is key.

Access to stations/stops is a major consideration. The greater the access, the greater the potential ridership. In addition to local feeder buses and parkand-ride lots, a regional Mobility Hubs Study is underway to explore other possible "first mile, last mile" connections to stations ranging from carshare
and bike share to improved pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
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Chase Weinholtz

Emission reductions could be further reduced by selecting sustainable
energy sources. Is it possible to select sources and bypass SDGE energy
mix? Can public transit be 100% renewable before utilities supply it?

The Regional Energy Strategy, included in Appendix U.9 of the Draft Regional Plan, includes goals related to advancing renewable energy in the San
Diego region. In addition, a number of local governments are considering ways to advance renewable energy in their local climate action plans through
community choice aggregation or another mechanism. Emission reductions from state mandates for SDG&E to meet the renewable portfolio standard
are reflected in the greenhouse gas analysis included in the draft EIR.
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Chase Weinholtz

Pollution reductions can extend beyond efficiency:

Pollution reductions from this type of material would be difficult to estimate on a regional scale. The Draft Regional Plan evaluated the 8-hour ozone
and the carbon monoxide standards for transportation conformity purposes.

Comment
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I do not believe this plan adequately addresses the GHG reduction
requirements of AB32. Any spending on freeways, interconnects or
Managed Lanes only emits huge quantities of CO2 during construction
and only serves to INCREASE the VMT. I do not think we should be
spending ANY money on roads unless it is for the sole purpose of
making the road safer, faster and more efficient for public transport
systems, bicycles and pedestrians.

The Draft EIR (Impact GHG-2) demonstrates that the Draft Regional Plan would not conflict with the State’s ability to achieve the AB 32 target of
reducing statewide GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020. AB 32 and its Scoping Plan do not establish any GHG emission reduction targets for
specific geographic regions such as the SANDAG region.
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We need carpool lanes on every freeway, highway and express way
now. Not years from now. Take the fast lane or #1 lane and make it an
HOV lane. It can be done and should have been done 20 years ago.
Buses, bikes or light rail will not get most people from the places they
live to the places they work. We are far too spread out around the
county for buses to provide a reasonable service time. My own
commute would take 5 hours a day. Not going to happen but
carpooling is doable and reasonable.

The Regional Plan incorporates Managed Lane/High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) improvements on corridors with substantial traffic congestion to support
carpools, transit services, and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the I-15 corridor). Conversion of general purpose lanes to create additional
Managed/HOV lanes would be governed by federal and state laws and regulations, Also, several alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR (5A, 5B,5C, and
5D) convert general purpose lanes to managed lanes that support carpools. The Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits of the
alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
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Chris Wakeham

Cindy Lesinski

Agency

•

TiO2 (titanium dioxide) nanoparticles have shown to passively
scrub NOx to negate 20 cars/day

•

See Italcementi Group's Tx active building materials that embeds
TiO2.

As required by federal and state law, SANDAG has included all modes of transportation, including roads and highways, in the Draft Regional Plan.
Also, the Draft EIR’s transportation and GHG impact analyses clearly demonstrate that large future GHG emissions reductions from transportation
sources can be achieved even with increases in regional VMT.
Web
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I'm Cindy Rocco. I live on Alvarado Street in South Cal and I did present
this to City Council, but this primarily has to do with the interchange
and the widening, and I think my main concern is the environment.
One of the things is with the lagoons. I have several documents. I'm
not sure where the reference point is, but the other lagoons along six
or five others, they are actually getting a lot of mitigation from bike
paths, pedestrians. They're getting restoration efforts. They're getting a
lot of wetland for the production, et cetera. But from what I saw for
our point of vista alone, was I think it was kind of handed off to -- I'm
not sure if it's somebody took over and it's a restoration and they're
trying to decide fresh water or whatever, but there's no -- it doesn't
seem to be any other accountability or umbrella there. And then, I also
read -- oh, by the way, Caltrans said that they didn't have any plans for
mitigations or anything, as if they didn't know what I was talking about
two weeks ago. And then, for us the money funds go to the other
lagoons, so we don't get the money towards allocation towards ours.
I'm not sure whose budget that is and, you know, we already -- it's
going to be a wet -- filled up or wetland in 50 years. We already gave
half away from the mall. I think it has more diversity in birds and
animals, et cetera, et cetera, and tying in to -- so I would want to have
more consideration for our water bodies because even Loma Alta
Creek got contaminated or whatever with the railroad, et cetera.

Any improvements to I-5 at Vista Way and the Buena Vista Lagoon will require approval of resource agencies including the California Coastal
Commission. The Buena Vista Lagoon could be restored as a component of the freeway improvements resulting in a more ecologically functional
lagoon habitat.

Court
Reporter

SANDAG understands its legal obligations and takes care to meet those obligations.

Email

The other thing is, when they build now -- a fellow said, "You can't
look at 100 years," but we can project things how things are going,
and when they build now, they should build the bridges for the train
three- wide. In anticipation he said, "Well --" the Mayor "Well we're
having enough trouble getting two, but anticipate."
And then also with the I-5, no matter how wide you make it, make it
higher because the sea level projections, I think with floodplains, et
cetera, wave height, it's going to come up five feet. And I was reading
where they said, "Oh, Well, we'll do jacks. It can be remedied through
jacks and shims," but why would we do that if we know now what's
going to happen? Oh, so what you ended up doing is, disturbing the
lagoon again and again and again and it was like the first ecological
reserve. It was supposed to be a State Park, but there's a lot of history
to that lagoon. And my thought was, because of financial issues like
the corridor up in Orange County ended up like, doubling their budget
once they started getting -- started -- so if you look at present dollars,
future value of the present dollars, it's going to actually be a better
return in payoff in the long run if you prepare now. And, um -- okay,
you know, just based on bonds and et cetera. I mean, you're going to
end up paying a lot more now and we're going to take on and it's sort
of like being the stewards for the future. I have a lot more stuff, but
that was just my basic feedback. Okay; thank you. Oh, and maybe a
diamond -- divergent diamond; just the other idea.
589

Cindy Rocco

Take great care for you legally owe a duty of care and must act
prudently and reasonably. Knowing the impacts makes them inherently
avoidable. You have a duty to today but most importantly tomorrow to
the earth and the population. Look beyond this as what your job
defines but look at this as how you will define our future.
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I hope that SANDAG would challenge the state saying highways first. It
just does not make sense and the highway build approach is grossly
inefficient and fiscally irresponsible. I am from the east coast and see
that mass transit is the god-send. The theory of displacement is at play
and if you build roadways, they will fill with cars; same with mass
transit…water will seek it’s own level. I may not even have my home in
a month from foreclosure but I feel so strongly about what I see going
on around me that getting you this, as haphazard as it is, is something I
am compelled to do regardless of where it should be on my priority list.
I am but one person with lots of ideas for solutions etc. & maybe just
maybe my one drop can make a difference.

The Draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both
new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley , Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas.
Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
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The Draft EIR looks at many alternatives to the proposed Plan. The eight alternatives evaluated in detail include alternatives with features suggested by
the public such as a greater emphasis on transit projects, accelerating transit investments to the first ten years of the Plan, and delaying or eliminating
highway and managed lane investments, and planning for a modified, more compact land use pattern.
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Bus Rapid Transit BRT: We already know going to do so do first!
Innovative, high capacity, lower cost public transit solution that can
significantly improve urban mobility;( natural gas reduces ghg plus less
cars reduces ghg). Partner with the National BRT Institute TODAY &
use/leverage their knowledge and innovation for increasing speed,
efficiency, and reliability of high-capacity bus service through the
implementation of BRT systems in San Diego County.
Build it & We Will Use It. Re- PRIORITIZE & Re-ARRANGE SEQUENCE OF
TRANSPORTATION STRATEGY. Build out mass transit system
infrastructure FIRST. People really want Rapid transit infrastructure first,
not roads. Mass transit moves more people than cars & better
population growth. Express & trains, buses, shuttles to transit nodes,
and shoulder lanes then express & local highway lanes. Simultaneously
use shoulder lanes to ease congestion (bus, SOV, HOV). Wait to see
how the moving of people is working to determine if even need all the
highway construction/reconstruction! Build it and they will come: lay
pavement and cars will fill it SOV variable rates penalty does NOT
encourage HOV. Establish express & local Rapid bus transit routes and
schedules NOW. The only buses seen on highway are for casinos or
border crossing. Express & local schedule/pathway strategy: reduces
travel times & keeps local transit off of highways, reducing volumes.
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Cindy Rocco

Cindy Rocco

The executive order that mandates reducing greenhouse gas emissions
by 80 percent below 1990 levels by the year 2050. RTP plan still allows
emissions to significantly rise over time when Mass Rapid Transit
infrastructure FIRST would actually accelerate us to our goals & even
reduce highway reconstruction plans once operating at baseline
capacity (with room to improve!) Inform the public and decisionmakers about the full impact of its project over the entire life of the
project. Take a leadership role and really mitigate the impact of its
project by encouraging or spending money on measures that would
reduce greenhouse gas emissions over the long-run."

Advance technology NOW and save money, i.e., overpass sensors (not
in ground).

The Draft Regional Plan includes development of a rich network of new and improved transit services. While the desire is to implement these projects
as soon as possible, several key factors influence how fast projects can get implemented: 1) the Regional Plan has to be based on reasonably expected
revenue sources (the draft Plan includes reasonable levels of growth in existing sources as well the assumption of a new local funding measure); 2)
many of our major transit projects utilize federal funding that involves a lengthy process to secure; 3) major transit capital project take many years to
develop given the detailed level of analysis needed for the environmental document and considerable public outreach efforts to solicit input and
minimize impacts to adjacent communities.
SANDAG takes its role in the statewide effort to reduce GHG emissions seriously. That is why even though SANDAG’s current targets are per capita
CO2 emission reductions from passenger vehicles of 7 percent by 2020 and 13 percent by 2035 relative to 2005 levels, the proposed Plan exceeds
these targets. The Draft EIR sets forth additional mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions. The proposed Plan does not allow GHG emissions to
significantly rise over time. Regarding total GHG emissions from all sources, the Draft EIR (Impact GHG-1) shows a decrease of 26.8 percent between
2012 and 2050.
Thank you for the comment. The San Diego region employs several types of technology for sensors including in-ground loops, side-fire radar, video
detection, and probe data. Each family of technology has advantages and limitations. When we plan for detection technology for any given project we
look at all factors prior to make final selection.
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BUILD managed SHOULDER / auxiliary lanes entire length now (Not just
auxiliary lanes described below as part of the HOV/Managed Lanes
project. ). - Carlsbad Village Drive to SR-78 (extension of southbound
only) - Las Flores Drive to SR-78 (northbound deceleration lane) - SR-78
to Cassidy Street (southbound weaving lane; an existing southbound
auxiliary/weaving lane would extend to the new southbound
auxiliary/weaving lane that would begin at Oceanside Boulevard
southbound on-ramp) - Cassidy Street to Oceanside Boulevard
(extension of northbound; southbound weaving) - Oceanside Boulevard
to Mission Avenue (northbound and southbound weaving lanes) Mission Avenue to SR-76 (northbound weaving only) - SR-76 to Harbor
Drive (northbound deceleration lane, extension southbound).

I-5 improvements referenced in this comment are part of the North Coast Corridor (NCC) Program. The NCC program is a comprehensive package of
transportation, environmental, coastal access, and community enhancement projects to improve the quality of life throughout the region. The planned
transportation improvements, which include Express Lanes on Interstate 5, double tracking the coastal rail line, and new bike paths, will provide the
region additional travel choices. The final environmental document for the highway portion of the NCC Program identified the Express Lanes Only
project as the preferred alternative because this option has the smallest environmental footprint, requires the fewest property relocations, and has the
lowest construction cost. Additional program information can be found at KeepSanDiegoMoving.com/NCC.
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Proposed new or extended auxiliary lane locations were determined in
accordance with the Level of Service (LOS) D Method (weaving analysis)
documented in HDM Index 504.7. Specifically, as further detailed in
Section 7.1 of the I-5 North Coast Freeway Operations Report, LOS D
weaving limits of 2,000 vphpl are specified for non-weaving main
through lanes, and 1,800 vphpl are specified for weaving lanes. Each of
the locations specified below is projected to exceed one of these limits
in 2030 (consistent with design year 2035). These proposed auxiliary
lanes would help to reduce congestion caused by traffic weaving
between the begin and end points specified below, and would not, in
and of themselves, require the addition of arterials that must cross the
lagoons to meet the demand of the local trips.
Comments for I-5 Corridor: Prevent multiple disruptions in mobility that
we are trying to improve. Reduce multiple significant environmental
disruptions. Use current ideas being implemented worldwide, not to
just what current rules & regulations that restrict introduction of
progressive alternatives, especially in technology. Also, if build now,
prepare now for future lane expansion; build shoulders now & use now
even though not currently being implemented in CA. Use
interchangeable center lanes that do not include traditional barriers;
use technology to create Rapid response to changes in traffic. Do not
penalize SOV to incent HOV; it makes no sense. Infrastructural changes
encourage alternative transportation not SOV tolls. Shuttles to nodes
Rapid transit ; do bus, train & other NOW; why wait. New lanes simply
spread out drivers. Fast lanes and slow lanes must be adhered to
otherwise all of traffic moves at same pace. Enclose 4 interior lanes in
segments as solely express lanes for all vehicles like route 80 in NJ, i.e.
the harbor 76 to the 78; Oceanside [Oceanside] to Palomar airport;
Palomar airport to Del Mar; Del Mar to 805 5 split. Continue pattern
along entire corridor to high employment and high activity areas.
Consider PURE Express / Local Divided Lanes: no fee, all vehicle types
allowed, purpose is to keep speed momentums, reduce crossovers in &
out of HOV lanes for local exiting & keeps express lanes moving even if
local exit slowdowns. Express funnels with breakouts/ins at major
points/destinations. Drive express lane to bypass interchange = avoids
traffic slowdowns, crossovers indecisive drivers. 76 to Carlsbad Village
Drive, Carlsbad Village Drive to Del Mar, Delmar to La Jolla Village
Drive. All without any HOV on off local traffic breakouts/flow
disruptions barriers force flow and controls weaving. Less stop and go
and idling; 2 lanes express each direction avoids pitfall of one slow
driver backing up entire special access lane.

Regarding the I-5/SR78 connector project, the Regional Plan documents a network of multi-modal improvements to be implemented over 35 years. As
specific projects move forward toward implementation, they are refined in greater detail. Alternative designs are identified in project-level planning to
achieve the purpose and need for the improvements.
The I-5/SR78 connector project is identified in the Draft Regional Plan because of the need to address an existing and future deficiency in the
transportation network. At the project level of planning, alternatives will be developed to address the deficiency while at the same time assessing the
impacts to the environment. Impacts to sensitive habitats such as the Buena Vista Lagoon and sensitive receptors such as school children will be
carefully analyzed in the project-specific environmental analysis. . While a project may be included in the Regional Plan, a specific design will not be
selected until such time as the project level environmental review process is complete. Many of the concerns raised in your comments are best
addressed by the project level environmental review process, which is currently in the scoping phase. SANDAG has shared your comments with the
I-5/SR78 connector project development team.
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Cindy Rocco

Present value of dollar vs. doubling tripling budgets for predictable
changes / anticipation of future further expansion. Future value of
today’s value automatically makes it more expensive to modify then vs.
now. Create special funding resource research team to attain today's
dollars vs. creating even greater financial burdens for the future
population/generations of the Region.

We agree that completing projects today rather than in the future is likely to be less costly. However, the reality is that funding to pay for all projects is
not available today. Voters and policy-makers prefer a pay as you go system where funds are collected over time to pay for improvements over time. It
should also be noted that the Plan is shown in year of expenditure vs. current year dollars based on federal requirements for regional plans.
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Cindy Rocco

RTP Objective 7: Reduce travel time for all trips. 4 interior lanes
separated from exterior lanes (concrete or those pop up rubber lane
tubes so can modify lanes in each direction). Local lanes for on/off local
traffic. Express lanes to/from high destination points. Local lanes
improved efficiency because eliminate volume from speeding drivethrough vehicles. Maintains continuous flow of vehicles. Reduces
emissions from traffic congestion; stop start idling. Allows reaching
destinations points faster reducing drive times. Improves safety
resulting from current high speed passing in any lane to then cut-over
to exits because drivers drive close to each other in packs and impede
regular movement. Creates more efficient use of each lane constructed
because manages the flow rate more effectively. Greater return on
investment because reduces inefficient use of lanes: currently cars
travel in packs, all at same rate in every lane. Passing is impeded by
slow drivers in the passing lane forcing illegal passing on the right side
causing higher probabilities of accidents from weaving and illegal
passing. Drivers pass trucks on the right side, a daily occurrence ,
traveling along their blind spot (another illegal maneuver & highly
dangerous). Improve ramp entry and exit through use of shoulder lanes
so longer runway to get to moving traffic speed and sensor tripped
ramp lights. Entering the highway is slower moving vehicles migrating
into the number one lane causing breaking of on-coming traffic just to
accommodate their entering the freeway. Entering cars do not
accelerate to dovetail into existing traffic, there is not enough roadway
for both incoming and existing traffic flow. Nature is to spread across
lanes and drive at the same speed, forcing passing on the left, difficulty
changing lanes, ease of egress for on-coming and exiting traffic.

The more efficient use of the existing capacity of the system is a shared goal with Caltrans. System Performance is one of the strategic management
goals recently adopted by Caltrans. he goal states, "utilize leadership, collaboration and strategic partnerships to develop an integrated transportation
system that provides reliable and accessible mobility for travelers". To that end, Caltrans and SANDAG continue to invest in the intelligent
transportation system to better manage the traffic on the system. These include Integrated Corridor Management being implemented on I-15 and to
be applied to additional corridors and studying the potential of Active Traffic Demand Management currently underway on the I-805 South corridor.
Many of the issues raised regarding driver behavior are governed by state laws embodied in the California Vehicle Code and the Streets and Highway
Code. Enforcement of existing laws on the freeways is the responsibility of the California Highway Patrol.
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Cindy Rocco

RTP Objective 8: Enhance the efficiency of the transportation network
through the deployment of new technologies. Design & build bridges
today with the ability/capacity to support add-on technology such as
lane boards, overhead traffic sensors, GHG sensors wireless/satellite
modems, along with communication dashboards. This way phased in
enhancements to traffic management etc. are not reconstructs and
further construction costs and interruptions in transportation will be
greatly
reduced
if
not
eliminated.
Impacted
infrastructures/modifications should be designed and built to
accommodate emerging technology related to communication and
automated sensors. Put sensors above ground = more cost effective,
greater longevity (under road expensive to install plus subject to issues
over time. Do not use cell phone technology because of potential
litigation issues related to privacy (also, cell phone technology will
change & want to have Rapid response to changes in technology) i.e.,
Build new bridge and add lane boards & airwave sensor technology
even if not using system-wide: prep the bridge now so that can easily
accommodate modifications and [no text after this word]

SANDAG works very closely with regional and local transportation agencies to examine the application of technologies to transportation systems
including intersections, transit, traveler information, bike and pedestrian networks, payment systems and freeway and local roadway systems including
bridges, with the goal of using such technologies to improve the region’s understanding of how our transportation system is performing, how it can it
be improved to minimize congestion, and how can we provide quality information to the commuting public to influence the use of transportation
modes and choices for travel. The Draft Regional Plan presents a number of technological concepts broken down by decade that are focused on
achieving a specific regional outcome. These focus areas include, for example, Multi-Modal Management or Mobility Hubs. Discussion of the specific
technologies to be applied or used are generally identified during the project design and development efforts particularly when technologies are
constantly evolving and maturing over time.
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Take Care of Oceanside Waterbodies. Algae bloom depletes oxygen in
water. APPLY FOR STATE PARK STATUS RIGHT NOW. We should
SUBMIT FOR STATE PARK STATUS for Buena Vista Lagoon. We
accepted sewage spills. We accepted developers' footprints. We
allowed 50% of the lagoon to be filled in for a mall. Could we now say
quid pro quo in the face of what has happened and what will be
happening in & around the state's FIRST ecological Reserve, only fresh
water lagoon in CA & what was to be declared a State Park? Sediment
will fill the Buena Vista Lagoon in 50 years.BV LAGOON MITIGATION
[Buena Vista Lagoon]: DO NOT ACCEPT CRUMBS...EVER. • Quid Quo
Pro: impact our sacred Natural Resources? Leave them BETTER &
Brighter than ever to prevent further degradation and to bring the
waters back to health & stay that way • Mitigation, enhancement,
endowments, proprietary funding, deed transfers • Act from a position
of Abundance: don’t allow mitigations to be allocated to sister cities
south of us (78/5 lagoon mitigations) • NCC I-5 lagoon mitigations (all
3 water bodies , emphasis on BV) • REMEMBER, Buena Vista Lagoon
was supposed to be a State Park not so long ago • SPRINTER damage,
sewer damage, st. malo, I-5 in 1960s-70s, mall

Thank you for the comment regarding Buena Vista Lagoon. The Healthy Communities Section of San Diego Forward, promotes a system of
interconnected open space. The coastal lagoons are part of this open space system. SANDAG is working on an proposed Enhancement Plan for Buena
Vista Lagoon. Details can be reviewed at keepsandiegomoving.com/BV Lagoon.
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Build all bridges HIGHER now because we know sea level is rising
(minimum of 5 feet in x years. Scripp’s scientific research) This goes for
entire corridor. BUILD RAIL BRIDGE WIDE enough now FOR 3 TRACKS
NOW (delay double track if must in order to more prudently plan
ahead). Do not Jack & Shim the bridges ETC: • Prudent Man
• Foreseeable events require responsibility today or else be sued in the
future for not heeding the dangers and being completely fiscally
irresponsible. Pass legislature making it illegal to ever disrupt the 3
Oceanside water bodies ever again, in perpetuity (no further disruption
of ANY SD County water bodies). Do not disturb 3 water bodies AGAIN
when KNOW NOW part of the future & can logically predict from
COMMON SENSE. Measure twice, cut once. no more do-over’s or
mulligan’s…ever. Note spills already SPRINTER and XXX Kohl’s Mall.
Duty of Care.
BV Lagoon Mitigation: • I-5 Shared Use Path Extension Perimeter Loop
BV Lagoon • Eastern Basin &/or Central Basin’s • Shared Use Park bike
path satellite loop • Meets coastal access to coastal resources • Bike
path connectivity • Component of mitigation package • Mitigation:
BVL is subject to dramatic disturbances from every transportation
project: Rail, Widen, Interchange, & will be 78 widening, Ramp
changes
Do Not Accept Less Than We Deserve. "Think Small" planning. Big
Ideas applied at a Human Scale.
Pedestrian bike paths should be all around the lagoon entire
circumference as much as possible, i.e. st. malo? no but yes north sides
e & w of 5 and s w perimeter
BVL looks quite shortchanged. The EIR Enhancement appears disjointed
from the large scale efforts and dollars than others in NCC.
BVL & other Oceanside watersheds: • MUST BE ENHANCED
PROTECTED PRESERVED • Money cannot go to other towns •
Mitigation monies must be spent in the areas where there is any work
being done equal to or greater than the environmental disruptions and
scope of construction DO NOT SHORT CHANGE OCEANSIDE
San Elijo Lagoon:http://www.keepsandiegomoving.com/Libraries/I5Corridordoc/SAN_I5_ART_BOARD_Lagoon_Enhancement_FINAL.sflb.ashx

Further, SANDAG works with regulatory agencies to determine appropriate location and quantity of compensatory mitigation when projects being
built by SANDAG will impact sensitive habitat/resources.
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Environmental Enhancements in Oceanside. Only ONE in NCC I-5
Project even though we have THREE highly sensitive & polluted waterbodies already in existence. We should EXPECT that the state of CA
Project MUST prevent, recover & restore all 3 water bodies: San Luis
Rey, Loma Alta Creek/Slough & BV Lagoon.

Interstate 5 improvements referenced in this comment are part of the North Coast Corridor (NCC) Program. The NCC program is a comprehensive
package of transportation, environmental, coastal access, and community enhancement projects to improve the quality of life throughout the region.
The planned transportation improvements, which include Express Lanes on Interstate 5, double tracking the coastal rail line, and new bike paths, will
provide the region additional travel choices. The final environmental document for the highway portion of the NCC Program identified the Express
Lanes Only project as the preferred alternative because this option has the smallest environmental footprint, requires the fewest property relocations,
and has the lowest construction cost. Additional program information can be found at KeepSanDiegoMoving.com/NCC.
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I-5NCC: Accountability & Planned Measurements of Success:
•

Only see sound receptors

•

No GHG measurement tools

•

No sensor management system
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BV Lagoon vs. Other towns Environment Mitigation & Enhancement
Summary: • NO other water bodies included! • 3 track rail now for
long-term planning, not just 2 (restoration & preservation) • Want
sediment removal short & long term dredging, Eelgrass planting?
l/Vector mgmt. • Detention basin, inlet management BUY THE MOUTH
OF LAGOON BACK • Restoration & preservations sites Include ALL 3
water bodies • Long term project funding, enhancements • Local land
purchase for Dedicated Reserve NW corner lots 3-4 minimum/Park
features • Lookout points/binoculars • Pedestrian/bike lagoon crossing
• paths both sides of bridge with connections to added perimeter paths
• Management Endowment for Reserve, sedimentation, vector & inlet
management • Visible GHG measurement on-going along bridge •
Other town/Water bodies enhancements much more extensive Vs. Los
Penasquitos Lagoon: • Deer Canyon II: Upland Establishment (14.6 ac)
(near SR 56) •Lagoon Management Endowment for Inlet Maintenance
• CARLSBAD Aqua Hedionda • Hallmark East and West: Upland (3.5
ac) & Wetland (4.37 ac) Establishment; Upland (6.6 ac) & Wetland (.97
ac) Enhancement; Upland (1.8 ac) & Wetland (.44 ac) Preservation •
Enhanced Trail and Bridge on East Side of I-5 • I-5 North Coast Bike
Trail • Dredging and Eelgrass Planting SAN DIEGUITO • Dean Family
Trust Site - Upland Establishment ( 20.8 ac) - Upland Preservation (1.5
ac) • San Dieguito W19 - Upland (9.6 ac) & Wetland (47.3 ac) •
Establishment - Upland Restoration (19.8 ac) • Bike/ Pedestrian Trails •
Enhanced Trail and Bridge on West Side of I-5 • Coast to Crest Trail
Crossing • I-5 North Coast Bike Trail • Detention Basin • SCE
Restoration Initiated in 2006 Preservation site, FOUR Restoration site,
proposed preservation site • Laser: Upland (4.1 ac) & Wetland (.02 ac)
Preservation • Potential San Elijo Lagoon Restoration Project Funding •
San Elijo Uplands (30 ac) •Pedestrian Trailhead • Pedestrian Enhanced
Trail on Both sides of I-5 with Bridge Connection to Manchester
Avenue • Segments of Coastal Rail Trail •I-5 North Coast Bike Trail •
Bioswales • Detention Basin with First Flush Treatment Capability • 50
ac Pavement Treated • First Flush Flow Diversion San Elijo Lagoon
Restoration Project • Long-term monitoring by other responsible
agencies is either on-going as part of current restoration efforts, or
proposed as part of future restoration projects • San Elijo bridge
lengthened to 700 ft. as part of 1.5-mile double track project,
improving tidal flow • I-5 bridge replaced and lengthened for enhanced
tidal flow • I-5 channel width expanded for enhanced tidal flow
Shift highway to North: CREATES GREATER BARRIER/BUFFER between
lagoon & highways. Build Bike/Pedestrian Path around entire Basin (see
conceptual designs for other lagoons NCC) i.e., Can the bridge be
raised with suspended path/undercrossing. Start the lanes on 78 how
will look in 30 years NOW so no rebuilds/only slight modifications (we
all know it is going to happen so prevent double disruption of lagoon).
The light green lines should be designated lanes now not later/shoulder
open, closed etc. No St. Malo. St Malo should not own the MOUTH of
the BVL lagoon. Also, there is political mis-behavior lurking if the west
basin is getting the weeds removed and not the rest of the basins even
though there is a carefully crafted eir for the bvl [Buena Vista Lagoon]
(some wording appears to be protecting the St Malo HOA).

Thank you for the comment regarding Buena Vista Lagoon. The Healthy Communities Section of San Diego Forward promotes a system of
interconnected open space. The coastal lagoons are part of this open space system. SANDAG is working on an proposed Enhancement Plan for Buena
Vista Lagoon. Details can be reviewed at keepsandiegomoving.com/BVLagoon.
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Build in Oceanside: Thoughts, Issues, Concerns, IDEAS: BV Lagoon
enhancement / Bike Loop proposal. Make sure Oceanside gets QUID
QUO PRO (find doc with $ distribution ir family trust) (like OTHER richer
towns have done) why is environmental 78/5 Mitigation> ALL MONEY
TO OTHER LAGOONS. o MARRY ALL PROJECTS current & future
PROJECTS I-5 NCC, Rail Project, 78/5 Interchange, Future 78 Plans
measure twice, cut once BUILD RAIL BRIDGE WIDE ENUF [ENOUGH]
FOR # TRACKS NOW NO DO OVERS project 100 years out o Northern
shift in eastern basin/transfer land to BV Foundation o ALL three water
bodies must be protected in perpetuity from invasive public and private
development projects Request water body ENHANCEMENTS,
RESTORATION, PRESERVATION o NO PROJECTS DO-OVERS plan ahead,
protect water forever o PRESERVATION first, no further deterioration
allowable o SUGGEST DIAMOND INTERCHANGE, censored middle lane
switchovers, express, local lanes, shoulder reliefs, use computerized
intelligent highway management systems NOW o Reestablish North
bound Cassidy Street entrance o No Build or No Fly-Over modifications:
NO flyovers EVER enter into agreement in perpetuity (10/20/2005
article quote “Do expect towering structures to overshadow homes
along I-5”.) & never ever over lagoon! o More sound mitigation walls
(decorative barriers & colorful landscape architecture) o Pocket Pock
California unhealthy park/recreation young children dangerous o
Cannot build within x feet away from ie school; please do not use
loopholes to mitigate

The Draft Regional Plan documents a network of multi-modal improvements to be implemented over 35 years. As specific projects move forward
towards implementation, they are refined and scoped in greater detail. Alternatives are identified to achieve the purpose and need for the
improvements. No specific improvement is selected when the Regional Plan is adopted. That next step occurs when the specific project location is
analyzed and alternatives developed. The I-5/SR78 connector project is an example where the Regional Plan has identified a need to address an existing
and future deficiency in the transportation network. Based on the purpose and need for the project, alternatives are being developed to address the
deficiency while at the same time assessing the impacts to the environment. Sensitive habitats like the Buena Vista Lagoon and community impacts like
the need for right-of-way are all carefully analyzed and documented in technical studies and the environmental impact report. All viable alternatives
can be considered during the environmental review process and in some cases alternatives may have been eliminated from further consideration if they
do not accomplish the purpose and need of the project, i.e. addressing the identifies deficiency. It should also be noted that a “no project” alternative
is also analyzed so as to document the effects of not addressing the deficiency. Therefore, the project level environmental review process is the best
opportunity to identify project impacts and benefits so that the best alternative may be selected. While a project may be included in the Regional Plan,
a specific improvement still needs to be selected based upon the project level environmental review process. Many of the concerns raised in your
comments are best addressed by the project level environmental review process, which is currently in the scoping phase. Your comments have been
shared with the I-5/SR78 connector project development team.
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78/5 Interchange Concepts:

The RTP documents a network of multi-modal improvements to be implemented over 40 years. As specific projects move forward towards
implementation, they are refined and scoped in greater detail. Alternatives are identified to achieve the purpose and need for the improvements. No
specific improvement is selected when the RTP is adopted. That next step occurs when the specific project location is analyzed and alternatives
developed. The I-5/SR78 connector project is an example where the RTP has identified a need to address an existing and future deficiency in the
transportation network. Based on the purpose and need for the project, alternatives are being developed to address the deficiency while at the same
time assessing the impacts to the environment. Sensitive habitats like the Buena Vista Lagoon and community impacts like the need for right of way
are all carefully analyzed and documented in technical studies and the environmental impact report. All viable alternatives can be considered during the
environmental review process and in some cases alternatives may have been eliminated from further consideration if they do not accomplish the
purpose and need of the project, i.e. addressing the identifies deficiency. It should also be noted that a “no project” alternative is also analyzed so as
to document the effects of not addressing the deficiency. Therefore, the project level environmental review process is the best opportunity to identify
project impacts and benefits so that the best alternative may be selected. While a project may be included in the RTP, a specific improvement still needs
to be selected based upon the project level environmental review process. Many of the concerns raised in your comments are best addressed by the
project level environmental review process. Your comments have been shared with the I-5/SR78 connector project development team.
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For the I-5 North Coast Corridor, comprehensive design guidelines have been developed for each community to assure that local community context is
preserved and enhanced as project features such as walls are constructed. Closure of any freeway ramps will be determined based on additional design
level analysis with community input. Impacts to any environmental resources including Loma Alta Creek require permits from resource agency charge
with the protection of these resources.
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•

JUST SAY NO!

•

NO FLY OVERS >>>>>> EVER

•

Be More Creative i.e. 78/5 interchange

•

Look globally for solutions

•

The PM had not even driven all points of entry on the
interchange but had scenarios. PMs need to know their routes
inside and out…live it breathe it

•

ask locals! Use MetroQuest project public interface software

•

Diverging Diamond Concept. Objective Success Measurements
Transparency Visibility:

•

achieve the greenhouse gas emission reductions targets

•

How will public know efforts are working

•

If people see numbers then can make wiser choices

•

Visible display of measurements along freeway at 3 water body
points

•

Start, current, benchmarks/ goal (1990)

Use Public Interface SOFTWARE:
•
•
•
•

There are too many projects, too many sites, redundancy,
ambiguity
Very difficult to be current to relevant information
Metroquest Software for ALL PROJECTS
Public interchange of ideas info & status

•

One-stop information platform all projects • Include all related
documents

•
•
•
•

ProjectsMulti-Project Coordination Team:
Ensure smooth marrying of various Agenda 21 projects
Reduce duplication of efforts
Reduce cost of projects related to disjointed studies / research /
analysis

Current documents don’t reveal other project layers. MARRY PROJECTS
NOW present linked to future ALSO.
602

Cindy Rocco

Pocket Park Cassidy Street, Suggested Modifications NCC: Cassidy
Street: • Request pocket park (see purple) where won't displace a
home • Coastal Barrier Design; Colorful Landscape architecture • Select
the wall design: be part of the process • keep Cassidy open to and
from SB I-5 + NB I-5 on-ramp to Cassidy restored because it provides
the only access to Fire Mountain neighborhood / provides safe passage
/ less interchange traffic from local residents California St / Loma Alta
Creek: • POCKET PARK DISPLACES HOME(S) • Direct Mitigation for
Loma Alta Creek (SPRINTER already damaged water body) • Shift park
budget to Enhance Marshall St Pool/Park
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Show Me the $: Sources of Funding:

SANDAG meets monthly with federal and state wildlife agencies to coordinate issues and to discuss how federal and state pending grants can be used
to leverage TransNet dollars. In addition, SANDAG holds regular meetings of the Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP )Working Group. Though
SANDAG may not be eligible to apply for all grants listed above, we have partnered and will continue to partner with the EMP Working Group
member jurisdictions and non-profits as opportunities become available. One of our roles through this working group is to inform such organizations
of potential grant funding opportunities.
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•

Federal Clean Water Act

•

Coastal Commission • Local Coastal Program

•

AMTRAK

•

CALTRANS

•

Fed & Private Grants Section 319 Nonpoint Source Management

•

Watershed Project: Federal Grant Programs EPA Office of
Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds has a funding portal with
links to many different types and sources of funding. This
website should be a first step in seeking any federal funding for
many different types of watershed-related grants. A few of the
many specific grant programs are listed below [referring to the
website]:
http://www.fxbrowne.com/html/grants_new.htm
Alternative Funding Team:

•

Funding

•

Where There’s a Will…There is a Way

•

Alternative Funding Sources • Private, Federal, State, Local Grants

•

Establish Alternative Funding Research Team

•

Work with fxbrown Stop Cost Redundancy/Be Fiscally Responsible:

•

214 billion in transportation investments 2011 dollars

•

Sharpen saw ; measure twice cut once

•

Orange County: budget doubled before execution

•

Present value of investment vs future value

•

Quality w/ high $$$ initial investment, long-term savings

•

Short-term solution=large present value and exponentially higher
future value/impact

•

Look to other countries, best practices

•

Project the project a full century from now

•

(1950’s = major highways/expansions)

•

1957 Highway 5 indicates MUST be forward thinking NOW.
Sell/transfer right of way to BV Lagoon Foundation.

In regards to your comment about selling/transferring the right of way (ROW) to the Buena Vista Lagoon Foundation, the ROW is retained by the
transportation agency that controls the land so that the transportation infrastructure can be maintained.

I would hope to see some sort of a national standard for transit,
parking and toll media to help create a better travel experience. When I
was in Southern California, I was asked to pay $1 for a Tap card for LA
Metro so that I could take a couple of trips. I already have a Seattle
Metro Senior discount card and one for the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority in Boston, not to mention having a BART and
Washington, DC Metro cards. I also have two toll transponders, one for
Seattle and the other for the Northeast. I would hope that a universal
toll transponder would exist for the United States (and Canada) as well
as some sort of universal tap card for various transit systems. Some
fairly short trips in the Northeast require multiple and perhaps
incompatible fare media. I hope that this will not happen in Southern
California or all of California once high speed rail is available.

Thanks for your comments and suggestions. Consolidation of payment methods in the San Diego region is included in the Draft Regional Plan. On
page 4 of draft Appendix E, the concept of a Universal Transportation Account (UTA) is discussed. In brief, the vision lays out connecting all forms of
transportation payments into a single user-controlled account including transit, tolling, and parking. The goal of such a system is two-fold with the
primary goal of consumer convenience and the second goal of rewarding choices that reduce demand on the transportation system through mode
shift.

Concerning habitat lands, I was very pleased at SANDAG's acquisition
of the Daley ranch - "the Lucky 5." Our open land is vanishing quickly.
Why aren't we buying more?

Approximately 1/2 of the County of San Diego is protected as open space. The local jurisdictions are in various stages of the adoption of regional
habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region. SANDAG is assisting in this effort
through its Environmental Mitigation Program (EMP) which has conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned in the future
that will both protect open space, implement regional habitat conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of regional
transportation projects.

Web

Ideally, this UTA would extend beyond the border of San Diego County. This requires market forces and consumer choices. The same conditions to
consolidate all loyalty programs such as shopping rewards and frequent flyer miles. There is momentum in this space and it is being driven by the
private sector. Already, the consumer is able to pay for goods and services via smart phones and have all loyalty programs in a single device.
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Craig S. Maxwell

Given the negligible effect bike lanes, etc. will have on traffic
congestion and, ultimately, carbon emission reduction, why are we
wasting - thinking about wasting - so much much much time and
money on ineffectual projects and policies.

Investments in infrastructure improvements for people who walk or bike are important not just as a means to alleviate traffic congestion and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, but also to improve safety and to facilitate connections to public transit. Due to high vehicular speeds, and/or right-of-way
constraints, many of the region's roadways are currently unsafe for people who walk or bike, particularly for the most vulnerable roadway users such
as children, seniors, and people with disabilities. Additionally, many transit riders get to or from their transit stops by walking or biking. Bicycle and
pedestrian infrastructure investments will help enhance safety for all users, and provide safer access for people walking or biking to transit.
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Dan Allen

Greetings:

1.

Letter

Please consider my comments below on the Draft Regional Plan. My
comments are limited to the 2050 Revenue Constrained Transit
Network shown in Section 2, “A Strategy for Sustainability, Smart
Growth and Environmental Protection Through Transportation
Choices”, and in particular in Figures 2.9, 2.10 & 2.11:

The changes proposed in the Draft Regional Plan are based on updated information/study of various projects, public input received over the
course of the draft plan development, and the results of the rankings of the various projects that take into account population and job growth
in the region.

2.

The Trolley line to Carmel Valley is an extension of Trolley Route 562 that is included in the 2011 RTP but terminated at UTC. Regarding Trolley
Route 561, the latest travel projections show that, while the segment between UTC and Sorrento Valley/Sorrento Mesa is cost-effective, the
segment between Sorrento Mesa and Mira Mesa is not. The result is that the Mira Mesa segment is not included in the revenue constrained
plan, but the UTC-Sorrento Valley-Sorrento Mesa is retained. It is also worth noting that the full Mira Mesa Blvd corridor is served by the new
Rapid 237 service, while the Miramar Road corridor is served by existing Route 31.

Dan Allen

Agency

1.

The Plan states that it incorporates the 2050 RTP/SCS adopted in
2011. The Transit Network presented is not the same as was
previously published. When were the changes made? What was
the public participation in that process?

2.

Specifically, the extension of LRT lines beyond the northern MidCoast terminus (ref. 561 - UTC to COASTER and 562 - San
Ysidro to Carmel Valley) previously was a single line to run to
Mira Mesa via Sorrento Mesa/Carroll Canyon. The important
feature of the previous route was to serve the industrial sections
of west Mira Mesa. I can’t see how transit connection to a
residential community of upper/middle economic class already
having transportation options takes precedence over a major
employment zone. The intensity of employment in west Mira
Mesa versus housing in Carmel Valley is clearly shown in Figure
2.4, “2050 Housing and Employment Densities”. I have firsthand experience witnessing the difficulty disadvantaged workers
have today getting daily from southeast San Diego to good jobs
in west Mira Mesa.

The Mission Boulevard/La Jolla Boulevard streetcar (565 - Mission Beach
to La Jolla via Pacific Beach) is a silly idea. It makes no sense to run a
streetcar in parallel with two bus lines (existing MTS Route 30 and
proposed Rapid route – both are shown in Figure 2.11, “2050 Revenue
Constrained Transit Network”.) Additionally, this is the segment of the
present MTS Route 30 with the fewest boardings and riders, according
to what I recall learning from Mark Thomsen.
One assumes that the streetcar would follow Mission Boulevard and La
Jolla Boulevard rather than the old streetcar line that cuts through
residential neighborhoods. Most negative aspect of the proposed
streetcar then is that it would require demolition of the traffic circles
and street amenities on La Jolla Boulevard in Bird Rock that SANDAG
has just sunk money into. I checked with the Bird Rock Community
Council, and there been no discussion with the impacted on their
neighborhood.
Dave Schumacher told me that the idea is that the streetcar would be
for joy riders or tourists. You should check with the operator of the Old
Town Trolley on their La Jolla & Mission Beach tour, which does not
seem to be an overwhelming success. Also, there is some idea that
Mission Beach, La Jolla and Pacific Beach merchants would pay for this
streetcar. I know there has been no mention of that to the La Jolla
Village Merchants’ Association.

The aim of the streetcar is to provide enhanced transit service along the north-south corridor between Mission Beach and La Jolla. Increased frequency
on existing local and express bus services and future planned Rapid service may be a better alternative. No studies have been done to date, and any
future efforts would need to address the potential impacts you mentioned, and look at a wide range of alternative solutions in collaboration with the
community.
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Dan Allen

The La Jolla Community Plan in its Transportation System section calls
for “a shuttle bus system that would provide service to central La Jolla
from … the proposed LRT line within the Interstate 5 corridor”. The
Community Plan has been prepared with broad public participation and
has wide support in La Jolla. It should not be ignored. This key
alternative transportation link needs to be specifically included in the
Plan. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

The Draft Regional Plan includes a Rapid (Route 30) that will provide faster, limited stop access from La Jolla to the Mid-Coast Trolley line. In addition,
creation of an network of ten-minute all day service on most local buses (including existing Route 30) will make access to the Mid-Coast line more
convenient.
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Daniel Castanon

The SR 94 freeway expansion from I-805/SR-94 will have a negative
impact to all the broader communities, not only will it create an eyesore and decrease many of the home owners property values, but it will
also cause addition smog/ CO2 emission that will make our city less
attractive and create a smog cloud like Los Angeles. Instead of
spending all this money on a Bus Rapid Transit which not that many
users will take advantage of, invest the money(ies) allocated, to
expanding/rerouting/improving the trolley lines, as well as improving
the current freeway entrances and exits along the above named routes.
Also use the money to promote and build bicycle and pedestrian
friendly bridges and walk ways connecting the communities of
Ridgeview/Webster, Chollas View, Mount Hope, Mountain View,
Fairmount Park, South Park, Golden Hill, Stockton, Grant Hill, and
Sherman Heights. We must understand and respond to the needs of
the people and values of our diverse San Diego community.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along SR 94 between I-805 and Downtown San Diego. The addition of
these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route. Local representatives and
community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating community-based alternatives into
the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on shoulder alternative. While current law
does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an opportunity to employ this strategy in
the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also being considered and as a result
Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another alternative would provide communities
along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation of the future SR 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV
direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.
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Daniel Castañon

My comments are basically with access to transportation from Fairmont
Park into Downtown. One of the issues we're facing is the SR-94
project. The BRT that is being planned from the SR 94 west into
Downtown. I don't have access to that. My concern is we in the
Fairmont Park area do not have much access to get into Downtown,
especially for when we're summoned for jury duty. Well, we would
have to take a bus up to University and down to the Trolley station to
get to Downtown, which will take about an hour. Where I can jump in
my car and go down the SR 94 into Downtown in 30 minutes. So just
when you are planning or if you can take into consideration a smaller
neighborhood that is surrounded by the 805 on the east side, the 15
on the west side, along the 94 on the south side, don't forget about us
and give us appropriate access to transportation to Downtown.

This is a good suggestion -- will include evaluation of access to Fairmount Park for both the proposed Trolley Route 562 along I-805 corridor in the
advanced planning studies that will start in 2015, as well as in future analysis of the proposed Route 90 Rapid.
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Daniel Garcia

How to keep the transportation plan for 2015 going [if] the lack of
water [remains] within the state?

Amid the ongoing drought, water is a major concern within the State of California. See response to comment #59.
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Diane Nygaard

My concern is having detail backup behind the greenhouse gas
emission reduction number. I talked to Coleen earlier and she stated
that it's part of the computer model; computer model doesn't give
people the access to understanding the numbers or being able to verify
that the assumptions that went into it are valid or not, so it's really
critical that that information be presented in a way that the public
understands it and has a way to validate that the assumptions are
correct.

Draft EIR Appendix G-3 presents the technical methodology used to estimate GHG emissions reductions to achieve the SB 375 targets for passenger
vehicles. Final Regional Plan Appendix C will include additional information on the relative contributions of several strategies toward achieving the SB
375 targets. Please note that the per capita GHG emissions reductions do not take credit for reductions due to low carbon fuels or more efficient
vehicles.
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Douglas Scott
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You are not in compliance with carbon reduction goals set by the State
of California, and you are using our tax revenues to fight a losing
battle. Concede and build all the public transport improvements first.
Use discretionary language in TransNet II to move funds from highway
construction to public transport. More highways equal more
environmental degradation the evidence of which can be seen all
around us. If the current federal government funding is geared only to
highways, then reject the funding with those restrictions and lobby for
the right to use the funds with more flexibility ie. to build public
transport.

SANDAG is required to demonstrate how land use patterns and transportation investments will meet the per capital greenhouse gas reduction targets
for passenger vehicles established for the San Diego region by the California Air Resources Board. The Draft Regional shows that both the 2020 and
2035 GHG reduction targets set for the region are met and exceeded. There is no current legal or planning requirement that the SANDAG region’s
emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order for the State to achieve the Executive Order GHG
reduction goals.
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SANDAG is required by federal law to include the highway mode of travel in the draft Plan. That being said, 50 percent of the Plan's investment is
allocated toward the operation, maintenance, and development of the transit system. This percentage is roughly true of all time periods in the plan.
Additionally, a good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit.
SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle,
and rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be
used to complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of SANDAG’s discretionary state and federal funds are
used to match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet
transit projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet capital projects approved by
the voters.
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Ed Greene

Build a tube (high up) to carry bike traffic over SD - Coronado Bridge
(tube in center hanging below road). The decision (20 years ago) was in
newspaper - what happened to it?? Philly built a bike lane (2 way) over
their bridge above water front.

A feasibility study of this proposal, funded by a grant from County of San Diego Supervisor Greg Cox, is currently underway.
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El
Cajon
Collaborative

Safe Routes to School- Sweetwater Union High School District pays
hundreds of thousands of dollars each year to bus students to San
Ysidro High School due to no sidewalks and dangerous pedestrian
roadways.

In implementing the Regional Bike Plan, SANDAG will explore opportunities to implement Safe Routes to School improvements in areas where we are
building Regional Bike Plan projects. The SR 905 Corridor project will present an opportunity to address Safe Routes to School improvements near
San Ysidro High School.
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Eva Kerckhove

I do not think, it is a good idea to widen the five freeway, for it will
look at LA with all the freeeways,. There is congestion, almost, all the
time in the LA basin. There is also, a lot of air pollination generated
when there are more cars on the road. If you work to have public
transportation more accessible you could create hundreds if not
thousands of new jobs, for residents of the county.

We appreciate your comment and interest in our region's future. In regards to your first comment about the North Coast Corridor I-5 Express Lanes
project, two Express Lanes in each direction are planned from La Jolla Village Drive to Vandergrift Boulevard. The Express Lanes will serve Rapid transit
services, as well as, carpools and vanpools; solo drivers will be able to utilize the Express Lanes for a fee.
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I do not think the highway 5 should be expanded in San Diegp county.
The LA basin has many, many freeways and there is always congestion
in that area. It is not healthy to be breathing in increased quanities of
air pollution generated by more cars on the roads. If you fostered
increased public transportation, you could, also, address the
employment situation by providing more employment oppurtunties for
people who are out of work.

We appreciate your comment and interest in our region's future. In regards to your first comment about the North Coast Corridor I-5 Express Lanes
project, two Express Lanes in each direction are planned from La Jolla Village Drive to Vandergrift Boulevard. The Express Lanes will serve Rapid transit
services, as well as, carpools and vanpools; solo drivers will be able to utilize the Express Lanes for a fee.

What I was looking for was the -- I was looking for an asterisk on that
board that says "SB375 Greenhouse Gas." It is presented as an
accepted statement of fact that these are the projections for San Diego
Forward -- well, I have to disagree. These projections are in dispute
with the State Supreme Court of California who have rejected
SANDAG's Climate Action Plan and related environmental documents,
unfortunately SANDAG has put forth items for consideration for
reducing pollution but only through 2030 instead of the 2050 that was
prescribed by Governor Schwarzenegger in 2005.

The draft Plan shows that SANDAG will exceed the greenhouse gas reduction targets set by the California Air Resources Board for SANDAG pursuant
to SB 375. The EIR prepared for the draft Plan (Impact GHG-4) evaluates whether the Plan conflicts with the state GHG reduction goal Governor
Schwarzenegger established in EO-S-3-05.
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Eva Kerckhove

George Courser

So the Supreme Court had stated that this plan is not accepted. It's
going to be an article of review for the Supreme Court on their new
agenda. They have also rejected the County of San Diego, CAP or
"Climate Action Plan" outright and this has to be completely redone,
so it's amazing that SANDAG is moving forward with these plans for
the RTP 2050 and making these -- these are presumptions. These are
not factual.

Implementing San Diego Forward will result in substantial economic benefits for the region. Many thousands of construction jobs will be generated as
projects are built. As those projects are completed, economic benefits will continue as increased connectivity saves time and money, leading to
increased productivity. Access to jobs, housing, and education will strengthen the labor pool, And the increased flow of commerce will benefit the
operations of our business community.
Web

Implementing San Diego Forward will result in substantial economic benefits for the region. Many thousands of construction jobs will be generated as
projects are built. As those projects are completed, economic benefits will continue as increased connectivity saves time and money, leading to
increased productivity. Access to jobs, housing, and education will strengthen the labor pool, And the increased flow of commerce will benefit the
operations of our business community.

The commenter is referencing litigation involving the EIR for the 2050 RTP/SCS adopted in 2011. The Court of Appeal decision on the 2050 RTP/SCS
EIR has been vacated, and the Supreme Court is currently reviewing the decision.
The commenter also refers to litigation involving the County of San Diego's Climate Action Plan. The County's Climate Action Plan (CAP) is not used as
a basis for SANDAG's Draft Regional Plan.
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George Courser

The County of San Diego is a huge component of the SANDAG area
that they are planning for with the inability of the County to have a
recognized and improved Climate Action Plan. It destabilizes all that
SANDAG can do. It has to be in conjunction with, without that,
SANDAG will again be vulnerable to litigation. I don't need litigation;
what we need are actual concrete plans that reduce greenhouse gas
and they're under "AB32" and "SB375" and the implementation has
to be realistic. It has to be doable and there has to be financial plans
that go to achieve it. Hot air is not that factor. It's not a factor that can
be counted on. This is make believe right now; thank you.

Draft EIR Section 4.8 provides detailed analysis demonstrating that under implementation of the Draft Regional Plan, the region would not conflict
with the AB 32 statewide GHG target of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 or conflict with SB 375 regional GHG targets for passenger
vehicles. Supporting documentation for the analysis is provided in EIR Appendix G.
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George Courser

SANDAG has failed to demonstrate where any Trolley line (or trolley
hub complex) could not be substituted by bus lines, van lines or
competitive non-line vehicles available to any smart phone user. Placing
huge infrastructure bets, such as depots, bridges and concrete lines
over streets and freeways is a preposterous waste of money and
planning when even in the instant present there is no material
advantage of trolleys. In actual fact - buses, vans, peseros, taxis, or
ready transport services such as LYFT or UBER hold distinct advantages
in both costs and environmental impacts. Please explain any possible
justification of fixed rail transport other than giving advantages to
developers' claims of solely point-to-point routes to support
development.

Trolley lines are most effective in high demand locations--one four-car train can handle upwards of 400 passengers. The number of buses, vans, or
taxis that would be needed to handle that level of demand would be considerable both in terms of additional vehicles on the streets and GHG
emissions. While 400-passenger loads are not on every Trolley trip, there are usually hundreds of riders on each Trolley train during most hours of its
operations. The real value of Uber/Lyft types of service for local trips in neighborhood areas where transit may not be available. One value that we
think they could also offer is in serving first mile/last mile access to transit -- we are currently developing a regional Mobility Hubs strategy where a
mixture of services such a Uber/Lyft, carshare, bikeshare, and shuttles would help improve connectivity to Trolley and Rapid services. in this case, the
total cost of, say Uber/Lyft to/from transit + the transit fare would likely be a less costly option than using Uber/Lyft on an everyday basis for longer
distance tripmaking.
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George Courser

Please determine the cost of bus and van service vs. Trolley Please also
explain the end-of-effective-life status of trolley cars. How are they to
be recycled or resold? Where exactly are the markets for archaic trolleys
vs the omnipresent market for buses? Should trolley cars be resold,
how are trolleys to be transported for resale? Please state the
anticipated value of a "used" Trolley car vs. a used bus. How is the vast
differential in price justified for any Trolley purchase? What references
and citations may be employed to gauge the value of used trolleys in
comparison to buses?

MTS' operating costs vary by mode and operator, and fluctuate according to many factors including labor and fuel costs. Details can be located in
MTS' annual budgets, which are posted on www.sdmts.com.

Email

Passenger car electric vehicles are no longer rarities, seen everyday as
recognized clean air vehicles. SANDAG could insure recharging facilities
for such a fleet of vehicles, powered by solar, could be available 24
hours a day with the use of new technology inverters and batteries.
The products are mainstream, not a 2030 or 2050 pipedream. Ignoring
these viable alternatives compared to present-day internal combustion
vehicles is diametrically opposed to the beneficial use of public
resources and the stated goals of California governors requiring GHG
reductions.

The Regional Plan does include support for electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS) on pages 75-76. The Plan also recommends the establishment of a
Regional Charger Program by setting aside approximately $30 million of Congestion Management and Air Quality (CMAQ Improvement Program
funds expected between 2020 and 2050 (approximately $1 million annually) to fund the installation of publicly available EVCS. The funding is
identified in mitigation measure GHG-4C: Fund Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure on page 4.8-40 of the Draft Regional Plan Program
Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIR). Additional Draft EIR mitigation measures (EN-2A, EN-3C, and GHG-4F) recommend SANDAG reduce energy
consumption and increase use of renewable energy, such as solar-power. In addition to the electric grid, onsite technologies such as solar, batteries,
and energy storage are being considered to power EVCS.

623

George Courser

Agency

MTS buses are disposed of by public auction after they are fully depreciated per federal guidelines. Value would vary based on demand and vehicle
condition. For light rail vehicles, MTS successfully sold a number of retired cars to Mendoza, Argentina. This option remains available for the disposal of
other light rail cars in the future. MTS isn't aware of a general reference source for information on used bus and rail car values or market demand.
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San Diego Forward - SANDAG’s Regional Transportation Plan Appendix
U.16 - Riding to 2050 The Bike Plan - Dangerous Encounters of the
Vehicular Kind Proudly proclaiming and prognosticating, SANDAG
promises to produce, promote, and promulgate a proper product that
provides a process for the progressive proposition that bicyclists are
profoundly affected by the profusion of proximate vehicular
processions and that probability proposes a prospect of prostrate
bicyclists unless proven progress proceeds from the pro forma
proposals provided by proponents at SANDAG who propitiate the
proliferating bicycle subculture progression by proffering proportional
protection through provision, proviso, procedure and propaganda.
Procrastination should provoke and propel protests promptly.
Prosperous planners’ programs pronounce propriety and propound
prospective progeny’s providence. Productive projects produce a
prognosis probably proving that proximity to prosperity is proof positive
that prolific freeways rule the probable future until 2050. If what you
just read makes your head spin, go to sdforward.com and wade
through the hundreds of pages of reports and documents. To review
the section on the future of bicycling in San Diego County go to
Appendix U.16, Riding to 2050. Look carefully at the maps and notice
the fact that 89% of the time bicyclists will be forced to ride with
motor vehicles. The decades long promised Coastal Rail Trail is a
disconnected debacle, as now planned it is a failure before it is ever
finished. Will the Citizens, and their elected officials, fight long
entrenched entities like North County Transit for access to land ?
Bicycling in San Diego is DANGEROUS and the SANDAG plan
perpetuates the DANGER far out into the future. The total
transportation infrastructure in this county is worth Billions of dollars.
Future projections for spending on bicycle infrastructure allocates
around 3% of total spending until 2050. That is truly where the rubber
meets the road along with riders’ Blood, sweat and Deaths. SANDAG is
not responsible for the future of biking in San Diego County. They use
terms like support, recommend, encourage, and promote. SANDAG
has NO Land Use Authority. It all devolves onto the cities and county.
Ultimately, it is up to the people of the county to create a bike system
they can live with. Make no mistake, blood will be shed and lives lost
because of decisions made regarding the plan and its implementation.
DRIVERS ARE GETTING MORE DANGEROUS ALL THE TIME. Creating a
functional system of interconnecting Class I bike trails, where bicyclists
are separated from vehicular traffic, is one Solution. The Big Question is
whether San Diego County residents care enough to Provide Safe Bike
Trails for All. Greg Hogan, 7-15-2015

In partnership with local jurisdictions, SANDAG is committed to providing safer access for people who walk or bike. Many of the Regional Bicycle Plan
Early Action Program projects, which are included in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, will build separate, dedicated facilities for people who ride
bikes (through cycletracks and class I facilities). Completion of the Coastal Rail Trail is included in the Plan.
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I have a business down on Morena Boulevard, native San Diegan. First
18 years of my life, I grew up in Linda Vista, graduated Kearny,
graduated San Diego State. All of that being said, I'm here to ask for
the cessation of all northern Trolley extension plans. In other words,
don't build a northern Trolley center from Old Town to USD -- or
UCSD. We recommend -- the people that support me recommend that
you reallocate your resources to a Trolley from Santa Fe Station out to
the airport via Harbor -- via Broadway to Harbor. And I've been told
that this is impossible, but it's just an engineering problem. You've got
elevated tracks all over San Diego County. You have three rail systems
right now -- that between Santee, line two, and South Bay, one; and
you're losing -- that -- the June 30, 2014, 10-day San Diego
Metropolitan Transit System states that you lost -- that Trolley system
lost 27 million dollars. If you build a northern Trolley extension, that's
probably going to add another 8 million dollars to that deficit. So -- so
you're asking, okay, subsidized ridership. You can build the Trolley rails
out to the airport, and you probably -- the cost could be about $12.50.
$6.00 would be operational costs, 6 and a half dollars would be to
repay the bonds necessary to build that. You are facing right now legal
problems from the Cleveland National Foundation, Friends of
Rosecrans, Sierra, and people of the sort -- me. You also have a
financial problem in building, so don't build the northern Trolley
extension.

The planned Mid-Coast Trolley extension from Old Town to UCSD/University City has been a highly ranked project for many years dating back to the
first TransNet approval in 1988. The project was approved by voters as part of the Program of Projects in that measure, as well as the second TransNet
measure approved in 2004. It is also one of the highest ranked projects in the country for the federal New Starts discretionary grant program. It
connects the existing trolley system to one of the region's largest employment and education centers in University City.

Court
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With regards to connecting the Trolley to the airport, past studies indicated relatively low ridership and cost effectiveness compared to other Trolley
projects. In working with the Regional Airport Authority on how best to connect transit to the airport, having a shuttle connection from the north side
of the airport that is adjacent to the existing rail corridor would allow direct connections from the COASTER, Amtrak, local buses, as well as the Trolley.
Creation of an Intermodal Transportation Center in the vicinity of Washington St, with an elevated pedestrian connection to an airport shuttle is
included in the draft plan. The first phase of this project will be connecting the existing Middletown Trolley station to an airport shuttle stop at Palm
St./Pacific Highway; this project is in final design and will be completed by mid-2016. The on-airport shuttle will operated by the Airport Authority and
will begin service later this year concurrent with the opening of the new Airport Rental Car Center now under construction. Trolley passengers will be
able to transfer free to/from the airport shuttle.
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Ira Kauman

I'd like to see the Amtrak maintenance facility at The Santa Fe Station
eventually moved to the new & upcoming Intermodal Transit Center at
Lindbergh Airport at Washington St. or located nearby to that vicinity.

Train servicing of Amtrak trains currently takes place at Santa Fe Depot. SANDAG will continue to work with Amtrak and our state partners to locate a
maintenance facility near downtown San Diego.
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Jack Shu

It is kind of curious how these two hearings, both last Friday and today
(6/12 and 6/18) came about. It'd be interesting to know, perhaps
there's some other information you can give me later as what brought
about these two hearings, because they seem like they were a last
minute item.

Senate Bill 375 requires that SANDAG conduct two public hearings to gather public input following the release of the Draft Regional Plan. SANDAG
held two public hearings (June 12th and June 18th), as well as hosted a series of public workshops in communities throughout the region, to maximize
opportunities for public input on the draft plan. Additionally, SANDAG accepted comments through the project webpage (SDForward.com), by mail,
fax, phone, and TTY up until the comment deadline, July 15, 2015. Prior to the hearings, the specific dates and times for both hearings were listed on
sdforward.com, a flier, in the agenda of the June 12, 2015 Board of Directors Meeting, as well as shared through SANDAG E-blasts. Additional
information on SANDAG's public outreach efforts is included in Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.
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Jack Shu

In the Regional Transportation Plan -- it is very interesting that when one
looks at the actual projects laid out in the plan, that we have actually the
same number of road and highway projects as in the previous RTP. In
fact, the total cost of them presumed due to inflation or other reasons,
we're going to be spending more money on freeways and roads than the
last Regional Transportation Plan had called for, even though the public
meetings I've attended for the past three years all call for additional
Transit development, rather than road development.

As with the 2050 RTP/SCS, the draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan proposes investments of over 50 percent for transit and non-motorized
projects. The revisions to cost estimates, whether highway, transit or active transportation, are due to refined project scope and updating the cost
estimates to current year (2014 instead of 2010).
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Jack Shu

The other point that is very curious and I hope SANDAG Staff can
clarify, is how it's going to achieve its Greenhouse Gas Emission goals
to meet the, I guess, voters that have been put out as well as
legislation. So I was curious how those can be achieved when the
previous plan three years ago was not achieving those goals into 2050
and all of a sudden, there's a thought that they can. And if it is
through lower emission vehicles and non-emission vehicles, how that is
modeled. How did you come about to this idea that 75 percent of our
vehicles by 2050 would be not emitting at all? To me is kind of a
curious calculation. If I can get some clarification or information on
how SANDAG modeled that, that would be very good. I think it's
something that is necessary in an EIR; thank you.

The SB 375 analysis, which considers per capita reduction in GHG emissions associated with light duty trucks and vehicles, does not account for the
additional GHG reduction benefits of state laws and programs for cleaner vehicles and fuels. In order to demonstrate the additional GHG reductions
that come from state laws and programs for cleaner vehicles and fuels, Figure 2.22 on page 96 of Chapter 2, includes a line that represents a possible
scenario for continued GHG reductions beyond 2035 that could come from zero emission vehicles (ZEVs) and/or VMT reductions. The state policy ZEVs,
which includes plug-in electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles, includes goals for 15 percent of new car sales to be ZEVs by 2025 and
1.5 million ZEVs to be operating in California by 2025. Figure 2.22 represents a possible scenario for continued growth of the ZEV fleet beyond 2035.
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Janai Brown

We need more public transportation and NOT more freeways! We
need to have a comprehensive public transportation that is convenient
and affordable for the masses that will REDUCE and NOT increase CO2
emissions from the freeways.

Much of the highway improvements are oriented towards creating a network of Managed Lanes that provide priority access to freeway Rapid services
and carpool/vanpools. The Draft Regional Plan represents a comprehensive framework for creating a wide range of time-competitive alternatives to
single-occupant vehicle travel, including transit, carpool/vanpool, bicycle, and pedestrian facilities.
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Janai Brown

This freeways first plan is not good enough. We need to DECREASE
CO2 emissions by adding more public transport options and create
safer bike routes, people will get out of their cars and use public
transport if it's comprehensive and affordable. San Diego is WAY
behind other cities and we need to change our course NOW and
reduce greenhouse gases.

The Regional Plan is not a “freeways first” plan. The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to
driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the
Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple transportation modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit. Transit capital and operations
account for half of the investment plan in the Draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for services and programs
that support travel by transit. The Draft Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued COASTER double
tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new intermodal transit
centers.
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The Draft Regional Plan includes a system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air
vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is
reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor. The draft Plan includes improvements
(including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational improvements) that complement and complete the existing highway network. Planned
improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system.
SANDAG's Senate Bill (SB) 375 target is to reduce per capita greenhouse gas emissions from cars and light trucks by 7 percent, by 2020, and by 13
percent by 2035, compared with a 2005 baseline. The Draft Regional Plan shows that our region will exceed these targets. By pursing strategies
discussed in the Plan, including using land in ways that make developments more compact, conserving open space, and investing in a transportation
system that provides people with alternatives to driving alone, the draft Plan is able to meet the regional greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets
established by the California Air Resources Board.
632

Janet Castanos

I would like to make a proposal to extend the existing 125 bike path that
runs from Grossmont College to Navajo Road along the 125 freeway.
The plan is to make the path extend south to the Grossmont Transit
Station. The path would continue south along the 125 freeway and
connect with surface streets (East Lake Dr and Lubbock Ave.) until it
connects to Fletcher Parkway at the signal crossing into the transit center
(at Bus Court intersection). See attached PP presentation for details.

Thank you for this suggestion. This is something that could be considered in the update of the Regional Bike Plan which is scheduled to be update. The
initial network was developed around providing connections between Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, regional transit, and major activity centers.
The network was prioritized to focus initially on areas that have the highest potential for more people riding bikes. When the Regional Bike Plan is
updated in the future suggested changes to the network will be considered comprehensively to maintain the integrity of network connectivity.
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Janet Castanos

As a follow-up to my email below, I have meet with individuals from
the City of El Cajon, City of La Mesa, and Grossmont College regarding
the plans. I have been in contact with CalTrans as well. The
representatives at Grossmont College are very much interested in
including this route on the regional bike path plan. Let me know if you
have any questions or if you need additional information.

The Regional Bike Network was developed around providing connections between Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, regional transit, and major
activity centers. At the Plan level these connections are identified as corridors. As projects move in to implementation, specific alignments are
developed. The network was prioritized to focus initially on areas that have the highest potential for more people riding bikes. With the adoption of
the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program (EAP) SANDAG is currently focusing resources on implementation of the highest priority projects as
identified in the EAP.It is anticipated the Regional Bike Plan will be updated in the 2018-2019 timeframe. Suggested updates to the network will be
considered comprehensively to maintain the integrity of network connectivity. Updating the Regional Bike Network within the context of an updated
Plan will also give us the opportunity to potentially reprioritize implementation to align with new goals and policies.

Email

Additionally, the Grossmont College to Grossmont Transit Center Bike Path Extension has the potential to be considered through SANDAG Safe Routes
to Transit efforts that are funded in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, associated with improvements to the Grossmont Trolley station. Proposals
such as these can be considered for inclusion in the Safe Routes to Transit bicycle and pedestrian enhancements in transit station areas, when the
transit project is being planned.
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Jeanette White

I live in Oceanside. I was disappointed that everyone on the panel was
pro, the whole plan. I expected that there would be some Devil's
advocate people, professionals, people in the know who would be
speaking on the side where there would be maybe raising more
objections that the community could think about. Most of the
comments that came from the community were just average citizens. I
thought maybe there would be some other organizations that were
presenting some of the other -- at least the cons to this plan/program.

The public workshops were planned to provide the general public a chance to better understand the draft plan and provide their opinions on the
progress made to date. Invitations were open to everyone from the planning profession, advocates, to the informed resident. For the Spring 2015
public outreach series, the draft plan was explained in greater detail by a staff presentation and discussion with a panel comprised of professionals
within the community. Panel members were asked a variety of questions by SANDAG staff, including questions relating to the support and
improvement of the plan. Additionally, all participants were encouraged to leave comments for the public record, whether the comments were
expressed during the Q&A session, were written on a card, or were verbalized to the bilingual court reporter.
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Jeff Sparksworthy
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I lived in San Diego in the '80s and then moved back here last year and
have been interested in seeing the last mile issue resolved. I take the
Trolley. A lot of people every morning have to get to the Trolley
stations in a variety of ways, and I look at all the little canyons that
come down from neighborhoods in San Diego and think that there
could be Gondolas, that would be feeders for the Trolley system, just
like a Trolley Line could run from the Airport up Maple Canyon and get
to the Trolley, the Tramline could run from the Airport up Maple
Canyon and get to the existing Trolley and to the zoo.

Gondolas, also referred to as aerial trams, are operating in several cities and are under development in several countries. They have been suggested as
a possible transit option in San Diego and other US cities. A feasibility study of a gondola line between downtown and Balboa Park was completed in
June 2015 (sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1956_19279.pdf).

Comment
Card

It's a little silly that our Trolley system doesn't serve the Airport or the
zoo in Balboa Park and I know there are reasons for that, and aerial
trams get around a lot of those reasons by not having a right-of-way
issue, not having a land footprint of having to build more roads and
places that there aren't available routes, and can move six thousand
people an hour with one 500-hoursepower motor instead of every
single car having 200-horsepower. That's my comment. If anybody
wants a copy of my proposal, which is tailored for the Lake Tahoe,
Truckee area but has the same type of research, they can contact me
atjsparksworthy@gmail.com and I could send them a flyer. My paper
has been embedded by Caltrans, by Regional Transit Agency, people
up North, by engineers, by architects, by Trolley operators and so, it's
not just smoke-and-mirrors. It's been fairly well researched; thank you.
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Jeff Sparksworthy

My thoughts representing the Back Country Coalition are concerning
the aspects of the Regional Transportation Plan. The Regional
Transportation Plan has aspects of it that are incomplete, unplanned or
frankly, an error and -- there's some very clear examples of this
beginning in the meeting that I was attending today from SANDAG.
There's an example of the 78 freeway going west and intersecting the
I-5 north and south and it intersects it like a T-bone, so it actually is a
stoplight there. It's a signal instead of being a transition for traffic and
it's a very dangerous intersection and it could -- you mentioned of two
major arteries for San Diego, yet we really don't have an effective
transportation ability at that point. We don't have the capability, or at
least the drive to make the correction.

The State Route 78 and Interstate 5 connectors (both for the Managed Lanes and freeway lanes) are included in the Draft Regional Plan and projected
to open in the early phases of the Plan. The freeway connector will replace that signalized intersection at the "T-bone." Caltrans is conducting studies
for this project.

Other
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Jeff Sparksworthy

There's not an actual exit, a prescribed dedicated freeway exit from the
I-5 freeway to San Diego's Lindbergh Field. We're still taking various
side streets, different routes that are uneconomical, unsustainable,
frankly, we're putting huge bounds of traffic in the neighborhoods that
would have been planned for, yet we have a clear visual shot right
from the I-5 freeway into the airport that can easily be accommodated;
but likewise, we don't have the ability for anyone to take the Trolley to
the airport or leave the airport. The biggest transportation hub in the
County of San Diego doesn't have transportation that is viable for
saving vehicle miles traveled, for convenience of the ratepayers, the
taxpayers or even the tourists. We do not have an ability for the tourists
that we have, to take the Trolley to or from the airport or say, from the
airport to the world famous San Diego Zoo or to Balboa Park. They
can't do that. It's impossible. It's amazing because of the infrastructure
we've already developed in these areas and we put enormous amounts
of resources, money, so-called planning into this, yet somehow, we
missed the plan. We didn't get the 78 to the I-5. We didn't get the
dedicated road to the airport. We didn't get the ability of the Trolley
line to be able to travel right to and from there. And it's about all I
have to say. I thank you for that.

The draft plan includes several improvement plans that address the concerns raised:

Other

•

A direct connector ramp to and from north I-5 to Pacific Highway that will facilitate easier access to the airport vs the current I-5 ramps that
require use of a number of local streets.

•

An intermodal center located just south of Washington St along the existing trolley, Coaster, and Amtrak corridor that will provide a direct
pedestrian connection to an on-airport shuttle system serving the passenger terminals. The first phase of this intermodal center will be providing
an improved pedestrian connection from the existing Middletown Trolley station to an on-airport shuttle stop to be located just west of the
Pacific Highway-Palm St intersection. When completed in mid-2016, Trolley passengers will have a short walk (<1/8 mile) link to the shuttle that
they can use free of charge.

•

A new limited stop Rapid service (Rt 215) connects all three Trolley lines in downtown with Balboa Park with fast, frequent connections.

No.
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Jenni Winfrey

Adding more lanes to local freeways (even HOV lanes) and then
building more houses farther out doesn't make sense if our goal is to
have less cars on the road for less time. Convenient transportation
options need to be added to deliver people from homes to business
centers where they work. I prefer trains or trolley expansions to buses,
since buses are still stuck in traffic, while a well designed public
transport system on tracks does not have that problem.

The vast majority of road investments are in the development of Managed Lanes facilities, which provide priority access to Rapid bus services that allow
them to bypass congested main lanes and create a more rail-like experience in terms of higher-speed operations and reliability. Various transit signal
priority treatments and transit lanes along key arterial corridors are planned as well that will help arterial Rapid bus services and local bus routes.
Several new Trolley lines also are planned.

Web
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Jill Terp

Page 15 states: "While the western areas will grow over time through
more compact communities, more land in the eastern two-thirds of the
region will be preserved as open space. ... By 2050, our region’s
population is projected to grow by nearly a million people." The public
desire for more active recreation creates conflicts with the open
space/habitat conservation envisioned in the Regional Plan and Multiple
Species Conservation Plan (MSCP). Currently, open space/habitat
reserves and preserves are being negatively affected by the large
number of recreational users (especially active recreation such as
mountain biking, distance running, exercise walking, endurance
horseback riding , geocaching, dog walking) who were never
envisioned to be using these MSCP conserved lands. Many of these
activities increase trail impacts, or may lead to off trail activity and
creating unauthorized trails that degrade the sensitive resources, many
of which were conserved to offset development impacts. The Regional
Plan needs to address how to provide "great places for people to ...
play" while not leaving it to the open spaces and habitat to provide
such recreation. The conserved lands can play some role in supporting
recreation appropriate to those lands, but additional land to meet the
recreational demand must be identified, acquired, and funded for
current and future public use. Millions of dollars have been invested to
preserve our sensitive habitats and species, so the Plan must outline
how recreational needs can be met to ensure the conservation of open
space and habitats.

Based upon local land use plans, the Plan assumes that more than half of the region will be conserved as open space. Much of this open space will be
open for recreation and managed to balance the need for conservation and the desire for open space recreation. It is recognized that the land
managers in the region are under increasing pressure to achieve this balance. Education and enforcement is an important component to sustain the
conservation of the regions natural resources. TransNet has provided funding towards these efforts and SANDAG has committed to place a measure
on a future ballot to address regional funding gaps in existing habitat conservation plans.

Web
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Joe LaCava

Opposed to the proposed alignment of the Coastal Rail Trail San Diego
between Rose Creek and Sorrento Valley. The trail must not go
through Rose Canyon and then via surface streets through the "UTC
area" as currently depicted. Please recognize the City of San Diego's
preferred alternative which routes the trail from Rose Creek to Gilman
Drive through UCSD and connecting with Caltrans' new dedicated trail
on the west side of the I-5 expansion. The city's route was developed
through a community driven process which SANDAG should honor. I
believe the 4 following elements must be altered: Coastal Rail Trail San
Diego – UTC Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Rose Canyon Coastal Rail
Trail San Diego - Carmel Valley to Roselle via Sorrento Coastal Rail Trail
San Diego - Roselle Canyon Thank you.

We are aware of the City of San Diego's change in preferred alignment for this route. However, the Regional Bike Network is not being amended as
part of the Regional Plan process. This change will be addressed during the update process sometime in the future. One of the primary factors in
developing the regional network is providing safe connections in and between Smart Growth Opportunity areas. A goal of the Regional Bike Network
will continue to be regional bike facilities to connect to and serve the UTC community.

Web
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Joe LaCava

Appendix A - Table A.1 Remove "Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Rose
Canyon " Remove "Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Carmel Valley to
Roselle via Sorrento" Remove "Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Roselle
Canyon" and remove from subsequent Tables as well. Replace with
"Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Rose Creek to Gilman Drive to UCSD to
Caltrans/I-5 Separated Hike/Bike Path to Sorrento Valley" (or similar
language.) This alignment is the preferred alignment of the City of San
Diego, the Coastal Rail Trail Working Group, and the community.
Simply put, no rail trail through Rose Canyon.

We are aware of the City of San Diego's change in preferred alignment for this route. However, the Regional Bike Network is not being amended as
part of the Regional Plan process. This change will be addressed during the update process sometime in the future. One of the primary factors in
developing the regional network is providing safe connections in and between Smart Growth Opportunity areas. A goal of the Regional Bike Network
will continue to be regional bike facilities to connect to and serve the UTC community.

Web
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Joe LaCava
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SANDAG has a moral and ethical responsibility for creating a plan that
cuts emissions 80 percent by 2050 as Governor Brown set with
executive orders. Your current projections that show emissions dipping
by only 10% between 2020 and 2050 and increasing slightly between
2035 and 2050 are not acceptable. You may not be legally required to
comply with an executive order but you have a responsibility to this
generation and future generations to do everything possible within the
Regional Plan to assure compliance. Please step up to that responsibility
and amend the Regional Plan accordingly.

The Draft Regional Plan includes many features that have the effect of reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and the draft Plan demonstrates how
the San Diego region will meet and exceed the SB 375 GHG reduction targets for 2020 and 2035 for passenger vehicles established by the California
Air Resources Board. The Draft EIR presents additional mitigation measures to reduce GHG emissions from all sources.

Web

SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans and
programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. SANDAG’s Climate Action Strategy documents many of the region’s ambitious
programs to reduce GHG emissions. However, as the comment notes, there is no current legal or planning requirement that the SANDAG region’s
emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order for the State to achieve the Executive Order’s
goals.
The Regional Plan Draft EIR summarizes several recent studies addressing what would be needed to reduce state GHG emissions proportional to the
2050 goal of EO S-3-05. As the Draft EIR notes (p. 4.8-39), full implementation of many of the measures that could result in a an 80 percent reduction
of GHG emissions by 2050 in the San Diego region would require major changes in clean technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal
policies and regulations that are beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement.
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Joe LaCava

Appendix A - Table A.1 Remove "Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Rose
Canyon " Remove "Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Carmel Valley to
Roselle via Sorrento" Remove "Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Roselle
Canyon" and remove from subsequent Tables as well. Replace with
"Coastal Rail Trail San Diego - Rose Creek to Gilman Drive to UCSD to
Caltrans/I-5 Separated Hike/Bike Path to Sorrento Valley" (or similar
language.) This alignment is the preferred alignment of the City of San
Diego, the Coastal Rail Trail Working Group, and the community.
Simply put, no rail trail through Rose Canyon.

The Regional Bike Network was developed around providing connections between Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, regional transit, and major
activity centers. At the Plan level these connections are identified as corridors. As projects move in to implementation, specific alignments are
developed. The network was prioritized to focus initially on areas that have the highest potential for more people riding bikes. With the adoption of
the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program (EAP) SANDAG is currently focusing resources on implementation of the highest priority projects as
identified in the EAP. When the Regional Bike Plan is updated in the future suggested changes to the network will be considered comprehensively to
maintain the integrity of network connectivity.

Web
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Joseph Nevins

My comment is regarding the 78 flyover issue and the I-5 expansion.
I'm well aware of the stated goals that Caltrans has undertaken to
achieve concerning vehicle miles reduction, air quality, etcetera,
etcetera and also that SANDAG is undertaken similar goals and yet, we
see this project is in direct conflict and contradictory goals. Now, not
only is the project contradictory to the stated goals and objectives of
both SANDAG and Caltrans, but having lost in court twice, the
agencies are continuing to press on and continue in a manner where
they assume the public is going to finally accept it, where they assume,
it seems by their presentations that they've already committed to this
project, even though they've lost twice in court and it's contrary and in
direct conflict of the stated goals in both department and organization.

The I-5/SR 78 interchange improvements to be implemented by Caltrans are included in the Draft Regional Plan. The project is part of the system of
transportation network improvements that helps achieve the Regional Plan’s goals and objectives as described Plan Chapter 1. Caltrans and SANDAG
are two separate and independent agencies, and SANDAG cannot speak for Caltrans. SANDAG itself has no pending litigation concerning this project.
If the commenter is referring to the litigation concerning the EIR for its 2050 RTP/SCS, that matter remains unresolved as it is pending before the
California Supreme Court.

Court
Reporter

As to the commenter’s request regarding a conflict of interest investigation by the Attorney General’s Office, SANDAG has no knowledge of any
inappropriate conflict of interest or corruption on the part of its staff, contractors ,or members of the Board of Directors. SANDAG staff and Board
members are required to undergo state-approved ethics training every two years and to fill out disclosures of financial interests on an annual basis,
which are provided to the County of San Diego.

So what I'd like SANDAG and the member cities to do, is request from
Attorney General Harris, an investigation into whether or not there may
be some conflict of interest among staff and potential contractors or
Members of the Board or Directors and in particular, District 11, seems
to be an outlier and not in compliance with Caltrans's overall goals and
the other projects that are going out throughout the State. And so, I
urge the Members of SANDAG to request an investigation by the State
Attorney General into whether or not there may be corruption; corrupt
practices or illegal conflicts of interest.
645

Joseph Timmons

More light rail, less highway. Light rail from Point Loma through the
airport through Hillcrest and Balboa Park/the Zoo and terminate at
Naval Balboa Hospital.

Several new light rail lines are included in the Draft Regional Plan and much of the highway improvements are focused on Managed Lanes and not
additional main travel lanes. Managed Lanes facilities are focused on providing priority access to alternatives to driving alone (transit, carpooling, and
vanpooling) that enable them to bypass congested main lanes.
Access to the airport is focused on the north side improvements along the existing rail corridor. An Intermodal Transportation Center located just south
of the Washington St trolley station is proposed in the Draft Regional Plan. This center would be served by Trolley, COASTER, Amtrak, local buses, and
the proposed California High Speed Rail Line. An elevated walkway connection to the north side of the airport would provide access to a free onairport shuttle connecting to the passenger terminals. A first phase improvement, planned for completion in mid-2016, will provide an enhanced
pedestrian connection to the airport shuttle from the existing Middletown station.
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Judd Curran
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The draft Regional Plan fails to recognize that San Diegans need and
want a TRANSIT-FIRST alternative. Pedestrian, bicycle, and transit must
be the top funding priority, and TransNet funds should be shifted away
from freeway and Rapid bus lane expansion and into pedestrian,
bicycle, and rail transit alternatives. This should be not only the top
priority for SANDAG to meet the needs of San Diegans, but also to
meet the mandated California clean-air greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets as highlighted by the recent successful Sierra Club
Lawsuit, and soon-to-be successful Cleveland National Forest
Foundation lawsuit. Why wait for the decision to be made, when it's
the right thing to do for San Diegans and Californians as well. SANDAG
must stop playing favor to powerful special interest groups and
developers, and start doing what's right for the San Diegans they have
a responsibility to serve.

The Draft Regional Plan dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any previous RTP. The Draft Plan creates a wide
range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the
specific projects included in the Draft Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple transportation modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit. For
example, new trolley lines include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike
lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and
carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new trolley and
Rapid lines, and creates network of ten-minute all day service on existing trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be
a key element in meeting our future mobility needs.

Web

SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle,
and rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be
used to complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of SANDAG’s discretionary state and federal funds are
used to match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet
transit projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet capital projects approved by
the voters. Managed Lane revenues are used to help fund transit service, and managed lanes are necessary to make the Plan’s investments in Rapid
bus service competitive with cars.
Regarding GHG targets, the only mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 per capita GHG emission
reduction targets for passenger vehicles. The Draft Plan exceeds these targets. The CNFF Court of Appeal decision referenced by commenter (and now
depublished) called for a comparison between the proposed Plan’s emissions and the state’s 2050 GHG reduction goal, and an assessment of whether
the RTP/SCS emissions are consistent with the state goal. The Court of Appeal expressly noted there was no statute or regulation translating the
Executive Order’s goals into comparable regional GHG reduction targets.
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Judi Potter

My concern is regarding clean air in the high density areas and high
density housing areas. I live right next to the COASTER and Amtrak and
Metro lines. It runs right under my bedroom window and I knew that
when I moved in, so it's not a problem. I'm concerned about the future
because that platform is going to be extended right under my bedroom
window. I'm worried about air quality going forward and what's going
to be done to mitigate any issues or try to making that situation better
in the future. I guess the noise quality (along the COASTER/Amtrak line)
is also a concern, but my biggest concern is air quality. Obviously the
trains make a lot of noise when my doors are closed. It's not too bad. I
sleep through it. My guests sleep through it, but it's loud, so noise is
the concern but I'm more concerned about the quality of the air that I
breathe and everybody else. And that's going to be an issue, you
know, in other high density areas and there are quite a number of
them that are coming in the future.

Existing COASTER vehicles are compliant with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards. NCTD will be undergoing a complete refurbishment
of the locomotive fleet in the next few years. As part of the refurbishment project, NCTD will evaluate emissions reduction equipment and will install
such equipment as feasible. As part of NCTD's long term plans, when vehicle replacements are considered, additional technologies will be explored to
further reduce emissions.
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Karen Carlson
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In our review of the San Diego Forward Plan, there does not appear to
be any significant reference or weight given to the enacted County
Master Trails Plan. This plan was designed to connect communities on
both a pathway and off-road basis, enabling citizens to use nonmotorized transport to reach live/work/play destinations. I would think
it should be an integral part of your forward planning as it specifically
states it is to be the implementing document!

We will incorporate the County Regional Trails Plan into Figure A.14 in the final version of the Plan.

Email

Local streets are under the purview of local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff at the County of San Diego.

Letter

What happened?
http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/parks/trails.html
On January 12, 2005, the San Diego County Board of Supervisors
unanimously approved the adoption of the County Trails Program and
the Community Trails Master Plan (CTMP). The County Trails Program
will be utilized to develop a system of interconnected regional and
community trails and pathways. These trails and pathways are intended
to address an established public need for recreation and transportation,
but will also provide health and quality of life benefits associated with
hiking, mountain biking, and horseback riding throughout the County's
biologically diverse environments. The County Trails Program involves
both trail development and management on public, semi-public, and
private lands. The Community Trails Master Plan will be the
implementing document for the trails program and contains adopted
individual community trails and pathways plans.
You must utilize the trails plan in the overall transportation network.
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Ken Brennecke

Proposed Ramona Street Extension
The proposed Ramona Street extension has a projected completion
date of 2035 in the draft San Diego Forward document. There are so
many problems associated with this project and such vigorous
opposition to it that we doubt it will ever be seriously reconsidered.
Most of the major objections to this plan are outlined in the
accompanying document Report to SANDAG on the Infeasibility of the
Proposed Ramona Street Extension Project, August 27th, 2012. This
document will be updated periodically to reflect additional objections
as they are discovered. Presently, there are six additional problems not
covered in the document.
The original concept for this area was merely a wagon trail over the hill
and was added to the Ramona road plan without any referral to this
original intent. The County in trying to respond to the Ramona
Community Planning Group created 4 designs over a period of 5 years
at a cost of $885,300; none of which has addressed the complex
difficulties associated with cutting a swath up to 20 feet deep through
this hillside. The current community responses to all these County
efforts is also included in the 2012 report to SANDAG.
It can be concluded that these difficulties became so self-evident that
the funds for further efforts on this project were allowed to be diverted
entirely to the Dye Road/Highway 67 intersection project.
Finally, all baseline studies that had been accomplished in the past in
support of this proposed roadway are no longer usable and will have to
be entirely redone and it can be expected that strong community
opposition to this street extension will not abate and will lead to its
removal from all consideration in the future.
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Ken Brennecke
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Proposed Dye Road Extension

Local streets are under the purview of local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff at the County of San Diego. Maps that show local
streets and roads reflect the adopted circulation or mobility elements of the local jurisdictions.

Letter

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes.

Web

The proposed Dye Road extension is the second leg of the proposed
Southern Bypass that would skirt traffic around the Ramona business
district but would completely destroy the last rural enclave in Ramona –
the southern valley. All phases of the proposed Southern Bypass have
consistently been opposed by the Ramona community members.
In January 2015, a major review of the four segments of this bypass
were thoroughly evaluated by the Trails and Transportation
Subcommittee of the Ramona Community Planning Group,
accompanied by a strong public outcry against this proposal. All four
segments of this bypass were soundly rejected and the matter
forwarded to the Ramona Community Planning Group. The Planning
Group reinstated the second leg (proposed Dye Road extension) by the
margin of only one vote.
The contentious of this project guarantees vigorous opposition in the
future and begs the question of what value this very costly proposed
project will ever provide to the community. The original rationale for
this proposed Dye Road extension was that there were too many
accidents on the corners of Dye Road and Ramona Street and also at
Warnock Drive and Ramona Street. However, a careful review of the
available data showed that not to be the case and it is noteworthy that
there never has been a serious accident at either of these intersections.
Since that was pointed out, there have been no proponents for this
project.
Maps 55, 56, 57, 61 and 65 of the San Diego Forward Draft need to be
corrected to reflect the deletion of segments 1, 3, and 4 of the
proposed Southern Bypass.
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Lael Montgomery

I share concerns with the Cleveland National Forest Foundation, Sierra
Club and others that the draft plan does not change spending
allocations or look at real alternatives. Thus it seems to be facing
backward at the past toward expanding and adding freeways than it is
facing forward into the future.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investments proposed in the Draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is
proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit. The Draft Regional Plan calls for five new trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services,
continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three
new intermodal transit centers. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
The Draft EIR examines many alternatives to the proposed Plan. The eight alternatives evaluated in detail include alternatives with features suggested
by the public such as a greater emphasis on transit projects, accelerating transit investments to the first ten years of the Plan, delaying or eliminating
highway and managed lane investments, and planning for a modified, more compact land use pattern. The Board of Directors will consider the
comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
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Lael Montgomery

Recently an appellate court ruled that the last Regional Transportation
Plan SANDAG completed needed to include health impact assessments
for expanding our freeway system and the State Supreme Court said it
would not review this issue, essentially letting the ruling stand. These
are assessments that other regional planning organizations in Calif.
have done. Does SD Forward include such assessments? Does SANDAG
have data on how many more asthma and cancer cases will result from
the expansion of our freeways?

SANDAG completed a Health Risk Assessment (HRA) on the Environmental Impact Report for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. The Health Risk
Assessment identified both cancer and non-cancer health risks. The SANDAG Healthy Communities Atlas, completed in 2012, has a regional map on
Air Quality showing communities located within 500 feet high traffic roads or 1/4 mile of rail yards and ports. The data is aggregated at the Census
Block Group Level.
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Lael Montgomery
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SANDAG has the ability to reallocate our local TransNet Transportation
Tax funds and for the past eight years members of the community have
asked that an alternative plan be developed with the regional freeway
portion of that fund be used for transit, does SD Forward include such
an alternative? If not, how are we to know this is the best plan for our
future?

SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle,
and rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be
used to complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of SANDAG’s discretionary state and federal funds are
used to match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet
transit projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet .capital projects approved by
the voters.

Web

Also, redirecting funds from Managed Lanes to additional transit investments transit would jeopardize the proposed plan’s existing transit investments.
Managed Lanes are necessary to support the proposed Plan’s transit investments and make them successful. Managed lane revenues are used to
support transit service, and managed lanes are necessary to make the Plan’s investments in Rapid bus service competitive with cars.
The Draft EIR does look at many alternatives to the proposed Plan. The eight alternatives evaluated in detail include alternatives with features
suggested by the public such as a greater emphasis on transit projects, accelerating transit investments to the first ten years of the Plan, delaying or
eliminating highway and managed lane investments, and planning for a modified, more compact land use pattern. The Board of Directors will consider
the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
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Lael Montgomery

Lael Montgomery

Many people have pointed out during the early phases of developing
this plan that we can save a lot of money, protect our environment and
air quality if we used our existing lanes for the Bus Rapid Transit lines
and managed lanes rather than build new lanes. Other regions in
California have done this. Does this plan consider such an alternative so
that we can redirect billions of dollars from such construction towards
better forms of transportation?

The Draft Regional Plan includes Managed Lane improvements to be incorporated on corridors with substantial traffic congestion to support carpools,
transit services, and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the I-15 corridor). Net revenues from those fees help support transit operations along the
corridor.

The plan points out that we need to reduce vehicle miles traveled
(VMT) from current levels by significant percentages both on a per
capita and overall basis if we are to meet our green house gas
reduction targets for 2020, 2035 and 2050. Why then are we planning
to increase the number of lanes, including Managed Lanes and
roadways costing billions of dollars and doing so in the next 10-20
years when need fewer cars on the roads?

The Draft EIR’s transportation and GHG impact analyses demonstrate that future GHG emissions reductions can be achieved from the transportation
sector without proportionate reductions in VMT. In 2050, total annual VMT is projected to increase by approximately 20 percent, but total on-road
GHG emissions are projected to decrease, by 61 percent (Table 4.8-8, p. 4.8-24).

Web

The Draft EIR evaluates four alternatives that would convert General Purpose lanes to Managed Lanes, Alternatives 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D. The Board of
Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.

Web

The Draft Regional Plan meets the per capita greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets for passenger vehicles established by the California Air
Resources Board for 2020 and 2035 and will reduce per capita VMT. The draft Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation
choices to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. Planned roadway improvements will
increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system and the Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access
to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize
Managed Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with
the Interstate 15 corridor. In order to provide these transportation choices and make the transportation network work as a whole, Managed Lanes are
needed.
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Lael Montgomery

Don’t current studies between the relationship of adding lanes and
auto traffic show that adding lanes only cause more congestion rather
than reducing it and that we will end up with more cars rather than
fewer? (called "induced demand")

The issue of congestion is evaluated in the Draft Regional Plan and the Draft EIR by analyzing both peak-period travel time to work as well as daily
vehicle delay per capita. The performance results show that both of these categories stay essentially flat without increasing congestion from now
through 2050. Based on this analysis, the Draft EIR (ImpactT-2) concludes that the proposed Plan’s increase in lane miles would not induce substantial
vehicle travel.

Web
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Lael Montgomery

Is there a transit first alternative that doesn’t include any future freeway
expansion and instead focuses investments on transit, bike and walk
infrastructure? Why wasn't there a serious consideration of a transit
first alternative like the 50-10 Transit Plan?

While the Draft Regional Plan proposes freeway improvements, most of them are part of the strategy to create a network of Managed Lanes that
provides priority access for our Rapid routes as well as carpooling/vanpooling. It is important to note that, while increasing transit investments is a key
component of the draft Plan, there are many areas of the region where transit is not a cost-effective investment (especially areas with low density,
auto-oriented land uses). In those areas, carpooling, vanpooling, and bicycling are a more realistic alternatives.

Web
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Lael Montgomery

SD Forward purports congestion relief as a guiding goal. This presumes
cars are the only form of transportation that matters. Instead, shouldn’t
the goal be to develop an effective transportation system for people
and goods that will also improve our health, economy, quality of life
and environment? Shouldn't SANDAG be showing through the
modeling different alternatives how we can best achieve that goal?

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both
new trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas.
Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Web

During the development of the transportation network, several alternatives were considered based on the resulting performance of the system. While
congestion (expressed as daily vehicle delay) was one of the factors evaluated, there also were nine other performance measures involved in the
process including the use of non-motorized modes, improved connections, benefits to the economy, safety, job access and air quality, among others.
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LeAnna Zevely

It is extremely disappointing that the SANDAG Board of Directors and
staff have ignored the community input received at SANDAG Board
meetings since the Draft Regional Plan was presented to the
community in 2011. A third option has been requested for
consideration by the Board and staff at every public opportunity, which
is to reduce increasing levels of greenhouse emissions through
increasing investment in light rail transit throughout the region. It
appears our requests have been summarily dismissed. Indeed, a huge
disappointment and an opportunity missed.

The Draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Draft Regional Plan contains a rich network of
both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley , Rapid, and local bus services in urban
areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Web

Linda Sills

I just received the newsletter regarding comments on the "San Diego"
forward plans, so I am taking this opportunity to state my views.

We appreciate your review of the Draft Regional Plan.

Email

This comment does not appear to address any specific contents of the Draft Regional Plan. The Draft Regional Plan addresses both efforts to reduce
GHG emissions as well as prepare for impacts of climate change. The efforts to reduce GHG emissions also align with other policy goals related to
public health, clean air, and economics. The Draft Regional Plan recognizes that climate impacts are likely to occur despite efforts to reduce GHG
emissions and describes efforts in the region to prepare for impacts such as sea level rise, increased heat waves and wildfires, and impacts to habitat.

Web

First of all, I have studied Agenda 21-Sustainable Development for 6
years now, and what you are saying on Your web site, is the exact
same thing. All of this garbage comes from the ideology of Karl Marx.
In other words perhaps something you might be able to understand:
Communism.
I will stand against all of this stuff with every fiber of my being. As soon
as I can get out of the state of California, I will be gone.
Further, I will attempt to educate the public on the truth of this
garbage, every day for the rest of my life.
661

Linda Sills

Ian Rutherford Plimer is an Australian geologist, professor emeritus of
earth sciences at the University of Melbourne, professor of mining
geology at the University of Adelaide, and the director of multiple
mineral exploration and mining companies. He has published 130
scientific papers, six books and edited the Encyclopedia of Geology.
Born 12 February 1946 (age 68) Residence Australia Nationality
Australian Fields Earth Science , Geology, Mining Engineering
Institutions University of New England, University of Newcastle,
University of Melbourne, University of Adelaide Alma mater University
of New South Wales, Macquarie University Thesis The pipe deposits of
tungsten-molybdenum-bismuth in eastern Australia(1976) Notable
Awards Eureka Prize(1995,2002),Centenary Medal(2003), Clarke Medal
(2004) Where Does the Carbon Dioxide Really Come From? PLIMER:
"Okay, here's the bombshell. The recent volcanic eruption in Iceland .
Since its first spewing of volcanic ash has, in just FOUR DAYS,
NEGATED EVERY SINGLE EFFORT you have made in the past five years
to control CO2 emissions on our planet - all of you. Of course, you
know about this evil carbon dioxide that we are trying to suppress - it’s
that vital chemical compound that every plant requires to live and grow
and to synthesize into oxygen for us humans and all animal life. I
know....it's very disheartening to realize that all of the carbon emission
savings you have accomplished while suffering the inconvenience and
expense of driving Prius hybrids, buying fabric grocery bags, sitting up
till midnight to finish your kids "The Green Revolution" science project,
throwing out all of your non-green cleaning supplies, using only two
squares of toilet paper, putting a brick in your toilet tank reservoir,
selling your SUV and speedboat, vacationing at home instead of
abroad, nearly getting hit every day on your bicycle, replacing all of
your 50p light bulbs with £5 light bulbs ..... well, all of those things you
have done have all gone down the tubes in just four days. The volcanic
ash emitted into the Earth's atmosphere in just four days - yes, FOUR
DAYS - by that volcano in Iceland has totally erased every single effort
you have made to reduce the evil beast, carbon.
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Linda Sills

There are around 200 active volcanoes on the planet spewing out this
crud (CO2) at any one time - EVERY DAY. I don't really want to rain on
your parade too much, but I should mention that when the volcano
Mt. Pinatubo erupted in the Philippines in 1991, it spewed out more
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere than the entire human race had
emitted in all its years on earth. Yes, folks, Mt. Pinatubo was active for
over one year - think about it!!!! Of course, I shouldn't spoil this
'touchy-feely tree-hugging' moment and mention the effect of solar
and cosmic activity and the well-recognized 800-year global heating
and cooling cycle, which keeps happening despite our completely
insignificant efforts to affect climate change. And I do wish I had a
silver lining to this volcanic ash cloud, but the fact of the matter is that
the brush fire season across the western USA and Australia this year
alone will negate your efforts to reduce carbon in our world for the
next two to three years. And it happens every year. Just remember that
your government just tried to impose a whopping carbon tax on you,
on the basis of the bogus 'human-caused' climate-change scenario.
Hey, isn’t it interesting how they don’t mention 'Global Warming'
anymore, but just 'Climate Change' - you know why? It’s because the
planet has COOLED by 0.7 degrees in the past few years and these
global warming bull artists got caught with their pants down. just keep
in mind that you might yet have an Emissions Trading Scheme - that
whopping new tax - imposed on you that will achieve absolutely
nothing except make you poorer.

The Draft Regional Plan addresses both efforts to reduce GHG emissions from human-made sources as well as prepare for impacts of climate change.
The efforts to reduce GHG emissions also align with other policy goals related to public health, air pollution, and economics. The Draft Regional Plan
recognizes that climate impacts are likely to occur despite efforts to reduce GHG emissions and describes efforts in the region to prepare for impacts
such as sea level rise, increased heat waves and wildfires, and impacts to habitat.

Web
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M. Wal

I think it's stupid to keep spending money on painting useless bike
lanes everywhere and proposing ideas like the Draft Regional Plan.
You're going to spend all of this money on expanding the 94 and not
fix any of the real issues with transportation in San Diego. Why not fix
the entrances and exits to the 94 that hardly give drivers any time to
merge onto the freeway? Or fix all of the damaged street surfaces?

Realigning ramps or interchanges are generally done as part of larger capital projects such as the SR 94 Express Lanes. The Draft Regional Plan
includes funding to maintain and rehabilitate state highways. Caltrans has a "fix it first" approach to keeping facilities in good state of repair.

Web
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Marcus Bush

SANDAG put in the Blue Line Express in the last RTP and then they took
it out for this plan and I want them to put it back in. So that, number
1, the Purple Line, Route 562 is a real good project. I'm really excited
about it and it'll help connect people in the South Bay to the good
paying jobs in Kearny Mesa, so it's a really good project.

The Blue Line Express, while attracting high ridership, would be expensive to construct given the limited right-of-way available along the corridor for
station widening and the need for a trolley tunnel downtown to handle the additional trains. It was deemed more cost effective to advance the Purple
Line Rt 562 project and implement Rapid services along the I-5 corridor that would provide limited stop service to downtown. SANDAG will include a
National City stop along this route (Rapid 640) to provide access to National City with connections to existing Blue Line Trolley. Addionally, this route
can be implemented much earlier than Express Trolley given the lower cost, as shown in the phasing table (Table A.2) in Appendix A. The Rapid service
also is better suited to longer distances and can provide faster service than the Express Trolley, thereby providing an auto-equivalent transit trip from
National City to Downtown San Diego and Kerny Mesa.

Court
Reporter
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Marcus Bush

It's cheaper to do a Blue Line Express than the proposed BRT and I-5
freeway expansion project, so it's actually cheaper in SANDAG's
figures.

The Blue Line Express would be very expensive to construct given the limited right-of-way available along the corridor for station widening and the
need for a trolley tunnel downtown to handle the additional trains. It was deemed more cost effective to advance the Purple Line Rt 562 project and
implement Rapid services along the I-5 corridor that would provide limited stop service to downtown. Managed Lanes would be added to I-5 to
provide priority access for Rapid services and carpools/van pools. Additionally, Managed Lanes also will facilitate travel by carpools and vanpools and
not not planned solely for the use of transit vehicles. The I-5 general purpose lane project ranked well (#4 out of 37) due to bottleneck conditions that
occur on this segment between State Route 54 and SR 15 due to merging and additional traffic volumes from those facilities.

Court
Reporter
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Marcus Bush

SANDAG put in the Blue Line Express Trolley in a previous RTP. It has
been taken out for this plan and I want it to be put it back in. It's
cheaper to do a Blue Line Express Trolley than the proposed BRT and I5 Freeway expansion project.

The Blue Line Express, while attracting high ridership, would be expensive to construct given the limited right-of-way available along the corridor for
station widening and the need for a trolley tunnel downtown to handle the additional trains. It was deemed more cost effective to advance the Purple
Line Rt 562 project and implement Rapid services along the I-5 corridor that would provide limited stop service to downtown. SANDAG will include a
National City stop along this route (Rapid 640) to provide access to National City with connections to existing Blue Line Trolley. Addionally, this route
can be implemented much earlier than Express Trolley given the lower cost, as shown in the phasing table (Table A.2) in Appendix A. The Rapid service
also is better suited to longer distances and can provide faster service than the Express Trolley, thereby providing an auto-equivalent transit trip from
National City to Downtown San Diego and Kerny Mesa.

Court
Reporter
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Marcus Bush

So that, No 1, the Purple Line, Route 562 is a really good project. I'm
really excited about it and it'll help connect people in the South Bay to
the good paying jobs in Kearny Mesa, so it's a really good project.

Thank you for your interest in this important project. The initial planning studies for Route 562 will begin later this year.

Court
Reporter
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Marcy Bonham

I could Cut my Trash Pick-up to BI-Weekly. Fix the streets w/the money
saved.

Trash pick-up is facilitated by the local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff in the City of San Diego’s Environmental Services
Department.

Web
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Marcy Bonham

Are you aware that UNLIKE some Other neighborhoods, Azalea Park
has NO street signs posting WHEN our streets are going to be cleaned.
Don't need a Bunch, but just a Few would be nice. That's part of the
reason others think of our "poor" neighborhood- we "don't take care
of what we have." THEY don't have to FIGURE OUT WHEN the truck
will come, like We do!

Street cleaning and street cleaning signs are controlled by the local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff in the City of San Diego’s
Environmental Services Department.

Web
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Matthew Fedder

The 2050 Regional Transit Plan had significantly different plans for the
Trolley, in both its proposed projects and phasing of those projects. Of
particular interest to me is the elimination of a Trolley connection
through Carroll Canyon. In the 2050 RTP plan, this was listed as the
first project that would be pursued (with a 2035 targeted completion
date under the staging of the revenue constrained scenario), while the
"Forward" plan eliminates it entirely, instead terminating with a
COASTER connection. What was the reason for this change? Has
SANDAG undertaken to discuss this shift in priorities with the Mira
Mesa Town Council Planning Board? If so, what were their
recommendations? If not, why was their input not sought?

Further analysis showed that other proposed Trolley lines had a higher overall ranking based on the various criteria we evaluated, most notably in the
categories of ridership and cost effectiveness than the proposed line to Mira Mesa. The first segment of a Trolley line to Mira Mesa (UTC to Sorrento
Mesa) did rank high because that segment had high ridership and cost effectiveness relative to the segment between Sorrento Mesa and Mira Mesa.
We have not eliminated the Mira Mesa segment as it is still in the Unconstrained Plan; there are not sufficient revenues available to include it in the
Revenue Constrained Plan. The corridor from UTC to Mira Mesa is served by the new Rapid 237 service. Comments on the draft networks scenarios
were solicited in August 2014. Public workshops were held in May to solicit input on the draft San Diego Forward plan.

Web
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Melinda Nyikos

In general my thoughts are as a resident of Mission Hills and also very
much affected as our home is on the corner of Hawk and University one block east of the Washington ramp that is at Ibis and University. I
am writing to express my dismay to only have sharrows on most of
University. As SANDAG stated, University is carrying far more traffic
than it was designed for and the traffic speeds are extremely
dangerous, not just as a community but trying to support a bicycle
corridor - it's only going to get more dangerous. The traffic deteriorates
the quality of life for all here - not just with speeding cars, noise but
the bumper-to-bumper traffic it brings to this beautiful and small
neighborhood. Those who spoke against the plan do not live
on/around University and do NOT speak for all of Mission Hills, let
alone the majority. I fear it will take a horrible accident to do what's
right here. Please reconsider the west end of University to make us all
safe! Let's bring back the calm residential street University once was.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Thank you for your comment and support of the Uptown Bikeways Project. Traffic calming where feasible continues to be a part of the project along
this stretch of University Avenue.

Web
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Michael Burkart

This Regional Plan totally misses the mark in terms of the needs of our
community. The plan favors freeway expansion over a transit-first
approach, leaving San Diego destined to live with traffic congestion,
poor air quality, and high greenhouse gas emissions in perpetuity. This
Regional Plan fails AB32 requirements. To make matters worse,
Governor Brown has just mandated more -- a 40% cut in greenhouse
gas emissions by 2030. In order to follow the law and do what is right
for San Diego, TransNet funds must abandon freeway and Rapid bus
lane expansion to create a TRUE transit-first strategy.

The Draft Regional Plan creates a wide range of transportation alternatives to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling,
bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Draft Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives.
Public transit projects account for half of the investment plan in the Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for services
and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued COASTER double
tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new intermodal transit
centers.

Web

The only mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 per capita GHG emission reduction targets for
passenger vehicles. The Draft Regional Plan exceeds these targets. The Draft EIR (Impact GHG-2) demonstrates that the proposed Plan would not
conflict with the State’s ability to achieve the AB 32 target of reducing statewide GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020. Although the Draft EIR
compares the proposed Plan’s GHG reductions to a 2030 regional reference point based on Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-30-15, there is no
mandate for the proposed Plan to “comply” with the EO state GHG reduction goal.
SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle,
and rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be
used to complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of SANDAG’s discretionary state and federal funds are
used to match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet
transit projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet capital projects approved by
the voters.
Also, redirecting funds from Managed Lanes to additional transit investments would jeopardize the Draft Plan’s existing transit investments. Managed
lanes are necessary to support the proposed Plan’s transit investments and make them successful. Managed lane revenues are used to support transit
service, and managed lanes are necessary to make the Plan’s investments in Rapid bus service competitive with cars.
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this important
project. To put it simply, the plan focuses too heavily on highway
expansion. San Diego already has an extensive system of highways and
arterial roads. The problem is that so many people want to use them at
the exact same time: weekdays at 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Building more
roads is very expensive: Highway projects and connector roads in the
proposed plan would consume the majority of funding, and would
require much more for maintenance and rehabilitation. This continued
focus on highway expansion will generate new trips that lead to yet
more people stuck in traffic. SANDAG should change its focus to the
following: Focus on reducing vehicle miles of travel: SANDAG’s plan
focuses too much on relieving congestion. Instead, it should work to
reduce vehicle travel in general.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the proposed investments in the Draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is
proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services,
continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three
new intermodal transit centers.

Web

Highway improvements (including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational improvements) complement and complete the existing highway
network. Planned improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system. The Regional Plan includes a robust system of
Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are
provided the opportunity to utilize Express or Managed Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services
along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.
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Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on this important
project. To put it simply, the plan focuses too heavily on highway
expansion. San Diego already has an extensive system of highways and
arterial roads. The problem is that so many people want to use them at
the exact same time: weekdays at 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Building more
roads is very expensive: Highway projects and connector roads in the
proposed plan would consume the majority of funding, and would
require much more for maintenance and rehabilitation. This continued
focus on highway expansion will generate new trips that lead to yet
more people stuck in traffic. SANDAG should change its focus to the
following: Focus on reducing vehicle miles of travel: SANDAG’s plan
focuses too much on relieving congestion. Instead, it should work to
reduce vehicle travel in general. Change land use projections: The San
Diego region is predicted to grow in a more walkable, compact way
than just a few years ago. Yet there is still a significant amount of job
and housing sprawl projected; much of it supported with SANDAG
investments. SANDAG can do more to change its focus to accelerate
smart growth, such as setting aside a portion of its sales tax funding
that repairs local streets and roads to reward local jurisdictions that
accommodate a significant portion of the region’s affordable homes
and density. Spend the same amount- just change the priorities:
Building more public transit early means additional funds will be
needed to operate them. While this transit should be prioritized and
“front loaded”, it means SANDAG should find areas to reduce costs so
that the plan remains financially viable. Identifying road expansions to
delay, scale back or eliminate will be critical. Expand highway capacity,
without widening roads. SANDAG has done an excellent job expanding
vanpooling in the region, which works well to bring commuters from
spread-out suburbs to central work locations. The agency proposes
expanding vanpools and its network of commuter buses. But the
success of these services depends on free-flowing lanes. This could be
accomplished by converting select general purpose lanes to Express
(aka HOT) Lanes, and use the revenue for transit and vanpooling,
before costly (road) expansions. This would save money, reduce
environmental impact and free up funds to put toward better
transportation choices. Dramatically expand demand management
strategies. From car-sharing to free transit pass programs to subsidizing
the vanpool program, reducing demand works is one of the least
expensive ways to achieve greenhouse gas reductions and achieve true
congestion relief. Smarter parking management is another area of
great opportunity. These programs will be key for reducing the demand
for road expansion. The Bay Area’s Metropolitan Transportation
Commission anticipates a reduction of roughly 2 percent from a
massive expansion of car-sharing alone, and recently put out a call for
projects to jump-start that. (Importantly, the grants are prioritized for
the cities taking on the most housing growth.) To conclude, in order to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions and encourage resident use of public
transit- SANDAG should complete public transit expansions prior to
highway expansions. We do not need to encourage vehicle miles,
rather encourage use of transit. Investing in a well-funded transit
system will offer a myriad of benefits, including attracting welleducated workforce, reduce GHG emissions, improve quality of life for
citizens and reduce transit costs. Funding more highway expansions
creates a highly probable outcome- more cars and GHG emissions as
well as lower quality of life. Our region needs significant investment to
create a world-class transit system- not more highway expansions.
SANDAG must use its resources to make a plan that can create a truly
sustainable, affordable future for all San Diegans.

The Draft Regional Plan creates a wide range of transportation alternatives to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling,
bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Draft Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives.
Public transit projects account for half of the investment plan in the Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for services
and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued COASTER double
tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new intermodal transit
centers.

Web

The Plan shows a reduction in VMT per capita through the development of a transportation network that offers more choices and through
implementation of land use decisions that have been made by the cities and County to develop mostly within their existing boundaries. Total VMT
increases due to the impacts of population growth with the addition of about a million new people and a half million new jobs by 2050.
The Regional Plan incorporates Managed Lane/High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) improvements on corridors with substantial traffic congestion to support
carpools, transit services, and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the I-15 corridor). Conversion of general purpose lanes to create additional
Managed/HOV lanes would be governed by federal and state laws and regulations, Also, several alternatives evaluated in the Draft EIR (5A, 5B,5C, and
5D) convert general purpose lanes to managed lanes that support carpools. The Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits of the
alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
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Expand highway capacity, without widening roads. SANDAG has done
an excellent job expanding vanpooling in the region, which works well
to bring commuters from spread-out suburbs to central work locations.
The agency proposes expanding vanpools and its network of commuter
buses. But the success of these services depends on free-flowing lanes.
This could be accomplished by converting select general purpose lanes
to Express (aka HOT) Lanes, and use the revenue for transit and
vanpooling, before costly (road) expansions. This would save money,
reduce environmental impact and free up funds to put toward better
transportation choices.

Throughout the life of the Plan, Managed Lane improvements will be incorporated on corridors with substantial traffic congestion to support vanpools,
carpools, transit services, and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the I-15 corridor). Net revenues from those fees help support transit operations
along the corridor.

Web

Dramatically expand demand management strategies. From car-sharing
to free transit pass programs to subsidizing the vanpool program,
reducing demand works is one of the least expensive ways to achieve
greenhouse gas reductions and achieve true congestion relief. Smarter
parking management is another area of great opportunity. These
programs will be key for reducing the demand for road expansion. The
Bay Area’s Metropolitan Transportation Commission anticipates a
reduction of roughly 2 percent from a massive expansion of car-sharing
alone, and recently put out a call for projects to jump-start that.
(Importantly, the grants are prioritized for the cities taking on the most
housing growth.)

SANDAG currently offers a comprehensive transportation demand management (TDM) program known as iCommute to help reduce traffic congestion
by encouraging the use of transportation alternatives. This includes educating the public on their transportation choices and providing incentives and
support for vanpooling, carpooling, transit, biking, walking, and teleworking. iCommute is currently piloting Try Transit, an employer benefit program
that provides eligible employees with a 30-Day Pass to try one of the many transit choices in the San Diego region. Employers located within one-half
mile of a transit stop may be eligible to participate. iCommute also offers complimentary ridematching and trip planning services. Commuters can use
these tools to find carpools and vanpools traveling in the same direction allowing them to save time and money in their daily commute. The Regional
Vanpool Program provides a subsidy of up to $400 per month for eligible vanpools to off-set the cost of the vehicle lease. More information on these
services can be found at 511sd.com/iCommute.

The Draft EIR evaluates four alternatives that would convert General Purpose lanes to Managed Lanes, Alternatives 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D. The Board of
Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
SANDAG will continue to subsidize and promote vanpooling in the region. SD Forward: The Regional Plan calls for continued growth in the Regional
Vanpool Program with a 13 percent increase by 2020, a 62 percent increase by 2035, and a 110 percent increase by 2050.

Web

Additionally, SANDAG is developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend improvements,
conceptual designs, and implementation options for different communities served by high-frequency transit in the San Diego region. A wide range of
new and emerging shared mobility services (e.g. carshare, bikeshare, scootershare, on-demand shuttles) will be evaluated and incorporated to provide
residents, employees, and visitors with a range of convenient travel options. Mobility hub locations will be prioritized based on a variety of factors
including the mix of land uses and the type and frequency of available transit service. Smart growth opportunity areas will also be leveraged to identify
viable sites for mobility hub investments. Pilot projects will be implemented to demonstrate how mobility hub concepts can be incorporated at both
new and existing transit stations. Availability of funding through the life of the Regional Plan allows for the implementation of up to 20 mobility hubs
by 2035. SANDAG aims to explore additional mobility hub implementation funding opportunities through federal and state grants in addition to
public-private partnerships.
While parking management decisions lie with local jurisdictions, SANDAG provides resources and tools to support local jurisdictions with proactive
parking management efforts. SANDAG recently completed a Regional Parking Management Toolbox to assist staff and policy makers from local
jurisdictions with developing comprehensive parking management programs rooted in data collection and analysis. SANDAG will continue to assist
local jurisdictions with the development and implementation of parking management programs that encourage TOD, support economic development,
and expand transportation choices. More information on the Regional Parking Management Toolbox can be found
onhttp://www.sdforward.com/mobility-planning/parking-toolbox.
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Michael Wonsidler

Michael Wonsidler

Spend the same amount- just change the priorities: Building more
public transit early means additional funds will be needed to operate
them. While this transit should be prioritized and “front loaded”, it
means SANDAG should find areas to reduce costs so that the plan
remains financially viable. Identifying road expansions to delay, scale
back or eliminate will be critical.

The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes.

Change land use projections: The San Diego region is predicted to
grow in a more walkable, compact way than just a few years ago. Yet
there is still a significant amount of job and housing sprawl projected;
much of it supported with SANDAG investments. SANDAG can do
more to change its focus to accelerate smart growth, such as setting
aside a portion of its sales tax funding that repairs local streets and
roads to reward local jurisdictions that accommodate a significant
portion of the region’s affordable homes and density.

As described in Chapter 5, the Regional Plan calls for using federal, state, regional, and local transportation funds, in conjunction with locallygenerated incentives, as catalysts to promote smart growth, economic prosperity, and sustainable development. The implementation strategy includes
incentives to help communities across the region realize specific goals. In past decades, the region has developed a variety of incentives funded
through the local TransNet half-cent sales tax. TransNet grant programs will continue to play a big role in providing incentives for this Regional Plan.
The key incentives related to your comment include: the Active Transportation Grant Program, which funds bike and pedestrian plans, projects, and
education and training programs; the Smart Growth Incentive Program, which funds planning and infrastructure projects that support mixed use and
higher density development in the urbanized areas of the region near existing and planned public transportation. The program also supports long-term
sustainability by encouraging development in areas that are not being used as habitat, farmland, rural land, or open space and the Environmental
Mitigation Program, which funds the acquisition, management, and monitoring of habitat preservation lands and environmentally sensitive species.

Web

Federal and State laws require SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the
period covered by that plan. Certain funds can only be used for certain projects. For example, TransNet sales tax revenue can only be used for specific
projects and programs, including active transportation, transit and highway projects, as well as smart growth incentives.
Web
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Michael Wonsidler

To conclude, in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and
encourage resident use of public transit- SANDAG should complete
public transit expansions prior to highway expansions. We do not need
to encourage vehicle miles, rather encourage use of transit. Investing in
a well-funded transit system will offer a myriad of benefits, including
attracting well-educated workforce, reduce GHG emissions, improve
quality of life for citizens and reduce transit costs. Funding more
highway expansions creates a highly probable outcome- more cars and
GHG emissions as well as lower quality of life. Our region needs
significant investment to create a world-class transit system- not more
highway expansions. SANDAG must use its resources to make a plan
that can create a truly sustainable, affordable future for all San
Diegans.

The Draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Draft Regional Plan contains a rich network of
both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley , Rapid, and local bus services in urban
areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of timecompetitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Web

Mike Bullock

My first concern is that the plan cannot lead to an Environmental
Impact Report that is consistent with California Environmental Quality
Act Law, CEQA. And I say that, because it does not have clear climate
stabilizing targets and the reason that is true, is that, CEQA requires
that all negative environmental impacts be considered. So an important
negative environmental impact, is climate destabilization, and to obey
CEQA, there needs to be a clear explanation of what climate
destabilization is, and it is when the positive feedbacks take over in our
climate system, such as melting polarized caps, which reflect light, now
they're melted not as large and so there's more black water which
absorbs heat, so that's a negative impact. It's a negative impact but it's
a positive feedback in that the worse it gets the worse it gets. And the
other example often stated is the freeing of methane gas from the
permafrost which is melted, that's methane is also a greenhouse gas.
So these positive feedbacks can drive the climate to a very, very
different climate than what we have now and we'll have no ability to
slow it down.

In the Draft EIR for the Regional Plan, SANDAG properly evaluates the significant environmental impacts of the Plan, and concludes that the Plan
would have significant and unavoidable GHG emissions impacts (see Impact GHG-4). The Draft EIR then identifies mitigation measures and alternatives
to the Plan that would reduce this significant impact. For more detail see Draft EIR Section 4.8 and Chapter 6.0. The EIR Responses to Comments will
address this matter.

Court
Reporter

Draft EIR Section 4.8 evaluates GHG emissions for conflicts with several state GHG targets or goals, including the AB 32 statewide target to reduce
GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, the SB 375 regional GHG per capita reduction targets for passenger vehicles, and the Executive Orders B-30-15
and S-3-05 statewide GHG reduction goals of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050.

Court
Reporter

These effects will be larger than our greenhouse gas emissions from
the combustion of positive fuel and methane gas from agriculture,
those kinds of things and this destabilization will result in the loss of
most life forms on the planet, including our own species and so, that's
what the literature on climate and climate destabilization. It's also
called "going over the tipping point," tells us and so that must be
avoided at all cost.
681

Mike Bullock

San Diego County can't all by itself stabilize or destabilize the climate,
but we cannot contribute to it by hitting those greenhouse gas targets
and those targets have to be described and then those -- and then, the
measures and projects, transportation projects, various types of
measures that could be done here to achieve those targets also have to
be described because the decision-makers have to say, "That's
something we definitely want to do and we can do and those
measures will work." Or, I guess, they could say, "That's too hard. We
will just let the climate destabilize knowing that at some point, maybe
our grandchildren or their children will suffer a devastating collapsed of
the human population," that's a phrase from "Scientific American
2008," devastating collapsed of the human population," so that's a
description of climate destabilization. So SANDAG has to explain that
and they have to have a plan/option, which will achieve those targets
but they have to get their own targets. They can't just use the State
mandates and they can't use SB375, which isn't even about climate
stabilization.

The mandated GHG emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 per capita GHG emissions reduction targets for passenger vehicles. The
Draft Plan exceeds these targets.
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Governor's Executive Order "S-3-05" was about climate stabilization in
2005, but things have gotten worse and that's not obeying CEQA to
just start using as S-3-05, the old 2005 because it was in 2005,
Governor Schwarzenegger who signed that. And in 2005, that was
thought to be -- those targets were thought to be climate stabilizing,
those three targets. If SANDAG still thinks they are, they have to
rationalize that and they have to come out and say, "We're going to
use those targets." I believe that would be incorrect from a technical
standpoint, and the targets need to be more aggressive you might say,
they have -- we have to have a greater reduction sooner, because
what's happened between 2005-and-2015 is this 10- year period that's
gone by, is not what was supposed to happen in the world as
described by "Governor's Executive Order S-3-05." That's the primary
concern that I have and I have had, and I've expressed many times to
the SANDAG Board that they need to adopt targets to stabilize climate
and they have to show how they can achieve those targets.

Draft EIR Section 4.8 evaluates the proposed Plan for conflicts with several state GHG reduction goals, including Executive Order S-3-05 from 2005 and
Executive Order B-30-15 from 2015. The text of EO-B-30-15, which sets a statewide GHG reduction goal of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030,
endorses the science behind the 2050 reduction goal, and does so in 2015 - 10 years after the 2050 reduction goal Executive Order was issued in
2005:

Court
Reporter

I want to talk about the things that I have proposed to SANDAG that
they have ignored. One that's quite easy to understand is the
electrification of the COASTER service, and that would not only help a
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, it would also reduce diesel
exhaust which is a known carcinogen and they definitely need to do
much more in terms of explaining what is needed to protect public
health from air pollution, very similar to the destabilization targets. I
guess it's called, "significant thresholds. They need to have clear
significant thresholds for air pollution and then achieve those
significant thresholds, you know, get below those thresholds, so it's
not significant, so we're not causing large amounts of cancer as an
example and other health problems.

Electrification along the LOSSAN and SPRINTER corridors would be challenging due to the mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak,
Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional nonelectrified locomotives for the foreseeable future. Electrification is not identified in the LOSSAN Programmatic EIR.

"(the 2030 reduction goal) will make it possible to reach the ultimate goal of reducing emissions 80 percent under 1990 levels by 2050. This is in line
with the scientifically established levels needed in the U.S. to limit global warming below 2 degrees Celsius - the warming threshold at which scientists
say there will likely be major climate disruptions such as super droughts and rising sea levels."

Electrification along the sensitive coastal LOSSAN corridor would be inconsistent with the coastal communities due to the overhead catenary wires that
would potentially impact coastal views and the lack of available right-of-way for in the coastal area for electrical substations and transmission lines.
As of 2015, all new locomotives purchased must meet US EPA' Tier 4 emissions regulations which dramatically reduce emissions from diesel
locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan, all locomotives and
SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low emission locomotives.
Draft EIR Section 4.3 identifies five significance criterion for air quality impacts, and identifies mitigation measures to avoid or reduce the air quality
impacts found to be significant. Draft EIR Chapter 6.0 evaluates alternatives to the proposed Plan that would reduce the Plan's significant air quality
impacts.

Court
Reporter
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I have shown SANDAG what I believe are climate stabilizing targets and
this is in a peer- review report that I wrote for the Air and Waste
Management Association, it's called, "The Development of Light Duty
Vehicle Requirements to Support Climate Stabilization. There's two
types of requirements. One set is "car efficiency" and the other set is
"per capita driving." Actually, it's one number per capita driving, so
there's a lot of requirements that have to do with getting our fleet of
cars more efficient than emitting less greenhouse gas per mile driven,
but it's not enough. It also requires a reduction of per capita driving.
And so, after I get per capita driving, I have a list of measures which
achieve that reduction in per capita driving and one of them that's
important about seven-and-a-half percent I predict out of that 32-anda- half percent is pretty important, is the widespread adoption of
parking policies which would unbundle; unbundle the cost of car
parking, in effect, in effect it would unbundle the car parking in effect
and that system could be described, or that system is where the
parking lot is operated as a business for the people for whom the
parking is built. For example, for employees they have an off- street
parking lot or parking garage underground parking, whatever the
parking is and that parking should be operated as a business for the
employees whereby, the employees get the earnings from the parking
lot. It's their business. They get the earnings. Now, the money comes
about because like any business, we charge to use the parking. The
employees could be their own customers or not; so two employees that
work the same number of hours in a day, one never drives, the other
always drives, they both get the exact same earnings. However, the
employee that always drives will see on their statement, their monthly
statement, a charge so that's how the business would work and the
employees would be very happy if the parking lot is nearly full, even if
it requires people that don't work for the company to park there,
because they will pay and that pay puts money in the pockets of the
employees. So by this mechanism, this system not only does it in effect
unbundle the cost of the parking lot and restore the full income that
they should have gotten, it also supports full sharing of the parking, so
ultimately, when this system is in place for all types of parking, anybody
can park any place for any amount of times, and it's all automated, like
turning on a light bulb, you park your car and you don't have to think
about it at all if you don't want to, there's nothing to do. There's no 25
parking meter. However, you will get a bill because the system knows
whose car that is and knows when it came and when it left and what
the parking rate was; you can have such things, as instantaneous
congestion pricing to ensure that there's always available parking
spots, that's important to many cases like around, especially around a
train station, you definitely want to have vacant spots even close to a
platform. They would probably be very pricey because you would have
blocks of parking that you instantaneously congestion priced, so the
price is always changing but it's forcing vacancy. So anyway, that's
another paper and I have -- this paper is now hosted by the City of San
Diego in their Climate Action Plan work.

The EIR Responses to Comments will address this comment about using parking policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and vehicle miles
traveled.

Court
Reporter
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Mike Bullock

I have shared my papers and pointed these potential mitigations to the
SANDAG Board of Directors, but they have not elected to work
towards that system or even acknowledge that that system has been
formulated, even though, that system was described in Appellate Court
in the Sierra Club lawsuit against the County's Climate Action Plan.
Specifically, one of the three Justices asked our lawyer, described a
feasible mitigation that was ignored by the County and our lawyer
described this system for employees and when she got done, when our
lawyer got done with this description, the Justice said, "Yes, that
sounds like feasible mitigation ..."Therefore, SANDAG should not be
ignoring feasible mitigation because that also violates CEQUA. I think
that's about it; thank you.

The EIR Responses to Comments will explain that the Draft EIR GHG mitigation measures meet CEQA requirements.

Court
Reporter

Mike Bullock

And, first of all, you stop expanding roads and you reallocate TransNet
money that's been allocated to highways to Transit why we would so
call, break a promise to the voters because we have a crises. A life and
death situation. And that's why we should certainly have a supermajority to do that and stop expanding highways and spend all of that
money on Transit, mainly because we need to reduce driving so much,
we don't need the additional capacity. The other thing we need to do,
is we need to improve the way we pay for car parking and roads. And
I'll submit detail on that and you've seen details on that over the years.
So thank you very much.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investment plan in the Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for
services and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new trolley lines by 2050, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued
COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new
intermodal transit centers.

Court
Reporter

The Draft Regional Plan also includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain
clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn,
is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.
While parking management decisions lie with local jurisdictions, SANDAG provides resources and tools to support local jurisdictions. SANDAG recently
completed a Regional Parking Management Toolbox to assist staff and policy makers from local jurisdictions with developing parking management
programs. The resource also provides guidance on finance considerations related to parking improvements.

687

Muntasser Alkhalidi

Why is there no bus on Saturday or Sunday? Why is there no bus after
7pm? Bus #816 There is no accuracy in bus time.

Route frequencies and days of service are driven by the level of ridership demand. Nighttime and Saturday and Sunday demand is lower in most areas,
and in some areas it is insufficient to warrant that service. As demand increases in these areas, MTS can add service to match, pending available
resources to do so. Route 816 is duplicated along Main Street by Route 815, which does offer night and weekend service. South of Main Street,
demand is largely driven by Cuyamaca College, where activity is less intense on nights and weekends. (Cuyamaca College and Rancho San Diego also
have service everyday on Route 856.) For more specific requests, riders can contact the Customer Service Department at (619) 557-4555.

Web
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Nicolas
Soriano

Hey Todd Gloria and Myrtle Cole, How about focusing on mass transit
across all San Diego County instead of wasting our tax dollars on more
roads and highways. I'm tired of seeing our trolleys and buses overfilled
with people because you don't provide adequate and efficient mass
transit. How can we call ourselves Americas Finest city when Portland
and San Francisco have way better mass transit than us? Why is does it
only take me 25 minutes to get San Ysidro by Car and 1 hour and 25
min by mass transit? Do you go out of your way to make our lives
harder? I don't want to drive everywhere and neither do my friends
and family. I want to be able to ride the trolley to the beach or
anywhere else without having to fight for parking all the time. You got
elected to solve problems, not to be part of them or ignore them.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investments proposed in the Draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is
proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines by 2050, 32 new Rapid transit
services, continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines,
and three new intermodal transit centers. Also, the Draft Regional Plan includes improvements in service frequencies on most bus routes in the
urbanized areas to every 15 minutes all day by 2020 and to 10 minutes all day by 2035. A "Safe Routes to Transit" program would fund
improvements designed to make it easier and safer to access new transit stations. The recent Trolley Renewal project has upgraded all Trolley stations
along the Blue and Orange Lines.

Web
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Pam Chambers

I would like more dollars spent on widening I-5 and SR 78.

Both of these projects are included in the Draft Regional Plan with the dollars associated to cover the estimated costs. Table A.1 in Appendix A,
Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing, includes a detailed list of all Managed Lanes and connector improvements in the Revenue Constrained plan.
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Pam Chambers

Comments by the public should be transparent and detailed, i.e. how
many people were present, who were the stakeholders? At the
Oceanside workshop there were 50-60 public people.

Details, including number of workshop participants, comments made at the workshop, as well as staff responses to such comments will be included in
Appendix F: Public Involvement Program. Each workshop participant reserves the right to sign-in at our events with the acknowledgment that signing
is not only voluntary, but by filling out one's contact information, this becomes part of the public record. Should someone like to find out who from
their community attended the meeting, all sign-in sheets are available upon request as part of the official public record.
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Patrick Tierney

As mentioned in our general comment submitted earlier, the Plan does
not address the critical need for grade separation at the Chesterfield
crossing and other locations along the SD NC coast. There is “collateral
damage” we fear that will exacerbate an already existing public safety
risk of at grade crossings. You are asking for a catastrophic event by
allowing double tracking without solving today’s problems at these
crossings.

Chesterfield Drive and all at-grade crossings that will be double tracked must follow the top safety standards set by the Federal Railroad Administration
and the California Public Utilities Commission. Safety improvements to at-grade crossings are an important component of each double tracking project.

Web

Soriano
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Patrick Tierney & &
Karen Mendez

While the public safety threat exists at all at grade crossings, the
Chesterfield crossing in Encinitas is particularly concerning due to the
traffic congestion there. We live near this crossing and have seen
firsthand over and over how dangerous this at grade crossing is even
with a single track running through it due to the short run between the
traffic lights intersected by the train tracks between the Coast Hwy and
San Elijo Ave and the many entry and exit points at that crossing. The
added track will limit even further the space for vehicles waiting to pass
through the San Elijo/Chesterfield and Chesterfield/Coast Hwy traffic
intersections making it more likely for vehicles to be trapped on the
tracks and more likely for vehicle accidents. It is also perilous to cross
on foot with frustrated drivers consistently running the red left arrow
from Chesterfield to San Elijo and from the Coast Hwy to Chesterfield
while the crossing signals are green. Adding a pedestrian overpass or
underpass at the tracks will not alleviate this danger as the danger is
from the crossing the streets (San Elijo and the Coast Hwy) adjacent to
the track crossings, not at the track crossing.

All at-grade crossings that fall within a LOSSAN double tracking project must follow the highest safety standards set by the FRA and CPUC. For
example, the Chesterfield Drive grade crossing will be upgraded for safety and mobility by eliminating the free right turning movements, adding an
ADA compliant bike and pedestrian path with pedestrian gates, constructing quad vehicular gates with a median, and interconnecting and
synchronizing adjacent signals. Additionally there are 3 pedestrian undercrossings included in the plan within the City of Encinitas located at Hillcrest,
El Portal, and Montgomery.

Web
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Patrick Tierney & &
Karen Mendez

The area around the crossing is also very noisy since trains must sound
their horns before and through at grade crossings like Chesterfield.
Additional tracks means more trains traffic, which means more horns
and increased times the crossing rails go down stopping pedestrians
and vehicles in a dangerous traffic jam. We have seen many near
misses between vehicles and many instances of vehicles nearly hitting
pedestrians and have been close to being run over ourselves at the
Chesterfield crossing while walking across San Elijo.

SANDAG and NCTD will cooperate with the City of Encinitas if the City wishes to pursue a quiet zone that will eliminate train horn noise. Safety
enhancements will be made to the Chesterfield Drive at-grade crossing as part of the San Elijo Lagoon Double Track and Coastal Rail Trail projects.

Web

694

Patrick Tierney & &
Karen Mendez

All of these issues will be amplified when the tracks are doubled if not
solved FIRST. The solution is to make grade separations at all of the
crossings and the best way to do this is by trenching the tracks like was
done in Solana Beach. The Solana Beach trenching project was
completed
in
1995
for
a
cost
of
$18M
(see
http://www.greatamericanstations.com/Stations/SOL for this figure and
the source of funding). In today's dollars that figure is conservatively
$27M. Why is the trenching estimate for Encinitas 10 times that
amount?

The Draft Regional Plan includes select grade separations along the LOSSAN corridor including Leucadia Boulevard in Encinitas and possibly others to
be determined. Because geotechnical, environmental, and community conditions are different, it is not possibly to reasonably apply the cost from the
Solana Beach trench with future trenching in other segments of the corridor.

Web
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Patrick Tierney & &
Karen Mendez

In appendix A of the Plan double tracking starts in 2020. Grade
separation is then listed for 2035 and only for Leucadia. Again, the
grade separation has to be done FIRST, not as an afterthought and it
has to be done at Chesterfield/Birmingham as well. Also in appendix A
it lists “plus 2 grade separations” for 2050. Which 2? Same concerns
as above. In appendix M double tracking is listed as the 4th priority, but
the Leucadia grade separation is listed at 25th. The Carlsbad grade
separations are also listed at the bottom. This is completely out of
order. The grade separations need to be prioritized and completed
BEFORE double tracking or at least in conjunction with it.

Double tracking does not require grade separations. The "plus 2 grade separations" are not defined but may include any of the LOSSAN corridor atgrade crossings. Table M.11 explains the criteria for the Rail Grade Separations ranking shown in Table M.12. The Encinitas and Carlsbad grade
separations do not rank as high compared to many of the Trolley at-grade crossings.

Web
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&

The Plan is overlooking major public safety and quality of life issues that
exist along the SD North County Coastal corridor today and will only be
exacerbated by double tracking without proper grade separation. This
additional collateral damage can be avoided in the future IF today’s
issues are addressed and fixed BEFORE the dual tracks are built. We
have reviewed the latest SD regional long range plan published by
SANDAG, attended a SANDAG meeting to review that plan, discussed
the issues with SANDAG employees and an Encinitas city planner, and
have had several email exchanges with Encinitas city council members.
All of these communications have confirmed that only very limited
grade separations are planned, that none are currently funded and that
even those too few grade separations happen very late in the overall
transit improvement plans (i.e., well after the double tracking is done).
How can you even think about moving forward with this Plan when
there are already many safety and quality of life issues with current at
grade crossing with only one track? An example of the many at grade
crossing issues is the Chesterfield crossing.

All at-grade crossings that fall within a LOSSAN double tracking project must follow the highest safety standards set by the FRA and CPUC. For
example, the Chesterfield Drive grade crossing will be upgraded for safety and mobility by eliminating the free right turning movements, adding an
ADA compliant bike and pedestrian path with pedestrian gates, constructing quad vehicular gates with a median, and interconnecting and
synchronizing adjacent signals. Although not currently funded, there are also three pedestrian undercrossings included in the Plan within the City of
Encinitas at Hillcrest, El Portal, and Montgomery.

Web

Patrick Tierney
Karen Mendez
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We live near the Chesterfield crossing in Encinitas and have seen
firsthand over and over how dangerous this at grade crossing is even
with a single track running through it due to the short run between the
traffic lights intersected by the train tracks between the Coast Hwy and
San Elijo Ave and the many entry and exit points at that crossing. The
added track will limit even further the space for vehicles waiting to pass
through the San Elijo/Chesterfield and Chesterfield/Coast Hwy traffic
intersections making it more likely for vehicles to be trapped on the
tracks and more likely for vehicle accidents. It is also perilous to cross
on foot with frustrated drivers consistently running the red left arrow
from Chesterfield to San Elijo and from the Coast Hwy to Chesterfield
while the crossing signals are green. Adding a pedestrian overpass or
underpass at the tracks will not alleviate this danger as the danger is
from the crossing the streets (San Elijo and the Coast Hwy) adjacent to
the track crossings, not at the track crossing.

The safety for all users of the Chesterfield Drive at-grade crossing will be significantly improved as part of the San Elijo Lagoon Double Track and
Coastal Rail Trail projects. SANDAG and Caltrans were recently awarded a federal grant to complete the design and implement safety improvements at
this intersection over the next three to four years.
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Patrick Tierney
Karen Mendez
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The area around the crossing is also very noisy since trains must sound
their horns before and through at grade crossings like Chesterfield.
Additional tracks means more trains traffic, which means additional
times when the horns are blown and increased times the crossing rails
go down and pedestrians and vehicles are stopped in a dangerous
traffic jam. We have seen many near misses between vehicles and
many instances of vehicles nearly hitting pedestrians and have been
close to being run over ourselves at the Chesterfield crossing while
walking across San Elijo and we are sure this is the case at several other
at grade crossings along the coastal corridor.

SANDAG and NCTD will cooperate with the City of Encinitas if the City wishes to pursue a quiet zone that will eliminate train horn noise. Safety
enhancements will be made to the Chesterfield Drive at-grade crossing as part of the San Elijo Lagoon Double Track project.
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&

We do not fully understand everyone’s role in the planning and
implementation of the double tracking, but it is clear from our research
that the local governments and SANDAG do not have the funding or
the power to ensure that the double tracking is implemented with the
safety and quality of life of the residents in mind. We need to ensure
the agency or agencies that are planning, funding and implementing
the double track projects incorporate the planning and funding to
ensure the grade separation is done at Chesterfield and the other
already dangerous at grade crossing in the SD North County Coastal
corridor before or in conjunction with the double tracking.
Disregarding or delaying grade separation after double tracking at
Chesterfield and elsewhere is negligent and an affront to public safety
and quality of life. Double tracking does very little to help the residents
of Encinitas, and without proper grade separations, it only hurts the
city in terms worsened public safety and quality of life. Someone needs
to be accountable and we hope SANDAG can at least force that
accountability.

Double tracking is necessary to make train service more reliable and more frequent to accommodate the growing demand for rail travel for residents
and visitors in Encinitas and the entire coastal region. Safety of at-grade crossings will be improved as double tracking is added.
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Why is Leucadia the only grade separation for Encinitas listed in the
plan? Chesterfield is more of an issue than Leucadia, but both need to
be addressed and BEFORE the tracks are doubled. There is Feb 14,
2014 Draft Project Study Report titled Birmingham Drive Grade
Separation for SANDAG that people in the Encinitas town council think
is part of the plan for double tracking, but we see this nowhere in the
“Plan”. Why? It is a decent solution that needs a little work to make it
a great solution and should be part of the overall Regional Plan. How
do we get this to be part of the Plan and how will it be funded?

Grade separations listed in the Draft Regional Plan are generally initiated by the local jurisdictions on the regional grade separation list. The City of
Encinitas did not nominate Birmingham or Chesterfield to SANDAG to be included in the Plan. However the plan does include two additional grade
separations on the COASTER corridor that have not been identified but may include any at-grade crossing. Leucadia Boulevard is included in the draft
Plan because initial design work was completed on the project several years ago.

Web

First, the plan is well written, beautifully illustrated, has good maps and
supporting documentation.

With regard to reducing our region's reliance on cars, the Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wider range of transportation choices,
including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are
aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide
range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide
priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan
contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and
local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone. The Urban Area Transit Strategy, an appendix of the Regional Plan,
studied the transit systems of 10 metropolitan areas across the world, including that of Denver, as well as other areas similar in size and lay-out of San
Diego, such as Portland, Sydney, Vancouver, Los Angeles, and Seattle. The study was used as the basis for developing the key elements of the transit
network included in the Regional Plan.

Letter

The Smart Growth Toolbox, EMT, Complete Streets, California Coastal
Trail, ITS, Heavy Rail and Managed Lanes programs are superb. But the
central element of the plan - increasing employment and residential
density - seems to fail in light of reality. There is no evidence that this
Plan will reduce our region's reliance on cars. I am not sure there is any
evidence from any region the size of San Diego that the strategies you
outline actually lead to reductions in VMT or in single riders driving to
work or shop in cars. It would be helpful to see comparative data from
Denver, Atlanta and Toronto - three large cities/regions that have
proposed something similar to what you outline. As is stands, Seattle
and Portland have reached modest levels of train/bus/walk modes of
transportation (15% to 25%). They are the only "new" cities to do so.
All of the others - Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C.,
and Chicago are "old" cities.
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The plan relies on projections that new residential development will be
more dense. In fact, as City of San Diego Community plans are revised,
particularly in already dense urban areas surrounding downtown,
densities are not being increased as significantly as San Diego Forward
forecasts. The Barrio Logan plan was overturned in a referendum.
Residents in Claremont/Bay Ho demonstrated against a plan to increase
residential densities along the proposed Morena Blvd. Trolley corridor.
Mission Hills/Hillcrest residents have roundly opposed increases in
density along the area's major transportation corridors. Community
plan updates for North Park, Golden Hill lag behind schedule. Other
areas of the City have consistently opposed higher density
development. The Point Loma community rejected higher density
development of NTC, now Liberty Station. Scripps Ranch rejected
higher density along Pomerado Rd. for housing as well as institutional
uses (education and health). The region has been chronically unwilling
to approve workforce housing, affordable housing or meet the
objectives of state or regional housing plans. There is no mechanism to
enforce compliance. There has been no political will to deal with the
issue. Mayor Jerry Sanders proposed that neighborhoods outside
downtown accept a fair share of affordable housing in return for
benefits and penalties. No council member supported his idea and it
died. While the City of San Diego General Plan calls for mixed uses and
workforce housing, in reality, the City of Villages concept that would
have institutionalized the required zoning was not approved - although
- the concept remains - in conjunction with TOD. Yet the recent City
Council approval of One Paseo based on TOD concepts was met with a
successful initiative to overturn the approvals. The developer and city
are now in discussions to downzone what was approved.

Since 1972, SANDAG has produced long-range forecasts of population, housing, and employment that are used as a resource by elected officials,
planners, academics, and the general public. Among other applications (including general plans and infrastructure planning), the Series 13 Regional
Growth Forecast is the basis for the Regional Plan.

Letter

Major employers in areas that would benefit from workforce housing
are reluctant to support proposals. Why? Look at the Torrey Pines
mesa. A world-class research center with increasing production
capabilities. Look at a similar area along Scripps-Poway Parkway in
Poway and San Diego. You will not find new residential development in
those areas. Adding residents who are chronically fearful of what they
believe to be toxic or polluting aspects of biotech or R&D is not a
formula for allowing quick expansion of an R&D or industrial facility. In
fact, it invites political and legal challenges from many fronts. While
these employers do not pollute and are governed by very strict local,
state and federal operating and reporting obligations, none of that
restrains residents from trying to stop of hold up industrial/R&D
expansion.

Land use decisions regarding where housing and employment uses are located and their proximity to one another is the responsibility of the local
jurisdictions not SANDAG. The cities and County of San Diego have land use decision making authority; SANDAG does not. SANDAG works
collaboratively with local jurisdictions to integrate land use and transportation plans. The Smart Growth Concept Map and Smart Growth Tool Box are
examples of this collaboration.

These forecasts represent the best assessment of the changes we can anticipate for the region and its communities based on the best available
information and well-proven and verified computer models. They are based on the most recent planning assumptions, considering local general plans
and other factors, per Senate Bill 375 Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(B). The forecasts are developed through a collaborative effort with
experts in demography, housing, the economy, and other disciplines, and the close cooperation of the local planning directors and their staffs. The
forecast process includes two iterative phases. First, a forecast for the entire region is produced based largely on economic and demographic trends.
The second phase allocates the forecasted growth down to the jurisdictions and smaller geographic areas. The subregional forecast model distributes
growth based on a variety of factors including available capacity for housing and accessibility to jobs and transportation; however, it does not allocate
growth beyond what is allowed for by any jurisdiction’s general plan. Therefore, the forecast allocation is influenced by local land use and
transportation policy decisions. Because local land use plans and policies continually change, SANDAG updates its forecasts every several years,
particularly before each regional planning cycle. The next regional plan will be prepared in four years, and the regional forecast will, accordingly, be
updated within that same timeframe.
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Peter H. St. Clair

It can cost over $1,000,000 for a developer to initiate a Community
Plan Amendment and create mixed use or workforce housing especially on lands deemed to be "employment lands" in the City of
San Diego. While there is ample evidence that the major employers in
our "clusters" no longer require large tracts of land for one-story
production/distribution facilities - the general plan and zoning have not
kept up. It is very, very difficult in the face of inadequate zoning to
actually build a project. Developers have repeatedly shunned the
lengthy (often 5 to 10 year) process in the City of San Diego to create
mixed use. The most recent example is the Vons grocery store at W.
Washington St. and Dove in Mission Hills. It could have been topped
with affordable or market rate/affordable housing. Safeway, Vons
parent, has done that in numerous locations up and down the west
coast. Such projects are easy to build and very easy to finance. But in
San Diego, they are virtually impossible to be entitled. The new general
plan, the updated Community Plans, and the lack of any progress in
changing our zoning code will assure this road-block stays in place.

The land use/zoning issue identified in this comment is solely within the jurisdiction of the City of San Diego. The City of San Diego is responsible for
making the types of land use decisions identified in this comment. SANDAG does not have land use authority. SANDAG does provide grants to local
jurisdictions to incentivize smart growth and higher densities in areas identified on the Smart Growth Concept Map through the Smart Growth
Incentive Program (SGIP). SGIP grants are evaluated based on existing and planned density among other criteria.
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Peter H. St. Clair

The Plan relies on projections that new jobs will be located in
downtown San Diego and other urbanized areas. In fact, most new
employment downtown is in low-wage hospitality and tourism, to a
lesser degree in government and education, and finally in "live-work"
units. There has been no significant movement of any large private
sector employer from our region's major employment sectors to
downtown. Sempra Energy HQ stayed downtown, but much of its
workforce has relocated to Century Park on Balboa Ave., east of Rt.
163. When John Moores developed Petco Park and rezoned much of
East Village, he could not even convince the employees of the software
company he controlled to move there. They stayed in Carmel Valley.
Consequently, land intended for mixed use or employment was
ultimately built as apartments or condos. Yes, many residents work
from their residences, but the overall increase in employment is far less
than that what would have been achieved in traditional office buildings
where employee "density" is many times that of work-live lofts. And,
nearly all new market-rate downtown residences have parking at much
higher ratios than do office structures. You need only look at the
revitalization of downtown Los Angeles to discover that urban dwellers
love their autos. Residents of downtown LA condos and apartments
tend to work in Santa Monica, Burbank and Studio City - employment
centers for media, communications, film, TV and music. They largely
drive to work. In fact, early downtown developers discovered they
needed to convert one old building to structured parking for just about
every beautiful old building they converted from office to residential.
So their residents could park their cars.

The Regional Growth forecast (Series 13) shows that the region's existing employment centers will continue to thrive. The University Towne Centre
(UTC) / Sorrento Valley / Torrey Mesa employment cluster will continue to be the largest job center in the region. It is expected that downtown will add
another 30,000 jobs by 2050. The Otay Mesa border area will become a much larger job center growing from just over 15,000 jobs today to over
45,000 by 2050. Finally, Chula Vista will add nearly 50,000 new jobs as the Chula Vista Bayfront, downtown investments, and new planned
communities in eastern Chula Vista come online. SANDAG staff worked extensively with the region’s 18 cities, the County of San Diego, and other
agencies that manage land use (e.g., the Department of Defense, tribal governments) to understand local land use plans and policies, including general
plans, community plans, or specific plans, as well as constraints to development. That detailed land use information is incorporated into the future
development and redevelopment projections that comprise the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast. The local land use inputs incorporate such
information as existing development, general plans, constraints to development (e.g., floodplains, steep slopes, habitat preserves, historic districts,
etc.), and permitted projects in the development pipeline. The final building blocks of the subregional forecast are proximity to existing job centers
(along with travel time and commute choice information), and historical development patterns. These four key inputs influence the probability of a
neighborhood’s future growth.
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Peter H. St. Clair

As far as other urbanized areas go, there is precious little data that
show that residents of TODs actually work nearby or use transit to get
to work. When HUD sponsored the creation of new communities like
Rancho Bernardo, the idea was that workers would live close to work.
That proved not to be true. Similarly, there is no data from our regions
TODs that indicate residents are walking or biking to work, or even
taking the Trolley or bus. Ridership on mass transit in San Jose, at
something like 3% -- a bit less than San Diego, has not changed even
though billions have been invested in light rail and bus service - and as
Apple, Google, Adobe, Microsoft and other mega employers build very
high density campuses around the city's center.

While it is true that the regional transit mode share in San Diego, as well as in other metropolitan areas, is relatively low in comparison to other modes
of transportation, we begin to see higher transit mode shares when we measure transit use in specific corridors where transit investments are being
made and where multi-family housing, high density employment, and mixed uses are being planned and implemented. Part of the equation relates to
access to transit. The Regional Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Strategy, which is an appendix to San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, sets forth
the concept of access to transit stations within five minutes, through catchment areas that include walking (closest to the transit station), biking (more
intermediate distance), and driving (generally a two mile radius). In 2012, 5.5 percent of people could walk between a transit stop to and from home
within five minutes; and 21.3 percent of people could ride a bike between a transit stop to and from home within five minutes. By 2050, it is
estimated that 15.7 percent of people could walk between a transit stop to and from home within five minutes (and increase of 268 percent); and
49.1 percent could ride a bike between a transit stop to and from home within five minutes (an increase of 199 percent). Collectively, by 2050, it is
estimated that nearly 72 percent of people living in the San Diego region could access a transit stop to and from home within five minutes. The figures
are similar, but even stronger, for employment. By 2050, it is estimated that nearly 80 percent of people working in the San Diego region could access
a transit stop to and from work within five minutes. This enhanced access to transit stations, based on the sheer volume of new stations included in
the plan, paired with the strategies in the Regional TOD strategy, will result in higher mode shares within the corridors where the greatest investments
are being made. This is a more useful way of viewing transit mode share than the frequently-cited regional mode share.
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Because employment tends to be distant from place of residence - by
choice, or as a result of economics (while low income jobs proliferate in
hospitality/tourism, there is inadequate low income housing in most of
the areas where these jobs are created) - we need mass transit that
moves people quickly to work. We do not have that. The new Rapid
Bus system from downtown to SDSU seems to save a total of 7 minutes
from the old bus route. Our Trolley system relies on single track and
"all local" service. While it is efficient in moving people downtown, to
NASCO or to 32nd St. Naval Base - its extension will be incredibly
inefficient in moving employees to UCSD or UTC area. It is just too
slow. It makes too many stops and there are no express trains.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a number of new limited-stop commuter services -- the new Rapid Express services in the
north Interstate 15 corridor are examples of such services. In addition, the Draft Regional Plan includes funding for transit priority measures aimed at
enabling Rapid and local bus services to bypass congestion.
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Peter H. St. Clair

Where we do have rail systems or bus lines that serve commuters, we
have inadequate parking at the stations. The idea of "kiss and go"
drop-off sites where one spouse drops off the other with a kiss then
returns to work or takes the kids to schools is a fiction - or a dream of a
life last lived in the 1960's.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) includes funding for additional park-and-ride capacity at existing stations. In addition,
the Draft Regional Plan looks to develop "Mobility Hubs" at key rail and bus stations designed to increase options for first mile/last mile connections,
including car sharing, bike sharing, employer shuttles, on demand ridesharing, and bike/pedestrian improvements.
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Mass transit achieves a greater share of passenger miles when
employment density increases - and transit connects people with those
centers in an efficient and economical way. There is very little evidence
that mass transit ridership increases as residential density increases.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) recognizes the importance of providing transit in the region's employment areas. The Draft
Regional Plan proposes several new transit lines that will serve the major employment centers such as the Mid Coast Trolley that will connect UC San
Diego, the University City area with the downtown San Diego and South County.

Letter

While there are a number of factors that influence transit ridership (service frequency, span of service, fare levels, connectivity to destinations),
residential density also plays a role. The more people who are within a short walk, bike ride, or car trip to rail, Rapid, and local bus services, the greater
the probability they will use transit for some of their daily tripmaking than locations outside this access shed. A recent study done in Los Angeles for
the new Exposition rail line bears this out.
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Peter H. St. Clair

I found the analysis and suggested improvements to the Regional
Arterial Plan to be deficient. I think many of us are experiencing a
change in the way street lights in the City of San Diego are timed - for
the worse - slowing traffic. There is a proliferation of new stop signs.
The City seems to give lip service to computer aided traffic flow, and at
the same time has largely eliminated the ability to drive at the speed
limit and not stop incessantly at red lights. While the approval for One
Paseo was based on arterial solutions and local loop transit, neither has
yet appeared in San Diego or provided much relief.

Funding for the plan is composed of a combination of local, state, and federal revenues. Specifically, local funds make up 35 percent of the projected
revenues. These funds would be available to local agencies for setting local arterial roadways priority improvements including along the regional arterial
network system. From a regional perspective, the plan also identifies 11 program investment areas as means to improve overall transportation system
management and operations and among those is Arterial Management which focuses, for example, on technological improvements in signal timing
systems. These program areas are included in Appendix E of the plan, Transportation System and Demand Management Programs, and Emerging
Technologies. Arterial Management system improvements focus on managing arterial roadways (major streets) in order to reduce delays and result in
quicker trips and lower vehicle emissions. The investment level for the Arterial Management Program is proposed at $237 million through 2050.
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Rich Thompson

The high speed rail will be good for more affordable housing options.

The California High-Speed Rail Authority is currently working with local jurisdictions in other corridors to properly integrate high-speed rail stations into
the community, including smart growth areas and activity centers that could potentially include affordable housing components. We would expect a
similar effort for future stations in the San Diego region.
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Richard Phillipe

The adopted plan needs to be a rational, balance of transportation
modes. At these workshops, a lot of activists show up. Don't take that
vocal minority to skew the "public" consensus. Improvement of the
freeways are necessary for a balanced transportation system.
People/households will still use a vehicle to get around. The Plan should
be balanced, with fair distribution among various transportation
modes.

Thank you for your comment. We agree that San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) needs to include a balanced approach to shape our
region for the 21st century. The transportation projects proposed in the Draft Regional Plan serve an overarching goal: create more transportation
choices, which ultimately will lead to healthier communities, healthier people, and a healthier environment.
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Richard Phillipe

The "NIMBYism" of local government's activities often work against
regional good of a regional transportation, for example, excessive stop
signs, road closures, etc.

We appreciate your interest in our region's future. SANDAG works closely with staff of local jurisdictions through standing working groups with
representation from Planning and Public Works Directors to better align regional strategies.
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Rob Hixson

I'm the chairperson of the Otay Mesa Planning Group and also a
commercial real estate broker for the last 28 years, chair of the
planning group for the last eight years. Nobody else wants the job. We
are grateful for SANDAG and Caltrans for giving us our great freeways
that we now have down in Otay Mesa. We are looking for future
transportation to -- and as you can see on page 18, there's a highlight
there that the future jobs will all be down in Otay Mesa, and I want to
bring that to your attention from my commercial real estate
background. Right now, there is no more industrial land in the central
part of the City of San Diego or all city -- central part of San Diego. The
remaining land is up in North County and also down at the border and
also some at Chula Vista. So I'm very concerned about that and also
the amount of cost it is to improve these properties.

Thank you for your feedback. In response to goods movement and the truck mode specifically, the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
includes the SANDAG Draft 2015 Updated Freight Gateway Study, which reviews tonnage and trade value growth for all major gateways in the
region, including the Otay Mesa border crossing. As you mentioned, SANDAG and Caltrans, along with a number of local, state, and federal agencies
in the United States and Mexico, are developing an innovative systematic approach to both financing and better managing traffic demand through
intelligent transportation systems (ITS) for both passenger and commercial vehicles, through the proposed new Otay Mesa East border crossing and
State Route 11. More information on cross border transportation issues can be found in Appendix U.14: Borders. For more information on the
Updated Freight Gateway Study, please see Appendix U.15: Draft Executive Summary SANDAG Gateway Study Update.

Court
Reporter

The transit plan provides a rich network of services designed to serve both local trip needs (via local buses and Rapid lines operating on arterial streets)
and longer regional trip needs (via Rapid lines operating in freeway Managed Lanes and light rail/COASTER services). Connecting key residential areas
with regional job centers is a key focus of the plan. The Social Equity Analysis (Appendix H) focuses heavily on analyzing transit access for low-income
populations in comparison to non-low-income populations to key amenities including jobs and education. Ninety-two percent of low income
populations can get to job/education centers within 30 minutes by transit.

Email

Now, with all the mitigation for this Burrowing Owl that we still think is
a species of interest, it's not endangered. And also this new
stormwater regulations that we have is quite extensive. So I'm very
concerned about it.
Right now, the commercial crossing in Otay Mesa is served by a city
street, so we've got trucks from all over the United States and
California using the city street to access the border crossing. We're
hopeful in the future that we're going to get Otay Two and have a new
crossing that'll make it so that these streets are easier to drive on and
access. We're grateful for all the stuff we've got, all the transportation
we've got so far, and we'd like additional transportation for those
trucks. Thank you.
715

Robert C. Leif,
Ph.D.

[For background information, please look to the attachment or go to:
M:\RP\2050
REGIONAL
PLAN\Draft
Regional
Plan
Comments\Emails\Email_RobertLeif_051215]
Economics:
A recent Article, “Transportation Emerges as Crucial to Escaping Poverty”,
by Mikayla Bouchard in the N.Y. Times MAY 7, 2015,
(http://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/07/upshot/transportation-emerges-ascrucial-to-escaping-poverty.html?_r=0&abt=0002&abg=1) stated, “In a
large, continuing study of upward mobility based at Harvard, commuting
time has emerged as the single strongest factor in the odds of escaping
poverty. The longer an average commute in a given county, the worse the
chances of low-income families there moving up the ladder.”
“The relationship between transportation and social mobility is stronger
than that between mobility and several other factors, like crime,
elementary-school test scores or the percentage of two-parent families
in a community, said Nathaniel Hendren, a Harvard economist and one
of the researchers on the study.”
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Initiate a study for an Intermodal Trolley station that connects the
Orange Line with the I-15 Bus Rapid Transit at the crossing of I-15 and
the Orange Line Trolley.

The Interstate 15 Bus Rapid Transit (Rapid 235) is designed to connect downtown San Diego with Escondido via City Heights and Kearny Mesa. Adding
in a station at State Route 15/Imperial Avenue/Orange Line would create a significant out-of-direction move for this Rapid line and added time for
riders traveling between Downtown and City Heights. A station along State Route 94 is under consideration that would allow access to both Rapid
235 and the future South Bay Rapid (Downtown - Otay Mesa Border) for residents of Southeastern San Diego neighborhoods.
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Construct the Intermodal Trolley station that connects the Orange Line
with the I-15 Bus Rapid Transit.
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Robert C. Leif,
Ph.D.

It should be noted that the Draft Sam Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a new light rail transit (LRT) line along the Interstate 805 corridor
between San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via National City, Southeastern San Diego, City Heights, Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, and University City, and
Sorrento Valley. Access for the Southeastern San Diego area would be at the existing 47th Street Trolley station.

Move and reuse the present 32nd St. and Commercial trolley stop to
28th St. and Commercial St.

The Interstate 15 (I-15) Bus Rapid Transit (Rapid 235) is designed to connect downtown San Diego with Escondido via City Heights and Kearny Mesa.
Adding in a station at State Route 15 (SR 15)/Imperial Avenue/Orange Line would create a significant out-of-direction move for this Rapid line and
added time for riders traveling between Downtown and City Heights. A station along State Route 94 (SR 94) is under consideration that would allow
access to both Rapid 235 and the future South Bay Rapid (Downtown - Otay Mesa Border) for residents of Southeastern San Diego neighborhoods.

Install amenities including benches, streetscapes, renovation of existing
bench areas to include roofed shelters and arrival time information
devices, etc.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a new light rail transit (LRT) line along the Interstate 805 corridor between San Ysidro and
Carmel Valley via National City, Southeastern San Diego, City Heights, Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, and University City, and Sorrento Valley. Access for
the Southeastern San Diego area would be at the existing 47th Street Trolley station.

Save the money to pay for the above by not constructing a Bus Rapid
Transit that duplicates access to stops that are already served by the
Orange line.

Moving the 32nd Street station to 28th/Commercial Street would put the station only 1/3 mile from the existing 25th/Commercial station and create
longer walk access for those neighborhoods to the east of 28th Street.

Construct the planned Rapid bus route that connects North Park and
the 32nd Street Intermodal Trolley Station.

Replace the left-hand exit lanes on SR-94 with standard right-hand exit
lanes.
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It is not clear about the meaning of the comment on "not constructing a Bus Rapid Transit" that duplicates access to stops served by the Orange Line.
If it refers to the proposed Route 90 Rapid, this service would not duplicate the Orange Line stations. It is designed as a limited stop express in the SR
94/Orange Line corridor for riders making longer distance trips. If the comment refers to the South Bay Rapid service, not clear if this means the service
would terminate at the commenter's proposed SR 15/Imperial Avenue station -- if so, this would force all downtown destined passengers to transfer to
the Orange Line. As with the I-15 and Mid-City Rapid services, Downtown San Diego is a major trip origin/destination and transfer point to other
Trolley lines and local bus routes. If a transfer to the Orange Line would be required, the result would be great inconvenience and added travel time.
The replacement of SR 94 left-hand exit lanes is part of the proposed SR 94 High Occupancy Vehicle lanes project.
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Robert C. Leif,
Ph.D.

The Orange Trolley Line provides good East-West public transportation
for many of the residents of Southeastern San Diego. Unfortunately the
lack of similar North-South transportation restricts opportunities for
employment and education, as well as access to medical care facilities
particularly those North of I-8 and those adjacent to I-8 including San
Diego State University. The ability to use the I-15 Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) would increase these opportunities because it includes the
following transit station locations (Figure 2): Mid- City (University
Avenue and El Cajon Blvd.), Mission Valley, Kearney Mesa, Mira
Mesa/Scripps Ranch, Sabre Springs/Penasquitos, Rancho Bernardo, Del
Lago, and Escondido. The creation of a trolley station that would
permit reciprocal access between the: Orange Line Trolley, I-15 BRT, I805 BRT, Imperial Ave Bus, and Proposed Rapid Bus would improve and
unify the San Diego Rapid Transfer. It would also provide the BRT riders
with access to those Trolley that connect with the Orange Line.

Providing direct transit connections from the Southeastern San Diego area to employment and education opportunities north of and adjacent to I-8 are
worthy goals. The Draft Regional Plan calls for a light rail transit (LRT) line along the I-805 and SR 15 corridors that would serve the City Heights area,
Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, University City/UCSD, Sorrento Valley, and Carmel Valley. Access to the new LRT line from the Southeastern San Diego
would be at the existing I-805/47th St Trolley stations that would allow transfer connections between this new LRT line and the Orange Line and local
bus routes.
Access to jobs, housing, and other services to/from the Southeastern SD area is important. The Draft Regional Plan includes a new light rail transit (LRT)
line along the I-805 corridor between San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via National City, Southeastern San Diego, City Heights, Mission Valley, Kearny
Mesa, and University City, and Sorrento Valley. Access for the Southeastern San Diego area would be at the existing 47th St Trolley station.
Regarding the idea of creating an intermodal center at SR 15/Orange Line, you are right that it would connect the Southeastern SD community with
the new I-15 Bus Rapid Transit (Rapid 235). Doing so, however, would create a significant out-of-direction move and added time for riders traveling
between Downtown and City Heights. This Rapid service is designed to connect downtown San Diego with Escondido via City Heights and Kearny
Mesa. A better way to give access to this Rapid service would be in adding along SR 94; such a station appears to be feasible and would generate
significant new ridership to both the I-15 Rapid and proposed South Bay Rapid services. It will be studied further as part of the SR 94 Express Lanes
Study.
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Robert C. Leif,
Ph.D.
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Initially, only the 32nd St. Trolley stop needs to be moved. It is
understood that projects that involve significant alterations to a
freeway require significant amounts of time and effort just to be
approved, and subsequently to be engineered, and completed.
However, the lifetime of this plan will be longer than twenty years.
Another advantage of moving the Trolley station is that it will provide
easier access in the area East of I-15 and be sufficiently separated from
the 25th St. station that the present objections to an intermediate
station will be overcome and a new station created in the vicinity of 28
or 29 St. and the new station for the I-805 BRT shown in Figure 3.3
should also be constructed. This connection of the Trolley to the I-15
together with the addition of 2 Trolley stops would provide
Southeastern San Diego with valuable Rapid transit linkages to the rest
of the City.

As noted in previous responses to comments, the Draft Regional Plan includes a new light rail transit (LRT) line along the Interstate 805 corridor
between San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via National City, Southeastern San Diego, City Heights, Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, and University City, and
Sorrento Valley. Access for the Southeastern San Diego area would be at the existing 47th Street Orange Line Trolley station.

Email

Since the Orange Line Trolley downtown stations are each near one of
the proposed Bus Rapid Transit stops, many of the modifications to
California State Route 94 (SR 94) will not be needed, the extension of
the BRT is redundant. This redundancy of the proposed I-805 BRT
section that runs on SR-94 and the Orange Line is sufficient as to split
the riders between them. A single modality that carried all of the riders
would permit an increase in frequency of the Trolley, which would also
generate more riders. This elimination of redundancy would increase
the cost-effectiveness of San Diego’s transit system. The construction of
the new Intermodal stations will require only part of the funds for that
project to be used and the connection of the Trolley. The saved money
can be used to accelerate the southern extension of I-BRT to the South.
The rest of the money can be spent on the uses specified by the local
planning groups when they voted against the extension of the BRT on
to SR-94, namely “putting in amenities such as benches and
streetscapes”.
The passengers on both the I-15 BRT and the I-805 will have access to
all of the Orange Lines stops including its downtown stops, as well as
after transfer to those of the Blue and Green lines, the BRT passengers
will be able to go from San Ysidro to Gillespie Field.
720

Robert C. Leif,
Ph.D.

I'm a chemist by training and a property owner. This meeting was
somewhat of a farce, because of the fact it was an advertising section.
There was no honest discussion. It was not getting real input from the
audience, especially on the engineering details of what has been
proposed.

The Spring 2015 public outreach meetings followed a predetermined format, which included a SANDAG video and staff presentation on San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan), a panel discussion including an audience Question and Answer session, followed by an of open house,
where participants could review poster displays, reference copies, ask SANDAG staff specific questions, and leave comments for the public record.
Regarding your comment about receiving more information on the engineering details of what has been proposed in the Draft Regional Plan, the
projects included in the Regional Plan will undergo environmental review, which includes engineering analyses.

Court
Reporter
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Robert C. Leif,
Ph.D.

There's a singular lack of intermodal connections between the Trolley
and the bus Rapid transit. Since the people like in the southeastern are
locked in the ghetto, they can't go north. And why should we support
it and, in fact, the planning in the area have not supported this and
SANDAG has to learn to listen.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes improved access to existing and future rail and Rapid services, including: a transfer point
between the existing Orange Line/local bus routes in the Southeastern area and the planned Trolley Line 562. Consideration is also being given to
including a Rapid station along State Route 94 that would provide connections to the existing Interstate 15 Rapid 235 and future South Bay Rapid 225.
Creation of single connection point is not feasible without considerable out-of-direction travel.
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Robert C. Leif,
Ph.D.
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I'm speaking about southeast of San Diego needing an intermodal
transit stop. Because with all of these wonderful things, we got
nothing. We don't have any access going north. And we have poor
people who need jobs north -- you can see all about jobs. Please read
the full document I gave you because I'm going to go fast.

Access to jobs, housing, and other services to/from the Southeastern San Diego area is important. The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan
includes a new light rail transit (LRT) line along the Interstate 805 corridor between San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via National City, Southeastern
San Diego, City Heights, Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, and University City, and Sorrento Valley. Access for the Southeastern San Diego area would be
at the existing 47th Street Trolley station.

Court
Reporter

This will improve connectivity and access to jobs, housing and services,
and increased ridership. And what we want to do is take the Orange
Line Trolley and connect it with the I-15 Bus Rapid Transit at the
crossing of I-15 and Imperial Avenue by constructing an intermodal
Trolley station.

Regarding the idea of creating an intermodal center at State Route 15/Orange Line, you are right that it would connect the Southeastern San Diego
community with the new Interstate 15 Bus Rapid Transit (Rapid 235). Doing so, however, would create a significant out-of-direction move and added
time for riders traveling between Downtown and City Heights. This Rapid service is designed to connect downtown San Diego with Escondido via City
Heights and Kearny Mesa. A better way to give access to this Rapid service would be in adding along State Route 94 (SR 94); such a station appears to
be feasible and would generate significant new ridership. It will be studied further as part of the SR 94 Express Lanes environmental study.

If you look on the left of the loop, right down at the bottom, there' a
little white arrow that you will see is where the present station is. If you
go around on to Imperial, right underneath I-15, which is where it
should have been, if you put it together with the bus Rapid transit, you
have an intermodal connection.
In order to build this, you're going to have to widen the freeway
because of the fact is the -- the buses are in on the left-hand side,
which means they're in the center. You have to put a station in there,
but you have to be able to take the cars around so they don't hit the
buses. And you then put an elevator, which is the cheapest form of
Rapid transit I know -- now going up and down -- and you -- of course,
you have the stairs. Now you have them connected, and the
connections are phenomenal because you also hit the Imperial Avenue
bus, the newly planned bus on 32nd Street, and you can get your
passengers on the Bus Rapid Transit down to Downtown without even
touching State Route 84. Now, it doesn't say you shouldn't do it in the
long run, but this would get it done fast because it's one-shot, very
small addition to your plan. And that would allow them to get there as
quickly as possible, so you would maintain the ridership because they
want to go Downtown. So they have to take an elevator. That's not
too much. So in other words, we're going to connect Orange Trolley
Line with the I-15 BRT Imperial bus and propose the 32nd Street Rapid
bus. That is intermodal. And you can use it at least for the time being
as a connection to get your people Downtown who want to come
down from north. So we have three Trolley lines that the bus route and
transit can connect to at America's Plaza on 12th and Imperial, a ride -BRT riders can then go south as far as San Ysidro, and the Trolley riders
to the northern part of the area, such as Escondido, Rancho Bernardo,
Sabre Springs, UTC, and UCSD. There are many well-paying jobs. We
have people with lousy jobs. They can also go to school at UCSD and
get into the middle class and break out of poverty. So I think this will
help our community and everyone else. I am on the planning group for
Southeastern. I'm also on for City Heights and a member of the CPC,
but I'm speaking for myself. And lastly, keep the northern Trolley. I
want to use it.
723

Robert Little

The proposed High-speed Rail should go south to Tijuana. It should not
stop at Lindbergh Field but go south along I-15 with a station near
Qualcomm Stadium. There should be a rail line from Lindbergh Field
east to the station near Qualcomm Stadium.

Two high-speed rail alignments are under consideration by the California High-Speed Rail Authority (CHSRA). One follows the alignment shown in
Figure 2.11 roughly along Interstate 15 (I-15), Carroll Canyon, and Interstate 5 while the other alignment follows I-15 and State Route 163. The
CHSRA has selected San Diego International Airport as the terminal station in San Diego. An extension of high-speed rail to the border is included in
the unconstrained project list (Table A.5) but it is not part of the revenue constrained plan.
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I am a homeowner in Del Mar Heights, California, 92014. We and our
neighbors are gravely concerned about the ADDITIONAL FREEWAY
NOISE that a planned 70' flyover connecting Route 56 to Route 5 will
inflict on our community.

Your concerns have been shared with the project team and will be taken into consideration. The Interstate 5 (I-5)/State Route (SR 56) Interchange
Project proposes to improve the traffic operations on I-5 between Del Mar Heights Road and Carmel Valley Road, and on SR 56 between I-5 and
Carmel Country Road. On May 18, 2012, the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR)/ Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the project was
released for a 45-day public review and comment period. The Draft EIR/EIS is a direct result of more than ten years of community, private and public
collaboration. Five alternatives (four build and one no build) are included in the Draft EIR/EIS, which analyzes environmental, air quality, visual and
other community impacts. You can access the Draft EIR/EIS by visitinghttp://www.dot.ca.gov/dist11/Env_docs/I5_SR56/DEIR.html. As part of the
proposed project, sound walls are planned to be constructed on private property near the interchange to mitigate freeway noise. The Final EIR/EIS is
expected to be released this year. At that time, the Preferred Alternative will also be announced and documented.

Email

As a resident of the area east of Alpine, I find that public transportation
is ineffective. The bus does not operate every day. The days it does
operate it leaves Descanso around 11:30 am and does not return until
after 5:00 pm.

Transit works best in areas where there is a strong interface between land use and transit planning. Transit works best where existing and planned
densities and urban design makes transit easily accessible for large numbers of people and garner a level of ridership that makes the investment in
transit cost-effective. With this in mind, an "Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary" was established (see map on Page 35 of the Draft San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan) that reflects those areas of the region where there is a strong transit/land use interface.

Letter

The hours of operation does not allow for the people of towns east of
Descanso to use the bus to access shopping or jobs. If you have to be
at work at 9:00 am and don't get off until 5:00 pm you will not be able
to use the bus system. If you are shopping and your food is perishable,
you have a problem waiting until 5:00 pm to return home.

Areas east of Alpine are characterized by relatively low density and a land use design geared towards automobile travel. This does not mean there will
be no transit outside the Urban Area Transit Strategy Boundary, but future improvements in terms of the number of routes and service frequency will
likely be minimal.

We have already experienced a tremendous increase in freeway noise
from highway developments in this area over the past decade. The
problem is already severe, significantly reducing quality of life for
current residents. Any pretending that another flyover near us will not
exacerbate the problem would be ludicrous.
Please figure out, BEFORE building another flyover, how to protect us
from ESCALATING FREEWAY NOISE, which is already battering our
otherwise lovely community. If quality of life for current residents is
truly valued, further escalation of the freeway noise in this area needs
to be prevented.
Thank you.
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Sandra Wilson

If the bus just operated between Viejas Casino and the rural east
county cities several times a day, those in the rural east county could go
to work or shop. Once at Viejas Casino, they could take another bus to
access the transit center or any other area of San Diego County
knowing that they would also have several opportunities to return
home. Some people would just like to access the market in Alpine to
purchase food that they could not get in the small communities. Some
would like to access a job, school or medical appointments further out
in the community and need to connect to the transit center. Having
access at many times during the day would make using public
transportation
more
effective
for
them.
I also ask that a weekend bus would operate so that people who are in
the rural east county could access the zoo, museum or the beaches.
This would be valuable to the communities in the rural east county.
Such transportation would allow those that live in these communities
to enjoy what San Diego has to offer even when they don't have their
own transportation.
I hope you will consider in your plan the needs of those individuals that
make their home in the rural east county beyond Alpine.
726

Sandra Wilson

There are many seniors that don't drive and live in the rural east county
because of the availability of inexpensive housing. They are in need of a
transportation system that would operate several times a day for
shopping and medical appointments.

The Coordinated Public Transit - Human Services Transportation Plan (Coordinated Plan [Appendix U.1]), developed every two years, takes Senior
Transportation and rural areas into account. The Coordinated Plan provides a five-year blueprint for the implementation of public transit and social
service transportation concepts described in the Regional Plan. It establishes a regional strategy to provide transportation to recognized transportationdisadvantaged groups, including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and persons with limited means.
The development of the next Coordinated Plan will begin in the Summer of 2015, with extensive outreach in the fall, including in the rural areas of
San Diego.
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Steve Otto
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Should be more funds for TRANSIT. In fact pie chart Distorted,
including a major share of new "managed lane" and calling it Transit!!
Should be proportionally more $$ to South County for environmental
justice for transit. Should construct South County Projects - EARLIER!
Highest Transit Demand in total MTS System NOW not 2035 to start
Express Bus #640 and #688 Routes. NEED direct Rapid Bus connector
from San Ysidro Intermodal to new Eastlake Rapid Bus at Palomar/I-805
Interchange. Need to RE-ESTABLISH Bus-Trolley-Bus Transferring!!

The Rapid routes mentioned will provide fast express service along the Interstate 5 and Interstate 805 corridors, but depend upon the implementation
of Managed Lanes facilities to bypass congested freeway main lanes. These facilities provide priority access to Rapid services and car/vanpools, and will
be managed (as is the current Interstate 15 Managed Lanes facility) to ensure free-flow travel for Rapid services like Routes 640 and 688.

Web

Please move foward the transportation project for the San Ysidro
Intermodal Transportation Center at the border crossing. We need this
to take place sooner than what is in the plan! The present situation is
HORRIBLE. Also Express Bus Services in San Ysidro and Otay Mesa are
URGENTLY needed!

A study which developed a concept for a potential future San Ysidro Intermodal Transit Center (ITC) was completed in 2014. The study explored
different financing strategies for building the facility including potential for public private partnerships. If additional funds are identified this project
could be advanced.

The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) offers a number of fare products, including passes that allow unlimited trips, and discounted cash fares and
monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders. In fact, fewer than ten percent of boardings on MTS vehicles are cash fares.
Approximately 70 percent use a monthly pass and over 20 percent board with a Day Pass. At this time, MTS has no plans to add a free transfer to its
fare options, although continual advances in fare and ticketing technology may allow for more fare structure options in the future.
Web

In addition to the ITC, San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes multiple transit projects serving San Ysidro, including Rapid routes 905 from the
Iris Street Trolley station to the Otay Mesa Port of Entry, 640A from San Ysidro to Old Town Transit Center via City College, 640B from Iris Trolley to
Kearny Mesa via City College, 688 from San Ysidro to Sorrento Mesa (peak period), and a new Trolley line - Route 562 from San Ysidro to
Kearny Mesa and Carmel Valley along the Interstate 805 corridor.
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Steve Otto

With new quasi-Trolley from Eastlake to I-805 @ Palomar, ensure
there's coordinated BRT from San Ysidro Intermodal Transportation
Center (will be considerable commuter demand).

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) would allow commuters traveling from the San Ysidro Intermodal Center to Eastlake to use the
Purple Line Trolley line (Route 562) from San Ysidro to a station at Palomar Street/Interstate 805, then transfer to the South Bay Rapid
(Route 225) to access employment centers in the Otay Ranch/Eastlake areas. With the Regional Plan goal of having Trolley and Rapid services both
operating at ten minutes frequency throughout the day, there will be convenient transfers between the two lines.
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Steve Otto

Expedite construction of the new "purple line" Trolley. 2035 is too far
out, will be high ridership now!

The Purple Line is one of the highest priority projects in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. The project could be implemented sooner depending
on funding availability and project readiness. Trolley projects are major capital projects and so take a number of years to implement given the planning,
environmental, design, and construction work that needs to be done, as well as ensuring sufficient time for public involvement throughout the
process. Initial planning studies for the line will begin later this year.
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Steve Otto

Restore transfers to MTS - considerable hardship for low-income folks
to have to pay two fares - bus to Trolley. San Ysidro residents are heavy
transit users, now and even more so in the future.

Purchasing a Day Pass, which is about twice the cost of a one-way fare, allows unlimited travel on buses and Trolleys for the day. The Metropolitan
Transit System (MTS) offers a number of fare products, including passes that allow unlimited trips, and discounted cash fares and monthly pass prices
for qualifying seniors and disabled riders. Fewer than 10 percent of boardings on MTS vehicles are cash fares. Approximately 70 percent use a monthly
pass and over 20 percent board with a Day Pass. At this time, MTS has no plans to add a free transfer to its fare options, although continual advances
in fare and ticketing technology may allow for more fare structure options in the future.
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Steve Otto

Speed Trolley services within downtown corridor. Need traffic signal
"jumpers." Trolley should have priority movement over cars!

The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) and SANDAG are continuously working with the City of San Diego to improve Trolley operations along C Street
and Park Boulevard. While providing priority for transit over cars would be nice, several of the cross streets are main arteries to and from the freeways
and, given the number of trains operated through downtown, there has to be a balance between Trolley and street traffic. Remember too that many
of these cross streets have local and Rapid services operating on them, so smooth flow for these services is important as well.
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Susan Freedman

SB375- No mention of how SANDAG will promote/encourage "green
vehicles."

The promotion and encouragement of green vehicles is discussed in several sections of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. Please refer to the
following sections:

Comment
Card

•

Chapter 2 (pages 71-73) related to plug-in electric vehicle chargers at Mobility Hubs;

•

Chapter 2 (pages 75-76) under Promoting Sustainable Mobility, the draft plan calls for building infrastructure to more environmentally friendly
vehicles;

•

Chapter 5 (page 145) under Continuing Actions for a Healthy Environment and Communities, one of the actions calls for building a network of
electric vehicle charging stations; and Appendix U.12 is the San Diego Regional Plug-In Electric Vehicle Readiness Plan, which the SANDAG
Board adopted in January 2014.
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I recognize you have poured years of work into this document. Yet I
lament the continued emphasis on a 20th century solution to a now
21st century problem: widening of highways to ease congestion. Wider
highways are, at this point, self-defeating. Wider highways = more cars
= more congestion = more greenhouse emissions. San Diego needs to
do what smart cities are doing: placing an emphasis on rail as the
primary people mover and on buses and cars as feeders to the rail
systems. New York City opened their rail transportation system in 1904
when the NY City area population was 3.4 million people; San Diego's
population is currently 3.2 million. Boston opened their rail system in
1897 when their population was 560,000; San Diego's population is
currently 3.2 million. Washington DC opened their rail system in 1976
when the City's population was 706,000 and the Washington DC.
SMSA population was 2.6 million; San Diego's population is currently
3.2 million. San Francisco opened BART in 1972 (after the Key system
was dismantled) when the City's population was 714,000 and the Bay
Area population was 4.6 million. San Diego's population is projected to
reach 4 million by 2060. The future is here and it is now. Without
modern 21st Century rail centered transit, San Diego will NOT become
a great City. Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

There is agreement that continuing the past trend of expanding/increasing general purpose freeway lanes is not the answer to addressing regional
mobility needs. The focus of this plan is to increase the availability of time competitive and safe alternative travel choices. This includes improvements
to the transit, car/vanpooling, bicycle, and pedestrian systems. The vast majority of the highway improvements are for Managed Lanes facilities, which
provide priority access to transit (specifically, the Rapid services) and car/vanpooling to bypass congested freeway main lanes. The term Managed Lanes
is used because there is on-going management to ensure free-flow conditions are maintained.
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UC
San
Diego
Student Body (letter
submitted with 124
signatures)
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Dear SANDAG Board Members,

The Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) analyzes a range of alternatives. All action
alternatives advance 35 years of transit into the first ten years of the Regional Plan (from 2015 to 2050, which is the horizon year of the plan), similar
in concept as the 5010 Transit Plan. The 5010 Transit Plan also envisions delays in highway investments similar to those included in Draft EIR
Alternatives 3, 4, and 5A through 5D. The feasibility of these alternatives is affected by funding constraints, among other factors. The Board of
Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Regional Plan.

Letter

I am an undergraduate student at the University of California San
Diego. As a university student in San Diego, I feel strongly compelled to
voice my dissatisfaction with the current state of TransNet Ordinance
and Expenditure Plan. I would like to see a reallocation of our tax
money to an alternative public transit strategy, namely the 50-10
Transit Plan proposed by CNFF. This need is dire and is supported by
numerous facts: According to the Appellate Court decision in Nov.
2014, SANDAG has abused its authority and misinformed the public on
the long-term consequences of the 2050 RTP.SANDAG has asked for
Supreme Court review of the Appellate Decision, however the Supreme
Court has conditionally affirmed the Appellate decision citing
SANDAG's failures on four critical regional planning issues: regional
health impacts of freeways; regional impacts of farmland loss; lack of
mitigation for climate change impacts and failure to consider
alternatives to reduce driving in the region.The San Diego public does
not support SANDAG. Most residents of San Diego do not support
monetary efforts spent on legal conflicts for special interests. We want
SANDAG to use our tax money to support a much needed policy and
infrastructural change in our public transit system. The current light
rail transport system simply fails to reach the vast majority of citizens in
the urban core, SPRINTER and COASTER corridors, and Blue Line
corridor. Spending TransNet dollars on freeways is not going to get us
there; we need a transit-first alternative.
I understand your recent struggles in the legal front, but I am
convinced that a more effective solution can come from reallocation of
our tax money away from the existing TransNet expenditures and
toward alternative solutions that reflect CNFF's 50-10 Transit Plan as a
transit-first alternative that meets CEQA standards and SB 375. This
would greatly improve the quality of SANDAG's future RTP updates
and mitigate the pressure that SANDAG currently faces from the
environmental groups, students and the general public.
The issue is of great concern to the student body here at the University
of California San Diego. Much of TransNet's current course of spending
contradicts what we have learned to be optimal for our environment,
both locally and at the state level. I hope that the facts and the
concerns of our student body will be considered seriously. Thank you
for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
UC San Diego Student Body

SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle, and
rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be used to
complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of the SANDAG discretionary state and federal funds are used to
match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet transit
projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet capital projects approved by the voters.
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Valentina Molteni
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The draft Regional Plan fails to recognize that San Diegans need and
want a TRANSIT-FIRST alternative. Pedestrian, bicycle, and transit must
be the top funding priority, and TransNet funds should be shifted away
from freeway and Rapid bus lane expansion and into pedestrian,
bicycle, and rail transit alternatives. This should be not only the top
priority for SANDAG to meet the needs of San Diegans, but also to
meet the mandated California clean-air greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets as highlighted by the recent successful Sierra Club
Lawsuit, and soon-to-be successful Cleveland National Forest
Foundation lawsuit. Why wait for the decision to be made, when it's
the right thing to do for San Diegans and Californians as well. SANDAG
must stop playing favor to powerful special interest groups and
developers, and start doing what's right for the San Diegans they have
a responsibility to serve.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any previous
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), The Regional Plan creates a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit
services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating
multiple transportation modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit. For example, new Trolley lines include the development of “mobility hubs”
that enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed
Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes.
The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creates network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley,
Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs.

Web

SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle, and
rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be used to
complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of the SANDAG discretionary state and federal funds are used to
match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet transit
projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet capital projects approved by the voters.
Managed Lane revenues are used to help fund transit service, and managed lanes are necessary to make the Plan’s investments in Rapid bus service
competitive with cars.
Regarding greenhouse gas (GHG) targets, the only mandated GHG emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the Senate Bill 375 per capita GHG
emissions reduction targets for passenger vehicles. The proposed Regional Plan exceeds these targets. The CNFF Court of Appeal decision referenced
by commenter (and now depublished) called for a comparison between the proposed Plan’s emissions and the state’s 2050 GHG reduction goal, and
an assessment of whether the RTP/Sustainable Communities Strategy emissions are consistent with the state goal. The Court of Appeal expressly noted
there was no statute or regulation translating the Executive Order’s goals into comparable regional GHG reduction targets.

737

Valerie Pasquetto

The draft regional plan fails to recognize that San Diegans need and
want a TRANSIT-FIRST alternative. Pedestrian, bicycle, and transit must
be the top funding priority, and TransNet funds should be shifted away
from freeway and Rapid bus lane expansion and into pedestrian,
bicycle, and rail transit alternatives. This should be not only the top
priority for SANDAG to meet the needs of San Diegans, but also to
meet the mandated California clean-air greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets. It is time for SANDAG to take its responsibilities to
do what's right for the San Diegans seriously.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any previous
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), The Regional Plan creates a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit
services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating
multiple transportation modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit. For example, new Trolley lines include the development of “mobility hubs”
that enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed
Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes.
The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creates network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley,
Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs.
SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle, and
rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be used to
complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of the SANDAG discretionary state and federal funds are used to
match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet transit
projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet capital projects approved by the voters.
Managed Lane revenues are used to help fund transit service, and managed lanes are necessary to make the Regional Plan’s investments in Rapid bus
service competitive with cars.
Regarding greenhouse gas (GHG) targets, the only mandated GHG emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the Senate Bill 375 per capita GHG
emissions reduction targets for passenger vehicles. The proposed Regional Plan exceeds these targets. The CNFF Court of Appeal decision referenced
by commenter (and now depublished) called for a comparison between the proposed Plan’s emissions and the state’s 2050 GHG reduction goal, and
an assessment of whether the RTP/Sustainable Communities Strategy emissions are consistent with the state goal. The Court of Appeal expressly noted
there was no statute or regulation translating the Executive Order’s goals into comparable regional GHG reduction targets.

Web
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The draft regional plan fails to recognize that San Diegans need and
want a TRANSIT-FIRST alternative. Pedestrian, bicycle, and transit must
be the top funding priority, and TransNet funds should be shifted away
from freeway and Rapid bus lane expansion and into pedestrian,
bicycle, and rail transit alternatives. This should be not only the top
priority for SANDAG to meet the needs of San Diegans, but also to
meet the mandated California clean-air greenhouse gas emission
reduction targets as highlighted by the recent successful Sierra Club
Lawsuit, and soon-to-be successful Cleveland National Forest
Foundation lawsuit. Do the right thing for San Diegans, Californians, as
well as the planet. Be on the forefront rather than behind the curve;
show your civic and moral responsibility rather than wait for the
decision to be made. SANDAG must stop playing favor to powerful
special interest groups and developers, and start doing what's right for
the San Diegans they have a responsibility to serve.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any previous
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), The Regional Plan creates a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit
services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating
multiple transportation modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit. For example, new Trolley lines include the development of “mobility hubs”
that enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed
Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes.
The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creates network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley,
Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs.
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SANDAG does not have the flexibility to reallocate TransNet funds from freeway and Rapid bus lane (managed lane) expansion to pedestrian, bicycle, and
rail transit, as requested by the comment. The TransNet Ordinance estimates that about a 50 percent match in funds from other sources will be used to
complete all of the Ordinance’s highway and transit capital projects. Fully 90 percent of the SANDAG discretionary state and federal funds are used to
match TransNet funds to complete TransNet projects. Redirecting these matching funds away from TransNet projects to advance non-TransNet transit
projects would create a funding deficiency that, at this time, would prevent SANDAG from completing all TransNet capital projects approved by the voters.
Managed Lane revenues are used to help fund transit service, and managed lanes are necessary to make the Regional Plan’s investments in Rapid bus
service competitive with cars.
Regarding greenhouse gas (GHG) targets, the only mandated GHG emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the Senate Bill 375 per capita GHG
emissions reduction targets for passenger vehicles. The proposed Regional Plan exceeds these targets. The CNFF Court of Appeal decision referenced
by commenter (and now depublished) called for a comparison between the proposed Regional Plan’s emissions and the state’s 2050 GHG reduction
goal, and an assessment of whether the RTP/Sustainable Communities Strategy emissions are consistent with the state goal. The Court of Appeal
expressly noted there was no statute or regulation translating the Executive Order’s goals into comparable regional GHG reduction targets.
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Below comments and questions pertaining to the Draft San Diego Forward
Regional Plan, and its associated EIR. If any further information is needed to
facilitate a response and answers to questions, please contact me promptly
at the address below. Thank you.

SANDAG evaluated three transportation network scenarios that were presented at public meetings and workshop for public input. See Appendix F for
detailed information. Final Chapter 2 will include a more detailed section on the development of the transportation network. This section will explain
the process of evaluating projects and ranking them as well as the performance measures which are applied to the network as a whole. The evaluation
process resulted in the devlepment of ranked project lists by mode. The highest ranking projects were then brought together in a series of
transportation network scenarios that could be implemented within projected funding availability. A side-by-side comparison between transit and
highway projects (for example) was not done since funding is typically tied to individual modes and the merits of projects are unique to each mode (i.e.
safety is an evaluation criteria used for highway project ranking while system utilization is a criteria unique to transit projects). The evaluation criteria
(shown in Appendix M) did award points for both transit and highway projects that projected a reduction in greenhouse gases and smog-forming
pollutants. Funding availability, project readiness, and project rankings were all taken into consideration in crafting the transportation network
scenarios.

Email

Comments and Questions:
This review and comments/questions about Draft San Diego Forward and
its EIR contains a request for consideration and evaluation of the
transportation portion by introduction of on-demand and shared autos as
the primary mode replacing mass transit. Emphasis for low-income users
and non-drivers. Generally, with San Diego Forward emphasis on reduced
energy use and GHG, allocations are discussed for the several major
sources, fixed and mobile. Following SB-375, definitions of dense
harmonious villages, while reducing GHG to California Air Resources Board
standards, transportation considerations dominate the discussions. Portions
of numerical performance appear, but there is no system oriented
discussion or evaluation, to support the mode funding distribution
promoted, or comparison with other choices. Question #1: Consideriing
SANDAG emphasis on choices, and the Public Participation Program, why
isn't there a side by side comparison of the principal system options
evaluated for consideration by a more broad public representation?? It can
be determined from listed gasoline use reduction, on-road vehicles will
continue to dominate with daily energy savings; by 2050 about 3 million
gallons, about a 48% reduction. That is more than 30 times mass transit
equivalent energy reduction, even assuming a factor of three improvement.
Add a similar high share of about 20 million daily passenger-miles growth
projected. 2% to 4% or so remaining consume half capital funds, mainly
for mass transit to provide travel to low income travelers and non-drivers.
Question #2: Considering these environmentally favorable numbers
increasingly efficient autos, why isn't support to on-road vehicles a higher
share of capital funds? Other Alternative: Question #3: Instead allocate
the mass transit segment to evolution and installation of the on-call
personal or share vehicle rental sources, e.g. Lytt, Uber, growing in major
cities. As public personal transportation offering on-demand no transfer
direct service for all, including non-drivers. What combination of major
factors defines a "For-Hire" system to best compare with SD Forward's
mass transit system; including cost considerations?Some factors: - "OnCall" in operation meets the conservative requirement rules as proven
technology. -Public transportation access available as on-demand personal
direct to destination for all; young, old, handicap, low income. An extensive
mass transit network overlay not required expecting to improve access. Flexible adaptation to community productivity and social needs w/o need to
concentrate near limited mass transit lines.(SD Forward shows little
reduction in work distance).(Current US data show over 70% new jobs
locating in suburbs). -Provides at least 50% faster work trips.-Provides near
100% access to transportation instead of inferior close spaced fixed route
networks up to .5 mile away. Drastically lower capital costs. Actual
cost/pass-mile similar to SDF Plan. Therefore similar fare subsidy.
Consideration to repetitive daily trips, pools, etc. Reduced parking land in
high cost areas. Increases VMT perhaps ~2%, with increasingly energyefficient vehicles. Thus provides funds saved to build roads in Caltrans
unconstrained plan. Congestion still more, (travel delay drops only 10%
less), and mobility index 20% less in 2050 than current. (Distance
traveled/minute by representative mode distribution.) Restrict transit
growth to a very few peak period surge locations.Meaningful on-call
capability creates Regional postures for increasingly even more efficient
autonomous vehicle systems, self driving and/or guideway approaching
feasibility.

Regarding questions about the relationship between transit and shared transportation, we see an opportunity for both modes to work together to
strengthen the role each can play in addressing regional mobility needs. A Regional Mobility Hubs strategy is currently being developed that could
transform transit stations into multi-modal hubs where shared mobility services and other modes can improve connectivity and extend the reach of
public transportation into areas not directly served. Availability of funding through the life of the Regional Plan allows for the implementation of up to
20 mobility hubs by 2035. SANDAG aims to explore additional mobility hub implementation funding opportunities through federal and state grants in
addition to public-private partnerships.
The Draft Regional Plan also includes investment in the expansion of on-demand, shared mobility services, including carshare, bikeshare, rideshare, and
ride sourcing services such as Lyft and Uber. See Appendix E for detailed information.
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Question #4: Action Item suggestion below. Is there a better way to
make the general public aware, and motivated to choose between
these options?Action Item:As replacement for the mass transit plan and
funds in the current Draft SD Forward and EIR, prepare and receive
approval for a specific personal on-demand Plan along guidelines
presented above. Involve on-call system designers and operators.
Notes: Suggest in addition to comments list responses, this subject of
an on-demand alternative be discussed in timely more extensive
considerations. Please do not base answers or further comment on
precision of numbers used. They are believed sufficiently in the actual
range to support statements.

740

Walt Brewer

Regarding Transit Performance: Question #2, Why isn't the summary of
transit performance, ~43 million to more the 100 million in 2013
annual boardings, in context compared directly with the 2013
transportation total of several billion total annual trips; mostly direct
origin to destination, that would instead by transit require 2 to 3
boardings by transfer to different vehicles?

The annual trips account for all trips. Transit is a percentage of those trips which is also shown in the "mode share" data expressed as percentages in
Performance Measure No.5 in Table N.1 of Appendix N. Additonal information about transit travel time is included in Appendix N. Performance
measure 4A in Table N.1 highligths the average peak-period travel time work by transit. Table N.3 shows average travel time during peak-periods in 11
key corridors by auto (drive alone), transit, and carpool. The travel times shown in this table account for any transit transfers needed to make the trip
between the origin and destination.
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Walt Brewer

Question #3, Considering emphasis on public participation claimed, are
transit vs total transportation performance comparisons of this kind
presented during public meetings, focus groups, etc?

The Regional Plan includes a number of performance measures which have been highlighted at SANDAG Policy Committee and Board meetings and
public outreach meetings. The performance measures are included in Appendix N and include information on travel time by mode. Additionally peak
period travel times (by carpool, transit, and driving alone) for 11 key corridors are highlighted in Table N.3.
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Walt Brewer

Regarding Managed Lanes:

Altering speeds on major corridors like freeways would change travel patterns across the region, so the greenhouse gas impacts would have to be
analyzed in the context of new travel patterns. In general, however, according to the California Air Resources Board Emissions Factors database,
vehicles emit the least amount of emissions per mile when traveling around 45 miles per hour. However, utilizing this speed as a goal would not
improve overall traffic conditions that worsen rapidly when speeds dip below this optimal threshold. Providing alternative choices, such as carpool
capacity via the Managed Lanes, also provides a travel time incentive for modes that demand less capacity per person on the highway network.

Email

Question #4, For the Managed Lanes equipped freeways used as basis
for comparisons of energy, emissions, GHG, capacity, etc. in the report
and its EIR, using instead, the same performance indicators, how would
freeways in the same settings and with the same total number of lanes
compare if smooth flow averaging in the 50 to 70 mph range perform?
743

William Henderson

The goal of 82% of new housing as multi-family, is overly restrictive.
Urban growth boundaries artificially increase the price of housing. This
has been attested to by Brookings Institution Metropolitan Policy
Program Senior Researcher Jonathan Rothwell.

While the San Diego region does not have a formal urban growth boundary, such as Portland and Seattle, our region's Multiple Habitat Conservation
Plan and Multiple Species Conservation Plan serve as a de-facto urban growth boundary. That said, it is not our region's goal to achieve 82 percent of
new housing as multi-family. Rather, our 2050 Regional Growth Forecast projects that, based on the collective land use patterns of the 18 cities and
the County of San Diego, 82 percent of new housing between now and 2050 will be multi-family units. While multi-family units don't guarantee
housing affordability, they tend to increase housing affordability.

Web

744.

William Henderson

I LIKE the idea of "smart" intersections, if that means traffic light
coordination. Bus Rapid transit (as exists along I-15) is great. I've used
this many times to get from Mira Mesa to downtown, and it works
wonderfully. Much more economical, and flexible than fixed light rail
systems. I wanted to see at least some acknowledgement of the role of
autonomous cars. This will happen sooner or later, and I hope SANDAG
is planning for it.

SANDAG is closely monitoring the advancement in the technology for automated vehicles that has great promise for making our roadways and transit
systems operate with improved safety and greater efficiently. The use of intelligent transportation technology is already in use in many applications
throughout the region, and this will continue in the future.
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Solve the first/last mile issue using high speed aerial gondolas as
"feeder lines" to mass transit. Advantages - far higher per passenger
mile efficiency, lower right of way and land footprint needs, greater on
demand flexibility than bus lines, lower cost per mile to build and
maintain. Contactjsparksworthy@gmail.com to get detailed analysis
and proposal.

While capital investments have been planned in the most densely populated areas, both in terms of residential and employment opportunities,
oftentimes the first-mile/last-mile issue of connecting the rider to their final destination still remains a deterrent for using public transportation.
Concepts such as the Mobility Hub are currently being researched to see what types of transportation demand management and system management
technologies and programs could be implemented at different hubs, depending on the urban or suburban location of the potential mobility hub. In a
similar fashion, SANDAG is also researching skyways to understand more completely the benefits and constraints to implementing this type of
alternative mode. Skyways, also referred to as gondolas or aerial trams, are operating in several cities and are under development in several countries.
They have been suggested as a possible transit option in San Diego and other US cities. A feasibility study of a Skyway between Downtown and Balboa
Park was completed in June 2015 (sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1956_19279.pdf).
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Funding would not be such a huge obstacle if big corporations and
developers were forced to pay their fair share.

There is a funding source for public/private partnerships and transit oriented development. In addition, developers contribute to the funding available for
local transportation through the Regional Transportation Congestion Improvement Program and other fair share requirements within local jurisdictions.
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Commitment to Active Transit. Signal lights synced to pedestrians.

Medians that provide a refuge for people crossing the street (particularly for vulnerable populations such as seniors and pedestrians with disabilities),
are a type of improvement that would be included in the Safe Routes to Transit, Safe Routes to School, and Regional Bicycle Plan projects implemented
as part of the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan.

Comment
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Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period
covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around $204 billion over 35 years (in year of expenditure), we don’t have all the money right now. Also,
a majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and
we don’t have the authority to interchange them. These constraints come with specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. The “revenue
constrained scenario” for transportation investments detailed in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) plays by those rules. It’s what
we can do given the budget we project.
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A six-lane highway through Downtown La Mesa? Crazy, right? Oh
yeah, Spring St. - 2 lane each way, with turn pocket, and wider right
hand lanes - yep, six lane.
If a senior can't cross a street without stopping in the middle... there
should be a darn nice, very safe middle for them to re-energize and
cross the next three lanes! :)
747

Please explain the difference between "constrained" and
"unconstrained" and how projects were selected for the revenue
constrained list of projects to be funded.

What if our region had an unlimited budget? SANDAG considered this too, in order to get a clear-eyed view of what the region is actually expected to
need through 2050. This ”Unconstrained Needs Analysis” provided a cost estimate for additional projects, programs, and services that would meet our
transportation demands through 2050. This included the costs for operating, maintaining, and rehabilitating the transportation system regionwide.
Obviously, this would cost more than our actual investment plan, but it’s worth looking at because it shows the total actual needs for the region.
Constructing and managing a transportation network that will work best for our region into the future – and that we can afford – is no small challenge.
But the Regional Plan has been guided by the three Board-adopted goals of Innovative Mobility and Planning, a Vibrant Economy, and a Healthy
Environment and Communities. To predict the success of the network included in the Regional Plan, we subjected it to ten key questions that were
designed to gauge the performance of the chosen network. Appendix N: Evaluating the Performance of the Transportation Network includes detailed
performance results at the regional, subregional, and corridor level, and the methodology SANDAG used for estimating the performance measures.
748

The Coordinated Plan includes some great concepts for people of all
ages. But, most of the future population growth is in the aging section.
Has the Coordinated Plan been checked in terms of age-friendliness?
Hundreds of major cities have included age-friendly parameters in their
development plans - see World Health Organization - age friendly
network.

The Coordinated Plan (Appendix U.1) will be updated in the spring of 2016. The Coordinated Plan does focus in part on transportation for seniors, and
has identified the issues the region faces with the future growth in this age demographic. The next version will research and possibly use the WHO's
age-friendly parameters as part of the sections identifying needs and prioritizing funding.
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If the idea is to actually get less cars on the road - then road projects
need to be moved back and active transit projects need to be moved
forward.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving
alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional
Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable
a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities
provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional
Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and
local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
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If SANDAG is predicting - due to land use and transportation
performance of users, that per capita and overall VMT is going to be
less than what it is currently, why are we investing billions of dollars on
more roadways. Existing lanes can be converted to HOV, managed
lanes and bus lanes. This would free up funds to develop the transit
system we need more light rail/Trolley lines.

While Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) per capita is going to be less than what it is currently, total VMT increases based on population and job growth.
Investments in Managed Lane improvements have been incorporated in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan), which reduce
VMT on corridors with substantial traffic congestion to support carpools, transit services, and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the Interstate 15
corridor). Net revenues from those fees help support transit operations along the corridor.
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Get the big rigs off our streets and highways = lower maintenance and
fewer accidents.

California State law regulates tractor and trailer trucks (big rigs) to use the first two slow lanes on Interstates and Highways. Additionally, tractor and
trailer trucks are provided the use of prime and major arterials per local jurisdictions.

Folks aren't going to take active transit as long as we keep building
more roads and freeway lanes. Active transit will have to be the easy
and best choice over a packed impossible road structure - then it will
happen - ask LA and NYC.
750
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The Draft Environmental Impact Report evaluates four alternatives that would convert General Purpose lanes to Managed Lanes, Alternatives 5A, 5B, 5C,
and 5D. The Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Regional Plan.

The San Diego region has a current population of 3.2 million which is projected to grow by nearly 1 million to 2050. Nearly 70 percent of all goods
consumed within the region are delivered by tractor and trailer trucks. These goods consist of items for residents, private properties, businesses, schools,
non-profit organizations, government agencies, among many others. As the population continues to grow, delivery of goods also will increase.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan in unison with State and local agencies, provides a foundation for preserving infrastructure and for safe mobility.
Federal regulations along with the California Air Resources Board are driving important changes directly to tractor driver responsibility and
accountability; and newer technologies are leading to safer tractor and trailer driving environments. SANDAG is working closely with all of these
agencies and stakeholders to ensure these important goals are achieved.
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752

Exceed GHG reduction targets? - How does that contribute to healthy
environment?

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan demonstrates that the San Diego region will reduce more greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions per capita
from passenger vehicles than it is mandated to do so by the California Air Resources Board. Reducing GHG emissions helps to decrease the region's
contributions to global climate change and has additional air quality, public health, and economic co-benefits.
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I'm from Spring Valley. There is no thought for us even though we
have mostly a commuter population and a lot of low income residents.
We are being pressed for denser zoning while (improving?) that
infrastructure necessary. We are already a (indecipherable) over
projected population but (indecipherable)! I apparently live in nowhere
land as far as dollars and infrastructure are concerned.

There are several major projects planned in and around Spring Valley that are included in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional
Plan). In terms of freeway improvements, the State Route 94 (SR 94)/State Route 125 (SR 125) south to east freeway connector ramp is planned to
open by 2025, followed by the west to north connector in 2030. Improvements of two additional lanes on SR 94 east of SR 125 are included in the
Draft Regional Plan in later years. Additionally, Orange Trolley line frequency improvements are planned for 2030 with nearby access to Spring Valley
via Spring Street.
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In thinking of the fastest growing population of San Diego - older
adults - how does SANDAG plan to ensure mobility options for those
who cannot drive, walk, or bike?

The TransNet Extension funds the Senior Transportation Mini-Grant Program (Senior Mini-Grant) by setting aside 3.25 percent out of the total 16.5 percent
in annual TransNet revenues allocated for transit operating and capital purposes. Senior Mini-Grants are intended to fund innovative and flexible programs
that support the transportation needs of older adults. SANDAG requires that grant-funded projects address a very high or high priority in the Coordinated
Plan (Appendix U.1). The Coordinated Plan identifies transportation needs of seniors, among others, and provides strategies for meeting those needs and
prioritizes transportation services for funding and implementation. There are also federal 5310 funds that are used for senior and disabled services.
Additionally, discount transit tickets are available for seniors, persons with disabilities, and youth (18 and under).
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I'd like to see older adults represented in the Regional Plan.

In the Draft Regional Plan, seniors are included as one of three disadvantaged populations in evaluating the network (in addition to low income and
minority populations). In terms of funding, the Draft Regional Plan includes nearly $2 billion in year of expenditures for Specialized Transportation
Services (5 percent of funds used for operations). Additional demographic information, particularly about seniors, will be added to Chapter 1.
755

We need to market a culture change. There is still so much cultural
resistance to multi-modal transportation and smart growth. We hear
that from Downtown to Carmel Valley, East County to North County.
What can we do through this Plan to incorporate efforts to promote
this Plan's vision?

The region is beginning to see greater acceptance of smart growth and multi-modal transportation options, as evidenced in many mixed use, higher
density communities across the region, including Downtown San Diego (Little Italy, Gaslamp Quarter, East Village, Cortez Hill), and various downtown
areas in local jurisdictions around the region, such as downtown Oceanside, Chula Vista, Escondido, Vista, National City, La Mesa, and others. San
Diego Forward: The Regional Plan recognizes that smart growth does not conform to a "one-size fits all" approach, and therefore encourages financial
incentives to plan for, and implement, smart growth development and active transportation projects at varied density ranges. The Regional Transit
Oriented Development Strategy, which is an appendix to the Regional Plan, continues this effort with specific strategies and actions.
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Prioritize real transit (train, Trolley) earlier on as soon as possible,
especially increasing frequency of COASTER service - more frequency as
well as earlier and later COASTER service. Funding structure should be
adjusted to emphasize greater funding to transit earlier on to
induce/encourage increased transit. Greater proportion of funding
should be directed to increase and grow Trolley/train (COASTER and
Amtrak) service and infrastructure. Bicycle, transit, pedestrian
improvements need to be prioritized earlier on.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) includes early phasing of several transit projects, including rail. Examples are projects such as
Mid-Coast Trolley between Old Town and University City and COASTER double tracking projects to allow for increased train frequencies to 20 minutes
during peak periods by 2020. Additionally, 20 minutes frequencies are planned on the SPRINTER corridor by 2025.
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The vision and goals are great, but it is our plan of how we are
investing our transportation dollars into the right projects: Active
Transportation projects then Transit. "Providing real mobility choices" taking a car on highways is already an option. It's time to invest in
other modes to get people out of their vehicles and enjoying
communities and their environments; and to make healthy lifestyle
commutes.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving
alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional
Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable
a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities
provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional
Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and
local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
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"Vision into Reality"- SANDAG's Colleen Windsor - What is our vision?

Additionally, $200 million for bicycle projects from the Regional Bike Plan were advanced under the Early Action Program which will build these
projects over the next 10 years. With this program, SANDAG is implementing as many protected bikeways and bike boulevards with traffic calming as
possible. Studies show that well designed bike facilities such as these will attract more riders and improve safety for all roadway users.
In general, the Draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased
transit services, carpooling/ vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Draft Regional Plan are aimed at
accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of
options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority
access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a
rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and local bus
services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide
range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
Comment
Card

Additionally, the Draft Regional Plan includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network with an Early Action Program to build $200 million in
bicycle projects over the next ten years. Most bike projects will have safety improvements not only for bicyclists but also for pedestrians. The Draft
Regional Plan incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments in other modes of travel, including public transit and highway
improvements-- a practice already assumed by SANDAG in ongoing planning and construction of capital projects.
758

It's good to see the bike routes expanding.

Thank you for your interest in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) and support for bike projects included in the Draft Regional Plan.

Comment
Card

No.

Name

Agency

Comment

Response

Source

759

Invest money now to provide network of bikeways to become worldclass bike city to meet the goals of the Plan. Investments in bike
transportation will provide "real mobility choices," a vibrant economy
and healthy residents and communities. 1% of entire $208 billion
budget for Regional Plan could build the entire network of bike
projects and provide opportunities for SD residents to make healthy;
sustainable and fun commutes.

With the development of the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program, SANDAG is implementing as many protected bikeways and bike boulevards
with traffic calming as possible. The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan proposes $4.9 billion (in year of expenditure) in investments for active
transportation projects and programs.

Comment
Card

760

More span of service (evenings and weekends) on transit.

As displayed in Figure A.10, Appendix A: Transportation Projects, Costs, and Phasing, many local bus routes in key corridors will see service frequencies
increased to every 15 minutes by the year 2020, and additionally, to 10 minutes by 2035.

Comment
Card

More frequency on transit service.
Last mile local bus grid.
Last mile BAT lanes where there is congestion.

One solution to the first-mile/last-mile issue in the region (meaning the first-mile or last-mile between your respective origin and/or destination that
often times deters choice transit riders from utilizing public transportation options) that SANDAG is committed to studying further is the mobility hub
concept. Mobility hubs, or transportation centers focused around particular urban/suburban locations, are designed to give people more options such
as bike parking, shared mobility services, electric vehicle chargers, etc.

761

Resurfacing roads for the next year is great and painting stripes is nice
but it's not protected bikeways. It's often faster to ride a bike than take
a bus or find parking so we might as well encourage more people to
do so by making it safer and easier. This will also meet goals of C.A.P.
and help with livability issues as well as promote healthy living.

In developing and implementing the projects from the Regional Bike Plan the goal is to provide protected bikeways or bike boulevards wherever
possible.

Comment
Card

762

The Plan is good but is it feasible? If there's too much tax burden
placed on residents to fundraise, we don't want the Plan. If the fares
for transit increase to pay for the Plan's implementation, we don't want
the Plan. The less financial burden this puts on the residents, the better.

Transportation funding is sourced from user fees, gas taxes, sales taxes, fares, weight fees, fines, and other means. The amount and level of
investment that the San Diego region can make for transportation is directly related to the amount of funding that is made available through these
sources. San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan is feasible in that it includes fund sources that are reasonably believed to be available through 2050 to
implement all projects.

Comment
Card

763

The Rapid bus connecting Point Loma - Linda Vista - Kearny Mesa is
welcomed news; we need that service sooner than later.

Thank you for your participation in this planning process and we are happy to hear that you support Rapid route 28. Regarding your comment relating
to timing of the projects, federal and state laws requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will
be available during the period covered by that plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the
lists of transit, highway and managed lanes, and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Comment
Card

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
764

The Plan will be great to connect community members to medical
facilities.

Thank you for your comment. San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) aims to provide safe, secure, healthy, affordable, and convenient
travel choices between the places where people live, work, and play in the region. Access to health care is considered in the development of the
Regional Plan.

Comment
Card

765

Why is transit funding delayed to later phases of the Plan? (75% of
transit expenditure occurs after 2030)

Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the time period
covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around $204 billion over 35 years, we don’t have all the money right now. Also, a majority of the
funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and we don’t have the
authority to interchange them. These constraints come with specific provisions from Congress or the state Legislature. The “revenue constrained
scenario” for transportation investments detailed in our Regional Plan plays by those rules. It’s what we can do given the budget we project.
That being said, 50 percent of the plan's investment is allocated toward the operation, maintenance, and development of the transit system. This
percentage is roughly true of all time periods in the plan.

Comment
Card

766

How does the Plan reduce VMT?

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan reduces Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) per capita for passenger vehicles through the development of a
transportation network that offers more choices and through implementation of land use decisions that have been made by the cities and county.
Total VMT is projected to increase due to the impacts of growth in the region with the addition of about a million new people and a half million new
jobs by 2050.

Comment
Card

767

Why are there new freeway expansion when we need to meet E.O. S3-05.

With the exception of State Route 11, the Regional Plan does not propose any new freeways. Highway improvements (including highway lanes,
freeway connectors, and operational improvements) complement and complete the existing highway network. Planned improvements will increase the
efficiency of the regional transportation system. San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority
access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to
utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case
with the Interstate 15 corridor.

Comment
Card

SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its
regional plans and programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources. However, there is no current legal or planning requirement that
the SANDAG region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”) as the statewide percentage in order for the state to achieve the
Executive Order S-3-05 GHG reduction goal (80 percent below 1990- levels by 2050).

No.

Name

Agency

Comment
expand

I-5

before

double-tracking

the

COASTER?

Response

Source

These two projects are actually being constructed concurrently with delivery of frequency enhancements from the COASTER double tracking (allowing
20-minute peak frequencies) and construction of two additional Managed Lanes on Interstate 5 (between Manchester and State Route 78) by 2020.
Further double tracking projects and Managed Lanes enhancements continue to be phased in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan through 2050.

Comment
Card

768

Why

769

Land use has to support transit and transit has to encourage density.

One of the five strategies of the Sustainable Communities Strategy is to "focus housing and job growth in urbanized areas where there is existing and
planned transportation infrastructure" (Chapter 2). The region is seeing more acceptance of smart growth and multi-modal transportation options, as
evidenced in many mixed use, higher density communities across the region, including Downtown San Diego (Little Italy, the Gaslamp Quarter, East
Village, Cortez Hill), and various downtown areas in other jurisdictions around the region, such as downtown Oceanside, Chula Vista, Escondido, Vista,
National City, La Mesa, and others, that are served by transit. The transit network in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is designed to
serve the region's most urbanized areas. In turn, enhanced transit services will encourage higher densities in surrounding areas. The Regional Transit
Oriented Strategy, an appendix to the Regional Plan, contains strategies and actions to continue to reinforce the connections between land use and transit.

Comment
Card

770

Public transit options should have extended hours. And should look
into automation for Trolley/rail systems (there are currently systems in
Europe that are not operated by humans).

The Trolley lines currently start operating as early as 3:45 a.m. and run as late as 1:30 a.m., depending on the line. The Draft San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan calls for additional service frequency to ~7.5 minutes throughout the day.

Comment
Card

771

No more freeways expansion because of induced demand.

Highway improvements (including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational improvements) complement and complete the existing highway
network. Planned improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system. San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a
robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo
drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit
services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.

Comment
Card

772

Less money for areas that have parking minimums.

Most research indicates that parking strategies are best implemented at a community or neighborhood level. The SANDAG online Parking
Management Toolbox provides a number of strategies and resources that local jurisdictions can use to address community parking needs. The
SANDAG Regional Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Strategy recognizes parking as a key issue in the region's most urbanized areas. The Parking
Management Toolbox and Regional TOD Strategy are both appendices to San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan.

Comment
Card

773

1. Bike and pedestrian connections should be separated from vehicle
travel lanes.

In developing projects from the Regional Bike Plan, the goal is to implement as many protected bikeways and bike boulevards as possible. The Regional
Bike Network was developed around providing connections between Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, regional transit, and major activity centers.

Comment
Card

Automated rail systems do operate in other parts of the world but, unlike our system here in San Diego, are completely grade-separated from auto
traffic. As automation technology of automobiles in mixed-traffic advances, the ability to introduce automated trains could be considered.

2. Provide bike/ped connections from universities to Downtown, Trolley
stops, and beaches.
3. Consider water way connections (Bay to Bay connection).
774

Have a "one cost one ride" system for Trolley/COASTER/SPRINTER/bus

There are different fares for different services based on the type of service provided. Basically, higher speed services like the Trolley, COASTER, and the
Interstate 15 Rapid/Rapid Express services have higher fares that reflect the fact that they are more expensive to operate vs. a local bus. The Day Pass
and Monthly Pass do allow riders to pay once and then be able to ride unlimited times within that day or month. There are discounts given to seniors,
persons with disabilities, and youth.

Comment
Card

775

Look into the solar roadways project - solarroadways.com

SANDAG prepared an Emerging Technologies White Paper (ETWP) that is included in the appendix to San Diego Forward: The Region Plan. The ETWP
identified solar roadways as one of several emerging technologies that may have potential to benefit the region. We consider this a new area of
research that may hold promise in the future as a technology approach that could help us get the most out of our infrastructure investments, improve
our quality of life, and reduce our impact on the environment.

Comment
Card

Solar panels should be used at transit hubs and at individual bus stops
(protects people from elements).

SANDAG is exploring ways to include solar panels for shading at transit sites as they are developed. The renovated Sabre Springs Transit Station
includes a new parking structure that was built with solar carports on the roof. The purpose was to offer shade and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The solar energy produced onsite is used to power the lights and electric vehicle charging stations (EVCS). North County Transit District has installed
carports with solar shading and EVCS at the Oceanside Transit Center too.
776

Tunnel from Orange Ave in Coronado to Harbor Dr. and Park Blvd ships
would be able to pass over (i.e. the Chesapeake Bay/Bridge Tunnel - VA)

This would likely be a costly project and require extensive study to assess its feasibility. The City of Coronado studied a tunnel connecting the
Coronado Bay Bridge to Naval Air Station North Island, but no tunnel under the bay has been evaluated to date.

Comment
Card

777

Dollars spent should be directly proportional to the 6% increase for
bikes.

The availability of funds are not directly tied to performance of certain modes but, rather, are based on more than 30 separate funding sources which
often come with certain flexibility constraints dictating which type of projects they can be used for. However, the investment in the implementation of the
Regional Bike Plan has been expedited with the Early Action Program which designates $200 million for bike project completion from now through 2025.

Comment
Card

778

Take money from massive freeway budgets to increase bike, ped,
Trolley, bus ... active transportation.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan proposes 50 percent of the funds for transit projects, including their operating and maintenance costs.
This can be compared to six percent that is allocated to highway and connector capital improvements. About $5 billion (in Year of Expenditure) is
earmarked for active transportation projects. For more information on revenue sources and investments, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
Federal and State laws require SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the
period covered by that plan. Certain funds can only be used for certain projects. For example, TransNet sales tax revenue can only be used for specific
projects and programs, including active transportation, transit and highway projects as well as smart growth incentives.

Comment
Card
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Comment
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779

Need better methods for measuring change in mode share.

The SANDAG Activity Based Model (ABM) uses the latest research and data to estimate travel in the region. The SANDAG ABM uses the same
techniques and methods for determining travel behavior as other leading metropolitan planning organizations across the country.

Comment
Card

780

It's ridiculous that city transportation hasn't applied for any grants - one
of her [Linda Marabian?] 9 staff/18% increase should be dedicated to
grant writing. We need money to do these projects; she said so herself.

Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Comment
Card

781

$360 million in grants available - why hasn't the City applied for any?

Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff. The City of San Diego regularly applies for competitive grant opportunities that SANDAG
administers.

Comment
Card

782

Push all bikeway projects through - commercial districts will benefit
from increased bike and pedestrian traffic. Density will occur - bikes will
address vehicular traffic.

The Regional Bike Network was developed to connect Smart Growth Opportunity Areas, regional activities centers, and transit. The network was prioritized
to focus initial on areas that have the highest potential for more people riding bikes. Two of the urban bikeway projects SANDAG is implementing
currently, Uptown Bikeways and North Park - Mid-City Bikeways, go through 25 miles of the most dense urban neighborhoods in the region.

Comment
Card

783

EASE is not realistic - being healthy does not equate to easiness

Having more options to access transit, bike and pedestrian facilities allows residents to get the U.S. Surgeon General's recommended 30 minutes of
daily exercise.

Comment
Card

784

Increasing carpool lanes options for some but those options already
exist - just building on. How does highway expansion increase options
if those already exist? Then fill and "move" will be necessary.

Most of the current highway system is not equipped with Managed Lanes which provide priority access for Rapid transit services and
carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. These types of improvements will offer more options throughout
the region and not just on the corridors where they are currently in operations.

Comment
Card

785

Why not increase alternative options to decrease VMTs? Adding
highway lanes increases VMTs, not decrease.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including
increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at
accommodating multiple alternatives. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a
congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes and an option for those carpoolers and transit users to reduce Vehicle-Miles Traveled.

Comment
Card

786

Of major interest to my clients is "the last mile." Example - Union Bank
now occupies 2 of the previous Illumina buildings at Towne Center
Drive. Public transportation can get employees to UTC - but not down
to a walkable distance. Then options from North County Inland to
coastal employment hubs.

SANDAG has several efforts underway to address first and last mile connectivity. A study that evaluates first and last mile solutions for communities
served by Rapid transit service including University Town Centre is under development. Strategies being examined include bike and pedestrian
improvements, shared mobility services (e.g. carshare, bikeshare, on-demand shuttles) that extend the reach of transit, and other amenities (e.g. realtime travel information, mobile/concierge services) that make it more convenient to ride transit.

Comment
Card

SANDAG is also developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend improvements,
conceptual designs, and implementation strategies for different communities served by high-frequency transit in the San Diego region.
The SANDAG iCommute program provides a dedicated team of employer outreach staff that assist employers with developing commuter programs
and educating employees on their transportation choices (e.g. vanpool, carpool, transit, telework). This service is provided to companies at no cost.

787

Why is there no project to electrify and automate the COASTER
(LOSSAN)?

Electrification along the Los Angeles – San Diego – San Luis Obispo Rail Corridor (LOSSAN) and SPRINTER corridor would be challenging due to the
mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond
the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional non-electrified locomotives for the foreseeable future. Electrification is not identified in the LOSSAN
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report.

Comment
Card

Electrification along the sensitive coastal LOSSAN corridor would be inconsistent with the coastal communities due to the overhead catenary wires that
would potentially impact coastal views and the lack of available right-of-way for in the coastal area for electrical substations and transmission lines.
As of 2015, all new locomotives purchased must meet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Tier 4 emissions regulations which dramatically reduce
emissions from diesel locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan,
all locomotives and SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low emission locomotives.
788

Climate Change: Even with much cleaner cars, which we must have,
we must drive less. My Air and Waste Management Association paper
on this topic proves this to be true, if light-duty vehicles are going to
support climate stabilization. Light-duty vehicles emit 41% of the GHG
in SD County.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes strategies to both reduce vehicle miles traveled and expand the use of zero-emission vehicles in order to
reduce green house gas emissions from the transportation sector.

Comment
Card

789

Air pollution: No one should live, work, or exercise close to freeway.
However, given current development, we must. Given these facts we
must stop expanding freeways.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone,
including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are
aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. Included in the draft Plan is an analysis of air quality. Air quality in the San Diego region has improved
significantly over the past four decades and, in 2013, San Diego County's air quality was the best it has been since the early 1970s. Transportation
investments detailed in the Regional Plan, coupled with improvements in fuel and vehicle technologies, will continue to help improve air quality
throughout the region. More information on air quality can be found in both Chapter 2 and Appendix B of the Plan.

Comment
Card
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NO MORE Freeway Expansion [Please see "Air Quality
Recommendations for Local Jurisdictions" by the County of Los
Angeles
Public
Health:http://preservecalavera.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/01/AQinFreeways.pdf].

With the exception of State Route 11, San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) does not propose any new freeways. Highway
improvements (including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational improvements) complement and complete the existing highway
network. Planned improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system. The Regional Plan includes a robust system of
Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are
provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same
corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.

Comment
Card

The reference to the Los Angeles County publication does not tie to a specific comment on Plan content, so no response is given.
791

No one talked about water! Your "green belts" and open spaces will
be brown desert unless a pro-active plan is implemented.
Seewww.ted.com/talks/allen_savory.

Approximately half of the County of San Diego would be conserved as open space. San Diego's vegetation is adapted to droughts and fires. Urban
green belts are important for visual and aesthetical value. Programs to conserve water and state mandates are curbing the use of potable water for
irrigation. At the same time increased use of reclaimed water and the promotion of drought tolerate and native landscaping is reducing the need for
water in these urban green belts.

Comment
Card

792

I was glad to see health included in the plan - disappointed to only see
3% active transportation.

Active transportation trips (walking, biking) are part of both transit and managed lane trips which will account for approximately 75 percent of total
trips in the region.

Comment
Card

793

I'd like to see SANDAG leadership on the (workshop) panel - to take
the heat and/or defend the Plan.

Thank you for your comment. SANDAG is always looking at ways to improve our public engagement strategies.

Comment
Card

The set up for the May 2015 outreach series was designed so that workshop participants would be able to hear from different local leaders on how
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) benefits and impacts the communities and subregions that they represent. Ideally, during the
panel discussion portion of the workshop, questions would have been focused on the regional nature of the Regional Plan, while more specific
questions, at the local level perhaps, would have been reserved for the open house portion of the workshop. Because of the open and unstructured
natured of the panel discussion, SANDAG staff had to adjust to any natural shift in the program. SANDAG staff were available during the panel
discussion (and open house portion) to answer any project-specific questions from the audience.

794

Concerned regarding clean air in high density areas. I live right in front
of the rail tracks in a condo in Oceanside. The platform is to be
extended right under my bedroom window. How is air quality being
addressed now and in the future? I have the same concerns also
regarding noise, which is already substantial.

Existing COASTER vehicles are compliant with Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards. North County Transit District (NCTD) will be
undergoing a complete refurbishment of the locomotive fleet in the next few years. As part of the refurbishment project, NCTD will evaluate emissions
reduction equipment and will install such equipment as feasible. As part of NCTD's long term plans, when vehicle replacements are considered,
additional technologies will be explored to further reduce emissions.

Comment
Card

795

The CO2 emission graph shows reduced emissions vs. 2005. Some of
that reduction is due to modified assumptions to make SANDAG
assumptions the same as those as other jurisdictions e.g. LA. How
much of the change is due to changes in assumptions?

The SANDAG Activity Based Model (ABM) uses the latest research and data to estimate travel in the region. The SANDAG ABM uses the same
techniques and methods for determining travel behavior as other leading metropolitan planning organizations across the country.

Comment
Card

The 2005 baseline for calculating GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emission reductions for SB 375 was determined by the California Air Resources Board (ARB)
and its Regional Targets Advisory Committee. ARB established the SANDAG baseline at 26 CO2 lbs per capita. The 2011 and 2015 Regional Plans both
use this as the 2005 baseline for Senate Bill 375.
The final Regional Plan will include in Appendix C the estimated contributions of several strategies toward reducing per capita GHG emissions from
passenger vehicles to address the SB 375 targets. The per capita GHG emissions reductions do not take credit for reductions due to low carbon fuels or
more efficient vehicles.

796

COASTER and SPRINTER should be electrified to reduce GHG,
particulates, etc.

Electrification along the Los Angeles – San Diego – San Luis Obispo Rail Corridor (LOSSAN) and SPRINTER corridor would be challenging due to the
mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond
the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional non-electrified locomotives for the foreseeable future. Electrification is not identified in the LOSSAN
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report.

Comment
Card

Electrification along the sensitive coastal LOSSAN corridor would be inconsistent with the coastal communities due to the overhead catenary wires that
would potentially impact coastal views and the lack of available right-of-way for in the coastal area for electrical substations and transmission lines.
As of 2015, all new locomotives purchased must meet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Tier 4 emissions regulations which dramatically reduce
emissions from diesel locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan,
all locomotives and SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low emission locomotives.
797

18% reduction in bike collision rate is a very timid goal. 80% or more
should be the target.

The 18 percent reduction in bicycle and pedestrian collision rate represents the projected reduction in collisions through implementation of the draft
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan), compared to 2012. The Regional Plan does not have collision reduction targets.

Comment
Card

798

Bike/ped improvements at I-5/railroad crossings need to be expedited.

Bicycle/Pedestrian improvements at Interstate 5 (I-5)/railroad crossings along the COASTER corridor will be addressed as part of the following efforts,
some of which will be completed by 2035:

Comment
Card

1.

I-5 North Coast Corridor project

2.

Blue Line Trolley station improvements, which include stations along the I-5 corridor

3.

3. Rail grade separation projects listed in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (please see Appendix M for project rankings)

No.

Comment

Response

Source

More bike storage needs to be provided on the COASTER. I ride my
bike and take the COASTER every work day. I typically see 5-6 bikes
piled up in an area designed to store 2 bikes. This is not safe for
passengers. And this discourages more bike riders since it takes too
long to get bikes out at stops and/or it might get damaged.

The North County Transit District (NCTD) currently has storage capacity for 2-4 bicycles on each COASTER car (10-20 per COASTER train set). This
capacity is only fully utilized during some peak periods. Currently, bicycle storage space must be balanced with the need for passenger seating.

Comment
Card

800

The stack and pack, HOVs, the transit system - this ridiculous "open
space" is to herd people out of private homes. Not developing rural
areas causes housing costs to soar.

SANDAG acknowledges that there are many reasons for high housing costs. Open space preservation is important for the health and economic
prosperity of the region. The construction of multi-family housing, over time, will result in a broader variety of housing types and price ranges for
housing throughout the region, particularly in areas close to transit. The Regional Housing Needs Assessment, discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, and
detailed in Appendix L, provides more information on housing.

Comment
Card

801

Getting people out of their cars is all about control. There is a word for
this: fascism.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices including increased transit
services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling and walking, as well as driving alone. People traveling in the region can select the transportation option that
works best for them.

Comment
Card

802

A goal of the ATP is to reduce bike/ped collisions by 18%. How will this
be done?

The overall goal to reduce crashes will be addressed through a combination of properly designed facilities and education. In developing and
implementing the projects from the Regional Bike Plan, the goal is to provide protected bikeways or bike boulevards with traffic calming wherever
possible. The regional bike projects will also include outreach and education components with safety training for all roadway users in the community.

Comment
Card

799

Name

Agency

As COASTER rail cars are replaced over time, NCTD will explore options for creating additional bicycle storage as warranted based on demand.

SANDAG utilizes 22 performance measures to project the performance of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (the Regional Plan). The annual
projected number of bicycle/pedestrian injury/fatal collisions per thousand bicyclist/pedestrian miles traveled in 2050 with implementation of the
Regional Plan is projected to be 18percent lower than in 2012. This number reflects the projected reduction in accidents, not a numeric goal.
803

Are there funds for education and encouragement to increase bike and
ped travel?

Yes, the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes $30 million (in 2014 dollars) or $52 million (in Year of Expenditure dollars) in funding for
programs that support active transportation, such as education and encouragement.

Comment
Card

804

A potential east/west bicycle corridor is the Inland Rail Trail along the
SPRINTER. Why is this a higher priority?

The Inland Rail Trail will provide important connections between several North County communities and provide another transportation option to
major activities centers including transit stations and future Smart Growth areas. Construction on the next phase of the Inland Rail Trail that will
include the segments in San Marcos, County of San Diego, Vista, and Oceanside, is scheduled to begin in 2015.

Comment
Card

805

Very disappointed that direct transport to the SD Airport is put off until
2035. It seems that a shuttle from Old Town to the new parking
structure would solve that issue in the short term.

While the full Airport Intermodal Center project is in the 2035 phasing period, we are currently working on a Phase 1 project that would allow Trolley
riders to access an on-airport shuttle system that will connect the new Rental Car Facility being built on the north side of the airport along
Pacific Highway to the passenger terminals. The Airport Authority will construct an airport shuttle stop just to the west of the Pacific Highway/
Palm Street intersection, which is located a short 400-foot walk from the existing Middletown Trolley Station. Trolley riders will be able to use the
airport shuttle for free. SANDAG will be enhancing the walk connection with new sidewalks, lighting, and intersection improvements. This Phase 1
project is scheduled for completion by mid-2016.

Comment
Card

806

On your "mobility hub concept" you've ignored senior and disabled
needs in your depiction.

SANDAG is developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. This strategy will address the needs of all users
including disabled populations and seniors. For example, rideshare services that are equipped to assist seniors and offer wheelchair accessible vehicles
will be assessed in addition to a variety of technologies and programs that can improve personal mobility for seniors and individuals with disabilities.

Comment
Card

807

How come there is no integration of "private (funds) into your funding
concept?

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan does include private/public partnership and transit oriented development funding. Tolls also are
included for some highways. Please see Table 3.1 Revenue Sources in draft Chapter 3.

Comment
Card

808

Regional Plan bullet points ignored the largest growing population seniors.

SANDAG identified specific populations that would need special attention in the planning process. These included minorities, people with low-incomes
(200 percent of the Federal Poverty Rate), and seniors who are 75 years or older. A social equity analysis was performed using several performance
measures to determine how the Regional Plan would benefit or burden disadvantaged populations in comparison to the rest of the region, with a key
concept that the benefits and the burdens of the Regional Plan should be equitably distributed. For more information of the social equity analysis,
please see Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis.

Comment
Card

The Transportation Plan (Coordinated Plan [Appendix U.1]), developed every two years, takes Senior Transportation and rural areas into account. The
Coordinated Plan provides a five-year blueprint for the implementation of public transit and social service transportation concepts described in the
current Regional Transportation Plan. It establishes a regional strategy to provide transportation to recognized transportation-disadvantaged groups,
including seniors, individuals with disabilities, and persons with limited means. The development of the next Coordinated Plan will begin in September
of 2015, with extensive outreach later in the fall, including in the rural areas of San Diego. The current Coordinated Plan can be found in Appendix
U.1: The Coordinated Plan 2014-2018.
809

On "projected land use" did not see the MHCP indicated.

The "Where and How We'll Grow" section in Chapter 1 sets the stage for more specific information in succeeding chapters. In Chapter 2, both the
Multiple Habitat Conservation Plan, as well as the Multiple Species Conservation Plan, are referenced in the "Where We've Been and How We Got
Here" section. These habitat conservation efforts are critical components of the region's growth patterns.

Comment
Card

No.
810

Name

Agency

Comment

Response

Source

No mention of ghettoized neighborhoods.

If the question is whether we discuss lower income or underserved communities, there is discussion in Appendix H - Social Equity, as well as Chapter 4
(Benefits of the Plan) which addresses how San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan contributes to improving the economy and access to jobs/education
and other amenities for everyone. Appendix H specifically describes the disadvantaged communities around the region, documents their issues and
shows the social equity analysis for comparative access to key amenities. The results indicate that there are no disparate impacts for disadvantaged
populations.

Comment
Card

State Housing Element Law requires that local jurisdictions plan for affordable housing through the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA)
process with a goal being that affordable housing is not concentrated in single areas but is distributed throughout the region in all jurisdictions. Senate
Bill 375 requires SANDAG to integrate the preparation of the RTP with the RHNA every other cycle (every eight years). Also, SB 375 requires that the
collective land use plans of the region identify areas sufficient to house all economic segments of the population. The RHNA process was conducted
with the development of the 2050 RTP/SCS and adopted concurrently in October 2011. The planning efforts embodied in the RHNA and local housing
elements have moved the region and local jurisdictions toward ensuring a mix of housing types and affordability, thus providing workers of all income
levels with opportunities to live close to work. Meeting these objectives is a key focus in the development of the RHNA and the 2050 RTP/SCS
In addition, the Social Equity Performance Measures discussed in App H demonstrated that minority, low income, and senior populations for most
measures receive the same or better benefit from the transportation system as the rest of the population.
The age threshold for seniors resulted from an extensive discussion between staff analysts and stakeholders specializing in senior services. The
threshold is a function of limited mobility which was determined to be the key criteria. The analysts and stakeholders were trying to isolate the most
vulnerable population. Although not a requirement for Title VI or Environmental Justice, the stakeholders involved in the social equity analysis wanted
to ensure we measured the performance of the system on this vulnerable population. We will, however, take this comment into consideration for the
next cycle when defining the most disadvantaged populations.

811

No indication of stream preservation in the healthy environments goal like the Loma Alto Creek.

Thank you for the comment regarding stream preservation. The Draft San Diego Forward: the Regional Plan (Regional Plan) promotes a system of
interconnected open space that includes wetlands. The Draft Regional Plan builds off of the local jurisdictions who have approved or are in process of
approving these regional habitat conservation plans. In each plan, wetland conservation is addressed. In addition, state and federal wetland
preservation is required under the Clean Water Act and the California Fish and Game Code.

Comment
Card

812

Economic benefit - you point to a $1 to $2 return on investment but
cite no sources. Nor do you allow for economic fluxuations - should
have a pessimistic plan as well.

SANDAG conducted a Benefit-Cost Analysis that is documented in draft Chapter 4 and Appendix P. SANDAG monetized time savings, cost-savings,
health, safety, and environmental benefits of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan and compared them to the project costs. These costs and benefits
would be only minimally affected by future economic fluctuations. While future economic fluctuations could impact the economic impacts (jobs and
Gross Regional Product) SANDAG estimated, they would likely be affected in proportion to the economy in general.

Comment
Card

813

Benefits to all ignores the largest group regionally 30% seniors and
disabled.

As part of the social equity analysis (Appendix H), SANDAG selected three key disadvantage populations: minorities, low-income (200 percent of FPR)
and seniors (75+) to analysis the comparative benefits and burdens of the transportation investments on those populations in relation to the rest of the
population. There was no significant disparate impact for seniors on any of the performance measures. Because of limitations to data, we cannot
forecast the disabled population, however SANDAG worked with an advocacy group, Able Disable Advocacy throughout the planning process to
ensure the voice and concerns of the disabled population were heard and considered in the planning process.

Comment
Card

814

Need to include bike/ped travel lanes on north side of I-5/SR 78
overpass that connects to Vista Avenue (WalMart, Stader Brothers etc.).

As part of the Interstate 5/State Route 78 interchange improvement project, bicycle and pedestrian connectivity would be evaluated as part of the
project alternatives.

Comment
Card

815

Involve lower socio-economic and other ethnicities in your planning. I
have not seen any movement in San Marcos. I'm very involved in the
community and represent the school district learners parents and have
heard nothing about this - not in English and Spanish.

SANDAG contracted with a network of community-based organizations from all around the region in areas with high concentrations of disadvantaged
populations (including low-income, minorities, seniors, and the disabled) through a competitive Request for Proposal process. In the north, Vista
Community Clinic and Alliance for Regional Solutions partnered with SANDAG to reach out to these populations. The Community Based Organization
Outreach Network has been engaged an doing outreach all around the county with disadvantaged communities from the beginning and involved their
communities in each step of the process. In each iteration of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan we strive to reach out further and deeper. Please
refer to Appendix H for more detail on both the process of engagement and the social equity analysis.

Comment
Card

816

Felt sorry for the panelists. All the questions were directed at SANDAG.
SANDAG - knowledgeable staff should have been present to receive
comments/questions and respond. I didn't learn anything. Sorry rethink your public outreach.

Thank you for your comment. SANDAG is always looking at ways to improve our public engagement strategies.

Comment
Card

The set up for the May 2015 outreach series was designed so that workshop participants would be able to hear from different local leaders how
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) benefits and impacts the communities and subregions that they represent. Ideally, during the
panel discussion portion of the workshop, questions would be focused on the regional nature of the Regional plan, while more specific questions, at
the local level perhaps, would be reserved for the open house portion of the workshop. Because of the open and unstructured natured of the panel
discussion, SANDAG staff had to adjust to any natural shift in the program. SANDAG staff were available during the panel discussion to answer any
project-specific questions from the audience.

No.
817

Name

Agency

Comment

Response

Source

Why are trains not electrified yet? San Diego is one of the "smartest"
cities in California...really? That way we could lower CO2 emissions and
make a big impact!

Electrification along the Los Angeles – San Diego – San Luis Obispo Rail Corridor (LOSSAN) and SPRINTER corridor would be challenging due to the
mixed operations between COASTER, SPRINTER, Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight. Amtrak, Metrolink, and BNSF Freight trains travel well beyond
the SANDAG region and will rely on conventional non-electrified locomotives for the foreseeable future. Electrification is not identified in the LOSSAN
Programmatic Environmental Impact Report.

Comment
Card

Electrification along the sensitive coastal LOSSAN corridor would be inconsistent with the coastal communities due to the overhead catenary wires that
would potentially impact coastal views and the lack of available right-of-way for in the coastal area for electrical substations and transmission lines.
As of 2015, all new locomotives purchased must meet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Tier 4 emissions regulations which dramatically reduce
emissions from diesel locomotives. Amtrak Pacific Surfliner Trains will receive delivery of these new Tier 4 locomotives in 2017. Over the life of the plan,
all locomotives and SPRINTER vehicles will be replaced with low emission locomotives.
818

How to widen 5 at Vista Way - Coastal Commission has "protection"
for frogs. There is not enough room. How can you reduce air pollution
while increasing traffic?

Any improvements to Interstate 5 at Vista Way and the Buena Vista Lagoon will require approval of resource agencies including the California Coastal
Commission. The Buena Vista Lagoon could be restored as a component of the freeway improvements resulting in a more ecologically functional
lagoon habitat. Air pollution associated with vehicular travel is based not only on the volume of vehicles, but also emissions associated with vehicles
idling, decelerating and accelerating while stuck in traffic congestion resulting in air pollution "hot spots". By improving vehicle flow and traffic
congestion, air pollution can be reduced.

Comment
Card

819

I commend the plan for showing how our region can meet our SB 375
GHG reduction targets. However, I feel SANDAG has an opportunity to
save money while protecting our environment and improve quality of
life for future generations if we reallocate funds from freeway
expansion to investments in transit - early stage development of transit
options ("transit first"). That will actually get people out of cars,
instead of adding freeway lanes. If we get more people in train transit
in early years, we'll find we don't need freeway expansions.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving
alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional
Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable
a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities
provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Draft
Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley,
Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects
that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Comment
Card

820

I would like to commend the plan for protection of open space - yay!

Thank you for your comment. Obtaining community input is critical to creating a plan that reflects the needs and interests of the San Diego region.
Comments are being compiled and considered in the preparation of the final San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan and its Environmental Impact
Report.

Comment
Card

821

What are the sources of funding for the double tracking project?
Shouldn't Amtrak, Metrolink and the freight train carriers be footing
much of the bill? What about state and federal funding? The Encinitas
City Council says it has no funding for grade separations, but the
double tracking does nothing to help the city. It will only create new
issues
unless
the
Plan
includes
grade
separation
at
Chesterfield/Birmingham and Leucadia and includes non-city funds for
those projects. Is this funding already secured?

The Encinitas COASTER station is the fourth busiest station along the San Diego corridor, providing residents with an alternative to driving the
Interstate 5 corridor. SANDAG uses a variety of funding sources for rail improvement projects including local TransNet funds, and state and federal
funds. For example, the Santa Fe Drive pedestrian undercrossing was funded by a combination of city, TransNet, and state funds. Additional vehicular
and pedestrian grade separations are included in the Draft Regional Plan; however, these projects need to be weighed against other regional projects
in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. No specific funding has currently been identified.

Letter

822

Without spending time debating the necessity of dual tracks along this
North County coastal corridor, we want to focus on the obvious
"collateral damage" we fear that will exacerbate an already existing
public safety risk. The risk that exists and will be asking for a
catastrophic event should additional tracks be put in place without
solving today's problem occurs and will occur at the railroad crossings
that exist today and any in the future along this corridor which have no
grade separation-meaning where the tracks are on the same level as
the pedestrians and vehicles.

All at-grade crossings that will be double tracked must follow the top safety standards set by the Federal Railroad Administration and the California
Public Utilities Commission. Safety improvements to at-grade crossings are an important component of each double tracking project.

Letter

No.
823

Name

Agency

Comment

Response

Source

While the public safety threat exists at all same grade crossings, the
Chesterfield crossing in Cardiff is particularly concerning due to the
traffic congestion there and it is extremely dangerous given the short
run between the traffic lights intersected by the train tracks. It is also
perilous to cross on foot with frustrated drivers consistently running the
red left arrow from Chesterfield to San Elijo Avenue while the crossing
signal is green, and very noisy since trains must sound their horns at
grade crossings like Chesterfield. Additional tracks means additional
times when the horns are blown and additional trains passing through
which in turn means additional times the crossing rails go down and
pedestrians and vehicles are stopped in a dangerous traffic jam.

All at-grade crossings that fall within a Los Angeles – San Diego – San Luis Obispo Rail Corridor double tracking project must follow the highest safety
standards set by the Federal Railroad Administration and the California Public Utilities Commission. For example, the Chesterfield Drive grade crossing
will be upgraded for safety and mobility by eliminating the free right turning movements, adding an American with Disabilities Act compliant bike and
pedestrian path with pedestrian gates, constructing vehicular gates with a median, and interconnecting and synchronizing adjacent signals.

Letter

All of these issues will be amplified when the tracks are doubled if not
solved FIRST.
The solution is to make grade separations at all of the crossings and the
best way to do this is by trenching the tracks like was done in Solana
Beach.
824

Encinitas city officials claim there is no money in Encinitas' coffers to
trench the tracks, however, they neglected to construct a study for
their vision (rail corridor vision) to solve this problem that they
themselves were ordered to do as a result of a February 2013 meeting.
Perhaps this study needs to be done ASAP and at no extra cost.

It is our understanding that the City of Encinitas will be completing a rail corridor vision study. SANDAG plans to participate.

Letter

825

The Solana Beach trenching project was completed in 1995 for a cost
of $18M (seehttp://www.greatamericanstations.com/Stations/SOL/ for
this figure and the source of funding). In today's dollars that figure is
conservatively $27M. Why is the trenching estimate for Encinitas 10
times that amount?

Because geotechnical, environmental, and community conditions are different, it is not possibly to reasonably apply the cost from the Solana Beach
trench with future trenching in other segments of the corridor.

Letter

826

Can the city deny the construction of dual tracks unless appropriate
funding to make the project safe for residents is provided by the train
companies/county/state/federal government?

Decisions on double tracking are made by SANDAG and the North County Transit District in cooperation with our state and federal partners.
Collaboration with local jurisdictions is a major component of rail project development. Cities may contribute funding for grade separations which
primarily benefit local streets and roads.

Letter

Grade separations listed in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) are generally initiated by the local jurisdictions on the regional grade
separation list. The City of Encinitas did not nominate Birmingham or Chesterfield to SANDAG to be included in the Regional Plan. However the
Regional plan does include two additional grade separations on the COASTER corridor that have not been identified but may include any at-grade
crossing. Specific funding has not yet been set aside for these projects.

Letter

Carlsbad, Del Mar and Oceanside may be facing similar crossing issues
and funding problems. Can these cities not collaborate to secure
funding and/or prevent the dual track project until appropriate funding
is committed?
827

Why is Leucadia the only grade separation for Encinitas listed in the
Plan? Is there funding only for this one in Encinitas? What is the source
of funding? There are three listed for Carlsbad. How are these being
funded?
Chesterfield is more of an issue than Leucadia, but both need to be
addressed and BEFORE the tracks are doubled.

828

There is a February 14, 2014 Draft Project Study Report titled
Birmingham Drive Grade Separation for SANDAG that people in the
Encinitas City Council think is part of the plan for double tracking, but
we see this nowhere in the "Plan." Why? It is a decent solution that
needs a little work to make it a great solution and should be part of the
overall Regional Plan. How do we get this to be part of the Plan and
how will it be funded?

Grade separations are generally initiated by the local jurisdictions on the regional grade separation list. The City of Encinitas did not submit Birmingham
or Chesterfield to SANDAG to be included in the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan). However the Regional plan does include two
additional grade separations on the COASTER corridor that have not been identified but may include any at-grade crossing. Specific funding has not
yet been set aside for these projects.

Letter

829

In Appendix A of the Plan, double tracking starts in 2020, correct?
Grade separation is then listed for 2035 and only for Leucadia Blvd?
Again, the grade separation has to be done FIRST, not as an
afterthought and it has to be done at Chesterfield/Birmingham as well.

The SANDAG double tracking program began in 2008 and is ongoing. Table A.2 list the projects that will be built by 2020, 2035, and 2050. Visit
keepsandiegomoving.com for the current schedules of double tracking projects. Double tracking does not require grade separations. The "plus 2 grade
separations" are not defined but may include any of the LOSSAN corridor at-grade crossings.

Letter

Also in Appendix A it lists "plus 2 grade separations" for 2050. Which
2? Same concerns as above.

No.

Comment

Response

Source

In Appendix M double tracking is listed as the 4th priority, but the
Leucadia Blvd. grade separation is listed as 25th. The Carlsbad grade
separations are also listed at the bottom. This is completely out of
order. The grade separations need to be prioritized and completed
BEFORE double tracking or at least done at the same time AND
Chesterfield/Birmingham has to be added.

Table M.4 is a list of the rankings of transit service projects where COASTER double tracking is ranked 4th. Table M.12 is a separate list of regional rail
grade separation projects with Leucadia Blvd ranking 25th. These lists were developed separately using different criteria for each type of project that
are outlined in Table M.3 and M.11 respectively. Double tracking does not require grade separation nor does it preclude grade separations from being
built in later phases.

Letter

831

Funds MUST prioritize disadvantaged/underserved communities spending $ to attract/benefit tourism only cannot continue.

The analysis performed for the Draft Regional Plan concludes that funds have been prioritized in disadvantaged/underserved communities. As discussed
in Appendix H, page 45 the benefit-cost analysis of the Regional Plan indicates that low income residents make up 32.5 percent of the population, but
receive 36.3 percent of the benefits. The same holds true for minority populations; they make up an average of 60 percent of the county population
but receive 67 percent of the benefits. See Table H.16 in the Draft Regional Plan, Appendix H, page 46.

Comment
Card

832

A more welcoming and collaborative tone must be set at meetings if
SANDAG wants to solicit authentic local engagement. Otherwise, why
have these meetings?

With each update to San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, we strive to continue to improve our public outreach efforts. We appreciate your feedback
and will consider this comment in future public workshops, such as the one you participated at the Jacobs Center. For more information on our public
engagement efforts, please see Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.

Comment
Card

833

Active transportation and transit MUST be prioritized regionwide
(especially in underserved areas). 50% is not enough, given current
investments to date that have note done enough in this area.

By 2050, San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) includes full build-out of the entire regional bike network. Most bike projects will have
safety improvements not only for bicyclists but also for pedestrians. The Regional Plan incorporates safe bike and pedestrian access into investments in
other modes of travel, including public transit and highway improvements-- a practice already assumed by SANDAG in ongoing planning and
construction of capital projects.

Comment
Card

834

Support innovative and site specific bus stop improvements for the
safety and cultural/art character of the community. Bus shelters should
not be a 1 size fits all solution.

Areas near transit stops are typically controlled by the local jurisdiction and/or private property owners, who would be responsible for commissioning or
authorizing various furnishings in their right-of-way. The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) maintains a role at the bus stop area because of its legal
obligation to ensure that its services are safe and accessible. Amenities provided for by MTS itself are standardized to provide a uniform and consistent
image for its service, minimize costs, assure maintainability, and control quality and safety. Many MTS-provided amenities also include an advertising
component which pays for their maintenance, power, cleaning, and repair.

Comment
Card

835

If building a bridge over Euclid make it with adequate bike and
pedestrian access. Not just sufficient, but safe and easy bike and ped
access! Easy and efficient. Will make cars happier not having to wait
and keep all modes of transport safe.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a grade separation of the Orange Line tracks at Euclid Avenue anticipated in 2030.

Comment
Card

836

We would like to see as much money go into multimodal forms of
transportation - i.e. Trolleys, bus, subway, bike lanes - as goes into
freeways. IF vehicle miles travelled are supposed to be going down to
help support the increase in people going up - we also need to support
transit funding. If there is going to be a 6% ridership increase at least
that much funding needs to go into the program to support the
projections. How are we supposed to promote multi-modal modes of
transportation adequately if there are not sufficient funds? A much
larger proportion of the funding is still going to freeways than should
be for the projected projects needed to provide transportation to all
people in all places, especially city and urban dense areas and minority
populations. LESS MONEY TO FREEWAYS, MORE MONETO TO BIKES
(and Trolleys)!

Of the nearly $204 billion in transportation investments, over 53 percent of the funds are proposed for transit capital, operations, and non-motorized
programs. In the draft Regional Plan, funds for highway improvements (not including managed lanes required for efficient operations of Rapid services)
total approximately $10.8 billion, or about five percent of the total. Another $15.7 billion is identified for rehabilitation, maintenance and operations
of the existing system, or a little less than eight percent.

Comment
Card

837

In fact, choose not to widen freeways but invest in transit instead to
support the density that is forecasted. Allow low income/minority
communities, often with only one or even no cars to access jobs, goods
and services in an equitable way.

The draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of
congested main lanes. The Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day
service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs
along with other projects that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Comment
Card

830

Name

Agency

Chesterfield/Birmingham was not included in the regional rail grade separation project rankings because the City of Encinitas did not submit this
crossing for evaluation.

In terms of lower cost transportation, there are limited operating funds available and all funding is being used to maximize service. While many people
would like fare levels to be lowered, this could have a negative impact on the transit services (less frequency or fewer routes). Discounts are available
for seniors, persons with disabilities, and youth (18 and under). The $5 Day Pass allows unlimited use of most rail and bus services (fares for COASTER
and Rapid Express are higher).
838

We need a bridge over Euclid!

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) recognizes the importance of rail grade separations and has included their
implementation on several key corridors intersecting with the Trolley, COASTER, and SPRINTER rail networks. The phasing of grade separations is based
on individual project rankings along with available funding. Project ranking criteria included an assessment of traffic volumes, delay, bus connectivity,
safety, and cost-effectiveness among other criteria. The Euclid grade separation is currently phased in the Draft Regional Plan in 2030.

Comment
Card

No.
839

Name

Agency

Comment

Response

Source

What is the timeline for your projects? Please prioritize transit spending
over highway investments.

Federal and state laws require SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available during the
period covered by that plan. Projects will be implemented between now and 2050. Please see Appendix A, which includes the lists of transit, highway
and managed lanes, and bicycle facility projects that would be built by 2020, by 2035, and by 2050.

Comment
Card

For more information on the availability of funding, please see Chapter 3: Financing Our Future.
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone,
including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are
aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide
range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide
priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan
contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and
local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.
840

Will there be mobility hubs located in low income/minority
communities?

SANDAG is developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. The strategy will recommend improvements,
conceptual designs, and implementation strategies for different communities served by high-frequency transit throughout the San Diego region.
Additionally, the development of this strategy includes a robust public outreach effort to ensure it will address the needs of all users including low
income and minority populations.

Web

841

In terms of economic benefit, has there been any research on how the
connectivity of low income/minority residents to higher-wage jobs will
be improved? All I saw in the PowerPoint was job creation through
transit jobs.

The jobs increase mentioned in the presentation is not simply from transit and highway construction and operations, but from the private sector taking
advantage of an improved transportation system (compared to the no-build scenario) to boost employment. So the jobs created under the Regional
Plan include those resulting from improved access for low income and minority residents. SANDAG could not specifically separate out the employment
effects for those populations, but in the Benefit-Cost Analysis, SANDAG did analyze the overall benefits (mobility, health, cost-savings) to low income
and minority residents, and they received a slightly higher proportion of benefits than the population as a whole.

Comment
Card

842

The Euclid transit center needs repair. The community around the
station is changing. The Euclid transit center is the second busiest in
San Diego! Please focus on it in this area, being the second busiest
transit center in San Diego, in the entire MTS System. It deserves to be
recognized and deserves beautiful environments.

The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) recently rehabilitated all of the stations along the Orange Line, including the Euclid Avenue Transit Center, with
new Trolley shelters, platforms, and passenger amenities. Additionally, MTS is planning a major cleaning of the channel and replacement of the bus
shelters. Other short term improvements could include enhanced lighting and restoration of the pavement in the bus area. For the long-term, there are
substantial public and private improvements constructed and planned for the Encanto area, including Lincoln Park and the Market Street corridor. This
will undoubtedly extend to the transit center itself. MTS will work with its local partners to ensure that any long-term improvements to the Euclid
station are mutually beneficial to the community and its riders, create a positive impact on the area, and enhance the environment.

Comment
Card

843

Please provide grade separation for Orange Line with priority at Euclid
and Market. Double track the Orange Line.

A grade separation of the Orange Line at Euclid Avenue is included in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan in 2030. The Orange Line is
already doubletracked, and the recent Trolley Renewal Project included upgrades/modernization of Trolley infrastructure, including stations and new
low-floor vehicles.

Comment
Card

844

Encourage and support placemaking as a transit strategy.

SANDAG adopted Regional Urban Design Guidelines which provide guidance on how to create great places with strong connections to public transit.
The TransNet Smart Growth Incentive Program provides $280 million of grant funds to local jurisdictions through the year 2048, to incentivize the
development of great places that include mixed use and affordable housing near existing and planned public transit. The Regional Transit Oriented
Development Strategy, which is an appendix of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, includes additional strategies to support vibrant communities
that are accessible to transit is at the foundation of the region's coordinated land use and transportation planning.

Comment
Card

845

Please change classification of SR 94 through the communities of
concern and over-burdened neighborhoods from 8F+2HOV to 6F+2
HOV or 8F+2 Transit Only lanes.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along State Route 94 (SR 94) between Interstate 805 and Downtown
San Diego. The addition of these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route.
Local representatives and community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating
community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on
shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an
opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also
being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another
alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation
of the future State Route 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Comment
Card

846

Advance SR 15 to SR-94 transit only connector and Gold Hill/Sherman
Heights to 2020; same time as "Express Lanes" implementation.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes this improvement by 2035. The State Route 94 (SR 94) Express Lanes environmental study will
evaluate advancing this project earlier along with a transit in-line station along SR 94.

Comment
Card

847

Great job on the Mid-City bike corridor. Highly supportive and very
needed!

Thank you for supporting this project.

Comment
Card

848

Make transit costs more affordable!

Balancing the cost of transit fares and service levels is the heart of the matter. There are limited operating funds available and all funding is used to
maximize service. While many people would like fare levels to be lowered, this would likely mean lower service levels. Discounts are available for
seniors, persons with disabilities, and youth (18 and under). The $5 Day Pass allows unlimited use of services during a given day.

Comment
Card
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849

Marketing of the available modes of transportation.

Regional travel information is available through a number of different venues including the iCommuteSD.com website, 511SD website (as well as the
mobile app available for iOS and Android), shiftsandiego.com, and the transit operator's websites (SDMTS.com and GONCTD.com). SANDAG,
Metropolitan Transit System, and North County Transit District are all active on social media (Facebook and Twitter) and provide travel information
updates on a daily basis, as well. Information regarding transportation services and information for seniors, persons with disabilities, and social service
recipients can be found on our partner agency's website, FACTSD.com.

Comment
Card

850

Must have a Trolley bridge on Euclid Avenue at Market Street.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) recognizes the importance of rail grade separations and has included their implementation on
several key corridors intersecting with the Trolley, COASTER and SPRINTER rail networks. The phasing of grade separations is based on individual
project rankings along with available funding. Project ranking criteria included an assessment of traffic volumes, delay, bus connectivity, safety and
cost-effectiveness among other criteria. The Euclid grade separation is currently phased in the Draft Regional Plan by 2030.

Comment
Card

851

There are some elements in the plan that are good, but there is a need
for major shifts in prioritization. San Diego is currently car focused and
highway focused. The only way to accomplish urgent GHG reduction
requirements is to have a complete shift. Projects like the Trolley Purple
Line, and double the Orange and Blue lines must be expedited in order
to get this shift. And any freeway expansion (even under the guise of
BRT) takes us in the wrong direction.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network
of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our
future mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone. The
Purple Line (Route 562) is phased in the Regional Plan as the next major Trolley investment after the Mid-Coast project. However, Trolley projects are
major capital projects and take a number of years to implement given the planning, environmental, design, and construction work that needs to be
done, as well as ensuring sufficient time for public involvement throughout the process.

Comment
Card

852

Trolleys are new to our neighborhood. They now block emergency
vehicles (ambulances, fire trucks) and prohibit us from using our main
street which is Euclid Avenue by the Trolley stop at Jacobs Center. We
were promised a bridge but this has not been provided. This is a health
and safety issue. Ambulances are blocked by the Trolley - the hospital is
located south of this Trolley stop on Euclid Ave. It is urgent to have a
bridge or tunnel on Euclid Avenue at the Trolley stop at Market and
Euclid.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan recognizes the importance of rail grade separations and has included their implementation on several
key corridors intersecting with the Trolley, COASTER, and SPRINTER rail networks. The phasing of grade separations is based on individual project
rankings along with available funding. Project ranking criteria included an assessment of traffic volumes, delay, bus connectivity, safety and costeffectiveness among other criteria. The Euclid grade separation is currently phased in the Draft Regional Plan by 2030.

Comment
Card

853

A Trolley bridge over Euclid Ave. is needed.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan recognizes the importance of rail grade separations and has included their implementation on several
key corridors intersecting with the Trolley, COASTER and SPRINTER rail networks. The phasing of grade separations is based on individual project
rankings along with available funding. Project ranking criteria included an assessment of traffic volumes, delay, bus connectivity, safety and costeffectiveness among other criteria. The Euclid grade separation is currently phased in the draft Plan by 2030.

Comment
Card

854

The tracks in Lincoln Park - Encanto are both used for both Trolley and
freight trains. The set backs are for Trolleys, but they are not safe for
freight trains. If there are any derailments it will be a large loss of life
and property because apartment buildings and homes are too close to
the "train track." Also it's not healthy for people to be woken up all
night from both trains and Trolleys.

Freight trains operate on the Orange Line between 12th & Imperial Transit Center and Bradley Avenue in El Cajon and on the Blue Line south of
12th & Imperial Transit Center. Those lines were built on existing freight rail right-of-way and the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) is required to
permit continued freight service (through freight and light rail will not operate at the same time in the same location). Ensuring safe operations is of
paramount importance to MTS in the operations of Trolley and freight services, and all federal and state regulations are strictly adhered to.
Furthermore, it is important that transportation projects are coordinated closely with local development plans. SANDAG works regularly with the
region's planning directors to collaborate on regional and local plans and projects.

Comment
Card

855

There are no Trolleys that go to the beaches. Why not, it's needed
since there is little parking at beaches. It's very important for kids who
can use the Trolley to be able to get to the beaches, the zoo, and
Balboa Park.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a Trolley line that would connect with Pacific Beach. In addition, there are several Rapid
services that would connect to beaches in Imperial Beach, Ocean Beach, and North County communities.

Comment
Card

856

More people are walking and riding bikes now. I only imagine that the
number will grow. Why are investments in the Plan made to
highways/freeways first instead of prioritizing transit?!

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving
alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional
Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable
a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities
provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Draft
Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley,
Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects
that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone. The Draft Regional Plan also includes investments to
complete the Regional Bike Plan and to improve pedestrian and bicycle access to transit stations.

Comment
Card
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Cost of transit is high now and the short times to connect using
transfers are too short. Does the Plan address this?

Fares are set at a level that makes up the difference between the cost of providing the service and the subsidies received from local, state, and federal
funds. Additional resources would need to be identified to subsidize any reduction in fares; or, services offered would need to be reduced accordingly.
However, the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) does offer a variety of fare products, including passes that allow unlimited trips, and discounted cash
fares and monthly pass prices for qualifying seniors and disabled riders.

Comment
Card

MTS endeavors to provide the best connections possible to minimize travel times and improve the customer experience. With dozens of connection
points throughout the region, some transfers must be prioritized by the number of riders making the transfer. While it isn't possible to provide a
perfect connection in all directions at every location, MTS is happy to review any specific locations for improvements. Such comments can be sent
tomts.planning@sdmts.com.
858

I came to this meeting expecting to discuss issues relating to my
community such as trash, graffiti, stray pets, houses not up to code,
drug dealers; instead I was told how billions of dollars will be spent on
freeways - how is this possible? Spending so much money on things
our communities don't even need and ignoring what these
communities really need - wasting money.

We appreciate your interest in this region's future. Your comment on specific community issues has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

859

I grew up in San Diego since 1969 when I was in kindergarten. I grew
up without a good transit system, and lots of freeways. How will San
Diego meet GHG emissions targets to cut carbon emissions by 2050 by
building freeways? San Diego must do what modern cities do, build
trains and transit. We want express trains, trains to the airport and
beaches, for a sustainable way of life.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investments proposed in the Draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is
proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit. The Draft Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines by 2050, 32 new Rapid transit
services, continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines,
and three new intermodal transit centers. Planned highway improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system. The
Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air
vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is
reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor today. Improvements proposed in the
draft plan will provide access to the airport and beaches.

Comment
Card

860

As I've said at every iteration of public comment on the SDF Plan, we
need to put every allowable dollar toward transit first (before freeway
expansion, Managed Lanes, or otherwise). This plan doesn't do this.
Let's prioritize transit in our urban core neighborhoods. Expedite the
following projects: 54th BRT, I-15 South to SR 94 west connector,
Trolley Purple Line, double tracking of the Blue and Orange Lines,
community-based alternative to SR 94 corridor.

Transit capital and operations account for half of the investments proposed in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) and
maximize the funding that is eligible for transit. A good portion of the remaining investment is proposed for services and programs that support travel
by transit. The Regional Plan calls for five new Trolley lines by 2050, 32 new Rapid transit services, continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER
Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three new intermodal transit centers.

Comment
Card

861

I support building Rapid trains through southeastern San Diego
including elevated trains like in Mission Valley.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a Trolley line that would operate along the Interstate 805 and State Route 15 corridors
between San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via Chula Vista, National City, Southeastern San Diego, Mid-City, Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, University City,
and Sorrento Mesa. Connections to the Southeastern San Diego community and the Orange Line would be made at the existing 47th Street Trolley
station area.

Comment
Card

862

Improve the Orange Line Trolley line to be grade separated from street
traffic.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan recognizes the importance of rail grade separations and has included their implementation on several
key corridors intersecting with the Trolley, COASTER, and SPRINTER rail services. The phasing of grade separations is based on individual project
rankings along with available funding. Project ranking criteria included an assessment of traffic volumes, delay, bus connectivity, safety and costeffectiveness among other criteria. Grade separations for the Orange Line at Euclid Avenue, Broadway/Lemon Grove Avenue, Allison Avenue/
University Avenue, and Severin Drive are included by 2035.

Comment
Card

863

We need a bridge over Euclid!

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a grade separation of the Orange Line tracks at Euclid Avenue anticipated in 2030.

Comment
Card

864

We need a bridge over Euclid!

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a grade separation of the Orange Line tracks at Euclid Avenue anticipated in 2030.

Comment
Card

Regarding your comment on freeways, the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a robust system of Managed Lanes that give priority
access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are provided the opportunity to
utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same corridor; such is the case
with the Interstate 15 corridor. Highway improvements (including highway lanes, freeway connectors, and operational improvements) complement
and complete the existing highway network.

Comment
Card

In terms of project phasing, federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be available
during the time period covered by that plan. While we’re anticipating around $204 billion over 35 years, we don’t have all the money right now. Also, a
majority of the funding sources are tied to certain types of projects (for example, transit infrastructure or highway operations and maintenance) and we
don’t have the authority to interchange them. These constraints come with specific provisions from Congress or the State Legislature. The “revenue
constrained scenario” for transportation investments detailed in our Regional Plan plays by those rules. This creates a barrier to moving any projects earlier
such as the ones mentioned in this comment. It is important to note though that the 54th Street Bus Rapid Transit
(Route 550) is currently planned to open in 2025 (the 2035 phase captures the years 2021-2035 and this project is a 2025 project). However, the Interstate
15 South to State Route 94 (SR 94) west connector and Trolley Purple Line projects are planned to open in 2035 but the Blue and Orange line station
improvements have already been completed. The SR 94 alternatives will be explored at the project level in the Environmental Impact Report.
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865

I would like new ideas that implement the needs of the communities
affected by the expansion of the MLK freeway corridor. These new
alternatives of the plan must eliminate the expansion of the MLK
freeway corridor. We need transit benefits for the impacted
communities.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along State Route 94 (SR 94) between Interstate 805 and Downtown
San Diego. The addition of these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route.
Local representatives and community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating
community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on
shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an
opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also
being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another
alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation
of the future State Route 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Comment
Card

866

We want to see expedited inclusion of 54th Street. This will make it
faster to travel from National City to City Heights on Euclid and 54th
Street.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes the Rapid line between San Diego State University and National City (Rapid Line 550) by
2025.

Comment
Card

867

The Orange Line grade separations should be included and expedited.
This will make the Orange Line Trolley faster by not having the train
tracks interfere with car traffic.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan recognizes the importance of rail grade separations and has included their implementation on several
key corridors intersecting with the Trolley, COASTER, and SPRINTER. The phasing of grade separations is based on individual project rankings along
with available funding. Project ranking criteria included an assessment of traffic volumes, delay, bus connectivity, safety and cost-effectiveness among
other criteria. Grade separations for the Orange Line at Euclid Avenue, Broadway/Lemon Grove Avenue, Allison Avenue/University Avenue, and
Severin Drive are included by 2035.

Comment
Card

868

What are the ways SANDAG is mitigating immediate needs of residents
with the big plan?

The Environmental Impact Report (EIR) associated with San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan looks at mitigation measures. However, environmental
analysis (including mitigation) also is conducted for each project prior to the implementation phase. Please see Appendix A for a list of projects and
their implementation phases. Some projects are planned for completion by 2020.

Comment
Card

869

Make community involvement a priority.

To support the development of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, SANDAG implemented a comprehensive public outreach and involvement
program. Early in the planning process, the agency developed a Public Involvement Plan (PIP) to guide the public outreach program. Per Government
Code Section 65980(b)(2)(E), Public Involvement Plans for individual projects or plans must draw upon the SANDAG Public Participation Plan, which
serves as a guiding framework for all of the agency’s PIPs. The Public Participation Plan2 was adopted by the SANDAG Board of Directors on
December 21, 2012, and the PIP was subsequently adopted on February 22, 2013.Information regarding the SANDAG public involvement processes
and outreach programs can be found in Appendix F: Public Involvement Program.

Comment
Card

870

Need a bridge over Euclid!

The Draft San Diego Forward: Regional Plan includes a grade separation of the Orange Line tracks at Euclid Avenue anticipated in 2030.

Comment
Card

871

More shades over bus stops are needed.

Shelter locations are prioritized by the number of daily boardings at each location. The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) endeavors to install shelters
at high ridership stops, where space and necessary infrastructure is available. In some locations it is not possible to install a shelter because there is
insufficient width to maintain accessibility requirements, the sidewalk is not level or otherwise suitable for the installation, or the number of rider
boardings is too low to warrant a shelter. Although there are a limited number of shelters available, MTS is happy to review any location upon request
for a future installation. Such comments can be submitted to the MTS Customer Service Department. MTS is currently purchasing up to 600 shelters,
which will represent a 35 percent increase in the number of shelters provided.

Comment
Card

872

Make the percentage of money spent to improve bike infrastructure
equal or greater (preferably greater than) the projected increase in
ridership, i.e. we are at 1% ridership currently and 6% is goal - so we
need sufficient dollars to support this!

The availability of funds is not directly tied to performance of certain modes but, rather, is based on more than 30 separate funding sources which
often come with certain constraints dictating which type of projects they can be used for. However, the investment in the implementation of the
Regional Bike Plan has been expedited with the Early Action Program which designates $200 million for bike project completion from now through
2025. The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes full implementation of the Regional Bike Plan.

Comment
Card

873

What is your projected plan for restrooms at Trolley stops and bus
areas? My concern is not only for those that frequently use the transit
systems such as people going to work, students, mothers and their
children, and the elderly but also for the people that do not use the
transit systems all the time such as Padres fans, tourists, those that
perform their civic duty downtown at the court house. Not having
restrooms currently causes men and women to urinate in parking lots,
behind bushes, etc. The odor currently at these terminals is terrible
causing people to not want to use these transportation options.

Restrooms are available at certain Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) transit centers for the use of patrons, including 12th & Imperial, Old Town,
El Cajon, and San Diego State University. Hours and access vary by location. There are no plans to install additional public restrooms at MTS transit
centers, due to the significant resources required to maintain and secure them. Unfortunately, the maintenance and security costs with the few
restrooms MTS does provide are extraordinarily high, due to frequent damage, destruction and theft of fixtures, vandalism, and illegal activities. These
expenses reduce funds available for MTS to provide transit services. Please note that many Downtown destinations already provide restrooms for their
users, including the courthouses, civic buildings, schools, and Petco Park. Other public restrooms are available near the Civic Center, 12th & Imperial,
and Gaslamp Quarter stations.

Comment
Card
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874

What is your projected plan for restrooms, truck stops and rest areas
for commercial drivers (ie. semi trucks, buses, etc)? As far as I can tell
there is no projected plan for this. My concern is that truck drivers do
not have any place to stop for food, restrooms or resting places. Truck
drivers consequentially are stopping on off -amps and street parking
congesting those areas growing truck traffic and safety in the region.
According to the summary report findings and recommendations of the
Comprehensive Regional Goods Movement Plan and Implementation
strategy (See pdf in website noted below) the projected growth in truck
traffic is anticipated to significantly grow through 2035. Noted on page
15 "According to California Highway Patrol’s Statewide Integrated
Traffic Records System (SWITRS), there were 99 fatal truck-involved
accidents in the SCAG region in 2009 and 2,564 truck-involved
accidents that resulted in injuries. One estimate calculates the average
cost per fatal crash involving commercial vehicles at $7.2 million."
http://www.camsys.com/pubs/CRGM_OnTheMove_ExecSummary.pdf

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (the Regional Plan) includes truck stops and rest areas (page 82 in Chapter 2). There are two locations
planned for the future near the Interstate 15 and State Route 76 interchange, and near the State Routes 905 and 125 and new State Route 11
interchanges. These two planned facilities are within the unconstrained portion of the Regional Plan, meaning that there are no funding identified
currently for these projects. Inclusion in the Regional Plan positions these projects to compete for funding as funding opportunities come up.

Comment
Card

875

New bike facilities for street bikes should not be placed in our canyons
and creeks. No pavement in our open space areas- dedicated or not.

In the instances where plans call for regional bikeways to be located in canyons or near waterways, we will continue to refine those alignments in the
more specific project level analyses, taking into account environmental concerns.

Comment
Card

876

The San Diego River Bike trail is not contiguous and doesn't work well
for commuting as you either have to illegally cross the street or detour
to the nearest traffic light.

A Gaps Analysis report for the San Diego River Trail (SDRT) has been completed. Using SANDAG Active Transportation Grant Program funding, the City
of San Diego recently completed a direct crossing at Mission Center Road and will install another direct crossing at Camino Del Este. In addition,
SANDAG currently has two projects on the SDRT in the Preliminary Engineering phase at Qualcomm Stadium and Carlton Oaks.

Comment
Card

877

All traffic signals should have sensors that change the light for
bicyclists.

Local jurisdictions are increasingly using this technology as they upgrade their traffic signals. Two SANDAG grant programs, both included in San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan, incentivize local jurisdictions to install or modify traffic signals that detect/change the signal for people who ride bicycles.
These grant programs are the Active Transportation grant program and the Smart Growth Incentive Program.

Comment
Card

878

Please focus on safe access to existing transit hubs before building new
hubs. Transit centers without first mile/last mile access turn people off
to transit making it harder to get support for future projects.

Retrofit projects to improve access to existing transit stops and stations are included in the Unconstrained Transportation Network. However,
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) will be updated to reflect that these types of projects will be possible through planned future
investments in Mobility Hubs included in the Revenue Constrained Network. The Regional Plan also prioritizes providing safe access wherever new
transit projects are built, as it is more efficient and cost-effective to include safe bike and pedestrian access as new stations are developed, rather than
after the project is already on the ground.

Comment
Card

879

Please consider updating the bike master plan to show the portion
through Rose Canyon as being removed. It still shows the "old plan."

The Regional Bike Plan is not being updated as part of San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. When the Regional Bike Plan is updated adjustments to
corridor alignments will be considered at that time.

Comment
Card

880

This "vision" is all Agenda 21. This is specific to a very totalitarianMarxist ideology. You are lying to the peple and you have no regard for
the protection of private property and zero tolerance for individual
freedom. I will rejoice on the day I can leave this communist state of
California

We appreciate your interest in our region's future.

Comment
Card

881

There need to be paths dedicated to bikes (and pedestrians). Streets
have become simple too dangerous. Shared lanes downtown are a
helpful interim step, but long term plans should reflect bike corridors.

Many of the Regional Bicycle Plan Early Action Program projects, which are included in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, will build separate,
dedicated facilities for people who ride bikes (through cycletracks and class I facilities), and people who walk (through class I facilities).

Comment
Card

882

SANDAG needs a near term plan to look at traffic bottlenecks and
propose resolutions. For example, connecting Tierrasanta Blvd to
Mission Gorge Rd. or adding an access point to the Golden Triangle,
such as proceeding with the Regents Road bridge.

Decisions regarding local streets and roads are under the purview of the local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of
San Diego.

Comment
Card

883

A train platform at the Del Mar Fairgrounds should be a priority.

The Del Mar Fairgrounds special events platform is scheduled to be constructed by 2035 as part of the COASTER double tracking project across
San Dieguito Lagoon. Preliminary Engineering and Environmental work are already underway.
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884

The term "Smart Growth" is tossed out as a new planning concept. It
would help to have a better definition of what this would entail.

Chapter 1 discusses smart growth in depth. The section entitled, "The Importance of Planning," contains a definition box of smart growth, stating
that, "Smart growth is a compact, efficient, and environmentally-sensitive pattern of development that provides people with additional travel, housing,
and employment choices by focusing future growth away from rural areas and closer to existing and planned job centers and public facilities, while
preserving open space and natural resources and making more efficient use of existing urban infrastructure." A definition box is also included for
sustainability. The "Why 'San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan'?" section of Chapter 1 discusses smart growth, and refers to the Smart Growth
Concept Map. The Smart Growth Concept Map was inadvertently left out of the Draft Regional Plan, and will be incorporated into this section.
Chapter 2 also discusses smart growth, and includes definition boxes for both active transportation as well as mixed-use. This chapter also details the
transportation projects and investments between now and 2050 that collectively help support smart growth in the region. Chapter 3 discusses funding
associated with smart growth. Chapter 5 includes a description of the Smart Growth Incentive Program and other resources that support smart growth
and sustainable development in the region.

Comment
Card

885

The Plan would benefit with true innovation. Modal centers are nice,
and a good plan, but are short term. We already have bicycle rental
racks being installed and EV smart cars. It would be good to brainstorm
what are innovative ideas. Is this housing density with stores adjacent
to minimize trips? We need to anticipate better.

SANDAG is developing a Regional Mobility Hub Implementation Strategy to identify transportation services, amenities, and urban design
enhancements that can bridge the distance between transit and an individual’s origin or destination. San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional
Plan) will recommend improvements, conceptual designs, and implementation strategies for different communities served by high-frequency transit in
the San Diego region.

Comment
Card

A mix of land uses and residential and employment densities are key components of this concept. Additionally, a wide range of new and emerging
shared mobility services (e.g. carshare, bikeshare, scootershare, on-demand shuttles) will be evaluated and incorporated to provide residents,
employees, and visitors with a range of convenient travel options. Further, innovative concepts like universal transportation payment and real-time
traveler information and trip planning tools will be incorporated to make transportation options more convenient and easy to access.
As part of the Regional Plan, SANDAG developed an Emerging Technologies White Paper that describes the wide range of innovative transportation
solutions that are being evaluated for the region. The white paper can be found at sdforward.com.

886

Why is light rail long-term? I feel it should be short-term. Carpool has
not worked. People (not many) are not going to bicycle to work. If we
wait "long-term" for light rail there will not be any more money than
there is now. Please spend the money now on public transit, rather
than widening the I-5 Coastal Corridor.

Trolley projects are major capital projects and take a number of years to implement given the planning, environmental, design, and construction work
that needs to be done, as well as ensuring sufficient time for public involvement throughout the process. That being said, there is a major light-rail
project from Old Town to University City/UC San Diego planned to open by 2020 and a major San Ysidro to Kearny Mesa Trolley route planned for
2035.

Comment
Card

887

There should be restriping instead of widening on freeways.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) incorporates Managed Lane/High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) improvements on corridors with
substantial traffic congestion to support carpools, transit services, and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the Interstate 15 Corridor). Conversion of
general purpose lanes to create additional Managed/HOV lanes would be governed by federal and state laws and regulations, Also, several alternatives
evaluated in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) (5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D) convert general purpose lanes to managed lanes that support carpools.
The Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Regional Plan.

Comment
Card

888

Why so much emphasis on walking and biking, as if that will solve the
lack of public transit.

Investments in bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure will increase travel options for the region's residents, particularly as an alternative to driving for short
trips. Additionally, bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure helps support transit, as many people who ride transit get to or from transit stops or stations by
walking or biking. The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan proposes about 50 percent of the investments for transit projects and operations.

Comment
Card

889

Study an extension of the Orange Line Trolley into the airport.

A study was conducted in the 1980s regarding a Trolley extension of the Trolley system to the airport along Harbor Drive. The project did not rank high
compared with other rail lines under consideration at the time. The idea was reintroduced in recent years; the SANDAG Board decided it would be better
to connect to the airport along Pacific Highway rail corridor to enable access to the airport for Amtrak and COASTER as well as the Trolley. The Draft San
Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes an Airport Intermodal Transportation Center that would be served by all rail services, with an elevated walkway
over Pacific Highway connecting to the airport rental car facility now under construction. An airport shuttle would operate along an on-airport road to
connect with the passenger terminals; transit users would be able to use the shuttle at no cost. A first phase project would connect the existing
Middletown station with an airport shuttle station located just west of the Pacific Highway and Palm Street intersection. This first phase project would
enhance the pedestrian pathway between the Trolley station and the shuttle stop. This project is anticipated to be completed in mid-2016.

Comment
Card

890

Work on a grid of bus routes in the most urban parts of San Diego downtown, Mid City, Coastal San Diego, and La Jolla.

A good idea. The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) envisions a rich network of local bus and Rapid services along key arterial
streets throughout the Urban Area Transit boundary, which includes the areas mentioned. Service frequency is also a key element of a good network
of services, and the Draft Regional Plan proposes ten-minute all day service for most services in the Urban Area Transit boundary.

Comment
Card

891

Cross connect Trolley lines so you can get anywhere with no more than
2 transfers.

A cross town Trolley line is precisely what the proposed Trolley Route 562 is designed to do. It would operate between San Ysidro and Carmel Valley via the
Interstate 805 and State Route 15 corridors, and would provide transfers with the Orange and Green Lines, as well as other local bus and Rapid services.

Comment
Card

892

Frequency is important on the Trolley - at least 1 train every 10 minutes
on the Green and Orange Lines. These frequencies should come with
train tunnels downtown and more grade separations.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes frequency improvements on all Trolley lines to every 7.5 minutes throughout the day. Grade
separations are planned at a number of locations along the Trolley lines. A Trolley tunnel downtown was evaluated but was deemed unnecessary with
the additional of the Trolley Route 562 line along the Interstate 805 and State Route 15 corridors that will take much of the burden off Blue and
Orange operations in the downtown area.

Comment
Card

No.
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Comment
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893

Gondolas should be considered where appropriate. Gondolas are super
frequent, can climb steep grades, and cross ground based obstacles.
The La Jolla/Torrey Pines coast, USD, Mission Valley, and downtown are
all appropriate locations.

SANDAG will evaluate the feasibility of implementing the skyway/aerial gondola concept in a number of locations including: Sorrento Valley,
Pacific Beach, and Downtown.

Comment
Card

894

Pedestrian access to both sides of Trolley stations across the freeways
and river is important.

Pedestrian access surrounding transit stops and stations is critical - improvements to pedestrian access in transit stop/station areas will be addressed
through investments in Safe Routes to Transit, with funding included the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan.

Comment
Card

895

University City - projected growth will have traffic impacts on the
quality of life for University City residents. The following should be
considered: 1. Alternative routes through and around the "Golden
Triangle" : adding lanes on SR 52, building Regents Road bridge to
provide an alternative route, widening Genesee to accommodate the
massive traffic during the commuting hours. Funding (federal, state,
and local) and the California High Speed Rail bonds are general issues.

Improvements to State Route 52 are included in the Plan with two additional General Purpose Lanes planned between Interstate 5 and Interstate 805.
The City of San Diego includes improvement to the local roadway network in its Mobility Element. California High Speed Rail is included in the San
Diego Forward: The Regional Plan; this is a project of the California High-Speed Rail Authority.

Comment
Card

896

Need more space for bikes on Trolley cars.

The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) understands the limited space available in Trolley cars for bicycles. Unfortunately increasing space for bicycles
would remove seats and other available space for passengers, especially those with mobility devices. MTS is working with SANDAG on the placement
of bicycle infrastructure at station locations to reduce some of the need for passengers to travel on the system with their bicycle on board.

Comment
Card

897

SANDAG needs to do a grade separation of the road at Governor and
Genesee. This would solve the Genesee traffic problem without going
through Rose Canyon.

Separation of local streets is under the purview of local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of San Diego.

Comment
Card

898

Preserving the small amount of open space we have in University City is
crucial. Keep Rose Canyon green and no bridge or "paved" bike paths.

In the instances where plans call for regional bikeways to be located in canyons or near waterways, we will continue to refine those alignments in the
more specific project level analyses, taking into account environmental concerns.

Comment
Card

899

SANDAG was short sighted not to put rail system down I-5 and I-805.
Not enough access to Mission Valley from I-805.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes the Mid-Coast Trolley line that runs parallel to the Interstate 5 corridor from Old Town to the
University City and UC San Diego area. The planned Trolley Route 562 that will connect San Ysidro and Carmel Valley would run along both the
Interstate 805 and Interstate 15 corridors.

Comment
Card

900

Parking at transit centers is very limited and restricted (tow away risks,
etc.). When is SANDAG or this Plan going to increase parking structures
to better accommodate commuters in their efforts to get from our
homes to transit centers?

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes funding for capacity enhancements at existing rail and Rapid park-and-ride locations to better
meet future demand. In addition, a regional Mobility Hubs strategy is being developed that could offer an array of "first/last mile" connections in
addition to park-and-ride lots, ranging from bikeshare and carshare to pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure.

Comment
Card

901

MTS question: Why can't you provide some Express buses to SD
County Fair, especially in June? I arranged for some people to work at
the fair last year and they had to change buses 3 times and then ended
up in Solana Beach and took another bus back to the fair.

The Federal Transit Administration, which distributes funds to operators like the Metropolitan Transit System (MTS), has determined that limited,
special event bus service like this would be considered a charter. It is generally prohibited for federally-funded transit agencies like MTS to offer charter
service. Further, MTS does not have the buses or the manpower available to provide a resource-intensive service for a short duration like the San Diego
County Fair. Fair-goers interested in using transit can utilize the NCTD COASTER from Downtown or Old Town to the Solana Beach station, from which
a shuttle is offered to the fair gates.

Comment
Card

902

Really need to decrease cars.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes investments to provide choices for people to get around. It includes a robust system of
Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are
provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same
corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.

Comment
Card

903

Plan a rail stop at split off at the west side of the Del Mar Fairgrounds.

SANDAG, the North County Transit District, and other stakeholders are currently developing a project to construct a special events platform on the
west side of the Fairgrounds. The project is included in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan; however, no final design or construction funds
have currently been set aside for the project.

Comment
Card

904

The main issue with these plans is that they take forever to get built in
this state. There needs to be a way to cut red tape so that these
projects take less time to complete and for less money.

We appreciate your feedback. Federal law requires SANDAG to develop a regional plan built on reasonable assumptions of the revenues that will be
available during the time period covered by that plan. While we are anticipating around $200 billion over 35 years, we don't have all of that money
right now. Some funds will become available on a yearly, ongoing basis; others will be delivered in a single payment at one particular time. The timing
also can depend on when the state Legislature and federal government pass their budgets. Projects will be implemented in phases over the next
35 years. Appendix A includes the list of projects by phasing period.

Comment
Card

905

Were Bird Rock style roundabouts considered for Camino Del
Mar/Coastal Del Mar region?

The Bird Rock roundabouts were a City of San Diego project and not a SANDAG project. However, the project did receive Smart Growth Incentive
Program funding from SANDAG. Future projects (such as roundabouts in Del Mar by the City of Del Mar) could seek similar funding from SANDAG
assuming that the projects meet the eligibility requirements.

Comment
Card

Your comment has been shared with staff at the City of Del Mar. Roundabouts along Camino del Mar in the downtown area have been analyzed in
the Village Specific Plan (2012) that was rejected by the Del Mar voters. Del Mar is currently in the process of analyzing a roundabout at Jimmy Durante
Boulevard and San Dieguito Drive (currently under CEQA review), and may consider additional roundabouts in the future.

No.

Comment

Response

Source

MTS - There needs to be vans from downtown to Balboa Park,
downtown to beaches, from south University City to north University
City or UTC so we can get to the Trolley. MTS and SANDAG need
much more coordination.

MTS offers extensive bus service between Downtown and Balboa Park (Routes 3, 7, 120, and 215), Downtown and the beach areas (Routes 30, 901,
and 923), and between South University City and North University City (Routes 41, 50, and 105).

Comment
Card

907

Universal transportation account key
equivalency barriers between transit types.

currency

The Compass Card was the first step toward this goal of creating a universal transportation card; the next step in the evolution is in the planning
stages.

Comment
Card

908

How do we pre-empt/counter/deal with inevitable and near instant
community pushback relative to transit hubs/new corridors and their
necessary intensification/diversity of uses?

As the regional planning agency, SANDAG acknowledges that land use authority rests with the local jurisdictions. SANDAG collaborates with local
jurisdictions and communities by providing incentives for smart growth and active transportation through the TransNet Smart Growth Incentive and
Active Transportation grant programs. The grant programs strive to support projects that will serve as models of higher density, mixed-use
development near existing and planned transit that could be replicated in a variety of settings throughout the region. In addition, a near-term action
included in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan is to complete the first phase of a Regional Mobility Hub Strategy to identify potential locations. This
effort will include community involvement to identify the areas that would be best suited for early implementation and could serve as models for other
communities moving forward.

Comment
Card

909

Why is there no public transportation whatsoever in the densely
populated areas of: Carmel Valley, Del Mar Heights, Pacific Highlands
Ranch, Del Mar Mesa, Torrey Highlands, Black Mountain Ranch,
4S Ranch, Del Sur, or Fairbanks Ranch?

Transit is effective where there is a strong transit-supportive land uses -- areas that have higher densities and allow walking access to transit stations.
The Carmel Valley/Del Mar Heights areas have these transit-supportive land uses, and a Trolley line and Rapid service are planned. The other areas are
lower density and have urban designs oriented around the automobile, making it difficult to serve with transit. There is one Rapid service planned to
connect the Solana Beach/Carmel Valley with the Interstate 15 Corridor that will provide some access to these areas.

Comment
Card

910

Absolutely 19th Century. No vision. "Tricycle lanes". If Steve Jobs thought
this way we wouldn't have iPhones. Transit- study big cities - spend smart
money, overhead rail now. Bicycles are not transit. Buses - heavy, Trolley is
yesterday. This "Plan" is just more lawsuit generating waste of money.
Transit more timely = light rail, monorail - not buses/bikes.

The Draft Regional Plan contains a rich network of both new light rail and Rapid lines, and the creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on
existing light rail, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with
other projects that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Comment
Card

911

Big Vision - Future not Yesterday

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of tenminute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future
mobility needs along with other projects that will create a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone. In terms of
technology, the Draft Regional Plan includes several transportation demand and systems management elements that will take advantage of both
existing and future technology including vehicle automation. Investment in “mobility hubs” also is included in the Draft Regional Plan to utilize
technology to enable a wide range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare, and bike share with real time information travel
and traffic information. The Urban Area Transit Strategy (Appendix U.17) researched transit systems in Portland, Oregon, Sydney, Australia, and
Vancouver BC, Canada, among other cities.

Comment
Card

906

Name

Agency

to

eliminating

This is 19th century technology.
Nothing futuristic, modern.
Transit orient - study big city transit.

MTS is advisory member on the SANDAG Board of Directors and Policy Committees and staff from both agencies work collaboratively on projects on a
regular basis.

912

Did you look into implementing congestion management strategies?
Like the strategies/policies in Singapore, London, or Stockholm.

Yes, the San Diego region has implemented the application and use of congestion pricing strategies and is considering future expansion through 2050.
The existing congestion pricing strategy applies toll rates computed using a dynamic pricing algorithm based on real time roadway conditions along the
Interstate 15 corridor and is part of a larger congestion management strategy package. Specifically, the region’s congestion pricing system (FasTrak®
system) is accompanied by other complementary strategies as part of the Managed Lanes network that places emphasis on improving mobility and
providing commuters with flexible and valid alternative transportation choices to the single occupant vehicle. Managed Lanes are designed to give
priority access to transit, carpool, and vanpool users free of charge while applying congestion pricing for people driving alone through the FasTtrak
system. San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes funding for Managed Lanes segments along the region’s transportation corridors including, but
not limited to, the Interstate 15 and Interstate 805, and Managed Lanes along portions of, but not limited to, State Route 52, State Route 94, and
State Route 78 for approximately a total of 160 miles by 2050.

Comment
Card

913

You mention funding as one of the reasons why we can't build transit.
Have you considered going back to the voters to ask them to reshuffle
TransNet priorities?

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan describes the statutorily allowed uses for the funds that are included. Many of these funds are specific
to transit systems, including capital and operations.

Comment
Card

914

The TransNet Ordinance includes several transit projects, and has in fact completed, or has completed some of the initial phases of work, for most of
the transit projects listed in the Ordinance. The Ordinance also requires a comprehensive review by the Board every ten years of all projects and
programs implemented under the Expenditure Plan to evaluate the performance of the overall program over the previous ten years and to make
revisions to the Expenditure Plan to improve its performance over the subsequent ten years. The first such review is required in FY 2019.

I would like to know where to find studies on climate and I would like
you to organize a workshop in the area about the topic.

The Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation White Paper prepared for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan contains a number of resources
related to climate change and is available at SDForward.com.

A mí me gustaría saber en dónde buscar trabajos sobre el clima y que
organizaran un taller en el área.

El documento sobre la Adaptación y Mitigación del Cambio Climático preparado para San Diego Forward: El Plan Regional contiene una serie de
recursos informativos relacionados con el cambio climático y está disponible en el sitio web sdforward.com.

Comment
Card

No.
915
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Comment
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I wish there was more publicity to these type of workshops through
television and radio, so the community could engage more and give
their opinion.

We greatly appreciate your feedback and will take this comment into consideration for future outreach events. While the May 2015 workshops were
not featured in local radio or TV spots, SANDAG used other cost-effective ways to reach out to the public including newspaper notices, Facebook and
Twitter posts, and email notifications. SANDAG also reached out to our partner agencies, committees, working groups, and Community-Based
Organizations to help spread the word of any upcoming outreach activities.

Comment
Card

Me gustaría que hubiera más difusión a este tipo de talleres a través de
televisión y radio para que la comunidad en general participe con su
opinión.

916

I think that the construction of the Trolley is taking too long.
Opino que la construcción del trolley es un poco tardada.

Estamos muy agradecidos por sus comentarios y los tomaremos en cuenta para futuros eventos de contacto. Mientras que los talleres de mayo del
2015 no se promocionaron a través de programas locales de radio o televisión, SANDAG utiliza otras formas efectivas para llegar al público, incluyendo
avisos en periódicos, Facebook y Twitter, y notificaciones de correo electrónico. SANDAG también se puso en contacto con agencias asociadas,
comités, grupos de trabajo y organizaciones de base comunitaria para ayudar a difundir la palabra de todas las actividades futuras de diálogo.
SANDAG wishes it did not take so long either. Unfortunately, the public outreach, environmental, and federal funding processes add considerable time
to the schedule. Plus the fact that Trolley projects, especially where elevated structures are required, are often complex undertakings.

Comment
Card

SANDAG también desearía que la construcción durara menos. Desafortunadamente, la difusión pública, procesos ambientales, y financiamiento
federal añaden tiempo considerable al tiempo de planeación. Aunado al hecho de que los proyectos de Trolley, especialmente cuando estructuras
elevadas son requeridas, suelen ser labores complejas.
917

918

I think that you are doing a good job encouraging people to use
bicycles.

Thanks for your comment. The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes the implementation of the Regional Bike Plan and other programs
such as Safe Routes to Transit and Safe Routes to School to support active transportation.

Me parece una buena idea que alienten a la gente a usar bicicletas.

Gracias por su comentario. El borrador del Plan Regional incluye la implementación del Plan Regional de Ciclovías y otros programas tales como Rutas
Seguras al Transporte Público y Rutas Seguras a la Escuela con el fin de apoyar el transporte activo.

What will happen to the protected areas of vegetation and birds within
the next 10 years?

Approximately half of the County of San Diego would be conserved as open space. The local jurisdictions are in various stages of the adoption of
regional habitat conservation plans. These plans will protect wildlife and provide for open space throughout the region by identification, conservation,
and management of interconnected habitat lands. SANDAG is assisting in this effort through its TransNet Environmental Mitigation Program which has
conserved over 3,400 acres to date. Additional acquisitions are planned in the future that will both protect open space, implement regional habitat
conservation plans, and satisfy the future mitigation requirements of regional transportation projects.

Will urban growth affect the protected areas in Chula Vista, such as the
area of the "Mantarraya", and estuaries? It's a beautiful place!
¿Qué va a pasar con las reservas de vegetación y aves dentro de los
próximos 10 años?
¿Afectarán los crecimientos urbanos a las áreas de reservas en Chula
Vista, como el área de la "Mantarraya", y los estuarios? ¡Es un lugar
precioso!

919

Una idea para agilizar el acceso al trolley a personas discapacitadas es
asignar un lugar específico en un vagón que siempre esté disponible y
que utilice tecnología que facilite a la persona acceder al vagón. Esto
hará que las personas discapacitadas siempre tengan un lugar
específico donde viajar.

Comment
Card

Comment
Card

Aproximadamente la mitad del Condado de San Diego sería conservada como espacio abierto. Las jurisdicciones locales se encuentran en diversas
etapas de la adopción de los planes de conservación de hábitats regionales. Estos planes protegerán la fauna y proveerán espacio abierto a través de la
región por medio de la identificación, conservación, y el manejo de una red de hábitats. SANDAG está asistiendo en este esfuerzo a través del
Programa de Mitigación Ambiental TransNet (EMP, por sus siglas en inglés) el cual ha conservado más de 3,400 acres hasta la fecha. Más adquisiciones
están planeadas para el futuro, las cuales protegerán espacios abiertos, implementarán planes de conservación de hábitats regionales, y cumplirán con
los requerimientos de mitigación de proyectos de transporte regional.
The Metropolitan Transit System has no plans to offer such a service at this time. The resources that would be required to implement and enforce such
a system would probably be unsustainable. In an open environment such as a transit vehicle, a reservations program isn’t likely to be manageable.

Comment
Card

En este momento, MTS no tiene planes de ofrecer dicho servicio. Los recursos que requeriría implementar y mantener tal sistema probablemente no
serían sustentables. En un espacio abierto, tal como como un vehículo de transporte público, un programa de reservación no sería manejable.

An idea for quick access to the trolley for disabled people is to assign a
specific spot in a car that is always available for the person, and use
technology to facilitate access to the car. This will allow disabled people
to always have a specific seat on the trolley.
920

I recommend a new Rapid Bus route along 54th street for faster travel
to National City, City Heights, and Kearny Mesa.
Recomiendo un camión rápido en la calle 54 para hacer viajes más
rápido a National City, City Heights, y Kearny Mesa.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a new Rapid service (Rapid 550) connecting San Diego State University and the Palomar
Street Trolley station via the 54th Street corridor, Southeastern San Diego, City Heights, National City, and Chula Vista. While the service is not
envisioned to connect directly to Kearny Mesa, connections can be made to the future Trolley route that will provide direct service between Grossmont
Center and Kearny Mesa.
El borrador del Plan incluye un nuevo servicio rápido (Rapid 550) que conecta SDSU y la estación de Trolley de Palomar Street a través de 54th St., el
sureste de San Diego, City Heights, National City y Chula Vista. Mientras que el servicio no está previsto para conectarse directamente con Kearny Mesa,
las conexiones se pueden hacer a través de la futura ruta del Trolley que proporcionará un servicio directo entre Grossmont Center y Kearny Mesa.

Comment
Card
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The Plan does not include bus stops in communities that are being
impacted, and this is not fair. We have to include a benefit for the
community.

It is not clear what "impacted communities" are being referred to here, but many of the increased Trolley and bus services included in the Draft
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) will provide improved access to disadvantaged communities.

Comment
Card

El Plan no incluye paradas en comunidades que están siendo
impactadas, y esto no es justo. Tenemos que incluir un beneficio para
la comunidad.

If the commenter refers to the State Route 94 (SR 94) Express Lanes project, please note that local representatives and community stakeholders along
the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft
Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use
of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent
improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of
converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current
and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation of the future State Route 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The
draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.
No está claro a lo que "comunidades afectadas" hace referencia aquí, pero muchos de los aumentos de servicios de Trolley y autobús incluido en el
borrador del Plan Regional proporcionarán un mejor acceso a las comunidades en desventaja.
Si el comentador hace referencia al proyecto SR 94 Express Lanes, por favor note que representantes locales y personas interesadas de la comunidad
han solicitado recientemente a Caltrans que considere incorporar alternativas basadas en la comunidad dentro del Reporte de Impacto Ambiental (EIR,
por sus siglas en inglés) del proyecto de carriles exprés SR 94. Entre las alternativas propuestas se encuentra una ruta de autobús que transite por los
acotamientos de la autopista. Mientras que actualmente la ley no permite el uso permanente de acotamientos para rutas de autobús a lo largo de
SR 94, la propuesta de una ruta de autobús en los acotamientos es una oportunidad para emplear esta estrategia de forma temporal hasta que las
mejoras permanentes puedan ser implementadas. Otros comentarios de la comunidad también están siendo considerados, y como resultado Caltrans
está evaluando la factibilidad de convertir carriles regulares en Carriles Exprés. Otra alternativa proveería a comunidades a lo largo de SR 94 acceso a
servicios Rapid, tanto actuales como a futuro, lo cual requeriría la evaluación del proyecto de conexión de SR 15/SR94 HOV-to-HOV antes de lo
previsto. El borrador del Reporte de Impacto Ambiental (EIR) será publicado una vez que más análisis sean completados.

922

I recommend improving existing transit. Safer routes and investing on
improvements, such as street lights and sidewalks in good shape to board
the busses, can result in a safer experience using public transportation.

Safe Routes to Transit, which address the types of improvements described in this comment, is funded in San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan.
Rutas Seguras hacia el Transporte Público, el cual aborda las clases de mejoras descritas en este comentario, está presupuestado en San Diego Forward:
El Plan Regional.

Comment
Card

Recomiendo el mejoramiento de tránsito que ya existe. Rutas más
seguras y la inversión de fondos en mejoras, tales como iluminación y
banquetas para abordar los camiones, pueden resultar en una
experiencia más segura usando el transporte público.
923

El Proyecto de expansión de la interestatal 94 no beneficia a las
comunidades, solo causa más contaminación.
The expansion project of Interstate 94 does not benefit the
communities. It only causes more pollution.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along State Route 94 (SR 94) between Interstate 805 and Downtown
San Diego. The addition of these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along the route.
Local representatives and community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating
community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on
shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an
opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also
being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another
alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation
of the future State Route 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Comment
Card

Caltrans ha estado estudiando los impactos ambientales de añadir Carriles Exprés a lo largo de SR 94 entre la autopista I-805 y el Centro de San Diego.
La adición de estos Carriles Exprés ayudará a la implementación de los planes del South Bay Rapid, así como el uso compartido de vehículos a lo largo
de la ruta. Representantes locales y miembros interesados de la comunidad han solicitado recientemente que Caltrans considere la incorporación de
alternativas basadas en la comunidad en el Reporte de Impacto Ambiental (EIR, por sus siglas en inglés) del SR 94. Entre las posibles propuestas se
encuentra una ruta de autobús sobre el acotamiento de la carretera. A pesar de que la ley no permite el uso permanente de acotamientos para rutas
de autobuses en la autopista SR 94, la propuesta de una ruta de autobús sobre el acotamiento es una oportunidad para emplear esta estrategia de
forma temporal hasta que las mejoras permanentes puedan ser llevadas a cabo. Otros comentarios de parte de la comunidad también están siendo
considerados, y como resultado, Caltrans está evaluando la factibilidad de convertir carriles regulares en Carriles Exprés. Otra de las alternativas
ofrecería a las comunidades a lo largo de la SR 94 acceso directo a servicios de Autobuses Rapid actuales y futuros, lo cual requeriría una evaluación
más rápida del futuro proyecto de conexión directa SR 15/SR 94 HOV-a-HOV. El borrador del Reporte de Impacto Ambiental (EIR) será publicado una
vez que los análisis adicionales sean completados.
924

I would like for the blue and orange lines of the Trolley to be faster.
Me gustaría que las líneas azul y naranja del trolley fueran más rápidas.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes implementation of limited-stop Rapid bus services in the Interstate 5 and State Route 94
corridors that would provide faster service for Blue and Orange Line passengers making longer distance trips.
El borrador del Plan incluye la implementación de servicios de autobuses Rápidos con paradas limitadas en los corredores de la autopista I-5 y SR 94
que proporcionarían un servicio más rápido para los pasajeros de las Líneas Azul y Naranja que realizan viajes de mayor distancia.

Comment
Card
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We need a Trolley line that goes through City Heights and other
communities.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan includes a new Trolley line (Route 562) that would connect San Ysidro with University City/Sorrento
Mesa via the Interstate 805 and State Route 15 (SR 15) corridors, including stations at SR 15/El Cajon Boulevard and SR 15/University Avenue. This new
Trolley line will provide direct connections to the Green Line in Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa, and University Town Centre/Sorrento Mesa.

Comment
Card

Urge otra linea de trolley que circule por City Heights y otras
comunidades.

926

Communities need those $ 600 million to improve transit.
Las Comunidades necesitan esos $600 millones para mejorar el
transporte público.

927

We need public transportation justice.
Necesitamos justicia de transporte público.

928

We don’t want you to spend millions and millions on highways. The
most important thing for us is to improve public transportation. The
reason that our communities are heavily polluted is because we are
surrounded by so many highways. We want a benefit to our
communities, and not diseases, such as respiratory problems, in our
children. Thanks!
No queremos que gasten millones y millones en autopistas. Lo más
importante para nosotros es que mejoren el transporte público. La
razón por la que nuestras comunidades están muy contaminadas es
porque estamos rodeados de tantas autopistas. Queremos un beneficio
para nuestras comunidades, y no enfermedades como problemas
respiratorios en nuestros niños. ¡Gracias!

929

En general son buenos planes, sin embargo en esta comunidad existen
muchas necesidades relacionadas con servicios de transporte, por
ejemplo el servicio de usuarios de autobuses, y principalmente en el
área de espera para discapacitados. Se necesitan techos de sombra
especialmente cuando llueve.
The ideas are generally good, but in this community there are many
needs related to transportation services, such as bus service, mainly in
the waiting area for the disabled people. Shade roofs are needed
especially when it rains.

El borrador del Plan Regional incluye una nueva línea de Trolley (Rt 562) que conectaría San Ysidro con University City/ Sorrento Mesa a través de los
corredores de las autopistas I-805 y SR 15, incluyendo estaciones en SR 15 / El Cajon Blvd y SR 15 / University Ave. Esta nueva línea de Trolley ofrecerá
conexiones directas a la Línea Verde en Mission Valley, Kearny Mesa y UTC / Sorrento Mesa.
The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan contains a rich network of new and improved transit projects throughout the region totaling over
$80 billion (in year of expenditure).

Comment
Card

El borrador del Plan Regional contiene una vasta red de nuevos proyectos y mejoras al transporte público a lo largo de la región que suman más de
$80 billones (en año de gasto).
San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone,
including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are
aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide
range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide
priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan
contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and
local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Comment
Card

The San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone,
including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are
aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. For example, a new Trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide
range of options for accessing station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide
priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes. The Regional Plan
contains a rich network of both new Trolley and Rapid lines, and creation of a network of ten-minute all day service on existing Trolley, Rapid, and
local bus services in urban areas. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone. Public Health has been fully incorporated throughout the Regional Plan
update process including a Public Health White Paper, Project Evaluation Criteria, Performance Measures, Unconstrained Transportation Network,
Alternative Transportation Scenarios, Preferred Transportation Network, and the Draft Plan for the Regional Plan. The Regional Plan projections show
that the San Diego Region will not only meet but exceed Senate Bill 375 greenhouse gas emission reduction targets set by the California Air Resources
Board for future years 2020, 2035, and 2050.

Comment
Card

The Metropolitan Transit System (MTS) is currently purchasing up to 600 new shelters, which will represent a 35 percent increase in the number of
shelters provided. Shelter locations are prioritized by the number of daily boardings at each location. MTS endeavors to install shelters at high ridership
stops, where space and necessary infrastructure is available. Some locations are not possible for a shelter because there is insufficient width to maintain
accessibility requirements, the sidewalk is not level or otherwise suitable for the installation, or the number of rider boardings is too low to warrant a
shelter. Although there are a limited number of shelters available, MTS is happy to review any location upon request for a future installation. Such
comments can be submitted to the MTS Customer Service Department.

Comment
Card

Actualmente MTS está adquiriendo hasta 600 nuevas paradas cubiertas, lo cual representa un aumento del 35 percent en el número actual. La
ubicación de paradas cubiertas es determinada en base al número de abordajes diarios en cada locación. MTS busca la instalación de paradas cubiertas
en estaciones con un alto número de pasajeros, donde el espacio y la infraestructura necesaria están disponibles. Algunas ubicaciones no son factibles
para la instalación de paradas cubiertas por que no cuentan con suficiente espacio para cumplir las normas de accesibilidad, las banquetas no están
niveladas o no están adecuadas para la instalación, o el número de abordajes es muy bajo. A pesar de que hay un número limitado de paradas
cubiertas disponibles, MTS está feliz de analizar cualquier locación bajo solicitud para una futura instalación. Dichos comentarios pueden ser enviados
al Departamento de Servicio al Cliente de MTS.

No.
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Projects on expanding roads should be postponed. The plan of
expanding the SR 94 freeway is not good for our community because
we have a lot of pollution in Sherman Heights. And this plan will
worsen the quality of the air we breathe. The streets in the community
of Sherman Heights are in bad conditions and there is no money to
improve the streets, but there are millions of dollars to expand the
highways. This is not fair.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along State Route 94 (SR 94) between Interstate 805 (I-805) and
Downtown San Diego. The addition of these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along
the route. Local representatives and community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating
community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on
shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an
opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also
being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another
alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation
of the future State Route 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Comment
Card

Los proyectos de expansión de carreteras se deben de posponer. El plan
de expansión del 94 no es bueno para nuestra comunidad porque ya
tenemos mucha contaminación en Sherman Heights. Este plan va a
empeorar el aire que respiramos. Las calles en la comunidad de Sherman
Heights están muy destruidas y no hay dinero para mejorar las calles,
pero si hay millones de dólares para la carretera. Esto no es justo.

931

Communities need improvements within cities, not outside of them.
Highways can wait, residents do not.
Las comunidades necesitan mejoras dentro de las ciudades, no fuera de
ellas. Las autopistas pueden esperar, los residentes no.

Caltrans ha estado evaluando los impactos ambientales resultantes de añadir Carriles Exprés a lo largo de la SR 94 entre I-805 y el Centro de
San Diego. La adición de estos Carriles Exprés apoyaría el servicio previsto South Bay Rapid, así como vehículos compartidos a lo largo de la ruta.
Representantes locales y personas interesadas de la comunidad han solicitado recientemente a Caltrans que considere incorporar alternativas basadas
en la comunidad dentro del Reporte de Impacto Ambiental (EIR, por sus siglas en inglés) del proyecto de carriles exprés SR 94. Entre las alternativas
propuestas se encuentra una ruta de autobús que transite por los acotamientos de la autopista. Mientras que actualmente la ley no permite el uso
permanente de acotamientos para rutas de autobús a lo largo de SR 94, la propuesta de una ruta de autobús en los acotamientos es una oportunidad
para emplear esta estrategia de forma temporal hasta que las mejoras permanentes puedan ser implementadas. Otros comentarios de la comunidad
también están siendo considerados, y como resultado Caltrans está evaluando la factibilidad de convertir carriles regulares en Carriles Exprés. Otra
alternativa proveería a comunidades a lo largo de SR 94 acceso a servicios Rapid, tanto actuales como a futuro, lo cual requeriría la evaluación del
proyecto de conexión de SR 15/SR94 HOV-to-HOV antes de lo previsto. El borrador del Reporte de Impacto Ambiental (EIR) será publicado una vez que
más análisis sean completados.
The demographic projections for the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) show that the cities and county are growing mostly
within the existing developed areas which creates this opportunity to plan for more mobility choices within these urban areas. This includes developing
a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. Planned
highway Improvements will increase the efficiency of the regional transportation system. Additionally, the Regional Plan includes a robust system of
Managed Lanes that give priority access to transit, carpools, vanpools, motorcycles, and certain clean-air vehicles at no cost. Solo drivers, however, are
provided the opportunity to utilize Express Lanes, but must pay a fee to do so. This fee, in turn, is reinvested to support transit services along the same
corridor, such is the case with the Interstate 15 corridor.

Comment
Card

Las proyecciones demográficas del borrador del Plan Regional muestran que las ciudades y el condado están creciendo principalmente dentro de las
áreas desarrolladas existentes, lo cual crea la oportunidad de planificar más opciones de movilidad en estas áreas urbanas. Esto incluye el desarrollo
una amplia gama de opciones de transporte, incluyendo un aumento en servicios de transporte público, el uso de automóviles compartidos, el uso de
bicicletas, y caminar. Planes de mejoras a las autopistas incrementara la eficacia del sistema de transporte regional. Aunado a eso, el Plan Regional
incluye un robusto sistema de Carriles Exprés que brindan prioridad de acceso al transporte público, automóviles compartidos, motocicletas, y ciertos
tipos de vehículos de baja emisión totalmente gratis. Sin embargo, conductores que viajen solos tienen la opción de usar los Carriles Exprés, pero
tendrán que pagar una cuota. Esta cuota es usada para reinvertir en el mantenimiento y mejoras de los servicios de transporte público a lo largo del
mismo corredor; tal es el caso de la autopista Interestatal 15.
932

Pedestrian bicycle bridges: They are really good and can be very useful
when used; however, more effort and thought must go into planning
how they connect to something. These zig-zag ramps back-and-forth
to the sidewalk don't work, people won't use them. They need to go
into where they're connected to. They don't need to get the
easements, the right-of-way to people and put the path and connect
something, not just zig-zag at the sidewalk.

Design of such facilities is crucial to providing impactful access for people who walk or bike, particularly for vulnerable roadway users such as seniors
and people with disabilities. Design and alignment will be carefully considered as SANDAG implements such projects.

Court
Reporter

933

Trolley speeds: Right now, it is no matter how fast they are going, is
perceived to be very much slower than it keeps going. They slow down
a lot, and I understand there's construction going on right now;
however, even when there's no construction they slow down a lot.
Some effort needs to be made into fixing these issues what makes it
slow down so much, fix it; whatever is slowing the transit, whether it's
the tracks, safety issue, something else, fix it. Get rid of it so that transit
can be on their way and take people where they need to go. The
people will ride them.

It is hard to answer this without specifics on the location of the problem and date/time. It could be the Trolley Renewal project that has been underway
for the last two years; it could also be traffic lights (for downtown Trolley operations along Park Blvd and C Street) or general train congestion. The
Metropolitan Transit System operates the Trolleys as fast as possible but prioritizes safety and must comply to all laws and regulations.

Court
Reporter
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934

The trains, the tracks to Del Mar: Instead of building a big giant tunnel
through Del Mar to avoid the bus, I'd put in one tunnel for just
northbound tracks, should be cheaper and easier to construct and
leave the southbound tracks on the bluffs. After the tunnel is built and
the tracks are near, you could keep the tracks in there and then fix the
bluffs so there's no issues there, beef up the tracks, whatever you need
to do along the bluffs but leave the southbound train on the bluffs.
Part of the reason that people take the train is to see the ocean.

Several stabilization projects have already been completed along the Del Mar bluffs to extend the life of the tracks. The bluffs will continue to erode
and eventually the track alignment must be changed. The Del Mar tunnel is currently planned to be constructed as a double track tunnel and the
tracks along the bluffs are envisioned to be removed.

Court
Reporter

935

The transit tax should be increased: All these people, the bike people,
the pedestrians, the transit people, environmentalists who want to see
more transit are complaining it's not happening fast enough, well then
let's increase the transit tax half a percent and then we'll build those
things they want.

The TransNet Ordinance includes a provision which requires the SANDAG Board of Directors to act on an additional funding measure to meet some of
the needs of the regional habitat conservation plans. In addition, the Board is assessing other regional needs and is analyzing the feasibility of placing a
funding measure on the November 2016 ballot to address some of these regional needs.

Court
Reporter

936

There are many missing roadway connections in town. They need to be
fixed so that people, they can walk, drive, transit, whatever, can use it
to get that way, instead of going around in circles to get to where they
want to be. Stop worrying about what one little community's concern
is, what's better for the region, for the whole city, as long as we don't - I don't want to damage the community and I think it can be
mitigated, but put the roads through.

San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan takes the regional perspective to develop a system of transportation projects that meet the diverse mobility
needs of the region by providing a wide range of choices in how we travel. Local jurisdictions are responsible for implementing local road projects
included in their mobility or circulation elements. In terms of local road improvements. The Draft Regional Plan identifies funding that local jurisdictions
receive for these type of projects. Please see Chapter 3 for additional information.

Court
Reporter

937

I'm referencing South Park past Gregory Street. What we'd really like to
see is the postponement of any freeway expansion project and
prioritize really priorities transit structure.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) seeks to achieve a balance in providing a wide range of transportation choices to
driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. The Managed Lane system included in the Regional
Plan will provide priority access for Rapid transit services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes.
Transit, therefore, will be a key element and is largely combined with the Managed Lane improvements to meet our future mobility needs. Caltrans will
evaluate alternatives proposed by the communities in the State Route 94 Express Lanes project Environmental Impact Report.

Court
Reporter

938

We have a list of particular projects we'd like to see included or
expedited in the Plan that are really important to environmental justice
communities. One is the double-tracking of the Blue Line and Orange
Line. They're currently not in the Regional Transportation Plan. And this
would make traveling on those Trolley lines much quicker because it
would create an express line for the Orange and Blue Line. So that's
been a priority we heard a lot with the communities about the Orange
and Blue Line.

The Blue and Orange Lines are already double-tracked. The recent Trolley Renewal project also updated the trackway, stations, and funded new lowfloor vehicles.

Court
Reporter

939

This is included in the Plan currently, but we'd like to see it expedited in
the next five years, is the bus Rapid transit down 54th Street down into
Euclid. It's the same route -- this bus Rapid transit is supposedly the
same route as the 935 bus. What this would do is make it much
quicker for folks all the way in City Heights to get down into
National City very quickly.

Rapid 550 is one of the highest ranked transit projects. Based on available funding, it is projected to be completed by 2025.

Court
Reporter

940

We'd like to see the Purple Line expedited to 2025. It is currently in the
Plan, projected to be implemented, built in 2035. On the Purple Line, it
will serve communities all the way from San Ysidro, all the way up and
down to Kearny Mesa. So touching upon the communities, it's Chula
Vista, National City, Southeast San Diego, City Heights and all the way
to Kearny Mesa.

The proposed Purple Line is the highest ranked transit project in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, and initial planning studies will begin
later this year. Because of the magnitude of constructing a Trolley line of this length and the extensive environmental review and public outreach
involved, implementation by 2025 would be a challenge. There will be better idea of the project timeline once these initial planning studies are
completed in 2016. Funding will also need to be identified.

Court
Reporter

941

We see that this region really lacks really good north/south transit
connectors. So it's really hard for people to move north/south in the
region quickly on public transit. So that would be helpful. We want to
see that expedited also.

Additional north-south connections, especially from South County to job centers in Kearny Mesa, University City/Sorrento Mesa, and the north
Interstate 15 Corridor are a focus of the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. Key projects include a new Trolley line (Route 562) that will
connect San Ysidro with University City/Sorrento Mesa via the Interstate 805 and State R 15 corridors; Rapid 225 connecting the Otay Mesa border
crossing to downtown via Otay Ranch, Chula Vista, and National City; Rapid Express commuter services along both the south I-5 and I-805 corridors;
and an arterial Rapid service (Route 550) along the 54th Street/Euclid Avenue corridor between San Diego State University and South Bay.

Court
Reporter

In terms of express Trolley services along the Orange and Blue Lines, this would require an additional third and possibly fourth track along portions of
the Trolley right-of-way. Because of right-of-way constraints, this is not considered a feasible option. To address the need for express, limited-stop
service along these Trolley corridors, we have added Rapid Express services on Managed Lanes (similar to those along the Interstate 15 Corridor) that
are focused at providing high-speed commuter access to key regional employment areas like Downtown San Diego and Kearny Mesa
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942

Another thing that was mentioned tonight, and we hear it all the time
from the community, is the technical term, 'grade separation.' So grade
separation for the Orange Line. And so what that means is there's a
Trolley crossing across the street, that Trolleys can either go above
ground or underground so that cars can flow freely and so people can
walk freely at the street level and so that prevents traffic and it also
allows for the Trolley line to go much faster. So here in Southeast San
Diego on Euclid Street, in particular, each side, it doesn't meet that as
well. The Orange Line grade separation, that's currently not in the
Regional Transportation Plan. That should be a priority to be done
quickly.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan recognizes the importance of rail grade separations and has included their implementation on several
key corridors intersecting with the Trolley, COASTER, and SPRINTER. The phasing of grade separations is based on individual project rankings along
with available funding. Project ranking criteria included an assessment of traffic volumes, delay, bus connectivity, safety and cost-effectiveness among
other criteria. Grade separations for the Orange Line at Euclid Avenue, Broadway/Lemon Grove Avenue, Allison Avenue/University Avenue, and Severin
Drive are included by 2035.

Court
Reporter

943

We're really advocating for retrofits to existing transit for safe routes to
transit. Meaning, there's a lot of bus stops and Trolley stops where
there aren't good sidewalks, or there aren't good crosswalks or street
lights. Basically, it's like walking infrastructure - so you can get to that
bus stop or that Trolley stop safely on the street.

Retrofit projects to improve access to existing transit stops and stations are included in the Unconstrained Network. However, the San Diego Forward:
The Regional Plan will be updated to reflect that these types of projects will be possible through planned future investments in Mobility Hubs included
in the Revenue Constrained Network.

Court
Reporter

In regards to existing stops, this is currently not in the Plan. It originally
had $500 million dollars set aside for this, but now it's taken out and
we're concerned about that because we want to make sure people can
access both the Trolley lines and the bus stops safely and that there's
the crosswalks so people get to the sidewalk to help them get there. In
particular, I can give you an example. In Logan Heights, I can see the
Trolley on Commercial, Commercial Street is super dangerous. Where
both people on bikes, people on foot, and even people in cars crossing
that intersection with the Trolley is dangerous.
944

In regards to the 94 freeway project, which is the Martin Luther King
freeway, SANDAG as part of this Plan, is proposing on adding extra lanes
to the freeways. And communities along that corridor are really concerned
because through the adding of extra lanes, the research shows that it
doesn't relieve congestion. Actually, congestion reaches the same levels
within four to five period as it did prior to the expansion of the transit.
And so what that does is you allow more cars on the road, that's going to
increase air pollution, it's going to increase gas emissions, and it's going to
further impact those communities. Another thing as well is SANDAG's
saying, "Well, it's a transit benefit." So they're throwing the bus on that.
But there's not one single bus stop being proposed to the impact of
community. So we want to see a bus stop there, particularly the Sherman
Heights area, for those community members.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along State Route 94 (SR 94) between Interstate 805 (I-805) and
Downtown San Diego. The addition of these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along
the route. Local representatives and community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating
community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on
shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an
opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also
being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another
alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation
of the future SR 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Court
Reporter

945

We're asking SANDAG to look to making improvements to the
94 freeway, that do not include the widening, that include other
innovative communities supportive solutions, but also include bus
access for folks who live in the neighborhood.

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along State Route 94 (SR 94) between Interstate 805 (I-805) and
Downtown San Diego. The addition of these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along
the route. Local representatives and community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating
community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on
shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an
opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also
being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another
alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation
of the future State Route 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Court
Reporter

946

Please sync traffic lights. A mailbox on 43rd by the police station is
quite needed. We have no box we can drop off from driver's side.

These areas fall under the purview of local jurisdictions. Your comment has been shared with City of San Diego staff.

Web

947

With the project[ed] growth in buildings/homes, do you have a
standard of LEED or 'Net Zero buildings'? How do you plan to both
achieve quality AND quantity?

The State continues to update building codes to reflect more stringent energy standards with the goal for all new residential buildings to be zero net
energy by 2020 and all new commercial buildings to be zero net energy by 2030. These goals are reflected in the Regional Energy Strategy, included as
Appendix U.9 in the Regional Plan, and SANDAG assists member agencies in working toward zero net energy buildings in their communities via the
Energy Roadmap Program.
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Lauren Tanney

949

Lisa Wellens

950

Sara Kent

Agency

San Diego 350 –
Climate Change
Action

Comment

Response

Please take this opportunity to step up your leadership! If you don't
feel responsible for the whole issue and reduction targets, who else do
you need to get involved? Throwing up your hands is not the
leadership we expect to see, nor that we desperately need as a society
and region. Identify the true gap, and assign responsibility to someone,
even if you have to have big buckets like "business reductions TBD."

The Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation White Paper, included in Appendix Q, describes the role that the State, SANDAG and local
governments each play in reducing GHG emissions and preparing for impacts of climate change. As described in draft Chapter 2 of the Regional Plan,
SANDAG works closely with local governments, other agencies, and regional stakeholders to advance GHG reduction strategies across all emission
sources. The draft Regional Plan meets the SB 375 per capita greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets from cars and light duty trucks established
by ARB.

NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE:

AB 32 requires that statewide GHG emissions be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020. AB 32 required that ARB develop a Scoping Plan presenting the main
strategies California will implement to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. ARB approved the initial Scoping Plan in 2008, and
approved the first update to the Scoping Plan in 2014. The update concludes that California is on track to meet the 2020 GHG limit and is well
positioned to maintain and continue reductions beyond 2020. While the update discusses setting a mid-term target between 2020 and 2050, it does
not recommend any numeric post-2020 targets. Senate Bill 375 provides for a planning process to coordinate land use planning and RTPs to help
California meet the GHG reductions established in AB 32. SB 375 requires RTPs prepared by MPOs, including SANDAG, to incorporate an SCS in their
RTPs that demonstrates how the region would achieve GHG emission reduction targets set by ARB. On September 23, 2010, ARB adopted regional
targets for major MPOs. SANDAG’s current targets are per capita CO2 emission reductions from passenger vehicles of 7 percent by 2020 and 13
percent by 2035 relative to 2005 levels, and the proposed Plan meets and exceeds these targets.

Since we first engaged with SANDAG in 2011 regarding the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP), we had hoped and anticipated that San
Diego Forward would be an improvement over RTP 2050. In reviewing
the San Diego Forward 2015 Regional Plan and DEIR, we are
disappointed to find the current draft is little improved our the plan
that was adopted in 2011. The San Diego region remains on a
trajectory that fails to meet state greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction
targets.
In analyses of various mobility options to serve the growing San Diego
population, the presupposition is that SANDAG must build roads. No
other approach to moving people and goods throughout the region is
given equal consideration. The "balance" you acknowledge you must
consider and implement to provide a variety of transportation options
to serve the whole of San Diego's population has long been weighted
in favor of roadways. This is a failure in your own terms when you use
the word "balance." 'Widen freeways now and promise a few transit
projects later' is insufficient to actually provide a variety of functional
mobility options, and you are far overdue to shift the priority to other
modes of transport to correct the imbalance. The longer you delay
implementation of functional, integrated transit, the more it will cost. It
is imperative to prioritize transit infrastructure now, without further
needless delay.

The draft Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services,
carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple
alternatives. For example, a new trolley line would include the development of “mobility hubs” that enable a wide range of options for accessing
station sites such as bike lockers, carshare and bike share services, and shuttle services. Managed Lanes facilities provide priority access for Rapid transit
services and carpool/vanpooling, giving users a congestion-free bypass of congested main lanes.
Transit capital and operations account for half of the investments proposed in the draft Regional Plan. A good portion of the remaining investment is
proposed for services and programs that support travel by transit. The draft Regional Plan calls for five new trolley lines, 32 new Rapid transit services,
continued COASTER double tracking, SPRINTER Express service, as well as an extension to Westfield North County, four new streetcar lines, and three
new intermodal transit centers. Transit, therefore, will be a key element in meeting our future mobility needs along with other projects that will create
a wide range of time-competitive and convenient alternatives to driving alone.

Your bias favoring roads has served to create polluting congestion with
limited non-car options that is our current reality. This continued
approach does not take into account one of the most important
segments of our population: the young who will be middle aged and
older adults by the time many of the roadways projects listed in the
DEIR will be built, and who have a declining interest in personal car
ownership and driving (Exhibit "A," attached).
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Sara Kent

We can't pave our way out of the current problem, and more
pavement certainly will not serve to reduce regional greenhouse gas
emissions, stormwater runoff pollution, nor traffic congestion (Exhibit
"B," attached) and will not adequately serve the San Diegans of the
future.
Clearly, as referenced in Figure 4.8-1, priorities must shift if we ever
hope to reach the greenhouse gas reduction targets necessary to
achieve climate stabilization. There is a remedy. It is an approach to
transportation that can exceed state emissions reductions
requirements, provide complete mobility choice, benefit the local
economy, and protect San Diego's future without expanding roads and
their negative impacts. You, our heavily funded transportation agency,
are obligated to study it, seek federal, state and local funding for it,
and prioritize implementation of it.

The Draft EIR Sections 4.8, 4.10, and 4.15 analyze the GHG emissions, hydrology and water quality, and transportation impacts of the proposed Plan,
respectively. Also the Draft EIR GHG analysis properly considers consistency with the state’s ability to achieve Executive Order goals.
Regarding the feasibility of achieving further substantial reductions, the Draft EIR (pp. 4.8-37 through 4.8-39) explains the infeasibility of an alternative
(or mitigation measures) that could meet regional reference points based on the state 2030 and 2050 GHG reduction goals. Such an alternative has
more major feasibility concerns than Alternative 5D. Recent studies have shown that full implementation of many of the measures that could result in
a 40% reduction of GHG emissions by 2030 and an 80% reduction of GHG emissions by 2050 in the San Diego region would require major changes
in clean technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal policies and regulations. Full implementation of these changes is beyond SANDAG’s or
local agencies’ current ability to implement.
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Sara Kent
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Your current proposal contains all the same road-based projects as the
prior iteration of the RTP, although as the years have passed cost
projections have increased. Thus, transit projects have been removed
(including the incredibly important below-grade transit station at UTC)
in the DRTP to fund your hallowed freeways, and the region thus fails
to meet regional greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets set by
Executive Orders S-3-05 and B-30-15. While it is not currently a
requirement for SANDAG to adhere to the additional emissions
reductions set forth in S.B. 32 (Pavley) (which, if passed and signed into
law will go into effect January 2016), the trends are clear that
California's legal framework is evolving to include increasingly stringent
requirements to limit climate impacts.

In comparison to the prior plan, the proposed Plan advances completion of a new Trolley line and SPRINTER rail line frequency improvements to earlier
phases of the Plan, adds seven new transit projects to the proposed Plan, and adjust the schedule for completion of about 18 highway or managed
lane projects.
Regarding the feasibility of achieving regional greenhouse gas emissions reductions targets set by Executive Orders S-3-05 and B-30-15, recent studies
have shown that full implementation of many of the measures that could result in a 40% reduction of GHG emissions by 2030 and an 80% reduction
of GHG emissions by 2050 in the San Diego region would require major changes in clean technologies utilization, markets, and state and federal
policies and regulations. Full implementation of these changes is beyond SANDAG’s or local agencies’ current ability to implement.

The writing is on the wall. You, our leaders and representatives at
SANDAG cannot continue to plan in a vacuum as though scientifically
deduced targets for the continued viability of humankind are arbitrary
guidelines to be ignored.
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Sara Kent

While some of you give lip service to such principles as "Vision Zero"
and its goal of zero pedestrian and traffic deaths, you continue to
perpetuate the paradigm that can only induce more traffic-related
deaths; not only from collisions, but also the slower forms of death
caused by particulate matter emissions from vehicles powered by fossil
fuels. Much like the discussion of human health impacts in the DRTP
concluding in a veritable shrug ('impacts are inevitable, because we
build roads'), you among SANDAG leadership refuse to meaningfully
study or adopt any vision for the region that does not include an
expansion of existing freeways.

Public health has been considered throughout the Regional Plan update process. The draft Plan includes a Public Health White Paper, Project Evaluation
Criteria, Performance Measures, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, and the Preferred Transportation Network, all of which take public health into
consideration.
The Draft Regional Plan includes funding for pedestrian improvements such as marked crosswalks, through Safe Routes to Transit projects, bicycle and
pedestrian improvements at freeway interchanges, Regional Bike Network projects, and through the Active Transportation grant program and Smart
Growth Incentive Program.

This is despite documented benefits of a no new roads plan to
accommodate the transportation needs of the region by maintaining
(but without expanding) existing freeways and instead adding
significant investments in light rail transit networks and safe active
transportation infrastructure.
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Sara Kent

Although presented to SANDAG on multiple occasions by various
individuals and organizations, I include here a copy of the Cleveland
National Forest Foundation's 50-10 Transit Plan: A World Class Transit
System for the San Diego Region (Exhibit "C"), which lays out the
feasibility and framework of implementing fifty years' worth of
projected transit in ten years. Realistically, the first phase of such transit
investments would build out capacity along existing rail lines within the
first ten years, which would lay the foundation for the expansion of the
network arterials in the following decade.
More recently in April of this year the same renowned expert, Norman
L. Marshall of Smart Mobility, Inc., released a supplemental report:
"The 50-10 Transit Plan: Quantifying the Benefits," (Exhibit "D").
The human and environmental benefits of the proposed planning
approach as discussed in the new report so significantly outshine those
documented in the DTRP, the plan deserves more than a dismissive
response by you who are hold San Diego's transportation future in your
hands.
I encourage through consideration of the documentation enclosed,
primarily the quantification of the benefits of the 50-10 Plan. It is your
duty to build mobility options for San Diegans that will not exacerbate
greenhouse gas emissions to further degrade our health and increase
climate instability.

The Draft EIR for the Regional Plan analyzes a range of alternatives. All action alternatives advance 35 years of transit into the first 10 years of the plan
(from 2015 to 2050, which is the horizon year of the plan), similar in concept to the 5010 Transit Plan. The 5010 Transit Plan also envisions delays in
highway The 5010 Transit Plan also envisions delays in highway investments similar to those included in Draft EIR Alternatives 3, 4, and 5A through 5D.
The feasibility of these alternatives is affected by funding constraints, among other factors. The Board of Directors will consider the comparative merits
of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Plan.
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

As a community-based organization with 35 years of experience
working with and advocating for the needs of City Heights, it has been
a pleasure to participate as a member of the San Diego Forward
Community-Based Outreach Network. The CBO partner process has
helped CHCDC to better understand how all the components of the
Regional Plan work together and strengthened our ability to solicit and
share informed community input to better serve City Heights.

We appreciate your participation in the Community-Based Organization Network. As this is a regional plan, needs of all communities need to be
considered and balanced to provide the greatest level of service in a fair and equitable manner. The San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan strives to
provide the region's residents with viable transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling,
and walking.

Letter
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

The City Heights community is excited by the SR-15 Centerline Stations
Groundbreaking in July and appreciates the leadership of SANDAG in
taking this project forward. The community was also pleased that the
update on the SR-94 Express Lanes project, to approve $31 million to
implement a Bus-On-Shoulder demonstration project along the SR-94,
included the analysis of community-supported alternatives in the Draft
Environment[al] Impact Report for the SR-94 Express Lanes project.

Your comments are appreciated. SANDAG takes great efforts to work closely with community and business groups.

Letter
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

City Heights Recommendations:

We appreciate the participation and feedback that we have received from the Community-Based Organization network.

Letter

Based on the importance that the Unconstrained Network Plan played in
identifying a new transit line (Route 550) for City Heights, we suggest
that SANDAG consider creating a broader community engagement
process to solicit input on the Unconstrained Network Plan during the
next regional planning process. Based on community input, we
recommended at a CBO partners meeting that the Unconstrained
Network Plan include two specific light rail lines, Routes 550 and 562,
designed to serve City Heights, Southeast San Diego, National City and
western Chula Vista. After modeling, both of these routes proved to be
some of the highest ranking transit lines in the region.

The Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) have played an integral role in the refinement of the Unconstrained Transportation Network. There were
a number of public forums to contribute to the development of the Unconstrained Network, including the Board, Policy Advisory Committees, and
Working Groups. SANDAG staff met several times to discuss the Unconstrained Network and receive City Heights Community Development
Corporation's input. This is further documented in Appendix H: Social Equity: Engagement and Analysis, Table H.2. For more on the public involvement
plan see Appendix F. We recognize that there are always opportunities to improve the process and public involvement. Once the process is complete,
the CBOs will be asked to share lessons learned and recommend improvements in the process for future plan updates.

Letter

Excluding the Blue Line extension to UCSD, the Purple Line
(Route 562) is San Diego’s next new trolley. It is currently planned for
2035. Given the benefit overburdened communities will derive from
this major regional transit upgrade and the high level of community
support, we recommend advancing the Purple Line to 2025.

The Purple Line is the highest ranked transit project in the transit plan and advanced planning studies will begin later this year. While a 2025
implementation would be desirable, the complexity of the project, lengthy environmental and federal funding processes, and extensive public review
process make a ten-year implementation problematic. The advanced planning study will provide us with a better sense of project timing, along with
possible alignments/stations and capital costs.

As a CBO partner we have appreciated the opportunity to share input
on each layer of 'San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan,' and learned a
lot both from community residents and SANDAG staff. Being at that
table has helped us understand how each of the pieces fit together and
has enabled us to relay accurate information to community residents.
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

The Rapid 550 corridor ranks high for implementation of a limited-stop arterial Rapid service. Implementation of this service, including transit priority
elements, will greatly increase travel speeds and service reliability for riders making longer distance trips within the corridor. Whether the corridor
warrants a Trolley service at a future date is uncertain; putting a Trolley line in an arterial corridor may not result in higher operating speeds and could
have community and environmental impacts. Further analysis would be needed.

The inclusion of Route 550, a Bus Rapid Transit line that will utilize
54th Street, is a good example of how the CBO network and
community input can inform decisions that improve transit. We greatly
appreciate the effort made by SANDAG staff to keep the community
informed regarding decisions surrounding Route 550.
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

Community Input on Specific Projects and Project Implementation:
Throughout our San Diego Forward outreach, community residents
shared their desire for near-term infrastructural improvements to
improve the quality of their daily active transportation trips. City
Heights is plagued by poorly maintained sidewalks, inadequate lighting,
insufficient bikeways, and unsafe pedestrian crossings. Residents hope
that Early Action Plan investments, such as the North Park - Mid City
Bikeways projects, will address some of these deficiencies and we urge
their implementation on the accelerated timeline as proposed.

The North Park-Mid City Bikeways project is one of the first Early Action Plan projects to be planned and implemented. We appreciate your support
and feedback.
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

When asked which Mid City transportation projects were highest
priority, residents at our June 11, 2015 San Diego Forward Draft
Workshop chose the Purple Line (Route 562), 54th Street Rapid (Route
550), and North Park - Mid City Bikeways as their top projects.
Residents urge SANDAG to accelerate these transit projects and
implement the NPMC Bikeways project.

The Purple Line is one of the highest priority transit projects in the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. It is possible the project could be
implemented sooner depending on funding availability and project readiness. Trolley projects are major capital projects and take a number of years to
implement given the planning, environmental, design, and construction work that needs to be done, as well as ensuring sufficient time for public
involvement throughout the process. Because of the magnitude of constructing a Trolley line of this length and the extensive environmental review
and public outreach involved, implementation by 2025 could be a challenge. There will be a better idea of the project timeline once initial planning
studies are completed in 2016.

Letter

Advancing the Purple Line 10 years, from 2035 to 2025, and the 54th
Street Rapid 5 years, from 2025 to 2020, has strong community
support; these projects will connect San Diego's most underserved,
overburdened neighborhoods to jobs, schools, retail, and major
regional transit nodes and mobility hubs.

Rapid 550 also ranked high on the transit priority list and would be implemented by 2025. Sufficient funds are not anticipated to be available in the
2020 phasing to implement it earlier.

While residents are grateful that Route 550 phasing was advanced
from 2035/2050 to 2025 during the scenarios analysis process, they
would prefer 2020 phasing.
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

As evidenced by the community input at our San Diego Forward
workshop on June 11, and almost 1,000 hours of dedicated CHCDC
staff time, there is strong community support for the NPMC Bikeways
project. The $34 million approved for bike projects in Mid City including NPMC Bikeways, I-15 Bike Path, and the Central Ave Bikeway
- will benefit the community. Residents look forward to these projects.

We appreciate your support and feedback on these projects.

Letter
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

While these projects [NPMC, I-15 Bike Path, and Central Ave Bikeway]
will be a big leap forward in implementing Complete Streets in
City Heights, given the high density of residents, $34 million designated
for Mid City would appear to be inequitable on a per capita basis, for
example, in comparison to funding allocated for the Uptown Bikeways
project. Our research, which we've shared directly with SANDAG Active
Transportation staff, indicates that Uptown receives $925 per capita (in
SANDAG Bike Program EAP Funding) while City Heights receives $293
per capita. to correct this inequity, we encourage SANDAG to consider
increasing the funding available for bike projects in Mid City.

Proposed project funding for Regional Bike Plan Early Action Projects are based on preliminary engineering concepts designed to provide safe bikeways
that connect people to schools, shopping, parks, and other local and regional destinations. Dependent upon physical context of the Right-of-Way
available, project alignments and features are balanced against the needs and concerns of the community at large that are identified during project
development. The quality and safety of a project is not necessarily based on a per capita cost comparison.
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

Based on our community outreach there is strong community support
in City Heights for the transit and active transportation projects that
SANDAG is proposing in San Diego Forward. However, there are
community concerns with freeway expansion in City Heights. Residents
are concerned about more vehicle trips through the heart of their
already impacted community. The City Heights Area Planning
Committee voted in unanimous opposition to the SR 94 Express lanes
project, on June 3, 2013, noting that the project would significantly
impact City Heights in a negative way without any major benefits and
no transit benefit for the impacted communities.

SANDAG remains committed to implementing the Regional Bikeway Early Action Projects, including 20 active projects in the FY 2016 Capital
Improvement Program, in partnership with our local jurisdictions, transit agencies, and other key stakeholders. As we transition from the plan stage to
the project development stage, specific refinements will be made as with any capital project.

Letter

The community input on the SR 94 Express Lanes favors the exploration
of other strategies that do not add lanes for more cars and increase
Vehicle Miles Traveled. In the course of our outreach the following
ideas have emerged:

Caltrans has been studying the environmental impacts of adding Express Lanes along State Route 94 (SR 94) between Interstate 805 (I-805) and
Downtown San Diego. The addition of these Express Lanes would support the planned South Bay Rapid service, as well as carpools and vanpools along
the route. Local representatives and community stakeholders along the project alignment have recently requested that Caltrans consider incorporating
community-based alternatives into the SR 94 Express Lanes draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). Among the possibilities proposed is a bus on
shoulder alternative. While current law does not allow permanent use of a shoulder for buses along SR 94, the proposed Bus on Shoulder Project is an
opportunity to employ this strategy in the interim until the permanent improvements can be constructed. Other feedback from the community is also
being considered and as a result Caltrans is evaluating the feasibility of converting existing general purpose lanes into Express Lanes. Another
alternative would provide communities along SR 94 with direct access to current and future Rapid service, which would require accelerated evaluation
of the future State Route 15/SR 94 HOV-to-HOV direct connector project. The draft EIR will be released once additional analysis has been completed.

Innovative Community-Supported Alternative 1- Convert an existing
general purpose lane on the MLK, Jr. Freeway (SR-94) for High
Occupancy Vehicles (HOV) and transit use. 
Innovative Community-Supported Alternative 2- Install transit only
lanes using the existing right-of-way (shoulder and/or median).
Regional & Local Transit- Improve regional and local transit options by
providing transit access to the CenterLine and South Bay Rapid with a
transit station in the impacted community along the MLK, Jr. Freeway
(SR-94); implement proposed transit-only connection from the SR-15 to
the MLK, Jr. Freeway (SR-94) for the CenterLine Rapid 235.
Complete Corridor- Increase the funding of bike and pedestrian
infrastructure along the MLK, Jr. Freeway (SR-94) project corridor and
fixing the dangerous SR-94 freeway off-ramps/on-ramps to create a
Complete Corridor.
CHCDC respectfully requests that these and similar alternatives be
explored also under the I-805 expansion through City Heights, which is
planned to be widened under San Diego Forward.
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

The SR-94 to SR-15 connector that will connect the CenterLine Rapid
235 to the SR-15 and SR-94 is currently planned as an HOV to HOV
connector. Given community input, SANDAG might consider the
connector being specifically dedicated as a Transit-Only Connector. This
could seamlessly connect to the region's first Transit-Only Lane on a
freeway, which is currently under construction on the SR-15 from the I8 to the I-805. Community members have indicated their preference
that the SR-15 through City Heights and Mid City prioritize transit not
carpool travel, and request that the draft of San Diego Forward reflect
this priority.

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving
alone, including increased transit services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional
Plan are aimed at accommodating multiple alternatives. To that end, the High Occupancy Vehicle connector ramps will be designed in such a way to
ensure the free-flow of transit vehicles so that transit is prioritized. As a result, City Heights and Mid City transit access will improve with better travel
times to Downtown San Diego and as well as to other locations.

Letter
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Kenneth Grimes

City Heights CDC

We are committed to working together in the development of
'San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan' and helping to ensure
transportation justice for the residents of City Heights and for the
residents of neighboring overburdened and underserved communities.

We appreciate the support and feedback from City Heights Community Development Corporation. Please continue to follow along in this process by
visiting SDForward.com. We look forward to continued engagement with your organization.

Letter

Thank you for taking the time to review the community input we have
provided for your consideration. We would be happy to set up a
meeting to discuss these matters in greater detail.
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Chuck Lowery

City of Oceanside

An efficient, connected, and affordable transit network can improve
quality of life and make San Diego a world-class. As the San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) stands, it does not set the
region on a path to becoming a world-class place because it does not
come close or put us on a trajectory to reaching our proportionate
share of state GHG emission reduction targets or move the region
closer to achieving transportation justice.

The only mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the Senate Bill 375 per capita GHG emissions reduction targets
for passenger vehicles. The proposed San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) exceeds these targets. The Draft Environmental Impact
Report (Impact GHG-2) demonstrates that the proposed Regional Plan would not conflict with the State’s ability to achieve the Assembly Bill 32 target
of reducing statewide GHG emissions to the 1990 levels by 2020. SANDAG recognizes that substantial reductions in global, state, and regional GHG
emissions are an urgent priority, and strives in its regional plans and programs to do its part in reducing GHG emissions from all sources.

Letter

I am requesting that SANDAG offer at least one financially feasible
alternative analysis that makes significant gains to meeting all future
state GHG targets. Let's work towards building a world-class
transportation network which includes the following:

The Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) dedicates half of its projected expenditures to transit, a larger investment than any
previous plan. The Regional Plan is based on the concept of creating a wide range of transportation choices to driving alone, including increased transit
services, carpooling/vanpooling, bicycling, and walking. In many cases, the specific projects included in the Regional Plan are aimed at accommodating
multiple transportation modes, including pedestrian, bicycle, and transit.

TRANSIT EFFICIENCY & AFFORDABILITY:

Federal law requires SANDAG to prepare a Regional Transportation Plan that could be implemented with reasonably expected revenues. The Regional
Plan provides mobility options for all the region's residents within the reality of financial constraints.
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Chuck Lowery

City of Oceanside

First, spread the implementation of existing projects in the Regional
Plan Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) through the 2050
planning horizon. Second, prioritize all public transit capital projects
and public transit operations improvements located within the urban
core and most overburdened communities in our region. Third, increase
frequencies for Urban Core local bus routes and routes where ridership
was at or near capacity by 2025 and, expand bus service for early
morning and late night commuters. Lastly, provide transit access
assistance through subsidized or free transit passes for those individuals
who are at or below the regional median income level.
SAFE STREETS FOR ALL PEOPLE:
Complete all retrofits for safe routes to new and existing transit,
prioritizing infrastructure in overburdened communities by 2025 and
complete all Active Transportation Retrofits for Bicycle/Pedestrian
Improvements at Freeway Interchanges by 2025, prioritizing
overburdened communities first. These two critical elements for
improving safety are currently not in the Regional Plan as it is proposed.
INNOVATIVE CORRIDOR STRATEGIES:
Eliminate the proposed Plan's investments in highways that add general
purpose lanes and managed lanes and allow for operational
improvements. Instead, convert existing general purpose lanes to
managed lanes to accommodate Rapid routes and HOV that would
operate in new Managed Lanes under the proposed Plan and explore
the usage of existing right-of-way for transit on lanes.

However, there is no current legal or planning requirement that the San Diego region’s emissions be reduced by the same percentage (“equal share”)
as the statewide percentage in order for the state to achieve the Executive Order S-3-05 GHG reduction goal (80 percent below 1990- levels by 2050).

Retrofit projects to improve access to existing transit stops and stations, and in areas surrounding freeway interchanges, are included in the
Unconstrained Network. Though they are not being funded as part of the Revenue Constrained Network in this Regional Plan, they will continue to be
considered for funding in future regional plans. The Regional Plan also prioritizes providing safe access wherever new transit and freeway projects are
built, as it is more efficient and cost-effective to include safe bike and pedestrian access as new projects are constructed, rather than after the project is
already on the ground.
The Regional Plan incorporates Managed Lane/High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) improvements on corridors with substantial traffic congestion to support
carpools, transit services, and solo drivers who pay a fee (such as in the Interstate 15 corridor). Conversion of general purpose lanes to create additional
Managed/HOV lanes would be governed by federal and state laws and regulations, Also, several alternatives evaluated in the Draft Environmental
Impact Report (EIR) (5A, 5B,5C, and 5D) convert general purpose lanes to managed lanes that support carpools. The Board of Directors will consider
the comparative merits of the alternatives in the EIR when they consider adoption of the final Regional Plan.
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Mike Bullock

DEMCCO

The Democratic Club of Carlsbad and Oceanside (DEMCCO) appreciates
the opportunity to communicate with you concerning this important
topic, as you focus on whether or not to approve your proposed Regional
Transportation Plan for 2015, San Diego Forward (the "proposed Plan").
We oppose the proposed Plan because it fails to achieve climate stabilizing
targets, it expands freeways, and it increases the negative health impacts
of air pollution.

Thank you for your feedback on the Regional Plan. The only mandated greenhouse gas (GHG) emission targets applicable to SANDAG are the SB 375 per
capita GHG emissions reduction targets for passenger vehicles. Chapter 2 describes how the proposed Plan meets and exceeds these targets for 2020 and
2035.

Letter

NEIGHBORHOOD HARM
Oceanside and Carlsbad have many neighborhoods that will be harmed
by widening Interstate 5 (I-5) from 8 to 12 lanes. Many years ago, by a
unanimous vote of both our Executive Board and those attending a
general membership meeting, we approved a resolution in opposition to
that project. Considering the Los Angeles experience of continually
widening freeways, we believe that the traffic-growth inducement of such
an expansion means that if all other factors were to be kept equal, the
congestion would only be expanded, from 8 congested lanes to
12 congested lanes. If I-5 is expanded and State Route 78 (SR-78) is
expanded, as described in the proposed Plan, then the interchange
between them would need to be expanded. Figure 2 was constructed
based on the primary Caltrans proposal to expand the interchange. Those
“flyover” lanes would be about 300 feet from South Oceanside
Elementary School.

While highway improvements are one part of the overall vision, the North Coast Corridor (NCC) Program is a comprehensive package of
transportation, environmental, coastal access, and community enhancement projects to improve the quality of life throughout the region. The planned
transportation improvements, which include Express Lanes on Interstate 5, double tracking the coastal rail line, and new bike paths, will provide the
region additional travel choices. The final environmental document for the highway portion of the NCC Program identified the Express Lanes Only
project as the preferred alternative because this option has the smallest environmental footprint, requires the fewest property relocations, and has the
lowest construction cost. Additional program information can be found at KeepSanDiegoMoving.com/NCC.
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Brian Pollard

Urban
Collaborative

The purpose of this letter is to clarify the position of the Urban
Collaborative Project as it relates to the San Diego Forward: The
regional Plan and the Southeastern San Diego residents we engaged in
the process of developing the plan. The Urban Collaborative supports
the process SANDAG used to engage community in the development
of the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. We understand that our
role as a subcontractor in the SD Forward CBO Network is to inform,
educate, engage and share the input and concerns of our community
so that our collective voice is taken into consideration by the decision
makers of this plan. Although as an organization we support the
principles of transportation justice, we do not concur with all of the
positions taken in the Transportation Justice letter dated July 15
submitted during the SD Forward public comment period. Therefore
we are not in the position to support the Transportation Justice letter.
We are submitting this organizational letter in lieu of the
aforementioned collaborative letter.

Thank you for your involvement in the process. Please stay engaged as the process continues.

Letter
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Brian Pollard

Urban
Collaborative

In outreaching to different neighborhoods in Southeastern San Diego we
have learned that there are some issues of particular concern to residents
and are included below. Although investment into the public transit
system is reflected in the final transportation map for 2050, most of
those improvements are made in the later implementation periods of the
plan. We want to see public transportation be prioritized in the earliest
period of implementation, 2020, particularly as it pertains to routes that
go through Southeastern San Diego. Public transit fares are a barrier for
working families to use public transit as a mode of transportation. Local
residents have repeatedly asked for “transfer” services to be reinstated
and reduced fares for children, youth, and seniors. Of particular concern
to our community is the trolley crossing near the corner of Euclid Ave. &
Market St. that creates daily traffic backups on Euclid Ave. north to SR
94. We appreciate SANDAG’s support in providing resources to engage
our community in this important regional process and look forward to
continuing that role in good faith. We hope to continue to work with the
Jacobs Center for Neighborhood Innovation in supporting the
involvement of our community in this process.

The timing of transit investments is based on expected levels of funding (federal, state, and local) anticipated over the life of the San Diego Forward;
The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) between now and 2050. Also, major capital investments like a Trolley service do take time to implement given the
complexity of projects like this, the environmental process, and public outreach/engagement.

Letter

It is understood that fare affordability can be difficult for low income families; given the limited funding available for transit operations, it comes down
to balancing fare levels and service levels -- the lower the fares, the less funding available for services. The Day Pass offers unlimited usage of most
Trolley and bus services for one $5 price, which is equal to a round trip ticket on the Trolley.
The Draft Regional Plan includes a grade separated crossing of the Orange Line at Euclid Avenue by 2030.
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971

John Holder

WILDCOAST

Please find our comments related to the Draft Regional Plan sections on
environment and border region bike plans. We look forward to
working with SANDAG to make this project viable, sustainable and
ensure that it incorporates existing south San Diego open space areas
and underserved communities of south San Diego.

Thanks for your review of the Draft San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan. Advanced planning for the bike route between the San Ysidro border area
and the Bayshore bikeway will evaluate alternative alignments, in collaboration with partner agencies and stakeholders.

Letter

Appendix U.14 Pg. 21 paragraph 3-4 These active transportation
efforts should include efforts to identify a route from the San Ysidro
POE (via Camino del Plaza) to the Tijuana River Valley, bike lanes in
Imperial Beach, the Otay Valley Regional Park and the Bayshore
Bikeway. Potential sentence adjustment highlighted:
“One of the bicycle routes included in the Plan’s Early Action Program,
which identifies 42 of the highest priority projects to be implemented
first, is a route that will connect the San Ysidro border area to the
Bayshore Bikeway and existing south San Diego open space areas, such
as the Tijuana River Valley, Otay Valley Regional Park and the South
San Diego Bay National Wildlife Refuge. Planning for this route is
expected to begin in 2015.”
972

John Holder

WILDCOAST

Appendix U.14 Pg. 37 paragraph 3-5 This would be an appropriate
location to mention solid waste, which has significant impacts in the
Tijuana River Valley and to adjacent conservation areas. Specifically the
flow of cross border waste tires, plastic and Styrofoam. We are happy
to work with SANDAG on providing this language.

Appendix U.14 "Binational Perspective - Watersheds & Water Quality"(page 47-51) addresses the Tijuana River Valley Watershed-Estuary.

Letter

973

John Holder

WILDCOAST

Chapter 2 Pg. 60 Bike route 3 “Border Access Corridor” should have
optional route or additional route connecting to the Tijuana River Valley
trail system (via Camino de la Plaza) and a connection to the Otay
Valley Regional Park and the Bayshore Bikeway (via Saturn Blvd). There
are over 22 miles of mixed-use trails for biking that could be part of
these routes. Either additional routes or way finding signs should be
part of the “Border Access Corridor” or any border access/Bayshore
Bikeway connection efforts. The adjacent communities are some of
San Diego’s most low income and underserved areas and creating this
access to open space areas also aligns with SANDAG’s Border Health
Equity Transportation Study.

This project is one of the highest priority projects in the Regional Bike Plan, as it is part of the Regional Bike Plan Early Action Program being
implemented over the next ten years. Planning for this project will begin later this year. One of the goals of the Regional Bike Network is to connect
regionally significant centers, including residential areas, recreational areas, and commercial centers.

Letter

Planning for this project will begin later this year.

General comment on the Border to Bayshore Bikeway project inclusion
in the Draft Regional Plan: Border to Bayshore Bikeway project should
be implemented as a high-priority project for SANDAG’s Regional Plan.
The existing open space areas, trails and bike lanes in the border region
create a fantastic opportunity to make the region a bike hub and carry
out goals of the “Border Health Equity Transportation Study” with a
connection of these underserved communities, the San Ysidro POE,
open space and the Bayshore Bikeway. Furthermore, the momentum of
the “Tijuaneando en Bici” movement in Tijuana makes cross border
facilitation and collaboration more sustainable.
974

Ernie Griffes

How about a causeway across south bay that takes military traffic off
of horrible smog clogged Palm Ave? Which will get massively worse
soon. From I-5 to Silver Strand, directly into the relocated Seal Base,
with a ramp at 13th for the Navy auxiliary field, and ramps at Silver
Strand for Coronado and North Island traffic. As a matter of national
security the Feds might chip in on it.
Also take beach traffic to the beach and maybe even make Ed Kravitz
Trolley to the beach feasible.

With the exception of State Route 11, San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan (Regional Plan) does not propose any new freeways, including causeways.
Additionally, projects in the Regional Plan must be drawn from the Unconstrained Network which is developed early in the plan preparation and
represents the list of needs throughout the region. Your comment will be shared with the City of Coronado.
Regarding access to the beach, Rapid bus services (limited stop, high frequency) will be included in the Regional Plan to connect the Blue Line Trolley to
the beaches in Imperial Beach, and from Downtown to Coronado.

Email
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975

Robert Ito

Asian Business
Association of
San Diego

I am writing on behalf of the Asian Business Association of San Diego
(ABA) to express our support for San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan.
With more than 500 members, the ABASD provides a strong voice on
business, cultural and political issues of interest to San Diego's Asian
and Pacific Islander community. Our organization facilitates the growth
and development of member businesses, and one of our primary goals
is to enable members to participate fully in San Diego's economic
development, without regard to race, color, creed or national origin.

We appreciate your support and feedback. The San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan supports local businesses by making connections that will fuel
the continued success of the economy by connecting businesses with customers, future employees with education and training, and suppliers and
manufacturers with retailers and service industries.

Letter

San Diego Forward presents a balanced approach to accommodating
our region's growth over the next 35 years. By focusing our future
growth in existing urban areas, the plan will promote the creation of
healthy and vibrant urban communities while allowing us to preserve
our most cherished natural resources. The transportation investments in
the plan will significantly increase public transit use -an important
element to making our more urban communities successful - and also
makes smart investments in our rail and road network to ensure that
they can efficiently support businesses and promote economic
development.

Additionally, the SANDAG DISCO effort supports our Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (DBE) program with a goal to ensure that small businesses
have an equal opportunity to receive and participate in our solicitations and awarded contracts. SANDAG received Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
approval of its proposed overall DBE goal and methodology for implementation on July 27, 2012. This approval authorizes SANDAG to establish raceconscious (contract specific) Underutilized/DBE goals for FTA-funded procurements. SANDAG is a subrecipient of Federal Highway Administration
funding through Caltrans. Caltrans issued a directive to local subrecipient agencies that contract goals for federally funded projects authorized on or
after July 1, 2012 must include all DBE groups (African Americans, Asian Pacific American, Native American, Women, Hispanic American, Subcontinent
Asian American, and any other groups whose members are certified as socially or economically disadvantaged).

SANDAG is in the process of implementing a new labor compliance system that will monitor local hiring practices by contractors that are working on
SANDAG projects. SANDAG has allocated resources to develop a system that will provide real time information of local workers on SANDAG
construction projects. SANDAG supports job creation in our local economy and many of our public works projects include local companies and
workers. Implementing a system to monitor and provide feedback on local worker data to our contractors is a major step forward in increasing local
worker participation on SANDAG transit projects.

The $200 billion in infrastructure investments called for in the plan
present a significant opportunity for SANDAG to support local
businesses. We hope that you will promote employment and
contracting opportunities so that minority-owned and small local
businesses have the chance to fully participate in these projects that
will move our region forward. We look forward to working with you on
the implementation of this importation plan.
976

Jessica Jensen &
Ella Tour

My friend and I stumbled upon your website and were really interested
in the work you're doing to make San Diego a more livable, sustainable
place to live. We are especially interested in ways in which to get more
people outside walking, instead of driving cars. Not only do we feel
walking preserves the environment and makes our bodies healthier but
it also brings neighbors outside and connecting with one another in
person. Something we all need in light of how much time we spend in
the digital world these days.

In areas where SANDAG has no regional projects planned a good approach is to work with the local Community Planning Group and your respective
City Council District Office. Local advocacy groups such as Circulate San Diego can also be very good resources.

Email

The construction of a Class I bike path on Carmel Valley Road west of I-5 to Coast Highway as depicted in the Regional Bike Plan is currently unfunded.
It is proposed this facility could be considered in the 2030 to 2040 timeframe. Currently, there are Class II bike lanes on Carmel Valley Road that
connect to McGonigle Road providing direct access to Torrey Pines beach area. Other improvements for bike access in this area that are planned to be
completed by 2020 include completing the link between SR 56 and Old Carmel Valley Road under I-5.

Email

Ella and I are on a small crusade to make our particular neighborhood
(Torrey Hills, San Diego, 92130) safer and more pedestrian friendly. We
are working with the City of San Diego to try to get a cross walk
installed which would allow children, families, elderly, runners, dog
walkers, etc. to all cross a busy thoroughfare safely and with ease. The
particular road is East Ocean Air and it is being used as a commuting
thoroughfare where people are traveling up to 50 MPH. Across the
street are a public park and an elementary school, so there are loads of
reasons for people to want to cross.
Unfortunately, it is taking a very long time to convince the city that
there is a legitimate need. We are writing because we are wondering if
there is any way your organization could help us in this cause? We
think more voices than just our neighborhood might expedite this
process and relay a sense of gravity and importance to this cause. Is it
possible to have a phone call to discuss?
977

Stan Rapoport

I am interested to know when the 56 bike trail to Torrey Pines beach
will be completed. Riding on Carmel Valley Road from the 56 west is
very dangerous.
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978

Dimitrios Alexiou

Hospital
Association of San
Diego and Imperial
Counties

I am writing on behalf of the Hospital Association of San Diego and
Imperial Counties (HASD&IC) to express support for San Diego
Forward: The Regional Plan. As an organization that represents 35
hospitals in two counties from rural to urban, profit to investor-owned,
small and large, HASD&IC provides advocacy and leadership on issues
that affect the delivery of accessible and quality healthcare for all
residents.

We appreciate your support and feedback. A major goal of the Regional Plan is to improve mobility for everyone by creating more travel choices in a
way that protects the environment and fuels our regional economy. Additionally, access to healthcare is considered in the development of the Regional
Plan and in the evaluation of the transportation network.

Letter

Public health has been considered throughout the Draft Regional Plan development including a Public Health White Paper, Project Evaluation Criteria,
Performance Measures, Alternative Transportation Scenarios, Preferred Transportation Network, and the Draft Plan for San Diego Forward.

San Diego Forward presents a balanced approach to accommodating
the San Diego region’s growth over the next 35 years. By focusing
future growth in existing urban areas, the plan will promote the
creation of healthy and vibrant urban communities that promote
walking, biking and public transit ridership – all of which are
encouraged by members of HASD&IC. We believe these activities
advance healthy lifestyles that are key to prevention of many ailments
and diseases. At the same time, our members recognize that the
effectiveness of our healthcare delivery systems requires that first
responders and patients who must use vehicles have safe and efficient
access to and from our healthcare facilities. Therefore, it is critical that
local roads and highways maintain a level of operation that ensures
accessibility to vital services throughout the region, especially in our
rural
areas
where
transit
is
not
widely
available.
The $200 billion in infrastructure investments called for in the plan
present a significant opportunity for SANDAG to provide a variety of
transportation choices that promote the health and economic wellbeing and quality of life for those who live here. We believe the San
Diego Forward Plan provides a balanced approach to meeting the
region’s infrastructure needs through 2050.
We appreciate the opportunity to provide comment on San Diego
Forward and welcome future requests for our feedback on how
transportation investments and regional planning will affect our
healthcare delivery system.
979

Brian C. Murray

US Encode
Corporation

It is my view that the 56 bike trial be extended to Torrey Pines this will
most certainly increase the safety of cyclists. We have some wonderful
cycling areas and with the sport of cycling growing day by day it is
imperative that we follow the lead of other states and ensure that our
cyclists are safe.

The construction of a Class I bike path on Carmel Valley Road west of I-5 to Coast Highway as depicted in the Regional Bike Plan is currently unfunded.
It is proposed this facility could be considered in the 2030 to 2040 timeframe. Currently, there are Class II bike lanes on Carmel Valley Road that
connect to McGonigle Road providing direct access to Torrey Pines beach area. Other improvements for bike access in this area that are planned to be
completed by 2020 include completing the link between SR 56 and Old Carmel Valley Road under I-5.

Email
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I submitted detailed comments on the 2050 Regional Growth plan
when it was released. Since then, a number of Community Plans in the
City of San Diego have completed their draft updates.

Every four years, before SANDAG embarks upon the preparation of its regional transportation plan as required by federal law, SANDAG updates its
regional growth forecast. SANDAG works closely with the planning and community development directors and technical staff members of each local
jurisdiction to prepare and review the land use inputs that become the foundation for the updated forecast. The land use inputs of the Series 13 2050
Regional Growth Forecast reflect the long-term capacity based on current, adopted local land use plans. In some areas, those capacities changed
between the Series 12 and Series 13 forecasts to more accurately reflect community-level land use planning efforts. As you reference in your comment,
growth rates are decreasing. Since the 1970’s, when the region’s annual growth rates were well above 4 percent, the region’s growth rate has
decreased considerably, with an annual average growth rate of less than one percent between now and 2050. This means that our region is growing
considerably slower than it has in the past. Ultimately, the density at which development occurs in local communities is the purview of the local city
council (or Board of Supervisors for the unincorporated areas), based on a variety of factors, including community input. While the region is still
recovering from the recession, recent developments throughout the region show mixed use, higher density projects are being built close to transit
stations around the region. Examples include mixed income apartments in La Mesa next to the Grossmont Trolley Station; two affordable housing
projects within a block of the Vista Village SPRINTER Station; market rate apartments and condominiums in Escondido near the Escondido Transit
Center SPRINTER Station; mixed use development at the Palomar College SPRINTER Station in San Marcos; affordable housing next to the Lemon
Grove Depot Trolley Station, with high-density market rate housing on the way; higher density development in the Otay Town Ranch area of Chula
Vista; higher density housing and mixed use development in the downtown areas of Oceanside and National City; emerging housing development in
North Park; and housing and mixed use in Downtown San Diego, as you mentioned, among others.

Email

As I warned in my earlier comments to you, urban densities are not
increasing. The number of new dwellings to be constructed in Uptown
San Diego (Hillcrest/Mission Hills) over the life of the updated plan is
about the same as was constructed in the previous twenty years. The
same thing is happening in almost every one of the City’s community
plan areas. North Park, Pacific Beach, Pt Loma, Golden Hill, Barrio
Logan (if a plan is even submitted) will all have about the same rate of
growth as in the past. Downtown will have an increase. But only
downtown. In contrast, the Morena Corridor for the new trolley service
to UCSD/UTC will have far, far fewer units than anticipated. The
community flatly rejected the idea of higher density and TOD.
The Uptown Community plan suggests another problem with local
planning and densification in urban areas: the area currently has about
1.56 residents/dwelling unit. The plan forecasts a future density of over
2/du. This flies in the face of demographic projections for fertility as
well as everything that is known about the relationship between
housing value and family size.
It seems to me a wholly cynical decision on the part of the Uptown
planners to assume additional population will be accommodated
without need for new housing—magically—by an increase in the
number or persons in each home.
The foundation of the SANDAG 2050 plan is denser urban areas whose
residents and workers will carpool, bike, walk or use mass transit. But
without increased density this is not going to happen. (There is even a
question in San Diego whether increased density from TOD projects in
San Diego, La Mesa, San Marcos and elsewhere has lead to any
increase in mass transit use. Surveys show most residents of TOD’s still
drive to work—mostly in a single occupancy vehicle).
The exact opposite of densification is occurring as the County
continues to accept applications for leap-frog sprawl, such as at Lilac
Hills and Merriam Mountains on the I-15 corridor north of Escondido.
The recently concluded County General Plan is quite clear that this
should not occur. Development should be more compact, and within
existing Villages. Applicants see a pathway toward approval of very
large, low density projects outside Villages.
In short, for all the work that has gone into your planning, and all the
very good things you have said about density, none of what you
forecast is occurring outside downtown San Diego and perhaps around
CalState San Marcos. Those two exemplary areas’ development do not
outweigh the preponderance of approved or proposed development in
lower density projects distant from employment or mass transit.

Consistent with trends over the past several decades, land use plans will continue to change over time. SANDAG updates its forecasts every four years
in order to reflect local land use plans as accurately as possible as they evolve and to incorporate development projects as they are built. SANDAG’s
Smart Growth Concept Map, Smart Growth Incentive Program, Active Transportation Grant Program, and Regional Transit Oriented Development
(TOD) Strategy (Appendix U) will continue to be used as tools to encourage local smart growth and TOD efforts in the most urbanized areas of the
region. If the land use capacities assumed in the Series 13 Regional Growth Forecast fail to substantially materialize, future updates of the forecast
(Series 14 and beyond) will be modified to reflect these changes. Over the course of the long term, SANDAG’s forecasts, particularly at the regional
level, have been consistently accurate, and SANDAG will continue to strive for accuracy in the forecasting process to the greatest extent possible.
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981

David Nydegger

Oceanside
Chamber of
Commerce

On behalf of the Oceanside Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors,
we are writing to express our support of the San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan, as recommended by SANDAG. Our organization
represents the interest of industry, business and landowners in the
Oceanside and North Coastal areas of North San Diego County.

Thank you for your support. The Draft Regional Plan recognizes the importance of the I-5 and SR 78 corridors and provides as early phasing as possible
to bring these improvements to fruition. Additionally, the Regional Plan recognizes the importance of the Oceanside Transit Center as a critical hub for
COASTER, MetroLink, SPRINTER and local bus services and includes increased local bus frequencies connecting to the transit center by 2020 and
phased LOSSAN corridor improvements included throughout the plan.

Letter

Thank you for your support of the Draft Regional Plan. The Regional Plan recognizes that SPRINTER and I-15 improvements are critical to facilitate
access to jobs and freight movement. Additionally, in terms of economic impact, the Regional Plan investments will positively impact job creation and
will improve the regional economy.

Letter

We continue to enjoy steady growth in our community, including
increased tourism, and continue to support all efforts to provide
adequate public services along with responsible and sustainable growth
strategies. Oceanside is the gateway to the rest of the Coastal area in
San Diego County and, more importantly, the gateway for most of the
tourist traffic using Interstate 5.
The tourism and normal daily traffic along I-5 is dependent on
significant infrastructure investment to ensure efficient movement of
vehicle traffic through the city. San Diego Forward’s planned
expenditures for the improvement of the interchange at I-5 and State
Route 78 are critical to keeping the traffic flowing south and east
through the coastal corridor. This improvement is needed sooner, not
later, than is projected in the plan.
Oceanside is also home to the North County Transit District main transit
hub, providing options for all travelers to connect with other North
County areas and the City of San Diego.
The San Diego Forward Regional Plan promotes a sound, balanced
strategy to accommodate our region’s future growth while protecting
the environment, promoting economic development, and maintaining
our quality of life.
982

Rorie Johnston

Escondido
Chamber of
Commerce

On behalf of the Escondido Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors,
we are writing to express our support of the San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan, as recommended by SANDAG. Our organization
represents the interests of industry, business and landowners in the
Escondido area of North San Diego County.
We are poised for growth in our community, and support all efforts to
provide adequate public services along with responsible and sustainable
growth strategies. With its central location in the county of San Diego,
Escondido will benefit with job creation within its sphere of influence.
But, this job growth is dependent on significant infrastructure
investment to ensure efficient goods movement, and transportation
options that improved transit access through projects such as this will
allow workers to be able to access new jobs. San Diego Forward's
planned investments in the extension of Sprinter service south to
Westfield North County and managed lanes for I-15 will help to ensure
that Escondido has the infrastructure needed to support this economic
development.
San Diego Forward promotes a sound, balanced strategy to
accommodate our region's future growth while protecting the
environment, promoting economic development, and maintaining our
quality of life.
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983

Joe Panetta

Biocom

I am writing to express Biocom’s support for San Diego Forward: The
Regional Plan (Plan), and to urge the SANDAG board to adopt the draft
Plan as it was released in April 2015. Biocom leads the advocacy efforts
of the Southern California life science community with more than 670
members, including biotechnology and medical device companies,
universities, basic research institutions, and service support firms. San
Diego’s life science cluster employs 60,000 people, and supports an
additional 158,000 jobs, for a total countywide impact of over 218,000
jobs. These jobs pay a total of $15 billion in wages and salaries, with an
overall impact of $37 billion in economic activity.

We appreciate your support. The Draft Regional Plan recognizes that physical "clustering" of businesses can stimulate the growth of industries such as
biotechnology and life sciences while spurring innovation and entrepreneurship. The Regional Plan takes into account the circulation system as a
whole to include transit and roadway improvements with access to businesses but also considers the pedestrian scale and land uses involved with
attracting customers and employees. The economic analysis of San Diego Forward looked specifically at the impact of improved transportation on the
region’s critical industry clusters, and showed that investments in transportation will reduce travel costs and increase productivity. See Appendix P for
details.

Letter

Thank you for your comments. SANDAG will continue to work with the San Diego North Economic Developpment Council to support infrastructure
investments and funding opportunities in North County.

Letter

Transportation is a key element in the quality of life in San Diego,
impacting the ability of employees to commute from work in a
reasonable time as well as the ability of companies to attract the
necessary workforce and transport goods and products. Investment in
San Diego transportation infrastructure is critical for San Diego’s future
growth and quality of life. As the life science industry continues to
expand its research and development facilities, we must make sure to
provide funding for the necessary transportation improvement projects.
In 2010 and 2011, SANDAG staff worked closely with the public,
including Biocom, to create a balanced Plan that includes both public
transit and highway expansion. This balance is a necessary and realistic
approach to transportation in our region. The Plan will allow SANDAG
to provide demonstrable congestion relief projects, enhanced mobility,
improved safety, and stronger connectivity to benefit our region’s
largest employment and activity centers.
984

Carl S. Morgan

North County
Economic
Development
Corporation

On behalf of the San Diego North Economic Development Council
(SDNEDC) Board of Directors, we are writing to express our support of
the San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, as recommended by
SANDAG.
Our organization represents 26 cities and unincorporated communities
in North San Diego County. The continued growth of our key industry
clusters is dependent on significant planned infrastructure investment
to ensure efficient movement of vehicle traffic through the city. San
Diego Forward's planned expenditures for the improvement of the
interchange at I-5 and State Route 78 are critical to keeping the traffic
flowing south and east through our North County Community.
In order to maintain the balanced approach, which maintains the
projects in the pipeline and does not favor one approach at the
expense of another, we feel the SANDAG recommendation in the San
Diego Forward Plan is the best option. The plan follows through on the
projects approved in the TransNet ballot measure and keeps faith with
the voters by avoiding any significant shift of funds, causing delays and
possible loss of needed managed lane projects and other highway
improvements (I-5 and 78 interchange). Anything less than the San
Diego Forward Plan would represent a broken promise to the voters
who supported the TransNet funding approach.
The San Diego Forward Regional Plan promotes a sound, balanced
strategy to accommodate our region's future growth while protecting
the environment, promoting economic development, and maintaining
our quality of life. We strongly support the plan as recommended in
the San Diego Forward Regional Plan.
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985

Jerry Sanders

San Diego Regional
Chamber of
Commerce

On behalf of the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce
(Chamber), I am writing to express our support for the SANDAG Draft
Regional Plan, San Diego Forward. With approximately 2,500 members
representing nearly 400,000 employees, the Chamber is dedicated to
growing commerce in the San Diego region, requiring a transportation
infrastructure that encourages such growth and supports the needs of
the local business community.

Thank you for your support. SANDAG will continue to work with the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce to support infrastructure
investments, policies, projects, and programs to make the region both more competitive globally and to attract business while improving the lives of
those who make the region their home.

Letter

Thank you for your support of this project and we look forward to your continued interest as it advances through the environmental review stages.
Additionally, a transit station will be added to the Final Plan to be constructed in the vicinity of 28th Street on State Route 94 to facilitate Rapid access
to these communities.

Email

San Diego Forward invests over $200 billion in the regional
transportation network, which will be critical to support the additional
one million people that the region is expected to grow by. This addition
to our population equates to an additional 330,000 homes and
500,000 new jobs in the region, a significant growth that our business
community eagerly looks forward to.
As the leading voice for business in the region, the Chamber is acutely
aware of the impact that transportation availability, access and
efficiency has on the local economy. We are uniquely situated for
substantial growth in key industry sectors in the near future, but if we
cannot adequately get folks to and from our businesses, we will
struggle to attract and retain the talent necessary for a thriving regional
business sector. San Diego Forward will promote smart growth and
transportation options that take into account the changing commuting
preferences of future workforce populations, and preserving the quality
of life for individuals working and living here currently.
This plan is a comprehensive approach to guiding the way our region
grows, and anticipating additional ways for our community to be
competitive in an increasingly global market. Goods movement, transit
improvement and preservation of open space - all addressed in this
proposal, are reflective of San Diego's unique culture that has
successfully and consistently attracted businesses and families.
We support San Diego Forward: The Regional Plan, and look forward
to the opportunity to assist in its success.
986

Monique Lopez
and Randy Van
Vleck

Environmental
Health Coalition
and City Heights
CDC

We would like to thank you for your vote at the SANDAG Board in
favor of designating $31 million for a pilot demonstration project
which would implement one of the innovative community-supported
alternatives, bus on shoulder/median (Agenda Item 12, July 24, 2015).
Additionally, we are particularly supportive of the inclusion of
innovative
community-supported
alternatives
in
the
Draft
Environmental Impact Report. We see this as a positive step in ensuring
better regional and local mobility and recreating the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Freeway as a complete corridor.
Ensuring that communities of Golden Hill and Sherman Heights have
access to both the South Bay Rapid and Centerline 235 Rapid busses
through the inclusion of a transit stop is critically important for regional
and local mobility and we look forward to continuing the conversation
with the SANDAG Board regarding this important feature of the
project. We are committed to continuing to engage in the process to
ensure a project that best meets the community's needs and priorities.
Please let us know how we may serve as a resource and be available to
you and your staff throughout the process. We look forward to working
with you and your staff moving forward on this important project.
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987

Alejandra Mier y
Teran

Otay Mesa
Chamber of
Commerce

The Otay Mesa Chamber of Commerce appreciates the opportunity to
provide feedback on the San Diego Regional Forward Plan.

Thank you for your support. SANDAG will continue to work with the Otay Chamber of Commerce to support infrastructure investments, policies,
projects, and programs to facilitate cross-border trade. The Regional Plan includes a number of improvements to north-south highway corridors to
allow for the efficient movement of people and goods.

Letter

We very much appreciate your strong support for several important
projects in our community that enhance cross-border trade
opportunities in Southern CA and therefore sustain hundreds of jobs in
our region: A) SR-11/East Otay Mesa Port of Entry B) SR 125/905
Connectors, as well as other border related infrastructure serving the
thousands of trucks carrying merchandise through our community.
We are also very excited about the South Bay .BRT, which will
significantly enhance transit opportunities for the more than 1,300
employees working in Otay Mesa.
Because trade projections are growing and truck traffic can only move
through highways, we feel it is of utmost importance that the plan
include freeway expansions, along the LA-San Diego corridors. In
addition, we feel that the managed lanes included in the plan are not
sufficient to accommodate the needs in the South Bay. For example,
the 805 HOV lanes in South Bay are already at capacity and there are
no expansions planned. We strongly encourage you and the Board to
program additional HOV lanes along the 805 and include freeway
expansion projects that will continue to enhance trade opportunities.
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